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An Experimental Steam Boiler for Model Yachts.
By Jorm VINCENT BOURKE.

Two Views

OF EXPERIMENTAL

HE subject of

the accompanying illustration
steam boiler suitable for a model
yacht with a hull 38 ins. long and 62- ins. beam.
The boiler is 7 ins. long and 4} ins. wide, and is
the shell and ends, sheet
composed as follows:
two ﬂue-tubes, brass,
copper, 3-64ths in. thick;
internal diameter, 1} ins. diameter and 3-64ths in.
thick; top of boiler, two pieces, German silver,
1-16th in. thick and strengthened by the riveting
underneath;
centre top-piece, carrying
strips
dome, brass, 1}in. thick (to get good depth for screw
the dome, brass tube, r} ins.
ing bolt-holes);
The boiler is riveted throughout with
diameter.
is a small

3—64ths-in. brass snap-headed rivets and copper
slightly countersunk
the holes being
L-pieces,
on the riveting side, the two ﬂue-tubes being the
only parts put on with solder. The bottom of the
boiler is supported by a stay-plate (German silver)
sitting athwart the ﬂue-tubes and securely bolted
to the bottom plate.

BOILER FOR M0031. YACHTS.
For the purpose of obviating all danger from low
water in the boiler whilst the yacht is under way
an apparatus is provided and works in the following
manner:
by the action of a ﬂoat (contained in
the boiler) a needle (German silver wire) r-32nd in.
diameter is caused to work vertically through a
stufﬁng-box on top of dome, and as the ﬂoat falls
with the water-line the needle, which has a traverse
of 3-32nds in., releases a link which allows a weight
to strike a trigger commanding a double-headed
bolt, on which is mounted a series of ten elliptical
springs, from which sufﬁcient energy is derived to
actuate the tap and cut off the supply of liquid fuel
to the boiler. All the internal parts of the arrange
ment are uon-oxidisable material, and, no rust form
ing on them, the apparatus is thoroughly reliable,
never failing to act when the water approaches
Another purpose for
the bottom of the glass.
which the energy of the double-headed bolt might
be employed would be to open a tap communicating
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with a reservoir of water sufﬁcient to reﬁll the boiler.
This reservoir should be under pneumatic pressure
sufﬁciently above the boiler pressure to ensure a
discharge of the water, as has been suggested
Now, with the amount
before now in this journal.
of liquid fuel for the evaporation of two boilers
full of water, and no more, the efﬁciency of the
boat with such an appliance would be doubled as
to the length of cruise she could take with safety.
I can even perceive a ready means whereby the
energy of the bolt might be employed to actuate
the helm, so as to lay a course to return from whence
she started.
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'Whether such evolutions would have any interest
With those who pursue the very enjoyable and
fascinating sport of model yacht sailing is beyond
my ken, not having had an opportunity of attend
ing (up to this) any of those very pleasurable eVents.
But certainly the apparatus described would go a
long way to secure the safety of any yacht's boiler
fitted with internal tubes—the only arrangement
by which economy and efﬁciency can be obtained.
I hail the advance of model yacht clubs from an
educational point of view, and trust to soon see
them associated,
as was so eloquently advocated
by your correspondent in a recent publication.

A Design for a 2i-ln. Gauge Model Steam Rail Motor Coach.
(With

Coloured

Plate.)

By ALFRED J. Bonn.
GENERAL REMARKS ON THE DESIGN.
not exactly apologising for submitting
a new design to the reader’s notice, the
writer feels thata few words of explanation
The subjects of the
are nevertheless necessary.
designs for the coloured plates previously published
more to the
have, generally speaking,
appealed
advanced amateur, while this year the more in
worker has been considered.
experienced
\Vith regard to the choice of subject. The
chief reason which governed the selection was the
fact that the subject treated had not been previously
dealt with in these pages, except the reference
occasionally to actual practice. And, again, the
writer ventures to think that a model constructed
in accordance with this design would Prove a. useful
of
and interesting addition to the rolling-stock
The »._l-in. scale and gauge was
a model railway.
decided on, as this appears to be largely used by
model railway engineers.
No attempt has been made to copy any particular
prototype ; in fact, as regards the external appear
ance of the model, certain features of two or three
motor coaches now running in different parts of the
country are embodied in the design.
Provision has been made for the engine to be
readily detachable from the coach, when necessary.
It will also be noticed that the engine is self-con
tained. This allows it to be used alone, if desired,
as a small shunting engine, in which case a slight
alteration to the lamp arrangement would be neces
This, however, will be dealt with later.
sary.
In general outline (except with regard to the
those
cylinders) the engine somewhat resembles
designed for the L. & Y. R. by Mr. Hughes, while
is a modiﬁcation of modern G.N.R.
the coach
practice. The scale loading gauge and over-all
width has, of course, been closely adhered to.
There ma be a number of readers who would
ractice more closely,
ollow actual
prefer to
e cylinders, etc.
The
especially with regard to
writer‘s main reason for not doing so was the
endeavour to simplify matters as much as possible.
For instance, take the cylinders and motion of any
In the majority of steam
particular prototype.
rail motors that have been built up to the present,
outside cylinders, with the Walschaerts valve gear

HILE

have' been employed, the bore of the cylinders
in some cases being only 9 ins. in diameter. To
model these to l—in. scale would involve a. great
deal of delicate work, hardly to be expected
of
amateurs other than the more advanced ones.
Again, the limited size of boiler would hardly
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allow of two cylinders being used satisfactorily.
Hence the adoption of a double—acting oscillating
cylinder.
There are one or two novel features included
in the design which might be alluded to here.
\Vith regard to the boiler, it will be noticed that this
is a water-tube type of rather unusual construction,
at least, so far as model locomotives are concerned.
A cross-section is given in Fig. i, which shows the
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if

alternate placing of the tubes.
in this fashion a larger range
and better ventilation is possible
“
"
the
Smithies
type of water
effective
surface of
heating
The

ins.

By arranging them

of heating surface
than would obtain
tubes were adopted.
the boiler is 35 sq.
is

Another rather novel feature
the steam
distributing block and method of reversing. This
is not shown in the coloured plate, but details
will be given in an early issue.
The shaded
drawing reproduced on this page
represents the model as it would appear when com
pleted and lined up, and gives a good idea of the
The minimum
radius of
general
preportions.
track that the complete model as illustrated would
ins., but by slightly
one of 10 ft.
safely negotiate
the engine and
increasing the distance between
coach the model would take a much smaller curve.
Below
given a table of the leading dimensions.
some of which are not given in the coloured supple
ment :—
in. diameter, i-in. stroke.
Cylinder:
ins. diameter.
Engine wheels,
Coach wheels,
ins. diameter.
Inner boiler barrel, 2} ins. outside diameter.
Boiler casing, 2§ ins. outside diameter.
Heating surface: Boiler, i8f_sq. ins.; tubes,
6

is

1}

1}

§

is

Supplement.)

16% sq. ins.

2

7

1

4

6

Height fromjrail to top of chimney, 3-16ths ins.
\Vid th over footplate, ins.
Centre of engine trailing wheels to centre of
coach bogie,
ft.
ins.
ft. 7% ins.
Length over buffers,
'
(To be continued.)

Some Notes on the Uses of

Kites.

(i
HE

By R. \V. E.

an exhibition
of kite-ﬂying
held a few weeks ago on \Vimbledon Common
attracted a large crowd of onlookers to the
spot—including many representatives of the Press
—seems
to denote an increascd public interest in
Nor
this surprising
we
the subject of kites.
consider how often lately the attention of the world
has been engaged by the various airships, whose
in
owners
have made bold attempts at progress
With
the direction of the conquest of the air.
interest in large aeroplanes—such as
increased
must come
those of the brothers \Vright—there
a corresponding increase of interest in the more
humble kite. For the two are closely related.
One has only
father to the aeroplane.
The kite
to look at the latest type of aeroplane to be struck
by the resemblance of its large supporting planes
to the simple box kite which has long been familiar
not a
And this resemblance
to all kite-ﬂyers.
mere accidental one, for by experiments with kites
aeronauts have found what are the best forms
and arrangements of vanes for giving support in
the air, and having found them, they have incor—
porated them in their airships. The only funda
mental diﬂerence between the kite and the aero
The kite
supported
in the motive power.
plane
by the force of the wind acting against the back
pull of the line. In the aeroplane precisely the
obtained by the force of the motor
same effect

that
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in another direction

a

and

It.

is

of

is

8i;

'
then the ﬁght be ins.
The ob'ect
and
otlier';g line, and this caodelighdalii‘g
is
to_cut the
the
rapidly paid
lines are crossed and one line
out while bearing continuously upon one point
other line.
Each player tries so to direct
the
kite _as to get his line in fav0urable position for
his
this action, but to prevent the other from doing
And the ﬁght
fast and exciting.
Obviously
so.
a simple matter to employ such a
would
dirigible kite for transmitting signals in the Morse
code.
A dive in one direction could represent a

dot.

is

dasAl: -m_ eresting application of the kite has
been
at Brighton by Mr. \V. H. Akilieiilrglty
_tried
of Wimbledon.
It
suggested to use a kite for
the purpose of establishing communication between
the shore and a ship in distress, instead of the usual

Folded

edge of

paper

AN INDIAN

KITB.

i

if

is

\Vhen a ship
driven ashore
rocket apparatus.
there is usually a strong breeze in the direction of the
the ship were provided with kites
shore, so that
a simple matter to send a. line ashore
it would
Much expense and trouble might
by their aid.
in this way be saved.
'
other wa
There are doubtless man
hgswtlilézg
be of great service.
might
Nothinygs
kites
said of their use as a means of traction, which in
might be very convenient
some circumstances
in pulling a skater over ice, drawing a boat, etc,
l\or have we considered their use as an advertis:
ing medium, for which purpose they are irequentlv
employed with very effective results. Enough
been said to suggest that their practical
has perhaps
utility 15 such as to render them not_unworthv the
as

consideration even
and experimentally-inclined
Serious

of such a common-sense
personage as the model

engineer.

Comm—The value of the
old im orted into
the United Kingdom in Novemgber waspgz,828,884,
as compared with £n,326,3o7 in November, 1907,
and {5,496,258 in November. 1906. The aggre
gate value of the gold imported into the United
to November 30th
this year was
Kingdom
and
541,539,849, _as compared with {49,306,609
in the corresponding periods
{41,846,861
1907
of

the
acting against the inertia of the air. So that
kite, in view of its close relation to the aeroplane,
must be considered a valuable means of scientiﬁc
research in aeronautics.
But this is by no means its only sphere of useful
It is perhaps in time of war that the practical
ness.
utility of the kite could appear to best advantage.
It could then be of great service as a means of
transport, of reconnoitring
communication and
these
and of signalling. With regard to the first of
themselves
will suggest
uses,
many occasions
in which the kite might be made to do good service.
by kite with
Communication could be established
as, for instance,
positions otherwise inaccessible,
below,
between the top of a cliff and the ground
or between opposite banks of a river or ravine.
Not only could a line or a telegraph wire be sent
across,
but by the use of the large man-lifting
kites, baggage and even men might be transported.
At present it is considered that a good deal of risk
kite, but
attends the carrying of human beings by
kites, and by
with improvements in the design of
the provision of efﬁcient parachutic apparatus,
the risk will be reduced to a negligible quantity.
The kite’s second use mentioned—reconnoitring
ﬁrst,
-—though of less importance perhaps than the
At present
consideration.
is not unworthy of
war balloons are relied upon for taking bird's-eye
But this method
surveys of surrounding country.
by con
and also accompanied
is very expensive
ascent,
The
siderable risk to those making the
object c0uld often be satisfactorily attained by
in this way
the use of cameraearrying kites, and
-Then, for
life might be saved.
money and
run
signalling during military operations, ﬂags
service.
upon a line from a kite would be of great
At night-time lights could be substituted for ﬂags,
and it would be possible to convey messages by
their colours and motions,
Perhaps the most interesting method of kite
in con
signalling is that which suggests itself
nection with the little square Indian kite, a striking
It can be
characteristic of which is its dirigibility.
direction, or
made to execute sudderf dives in any
These
even to go through a series of somersaults.
movements are under the ﬂyer's control, and are
and
Obtained simply by the judicious tightening
\Vith this kite a variation
slackening of the line.
in the pull on the line produces a corresponding
by the kite to
variation in the area presented
wind, and if the pull is appropriately in
the
or decreased—judged by the behaviour
creased
of the kite at the movement—motion in the
The
direction can be brought about.
desired
construction of this kite is very simple, as will be
Its frame
seen from the accompanying sketch.
work consists of two light strips of cane—one
the
straight, for a back, and the other held in
form of a bow by a thread stretched between its
The body is of strong tissue paper, strength
ends.
upon the
ened at the edges by threads stretched
The manner in which the
wooden
framework.
line is attached to the kite has a great inﬂuence
and a little experimenting
upon its dirigibility,
before the best possible posi
is usually necessary
tion for the connections is found. The kite, when
is very light, and will ﬂy in the gentlest
complete,
breeze, a linen thread being of sufﬁcient strength
for a line. It is with this kite that the Indian
The players pre
game of “Vakata,” is played.
resin,
pare their lines by serving them well with
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Notes on a Model

Some

Elevator.
By RICHARD A. ELTON.
design and construction of models of labour
saving machinery is, I am afraid, rather
by the readers of THE MODEL
neglected
I have a dim recollection of seeing
ENGINEER.
illustrated in its pages a model of an elevator for
stacking hay, but that was some years ago, and I
do not think anything of the kind has since appeared.
It is one of the widest and most interesting branches
of model engineering, and has probably been neg
lected
chieﬂy because so few model enthusiasts
of seeing machinery of this
have an opportunity
kind at work or of learning anything of its design.
It should appeal strongly to those who do not
possess lathes. as models of this class can be made—
exact replicas of the real machines—with the_very
smallest amount of turning and the fewest and
simplest of tools.
Perhaps the most interesting unit in labour-saving
machinery is the elevator, and I will endeavour
to make its principles and design clear in as short
The elevator illustrated here
ossible.
a space as
with is one have recently designed and constructed,
and is of the type chieﬂy used for elevating coal
It consists essenti
and such like heavy material.
ally of two endless chains running side by side,
to which buckets of suitable form are connected

THE

i i s—_

'5

w____._a

the screws shown on the detail
the side plates;
drawings merely acting as st0ps to ensure it con
The plate is
forming to the necessary curve.
extended at the front of the elevator, and bent
round as shown, to form a receiving hopper, into
which the material to be elevated is poured. Between
this receiving hopper and the curved part of the
boot backplate is a division-plate, having an opening
regulated by a sliding door.
The slides for this door are formed of JQ-in. by
t-I6th-in. angle brass, with a packing»piece, as shown
on detail drawing of boot, forming a guide for the
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The chains pass over wheels
at regular intervals.
at the top and bottom of the machine,
and the
ascending and descending buckets are guided in
their passage by the framing angles of the elevator.
The t0p of the elevator is technically known as
the elevator head, and the lower end as the boot.
The boot of this elevator consists of two shaped
to each
brass plates i-i6th in. thick, connected
other by four brass distance-pieces 1} in. diameter,
to the plates by No. 5 B.A. roundhead
screwed
Between the two sideplates a back
screws.
plate of thin hard-rolled brass plate is sprung,
forming a curved cradle, round which the buckets
sweep, picking up their load of material as they
pass. This plate is simply sprung into place between

A MODEL ELEVATOR.
door, which is made a fairly tight sliding ﬁt therein.
The division-plate is of i-iGth-in. brass, with the
over and screwed to the side plates
sides ﬂanged
of the boot. These side plates are drilled to receive
the bottom shaft, which is § in. diameter steel.
having two brass collars on it to prevent end
movement. On this shaft is the bottom wheel of
the elevator, round which the chains pass.
In‘the
real machine the top and bottom wheels consist
of sprocket wheels suitably shaped for the chain
employed, but in this model they consist simply
of hardwood pulleys, with two grooves turned in
The pulleys are
them i» in. wide by i in. deep.
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l
2 ins. diameter and 2 ins. wide, suitably connected
to the shafts.
Passing now to the framing of the machine,
angle runners, i in.
this consists of four brass
These are formed as
by 2 in. by t-i6th in.

drilled to one template, or nothing but disappoint
It is not consoling when the
ment will result.
framing is complete to ﬁnd it has waves in it.
At the back of the framing there is a protecting
buckets,
formed of a
trough for the descending
piece of thin brass plate bent up into
the form of a trough and secured
by the
screws of the back-angle brasses.
I ﬁnd
it best to make stiﬁ paper templates for
all kinds of thin brass plate work, trying
them in position ﬁrst before touching the
i actual
At the top of this trough
metal.
the sides are cut away and the back por'
11*.
tion bent over, as shown on the detail
IF
drawing of the elevator head. to form
one plate of the delivery shute.
The elevator head is constructed of two
side plates of i-ibth-in. brass, with slides
of angle brass on the outside for the ten
sion blocks of the top shalt.
Tension
gear is necessary on all elevators, as the
chain in use stretches considerably.
It
is also useful in putting on the chains.
In actual practice the tension gear is usu
ally in the elevator boot. The reason for
Bav
this is that an elevator should be driven
at the head, and
if the head-shaft is
made
the sliding one, it is difﬁcult to arrange
However, though
a satisfactory driving
gear.
difﬁcult, it is by no means impossible. and in the
model I put the tension gear at the head, in order
to get a better pick-up for the buckets in the boot.

l
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l
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<

M
Dated 0" BuckaY

amk shdckav

shown on the drawings, into two lattice girders,
spaced apart 3‘ins. from back to back of the angles
Let me
by brass distance~pieces
§ in. diameter.
warn any possible constructor of frames of this
kind that the greatest care must be taken to ensure
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the angles and bars.
It is
accuracy in drilling
not sufﬁcient to mark oil the angles Separately;
they should be drilled from one another, and the
bars and other parts should all be
cross-bracing

/\

\

'

Be.“ ‘(0 Emmy“;

\—
\

\

The front portion of the head is made out of
thin brass plate ﬂanged
over to the r~16th~in.
side plates and secured
to same by No. 5 BA.
with a clamping strip.
This strip is
screws

'

10

The Model

Engineer and Electrician.

as the plating is too thin to tap for
neccssary,
the screws.
Passing now to the chains and buckets, the chains
used for the model are of the common variety
of brass chain to be obtained at any ironmonger’s.
This has the double advantage of cheapness and a
striking similarity in appearance to the real article
used for some elevators.
have shown two methods
which may be employed to form the joint in this
chain. As the chain is machine-made it is accurately
pitched, and in the new model elevator which I
am now designingl intend to substitute sprocket
wheels for the wooden pulleys, it my skill proves
The two strands of chain
equal to making them.
run side by side i in. apart, and across the two of
them at regular intervals are screwed the skidder
bars, which run in the angle-frame runners oi the
elevator. These skidder-bars are made of fin.
by i-iéth-in. braSS strip. and to each bar is attached
a brass bucket. These buckets are made of thin
brass, with ends soldered in place.
The best way
to make them is to bend a piece of i-ioth-in. hard
brass plate the right width to the correct curve;
then bend the thin brass plate over it, trim to shape
with the shears, clamp the end plates on, and solder
inside, afterwards trimming the end-plates
to
the right Iorm.
Space does not permit my entering
into the design of the various kinds of buckets
lt is a most interesting
used for difterent materials.

l
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current. The switches on either side the detector
the volt and ammeter.
The voltmeter
Operate
can be cut out entirely by the switch underneath
it. and it is so wired that readings can be taken
either from dynamo or from cells.
The ammeter
switch is a little different, this having been altered
7?) Ce”;

subject, entailing much experiment.
I ﬁnd I can drive this elevator with an engine
bore by ni-in. stroke, steam pressurc
I r-i6th-in.
about 30 lbs., revolutions 8oo—i,ooo,
through
The sketch of driving gear,
the medium of gearing.
I think, explains itself. I use small grain as material
for elevating, because it is clean and free from dust
and grit.
In conclusion, let me say that there is immense
interest in running an elevator. Most varied
results can be obtained by running at ditlcrent
speeds, and I ﬁnd them most instructive machines,
which, it well made, give first-rate results for the time
and trouble spent on their construction.

A Switchboard and Cut-out.
By FRANK HOLMES.
accompanying photograph illustrates a
switchboard and cut-out, which I have
designed and constructed to use in conjunc
tion with a gas engine and dynamo, the plant
being used for accumulator charging. The switch
board is made of oak, panelled front and back,
the back panel sliding out to allow of access to the
As seen
wiring and also to the resistance coils.
from the photograph, the two main instruments
In between them
are the volt- and ampere-meter.
is the main switch.
This I ﬁled into shape from
odds and ends. The two portions have pins soldered
underneath them, which are passed through the
board and secured by nuts. Immediately above
the main switch is the main (use and the two
discharge terminals.
The instrument in the centre is a. vertical detector,
which I made from a MODEL ENGINEER Handbook.
This is always in circuit, and indicates the direction
of the ﬂow of current. The formers inside are
wound with a thick gauge of wire only, and there
to the charging
fore oﬂer very little resistance

HE

Cormacrrons

FOR SWITCHBOARD

AND

Cur-our.

A, ammeter; _V,voltmeter; P, pole indicator; Rr, rheostat for
chargingcircuit; R2, rheostattor shunt ; P S, plug twitch
for halving resistaroemils: D P 5, double pole switch for
connectingto resistancecoils; H, main switch; F, fuse;
C milled nut to adjust hammer. Terminals to wire on bob—
bin connectedto dynamo terminals. When magnet draws
main circuit made through coreand metal of
(awniharnmer
bb u.

to allow the current either to go through the instru
ment or to be shunted past it. The alteration
cannot be seen in the photograph (or the sliding
arm.
The plate under the arm, to which the
arm is screwed, has been cut through so that.
when resting on one stud. it is in no way connected
to the other, or only half the current would pass
Inside the board are
through the instrument.
each having a resistance
twenty coils of resistance

Ianuary
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ohm per yard. These are connected to the
of
studs of the two rheostats, and are so wired as to
allow of these being used separately or as one
When used as one, the small switch under
rheostat.
When
detector joins the two sets of coils together.
this is Opened,
and the small double-pole switch
in right-hand corner is resting on the proper studs,
half the coil can be used in charging circuit and

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[RP-adv: an invited to mnlnbuk shod practical (tens [of 1M:
column, bastd an thcir own workshop exPerimce. Arrrptcd
conlnhutimiswill b: {and[or on Pllhlh'ﬂilllﬂ, i/ dtfih‘li, unwri
inlrmiutl fur Hus column should be
l'm; to man]. All "miter
"
“
marked \K'oRKsnur an the {NI'IIOP2‘.]

An Adjustable Centre Tester.
By JOHN anxs.
As it is important that lathe centres should be
in perfect
alignment, various means are adopted
A useful device is that de
to put them in line.
below,
scribed
as it can be adjusted within its
limits, according to the distance apart of the lathe
centres.
It consists of a mild-steel rod a, turned down
to ﬁt in a brass tube b. A part of the rod has two
flats ﬁled on it to ﬁt the slots in the lathe faceplate,
whilst the back-end 1: is screwed to take a nut,
to secure the appliance to the faceplate.
The brass
tube has a collar shrunk on; through this collar
and tube a hole is drilled and tapped to take a set
. SCI'C\V ﬂ.
At the other end of the tube a pieoe of brass is

cen/m

GENERAL

View or warcuno/mn.

the other half in shunt winding of dynamo.
The
terminals at base marked
+ and —-—are arrivals
The other two are for connecting
from dynamo.
to shunt winding.
The cut-out can be adjusted to work at any voltage
The magnet
from 2 to 30, and works very well.
is composed
of a brass bobbin wound full with
No. 36 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire.
The wiring on this
is connected
to dynamo terminals. The spring
are
on
a
carried
brass pillar, and can
and hammer
be regulated to the magnet by the milled screw
in centre of blade.
\Vhen the hammer is resting
on core circuit is made through bobbin, which is
terminal,
to one
and the brass pillar
connected
which carries the spring is connected to the other
terminal. The only trouble I had with this was
the spring getting very hot, owing to the current

ﬂowing through it. I rectiﬁed this by winding
round it a ﬂexible wire, one end being soldered
to hammer and the other to the brass pillar.
For all connections, see sketch.

ﬁtted, turned as shown in Fig. 2. It can be easily
secured by having the extended part slightly larger
than the bore of the tube; then, having ﬁled the
end of the tube to the correct shape, heat it until
it is just visibly red, and drive the end part in.
It must not be too tight, or the tube will split on
cooling. Before securing
the ball end to tube,
drill a hole to take a pointed screw.
A locknut
should be provided, as shown, to keep the pointer
ﬁrm.
To use the instrument, attach it to the faceplate
by means of the nut a; pull the top slide of rest
away from centres, so that the tube will not catch,
and having put the tailstock in position for the
length of work to be turned, extend the tube until
the pointer is opposite the top of the cone of the
Now, by turning the lathe
centre,
as shown,
gently, the amount the back centre is out of line
can be noted and corrected.
iFor a lathe over
it is better to have two of these
12-in. centres
instruments, so as to correct the centres when doing
short and long work.

AT the Royal Society of Arts recently, Mr. Eric
"
Stuart Bruce, lecturing on
Mechanical Flight,"
pointed out that in practical aeroplane travelling
there will be two great difﬁculties to be overcome
-starting and stopping in the air. He suggested
that possibly the future ﬂying machine might
consist in the combination of the aeroplane
and
lifting-screw systems, as there would undoubtedly
surface
be an advantage in retaining the aeroplane
in case of falls, even though it may not be adjusted
to support a certain weight—The Engineer.
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KEY TO DECK PLAN.
K. Boats.
A. Funnels.
L. Gun Platform.
8. Ventilators.
C. Engine-roomSkylight. M. Capstan.
N. Ladders.
l). Guns.
0. Mast.
E. Bridge.
P. Davit.
F. SearchlightPlatfmm.
G. Engine-roomHatches. Q. Binuucle.
R. 'lelegraph.
H. Torpedo Tubes.
S. Searchlight.
Bollards.
l.
Side Lighis
]. Bunker Hatches.
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Model Railways.
XXL—The

HE

Littleton, Wellingborough,
Edge Hill Railway.
By J. PERRIER.

and

following description of my model railway
will prove, I hope, of interest to the readers
of T111: Momzl. ENGINEER, who, l1ke myself,
have only a few of the simplest tools at their dis
It has taken two years of my spare time
posal.
I started it when at the age of 15,
to complete.
and I am glad to say I have overcome all the difﬁ
culties that arose, of which there were not a few.
The point of interest about the railway is—that
to suit a clockwork locomotive
it was designed
made by myself (described and illustrated in THE
MODEL ENGINEER for June 21st, 1906); but since
then the whole of the line has been electriﬁed,
also the aforesaid clockwork locomotive and another
“ auto-coach " built.
tank locomotive, and an
are driven
Both locomotives and “auto~coach"
by electric motors, and, as yet, have given every
satisfaction. The power for driving the engines
is at present contained in a set of cells, details of
which will follow.
(1) The Permanent Way.—The arranging of this
piece of track was rather a difﬁcult matter, as,
although we have a fair-sized garden, it is not
level, and to suit the clockwork engine it was
designed for I decided that the track should be
laid on the level.
The total length of the line from
end to end is 122 ft., but the length of permanent
way, including all branches and points, is about
It starts at one end of a large garden bed,
200 ft.
and going along one side on a slight incline, as it
were (this being due to the garden sloping down),
it reaches the 12-ft. lattice girder bridge, of which
the rail level varies from 4 to 6 ins. above the
ground. Leaving the bridge, it then passes through
a 7-ft. tunnel, and, coming round a curve of 12~ft.
radius, it runs straight along on an embankment,
which varies from 8 to 12 ins. above ground level
for nearly 50 ft., then round a slight curve and over
a small girder bridge, before arriving at the opposite
which is “ Wellingborough ” Station.
In
end,
the middle of the 12-ft, curve there is a short branch
line running oﬂ nearly tangential for about 8 ft.
At this point is erected a “ halt " for the " auto
With regard to
coach." namely," Alton Halte."
the construction of the track, the gauge of which
is 1 13'16ths ins. (the reason for this slight increase
of gauge over the standard 1} ins. or No. 1 was that
the
since I electriﬁed the locomotives I increased
scale from I} in. to 13~32nds in. to the foot), it was
made in 8 ft, to 15-ft. lengths, and smaller sections
The rails are l-in. by Q-in.
where the points came.
small, flat
strip steel: on these are soldered
chairs, consisting of small pieces of tin about
It
3 in. by i in., soldered at intervals of 4 ins.
may be mentioned that the total number of chairs
on the railway is over 1,100.
The whole length
of rail is then nailed down to a framework of wood,
this framework being made of two i-in. by 1-in.
battens laid 1 in. apart and connected with distance
On the top of this framework are nailed
pieces.
The
sleepers (3l~in. by {-in. by Q-in.) every 2 ins.
whole section is then thoroughly tarred and put
away till properly dry. The points are practically
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identical, except the large long ones, which are laid
on the under
on boards, with battens screwed
sections
are afterwards laid down
side.
These
by screwing them to stakes driven into the ground
The method I
at intervals of about 3 or 4 ft.
adopted for picking up the current is an idea of
my own, and although the leakage is very slight,
not even enough to ring an electric bell, it was
On
not worth while insulating the centre rails.
every sixth sleeper (i.e., 1 ft.) is screwed a §~in.
No. 6 iron screw, and as there are two centre rails,
no two screws are allowed in each sleeper.
On
the top of these screws is soldered a No. 14 S.W.G.
I
in. apart.
copper wire, the two wires being
have found this a very satisfactory method of
collecting the current, and, except for an occasional
it requires
with a piece of glass-paper,
rub~over

i

N914 5 WC.
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2.—SECTXON
(Scale :

/gnq/b

or PERMANENT \VAY.
Half full size.)

The line is controlled
practically no attention.
in two sections; these sections can be joined up
into one, if necessary, by the aid of a switch in
" Alton Halte."
the signal‘box at
There is another
switch in the same box for cutting the short branch
line in or out. A controller is ﬁtted at each end,
" stop "
the rheostats inside having ten speeds and a
position. The main object of having two controllers
was to be able to start the train from either station,
follow it up, and stop it by the controller at the
opposite end when the train arrived there.
No. 1, “Dog
(2) The Locomotives—Locomotive
Star," of the 4—6—0 type, was a clockwork one.
as mentioned, but it has since been slightly enlarged
owmg to my increasing the scale, and ﬁtted with
“
a
Don " electric motor. The motor has a tripolar
armature 1} ins. by 1}in., is placed in the tender.
and drives on to a pair of the eight wheels (1 3~16ths
in. diameter) by means of spur gearing.
The ﬁve
were taken from the remains (P) of the
gearwheels
The ratio of
clockwork from the old engine.
reduction is about 9-5 to i, and although this seems
a high reduction, the engine goes at a speed of

7,
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“ Polar
Locomotive No. 2,
Star,"of the 4—4—2 tank
a very powerful
type
It
ﬁtted
looking engine.
with a Thompson No. 2B
boat motor, with eight—sec
tion laminated drum arma
As regards power,
ture.
has pulled an inclusive weight
of 31 lbs., distributed over
of 12 ft.
a. total wheelbase
Before the excellent articles
" Electric Locomotives,"
on
by Mr. Henry Greeniy, ap
peared, the gearing adopted
for transmitting the power
of the motor to the driving
wheels
7-10ths in. diam
eter) was by means of two
bevel and four spur wheels,
giving a total reduction of
have
16:1.
Since then
changed the gearing and sub
stituted the belt and plain
spur gearing, as in Fig.
400, of T111; MODEL
page
ENGINEER for October 24th,
The ratio of reduc
1907.
tion is now about 14: 1, and
'the efﬁciency of the engine
has been thereby increased
cent.,
not
by 20 per
more.
The pulley wheel
a wooden
on the motor
one, so as to afford a better
ﬁrst
grip than the brass one
used.
The larger pulley is
made of lead, and has two
but, of
V-shaped grooves,
course,
only one groove
used.
The belt pulley ratio
1. The cogwheels
nearly
were taken from an old clock,
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2-3 miles per hour, and d0es
not refuse to haul a load of
12 lbs.
The motor is ﬁtted
with a starting and reversing
switch;
these are placed on
the side of the tender facing
It is also pro
the cab, etc.
vided with two pairs of cur
rent coilectors—one pair on
the rear wheels of the front
bogie of the tender, and the
other on the engine bogie, the
as
reason for having them
far apart as possible being to
break in the cir
prevent
cuit when the locomotive
the
points.
goes over
should like readers to un
derstand that the only ﬁn
ished parts that were bought
in the construction of the
“ auto
two engines
and
" were the wheels and
coach
motors, the rest being en
tirely made from rod and
sheet metal.
The principal
dimensions of No. are given

IV? .2.
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Centres0t bog-1e
wheels
_, ins.
Length 0! tender,n lllS.
Total len gth over boilers, it. 3H1“.
Total weight,7‘ lbs.

Wheels—diameter Bogie, 3-16thsins: Centre of be gie to centre of
CO“pied 7-i6ths ins; radial, 5-r6ths
5.
wheels,
in.
Centre of
'ving to centre 0!
Centres of bogie wheels,2! ins.
wheels ins.
48“ 4,

i

x

:

2,

I

g

g

3

4

1

i
e,

is

is

is

'

I

e

Total wheelbaseof en gins, r0} ins.
Diameter ol boll er, 2| ins.
Le
gine only, :6} ins.
Wiwhhden
of too tplate,3} ins.
Hei ﬂit to top of tunnel,5} ins.
Centre of tender bogies 4} ins.

l.
"a

,

Wheels—diameter:
r3-16thslns.; Centre of bogie to centre of drivin
coupled, 7-16thsins. tender, 3-i6ths
wheels, insv
ins.
Centre of drivin to centre of intermedi
Centres0! bogie wheels,2! ins.
ate wheels, ins.
Centre of intomediate to centre of trail
in; wheels,3} ins.

5

.

2

3}

2

and have ninety and twelve teeth
respectively. They are splendid
machine -cut wheels, with small
teeth, and are practically iric
tionless in running. The points in
favour of this belt over the ordi
nary wheel gearing are many. For
example, greater
etiiciency and
almost silent running, also a
higher speed can be obtained
than by ordinary spur and
bevel gearing.
have rcwound
the ﬁelds of the 2B motor (they
were wound with No. 20 S.W.G.)
with No. 22 S.W.G., and it has
the ten
considerably lessened
“
dency to
amp-eating," which
used to show before.
This
locomotive
also ﬁtted with
starting and reversing switches;
the reversing switch being placed
under the clerestory roof of the
cab, the top ﬂap of which opens.
The starting switch
placed
underneath the bunker, and
operated by pulling a handle on
the top of the cab.
Both loco
motives have
all the usual
ﬁttings, such as—spring buﬁers,
drawhooks,
chains.
coupling
steam-sanding gear, lite-guards,
head codes, lamp irons, hand
coal-rails, vacuum pipes,
and
wind deﬂectors, balance-weights,
smokebox doors to open, etc.
Brakes are ﬁtted to all the
coupled wheels, those in No.
worked
with a lever
being
operating in a ratchet, and those
in N0.
by a proper screw
down lever in the cab.
All
these details were constructed
out of rod and sheet metal.
The radial wheel on the tank
ﬁtted with springs,
engine
with fin. side and upward play.
The locomotives are enamelled
“
Emerald Green, No. 2," picked
out with black, chocolate, and
white lines, with pink lettering
with black—and pre
shaded
sent a very handsome appear
The principal dimensions
ance.
of No.
are given herewith.
is

2}

7, igog.

2

5‘
l,

January

it

driving Centre ‘of trailln to centre of radial Diameter 0t boiler,1:“ ins.
wheels,3
Width of foot plate,
ins.
:ise 13}ins.
trailing Total wh
ins,
Height to to poi! urine
Length oi,engin over all, 19* ins.
Total Wright,5} lbs.
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(To be continued.)
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THE

Railway

Collection

at

the Leicester Corporation Mu
seum has been completely re~
arranged. and a special meeting
of the Railway Club was re
cently held to view the collec
tion.
The members
of the
local branch met at the Museum,
and Mr. C. E. Sta-etton explained
to those present the points
of interest of the various ex

hibits.
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Model Yachting Notes.
[Sttrdaries and membersof Modd Yqung Clubs are x'nwtai to
communicate
"ports 0/ Club doingsand 0th" notesof mines! [or
Hus [chum]

Our New Feature.

From the large number of readers of " Ours " who
follow the Sport of model yachting we have, from
time to time, received requests that something by
way of a regular model yacht column should be
A careful inquiry into
incorporated in our pages.
the present state of the pastime seems to conﬁrm
the desirability of meeting the views of our corre
spondents, so far as can be done without unduly
trespassing on the space required for other branches
of the model builder's art, and we have accordingly
added to our other features this column of model
The varied interests of our readers
yachting notes.
cover so wide a ﬁeld that it is very difﬁcult to so
apportion the space at our disposal as to fairly and
adequately deal with every branch of
model
engineering; but as we have always given some
attention at least to model sailing craft and their
doings, we are not really breaking new ground.
Our departure simply amounts to presenting in an
organised fashion the various items which hitherto
have made a disjointed and irregular appearance
in our pages.
We propose. as an experiment, to give
this column a place in the ﬁrst issue of every month,
so that model yachtsmen may know just when to
expect the latest news in regard to their particular
In addition to this we shall still continue
hobby.
to publish occasional designs for model yachts and
articles on model yachting matters in intervening
issues as hitherto. but the “ Notes " will be a
feature of the ﬁrst issue of the month. As these
notes are intended to give the latest in the way of
model yachting news and building and sailing
wrinkles, we hope that club secretaries and other
enthusiasts will keep us posted up in their own and
their club doings.
Reports of club happenings,
interesting races, photographs and brief particulars
of new boats, and similar pithy material, are there
fore invited from those who have the interests of the
sport at heart, and shall have our best attention.
We may not be able to utilise everything, but we
will try.

7, 1909

Temporary Membership.
A suggestion which some clubs, particularly those
in popular seaside resorts, might consider is the
provision by their rules for temporary membership.
model yachts
Many summer visitors possessing
might be induced to join the local club, if they could
be permitted the use of the club house, to compete
in races, and other privileges, in return for a reduced
membership fee.

The

“

White

Lady."

Mr. Ivor Smith, of Fleet, sends us the accompany
ing photograph of the White Lady, :1 ﬁrst attempt
The
after reading some articles in our pages.
portrait is introduced to give some idea of the size
of the boat, and not, as our correspondent modestly

"THE Winn: LADY."

The Departed.
Our recent enquiries into the activities of the
model yachting world have revealed the fact that
several one-time ﬂourishing clubs are now no more.
Among those whose decease is to be chronicled are
Boston, Tynemouth, Roch
the Great Yarmouth,
dale. and Neath Clubs, while the Clacton Club
is, we regret to hear, much reduced in membership.
The reasons for such fallings oﬂ are various, but we
think in most cases it should not be impossible
to get a club going again.
For instance, the Tyne
mouth decease is attributed to the fact that the lake
has been let for the purpose of hiring out pleasure
Here seems to be an opportunity
rowing boats.
of energetic representation to the local authorities
that the interests of model yachtsmen should not
be over-ridden by such a contract, and a request
should be put forward that the use of the lake be
granted for model sailing at least one afternoon or
Such a privilege is given at
evening in the week.
and we see no
Ryde,_ and probably elsewhere,
reason why it should not also prevail at Tynemouth.
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it, " for ornamental reasons.” Mr. Smith
kindly suggests that as a ﬁrst attempt it
reﬂects great credit on the teaching of THE MODEL
This, of course, is only half the story ;
ENGINEER.
the other half, the careful and intelligent following
of instructions
and the neat craftsmanship dis
played, may be gathered from the handsome
of the vessel in the photograph.
appearance
puts
very

The Queen’s

Park Club.

One of the youngest of the Glasgow Clubs is that
at Queen’s Park, but their youth is of the enthusias
tic order, and much good work has been accom
plished during the past year.
They have initiated
a. model yachting league,
introduced into their
programme a ladies' race, in which the competing
boats were sailed by ladies, and have decided to
In the
adopt the International Rule next season.
“
" season the
off
have
Queen's Park members
periodical meetings at which lectures on designing,
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building, and sailing are delivered and discussed,
thus not only providing much useful information, but
helping to keep the members in closer touch during
the winter months.
Mr. 1. Kerr, the energetic
hon. secretary, writes most enthusiastically of the
season’s
coming
prospects of Glasgow model
yachting in general, and of the Queen's Park Club
in particular.
A Rising Manchester Club.
The Alexandra Model Yacht Club, of Manchester,
is one of the most recent organisations of its kind,
but bids fair to go ahead.
It already has a dozen
or so keen members and some interesting boats, two
of which are shown under sail on the club water.

1
l

l
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secretary being Mr. W. H. Bauer, 235, Gold
hawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, \‘V., and the boat
house being at 17, Park Place, Bayswater.
hon.

A Note of Thanks.

We desire to express our cordial thanks to the
many correspondents who have written us recently
on the subject of this column.
Their letters have
been very helpful, and we shall look to a continua~
tion of the interesting notes which most of them
have been kind enough to send.

Our Readers’ “ Wants ”
Competition.
(Continued from page 618, Vol. XIX.)
Attachment. — Amateurs working at
home would be pleased to do a little ornamental work.
small wheel cutting, tap ﬂuting, grinding. etc., but
over
the chief objection is that it necessitates
head gear, and is not permissible in the kitchen, etc..
I would suggest that a different means could beIsnp
plied by makers, viz., by shafts running in brackets
. at back of lathe with a sliding cone, driven off the
or with a ﬂexible shaft.
By using the
speed-cone
speed-cone the mandrel could be made stationary,
change wheel ﬁtted on mandrel for a dividing and
index peg in quadrant.

Lathe

Set

Parallel Reamers. -——As you asked
to state what tools, etc. they sometimes
want, but are unable to obtain, allow me to
say that one which I often require is a set of
parallel reamers, from in. to I in., that can be used
in a bit-stock preferably.
Reamers can be bought.
I know, but I have yet to ﬁnd a ﬁrm who make such.
an adaptable set as this anywhere near the price and
quality which is the constant want of yours,—
of

readers

Two or ran MANCHESTER ALEXANDRA Boa-rs.
The secretary is Mr. C. C. Farmer, 225, Princess
Road, Moss Side, Manchester.
By the way, the
name Alexandra seems to have a peculiar fascina
tion for promoters of model yacht clubs, quite a
number of bodies rejoicing in this appellation.
'

Progressive Glasgow.

As a model yachting centre Glasgow has great
The Hon. Secretary of the Glasgow
possibilities.
" You
Model Steamer Club, in a recent letter, says :
would be surprised to ﬁnd the six or seven beautiful
lakes in this city laid out for model yacht sailing.“
Mr. Gatﬁkin, thus writing, also mentions that he was
one of those who attended the ﬁrst International
Lake,
Model Yacht Regatta, held at Hollinworth
near Rochdale, in August, 1884.
Glasgow is to
have a big event next Easter, a model motor-boat
in course
of organisation by the
regatta being
Glasgow ‘Model Steamer Club, of which more anon.
The

Size of
size of

a

Club.

a club does not altogether indicate its
activities, as our recent inquiries tend to show.
We know of some clubs which have a membership
of nearly ﬁfty, of whom perhaps only a round dozen
or so are active model
yachtsmen, while other
clubs of much smaller strength numerically can put
A notable exam le
a bigger ﬂeet in the water.
of concentrated energy is to be found in the Lou on
Corinthians M.Y.C., which, founded in 1906, and
is
only half-a-dozen active members,
possessing
still keen enough a body to hold race meetings every
week in the season and to have a new boat nearly
They favour the io-rater class
always in hand.
This club, by the way,
under the L. and SA. Rule.
is quite distinct from the Corinthian M.Y.C.,
the
The

i

ENTHUSIAST.

Flttlngs.——-Noticing your editorial
Locomotive
"
note re
Wants " in a recent issue of THE MODEL
ENGINEER, I beg to say there seems a dearth of
N o doubt they are
dome and safety-valve covers.
not much required for modern locomotives, but
many choose an old type of locomotive to build, and
for such a spun or pressed brass dome cover would be
a boon. A safety-valve cover can often be arranged,
and the valve casting also perhaps might be dis
There also seems a lack of good scale
pensed with.
Ramsbottom safety-valves.

A Boring Machine—How many latheless ama
teurs have been at a loss how to bore out their
cylinders. main bearings, circular crosshead. guides,
I would suggest some enterprising ﬁrm of
etc. ?
tool-makers put on the market a small machine
to enable cylinders, etc., to be bored out by hand.~
The machine should have a boring-bar, and be ﬁtted
with some suitable traverse.
Plate Bending Rolls.—There is the model
boiler-maker.
Could not a tool or machine be
I
for bending the plate {or the barrel?
devised
should think it is possible for a small set of rolls for
bending, say, I-I6th in. sheet copper to be made
and sold at a reasonable price ?
Modelling

Materials.—The

model locomotive

is advised to add to the beauty of his rail
way by building tunnels, under- and over-bridges,
etc. ; but where is he to obtain material, such as
engineer
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I sections ? I know some
angle ironfchannels/and
of these are obtainable in brass, but the true model
engineer prefers the correct materials. Concerning
castings for various purposes, where can one obtain
a set for a model drop-valve or Corliss valve engine
withoutkhaving special patterns made ? How many
model winding-engines do we see in our paper?
.I think it would lessen the labour and difficulties
in modelling this type of engine to a great extent,
if castings could be had of the winding-drum and
gearing, and thereby save having to build the drum
One seldom sees a description of either a jet
up.
Can castings be obtained
or surface condenser.
for these without being specially ordered ?
What looks prettier than a well-made simple of
to a
compound vertical engine direct coupled
I do not know of any one set
centrifugal pump?
'of pump castings on the market at present.

i
l

Treadle Band-saw.——Wanted, a small treadle
band-saw (to ﬁx on bench) can be saidl-I think, by
more than one model engineer who makes his own
patterns, and does other woodwork too heavy for
j
a fret-machine.
I propose that the above should be light, strong,
‘and cheap, the band-wheels about 1 in. diameter, . i
and their centres 2 ft. apart.
The 5angtSelf from
1»in. to f in.. wide, the table 1 ft. square, and capable
of tilting to any inclination, to allow cutting on the
bevel.

The saw-tension mechanism on a small machine
like this could be provided by the frame itself by
having it made of steel tube of 0 section on the
Provision, however,
principle of a fretsaw frame.
would have to be made for the shortening of the
saw caused by breakages.
Of course, the expansion
and contraction of the saw caused by changes in
"
"
temperature would be also taken up by the
spring
of the frame.
Lathe Parts—The next want is a set of lathe
ﬁttings consisting of headstock, tailstock and
“drivingwheel, made in such a manner that the
rest of the lathe could be made in wood.
The headstock ﬁtting should consist of just the
mandrel and cone pulley, screwed about in. Whit,
and, say, a faceplate to suit with bearings.
The
bearings should be so made that they could be
easily screwed on to a headstock made of wood.
The tailstock ﬁtting could be contained in about
.a I in. diameter, complete with hand~whee1 and
Such a ﬁtting could also easily
clamping screw.
be ﬁtted to a wooden tailstock.
The driving
wheel
should have a. spindle just long enough to
ﬁx in about 2-in. timber, and a pin provided for
All the other parts of
the pitman of the treadle.
the lathe, including rests, treadle, etc., could be
made in wood by the builder.

Cheaper Wimshurst Plates—I am construct
ing a Wimshurst for radiographic purposes with
two 18-in. diameter glass plates.
According to
a model-maker's report in the pages of THE MODEL
ENGINEER, the plates were a source of trouble. The
ﬁrst question the novice asks is—“ Where can I buy
materials at the lowest possible price, and, at the
same time, ensure sound manufacture ? "
Upon inspecting one or two catalogues of electrical
dealers, I found that the price charged for plain
,glass plates averaged as follows : [4 ins. diameter,
55. ; r6 ins. diameter, 75. 3d. ; and 18 ins. diameter,
1 IS. per pair.
Is this not an enormous price, con
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sidering that a glass dealer will supply two 21-02.
If a
18 ins. diameter glass plates for is. 6d. to 25. ?
glazier can quotexsuch a low price for a single pair,
why'does the trade charge such a high one, when
they obtain them in large quantities P The average
price for ﬁnished plates, 18 ins. diameter, is 17s. 3d.
Allowing 35. for varnish andjtin-foil, which I think
is ample, the amateur can construct his own plates
at a moderate cost of 4s. 6d. to 5s., with a saving
of about 12s. 3d.
1 do not know if the plates sold by dealers possess
any special electrical properties, for if this is the
case, I suppose the difference in price is charged in
for, ofjlcourse, the amateur cannot
consequence,
impart to his home-made plates these properties.
However, I consider that the price charged for these
articles in general is too high, for usually the middle
class model-maker has limited means for his hobby,
and if the materials required for his model are highly
priced, he is probably forced to give up his intention
on this account. In order to advance the ambitions
of model-makers, the above rearrangement of the
and I hope that THE MODEL
prices is necessary,
ENGINEER will see its way to overcome this difﬁculty
through the medium of its most excellent pages.

Simple Locomotive Cylinders—A want I
should like to have supplied is in getting cast
ings of slide-valve cylinders suitable in bore and
stroke for small simple locomotives of and about
In the ﬁrst place, with an engine
2 ins. gauge.
having one inside cylinder, the ordinary cylinder
(or castings) one purchases has only small lugs for
fastening down to a bedplate, and needs a lot of
contriving to ﬁx nicely between the frames. So as to
meet my needs, I should like cylinder castings
with projections cast each side of same, enabling it to
be easily bolted or screwed direct to and between.
the frames.
The thing I have in mind was given
in THE MODEL ENGINEER some good while back.
in a locomotive design given in a query answer.
The valve and steam-chest was, in this case, on top.
I should also like something similar, only to have the
valve at side. so that one could use a slip eccentric,
direct without the aid of rocking shafts,
connected
I also want
etc.
This would be simple to erect.
cylinders for outside use, to be fastened to frames,
not footplating, and when so ﬁxed to bring the
piston-rod and rest of motion clear of the wheels,
and at the same time keep the valve rod and gland
far enough inside of frame to enable one to connect
the valve-gear to it.
Cylinders I have purchased—also castings—I have
One reason is
not been able to ﬁt satisfactorily.
because the valve and piston-rods are too close to
If suitable castings.
one another for outside use.
etc., were put on the market, I feel sure they would
others,
as well as mine.
supply the wants of
I have not long enough track or large enough
“
curve radii for
Precursor" and “ Experiment"
type locomotives, and cannot plank down {2 for
set of parts (this last reas'on is the most important),
so my locomotives are small and made of sheet
material, but the above-mentioned wants, if sup
plied, would suit me to a T. Castings of smoke
boxes and boiler-ends to look like smokebox doors
would also be wanted if made to suit 2-in. tube.
Nothing seems to be stocked under 2) ins. or 3 ins.
diameter tube.
(To be continued.)
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Society of Model Engineers.

Queries and Replies.
Hamilton is {sprrlally dirrcltd lo the ﬁrst condition given below,
and no nollcc will be Iaken of Queries nol complyingwill the
di'rrm'onslilrrn'n slalrd. Lrllrrs mnlai'm'ngQueries mus! b6
marlzzdan the lop lz/l-hand corner of the tnL'KIOP!“Query
Drparhncnl." .\'o olhrr mallrrs but thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbecnclosadm thesamemrrlopc.
Querieson subycclswitth the may»:0/ this fournal are replied’10
by Posl under the following conditions:—(i) ()uents dealing
with distinct submrls should be wrzltm on diﬁrrrnl sliPs, on
one side 0/ the Paper only, and the sender‘sname nusr be ilk
srnbed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanicd,
whcrtirrr passable,with fully dimcmloned skzlckcr,and corre
spondentsare recommenerlo Imp a copy 0/ their Queri'ri lor
(no! post-card)
re/cnncc. (3) A slam td uddrl'ssedenvelop:
shouldinvariably b: c osed,and also a " Queriesand Ripllzs
Coupon" cul out from the advrrllsnncnl page; of the currml
issue. (4) Qucrics will be answeredas early as possibleafter
"all", Dul an inlcr'vala! a few daysmus! usually elapsebefore
lhe Rrbly can b: [awarded (5) Correspondznlswho "quire
an answerinsnled in this columnshould understandthat some
weeks must elapu before the Reply can be published. The
insertion 0/ Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, THE Moon.
ENGINEER, 26—29,Poppin’: Court, Fleet Slrrcl, London, £11.]
The lollowln are selectedjrom the Querieswhich havebeen"plied
to rat 7 :—

[1?sz 0/ mulings should be sent to the ofﬁcesof THE MODEL
Eur-mesa withoul dzluy, and will b: msrrlrd in any per
“ﬁeld? issue i/ receiveda clear nine days before its usual dale
a] fwblicahom]

London.
N ordinary

meeting of the Society was held
on \Vednesday, December 16th, 1908, at
Institute,
Golden Lane,
the Cripplegate
E.C., Mr. A. M. H. Solomon taking the chair, and
upwards of eighty members being present.

‘

The minutes of the last ordinary meeting having
been read, three new members elected, and formal
announcements made, the Chairman called upon
“
The
Mr. L. M. G. Ferreira to read his paper on
Comparison and Testing of Model Locomotives."
The lecturer dealt with a necessarily complex and
technical
subject in a very lucid manner, fully
explaining the formula he had worked out and
recommended
for the Committee's acceptance,
as that on which steam locomotive running com
petitions were to be conducted. A lengthy dis
cussion iollowed the paper, in which Messrs. Barker,
St. George, Simmons, Brown, and other members
participated.
(A full report of the lecture _will
On ‘the
appear in the next issue of this Journal.)
motion of the Chairman, a very hearty vote of
thanks was accorded Mr. Ferreira. for his very
lengthy and complete researches and his resulting
paper.

Exhibits of members‘ work included a. simple
harmonograph (to Mr. Avery’s recent design in
this paper) by Mr. Welsman,
which attracted
much attention;
an electric motor bogie for THE
MODEL ENGINEER electric locomotive, and a current
reverser by Mr. R. A. Allman; the chassis of a
i-in. scale Great Western tank engine, by Mr.
W. J. Russell;
an enclosed
motor and dynamo
armature,
by Mr. Hildersley. The meeting ad
journed at 10 p.m.
The
next Workmanship
Competition will be
held at the meeting ﬁxed for February ist.
Subject
—finished
or partly ﬁnished steam engines of any
type

Lire
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The method describedin the later issue (No. 323, Vol. XVII)
is hardly suitable for a double‘cylinderedengine, as you would
have to make two reversing slides and couple them together.
We would advise a four-way plug-cockas the most suitable device.
This could be placed between the frames and connected to two
cross-pips, connectingthe two holes 0! the steam blocks on each
side, as indicated on the sketch. The drawing showshowthe plug
should be made and also the two positions of the reversing arm
or handle. This should be connectedin a suitable manner to the
reverSelever in thecab. The lubricator shown is an accessorywe
can recommend.

R
Accumulators.
(WONOB'undE
[10.7341 Charging
Edge) writes:
have purchased dynamo of
gentleman, and
he gives the following description of it—Sirnplex type, 65 volts
amps, shuntawound,drum armature, sixteen-th commutator,
carbon brushes,speed1,500rpm.
want to usesamefor
lighting
and charging. Will you kindly answer the following questions.
give the correct way to connect up accumulators to
(r)
Kindly
charge.
Can
connect up, say ro-amp., r5-anip., zo-amp.
and 3o-amp.4-volt accumulatorsto chargesatisfactorily together
(3) Am bound to run dynamo at top speedand put in resistance
to charge,or can run oynamo at, say, :5 volts {orthreeaccumula
tors giving each volts? (4) How many accumulatorswould this
dynamo charge at one time? (5) How much German silver
I

ll

I

2)

5 I

I

J.

Funnz /

6

MBSSRS.
W. BROOKE & Co., of Adrian Iron
works, Lowestoft, are about to build a fast salvage
motor launch for a South-east Coast gentleman.
A speed of 16 knots is anticipated, and many
original features will be shown in regard to both
hull and'machinery.
The design is by Mr. Frederick
Shepherd, M.I.N.A.— YachtingllVorld.

Goss- pipe Coup/fr)?
fwa .Sfearn par/3
[Jr/70qu lb

pipe 2

I

next meeting will be
Fururuz LIEETINGS.—The
held on Friday. January 8th, when the Annual
material, and steam
tools,
models,
Rummage Sale of
and electrical apparatus of all kinds will be held.
Members bringing articles for inclusion in the sale
are requested to be at the Hall by 6.45.
The
following meeting will be held on February Ist—
Full particulars of the Society and forms of appli
cation may be obtained from the Secretary.—
HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green, S.E.

[2o,soo] Reversing
G. 8.
Block for Two Cylinders.
(Birmingham) writes: Would you kindly say if reversinggear for
as describedin Vol. XVII,
model locomotiveoscillating cylinders,
"
No. 23,would suit model " Atlantic type of locomotive,drawing
of w ich was given in Vol. XV], No. 307 ? Kindly say how same
could be arranged for two cylinders, and also, if possible, give
sketch of reversingsamefrom cab.

a .l-

The
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The slide 8 is driven from the side-shaft T of the engineby means
of a connecting-rod. In theslide therearetwo ports 8 and I) ; these
are so arranged and spacedthat, as the engine side-shaft rotates,
they are broughtalternatelyinto therequiredpositionsfor supplying
air and gas,and alsoigniting thechargein the cylinder of theengine.
When the slide is moving in the upward direction, it opens u
communicationbetweenthe air-passageA and the gas port C, and
also to the cylinder F. The mixture of gas and air is thus drawn
into the cylinder when the engine piston moves in an outward
direction. The air is ﬁrst admitted to the cylinder 'and the gas
is arranged
is admittedimmediatelyaiter the air-portis closed,t
for by the spacing of the edgesof the ports. In this position the
D is ﬁlled with gas at atmosphericpressure, and is ignited
port
y momentarycontactwith a ﬂame. The slide then movesrapidly
in a downward direction, and meanwhilethe piston is compressing
the chargein the cylinder to usuall about 40 lbs. r sq. in. The
somemeans
burning gaswhich 15entrappedin
port D woul
were not provided to prevent it, be put out by the pressureof the
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W. J. C.
[18,960] Old Type Slide-valve Gas Engines.
(Windlesham) writes: (x) Can you send me sketch explainin
how a slide-valve gas engine works? (2) Are they reliable?
(3) Can they be converted to oil engines?
(1) We append diagram herewith showing the construction of
the old slide-valve gas engines. The are quite out oi date now,
and cannot be recommended. (2) here are many engines still
running to-da with this type of valve, and as far as they go they
are fair] reliable, though, of course, not nearly so economical
as a m cm engine with more up-to-date design. (3) We do not
think it would be worth your while to convert the engine to oil.
The method of working oi the slide-valve engine is as iollows:

Tvvn

LOCOMOTIVES.

wire should I require‘ior resistanceto charge two ~volt:0 amp.
hour and one 20-amp.-houraccumulator,running ynamo at full
lamps should I require in the cir
power? (6) How many :6
mg).three zo-amp. hour accumulators?
cuit for chargingone, two, an
positive of dynamo
(1) Connect positive of accumulator to
"
”
and negativeto negative. Our Handbook, Small Accumulators
(7d. post tree), would help you in dealing with your accumulators.
a
than
suits
larger
not
chargewith
current
Yes,
but
must
you
(2)
the smallest accumulator in the set. (3) It is quite practicable
t) get lower voltage irom dynamo by reducing its speed, but
amperage also will be proportionately reduced. (4) Maximum
numberof 4-volt accumulatorspermissibleis thirteen. (5) Current
should not exceed2 amps. Resistanceshould be a variable one,
ranging from about 25 ohms up to about 27 ohms. No. 26 S.W.G.
; about
is a convenientsize of German silver wire for your
car n ﬁlament
20 yds. will be required. (6) Reckoning ordinary purggse
lam , 60 volts of about 4 watts per candle-powerefﬁciency,you
wo d require (1 and 2) four arrangedin parallel, (3) ﬁve arranged
in parallel.
P. S. (Wandsworth) and
[20.793] L.B.5.C.R. Tender.
a drawing of the tender
others write: Would you"kindly publish
express locomotives.
Atlantic ” ty
to suit the L.B.S.C.R.
illustrated in your Query Columns some ort time ago.
“
"
We do not know whether the tendersﬁtted to the Atlantic
type en 'nes are exactly the same as the drawing for L.B.S.C.R.
tender i lustrated in our pagessome two or three years ago. The
outline herewith is, however,compiled from official particulars and
photographs,and should suit your purpose.

" Arranrnc
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[The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or rmiew under this handing
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools,apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no Paymrnt 0/ any kind
being requiredor accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
(ViltCtSC0r commendawarding to the ments 0/ the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from inssrtmc a 't‘l'tﬂ'i'in any casewhere
thegoodsarr not .1/sutﬁcimtinterestto his readers]
' Renews distinguished
an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Ins/ration of thegoodsnoticed.
" A High-speed
Engine.
Horizontal
Those of our readerswho have partiality for
wall-designed
horizontal model steam enginewill be interestedto know that the
model depicted in the accompanyingphotograph
now on the
English market. It has beendesignedby Mr. R. M. de Vignier,
well-known American model engineer,and an excellentexample
of good model practice. The size of the cylinder
xi-in. bore by
rf-in. stroke, and the engine will give h.-p. at 600 revolutions
per minute with 50 lbs. steam pressure. Complete sets of parts
and castings,and all details and materials for building this engine
with pump, are beingshippedto this country. and may beinsnccted
at the London shop of the English agents,Messrs. W.
Bassctt
is

is

a

is

a

a

J.

i

Mover. Homzonrar.

Hion

SPEED

Exams.

Lowke
Co., 257, High Holborn, W.C. We have examinedone
of these sets, and can conﬁdently recommendthem both on the
score of quality and as regards'the completenessof detail with
which the sets are prepared.
ix large blue-prints of working
drawingsare included, so that therewill be no ditliculty in carrying
out the work of construction. American and Colonial readersmay
obtain the sets from Messrs. Spon
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty
Street, New York, U.S.A.
‘)

New Catalogues and Lists.
a

The Lancashire Machine Tool and Fitting
Bank
Street Chambers,Warrington.—From this ﬁrm we have(30..
received
neat 60-pp. catalogueof model steam ﬁttings, and working
tools.
The ﬁttings include taps, safety valves, water gauges, pressure
gauges, locomotive buﬁers, whistles, rails, cranks, cylinders
unions, elbows, tube and sheetcopper, etc., etc. while in
the too
section, we notice viccs, anvils, screwing tackle, drills, micro
meters, tiles and many other useful items. The catalogue will
be sent post free for threestamps.
;

0i

a

a
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F. n. (Haningay) writes:
Iron.
[10.8011Electric
shouldfeel obliged
you could tell me how to make an electric
ﬂat-iron,size and kind of resistancewire, etc., voltage of main
240.
We regretit is outside the scope.of our Query Column to give
designfor an electric iron. The heating apparatus
these
implementsconsists, as a rule, of special reststancestrips, the
patent. . We can only
constructionof which is the subject of
that you experiment by enclosing coils of Wire (the speual
"Suggest
in the iron. With current
Eureka" resistancewire would suit)
"
about10 amps. ho. 16 S.W.G. " Eureka wire attains tem
Pmtureof 350° F.
You understand, course,that greatcaution
shouldbeexercisedin experimentingWith 24o-volt supply.

—'l:rade.

&
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H. B. (Todinorden)
[20.755] L. 6: Y. Express Locomotive.
writes:Where can I get working drawings, and cost of same, as
lwant to build a model of the following engine—L.
Y. Ex ress
Passenger
4—4—2 type, No. 1,406, built 1899, driving w eels
it. ins. diameter? If you have had particulars in your paper,
please
stateissue.
Seeour issue of September 8th (1904),which can be had from
ourpublishingoﬂice, price 3d. post free.

The News of the

by

[10,707] Model Steam Plant. H. C. (London) writes!
I havea horizontal slide-valve engine, rl-in. bore by 3-in. stroke,
withpackedpiston cylinder of gun-metal,ﬂywheel8} ins. diameter ;
alsoone vertical, ri-in. bore, rl-in. stroke, with balanced crank
and solid disc wheel ﬁtted; both are very well made engines.
Whatsize pumps would suit the horizontal, and one for vertical ?
Wouldit be possible to work the two from one boiler ; it SO,what
wouldbe the most suitable, and about the size? I havea boiler,
marinetype, 6; ins. diameter, 12} ius. long, with 3-in. ﬂue ; there
areten l-in. ﬂue tubes, extendinghalt the length of boiler, and six
Hn. crosswater tubes. It is well riveted, but I am at a loss as to
whatmaterialit ismade of; it lookslike tin, but is x-roth in. thick.
Thektubesare of copper (expandedin). Could you tell me what
materialit is made of? I tried a tool on the edge and it seems
quite a soft metal. Would it be powerful enough, ﬁred with a
goodblowlamp, to drive either of the said engines (as the hole in
steamchestis the samein both engines)to drive a fretsawfor average
sawing. Or would you recom
mend a larger boiler to drive
thetwo engines—thevertical one
toédrivea dynamo, and the hori
zontal a fretsaw, fed by one
pump from horizontal engine?
It so, could on tell me suitable
dynamo?
do not want to go
to theexpenseof buying a blow
larnp if you recommend the
largerboiler for the two engines.
As the vertical engine will run
taster(or should do), the pump
in each case may be the same
size(say 7-16ths-in. lunger, fin.
with a by
stroke)and be ﬁtt
passregulatingvalve on the de
livery. The pump for the hori
zontalenginemay be ﬁtted direct
tothecrankshaft,but the vertical
enginepump should be gearedso
that it runs about 300 r.p.m.
maximum. The boiler is of little
158,we think, for the present
purpose. Is the boiler madeof
aluminium? It so, it is only suita
bletor a showcase. You require
a largevertical steel boiler, say
about:6 ins. by 30 ins., with
fourteento twenty tubes, 1 or 1}
ins. diameteroutside. A boiler
ﬁredby a blowlamp is useless.
Read our Handbook, “ Model
BoilerMaking," price rid- Post
Tm: DE Vrcnmn
free,and " The Model Loco
motive,"price 69. 5d. post tree.

[20,721] Electric Cable Making.
T- T- 3writes:
should be pleased you would give me a few(DlllWiCh)
notes on
how electric cables are made, or
any article has appeared in
THE Mom-:1.ENGlNl-ZER,kindly refer me to it.
“
You will ﬁnd an article on How Electric Cablesare Made," in
our issuesof january 18th and 25th, 1906.

I

gasin the cylinder, hence ignition would fail. This is prevented
by having a small inlet to the port D, which allows the ressure
thereinto gradually rise to that in the enginecylinder.
e com
pressedgas in the cylinder, thus ﬁnding its way into the port D,
alsohelpsto maintain the burning gas in port D, as well as raising
thepressuretherein. This passage,however,is too small to permit
theﬁring of the charge in the cylinder, which does not occur until
pzrt D reaches port H communicatingwith the cylinder. When
thesetwo ports coincide, the burning gas ignites the main charge,
and an explosion follows. On the return stroke of the piston,
theexhaust takes place, and the engine is then in a position to
repeatthe cycle of operationsas just described. You will seefrom
theforegoingthat the sco for timing the valves is, in this type
oi engine,very limited. T e lengthof time during which the admis
sionportsare in the position tor admitting the chargeto the cylinder
is governedby the time the slide itself is almost stationary, owing
to its beingon practically a dead centre.
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The Editor’s Page.
EVERTING

to the suggestion of municipal
collections of models which we made in
our last issue, a good deal more might have
been said, had space permitted, on the educational
value of such exhibitions.
There is no doubt
that the models would be a never-ending source of
attraction to the youthful members of the com
to gain a
munity, who would thus be enabled
valuable insight into the details of engine and
machine construction which they could perhaps
get in no other way. The local schools and technical
institutions would ﬁnd in the exhibits a most
valuable aid to the teaching they were endeavouring
to impart, while to the apprentices and young
mechanics of the district the opportunity of becom
ing more closely acquainted with the principles
of their calling would be of the utmost importance.
In the development of inventive genius, too, much
might be accomplished, and who knows what new
ideas might be born amid such stimulating surround
ings, which would improve or even revolutionise
some particular industry of that city or of the
Indeed, the more one considers the
country.
possibilities of such a scheme, the greater the
advantages which present themselves to the mind.
We hope, therefore, that our suggestions may
not be without some tangible results. The com
plete realisation of the idea will naturally be a
work of time, but if a start is made here and there_
developments are bound to ensue.
U

C

#

‘

It

less as a toy.
is generally agreed, however, by
those experts who are now studying aeronautics that
there is much to be learned from the use of experi

mental models, and those of our readers who are
with the faculties of patience and observa
tion may do a great deal to further the solution
of the problem of aerial navigation by construc
ting and experimenting with model aeroplanes.
blessed

I

i

In the article on kites which we also publish
this week there is much material for original thought_
The construction of kites and of model aeroplanes
is a branch of work which probably has not been
much followed by model engineers, the aeroplane
side of the subject having only come to the front
quite recently, and the kite being regarded more 'or

I

‘

The tenth Annual Report of the London Society
of Model Engineers forms a very striking testimony
to the healthy and very energetic existence enjoyed
by this association. The total membership now
stands at over 200, something like 70 new mem
bers having been elected
during the past year.
A very satisfactory financial balance is shown in
the accounts,
and some valuable property in the
way of track, tools, apparatus, and books has been
acquired. We gather that the next Annual Cons
versazione will be held on February 26th, for which
occasion the whole of the Caxton Hall, Westminster,
has been engaged.
We congratulate the Society very
heartily on its prosperity, which reﬂects great
credit on the executive in general and on Mr.
Herbert Riddle, the popular and energetic Secre
tary, in particular.

Answer

to Correspondents.

A.

B. (Ashton-under-Lyne).—\\'e
are
cannot help you any further.
You
Greenly's book on Model Locomotives
the details out from the drawings
therein.

G.

A. L. (Eastbourne).—Re express tank engine
L.B. & S.C.R. : This matter is having our atten

l

Since we gave space to the publication of our
remarks on originality in model making, we}have
received several interesting examples of original
One
work which has been done by our readers.
is presented in this issue in the article on a model
elevator, and we are also pleased to be able to
give this week one or two other subjects involving
For example, the subject
originality of design.
of our coloured plate breaks fresh ground in the
ﬁeld of model railway work, and we think that on
this account, as well as on account of the compara
tively simple character of the design, it will appeal
to many. The experimental boiler described in
the opening article of this issue is another interest
ing example of original thought in model making.

7, 1909.

tion, and we
possible.

will

'

publish

drawing

afraid we
must get
and work
contained

as

soon as
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(.
"ST. VINCENT."

(From a drawing by C. W. Pfdcock.)

the St.
accompanying sketch represents
recently launched at Portsmouth,
as she and her two sisters, Collingwood and
Vanguard, will appear when completed for sea.
In many respects the design is similar to that
of the Dreadnought ; in fact, she is one of the latest
There is, however, one great
ships of that type.
difference in her armament, caused
by the fact

THEVincent,

1909.

Battleship “St. Vincent.”
B;

'.

14,

that ten 12-in. guns of 50 calibres length are used,
as compared with the 45-calibre guns of the earlier
ships; thus she is more eﬁeclively armed.
As in the prototype, she will be propelled by
turbine engines 0124.500 h.-p.. giving her a “ aper "
In all probability she wil attain
speed of 21 knots.
at least 23 knots on trial.
The hull of this class of vessel is composed of

juanary
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two halves. separated by a longitudinal bulkhead'
from the other
which divides one engine»room
In each engiue-room there are to be three turbines—
high pressure ahead and astern on the outer shaft;
low pressure ahead and astern on the inner shaft,
and also a high-pressure cruising turbine on each
inner shaft.
The rumours that polomasts alone are to be
two
erected on this class of vessel is unfounded;
large tripod masts will be ﬁtted. The mastless
vessel is therefore still to be looked for in the future.
With an 11-in. belt of armour, tapering to 4 ms.
at. the ends, she is amply protected. I She will
also have 1-in. steel protection to the 4>1n. quick
titers, of which latter she will carry twenty~ten
placed in the protected superstructure, and the
other ten distributed among the liarbettes. This
new weapon is a feature of the latest ships of the
class, it being a great advance on the
Dreadnought
ideal
3-in. 12-pdrs. oi the Dreadnought.
But the
come,
gun for dispelling torpedo attacks is still to
in the shape of the 5—in. quick-ﬁrcr.
_
In short, it will be some time before any ship
of a foreign navy comes up to the standard of per
fection of the St. Vinrmt.

The Steam
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It is usual to indicate the vacuum by means
of a column of mercury, the gauge giving the height
in inches, which may be converted to pounds per
square inch by multiplying by -4894.
The mercury gauge is easily constructed.
Bend
a piece of stout glass tube, say i in. internal diameter,
of
arms,
each
the
as
shown in Fig. 16,
making
about 32 ins. long ; this should be ﬁxed to a board
(of mahogany or teak preferred); one end of the
tube should be ﬁtted with a union -to connect by
means of a pipe to the Condenser;
the other end
After the
may be left open to the atmosphere.
is
secured to the wall
apparatus
mercury should be poured into
n
the tube to half the height of the
arms.
The height of the column.
when the pressure is to be deter
mined, is measured by the ver
tical distance from the surface
of the mercury in the one arm
to the surface
of that in the
other arm.
this to be
Suppose
ins.,
then—by the rule given
25
above—the pressure in pounds
per square inch: 25 x -4894 =
12-23.

This gauge will, of course, be
suitable for the measuring of
steam pressurelup to, say 15 lbs.

Engine for

Beginners—Ill.
By H. MUNCASTER.

(Continued from page 605, Vol. XIX.)
VERY common form of pumping engine is
shown in diagram . (Fig.
Strictly
15).
this is a single-acting engine,
speaking
although steam is admitted to each side of the
piston. The weight of the pump rods. acting
the beam B, will raise the piston to the
through
0 the cylinder, and the engine always comes
top
to rest in that position. The diagram shows
the engine in the beginning of the piston-stroke.
the steam pressure from the boiler being admitted
at the valve S, driving the piston downwards.
The lower e'nd of the cylinder is in communication
with the condenser c, the valve at ,1 having been
opened at the beginning of the stroke simultaneously
with the valve s; therefore, the atmospheric pres
sure is removed from acting on the lower surface
of the piston to an extent equal to the vacuum
in the condenser.
If we require to ﬁnd the total amount of pressure
acting on the piston we must ﬁnd—a the diameter
of the cylinder (so as to compute the area of the
iston), b the pressure of steam per unit of area
in. the cylinder above the pressure of the atmos
phexe in the space above the piston. [ the vacuum
or pressure per unit of area below the atmospheric
pressure existing in the space below the piston.
The area of the cylinder is generally expressed
in square inches, and is formed by multiplying
the square 0/ the diameter of the cylinder (in inches)
by 1854,
Ex.: Suppose the diameter of the cylinder to
be 20 ins., what is the piston area ? _
of
20x20=4oo
4oo><-7854=314-16
(area
piston.)
The pressure of steam is expressed in pounds
(avoirdupois) per square inch.

7Z9
Condenser

FlG. 16.

FIG. 17.

The earlier steam engines were titted
having one end connected
gauge,
to a three-way cock, in the manner shown in Fig. 17,
allowing the gauge to be used for the testing of the
boiler pressure as well as that of the vacuum in
In the days when 20 lbs. per sq. in.
the condenser.
“
was spoken of as
high pressure,“ the mercury gauge
was quite suitable for determining the pressure of
steam in the boiler.
Other iorms of pressure gauges used for the indica
tion of boiler pressures will be shown in a future
paper when describing boilers and ﬁttings.
The total load on the piston in pounds may be
estimated by adding the steam pressure to the
vacuum and multiplying by the area of the piston.
Em: Suppose the steam pressure=25 lbs. per
sq. in., the vacuum=12-23 lbs. per sq. in., and the
area of the piston=314-io sq. in., what is the total
~
load on the piston in pounds ?
per

with

sq. in.
such

(25

+

a

12-23)

x

314-16

=

11696'1768

lbs.

\

As it is not usual to allow the steam to enter the
cylinder during the whole oi the piston stroke,
the gearing being arranged to close the valve after
the piston has travelled a portion of the stroke
“
only,
cutting off ” the supply to enable the steam
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into a recess; but as
became customary
to_use
higher pressures of steam, metallic rings and springs
were used to prevent the escape of steam past the
'
E5 :1
So that no leakage may take place from
the opening in the cover through which the piston
rod passes, a gland
ﬁtted into an annular bnx B
it

.

a

v

a

i

is

e
I

G

l

Pom/i

E

Rod

%

2;“
Cy/m be

to be
worked expansively, it will be well to defer
consideration of the power given out during
the
stroke of the engine until we have discussed
the question of the
expansive working of steam in
the cylinder.
Fig. 18 shows the details of
the cylinder and
valves for the beam pumping engine shown in
21as >4
J‘
The body a is truly bored and the piston
p
ﬁtted so as to be as nearly as
In the early types a few coils possible steam-tight.
of hemp were wound

§
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into which a few rings of hemp are put, the gland
by means of the
giving the necessary
pressure
As the hemp wears, a few fresh
screwed studs C.
The bottom end of the cylinder
rings are added.
is closed by the base D, having a port H leading
From the top of the cylinder a
to the valve X.

i
l
i
\

strands of hemp, bedded in red lead putty, between
the turned surfaces.
The bolts are arranged at
equal distances in a circle about two diameters
(of bolt) from the edge of the ﬂange.
Some of the earlier engines
were ﬁtted with
what is known as the “ mushroom " valve (Fig. 20).
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FIG. 18.
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;

it

s
is

1:

is

a a

a

a

lifted by a lever inside the valve box and operated
by a spindle passing through a gland at the side.
Generally the spindle
square for the seat of the
where
levers. with a cone
enters the box
this
cone
kept in place by a screw
as shown in Fig. 21
so that no steam can escape.
Where
valve of this description
used there
always
great amount of force required to lift
is

F

is

It

E

and S.
leads to the space between the valves
evident that no steam can enter or leave
the cylinder or pass from one end of the cylinder
to the other, except through one or more of the
valves. The cover is bolted to a ﬂange cast on
the cylinder.
ring being turned at R (Fig. 19) to
suit a similar ring on the end of the cylinder,
tew
the joint being made quite steam-tight by

port

january
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it when under the pressure of the steam, and the
consequent wear and tear makes repairs and re
newals frequently necessary.
The amount of force required
to lift such a valve is determined
by squaring the diameter, then
multiplying the square by 78 54
and by the steam pressure.
Ex. : A valve is 6 ins. diameter

and

Electrician.
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the diameter of the valve by 4 to determine the
lift.
Referring to Fig. 20, d should be taken when
determining the load on the valve, and til when
determining the lift;
allowance also should
be made for the area
taken up by the valve
stem guide.

From what has been
the necessity of
relieving the valve of
the great weight due
to the steam pressure
will be apparent. To
this end a double valve
is employed, as shOWn
in Fig. 22. Two valves
a and b are cast on the
same
The
spindle.
upper valve is slightly
the larger of the two,
as the lower one has
to
through the
pass
said

F10.

19.

and the steam pressure is 30 lbs. per sq. in., what
is the weight on it (neglecting its own weight)?
6 x6 x '7854 x 30:848-232 lbs.
Ans.
We can thus see that a force of more than 800 lbs.
is required to lift a 6-in. valve of this type against
a moderate pressure.
Another objection is that a considerable lift is
required to give an opening equal in area to the
valve.
The lift may be determined by ﬁnding the area
(as above) and dividing it by the diameter of the
by 31416. In other words,
valve multiplied
divide the area by the circumference of the valve ;
the quotient will be the lift required.

F10. 22.

41

Lior

,_

When closed the weight on
upper seating.
this combination = the difference of the
area of a and b, as the‘pressure on the
lower valve is upward, against the down
ward pressure on a. The lift necessary
to give a full Opening is also reduced to

is

21.

the
This form 0!
ordinary mushroom valve.
valve, however, has two faults—(a) a compli
cated casting
required for the valve box, and
demanded in fitting the brass valve
great care
seats; (b) there are two metals, each having a
diﬂ'erent
ratio of expansion when heated, so that
are liable to alter their
the valve and seating
relative postion when heated by the steam, also
not symmetrical
the disposition of the metal
about the axis of the valve, and the expansion may
be unequal.
To remedy these defects the Cornish valve was
devised
(Figs. 23 and 24). This may be made

Ex. : Find the lift required to give the full area
of opening necessary for a 6 ins. diameter valve.
6 x 6 X 78;.1,
= I” 5ins.
Ans.
6 x 3'14 16
_
Notice that where d the diameter—

___——-

d x 31416
4
it is only necessary

So that in practice

to divide

is

is

FIG.

only half the amount required for
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rods acting at the outer end of the beam will now
the piston as the steam passes from the upper
raise
side to the lower side of it.
When the piston has
reached the top, the cycle of operations may again
be repeated, the steam from the lower end of the
cylinder passing into the condenser at each fresh
stroke.

As there is always an amount of air carried
over from the water in the boiler with the steam,
would eventually cease to work.
the condenser
It
therefore necessary to use
to extract
pump
thlS air. as well as the water used to condense the
steam.
This pump, called the air-pump,
con
nected to the bottom of the condenser,
and must
be placed sufﬁciently low to partially empty the
condenser.
It must be understood that the air
pump cannot lift the water by “suction,”
as in
the case of the ordinary pump, because
there is
a partial vacuum existing in the condenser,
and
therefore
little pressure to compel the water to
follow the bucket of the air-pump.
This
worked
by a rod from the beam, connected at a point giving
about half the piston stroke.
It
usual to make
the diameter of the air~pump about half the cylinder
diameter, so that the capacity
about one-eighth
the cylinder capacity.
It has just been said the engine comes to rest
at the top of its stroke.
It
when the piston
to complete the double stroke in a
necessary
time
on
of
of
account
the momentum
the
given
various parts to which the speed
suited. There
may be 40 or 50 tons of material in the pump~r0ds
and plungers, which,
suddenly arrested when in
motion, might cause a serious
It
breakdown.

if

is

is

is

is

is

is

is

p

a

entirely of one metal (as gun-metal or phosphor'
bronze), and all the faces correctly ﬁtted before it
is placed in osition in the valve box.
The casting
of the latter 15 simpliﬁed, as there is only one seating
It will be seen that there are two
to provide for.
faces a and b on the seating and two corresponding
these faces are arranged
faces on the valve;
to
come in contact each pair at the same moment.
The passage is then entirely closed, the coned disc 0
closing the passage from-the top, and the annular
valve—body e closing the passage between the wings
/ which support 0.
The diameter d1 must of necessity be slightly
ess than d.
The load due to the steam pressure

January

.15

30

(which should, for many reasons, come on the upper
side of the valve) will be
= (d xdx 7854—011 xd1 x 7854) p.
may be taken as
FIG. 24.

a

is

3 I

6

it

9

if

is

necessary, therefore. that the valVe motion should
be adjusted to suit, also that under working con
ditions the steam pressure be fairly uniform.
It
be necessary
will be seen that
to reduce the
amount of work done by the engine—as we cannot
reduce the piston speed—we must make a pause
between each stroke of longer duration.
Suppose
the
double stroke
that the engine
completes
secs.,
we
to
make
strokes
and
wish
er min..
in
sec.;
will be necessary to make
pause o
strokes are sufﬁcient, then a pause of
secs.
will be made between the strokes.
The valves are
ﬁxed
to
the
rod
operated by a clip
working the
regulated by means of
air-pump, and the pause
the
"cataract."
These items
an apparatus called
will be fully explained when describinglvalve gearing.
(To be continued.)

if it

We have already shown in experiment (see
Fig. 5 and context) the operations of the condenser
by means of a test tube in cold water. The action
of the condenser shown at C (Fig. 15), which is an
iron vessel, cylindrical in shape, and which can be
put in communication with the steam cylinder
by the opening of the valve X. Let us imagine
it to be ﬁlled with steam, and then allowed to cool
so that the steam may be condensed.
\Vhen this
condensation takes place, the only thing remaining
in the vessel is a few ounces of water, which may
not occupy more than i-ioooth of the space ﬁlled
There will then be an eﬂort by the
by the steam.
atmospheric air to ﬁll the void caused by the
If now the injection cock be opened.
condensation.
the external atmosphere will force a jet of cold
If the valves S and X
water into the condenser.
be opened, the piston will descend under the pres
sure of steam from the boiler, aided by the partial
which relieves
vacuum formed in the condenser,
the piston-of a portion of the resistance due to the
pressure of the atmosphere.
When the piston has reached the bottom of its
stroke, the valves S and X are c105ed and the
valve E opened ; this valve, called the equilibrium
valve, puts the top and bottom ends of the cylinder
The weight of the pump
into communication.

5

The lift, as before,
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Model Railways.
XXL—The Littleton, Wellingborough.
Edge Hill Railway.

and

(Continued from page 17.)
otherwise known as No. 3,
is a four-wheeled carriage, after the style
of the G.VV.R.'s small six-coupled tank en
up in the lorm of a coach, as used
gines, covered
4;
" trains.
The motor in this small
on their
auto
vehicle is a small boat motor, with tripolar arma
ture. The ratio of gearing is 6: 1, and is
four spur wheels.
accomplished by means of
" will
pull a load of
This little “ auto-coach
and by
one or two of my bogie carriages,
itself goes at a high speed,i.e.,about4miles
per hour (actual), or at over 120 model miles
It is of very simple construction.
per hour.
the sides of the body being 1-16th in. holly
wood. and the root of zinc. It is ﬁtted with
spring buﬁers, drawhooks, coupling chains,
Principal dimensions
vacuum pipes, etc.
are :
Diameter of wheels, 1} ins.
Centres of wheels, 4 ins.
Length over all, 9*} ins.
Height, 5 5-16ths ins.
\Vidth of body, 3 <-16ths ins.
Total weight, 1% lbs.
(3) The Carriage Stock—At present the
only carriage stock I have are four bogie
They are classi_
carriages, each 25} ins. long.
tied as follows:
No. 1, ﬁrst-class brake ; No. 2, ﬁrst and
second class, with two lavatory com
No. 3, ﬁrst, second, and
partments;
third class, with three lavatory com~
partments ; No. 4, third-class brake.
They all have inside ﬁttings, such as cloth
mats,
seats,
The sides are made of
etc.
1-16th-in. hollywood, the windows being cut
the roots are of zinc
out with a fretsaw;
plate. with a wire beading along the edge.
All carriages are ﬁtted with spring buffers,
drawhooks, close coupling chains, side coupling
hooks, vacuum pipes, steps at ends and
handrails, lamp irons, imitation accumu
The
lator tanks, tie-rods, door handles, etc.
bogies are ﬁtted with axle-boxes, laminated
springs, and have four 1~in. lead wheels,
axles
mounted on 3-32nds-in. silver-steel
It is mostly
running in pointed bearings.
due to the hearings that the carriages run
so easily, in fact on a smooth rail they refuse
to stand still on a gradient of 1 in 60!
They are painted with white upper and cho~
Lolate lower panels lined out with orange.
The roofs are white, with imitation lamps.
Places for holding destination boards are
titted on the brake vans. Principal dimen

HE "

sions are :

auto~coach,“

Diameter of wheels, 1 in.
Centres of wheels, 3} ins.
Centres of bogies, 17} ins.
Length over body, 24} ins.
Length over buffers, 25% ins.
W’idth over body, 3 5-16ths ins.
Height to top of roof, 5 5-16ths ins.
Weight, 2% lbs.
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the current I have a set
(4) Tire Batteries—For
ﬂuid bichromate cells, each cell con~
of ten Single
sastmg of two carbons (7-in. by 2-in. by' }-in.) and
one zmc (5-in.
by 2i-in. by 3-16ths-in.). These
cells are connected up in two sets of ﬁve in series
ten
in parallel. The line pressure is 10 volts. From
the battery house there runs a No. 16 S.W.G. over
head copper wire to each controller.
Each cell
holds ]ust 1 pt. of solution, and for the electrolyte
use either potassium bichromate or chromic acid
l
in the following proportions:
(1) Potassium hi
chromate, 1% lbs. ; water, IO pts. ; sulphuric
acid, 2—21, lbs.
acid,
Chromic
(2)
1) lbs.; water,

£53191?"

nﬁﬁf
iii)!

LITTLBTON SIGNAL Box.

I dissolve the
sulphuric acid, 1—1i lbs.
10 pts.;
ingredients in a large china dish (11-pt.), and alter
the solution has cooled down I pour it into the
ten jars.
The battery house is ﬁtted with a ratchet
arrangement for lifting the lines up.
Stations, Signals, eta—Littleth Station con
_ (5)
s1sts of two separate platforms, with a double line
between them.
There is also on the opposite side
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|
of one of the plattorms another short one, which
is for the “auto-coach."
A large carriage and
engine shed (8-ft. by r-ft. 3-in.) has been erected
at Littleton, and although Ihave two engines, four
“ auto-coach,"
and
an
carriages,
there
is still
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a copy of the one illus
trated in THE MODEL ENGINEER for Februarv ist,
The tunnel itself is made out of three 6-in.
1906.
by i-in. boards. nailed in the form of a box l"l,
and is held in position by being screwed to stakes
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room left in the shed for about as much
Besides
the carriage-shed there
is
again.
the controller-box and the Littleton signalbox, which contains fourteen levers.
At
VVellingborough there is an ordinary plat
form, an island platform, and
the con
troller and signal-boxes. This one contains
“
"
At
Alton Halte
is a signal
twelve levers.
box with three levers, which controls the
short branch line.
With regard to the plat
forms, these are made up with sifted ashes,
which look very much like the ordinary
The platform edging is
tarred platforms.
made out of a i-in. by l-in. batten, with
on top, so that the
a blind lath nailed
in. over the side of the
lath projects about
batten. This projecting piece imitates the
stone coping of the actual platforms.
The
enough

Hall full

(Scale .-

ral/s'
Bacx

PAIR or COLLECTING

is

is

made out of
whole of the lattice girder bridge
planed laths, the bottom being a. planed 6-in. by I-in.
ﬂoorboard, with batten screwed on the under-side.
The tunnel entrance facing the girder bridge
of my own design, whereas
on the opposite side

SLIPPERS 0N ENGINE No. 2.
driven in the ground. The small girder bridge
at Wellingborough
very simply made out of boards
and laths. The signal and controller boxes are made
of wood, with proper glazed windows, and in all
cases they are made so that the top and sides lift
is

A

WW

Sac-non or ISLAND PLATFORM AT \VELLINGBOROUGH.

january

14,
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the weights for the arms are cast solid in lead on to
a strip of zinc.
All the signal-arms are made of zinc
as also are the angles.
This
found necessary,
so as to prevent rusting.
The wire used in pulling over the signals
very
thin copper, and only in two cases have
had to
use
spring to ensure the signals going to“ danger "
when the lever is thrown back, this being due only
to their great distance away from the box.
The signal lever frame is made out of wood and
metal, and every lever has
proper catch to enable
to retain its position when pulled over.
There
turntable at Littleton, and
is properly ﬁtted
with wheels, which run on a circle of single rail
inside the turntable pit. The whole of the line is
thoroughly ballasted with very small pebbles,
commonly known by builders as " pea-beach."
must say
looks very well, in addition to well
draining the track.
hope before long to extend
the track, and for this reason
have put up the
with
cross or "nobimusc"
signal
sign on it,
as will be seen in the photograph.
The new line
will probably start off tangentially from the small
curve just before Wellingborough, and, rising up
a gradient of
in 30, will, with a iO-ft. radius curve,
pass right over the station and then run straight
ahead for over 100 ft.
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it

it
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a

I
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[Rmdar are lnudrd to contributeshort pmclicnl item for this
column, band on their own workshop tlﬂﬂlml.
Arcrﬂml
contributionswill be {midfor on publication. desired,anom
lng ta mil.
All mailer i'nlrndzd [or “is rnlumn should bl
"
I'l'l'lifd \Vonxsnor on lha malaria]

Two Useful Centres.
liy A. CAMERON.
a good way to centre a job up
The following
Say,
absolutely true by means of
square centre.
for instance.
just too large
piece of shaftmg
in diameter and requires just a ﬁne cut taken along

a

is

a

2

.

Fig
it

a

Make
centre of the usual shape, but instead
of grinding
cone shape, grind
a pyramid shape
with four sides (Fig. 1). Put one end of the shaft
into a self»centreing
chuck and centre the other
end up, making a good punch-hole, set the lathe in
motion, and in the slide-rest place a piece of hard
wood and carefully move the slide-rest up so as
the piece of hardwood bears up against the shaft
at the square centre end, and, however the shaft
out, the gradual bearing up of the piece of hardv
wood will soon cut an absolute dead centre.
When
the centre
found the poppet head screw should
be screwed up, so as to make a good bearing for
it

it.

is

locked with their respective points, which prevents
a Signal being pulled over till the_pomts are set
The signals are of very 51mph; construc
correctly.
§.m_ board;
tion, the post being sawn out of

1714].].
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a
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I

is

I

oﬂ‘, so as to be able to get into the inside for con
meeting up, etc. The signals, of which there are
nineteen at present, are all worked from the signal
boxes, as also are the points. They are all inter

._
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is

tin cup answers
very well.
(7) Approximate
made from
position of
(Fig. 2).
(8) The tap
brass rod, with taper plug, and can be ground in
necessary; a thin leather washer, with brass
used.
ditto to keep
up to the body of the tap,
The handle made of i-in. brass wire and sweated in.
(9), Fig. 2,
the block through which the rod
slides, and the screw
The block
{-in. \Vhitworth.
made from i-in. square brass rod, and the part
that joins the reservoir
ﬁled to ﬁt and tinned,
and then soldered
to reservoir.
The position Of
block, shown in Fig. 2,
at 45 degs. from line
through pipe and tap.
Although made for a Drummond lathe, any lathe
having a sliding saddle can be ﬁtted, and the fact
of its having the two points of adjustment,
the setscrew in T-rest and also the bolt (not shown
in illustrations) that ﬁxes the holder to the saddle,
gives a perfect command over any position the tool
may be cutting in at the time, and when the lubri
cator
not needed, can be swung away so as to
leave the bed of the lathe quite free.
Of course, the small setscrew, 9,
only used
for getting the right position as regards height.
With regard to dimensions, these would not apply
to bigger or smaller lathes.
But the idea
the
same, and only slight alteration in length of pipe
and height of rod would be necessary.
is

3

is

is

it

is

if

By A. C. BALLARD.
The description of the travelling lubricator for
lathe is as follows :—
_
Fig. 1: (i) A rough sketch of bottom piece
on
a
used
turning,
for
wood
used
of T-rest
3E-m.
This is ﬁxed opposite the
Drummond lathe.
setscrew,
as
saddle,
the
with
on
the
slide-rest
shown, on the outside.
(2) Piece of mild steel
turned to ﬁt in place of T removed.
(3) Piece of

_

’3

.

is

,T

F"?

\IIQ“

is

m

/3

is

A Simple Lathe Lubricator.

is

is

which is then put into the
the ordinary centre,
po pet head.
_
t is often required to face up the end of a job
the centres, but it is not possible. to do
between
so, owing to the tool coming in contact With the
poppet head centre. but by means of a centre,
with a piece ground or cut out of it, as Fig. 2, the
tool can be got inside the circumference of the hole
drilled to receive the poppet head centre.
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Hacksaws.

ll
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A

a
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Drilling Out or Enlarging Tubing.

By A. GREEN.
happens that the bore of a piece
of tube
not quite large enough, and
difﬁcult
to drill out owing to drill binding.
The difﬁculty
may be overcome by ﬁrst plugging the tube with
wood.
It can then be drilled through without
trouble. Makers of model engines who have no
lathe can bore out cylinders in this manner.
is

sometimes

it

It

is

3

2

2)

4

i»

77

ins. long, and
in. diameter, about
mild steel,
ins. of the top ﬁled ﬂat, so that screw in
with
will hold better.
(4) Copper _tube,
(Fig.
measure); the joints
3-16ths in. diameter (outside
are made a fairly tight ﬁt, and then sweated wrth
Of course,
solder,
blowpipe solder being used.
the ends were turned ﬁrst, so that the solder would
are joined the same.
and
run into the joint;
(5) A brass ﬂange soldered to reservoir, this givmg
a much better hold for the up-coming tube, but
care should be taken to prevent the solder from
ﬁlling the bore of the tube while soldering. (6) Re
small
servoir, either copper or tin, can be used
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By V. W. DELVBS-BROUGHTON.
In using a hacksaw for cutting off thin tubes
and sheets of hard metal, the teeth are very liable
to jamb and fall 08.
This can be obviated, to a
certain extent, by having the work thoroughly
ﬁxed in a steady vice, and by cutting in a slanting
direction across the metal, but with the utmost
care occasionally the saw will shed its teeth.
Even
this can be improved upon by turning the saw
blade round in the frame in such a manner that
the cutting stroke
towards, instead of away
from, the sawyer, thus nullifying the spring of the
frame itself.
Another use for hacksaws,
that
believe
not generally known,
cutting slots,
using 'two or more blades as required for the width
of the slot.
Slotted rods for scribing blocks, etc., can be cut
with hacksaws without drilling by bending the
strip of metal and sawing through the bend ﬁrst,
and then ﬁnishing the slot by passing the saw
blades through the slot and ﬁnishing out the ends.
Finally, the rod
straightened. Broken saw blades
can be used for a number of purposes—parting
tools, tweezers, and springs of all sorts, knives, and
with brass backs they make excellent razors.
made one myself, but
was not a success as
burnt
it in grinding on an emery wheel.
number of
other uses can be found for even the smallest pieces
of broken hacksaws, so a fair supply should be kept
on hand.
am not troubled with any
Personally,
want in this direction.
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Testing and Comparing Model
Locomotive Performancesﬁ“
Bv L. M. G. FERREXRA.
members of this Society having last year
elected me to a seat on the Track Committee, I
have felt it incumbent upon me to make some
effort to further the interests of those who make
I therefore have
locomotives their special study.
to the Committee that we should hold
suggested
for locomotives under steam, and
Competitions
also
for electric locomotives. The latter are,
however, a class by themselves, and will be dealt
with later, as it is impossible to handicap them
You may ask why?
against steam locomotives.
The reason is this (and we will ﬁrst consider the case
of actual engines, not models)—a steam locomotive
is a self-contained machine producing its own energy
in its boiler by the combustion of coal or other
fuel, likewise carried along with it, and making
use of the energy by means of the cylinders.
The
amount of power that can be produced is strictly
limited by the gauge, height, and weight permissible.
But in an electric locomotive there is no boiler or
other energy-producing plant to be carried, and
therefore
the whole available height, width, and
weight can be utilised for the motors, or energy
utilising part, equivalent to the cylinders in a
steam locomotive.
The energy is produced in the form of electric
current by stationary engines and boilers, which
are not limited
in size, and therefore an electric
locomotive may be made many times more powerful
in fact,
than a steam locomotive of equal size;
the power is only limited by the weight available
for adhesion.
It is as though we built a steam locomotive
without a boiler, but with enormous cylinders,
it with steam through a ﬂexible
and supplied
steam
ipe from a range of, say twenty boilers.
It Will now be clear to you why it is not possible
to compare steam and electric locomotives, but
the eﬂiciency of one electric locomotive can be
compared with another electric locomotive very
easily by measuring the current consumed and
the actual work done, and this will receive
my
attention at an early date.
of
to
the
between
subject
Competitions
Returning
model steam locomotives, I believe that we should
entries
if
have far more
competitors felt quite
sure that whatever the size of their locomotives.
they could meet all comers on equal terms.
men,
horses,
or
In all competitions between
machines,
the varying strength or endurance of
is balanced by suitable handi
each competitor
capping, and it is to this question of handicapping
locomotives of different sizes that I have been
giving special attention.
I have now been able to formulate a certain
" constant" for each size of locomotive
ﬁgure or
by which to handicap them, and I hope the c0m<
adopt this
mittee and members generally will
after hearing the following reasonings
system
by which it has been arrived at.
If this system is adopted, I feel sure the man
with a Ij-in. gauge model need not be afraid to

HE
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Paper

Engineers,

the
Society
read before
December 16th, 1908.

of

Model

another' with a r-in. scale locomotive, and
thetformer will stand just as good a chance of ﬁrst
prize as the latter, providing his design and work
manship are equal.
In actual practice one of the points in a loco
motive that receives most attention is its efﬁciency
as a machine for doing the most work for least
fuel, in the case of express engines taking com
paratively light loads at high speed, and in goods
As, however,
engines heavy loads at lower speeds.
the work has to be done by pulling a train, the
tractive force that can be exerted is an important
factor.
Tractive effort is limited by the amount of weight
that can be carried on the driving wheels to prevent
them slipping, and this weight, again. is limited
by the strength of the permanent way.
The rule for calculating the tractive force of a
locomotive is, for a two-cylinder locomotiveD’ x P x S
meet

w

-T

D2 =diameter of cylinder squared.
P =effective boiler pressure.
S =stroke in inches.
W =diam. of driving wheel in ins.
T =tractive effort in lbs.
It is obvious if you increase D or P the tractive
power is increased, whilst if 8 remains constant.
and W is reduced, the tractive power is also in
creased.
The work to be done by a locomotive is not,
where

however, merely to start into movement a train
by pulling on the drawbar, but to draw the train
a certain distance in a given time, and here the
in. That is
comes
question of boiler pressure
to say, the boiler must be capable of maintaining
the pressure even when the engine is going quickly,
and therefore using many cylindersful of steam
per minute.
The true measure of work done is, of course,
the weight lifted or pulled through a given distance
in a given time, and is the equivalent of the brake
horse-power of a stationary engine.
We will now consider model locos and their per
I think that the brake horse-power is
formances.
the correct test for comparing them, and it is the
basis on which the competitions will be run.
For arriving at the drawbar pull at any speed
I have made for the Society an 8 to I set of blocks,
in which the friction is practically
negligible,
and which no doubt many of you have already
These
seen in use during the last Competition.
travelling 8 ft.
are so arranged that an engine
lifts a weight equal to eight times the actual draw
bar pull through 1 ft., and this is done to enable
a run of 20 or 30 ft. to be obtained without a well
of the same rlepth being required, which would be
the case if the weight was directly applied.
\Ve need not consider the question of fuel and
water consumption, as the tests are not so much
of efﬁciency as of getting the most work out of a
given size of model, the results depending on good
and attention to
careful workmanship,
design,
details, such as good ﬁring methods and avoidance
To arrive
of friction in packings and bearings.
at the work done we require to know the weight
lifted and the time taken to travel a given distance,
and by using the new tackle our equation becomes—

W
x F x 60
—-————
8 X T

=

E f oot

'
1bs . per minute .
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This is all very simple, but the value of M entirely
depends on C, and the problem was to ﬁnd a
To do this I
constant to meet the conditions.
have spent a 'very considerable time, and have
arrived at some ﬁgures by a train of reasoning,
which I now propose to place before you and
to invite your criticisms thereon.
To arrive at these ﬁgures I have taken as a.
basis the dimensions of a prototype and assumed
models made to various scales from i in. to 1) ins.
to the foot, which I will call the ideal model.
To meet the conditions it is requisite to analyse
the effects of variation of scale on the different
'
ﬁgures in the equations.
The ﬁrst of these is that for the tractive power
which might be obtained with various locomotives—
D" x P x S
.

with the smaller driving wheels and longer
If we
stroke can exert a greater drawbar pull.
were to make the Competitions for tractive power
only, they would have to be taken into account.
We, however,
0rv
take into account the speed,
rather, the distance travelled in a given time.
and by doing so we can eliminate the iactors S
and \V. Before explaining why we can do so,
it will be better to analyse the speed question.
An average express engine travelling at 60 miles
an hour makes about 240 r.p.m., and a 1-in. model
making the same number of revolutions would
I do not think
travel at 5 miles, or scale speed.
that we should expect models to much exceed the
revolutions per minute of their prototypes, more
especially having regard to, the difﬁculty of main
of steam for ten (runs.
taining a full pressure
If we accept this reasoning, it does not matter
whether the model has 3 ins. or 6 ins. diameter
wheels, as the former would use twice the number
of cylindersful of steam to cover the same distance.
I therefore propose to base the comparison for the
speed factors F and T not on actual miles per
hour, but on equal revolutions per minute. as
compared with a prototype or with one another.
Cons-ranrs

LOCOMOTIVE

COMPETITIONS.
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S

and W from
This means that we can eliminate
our comparisons so long as we take the speed into
account in arriving at C. As we have just seen,
the speed should be proportionate to scale, which
that we must multiply our constant 8’
means
becoming S‘, or scale
by scale again, resulting in
We have now
multiplied by itself four times.
accounted for all our factors.
a tendency amongst model makers to
There
slightly depart from absolute scale in certain
dimensions of various parts of their engines, notably
therefore
gauge and diameter of cylinders, and
appeared to be desirable, in order to avoid elaborate
is

l

FOR

Gauge‘ =C for horse-power.

w

and taking each factor in turn, we ﬁnd DJ is in
This assumes
that
direct proportion to scale.
the ideal model is correct to scale, and I_am aware
that D is generally reduced somewhat in models,
but so long as the reduction is in proportion to
scale, which is the case, the ﬁgure
holds good.
one factor of our constant,
We have, therefore,
viz., D1. in proportion to scale, or, what is the
same thing for our purpose, that D" =scale’ in
our ideal model.
Secondly, taking P the mean eﬁective pressure,
Say,
what may we expect to get in models?
the prototype works at r80 lbs. per sq. in., if we
take scale preportions, we should only get 15 lbs.
for 1-in. scale, whereas we might fairly assume
I have adopted this, and it
40 lbs. for this scale.
in. of scale,
works out as 5 lbs. per sq. in. for each
Thus, again,
thus } in.=2o lbs.; 3- in.=3o lbs.
we ﬁnd the value of P to be proportionate to scale
in various sized models, although not so to the actual
We have now another factor, P, in
prototype.
direct proportion to scale, and our constant is
therefore scale’ x scale, or scale“.
There still remain two factors of our tractive
however,
These,
force equation, viz., S and W.
bear the same relation to each other whatever the
scale of a model of a certain prototype, although
their ratio varies considerably between goods and
express engines, and this is the reason why the

14, 1909.
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an easy matter now to arrive at this ﬁgure E
of
locomotive by taking the average
runs, and to facilitate calculation there
several
should be ten runs at various speeds and loads.
Of course, they will vary very much, according to
but for Competitions we
the size of the engine,
want to arrive at a just comparison between various
sizes of locomotives, or, in other words, ﬁnd a
To do this we must
means of handicapping them.
divide E (the ft.-lbs. per minute) by C, a ﬁgure
“
for each size of loco
constant"
which is the
motive. The result I call 'M the ﬁgure of merit,
and the higher this ﬁgure the better the loco
The equation is—
motive, whatever.its size.

January

engines

I} 1?;

It is

for each

I

2 1

VV=actual weight lifted + 12 ozs. weight
of bottom pulley.
, F ==feet travelled by engine.
T=time in seconds.
(The 60 is to bring results to minutes, and the
the multiplying power of the pulleys.)
8 represents
where

2)

38
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measurements and calculations for each model
to base the constant on the gauge, instead of the
scale, as the former is of necessity known at the
trials, whereas precisely similar models may be
in., ii~16ths in.,
called by various owners as
or even
in. to the foot.
As in the case of our ideal model, the gauge
would be in strict pro ortion to scale there can
be no diﬁerence in c ling the constant gauge‘
instead of scale‘, and it is this ﬁgure the Committee
are adopting
as the constant for handicapping
We can now
locomotives in the Competitions.
arrive at the constant for every size of locomotive,
and to facilitate calculation the gauges have been
The ﬁgures obtained
taken in one-eighths of inches.
are, however, very unwieldy, so they are all divided
by 1,000, without, however, altering their value as
for comparative
formulae.
table
divisors
(See
on opposite page.)
The method of conducting a Competition will
be as folloWs :—
Each engine will make ten runs of a measured
Weights will be attached to the tackle
length.
sufficient to cause the engine to slip, then reduced
This is the
so that the engine can just draw it up.
ﬁrst run of the ten, and at each successive run
the weight will be further reduced till engine runs at
The last run of the ten should
maximum Speed.
be without load.
.
Having taken the ﬁgures for each run, it is an
easy matter to arrive at the average weight lifted
and time taken.
Using Our formula—
\V x 1" x 60

i

i

8 x_'i‘

get E or ft.-lbs. of work done per minute,
and dividing E by the constant for the gauge at
which the track is set for the engine, gives us M—
It is obvious that the engine
the ﬁgure of merit.
giving the greatest M is the best all-round model
for its size.
Only the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8). ins. has been
and when
considered in the foregoing reasonings,
using the formula for Competitions, in all cases
where the gauge of the model is obviously less
than the scale equivalent of 4 ft. 8§ ins., 112., such
a a model of a. metre gauge engine, the constant
used should be that for the standard gauge for
For instance, a I-in.
any given scale model.
model of a 3-ft. gauge engine should be
scale
measured with the C for I-in. scale standard gauge,
not with the C for 3-in. gauge.
I may add that the committee have honoured
me by proposing to adopt this method of testing
in all future Competitions, and we trust it will
receive your approval and give satisfaction to all
competitors.
One object we have in view in promoting these
Competitions is to encourage good working engines,
and by using
as apart from mere show models,
this formula, to handicap models not only on
points of good workmanship, but also on design
to scale reproduction of actual
and
adherence
Its use frustrates any attempt at making
engines.
outlandish models to win competitions, but en
truthful reproductions as well as good
courages
workmanship.
If, for instance, a man widens the gauge to
accommodate larger cylinders and boiler, he will
by C being based
be handicapped automatically
On the other hand, the engine that ~>
on gauge.
we

39

maintains a higher boiler pressure will have the
better chance of success, which is as it should be,
as showing better design or workmanship in the
engine and better thoughbout ﬁring arrangements.
(The latter strike me as being particularly capable
of improvement and offer a large scope for origi
nality in design.)
If I have succeeded by the reading of this paper
in convincing owners that just comparisons can
be made between large and small model locomotives
in our Competitions, I shall consider the time
Its preparation
taken as doubly well spent.
has already given me a certain degree of pleasure,
doubt,
to its having required a
partly owing, no
and calculations
' great deal of thought, reasoning,
not to be found in text-books and quite off the
beaten track of every-day work.

The Design and Construction of
Slow-Speed
a
250 - watt
Multipolar Dynamo.
By A. H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.
difﬁculties which beset the path of the
designer of slow-speed machines are numerous
and of a peculiar nature.
Many departures
from orthodox lines are necessary to secure a satis
under
the
desired
running condi
factory output
tions, and the following few notes and data relate
to the construction of a four-pole 25o-watt shunt
wound dynamo, designed to run at the extremely
low speed of 800 r.p.m.
The object in designing this machine to run at
so low a speed was to enable it to be coupled to
"Stuart" engines, or other similar
high-speed
What is regarded as high speed in
prime mover.
however,
is, unfortunately,
steam engine design,
just the opposite from the dynamo builder’s point
of view, and severely
handicaps him as regards
weight and high efﬁciency, where such speed restric
tions are enforced, as will be apparent in the present

HE

design.

The most popular type of direci~coupled generator
the present day is undoubtedly the multipolar
model having a circular yoke and internally pro
Conforming to modern re
jecting pole-pieces.
quirements, a four-pole pattern has been chosen
instance,
of the semi-enclosed,
in the present
ventilated type, with radial self-oiling bearings
and carbon brushes, all of such design as will ﬁt
the machine for continuous duty.
The fundamental formula, familiar to all dynamo
that if V (the
designers—E x]. ><H XV—dictatcs
velocity of the conductors L on the armature)
be low, H (the strength of ﬁeld in which they rotate)
must be as high as possible to secure a normal
To increase
value of E (the electro-motive force).
L is not always feasible, because it is liable to set
armature reaction and consequent
up excessive
A two
incurable sparking at the commutator.
fold attempt has been here made to counteract
the etiect of the low speed by raising the value of H
as far as possible, and also by increasing the peri
pheral velocity without aﬁecting the angular speed
.by employing an armature of larger diameter than
Increasing the size of the
usual for the output.
armature, however, adds greatly to the total
at

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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permitting a very high ﬂux density while keeping
the sectional area within reasonable limits.
The drawings show two elevations of the machine.
both in half-section, and are to scale. ; the principal

of the machine,
especially
weight and dimensions
it the ﬁelds are of cast-iron; so, to minimise this
has been
wrought-iron
effect as far as possible,
circuit
throughout,
adopted for the magnetic
3
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dimensions and data are tabulated below
convenient reference :—

also

for

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

MECHANICAL DETAILS.

ArmatureMaterial,

laminated

mild

steel

plates,

24 G.
Diameter, 4 ins.

Length, 3 ins.
Number of slots, :5

ins.
} in. wide by 1) in. deep.
hole for shaft, % in. diameter.

[Tilt Edilor int'ilt'sreadersto make use 0/ [his column [or the lull
disrussmn0/ mallrn of [mutual and mulqu mtrnst. Ldttrs
may b: SlQ'k'dwill a bonnie-plume i/ dcsiud, but the full
new and addrrss 0/ Nu send" Ml‘S‘l’invariably be allachld,
thoughno! Mussarlly [or publication.)

'5ize of ditto,

I

Shall—

n)-

3- in.

24 G.

:1-

Field-magnet—
Material, laminated mild steel plates,
Armature bore diameter, 4} ins.
Pole-piece width, P} ins.
Pole-piece length, 1% ins.
Yoke thickness, 5 in.
Bearing Brackels—
Material, cast iron.
Seating radius, 2 ins.
Bore for bushes, 1 in.
Rocker seating diameter,

constructed just after leaving school, some eight
I have thought you may consider
to the younger readers of THE
made under
THE MODEL ENGINEER—and
being
such difﬁculties as frequently attend young model
makers,
The lathe is about 13 ins. in length
ins.
over all, and its greatest capacity is 6 ins. by
The main
diameter, or
ins. diameter in the gap.
body, headstock and tailstock castings are of lead.
run solid. The bed, faceplate, and other ﬁttings
and accessories were all cut from sheet brass with
had at the time were
fretsaws. The chief tools
an ordinary fretsaw frame, an archimedean drill,
in., a few ﬁles and
screwing tackle for sizes up to
years ago——which
to be of interest

4

Material, SiemensMartin steel.
Over-all length, 164}ins.
Diameter through core, 1» in.
Diameter at journals, 1} in.
Diameter through commutator,

A Model-Maker's Small Lathe.
To the EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—l enclose a photograph of a small lathe

I

Centre

4r

1%ins.

Bearing Bushes—
Material, gun-metal.
Length, 2 ins.
Outside diameter, 1 in.
Inside diameter, 2- in.
Commutator—
Material, hard-drawn copper.
Outside diameter, 3 ins.
Inside diameter, 1% ins.
\Vidth of segments, 1% ins.
Number of Segments, 2;.
Insulation,
natural mica be
tween segments—micanite
cloth end rings.
ELECTRICAL DErAiLs.
A mm! u re—
former-wound

I

i}

I

l

Running Small Steam Engines.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR,—While looking through my copy of
came
THE MODEL ENGINEER for December 10th,
across the interesting article by Mr. H. Greenly,

I

Connected in shunt to armature, in series with
one another.
Former-wound coils, varnished and taped.
Gauge of wire, 20 S.W.G. D.C.C.
Number of turns per layer, 25.
Number of layers per coil, 19.
Total conductors per coil, 475.
B
Flux density (in pole-pieces),
107,400
per sq. in.
Flux density (in yokes), 100,000 B per sq. in.

I.

Field -magnels—

and, of course, a vice.
originally intended
for very small brass and steel turning and wood
only to its full capacity, but
have lately found
in.
that
stands quite rigid to brass of
in. or
have
diameter. Since the photograph was taken
in
made numerous other ﬁttings and accessories,
cluding an arrangement by which the faceplate
can be ﬁxed on the saddle,
thereby converting
the
lathe temporarily into an excellent small
drilling-machine.
Hoping this may be of interest,
am, yours faithfully,
WALLis SMITH.
reamers,

I

Number of conductors per slot, 32.
Gauge of wire, 22 S.W.G. D.C.C.
Coil pitch (or span), slots 1 to 7.
Flux density (in teeth), 175,000 B per sq. in
Flux density (in core body), 58,400 B per sq. in

it

coils.

it

wind,

SMALL LATHE.

I

\Vave

A MooEL-MAKER's

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

gauge.

I should like to say that with my engine no
appreciable fall of pressure takes place whatever, so
long, of course, as the stop valve is not turned on
so as to cause priming, and the engine is sufficiently
hot to start giving work after one or two minutes.
I cannot imagine a cylinder 2} ins. by 3} ins. that
would take the steam contained in a boiler of the
size mentioned (I 1} ins. by 24 ins), supposing boiler
to be two-thirds full of water, the steam being at
io lbs. per sq. in. pressure, to raise the cylinder to
working temperature.
The other point is that if the engine be run for
one minute or so at 50 to lOO r.p.m., and with a
boiler pressure of 30 lbs. per sq. in., all water will
be drained from the boiler.
N ow, a boiler of this size holds about
to 2 gallons
between high and low water level.
Consequently.
in order to drain the boiler, h} to 2 gallons would
have to be primed away from boiler in one or two
minutes. From experience with my engine I should
have thought this very nearly impossible without
making itself forcibly evident to the engine attendant
by the thumping noise in engine cylinder.
I should also like to add that after ﬁtting super
heater,
lagging boiler. and ﬁtting blasfpipe in
chimney I can obtain 35o r.p.m. from engine with
the boiler pressure rising all the time, without chim
ney reaching red heat—Yours truly,
W. G. HARDY.

14, 1909.

piece of original work of the roughest description
to the most carefully finished slavish copy of what
has been done before.
One use of models—and that one of the most
not,
believe,
been mentioned
important—has
viz., the demonstration to the
in this discussion,
lay public of some new invention.
therefore
take the liberty of sending you a model of a tram‘
car seat, with a semi-automatic waterproof cover,
invented and patented by Captain W. Marr.
As seen from the model and the accompanying
sketch,
the cover consists of tarpaulin attached
to two round rods held together at their ends by
a sheet-metal slot-plate, through which the steel
arm of the reversible back passes. the ends of which
are bent round and brazed to form sockets, into
which the round rods are driven and secured by
rivets. The steel arm of the reversible back bears

I

“
This
~\'otes on Model Steam Engines."
namely,
article especially interests me as I have a small
steam plant of the size Mr. Greenly mentions. The
only differences are :—(I) The bore of my engine is
2% ins. instead of 2} ins.
(2) It has two i-in. by
8-in. water tubes in ﬁrebox.
There are one or two points I cannot understand
in Mr. Greenly's article. They are :—
liirst: When starting up engine from cold with
from l0 to 15 lbs. per sq. in. boiler pressure. the
flywheel having been given a few turns by hand, the
pressure is found to have fallen to nearly zero on the

january
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“Originalit ."
To THE Emron or The
0ch Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—I have been much interested in
your paper on the above subject and the discussion

., v
‘

.l\\\\

:-

J

.ic.

,.

sax!

MoDEL or A TRAMCAR

SEAT wrrI-l Sam AUTOMATIC
\VATERPROOF
Coven.

against the end of the slot (or, as shown in the draw
ing, a curl formed out of a portion of the metal
This being above the
stamped out of the slot).
free to turn in the recess
centre of the rod, which
rests, causes the frame to revolve round
in which
the centre of the rod, against which the arm of
the reVersible back abuts
rig the whole frame
to rise up and fall against the back of the seat,
A touch
on a slight push being given to the back.
to the back of the seat or reversing its position
will rise again
will cause the frame to fall, when
on the back being pushed back in either direction.
To make the sketch clear the waterproof material
has been omitted, the frame only being shown.
The advantages of this seat cover are as follows:
anything,
(1) It would probably add very little.
to the cost of the seat, when supplied with the

Sxa'rcn snowmo

Ac'rrox or TRAMCAR Saar.

I

1

that has followed its publication.
am thoroughly
in accord with all that has been said on this subject,
and for myself
should inﬁnitely prefer to see a

if

it

it

is

name

'"V
-

$1.
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will be of assistance to model engineers installing
small modern electric light plants—Yours truly,
HARTWELL.
G.
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Superelevation of Model Railways.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—I, as well as no doubt many others

of your readers, would be interested to learn how
Mr.“ Greenly derives the formula for superelevation
given in your issue of October 10th, 1907.
The formula used in ordinary practice is:
V2 G
.
X -067.
Superelevation =

T

= speed in miles per hour,
= gauge in
The proof
inches, and R = radius of curve in feet.
of the above may be found in any elementary text
book on the subject, and consequently need not be
You will observe that the height of
given here.
the boiler and scale are factors which do not enter

Where

G

into it at all.
If the rails are superelevated according to this
formula, the resultant of the centrifugal force and
weight will be normal to a plane laid on the rails,
no matter what the height of the centre of gravity
may be. The action of the springs in allowing
the boiler, etc., to cant slightly relative to the
frame is not taken into account, but this effect is
small.‘

Now, taking Mr. Greenly's ﬁrst example. where
= 15 ins., V =
miles per hour, and R =
100 ft., the proper superelevation would be:
83 x 15 X -067
-64 in. only.

G

_

100

The 1) ins. given by Mr. Greenly's formula
three times as much as
needed.

is

DEAR SiR.-—In Mr. Reynolds' letter, published
in T1112 MODEL ENGINEER of 10th ult., I notice
he has given gauge of copper wire to carry 4-2 5 amps.
as 14.
This is incorrect, as 14 S.W.G. will safely
Also 22 fuse wire is stated to be
carry 9-8 amps.
correct gauge to protect two 16 c.-p. lamps requiring
1-28 amps.
The current required to fuse 22 tin
wire is 7-7 amps, and 22 copper wire 48 amps.
Mr. Reynolds does not state whether tin or copper
fuse wires are to be used.
The rules of the Insti
tute
of Electrical
Engineers, which have been
adopted by a number of the leading ﬁre insurance
companies, allow a current density of 2,300 amps.
per sq. in. for wires and cables up to 7/20 S.\V.G.,
and above this the permissible current density is
1,;00 amps.
per sq. in. The old rule for calcu
lating the safe carrying capacity of wires and
cables is 1,000 per sq. in. of copper.
This rule
is now discarded for the one stated above.
I have
enclosed tables of carrying capacity of copper wire
and also fuse tables.
Fuses should be of such
size that they will melt with 50 per cent. above
the maximum
normal current.
Fuses may be
too large if they are not warm to the
considered
touch on full load, and too small if they hiss when
moistened.
Except for the smaller size fuses,
wire is preferable to tin. Trusting this
copper

--

7/24

3/21

4-2
5'4
6-4
8-2

8

THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

3/22

is

Small Modern. Electric Light Plants.

2-8

.
..

3/25

.

1/20
1/18

Lead Burning.
THE EDiToR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR
in
a
SIR. — Seeing
recent
MODEL
ENGINEER “ Queries " a note on how to burn lead,
I send you the following :—Take the two broken
parts and place them together in some sand or ﬁne
soil; then make a gutter across the broken parts
as level as possible.
Make the gutter up at the
back to prevent the
lead
running off, and
do not make the front too low, on account of the
Then get a ladle of molten lead, as hot
shrinkage.
as possible, and pour it on the broken parts, letting
the lead run in a pound made to receive it. The
heat of the molten lead fuses the broken parts
and unites them again, when it will be found that
the piece of lead is as strong as before it was broken.
—Yours truly,
C. B.

To

According to revised
I.F..E. Rules.

Equivalent
Conductors.

To

Re

OF SINGLE AND STRANDED
FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

CAPACITY

CONDUCTORS

1

CARRYING

.

(2) it lies ﬂat upon the seat and can be sat
upon if required;
(3) if left upright by accident
on a gusty, rainy day, it will be blown down ; (4)
when raised it forms a comfortable draught-proof
back and a. protection against light-ﬁngered gentry
sitting behind; (5) it can be ﬁtted at a slight
expense to any existing seat with a movable back:
(6) it is simple in its action, and there is nothing
to get out of order.
I should mention that the curls at the end of
the slot (as shown in the drawing, not on the model)
are to reduce the power required to raise the cover,
as, although slight in the model, it would be con
siderable in the full sized contrivance.
By adding
the curls the point of contact with the arms of
the reversing back is raised by half the diameter
of the curl, thus increasing the leverage considerably.
I am afraid my description is rather involved,
but—here is my point—by the aid of the model
its use and practicability can be Seen at once.—
Yours faithfully,
V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTON.

.
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In his second example, Q-in. scale, superelevation
should
'
2
.
067 =
= (§§)irxﬂgf62i5_ins.i>i
_87 in.
20

against 5-16ths in.
In actual practice elevation up to the full amount
prescribed by the formula

v

x

067

cannot

always be given, for reasons which it is not necessary
to enlarge on here ; but anything in excess of the
demands of centrifugal force is only a source of
danger and facilitates the mounting of tl.c rail
by the leading outer wheel.
Derailments are frequently put down to lack of
really due to quite
are
superelevation which
other causes, Such as irregular loading of wheels.
I may mention also that the approximate formula
for permissible radius of curve given by Mr. Greenly.
page 321. October 3rd, 1907. viz. :
\V __ W2
4kW X
__

_

is incorrect.

TC+GA

4(TC+GA)

It

should be :
Wa
__

_

Gauge

q
A)
The last term is generally neglecm¢ leaving;
W2
R =
8 (T

c

+

o

F?

8 (T
u a)
be strictly accurate W should be
wheelbase
+
.a small amount depending on diameter of wheel,
depth of ﬂange, and proﬁle of tyre—Yours truly.
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Queries and Replies.
bdrm",
[Attention is rsfmially diruttd to tlu ﬁrst condition givm
and no noliu will be takm 0/ Queries not complying with the
M
conlammg
mud
Lrtlrrs
stalra.
therein
directions
Qurrrcs “
marked on the top lat-hand Cali“? 0/ the envelope Query
the
rzlatingto
More
but
No
othermalt":
Queries
Drpiutmmt."
shouldI): enclosedin thesamemrrlope.
In
QM!“ on subjch wuhi'nthe scopr 0/ this youmal are ffﬂllt-i
by post under the following conditions:~(i) Queries dull»:
or
SltPS,
with distinct submits should be written on dirk-rm!
one side 0/ the pup" only, and the scndcr'sname .\li'§'l' be m
srrlbed on the back. (2) (lilrri'rs should be accompamrd.
whereverPossible,u'dh fully dimensionedshacks, and Icorrr
sPondentsarr rlcommcndrdIo knp a copy 0/ their Quaics for
post-card]
"Award.
(3) A stampzdaddressedemu-lop:(not
"
shouldinvariably be mrlmrd, arid also a Queriesand Rep/us
carrot!
the
adi'rrtisrmcntpagrs
the
of
cut
out
from
Human"
Isrul'. (4) Querieswill be amu‘rrcil as early as possiblaafter
receipt,bul an interval0/ 11tm days must usually elapse bdorl
the Reply can be'forwarded. (5) CorresPandznlsirho rcqmrz
an answerinsutzd in this columnshould understandthat some
waits must claps: br/orr the Reply can be publr'shrd. Thr
insrrliori of Replies in this column cannot b: guaranlad.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, THE Moan
ENcirlln, 26-49, Poppin': Court, Flcd Strut, London, 151.1}
The Iolloun'n an ulcclcd [rm th: Quarks which haw bun replied
to rec! y :—
W. F. (Hull) “Tiles;
Field-coll Connections.
lmszol
I have a 3‘5 h.-p. electric motor, shunt-wound, which was built
to run on a 44o-volt circuit. I now require it to run on a zzo-voli
main, and l have re-wound the armature (wave winding) for the
latter voltage, and I wish to know ii I can uiilise the present ﬁeld
windings by connecting in two pairs instead of the tour in series.

" Locomorivr-z."

The Society of Model Engineers.
lRtPorts 0/ min 58 should be sent to lhe 003m of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any
Pd"
'
I
ticular issue i/ rrui' rreda Cl“! mm
days bc/orc rt: usual dale
a, puukﬂioml
_

London.

next ordinary meeting will be held on Feb
TIII:ruary
rst, and the subject of the \Norkmanship

Competition on that occasion will be—-Finished or
partly~linished steam engines of any type.—Full
particulars
of the Society and forms of application
may be obtained from the Secretary—HERBERT G.
RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.

Belfast Model Steamer Club.

WE_

are informed that an eﬂort is being made to
form a model power-boat club in Belfast.
A‘PPllCHtIOI'IS for particulars should be addressed
'lhe
Acting Hon. Sec., A. C. GAFFIKIN, B..\I.S.C.,
184, Duncairn Gardens, Belfast.

The Junior Institution

of Engineers.

horicr-z OF biennium—Today,
Januarv 14th.
7.3o p.m., at Royal United Service Institution.
“
Lecure on
The Laws of Heat Tran”
Whitehall.
mission in Steam Boilers," as deduced from ex
periment. by Professor
John T. Nicolson, D.Sc. ,

M.Inst.C.E. (hon. member).
Visrr: Saturday afternoon, January 16th, at
The Engineering Laboratories and Work
3 pm.

shops of the City and Guilds Central Technical
College, Exhibition Road. South Kensington.

QUER)!

N9

20529

It so pleasecan you tell me how to connectthem so the brushes
will be in the position as shown in rough sketch.
Certainly, you can connect the coils each pair in series and the
two series circuits in parallel. The diagram above shows how to
connect to the brushes.
[20,806] Are
Lamp
Resistance.
J. R. (Goole) writes:
As I am making the simple an: lamp described in Tn: Moon
ENGINEER some Iew volumes back, 1 should like to know how
to coupleit to a dynamo giving 100Volts. The arerequires 5 amps.
at 45 volts. I! a 16 c.-p. incandescentlamp takes } amp. should
ILbc right to connectit on a lighn'ngcircuit having tcn such lamps
in parallel?
No, we cannot recommendthe use of incandescentlamps as an:
lamp steadyiiig resistance. You would have to use a number
of lamps such as to pass the correct current when carbons are
normal distance apart. So that when carbons came together to
strike the are a current much greater than normal would pm and
burn out the lamps (it lamps were such as to light up with normal
current ﬂowingl. We recommendthe usual resistanceonil. We
strongly advise the use 0! two lamps in suits. with a small resist
ance coil. This coil could consistof 6 yds. ho. 20 S.W.G. German
silver wire. It you use only one lamp betweenmains the resist
ance should consist oi 29 yds. of the same wire,

January
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20. 67 Testin 5 rin Balance SafetyValves. (3-RE
(Birmisngliarn)writeg: pl shguld be greatly obliged if you could
inform me of a method of testing spring-balance safety valves
(Salter's spring balance) of a boiler, so as to prove that
they blow-08 at the pressures indicated by the pomter on
thebalance. Having a great many boilers to inspect, I
should take it as a great favour if you will enlighten ine_on
this point. Of course, I am aware that the length of the boiler
should be such that the reading of the spring balance shows the
pressureper square inch at which the valve will blow-off. Thus,
if the area of the valve be 4 sq. 'ns., the distancefrom the fulcrum
to the valve should be one-fourth the distance from the fulcrum
to the point at which the balanceis applied, but seldomdo I ﬁnd
this so in practice. Another authority states: Test the springs
and divide by the area of valve—pressure at which the valve
But the question I should like to know is—How
will blow-off.
to test the springs. There may be a way of testing them (whilst
not under steam) without taking them off.
thin de nds on the gradation of the scale and the
Ev
The only satisfactory method would be
streng‘tgof ﬁhe sppering.
“
to test springs and balance” scale by means of dead weights
(the safety valve gear being entirely dismantled). If the leverage
is r to 8, the pressureon the valve, multiplied by the area, divided
by 8, will give the dead weight required,as half or double the weight
should give half or double the ﬁrst or basis reading on the balance
scale(i.e., it should vary directly). You can easily check whether
the gradations are correct. You can test the springs by an over
headpulley arrangementand dead weights,and thus saveremoving
the spring balance.

HEC

[13.742] Fitting Tailshaft to Model Boat._
(Rock Ferry) writes : I am at presentoverhaulinga 20-in. (over-all)
clockwork steamboat, bought some time ago. I ﬁnd, however,
some difficulty in reventing water leaking in at the propeller.
The hull is zinc, an the shaft i9a goodworking ﬁt in a brass tube,
sweatedinto the bull in a horizontal position, the shaft taking
bearing in tube throughout its entire length. If Iwrapped a
quantity of oily cotton wasteround the tube,would it be sufﬁcient?
Friction must. of course, be infinitesimal, and I cannot think of
any other device. Fitting a larger tube, I think far too delicate a

l
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Commutator.
J- 5- (Donmsterl
[20.7961 Detachable
writes: I have recently come across a new electrical invention
and should like your opinion as to its merits, also what some of
your correspondentsthink of it, if you can put it before them
through the medium of your paper, THF MODEL ENGINEER. The
invention 15described as “ A detachablecommutator for electric
motors and dynamos," and consistsof the usual seriesof segments
A

a

C

\
‘
Qqu/

N' 20796

Y.

held in position in the usual way, except in one particular, viz.,
each Segmentis divided near the inner end (seesketch of segment
enclosed). It is claimed that dividing the segmentin this way
effects a great saying of time and material as the wires or leads
from the armature are ﬁxed permanently to the inner segments,
and when it is necessaryto renew the.main segmentsthey can be
easily withdrawn and ﬁtted without iiiterfeiiu with the wires.
_Cauyou or any of your readerspick out any de net or inefﬁciency
In the idea. or is the inventor correct in what he claims for it?
Segment of detachable commutator (provisionally protected):
A, wire to armature: B, inner segmentcontinued underneathmain
segment; C, main segment.
We prophesy no great popularity for this type of commutator.
The ﬁrst cost would be vastly increasedby adopting divided seg
ments, for ﬁtting the segmentswould entail much skilled labour
and probably much waste of copper. Then the division would
introduce resistance,and probably also uncertain contact—which
meansendlesstrouble. So that we seriously doubt the inventor's
claim that_the proposedinnovation " effectsa great saving of time
and material."
[to,sza] Three - station
Telephone
G. P. (Bir
Set.
mingham) writes: I have a three-station telephoneset. Would
you kindly oblige me with the necessaryinformation for wiring
them up? There are three terminals on each telephone,three
pushbuttons,and threeseparateswitches(onewith a plug attached).
We‘attach sketch of connections,from which you will see that
four lines are required, though one may be saved by using earth
in placeof the return line R. You do not give us the internal cou
A

----

ob for me, even if practicable,which seemsdoubtful, owing to the
hull beingzinc. I should thereforebe much obliged for your advice
in the matter.
The only thing which preventsleakageat the stern tube of such
avesselis the practically perfectfit obtained. If thepowersconccmed
werehigh enough, of course,you could ﬁt an ordinary stufﬁng-box
and gland. As it is, we can only advise you to ﬁt a little device
suchas shown in sketch herewith,and keep it ﬁlledwith fallow or
samekind of vaseline. This will allow your shaft to run fairly
free and would be watertight.
H. T. A. (Upper Nor
[10.658] Steam Engine and Boiler.
wood)writes: (i) I am building a 3-in. bore bv 2-in. stroke 1 h.-p.
a
castingsbought
set
of
from Hamp
high-speedsteamenginefrom
of Manchester. Could you tell me the right size of a vertical
to
be
with
coke?
Also
height
anddiameter,
boiler,the same
ﬁred
andnumber of tubes and size of same. (2) Size of pump to suit
aboveengine, bore and stroke, size of delivery pipe, also suction.
(3) Size of steam pipe; also suction pi e. (4) Do you thiiik the
aboveengine would work betterif theb0' er wereﬁtted with a steam
heaterii smokebox? (5) Size of safety valve? The above set is
going to be used to drive a ijo-watt dynamo and 3} Drummond
lathe. The dynamo will never be run when lathe is working.
(6) If you think an injectorwould be better than a pump, give sizes,
(i) A i h.-p. steam engine will require, with ordinary draught,
about 2,000 sq. ins. of heating surface. This can be obtained by
using a multitubular vertical boiler 20 ins. diameter by 36 ins.
high,with twenty l§-lll. flue tubes. The tubes should be of steel
if coke is used. (2) The pump should be capable of throwing
4o cub. ins. of water, theoretically, and if you arrange it to run
at 300 r.p.m., it may have a plunger about q-l6thS in. diameter
by l-in. stroke. (3) The exhaust pipe should be i-in. copper,
andsteam ipe i in. diameter. (4) Yes, certainly, if thedraught
is induced by the action of the exhaust. For a natural draught
boilerwe would suggesta feed-waterheater instead. (5) A safety
valve i in. diameter will relieve the pressurequite well. 'Use a
PcmberthyNo. 00. (6) An injector may be used with the boiler
oposed. If a smaller boiler is employed,and the draught induced
y the exhaustto the utmost degree,then we recommenda pump
with a regulatingby-pass valve.

l-"'|__.-‘
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nections of your telephone,so that we have assumedthat they
are arrangedas shown in sketch. You should, however, find this
out for yourself.
A. T. (Sud
[20.842] Static Electricity Experiments.
bury) wntes: As 1 said in my last query, 1 am still at school. I
live on a farm, but lodge in the town during schooldays. I want
the models to use in my lodgings,where I have only a bedroomat
my disposal. It would, therefore,be impossible for me to make
even the smallest models. This being so, I thought of buying
a spark c0il
having somestatic experiments,and possibly later
on some esperiments in wireless telegraphy, thinking this would
be instructive and interesting. Please tell me the smallest spark
conl snitable for such work, also battery for same, and what
apparatuswould be necessaryfor static experimentsand wireless
telegraphyor X -rays, to be as cheapas possible? I shouldbeglad
if you would answerabove and also give me a little generalinfor
mation about same.
get a coil capable of giving a good
_We recommend that
a coil, though greater than would be
3-in. spark in_air. Sueyou
necessaryfor simple static experiments,is a good size for general
use and will SUillCBfor X -ray experiments. For battery, get four
cells: more may be required. Seeour-handbook,
“large bichromate
Simple Experiments in Static Electricity.” price 7d. post free,
WhiCll is just what you want.

lThe Model Engineer and Electrician.

A. G. S. (Brooklands)
[10.850] Bichromate_ Batteries.
writes: I should be glad if you Will answer the followmg queries
respecting bichrornate.batteriesz—(r) What is the best way of
chargingr (2) Is chromicacid better than bichromate? (1) How
can one tell when to renew lines? (4) Should chenucalsalso be
renewedat same time? (5) Can zines be made to last longer by
mercury, and what is the process? (0) Chromic acid I cannot
in any way detrimental?
dissolve thoroughly. Is a sediment
“
7) Is there a book published on Bichromatc Batteries," giving
ull details? Those I have are very vague.
(1) To make the electrolyte by dissolving 1 part (by weight)
of bichromateof potash in 12 parts of water, then adding 2 parts
of concentrated sulphuric acid. (2) Yes, chromic acid gives
slightly better results. (3) The zinc. is gradually eaten away
when in the battery. As it decreasesin size the current will
gradually fall ofl. When the current falls perceptiny below that
given with a new zinc, it is best to renew. (4) Not necessarily.
then rub mercury on with
(5) Yes, dip in sulphuric acid solution
"
a piece of rag. (6) No. (7) Primary Batteries,” by Cooper,
ros. lid. post free.
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A- G. B- (London)
Vertical Boiler.
[zomozi Model
writes: Would you kindly answer few questions concerning
small vertical boiler
am making. The barrel
of broth in.
copper tube, 7} ins. high, and
ins. diameter
water space
under r-ibth in.
5} ins.). Ends ﬂangedfrom sheetcopper slight(actual
and held by ﬁfteen 3-32ndsin. brass bolts and nuts. A ﬂue tube
1} ins. diameter passesfrom end to end. The whole.thing soft
soldered and ﬁred by gas-ring. (i) What size D.A. oscillating
cylinder would boiler comfortably drive? (2) What size DA.
slidc~valve? (3) Safe working pressure? (4) Size of steam
pipe
(i) The boiler will do very little hard work, but you could satis
factorily run
{-in. by i}-in. double-acting oscillating cylinder
at low pressure. (2) Working at a high pressuremore suitable to
slide-valve cylinder, the capacity should be smaller. We would
by r-in. cylinder or its equivalent. (3) Doubtful.
recommend
We should think that 25 lbs. would be quite safe. (4) tin. or
5-32ndsin. diameter steam pipe.
[20.553] Water Coolin for Gas Engines: Accumulators.
W (Bridgnorth) writes:
would esteem
favour you would
give me advice on the following matter. (1) have gas engine
and the water in the tank (that supplies the water-cooling)gets
too hot after three hours’ running. Can you tell me how can
arrangeanother tank alongsidepresentone,and connect to present
one, So that can get a longer run from my engine.
may say
that
have no water sup
anywhere near. (2)
have two
4-volt 50 amp-hour accumuYatorsconnectedin series,and want
to charge small 4-volt ro amp-hour from them. What amount
and kind of resistancewill require
Does the resistanceconsume
the surplus current, or does
stop the accumulatorsdischarging
at their maximum discharge? Thanking you for past advice,
which has enabledme to successfullyrun smallelectriclight plant
for the last two years.
(1) Try an arrangementof two tanks in parallel, as indicated in
sketch (not reproduced). (2) The to amp-hour accumulators
should be chargedwith not more than about amps. If you charge
from your tWo4-volt jo-amp. accumulators,somewhereabout ohms
resistancewill be required. Try coupleof yards of No. 26S.W.G.
German silver wire. The resistance prevents the accumulator
giving its maximum resistance, and the power used will be less
than without the resistance,but the resistancedoesconsumepower,
and this
so much wasted.
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[20.631] Methylated Spirit Vaporislng.
you would tell me
writes ' You would greatly oblige me
would be dangerousor injurious to use meth lated spirit instead
ins.), and to use the
of water in small marine boiler (7} ins. by
exhaust for firing.
methylated vaporising
You must not, of course, deal with
device in recklessmanner. The vapour is, however, a more or
less unstablegas and not very inﬂammable,unlessanother
or pilot
light is present. See our Handbook, “ Machinery for Model
Steamers,” prioe 7d. post free, for safe and efficient methods of
making vaporislng lamp.

“K
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Kitchen
[20.2341L.N.W.R. Dining Cars and 0.N.R.
Cars. R. R. H. (Oldham) writes: I should be very much obliged
if you can publish a sketch of an L. 8: N.W. kitchen car, with

dimensions suitable for a {-in. scale model.
We include herewith a drawing of a L.N.W.R. Vestibuleddining
car, with kitchen at one end, as used on all the principal trains
on this system. \‘l'e do not know of any separate kitchen cars
on the L.N.W.R. Some years ago the G.N.R. introduced separate
kitchen cars (six-wheelers). These cars were illustrated in the
Engineer for june 30th, 1893. The kitchen cars were placed
betweenthe rst and 3rd class dining saloon, the train being made
up as follows:—I.ooomotive, guard's van, Ist class corridor coach,
rst class diner, kitchen car, 3rd class diner, two rd class corridor
on the 2.30 up
coaches, and brake van. These trains were u
and down Edinburgh-King's Cross expressesin 1893.

14, 1909.
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[30,829] House Wiring. C. N. (Newark writes'
G. Kennard’s article on “ Sma)llModern
ferring to Mr.
klght Plants," In your issue of November 12th, 1908, are the
Osram battery lamps taking amp. at voltage equal to
the
candle-power smtable for using with
dynamo run by
power (through Pelton wheel) without the intervention water
of the
stora battery
one 20c.-p. lamp takes amp. at 20 volts
(2)
woul ﬁve lamps take
amps. at 20 volts? (3) What would
be the best way to wire an installation of ﬁve lamps
(4) Would
special fuses 'be necessarywhere lamp wires leave main circuit
(5) Kindly give gauges of wires that should be used with five
lamps taking amp. at 20 volts.
(r—2) Yes.
(3) Lamps must be connected in parallel,
(4) No;
'couple of fuses on mains from dynamo will sutiicc
(5) ' havmg separateWires to each lamp. N0. 18 S.W.G.wire
you connect in parallel we recommendNo
woul do, but
14
Wire for mains and No. 18 for the lamp branches.
'
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C. M. H.7(King's Cross)writes:
[20.476] Wiring Diagram.
Will you please oblige by sendingme a diagram for switching one
light on or ad from any one of nine switches?
have looked up
your “ Electric Lighting for Amateurs,” and have drawn diagram,
but
is impossible to switch off unless switches are in
certain
positiwn.

to obtain satisfactory result in No.
gauge
ins
on
not chosen the most suitable prototype.
(3)(l}se oi'ieycylini‘l‘e‘r3
by {-in. double-actingslide-valve. The scaleof
th modelshould
be 9-32ndsin. to the foot,

I

i‘
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C. W. (Woodhouse)
[10.911] Acetylene Gas Apparatus.
writes: Referring to your handbook on " Acetylene Gas," in
which you are good enough to state you will answerany enquiries
regarding same through the columns of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
Could you kindly tell me through that mediumwhere I can obtain
{-in. compo piping and taps, as I ﬁnd it difﬁcult to obtain so small
a size locally ?
You can obtain the {-in. as pipe and ﬁttings and taps from any
large ironrnongery and gas- tting shop, also the i-in. compo pipe.
We expect you are under the impression that {-in. gas pipe is
'in. in the bore. This is not so. The bore is nearly 1 in. actual,
ut ' lS known in the tradeas i, both in the caseof iron and compo
and it is this standard piping that the author of our hand
"
ok on " Acetylene Gas refers to. You will be able to get all
_.Ourequire at your nearestgas-ﬁtter'sor builders' ironmonger.
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[20,8£z] Woodworking Device. A. H. F. Bri ht
have woodenvice screw, ins. diameter,and(nutgto
you tell me how to make the complete vice
Size and thickness
of clamp? How to prevent clamp turning with
to makeclamp come out with screw when latter screw? How
unscrewed'
fully dimensionedsketch will sufﬁce.
'
You must design the details for yourself. For drawin
the principle upon which to work, see our issue of Maria
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Further Replies from Readers.
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The multiple-control diagram,given at the foot of page 63 in
the Handbook to which you refer, incorrect. The abovediagram
shows the correct connections.
[20,728] Model Turbine Boat.
F. W. (Glasgow) writes:
Following your recent advice
have obtained a book from
E {nearing 'ving me fullest particulars of the Lusitania.
ould be O liged
you will answer me the following question:
wish to drive a 5-ft. 6-in. boat with four propellers. Iintend
making turbines as describedin “ Model Turbines," Figs. 25 or 44.
Will you please let me.know which type would be the best, and
also sizesof turbines meandiameterof rotor and size and number
of steam nozzles)
Can work NO. by exhaust from No. I, or
must connect all to boiler
want to get highestpossiblespeed,
and as the boat has very ﬁne lines think ought to get it.
intend making a boiler to Fig. 13 in “ Model Boiler Making," and
should be pleased you could give me approximatedimensions.
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[19.586] Pum Motor Failure to Start. Inlooldn
the diagram of
G.'s (Norwich) motor connections,
Nov. Igth, It
to me that he has ﬁxed the shed
starter on
appears
the
and
starter the positive side. Thai
negéitzve
accoun
or en worktlhekitlchen
'ng in
ndentl
u no Whenan connec'
new are in.—F. s. (Newark).pe
"
[Thank you, F. 8.," for the correction. The dia
you point out, incorrect. All that is necessaryto $31.31;:
right is town} one
the plugs, so that its prongs
holes. This will obviate the short-circuiting of the change their
current who
both plugs are in at the sametime—En, M.E. 6'
E.]
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I

I

(The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or rat-fewunder this hr '
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools, apparatus,and mattgbzi
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being requiredor accepud. The Edilor reservesthe right to
criticise or
awarding to the merits o/ the goodssub
nutlcd,or to abstain from inserting reviewin
any casewhere
thegoodsare not of suﬁicientinterestl0 his
readers.)
Revue-s distinguishedby an asterisk have been “Sf on
actual
Editorial InYPCCUOﬂ
0/ (in goodsmm“.

00de

A Useful Calendar.
w ave to acknowledgethe receipt of ver u'eful
b'
blotting pad and
for 1909, from Messrs.,GlbeIiOSthEggfi
Ltd., Engineers, calendar
ledaic \Vorks, Dudley. Its practical utility
ensures its serving as prominent reminder of the specialities of
this ﬁrm.

s

/TOBOlIC

c

The Dynamo Electric Cycle Lamp.
The very great interest which
just now being taken by
readers in the construction of magneto dynamo electric our
cycle
lamps has prompted the Universal Electric Sup
Co., 60 Brook
Street,C. on-M., Manchester,to get out
special, amphlet'on the
In this, the recentarticle we publish
subjeth
reprinted by
permission,and there an illustrated list of all the separateparts
required for building this machine, with prices. We
understand
that amongst the recent customers of the Universal Electric
Supply Co. for this machine
junior member of the Royal
Family, who, by the way, is
reader of the ML“. The pamphlet
above referred to will be sent to any
' reader, post free 01
application.
ly
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Useful Table.
Th MOdel Manufacturing Co., of
Addison Road 0
Holland Park, London, w., have just sissued table wing.
be found of greatserviceto thoseof our readerswho do
much
the way of gear wheel making. It gives the diameters in
cf
the blanks required for any number of teeth from i: to
99
to 28. It aLsoincludes a table.
number of pitches from
of
decimal equivalents for fractional parts of an inch. The above
company, who also make speciality of supplying eitherblanks
completecut wheels,or of cutting the teeth,will be pleasedto
send
copy_of the table. printed on folding linen card to any reader
on receiptof stamp for postage.
4
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The turbines must be arranged as per sketch. Use nozzles of
o'iI6 in. diameter for turbines Nos. and (one each), and two
nozzlesoi 0'14 in. diameter for No. 3. Exhaust pipe from N0.
~I6thsin., supply pipe from boiler} in., gearingfor all three40 to i.
place of spur gearing use pulleys and belt of ﬁne coiled
§Pfing. Put as big a boiler in boat as you can get and make work
"! pressure90 lbs. per sq. in. .
[20,761] L.N.W.R. “ Charles Dickens’f
No. 0. Gauge
would be
Steam Engines. F. C. W. (Aylesbury) writes:
muchobliged
dimensioned
you could furnish me with (I)
“
sketchof L.N.W.R. locomotive Charles Dickens ” to a scale
Oi in. to
ft? (2) The model to be No. 0 gauge worked by
steam. (3) \Vhat cylinder or cylinders would you advise, slide
And what bore and stroke.should thesebe
\'alveor osdllating
scale diagram of the L.N.W.R. “ Charles
You will find
locomotivein our issueof june 30th,
Dickens" class 2—4—0
1904,and also in the Engineer for December irth, 1908. (2) You
haveset yourself rather difficult task, and supposing possible

is

a

N‘lO)!‘

a

Qua)
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our recent notes on the
we penned
subject of local model museums, we little
thought the same idea was being brought
forward in another quarter. We are glad to learn,
however, that our suggestion has, independently,
been very strongly advocated by Professor Charnock,
0f the Bradford Technical College, in a recent lecture
before the Keighley Association of Engineers on
" Invention as a Science." In the course of his
remarks,
Professor Charnock said the question
of the cultivation of the inventive faculty in this
country was one of great commercial and economic
importance. The importance of mechanism to
A collec
a town like Keighley must be enormous.
Personally, he thought
tion of models was essential.
such collections were of as much importance to
a community like Keighley as their art gallery
or museum containing stuffed birds or butterﬂies.
On the one hand, the models were something
which would do a little towards retaining the
trade which we were constantly being told was
going, while the museum was a luxury which—
though he did not object to it—the majority of
We hope those of our
them could do without.
readers who can bring any inﬂuence to hear on
the matter in their own towns will do something

HEN

.

rolling.

‘

\Ve have to thank a large number of readers for
they have sent us during the
the good wishes
In many cases the good
recent festive season.
were accompanied by very pretty cards,
wishes
and it has been a source of much pleasure to us to
included in the circle
feel that we have been
of friends to whom the senders desired to convey
The number of such
their kind remembrance.
messages has been so great that We cannot acknow
but to one and all we
ledge them individually,
tender ,our very hearty
thanks.

“

Cash
extension of the
Post Ofﬁce to many
both our advertisers
places abroad, we think that
and our foreign readers might do well to enquire
into the advantages of the system for the execution
This service is now in operation
of orders by post.
England and many of the Colonies, and
between
full particulars of its working may be found in
Guide, or may be ascertained
the Post Ofﬁce Ofﬁcial
on

In view of
Delivery"

the

at the local ofﬁce.
..

recent

service

I

Electrician.
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that before long all the " wants " will in some way
'
or another be suitably ﬁlled.

The Editor’s Page.

to set the ball

and

of the

i

\\'e have received one or two replies from trade
“
Wants"
ﬁrms stating that several of the
Readers'
to publish this
We
propOSe
supplied.
can be
information in an early issue, and should be glad
meanwhile to hear from any other trade or private
\Ve hope
readers who can assist in a similar way.

Answers to Correspondents.
E. P. (Acton).—Gauge and length of wire depends
on the current with which the galvanometer is
to be used.
German silver wire is suitable.
E. H. (Bowl—Please
comply with Query Depart
'
ment Rules.
H. j. G. (Birmingham).—-See reply to Query 20,648.
December 24th issue.
P. T. D. (St. George's).—VVe
published in our
Vol. X a complete design for a. 35-in. back-geared
lathe. See issues for July 25th,
screw~cutting
August 8th and 22nd, September 5th and 19th.
October 10th and November 14th, 1907. Any
of these issues can be had price 3d. each post free.
I. D. (Quinton).—About 2 h.-p, See back volumes
of MODEL ENGINEER.
Please comply with rules
of Query Department.
E. P. H. (Shefiield).—Simply screw down the deck.
——-Please refer to our handbook, " Small Electrical
Measuring Instruments"
This
(7d. post free).
book describes
the
\Vheatstone Bridge, and
we think may give you the information
you
require. Your query is not clear.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the scuder‘snameand address. it
Should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
paniedby a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
rejection, Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor [35. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO Anonzss errens.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists he, for review,to be.address.
to fun Eon-on. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin‘s Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand depositsto be
addressedto THE AnvnkrisEuI-zsr MANAGER," The Model Engi
neer," 26—29,Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.(‘..
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8: C0,,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street. London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spcn and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.$.A., to whom
all subscriptionsirom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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Models

PUILISIIED
WEEKLY.

from India.

By L. B. HERMAN (Karachi).
6); ins. ; depth, 45 ins.
She is a model of a launch
AN Auxrumw CRUISER.
belonging to us, being perfect in detail, except
where the engine is concerned,
16. r is an illustration of a model of an old
as the prototype
“ auxiliary cruiser." She is :0 ins.
is ﬁtted with a. return-tube boiler and compound
time
long,
The propelling
condensing engine, and the model with an ordinary
4-in. beam, and 3 ins. deep.
boiler and one of Whitney's model launch engines,
motion is clockwork.
The deck ﬁttings
il-in. bore by Q-in.
are: engine-room
stroke.
The boiler
hatch,
one round
is built after the
“
and three rectangu
Mach
design in
four
lar skylights,
for
Model
inery
'
hatches,
steering
;=.'
Steamers," Figs.
1*
wheel, and binnat
5 and 6, but built
- cle.
She is armed
to
larger dimen
with ten old
sions, viz.—length,
muzzle
fashioned
5% ins. ; diameter.
loading cannon,
3} ins. ; height of
is
each of which
ﬁrebox is 2 ins., and
it is lagged with
i in. long and of
i-in. calibre.
cardboard. painted
This
boat is
green
picked out
rather a historic
black,
red,
with
model,
it was
as
lines,
and white
ﬁfty
built over
and kept in place
years ago, and my
by three polished
lather can recollect
brass bands.
when he, as a lad
The boiler is at
Fro. i.-.\Iom=.i. or an AUXILIARY Caurszn.
of 15 or so, used
present ﬁred
by
to
cast
longing
methylated spirits,
By L. B. HERMAN.
We ob
eyes on it.
which only keeps u
tained
it o ver
steam for about ﬁ teen minutes; but I am making at present a small
twenty years ago in a raﬂie.
During all this time
- the
boat has undergone no other change than being
blowlamp to burn petrol, which I hope soon to be
able to instal therein.
I have not yet run this boat
re-rigged as the threads had rotted, yet still she
works well in the water.
on the water, so cannot give any particulars asto
Her speed is about 3% miles an hour. She
the speed, but the boiler drives the engine at about
looks very graceful upon the water.
I have not
2,000 r.p.m.
The hull ﬁttings are as follows—
yet been able to obtain a good photograph of her
four bollards, {our rope guides or chairs, one
under way, but when I do I will send a copy for
tiller, and brass cap for bowhead.
brass
The
publication, if the Editor will kindly permit.
stempost is protected by a thin strip of brass,
which goes down to the keel.
MODEL STEAM LAUNCH.
I have another launch, similar in respects to the
Fig. 2 is an illustration of my model steam launch.
above launch, but not yet ﬁtted with engine or
The hull was carved from a log of pucca teak.
boiler. I intend to place a return-tube or water
l-ler dimensions are—length,
breadth,
tube boiler and a {ll-in. by {-in. by i-in. stroke
3o ins.;

"
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The tender
built of sheet steel i—16th in. thick,
mounted on six wheels.
It has correctly
coal space.
The water inlet
ﬁtted with
strainer, which prevents any dirt from getting into
the feed-water.
The feed-pump
ﬁtted in the
tender, connection to the engine being made under
the frames and out of sight.
The whole engine
and tender are painted and lined in correct Midland
Railway colours.
am sorry to say that
have been unable as
yet to test her on lines, as have not yet laid down
However,
a track.
have had her running two
or three times on a concrete terrace, when she
took me seated on her tender at a fair rate.
This
not all my own work.
It was originally
engine
bought by a gentleman out here, who, wishing to
“
see
how the wheels went round," took to pieces
\Vhen he ﬁnished he
everything that he could.
found that he could not assemble them together
At length,
again, and so let them lie by him.
getting tired of them, he sold them to a friend in
disgust.
The next owner also could not manage
to assemble it, and ﬁnally let me have
in exchange
for a twin-cylinder horizontal engine 2-in. bore by
Main. stroke, which he required for driving a
dynamo. \Vhilst these things had been lying
away, when in the possession of these gentlemen.
a great percentage of the parts, and all the screws
and ﬁttings had been lost, so that have practically
had to rebuild the engine.
and
shaped

is

is

I

I

Fault Localisation.
BY M. G. M.
HE subject of fault localisation

is

one verv
rarely dealt with in the text-books; and even
is,
when
is generally very
brieﬂy.
It is on account of this that the writer
puts forward some of the most reliable
methods of localising faults. Faults are
invariably found to be in disconnection
boxes, joints, etc.
It is, therefore, well
for every engineer
reSponsible
for the
proper maintenance of mains to see that
only the best workmanship
put in.
There are many methods of localising
faults, some of which are too elaborate
for practical use.
The methods here
described
are extremely simple, requir
ing
minimum of mathematical know~
ledge, and at the same time are verv'
reliable and accurate.
Illurmy Loop Method Test, as applied to
an earth fault.
A B represents the fault
cable,
D
another cable whose insu
lation resistance
fairly high. The ends D B
are bridged with another piece of cable of the
same sectional area
as the loop (if possible).
slide, wire bridge
next connected across the
free ends
to where the galvanometer leads
are also connected.
One pole of a battery of
two or three cells
next connected
to earth,
which should be on to the sheathing of cable
same
metallic-covered.
The moving contact-maker x
moved along the bridge ﬁrst one way then the
other till a point
found where the galvanomeier
shows no deﬂection. the bridge
then said to be
balanced. The position of the fault will be in direct
ratio with the diﬂerent lengths of slide-wire
x and
is

if

is

A

C

is

A
is is

is

C

it

8:

is

6

;

3}

width,
ins.; height,
length of ﬁrebox, 6} ins.
used to raise and keep up steam.
Coal
ins.
The ﬁttings are as follows—safety valve (pressed
to 75 lbs. pressure), one whistle, one steam gauge,
two water gauges, one standard regulator, test
cock, check valve, steam blower, and steam brakes,
all of which, excepting regulator, steam brakes—
safcty valve, whistle, and blower, were obtained
Co., of Henley.
The
from Messrs. Stuart Turner
regulator works a slide-valve in the dome, which
off to the
admits steam to the pipe that carries
cylinders, exactly as on large locomotives. The
frames
are of sheet steel i-i6th in. thick, and
cap and splashers of thin sheet brass.

is

3.—A 4—4 —0 TYPE Minumi) Locomoriviz.
By L. B. HERMAN.

C

FlG.

is

a.

is

;

;

5*

It_

zl-in. stroke, and are of gun-metal ﬁtted with cast
iron covers, gun-metal lubricators and drain c0cks.
The connecting-rods, eccentric-rods, etc., are of
steel, polished and ﬁtted with gun-metal
forged
‘
brasses and lubricators.
Stephenson’s link-motion reversing gear is ﬁtted,
worked by a screw-wheel in the cab, as on the
The wheels are of cast iron, and are
prototype.
The
ﬁtted with the correct number of spokes.
drivers have balance-weights cast on. The boiler
is made of solid-drawn brass tube 5 ins. diameter.
15
with copper ﬁrebox and tube-plates.
ﬁtted
The principal dimensions
with six i-in. ﬁre tubes.
diameter,
ins.
of the boiler are—length, 20 ins.

it

By L. B. HERMAN.

it

FIG. 2.—.\iooi;i. STEAM LAUNCH.

it

is

I

I

I

A MIDLAND Locomotive 4—4—-o TYPE.
Fig. 3 is an illustration of my model 4—4—0
Midland Railway locomotive, built to i} in. to the
is
The total length of the engine
foot scale.
of
58‘} ins., and the height to the top
the chimney
The cylinders are both lion. bore by
is i3 ins.

21,

is

compound engine in her, and compare the results
as to speed with the other one.

january

is

50

Jinuary
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For example, suppose the length of slide Wire
to be 1 metre, and that balance is obtained when
Then,
contact is 250 millimetres from the end A.
if a single length of cable is 200 yards, z.e., loop

loop to be made up of 300 yds. of a '5 sq. in. cable.
and 300 yds. of a -3 sq. in. cable, and suppose the
fault to be in the latter, then the length of a -3 sq. in.
cable
that w0uld have the same resistance
as
, 3 x 300
_
of
a
300 yds.
180 yds.
-5 sq. in. cable is

A x.

Fiq./

C

D

Gd/velnome/“er

X

Faul/

1:

Ear/h

~=

Length of loop is taken as 300 + i80 = 480 yds.
Fall of Potential Method—Connect in series with
loop a battery of three or four cells, resistance,
ammeter, and switch as shown in Fig.
5. Connect
a mini-voltmeter
or galvanometer between
the
faulty cable (A) and earth, and note deﬂection.
Res/s/Zance

Fiq.2.

qu/l'
yards:

400

;

CI

x

told

Distance

length of loop

B

Cl-I‘cul'l'

£4 r'l‘h

.

F/q. 6.

Pl/I

fault

to

Sher-f

L
T
[a

Ga/vonomefer‘

equals

//751. )1 re
Mi”!v
vol/“me I?”

lqmme/‘eﬂ

Ear/71

51

=

will

be

H

/n.su/d /“e

Logo?

+xA
ioo yards.
_
It Will be
Fig. 2 is an alternative connection.
seen that the battery is connected
directly across
the loop, thereby enabling a heavier
current to be
employed, which would be an advantage if the only
instruments available are not very sensitive. If any
=

...“.“_‘.

5/1on
crr'cw/
5 a PM

.

B

¢/

I

_—L

F79. 7.

T

[a P”;
H

5

Secondary

Ga /vonome/’er

i

qu/l‘

Resin/arise

I

Fiq . 8

Fig. 3.
Fau/l'

Ear/h

Fiq

g

Afterwards remove lead from A, and connect to B
Calling the ﬁrst reading V and second reading ‘1‘,

4.
$hor-I'

gCI/‘CU/T

Ca/vanorne/er

H

v

+

.W

B

Fig.

5

leads are used for connecting slide-wire with cable
ends, then connect as sh0wn in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows how to connect apparatus for localis
mg a short circuit in a three-core cable.
If the
cables are of different sectional area, as, for instance,
an earth in the common wire of a two—phase three
wire system, then the loop must be reduced to the
"
equivalent length of
faulty section."
Suppose a

x (total length of loop).

of Potential Method as applied to short cir
cuit—Connect
apparatus, as shown in Fig. 6;

1
Ed "/1,

Mi/ll.
vo/fme/ér
i[
Ear/7r

Fall

V

Compass need/e

Res/s/dnce
Hmmere"

i'

distance to fault =

we

IPM

Pa 14/!”

Fig

9

Ed.

obtain reading, then remove resistance. ammeter,
switch, etc., to the other end, and connect as shown
in Fig. 7, insulating and earthing as illustrated.
The strength of current in both cases must be identi—
cal.
Calling the ﬁrst V and the second V‘, then
distance to fault from end ﬁrst tested is

V

viliv‘.

x

may

be

single length of cable, or from end last tested,

of cable

single

Search-Coil

—V+—v(_

Method—A

method

that

length
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The sentinel block is turned out of l-in. rod and
is mounted on a base, as shown, of i-in. rod.
The
top of this block should be turned as shown in
section, as it greatly improves the appearance of
the job.
The next style of steering block is the one shown
in Fig. 51, and is used on the well deck to lead the
Sen/i'ne/

<_7_IL,"_>

a“

bloc/r.

——'
3°

L— %"——’i
'

1

Fl-q

49

of

[Dz/Hey.

Fiqﬂ-B.

as
L,__

5 e c III-OI)

Sf'eerinq sheave

and C/dmp.

Pm ho/es

Fig. 50.

To make this block,
chain across to the other side.
solder together two pieces of 20-gauge sheet brass
large enough to make the sides shown in Fig. 52;
set out carefully all the holes, then drill the holes
to the sizes given, Separate the sides, and polish.
Now turn a pulley out of 5-i6ths-in. rod and rivet
the two sides and pulley together;
mark across,
cut nearly through, and afterwards bend at right
add pin
angles and soft>solder the bend neatly;
careful, these
If the operator
holes to suit.
blocks should cause no trouble in production.
is

Fittings.

January

é»

often used with good results is one known as the
It is well known that
inductive or search-coil test.
if a coil of wire be laid in the vicinity of another coil
of wire which is carrying an alternating or inter
rupted current it will have a current induced in it.
This is the principle of the Search-coil test.
Fig. 8
shows the connection when an alternating current
is employed. The faulty cable A B is connected
to one end of transformer secondary, the other end
to earth.
of transformer secondary is connected
Now, if a coil consisting, say, of 300 or 400 turns of
No. 36 wire be laid parallel to the cable, and a tele
receiver or galvanometer connected
to the
phone
ee ends of this coil, a buzzing noise will be heard in
the telephone receiver.
The cable route is followed
up till the buzzing in the telephone receiver is lost.
It is at this point the fault will be found. Of course,
a direct current may be employed instead, providing
A
the current passing to earth is intermittent.
It
rotary switch is most suitable for the purpose.
is well to wind the wire on a frame, say, of triangular
This gives a fairly
shape, with 2 ft. or 3 ft. sides.
large searching surface, and at the same time is not
very cumbersome.
Compass Method of localising an earth fault on a
metallic-covered cable.
Connected with each end
of the faulty cable to like poles of a battery, insert
It will be
ing in the circuit a suitable resistance.
found that the compass needle will point to the
right on one side of the fault and to the left on
the other side of the fault.
The engineer in charge
of test follows up cable till a point is found where
this reversal takes place.

’5‘

52

sreerv'nq b/oc/r
on well deck.

u

P/r/ Flo/es

We will next make a necessary fitting to ﬁnish
the appearance of the model—that is, a steam whistle
(Fig. 53). These are made in a variety of styles,
but
only propose to show the style generally
adopted. To make this, put a piece of ﬁ—in. rod
in chuck and turn the body to the shape and sizes
in sketch, and while in lathe, drill a 14-gauge hole
up the full length of body, and then, with a three‘
cornered ﬁle, file a piece out of each side, as shown.
This will give you a hole as in the real article.
Now cut oil, and then turn a small bush out of
i4-gauge wire, with a Ig-gauge hole right through.
This should then be soft-soldered into the end of
whistle and the hole tapped out.
Now drill

a

I

By x. Y. 1.
(Continued [ram page 494, Vol. XIX.)
HE next block is the one that lies on the
This
deck and on the bridge deck.
poop
eads the chain from the quadrant on steering
These are made in
gear to the desired position.
two patterns ; the one shown in Fig. 48 is a patent,
is
and
supplied by the makers of the steam steering
The making of this block is, however, a
gear.
simple job, and we will describe the making of it
a little later on.
It is known by the name of a ‘
sentinel block. The one shown in Fig. 49 is the
usual pattern.
Take a piece of 20-gauge
sheet
brass and set out and ﬁle to shape and sizes shown
in sketch (Fig. 50); if you require two or three
of these blocks, soft-solder together the required
number of pieces of sheet and file altogether,
which is, of course, a great saving of time.
If
you have more than one together, hold in gas
and separate, and then bend with the pliers where
shown in sketch at right angles.
Now polish all
over, and having turned a pulley out of fin. rod,
rivet the cover to pulley and cup the top of rivet,
or, as an alternative, you can tap out the hole
in pulley and make a pin, as shown in Fig. 49,
and hard-solder an eye on top, afterwards screwing
the lot together.
Now scribe with dividers the
depth of pulley, and nearly cut side in two; then
bend at right angles and soft-solder the joint,
adding pinholes to suit, and the block is complete.
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zo~gauge hole through the centre of the bulb part,
which represents the body of steam valve. Now
ﬁle a. piece of zo-gauge wire ﬂat, and hard-solder
Next turn a pin to ﬁt hole
an eye on one end.
drilled in body, with a boss on one side, as shown
(Fig. 54), and hard-solder the part with the eye
on to the boss to form the handle.
Now screw a
few threads on a piece of lS-gziuge wire the length

put some twisted wire round barrel, drilling a
lj-gauge hole right through barrel, as shown (Fig.
We now require two handles made in the
59).
same way as in the hawser reels, by turning two
small bosses out of i4~gauge wire and drilling a
21-gauge hole through, and then hard-soldering to
a piece of zo-gauge
wire.
They then require to
be tapped out with a 20 tap.
Now set out the side

_ j—

Steam whis/‘le

Prope //e f‘.

20q¢uqe' wire
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for

Spindle

hd na’le

size.)

you require, and screw into whistle ; this operation
the ,whistle.
completes
If you require to ﬁx the
whistle to the funnel, you will then turn two or
three collars with an iB-gauge hole through (Fig. 5 5),
and hard-solder to a piece of zo-gauge wire.
These
can either be screwed
into funnel or pressed into
funnel, as desired.
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The next ﬁtting
a very neces5ary one for a
steamer—that is, a. screw or propeller (Fig. 60).
do not propose to go into this subject mathe
matically, but purely from a picturesque point of
view. To make a propeller, we have ﬁrst of all
For a 16-ft. propeller
to make the boss (Fig. 61).
we turn the boss out of i-in. rod and drill a hole
Next divide into
in. diameter right through.
we then cut a groove
[our equal parts and cut off
across the marks, either using a wide saw or a ward
To do this, place in vice, holding
ing ﬁle (i4-gauge).
Now cut four pieces of i4-gauge
by the two ends.
sheet large enough for the blades and soft-solder
together. Now set out to the shape shown in
sketch (Fig. 62), separate, and then ﬁt into boss;

I

;

1}

The next ﬁtting is called
a sounding machine
(Fig. 56), and is, comparatively speaking, a. new
The method
ﬁtment of the present-day steamer.
of producing this ﬁtting is to ﬁrst of all turn a
Shnd out of i-in. rod to the sizes and shape given.
The stand having been turned, the next thing to
make is the top.
This can be made in two or three
Ways, but I think the following method will prove
to be the easiest for the amateur.
Put a piece of
)-in. rod in chuck and turn to the shape shown in
Fig. 57. and while in chuck ﬁle a ﬂat on three sides,
as shown in Fig. 58 ; cut off and then hard-solder
to top of stand.
Next turn a small barrel out of
fin. rod, and after the manner of hawser reels,
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Sound/'nq
machine.

as shown in sketch, drilling the holes
the respective
sizes.
Now ﬂatten a piece of l2
gauge wire and soft-solder to the top to form a
cover,
afterwards carefully polishing all over.
All we require now to assemble the parts together,
and we have the sounding machine complete.
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Now trim all
then soft-solder all fast together.
the solder neatly, and ﬁle and polish all the blades.
should then be twisted to give the
'The blades
They can be twisted ﬁrst and after
desired pitch.
wards ﬁled and polished, as desired; both ways
This propeller
in the workshops.
used
being
can be uscd as a pattern to cast from, if desired,
Now turn a small boss with a nut out of f-in. rod,
(Fig. 63), and then drive into boss as
as shown
For the other end turn
shown in ﬁnished sketch.
a boss out of Q-in. rod to the shape shown (Fig. 64),
and drill a hole to take an ordinary wood screw
the head of which has been cut OH. This should
into boss, and then driven into pro
be soldered
\\'ith a
peller, and we have the job complete.
little care this job should look well and should give
the operator no trouble.
(To be continued.)
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Cement

Chucks for Slender Work in the
Lathe.
By E. A. DIXIE.

Socalled
cement chucks are well known to
watch and instrument makers. but few machinists
know of them.
Broadly speaking, they are face—
plates to which the work is secured by cement.
Shellac makes a good cement;
ordinary pitch is
but in cold weather it is apt to be
a fair cement,
brittle;
and a. compound called marine glue
very
is considerably better.
Pitch and marine glue
can be obtained from any ship chandler or dealer in
marine stores.
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is necessary.
For work of this class
cement
use a face late in which radial V-grooves have
heso allow the excess of cement to
been mt.
Where it is necessary to centre the
squeeze out.
work a roller is very handy. If the work
been
turned on the perimeter, or is approximately
round, the roller can be used as in Fig. l, in which
A is the work and B the cast-iron faceplate to
which the cement has been applied. C is any
ﬁnished casting. such as a change gear; it is used
between the bar D and the centre E so as to press
the work in line with its point of contact F with
\Vhen using the roller for centreing,
the faceplate.
the faceplate and the work are hot and the cement
approximately
plastic. The work A is placed
central and held in place while the casting C.
centreing-bar D, and centre E are adjusted.
Slight
E, and the roller G
pressure is applied by the centre
in the toolpost is brought as near the faceplate as
It is then fed towards the centre.
convenient.
while the faceplate turns slowly. The action of
the roller is to centre the piece, gradually pushing
it into central position. Fig. 2 shows another
In this case the work is a thin
use of the roller.
plate, which is, we will suppose, square or irregular.
and has some lathe work, the centre of which is
at the point occupied by the centre of the bar D.
This bar is ground true all over after hardening,
and has male and female centres.
The work is set up as before, but without the
The bar D is entered at the centre
casting C.
of rotation of the required lathe work, and the
tail centre E is tightened up enough to hold the
The roller is now
job against the faceplate.
brought against the bar D. It is immaterial
whether the bar D rotates with the work, for if
the bar will move with it.
the work be eccentric,
and coming in contact with the roller as it gyrates,
it and the work will be centred.
chucks to a great
Lens makers use cement
extent.
The glass blank is centred while the
cement is still plastic.
Ordinary steel hand tools
are used for turning the glass lubricated with tur
pentine ; some lens makers use turpentine and
:Wacln'nist.
spirits of camphor mixed—American
of

I

ha

Tool Pad and Small Turning Tools.
By V. W. DELVBS-BROUGHTON.

The chuck 0r faceplate should be of cast iron
and perfectly clean and free from grease, as the
or marine glue will not stick to greasy iron.
pitch
he chuck is heated and the pitch held against
it while the faceplate is turning slowly. The work
should also be clean and free from grease, and
heated slightly, so that it will adhere to the cement.
The job is then pressed, either by hand or by using
the tail spindle, against the cement-coated chuck,
and allowed to stand until the chuck is cold.
\Vhen
the work has been faced on one side, and it is
desired
to face the other side parallel with the
ﬁnished side, some means of getting rid of the excess

Model engineers will ﬁnd that when they come
to make small ﬁttings they will require a number
of various shaped turning tools for making small
headings—hook tools for cutting clearing recesses
below female threads, etc—and that if these are
handled in the usual way they become difﬁcult to
ﬁnd and require a considerable space to stow
away.
I have recently overcome this difﬁculty by using
a tool pad which holds {-in. square steel rod, which
is quite heavy enough for the class of work under
discussion,
and short pieces can be cut oil and
with the aid of a Bunsen
shaped
(even forged
burner) and ﬁtted into a wooden block so that any
tool required can be immediately found and slipped
into the handle, thus saving a long time in searching
for tools.
It is a great advantage to use as small a section
as is compatible with the necessary
rigidity for
turning tools, as less metal has to be removed when
grinding up—always a tiresome process to the
amateur without power.
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A number of drills to suit the various sizes of
holes requiring to be tapped or chased for unions,
sockets, etc., for small work, should be included
in the set of tools for the tool pad, and can be
distinguished by notches ﬁled in the shank, r, 2,
or 3 notches corresponding with r, 2, or 3 HA.
thread,
Whitworth
and so on.
threads can be
distinguished by the notches being on the edges,
and
on the ﬂats or some other similar device.
Number punches are out of the question for such
small tools, and having to stop to usc a gauge is
tiresome.
It would be a luxury to have two or
more similar pads. so that a number of tools could
be chosen on starting a repetition job. and the tools
ﬁtted to the handles so that they would not have
to be changed when once found.
Personally, I
harden my tools right out (except drills) by heating
to a. dull red and plunging into a lump of wax;
drills, taps, etc., I lower to a light straw colour,
but this must depend on the nature of the steel used.
When
cannot obtain silver steel of the gauge
required, I have found that knitting-needles make
but Kirby's make should be
a fair substitute,
obtained if possible ; his needles also serve for very
small drills, etc., and if they can be ground to
without softening will be found just the
shape
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How to Use Broken Taps and Drills.
The short end of a tap or drill that has been
broken can be used again with a device as shown in
the sketch.
It consists of a piece of brass or iron
tubing which has several holes drilled in the sides

BA.

I

right temper to cut well in most metals except
\Vhilst on the subject of hardening
tool steel.
“
"
Fluxite
and tempering, I should mention that
is excellent for hardening tools which have to be
"
“
Fluxite
dissolves
subsequently tempered, as the
away any scale formed in heating the steel and
leaves a bright surface which, when wiped, shows
the temper colours clearly.
In using broad tools for mouldings, etc., that are
liable to chatter, this can often be checked by
placing a strip of rather soft leather between the
If, however, chatter marks
tool and the rest.
have once been formed they must he turned out
with a point tool or rubbed off with a file, as the
marks when once formed cause the tool to continue
to chatter, whatever precautions are taken.
In no case should the moulding be entirely
formed with a proﬁle tool except for the very
smallest beads, etc., but the moulding should be
worked out as near as possible with a point tool
and only just ﬁnished off with the moulding tool.

Light Driving Belts
By V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTON.
For overhead motion and light work generally,
nothing can beat an endless band of tape of suitable
width wrapped round and round in a continuous
length so that the tape lies ﬂat on itself and the
band becomes a 3- or 4-ply belt, the ends being
stitched down with a needle and thread.
A driving band made in the above manner has
the advantage that it is perfectly smooth running
and grips exceedingly well either on a ﬂat pulley
Even when saturated with oil,
or in a V-groove.
a little whitening applied to the belt will cause it
Where jockey pulleys are used
to grip splendidly.
to tighten the drive, it is as well to sew the belts
together with a sewing machine, three or four rows
of stitching being used according to the width of
the tape. If, however, there are no means of taking
up the stretch it is advisable only to tack the ends
of the tape as mentioned at ﬁrst, which allows the
length to be adjusted and the slack taken up with
very little trouble.

at one end where the broken tap or drill is to be
inserted. A sheet of paper should be wrapped
around the tubing. covering the holes, and the end
of the tube beyond the broken tool ﬁlled with a wood
plug. Melted babbitt is then poured into the tube
around the broken tools, and then metal plugs
driven or screwed in the holes provided, thus
making a solid job—Popular .lJcchanics.
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CYLINDERS.
it is intended to provide an alternative
arrangement of cylinder, details of construc
tion are given at this somewhat early stage.
This will enable the prospective builder to decide
which one he will adopt before starting on the
main frames, which is rather necessary, Owing to
the different methods of ﬁxing the steam blocks.
It will be seen, with reference to the accom
panying drawings, that while one is screwed to
the main frame. the other is attached to the foot
By using the steam block shown in Fig. 2,
plate.
the engine
can be reversed
from the cab (see
coloured plate). There may, however, be some
who will be inclined to think that this
readers

c

b,

if

5

6

2

if

This allows of a shorter stroke cylinder being
the usual pattern were used.
adopted than
The construction of the reversible cylinder will
be dealt with ﬁrst.
Patterns should be made of
the various parts and castings obtained in brass
or gun-metal.
to
The parts shown in Figs.
are given full size in each case.
The steam block
being practically of rectangular shape, could be
made out of a piece of metal bar of the required
dimensions, while the to
of steam chest could
be conveniently
made
rom stout sheet brass.
on to form
a washer being sweated
preferred.
a boss for the steam pipe. as shown in Fig. 2.
The cylinder should be bored and the covers faced
which must
up in the lathe, also the port faces a
be quite square with the ends and parallel to the
axis of the bore.
The rectangular recess in the
of which the pivot-pin is placed,
should
centre
be ﬁled down to the depth shown.
After carefully
marking off the centre-line of the port faces ab.
and having ﬁxed the centre of the pivot-pin, the
hole to receive the latter should be drilled, care
being taken that the point of drill does not pierce
the bore (see Fig. 3).
should be slightly
The boss

By ALFRED J. Boon.
(Continued from page 3.)
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countersunk with a. small centre drill to take the
It essential that the cen
point of the pivot screw.
tres of the pivot-pin and screw are in alignment, while
at the same time they must be diametrically oppo
site.
To ensure this,
would seem advisable to
do the necessary drilling in the lathe, the casting
The hole
being bolted to the top slide of rest.
for the pivot-pin can be tapped to receive the
screwed end of the latter.
Now mark the position of the steam ports.
which must be exactly equi-distant from the
pivot-pin.
In drilling these through to meet the bore,
small drill had better be used ﬁrst, the hole being
reamered out afterwards, and the ports chipped to
shape on the face by the aid of a ﬁne chisel.
This
it

6

advantage does not justify the extra amount of
In anticipation of this the design
work involved.
of cylinder given in Fig.
was prepared.
The
steam distributing
block of this cylinder will be
found easier to construct, and although allowing
the engine to go in one direction only,
has a
noticeable advantage over the reversible cylinder
in that its port faces are spring-pressed
together.
In spite of this fact, however, the reversible cylinder
should work satisfactorily
good
workmanship
is displayed in its construction and the port faces
are well ground together.
A slight departure
made with regard to the shape of the port faces on
the cylinder and steam block.
It is usual in the
"shop-made" model for these to be circular.
while in the present case they are rectangular.

REVERSIBLE OSCILLATING CYLINDER.
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method
will help to preserve the shape of the
will be noticed
ports. which is very necessary.
that the cylinder ﬂanges run into the port faces.
the former will therefore have to be filed to shape,
as they cannot be turned in the lathe.
Having
turned and faced the two covers. the stufﬁng-box
can be screwed to receive the gland, which can be
turned up out of a piece of hexagon rod, and
internally threaded. The front cover is merely
a plain disc.
Four holes should be drilled in each
as in Fig. 3, and corresponding ones in
cover.
the cylinder ﬂanges.
the latter holes being tapped
to take 3-32nds-in. ﬁxing screws or bolts.
A ﬂat is
ﬁled on each cover to clear the port faces, as indicated

57

of the drill to protrude in each case. after which
the ports can be chipped to shape to meet the
holes by means of a small chisel.
By drilling the ports from the other side of the
block in this fashion. the outline of the ports is
more easily preserved.
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The ends oi the holes
must be plug ed, as at g.
but this had better be done after the ongitudinal
are
drilled.
and
These
are drilled
passages
mm the front, as at
to the depth indicated at
The passage
should now communicate with the
two top ports, and the passage
with the two
bottom ones. The commencement of the two

I.

k.

7'

1'

holes

are

plugged.

This

as shown.

can

be

done

C

h.

a

short distance,
by tapping the holes for
and
screwing in pieces of brass wire, which have been
previously threaded, to the correct de th. and then
ﬁling off ﬂush and sweating in with so der.
Hole m
can now be drilled from the side to the depth marked
at' 1!. cutting through passage
The commence
ment of this hole must also be plugged.
Now
mark the centres of the three ports on the valve
Drill the left~hand one down to meet the
face.
passage m, and the right-hand one to join the
passage
(see section on line
D).
The centre port is, of course, for the exhaust,
and
drilled down at a slight angle, as at
so as
to clear the passage
(see section on line EF).
A‘ horizontal drilling
made to meet the exhaust
being drilled vertically to meet
port. the hole
the horizontal one. which
then plugged for a
short distance. as indicated.
This completes the
steamways.
p,

is 1:

is

at d (Fig. 3). The piston can be turned out of
brass
or gun-metal, while the
iston-rod is of
German silver to avoid the possib ity of corrosion.
The valve rod should alsobe of German silver. Hard
brass can be used for the “big-end,"
which is
3-ioths-in. (bare) in thickness.
block,
Coming now to the steam-distributing
it will be noticed that this is of rather novel con
struction, and although appearing somewhat com
plicated, should not prove very difﬁcult to make
if special care is taken in drilling the steamways.
All the drilling can be done with a 3-32nds-in.
twist drill. The block had better be faced up on
all sides ﬁrst in the lathe, and it should be seen that
File the
they are all square with each other.
recess on either side down to the depth indicated.
Mark oﬁ the centres for the various drillings accu
rately from the drawings (Fig. 2). The four ports on
the face should also be marked Out, the radius
of these from the pivotal point a being exactly
the same as for the ports in the cylinder.
Special
care should be taken to ensure that thewidth of
the bridge-piece between each of the two sets of
ports is slightly larger than the width of the latter,
as indicated.
Next drill the four holes marked /,
which are to communicate with the four ports on
working face of the block. just allow the point

FIG. 5.
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FIG. 3.—CYLINDER
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A 3-32nds-in. hole should be drilled at! to adepth
in., to take the
which must be a
of a
pivotjpin,
In drilling the
hoes to take the four
nice ﬁt.
ﬁxing screws do not let the drill go too far or
it will pierce the steam ways, which is rather
undesirable (see plan of steam block).
The steam chest (Fig. 4) needs little description.
it should be faced up sufﬁciently to make a steam
the valve face and cover,
tight joint between
when the 3-32nds-in. hole to for the exhaust and
the ﬁve holes to take the ﬁxing-screws can be drilled.
The ﬁxing-screws can be 9 BA. Corresponding
holes must, of course, be drilled and tapped in the
valve face, which must not be drilled too deep,
as at s.
so as to clear the steamways,
The small reversing valve shown in Fig. 5 can be
ﬁled to shape out of a piece of brass, the cavity being
chipped out with a small chisel, and the slot made
with a hacksaw to receive the valve spindle, which
is ﬁled away in the usual manner at the part which
The end of Spindle is
engages with the valve.
to take the small brass head, which is
screwed
drilled to receive a
pin to which the
\ smokebo"
reversing crank is

attached.

The
gland is
screwed
similar to the one

cylinder

on the
To ensure
cover.
always
the valve

steamtight
being
on its face, a spring
I (see Fig. 2) is pro
vided, of
hard
,springy brass, bent
to the shape shown,
and riveted to the
chest cover.
is ac-

Reversing
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A pattern should be made of the steam block'
which is integral with the T-shaped supporting
bracket. It is important that the angle between
the top of the bracket and the centre-line of steam
block be made exactly to the drawing, otherwise
incorrect steam
distribution
will result. After
the port face has been faced up, mark off the posi~
tion of the- four ports. The two longitudinal
passages can then be drilled to about the depth
shown, and the ports drilled at a slight angle to
meet them.
As the distance between the ports
and their respective passages is small, in this case
the drilling can be started from the port face.
but it must be seen that the drill does not encroach
on the outline of the ports.
The latter can after
wards be ﬁnished to the correct shape, as before
described.
A. 5-32nds-in. -hole is drilled at the
side of the block to meet the top passages, the hole
end of the
being tapped to receive the screwed
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The two top ports therefore become the sham
ports, while the bottom ones take the exhaust.
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or NON-REVERSIBLE CYLINDER
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exhaust, according to which direction the engine is
desired to travel.
For instance, with the valve over
to the right, as in drawing, steam would be admitted
to the top ports, while the bottom ones are exhaust
ing, thus allowing the engine to go in one direction.
viz., forward.
By pushing the valve over to
the left the two bottom ports would be open to
steam and the top ones to exhaust, thus reversing
the engine.
The valve is, of course, stationary.
while the engine is running, and should not be
confused
with the working of an ordinary slide
valvc.
It will be noticed that the three ports
which the valve controls are circular.
They are
left that shape for sim licity, as there would
be no advantage gaine
in making them rec—
tangular.
Coming to the construction of the non-reversible
cylinder, it will be found, with reference to Fig. 6.
that the steam block in this case is a much simpler
job. The cylinder is similar to the other one, except
as regards the distance between the centre of bore
and the port face.
This width is increased to
i7-32nds in., as shown, to accommodate a longer
Portion of the screwed end of the pivot~pin than
was necessary in the cylinder before described.
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This enables the engine to go always in a forward
direction.
The exhaust pipe is screwed in at the
end of the bottom or exhaust passage, a small boss
being provided to allow of a sufﬁcient length being
screwed
in. With this cylinder the steel pivot
pin goes right through the steam block, the pro
jecting end carrying the spring and adjusting
nut. Care should be taken that the hole for the
pivot-pin is accurately drilled at right angles to
the face of the block.
An alternative arrange
ment of adjusting-nut or collar is shown at u, with
two nicks ﬁled out to take a pin spanner.
This
will allow of easier adjustment than if an ordinary
nut were used.
The steam block is to be ﬁxed to the foot-plating
screws, and the holes to take
by four 3-32nds-in.
these should be drilled at right angles to the face
of the supporting bracket, as indicated.
Although not shown in the drawings, the cylinder
should be well lagged with asbestos in the usual
manner in order to prevent excessive radiation,
The following article will deal with the setting
out of the main frames, wheels and axles.
(To be continued.)
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S. EDEN GREEN.

the work of many amateur model
makers, and very excellent work most of
it was.
But the one thing which, in the
great majority of cases, struck me as being most
conspicuous was the very second<rate ﬁnish of
that work.
Now, to he an amateur does not necessarily
mean being second rate.
“What is worth doing
at all is worth doing well," goes the old saw, and
this is particularly
applicable to model makers of
all kinds; for the simple reason that the goal of the
model model maker is experience,
and experience—
that is, good, useful experience—is never gained
in a slovenly manner.
How often do we hear the exclamation, " How
" There is
very amateurish that looks l
absolutely
no reason why this saying should not become a
libel if the amateur workman will only pay a little
more attention to the details and ﬁnish of his other
wise excellent work.
He will then become more
careful and workmanlike, and his products, when
properly ﬁnished. will stand a good 50 per cent.
better chance of' being turned into hard cash if
"
desired than when they are so very
amateurish "
in their ﬁnish.
It a thing is meant to be uare, and is not square,
and will answer just as wel not square, it should
be made square all the same; because, when not
is like
square, it looks, and is, nnworkmanlike;
the child going below the line when he is learning
to write.
If a screw is meant to go in the centre
of a disc, that centre should be carefully found,
and not guessed at, even if it will do just out of
centre.
Then that which has been aimed at will
have been attained, and the eye, carefully trained
thus, will be able to discern other faults, which, if
in their turn are remedied, will all help to turn the
amateur into a skilled workman, and the work in
hand to look like the product of a skilled and
accurate craftsman.
Brass work is the thing which
the average model maker has most to deal with,
and to ﬁnish brass work properly requires a certain
amount
of patience and experience.
The tools
tools
are few, and
anyone possessing
required
not
enough to make a. model does
require many
more to enable them to ﬁnish their work properly.
(As this article is for the beneﬁt of beginners more
especially, and as beginnners do not usually possess
a lathe, the methods described
here may be prac
tised without a. lathe of any description.)
“
A ﬁne smooth ﬁle (known as a
dead smooth "),
an old ﬁle which should be kept for use with emery
cloth, a few sheets of emery cloth from No. 0 to F.
also one or two sheets of very ﬁne blue-black emery
" French
emery")—all can be
paper (known as
A small brace
obtained from any ironmonger.
completes the set.
When
the worker
ﬁnishing any ﬂat surface,
should strive to keep the ﬁle perfectly ﬂat, or it
will be down at the corners and edges.
Great care
Should be taken that all ﬁle marks are smoothed
out with smooth ﬁle before using emery cloth on
because this brings up all imperfections, and
file marks are rendered very conspicuous by con
trast with any smooth part—especially when the
“
" paper
if care has been
French emery
used.
taken to do this, the latter will impart a beautifully
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ﬁnish to any metal which will repay for
all trouble.
The greatest difﬁculty to contend with when
the worker does not possess a lathe
the ﬁnishing
of screw-heads,
round terminals, contact~breakers,
A screw-head ﬁnished by being emery clothed
etc.
straight across looks very bad, but they may be
ﬁnished with the circular “ grain " just as well in
the following manner as in a lathe.
Take a piece
of soft wood—pine will do, and, assuming that
we have to clean up the head of a cheese-head
screw, for instance, with a centre-bit about i-IGth in.
wider than head of screw, bore a hole in wood a
little deeper than head of screw
thick. Take
piece of brass rod, drill and tap
end-ways same
size as screw to be ﬁnished, and ﬁx
into the brace.
This answers the purpose of a chuck, in which to
hold screws without damaging the threads.
Put
screw into chuck, the piece of wood in vice, and
place a piece of No 0 emery cloth over the hole
bored in wood.
Now, with screw-head,
press
emery cloth into hole, and keeping brace as straight
as possible,
turn
half-dozen times, examine,
and
clean all over, take emery cloth off wood
block and put a piece of French emery in its place
and
the operation.
The lateral surface
repeat
of screw may be ﬁnished by pressing head of screw
against the side of hole in wood block and turning
brace as before.
By means of this simple device '
the worker can ﬁnish his screws as well
he
as_
had a lathe, and almost as quickly—after a little
practice. No matter what shape the screw-head is,
ifit can be ﬁnished in a lathe, can also be ﬁnished
in this manner: Make a hole in a wood block
little larger than head of screw to allow for emery
cloth, and proceed as above described.
If the
worker has no brass rod for chuck handy, or no
means of drilling and
tapping it, wrap some
stiff
brown
aper
round thread 0 screw,
and put in brace with
out chuck.
For ﬁnishing the
lateral surface of ter
and
o
.r
minals, etc., a different
‘1‘”
0" 5"”?
means has to be em
O’Me
ployed. A pair of
clam
must be made
as f0 lows (Fig. I). A
of
wood at least
piece
as thick as the head
of terminal
Fig.
long
planed up, and a hole
slightly larger than
diameter of terminal head
bored about halfway
down.
broad sawcut
then taken about two
thirds of the way down, through hole, taking care
to keep in the middle.
Fix this in the vice by the
solid end, sawcut facing worker. Tear a piece of
emery cloth off slightly wider than head of terminal
This
now wrapped round terminal head
long.
about twice, and thrust into hole in clamps.
Turn
brace with right hand, and with left squeeze clamps
No more pressure than
together.
just required
to keep headstock of brace in its place should be
Examine terminal, and,
put on there.
cleaned
properly, ﬁnish with French emery in same manner.
The writer has quite a number of these chucks,
all made from brass rod, and screwed male one end
and female the other, to suit the various size screws
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The chucks can also be used for
used (Fig. 2).
holding while being lacquered.
When ﬁnishing ﬂat surfaces with emery cloth, the
worker should strive to keep ﬁle (round which
emery cloth is wrapped) at the same angle from
his body, the full length of stroke, otherwise the
“
A
grain" will be wavy instead of straight.
wood block is ﬁxed in vice, and plate, or dial, or
whatever ﬂat surface is to be ﬁnished is laid on.
and small nails knocked in block round it (Fig.
3)
'
to keep it in position.
In ﬁnishing steel, iron, copper, or aluminium
a little chalk or whitening rubbed on to
plates,
smooth ﬁle and emery cloth will be found useful,
as it prevents the teeth of smooth ﬁle from getting
" full " so soon, and emery cloth from dragging.
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LACQUERING, era—There are various kinds of
lacquer of various colours, and also various ways
in which it is ap lied. The colours most commonly
eading instrument manufacturing
used
by the
ﬁrms are
gold and silver or colourless lacquer.
deep acquer can be obtained almost any
Now-a-days
colour, and maybe classed into three kinds: (1) The
ordinary lacquer, which is applied to an article
when warm; (2) cold lacquer, which is applied to
an article without heat;
(3) lacquer which is put
It
on to an article when cold, and then stoved.
is only the ﬁrst-mentioned kind which is particularly
suitable for brass and other ﬁnely ﬁnished work,
and, judging from its almost universal use for this
purpose, one may safely assume that it is best.
7 The tools required are few, and the following list
may be regarded as complete—a spirit lamp or,
better still, if gas is available, a Bunsen burner,
a soft piece of wash-leather, a pair of old gas pliers,
which the worker
and various kinds of holders,
can make to suit the requirements of the work he
intends to lacquer. A very useful pair of tongs
can be made from a piece of 3>3znds-in. hard>drawn
brass wire by bending as per sketch (Fig. 4) and
Two or three pairs
ﬁling two V-nicks in ends.
of these tongs, of different sizes, will be found
They are easily made by bending
invaluable.
the wire one and a half times round a piece of wood
or anything which is round, and about i- in. in
diameter, for a small size pair, and 1 in. in diameter
for a larger one. They will hold almost anything
with a hole or holes in it. A good camel's-hair
brush about i in. wide is the most expensive of
It is highly important that a good
the tools.
brush be obtained, as it is on this as much as any
of the work depends.
thing that, the excellence
A really good brush about thc_size mentioned will
cost about 2s. 6d., and may be obtained from any
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The lacquer pot (a large
brush manufacturer.
cup will do) should have a piece of copper
wire stretched across the top and fastened there.
This is used to regulate the amount of lacquer held
in brush after dipping, by stroking it on wire.
The pot should be kept scrupulously clean, and
should only be used for this urpose.
The brush
should be swilled out in~methy ated spirit each time
It is only by attention to these details,
after use.
and by very careful practice that one can learn to
lacquer decently. But each attempt will he found
to be better than the last if care has been used.
The article should be warmed slowly, until it
hot to the back of the hand.
is uncomfortably
After rubbing it quickly with the dry wash~leather
“
grain"—a coat of
—always rubbing with the
The
brush
is always drawn
on.
is
lacquer
put
away from the worker, especially on ﬂat work,
and should be held sloping in the same direction.
The brush should not be too wet, but should con
tain enough lacquer to put a thin coat from end
to end of article (always moving brush with the
“
If article is
grain ") without getting tacky.
wider than brush, care must be taken not to let
one stroke overlap the other, or it will appear
streaky. A lot depends on the ﬁrst coat being even,
and special care should be taken. Having done
this, a second coat may be applied, and so on until
article is as dark as required. The brush must be
applied very lightly, especially after ﬁrst coat,
because when warm the gum left on the article
by the quick evaporation of spirits from the lacquer
is very tender, and
if much pressure is
put on brush, or if
the
brush become
tacky, it will be
broken and the
whole surface Spoilt.
When this does
happen, it is best
to wash the whole
of the lacquer Off
surface with methy
lated spirit,
and
begin again. There
is no necessity to
use emery cloth to
clean it up again,
FIG. 4.
as it will come right
with the ﬁrst coat
of lacquer if pro
perly cleaned with
The brush should be dipped right in lacquer
spirit.
every time it becomes dry, and then stroked out as
before. It is a mistake to dip onl
the end in, as
all the hairs should be free as possib e, and when this
is done the lacquer on upper part of brush dries and
hard, thereby shortening the
becomes
useful
length of hair and partly crippling it. When
warming any article, care must be taken not to do
so too quickly, as a certain amount of moisture is
formed on surface, which often will so tarnish it
as to necessitate it being repolished with the French
Move article about in the ﬂame,
emery paper.
If there are greasy
allowing it to heat gradually.
ﬁnger-marks, etc., on surface, a good plan is to
dip a corner of the wash~leather into some ﬁnely
powdered whitening, shake off surplus, and then
rub article same way as “grain.” By this means
all
are
grease-marks
In lacquering
removed.
egg
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surfaces,
such
small lateral
as terminals, etc.,
these must be turned round towards the worker,
with the thumb and ﬁnger, while the brush travels
very slowly in the opposite direction.
Another shade of lacquer may be obtained by
Get twopenny-worth
adding a little turmeric to it.
from any chemist or oilman, and mix a little—as
much as will go on a threepenny bit—in a small
Shake it up, and
pot or jar with some lacquer.
then strain through a ﬁlter paper folded in the
It imparts a peculiar bright gold
usual way.
colour to lacquer (the ordinary deep gold lacquer
well on
should be used), and looks particularly
contact-breakers,
terminals,
screwheads,
and
especially when they are to be fastened to a plate
ﬁnished rather darkly with the deep gold lacquer
alone.
The worker must not be discouraged if he fails
once or twice, because lacquering is a thing which
will only come by a persevering experience.
But
—when you can lacquer, and lacquer properly.
Workmen who can
it is a very valuable asset.
especially
lacquer decently are held in respect,
works, where delicate instruments
in electrical
are made, as there is a risk of small parts being
lost when sent to lacquering department.
Savannah—The appearance of plenty of models,
as small volt
etc., especially instruments such
meters,
galvanometers, etc., is considerably en
hanced
if some of the parts are silvered. An
or voltmeter does not look properly
ammeter
ﬁnished if the dial or scale is not silvered, and the
bevels at the back of glasses covering the scales
The following
look much better when silvered.
will be found to be an excellent recipe for a silvering
mixture, and if kept clean and corked up in a
light, tight stone jar, will keep indeﬁnitely :
Take 1 oz. pure nitrate of silver and mix in
Pour
I pt. of water
preferably).
(distilled
acid into it until no more
pure hydrochloric
precipitate is formed. Drain of! ﬂuid, wash

Powder
precipitate well, and dry thoroughly.
2 lbs. of salt and mix with l lb. cream of tartar.
Mix these well together with precipitate. and
use with ﬁnely powdered whitening, free from
all grit.
Having carefully cleaned up the dial or bevel,
make a small pad of clean, soft rag and dip into
some clean water, then into the whitening, and
Rub it quickly
then into the silvering mixture.
When sure
over surface, keeping with "grain."
has taken the "silver"
that the whole surface
(and if not sure, repeat the process). swill quickly
in a bucket of clean water, or, better still, under
It should then
the tap, and dry with a soft rag.
be lacquered with silver or colourless lacquer.
is
EBONITE 0R VULCANITE.—Tlli$
FINISHING
very peculiar stuff to ﬁnish nicely, and a word to
those who do not happen to be in the know will
The usual method of polishing
not be out of place.
ebonite is to lay a sheet of emery cloth on a face
ﬂat, pour on oil,
plate or anything hard and quite
This is _
and move ebonite to and fro on this.
lish may .be
A brilliant
lengthy and dirty.
imparted to ebonite by proceeding in the followmg
Clean ebonite in ordinary way with emery
manner.
cloth,
taking very special care to leave no ﬁle~
marks visible, but do not use oil—only just the
of rotten
Get threepenny-worth
cloth.
emerv
stone from any chemist or oilman, and after making
the ebonite has been made perfectly
sure that

.
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smooth with ﬁne emery cloth (because ebonite,
when polished, as brasswork, shows up and,
if anything, magniﬁes all ﬁle marks and other
like defects). dip a piece of soft rag into clean
water, and then into the powdered rotten-stone.
Rub sharply on ebonite until bright, and swill
If done properly, in this way ebonite
under tap.
can be made to acquire a polish almost equal to
patent leather. For in this, as in everything else—
practice makes perfect.

Locomotive
By Cnas.

S. LAKE,

Notes.
A.M.I.Mech.E.

THE New L. & Y.R. Loconorrvn.
The appearance, on the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway, of a new type of locomotive intended for
use in passenger trafﬁc provides a marked item of
interest when matters connected with British loco
motive engineering are somewhat ﬂagging, and the
fact that the design
incorporates four simple
cylinders with the 4—6—0 wheel arrangement,
may be accepted as corroborating the practice of
, Mr. Dugald Drummond
on the South-Western,
and Mr. Churchward on the Great Western. Inci
dentally it may be mentioned that the writer has
on more than one occasion
ex ressed the opinion
that the multi-cylinder
simp e locomotive was
likely to become popular in this country where.
for one reason or another, the compound does not
ﬂourish as elsewhere.
The large cylinder volumes required in modern
practice are making it less easy to employ only
two units and, moreover,
there is a great deal
to be said on behalf of the plan of dividing up the
driving mechanism which allows of lighter, if more
numerous, parts, and permits of more efﬁcient
balancing. The writer has approached Mr. George
Hughes, chief mechanical engineer of the L. & Y.
Railway on the subject of the new ten-wheeler,
and has received a courteous reply to the effect
that particulars and photographs of the engine will
not be given out to the Press for publication until
before
the
after the matter has been presented
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. Presumably,
Mr. Hughes himself will read a paper on the subject
which, with the discussion, will prove exceedingly
“
locomotivc "
interesting and, if there is any one
reader of these Notes who would care to be present,
the writer will have every pleasure
in providing
him with a ticket of admission.
THE Fmsr 4—6—0 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE m HOLLAND,
Can any reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER who
has travelled in Holland say that he has seen a
six-coupled passenger locomotive at work there?
Most of the engines in use on the Dutch railways
are of English manufacture, and in design they
closely follow English precedents, and the practice
has been to advance, where locomotive develop
ment is concerned, on similar, if rather slower, lines
to those adopted in this country.
The writer has
frequently had occasion to travel through Holland
and never remembers
seeing a six-coupled loco<
motive hauling passenger trafﬁc, unless, occasionally,
a goods engine taking the place of the usual type
for temporary purposes.
It would, therefore, seem

of 95} tons.

BUILDERS.
Foummv,
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arrived at
One evening quite recently there
Euston Station an express train. weighing some
300 tons behind the tender, and in place of 'the
owerful modern engine usually employed for haul<
mg it was an old six-wheeled locomotive bearing
to the
date May, 1865. This engine belonged
“
Precedent" class of small four-coupled 2—4—0
type locomotives which, although famous for a
very high efﬁciency within the scope of their
preportions, cannot in any sense be regarded as a
modern type, nor as ﬁtted for the performance of
heavy express duty on a main line at the present
day. It appears that the 4—4—0 type locomotive
which should have brought the train into Euston
had failed at Bletchley and the old six-wheeler
‘being the only engine available at the moment, was
hitched on and sent out on the non-stop run of
which, according to the
47 odd miles to London
Starting
schedule had to be covered in 57 minutes.
from Bletchley some ten minutes late, the small
this position until passing
maintained
engine
Cheddington, but on the ascent through Tring
cutting, the rails being greasy and the wind high, a
was
slight loss of time ensued, which, however,
made up on the down grades from Tring to \Vatiord.
The latter station was cleared with 23 minutes in
hand—assuming a ten minutes late arrival to
correspond with the equally late start—and in the
end it proved that the timing of 57 minutes had
to.
The only indication that the
been adhered
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that the new 4—6—0 type express locomotives just
built by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock & Co., Ltd., for
the North Brabant Railway constitutes an entirely
new
departure in the locomotive standards of
Holland and, as will be gathered from the accom
panying illustration, while introducing the type the
authorities have gone in for a very ﬁne looking and
powerful engine which should be capable of doing
all that will be required of it with ease.
The
cylinders, 19 ins. diameter by 26 ins. stroke, are
slide
placed between the frames with balanced
valves worked by \Valschaerts valve gear above
them.
The bog'ie is provided with compensating
spring beams and sliding centre controlled by a
helical spring. Its wheels are 3 ft. 4% ins. diameter
and spaced 5 ft. IO ins. apart, while the six-coupled
driving wheels have a diameter of 6 ft. 6 ins. on tread
and are arranged on a wheelbase of 13 ft. ll ins.
The boiler is ﬁtted with Belpaire ﬁrebox upon which
The
are mounted four Ramsbottom safety valves.
centre of the boiler is 9 ft. high above the rail level,
and the barrel contains 228 tubes i} ins. diameter
These tubes provide 1,498 sq.
by 13 ft. 6 ins. long.
it. of heating surface, while the Belpaire ﬁrebox
adds a further 146 sq. ft., or a total heating surface
The grate area is 28 sq. ft., and
of 1,644 sq. it.
the working boiler pressure 200 lbs. per sq. in.
In working order this ﬁne engine weighs 57 tons
i6 cwt. l qr., of which 40% tons are distributed over
the coupled wheels, and therefore become available
for adhesion.
The tender is of the six-wheeled
pattern with 4 ft. diameter wheels on a base of
The capacity for water is 3,500 gallons,
13 ft.
In full working order the
and for coal 5% tons.
tender weighs 38 tons, making a total with the
engine and when completely ready for the road
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engine had been engaged in such a hard run was Q,
the dull red patch visible on the front of the smoke
box.

Punucarrox.
AN ATTRACTIVE LOCOMOTIVE
The writer has received from the well-known
firm of locomotive builders, J. A. Mafiei. of Munich,
a pamphlet illustrating the most recent types of
The style and
locomotives constructed by them.
surpass
anything which
ﬁnish of this production
come into the writer’s hands of the
has hitherto
The illustrations show locomotives
same kind.
built for the Baden State and Bavarian State
Railways, also for the St. Gothard, Madrid-Sara
gossa, and other lines. All the pictures are printed
in colours and a list of the principal dimensions
in German, English, and French on the
appear
The outer cover is of still, rough,
Opposite pages.
white paper with gold lettering and border, and
bears a coloured reproduction from a photograph
of an express train leaving Munich station drawn
“ Atlantic"
type four-cylinder com
by a large
The colour printing is through
pound locomotivc.
out oi the highest class, and the whole production
bears the hall»mark of clearuess and artistic taste.

,
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When cold, the black will be hard, and any excess
may now be cleared from the holes and counter
sunk.
Alter this, again warm the carbon, lay it
upon a ﬂat surface, and ﬁll up the oriﬁce with well
skimmed molten lead.
The hot metal will burn
oti some oi the black, but this is of no consequence.
When cool, very lightly tap the plug with a light
hammer (as one would a rivet) to set it ﬁrmly,
and then pare oﬂ both sides ﬂush with a keen
wood chisel.
Do not attempt to set the plug
with heavy blows, or the carbon will be broken.
Again warm up, dip as before, and set aside
When cold. clear away the black from
to dry.
Sides, t0p, and edges by scraping and the use
of an old file, ﬁnish with coarse glass-paper, stretched
Pic].

F/q./.
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THE NAMING 0F LOCOMOTIVES.
A correspondent, in a letter tothe writer," says
as it
he would like to see all locomotives named
gives adistinctive air to a locomotive to bear the
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Copperlng Carbons.

Fig.

Ill

or engineer or of
statesman
name of a well-known
But, we might ask, should
some celebrated city."
locomotives put on airs, distinctive or otherwise?
The practice of naming railway engines came to us
as a relic of the coaching days, and no doubt it
may be employed to add to the attractiveness of a.
Some of the names used, however,
locomotive.
make the whole thing ridiculous, and that is rather
the Great
a pity.
Some lines, as for instance,
Northern and Midland, seem to get on remarkably
well without naming their engines at all.

.3,
is

smooth,
upon a strip of wood, until the head
the carbon surface fully exposed,
and the leaden

N the issue of November 20th, page 525, one
method of coppering the carbon elements
of primary batteries is discussed.
The deposition of a permanently adherent
copper heading requires care.
conductive
and
rocess
The following suggestions are offered ; the
to be described is the successful outcome 0 many
failures and partial failures in the past, and it
The writer
may be relied on to give satisfaction.
has in use carbon batteries of various types that
have stood the test of twenty years’ work, and remain
in efficient condition to-day.
Let the end of each carbon be bored throu h
'13
The
and countersunk both sides, as Fig. 2.
be dead-hard, and fed slowly with light
should
Let the carbons be dried for some hours
pressure.
On removal, and while still hot, let
in an oven.
the bored ends be dipped into a vessel of Brunswick
They may then
black, say to a depth of 2 ins.
be heated over a Bunsen ﬂame and again quenched
in the black, heated once more, and stood aside
to cool.

plug quite bright.
Now apply, with a small brush, a ﬁnal coat of
black to the carbon below the prepared head;
be sure to leave a neat junction line to limit the
as required.
One inch of copper is con
deposit,
venient (Fig. 2).
_
The carbons should be suspended vertically from
the cathode rod by several turns of stout copper
wire, well polished. Allow the head to dip some
distance below the junction line of the black.
but on no account must the unprotected lower
portion 01 the carbon be immersed.
The depositing solution
simply prepared as
tollows. Place a law pounds' weight of clean
crystals of copper-sulphate in a. sound earthenware
crock, and pour upon them, say, a quart of hot
distilled or rain water. If neither be available,
use ordinary main water that has been briskly
boiled for not less than half an hour. Stir the solu
tion vigorously for a time with a glass rod or clean
wooden stick, and allow to become quite cold;
then add slowly, and with constant stirring, about
is

I
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i oz. of sulphuric acid to the quart of solution;
when again cold, pour into the depositing tank.
(Evaporate to dryness the crystals remaining in
the earthen crock, and store for future use.)
A smooth and adherent deposit is best insured
by a'very mild, but constant current-use a Daniell
battery in one of its simpler forms. The following
is a convenient type (Fig. l).
A corrugated cylinder of thin copper (not
surrounding a cylindrical,
porous pot
seamed)
(red-ware,
dipped top and bottom in black). the
whole contained in a stoneware or glass outer jar
(dipped). The corrugation in the copper cylinder
may be utilised to contain a reserve of crystals
between it and the outer jar (see Fig. 1). Charge
the outer vessel with a saturated solution of copper
sulphate. and the orous pot with a half-saturated
solution of zinc<su phate.
Use a heavy rod, plate.
or split cylinder of urn-amalgamated
zinc.
\Vhen the elements are in position, let the two
solutions be maintained at a common level.
When out of use, decant the solutions and keep
the elements and porous pot submerged and soaking
in clean rain water.
The potential of one cell will be sufﬁcient for
the present purpose.
Arrange the copper surface
of the battery to be slightly in excess of the total
anode surface
in use. and the anode surface in
excess of the combined cathode surface.
T hus—
that one dozen carbons 2 ins. wide and
suppose
to the depth of
i- in. thick are to be ceppered
i in.
The cathode surface exposed by one carbon
will be about 5 sq. ins., and by the dozen 60 sq. ins.
Therefore, a i-pt. size cell of the type mentioned
.
above will serve.
The anode surface is best distributed among the
suspended carbons in the form of small, well-cleaned
scrap-copper sheet from the workshop, wired and
hung from several rods connected with the copper
element of the battery.
An arrangement is suggested in plan at Fig. 3,
where A represents the anodes and C the cathodes
or carbon plates.
for forty-ei ht hours continuously,
Deposit
changing the positions 0 the carbons relatively to
the anodes every six to eight hours to ensure an
uniform coating. Use a stout gauge of wire through
out (16 to 18 S.W.G.).
If the anodes are thin.
they must be replaced when necessary.
smooth,
A
light-pink deposit of fair substance
should be built up in this time.
Remove the carbons
from their slinging wires, rinse. and dry; ﬁle the
“ tin " them
copper heads smooth and bright, and
all over with the bit. Solder the carbons to the
brasses
(previously made), and rinse free from
zinc~chloride
or other soldering tiux.
Now bore two or three small holes through the
copper deposit of each carbon (not into the leaden
plugs), and stand the mounted carbons and brasses
in several changes of hot, well boiled water. After
wards completely submerge
the work in a large
quantity of soft water (changed occasionally) to
remove all trace of metallic salts, acids, etc., from
At least twenty-four
beneath the copper heads.
hours' soaking should be allowed, and a week is
not too long.
Finally dry. bake for some hours in a slow oven,
and apply several coats of Brunswick black to
both brasses and carbons, extending the paint as
far down the latter as will submerge it to a depth
of
in. or so in the solution of the completed

i
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the brasses
and the wooden
Assemble
battery.
covers with plenty of the same useful substance.
completely waterprooﬁng the whole work. Treat
the tops of the jars also with black.
Some details of this simple process may appear
to be unnecessarily elaborated, but unless the utmost
care is exercised throughout, permanency of deposit
Minute quantities of
must not be anticipated.
salt remaining in the heads will rapidly destroy
Even if
the electrical contact of the surfaces,
defects do not appear externally, a general inefﬁc
iency of the battery as a whole will gradually
become manifest.
One carbon after another will be rendered more
or less inactive, or even insulated from the brasses ;
these, too. will oxidise and eventually the whole
thing will cease to supply current, if it does not
Moreover, unless
the
actually fall to pieces.
several
and coatings of black are well
clippings
and slowly baked into the porous carbon. the
battery solutions will creep into the heads by
endosmotic action and destroy them.
In setting up any battery, care must be observed
to avoid the splashing of solutions above the active
Cells should be overhauled
portion of the elements.
from time to time; the carbons soaked and dried,
warmed. and given a fresh coat of protective com
pound. Thus a set of cells may be maintained in
good condition for many years. although in careless
hands a battery may be rendered useless in afew
weeks.

Our Readers’ “ Wants ”
Competition.
(Continued from Page 20.)

Book

on

Model

Steamship

Flttings.— In

to your invitation to model engineers
resPonse
to state their special wants. I would like to state a
particular want that has been troubling me lately.
Having a latent desire to possess a model steamer,
I purchased " Model Steamer Building" No. 12,
After reading same,
MODEL ENGINEER series.

and working the mere desire up to enthusiasm, I
to build the steamship described in
decided
Chapter 3. Making a fair success of the hull. and
wished
having had some good runs in the water,
to lit up the rigging and decks, so as to be able to
sit down and admire it. Now comes the trouble.
have
Where are the details to be found ?
hunted through THE MODEL ENGINEER series,
Now I
but there is nothing there to fill the place.
12
would suggest that a supplementary book

I

I

"

to No.

Model Steamer Rigging,"
be issued. dealing with
example in No. 12 be carried
and that each buildin
to a finish—not abso ute. as that. of course, is im
ossible, but to such a. conventional degree as to
00k shipshape.
For example. the above vessel, Cfvmric, if _details
of rigging and ﬁttings could be obtained in this way,
is a model of. the satis
when asked what vessel it
“
factory answer would be, The Cynm'c, of the White
Star Line, 600 ft. long, 12,300 tons gross, 23,000
And the same with regard
tons displacement.”
vessel might be taken
Some
to torpedo-boats.
which accords with the building lines given in No. l 2;
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most useful of all tools, especially in model steam
a branch of model
making. As this
making in which the writer takes much interest,
a few suggestions
as to a “want” he has felt
engine

i
l
l
l
i

is

i
1

Cv/mdﬂ

\
,

baf/bm

Ff? I

I
‘

in his “ labours " may be of some use as indicating
a gap which might be ﬁlled by an enterprismg ﬁrm.
of little
In the ﬁrst place, a lathe of any sort
use without chucks.
By chucks the writer does not
mean those (such as catch- and face-plates) which
are usually supplied with the lathe, but grip chucks,
self-centreing or otherwise. The necessity for some
kind of grip chuck other than the bell Chuck.
which is, after
all, suitable for
long rods or cy
linders only, will
soon be evident
to anyone who
tries to make
is

,
I
l

a

regard being paid to general hints in Chapter I,
and each model carried out to a ﬁnish. Of course,
builders could leave out as many details as they
liked, according to the degree 01 completeness
desired.
At present, these details not being obtainable
“
inland mariners," we have
by the general run of
to hunt through the back numbers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER.
By this you get a ﬁtting from one
vessel, and a. bit from another, until at last, when
the boat is ﬁnished, the inevitable question comes,
"
What ship is it a model of P " \Vhat can you
For it is somewhat like the man who was
say ?
asked what his nationality was.
He said his iather
was Scotch, his mother Irish, and that he was born at
sea, on a Dutch-built vessel, owned in England, and
Now what could he say P
ﬂying the American ﬂag.
It is not to be expected to ﬁnd full particulars of
both hull and rigging in a sixpenny handbook, but
it the supplement was as good as the No. 12 I think
it would ﬁll a. want and command a. good sale.
A Cheap Chuck—Although in almost every
issue of Tm: MODEL ENGINEER one can see descriptions and photographs of well-made models, which

‘
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engine

steam
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head.
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is
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a

it

without the use of lathe throughout—and although these certainly do give one
unless
one
great deal
of encouragement—yet
almost im
endowed with unusual abilities,
with the aid of that
possible entirely to dispense

is

3)

2)

Cnoss Sec-non.

Fig.4.

have been made

v’/\

/'

turned into oil cups.
It
plain from these few examples (there are
certainly
many others—ordinary screw-cutting
need for a chuck
the most important) that there
which, by the tightening of a pair or set of screws
is

%

w/de

The

eccentrics (Fig.
are another
example where
chucking - pieces
are
provided,
also the bearings
where
(Fig.
the chucking
pieces ior mach
ining the bottom
faces
can be

is

//
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“3'

ﬁV/l/
WWW\

screws.

5/0,, for /a.ws

A
LONGITUDXNAL SECTION.
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k\
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in
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usually
placed
too far in from
the {ace of the
chuck. Besides,
impossible
to adjust pro
perly when using
only one set of

it

under

u
22—“
l-e-——/%

1
I

being

screws
W/‘I/ﬁ gI/onq

is

{:1

e/eva Dan
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End

is

side e/eva
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A

I)

standard
from
The
castings.
cylinder covers
are usu
(Fig.
ally provided
with chucking
and B,
pieces
at the most in.
long, and more
It
in.
often
is impossible to
grip these in a
bell chuck, the
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which will (a) grip ﬁrmly a piece of rod of small
diameter and length and (b) allow one to turn
right up to the jaws.
Oi chucks which iulﬁl these conditions, the
most universally used, and in many ways the
best, are the American scroll self-centreing chucks.
Clive/ring p/ece

__
L—_l

Cash”?
4/

_l_

I

Bea/""9-

Oi/ cup
|

i\

'

Fly. 2.

.

l

_

L

-

Fin/shed

Eccen/r/c.
BOSS

F, led H

‘r

'

Fl'q 3.

21, 1909.

or 3-in. centres.
The weak point in it is the ﬁxing
of the extra pieces to the jaws.
Perhaps they
might be brazed on, as, if cast or forged solid, it
would be impossible to turn the circular
arts.
One thing more, which would apply to al chucks.
The writer suggests that tool makers should in
all cases list chucks and castings for them ready
“
to screw on the mandrel.
Screwed any size up
to l-in. \Vhitworth, so much; up to 1* ins., so much,
etc." : not " price on a plication," which is always
discouraging. Messrs.
mmond already do this
with the S.C. chucks, and this adds a great deal
to their value to amateurs without screw-cutting
lathes.

In conclusion,

the writer is sure that a reply to
two suggestions would be welcome to many
amateurs, who, like himself, have only a small
amount of money to spend on their favourite
hobby.
these

Chine/rm? P1262

Casi/n9

January

F/n/s/ved

Boring TOOL—I think a decided want exists
amongst model engineers for a. small boring tool
which will ensure a. parallel hole being bored, say
in a small cylinder or in a piece of work that
required a long parallel hole to be bored through
it quickly and accurately, the job being a long one
and rather tedious with ordinary lathe tools. The

"

é /0r;q over-a”
llll‘.“|llllll"‘_".!‘.r
- HU‘JUIIUUUUUW

Fig.1.
these there is one great objection—their
The minimum price {or one with two sets
of jaws and backplate ﬁtted is {1. If, then, a
chuck could be devised complying with the above
conditions. which would cost at the most 105.,
many workers with small purses would ﬁnd it a

But to
cost.

boon.

Of the chucks which have been described in THE
MODEL ENGINEER, the following may be mentioned
as coming near the mark: Mr. Reilly’s 29, X, ’08),
Mr. Bell's (16, VIII, '06), Mr. Deardeu’s (30, VIII,
" Injun "
Of these,
'06), and one by
(25. X, '06).
three-jawed one is the best,
short
Dearden‘s
Mr.
and Mr. Bell's comes next.
_
Mr. Dearden’s is particularly good, as it avoids
drill
chucks
supplied
the
of
fault
cheap
(as
the great
with the Millers Falls hand drills) of much the
namely, too much overhang from
same design,
It is also self-centreing,
the mandrel bearing.
but this is no great object, as it is very little trouble
to get a piece of work running absolutely true in
by Mr. Bell. One
a chuck of the type designed
made exactly as Mr. Bell's, but with the front
slotted and jaws protruding } in., would ﬁt the
for this is
The writer's suggestion
case well.
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. and is practically the same
as Mr. Bell's design, but 2} ins. diameter instead
of 3 ins., as this is rather large for lathes of 24}in.

tool I will endeavour to describe could be placed
on the market very cheaply, and I have no doubt
would ﬁll a long~lelt want.
The sketch (Fig. 1)
explains itself : of course, larger or small nuts could
be ﬁtted, and any special pair of cutters by knock
ing out taper pins, which secures them in position.
and locknuts eased back and removing cutters
already in.

Loco Burner.——I have felt the want of a
better burner for small Lin. scale model locomotives
than the methylated Spirit ones generally supplied,

which, besides being expensive, are not entirely
satisfactory if one's engine is a bad steamer. 1
“
think a benzoline burner, like the
Ideal" adver
tised in your journal, could be arranged with its

January
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burner inclined and a suitable container attached
difﬁculty.
without
any
For tank locomotives
it would not require any force-pump, as the con
tainer could be placed close enough to the burner
for the heat from the burner to vaporise it, or,
if it was found necessary, could easily be ﬁtted.
I have enclosed two sketches.
Fig. 2 shows the hen
zoline burner arranged for an ordinary locomotive

67

to.
springs referred
Spiral springs for bearings
did not appear to be supplied at all.
to give more dimensions of
(5) It is necessary
wheels than the diameter, viz., width of tyres and
amount of projection (if any) of boss beyond
tyre both inside and outside, as neither main frames
nor bogie frames can be ﬁxed in position until
these dimensions are krown.
(6) Where a pair of inside cylinders are machined
from a solid block, the width of the ﬁnished block
be given.
to
ﬁrms appeared
(7) Neither
supply saddle castings for circular
smoke-boxes.
“ﬁrm they do, they
what diameter of
should state
smokebox the ﬁnished saddles will
ﬁt.

,

Should

And the other one—Fig. 3—shows
type boiler.
a burner of the type supplied by Messrs. C. Butcher
steamers.
and Co. for burning petrol in model
I do not think there ought to be any difﬁculty in
arranging the last named for both tank and tender
cost.
engines at a reasonable

Further Information in Catalogues. — In
your issue of the 5th inst. you ask readers to specify
the particular needs which they have found the
I hope the following
trade unable to satisfy.
remarks
may not be considered worthless. A
short time ago I decided to try my hand at building
a §—in. scale model locomotive of 4—4—0 type.
Before starting with the design, I obtained cata
logues from two of the leading ﬁrms. so as to see
how far their standard parts and ﬁttings could be
used. as I was anxious to avoid, as far as possible,
the expense of getting parts specially made.
The
following are some of the difﬁculties which cropped
up :—
(I) Catalogues did not

that the funnels, domes,
to ﬁt.

state diameter of boiler
and valves were intended
'

(2) The length of connecting- and coupling-rods
between centres was not stated, and, in addition,
one had no means of judging whether they were
likely to be graceful or unsightly in appearance,
as no drawing or illustration was given.
(3) One of the ﬁrms did not appear to supply
anything in the shape of spring bearings for models
of this size.
The other ﬁrm did not quote a price
for ﬁnished spring bearings, although they supplied
It ought to
them on their ﬁnished locomotives.
be possible
to purchase for a few pence each the
exceedingly
simple and efﬁcient spring hearings
as illustrated
in connection with Mr. Greenly’s
design of December, 1900 (as well as I can remem
of
ber). There is also room for a neat design
axle-boxes,
suitable for
hornplates, and
do not think these
bOgies of tenders, etc., though slprings
can be simpliﬁed very much without sacriﬁcing
appearance.
(4) One ﬁrm charges 35., and the other only
for n—Iéths-in. scale
4d. for laminated
Springs
the
understand
models.
I cannot
disparity.
Neither ﬁrms state the length and width of the

In order that

a considerable
amount of rolling-stock, in the shape
of open wagons, might be obtained
at the minimum of expense and
time, it would be well if some ﬁrm
(8)

?
7
'

?

supplied strong and well-made
boxes with
corners
dovetailed
(something like jewellers’ boxes), in
sizes to represent the bodies of lO-,
20-, and 4o-ton wagons.
It should
be possible
to sell these in quantities at, say 4d
each.
This would save the time and trouble of
making each truck out of a large number of little
sticks,
bits of
and at the same time enable a neat
little truck to be made.
(9) I cannot understand why spring buﬂers are
so expensive—3s. or 3s. 6d. per pair being the usual
Fitting them to twenty or more wagons
price.
The plunger
means a very considerable outlay.
does not differ to any great extent in appearance
from an ordinary ﬂat-headed nail, and the guide or
stock cannot be considered a complicated piece of
.
work.
Hitherto it appears to have been the custom
for THE MODEL ENGINEER, in dealing with modern
locomotive matters, to conﬁne their articles and
to models
made
illustrations
by
exclusively
amateurs, save the two following exceptions—
No.
Bassett-Lowke's
M.R.
Messrs.
compound,
in September, 1903, and Messrs.
2,631, described
“
I...
Co.’s
&
N.W.R.
Carson &
Experiment,"
described in May, 1907. In my opinion, models
"
trade
should
be described and
made
by the
more
than
the
much
illustrated
frequently
of amateurs,
as it would then be possible
work
for amateurs to See at a glance the standard
parts and ﬁttings that could be supplied, also
same,
thus almost entirely
the ﬁrm supplying
for having
the
anything
necessity
avoiding
specially made“

11‘ is stated
(says il/Iccham'cal
World) that the
German Admiralty is about to place orders for
four dirigible balloons of the Zeppelin type, and
that they will be used for harbour work at
At each of these naval
Wilhelmshaven and Kiel.
stations special docks will be constructed which
will give the airships safe harbourage, the Zeppelin
type of vessel with its ﬂoating cars being well
adapted for use on the water.
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

(Th: Editor inviles nadrrs to maﬁause 0/ this column la! the full
discussion0/ mallm a/ {vertical and mutual interest. Lam:
may be signed with a nﬂm-de-plulne if denud, but the full
name and whims of the srnda ul'sr Invaluablybe altarhrl,
"laugh no! norrssarlly[or Pullllt‘illioll.l

Mechanical Harmonographs.
or The Illodel Engineer.
DEAR SiR.—I was much interested in Mr. Avery's
To

THE EDITOR

article of December 10th, as some time ago I con
different
three
structed
types of mechanical
harmonographs, including the one therein illus
He seems to have copied a patented article
trated.
which has been on the market over a year under
“
and
the various names of the
" Desinograph," etc. The former
\Nondcrgraph,”
was ilustrated
Mr. Avery,
in your columns some weeks ago.
member,
however, has omitted an important
bar,
movable at a right angle
£.e., the penholder
to the rocker-bar, by which the pen is able to reach
the further side of the paper table, even when
the rocker-bar occupies the ﬁrst notch in the notched
plate. This additional movement greatly multiplies
the number of patterns. The rocker-bar might
be of more substantial thickness, say i» in., so that
the sliding block to
penholder bar could be
t is not necessary to turn
ﬁxed with a setscrew.
the pulleys out of vulcanised ﬁbre, which is expen
In my instruments
sive when of any thickness.
mahogany and three-ply fretwood are used with
very satisfactory results, and ordinary wood screws
I ﬁnd that a style
make good enough pivots.
I think it
graphic pen gives the best results.
would interest many readers if W. I. Fell would
send a description of his rose engine, with which
he produced the beautiful ﬁgures given on November
i9th, and also if Mr. Richard Kerr would do the
“
Geometric Pen." shown at Tm:
same for his
last year.~—Yours
MODEL ENGINEER Exhibition
E. R. FASNACHT.
truly,
“ Induction Motors.“
To rm: EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—-I have read with much interest
Mr. Norman Noble's lucid articles on “Induction
Motors, and How They Work."
With reference
motor, and in
to the action of the single-phase
particular to the explanatory diagram (Fig. 18,
page 608. issue of 24th
ult.). I would ask Mr.
Noble to favour me by explaining the foll0wing:
At the instant when the stator ﬁeld is at its maxi
mum value, and its direction in polarity as shown
by the large arrow A B in ﬁgures, how does
the polarity and direction of the rotor revolving
ﬁeld come to be as shown by the small arrow N S 2
According to the explanation given in the article,
it would appear to me that, at this instant, the pole
marked as S should be N, and the direction of
arrow N S should be at right angles to stator ﬁeld
A B, assuming clock-wise rotation of rotor. This.
on the other hand, would not tend to rotation in
that direction, but in the opposite.
Now, in a single-phase
motor, when the current
is switched on and the rotor is stationary, we
have tactically a transformer with short~circuited
secon ary coils of very low ohmic resistance.
In this case the secondary (rotor) current lags by
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nearly 90 degs. behind its induced E.M.F.
This
E.M.F. is at a maximum value when the stator
ﬁeld threading the rotor windings is at zero value.
as explained in the article, but the resulting rotor
current, and hence ﬂux, lags behind its E.M.F.
by a very large angle, thereby causing stator and
rotor ﬁuxes to be more or less in phase, rotor
assumed at rest.
Now assume rotor to be running
at practically synchronous speed, the rotor ﬁeld
above referred to will not have reached its maxi
mum value until the rotor has been carried round
nearly 90 degs. in space, by which time stator ﬁeld
will have reached approximately maximum value
and we have
also.
then
a cross-magnetisation.
which will be of such polarity that rotor will tend
to rotate in the direction in which it was started,
Now, as regards the second rotor ﬁeld.
This
would appear to be set up owing to the “ alterna
"
tor
action of the motor when running.
But in
this case the “ alternator " has its armature (rotor)
short-circuited also, and we know that this causes
a very large lag in the armature current.
These
conditions would tend to set up a second rotor
ﬁeld at right angles to the ﬁrst ﬁeld, and also in
quadrature with each other. A revolving ﬁeld is
thus formed in rotor, but revolving in reverse
direction to that of the rotor. This ﬁeld by its
reaction on stator ﬁeld during each of its half
cycles, would tend to rotation of rotors as originally
started.
By drawing a diagram of the stator ﬁeld»magnets,
with rotor showing ends of its short-circuited bars.
on which the direction of the currents, etc., could
"
“
be marked, and with the help of the
sine curve
to assist in following the variations in value and
direction of the stator ﬁeld, the above conditions
could be traced.
I might add that the equation for torque of
the single- base motor goes to show that the re
actance
o
the
rotor conductors must exceed
their resistance if the motor is to act.
In other
words, that the angle of lag must exceed in any case
45 degs.

I make the foregoing remarks in a spirit of
The theory of the action
enquiry, not criticism.
of this motor is difﬁcult, and I think, to some
extent, still a mystery, but therefore interesting.
For these reasons I trust you, Mr. Editor, will
pardon my troubling you at such length.~—Hoping
that I have made myself clear, and that Mr. Noble
will favour me with his assistance on this subject,
I remain, yours faithfully,
ROBERT L. B. STEELE.

To

Improving Lecianche Cells.
THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR—I read with interest in your issue
of December ich an article, “ Improving Leclanché
I have experimented very
Cells." by B. Isaacs.
greatly with various types of cells, but have not
tried B. Isaacs' method for improving the Leclanché
to me that the nitric acid
type; it appears
added
would slowly act upon the zinc-forming
zinc nitrate, even if this action is not marked
enough, owing to the dilute solution, to show any
appreciable consumption of zinc, it seems this
action would necessarily take place after the cells
had stood for some time; again I say I have not
experimented with a cell thus made, but it would
appear that ii zinc nitrate was added instead of
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nitric acid, the action of the cell would be the
same, and no zinc would be consumed in forming
the nitrate.
Perhaps some of your readers would
rind this a proposal worth investigating.
From my own experiments I find the cell I
describe below a very suitable type for bells, etc.,
where an intermittent current is required. though it
will give a. far more continuous current than the
It can hardly be called
e.
ordinary Leclanché
clanché cell, but more a
of a
a modiﬁcation
It is practic
modiﬁcation of the bichromate cell.
ally a. Leclanché cell without a porous pot. As
for the pot a solution of bichromate
a substitute
oi potash was used; it was a cell with simply a
Leclanché zinc and a Leclanché carbon (no porous
pot or manganese dioxide), placed in a solution of
ammonium chloride 2 025., water 2 025., and sufﬁ
cient bichrornate of potash added to this solution
A cell thus made will be
to make it saturated.
found fairly constant, and has many of the advan

entries is looked for. Wednesday, March roth:
Electric Locomotive Running Competition.
SPECIAL NOTICE—CONVERSAZIONE
(February
26th), at Caxton Hall, Victoria Street, “'estminster.
Exhibit
Mr.
T.
Secretary,
Norman
Gilbert
—_The
Will be pleased to- hear from readers of' this paper:
whether members of the Society or not. having
high-class models of any description, and who
would like the opportunity
of exhibiting
their
work at this well~known annual gathering of ﬁrst
class
of workmanship.
specimens
The Exhibit
is_“ Normanhurst,"
Secretary's address
Crow
stone Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
Visas—Monday, January 25th, at two o’clock:
To the Nine Elms \Norks of the London & South
‘Nestern Railway; members wishing to join the
must notify
the
Secretary immedialely.
party
uesday, February 7th, at ﬁve o’clock: To Messrs.
Meux's Brewery, Tottenham Court Road; noti
ﬁcations to reach the Secretary three days prior
to that date—Full particulars of the Society and
forms of application for membership will be sent on
receipt of a post-card addressed to the Secretary,
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
of

tages of the bichromate cell; but it differs in this
respect—that the zinc may be left in the solution
and will not be attacked, as it is in the ordinary
This description of a
form of bichromate cell.
simple cell, found by ex eriment, may perhaps
interest 13. Isaacs or any 0 your readers, and some
may be able to improve upon it. Hoping my
little experience will be of value to some, I am,
0. SMITH.
yours truly,

Green,

5.1;.

Queries and Replies.
[Allenlmn is rspecmlly directedto the ﬁrst condition girm below,
and no mum will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
dirt/alienslhrrnn slaled. Lrllm conlaimng Qunics must bl
mrlrrd on the top left-hand corner 0/ the envelope“Query
szartmnl." No othermailersbut More relatingto ﬂu Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Querieson sub/cal:within the SCOP!0/ [his journal are replied to
by post undcr the following nondu'ions:—(r) Queries dealing
on
with distinct subwrts should be written on diﬁennl 5111);,
on: Shit 0/ Mr paper only, and Ike sender'sMm: uusr be in
scribd on the back. (2) Oucries should be accompanied,
when.” possible,will fully dimensionedSkclclirs,and (or/:
sf’rmdrnlsarr rcmmmtndedto Map a copy of their Queriesfor
n/rrrncl(i) A stampedaddressedenvelop: (no! past-card)
should invariably be enclosed,and also a " Queriesand Replica
Coupon" rul out from the ddvrrh'smml page: 0/ Hi: current
issue. (4) Querieswill be answrml as early as possible:after
ran/1t, but an mtmal o! 0 km daysmust usually elapsebefore
the Reply can b: lorwardad. (5) Conn-Ponder“ who require
an answerinsertedm this columnshould undaslami that some
malts mus! claps: bz/orz th¢ Reply can be published. The
inscrli'on of Rapid: in this column cannot be guaranlud.
(6) All Queriesshouldb: addresszdto The Edilor, Tue Merm.
Euoinum, 26—29,Poppin‘r Court, Flea 51nd, London, 15.6.]
The Iollowi are selecled{mmthe Queries which havebun rzpllrd
lo rec: y :—
[10,6611'The Railway Wheel on :1 Curve.
A. H. S.
writes: While running round a curve at Mitcham at high
(Surrey) noticed sparks ﬂying from between the inside rail and
speed
whcel on some six-wheelers. Was this caused by the outside

The Society of Model Engineers
meeting of the Society was held
at the Cripplegate Institute on January 8th,
1909, Mr. John Wills, jun., taking the chair,
and upwards of ninety members being present.
The minutes of the last meeting having been
read by the Secretary, and announcements of future
meetings and visits made, the Chairman stated
that Dr. William Wilson (of China), who was now
on a short visit to England, had kindly consented
to give the members an account of his electrical
students in a
work among Chinese
instruction
district r,5oo miles from the coast.
(An account
of Dr. Wilson's work appeared in the pages of this
In view of the
journal on September 20th, 1906.)
interest taken by Dr. Wilson in amateur-made
electrical instruments, the Chairman requested that
all members having such should bring them to the
meeting on February 1st for Dr. Wilson’s inspection.
On the motion of the Chairman, Dr. William \Vilson
Member
elected
an Honorary
was unanimously
of the Society during his stay in England.
The formal business of the evening having been
speedily concluded, the Rummage Sale of tools.
materials, and sundries of all kinds for
models,
mechanical work, comprising 100 lots, occupied
Very nearly all
the remainder of the evening.
of, mostly at fair prices.
the lots were disposed
a very jovial evening
As usual on these occasions,
was spent.
ist:
February
Forum: Mnermcs.—Monday.
Lecture. by Dr. William Wilson (illustrated by
original slides), on his electrical work among
It is particularly requested
students.
Chinese
that all members having electrical instruments or
apparatus of any description will bring them to
The subject of the Workmanship
this meeting.
Competition for this meeting is steam engines of
A large number
any type (ﬁnished or unﬁnished).
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wheel going further than the lnﬂde wheel, thereby causing the
latter to slip? (No brakes on).
This is due to ﬂange friction. If you make a sketch of a loco
motive wheel whereit bearson the rail you will seethat the ﬂange
crossesthe top line of the rail at B. The only true rolling action
is at the tread. The ﬂange is actually travelling in a contrary
(llﬂ‘CllOnto the engineat its lowest point A, and it stands to reason
that on a curve when one or more ﬂanges are bearing hard up

m;
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against the rail there is considerablefriction, and this sometimes
is sufﬁcient to abrade both rail and tyre and cause sparks to fly.
The whole shaded area on sketch is thereforelikely to be rubbing
when the ﬂangeis pressedup against the side of the rail.
[20,660] Field Tubes,
]. F. (Forfar) writes: Would you
kindly oblige me with a detailed description of a ﬁeld tube and
circulating tube? How does the water act, and in what way is
circulating tube ﬁxed ? This sketch is from a back number and
there is no description of it in the article. Would you kindly
say if ri-in. cycle tubing would do for flue tubesfor a boiler (working
pressure45 lbs. per sq. in.), expandedin ?

January at, r909.

expect ? (6) Approximate if I add anothercylinder of same size ?
(7) Size of boiler in the latter case? (8) Steam pressuresuitable ?
(r) We should require full drawings of the existing parts to
enableus to rc—design
the engine. (2) We do not see how lap can
be added to the valve with the given travel of the eccentric. (3) “Fe
cannot say; probably about 300 r.p.m. (4) You do not give the
bore of the cylinder. This is important. We do not advise a
smaller boiler than a myby 30 vertical multitubular. Coal-ﬁred
for driving a lathe. The size of the enginemay vary considerably.
(5) We cannot say without further particulars. (6) This would
be unwise. Do not forget that the boiler is the wurce of the power.
(7) The boiler must be ﬁrst consideration. It decently made

INNER TUBE.
5|LV£R 30L DERE o.
2 06 6 0
Fro. r.-—Paoposnn

" Frau) ” Tuna.

The circulation is very simple. The heat of the ﬁre causes the
water in the annular space betweenthe inner and outer tubes to
rise, and the colder water in boiler passesdown the inner tube to
take its place and rises through the annular space between the
tubes,as shown in Fig. 2. The sketch you send (Fig. i) is quite
clear, but we do not think that in the light of modern experience
it is wise to put the pins holding the inner tube also through the

Fro. 2.

Fro. ‘4. —I NNBR

Fro. 3.-—IuPnovrm
" Frau) ” Tuna.

Tuna.

any enginewithin certain limits will do. (8) What you can main
tain. It should not be lower than 20 lbs., or higher than, say.
80 lbs. The steamports are not accordingto best practice. Read
up back issues of an: MODEL ENGINEER.
Design.
C. I. T. (Southsea) writes:
[20.3721 Transformer
Will you pleasehelp me with the following? I want to the 8 c.-p.
25-volt lamps on roe-volt main (alternating current). Will you
please let me have a rough sketch, quantity and size of wire. to
make a small auto-transformer for each lamp? I have your
book, “ Alternating Currents Simply Explained," also a few years

‘CIRCULATION

‘\ GCREYliD

or
WATER
m A
" FIELD " TUBE.

VIZ/III.
outer tube. Instead of the arrangement shown in sketch sent
(Fi . r) we would solder the cross pins in the inner tube only,
their length being slightly less than the internal diameter of the
outer tube. The sketches(Figs. 3 and 4) show the details of con
struction. Sometimes the inner tube is provided with a ﬂanged
top to prevent the downward currents being disturbed by the
at A. We
upward rush of steam and water, as shown in Fig.
do not think that cycle tube is any good, as you wi l have some
difﬁculty in expanding in the tubes unless you can get inside the
boiler. The tube should be thick enough to screw into the shell
and the bottom plugs should be brazed in (see Fig. 5).
[20,639] Small Steam Plant. A. W. (Morley) writes: I
have bought a small steam engine,partly ﬁnished, and think that
someof the dimensionsare disproportionate. They are: Cylinder,
total length inside, 4i ins.; size of ports—steam, 5-32nds in. by
in 2PXhaust,5-3zndsin. by 9-32ndsin. ; clearancebetween
9-32r1d5
steamand exhaust ports, i in. ; travel of eccentric,f in. ; ﬂywheel,
ins;
weight,
8
5} lbs.; crank, 1} ins. Will you kindly tell me
(r) The best sizes for the various parts? (2) How much lap to
any?
allow, it
(3) Best speed for running? (4) Size of boiler
required to keep her running for a reasonabletime, doing work
such as driving lathe? (5) Approximate brake horse-power to

I

i

Em]

\Bm'mra
PLUG

Fro. 5.-Da'rarr.s or OU-rnn

Tum.

of Tn! Monrn. Exormrea, but can ﬁnd nothing in them to help
me ; 25 is the.only voltage that I can obtain 8 c.~p.lamps in. The
lowest candle-powerin roo volts is 25 (metallic ﬁlament).
Use for core.ordinary plain ring stampings,4 ins. outsidediameter
and 2) ins. inside diameter, built up to a thickness of 1} ins.
Primary winding should consist of 800 turns of No. 22 S.W.G.
n.c.c. copperwire, about } lb. wound on in severallayers. Second
ary winding may be 200 turns of No. 18 n.c.c. (about r0 02s.).
This will serve for all your lamps. it would be absurd to make a
separatetransformer for each lamp.

J. D. A. (Seven
[20,900] L.N.W.R. Tank Locomotives.
it you can inform me whether
oaks) writes: I shall be
obliged L.N.W.R. tank No. 44 (or 528)
working drawings of ten-wheeed
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have been published and where 1 can obtain same? Also whether
has appeared as supplement of Loco
rolonred plate of above
“ The Model Locomotive "
motive .Magazi'ne In
Mr. H. Greenly
it says that coiled spring of small diameter is obtainable in o-in.
lengths. i shall be obliged if you can tell me where such can be
had ?
In reply to your letter, working drawings of the L.N.W.R. tanks
have not been published in any engineeringmagazine. The engine
has not been the subject of a coloured plate in the magazinemen
tioned. You will“ ﬁnd some drawings of the bogie in the articles
Chats on Model LocomotiveS,’ in our second
under heading,
ioo7 volume, issue No. 335. Septemberjz6th. You can get the
spring at Buck's, Holborn Viaduct.
S. A. (Wolver
[20.81.81 Winding 40-watt Dynamo.
hampton) writes: I am making a model dynamo. I have made

7i

(1) At 1,000 revolutions and :50 lbs. pressureyou may reckon
that the enginewill develop zi.h.-p.; but if the engineis not built
to do this work, it will not be wise to attempt it.
We would
recommend half the boiler pressure and two-thirds the speed.
(2) Diameterof H.-P. pistonvalve may be i in. or i in. : t..-P.piston
_valve,1*"15. or 1) ins. (3) Passagesshould be in. wide. Brass
is not a suitable material for theliner: employmild steel. (4) Cool
ing surfaceshould be about half that of the heatingsurfaceof boiler.
The amount of circulating water required will be.twenty to thirty
times that evaporatedby the boiler. (5) The steampump is of no
use if you are going to work the engine at the intended steam
pressureand speed. Do not run the pump at a much higher speed
than 500 revolutions unless you make special provision for this.
(6)_Air pump should have onesixth the capacity of the H.-P.
cylinder. (7)“ you are going to develop 2 i.h.-p. such a boiler
Will be useless. (8) Design the boiler ﬁrst and calculating on
1'5 cub. ms. of water per 100sq. ins, of heatingsurfaceand design
an engineto suit. \-\’eightis one of the chief considerations. You
would want a 12-ft. boat to accommodate.
the plant you intended
when you ﬁxed on the dimensions of the engine mentionedin
paragraph 1. (9) We cannot say; everything depends on the
quality of the workmanship. Design is. of course, an important
matter, but is secondary. We should say a ri-in. and il-in. by
ii-in. engine would do all you require. Rememberthe engine is
simply the medium. The boiler is the sourceof the power.

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor revtewunder this heading
sampks and Particulars of new tools,apparatus,and materials
for arnatmr use. It must be understoodthat thesera-i'm-sare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no Payment0/ any kind
being requiredor accepted. The Editor reserve:the right to
criticise or commandaccordingto the rnertts0/ the goodssub
nuttcd,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not 0/ suﬂici'enttrite-rest
to his readers.)
° Ra'iews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspection0/ thegoodsnoticed.

,,______ __—__1
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a sketch of my armature bore and magnetsand should be pleased
if you would tell me what wire and how much to get for both my
armature and magnet. There are twelve slots on the core. The
armature is 2 ins. wide. Sketchesare half full-size.
The dynamo is of about 40 watts size. You do not say what
voltage or amperage you wish. We suggestthat a useful machine
for general purposes could be had by winding it to give about

‘An inexpensive Fire Alarm.
.
‘Those who would like to instal an automaticelectricﬁre alarm in
their housesor businesspremisesmay beinterestedto knowof a com
paratively inexpensiveform of apparatuswhich has recently been
Co., 23, Great St. Helen‘s.
Dallison
introduced by Messrs.W.
shown in
London, E.C. The general appearance.of the.alarm
the accompanyingillustration. The. plunger, which projects from
the bottom of the case.is kept in position by a disc of wax compo
sition, which will collapseas soon as temperatureof from 90 dogs.
a

No 2084'6

_I.

vaﬂy

b—o
--—<)-—- — - ——~—<i—-——-—--—

Quzn/ N°20648

is

is

reached. As soon as the disc collapses,
to too degs. Fah.
the plunger falls and causescontacts inside the dust-proof case to
complete an electric circuit and thus ring an alarm bell. The
warning bell may be placed anywhereon the premises,and each
alarm apparatus sufficientfor a room 20 ft. by 20 ft., or its equi
valent ﬂoor space. These.alarms may be ﬁtted to the ordinary
electric bell circuit of the house; in which case, the bell indicator
at Onceshows the room where the ﬁre is situated. For thosewho
prefer to put up separateinstallations completeoutﬁts of alarms,
bell, and all necessarymaterials are supplied.

i

i

at
a

a

'5-ln. Faceplates.
particularly
Owners of small lathes Will be glad to learn that
good line of 5-in. faceplateshas been placed on the market
in.
very moderateprice. They may be had, screwed in. or
R. Beesley, 34, Bastwell Road, Blackburn.
Whitworth, from
J.

4 amps. at to volts. For this, try winding the. armature with
No. 20 S.\V.G. wire, putting on as much as you can—about 5 ozs.
For field use No. 20 again, putting on about 2) lbs. Connect in
shunt.
L. G. C. (North
[20,760] Model steamboat Machinery.
wich) writes: I am constructing a compound condensing marine
engine to the following _sizesz—ii.-P. cylinder, 1} ins. diameter;
L.-l". cylinder, 2} ins. diameter; stroke, 1} ins.; r.p.m., 1,000:
cranks at right angles; receivercapacity equal to volume of n.-P.
cylinder; boiler pressure, 150 lbs. _per sq. in.. and should be
gratin] if you can tell me (i) The indicated horse-powerit will
dew-lop?
(z) Diameters of piston valves_ required for each
cylinder ? (3) Sizes of steam passagesto cylinders? (The valve
cylinder will be a brass liner With square holes to open all round.)
(4) (fooling surface in condenser (5) l proposeto use a separate
steamdonkey pump for feed. Sizes—steam cylinder, l in. diam.
by x-in. stroke ; diameter of ram, 1 in. \Vhat speedwill this have
to run to iced boiler ? (6) Diameter of air pump (Edwards' type)
worked from crosshead_of H.-P. cylinder? (7) Heating surface
with vaporisedparafﬁn.
for boiler (two-furnace pinnacetype),
(5) Dianth and length of such a boiler as above? (q) At what
smed approximately would engine.drive an 8-ft. boat of ﬁne
lines ?

The Model Engineer
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The Editor‘s Page.
E now

have pleasure in publishing the results
our Competition for the fastest speed
boats of 1908. Although the entries are
much fewer in number than usual, they include some
remarkable performances. as the ﬁgures below will
show.
Steam has this year reasserted its superiority
over petrol, and Mr. Tcaguc with his Inrubns has set
the model motor boating world a hard nut to crack
The performance of the Folly shows that the model
hydroplane is a factor to be reckoned with in future
speed contests, and those who remember
seeing the
exceptional speed shown by this craft for a few
moments at the Wembley Park Regatta will not be
surprised to learn that under more favourable
running conditions she has done the excellent
Mr. Smith with his
performance recorded below.
Belvedcre has just beaten the highest speed recorded
last year, but as will be seen, even this is a long
The following are
way behind the new records.
the results :—
CLAss A (5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft.).
No Entries.
Crass B (3 ft. 4 ins. to 5 ft. 6 ins.).
(1) MR. Hensanr Teanun's steamer Incubus, 4 ft.
8 ins. L.\V.L.
15-05 miles per hour.
(Silver _
Medal.)
(2) MR. W. J. SMITH'S petrol boat Be'luedere, 4 ft.
9-73 miles per hour.
9 ins. L.W.I..
(Bronze
of

Medal.)
F. N. HALL'S petrol boat Nomh, 5 ft.
L.W.L. 7-57 miles per hour. '(Certi/imle.)
Crass C (3 ft. 4 ins. and under).
DELvns-Bnoucn'ron's
and HERBERT
MR.
W.
TEAGUE’s steam
hydroplane Folly,
3 ft.
L.W.L.
(Silver Mvdal.
13-9 miles per hour.
Some
competitors wished to enter their boats
for all classes over their L.\V.l.., but we think the
fairest thing is to limit each boat to its own class
The prizes are the same value in each case, and if
the smaller boats succeed in beating the big ones,
We shall publish fuller
the glory is none the less.
particulars of the successful boats in an early issue,
and meanwhile tender our very hearty congratula
tions to the competitors for_the really brilliant results
accomplished. The way in which
they have
model boat speeds have advanced since these com
petitions were ﬁrst inaugurated is a striking testi
mony to the ingenuity and ability which the various
competitors have year by year brought to bear upon
\Ve do not think ﬁnality in speeds
the subject.
but this year‘s records will
has yet been reached,
not be easily beaten.
(3) MR. C.

U
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V. C. C. (Muswell Hill) writes 1—“ May I trespass
on your space to ask whether there are any readers
interested in Model Theatres? Although hardly
ever seen, I think that unfailing interest could be

and

Electrician.
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19,“).

obtained in making the curtains work by electro
motors, mechanical means of raising and lowering
of stage,
water tanks, resistances for
lighting eﬁccts, etc."
We shall be pleased to hear
from any readers who have extended their model
making efforts in this direction.
sections

Answers to Correspondents.
C. W.‘ B. (Plymouth).—The
book about which you
enquired is probably ‘ Artiﬁcial and Natural
Flight," by Sir Hiram Maxim. it is published at
'
<s. net.

M. F. (New South \Vales).—(l) Why not have one
seems much
pump ? This
more
referable.
About l-in. stroke is suitable. (2) Yes.
Please
comply with Query Department Rules.
R. B. V. (Coventry).——Rewind
armature with two
layers No. 18 S.W.G.
Please comply \\ ith rules
of Query Department.

Notices.
The Editor invites mrrespondenecand original contributions on
all amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intendml
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the pafr!
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender'snameand address. I!
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, Whtlllrr
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
panicd by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event 1-1
rejection. Readersdesiring to we the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. p»?
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be male lw
Postal ()rrler.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How 10 Anonss errsns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the papvr,
and all newapparatus.inu pricelists &c., for review,to M address~d
“
to fur: Enirox.
The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin‘s Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedto Tn: Am'ER'risellur MANAGKR," The Model EllEl'
near," 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
All subsnriplions and correspondencerelating to sols of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8‘ (20.,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico ' Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscription: from theseoountris should be addressed.
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Aé B.H.P. Water Motor.
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and
at each end
pointed
The length of
90°.
is
the shaft over-all
thus having
15 ins.,
length of 10 ms.
The
[0 drive from.
buckets
B are made
of brass, and are 1%ins.
a divi
wide, having
sion down the middle
PARTS OF
B.H.P.
of the bucket so that
the water is thrown
back 05 each side of the wheel.
_
have two 3-ibths-in.
The buckets B each
screws,
for ﬁxmg
for No.
holes countersunk
in. from
They project
to wood drum C.
wood
ins.
drum C, and the wheel when complete
diameter and the water impinging at the centre of the
ins.
There
bucket making a working circle of
The bearings are composed of two
are 12 buckets.
ins. base,
brackets,
in. to centre,
cast-iron
in. wide, and mounted on two wood blocks, I'm.
in.,
wide,
ins. thick; bore
ins. long, and
in. through to
tor about
in. up, and tapped
receive {-in. screw G.
in.
turned
a loose brass conical centre
diameter,
in. long. made to ﬁt easy in kin. hole
in bracket E, and countersunk with 90° point of

]
is

.A.

i

diameter,

is

all over and
to shaft
pegged
The shaft A 15
in.

baseboard.
The wood drum, when ﬁxed to shaft and buckets,
was balanced to ensure steady running.
then got
wood box, 19 ins. by
12 ins. by
ins. and
turned
wrong side
up and ﬁxed the bear
on the top, the
ings
centre
of the
shaft
from the
baseboard
ins.
being
The small wood box
to cover the wheel is
13 ins. deep and 9} ins.
by 4} ins., and made
of i-iu. wood, and two
in
kin. holes bored
tor shaft A to pass
through, and is ﬁxed
to baseboard
by four
angle brackets.
The
baseboard
is
in.
thick, and
all in one
WATER Moron.
with
a
hole cut
piece
in 9&- ins. by 4} ins. to
receive box.
The two conical bushes
are now
placed in the two cast-iron brackets 15, and shaft A
passed through on side of box cover and wheel
drum placed on shaft, then through the other side
of box cover and placed in the conical bushes and.
adjusted by screws G, and drum Cis then ﬁxed to
shalt A. The shalt A can now be moved about
in. by regulating i-in. screws G. The nozzle
marked
made up of a piece of copper pipe about
6ins. long, screwed the full length
in. gas thread,
'tapped up on end {-in. thread, to receive nipple
bored fin. diameter hole, the other end lelt for
rubber pipe from the tap.
experienced
some
diﬁiculty in making a water-tight joint Willi the
rubber tube and tap, but
found the clip
had
made (shown at L) to work very well when
or
made

i

which

screws.

turned

The j-ln. screws
r3-32nds drill to receive shaft A.
G are for adjusting to take up the wear and tear,
and the holes in the cast-iron brackets
are for
oiling the centres.
The brackets
have each two
{It-in. holes drilled in them to hold them down to the

it

illustrations
show an
accompanying
water motor, which I have made
in my spare time at. a very small cost, and
which is being used for driving a small dynamo. _
The wheel is made up of a wood drum C, 5 ins.
diameter, 1% ins. wide, bored out e}in. in the centre
The drum is
to receive shaft A, § in. diameter.
trued up on its own centre.
A small cast-iron
boss bracket
(D) 15
ﬁxed on to the wood
drum (bored out {Lin.)
three
with
wood
} b.h.p.
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The copper pipe is held in position
18 G sheet steel.
by a cast-iron boss bracket tapped out i-in. gas
and a i-in. gas lock nut, marked K, is tixed on
the back of the box.
In ﬁnding the velocity of the
water I ran water for three minutes and found the
volume passed in three minutes, and I divided by
160 to ﬁnd volume in I sec. and I again divided
in. in feet, which gave me the
by the area of
velocity, about 61 to 64 ft. per sec. I found the
speed with a small worm about i-~in. diameter and
a worm wheel.
The worm wheel had 43 teeth, thus the worm
having to make 43 revolutions to the worm wheel’s l
I connected
the copper tube
in
(see sketch).
I turned
bracket by a rubber tube to the tap.
on the tap fulland the drum made about 1,290

T

the commencement of a new year a. business
ﬁrm usually does two things. According
to a friend of the writer, it is ﬁrst engaged
in ﬁnding out the extent of the loss which has
been made during the past year; -afterwards the
head devotes himself to thinking out new lines of
for the future. The writer sincerely
business
hopes that his professional model-making readers
who may be engaged in the ﬁrst-named occupation
have experienced a disappointment and have found
the loss to be on the other side, so to speak—in
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Model Making for Commercial
and Advertising Purposes.
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Snowmc GENERAL ARRANGEMENT or
to [.300 r.p.m., thus the velocity of the 6-in. working
circle being about 31 it. per second, or half the
To count the revolutions I
speed of the water.
marked one of the teeth with a piece of paper
to the centre of the worm wheel.
The hearings in which shaft A runs prevent
any side play, and the conical brass bushes being
free to rotate, diminish a certain amount oi friction
I have been using the two bearings
on the shaft A.
{or about three months, and they have run sweet,
The weight of the
and given every satisfaction.
shaft and wheel when complete is 4 lbs., the greater
part of the weight being in the rim of the wheel.
I shall be pleased to answer any further inquiries
regarding the above and to make anything clear
which is not so.
THB Hydraulic Works authorities of the Swedish
Government have provisionally adopted a project
for the construction of a canal from Lake Waenern
to the Kattegat, says the Mechanical World. Final
two alternative pro
between
choice is necessary
According to one proposal, the canal
posals.
and will cost
will have a depth of 3 metres
kroner, and, according to the other,
26,000,000
it will have a depth of 7 metres and will cost
87,000,000 kroner.

i
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tact, to be a proﬁt. This pleasant kind of dis
appointment need not, however, deter them from
further efforts towards progress.
Even professional
model makers cannot afford to remain still; they
"
must
go on or go under."
The utility of models for purposes other than
that of amusement is more apparent than ever:
they are employed in quite a wide range of sub
jects, for demonstrations in science and educa
tion, for experiment and for commerce; but are
they used to anything like the extent to which
they are applicable for what may be called the
Is there
simple object of obtaining business?
not here a good ﬁeld to be exploited by model
makers?
Have they realised
or attempted to
extend their talents in this direction?
Every
commercial traveller has his own ideas as to the
best way in which he can obtain orders.
Some
bring samples with them, some bring catalogues,
others bring neither. and merely hand in a card.
Probably the majority would carry a sample it
they could. Somewhere there is an advertisement
showing a picture of a spick-andspan
traveller
carrying a. heavy machine upon his shoulder and
The advertisement is to the
entering an ofﬁce.
cﬂect that the ﬁrm’s traveller cannot bring the
machine with him. but that you may come and
see it at their showrooms.
The inference is that
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would prefer to send a sample with their
traveller it they could, but “as it is too heavy,
will you kindly call at our showrooms and have
" This is a lame way of seeking busi
a look at it P
ness, and so is the method of handing in catalogues.
Busy people do not look at catalogues until they
want a thing ; but to wait for this is marking time.
As the Jew said (all praise to him as a salesman) :
“
Ven I sell a coat to a man vot vants a coat,
dot's noding ; put ven I sells a coat to a man
vot don't vant a coat, dot's pizness."
When a traveller calls upon a man and merely
brings some price-lists, he is either not interviewed
at all, or the lists are received out of courtesy to
A traveller,
the traveller, put away, and forgotten.
especially with a novelty, scarcely expects to obtain
More likely, he hopes to interest
an order at once.
someone in his goods for the moment, and cause
This can be best achieved
them to be remembered.
A
by showing the actual thing or a model of it.
catalogue only bores the prospective purchaser,
it he listens to the exPlanation at all; he has to
"
think in the solid“ and form a mental picture
which he has never seen before,
of something
whilst the traveller tries to make him understand
The actual
the shape of parts A and B, etc.
most people
thing or a model is very different;
It shows
are interested by a well-made model.
at once the special features, is easy to comprehend,
it
and
remains
upon the memory. Further,
elucidates catalogues and other matter which may
be sent by post alterwards.
There must be many articles which could be
advertised
by travellers in this way. Not only
tools, but engines,
valve gears and governors,
motors oi various kinds, lifting tackle,
pumps,
gears, boilers, bearings, pulleys, cranks, pistons,
trucks,
and the whole multitude of mechanical
The method of soliciting business by
appliances.
means oi catalogues and printed matter is so ancient
and general that probably few ﬁrms have thought
of equipping their travellers with models of goods
which are too large or too heavy for carrying by
hand.
If the possibilities of assistance by attrac
tive models in advertising their goods were impressed
there should be a
upon them by model makers,
Originality and
good demand for such models.
is probably necessary on the part of
enterprise
He would have to think out
the model maker.
style and method of making the models so that
and illustrative capability
durability
cheapness,
Merely to approach a ﬁrm with the
were secured.
“
Please do you want a model made of
request,
" would
such
a
probably receive
your crane P
we have plenty of
reply as—“ No, thank you;
iﬁc statement
But a s
excellent photographs."
would gain
0i the advanta es which travelers
with them, backed up by an
by taking mode
a
that so-and-so have developed
announcement
speCial system of making illustrative models, and
so on, would have a chance of bringing along an
a firm

order.
There should be a good run of business to be
obtained by model makers in this direction, but
The
something on original lines must be oﬂered.
periect scale model of South Kensington Museum
type is too expensive, and is not the thing which
The dominant
would be usually ordered or wanted.
feature should be illustrative capacity, with sufﬁ
cient wear-resisting power to stand the use for which
it is intended; it should be nice looking, and not
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clumsy. Many parts could be dummy;
iron and
steel could be largely replaced by some easily
worked non-rusting alloy.
_ The question of weight is an important one; it
is very fatiguing to carry, say :0 lbs. weight about
all day. A traveller selling electric motors or
dynamos, for example, is practically
dobarred
from showing even a small sample of his goods,
unless they are toys, owing to weight.
But he
could have a capital illustrative scale model, with
the_heavy parts replaced by an aluminium alloy;
various parts could be made to open or readily
detachable to show any special features of con
It would not run, but the catalogue
struction.
picture is no better in this respect, and, after all,
the customer knows that he can only judge of
the working of a machine when it is being tested
under actual service conditions.
There would be no need for a model of, say, an
engine lathe, to be made with cast-iron bed, and
so on.
The traveller probably wants to explain
the feed mechanism or driving gear;
this part
would be complete in detail. The other parts about
which there was nothing special—the poppet head,
for instance—could be dummy ; but would be there
and look the thing outside, just to make the model
complete and pleasing in appearance.
There is evidence
that ﬁrms are beginning to
wake up to the commercial use of models—not
only that they are of value in the hands of their
travellers, but that they lend themselves to photo
graphy for Ldescriptive
pamphlets better than
large objects.
The question of first cost should be seriously
studied. Model makers must advance with the
times,
devising methods of economising labour—
for that is usually the costly item in model making—
by the use of up-to-date tools and appliances.
Model engineering, both as a business
and a
hobby has made astonishing progress sincethe
advent of THE Monni. ENGINEER,
and there
can be little doubt that it is far from having
its full idevelopment
in either direction.
reached
The somewhat contemptuous air with which the
word "model" was formerly regarded in connec
tion with engineering has almost, if not quite,
disappeared, and the professional model maker
can look forward to a widening market for his
Whilst maintaining his
talents and resources.
efforts to cater ior amateurs, inventors, and experts,
let him not neglect to turn his thoughts to the
wants of the commercial man ; after all, in sordid
much wealth circulates.
commerce

New Models at the Royal
Scottish Museum, Edinburgh.

O

NE

of the most interesting of the exhibits
which have been added during 1908 to the
collections in the Machinery Hall of the
Royal Scottish Museum, says the Scotsman, is a.
case containing working models of two diﬁerent
types of valve gears, as applied to locomotives.
Valve gears regulate the admission of steam into
and its exhaust from the cylinders of engines,
and some of them also enable the engines to be
reversed.
Gears of the latter type are necessary
locomotives, steamship and
on winding engines,
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One of the models represents
other engines.
the
Stephenson valve gear, as ﬁtted on the huge loco
motives recently constructed for the North British
The other model illustrates Walschaerts’
Railway.
gear, which has been adopted by the Great Northern
Railway Company, London, for their new four
compound locomotives—a
cylinder
type which
is rare in Britain, but common in other countries.
The cylinder and valve chest are in section, and
arrangements are made whereby the visitor may
set the valve gear in the positions suitable for for
ward or backward running of the engine.
He is
thus enabled to study the relation of the various
to
one
another
of
the
under
gear
parts
every
variety of working conditions.
It is a somewhat singular fact
that, while the Stephenson valve
gear, invented in 1842, is almost
universally used on British loco—
motives, the gear invented in 1844,
a Belgian railway
by W'alschaerts,
engineer, is largely adopted in Con
tinental countries and in America.
The simplicity of the Stephenson
gear and the complicated nature of
be at
the \Valschaerts gear will
the
noted on examining
once
These two gears illustrate
models.
a noteworthy point of difference
in the general engineering practice
of this country as compared with
that of other countries. In Britain
much attention is paid to sim licity,
and neatness of design and ewness
of parts, whereas on the (‘ontinent
these
America
and in
points
there
receive
but little consideration,
being a
general tendency towards the use of complicated
This tendency is particularly marked
mechanisms.
in locomotive construction.
Amongst other important additions to the engi
neering collections is a model of a hydraulic accumu
lator, which has just been placed in the section
Such accumulators are
devoted to hydraulics.
used to give pressure in hydraulic mains or pipes.
An accumulator consists essentially of a. vertical
cylinder fitted with a rod or ram which is very
heavily weighted. Water is pumped into the
bottom of the cylinder and raises the loaded ram.
The weight or pressure of the ram on the water
gives the desired water pressure, which is communi
cated through hydraulic mains to any place where
water pressure is required. These mains are to be
found, for instance in ship- and bridge-building,
yards, the water pressure being mainly required
tor use in the hydraulic machines which rivet
together the plates of the ships and bridges in course
of construction.
In addition to the models already described, a
illustrating
considerable number of specimens
parts of complete machines haVe been added to
These include
the collection of machine details.
examples of rope, belt, and haulage pulleys, eccen
of
trics,
and hydraulic packings. The models
rope pulleys show diﬂerent types used to transmit
pulley
power by cotton ropes, while .the haulage
exhibited is specially adapted for power trans
mission from the engine to the wire rope or cable in
a cable haulage system.
Some excellent illustrations of other
peared in these pages a short time ago.

models
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A Tubular Gong.
“

ETAGRON.”
By
HE following is a description, with drawmgs.
scale
of an
easily constructed ordinary
Procure a piece of white or other
gong.
wide,
wood, 23 ins. long, 101} ins.
and 4} in. thick.
Smooth it down, and then size it ready for staining.
Saw of:
When dry, out it out to shape shown.
two pieces of wood to form struts for top and bottorr.
over which the catgut is stretched.
Thesc pieces
Also cut two
are io§ ins. by 1} ins. by i- in.
back,
more pieces for the
of same stuﬂ‘, 8 ins. long.
Screw two stud screws sideways to take the catgur
one,
and make two notches _:§ ins.
on the top front

Fig.2.

l
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On the lower one make the notches 6% ins.
Screw these pieces on to the board, having
made two holes in the lower one at the back for
catgut to pass through. Make a hole for tightening
Screw on a piece of
screw in the top back strut.
brass to hang up by, and make another similar
for tightening the catgut, as shown. A leg can
be hinged on to the board at the back, like an easel
if preferred.
Having sized all over and let it dry
varnish with an oak varnish stain and leave to dry
When dry, string on the catgut, which should be
a stout 'cello string, and tighten up.
The tubes are next to be cut from a length of
brass-cased curtain rod to dimensions below .
in. extra for each must be allowed for error ;
Fsharp=iii ms;
ow D=i3 ins.; 13:12} ins.;
G=11i>ins.; A=10§ ins. ; B=l0 ins. ;

apart.
apart.

C sharp=9l ins. ; D=9§
A bridge should be made across

ins.

the centre 0:
the board, as shown,
to support tubes of }-in.
stufi tapered upwards to f in. thick. The brass
cased tube should measure exactly 1 in. outside.
I have found these tubes vary to a slight extent,
and they consequently give more trouble in tuning
In one gong I made I ran out of the Mn. exact
outside tubes, and getting some for the remaining
four tubes, they measured 47~48ths in., and gave
me far more trouble than the ﬁrst four.
However.
given
if 4} in. is allowed over the measurements
the tubes can be ﬁled down to the proper note.
first,
Cut the low D
suspend it with a piece of
twine;
with piano.
strike it, and compare
It
will easily be found if it is ﬂat ; if so, shorten tube
by degrees by ﬁling. The same method is to be
with remaining tubes.
adopted
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The exact length for each tube cannot be given,
as the pitch of pianos vary, and quality of the tubes
The lengths I give are of my last
very much so.
gong, which is perfectly in tune with the piano.
As in many other things, the " trial-and-error"
principle is, in the tuning of this gong, the best.
Brass or copper tubes give out a far clearer note,
and especially solid-drawn tubes;
but they very
The curtain-rod type
materially add to the cost.
Steel
gives a very good
tone.
bicycle tubing
I have tried many
could also be used, I think.

ways of fastening on the tubes, and ﬁnd the simplest
is, as shown, by employing a " clove hitch " round
"
twine";
then a
the tube with tarred
seizing
"reef knot " on to the catgut, ﬁnishing the two
“
ends of! as a
half hitch."
The drawings (Figs. 4
“
and 5) show the
clove hitch " and the knots on
the catgut.
The hammer is made from a stout knitting
needle mounted in a handle one end and a lead bullet
covered with leather soldered on to the other.
In conclusion, I may say that tunes can easily
" D,"
be played on the gong in key of
and if there
should be anything in the construction not quite
clear, I shall be happy to give any help I can
through the Editor.

Inlet
Automatically - operated
Valves, Springs and Seatings.
By DENBIGH COLLETT.

OT\VITHSTANDING

boom the
mechanically operated inlet valve has re
ceived at the hands of the trade during
recent years, and the fashion set by car manu»
lecturers,
the automatic inlet valve is still very
much in evidence on motor-cycle engines, and. in
my Opinion, the large measure of favour extended
to it is well deserved.
Certain it is that if properly
designed and understood it is quite the equal of its
mechanical brother, and does not entail the extra.
set of gearing that is required by the latter, to say
nothing of the power absorbed in operating it.
It is with the desire of assisting those riders who
are not very clear on the matter of correct design
and adjustment
of automatically operated inlet
and springs that the following is here set
galves
own.

the

great

Taking ﬁrstly, the matter of design, the valve and
its seating should be at least one and a quarter
The
times the diameter of the exhaust valve.
reason for this is that it enables the ports in the
inlet valve seating to be of sufﬁciently large area.
the gas is not only given a freer
Consequently
e on its way to the cylinder head, but it is
also possible to obtain a quicker opening and closing
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of the valve, in consequence of the shorter lift that
can advantageously be given to it when it is of
suﬁicient proportions.
In cases where the inlet valve is as large as here
advocated, it is nearly always possible to limit its
lift to as little as 5-32nds or even } in.; thereby, of
course, securing the highest possible
speed of the
as
much as possible
by eliminating
engine
any "lagging," or late opening and closing of the
valve, which often occurs in engines where valves
.
of small diameter are used.
This “ lagging,” as is generally known, is most
detrimental to the speed and power of an engine,
and I believe the trouble it occasions is frequently
attributed to something else.
Small valves necessitate a long lift to enable the
cylinder to be ﬁlled, and when the engine is running
at high speed, part of the charge is lost on the com
pression stroke through the valve being unable to
return to its seat quickly enough.
In an attempt
to remedy this the tension of the spring is often
with the result that the valve is
strengthened,
closed
more
but the advantage thus
quickly;
gained is nearly outweighed by the late opening
that must occur in consequence of using a spring
that is unduly strong.
On the other hand, with a large valve and a spring
to
of correct tension, the valve will commence
open as soon as the suction effect of the piston over
balances the power of the spring, and has but little
distance to travel to Open fully, thus giving the
it can
the beneﬁt
of the fullest charge
engine
possibly obtain.
\Vith regard to the valve itself, this should be
made as lightly as is consistent with the strength
required to withstand the hammering action it is
subject to in its very rapid movements.
The ﬂat-seated inlet valve has the advantage that
it may be made of very light proportions with an
ample margin of strength, is somewhat less likely
to “ stick up," and if properly ground in, is just
as tight under compression as the cone-seated
It has also the additional recommenda
variety.
tion that it allows of larger ports in the valve seating,
as the width of the flat face all round need only be
in. instead of nearly is in., as I have often seen
coned seatings,
thus in the latter case reducing
the available space for the ports to very small
dimensions. This, of course, often causes "wire
As an instance of the
drawing" of the charge.
lightness to which a ﬂat-faced valve may be reduced, I have one in my possession, on a 2-h.p. engine, that
is 1} ins. diameter, the head is only {- in. thick (or
slightly less), and the stem 5-32nds in. diameter,
and its weight is 1}oz. This valve has run thousands
of miles and has never given the slightest trouble.
v It is also made in two parts, the stern having been
screwed into the head.
Many valve seatings leave much to be desired
in respect of the manner in which the ports are
drilled. Those that I particularly refer to have a
number of small holes drilled around the guide for
the valve stem.
These holes after a time get
partially closed up by a brown-coloured soot, and
in time this seriously interferes with the passage
of the gas.
A permanent remedy for this is to ﬁle
out the small bars between the holes, leaving only
three for the purpose of supporting the-guide.
Any amateur with the aid of a small round. tile
and a half~round one may alter a valve seating,
but care should be taken that the remaining bars

i
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are at least 3-i6ths in. thick, so as to apply support
to guide.
A further point that also as a rule receives very
little attention from the average
motor-cyclist
is the thickness of the washer used for the inlet
valve seating.
l have noticed on some engines
that where the inlet valve required considerable lift,
even although a large valve had been ﬁtted, the
valve has not projected far enough into the com
bustion chamber to give a direct passage to the gas.
Consequently, even although the valve opened at the
correct time, the gas was partially locked in by the
valve being surrounded by the metal walls of the
pocket.
Sometimes this is a result of design, and is some
times caused by the excessively thick copper and
asbestos portions stamped out of the sheet.
They
are thick and difﬁcult to compress,
even when
soaked in water.
The variety that are wound with
asbestos string are far preferable, as they are thinner
and adapt themselves
more perfectly to the in~
equalities of the surface they have to
render
"
gas-tight."
Often, too, the top ﬂange of the seating is the
cause of the valve not projecting far enough into
the combustion chamber.
Careful measurements
should be made to see just how far the valve does
reach down when the washer is in place.
If this is
not found to be sufﬁcient to allow the valve to open
right into the compression space, then part of the
metal of the ﬂange should be turned away. If,
however, the ﬂange is already no more than 3-16ths
in. thick, it will be necessary for a new seating to be
made
of
the
correct dimensions. Any motor
repairer or general engineer could turn one out for a
few shillings if the amateur does not possess a
lathe of his own, or has no friend that has one.
We now come to the question of springs.
There
are certain important points to be remembered
when
and
selecting
Given all other details
ﬁtting these.
correct, the springs may be the cause of considerable
loss of power if not properly proportioned to their
work.
When once a spring is obtained that gives
the best results it is advisable to make a note of
its length overall, the number and diameter of
coils, and size of wire, so that others may be ob
tained of exactly similar pattern for replacements.
Another point most useful to notice is the amount
of dead weight that will just move the valve off its
seat when the parts are assembled.
This. of course.
'varies with different engines, according to the size
and weight of the valve itself, and bore and stroke
of engine, but it is always constant for each particu
lar engine.
To ascertain this take the valve seating
between the ﬁngers, with valve head down, so that
the touch does not interfere with the movement of
the valve. and rest weights from kitchen scales on
the top of the valve stem, just supporting them from
falling with the other hand. It will then be readily
seen how much weight is needed to just move the
valve off its seat, and notes can be made accbrdingly.
I have found the information thus gained, when
Of course, no
trying various springs, of great use.
deﬁnite rules as to weight required for different
size engines can be given, as each case so largely
depends upon the various factors determined by the
However, for engines of, say, 2 h.-p.
engine itself.
to 4 h.-p. per cylinder, the range should be found
somewhere between 8 025. and 20 02s.
In selecting a spring it is well to observe that while
one of large diameter and comparatively
heavy
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gauge wire, and short in length, will allow the valve
to leave its seat with the same weight as a spring
of smaller coils, ﬁner wire, and greater length, the
latter will give far and away the better result.
This is because the lighter spring has more life
in its action. The heavier spring has to be short to
allow the valve to open at all, and before the valve
has moved far off its seat the resistance of the
spring is so great that the suction has not power
Whereas, with the spring of ﬁner
to open it fully.
wire and more coils, through being longer, it has
greater range of movement, and will open and close
much quicker than the shorter spring.
Another drawback of the heavy 5 ring is that
when put in
through being insufﬁciently compresse
position, it does not return the valve to its seat with
the same sharp, positive, action that the lighter and
longer one does, with consequent loss of part of the
When these conditions obtain it is
charge of gas.
quite possible to hear part of the gas being forced
back through the induction pipe on the compression
If this can be
stroke while the engine is running.
heard on any particular engine the spring should
be examined at once, and if necessary substituted
by one of greater length. smaller diameter coils,
and ﬁner gauge wire, when a marked improvement
in power will result.
I do not altogether agree with the practice of
clipping a coil off the spring that is too strong
to make it weaker.
A better way is to obtain
another spring wound of slightly ﬁner wire and of
the same length.
As stated above, this is in conse
of action of a spring
quence of the greater
range when put in position.
that is properly compresse
To sum up, the following are the points that
should be particularly noted :—
I. Diameter of valve and seating quite 1} times
as large as exhaust valve.
Lift of valve as little as possible—experiment
2.
will soon show how much is required for each
individual engine.
3. Lightness of valve makes for efﬁciency and
quick action.
4. Ports of seating should be as clear as possible.
" of
The flat
to prevent "wire drawing
charge.
seated valve has the advantage here.
should be as thin as
5. Washers for seatings
possible to allow the valve to open direct into the
combustion chamber, and not in an enclosed space
like the valve pocket. This may also be occasioned
by an incorrectly designed valve seating.
6. Springs should be of light gauge wire, with
small coils, and well compressed when in position.
“
staccato " action, which a compara
This gives a
tively heavy gauge wire spring lightly compreSsed.
with large coils, cannot do.
7. To weaken a spring do not clip coils off. get
a new spring of ﬁner wire and of the same length.
with weights and
8. Keep on experimenting
springs till you are sure you have got the best result,
when you will ﬁnd your engine equal to or superior
to any M.O.V. engine of same dimensions.

Messns. VICKBRS, Sous & MAXIM, LTD., have
recently issued a return of the vessels launched
The
at their Barrow shipyard during last year.
total tonnage is 12,487. The tonnage is low, the
ﬁrm state, because two large warships upon which
work has been proceeding will not be launched
until early this year.
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Parting Tools

W. DELves~BRoucnr0N.
In a recent article by "A. W. M." on parting
and parting tools, no mention was made of a parting
toolholder with an adjustable steady rest ﬁxed
to the toolholder itself in such a manner that if
there is any spring either in the tool or the work
This toolholder
both are bound to go together.
and steady rest is very simple to construct and can
be made from steel catings or even brass or gun
metal (see Fig. 2).
It is of the ordinary parting tool pattern with
the addition of an I. piece which stands vertically
Sliding on this is another angle
above the knife.
piece which, after the tool is adjusted in the tool
post, is lowered so as to come into ﬁrm contact
with the rod which is being cut off, and clamped
in position.
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In "Workshop Notes " of Jan. 2ist issue I men
tioned small moulding tools for use by hand—for
layer work, a spring tool ﬁxed in the slide-rest is in
but as these are rather difﬁcult to forge,
dispensable,
a. spring toolholder will be found a mOst useful
acquisition, and as its construction is simplicity
itself, the time spent on its manufacture will be
The one I use was formed out
repaid in no time.
of an old spring tool with a clamp ﬁtted to it to
hold the cutters in position. Sketch (Fig. I) clearly
shows its construction and no further description

lie

Workshop Notes and Notions.
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2.—COMBINED PARTING TOOLHOLDER
SIEADY REST.

:1

AND

is necessary.
It should be noticed, however, that
the clamp also serves f01' three other toolholders
of various descriptions which have been described

is

in former articles.
When clamping the cutter in the holder it
advisable to place a piece of thick blotting or other
soft paper between the cutter and the holder
this seems to do away with any tendency to chatter.
Proﬁle tools both for hand and toolholder use

Flo.

1.—~SPRING

TOOLHOLDER.

"r,"
Fro.

“

3.—Toor.

PAD AND SMALL TURNING TOOLS.

In place of the usual slot for the blade to rest in,
steel pins are screwed into the ﬂank of the
toolholder, and ﬂats are ﬁled on these for the blade
The rest of the toolholder is of the
to rest upon.
usual construction and clearly shown in the drawing.

three

should be sharpened by grinding the upper surface
only like sharpening a chaser.
The above photograph Fig. 3, shows the tool
ad and small turning tools mentioned in my notes
ln last week's issue, viz.. January zist.
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Fowler Type Traction
Engine.

By H. GREENLY.
(Continued from page 255, Vol.

28, 1909.

be of very much practical use.
With a thick oil
the ordinary lubricator should be quite satisfactory.
The crosshead of the actual Fowler engine is
rather too complicated to model exactly, as it is
provided with means for adjusting for wear at the

XIX.)

or SLIDE-BAR.

FIG. 2.—FAcz

V.—SLIDE-BARS AND Cnossueno.
slide-bars of the Fowler engine of which
I have the drawings and which is the subject
of this model, are practically angle-liars, of
wrought iron or steel, I presume, and are attached

THE

115'
I ,

January

I

._
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“ma

E» {g "

Hill/Ivor”)

l-‘io. 6.—SECTION THROUGH BOTTOM or
PLATE, SHOWING
MOTION
HOLE
FOR \IVEIGH’BAR
SHAFT.

little

end.
The crosshead
has a pair of brasses~
the take-up is arranged by a screw cotter
working horizontally across the centre line of the
and

CYLINDER

Coven.

to the side of the motion plate
The vertical limb of the angle is
somewhat differently shaped in the
actual engine shown in the photo
graphs reproduced in the issues of
July 2nd and 9th last to that shown
in the ofﬁcial drawings. The latter
indicates a perfectly plain slide-bar
of angle section with rounded ends,
which I have adopted for the model.
The cylinder cover is quite ordinary
and has the usual studded gland.
This is horizontal, and should be
either counterbored from the inside
or reamered out with a taper reamcr
so that it will ﬁt the rod with a
certain amount of latitude for un»
equal screwing up of the nuts. The
diameter of the gland is ii-ioths in.
for a ﬁ'in. piston-rod, and its depth
under the ﬂange may be 9-16ths in.
The facing on the cylinder cover'
for the slide-bars may be § in. wide
and _be drilled and tapped for
5-32nds in. studs, slightly out of the
centre, as indicated in Fig. 1. This
is necessary owing to the presence
of the vertical ﬂange of the slide-bars.
The slide-bars may be made out of }-in. by i-in.
commercial steel angle, and machined all over.
The top bar should have a brass lubricator, ﬂanged
as shown, or simply screwed in like the stock
lubricators
ﬁrms.
A
by most model
Supplied
syphon pipe may be ﬁtted, but I doubt if it would

w

oil 9-”:T

L—

15

i—J

Lml

Fro. l.——BACK

motion.
For the model I propose, a solid cast steel cross
" little
head with a plain hole for the gudgeon or

FIG. 3.— Cnossnm. n.
"
end
pin. This pin should be 7-16ths diameter
in the journal portion and made of tool steel,
hardened and tempered to about dark straw colour.
The crosshead should have the usual spigot for the
This, in the original drawing, is shown
piston-rod.
exactly the same diameter as the scale replica
herewith, and appears to be ﬂattened or slotted
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in the sketch, Fig. 3.
has something to do
with the screw cotter adjustment for the little end
brasses, or is simply the result of planing the sides
of the crossheads for the forked little end to a
dimension less than the diameter of the pist0n<r0d
spigot, as is the case in the crosshead for the model.
on

the side as

indicated

I cannot tell whether this

L-

"R—ﬂ!

8r

some other method of ﬁxing the piston-rod to the
If a steel casting is used, the piston
crosshead.
This is a
rod may be solid with the crosshead.
very good method, and as a solid crosshead is
in this case, there should be no difﬁculty
employed
in centreing the work and turning down the piston
rod and crosshead spigot ﬁrst. Having done this,
the working faces of the crosshead might be milled
between the lathe centres by means of the over
head apparatus vertical slide and milling spindle,
and absolute accuracy ensured.
Another way would be to take a piece of 7-i6ths~
in. steel rod, screw it tightly with 26 threads per
inch into the crosshead, and pin the same through
in the same place as the cotter shown with'an i-in,
diameter pin.
The rod and the crosshead might
then be ﬁnished between the centres of the lathe
in the same manner as in the case of the solid
The rod would then be
casting mentioned above.
of rolled mild steel and stronger than the casting,
and the end, by using 7-i6ths-in. steel, would not
be weakened by the thread. The ﬁnished diameter
in., as indicated
of the rod should, of c0urse. be
on the drawings.
The motion plate is of unusual construction
and, of course, rests directly on the t0p of the
boiler. It has a long sleeve cast on it to take the
weighshaft and also forms a guide for the inter
valve spindle. Thc sleeve or bossed
mediate
portion for the weighshaft is shown in section in
Fig. 6.
(To be continued.)

i
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F10. 4.—Sr.im;7m\ns.

The bearing faces of the crosshead should be
grooved as shown to allow the oil to be distributed
over the whole surface, the slide-bars being dotted
all Over with recesses made by the point of a
The top face should
drilled or countersinking tool.
have the centre oil hole drilled through to the
hole for the gudgeon
pin, the latter hole being
grooved as indicated.

How to 'Choose a—Dynamo.
By ALFRED \\'. MARsHALL, M.I.Mech.

13., A.M.l. 11E.

(Continued from Page 535, Vol.

Part II. —Armatures.
HE most important point is that

W/er

darrd/

Fic. §.-—MOTION PLATE AND Inrenuemnr:
VALVE SPINDLE Gums.
The piston-rod may be ﬁxed in the usual way
by a cotter, the end of the rod being coned to an
The hole for the cotter
angle of about I in 20.
should be ﬁled with the utmost care, otherwise if
the cotter does not fit properly it will be worse than
" draw "
The proper clearance to allow for
useless.
is at all
builder
If the
should also be arranged.
doubtful of his ability of making a good job of this
important part of the machine, I would recommend

XIX.)

the armature
should be wound to produce the voltage' and
current required ; the type of core and system
As the output of
of winding is secondary to this.
electrical energy given by the armature is composed
of current and voltage—that is, pressure necessary
to send the current through its path of ﬂow~—the
winding is also composed of two factors to corre
It must consist of wire which is of sufﬁcient
5p0nd.
size to safely carry the ﬂow of current. and which is
coiled into a suﬁicient number of turns to produce
The‘voltage is partly deter
the voltage required.
mined by the speed at which the armature is rotated,
and by the strength of the magnetism produced
by the ﬁeld-magnet; but it is not good. for both
mechanical and electrical reasons, to make the speed
higher than some approximate number of revolu
tions per minute, and there is a limit beyond which
the strength of the magnetism cannot be increased ;
therefore, for a given machine, the voltage is practi
cally determined by the number of turns of wire
which are wound upon the armature. With any
dynamo the voltage can be raised or lowered to
extent by merely running the
a considerable
But limits will
armature at a. higher or lower speed.
be found at which the speed will be so high that
sparking and vibration occur, with danger of damage
due to centrifugal force. or so low that the machine
will not excite.
The alternative. then, is to re-wiml
If the
the armature with wire of a different gauge.
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voltage is too low the armature should be re-wound
with wire of smaller gauge, so that more turns can
number of turns
be wound on ; the increased
--should be as near as possible in proportion to the
For example, it there
increased
voltage required.
were [00 turns already on, and the machine gave
20 volts, but was required to give 40 volts, then it
is merely a matter of taking off the old wire and
-winding on new wire of such a size that you could
wind 200 turns into the original winding space.
The result would be that the armature would give
40 volts when rotated at the same speed at which
it formerly gave only 20 volts. On the contrary,
.i! it were required to give 5 volts instead of 20, you
would wind on 25 turns of wire of so thick a gauge
that the original winding space would be ﬁlled.
Any
particular dynamo, therefore. can be easily altered
to give a ditferent voltage if desired by re-winding
A compromise may be necessary. as
the armature.
the
number of
particular
turns may not conveniently
go into the space so as to ﬁll
it exactly. When this occurs
the course to take is to select
a number of turns as near as
you can to ﬁll the space, and
adjust the diﬂerence of volt
age produced, by an altera
tion of speed.
Remember
in the
that the alteration
winding will affect the charac
ter of the output. For exam
ple, if you decrease the size of
the wire to obtain a higher
voltage you will have 'to' be
satisﬁed with less current.
The smaller gauge wire can
not carry so large a current ;
in fact, the output ﬁgure.
as watts, given by
eXpressed
vots multiplied by amps.,
must be approximately the
It may he
'same as before.
more
if you increase the '
it must be less if
speed;
The
you decrease the speed.
output for a given speed is
diminished to some extent
when you rewind with wire
of smaller gauge, because the
covering of the wire is thicker in proportion to the
actual diameter of the copper ; theretore the wind
ing contains more silk or cotton, etc., and cannot put
out so much electrical energy.
\Vhen you re-wind
with wire oflarger gauge, the output is increased
for the opposite reason; that is, the winding will
contain more copper and less silk, cotton, etc.
Therefore, it can put out an increased
amOunt
of electrical energy.
The result of reavinding,
is
an
of
to cause
generally.
increase
speed when you
wind for higher voltage 'and a decrease of Speedwhen
if
the
you wind for lower 'voltage,
output in watts is
not to be altered. \Vhen a new winding is made
with wire of thicker gauge, a heavier current can be
taken from the armature; but unless you rotate
the armature at higher
you must lose volts,
‘
as the winding will have speed
ewer turns.
An alteration of winding may be for the purpose
of obtaining an alteration in speed.
For example,
suppose the armature gives 20 volts when running
. at a speed of 3,1100 rpm. and that this speed is too

and Electrician.
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high to suit the engine which is to drive it. The
20 volts may be still obtained at a lower speed by
re-winding the armature so that it has an increased
number of turns of wire in proportion to the re'
duction of speed desired.
But the output in watts
will be reduced in pr0portion to the reduction of
speed, as the wire of the new winding must be of
smaller gauge in order that the increased number
of turns may go into the space available ; therefore
you cannot take so much current from it, though
On the con
you still have as many volts as before.
trary, it you wind for an increase of speed you may
obtain an increase of watts output. In order to obtain
the 20 volts
mentioned at, say. 4.000
previously
r.p.m.. you wil
require a smaller number of turns
in the armature winding in proportion to the increase
of speed.
In this case you would require one
fourth less turns; therefore, to ﬁll up the winding '
This
space, you would use wire of a thicker gauge.

Fig. I

$buf/‘lé_ar'mafurel

'wire could carry a heavier current;
therefore, ii
you cared to do so, you could have an increased
~watts,
as the voltage has remained the
output of
same as before.
These results indicate an important
to
remember when selecting a'dynamo or
point
deciding upon a size; that is. the output of anv
dynamo is in proportion to_the speed at which the
armature is to be driven. When comparing two
machines
for output in watts (not volts), their
relative speeds should be takeninto account.
If
the output is the same for each, but one is to be
driven at a lower speed than the other, the one which
gives its output at the lower speed will be a‘larger
machine,
assuming both are of similarv or _.~equal
quality of design and make~ It will also be a
, better machine than the other, and worth more
money.
By increasing the speed for a given out
put in watts the machines can be made smaller.
and therefore cheaper;
but the reduction" in cost
may be at the expense of efficiency, and increased
wear and. liability to breakdmvn. A cheap high
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dynamo can have these defects reduced by
rewinding it to run at a lower speed, and givc a
smaller output. when perhaps it may serve very
well or better than in its original condition.
High
speed alone is no fault—in fact, may be advocated
as the way to obtain a desired output with least
initial outlay;
but high speed needs extra skill
in design and make if it is not to bring trouble.
Generally speaking. low speed gives less trouble
and expense in working.
The important point,
however, is to appreciate the part which speed
speed

Tripo/ar

ar'ma/‘ur'e'.

introduces into the question of output.
The
troubles likely to occur with increase of speed are
wear and heating of bearings,
commutator and
brushes,
at brushes,
sparking
displacement of
commutator segments and armature winding, due
to centrifugal eﬂect which tends to cause the seg
ments and wires to ﬂy outwards. unless they are
This is especially likely to
fastened.
securely
cause trouble at the circumference of the armature.
The clearance between the armature winding and
pole faces of the ﬁeld-magnet being very small,
it follows that a small amount of outwards displace
ment of the wire will cause it to rub against the
or workmanship which is
Construction
magnet.
quite satisfactory at, say, 2,500 to 3,000
perhaps
r.p.m. might give trouble at, say. 4.000 r.p.m. or
The most simple kind of armature
higher speed.
" Siemens"
is that which is called a
armature.
It is also called a
alter the name of its inventor.
a weaver's
shuttle armature. because it resembles
shuttle, and an H armature, because the section of
its core resembles'that
letter. Fig. l is a sketch
showing the general appearance. Though it may
be called a polar armature, as the core has, practi
rally, two distinct poles, it is properly a drum
armature,
having a winding grouped as a single
coil into two slots; the commutator therefore has
It is a very useful armature
only two sections.
and though having imper
for small machines,
iections as compared to a multi-coil drum, is suit
able for an amateur’s ﬁrst attempt, on account of
simplicity of construction and reliability of the
machine exciting if the ﬁeld-magnet coils are well
olar parts of the core can be
proportioned. The
made to run very c ose to the ﬁeld-magnet, thus
reducing the gap to a very small length, permitting
As the wind
the magnetism to ﬂow easily across.
ing is concentrated into one coil upon a diameter
oi the core, the voltage and current produced are
of a completely undulating character.
They are
not of steady value like that produced by an electric
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battery, or an armature having many coils evenly
distributed over the circumference of the core.
On this account. and because the two sections of
the commutator short~circuit
the brushes
twice
in each revolution, this armature is not considered
to be of any use for charging accumulators.
It is
that an undulating current
not certain, however.
is
unsuitable for charging accumulators.
One
experimenter, indeed, is of opinion that it has an
advantage over a steady current (see MODEL
ENGINEER for September 6th, 1906, page 227),
and the writer knows of shuttle armatures being
It is necessary,
suceessfully used for the purpose.
however, to take some precaution to neutralise the
If this be done,
of the brushes.
' short-circuiting
then we may consider that a shuttle armature is
not useless for charging accumulators, thcugh
requiring some expert knowledge to adapt it {or
It can be used for electro-plating,
the purpose.
and for general purposes, such as lighting lamps or
electric motors. The core should be
driving
laminated, though solid cores may be used for very
A considerable reduction in driving
small machines.
power required is obtained by laminating the core,
as well as some gain in magnetisation.
There are
two methods of arranging the stampings for these
In one the stampings are made of
laminated cores.
the complete shape of the cross-section,
as shown
by A, Fig. I. In the other method the stampings
are made as B. and are placed alternately, as shown
at C, to complete the H section.
A core built up
in this way has a similar appearance to D. the centre
being completely ﬁlled with iron, but air spaces
existing between the stampings where they form
the two poles.
There is no great practical disad
vantage in this latter method of construction, as
the full cross section of iron is preserved at the centre,
whilst the amount existing at the poles will carry
the magnetism to the centre, owing to the spread of
area.
The spaces permit air to circulate and
facilitate the escape of heat.

Fit}.

3. El'th-po/e arma/une.

Polar armatures, though to some extent a modi
ﬁcation of the shuttle armature, diﬂer in having
coils wound over distinct polar projections and not
across a diameter.
Any number of poles can be
used, commencing with three. which gives the tri
polar pattern, Fig. 2. One having 8 poles is shown in
Fig. 3. These armatures can be used for general
and- for charging accumulators, as the
purposes,
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short-circuiting of the brushes referred to in con
nection with the shuttle armature does not take
It is not advisable, however, to select these
place.
armatures, except on account of simplicity, as they
are not so efﬁcient as drum and ring armatures.
The number of sections in the commutator is equal
The drum armature is a
to the number of poles.
development of the shuttle armature. and may
be wound with any number of coils, which are always
The
each wound on, or nearly on, a diameter.
number of coils may be even or odd, and should be
six at least if it is worth while building a drum
armature. When an even number is selected. each
coil is generally wound slightly to one side of a
diameter, so, if wound exactly on a diameter, the
arrangement of winding is not symmetrical.
The
of a drum armature is shown
general appearance
wire
the
of
the
As
the
at
ends
core
where
by Fig. 4.
the winding passes from one side of the circum~
in
the
other
of
no
value
is
ference to
generating
voltage, but merely serves to conduct
one
to
the
active part
the current from
favours
other, the drum construction
not
diameter.
The wire at the
length but
ends is "dead" wire, and introduces re
sistance, absorbing voltage and not pr0~
A drum armature should
ducing any.
with its
therefore
be long as compared
diameter.
For practical reasons, how
ever, this principle can only be followed
In order to obtain
to a small extent.
good proportion of the ﬁeld-magnet, and
to obtain a
circumference large
also
the number of
enough to accommodate
wires reasonably necessary
to generate
the voltage a comparatively large diam
The
eter is often adopted.
principle
should, however,
to as far
be adhered
‘
_
when
the machine l5
as practicable generally;
a
small
a
current.
to give
low voltage and heavy
diameter compared with length can be obtained, but
as the voltage increases it is necessary to increase the
diameter until such a proportion as length equal to
diameter may be reached.
(1 refer only to dynamos
A drum armature
having bi-polar ﬁeld-magnets.)
is suitable for lighting
charging accumu
lamps,
lators, electro-plating. and
al purposes for which a
dynamo is required. It is particularly efficient for
generating a heavy current at low voltage, and i5 at
a disadvantage for generating very high voltage.
It requires a smaller number of coils, and therefore
commutator segments (about one~half as many),
as a ring armature of equal output is easier to con
struct mechanically and less likely to be out of
balance.
The winding is more difﬁcult to under
stand and to put on than with a ring armature.
Leakages are more difﬁcult to_locate and repair,
and a damaged coil troublesome to replace if it
This
happens to be low down in the winding.
latter drawback is, however, not so much to be
coil
feared as may appear, because the damaged
can usually be cut out and a new one wound over
the others.
A drum armature is superior to a ring
armature if the magnetism from the ﬁeld-magnet is
not evenly distributed.
Ring armatures are so called because the core is
in the form of a ring. The winding is not carried
over a diameter as with a drum, but is threaded
is
The general appearance
through the interior.
shown by Fig. 5. On any diameter there will be
two coils, one on each side of the ring, each con»
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to opposite Sections of the commutator ; if the
number of turns ineach coil is kept reasonably small
this causes a ring armature to require about twice
as many coils and commutator sections as a drum
It also requires more
armature of equal output.
wire.
Only that part of the wire which is on the
outer circumference is useful in producing voltage ;
the part inside the ring and at the ends is dead wu'e.
It carries the current, but introduces resistance, so
that it should be reduced as much as possible.
The
winding and connections of a ring armature are simple
in arrangement, and easy to understand.
It favours
medium voltage and moderate current rather than
heavy current and low voltage. It has the distinct
advantage for high voltage that no great difference
of pressure
ever occurs between
adjacent coils.
There is thus less risk of a breakdown between
two coils than with the drum system, where a pair
of coils, wide apart at the circumference, may be
touching one another where they cross at the ends.

nected

Drum dpmal'ur'e.
In practical construction ring armatures have the
disadvantage that each turn must be threaded
through the ring when the wire is wound on.
As
the circumference inside the core is less than that on
the outside, the turns must overla . This necessitates
careful adjustment of the position of the wires at
the ends and inside of the core to secure neatness
and prevent slipping.
The difﬁculty is accentuated
as the winding proceeds,
because each successive
layer outside winds on to an increased circumfer
ence, but-inside will wind on to a decrease of cir
It is necessary also to measure and
cumference.
cut off the length of wire required for each coil
and wind it on separately.
You cannot wind direct
from a reel or bulk of wire, as with a drum armature
unless the core is made in sections.
This has been
done by several manufacturers, but is difﬁcult for
an amatuer to accomplish satisfactorily.
For
these reasons the theoretical advantage of the ring
system for high voltage is somewhat discounted
by practical troubles. If you wind for very low
voltage and heavy current, the trouble is chieﬂy due
to difﬁculty in bending thick wire into its place at
the ends of the ring.
To avoid trouble in winding.
select a design of ring which has a comparatively
small depth of core.
Unfortunately, this means
increased length.
A reasonable section is necessary
to carry the magnetism; therefore, with a given
amount of magnetism to provide for you will have
to increase the length of core to make up for decrease
in depth. It is important to remember the question
of space inside the ring.
Make it as great as you
can with due regard
to the rest of the machine.
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With ample room, ring armature winding is easy ;
with a cramped space, you may ﬁnd that you can
not get the whole of the winding in place.
Except
with slotted cores a good plan is to limit the depth
of winding
on the outside of the ring to three
Ring armatures are more dimcult to con
layers.
struct mechanically than drum armatures. The core
is likely to be out of balance or untrue, unless con
siderable care is taken in ﬁlling up the parts.
Comparing drum and ring armatures, you may
regard them as giving equally good results in work
ing and equal as regards the kind of work for which
armatures should be
they are suited. Drum
rather more efﬁcient, but a ring armature gives
on the whole, is
excellent results, and perhaps,
likely to excite more readily and be steadier in work
ing than a drum armature when in the care of a
novice. A ring armature is very suitable for a good
mechanic, who knows little or nothing
about
dynamos, and does not wish to spend much time
reading up the theory of winding and connections.
His mechanical skill enables him to make a good
job of the core, and the simplicity and straight
forwardness of the system of winding enables him
to quickly understand this part of the work, both
when ﬁrst making the machine and afterwards
in effecting repairs.
On the other hand, an amateur
who is not very skilful in the use of tools, but is of
scientiﬁc inclination, will ﬁnd interest in studying
the theory of winding and putting it into practice.
A drum armature will suit him on this account.
The simplicity of construction of the core will almost
ensure that he makes a successful job of mounting
Both drum and ring
and fastening it to the shaft.
armatures may have their winding arranged on a
The advantage of
plain surface, or sunk in slots.
the latter method is that the air gap between the
magnet-pole and armature core can be reduced to
The spaces of iron between
a mere clearance space.
the coils really represent the core, and the greater
part of the magnetism passes through them. though
when the coils are removed they appear as teeth
Such construction pro—
projecting from the core.
vides deﬁnite places into which the coils are wound ;
it prevents the wire from being displaced by the
driving action, and the magnetic drag comes upon
The result of
the iron instead of upon the wire.
reducing the air-gap is that dynamos having slotted
core armatures may have less wire upon the ﬁeld
magnet coils than if the winding is distributed over
In small sizes they are more likely
a plain surface.
A drum
to excite, especially with drum armatures.
armature tends to a smaller over-all size of machine
than a ring armature for equal outputs and speeds.
It may be run at a higher number of revolutions per
minute, though this does not necessarily mean a
The cores of both should be
higher surface speed.
laminated. Solid cores can be used, but require
and develop so
great increase in driving power,
much heat that they ought to be only used for runs
The number of coils
of short periods at a time.
should be as high as
sections
and commutator
Practical considerations interfere very
possible.
much with this principle, but it is a good rule to
A ring
aim at having many rather than few coils.
armature should, if possible, be used with a ﬁeld
magnet, which gives an even distribution of magnet
If the ﬁeld is uneven, one part of the wind
ism.
ing produces'rnore voltage than the other—reckoning
the brushes—and
each side of the dividing-line of
‘
waste of energy occurs.
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Two methods of putting on the wire are in use.
In one the wire is wound direct on to the core from

a reel or hank of wire.
This is called hand-winding.
The other method consists in winding the wire into
coils apart from the core.
They are wound upon a
frame or shape and wrapped with tape, or coated
with varnish, so that the turns are kept together,
this is
and then placed in position on the core;
called
former winding.
the
two
Electrically
methods are almost equal, the method of former
winding enables each coil to be well insulated from
its neighbours, and to have an equal length of
wire, but there is not much gain in this with small
machines.
Former winding is only applicable,
in the usual course of construction, to drum arma
tures.
It could only be applied to a ring if the
ring core was made so that it could be taken apart
into segmentss
This has actually been done for
some medium-size machines,
and for some small
machines manufactured in quantity; but the con
struction is complicated, so that it is not worth doing
in the case of a single machine. Former winding is
also scarcely worth the trouble for a single small
it is of more
two-pole ﬁeld-magnet machine;

Fig. 5. Ring armafure.
service for armatures running in multipolar ﬁeld
It is supposed to have the merit of easy
rnagnets.
repair, the idea being that you have only to pull
off any damaged coil and replace it with a new one,
This is
which is slipped straight away into place.
In practice you may
to some extent an illusion.
have to pull off half the winding to get the damaged
coil out, and in doing so will probably damage
When building a single small machine,
several more.
it is not worth while to strive much after former
Hand-winding serves just as well, and the
winding.
For ease
coils are at once in place when wound.
of repair a ring armature is better than a drum
armature. To repair a burnt-out coil in a ring arma—
ture you have to take oﬂ the binding-wires, and can
then usually unwind and rewind the faulty coil by
disconnecting, at most, three coils from the com
You may have to unwind the coils
mutator.
adjacent to the damaged coil if they happen to
Overlap it inside the ring, but it is very straight
forward, and depends upon the way the winding

With a drum armature you will
has been done.
have to remove the binding-wires, and then probably
have to disconnect all the coils from the commutator
before you can remove the damaged coil and rewind
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one in its place.
If the coils happen to be
double wound, that is, wound two in a slot, one
over the other, and it is the under one which is
damaged, both, at least, will have to he removed,
and possibly others.
Armatures for small alternating current machines
are usually of polar type, similar to Fig. 3; but a
shuttle armature serves very well for giving alter
nating current, if the ends of the winding are con
nected to a pair of metal contact rings mounted
upon insulating bushes on the shaft. Both ring
and drum armatures will give alternating current
if the winding is connected
to insulated contact
There is no need to do
rings in a similar manner.
away with the commutator, which can remain con
nected
to the winding from which continuous
current can still be taken. Either single-phase or
polyphase alternating current cam be obtained
from either a ring or drum armature, the con
nections-being made from a suitable number of
contact rings to suitable points in the winding.
(To be continued.)
a new

How It Works—XVII.
The Steam Heating of Railway Carriages.
HOSE who speak about the “ discomforts

January

very unsatisfactory

appliance.

28,

1909.

When it was ﬁrst

in the carriage—generally speaking, upon
placed
the receipt of a tip by the porter or man in charge-—
it was often, if not nearly always, either too hot
or not hot enough, and whatever might be its
condition in this respect at the outset, there was
always of necessity a rapid diminution of the heat
it imparted. Moreover, one might derive a certain
amount of comfort from the warmth applied to the
feet, while at the same time experiencing great
discomfort from cold hands, the heat being only

locally applied instead of enerally diffused about.
the compartment as a who e.
With the advent of
steam heating, however, all this has disappeared.
and the foot-warmer—at
any rate, on the longer
distance trains of the principal main lines—has
gone for ever, regretted
by none except perhaps
the comparative few to whom it meant a means
of adding to their earnings in the form of tips.
The steam heating apparatus employed on British
railways differs in points of detail, as might be
expected,
according to the line upon which it is
ﬁtted. One of the most successful
and widely
adopted systems is that known as the W. S. Layoock
low-pressure system, and for the present purpose
this has been selected for illustration and description.
the apparatus consists
(As the drawings show,
of a steam pipe 1i ins. diameter placed below the
under-frame of each carriage, with an inclination
from the centre towards each end, where there are
ﬁxed
steam
expansion diaphragm
traps. The
pipe is continuous throughout the train, being

"
of a long railway journey
pay but a poor
compliment to the ingenuity and skill which
has been expended
in making the modern railway
train the safe and comfortable
mode of conveyance which it
really is. If some of those who.
in earlier times, were compelled
j
to travel long distances by
road, often on the outside of
coaches and during the bitter
Hed T rgqu/g/br
“
winters then prevailing, could
return now to make a trip over
practically the same ground, in
a corridor express train equipped
with electric lighting,
steam
heating, and all the other ap
pointments
usually provided,
they would ﬁnd no use for the
i
word "discomfort,"
but would
II
rather marvel at the spirit which
I
II
had come over the age when
% Requ/a/br- valve
ji
such a term could be applied in
'
direct opposition to the actual
f‘r
a‘ir‘
facts.
'
l
.v
Readers of THE MODEL Enor
r
7r
Li ll \L'
,
NEER, and particularly those who
1
7,.
_
l'
I
are specially interested
in the
1 check va/ve
._, “vb
subject of locomotives and rail
‘ way rolling-stock, and who pre
- mil
fer to take these objects as the
.' hag-7'1“
prototypes of their models, will
I
1 __
doubtless like to have a little
Sream
,~
/ seam/ope
’,‘
Paps
information upon the subject of
o).
steam
heating of railway car
riages, and, indeed, it is partly
CROSS—SECTION snowmo .-\RRANGEMENT
the object of the following short
or Low-PRESSURE STEAM
HEATING APPARATUS FOR RAILWAY CARRIAGES.
article to respond to the appli
cations which have been made
on several occasions
by readers who wish to have
coupled up between the carriages by means of
at their disposal particulars and drawings relating
suitable couplings attached to ﬂexible rubber
to the subject.
From the 1} ins. diameter steam pipe
hose-pipes.
The old—fashioned
foot-warmer was at best a
are taken branch pipes 5 in. diameter, which con

i a

Ass

"

(it

i
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with heaters placed
underneath the seats in
the compartments of the
carriages.
At the inlet
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end of each heater, where
the branch pipe is con—
nected, there is ﬁtted a

l-in. parallel

.

-

slide

steam

inlet valve, the operating
lever of which is connected
to suitable operating gear
ﬁtted in a convenient
position in the compart
ments.
At the outlet
or drain end of each heat
er there is another branch
pipe Qin. diameter, which

the

connects

through
ARRANGEMENT

i\

I

or

1

'awmp'

l

[Ell]

l\

i
STEAM

I"
,

.4 __ __
_ _._\_\
_e-._.__--__..-...._...r-_____,_____.,_..____

G

1I

APPARArts

1;::_-<4‘

/""'”"

5‘.

Ian-nan”:

I

pressure

a

heater

back
ball valve to the
special

drain
pipe,
which is
generally I in. diameter,
and is carried through the
length of the carriage.
A suitable inclination is
given to this pipe from
each end
to the centre,
at which point is ﬁxed
an expansion diaphragm
steam trap of the same
pattern as that ﬁtted to
the steam pipe.
In this
way ample provision is
made to drain off all con
water, and
densed
the
steam traps are the only
parts of the apparatus
which occasionally re
quire attention.
'l‘o bring the apparatus
into action steam is turned
on by means of a suitable
valve attached to the ﬁre
box of the locomotive
within the cab, and it
next passes
through a.
reducing valve adjusted
to about 30 lbs. pressure
into the ill-in. train steam
pipe.
When any of the
regulating valves in the
compartments are opened,
steam is admitted to the
heaters
under the seats
consecutively, the
con
densed
water passing
away through the back
ball valve into
pressure
the drain pipe, but when
no heat is required in any
of the compartments and
the
regulating valve is
closed, the back-pressure
ball valve automatically
closes and prevents any
steam backing up into the
heater
from
the
drain
pipe.

Special pattern 15-in,
parallel slide angle cocks
provided with _a_ thy-pass
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l
are ﬁtted at each end of every carriage, so that
steam maybe shut off to permit of the coupling
np or detachment of the vehicles.
A handle or other device is ﬁtted in each com
to regulate the
partment to enable passengers
degree of heat from zero, at various stages, to
maximum, which latter, exce t in the very coldest
weather,
is much in excess 0 what is required.

Workshop Conversations.-- III.
CHARACTERS.

Charles: An amateur who has discovered model
making as an amusement.
Robinson:
A retired mechanical engineer living
next door to Charles.
.4 Shopkcz‘per.
SCENE

Enter
ﬁle."

Charles:

I.—A
“

Good
“

Toalshop.

evening;

\Vhat kind
Shopkeeper (aﬂably) :
Charles (staggered for the moment,
"
Oh,
to admit ignorance) :
the best
(Shopkeeper displays an assortment
prices.)

I

want

a

Sir ? "

of ﬁle,
but unwilling
you have."
and mentions

"
Charles (selecting a dead smooth):
I will take
this ; it is the most money, but I believe in buying
the best.”
SCENE II.— Charles’s Toolshop.
(ﬁling industrioust at iron crank forging) :
"
Whew '. l i This is a. job."
He stops, wipes otf
and gazes ruefully at crankshaft.
perspiration,
‘
Don’t seem to have got much off."
(Throws ﬁle
on bench and goes to supper.)
Charles

SCENE

llI.—The

Road Outside Charles's
Housr
(morning).
Robinson (meeting Charles) : " Morning, Charlie ;
"
where are you off to ?
“
I am taking this ﬁle back to —-—’s;
Charles :
it’s a rotter.
Been ﬁling two hours on my crank
shaft and scarcely got the black off it. I don‘t
"
go to them any more for tools!
(Shows ﬁle.)
Robinson : “ No wonder!
This ﬁle is not tor
that kind of work. Let us go together;
I will
show you how to choose ﬁles."
SCENE IV.—The Tools/mp.
“
One 14-in. rough cut ﬁle, please;
also one each rz-in. bastard and second cut ﬁles,
one 10-in. smooth, and one each 6-in. bastard.
second cut and smooth cut ﬁles.
All ﬂat with one
safe edge; handles as well for them."
Robinson (inspects the ﬁles, holding them up
“ The
love] with his eyes):
make is all right, but
I don't like this rz-in. bastard cut, it is not straight
—it seems on the twist."
“
That is one of a Job line, Sir, half
Shopkeeper :
price; we are out of best quality bastard in that

Robinson:

size."
Robinson : “ All right, it will do for rough work ;
You will ﬁnd it good exercise,
wrap them up.
Charlie, pushing the big one, but he’s the boy to
fetch the stuff off ; but don’t use him on steel."

|
l
l
l
l
l
\

Charles (sitting more or less curled up on a chair.
in sheer modesty this time) : “ I'll have a. try this
evening ; come in and see if I start fair."
SCENE V.—Charlz's’s Workshop (evening).
Robinson .' “ \Vell, are we ready P "
“ Yes;
Charles .'
you make the ﬁrst trial; I
haven’t used any of them yet."
"
Robinson :
That’s right ; ﬁles are valuable
and expensive things—they should be taken care of
and used systematically.
I have selected sizes and
kinds of cut which I knew would be generally
useful to you.
Various other patterns are made—
round ﬁles, square,
three-cornered (often called
half-round,
ﬁsh-backed, parallel,
three
square),
You can buy these as you
warding, and so on.
ﬁnd you want them according to your work.
The
flat ﬁles will serve as examples of diﬂerent kinds of
cut.
The cut means the grade of the teeth: a
rough cut is coarse, next comes the bastard cut.
then second cut, then smooth cut, which is very
ﬁne."
“
I
Charles
(putting crank forging in vice):
understand.
Here goes for a start; we’ll fetch
it off now."
Robinson .' " Steady, my boy ! You should not
use a brand new ﬁle on wrought iron if you can
A new
avoid doing so. Use. your ﬁles upon brass.
ﬁle is required to cut brass or gun-metal well ; after
a time you will ﬁnd the sharpness go off, so that the
ﬁle begins to slip when cutting.
Keep it then for
ﬁling cast iron ; when it begins to slip on this, use
it for wrought iron, and ﬁnally for steel."
" But
Charlrs :
my ﬁles are all new, except this
one, which I tound amongst some odd tools which
I have bought; but it is no good—it looks worn
out."
" Yes, it
Robinson :
has done a great deal of
work, but don’t throw it away; it is just the thing
You will ﬁnd your ﬁles will cut
for ﬁling copper.
this metal'well when they are done for ﬁling steel and
iron ; never use new ﬁles for copper."
“
But what am I to do now for iron and
Charles :
"

steel ?
Robinson :
want to use
one side only
side for brass

‘
“
As your ﬁles are all new, and you
them, you should endeavour to use
[or iron and steel, keeping the other
and gun-metal, but rub some ordinary
white chalk over the teeth ﬁrst, and don't press too
You will
hard ; give the ﬁle plenty of time to cut.
ﬁnd the second cut ﬁles go better for steel than the

rough and bastard cut ones."
“
Charles
Hullo!
(after ﬁling for some time):
the ﬁle keeps catching hold and jumping;
what's
"
the matter ?

"
Robinson .' Ah I it is beginning to ' pin,‘ as we
used to say in my shop days.
You see those little
specks of metal sticking to the teeth ? You must
pick them out with a steel point—the corner of a
piece of tin pushed sideways along the teeth with a
short striking action does capitally.
Next time you
go to the toolshop ask for a ﬁle card; It is a sort 0]
brush,
ﬂat wire
really a. piece of scratch belting
out of a cotton carding machine, nailed to a ﬂat
;
it is very useful to brush the metal
block of wood
You can get along now
dust out of ﬁle teeth.
without me.
Remember smooth out ﬁles are for
off,
not for removing the rough surplus;
ﬁnishing
and don’t throw your ﬁles away when they are
absolutely worn out. They are made of high quality
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steel—that is. if you have bought a good brand——
and you can make ﬁrst-rate scra ers, lathe tools, and
screw plates from them by grinding off the teeth
and grinding the ends to shape.
Of course, for
screw plates or awkward shapes, you will have to
and temper them
soften
them. and re~harden
afterwards when the drilling and cutting is done."
"
Charles .'
So my dead smooth ﬁle is no good
"
to me ?
“
Oh, yes it is. You will rarely want
Robinson :
such a ﬁle except for very highly-ﬁnished or ﬁne
work.
But it will be handy for smoothing turned
wish to encourage
work in the lathe.
Not that
Be a turner, Charlie. and size
you to be a lathe ﬁler.
and finish y0ur work with the tools as much as you
can. but a wee bit of ﬁling now and again is very
I’ll forgive you that much. Good-night l "
helpful.
“
Charles .'
You are kind! I shall do as I jolly
Many
well
Good-nightl
please about that.
(Soliloquising as he
thanks.
Have a cigarette?
\Vho'd have thought there
continues his ﬁling.)
"
was so much to know about ﬁles ?

I

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.
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The Design of Model Power Boats.
To me EDITOR or The Model Enginnr.
DEAR Sup—May I be allowed a little space

in

answer your correspondent, Mr. C. F.
My experience of mode] power boat
I have found that
designing runs contrary to his.
the double-wedge type of hull will give good results
as a model.
this form gives the
Theoretically,
least possible resistance to forward
propulsion,
and in practice runs well, with but little wave<
In
his
of
a
advocacy
double-ended
making.
style of craft, your correspondent has allowed his
of full-sized work to get to windward
experience
of him.
No one who knows anything of the
subject will say that the double-wedge type is an
ideal sea-boat—far from it.
In considering any type for use as a. model,
all questions such as seaworthiness,
etc., can be
laid aside.
The main idea is speed, and speed only.
Not only this, but speed with the least possible
power.
The double-wedge type can be driven at
1 high speed with
comparatively small power.’
There must be something in the idea, or why its
I have found from practical ex—
general use?
"
”
perience that a. boat of square section or
sharpie
type will give excellent results as a model speed
boat,
and, further,
that it possesses qualities
such as being easy to build, cheap, and light, and,
more important still from a model point of view,
that of great initial stability.
At speeds up to
12 miles per hour the sharpie type will run without
\Vill
list.
any perce tible
your correspondent's
I am
\Y-sectionc
double-ender do the same?
will
much afraid that it
not. No boat—of course,
I mean power boat—will do its best running with
a permanent list.
\Vith a sail-boat this does not
apply, as a sailing-boat can be—and in many
which

to
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is—designed to do its best when heeled to
a certain angle.
In order to obtain the necessary
stability in a round-bilged speed boat the cross
in the after-body should be broad and
sections
ﬂat. As to the lines of a double-wedge type being
harsh or " unfair," this is purely a. question of
draughtsmanship;
any boat, of whatever size or
“
fair."
type, should be
As far as can be judged from photographs pub
lished, the majority of the competing motor boats
at Monaco were of the double—wedge type.
With
a strange inconsistency, your correspondent praises
the fairness of their lines, and a little later condemns
cases

the type.

As to his ideal type, it is not new, having been
for years in the torpedo boat type.
T ese
boats are excellent for the work for which they
are designed, but the type, as a speed model, would
be nowhere with a properly designed speed boat of
the double-wedge form.
Steam is not dead yet.
I can conﬁdently assert that speeds up to 20 miles
per hour will be attained in the near future. and
with steam, too. , In a contest between a feather
weight and brute force, brute force will win. The
great thing in a model speed boat is to get the
power—and plenty of it. It is possible to drive
an egg-box at 30 knots, if the power could bein
stalled. Speaking for myself, I should be glad to
see your correspondent‘s design—Yours
faithfully,
WILLIAM ]. E. PIKE.
used

Grinding

Lathe Tools.
or The Illodcl Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—Referring to your reply to“ W. H. H.“
To

THE EDITOR

re grinding lathe tools for turning steel, the follow
ing note may be of assistance to your correspondent,
and possibly to others also.
Starting with the proposition that to do effective
work a tool must have front clearance, top rake,
and side rake, and that there must be no uncer
tainty about these, or any rounding off of the cutting
edges, the following means will be found to give these
conditions with ease and sufficient accuracy. It
is presumed that a tool-holder is used made on the
principle of the one illustrated in your reply.
Fasten a block of wood on the frame of the
grindstone, across the face of the stone, and close
to it, of such a thickness that the top surface
is about an inch or so above the centrc~height
of
on the
the
stone.
The exact height depends
diameter of the stone—the one mentioned is right
for an i8-in. stone.
This wood may with advantage
have a piece cut out of it about an inch or two deep
and a triﬂe wider than the stone, so that the two
wings run back an inch or two along the sides of
the

stone.

Let the cutter project about an inch from the tool
holder. Lay the tool-holder on the block of wood,
to the right of the stone, and parallel with its face,
so that about
in. of the side of the cutter will be
against the stone, and grind until the ﬂat produced
extends right across the width of the cutter. Owing
to the fact that the tool is presented to the stone
above its centre-line, the stone will catch the lower
edge ﬁrst, and the surface produced by grinding
will be sloping. Take out the cutter and turn it
round a quarter so that the ground face comes on
top. This gives the side rake, and the slope of the
cutter in the holder gives the top rake.
Hold the tool pointing straight to the stone, and

i
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locomotive and tender, and had my photograph
taken to the same scale, then cut out and placed
enclose,
on the drawing, a photograph of which
also send you a photograph of the same engine
made to 15-in. scale, which was exhibited in the
International Exhibition of 1862 in the name of
" Victoria."
The framing. wheels.
and all the
working parts are made of bright steel
the horn
plates are bolted to the framing by round-headed
Steel bolts, the tyres turned and bored out, then
bolted on to the wheels. the axle-boxes beins
constructed exactly in the same way as those on
the
actual locomotives. The springs are each
of eleven plates, and are provided with
composed
left-hand screws for regulating
right— and
thr
The connectingrods
tension.
are
ﬁtted
with
brasses, gibs, and cotter. The two crossheads haw
each four guide-bars, the rear ends of which an
supported by a transverse
plate bolted to the
inside frames and forming
support for the boiler.
The four eccentricrods are connected to the usual
shifting link motion. controlled by a lever anl
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the
across.
This gives
grind the end square
“
"
Swing the
following
edge, with front clearance.
tool round to the left about 60°, and grind a second
"
“
face, which will give the
edge, also with
leading
This tool will do perfect work,
front clearance.
taking a good stiff cut without undue power, and
For a light finishing
without tearing the surface.
cut it will leave the work smooth and polished.
In use the tool must be square with the work:
this produces the best effect, for although the front
has been ground square across, the side~rake makes
the front edge sloping, and consequently it only
touches the work for a minute portion of its length,
close to the corner where the leading and following
This leaves the turned surface smooth,
edges meet.
and not like a very shallow screw thread, which
would happen if the tool were swung round to the
left.
To re-grind. grind the two front faces only; the
tOp will not want touching again till the tool is
worn away as far back as the top grinding was
carried in the original grinding.

January
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DEAR Sm,-—l noticed in yours of December 31st
that Mr. F. De Frettes thinks that having been
rather a novelty.
photographed to scale
can inform him that ﬁfty years
ago, in 12559,
"
"
made
R-in, scale drawing of a
Jenny Lind
a

quadrant from the footplate. The two pumps
About 800
and clack-boxes have ball valves.
bolts and screws have been used in its constructionv
ﬁtted with tubes, and the ﬁrebox
The boiler
two spring-balanced safety valves
with bars,
water gauge (with its three taps), two-gauge blow~
oﬁ cock, whistle, two clack~boxes. and regulating
In fact, the whole
constructed exactly to
lever.
scale and in the same way as the original.
had
at work on the 14th to the Zist of June, 1860.
Steam was generated in the boiler by means of
charcoal tire, which was kept at a white heat by
When the engine was checked up
the exhaust.
worked for seven hours
to free the driving wheels,
without
step, the two pumps supplying the water
The tender frame is built
the whole of the time.
up of wooden beams. and the steel hornplates are
bolted on. The brakes are worked by a hand
wheel and screw.
Of course, ﬁfty years ago
was somewhat of a curiosity to see a model, and

it

An Historic Model.
or The Illodrl Engineer.

Locomorivs.

a
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The advantages of this method are that as the
tool
ﬁrmly held on the block of wood there is no
wobbling. with its consequent rounding off of edges,
and the front clearance is always the same.
The
method serves for almost all kinds of tools, such as
sliding tools (right or left), round-nose tools, knife
tools,
screw-cutting tools, etc., and its proved
utility and convenience must be my excuse for
occupying so much space in describing it.—Yours
faithfully,
ALFRED Wnizimocsn.
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The Model Engineer and Electrician.

Some time ago a
ing, if the Editor will permit.
correspondent described in a contemporary a cell
he had made, which consisted of the usual carbon
plate and zinc rod, the solution being equal parts
I tested this,iand
sal-ammoniac and moist sugar.
found that the addition of the sugar caused “the
cell to give double the current and a slightly higher
It is
voltage. The quantities were 2 025. each.
it is certainly
possible this cell might be useful;
The addition of a teaspoouful of
very simple.
methylated spirit to the porous pot of a Leclanché
increases the current given;
this addition to the
Leclanchés also increases.
solution of agglomerate
the current.
It is possible it decreases the internal
resistance,
but may break up the sal-amrnoniac
and allow the muriatic acid to act more vigorously
on the zinc.
Some years ago a description was given in a
contemporary of a battery made up similar to a
Leclanché, but instead of manganese, chloride of
lime was used with crushed carbon in porous
pot for depolariser and dilute sulphuric acid with

in those days you could not buy parts and ﬁttings
Therefore the model
of engines like you can now.
maker of the present day has a great advantage,
owing to the improvement in tools and appliances.
“
was a type of engine built by
The
Jenny
Messrs. E. B. \Vilson & Co., of Leeds, in 1847, for
H. ASTROP.
the N.E.R. —Yours truly,

Lind"

Kingston~on-Thames.

Improved Leclanche Battery.
To THE EDITOR

OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR—The next step Mr. Isaac should take
is to try how many of the ingredients can be dis
Several of those mentioned by him
pensed with.
react on each other, and I think it would be interest
ing to know what the compound ultimately becomes.
For instance, salt will break 11 the combination
muriatic acid and ammonia, liberating the am
monia; and bichromate of potash will decompose
dioxide, liberating the oxygen and at
manganese
the same time losing its own: so that these four

I§-IN. SCALE

MODEL

or rm: “jENNv
EXHIBITED

AT

THE

LiNn,"

MADE

PREVIOUS

INTERNATIONAL

with. Nitric acid is a good de
be dispensed
polariser as arranged in the Bunsen cell, but will
for
not be good for the soft porous pots used
I would advise Mr. Isaac to refer
Leclanché cells.
to a chemical text-book on this matter, and also
look up the action of sal-ammoniac on zinc and
I am sure he will then be convinced
manganese.
that M. Leelanché knew what he was about when
he invented this form of cell, and that for its intc nded
purpose it cannot be improved.
Improving primary batteries and freak batteries
Iii I may use the term) have always had a fascina~
tion for me, and I should like to mention the follow

may

9!

TO

EXHIBITION

1862
OF

BY MR. H.

ASTROP,

AND

1862.

zinc.
This battery was used for lighting, and was
said to give excellent results.
In the course of making experiments I was rather
surprised to find there was a difference of potential
between a plain carbon and the carbon surrounded

by manganese—the ordinary Leclanché porous pot.
The current was, of course, very small, but is perhaps
sufﬁcient to work a clock pendulum if magnet is
wound with very ﬁne wire.
There is also sufﬁcient
diﬁerence of potential between the gas and water
and also between a carbon.
pipes for this purpose,
and zinc plate in water only. Some time ago I
found a. very good substitute for zinc. I made

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
Difﬁculties

have overcome

25, r909v

have met in model making

them."

Kingston-on-Thames.—We

are requested to
announce that Mr. E. BROWN, of "Oaksey," Bal
Road,
moral
Kingston-on-Thames, will be glad to
hear from anyone in this district interested in model
with a view to forming a Branch
engineering,
Society.

The Society of Model Engineers.

Queries and Replies.
especiallydrrzdrd to the ﬁrst condition given bolas,
[Allmlion
and no rmilceimll be taken
Queries not complying with the
d|rarlmnsthrrvln slated. Letterscontaining Queries must be
mar/rd on the top int-hand comer of the envelope “()qu
Deputmlril.” No otherno!!!" but thoserelrilingto the Own:
shouldbeenclosedin thesomeviz-dope.
_
Querieson rubit'rlsn‘llhirl [heslope of this yourml are replied Io
by post under the following condition:J—(linlltfils dealing
in”: vdrstmrlsuh'rrls should be written on dlﬂzmu slips, on
one illll' 0/ the man only, and the sender'sname uusr be i»
sznbrd an liu' bmk. (2) Queries should be octornpamed,
wherever{’DSSlblf,nulh lully dimensioneddarker, and COVYb
spirndmlsare rrcommmdnito keepa coin; o/ Ihnr Qurri‘ta‘ tar
slumpedaddressedmvrlapr (no! post-card?
n/rrmre. (i)
"
should invariably be endured,and also
Queries and RINICS
pages 0/ 1h: current
Coupon" cut out [mm the advertisement
early
issue. (4) Quart; will be answeredas
fwssihle aria
rrrnpl, but an mien-a!0/ few days must usualayc141»:below:
the Rrply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answerinsertedin this columnshould understandthat some
weeksmust elapse before the Reply can be Published. Th:
mserhon of Replies in this rolulnn cannot be guaranteed.
(6) All Querin shouldbe addressedto The Eduar, Tue Monet
ENGINEER, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,Loud-m, EL]
The following on selectedlrorn the Querieswhich have been replied
lo urmlly :—
of

is

:lRePorLr 0/ Wings should be sent to the oﬂicesof TH: Moan
ENGINEER without delay, and will be mum-d in any por
h'cularIssue 1! mn'wd a clear nine days Ire/Ur: its usual dale
of Publlc‘lionj

London.
T FUTURE Meal-mos—Monday,
February 1st: Lec
ture, by Dr. William Wilson (illustrated by original
slides), on his electrical work among Chinese students.

Itiis particularly
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electrical
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S

H.
lioﬁﬂi Resistance for Charging from Mains.
(Dublin) writes: Please say what lamp resistanceshould be user.
for charging 4-volt zo-amp.-hour ‘ accumulator from zzo-voli
Size of plates, 3} ins. by ins. Charging rate, 1'3 amps.
circuit

__L_
Ql'rnyN'

109:2

be done at intervals

?

Must the first charge be continuous or can
without discharging

it

requested that all members having
instruments or apparatus of any descrip
tion will bring them to this meeting.
The subject
of the Workmanship Competition for this meeting
is steam engines of any type (ﬁnished or
unﬁnished).
A large number of entries are looked for. Wednes
day, March roth:
Electric Locomotive Running
Competition.
SPECIAL Norrcr: -— CONVERSAZIONE
(February
26th), at Caxton Hail, Victoria Street, Westminster.
_The Exhibit Secretary. Mr. '1‘. Norman Gilbert,
will be pleased to hear from readers of this paper,
whether members of the Society or not, having
high-class models of any description, and who
would like the opportunity of exhibiting their work
-at this well-known annual gathering of first-class
specimens of workmanship. The Exhibit Secretary's
address
is — “Normanhurst,”
Crowstone Road,
Westclifl-on-Sea, Essex.
V1srrs.—Tuesday, February 7th, at ﬁve oclock:
To Messrs. Mcux’s Brewery, Tottenham Court Road ;
notiﬁcations to 1'6th the Secretary three days prior
to the date—Full particulars of the Society and
forms of application for membership will be sent on
receipt of a post-card addressed to the Secretary,
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither
' Green,
S.E.

“

I

paper on
and how

l

llat tin tubes, pierced all over with holes
and ﬁlled inside with a mixture consisting of the
carbon and manganese, from a worn-out Lecianché,
a small quantity of sulphate of copper, and sufﬁcient
to make a stiﬂ paste.
plaster-ol-Paris
These,
used between
two carbon plates in bichromate
battery, gave nearly as much current as zinc—
very much superior to a plain iron phate.—Yours
truly,
A. GREEN.
some
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Forum: an'rmo.——The next

meeting will be held
3rd, at the Coﬁee House.
6, High Street, Bull Ring, Birmingham, and com
mence at 7.30 p.m.
Mr. G.
Walker will give his

J.

-on Wednesday, February

a

f

a

a

2) a

(I) The voltage cannot be estimated with certainty. For two
balls as discliargersyou may reckon that voltage of roo,ooo volts
Yes, _you Will find some
necessaryper inch of spark in air.
noteson thesubjectin our handbookon “ The Wimshurst Machine."
[10.840]Cord (lrips: Finding Polarity ol Wires. G. H. H.
(Redford) writes: ll) Please can you tell me what nrms supply
cord grips such as are used on electric light ﬁttings. Atvpresenl
am using those that take a twin ﬂexible 5-ioths in. diameter,
but want somelarger than this. it you do not know oi any firms,
can you supply me
sketch with dimensions? (2) In ﬁnding
the polarity of an electric wire by putting the two “resin water.
08 little bubbles and the negative make
dos the positive
the water round it—the negative wire—~havea cloudy-looking
appearance?
(r) Cord grips of various sizes are in common use and can be
had through any dealer in electric ﬁttings. Any of our electrical
advertiserswould supply you. (a) The negative wire is theme
that gives 08 the bubbles.
a

it

_I.

the evening.

[20,880] The Wlmshurst Machine.
M. S. (Hampslrad;
writes: (r) Can you pil'QSCgive me some means, by formula or
otherwise,oi obtaining the voltage at which my Wlnrshurst sparks,
with the discharging b.1115
at varying distancu from one another
Wimshurst ever used to give electric shocks to
human
(z) is
being,andcanitbesoused?

is

Societies.

The above Society held their
monthly meeting on january 6th at 6, High Street,
Bull Ring, Birmingham.
There was a very good
attendance, some new members having joined since
the previous meeting night. and a good number of
old members turned up.
Unfortunately, Mr. C. N.
Reynolds did not appear with his model of perpetual
motion, and this was somewhat of a disappoint
ment, as most of the members had looked forward
to it.
Mr. G.
\Valker, during the evening, sug
gested that each meeting night one of the members
should give a paper on his experiences
of model
This
making, &c.
was resolved to do, and Mr.
Walker kindly promised to give the ﬁrst. There
was also some very interesting work on view during

i

Provincial
Birmingham.

Use couple of 32 c. p. lamps (zzoyolts) joined in parallel as
sketch. The ﬁrst chargemust be continuous. Six hours at least.
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Engineer

H. 'A. S.
[20.906] L.B.$.C.R. "Atlantic" Locomotive.
(Tadworth) writes : Would you be kind cnoughto give me a sketch
"
of the framesand distancebetwwwnthe LB. 8: S.C.R. " Atlantic
type locomotive No. 38?
"
The framesarc, wc believe,the sameas in theG.N.R. Atlantic "
engines, No. 251 class, and arc 3 ft..ri§ ins. apart at the bogic
and 4 ft. 1} ins. apart at the driving Wheels. Tllt' outside trailing
framesare 5 ft. 7} ins. apart. You will ﬁnd full working drawings
for a model G.N.R. N0. 251 in (ireenly's book, “ The ModelLoco

l
l'

Oz/ERY 504505

L
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5,,Z“

___.i.__

l6

hasten FOR MODEL 2-01. Gauss G.E.R. TYPE TANK LOCOMOTIVE
to run Druvmo Axuz.

’0
3,6

7

"wrrn Smour Cvunoan

GBARBD

motive," and drawings of the original enginein “ The Locomotiws
of Today," price :5. od. net, as. . post free from our publishing
“ Atlantic " engines was
ofﬁce. A drawing of the LB. .C.R.
published in our issue of May 28th, 1908,and tender in a more
recent issue.

a

l

H. “W.
[20.805]Model 0.N.R. 8-ft. Single Locomotive.
have come into possessionof several parts
(Lancaster) writes:
of
locomotive, the G.N.R. 776 class, l-in. scale am told, so
will you pleaseadvisc me on the followin and say
the propor
tions arc right or what alterationsare rcqmred:—(r) The cylinders
are il-in. bore by 2-in. stroke. Are they about right or toodlar e?
If so, pleasegive correct size. (2) The length of frames are-2 ms.
width bCth't‘ll 3} ins. Are these correct? (3) The driving
ins., bogie
ins., gauge
wheels diamctcr are 6} ins., trailing
betwccn ﬂanges ins. ls this right? (4) No boilcr ports, so
what kind most suitable and what length and diamctcr, also size
of ﬁrebox and number of tubes and Site?
3

4

t

~in.
(1) The cylinders should not be greater than -in. by
We should moch the engineto a larger scale,say in. to the cot,
so as to obtain the maximum boilcr power. (2) Yes, roughly so
for
scalc. This will
Z-in. scalc modcl. (3) The \Vllt‘ClSare
however,not matter much. (4) The boiler cannot be larger than
largeas
diamctcr.
The
ﬁreboxshould
be
as
ins.
possible. Tubes
3}
should be 7-16ths in. or in. You might also consider water
tube boiler. Soc.Greenly's book, " The Model Locomotive."
scale drawing of the No. 1,007class was published in our issue of
April 16th, r908.
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Winding I25-watt Dynamo.
A. C. (Preston)
Writes:
[20.86%
should be very much obliged if you will tell me how
much Wire, and what gauge, to wind an 8-scction drum
"mature, 1‘ ins. diameter, 4 ins. long? I am putting a new
armaturein a dynamo that l have which is an undertyre. The
{right of iron of the ﬁelds is 10 lbs. and they are wound with
\o. :2 gaugewire, 1 lb. on each ﬁeld. i should like to get out
of it about 25 volts 5 amps. or more.
Wind both arms and ﬁelds with No. 20 S.W.G. wire. Put on
armatureas much as possiblkabout 10 025.,and on ﬁelds about
5 lbs. If you want to use the wire at presenton ﬁelds, wind arms
tlSOwith No. 22, but this would give a higher voltage than you
wishto have. One pound on each pole is much too little wire.
[30.87:] i h.-p. Gas En inc and 0 now. (3me
cheap text
iWidnes)writers: \vill you kindyrecommen
uookto assistme in making
b.h.-p. gasengine
Also approxi
matelyhow many 16 c.-p. lamps could be lit by dynamo driven
an engine?
bfv'_5uch
h.-p. Gas Engine.
be: theseriesof articles on the -M.E. Otto
lhe dates of the issues containing this series are as follows:—
lanuan' 4th, 18th, February tst, 15th, March ist, 15th, 29th,
“my3rd, 17th, 3rst, lune zrst, and November r5th, rooo. The
lmuary 4th issue was accompaniedby coloured plate of the com
pleteengine. Any of these back numbers can be bad price 3d.
P05!free.
dynamo of about 200 watts would bc suitablc. lt
wOuldlight three 16 c.-p. lamps of the ordinary low eﬂicir-ncv,
carbon ﬁlauir-nt type, or ten high-efﬁciency metallic ﬁlament
man oi samecandle-power.
A
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Electrician.

C. B. H.
[10.33ll (1.W.R. Saddle Tank Locomotive.
(Shrcwsbury) writes: i should
greatly obliged if you could
a:showing
thc generaldimensions
favour me with a rough diagram
of a small 0'6—0 type saddle tank locomotive of a class that
is used on the G.\\'.R. for shunting and gcncral service on small
branch lines. The type to which I rt-fcr has, I think, wheels of
about 4 it. or 4 ft. 6 ins. diamctcr, 6-c0uplcd,with outside frames
and axle-boxes.
We illustratcd this type of lowmotivc in our “ Qucry " columns~
it: the lSSllc of August 23rd, moo. You can obtain the number
from our Publishing Department for 3d. post free. The engine
is the one which met with the accidentat Llanelly.

[10.608l Model Tank Locomotive with Geared Drive.
L. \i. K. (Ilford) writes : lhaVea l).A. slide-valvecylindcr. i-in. hurt“,
{-in. stroke. Would you kindly inform me (i) If this is suitable
for a 7-16thsin. scale, 2-in. gauge locomotiveo “(v—o type-tank
engine? This cylinder drives an intermediatcshaft gcarcd 2 to l
with the driving wheels. (2) lntcrmuliatc shaft to be in front
of and parallel to driving wheel axle, cylinder under smokcbox
as IS usual. “’ould you recommcnd this? 1;) Size of boiler
suitablefor above ? (4) Could you givc me a sketchwith principal
dimensionsof this arrangement applitd to G.I<I.R. six-coupled
tankengine?
(t) The cylinder is rather small for a directly conm-ctcdenginc,
but geared2 to l as you suggestit should do well. (2) We show
on the enclosed sketch how we would arrange the motion. The
driving rule may be ﬁxed, but the loading and trailing Whﬂ‘lS
may be mountcd on springs. Instead of a jointed coupling-rod,
use two separate rods, leading and trailing. (3) The boilcr is
>li0“'llin the sketch. We should recomrncndthe shorter win-cl
bzcscindicated and the reduction of thc boile-rpro mm. (4) We
haveno drawing of the six-coupled(i.l~‘..R.enginebefore us at the
moment.but we would not adhere strictly to the dimensionsof
theoriginal it a good working model is the chief desire,especially
in thecaseof the boner.
.m‘_——

and

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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[20,823] Electric Engraving Machine.
S. T. (Halstead
writes: 1 Wish to make an electric engraver. Can you git-e me
sketch of one showing lull diinrnsions? How much wire should
l requirc_and what gauge.and cowring ? What amount of CllfI'tL’.
will be required?
You will ﬁnd directionsfor making an electric engraving 1111(th
in an illustrated article published in our issue'-of june 4th, 1905.
This number at Tue MODEL lineman: can be had trom our
Publishing Othce, pricr 3d. post tree.

Tanks, N0. l'5601
C.
OONORI
(lreland) writes: Kindly publish a drawing of the new No. 1,500
tank engine on the G..\'.R. (liﬂlund).
We appenda drawing of the newo~6~2 passengertank engines
designed for London suburban traffic on the ti.Z\'.R., and which
took the place of the eight-coupled engines of the No. no class.
These engines are ﬁtted with condensing apparatus for use in
the Metropolitan Railway Company's tunnels. The lateral dimen
sions are approximately as follows: Width over side tanks, 8 it. ;

T_'—_f
l. ill-wry

1Hl
P-t'lille ~~ 4'H'H ~-i-*

—-

G.N.R. 0—6—2 TYPE

7'1“

-

TANK

PASSENGER

o'o'_ --~

!

Locomortn,

width over butler lank, 8 it. 5 ins. ; width over cab, 7 it. i in. ;
width betweenbu ers, 5 it. 8‘ ins. ; diameter of smokeboxdoor,
4 ft. 6 ins. ; width over splashcrs,5 ft. to ins. ; width over coupling
rod splashers,7 it. 2 ins. ; width betweentyres, 4 it. 5i ins. ; gauge,
4 it. 8‘ ins.
G- E- 13-(Lviﬂfster)
[20,902] Railway Carriage Drawbars.
writes: Please excuse me trespassingon your valuable time, but
i am experimentingon the spring of the.coupling hook of a railway
carriage and wondered if you could inform me how far it pulls in
when the train is in motion ?
_Our observations would show that the extensions vary from
i in. to! in. Qn wagon stock we have noticed an extension of
quite 2 ms. at times.
H. S. (Walthamstow)
[I8.544l Tele hone
Queries.
writes: i have t rec telephones. They are without call bells
and coils. Will you please show me the various connections
between two stations? 1 do not think there is anything wrong“
‘
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SUBURBAN TRAFFIC:

No. 1,560 Crass.

1- 1; (Newport.
[20.366] Cutting Spur Wheel in Lathe.
Mon). Writes: 1 have been asked the following question without
comnn-nt:—" Can you cut a spur wheel on any ordinary screw
cutting lathe "? My answer is to be " Yes " or “ No." l have
my own ideasof doing the job, but they are not satisfactory. Will
you pleasegive me your opinion of the question, which is of con
siderableirnportanceto me at present.
There are three ways of cutting a 5 ur wheel on an ordinary
screw-cutting lathe, as followsz—(i) upport it on a mandrel
and set the train of wheelsfor cutting an exceedinglycoarse thread
—in fact, what would be called a riﬂe pitch. Each tooth is then cut
as part of a screw thread—in tact, you cut a spur wheel which has
single helical teeth. This arrangementof the gear wheels necessi
tates a very largewheel. that is, one of the largestof the set, upon
the mandrel. You would use this as a division plate cutting
practically a multiple thread screw, as explained in Mr. Percival
Marshall's book, “ Practical Lessons in Metal Turning." As the
gear ratio betweenthe mandrel and screwis so very high it is not
practicable to drive the train by the belt in the usual way. You
must reversematters and apply the driving
power to the leading screw. The best way
Eanru
would be to ﬁt a handle to it and drive by
hand. (2) Mount the wheel on a mandrel
and cut the teeth by means of a tool held
in the slidesrest set with its cutting edge
vertical to one side working the saddle to
and fro by means of the rack and pinion.
The teeth are by this means planed to shape
and will be ordinary straight teeth. You
would use one of the screw-cutting set of
wheels as
division plate on the mandrel
(3) Mount the wheelupon mandrel and cut
the teeth by meansof
horizontal revolving
milling cutter rotated in
suitable tram
held in the slide-rest. Use one of the screw
cutting wheels as
division plate. This
method
probably not contemplated by
thequestionas involvesthe use of an arms
sory machine—~that
is, the cutter and frame.
wish
[10.333] Link Motion, H. F. G. (Southsca)writes:
to
btepbenson'sreversing gear to
small horizontal engine
(cylinder l-in. by thin.) which have recently constructed. You
Woulddo me great service you would tell me how to obtain
the correctcurves and size oi the link. The travel oi the valve
is 5-32ndsin.
You must send us fully dimensionedsketches of the engine.
OLht'l’WlSt‘
we cannot Set out the link motion properly. You will
ﬁnd iull particulars about designing model link motions in Mr.
"
Grevnly’s book, The Model Locomotive." The curvature oi the
link depends on the kind of link (where the eccentric rods are
pinned on} the size of the link should be about 2i times the travel
of the valve measuredat the movement of the die block. We
should make the travel of die block about 13-3zndsor 7-16ths in.
a

a
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[20,905] Queries on History.
R. (Ayr) asks: (i) The
date when Ampere was busy on this earth
with his electrical
investigations? (2) The date when Ruhmkortt invented the
whether Ruhmkorti jllSUilCd his exist
induction coil? Also
ence by discoveringanyt ring elseof importance
(i) Ampere was born in i775 and died in i836. (2) i85i.
(3) We think his discoveryoi the induction coil the only achieve
ment that has made Ruhmkorﬂ famous. He was proicssionai
mechanician.

ﬁt

I

i

with them, as can get the bells and inicroph me circuits all right
have your handbook, but cannot
separately, but not together.
get any help trom it. Hoping you will be able to help me.
We give the required diagram, as requested.
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The Model Engineer and Electrician.

l20,856] Olllng Patterns for Plaster Moulds.
W. H. E.
(Paversham) writes: Please what is the best oil for oiling some
wheels from which I wish to make a plaster-of-Paris
mou .
Use olive or sweetoil.
'
[10.721] Antl-Frlctlon Metal.
P. 13- (Leeds
uld you tell me where white anti‘fricti-m metal
bwerlltizsd.
and how it should be applied for bearings?
Messrs.Cotton 8: johuson, r4, Gerrard Street Soh W
Christopher, Clerkenwell Road, E.C., would supply
3'0“'
melted and run into the bearings.

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
samplrsand particulars 0! new tools, apparatus,and man-rials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no Payment0/ any kind
being rrqmred or accepted. The Editor reserve:the right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
tlu goodsare not 0/ sutﬁci'entinterestto his Modem]
'Rem'ews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon case]
Editorial Inspection 0/ the goodsnoticed.

'

The Stuart No. l0.
A little while ago we favourably commentedon the enterpriseof
Messrs. Stuart Turner, Ltd., of Henley-on-Thames,in putting on
the market completeset of machinecastingsand parts for build
ing small high-classinodel steam engine at a very modest cost.
That our approval was justified fully home out by the apprecia
tion of the ﬁrm’s customersfor this particular set, and by the ex
cellentresultstheyhaveobtainedin thework of ﬁtting up.
sample
engine now beforeus, which has beenput togetherby customer
who has never tackled an enginebefore but who has turned out an
not to be wonderedat that he and many other
excellentjob. It
have expressedtheir (mmpletc satisfaction with this
puoihch‘asers
m
.
e

is

a

is

A

is

We do not see how any greaterefﬁciencywould be obtained by
the proposed alterations, and even if you use two burners instead
of one, we would not recommendany increasein the bore of the
cylinders. They are quite large enough. The best way to make
room for two burners is to use the ordinary locomotivetype ﬁrebox
lbetween the frames) as in the “N.E.R. “Atlantics,” and if you
prefer the external appearanceof the G.N.R. Wooten firebox, to
make this a sham, ﬁlling the space with non-conductingmaterial.
We would not use the standard cylinders mentioned,as they may
spoil the scale
appearance of the engine. Perhaps you do not
‘
mind this. W'e would recommend the motion (Stephenson’s)
However,if you wish to purchasecylinders
design.
included in the
ready made and also have a fancy for the Walschaertsvalve gear,
then employ the standard cylinders referred to (i-in. by tl-in.)
unth the valves on top as in Mr. Ivatts’ compound locomotive
No. 292.
[20,352]
H. S. (Newark-on-Trent)
Six-Pole Dynamo.
writes: I intend making a six-pole dynamo, 160watts, to enclosed
rough sketch. Will you kindly criticise same? If not propor
tionate,give altered dimensions. It is to be built up of laminations
in six parts, cut from waste tin, then annealed,making it 2 ins.
long. What size wire are poles_to be wound with, and how much
for 30 volts ? What will the amperagebe ? What kind of arma
ture will be most suitable, and what size wire will it require? The
dynamo is copied from Mr. Avery's design in Tun: MODEL ENGl
seen for December 15th, 1902.

[26.904]_ Design for Model Steamboat.
J. M. 1. (Port
Talbot) writes: As a constant reader of your paper I take the
liberty of asking you if you have suitable drawings of a
model
steamboatof moderatelyfine lines, about 3 ft. long?
‘
'
See our issues
of _\hv
._ 7th .and i 4th, 1908 which contain
'
ed
completedesigns for the metre launch Hermes,

'

L. G. A- (Lyltclwul
10.610] Model 0.N.R. “Atlantic.”
writes: I have just received Mr. Greenly's book and propose to
build his G.N.R. 251 as a working model. Kindly advise me re
the following alterations. I proposeto lengthenthe firebox ii ins.
to admit two burners, and alter the under framing by lengthening
that part under ﬁrebox by t in., and the distance between the
rear driving wheels and trailing wheelsby l in. The front of the
cab will be moved back } in., and increasing the. length of cab
sides by
in. or t in., and perhaps put in a window, after the
style of
.2. Government Railway engines. What size cylinders
will this alteration give? Also will the standard engine cylinders
(Bassett-Lowke's) do? If so, would you place the valves inside
of frame as in the design, on top of the cylinders worked on
'
American system or by Walschaertsmotion?

dynamo should develop 30 volts 5 amps. at about 1,200 to i
300
r.p.m. _with the following windingsz—Arniature, slotted
drum
t7 sections,slots 5-ioths in. wide byfiii. deep,each slot containing
no conductors of No. 22 S.W.G. 0.0.0. copper wire, wave wound
The held calls should consist of i lb. each of No.
24 s.c.c. copper
Wire, all joined up in series to one another, and in
shunt to the
armature.

(i;

121-Y- (lavi
[Ni-‘17] Driving Gas Engine Governor.
stcfrln sends a long letter to the eﬂcct that he has trouble with
the centrifugal governing of his gas engine. The governoris belt
driven.
_
All that is necessary to overcomeyour difficulty is to substitute
a chain drive for your presentone. Key a couple of chain wheels
to the same. shafts as your present pulleys are on. You could
get suitable wheels and chain from Hans Renold, Ltd. Progress
Works, Manchester.
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(lear Wheels and Tools.
We have recentlyhad an opportunity of inspectin several new
lines introduced by the Liverpool Castings and Tool gupply (30.,
Church Lane, Liverpool, one of these being series of cast chan
wheels for lathes and other geared machines. These are ma
from accurate machine-cut patterns, and, in addition to
beautifully cast, are thoroughlystiff and rigid in design. They are
and numbersof teethat very moderate
madein variety of
ul novelty is a die-holder, fitted with steel
prices. Another usepitches
guides for the rod to be screwed,thus enabling the thread to be
squarelystarted, and obviating the risk of damage to the cutting
edgesof the dies. These are made to take the standard circular
dies from I-t6th in. to 5-16thsin. Whitworth and N0. 0 to to B.A.
They are sold in sets or singly,with or without dies or guides. We
have also examinedsome excellent samplesof castin for models
from customers’own patterns,and have seensomebig -classexam
ples of machining turned out by this ﬁrm. Motor-cycle readers
may be interestedto know that the firm areagentsfor the “ Brown "
motor-cycles,and keep good stock of motor specialities.

a

a

it

a

is
is a

We handed your query to Mr. Avery, who replies as follows:
in answerto your correspondent, the proportions of his six-pole
dynamoare about correct, but it is not recommendedto build it
fromscraptinplatc as he suggests,this beinga very inferior material
for magneticpurposes. Also the.proposal method of building in
sixsegmentsis not very desirable, besidesentailing a vast amount
of unnecessarywork. Charcoal sheetiron suitable for this purpose
(an be obtained in sheets from any of our advertisers, and the
stampingscan be cut from these in one piece. If well-built, this

a

is

N°20352

a

Oven/v

' A New Adjustable Set-square.
The Simplon Manufacturing (.10.,6A, Dalton Road, Barrow-in
Furness, recentlysent us one of their new Protractiiig Adjustable
Set-squares,which they are placing on the market. It consistsof
45 degs.set-square,hinged to base. To the latter ﬁxed pro
tractor througha radial slot in which milled locking-nut secured
to the set-square projects. An index mark on the set-square
enablesthe latter to be set to any dcsired angle, so that equally
inclinnd lines or right angle.lines to any other set of angle linesmay
easily be priiiducmiwithout either reversingthe squareor re-setting.
The deviceformsan ordinary 45 dogs. set-squareWhen closed up.
substantially and accuratelymade instrument in celluloid.
It
and producedat price which brings within the reach of every
draughtsman.
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The Editor’s Page.
built our model
readers who have
cardboard Midland locomotive have written
we
should
put another
that
suggesting
box on the market containing designs for suitable
\Ve shall be
to go behind this engine.
coaches
and
glad to do this if the demand is suFﬁcient,
should be pleased to hear from any other readers
The second
who are of the same way of thinking.
model in this series will shortly be ready, and
will be of a very diﬂerent character from the loco~
motive. It will, in fact, be a lighthouse—a subject
which we think has not received the attention from
which its possibilities deserve
model makers
Having so much less detail in it than a locomotive,
the lighthouse model will be far easier to build,

make a very interesting
but it will nevertheless
it is a model which should
and realistic structure.
appeal very strongly to our electrical readers,
for it opens up possibilities of a very effective
We
application of a small electric lighting set.

shall give fuller particulars of the model as soon as
is ready.

‘

$

i

We hear that the forthcoming Conversazione of
the London Society of Model Engineers at the
Caxton Hall promises to be a record affair, both
The
and entertainment.
as regards exhibits
arrangements for the exhibits are being under
taken by the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. T. Norman
Gilbert, Normanhurst, Crowstone Road, Westcliff
Essex, who will be pleased to hear from
on-Sea,
any trade or private people who would like to place
tools, models, or other exhibits on show.

i

0

A correspondent

i

the suggestion

makes

that for

of readers
purchasing articles
convenience
through our sale columns that we should appoint
experts in the principal centres who would, for
or for some small fee,
out-of-pocket expenses

inspect and report on tools, models, etc., offered
Some of our older readers may remember
for sale.
that this idea was mooted in our columns several
years ago, but sulﬁcient interest was not shown
in the proposal to make it worth while putting it
Now that the volume of business
into operation.
transacted through the medium of our advertise
a more
ment columns has so largely increased,
but,
decided demand for such services may exist,
meets
many
system
course,
approval
the deposit
of
of the cases which are likely to arise, and we do
not quite know to what extent our readers feel
of the kind suggested
the need for assistance
We shall, however, be pleased to have the views
of those to whom this matter is of interest.
e

do our

readers

o

a
in

Brighton

and

1909.

in regard to the formation of a. local Model
Mr. F. P. Blackford. oi
Engineering Society?
Place, Hove, thinks that there
9, \Vestbourne
ought to be ample scope for such a society in that
neighbourhood, and will be glad to hear trom
In view
those who would help in the good work.
of the strong engineering interests which are centred
at Brighton, we think that there is plenty of roon.
for a society to ﬂourish, and we hope Mr. Black
ford's suggestion will meet with a hearty response.

Answers to Correspondents.
F. P. B. (Hove).—Thunks

for your corrections to
article. Unfortunately, 'we cannot refer thesr
to the author, as he has gone abroad.
“ATTERcur-‘FE" (Sheflield).—\\'e received a p0I~
tion of a letter from you without signature
Thanks for suggestions.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
(or publication should be clearly written on one side ol the par:
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender’sname and address. I!
should be dislinctly stated, when sending contributions, wheilie:
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be acmrrr
panic-dby a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event oi
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can oniv
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for :35 pt!
annuni, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to Annaess er-ress.
All compondence relating to the literary portion of the paper.
and all newapparatusand pricelists &c., (or review,to be addressed
to In; Eon-ox. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
deposits to be
relating to advertisemenuand
All correspondence
“ The Model Engi
addressedto Tn: onnrlsenrm- Minors,
neer," 26'29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8: Cu.
26—29, Poppin's Court, Flier Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico- Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A.. to whom
from thesecountriesshould be addrssed.
all SulJSCl'lDllOI'lS

the

How

28.
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of the Edgecumbe Railway.
By H. F. HAMER.

A

Foun~coux>LIsD

LOCOMOTIVE

of a single straight track,
be extended to 200 ft.
of 4} ins.
There are
of
a. Midland single.
Length.
which these are the chief dimensions:
2 it. 4 ins. : frames, mild steel riveted and stayed. ;
width' 7} ins. ; rail, to top of chimney, 13+}1115.;

HIS line

OF THE

consists

1:0 ft. in length. to
and laid to a gauge
two locomotives—the ﬁrst

I

EDGECUMBE RAILWAY.

footplate. 4} ins.; cylinders, 1% ins. by 2 ins.,
ﬁtted with drain cocks; valve gear. Stephenson’s
link gear; diameter of driving wheels 7} ins.,
Pear
bogie 3} ins.‘ trailing and tender 4 ins.;
son's
double—lever
regulator, steam taken from
boiler,
steel, 4} ins. diameter,
dome and baﬂ‘led;
300 rivets and stays, nine tubes (3 in. diameter),
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fed by pump (9-I6ths in. by o-I6ths in.) off driving
axle; ﬁrebox, 71} ins. by 3} ins. by 5% ins—burns
coal, coke, or charcoal.
The second is a four~coupled, named “ Stroudley,"
after the owner’s favourite locomotive engineer.
The dimensions are as follows: Length (including
tender), 3 ft. 7‘} ins.; width of footplate. 7* ins.;
diameter of coupled wheels 6§ ins., leading and
tender wheels, 4 ins.;
cylinders, I in. by 2 ins. ;
Joy's valve gear; boiler (Smithies’), inner 3‘) ins.,
~0uter 5 ins. ; six water tubes, ending in a drum
downcomer in ﬁrebox, ﬁred by a No. 4
"
"shaped
Primus
at 40 lbs. per sq. in., and fed by a hand
pump in tender ; working pressure, 70 lbs. per 5 . in.
The locomotive was originally intended for fin.
scale, the frames having been completed and built
up, together with cylinders and wheels to represent
“ Charles Dickens”
a.
The locomotive was
type.
then purchased by the present owner and sent to
the Southwark Engineering and Model \Vorks to
be converted to present I-in. scale, and was ﬁnished
It is painted Caledonian
faithfully to instructions.
blue.

Februar y

4, I909.

merely screwed into the valve when it came Into
my possession, so I abandoned both the valve and
the spindle, and ﬁtted them as shown in sketch.
1 next titted lubricator and drain cocks top and
bottom, and then lagged the cylinder with asbestos
covered
with strips of mahogany fastened with

A Small Power Vertical Engine
and Dynamo.

By

G. LESLIE THOMPSON.
run of model vertical steam engines
which appear in the pages of THE MODEL
ENGINEER seem to be of the high-speed
inverted cylinder type.
I herewith give photograph and description
of a small power vertical engine, together with a
usual

[nq,,,¢
slant/4rd

i
i

,,

é
_r

{pin

bands,
all of which are clearly shown in
photograph.
The only pattern I made was for the standards.
which I had cast for me at a local foundry.
The
crankshaft was turned parallel to 4} in. diameter
crank,
and shouldered down to
in. for the
which
was screwed on and the shaft end riveted over.
The ﬂywheel is 7* ins. diameter and l‘} ins. across
face, with heavy rim; the pulley wheel is 5 ins.
diameter and grooved {or round belt.
The crank
was chipped and ﬁled from a piece of wrought iron ;
brass

12?;
t t

1';' I"

i

area/.2

or Gums

Buck/e

a

BARS.

3o-watt Avery~Lahmeyer dynamo which I have
built in spare time during the past few months.
This type of engine may appear somewhat old
fashioned, but nevertheless
it makes up a very
The cylinder, which is IQ-in. bore
pretty model.
and gill-in. stroke, I had given me by a friend,
but it was so badly worn that I was obliged to
re-bore it.
Consequently I had to ﬁt new covers
(the bottom one being square), new piston, which is
of gun-metal i in. thick. packed with asbestos
string, and new piston rod of 1- in. diameter steel,
.the old one being bent.
The valve spindle was

B

I

P/dn

Sec/Ion

Via/v; rod
5‘, 5/“!

on ﬂ 5

DETAIL or SLIDE‘VALVE.
the large boss is Z- in. diameter and the small one
in.
diameter. The connectingrod
forged
in iron and turnedAtaper to 5-I6ths in. diameter
in. diameter at crosshead end.
at big end and
The guide-bars are of i-in. square iron, and the

I

CONSTRUCTXON

f

Snowmc

"4.

T
e
“3

By G. LESLIE

VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE.
Tnomrsou.

ﬁll "screw;
Wb/f
"WED" ""55
117;

13-
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method of their construction will be clearlv seen
also the method of ﬁxing to
from the sketch,
standard. The slide-blocks are of steel and have
at each end of the bars.
3-16ths-in. clearance
The eccentric sheave and strap were made from
The sheave
scrap brass, and the rod from steel.
ins. diameter and '3 in. thick, and the strap
is
The slide-valve has 1-3znd—in. lap
is i» in. wide.
lead, the travel being i in,
The
and i-64th-in.
bedplate is a piece of i-in. boiler plate 9 ins. square,
bolted to a wood base with four i-in. bolts.
The engine stands 17} ins. high and weighs
27} lbs., and although I have not been able to test
it yet—not being in possession of a boiler—I have
great hopes of seeing it drive a 4l-in. centre screw
cutting lathe when I get a boiler, which I am about
to begin building.
The dynamo is a shunt-wound machine giving
at 3,000 r.p.m.
an output of IO volts 3 amps.
To build this machine I bought
a set of castings, including wire,
stampings, and all materials in
rough, from Mr. A. H. Avery,
Wells, and can
of Tunbridge
recommend these
thoroughly
the cast
sets to other amateurs,
ings being exceptionally clean
The
and free from blowholes.
ﬁeld-magnet tunnel I bored out
to 1’} ins. diameter in the afore
mentioned lathe.
To return to the dynamo. The
FIG. 27.
shaft was turned from a piece of
is in.
steel;
it
cast
diameter
i-in.
diameter at armature and 5-16ths in. at the journals,
a full i-iﬁth-in. shoulder being left for the stampings
The armature is an eight-cog
to butt against.
laminated drum, wound with about 3 ozs. No. 24
s.s.c. copper wire in eight sections, and connected
The bear
to an eight-part built-up commutator.
ings are 1} ins. long, ﬁtted with brass bushes,
and the shaft was ground in with a little ﬁne emery
and oil, which makes a. beautiful fit, a little end
play only being allowed. Lubricators are ﬁtted
in much the usual manner.
The ﬁelds are wound with 12 ozs. No. 22 D.C.C.
copper wire, the bobbin ends being hard vulcanised
The usual type of brush rocker is ﬁtted,
ﬁbre.
having brass springs and brush-boxes and copper
This type of rocker has several
gauze brushes.
ENGINEER,
times been described in THE Mover.
so I will not encroach on your space by describing it
The machine works well, and I have lighted
here.
a io-volt lamp with it when driven from an ordinary
It weighs just 11 lbs.
hand‘wheel.
In conclusion, I may say that if any reader takes
a fancy to this design of engine and cares to build
a similar model, I shall be delighted to furnish him
with complete details.

ii

i

WITH the view of linking up the Admiralty in
London, the ﬂeet at sea, and the new naval base on
the Firth of Forth, a wireless telegraph station is
A
to be erected on Castlehill, overlooking Rosyth.
mast,
160 ft. in height, and consisting of three
Forty acres
lengths of Oregon pine, will be erected.
of ground at Craig Flower have been obtained for
the erection of a. powder magazine and arsenal.—
The Engineer.

February 4, 1909.

The Steam Engine for
Beginners—IV.

-

By H. MuncAerR, A.M.I.Mech.E.
(Continued from page 30.)
E have brieﬂy considered the principles of
steam-raising and of its application to the
service of moving a piston in a cvlinder,
but only for the production of reciprocating motion.
By far the greater proportion of steam engines are.
however, arranged so as to supply the work done
in the form of circular motion, turning shafting,
lathes, spinning machines, saws, or transposing the
power into electrical energy by rotating armatures,
etc., while the piston is reciprocating under the
in the
of the steam pressure generated
0161'.
meulse

FIG. 25.
We shall, therefore, give some attention to the
conversion of reciprocating motion into circular
motion by the methods usually employed in steam
engine practice.
Let A B (Fig. 25) be the travel of a crosshead pin
guided in a straight line by means of slides or other
contrivances ; C a point midway between A and B :
the pin is connected by means of a connecting-rod
C c to a crank-pin which is constrained to move
only in the circular path a be. We will assume,
as is almost invariably the case, that the motion
of the crank-pin is uniform in speed—that is, a line

drawn through the crank-pin and the centre of the
shaft 0 will describe equal angles in equal times.
With regard to the motion of the crosshead along the
straight line A B, the coupling to the crank-pin pre
cludes the possibility, at any part of the path, of a
uniform motion.
Further. assuming C to be equi
distant from A and from B, the part A to C would
be performed in less time than the part C to B, for
the crank being rotated at a uniform rate, will pass
from a to z in exactly the same time as from c to b,
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velocity, the piston will not be moving at all.
When it is desired to take the angularity of the
connecting-rod into account, the solution may be
found graphically as follows :—Through any pointp
draw the are p n with radius equal to the length of
on the line
the connecting-rod and with centre
(extended) a b.
Tl

—-Z

The velocity of n = velocity of p x

is

is

It must be understood that the result gives the
velocity only at the moment, as during the first
half of the stroke the piston is gradually acquiring
velocity having started from a condition of rest;
during the latter half of the stroke the piston
velocity is gradually retarded and eventually
If we desire to express
reaching a state of rest.
the movement of n during a period, we have to em
ploy diﬂerential calculus to cover 11to n', which
rather outside our scope in the present work.
The reason we require to know the relative
that we have to consider
and n
velocities of
p

a 0 z, and e o b, both being right angles and there
fore equal to each other; on account of the ﬁnite
will
length of the connecting-rod, the crosshead
reach the middle of its stroke at C before the
a.
The distance AC equal to
crank~pin reaches
CB and travelled in less time requires a greater
velocity of the crosshead.
Draw, on the diameter a b (Fig. 26), which is equal
to the movement of the reciprocating parts, the circle
nab, and divide one semicircle into a number of
equal parts (say six), at I, 2, 3, etc., with radius
equal to the length of the connecting-rod, and with
centres on the line ab produced, draw the arcs I.
i’, 2, 2‘; the points where these out the dia
meter will indicate
the distances travelled by
the crosshead while the crank has passed through
a series of equal angles.
Notice the small amount
of motion given from a to 1' in proportion to that
given from r' to 2’, and that 5’ to b is the smallest
of the divisions.
This means that the recipro
cating parts of an engine move more slowly when
near the ends of the stroke than when near the
middle, and more slowly when the crank is out
ward than when it is toward the cylinder.
If we
take a very small angle near b the variation is still
more marked.
Suppose o a = 1 ft. radius: while the crank is
passing through an arc of 4 degs. about the line b 0
the amount of motion of the piston
-oo72 in.
each way, but during the movement of the crank
to the same extent about a o the piston will move
This
'87 in. or more than 120 times as much.
gradual slowing of the motion when the recipro
cating parts approach the end of the stroke is the
reason that the combination works so very smoothly
when
roperly adjusted.
To nd the velocity of the crank-pin, multiply
the radius of the crank by 2 and by 31416 and by
the number of revolutions in a given time.
The
time is usually expressed in minutes and the radius
in feet.
Em: A crank is 1-25 ft. radius and makes 120
revolutions per minute, what is the velocity of the
crank<pin ?
[-25 X2 ><3-1416x 120 = 942-28 ft. per minute.
Neglecting the angularity of the connecting-rod,
the relative speeds of the piston and the crank‘
be
determined as follows :—Let a b
pin may
(Fig. 27) represent the path of the piston, a c b
the path of the crank-pin, and p the point where
the velocity of the piston is required to be found.
Join op and make Pq perpendicular to 0 p; from
P df0p the perpendicular p n on to the line ab,
then n will give the position of the piston, and
TI
—-q
X speed of crank-pin will give the velocity 01

and

|
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Those who are
that

discern

familiar

"P

_

with

their Euclid

will

'1 q

0 P
p q
and that n p is the sine of the angle a; therefore,
the formula may be given thus:
Velocity of n =
sine of angle a.

If

Velocity

of p

p be taken inﬁnitely near to c the sine will
be equal to unity, and at that moment the piston
will be moving at the same rate as the crank-pin.
if p be inﬁnitely near q the sine will be a; there
still retains the same
fore, while the crank-pin

FIG. 29.

;

(a) the effect of the inertia and of the momentum
of the reciprocating parts; (b) the loads and turn
ing eﬁects of the pressure of the piston; (c) the
action of valve motions in relation to the piston
(d) the balancing of the centrifugal force of the
parts moving in a circle.
“
Every body continues in its state of rest, or
of uniform motion in a straight line, except in so
far as
may be c0mpelled by impressed forces to
change that state."
This is a statement known as the ﬁrst law of
According to this law, which may be
motion.
it were not sufficiently
proved by experiment,
obvious,
to start a body from rest requires
the application of force, and on the amount of this
the velocity given to the body.
force depends
It is, of course, imp0ssible to put a body under
conditions where no forces would retard the motion
and eventually bring the body again to a state of
If a body be free to move and a force be
rest.
applied uniform in the amount the velocity of the

if

the piston.

Tc
FIG. 28.

it
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velocity

b.

c

I

0
b

/.

is

c

is

a,

b is

meeting the axis in I. this line
called the normal
to the point
and the distance
x the subnorrnal.
The latter
a constant quantity and will be the
same wherever the point
is taken. being always
It
evident from the construction
equal to 2a
that
we have any two of the three quantiﬁes
known as the ordinate, normal, and sulmarmal, we
can determine all the other parts of the parabola.
The resistance due to inertia
proportional to
the subnormal and is shown to be equal at any part
of the parabola. This may be illustrated by two
weights of different sizes suspended Over a pulley
that
free to revolve:
the resistance
to gravity
will be greatly increased, the inertia will be equal
is

the points a e and 0 will, therefore, each be in the
trace of a parabola.

b,

is

b
e

b
is

o
7'.

a

FIG. 3|.
to the sum
difference.
increased

and the effect of gravity equal to the
= sum. and
= difference, the
If
s

7',

It is easy to determine the velocity at any point
or the time OCCupied in falling any given distance
if we know the time occupied in falling any other
given distance. Suppose a b (Fig. 29) represent the
distance in feet of the fall of a body from a; b 1:
representing the time in seconds, and we desire to
ﬁnd the time occupied in falling to d. Extend ab
to e making a 0 equal to a b; join a and e, the
line 0 a is the tangent to a parabola at the point 6.
Draw 0 h parallel to a b, from a draw 0/ making
the angles h c e and [a e equal; / will be the focus
of a parabola having its vertex in a to which the
line as will be tangent. Make ag equal to 11/,
draw g b parallel to b c : this line will be the direc
trix of the section, therefore any point in the curve
will be equally distant from the /ocus / and the line
g 1:. Draw dj parallel to b c, from] as centre and
dj will give
radius d g draw an are cutting dj at
on the same scale as be the number of seconds
required.
We may thus ﬁnd any number of points in the
\Vhatever point in the curve as at
parabola. a
may be taken, a
proportional to the square of
and represents the velocity
equal to 2a
c.

~

d

abszz :2adzde1,

Fm. 30.

if

space

time (t) = 5X12.
After the body has acquired a given velocity, if
the force impressing it suddenly cease, the body
will travel at the same velocity until it is retarded
by some other opposite force, which, if constant,
will bring it to rest gradually, the velocity decreasing
in proportion to the time.
This may be shown graphically as follows :—
Let a body fall from a towards b (Fig. 28), the dis_
tance being represented
From b set of! b c
by a b.
to represent the time occupied by the body in fall
ing from a. To find the time occupied in falling
any other given distance as a d, we must ﬁnd the
proportion—

b a

c

fall would equal 16 ft. or =%: then
(s) the body falls through in a given

the

is

the

acquired in a body dropping from a to
The
tangent at any point bisects the angle as at
h.
We can thus determine the eﬁect of any force
uniformly applied in overcoming inertia.
\\'e can
in a similar manner determine the effect of a force
unifonnly applied, in opposing motion, or, as we
term it, destroying the momentum of a body,
which
an exact inversion of the problem.
is the ordinate,
Referring to the ﬁgure, the line
and ab the absessa of the ‘point e. If we draw a.
line ax from
a,
perpendicular to the tangent
a

body gradually increases in a known ratio; cons
versely, if a body already in motion be Opposed by
a force uniform in intensity it will be gradually
brought to a state of rest, the velocity decreasing
in a known ratio.
The best known example of a body acted on by
a uniform force is that of a weight dropping by
Experiments prove
gravity from a given height.
that it acquires an increase of velocity in propor
is,
if v be the velocity
tion to the time occupied—that
at the end of one second, the velocity at the end of
two seconds ==21;, three seconds = 311,and so on.
Ex. : What velocity will a body acquire in falling
freely 5 seconds, if at the end of one second the
velocity is 32 ft. per second P
32x5 = :60 ft. Ans.
The total distance fallen in a given time will be
found by determining the distance fallen in one
second and multiplying this by the s uare of the
n questions
number of seconds in the given time.
of this kind it is usual to employ the symbol g to
indicate the eﬂect of gravity on a body in one
second of time, which will cause it to acquire a
To acquire this
velocity of 32 ft. per second.
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resistance

ing the resistance,
the same manner.

=;—
set off

We can, therefore, know
the

fall of the body in
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WORLD'S LARGEST Warren TANK.~—In
the face
of keen competition from American, German.
French, and Belgian ﬁrms, Messrs. Clayton. Sons
and Co., Ltd.. of Leeds, have secured the contract
for the largest water tank in the world. The tank,
which
required for the water supply of Calcutta.
to hold 9,000,000 gallons, and with its support
will contain nearly 7,000 tons of steel.
The tank
will be placed at
height of 90 ft. above ground.
full, will have to
The supports. when the tank
bear a weight of over 40,000 tons.
The contract
2£01,367.
price

is

"
Hydroplanes. and Other Unusual
THE paper on
Forms of Hull," which Sir John Thornycroft has
kindly promised to read before the members of
the Motor Yacht Club, has now been ﬁxed for
Owing to
Thursday, March 4th, at the R.A.C.
now being
the great am0unt of attention which
paid to the subject by naval architects and scientists
generally, the reading of a paper on hydroplanes
certain to attract a large
by so high an authority
audience,
and an interesting discussion may be
At least two members of the club are
expected.
in tank experiments with model
now engaged
hydroplanes, and by March next the results of these
In the mean
experiments should be available.
time the club hydroplane class, which promises to
provide excellent sport next season, continues to
grow, and four of the little craft are already com
that
It
hoped
pleted or nearing completion.
two or three will be running their trials in the
Hamble River on the occasion of the next En
chantress House Dinner.— Yachting World.
is

time taken to travel from
d to a will be less than
from d to b.
The reason is that the force of gravity acts with
a greater intensity from d to 0 than from b to d.
If we have two forces acting on a body in different
directions, we can determine
a third
force that
ab
will give the same result. as follows:—-Let
(Fig. 32) and c b be two forces of intensities equal
in proportion to the lines and of directions along
Draw a- d parallel to b c and
the lines towards b.
c d parallel to b a, a line drawn from d to b will
give in direction and intensity a third force equal
Now, if we set out the
in effect to the other two.
lines ab and [c (Fig. 3!), we will ﬁnd that the
shorter radius gives the greater intensity to the
and, consequently, compels
force of gravity
the
pendulum to oscillate in a shorter period of time.
Set off a e (Fig. 33) equal to 100 ins. (on any con~
venient scale), and 2/ equal to 50 ins.. makingthe
versed sine e g of the arc of oscillation equal to
lo ins; through g draw 6 b at right angles to a e,
from a as centre draw the are e b, and from I the
the path of the
arc co. the curves will represent
FIG. 32.

be long or short.

(To be continued.)

is

b

not remain always straight

the ball will not swing so
far, the smaller radius of
the curve a d will bring it
to the same height as at
b before
it can move a
distance equal to b d; the
reSult will he that the

the time occupied

is

a
C

If we put a peg at/ (Fig.
31) so that the string can

I

T

To show graphically the effect of gravity at b'
and a, set off to any scale the weight of the ball om
the vertical line, as bx and c x, draw x 3 parallel
to ab and x' z’ to /c, bz tangent to b, and as"
and 02’
parallel to
tangent to 0, xy and x’
reSpectively; bz and 02’ will show the effect of
gravity at each end of the oscillation, by and
The
and c.
03/ the tension on the string at
were
are on the same line;
and
points
to swing a weight by means of gravity
possible
only, from one point to another point at a higher
elevation, the question of perpetual motion would
at once be solved.
It will be evident that the times of oscillation
of the ball will be the same, whether travelling from
towards c. or vice versa. From this we may deduce
the following :—
(a) The velocity acquired by a body in a given time
is directly proportional to the force applied.
(b) The distance moved over in a given time is
directly proportional to the force.
energy spent in lifting a given
(c) The amount
the same, whether
weight through a givm height

a

time.

centre of gravity of the weight.
It will be evident
that the amount of work done is equal on each side
e,
of the line a
and consists of lifting the weight
through the distance 2 g. The times, however, are
different, and may be separately determined, being
proportional to the square roots of the lengths a b
and fa.
Let T be the time occupied from b to e
and 1 from e to c. then
Va 17 \r/f C.

is

We have so far considered the body to be falling
in a vertical line from a state of rest, and have set
of} the curve to determine the ordinate at the
various points required so as to ﬁnd the length of
time occupied and the velocities acquired by the
body reaching these points.
The curve may in exactly the same way be made
to show the path of a body having an uniform
velocity in a horizontal direction and also falling
under the inﬂuence of gravity.
Suppose a heavy ball rolling along a plane
surface at n feet per second in the direction of a
to a where it drops oﬂ into space. if it drop to a
during the ﬁrst second we can determine the curve
by the intersection at b of the vertical line from a
and the horizontal line from c, when, by the rules
given above, any
may be determined
otheza-point
if required.
The verti
height is always propor
tional to 112.
A good illustration of the eﬁect of gravity is
Let a metal ball be
shown by the pendulum.
suspended by a string from a point a: when at
rest the weight will remain at d (Fig. 30). Suppose
an impulse be given to the weight in a horizontal
direction towards b, where the impulse acting against
the force of gravity is spent, the ball will then swing
towards d and acquire a momentum sufﬁcient to
carry it to a, the angle a a d being equal to b a d.
If all resistances were removed the ball would
continue to swing through the angle b a c, the times
of passing through the angles b a d and c a d being
equal whether the ball is
moving toward b or c,
from d, or returning, and
each complete swing occu
a7
pying an equal period of
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A Design

Model

Coach.

for a zl-in. Gauge
Steam
Rail Motor

I
I

By ALFRED ]. Buoo.
(Continued from page 58.)
MAin

FRAMES,

I

WHEELS, AND Axuas.

I

OMING to the construction of the main frames,
it will be noticed, with reference to Fig. 7,

I

that these are of a very simple character.
The metal used should be mild steel plate, i-Iéth in.

*2!
//

i6_
l
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I

)4
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t

,
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FIG. 8,—FRONT BUFFER I‘LAXK.
and well planishcd.
selected
a
Having
large enough to take the two frames and
buffer-planks, proceed to set out the outline of
these carefully and drill a number of i-in. holes
The
all round, so as to just clear the outline.
parts can then be cut with a hammer and cold
chisel in the usual way. After roughly cutting
out the slots for the axle-boxes, rivet the two
frames together in two or three places, and ﬁle
up the edges carefully to outline. The large hole
in the middle of the frames can be drilled and
chiselled out, and ﬁnished with a ﬁle.
A 5-16ths-in.
hole should also be drilled right through both
frames,
near the rear end as indicated.
These
holes in either frame are useful
as sight-holes,
and enable the supply of spirit to the lamp reservoir
to be adjusted to a. nicety (see coloured plate).
All the holes to take rivets or screws can be drilled
through the two frames at once, with the exception
of the holes for the steam block ﬁxing screws
These, it will be seen, are not
and reversing-rod.
common to both frames, and will therefore have
to be drilled when the latter are taken apart. If
the reversible cylinder is adapted, the line of
inclination of motion should be accurately marked
before setting out the holes for the ﬁxing-screws.
This should be done before separating the frames,
and at the same time a small hole can be drilled
through both frames at the pivotal point a to
accurately ﬁx the centre of the pivot-pin bush.
The slots to receive the axle-boxes should be
carefully filed out, after which the frames can be
and the holes tapped where neces
separated
For the homstays or keeps, sheet brass
sary.
i-i6th in. thick can be used. These are ﬁxed
to frames by 3-32nds-in. countersunk screws. The
bush to take the steel pivot screw can be attached
to the right-hand frame by three i~16th-in. bolts.
If the non-reversible cylinder is decided on, the
pivot screw and boss will, of course, be unnecessary.
This applies also to the four holes for the fixing—
thick

piece

I

I
|

I
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screws, and in place of these all that will be required
is a 7-l6ths-in. hole in the left-hand frame opposite
the pivot point marked a, to accommodate the
adjusting-nut, as indicated in Fig. 6 (see page 58 in
January zist issue). A hole should be drilled and
tapped near the rear end of the right-hand frame
at the point b to take a 3-32nds-in. bolt for ﬁxing
the reversing lever.
The two crosspieces c and d for supporting the
coach girder and lamp, and which also act as frame
stays, can be made of tinned iron or steel, the
ends being ﬂanged to just fit between the frames.
Brass could also be used for the rear crosspieoe
if preferred,
as indicated on the coloured plate.
A brass disc 3-32nds in. thick is soldered on to the
plate a to act as a bearing for the supporting girder
of the coach, a 3-16ths-in. hole being drilled through
the centre of disc and plate to take the pivotal
screw which connects the coach to the engine.
Brass angle is used for the two small brackets e,
which transmit the weight of a portion of the
to the bearing springs, two i-iéth-in.
engine
clearing holes being drilled, as indicated, for the
Patterns should be made of the small
spring pins.
webbed
angle—brackets
and castings obtained in

gun-metal. To allow the four brackets which
connect the buffer planks to be cast from one
pattern, the latter should be made as indicated at I,
with the L-shaped parts of equal width and the
top face square.
The parts not required can then
be ﬁled away.
One pattern will sufﬁce
for the
two brackets, which are placed about midway of
the frames for the purpose of supporting the foot

3%”
I
|

I,

FIG. 9.—Vrsw

gi—
\\N

176/“ween

{

OF REAR END OF FRAuss,

DIVIDED BUFFER PLANK.

snowmo

plating at this point. The guard irons can be cut
from the same plate _as the frames, and attached to
the latter by two small copper n'vets as indicated.
The front buffer-plank (Fig. 8) has a slot in the
centre to receive the shank of the drawhook, and
two 3-32nds-in. holes to take the fixing-screws for
the buffers.
Small countersunk screws can be used
for attaching the plank to the frames, the screws
being driven from the outside into the angle brackets,
the heads (which cin afterwards be ﬁled ﬂush)
will be covered up when a coat of paint is applied.
The rear butler beam is in two pieces to allow the
coach girder to pass between the frames (see Fig. 9).
The two parts should be riveted to the angles,
which, in turn, can be screwed to the frames.
In assembling the two parts of this plank, see that
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From a piece of silver steel rod 3-I6ths in. diameter
cut two lengths—one for each axle—and shoulder
down the ends to receive the wheels.
The distance
between
the shoulders should be 2} ins. exactly in
each case, as in Fig. II.
The webs can be cut out of
mild steel plate 5-32nds in. thick. These should be
temporarily sweated together and two holes
in.
apart drilled through them, which should be a
tight ﬁt to the axle, after which the webs can be
and pressed into position.
separated
It will be
seen that the webs have to be placed to one side
of the centre-line of axle.
The crank pin is cut
from the same piece of steel rod as the axle. After
pressing the crank pin in place, the whole must
be brazed or silver-soldered
together, when the
can be cut out with a hacksaw,
part marked
and the rough ends inside the webs ﬁled ﬂush.
In ﬁxing the wheels on to the driving axles the
coupling-rod pins must, of course, be set at 90 (legs,
and this being so, the crank should be set at an
equal angle from each (see small sketch, Fig. 12).
The wheels can be ﬁxed to the axles by means of
small grub screws in the manner indicated at
(Fig. 10), or as shown in sketch at k. Before this
done, however, the axle-boxes must be slipped
in place.
These
will be dealt with in the next
article.
(To be continued.)

or WHEELS.

The Making of Ship’s Model

A full-size drawing of
wheel
In making the pattern, bring the

Fittings.

By X. Y. Z.
(Continued from page 54.)
will now proceed to the other end of the
vessel and commence with the anchor. The
one we will undertake (Fig. 65)
called an
ordinary anchor, and
known by the name of
is

is

J

i

FIG.
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XL—SHOWING Mernon or BUILDING
CRANK AXLE.

with this the balance-weight of each wheel
arranged as shown, which allows the one pattern
The holes for the
to be used for the four wheels.
axles should be made a driving ﬁt on the latter,
while those to take the coupling-rod pins should
be tapped 3-32-nds-in. \Nhitworth.
Taking the crank axle next, there are three
diﬁerent methods by which this can be made,
viz.
(I) Turned up from a steel casting; (2) made
trom a solid piece of mild steel plate, or (3) built
The latter method
to be preferred where
up.
simplicity of construction is a consideration, and
chosen in the present instance
for that reason.

is

is

:

is

ance
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FlG. 12.—Sxarcn SHOWING RELATIVE
POSITION or CRANK AND COUPLING
ROD Pms.
Rodgers’ anchor—that gentleman,
suppose, being
the original inventor. They are also made in a much
smaller size, and called stream or kedge anchors.
To make this anchor without a casting, we proceed
as follows.
Turn out of a piece of 5-I6ths-in. rod
the shank to the shape and length shown in sketch
about
(Fig. 66), and ﬁle ﬂat on both sides until
3-16ths in. thick; now cut 06 and proceed with
the making of the bottom (Fig. 67), which carries
the ﬂukes, and which, of course, constitutes the
anchor proper. To make this, bend a piece of
rod, afterwards hammering or ﬁling
5-16ths~in.
ﬂat,
to 3-I6ths in. thick, as in the case of the
is

TL—~

—
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T

k

e2"

it

get

E

is

a

is

given in Fig. 10.
face of the balance
weight slightly forward from the spokes, as indicated,
"
as this generally gives a wheel a more
business
like" appearance.
\Vith regard to balancing, as
the cylinder employed
an oscillating one, there
no weight of connecting-rod
practically
being
to consider,
it would seem that the only parts
requiring to be balanced under the circumstances
are the coupling-rods, pins, and bosses.
In accord—

I
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the top edges are quite square with the sides of
the frames and at the same time in alignment with
each other.
The four comer angle-brackets should
have a hole drilled and tapped at the points indi~
cated in the top face to take 3-32nds-in. screws for
attaching the foot-plating.
The driving and trailing wheels of the engine
may be taken in hand next, a pattern being made
and
castings obtained in turns or gun—metal.
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now lay on the pumice stone and hard—
the shank to the basa; then ﬁle each end
nearly to a point, as shown, afterwards ﬁling all
edges square with the exception of the bottom of
the anchor, which is left round.
Now polish anchor
by lying on a piece of wood held in the vice and
driving pins or pieces of wire round to hold it;
now taper each end of the bottom of the anchor,
as shown in the end view (Fig. 65), and then ﬁle
a recess to receive the ﬂukes, as shown (Fig. 67).
These ﬂukes should be ﬁled out of i-r6-gauge sheet
brass to dimensions given in sketch, and should
then be soft—soldered into position, or, if the operator
shank;

\

solder

i

Electrician.

:07

all the necessary work in making an ordinary anchor.
These anchors are laid on the forecastle deck with
The other
the stock hanging over the ship‘s side.
kind of anchor is called the stockless anchor, the
making of which I will describe in a future article.
now propose to show you how to construct a
rather neat and pretty-ﬁtting steam capstan (Fig. 68)
which, however. entails a lot of work, but on com
pletion will be found to amply repay the operator
for the time and trouble he spends on the job. I
am giving you the sizes for a i-in. scale; so if you

I

should ﬁnd it rather small for your initial attempt,
These capstans are not
you can double all the sizes.
ﬁtted on every ship, as they are only used for
I am describing the ﬁtting.
warping purposes.
but, of course, it is not intended to work, as it is
However.
unnecessary in the ﬁnished models.
with a little scheming the model maker could make
steam,
if
it
were
on
a
it go by
and
made
fairly large
scale, would make a handsome model.
First of
a
of
all make the bedplate. Take
piece
16-gauge
sheet brass and make a base i in. by i- in.,square
Now take a piece of 18
up, and polish nicely.
gauge sheet brass (I in. by fin), and then bend as
Now out two pieces of
shown (Fig. 69) 1* in. up.
Ill-gauge sheet brass and hard-solder a piece on
each side, as shown, and then ﬁle off neatly all
round; now set out the holes shown (Fig. 70) in
the sides and drill with a suitable drill, afterwards
ﬁling oval, as shown. \Ve now have to construct
the working parts of the capstan—ﬁrst of all, we
'
will make the carriage or plummer blocks (Fig. 71)
Put a piece of fin. rod
to carry the worm wheel.
in chuck and turn to the height and shape shown,
and then ﬁle ﬂat on both sides until they are
Sream caps/an.
F/‘q. 70

Emu/'0”
“
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skilled in the use of the blowpipe,
is sufﬁciently
now polish the ﬂukes on
may be hard-soldered;
The next operation
the ﬂat and, trim generally.
is to drill the holes for the stock and the shackle
Drill a. iz-gauge hole for the stock
respectively.
hole for the shackle.
Turn the
and a, i6‘gauge
stock to the shape and sizes given in sketch (Fig. 65)
wire, leaving the ball at one end loose.
out of
Now insert into hole already drilled in shank, and
then turn a small washer out of 3-i6ths-in. rod
with a. rz-gauge hole through and about I-r6th in.
thick.
Now slip this washer on to stock and drill
a zo-gauge hole through stock, and ﬁt a. pin to hold
Now soft-solder
stock tight in shank of anchor.
the small ball on the other end of stock, and the
We now have to make the
stock is completed.
rod two washers 1-16th in.
Turn out of
shackle.
now out
thick, with a r6-gauge hole through;
a iece of 16-gauge wire about 2 in. long and hard
so der one washer each end, laying on pumice in
Now bend in centre to form the
the operation.
shackle, ﬁle a. pin to ﬁt the holes, and, using two

fin.

fin.

cupping punches, rivet_the shackle into position.
If the operator desires, instead of riveting shackle,
he may make a small bolt and nut; both practices
This ﬁnishes
being prevalent in the workshops.

i
\

Me f/md

0/

bend/’19

F [9. 69.
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slightly thicker than 1-16th in.; turn a pin on
bottom to ﬁx it on bottom plate, as shown. Now
drill a. l 7-gauge hole, as shown, and the carriages are
We next have to make the engine
complete.
discs (Fig. 72); these are made out of fin. rod,
and drill a ro-gauge hole through centre, which
we afterwards tap out r8-gange.
The face side of
these should be slightly recessed,
as shown in
section (Fig. 72), to give them a better appearance.
Now put a. piece of i4-gauge wire in chuck and
drill a 20-gauge hole ; now cut off two small pieces
1-16th in. long ; these should then be hard-soldered
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to engine discs, and are to represent the con
necting-rod end. ,_We now require a worm wheel;
this is generally made by screwing a piece of {-in.
rod, and then turning down both ends, as shown
(Fig. 73), and drilling a 17'gauge hole through.
This now completes the front gearing, and can be
assembled
if desired; you will then be
together,
able to get the exact distance for the holes by
which the carriages are held upright—you can also
get the centre for the cylinders at the same time.
Having got the position of the holes for the carriages,
drill them with a t6-gauge drill and rivet the
carriages into position. This will complete the

on
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Cr‘an/t disc.

the
“he next require the wheel
front gearing.
worm works on.
This is turned out of a piece of
shown in
7-16ths-in. rod to the sizes and sha
sketch (Fig. 74), with a 15-gauge hole dri ed through;
this should then be cut with a hob or tapped f in.
diameter. after the style used in the hawse reels, and
You will notice,
you will have a perfect wheel.
of course, that there are bosses on each side of the
wheel, and these Should be left until the wheel is cut,
as they make it difﬁcult to hold while cutting the
teeth.
These bosses can be either soldered or left
locse, as to lancy, and should be turned
out of a piece of i-in. rod with a 15>gauge
hole right through, and should be 3-32nds

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
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turn the pin to ﬁt the hole in cylinder block without
any trouble. This rule applies to the turning of
the cylinder
the cylinder covers (Fig. 78) also,
cover should be slightly recessed. as shown in scc»
The
tional sketch. to give it a better appearance.
covers should then be placed in position.
The next thing to do is to make a steam chest
rover. To make this, cut a piece of rS-gauge sheet
} in. wide and § in. long. polish all round, and set
out and drill a. number of small countersinks to
If the operator desires, how»
imitate bolt-heads.
ever, to go into detail, he can make these real bolts.
although the countersinks on a small scale look
equally as welL This plate should then be polished
all over, edges included, and slightly bevelled on
This should then be soft-soldered on
top edges.
top of cylinder block, and this operation ﬁnishes
the cylinders with the exception of starting handle.
(Fig. 79). This should be turned out of a piece
of {-in. wire having a zr-gauge hole drilled right
through, which is afterwards tapped out 20~gaugeJ
next hard-solder a piece of 20-gauge screwed wire
to a piece of 20 wire, and bend with pliers, as
shown. This should then be screwed into the boss
you have just turned, and the lot soft-soldered in
the centre of the plate, or, as an alternative, you
may drill a 21-gauge hole in centre of plate and tap
out with 20 tap, and screw the handle down:
this is likely to prove the neatest job. To mount
the cylinders on base, put a piece of 20 wire through
the eyes and engine discs and the other end into
the stufﬁng-box;
this ensures perfect alignment
of engine discs and cylinders.
Place a small piece
of soft solder under the cylinder and blow gently
with blowpipe until the solder runs.
The next operation is to turn the ratchet for the
Put a piece of 7-16ths-in. rod
base of capstan.
in chuck and turn a disc r-roth in. thick, with a
lg-gauge hole through centre ; this should then be

leg—>1

2,2587

-

Sfuffmq 50x

~These

l6qauqe
The next thing to do is to make a cylin
e"
.é'mﬁﬂﬁifbeWs
der block (Fig. 75).
This can be made by 15' au
9/m/e
krill Fiq- 78
putting a piece of 5-r6ths-in. rod in chuck.
@139
W“
Cq/inder
marking the length required and ﬁling
¢1__ orm' 57% . cuff/r17 Fl
'
~.
This being done, ﬁnd the dis
cover.
square.
_(l—r—
tance across the engine discs, and then
Leno/h fb sui/
model
set out on the cylinder block the distance.
‘
'
Now scribea line down centre. and centre
File r'ound'
_
Now draw a
pop where the lines cross.
circle as large as possible to show what
size the stufﬁng-box and cylinder cover
will be; now ﬁle the end of cylinder block,
as shown in sketch, to circle (Fig. 76).
A glance at sketch will fully explain the
Drill a. t6
method to be adopted.
hole
right through cylinder block where
gauge
milled. as shown in sketch (Fig. 80). Now turn
it has been popped, and then polish carefullv all
out of l-in. rod the body of capstan to the shape
over.
Next we have to turn—ﬁrst, the stufﬁng
and sizes shown in sketch (Fig. 8r), and drill a
boxes.
These are made out 01 3-r6ths-in. rod.
r 5-gauge hole right through centre, and polish.
T0
and should be turned to the shape shown in sketch
ﬁx the 'webs shown on body of capstan, ﬁle some
(Fig. 77), with a 20-gaugc hole drilled in end, as
pieces of 16-gauge wire half round, bend with pliers
shown, to take the piston-rod.
The pin shown on
to the shape of capstan, cut some rather large pieces
end is to drive in the cylinder block, and makes
of soft solder, and put a ﬁle tang or anything you
a cleaner and stronger job than soft-soldering would
have suitable in the hole drilled in capstan to hold
do.
The best method of turning these is to turn
while soldering. Now place one of the webs on the
the pin ﬁrst and cut off to the length required.
body of capstan, together with a. piece of solder.
afterwards turning to ﬁnished shape by holding
and hold in gas until solder runs ; repeat this until
in chuck by means of pin. This enables you to
you have all the webs you require soldered on.
long.

@ill

we?

4

There are generally six webs on a capstan, and are
intended to give the rope a good grip. We now
have to make the part with the square holes in,
which are intended for handles to be used in caSe
of breakdown.
To make this part, put a. piece of
i-in. rod in chuck and turn a disc with a is-gauge
hole through centre and 3-32nds in. thick, after
wards ﬁling eight grooves in edge, as shown in
We now turn the top to shape
sketch (Fig. 82).
shown in sketch (Fig. 83) and drill a 17-gauge hole ;
this hole should afterwards be tapped out with a
The next operation is to assemble
XG-gauge tap.
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Tim G.\V.R. AND BIRMINGHAM.
A correspondent writes as follows :-—“ If I may
be permitted to use a somewhat slack expression,
I should say that when the Great Western has its
new Birmingham line ready and vthings have been
'
'
run in thereon, they will make the London and
North—western
people ‘sit up' in this particular
I have, during the last twelve months,
directionf
had to make several trips between London and Bir
trains of
mingham, and often by the two~hour
the L. & N.\\’.R., and from what I have observed,
it seems to me that it would be difﬁcult for them
that
(the L. 8: N.\V.) to do anything better than
I should be glad to
Which they are now doing.
have your views on this matter, as I am given to
contemplate making
understand that the G.\V.R.
the journey in well under the two hours."
v
Now, if this correspondent really thinksbthat the
the
two
on
L. & N.W.R. is incapable of improving
honr running for the H3 miles journey between

SOUTHERN
Locomorivez
BURNING

By CHAS.

On.

Locomotive Notes.

SIMPLE

(To be continued.)

TYPE

If

4—6ﬁo

First of all, drill a r7-gauge hole in a
together.
plate, as shown in sketch, and itap out ; now screw
a length of 16 wire and screw into the plate;
now put wheel and bosses, then the body, then
then the body, hand-hole block.
ratchet-plate,
and then screw the top down, which screws the
the operator desires to put the
lot together.
ratchet clicks on capstan, I think the sketch will
what is required without
sufﬁciently illustrate
Add pinholes,
any further description on my part.
and the capstan is complete.

PACIFIC

R

IN AMERICA.

for abbreviation,
builders of the new 4—6—0 type passenger
locomotives adapted for burning liquid fuel on
to the
the Southern Paciﬁc Railroad, in Sending
writer a photograph and particulars relating to these
“Perhaps your readers
engines, simply remark:
will be interested in the new oil-burners we have
just built for the Harriman lines." The Southern
Paciﬁc Railway is one of the lines forming the
and altogether
twenty-four
Harrirnan
Group,
engines similar to that illustrated have been dis»
tributed recently among the constituent railways.
As the engines weigh 92 tons without tender, and
145 tons with it, they rank among the heaviest
of their type in America, and are, in fact, the
heaviest with the 4—6—0 wheel arrangement yet
turned out by the American Locomotive Com'
pany. The cylinders are single expansion, 22-in.
diameter by 28»in. stroke, with driving wheels
\Vith a boiler pressure of
5 ft. 3 ins. diameter.
190 lbs. per sq. in. the engines will develop a tractive
A weight of 72 tons rests
power of 34,740 lbs.
The valves
on the coupled wheels for adhesion.
for steam distribution are piston type, worked by
Stephenson link motion and set for 1-32nd-in.
the

Berlin-Tami)
Borsig,
hr
(Built
RAILWAVS.
Srnz
Sanvnm
Locomorivx:
Tvra

A New " OIL-BURNER"
With a characteristic desire

1.

o—ro—o

Euston and Birmingham, and vice versa, he is
The writer,
wofully unacquainted with the facts.
like his correspondent, has made several
trips
between the two points since the commencement
of 1908, and it has always been as clearly as possible
the case that, with the loads taken, the engines
used are simply playing with the trains, and could,
and frequently do, improve on the schedule.
It
is giving no secrets away among the well informed
“
to state
right here," as the Americans say, that
when
the L. 8: N.VV.R. Company wanted (for
reasons of their own) to see what sort of timing
the engines under the actual present conditions of
load, etc., were capable of without being “ex
tended," a trial was made, and the trip was easili'
accomplished in 1 hour 45 minutes! On the driver
being questioned at Euston as to whether he could
have done better still, it is said that a very broad
surmounted his features as he remarked.
smile
"
What I did ﬁve years ago I suppose I can do
again," which somewhat enigmatical reply, on
being
analysed, led to the discovery that this
same man, in 1903, had worked a train through
in less than 1} hours.
The L. & N.W.R. manages to run its trains
through without the many vexatious signalling
slacks which so many other companies seem unable
to overcome, and another factor of the situation
business
is that the Birmingham
contingent—as
remarked recently
one of its principal members
to the writer—is so well satisﬁed with the faithful
service of the L. & N.VV.R. that it is not going to
desert the Company which has so well catered for
it all these years. Anyone making frequent journeys
between the two places will know that this feela
even though it were not
ing is well deserved,
to most people it is—that they
important—as
should be set down on. arrival in a central part
of the town.
No, whatever else one may say about our premier
line, it stands in no fear of being outclassed on the
Birmingham run, either for comfort, speed, or
punctuality.
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lead in full gear.
The boiler is of the taper or
pattern, with wide ﬁrebox, and the
wagon-top
sand
boiler mountings
comprise a cylindrical
box, bell, steam dome, safety valves. and whistle
on one mounting, and dynamo for supplying electric
The total heating surface is 2,994 sq. ft.,
headlight.
of which 2,"88 sq. ft. are in the tubes and the
remainder in the ﬁrebox.
The tender is carried upon two four~wheeled
bogies of the Andrews cast steel side-frame type.
it has a capacity of 7,000 US. gallons, and accom
modates 2.940 gallons of oil fuel.
FOR THE
AMERICAN-BUILT Locomorrve
Conrmem'.
While on the subject of what the American
Locomotive Company is doing in the way of turning
out new locomotive types, it is of interest to note
that they have just delivered to the Eastern Rail
two monster articulated loco»
France
way of
motives with the 2—6—6——o wheel arrangement.
These are four-cylinder
compounds on the Mallet
principle, and they represent quite a new departure
in the locomotive standards of the Eastern Railway,
and also for the Continent.
The writer has received
a large photograph and a set of working blue-prints
locomotives, and in a later
of these noteworthy
issue the photograph will be reproduced, together
with some details of the construction and particulars
of the work the engines
have been designed to
The boiler, it may here be remarked.
perform.
is of very large pr0portions, and it has been neces
sary to place its centre 9 ft. 8 ins, above rail level.
The high-pressure cylinders are I7§ ins. by 26 ins..
and the low-pressure 28 ins. by 26 ins.; coupled
A novelty
wheels, 4 ft. 2 3-32nds ins. in diameter.
in the construction is the provision of a two-wheeled
independent bogie ahead of the front wheel group.
These small wheels, when present in articulated
locomotives, are usually incorporated with the front

Anorrrea
.

wheel group.

TEN-COUPLED Locomorrves FOR SERVIA.
is not usual to look in the direction of Servia
for new locomotive
developments, that quarter
of the world being rather associated in most people’s
minds with political imbroglios and other doings
of the ﬁrebrand order; but it would seem that the
well-known
ﬁrm of A. Borsig, of Berlin-Tegel,
has had a little surprise awaiting us for this month
01'two past, and now the result of this is seen in
the departure from the ﬁrm’s Berlin works of some
very fine-looking ten-coupled o—ro—o type loco
motives for the Servian State Railways, and one
of the engines (by Mr. Borsig's courtesy) is illus
It is a two~cylinder
tratedlon the opposite page.
Compound, with the Golsdorf starting arrangement,
and in order that the ﬁve-coupled axles may not
all too rigidly on curves. the fourth axle was
selected as the driving one, and lateral play im
parted to the central one.
Similarly, to avoid a
very long connecting-rod, the crosshead and slide»
axle,
bars have been placed opposite the second
giving a longer piston-rod than otherwise would
have been the case.
The boiler is of large size, and to obtain more
grill! area the ﬁregrate is made to extend over
the wheels on each side.
A very roomy and com
fortable cab is provided, and the boiler barrel has
its centre 8 ft. 10% ins. above rail level.
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The tender is of the six-wheeled pattern, with
to make up for the length of
short wheelbase
engine

base.

The high—pressure
cylinder is 221-16th ins.
diameter, and the low-pressure 33§ ins. diameter
total heating surface.
piston stroke, 25 ins.;
working
2,147 sq. ft;
grate area, 37 sq.- ft.;
200 lbs.
Coupled wheels, 4 ft. 3i- ins.
pressure,
diameter. Weight of engine and tender in working
order, 104 tons.
" revolu
Perhaps, after all, there is something
"
about this engine, for until its appearance
tionary
" locomotives in Servia
"
the most
multi-coupled
Now, with a jump, they go
were six-coupled.
to ten'coupled, ignoring the claims of the inter
viz., that with eight wheels con
class,
mediate
nected.

AN ITALIAN Locomorrvrs CELEBRATION.
would appear, from a notice to that eﬂect
received
by the writer, that great doings have
marked the recent completion at the well-known
locomotive works of Ernesto Breda, at Milan,
locomotive
built there.
of the one-thousandth
To quote the words of the notice :—“ It is the ﬁrst
time that an Italian workshop attains such a feast
of work . . . and when we think to all difﬁculties,
amongst which raised and developed in Italy the
sideurgical and mechanical industries, our national
sentiment is right to be satisﬁed of such an im
Further reference will be made
portant success."
" Notes."
to this matter in next

It

Data on the Design of Small
Gas Engines.
By

OOKING through

].

S.

of the back numbers
of THE Mooizr. ENGINEER for designs of
small gas engines, the writer was disappointed
at the apparent absence of any speciﬁc data on
the subject, and by a simple evolution of thought
the idea came to him to supply that want, as far
and notes in his
as the available information
possession will allow, paying. of course, due regard
to their application in small engines of, say, up to
r h.- .
and descriptions of gas engines there
Ofpdesigns
have been many in these pages, a splendid example
being that given by Mr. Ruuciman in his series of
articles commencing in January, 1906 ; but Mr.
Runciman dealt solely on the construction and
information requisite to build an engine from his
design, but how to arrive at the principal dimen
sions of an engine was, unfortunately, not included
in an able series of articles.
The various rules here given were derived, some
from actual practice, some from theory, and the
majority of the latter have conformed to practice
in a greater or less degree, and can be taken as
sufﬁciently accurate for our purpose.
All these rules apply to gas engines as well as to oil
Nevertheless, as this article
or petroleum engines.
is only intended to embrace gas engines, in what we
may call its "miniature" form, those requiring
more detailed data would do Well to refer to some
work dealing speciﬁcally on the subject of oil
engines.
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that
Another factor enters into our formula;
this is derived from the
the denominator 4;
cyclic operations of the engine, which gives one
power stroke only in every four. Therefore we must
ultimately divide by 4 in a four-cycle engine, and
by 2 in a two-cycle one.
is

H

IHP
. . .

(M.E.P.xI.><A><N
_33000
w
4

Where M.E.P. = Mean effective pressure in lbs.
L = Stroke in feet.
A = Area of piston in sq. ins.
N = Number of strokes per minute.

_’.'_°_°2

..._=.7351.H.P.

In

so small an engine the mechanical efﬁciency
be taken at a higher value than from
40 to 55 per cent., and even this, in some cases, is a

cannot

considerable over-estimation.
In our case the brake horse-power may be
assuming an efﬁciency of 50 per cent., equal to
B.H.-P.
-735 x -5 = -367, or say
Clearance
far we have assumed, or
SPGGG.—SO
rather ﬁxed, on a compression pressure of 60 lbs.
We now want to know what clearance
per sq. in.
space to allow in the cylinder to give this pressure. _
Without going into the theory of the expansion
of gases, the formula in a simple state may be as
follows :—

i

v=

Where V

5

(viii)!
: Clearance
volume

as inches in line of
stroke.
5 = Stroke in inches.
P = Com ression pressure absolute.
p '= Suction pressure absolute, usually taken
as i3 lbs. per sq. in.

T4_

Then numerically w
=

have
=

")-I

v

(viz-2

if

if

Then the clearance
volume,
the combustion
chamber were a'plain cylinder, would be equal to
x area of piston, or 1-47 x 4-9 = 7-20 cub. ins.
1-47
This volume would be the same
the. clearance
space were of any fantastic shape, as long as the
7-20 cub. ms. were contained in it.
By another formula which has given good results
_
in practice, or, to be more accurate, was derived from
actual practice,
the one given by a contributor
to an American technical aper.
This contributor
found from_a. number
experiments that the
ratio of the total volume to clearance
average
volume equals —

If

so,

then

the

(l)i‘3§.
v2
pressure
_

lbs. about, multiphed

before

by the

compression

V

ratio

or

l' 35

1

per sq. in.

ixltfl
avt,‘

=

equals the absolute compression pressure.
\Ve need not enter here into the relation of
volume to pressure
in a gas engine, as almost
any reputable book on the gas engine deals with
this relationship.
Besides,
we
are
more con
With the actual formulae, without enquiring
cerned
into its origin.
If we take the previous numerical example, we have

V

1'35‘

=[3x;=75'orx=Z-S=s.769_
13X(‘7:)
’ In extracting the i-35 root or raising a number
3

84 lbs.

From this we must deduct the mean back pressure
due to compressing the charge, which for a 60 lbs.
compression may be taken at about 24 lbs. per
sq. in.
Therefore we have:
M.E.P. = 84 - 24 = 60 lbs. per sq. in.
“"e have so tar ﬁxed on the followingz—Mean
effective pressure, 60 lbs. ; length of stroke, -33 ft. ;
area of piston, 4-9 sq. ins. ; number of strokes =
= i,000 per minute.
500 x 2

Then numerically we have
60 x -

Lily,

4, I 909.

0

atmosphere.
We can now ﬁnd our mean effective pressure
(M.E.P.), corresponding to a compression pressure
By a well-known formula
of 60 lbs. per sq. in.
this is :
2|: ~0-010’ = Mean effective pressure.
Then (2 Y. 60)-(o‘01 x 60")=120-36 =

February
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Fig. 1 shows a longitudinal section of a. small
the principal dimensions of which we
gas engine,
With regard to the
propose to ﬁnd step by step.
design as a whole, some may be inclined to think
view
it rather complicated, but a. little closer
will reveal that this is not so, and as the writer hopes
in a future article to describe it in detail, giving
fully dimensioned working drawings, he will refrain
from saying any more at present.
We can now consider some of its principal
dimensions, etc.
Taking into account the tools
and appliances at the disposal of the average model
without fear of incon
we can decide
engineer,
venience on a cylinder bore of 2% ins. and a stroke
This stroke has been selected as being in
of 4, ins.
conformity with usual practice, which gives ratio
of stroke to diameter of 1-5 2 to i. In our case
the ratio is 1-6 to i.
We are now, naturally, anxious to know what
approximate horse-power we can reasonably expect,
but to ﬁnd this we must have a little more deﬁnite
we can
For instance, the speed:
information.
ﬁx this at 500 r.p.m. without being out of the way
With these revolutions and
of common practice.
a 4»in. stroke we have a piston speed of 333 it.
per minute, or 5-55 ft. per second, which is not too
high, common practice for small engines being
anything from 200 to 400 ft. per minute.
We have, then, our revolutions and piston speed.
In so
\Ve next need our compression pressure.
small an engine it would be, perhaps, unwise to use
a higher compression pressure than 60 lbs. per sq.
in. above atmosphere, or 60 + 147 = 74-7, say
With this compression
75 lbs. per sq. in. absolute.
maximum
the
explosion
pressure—
pressure,
according to several experiments and study of
cards—averages for town gas about
indicator
In our case
3-5 times the compression pressure.
we have 3-5 X 60 = 210 lbs. per sq. in. above

in
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3
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to its 1-35 power, a table of logarithms should be
used—in fact, these tables come in very useful

for all calculations relating to roots and powers.
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V

1'35

(V2)

_-

.
5 769

V
andG-z-

_- 3-66

_“

P

=p=v,+v2 =Pv.
V-JV:
"
v.
v

= P v.
v“

2:1)“

V,

6
6
_;9'_=l2'__
__
— 7.

- V.
-

~
36 cubic inches.

2.66
366 _ I
formula:
V = Total volume and clearance volume.
V, = Working volume.
V2 = Clearance volume.
It will be seen that there is a pretty wide diﬁerence
between
these two rules.
The writer is inclined
to think that the former is more accurate from a
designer's point of view.
To resume, then, so far, we can settle on the
following known quantities and dimensions :—
Cylinder bore, 2% ins. ; stroke, 4 ins. ; revolutions
per minute, 500; compression pressure, 60 lbs.
gauge, or say 75 lbs. absolute;
clearance volume,
working volume, 19-6 cub. ins.;
7-20 cub. ins.;
approximate mean pressure, 60 lbs. per sq. in.;
ratio of clarance volume to working volume,
about;
cent.
ratio of clearance
2-72 = 37 per
volume to total volume, 3'72 = 27 per cent. about:
brake horse-poWer, -367 = say §.

In

the above

(To be continued.)
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should reach us as early as possible in the preceding
month, but in any case not later than the Monday
morning of the week previous to the week of pub
lication, as on account of our large circulation we
have to go to press considerably in advance.

Our Photograph.
The accompanying photograph shows the oﬁ‘icer!
and committee of the Bootle M.Y.C. with the
handsome
challenge
cup of the Northern Model
This trophy
Yachting Association in the centre.
was won by the Bootle Club in 1906 after a keen
ﬁght with the then holders, their neighbours at
“'irral. A notable ﬁgure in this group is Mr. C.
Ogilvy, the fourth from the left in the back row,
a veteran model yachtsman of 45 years' experi
ence in the art.
Although now nearly 80 years
of age, we are told that Mr. Ogilvy is still a hard
The Bootle Club,
nut to crack on racing days.
which was founded some eight years ago, now
and their
musters thirty-two
sailing members.
ability may be judged irom the fact that for two
years in succession they gained a MODEL Encmasn
Silver Medal for the highest individual score in the
Northern Model Yachting Association races.

London Corinthians (i906).
At the annual general meeting

of this Club, held
last month, the Treasurer reported a satisfactory
balance in hand.
A full programme of twenty-eight
matches for io~raters was arranged for the coming
season, which starts on February 7th.
Seven boats
will compete
in the ﬁrst event, and another is
expected to be launched at the end of March.

Experts at (irimsby.
of the Grimsby and Cleethorpes
a retired naval ofﬁcer. a pilot, and
several
mast and block makers and ship's car
penters. so that they may be congratulated on the
expert knowledge they can bring to bear on their
favourite pastime. Their racing season opens on
Good Friday and lasts till September, and we hear
that several new boats are on the way.

The members

M.Y.C. include

[Srcntaries and members0/ Model Yachting Club: an invited Io
report!of Club doingsand othernotes0/ "$16755!
tommum'cote
[or
this column. Such mks shouldbesentin as rally as possiblein
the month,but in anycaseat lens!twelvedays beforedale o] ism:
m whichtheyon to a”:an

E are glad to say that the introduction of
this column of notes last month has been
met with a chorus of approval from model
yachting enthusiasts the country over, and we feel
to carry out the promise of its repeti
encouraged
tion in the ﬁrst issue of every month.
We may
perhaps point out that its main purpose is to record
the doings of the model yacht club world, rather
than to give instruction in the art of yacht building,
for this latter side of the subJect is frequently dealt
with in our pages in the usual course.
This being
so, we look to the Secretaries and other interested
of Clubs to keep us posted
members
as to the
We do not expect
happenings in their district.
every Club to send us something every month,
for space would probably then preclude our giving
all the matter we received. but we do want every
Club to keep in touch with us during the season,
so that our reports may be representative.
Phobo
graphs and brief particulars of new and of success
ful boats will be especially welcome, as well as news
of Inter-Club ﬁxtures and other important meetings.
Items intended for insertion in any particular issue
~

Southampton‘s Strength.
Southampton is an old Club and probably the
strOngest in the South of England, the members of
which are most enthusiastic in the sailing and build
There are three classes, viz.,
ing of new boats.
and they
3o ins., 3 ft., and 4 ft., measured on
The sailing ground
carry a large spread of canvas.
is on one of the largest lakes on the beautiful
Southampton Common, amidst a forest type of
scenery which is much appreciated by the towns~
Although so close to the town. there is not
people.
in sight. Owing to bafﬂing winds. the
a house
Southampton lake is very difﬁcult to sail on. and
the local Club are invariably victorious on home
waters.
Mr. \V. L. \Vyllie, R.A., the well-known
marine painter, is the President.

“KL.

London‘s Latest Club.
The Tooting Yacht Club

is the latest addition
to the ranks of model clubs in London.
Organised
so recently as November last, it has made a splendid
start and has already a membership of nearly
A “ Pennant” race, under handicap, has
thirty.
been ﬁxed for 4 o’clock, on Saturday, February 6th,
the sailing water being the
on Tooting Bec
Common adjoining the Asy pond
um.
This pond, by
the way. has recently been much improved, and
though not large, and still a little shallow at the

February
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much to see one rule adopted by all Clubs, and as
the International seems to me the favourite, and
in force until 1917, I would suggest that some
little alteration should be made in taking skin and
to arrive at d.
girth measurements
\\'e know
that a model with hollow section at G has to pay
for it.
My idea to arrive at d in a model is that
the skin and chain girth should embrace the mode!
only and exempt the lead keel, as the ballast is
carried lower and all outside in a model. Most of
the yachts in our Club would work out about 15
metres, and not one exceeding
:0 ins. draught or
i3-in. beam, yet d would average zl ins., whereas
if the hull only was taken, we might follow the
cracks of i908—Ma’oona, d. 0-93 2 Shimna, d. 1-12 ;
Mariska, d. 092.
I should like to hear what our
friends who have experience of metre models have
to say on the subject, the London M.Y.C. in par
I should like to know how a model with
ticular.
a 40-in.
\V.L. rz-in. beam has a chain girth of

is quite a useful piece of water. The Club
includes model motor boats as well as sailing craft.
The
and has two ﬁne steamers just completed.
President and Commodore. Mr. J. R. Jack, has an
extremely handsome model electric yacht, which
The Hon.
is familiar to many Tooting residents.
Sec. is Mr. Geo. Jack, 8, Rose Villas, Romberg Road,
Upper Tooting.

edges,

A Change of Name.
We understand
that the Darwen M.Y.C. has
lately changed its title to the Darwen Model Engi—
and Yacht Club. The wider sphere of
neering
operations indicated by the new title will doubtless
have a beneﬁcial
effect on the membership, and
we wish the Club success in its extended pro
gramme.

An Inter-Town Race at Newport.
An interesting match was sailed at Newport
the model yacht
(Mom) on Boxing Day between

THE OFFICERS

AND

Comm-rer or

THE BOOTLE M.Y.C. wrrn THE
ASSOCIATION
CHALLENGE CUP.

Fourteen
clubs of Barry, Cardiff, and Newport.
and these were sailed in three
boats competed,
preliminary heats, two semi-ﬁnals, and a final. In
the latter the Favoun'ie (Mr. H. J. Gregory, New
port), Duchess of Devonshire
(Mr. A. E. Diaper,
and Nancy (Mr. L. Smart, Cardiff)
Newport),
The race was sailed
ﬁnished in the order named.
under the Newport measurement rule :—L.W.L. +
B. + 4. total to = L.\V.L., with a time allowance of
3 Seconds per inch of L.\'V.L.

Concerning Measurements.
Mr. W, H. Smith, of the Cardiff M.Y.C., writes as
lollows:——~“ Being one of those interested in the
building and sailing of model yachts, I should like

115

18 ins.

board.
I

f

I

l

NORTHERN MODEL Yacnrmo

if taken from covering board to covering

Clapham

v. Rye.
The Clapham Steam and Sailing Club has been
able to ﬁx up a match with the Rye Model Yacht
Club on the home water, Long Pond, Clapham
Common, on Saturday, February i3th.
It will be
a match for io~raters, eight boats aside.
As this
is the ﬁrst race these Clubs have had together, it
is being looked forward to with great interest
more especially as the Rye Club, we understand,
is newly formed.
The start will be at 2 o'clock,
and given good wind and ﬁne weather, the event
will be very interesting. The steamer section of

The Model Engineer
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this Club is very quiet. Very few boats venture
out. A good many of the boats are laid up, being
renovated for the Club's annual exhibition, which
will be held some time in March.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Edi/or {milks readus to make use 0! this mlunm far the full
distillilﬂﬂ 0/ mallzn a] [mutual and mullml mlrrrsl. erlus
may be signal with a umu-di-plluue if zltwrtd, but [hr ml!
name and admits; 0/ Ike rind” \ll'ST invariably be altar/ml,
thoughnot necessarilyfor pulllirahon.)

Mechanical Harmonographs.
To

THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR Sun—Ii seems to be the fate of some in
" re-invented "
ventions to get
periodically, and
10th
the instrument I described in your December
issue is apparently no exception to this curious
tendency. As Mr. Fasnacht's letter in the last
issue of THE MODEL Enomnsn would give the
impression that my apparatus was copied from a
previously patented article, I hope you will allow
me to remove this misconception by stating that
when I prepared this article I had no knowledge
whatever of any similar appliance, nor had I seen
In fact, our Editor’s own
anything of the kind.
description of an almost exactly similar instrument
recently exhibited in Paris had only been in print
a few hours when I tendered the above article for
his aceeptance, as the Editor will, no doubt, con
ﬁrm. [Mr. Avery is quite correct—En, M.E.]
As I understand from Mr. Marshall that the
design has been to some extent anticipated, I made
a search at buce in the Patent Ofﬁce records, and
was interested to ﬁnd two very similar appliances,
to have been provisionally
one of which appears
protected but allowed to lapse, and the other
accepted in March. 1908, there being no less than
four individuals interested in the joint application,
which consists of some seven claims.
My own instrument diﬁers from any of the others
in the following points :-—(1) The notched guide to
the rocking pen-arm is adjustable instead of being
ﬁxed, giving a greater range of ﬁgures.
(2) The pen
holder is of much simpler design, easily adjustable
laterally so that it can be brought to any position
on the paper, irrespective of the pen-arm in the
notched support.
(3) The arrangement of holes
in the rocking wheel as an involute spiral gives a
greater range of positions to the pen-arm.
(4) Im
proved and more mechanical means of tightening
the driving belt.
Regarding Mr. Fasnacht’s criticism of mechanical
details, this, of course, is mainly a matter of opinion :
those who are satisﬁed to use three-ply iretwood for
the pulleys and ordinary woodscrews for pivots havc
a diﬁerent standard of workmanship perhaps for
their own satisfaction.
Vulcanised ﬁbre and metal
screws are cheap enough, and save a great amount
of labour.—-Truly yours,
A. H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.

Small D.C. Motors on A.C. Circuit.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—It is generally said that it is useless

to attempt to run small tripolar armature motors on
I have an Avery
alternating current circuit.

and

Electrician.
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tramcar motor, ii-in. tripolar armature, which I
re-wound throughout with No. 30 D.c.c. wire and
use to drive an 8-in. diameter 3-bladed fan which
it does eﬁectively.
The armature winding is connected in series with
ﬁelds and the brushes are set 90 degs. from their
usual position—La,
poles instead of be
Opposite
tween ; it will not run with brushes in usual posin'on.
The brushes are made from ﬂexible conductor, and
if ﬁtted to make good contact with commutator.
it does not spark. It is used on 220-volt alternating
Owing
current circuit in series with 32 c.-p. lamp.
to ﬁelds being cast-iron it gets vcry hot in about
I have also a 60-watt (zo-volt
half-an-hour.
tripolar armature Avery dynamo, which
3-amp.)
runs well as an induction motor, brushes being short
circuited; this develops a useful amount of power
Both are seli
with 50 volts and about 2 amps.
truly,
starting.—Yours
A. GREEN.

The Society of Model Engineers
[Rzpnrls 0/ mnlmgs should be sail to 1k: oﬁiccs of Tn; 310an
ENGINEER wilhout dzlay, and in" be married in any fan
tlculm lS<llf l/ receivtd a clear nine days lit/or: M: was}
daleof publication]

London.

26th
FUTURE MEEi‘mcs—Friday,
February
Tenth Annual Convorsazione at the Caxton Hall,
\Vednesday, March 10th.
Victoria Street, S.W.
The
Electric Locomotive Running Competition.
The gauge
Secretary will be glad to receive entries.
of locomotive and greatest current and voltage
required should be stated.
Visir.—On Tuesday, February 9th, at 5 O'clock.
Messrs. Meux’s Brewery, Tottenham Court Road.
As the party is limited to
will be inspected.
twenty, early notiﬁcation should be made to the
particulars of the Society and
Secretary.—Full
forms of application may be obtained from the
Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road.
Hither Green, 5.1;.

Liverpool and District Electrical

Association.

courtesy of the manager, Mr.
a party of members of the above
Association paid a visit on Saturday, January 16th.
to the National Telephone Company's Royal Ex‘
Great George Street, Liverpool, when a
change,
complete survey was made of the whole of the plant
The members were very pleased with everything
they saw, and surprised at the multitude of details
which are necessary to secure efﬁciency and prevent
breakdowns, and last. but not least, ensure public
satisfaction.
The visit was an interesting one, due
in no small measure to the courtesy and attention
of the Company’s representatives, who explained
the

THROUGH
E. ]. Hidden,

The National Telephone Company
every detail.
are to be complimented upon having availed them'
selves of every known appliance in order to give a
service. The
satisfactory and reliable telephone
party were accompanied by Mr. Samuel Frith
(Bootle), Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, and Messrs
W H. Fennell and J. Greenhalgh. members of
Council.—S. FRITH, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.
77, St. John’s Road, Bootle.
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13.F. W- (Sanderstead)
[20.9w] Lighting Installation.
wish to get an idea of the approximatecost of installa
writes:
tion, maintenance,etc., of
small private house lighting plant.
In all, about ﬁfty i6 c.-p. lamps would be necessary,but imagine
that the number in use at one time would never exceed 25—30.
presumewould be most
Using metallic ﬁlament lamps (which
to sa
advantageous),about 550 watts would be required, that
the engine (oil or petrol) would have to be.about h.-p. (t)
this correct? (2) What Would be the best voltage to employ?
(3) What are the relative advantagesof using accumulatorsand
supplying current direct? (4) Can you give me a rough idea
of the initial cost of oil engine, dynamo, and accumulators,also
approximate total cost of whole installation, including lamps,
switches, wiring, etc?
(5) “that would be the approximatecost
of upkeep,i'.e.,fuel for engine?
Please
refer to our handbook, “ Private House
Yes.
(1)
(2—5)
"
Electric Lighting (rs. 3d. post free), which gives just the infor
mation you are in needof. {Any of our advertisers would quote
you price.
{5,
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[20.639] Model Boiler Failure: Methods of lnducln
shoul
(I. E. G. (Upper Walthamstow) writes:
Draught,
be very greatly obligcd you would help me in a diﬂiculty which
have over horizontal boiler (multitubular). size rq ins. by ins.,
have the greatestdifﬁculty
for coal, coke, etc., which possess.
with the ﬁring. After zl hours' struggling and relighting several
times can only managi- to get up small fire and about lbs.
have ﬁtted 2-ft. 6-in. funnel, so there should
head of steam.
be plenty of draught—4nfact, have tested in the open air to
use.parafﬁned wond—a layer—and house coal in
ensure this.
small lumps, about the size of large walnut. lt blazvs furiously

I

[Attention is especially directedto the ﬁrst condition given below,
and no notice will be taken 0/ Queries not complyingit‘ll}!the
directions therein stated. Letters rontatninq ()uerursvmust be
marked on the top left-hand corner of {he envelo/re“_(_)uery
Department." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the (Memes
should be enclosedin thesameenvelope.
replied‘to
Queueson subterrtswithin the scopeof this Journal are
by Post under the tollomng conditions:—(i)_Quer:es dealing
with distinct subiertsshould be written on different slips, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and the sender’sname MUSTbe m
strrbed on the back. (2) Queries should be acrorn,'>.|n.lnl,
wherever possible, with lull-y dimensionedsketches,and rorre
to keepa copy 0/ their Queriesfor
sfrnidents are recommended
post-((1rd)
re/erence. (t) .4 stampedaddressedenvelope(not
“
should invariably be enclosed,and also a Queriesand Replies
"
current
the
page;
0/
("oupon cut out from the advertisement
issue. (4) QueriesWill be answeredas early as passrblealter
elapsebefore
usually
days
must
reenpt, but an :nterval0/ a lean
who H'Qlltft’
the Reply can be lomunded. (5) (.‘orrespomtents
an ansrrer inserted in this column should understandthat some
weeks must elapse betorethe Reply can be published. the
m ertr'on of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
(0') .411Queries shouldbe addressedto The I;dztor,'Ima Mount.
Escunsan, 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,London, let .1
71'“ tollowmg are selectedlrom the Querieswhich havebeenrcpu'rd
to recently:—

I

I

a

I

Queries and Replies.
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L. _A- P. (Cowisl
[20003] Model Battleship Machinery.
am designing a model twin-screw battleship of the K mg
Edward type, 4 ft. 81 ins..l0ug over-all, breadth 9} ins.. and
in. equals 1 ft. I
depth 5Q ins, on an approximate scale of
have at present by me an engine and honor by Bassett-lpwkc,
but am afraid these would not be powerful enoughto dnve model.
'I‘hv;~
engine is their slide crank, slide-valve ty , i-m. stroke, hm.
dear15copper with
bore, 3} ins. high, and weighs 2: 015.,and
brass ends, 7} ins. long over-all, diameter of steam drum 2} ms.,
and over-all diameter 5 ins., and has three copper water tubes,
l in. diameter, in furnace. Steam pipe to engine is l in. Boiler
is ﬁred by methylated spirit, open tray lamp with asbestosWle.
(1) Would these be powerful enough to drive her, as displacement
is about 40 lbs. ? (2) If not, would it be advisable to ﬁt two boxlcrs
and two engines of the above type, eachdrivmg separateshaft ?
(t) No, your engine and boiler would not drive her satisfactorily.
(2) Two sets would give none too much power but would be
clumsv. There is a good boiler illustrated in Fig. 15A in our Hand
"
book.' Model Boiler Making," 7d. post free. We recommend
this for your boat. You could useone of just the same dimenswns
as given in handbook, or rather larger—say, r 3 ins. by 7 ins. We
advise a single cylinder engine, {-in. by {-m., or larger.
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G. F. (Kilrnarnock) writes:
20, ~ 5
rkln Voltage.
iosiilsupr‘al; me gwith answers to the followmg questions?
force
calculating
of
method
any
(1) Is there
the electro-nuimve
requiredto produce an electricspark overan air-gapof givcn‘length
subJect,aud
the
on
made
been
ever
experiments
any
(1‘)Have
what were the results?
are too
(i) No; the factors upon which the results depend
abstruseto admit of their being ascertainedwith any accuracy.
thc shape
Among these factors are the condition of the air and
of the sparkin electrodes. (2) Yes De la Rue and Muller, after
gave the voltage per inch for a spark between two
li‘llt‘iel'imentiug,
ballsas moboo, and between a point and plate as 23,400.

2

Ca[n

a

FIG. 3.
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5/0 over
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?

?
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the best fuel to use, quickest
at ﬁrst and then goesout. What
andeasiestto light
Size of pieces,and coalor coke How to lay
the ﬁre? Best and surest method of lighting? How to stoke
want the boiler to work at 60 lbs. for supplying 3-in. by
in.
cylinder horizontal engine.
have lOOkedthrough past numbers.
but cannot ﬁnd just the information required.
Your trouble an old one and the remedieshave beendescribed
many times in these columns. However, we have much pleasure
in going over the ground once again. The difficulty mav be
single
explained easily by saying that the natural draught of
chimney of the size named, only ft.
ins. high,
quite insuﬁ'i
cient to overcomethe resistanceto the gasespassing through the
horizontal flue tubes. You would not do much better with cased
chimney (the casing prevents loss of heat by radiation) unless the
chimney 10 ft. to 15 ft. high. No particular skill
required in
laying the ﬁre: use ordinary ﬁrcliqhtcrs. then
little hardwood
cut into chunks few inches square. ﬁnally feeding the ﬁre with
coal just before steam is raised. To induce the draught an
auxiliary blower should be employedup to the point when lbs.
to 10 lbs. shows on the steam gauge. Following this the steam
blower should be turned on and kept on until the.engineis started
and the exhaust steam provides draught. As to the apparatus,
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"
a “ Fletcher foot-bellowscoupledto a jet in an extensionchimney
as shown in the accompanying sketch (Fig. I). The size of
nozzle should be proportionedby exocriinent and should just keep
the receiver of the bellows fully inflated. The extension may be
removed when the steam pressure appears on the gauge. The
steam blower may be a rock, or a screwdownvalve as shown in
Fig. 3 herewith. The oriﬁce of the blower may be a simple jet
anywhere in the chimney (as low down as possible and central,
of course), and the jet should be proportioned so that it uSis the
minimum amount of steam. Instead of a plain jet a ring blower
may be employed,as indicated in Fig. 2. This may encircle the
blast pipe as shown in the sketch. About three holes‘i-zoth in.
diameter should be ample in this ring blower. The area of the

QMXI/Ibry

b/a we-r
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would seem to be sufﬁciently powerful. (6) Yes, if you can saw
them with the appliances to hand. (7) They may be added;
use one or two. (8) No, quite impossible, owing to the smoke
evolved. (9) The buffer referred to is the old standard
is ﬁtted with the Dr?“
L.N.\V.R. buﬂ'er. The "Experiment"
conical buffers.
[20,720] Model "Stirling" Water-tube Boiler. C- l
"
(Newcastle) writes: Could you send me a sketch of a Stirling ”
water-tubeboiler ; or. if onehasappearedin Tm: M0021.E8615 sin,
kindly let me know the issuein which it appeared?
You will ﬁnd sketches of the original and also the improved
type of “ Stirling " boiler in our issue of February 5th, 1903, and
in our issue of May 26th, 1904,page 486,you will ﬁnd a sketch of
a new designof “ Stirling " boiler.
[20.97Il Tripolar
Arma
turgg,
H. B. (Gorton) writes:
(1) Will you kindly give me a
sketch showing how the brushes
for a tripolar armature are to
I have your book,
“beset?
Small Dynamo and Motor Corr
.fef'
ltruction," but it only gives the
brush line tor drum armatures.
(2) Will you show me how to
wind a tripolar armature, “ open
circuit" fashion, as you say on
XIb/e ﬁ'ﬁ’é’
page
‘ Small26 of your Handbook,
Dynamos and Motors."
that there are two ways of wind
ing? Mine is wound as illustrated
(Fig. 18).
(I) The article in our issue of
January 18th, 1906,in the “ How
It Works ” series, will probably
enable you to see clearly the
QUERY
principle of the tripolar arma
ture’s action. The position of the
N°
brushes depends upon the rela
tive positions of poles and com
mutator segments. It the set,
ments are set each in line with
one of the poles,brusheswill bear
on a vertical diameterof commu
tator; but if the segments are
set so that the divisions between
them are each in line with the
allows
centre of one of the poles, then
brushes will bear upon a hori
zontal diameter—presuming in
both cases that the ﬁeld-magnet
poles are to right and left of ar
mature. (2) The “ open-circuit "
method of winding is explained
in the article referred to above.
One end of eachcoil is connected
to a commutator segment, and
the other three ends are either
joined together or are connected
to the core, which amounts to the
samething.

ﬁe
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[20,924] Hand Force.
R. H. M. (Brook Green)
Could you give me drawings for a
small hand force-pump for ﬁlling
Fro. 1.—Mnrnon or Innocmc DRAUGHT FOR Mover. BOILER.
a model boiler?
See our issue of August 15th,
1907, article, " A Hand Lever
r-zoth of the areaof the piston. For
had from our publishing 0610:,
exhaust nozzle shouldbe about
Force-pump."
can
be
This
issue
"
further details, seeour book, The Model Locomotive : Its Design
price 3d. post free.
and Construction."
FOOT BRECKEZ

S. 5. (London) writesr
Locomotives.
.[=0.965] Model
(I) What is the diﬂerencebetweenan equalisingand a compensat
on
a
What
is
the
code of head signs for
bogie?
ing beam
(2)
locomotives, or where could I get it from? (I have looked in
books,
I
not
been
able
to
ﬁnd
but
have
many
it.) (3) What ﬂux
is used for silver-soldering? (4) In silver-solderinga brass ferrule
an
looking through
boiler,
I
heard
explosion,and,on
into a copper
another hole, I found the boiler was full of ﬂame. Why is this,
it
be
remedied?
My
blowpipe
and how can
(home-made)
(5)
“
gives a ﬂame 8 ins. long by Q in. diameter. (6) The Model Loco
motive" says that tender frames should be drilled all round,
chi ped, and ﬁled. Why cannot they be rough-sawn and then
files ?' (7) Are any petticoats needed for a )-in. scale loco
motive (“ Experiment ”)? If so, how many? (8) Would not
parafﬁn (not vapourised) give better results than methylated
spirits for the ﬁring oi a l-in. "scale locomotive '(‘ Experiment ") ?
(9) On page 88, Fig. 89, of The Model Locmnotive,"" it gives
A as the I..N.W. pattern of buffer. But my casting (for Experi
ment ") dictates another method (B). Why is this?
(1) They are one and the same thing. (2) Look up sum: of
the back issues of the railway julll'lllllS. (3) Borax is used as a
ﬂux for silver-soldering and brazing. (4) We cannot explain
the phenomenon from the particulars sent. (5) The blowlamp

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars of new tools, apparatus,and material's
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsan
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being requiredor accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the Mus 0/ the goodsrub
mmrd, or to abstainfrom INSJ‘YIUIQ
n 7011610
in any casewhen
the goodsare not a}suﬂicimt intern! to his readers.)
' Rﬂ‘il'l'i'Sdistinguishedby an asterisk have beenbased on Mad
bduonal Inspectionof the goodsnoticed.

' Some New Bassett-Lowke Specialities.
We are now able to illustrate some of the latest specialities
introducedby Messrs.W. I. Bassett-LowkehhCo" of Northampton,
to which we madebrief referencewhen recently reviewing their new
catalo'nie. Pie. I shows an entirely new Great Western model
locomotivewhich is very handsomein appearance,a good worker,
and moderate in price. It has slide-valve cylinders. reversing
motion worked from rails or cab, cylinder lubricators, exhaust into

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Bassnr-Lowxn

gauge. Full particularsof theseand
the many othermodelrailway special
ities of the firm will be found in their
latest catalogue.
Messrs. Carson 6: Co.'s Models.
We understandfrom Messrs.james
Carson Co., Ltd., of Summer Row,
Birmingham, that they are re-design
ing their various locomotive models
and will shortly have an entirely new
and greatly improved series ready.
The new models will be much more
elaboratein detail, and will have axle
boxes and springs to the wheels,
coupling-rods milled from the solid,
full valve gear allowing early cut-oﬁ
and expansion of steam, an entirely
new type of water gauge, and details
—-such as rivets, &c.——to
correspond
with the prototypes. The ﬁnish of
the modelswill receive specialatten
tion and will be of the highest class
These improwments will, of
only.
course,mean an increasein price, but
the ﬁrm inform us that they have de
termined to make their productions
secondto none in completeness,power
and appearance. They
cannot guaranteedelivery
of their present models
or setsof parts at thecur
rent pricesaftertheirstock
is once exhausted, so
thoseof our readerswish
ing to purchaseshould or
der without delay. They
hope to show one.of their
r-in. scale“Precursors”
at theforthcomingSociety
of Model Engineers'Con
versazione. This will be
under steam, on one of
Lca’s testing
Mr]!
stands,
Her}? will be fed by
one of Mr. Lea’s patent
injectors, so that model
engineerswill have an op
portunity of inspecting
their perfectworking.

Co.’s New G.W.R. 4—4—0 LOCOMOTIVE.

d

Massas. Bassnrr-Lowxs
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.
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FIG.

1

8:

tunnel. ﬂuted connecting and coupling
rods, name- and number-plates,handrails.
and other useful and eﬁective ﬁttings.
The gauge is i} ins. and length over all
2: ins. In Fig. 2 we illustrate a favour
ite type oi engine, the LN.\V. Railway
" Precursor," the model in this case.being
electrically driven. It is fitted with a
simple automatic reversing device, and
ample play is given to the bogie to (nable
the new standard radii curvesto be easily
taken.The motor is of the tripolar pattern
and is arranged for automatic reversing
from any point on the line by simply
changing the direction of the main supply
current. The current is collected from
the centre rail by a neat form of slipper
brush, and the motor which is contained
in the ﬁrebox is easilyremovableit repairs
or adjustment are required. The scale
appearanceand finish of the model are
excellent, audits working abilities have
been amply demonstrated to us. It is
i} ins. gauge, and has an over-all length
or :3 ins.
An innovation which will
appeal to all model railway enthusiastsis
the new model rolling-stock, samples of
which are illustrated in the photos,
Figs. 3 and 4, which are from the actual
models. These have the bodies stamped
out of tinned steel plate, and coloured so
iaithfully to the prototype that their
realistic appearance.is most striking. In
addition to the types shown in our illus~
trations, there are timber trucks, oil
wagons, tar-wagons, and several other
varieties included in the patterns which
are now ready. _The wheelbasesot the
various wagons are absolutely to scale,
and the excellent finish and the adherence
to the details of the prototypes makes
these goods worthy of a place on any
model tin-plate system. They are at
present made in gauges o, t, i}, and
1! ins., and will shortly be ready in 2-in.
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The Edkoﬂs Page.
again ask some of the readers who
make use of our Queries and Replies Depart

\

eﬂects enjoying a ﬂourishing existence.
If there are
any such, we Should be glad to have particulars.

E must

to be reasonable in their requests
for assistance, particularly in the matter of drawings.
We have had a number of enquiries lately, pre
sumably from new readers. in which we have been
asked to send, by return of post if possible, a draw
ing of an engine, boat, dynamo, or other model.
We have no doubt these requests are made in good
faith, but it is obviously a matter of imeSSibility
for us to maintain an expensive staff of designers
and draughtsmen solely to supply our readers
with drawings free of charge, and this is really
what it would amount to if we were to comply
with all the requests of this kind which we receive
explain that where a rough
We may, perhaps,
sketch which does not involve much in the way
is sufficient to
of calculation or original design
meet the case, we usually send it ; but if a detailed
drawing is required, the query must take its turn
with others, and must await its time for publica
Such requests as for drawings of
tion in our pages.
special types of locomotives, or boilers, or engines,
valve gear details, boat drawings. etc., cannot be
readers,
but
specially prepared for individual
where the design asked for is likely to be of general
interest, we put it on the list for attention, and,
when ready, we publish it for the beneﬁt of others
as well as of the reader sending the original query.
ment

‘

'

l

Mr. W. Abery, 16, Finden Road, Forest Gate, E..
that a large new
asks us to notify our readers
lake has been constructed on Wanstead Flats,
Forest Gate, which is suitable for the sailing of
There is a concrete edging to the
model steamers.
lake, and about 14 ins. of water at the banks.
He thinks
with no obstructions of any kind.
there is a good Opportunity to form a local model
boat club, and will be pleased to hear from readers
in the district with either steam or sailing boats,
who would join.

*

¥

*

“ I am more than
pleased
A. M. (York) writes:
to see the subject of model theatres brought before
Some seven years ago I made a
your readers.
model stage 4 ft. by 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 ins., which
In such a
proved a. great source of amusement.
model the working of the curtain, lighting, and
miscellaneous eﬂects can be controlled from a
small switchboard, and there is plenty of scope
Unfortunately,
for ingenuity in the construction.
owing to various causes, very little of my own
stage now rEmains, but I should be very pleased
to see the subject taken up in your columns."
Possibly, amongst our many readers, there may be
some model theatres with mechanical and electrical

Answers to Correspondents.
F.

W. R.

query is outside
(Queenboro').—Your
the scope of our Query Department, and you do
not comply with our rules.
Please refer to text

books.
W. W. (Baskworth, Cally.).—Engine I in. by 2 ins.,
3o-watt dynamos.
“ Pun?
LINKS " (Portobello).—See
our article
in July let issue, 1904, on “ Lubricating Model
Engines."
G. A. P. (Birmingham).-—Your
cells are not large
enough to safely pass more than half this current.
Rheostat would not be necessary, but you should
use a small steadving resistance.
E. C. S. (Springﬁeld, Mass.).——Your query is in
hand. Never send coins by ordinary letter
post. Your two cents cost us eight cents excess
postage

dues.

W. D. (Brynn).—Thank you for interesting cutting.
“'e hope to deal with model aeroplanes later on.
C. H. KIEFER (Sydney, N.S.W.).—Messrs.
W.
.
Bassett-Lowke
& Co., of Northampton,
will
quote you for drawings and ﬁnished engine of
"
Little Giant " type.
You will ﬁnd drawings
and much information on large
scale
model
"
locomotives in Greenly's book,
The Model
Locomotive," price 68. 8d. post free from our
publishers.
L. H. Y. (Chepstow).—See previous replies.
Your
query has many times been dealt with.
O. H. B. (Dawlish).—A
matter for experiment.
Try 3~I6ths-in. soft iron plunger; coil, I oz.
No. 40 S.W.G.
F. F. (Willenhall).—(I)
Reckon about 20 amp.
hours per sq. ft. of positive plate surface.
(2) See
the issues of THE MODEL ENGINEER for February
15th and October 18th, 1906.
C. F. S. (Chicago).—Take
thin brass tube i-in.
internal diameter and 2 ins. long: wind to a
depth of f in. with No. 32 S.W.G. s.c.c..
For
plunger use a 5-I6ths—in. soft iron rod.
J. B. (Paisley).——The makers of the motor supply
suitable accumulators, and would quote
you
a price if you give them particulars of your
requirements.
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Traction

Engine.

H0 n as Wooo.

5b

is

is

not steam~jacketed. like ours.
like the prototype,
ﬁtted
Stephenson link-motion reversing gear
The boiler is made of i-32nd-in. sheet copper,
bent round, riveted, and soft-soldered. The ﬁrebox
"
“
of the
pattern, after the originals
wagon~top
There
}»in. water space all round the inside
also ﬁtted with four cross-tubes
ﬁrebox. which
Five 7-16ths~in. ﬂue-tubes lead to the smokebox,
The smokebox door is
which
21- ins. long.
taken from the raised
removable. The steam
portion of the boiler by a perforated pipe to the
smokebox down one ﬂue-tube, through the ﬁre,
and back through another ﬂue-tube to the smoke
box again, and ﬁnally emerges halfway along the
barrel, thence to the cylinder, passing through
an ordinary steam cock
the regulator, which
handle, connected
with an elongated
by a rod.
is

is
a

is

is

is

is

is

it

I

is

is

it

I

have recently completed for a nephew in
Manitoba, Canada.
As will be seen by an inspection
a iairly faithful copy,
of the photograph,
and possesses the main features of the type of
The spider
engine most generally seen out there.
wheels,
with their round spokes, will probably
claim ﬁrst attention, also the absence of a cab or
shelter [or the driver, in its place being a wooden
platform or iootplate, which also carries the two
understand,
for
tanks shown—one of which,
No provision for
tools, and the Other for water.
made on the engine,
being gener
carrying fuel
generally burnt
ally carried on a trailer. Wood
in these engines when travelling, but, when threshing,
The cylinder also,
straw is often burnt in them.

ENGINE.

is

\HE photograph herewith represents a model
Sawyer and Massey traction engine which

l

A MODEL SAWYER AND Massey TRACTION
By THOMAS \\'oor>.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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to the lever at the back. The exhaust is taken
up the funnel, and aids the draught considerably.
Other ﬁttings are—steam gauge,
three-cock
water gauge, spring balance
safety valve, and
ﬁller.
The engine is steered by the usual hand-wheel
The crankshaft is geared to the
and worm gear.
road wheel in a ratio of o to I. The whole is put
together by 3-32nds-in. screws and nuts used
throughout, consequently the model can be taken
to pieces very quickly by a single spanner which
I made to ﬁt the nuts. Steam is raised by a three
wick spirit lamp, shown by sketch herewith, which
will raise steam to 30 lbs. from “ all cold " in about
ten minutes. The lamp vessel occupies half the
ﬁrebox, and is lagged with asbestos to prevent
the spirit vaporising and boiling over.
The supply
of spirit is controlled by a needle valve in one of the
tanks, the other tank being connected by a tube
to the regulating tank, thus acting as a. feeder.

February 11, r909.

How to Choose a Dynamo.
By ALFRED \V. MARSHALL, M.I.Mech. E., A.M.I.E.E.
(Continued from page 86.)
PART III.—FiELD-MAGNBTs.

LL

is

if

a

of the many types and forms which ﬁeld
magnets have assumed are directed to serve
of sending
ﬂow of mag
the one purpose
netism through the core of the armature.
Any
well designed, may be considered
one of them,
view,
as the others.
as good, from this point of
Any type or pattern may be well or badly designed.
Each has some particular merit, and the question
rather one of convenience and detail than of type
or pattern. As with armatures, the part which
of principal importance
the winding.
If the
shuntavound, the magnet coils must
dynamo
be planned to suit the nor
is

is

is

122

mal voltage produced by the
If the dynamo is
armature.
series-wound,
_
the
magnet
coils
must be planned to
spn-I'I’
A
‘\
. requ/l/lnq
carry the normal ﬂow of
fan/r
current which the armature
pm/w,“
sends to the external circuit
Tubularwick
f.
of lamps, etc.
Each must
'
g?» 736qu
‘:',
keeps ball head
f—
be of sufﬁcient magnetising
"Id,
he! and vapor-15¢:
power to produce the re
slal'r-II’ from Inner
w/c/r
quired ﬂow of magnetism
vdpcr;_,,,.,9
head
through the iron circuit con
From feed
’ﬁ dam fube . _
5.
W"
Ian/r.
5",¢_~¢d
the
stituting
magnet, the
ﬁshes/as
f) '5 Tube
core of the armature, and
the
between
the
air-gaps
VIEW or SPIRIT BURNER AND FEED TANK FOR MODEL
SBCTIONAL
armature core and magnet
TRACTION Enema.
This power depends
poles.
upon the ampere turns which
the winding contains—that
_
is, the
number of actual turns of wire which
A very short time sufﬁced to show when the lamp
have been wound on to the magnet core, multiplied
was getting sufﬁcient or too much spirit, as the
by the amperes of current which.are ﬂowing through
ﬂame
immediately responded to the regulator,
It follows from this that the magnet winding
them.
consequently, after the ﬁrst trial, an overflow
of a particular series-wound dynamo must have
The lamp shown is
was a very rare experience.
a deﬁnite number of turns of wire, because the
much more powerful and more economical than
armature gives a current which
The tanks
solid wicks, and is very satisfactory.
of approximately
constant value. The wire must be of sufﬁcient size
and lamps are all fastened to the platform, which
to carry this current without undue heating or
slides oﬁ. The lamp can thus be tried and regu
loss of voltage.
Such
lated without being in position, which is very
winding will therefore
be necessarily of low resistance;
The main dimensions are :—
it should have
convenient.
lower resistance than that of the armature wind~
Boiler barrel, 8% ins. by 2% ins., including smoke
ing, though this may not be attained with small
box (2} ins.).
machines. If a series winding absorbs too much
F irebox—outside:
6} ins. high, 4) ins. long,
voltage,
may be adjusted by taking oﬁ some of
3% ins. wide ; inner: 4) ins. high by 3} ins.
the turns, so as to reduce the resistance,
.
or some
by 2% ins.
of the armature current may be shunted past the
Cylinder, 1* ins. by 9-i6ths in.
magnet winding, as shown in diagram (Fig. 6).
Wheels—rear (driving), 5} ins. diameter; front,
The shunt provides a by-path, and would require
3} ins. diameter.
to be adjusted to have such a resistance
that the
Length over all, 18 ins.
required amount of current and no more
diverted
Height to top of funnel, to} ins.
to relieve the magnet winding.
Boiler tested to 80 lbs. steam.
Both of these
methods will diminish the magnetising power of
In conclusion, I may say that most of the model
was made from the rough, many parts being built
the winding, and the dynamo will therefore not
give so high a. voltage.
The voltage may be restored
The rough castings for the cylinder,
up from scrap.
to its former value by raising the Speed at which
etc., were turned in a makeshift dead-centre lathe,
the armature
driven. A third way of reducing
which I made for the job, having at the time no
the resistance of the magnet coils is, obviouslv, to
other. In all, the model took about ﬁfteen months
remove the wire and rewind the coils with wire of
to make in spare time, and throughout, Tm; MODEL
larger gauge until the number of turns
This is
ENGINEER was of the greatest service.
equal to
that of the old winding.
If the turns will go into
my ﬁrst attempt at a steam model.
5
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of Name
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valve
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is
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available winding space, this is a good plan,
but it partly defeats itself because the coil, as a
whole, will be;larger, owing to the increased diameter
of the wire. Therefore, the length and weight
will be greater than before; thus the reduction
of resistance is not in proportion to the diﬁerence
in the gauges of the respective wires, and a reduced
number of turns may be necessary.
A series-wind
ing should not be connected up as a shunt-winding ;
it is quite unsuitable, owing to its very low resistance.
The result of doing so would be that the armature
would be almost short-circuited, and the magnet
winding would absorb nearlygall oi the current.
If it is shunt-wound, the magnet winding of any
particular dynamo is not limited to a certain ﬂow
of current.
As the number of amperes used for
exciting the coils is only a fraction of the total
quantity which; the armature can produce, the
actual value of the exciting current may be deter
ljmits by the discretion
mined within reasonable
of the designer.
He may use a comparatively
large current and fewer turns of wire, or a small
current and increased number of turns of wrre.
In each case the ampere turns may reach the
same number, consequently each winding would
the

Lamps

Fig 6

then have the same magnetising power.
The actual
value of the exciting current is determined by the
question of efﬁciency qualiﬁed by practical con
It should be as small as possible,
siderations.
but need not be the same for all machines of equal
output and merit. If the magnet is made of wrought
iron, the coils may have smaller current and larger
number of turns; but if it is made of cast iron,
a larger ﬂow of current and smaller number of turns
will probably be found to have been used.
This
is due to the reason that wrought iron is more
susceptible magnetically than cast iron. It is
essential that the coils of a shunt'wound dynamo
are wound to suit the voltage at which the machine
is to work.
They must be of such a gauge of wire
that their resistance will allow them to take only
a proper ﬂow of current when the armature is giving
its full voltage. For example, it would not do to
fit an armature wound to generate 30 volts to a
ﬁeld-magnet wound to work with 10 volts, unless
the armature was to be run at such a speed that it
would generate about IO volts. If you intended
to work at 30 volts, you should re-wind the magnet
coils with wire of smaller gauge, so that when the
weight of the old winding had been reached, the
resistance of the new winding would have approxi
mately nine times the resistance of the old winding,
in order that the electrical energy used for magnet
If you worked
isation should be equal in both cases.

l
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at 30 volts, with the lo-volt ﬁeld-magnet winding,
it would take a great deal too much current. To
some extent the resistance of shunt-wound magnet
coils may be increased by winding on more wire,
if there is space for it; but the method becomes
uneconomical as the depth of coil increases, the
new turns being at a less economical distance from
the core.
It is generally considered bad economy
if the depth of the coil is made greater than the

thickness of iron upon which it is wound. IThe
would be when the magnet winding was
required to work with a lower voltage to that for
which it was designed.
It would then be unable
to obtain its full ﬂow of current, as its resistance
would be too high. This may be done to a small
extent, as the layers nearest the circumference
have a greater length of wire per turn than those
Therefore, at ﬁrst, the resistance
near the core.
is perceptibly reduced,
and the increased ﬂow of
current compensates
in part for the loss of turns,
as it takes eﬁect through the entire winding;
but
the total magnetising power of the coil will be less
than it was originally, so that an increase of arma
ture speed will be necessary to obtain the desired
voltage.
The single horse-shoe
type of ﬁeld-magnet is
the most simple of all.
It seems to have been
that used in the ﬁrst instance, naturally, as a
development from the steel horse-shoe
magnet,
and has passed to several well-known designs.
The distinguishing feature is that it has a. single
magnetic circuit, the magnetism taking one course
converse

through the: cores, yoke, and pole-pieces.
This
is an advantage, on account of simplicity, and also
because it does not matter upon which part of the
core or yoke the coils are wound.
Various ways
of placing the ﬁeld-magnet have been devised.
There is not much advantage—electrically—belong
ing to any one over the others; they may all be
considered equal, or nearly so. Fig. 7 shows the
undertype, which is also known generally as the
It permits the ﬁeld
Edison-Hopkinson
pattern.
magnet to be made large and powerful without

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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with the other part of the machine;
mechanically because the armature is
low, favouring rigid bearings, so that there is not
The disadvan
likely to be vibration in running.
to leakage of magnetism from
tages are—liability
the pole-pieces to the base plate, which necessitates
interfering

it

is

good

the latter being made of brass or non-magnetic
material, or supporting blocks B of non-magnetic
material, if an iron baseplate is used.
Large ma
chines of this type have been made which give
In very
remarkably good results in wodring.
small machines the low position of the armature
makes the brushes diﬂicult of access and adjust
ment;
they usually foul the base if rocked
far out of the mid-position, so that whilst this is
a very good type to select, it is not a convenient
one to work with in very small sizes.
Fig. 8 is the overtype ; really, the same machine
but with the ﬁeld-magnet reversed in position;
it is also called the Kapp type. The principal
advantage is accessibility. The parts are more
“
" than
get-at-able
perhaps in any other design.
The brushes can be rocked through a complete
circle,
so that no special
connecting up of the
armature to obtain a certain brush position is
This is of some importance if the ma
necessary.
chine is to be used as both dynamo and motor.
The base is entirely neutral, magnetically, so that

leakage of magnetism need not be guarded against,
A disadvantage is, that
as in the case of Fig. 7.
the size and power of the ﬁeld-magnet is more
limited than with Fig. 7, if the armature is not to
be unreasonably high.
Mechanically, it is inferior
to Fig. 7, because the bearings are high : they are
less likely to be rigid, and the construction favours
vibration in running.
Fig. 9 is another arrange
It
ment, the magnet being placed upon its side.
favours construction by castings, as the parts are
few ; coils can be wound direct on to the cores in the
lathe, and the magnet requires a single joint
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tendency to magnetic leakage, owing to the large
surface
area of the pole-pieces;
in this respect
it is inferior to Figs. 7 and 8. The brushes are
not so conveniently placed as Fig. 8, and when
a non-magnetic
arranged under-type, as Fig.
base or supporting blocks B are necessary.
If
arranged as Fig. 12, it has the disadvantage of
D,
liability to leakage of magnetism between C and
as is directed by the dotted lines, if placed \\ith
its feet directly upon an iron ﬂoor or plate. Fig.
The amount of
9 is also subject to this defect.
leakage
may be very serious. but depends to a
considerable extent upon the design of the support
If they
ing lugs upon which the machine rests.
are massive.
so as to form a continuation of the
core,
the leakage
will be considerable.
magnet
But they need not be made so, and if cored out, or of
light-ribbed design. the leakage will be very small,
and no special precaution need be taken if the
machine is placed upon an iron support.
The
writer found this to be the case with an American
made machine of this design;
when placed with
its feet upon an iron base, consisting of adjustment
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slide-rails, no diﬂerence of any moment was intro~
duced into its performance.
A disadvantage of all designs based upon those
of Figs. 7 to 12 is a tendency for the magnet to
of magnetism
distribution
produce an uneven
through the armature. The magnetic ﬂow con
centrates itself more to the part of the armature
core which is nearest to the magnet as a whole.
In Fig. 7, for example, the ﬂow will concentrate at
the upper part of the armature; in Fig. 8 it will
concentrate at the lower part. In Figs. 9. 10. u,
and 12 it will concentrate at the similar part.
This uneven density is of more consequence
if the armature is of ring pattern than if it is of
drum pattern, also if a toothed core is used than
with a smooth core.
The armature is pulled by
the magnetism towards that part of the ﬁeld

F19 lz.

I

only.
Fig. 10 is often called the Simplex type; this
pattern was designed by so eminent an authority
It is really
as Professor Sylvanus P. Thompson.
equivalent to Figs. 7 and 8, being a single horse
shoe, with one magnetising coil only.
Figs. 11 and 12 show other ways of placing
the
The principal disadvantage is a
magnet.

This tends to
where it is the more concentrated.
to
bend the shaft, which may give sufficiently
permit the armature to rub against the pole-pieces.
\Nith a dynamo as Fig. 7 this tendency is opposed
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by the weight of

the armature and may be neu
tralised by it, but with a dynamo arranged under—
type, as Fig. 8, the tendency of the magnetism is
to pull the armature downwards;
the weight
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divided into two equal portions, each of which is
allotted to one of the magnets.
The net result
is, therefore, a machine
of equal output to the
corresponding single-magnet type, but with dif
ferent arrangement of the magnetic circuit.
It
has the advantage that the magnet core and coil
section,
are of smaller
as you have two small cores,
each carrying one-half of the total magnetic ﬂow
instead oi one large core carrying the entire ﬂow.
A smaller size of material is thus required, which
may be a convenience.
Designs as Figs. 14 and l 5 are steady in running,
but the brushes are not so accessible as Fig. 8, and
tend to foul the bedplate, preventing a complete

adds to this instead of counteracting it, so that
excessive pressure occurs in the bearings.
This
is a drawback of the under-type design, and makers
of such machines minimise the effect by placing
the armature slightly out of centre in the core of
the magnet, so that in Fig. 8 it would be nearer
to the top than to the bottom of the pole-pieces.
Other arrangements of sin le horse-shoe
ﬁeld
magnet are also used, such as t at of Fig. I 3. This
design is really the equivalent of Fig. 10. The
armature is, however. placed parallel to the ﬁeld
magnet coils. This overcomes the troubles due to
unequal distribution of the magnetism, but intro
duces some difﬁculty in arranging for the hearing
at the pulley end.

14 shows the double magnetic circuit type.
is composed
of two horse—shoe magnets placed
with their like poles together, as indicated by the
letters N S. It is equivalent to two ﬁeld-magnets,
as Fig. 10, combined together.
This pattern is
known as the Manchester type of dynamo ; Figs. 15
16
and
are developments of the principle, but are
not called by that name or any title in particular.
There are two distinct circuits or ﬂows of mag
netism, but the machine is still bi-polar, having
one N and one ’5 pole.
These machines have a
more uniform distribution of magnetism than the
single horse—shoe type, and the magnetic ﬁeld is

It

Fig.

stiﬂ~that is. less liable to distortion by the
magnetic effect of the current ﬂowing in the arma
ture. Each half of the ﬁeld—magnet is not, strictly
speaking, made actually as powerful as the one
magnet of [0, but the total ﬂow of magnetism
arranged for by the designer of the machine is
more

rotation of the rocker. Fig. 16 has the advantage
of Fig. 8 in this respect, but is less steady in running
than Figs. 14 and l 5 ; there is no downward pull
on the armature due to magnetism, and in this
respect it has an advantage over Fig. 8.
_
The double magnetic circuit type 15 not so simple
for the novice to deal with. as the respective coils
on the ﬁeld-magnets are more complicated to connect
so as to produce the correct polarity, and should
The system also
have equal magnetising powers.
is rather more liable to magnetic leakage from the
especially in patterns 14 and 15.
pole-pieces,
(To be continued.)

For the Bookshelf.
[Any book reuinvadunder this hzadmgmay bl obtainedth Tnl
hiODEL ENGINEER Book szizmunl, 26—29,Popﬂm'l Court.
Fleet Stud, Landon, E.C., by remittingthe publishedprice and
the costof postage.]

ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL FLIGHT. By Sir Hiram
5. Maxim. London and New York : Whittaker
Price 5s. net; postage 4d.
and Co.
In this book Sir Hiram Maxim gives
'a very readable and most interesting
account of his experimental work in
He
connection with artiﬁcial ﬂight.
is not a mere mathematician or theo
retical speculator in the subject, but
has accomplished things and is an ex
His
ceedingly skiliul experimenter.
achievements as a scientiﬁc engineer
him to
and inventor have enabled
avoid the bias of a crank or fanatic
when observing the ﬂight of birds and natural
forces which affect the problem of aerial navigation.
The main features of his work with aeroplanes
have been well known to engineers for some years
but not the details; these are now given in this
book. with illustrations of the apparatus used to
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Then the two ﬂat surfaces approximately parallel
to the base and on either side of the pillar or up
right were ﬁled parallel toItherase, being tested
with calipers and straight-edge. The sides of
the pillar were then also ﬁled true, being at right
angles to the front T-face and also to the two
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just dealt with. The thickness was made
for the pillar and for the base.
The base
itself was squared to 2'} ins. by 3 ins., and for
appearance
the recess was made i in. all round
away from the edges of the rectangular base.
The curved back was ﬁnished 06 by a half-round
smooth ﬁle.
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A Simple Scrlblng Block.
By H. C. THORP.

%"W/wr.

Fig.

ﬁat.

The slot was next dealt with.
Two centre dots
made, both
in. horizontally from the true
One
of
vertical edge.
them was
in. from the
of the rounded edge, and the other was 2} ins.
These were the centres
be ow the ﬁrst.
of the
end holes of the slot.
hose centres were joined
line.
At
with a scribed
these two centres 5-16ths in.
diameter circles were drawn, and two tangential
lines were drawn parallel to the line of centres
4}

were

t

The scribing block here described was intended
ﬁrst for a ﬁling exercise, but as eventually it was
ﬁnished and became useful, I thought a description
of the making, and a drawing of the whole thing,
might be of interest.
The chief characteristic is that the main part
a casting. Figs. 1 and 2 show the shape and dimen
is
sions.
As the casting was very clean and had
a very thin skin, chipping was unnecessary,
and a
rough ﬁle was ﬁrst used to remove this skin and
most of the superﬂuous metal. All ﬁnish on the
casting was with a 12-in. smooth ﬁle.
The base
was ﬁrst tackled and ﬁled true to a surface-plate.
A recess was cut in the middle of this to a depth

base.

with'_the

5

Workshop Notes and Notions.
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of i-32nd in. to relieve friction when moving the
block on a smooth surface.
After getting the
base true, the front T-face was ﬁled true and

T

show that the conclusions arrived at are not guess
work or the result of mathematical calculations
“ which might or
alone
might not be founded on
is mistaken hypothesis."
There are 166 pages and 95 illustrations, which
include photographs of a number of experimental
screw propellers, machines used for testing, shapes
for aeroplanes
and supports, engines and boilers
of the large machine, and diagrams to illustrate
the action of air upon aeroplanes; some pictures
of recent ﬂying machines of other inventors are
The matter is not progressive,
amongst them.
being of the nature of a collection of notes which
may have been written at intervals, and ﬁnally put
together to form a book. Chapter IV, for example,
is about screw propellers.
Chapter V deals with
experiments on apparatus attached to a rotating
arm. Chapter II is upon air currents and the
ﬂight of birds. In Chapter VI the author gives
some hints as to building ﬂying machines,
and we
note that in his preface
he claims that all the
successful ﬂying machines of to-day are built upon
the lines thought out by himself.
The book con
sists of descriptive matter with the author's opinions
and deductions; it is a kind of counterblast to
treatises based on purely mathematical work.
Model engineers will ﬁnd much in it to interest
them, even if they are not at all engaged in the
subject. The account given of the steam engines
and boiler, the propellers, and the experimental
apparatus is worth reading by any mechanic, and
those who contemplate making a model or large
ﬂying machine can avail themselves of the opinions
of an engineer who has done work in comparison
with which the achievements of the present-day
ﬂying machine experimenters are as playing with
According to the author's observations,
toys.
soaring birds derive their support from the action
of ascending currents of air, and he deals at length
with the question. Dirigible balloons are men
tioned and illustrated chieﬂy to emphasise
the
author's opinion that they are of little value; he
still believes in ﬂying machines heavier than air.
It is a most entertaining book for anyone having a
liking for engineering and scientiﬁc subjects.
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Centres were then set out of 5-16ths-in. holes to
be drilled, so as to leave a small bar of metal between
each hole.
For each hole a circle was drawn
5-16ths in. diameter, and four centre dots put on
the circumference.
When drilling, it was carefully
watched
for running out of centre of the drill.
Before the drill was cutting more than a conical
hole any error of this kind was remedied by cutting
a small piece away by means of a round~nose chisel
on the side to which the drill should go to come
to the correct centre.
When all the holes were
drilled, the remaining metal between
the holes
was cut away by means of a round ﬁle.
The slot
was then ﬁnished to the parallel lines by a smooth
ﬁle.
Having now ﬁnished the standard, the clamping
gear (Figs. 3 and 4) was next tackled. The screw was
turned in a self-centreing chuck from i~in. round

This was a quite simple affair and needs
iron.
The portion shown as i7>3znds in.
no comment.
diameter was ﬁled as shown, so that the flat faces
were 5-16ths in. apart, parallel. and square with
the axis of screw.
The washers, of which there are two, were made
A centre dot was put
from i-i6th-in. iron plate.
on the piece of plate and two circles marked out
in., and one 5-16ths in. diameter.
one of them
While intact, the two 5~|6ths-in. holes were drilled ;
then the washers were cut out irom plate and
in. diameter circle.
ﬁled to
The clamping nut came from the scrap-box,
and hence, perhaps, the incongruity of a brass nut.
It had originally a fin. thread tapped in it, but
a 5-16ths~in. standard tap put through, removed
all the i-in. tapping and put on a good 5-16ths—in.
thread, which answers well for the work required.
The scriber is from §~in. sheet steel; a ﬂat
scriber was used here because it is easier to clamp '
than the average circular scriber with split washer. etc.
The slotting of this metal was performed in the
The points
same way as the slotting of the casting.
The bent point
were ﬁled down to taper form.
was ﬁrst ﬁled to a straight taper point 2 ins. long.
After heating to a bright red, this point was bent
over halfway up, as shown (Fig. 2). The points were
”
to "pale straw
in the
and tempered
hardened
usual way.
In setting up, of course, one washer is put on
either side of the scriber when clamping up to the

i

i

pillar.

Brazing Cast Iron.
By E. R. CARROLL.

Being a reader for many years of most of the
I have often wondered at the
mechanical
papers,
instructions and recipes given for the
numerous
of cast iron, and how many have, like
brazing
failed. Not
tried these and hopelessly
myself,
many weeks ago I saw a reply to a query in one of
This was by a well-known person in
our papers.
His opinion is better left
the engineering trade.
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alone.
In the same column was a recipe for a.
ﬂux, which may he very good, but without instruc
tions as to the best way to apply it. Doubtless
there are many who have a broken casting which
they cannot conveniently replace or have burned
on with the oxygen-acetylene process,
and my
opinion is—a casting properly brazed is quite as
good as

it

was before.

There is a knack in it—easily learned, and you
will never regret the small amount of time spent
in learning the art. Bear in mind, you can never
braze a rusty surface or one that has any grease
on it, neither can you get the spelter to ﬂow down
no matter how clean and
through a. close crack;
careful you are, you have as much chance of getting
mercury to stick on iron.
The following is the method I adopt. First,
I give the recipe of the ﬂux : boracic acid, 2 parts ;
chlorate of potash, 1 part;
carbonate of iron,
1 part, mixed dry.
Keep in an airtight bottle or
It is well to mix the granulated spelter with
jar.
the ﬂux (about 1»lb. to 1 lb. of ﬂux).
Now clean your job. The best way is to grind
the surface bright all over on an emery wheel or
ﬁle it down.
He sure there is no grease on the ﬁle.
Do not touch your work with the ﬁngers on any
account;
do not cleanse job until you have all
ready and everything at your hand. If your job
is in two pieces, do each one separately, that is,
brass each surface separately, and coat each with
spelter as you would a soldering-bolt with tin
solder.
Having done this, as instructed below,
place the pieces in pesition and run spelter in with
borax as ﬂux. or use the same ﬂux if you like.
When you are brassing the surfaces you must
have the surface upright, so as to lay the ﬂux—with
spelter—on, and work it about with the iron spatula.
Never put the hot spatula into the new ﬂux ; use
one to throw it on, and work it in with the other.
Never apply ﬂux until job is sufﬁciently hot to
melt brass immediately it is applied. Use brass
of the most difﬁcult fusion.
If you want to braze a cylindrical casting which
is only cracked, grind a. good wide groove and to
This will enable you
the depth of a knife-edge.
to work the spelter with the spatula, and you can
brass it only ; and ﬁt in a wrought-iron piece around
to ﬁll same, and braze it in or ﬁll to original surface
Thin cast-iron plates are best done
with brass.
in this way—you get good bearing surface for
the spelter and need never fear the thinnest plate
breaking if thus brazed.

Mandrel

for Bending Tubes._

By 'I‘. H. FOULSTON.
A good ﬂexible mandrel for bending small tubes
is made by making a bundle of small steel or iron
wire and soldering together at one end to form a
tapered entering piece, which can be done by leaving
the centre wires long and the next surrounding
wires a little shorter and soldering all together at
A little tallow and blacklead is a help
the end.
in entering and withdrawing same.

(llueing

Patterns

to Stop.

By T. H. FOULSTON.
When two pieces are to be glued up, one should
be warmed and the glue put on the cold piece.
When the heated wood comes in contact with the
glue it makes it ﬂow, and the result is a ﬁne Joint
that does not (:ome apart.
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Notes on Model
T

Speed

Boats.

By \VILLIAM J. E. PIKE.

is not the writer‘s intention in these notes to
go deeply into the subject of speed boat
The object held in view was to
designing.
show how an easily built speed boat hull can be
A large majority of marine modellers
produced.
are those who possess but little skill in boat-building,
and who are debarred from building hulls of the
To these persons
ordinary type from this cause.
the type of hull shown herewith will at once appeal,
as it can be built by anyone who is capable of
The designs which
handling woodworking tools.
these
notes
are no mere
theories.
accompany
have
been
to
built
and have been highly
They

successful.
The speeds recorded in recent Speed Competi
tions and at THE MODEL ENGINEER Regatta have
shown the possibilities of the model Speed boat.
If extremely high speeds are to be attained, more
attention must be paid to scientiﬁc hull design
than has hitherto been the case.
Perhaps the
_ greatest bar to the adoption of a better type of hull
is the diﬁiculty in the majority of cases of obtaining
a suitable design. Recently. however, a good
type of bull for speed purposes has appeared in
these pages.
A further bar to a better form of
.hull has been the almost universal use of the torpedo
boat or torpedo-boat destroyer type.
A good
number of marine modellers seem to have been
fascinated by the torpedo boat style of hull, to
'-the exclusion of other and more desirable types.
Although, in its prototype, capable of high speeds,
one important fact which must not be overlooked
by the model speed boat enthusiast is that
it—the torpedo-boat destroyer—has of necessity
into a seagoiug and sea-keeping
deveIOped
craft.
possessing, as such, qualities not absolutely essential
to the speed boat. The difﬁculty in a model
torpedo-boat destroyer of installing a powerful
plant in the conﬁned Space, and the lamentable
lack of stability displayed by the type when under
way, are also against it when considered
solely
from a speed point of view.
What is wanted for a model speed boat is the
fastest type of hull, independent of all other con
sideration, and capable of being driven at speed
with the least possible resistance, and consequently
“with

the least possible

power.
The only other things to be thought of are the
limits imposed by classiﬁcation rules.
The model
powerboat enthusiast has here a great advantage
over his brother model yachtsman, in that up to
the present he is almost unhampered with measure
ment rules.
The sailing-man is in most cases
tied down to hard-and-fast rules of measurement,
'which almost determine the type of hull to be used.
Particularly is this the case under what is known
as the International Rule. He is not only restricted
in his power, but also in power-carrying capacity.
The model power-boat man can. on the other hand.
set to work to produce whatever type of hull he
He is not forced to 'use a cruising type of
:fancies.
Freeboard, beam. dis
bull for racing purposes.
placement, power are all entirely unrestricted. the
only measurement being length on the load water
In this case there is no limit to over-all
line.
It is practically possible to'build a model
length.
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power boat under an L.\\'.L. measurement which.
when under way, possesses a load line length con
siderably in excess of her measured length.
To repeat: the fastest possible type of hull is
required. The form of hull has more to do with
the success or failure of a model speed boat than
is generally imagined.
How often have an engine
and boiler been consigned to the scrap—heap when
really the hull should have been jumped on ?
In order to ﬁnd out what form of bull is most
suitable to high speeds an endeavour must be made
to ascertain what happens when a boat-shaped
form is driven through the water, and what resist
ances to forward propulsion are encountered by
the form in its passage through the water.
It is generally held by experts that the principal
resistances
to forward propulsion are as follows :—
Due
to Wave-making.—This
is
(1) Resistance
the most serious form of resistance
encountered
by a high‘speed boat. It is well known that if
a body be dragged
through the water the water,
disturbed by that body in its passage through the
water, takes the form of waves.
At a low speed
these waves are not of any great size or extent,
but as the speed of the body through the water
increases, so also do the waves caused by it also
increase.
In the case of a boat-shaped form there are two
kind of waves caused by the water disturbed by

its forward motion.
First: That caused by the water pushed aside
It branches
by the bow in a horizontal direction.
off each side of the bow at an angle to the centre
line of the boat, and gradually widens out, getting
lesser in height, and gradually extending in width,
until at last the water surface returns to its original
condition.
Second: There is another wave caused by the
water ﬂowing in a vertical direction up under
the hull and ﬁlling up the space left by the ﬁrst
wave.
A photograph of the wake of a high-speed
boat will show these waves clearly. In order to
assist the particles of water in their natural ﬂow,
the forehody of a speed boat should be of such a
shape that it extends vertically, and the after
body of such a shape that it extends horizontally.
In other words, the cross—sections in the fore
body should be narrow and deep, and in the after
body broad and ﬂat.
is,
Due
to Skin-Iridium—T‘his
(2) Ri'sislam'e
of course, caused by friction between the outside
It is only at
surface of the boat and the water.
low speeds that skin resistance
comparatively
plays an important part. If we give a boat a full
round form, there will be very little wetted surface
If skin resistance
in proportion to the displacement.
alone had to he considered.
such a form would
therefore be best.
As the speed of the boat increases
the waves caused by its forward motion begin to
come into play, until the skin resistance
sinks
into insigniﬁcance when compared to the wave
To cut down the skin-resistance
making resistance.
the under water-body of the boat should be as
small as possible, and the surface of the hull should
Even with the
be made as smooth as it can be.
best possible' type of boat, skin-friction is bound
to its
to occur, and to cut down this resistance
least possible limit all outside keels, skegs, or ﬁns
should be done away with.
(3) Resistance

Due to Eddies—This,

if the boat
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well formed, will be comparatively
be otherwise
to occur at the
slight.
Eddies are_ most likely
stern, and in desrgningia speed boat care should be
taken that the stern 15 of such a type and high
enough so that it Will not drag water. Where the
unlimited, the type of stem
over-all length is
herewith is perhaps
shown in the de51gns.appearing
the best.
The stern 15 carried well above the water,
and when running at a high speed the stern wave
has no chance to curl up, but leaves a ﬂat, clean
This 15 clearly shown in ‘the photograph
wake.
of Scarlet Runner under way. which appeared in

I
I

I29

An inspection of modern racing motor boats, of

or photographs, will reveal what diversitv
Yet, varying as they do, in form.
of form exists.
there are. present
in dimensions, in appearance,
in the majority of cases indications of the double
designs

wedge

idea.

A notable exception

is to be found in certain
racing motor boats designed by Messrs. Yarrow,
of torpedo-boat lame.
Mr. Yarrow’s experiments
in the towage of lull-sized models of 40-ft. racing
motor boat hulls at a speed of 30 knots led him
to the conclusion that a form of hull which skimmed
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THE Mona]. ENGINEER for August 6th, 1908 (page
To avoid all minor eddies the forward
123).

edges of all shalt brackets, skegs, ﬁns, or rudders
should be well sharpened oil.
Owing to the various restrictions imposed by
the considerations mentioned above, a somewhat
peculiar type of bull results. The extreme type
is shown in the sketch (Fig. I). This is generally
known as the double-wedge type ; in it the widest
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This idea
over the water was the best for speed.
was not new, many previous attempts having been
The old style
made to produce a gliding boat.
of centre-board sailing rater produced under the
Length and Sail Area Rule in its latter years, and
"
known as a
skimming dish," was nothing more
or less than a sailing hydroplane (Fig. 3). One of
the most notable advocates of the gliding boat
was the Rev. C. M. Ramus, who produced a form
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A LOAD~WATER-LINB

the extreme
portion of the under-water body is at
stern, and the deepest and narrowest portion at
narrow, knife-like
the extreme bow. The deep,
loses in
bow gradually Opens out in widthIand
are broad
depth, until at the stern the cross-sections
form 15
and ﬂat. In each case the longitudinal
with the
such as to displace and replace the water
w1th
least possible disturbance, and conseqiiently
To all intents and
the least possible resistance.
hull extends
purposes the tore-body of this type of
extends
from stem to stem, and the after-body also
Hence the lines are as ﬁne as if
the full length.
the skin
the boat were double the length, while
with a hull
resistance is little, if any, greater than
In this way, for a given length
of ordinary type.
reSist
and displacement, the various obstructing
ances can be reduced to a minimum.

‘I

MEASUREMENT.

of hull similar to the present style oi hydroplane,
“
A test of
polysphensic ship."
which he called
Mr. Ramus’s type for Admiralty purposes proved
that the power required to drive the type at any
the
introduction
With
was prohibitive.
speed
of the petrol motor and its adoption to marine
propulsion the hydroplane has been successfully
resurrected. Provided the power can be obtained,
good speeds can be made by the model hydroplane.
In the writer’s opinion equal speeds can be obtained
The whole secret
from hulls of a more normal type.
of the hydroplane's success lies in the lifting action
This lilting action can be obtained
of the planes.
in certain forms of hull without resorting to the
draw
One of the greatest
extreme hydroplane.
backs to the use of the hydroplane for model
purposes is the diﬁiculty of accurately steering
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SAILING HYDROPLANEZ Sxercn PLAN or SMALL CENTRK'BOARD RATER.
LENGTH AND SAinARBA RULE.

If the boat be required for THE
construction.
MODEL ENGINEER Speed Competition the only
measurement required is length on the load water
line. By carrying out the ends of the boat above
water a longer and ﬁner-lined hull can be obtained.
Fig. 2 shows the result of LEV}. measurement.
The form of overhanging stern gives a cleaner
wake than any other the writer is acquainted with.
To a certain extent it seems to ﬂatten down the
The L.W.L. shown is, of course.
stern wave.
with the boat aﬂoat in still water. \Vhen under
awash,
is slightly
way the overhanging stern
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giving in practice a longer L.W.L. than the measured
one.
The overhanging stem renders it possible
to give a good flare to the forward sections. The
double-wedge type lends itself readily to this
method of length cheating.
What
a hull of such a form
required
as to
be easily, cheaply, and lightly built while being of
a form suited for speed pur
ses.
The style of
hull which can be made to fulfil all these require—
“
"
ments will be found in the
shar ie
or " ﬂattie "
(Fig. 4). Such boats are now airly common as
and as such give good results. The
sailing~boats,
distinctive features of the sharpie are the ﬂat.
rectangular section, flat ﬂoor, and angular bilge.
l

if

is

is

is

Whatever the size or type, the weights should be
kept as low as
possible consistent with the neces
sary strength. For racing purposes no deck
permissible.
load in the shape of useless ﬁttings
Everything about the boat should be for use,
and although ﬁttings may add to the artistic
of the boat.
they do not fulﬁl any
appearance
more useful purpose, they should be remorselessly
Evan an extra coat of paint adds
jettisoned.
considerably to the weight. No attempt should
he made to apply a high ﬁnish to a model racer.
The rough usa e, the various collisions, not to
of a
speak of occasional realistic reproductions
ﬁre at sea, are guaranteed to remove paint and

is

LWL.

————7
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found to be the extreme pounding action caused
As a matter of
by the ﬂat bow striking waves.
fact, an early boat of this type was forced to retire
from a race from this cause, the constant hammer
ing of the seas having started the bowplates.
A combination of the skimming type and the
double‘wedge type will be found to give good results.
To get the skimming action in a model the speed
must exceed 6 miles per hour.
Having arrived at a satisfactory type of hull,
other things still remain requiring consideration.
The principal of these is ease of construction.

1
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polish quicker thanﬂanything known.
Nothing is
more exasperating than tozsee your nicely ﬁnished
model making a bee—line for some other old {tub
aboard which the engine has struck workfand
which lies a hopeless derelict in mid»ocean.
At
such moments the English language is inadequate
to express one's feelings.
The only points studied in getting out the designs
which appear herewith were speed and ease of

a form when
The
running at full speed.
slightest list causvd by disturbed water throws
the hydroplane 011 its course at once.
The skimming type of hull, as distinct from the
ancient hydroplane, is well illustrated by Yarrow
When driven at high speed she rises
Napier.
from the water forward and skates along on the
ﬂat stern rather than cutting through it. The
fault of this type of bull, in its full size, was early

such

FIG.
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Incidentally, this form of hull has great initial
stability, although, when heeled beyond a certain

52.

angle, the stability rapidly vanishes.
The disad
vantages of the sharpie type are the liability to
ground in disturbed water and the slight extra
wetted surface caused by the rectangular section.
The spanking action, although against the type
for seagoing purposes, can be neglected in a model.
The fact that the sharpie can be easily, lightly,
and cheaply built entirely outweighs any slight
inherent in the type.
disadvantage
The drawings
of a boat of this type have previously appeared
in the pa es of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
This is
the Lady
rsula. designed and built by the writer
for his brother, Mr. E. V. Pike, who was responsible
for the machinery.
Lady Ursula has travelled at
miles per hour with scarcely any visible disturb
ance, in marked
contrast to the other speed boats
the same water.
frequenting
(To be continued.)

Locomotive Notes.
By CHAS.

S.

LAKE,

.'\.M.I.Mech.E.

THE DEATH or ARCHIBALD STURROCK.
With the death of Mr. Archibald Sturrock one
“
"
more of what may be termed the
of
old school

MR. H. S.

IVATT

AND

rue LATE MAJOR Srunnocx

in

Mr.
British locomotive engineers has passed away.
5iurrock's
connection with locomotive practice
this Coun
ceased long before the advent of the
big bOiler and present ideas respecting cylinder pro

r31

portions and such matters had become prevalent, but
he, nevertheless,
in his day advanced his profession
materially by coming boldly out of the groove and
declaring for higher boiler pressures, greater heating
surfaces,
in the steam
and
a general
increase
of locomotive boilers.
He
generating efﬁciency
pledged himself to use 150 lbs. pressure when most
other people were content with 80 lbs. or there
abouts,
and one of the earliest of his locomotive
designs incorporated with this feature a total heating
surface of 1,785 sq. ft., which total
fully equal to
that of many modern engines of much greater
general dimensions.
Mr. Sturrock commenced
his
railway career proper on the Great Western, being
appointed assistant locomotive superintendent in the
London district of that Company in the year 1840,
and he subsequently was given charge of the central
works at Swindon, acting as works manager under
Mr.—afterwards Sir—Daniel Gooch, who was then
He
the chief locomotive engineer of the G.W.R.
and wagon superin
became locomotive, carriage,
tendent of the Great Northern Railway in 1850,
and remained in that capacity until 1866, in which
year he retired, devoting the subsequent forty years
of his life to private pursuits and to the indulgence
of his natural
fondness
for outdoor pastimes,
principal among which were hunting andangling.
He was a Justice of the Peace, and Major in the
Volunteers.
He introduced the—to the men—
unpopular steam tenders on the Great Northern
Railway, and had built to his designs a number
of passenger and goods locomotives. the former
is
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ALONGSIDE

as 0—8—0 ENGINE

AT DONCASTER.

not all, of the single driving type and
being most,
the latter six-coupled, some with steam tenders,
thus in a sense introducing the duplex or articulated
arrangement. Mr. Sturrock planned the scheme of.
if

February
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working on the—at the time—newly-opened Metro
politan Railway, and supervised the scheme in
actual practice during a period of eighteen months.
His was a useful working career and one which left
At the
its mark indelibly in its particular sphere.
time of his death Mr. Sturrock had attained the
The illustration shows
advanced age of 93 years.
Mr. Sturrock in company with Mr. Ivatt standing
by one of the 0—8—0 type goods engines of the
Great Northern Railway.
WHY nor GEARED LOCOMOTIVES?
A correspondent writes:—" I often wonder
why it is that locomotives, and especially those
intended for working consistently in hilly dis
tricts, are not ﬁtted with some form of two or
three speed gear so that they may be enabled to
tackle the long and trying gradients with greater
suitably pro
ease and yet have driving wheels
portioned for high speeds on the level, or more
easily graded sections, which are found even where,
the district is a hilly one.
generally speaking,
Modern motor-cars and cycles are ﬁtted with
variable speed gears and would be considered of
very little practical utility without them, and yet
a locomotive, with its heavy train behind it, has to
cover long distances and be driven up and down hill
and along the level without there being any means
other than that aﬁorded by the valve gear and
throttle for varying the hauling power or speed
as the case may
This correspondent is making the mistake that so
many other people make in reference to the same
subject, in assuming the conditions respecting the
working of locomotives on railways are the same as
those with which the motor driver has to contend
Within certain very
on
the
roads.
ordinary
deﬁnite limitations the conditions do, of course,
approximate, as both types of engine depend
primarily for increased power upon the wider open
ing of the throttle and, whereas the driver of the
locomotive can vary the degree of cut-off in the
cylinders, the motor man has at his command a
means of advancing or retarding the ignition which
gives him an additional means of varying speed and
at once
power. But, this said, the resemblance
ceases, and no further comparisons can be drawn
between the two types—one being a single~acting
gas engine and the other a double‘acting steam
The railway locomotive works on a smooth
engine.
and even-surfaced track, is much more free from the
liability to be frequently and unexpectedly stopped,
perhaps when halfway up a very steep hill, and
does not, of course, have to be operated in and
out of other trafﬁc; further, what is considered a.
very severe grade on a railway, say 1 in 30 or i in
40, is thought nothing of on the common roads,
There grades of r in i2 and 1 in 9 have to be
negotiated. Of course, it must not be forgotten
that the ratio of horse-power to load is vastly
different, and here, no doubt, the majority of cars
POssess the advantage, as with an engine developing,
say, 30 h.-p., the total load to be propelled only
amounts to a paltry 2 or 3 tons, while the loco
motive developing say 30 times as much power
may be called upon to propel, say, 100 times more
load. To equip locomotives with variable gearing
would greatly complicate the construction and add
to the weight of the moving parts, and the deteriora
tion of such gear would, of course. be enormous
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and rapid.
Engines would be constantly in the
shops for repairs to this portion of the mechanism
when all else was in perfect working condition, for
it is not to be believed that the drivers would be any
more careful with the change speed arrangements
than is the average motor driver, and they would,
of course, have to manipulate them under more
difficult conditions.
Various suggestions have been made, from time to
time, for the ﬁtting of devices other than change speed
gearing to railway engines for the purpose of giving
the latter added temporary power on gradients,
and they have generally taken the form of arrange
ments
for bringing into use, as required, extra
wheels with independent cylinders, the wheels being
much smaller than the driving ones and adapted for
running either on the same tracks or on special
tracks laid alongside the main one wherever very
steep grades occur, but they have never had much,
"
“
if any, vogue.
Rack
locomotives provide
another means of developing a very great climbing
power; but in that case the engines are, of course,
useless for the attainment of speed on the level.
The device which allows of compound locomotives
to simple working gives a wide
changed
being
margin for altering the tractive power of the engine
as occasion demands, and, where this is not available,
there is nothing to rely upon outside the usual
means taken for securing sufﬁcient power to meet
the conditions of working, viz. :—Excess of tractive
over that ordinarily required. Range of
force
variation in the working of the regulator and valve
gearing and general adaptability for the work to be
performed. There is little doubt that the four
cylinder balanced engine possesses advantages over
the two-cylinder type with cranks at 90 degs., where
even running and the storing up of momentum is
concerned.
It is true,

as the correspondent says, that all
modern motor-cars are ﬁtted with multiple gearing;
but he is wrong to include motor cycles in the same
category, as only a comparative few of the latter
are other than single geared, and the complication of a
As an in
two-speed gear is not always to be desired.
stance, the 5 h.-p. twin machine of recent design in the
possession of the writer will climb all hills between
Land’s End and John 0' Groats with its gear of
4} to I, and there are some stifi grades on the route,
as those who have tried it know.
It is also on
that motors-car have made the journey
record
between London and Edinburgh on the top gear
alone; but the grades on this route are, of course, less
severe than on the End-tp-End one.
COMPOUND

ARTICULATED

or

mecz

LOCOMOTIVEQEASTERN
RAILWAY.

Reference has already been made in these columns
to the above engine, and now, by courtesy of the
builders, 110., the American Locomotive Company,
it is possible to present a photographic reproduction
Two have been built to the
showing the engine.
same design at the Schenectady Works, and are
destined for hauling heavy mineral trafﬁc on the
division of the railway.
Longwy-Villerupt
The
wheels are arranged in two groups,
each group
having six coupled wheels, while in front of the
smokcbox there is a two-wheeled
independent
truck.
The forward group of wheels is driven by
the low-pressure cylinders and the hind group by
the high—pressure ones, and steam is distributed by
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piston valves working above the cylinders and
The
through the medium of Walschaerts gear.
and
high—pressure cylinders are 17} ins. diameter,
the low-pressure 28 ins., a common stroke of 26 ins.
ft. 2} ins.
The coupled wheels are
being used.
rigid wheelbase of
diameter when new, and there
The boiler
ft., with total wheelbase 34 ft. :0 ins.
working pressure of 2X4 lbs., and the total
carries
2,547 sq. ft., with grate area
heating surface
it.
ins. above
405 sq. ft. The boiler centre
The engine weighs 91 tons in working
rail level.
available for adhesion.
order, and of this 81 tons
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Hand

Tackle.

Screwing

By GEORGE GENTRY.
improvement in the design and
accuracy of hand screwing tackle for the
production of small size screw threads has
been but a matter of the last twenty years or so.
The historical name of \Vhitworth has been asso
ciated with the design and manufacture of high
class work in this particular, with great results,
for the better part of a century, but the Whitworth
improvements in such as stocks and dies were
not applied to the hand production of small screws,
aware, anything less than
so far as the writer
to the operation of a clock
in. being relegated
or watch screwplate. as made by Stubbs and other
watch and clock plate makers.
There are two methods of forming screws, both
of which are of necessity
copying methods—the
ﬁrst, and by far the more accurate,
that of the
well-known copying lathe, or, as
generally
known, screw-cutting lathe;
the second, that of
and dieplates. which forms the subject
screw»tap$
While not treating of the former
of these notes.
method, it will be interesting to note that it
probably as old as the principle of turning itself,
and when we reﬂect that the ﬁrst known applica
that of the screw-pump of Archi
tion of the screw
medes—dates from well over 200 years B.c., we
shall probably be well set to work to ferret out the
details of how quite the earliest screws in solid
The early kinds of screwplate,
metal were formed.
examples of which are to be found on the watch
jobber’s bench, consisted merely of a female thread
formed in a thin plate, countersunk on either side
and hardened.
(see Fig.
A). The object of
of which
the
countersinking (the
proportions
relatively to the screwed part are shown in the
to remove the thin edge of the thread,
ﬁgure)
which
has
very liable to fracture, especially as
to take the brunt of all the cutting, and in addition
This, to
the countersink adds a tapering eﬁect.
all intents and purposes.
was a drawplate. and
only squeezed the metal into the form of
screw.
involving continual annealing and the use of high
class ductile metal to be operated upon, none the
less for which long pieces of screw could not be
cut, as the torsional strain of the metal caused a
continual variation in the pitch of the screw,
and frequently resulted in a fracture. The later
addition of two clearance
notches
to the larger
sizes (see Fig.
B) and one notch to the smaller
holes in these plates ﬁrst introduced the cutting
immense
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and H show respectively the usual
of the best quality hand tap of British and
American manufacture.
It will be noticed that
the former design, while having the advantage of
great strength, lacks the same positive cutting
has when
capacity when being withdrawn that
being driven forward, and that even the positive
undercut;
in fact,
cutting edge has no rake or
the whole cutting capacity of the tap
sacriﬁced
Fig.

it

design
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l

it

I

a

b

is

and then revolved, thus tracing a shallow thread
at the outset.
The importance of this ﬁrst cut
cannot be over-estimated, in that the whole eﬁect
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125, we ﬁnd that the angles
2-69
3-1416
at a and
are respectively 2°16-5’ and 2° 39-5’.
of
23', or approximately
showing a difference
which can
one-ﬁfth of a degree,
divergence
by any reader who cares
clearly be detected
to look carefully at the internal threads of one
This same varia
of a pair of i-in. W hitworth dies.
tion exists practically in all threads which have
to in diameter to pitch; but the
a proportion of
reader need not remember the exact ﬁgure—only
exists in all threads. Now, as to
the fact that
its application.
The method by which the ordinary
C, cut a
stocks and dies, such as shown at Fig.
thread
by what may be called the tracing method,
namely, the dies are opened out and closed upon
the blank metal with a certain degree of pressure
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the practical application of the seven mechan
ical powers the use of the screw outnumbers all
the others, although it can only claim in theory to
be, in common with the wedge, a particular case
of the inclined plane, in view of
of the prin
which we w' consider an example of a standard
thread in this relation. Referng to Fig. 2, let
there be an inclined plane in the form of a right
angle triangle, the base of which
3-1416 ins. long
and the perpendicular height
in. (see a, Fig. 2),
and also another inclined plane of the same form
in the same ﬁgure, the base of which
shown at
in.,
2-69 ins., while the perpendicular height
We take acylinder
as before. Now,
in. indiameter
as shown below in the ﬁgure, and placing the point a
of the upper inclined plane at a on the surface of
the cylinder, and keeping the base of the right
angle triangle in a plane at right angles to the
axis of the cylinder and wrapping
round the
same, the slope of the plane
will ﬁnish at the
point a' immediately above a, thus tracing the
outline of a thread of i-in. pitch round the i—in.
Now at a point 1-16th in. below A in
cylinder.
the lower part of the ﬁgure, let us place the point
round the
of the lower inclined plane, and follow
lower portion of the cylinder, which
~84 in. in
diameter: the slope of the plane will ﬁnish in this
case at the point b’, i-16th in. immediately below a'.
This constitutes the outline at the base of a thread
It will now be noted that we have
of
pitch.
thread,
in hand the case of a i-in. Whitworth
will
which has eight threads to the inch. and
also be clearly seen that the angle of advance at
the base of any thread
greater than the angle
because,
This
as
of advance at the crest.
‘shown in the upper part of the ﬁgure, the angle
at the crest of the thread
dependent on the
advances
in. in 3-1416 ins. measured
fact that
along the base, and the angle at the root advances
in. in 2-69 ins.
Taking the two tangents repre

8

upon the accuracy of the ﬁrst impression.
necessary for the crest of the thread
inside the dies to have the same angle of advance
as the crest of the thread which
On
cutting.
this account it
usual to out such dies as this
with a specially designed hob tap, the core diameter
of which
equal to the full diameter of the thread
which the dies are intended to make.
This will
be noted by referring to the section of a gin.
hob tap shown full size at Fig.
D. By again
C,
referring to the illustration of the dies at Fig.
which are shown in the closed position relatively
to each other, it will be seen that the formation of
the threaded opening—seeing they are cut with
a large hob tap—will be oval rather than round,
and that the hollow bottom of each die will be
the only portion bearing upon the thread which
being cut. hence
necessary to place a clearance
notch, as shown in either die, at the base of the
hollow.
This is to ﬁnish the cutting action. as
will be seen that the regular cutting edges are now
out of gear.
The inequality of the angles of ad
vance
at the ﬁnish are also obviated thereby.
E
an illustration of an up-to—date. quick—
Fig.
cutting solid die broken open, to show the principle
upon which these are constructed to enable them
to form a full thread in once over.
The entering
side
shown uppermost, and the ﬁrst two or three
threads, instead of being countersunk out, as is
usual in a screwplate, are backed and tapered off
exactly in the same way as the cutting edges of
a hand taper tap.
It
usual to do this only on
one side, so that
full thread
necessary to cut
right up to a. shoulder, the die may be taken off
and reversed and screwed up again, when the non~
tapered side will clear out the remaining threads.
This form of die is generally cut with an exact
size hob or master tap.
All designs of adjustable
spring and other dies have one or both sides formed
in this manner.
Before describing various designs of dies and
the
screwplates embodying the above features.
writer suggests dealing with the principles of dif
ferent kinds of hand taps.
The earliest form of
hand tap. and that which
generally associated
with quite cheap types of screwplates,
the squared
shown at Fig.
variety, a section of which
F.
It will be observed that no ﬂutes are made, the
thread merely being machined or ﬁled oﬁ to the level
of its root upon three or four sides—usually four
sides.
This class of tap does considerably more
therefore
not to be
pushing than cutting, and
recommended for accuracy. It has two advantages
which some very much better class taps do not
possess, namely, that of strength, combined with
the fact that
has the same positive cutting
action when moving backwards as forwards.
The writer thinks that all very small taps, such as
below No. [0 B.A., should be made on this principle.
as strength
relatively more important than
accuracy, and the liability to breakage considerably
depends
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and formed the original of the quick
cutting solid dies now in use.
The well-known diagonal stock, with pairs of
adjustable dies, is still very generally used in this
country.
Fig. 1C shows the simplest form in
which these dies are made, and, without troubling
the reader with too much theory, it will be well to
note a peculiarity of the screw thread which should
to cut
be known and understood before essaying
element,

and

is
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to make it extra strong.
There are also usually only
three cutting edges.
That section shown at H,
however, is, in the writer’s opinion, both theoretic
ally and practically the right section for a. hand
It is true that great care must be exercised
tap.
in the use of such as this because of its comparative
weakness, but this disadvantage is so outweighed
by the cutting
capacity, which is positive in
both directions, due to the fact that the ﬂutes
are of half-circular
section, and are of such propor
tion that they allow ample clearance for the chips
and also give an outside rake to both the back

i
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Let D'=full diameter of thread.

d=core diameter at base of ﬂutes.
r=radius of ﬂutes.

Then

d =

r

D

2—

d

=—

From this it will be seen that the width of the ﬂute
is approximately equal to d, which is the radius of D’.
Therefore, it is capable of dividing the circum
ference of D’ into six parts.
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(To be continued.)

A Model Experimental
Aeroplane.

By F. ].
HIS description of

HARGREAV‘ES.

a model aeroplane which I
have made may interest those who may be
struck with an idea concerning human flight,
but who may have been deterred from trying it by
being uncertain as to how to start on the necessary
model.
It is the purpose of this article to show
how one may be constructed which is both light (this
Also, the
one weighs
only 7 lbs.) and strong.
method is suitable for almost any type of machine.
The form is similar to that used by the \Vrights—
the much-discussed Wrights
of Dayton, Ohio—

FIG.

1.

(Full

size.)

The reason why a tap
and front cutting edges.
should be as positive in back-action as in forward
is that if it is‘a good cutting tool at all it has
a considerable chip in front of each cutting edge.
This chip at times becomes too aggressive for the
of the tap to stand against it, when it
strength
is advisable to withdraw it; then the back-action
oi the tap comes in to remove this same chip, and
it will always be apparent in using an American
tap that, when in full out, if the-tap be reversed,
it cuts with the same decision for the moment in
as it did in the forward.
This
the back-action
to
feature shows that the whole of the resistance
the turning of the tap in either direction is taken
that the
up by actual cutting, the best guarantee
resultant
tapped hole will be accurate to size.
it will be as well to make a note of the proportions
of these taps in section.
Referring to Fig. l H—

and was arrived at quite independently, partly
by watching birds, partly by numberless smaller
models, made with tracing paper and thin laths,
and partly by an application of crude commonsense.
The reason for all the diﬁerent points can be
summed
up thus :—If a piece of, say, cardboard,
be pushed along in the air at an angle, it will tip up,
thus indicating that there is a greater lifting effort
near the front edge, so that by common-sense,
if a
given area is made as much as possible front edge,
it will be more efﬁcient.
In other words, a short
wide plane is the best form. The limit of this,
from conditions of “light strength " and con
venience, is at about 5—1. But as even a short wide
plane has a front edge, the CG. must be towards
the
front. Two planes,
one above
the other,
can be made for less than twice the weight of one,
“
"
a better
grip of the air is obtained than with one,
and a “ two-decker " is more compact than a mono~
There are other reasons for this point, but
plane.
those given should suﬂice.
The curve of the planes
in the direction of motion is to provide gradual
acceleration downwards of the air. to eliminate the
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drag caused by the eddy formed above the front
The front plane is used partly
edge of a ﬂat plane.
as a steadier, as any sudden plunge would have to
move it through the air, and asacontroller it is more
easily adjusted than a sliding weight, it is put
where it is, as, if put nearer, its steadying action
1
would be lessened and the machine would be less
stable ; whereas, if put further away
from the main planes, the support
ing framework would have to be
plane
heavier, a larger front plane would
have to be provided to take up
some of the weight, the steadying
action would not be much greater,
control would be more difﬁcult, and
it would be less compact.
Some may quarrel with the size
I have chosen. It is certainly in
convenient, but if I had had it
bigger, I should have had nowhere
to stow it away, and if it had been
smaller the canes, which, with two
exceptions, were the lightestl could
get, would have been too heavy for
the size of the machine.
After this long apology, the des~
The
cription will not come amiss.
framework is made entirely of bam
boo garden cancs
of the lightest
section
and can be
procurable,
packed up ﬂat and carried under
the arm without
The
difﬁculty.
two main planes are each in two
halves, each half consisting of two
6-ft. canes spaced 2 ft. apart, and
held by two smaller canes lashed
ﬁrmly at the positions shown, and
with diagonal strings. All
braced
these bracings are of “ma.crame"
string, procurable at fancy shops
and at general
drapery establsh
The taper on the curves is
ments.
from the middle outwards.
The
two halves are fastened together
like the segments of a. ﬁshing-rod
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The two planes are held 2 ft. 6 ins. apart by four
pairs of uprights with sheet tin clips soldered to
short length of tube, pushed in the ends.
The
staying is shown diagrammatically, and if it be found
hard to follow, it may be remembered
that from
every corner a string is taken to every other corner
in its section, which is diagonally opposite.
Some

Half

Q

/r'ame war,"

.

Ch
for/3,

“Pr/96,5

was}
d,
Join/s

H

5o/dered
_7

C/lps for bar-5
OP

fronf frame

with rolled electric conduit tubing.
This is split down its length when
Diagram of
bought, and so its diameter can
slat/ing In
a
be
conveniently varied with
sec/“ion
hammer.
Eight inches of this are
used in each joint of the lower
Pms ,Dul'
plane, and 4 ins. in the upper one.
The supporting framework
for
H'Ir'pgqb and c/inc/reo’
the front plane consists of four
canes arranged as shown, the lower
ones being 7 ft. long and much
thicker than any of the others.
z
This was done with a view to using
them at some future date as engine
More e/fec/lve
These
CLl/‘VB
bearers.
7-ft. canes push
through small lengths of tubing
underneath
the
back edge
lashed
DETAILS or A MODEL EXPERIMENTAL AEROPLANE.
canes of the lower plane, and are
wire
nails
held there by
dropped through holes,
may not like those stays which go diagonally through
and they rest on the clips as shown (which are
the space between the planes, but they were put in
1
made up and soldered from sheet brass) on the top
as a precaution, so that the others have only to
The joints marked with
of the front edge cane.
resist twisting and not bending also.
The stays in
a small circle are made with a wire eyelet as in the
the centre division are provided with wire runners
sketch, the cross bracing holding it all together.
so that they can be loosened, as are those in the fore
This fore-and-aft framework can be taken to pieces
and aft framework.
and packed up flat.
This system of stays is very efﬁcient, as the main

,y'

/

/

I/ / /
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pieces, and narrower laths making this possible.
It is held and adjusted by two strings led through
eyelets in the ends of uprights, the friction being
quite sufﬁcient to hold the plane.
The model is supported on four springs made of
" sink-cane
"—the two after ones pushed into brass
tube sockets lashed to the uprights, and the forward
ones lashed
to the front plane supports. Small
wheels will be eventually mounted on these springs,
which work very well indeed.
Other details can be
gathered from the photographs.
All told, the weight
about
lbs.
It has not
yet been tried as a glider, owing to lack of space;
but when a certain miraculously light engine
and a certain other thing have been fitted, great
things are expected of it.
It will be noticed, by the way, that in the photo
graph diagonal struts are shown instead of uprights.
This was because when the machine was put together
(this can be done in ten minutes) the uprights had
disappeared, and as at one time diagonals had been
ﬁtted, but discarded as being too heavy, these
were routed out land'gﬁtted.
Like all photographs, these show up all the model's
faults, especially the wrinkling of the paper, which
appears.
really not so awful as
is

it

is'

planes are as stiff as if they were boards, and they
cannot be twisted along their width (from side
to side) more than about 3 degs.
By loosening all
the wire runners, and taking out all the wire nails,
etc., the front plane and its supports can be
" ﬂattened,"
and the two pairs of halves constitut
ing the main planes can be folded, like the shutting

and

UP.

of a book, one pair on the other, when the uprights
are taken out.
The. pl mes are supported on thin blind laths (not
the Venetian variety), about; in. wide and 1-20th in.
thick, cut with a gauge down the centre, and made up
The curve is not the best possible, that
as shown.
shown dotted being much better. About sixty of
these were made, taking some considerable time.
They are tied on with linen thread at intervals of
9 ins., and great care was exercised when handling
the framework
before the paper and the edging
was put on to avoid breaking of the whippery

iii
"i
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s
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THE AEROPLANE DISMANTLED.

ends.

In this connection,

if

I

should be very grateful
you or any of your readers could tell me where
the varnished silk used in balloon manufacture
have heard that the single layers
procurzible.
(of which many are used to make the thickness
are light, impervious,
unstretchable.
necessary)
and pliant, so that it
surely the very paragon
among materials for aeroplanes.
is

is

Thin, white, smooth paper was used for the planes.
Vamished silk would have been better, or even the
up
oiled
paper used by grocers for wrapping

-%""'
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THE total available water-power of Bavaria
amounts to about 400,000 h.-p., of which about
utilised. The
at present being
one-quarter
maximum output of the four works already planned
amounts to 350,000 h.-p.
GENERAL

View or AEROPIANE.

preserved fruits, but the former was too expensive,
and the latter could not be procured.
The front plane is made with about a quarter
of its length rigid; the front ﬁxed by wire nails
holes to a cane at each side
through
dropped
tied to the'end of the support so as to be horizontal
The rest of the plane
when in the ﬂying position.
wire hinges to the side distance
isd_malde:ﬂexible,

AN American company, with a capital of
authorising
has acquired a concession
£2,000,000,
on
the construction of a railway from Truxillo,
the Atlantic coast, to Tegucigalpa, the capital of
The total length of the line will be
Honduras.
The line entails a large amount
about 350 miles.
of rock excavation, and, in addition to connecting
branches to several other pro
the above cities,
minent places are projected. The track will be
constructed on standard gauge with 7o-lb. rails.
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Editor inm'lesrmst to make us: 0/ this rolunm for Ill: run
dismasion0/ maﬁa: 0/ pmmml and mulual mlntst. Lam:
may be signal in!!! a imm-de-pliune i/ drum], ‘ml the full
name and ail/m» 0/ the send” \u-sr uw'inau'y b: almlird,
thoughno! necessarily[or pnhhialwnJ

Model Speed
To

Boat Design.

THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

with interest two
DEAR SiR,—I have
read
letters in the December 17th (1908) issue of THE
llrIODEL ENGINEER, by Messrs. H. L. Phillips and
C. F. Brierley, and would much like to answer
them if you can spare me a little space.
Mr. Phillips suggests paddle steamers, and as I
had thought of trying my hand on one, I cannot
But I do not think that type would be
complain.
likely to have much chance of winning THE MODEL
ENGINEER silver medal, as so much power is lost
by the air getting into the water with the ﬂoat.
like a screw working with the tips of the blades out
of water. Then, again, there is a lot of water
carried over with the wheel, to say nothing of the
wind resistance
at high speeds, say somewhere
10 and 20 miles an'hour.
between
There is a set
off against all these disadvantages in the under
water freedom from ﬁxings such as propeller shaft
and bracket, but I do not think those would counter
I am sorry that he regrets
balance
the others.
that the making of high-speed boats has taken
such a hold to the exclusion of the models correct
in detail.
The reason is not far to seek, it he
will examine the conditions. The Editor has hit
on about the only subject in which model engineers
can do the real thing.
By this I mean that the
Editor asks for tenders for an automatic ﬂoating
machine of a certain length. and the machine cover
ing 300 yds. of water in the shortest time will receive
a silver medal, the builder to bear all expenses of
manufacture.
Thus the competition is an open
one, and there is nothing to prevent Messrs. Yarrow
Now, does Mr.
or Thornycroft
from entering.
Phillips think that if either of these two famous
ﬁrms decided seriously to enter for THE Moner.
ENGINEER silver medal, they would send a replica
in miniature of their fastest T .B.D.
No, they
would design something quite different, specially
to suit the conditions laid down. and the result
would not be a copy, but a prototype correct in
every detail according to their drawings. Neither
a Dreadnought,
with all her guns, armour, etc.,
or a Viper, with all her gear, although most faith
fully reproduced, would have the ghost of achance
when reduced to a. 5-ft. 6-in. water-line.
I do not
say for one moment that one would not get more
pleasure out of a copy of some ship already built
and of moderate speed, but the two things are
totally different, though apt to be confused with
one another.
The speed-winners of the future
will be their own type.
As we are compelled to
do without the human element, do not let us give
ourselves away by including in our racing machines
any object that is not strictly necessary and that
does not conduce to the one object in view, namely,
speed.

\Vith reference to Mr. Brierley’s letter, I expect
most of us will let him down gently. He complains
of the absence of the " master hand."
I expect
most of us ﬁnd the diﬂ'iculty of making the “ wheels
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round" about as much as we could tackle, but
hull design will come all right. I quite agree
with him that the double-wedge is doomed and
that the greater the reﬁnement of line in a boat
the better, but I do not agree with him that the
contest will be between brute force and an easily
I think that the design of the future
driven hull.
will be a light, easily<drivcn
hull, with all the
brute force at command. Give me the power,
and the hull—whatever it is—will have to move,
and the more subtle the lines the faster it will go.
If Mr. Brierley will favour us with the design
he has promised, it will probably prove a very good
one indeed, and whether we like it or not, it will
be good for comparison with our own—Yours truly,
Florence.
HERBERT TEAGL'E.
go

Small Scale Tank Locos.
To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—In your issue of December 24th I

notice

under

Wants" that

"

the heading of
Other Readers’
a small scale tank locomotive (com

plying with certain conditions) would meet with
welcome
from those who have but little space in
which to ride their hobby.
The engine which I am about to describe was
built for an outdoor railway, but I venture to think
that besides being sightly, it complies with the
conditions which you have laid down in your
article aforementioned.
Accompanying this is a
dimensioned proﬁle sketch of my design—I wish
I had a photograph to send—only she has but just
run her trial trips (a Christmas holiday treat) and
is as yet unpainted.
_
She is of no particular type, but an old G.\V.
I cannot, therefore,
tank suggested the idea to me.
say she is Q scale. but she is for a xii-in, gauge track.
She has two cylinders, 7-16ths in. by {-in. stroke,
slip eccentrics, a Smithies type boiler, 0* ins. by
in. diam.
2} ins., with three tubes 8 ins. long by
The ﬁrebox is 4 ins. long by the full width between
the frames
This gives room for ﬁve
(2 ins).
burners which are on one length of *-in. pipe and
are splayed right and left.
The front pair of'wheels are on a pony truck
and have ample side play, as the fore end of the
frames are brought closer together by {r in. on
The drivers
purpose to give the desired ﬂexibility.
are of necessity given no side play, but the coupled
wheels have nearly 1}in., and with this arrangement
she will negotiate S—ft. radius curves without hesita
tion, and without doubt would take lesser ones,
though I have none to try her on and have not
put the problem on paper.
The spirit is carried in the tender, which holds
nearly
pint and lasts hall to three-quarters of an
hour, depending on the “ engine driver."
The side
tanks are, in my model, dummies, though no doubt
an expert looking for work would be able to fashion
them to hold feed-water.
She pulls three io-ton wagons loaded to 2} lbs.
each, two timber wagons each 1 1b., and a zo-ton
brake, weight 2% lbs., which totals out to 12} lbs.
on twelve pairs of wheels, and this she takes along
It is
merrily, carrying 60 to 65 lbs. of steam.
positively dangerous to let her run light.
I procured all the parts from the trade, chietly
from Bassett-Lowke & Co.. of Northampton, and
had no part made specially, thus, with a little
trouble, anyone may build
a
ingenuity and

i

i
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small tank locomotive to their own design, with
out having the matter cut and dried for them,
by procuring a stock article from the trade.
The funnel, dome, and safety valve are l-in.
“ Atlantic "
scale G.N.R.
type. The wheels, cylin
valve, boiler ﬁttings, buﬂers,
ders, spirit needle
etc., are all to be found in Bassett-Lowke's cata
The cab, frames, tanks, etc., are all cut out
logue.
of brass sheet, 1-i6th in. full thick, with butter
beams of l-in. brass. The coupling-rods, connecting
The
rods, etc., are cut out of brass or steel bar.
steps are easily cut out and bent or brazed together.
I am of opinion that nearly all models have
cylinders beyond their boiler capacity, and decided
that although giving what may be considered ample
boiler power for i-in. scale cylinders, I would go
in for 7-i6ths in. scale cylinders, and the decision
has proved a wise one, as the engine pulls better
" Atlantic "
type,
than my Q-in. scale G.N.R.
although she is ﬁtted with cylinders l—in. by i-in.,

.-m..
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If you think ﬁt to publish this and any

lathe—Yours

truly,

of your
my design, I shall be very
rough sketches of the details
complete list of the parts I
The engine cost
got them.
turning done, as I had no

JACK-A-SHORE.

To

I read with interest some excellent " practical
“
appear
letters on
Originality in Model Making
ing in your paper, but the subject of motor-cars
Now, it is sorely here
appears to be untouched.
more than anywhere else, that originality is called
for. \Vho is responsible for the new Daimler
Are we to thank some of Our leading
engine?
\Vhat scope there is, then, for
engineers for it?
originality in this line. We read every few days of
deaths and calamities due to the skidding of motor
cars, yet there is a simple invention, as yet untried,
which, if adopted, would mean the saving of many
lives.
My drawings illustrated in your paper are not
to in my speciﬁcation.
the only ones referred
There is the following: A single iromrimmed wheel
running at the back of the car and pressed down
upon the ground, as required, by means of a hand
If there exist any danger of the
or foot lever.
front wheels skidding, a similar wheel could be

--->4

and a boiler 12 ins. by 2} ins., with ﬁve tubes, and
carries 50 lbs. to 55 lbs. steam.
The tank engine
weighs 12 lbs. to the "Atlantic's"
(engine and

readers care to repeat
ready to let them have
for the asking. and a
bought and where I
about £3 with all the

I39
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PROFILE SKETCH

tender) 195 lbs.

I

Electrician.

Sklddlng.
rm; EDITOR or The Model Engine”.

SiR,—-In your issue of November 12th,
DEAR
1908, you kindly inserted drawings of an invention
Of mine for the prevention of skidding of motor
and also a letter of mine requesting
vehicles,
information regarding the construction of a sole
noid of a certain strength with the minimum
I have looked for a reply, but
possible current.
in vain; and I am led to the conclusion, from the
in obtaining par
difﬁculty I have experienced
ticulars, that there is a vast ignorance existing on
this special subject.

LOCOMOTIVE.

placed in front, and the one lever press down both
wheels
simultaneously.
Skidding, when passing
over greasy ground or around sharp corners, would
then be impossible.
it not be well if the
model engineers would discuss this subject in your
columns ? Can anyone raise any objection to this
simple plan of mine ?—-Yours truly,
E. A. HACKETT.
Ventry, Dingle, Ireland.

“1on

To Convert a Methylated Wick Lamp into a
Vapour Lamp.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—With most pieces of round cotton
lamp wick the centre of the wick can be extracted.
Take the centre of the wick out and replace it with

a piece of brass tube so that the tube projects about
3-l6ths in. above the top of the wick. Before
putting the tube into the wick ﬁll the top end
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with a little solder, and drill a pin-hole in the solder.
Then ﬁll the tube with cotton wool. This com
bination wick gives much more heat than an
ordinary (me.
I have made and used the apparatus that l have
in
above,
described
and I have much pleasure
The wick with a
sending you a lamp for a trial.
piece of tube in the centre is the one I described.
All that has to be done is to pull out one of the other
wicks and half fill lamp with methylated spirits,
then light the wick which surrounds the tube and
in two minutes the ﬂame will have increased to a
long thin spike—Yours faithfully,
W. A. WEBB.

To

Light Driving Belts.
or The Model Engineer.

THE EDITOR

DEAR SIR—Seeing Mr. V. W. Delves-Broughton's
letter on light driving lelts. I thought it might
interest some of your rea
ders to know that a very
good belt for small power
can be made from black
adhesive
insulating tape.
1 have been using such
a belt (ii-in. wide,
tw0
ply) for driving a small
dynamo. This tape, being
sticky, will grip well on
almost any size pulley.
It can be left exceedingly
loose and so reduce the
loss of power
in trans'
mission to a minimum.
This is often an important
item where small power
models are
concerned.
The ends should be sewn
together with a sewing
if possible, as
machine.
this gives a stronger and
smoother joint. — Yours
truly_

'\V. H.

Air for Working

Models.

TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sin—Perhaps the following will be con
sidered worth inserting in THE MODEL ENGINEER :—
AMATEUR'S WANTS.
that some tirm should
Noticing a suggestion
supply a small air-compressing plant, reminds me
that some years ago I was asked to suggest a portable
means of running a model launch engine with a
patented governing attachment. to show working
to probable purchasers.
I naturally suggested
small electromotor and accumulator, but it was
pointed out that it was necessary to show the
governor actually cut oﬁ steam.
I then suggested
that application should be made to Brine Oxygen
Company for a cylinder of compressed air—instead
oi oxygen—which I thought that ﬁrm could supply
This was done, and the cylinder of air
cheap.
I think this would be better
obtained and used.
than air compressor for showing or testing models.
A. GREEN.

THE

1 i, 1909.

Small Driving Belts.
Eoiron or The Alodel Engi'nur.

DEAR SiR,—-I enclose sample of a band joint
suitable for a hand-driven dynamo, etc., that
A spiral spring
occurred to me a little while back.
about *1 in. long made of 22 S.\\‘.G. steel wire is
obtained of slightly smaller diameter than band.
A little fish glue or other greasing substance is
in. from one end of band and
applied for about
the spiral screwed on for a third oi its total length.
The other end of belt is twisted in a left-hand
direction, a little glue applied and is allowed to
untwist, at the same time screwing into spiral tor
the same length as opposite side.
The distance
between the two ends ensures plenty of springi
ness and grip—Yours truly,
BURGE.

i

Launch of Italian Cruiser, “ Arnalfi.“
To THE EDITOR OF The illodel Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I send you herewith photographs

THE "AuALFi"

HASELGROVE.

Compressed

To

February
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and particulars of the new Italian armoured cruiser
AmaI/i. launched some short time ago here in
Genoa at the shipyard oi Messrs. Odero.
She is a
sister ship to the San .ilarco launched only a few
Her principal dimensions are: Length.
days ago.
130 metres ; beam. 21 metres ; draught. 7-6 metres ;
10.118;
tonnage,
h.-p., 18.000; speed, 22 knots;
bunker capacity (medium). 700 tons, with deck
cargo, 1.500 tons; armour, Krupp-Vickers;
thick
ness of belt in centre, 200 mm. ; principal turrets.
180 mm. ; secondary turrets. 180 mm. ; bridge,
50 mm. ; guns. four of 254 mm., eight of 190 mm.
sixteen oi 70 mm., three torpedo tubes (submerged)
of 457-2 mm.
In chasing or retreating she can bring to bear
two guns of 254 mm. and four of 190 mm. Broad~
side, four of 254 mm., and tour oi 190 mm.
I hope these particulars will be of interest to your
readers, and I hope I have not taken up too much
of your valuable space.—I remain, yours truly,
Genoa.

NORMAN

ROBINSON.

[Whilst thanking oiir correspondent for these inter
esting views, we may add that we are always glad to
hear from our readers abroad—En, ALE. 01»13.]
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Joints

of Flat-Link Chain.

THE EDITOR or The .Uodrl Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—]oints in ﬁat-link chain can conveni
ently be made in the following way :—The top half of
the link B is sawn through, as shown in large sketch
of link.
This is prelerably done with an old table
knife havng a jagged edge, as this makes a ﬁner
cut than a hack-saw.
The saw-cut
can now be prised apart by lifting one

Saw cur

I41

nearly four hours in an inspection of the various
machine shops, where engines and boilers in all
stages of construction were found. the nature of
the work being done on each being explained.
One of the more unuSual sights was the testing
of a recently completed locomotive boiler} under
hydraulic pressure—an operation of great interest

‘

I

her-e

with the pliers.
side upwards
this half of the link
enables

This
to be

T\VO \‘IEVVS
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THE

ITALIAN CRUISER,
~ AMALFI,"

BEFORE THE LAUNCH.

”
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B

I

:
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easily made, besides being oi the same pitch as
the rest of chain and also invisible—Yours truly,
F_ (31“me
[We have to acknowledge a letter from Mr.

member? The Shops Yisitgd manned—
the_ ef‘fctlng. ﬁtting. ma_ChmE- millwnghts’- COPPCT'
' Sm‘ths' Wheel'
an? bp‘ler .ShOPS' .the forge' and
foundry. and terminating With a. v1s1t to the run
After the usual
ning sheds and paint shops.
acknowledgments had been made to Mr. D. Drum
mond, the chief locomotive engineer. for the per
mission given, and to the guides for their pains
‘
everything
taking 6ﬁ°rt5 to Show, the members
Of Interest the Party dlspersed

L. A.

Zglgb‘lgkdgf 5183;125:2335-5121le
$112150???aria-‘11:?
Mr. Turnbull suggests it is a better method to einElton's.—ED.,
11.13.
ploy than Mr.
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The Societ y of Model

En g ineers

mm": of "lungs should I” Sm ‘0 the 005m 0' Tm: Moon

London.
Monday. January 5th, a. large party visited
2

.\'

i
BMW!“ “who”; dday' and will b: (muted in any pmIi'culmIssue if receiveda clear nine days bclon its usual 1142!
of publication.)

Nine Elms Works of the London and
South-“'estern Railway Company, and spent
the

to the

FUTURE

MEETINGS.——l:ri(lay,

$331,: Iglgit andi; r822 an?!
refreshments.

725.

6d.

each,

at
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26th:
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The Secretary will
motive Running Competition.
entries.
be glad to receive
The gauge of loco
motives and greatest current and voltage required
should be stated.—_Ful_l particulars of the Society
and forms of application may be obtained
'from
the Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green, 5,15.

Eff

Provincial Societies.
Ipswich—A Society of Model Engineers

has been

started in Ipswich, and hopes to be in full swing
very shortly.
meeting has been called and a.
A

taken out of link A.
Link C can now he slipped
over B.
Link B can be closed down in its original
state.
The joint is now ﬁnished and is quickly and
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strong Committee and ofﬁcers have been elected. A
room has been engaged, and arrangements are
will be able to have
being made whereby members
The
the use of a power lathe and drilling machine.
meetings will be held every alternate Thursday, as
from February 4th. -— Any further particulars and
information required may be obtained from the
Hon. Sec., F. W. SIMPSON, 45. Key Street, Ipswich.
A branch of this Society has been
Wakefield.
successfully formed in \Vakefield, and after our
ﬁfth meeting we obtained permission, by the
kindness of Mr. Dobinson, general manager, Park
Hill Colliery, to pay a visit of inspection to the
Under the able
top works and mines below.
leadership of Mr. Silverwood, ﬁfteen of us were
conducted through the works and down the mines
to the coal face, a depth of 420 yds., and a distance
Our guide very kindly
of 1 mile in the workings.
explained the different points and methods of
Our next meeting will be held in
working, etc.
Padgett's Dining Rooms, Brook Street, \Vakefield,
For full
.on February 17th; all interested invited.
particulars apply to T. F. MANLEY, Hon. Secretary,
I8, Mount Pleasant, \Vakefield.

T. H. T. (Bir
[19.884] Electric Lighting Handbooks.
mingham) writes: I should be obliged if you would inform me
lighting
and wiring.
which are the best books to get on electric
I am thinking of ﬁtting an electric light installation to my house.
" Practical Electric Light Fittin ,” by F. C.
price
" Electric Wiring, itting, Switches,and
Allsopf,amps,"
5s. 3d. post free;
“ Private House
by W. Perren Maycock, price 65. 4d. post free;
" Electric
Electric Lighting," by F. H. Taylor, is. 3d. post free;
Lighting for Amateurs,” 7d. post free. Any of the above can be
office.
had from our publishing
" Uri " (Keighley)
Action.
[20,941] Theory of Dynamo's
“
writes: Mr. Powell in his Small Dynamos and Motors" illus
trates a method of winding for a tripolar armature (page 26). I
have cometo the conclusionthat the methodof winding is defective
for a dynamo, on account of the following reasoning. Fig. 1shows
a drum armature on which are A and B, two face conductors.
When the armature is revolved in the direction shown by the
arrow—that is, A cutting the lines of force downwardly, and B
cutting themupwardly—then there will be a current in A towards
and in B away from the reader. Now, as A and B are joined, it
meansthat therewill be a continued flow of current. Fig. 2 shows
a tri )olar armature; C and D are two couductors, according to
Mr. owell's system. If this armature is revolved as was the
other, then both C and D will cut the lines of force downwardly
and at the same time. Therefore, the two currents which are set
up in C and D are both in the samedirection, i.e., like A. or to
wards the reader. These two currents will meet, since the two
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conductorsare joined, and neutraliseeach other. I should be glad
it you would say whethermy reasoningis at fault or if 1 am correct.
Mr. Powell's method of winding the tripolar armature is quite
correct. You have a wrong idea of the action of the armature.

2 0 99-!
F10.

r.-D arm

Ann nuns.

The induction of current in the conductorsof the drum armature
iS'dllt'. to the conductors cutting the field. In the case of the
tnpolar armature the inducedcurrent is due to a ﬁeld being set up
through the armature poles and so cutting the conductors. You
know that if you suddenly magnetisethe core upon which a coil
is wound the coil will have current induced in it, and the two
halves of each turn of wire will have induced in them current in
such a diiection as to combine and ﬂow in one direction round

Queries and Replies.
[Attention is esbeciallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition given belorn,
and no noticewill be tahenof Queries not complyingwith the
be
directionstherein stalca. Letters containing Queries must
"
marked on the top left-hand (orner o/ the mar-lope Query
the
Department." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto ' Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
to
Queries on subjectswithin the scope0/ this journal are replied
post under the following conditions:——(i)Queries de-ilmg'
with distinct subiectsshould be written on different slips, on
one side 0/ the paper Only, and the sender'sname MUSTbe m
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accornfmnird,
whereverPossible,with fully dmmmoned shetrhes,and cone
to keepa copy 0/ their Queries[or
spondmtsare recommended
post-card)
reference. (a) A stampedaddressedenvelope(not
"
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also a Queriesand Replies
"
current
the
page;
the
advertisement
0/
Coupon cut out from
issue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early as possiblea/ler
days
elapse
rnustusually
a
few
interval
receipt,but an
0/
before
the Reply can be [or-worded. (5) Correspondentswho require
an answerinsertedin this columnshouldunderstandthat sorne
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. the
insertion of Replies in this colurnn cannot be guaranteed.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The liditor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER,26—29,Poppin’s Court, Fleet .Street,London, 151).]
T he follow: are selectedlrom the Querieswhich havebeenreplied
to readily :—

February

Oven/N709”
Fro. 2.—Tnn>or..uz

L
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the coil. _This is just what happensin the tripolar armature, and
if you think of the action in this way you should be able to see
that the Windingas given by Mr. Powell is correct.
[20.9I7l Load Gauge Limits.
1- B. J. (Chorley) writes:
am about to construct a model locomotive to scale, but
not a copy of any particular original. Will you please inform
me of the extreme dimensions,width, height, etc., that designs
of locomotives for English railways are bound by.
I wish to
build a model conforming to the above standards, but as
powerful as possible for the scale size. The height and width
of French rolling-stock appears to be greater than the English.
Is this so? Kindly say how much difference exists between the
French and English standards (if any).
The largest load gaugefor English railways is the new G.\'~'.R.
standard, details of which were given- in our issue of February
20th last year. The height limit is :3 ft. 6 ins., and width limit
locomotivesat presentrunning in France
9 ft. 8 ins. The largest
are the 4—6—2 “ Paciﬁc " type on the " Ouest" line. These
till
the
gauge,measuring
practically
14 ft. 2 ins. from rail to top
of chimney, and 9 ft. 3 ins. wide. We believe the new articulated
" Est ” will
for
the
slightly
engines
exceed these dimensions'
especiallyin width.
H. B. (Gortonl writes:
[20,972] Primary Batteries,
Will y0u_please answer me the following queries re batteries?
(1) How is it that- the small dry batteries in pocket lamps light
the lamp for a longer time than three Leelanché 02115
of r-qrt.
capacity each? I can. understand the internal resistance being
lower in the dry batteries,but, still, I alu ays thought that the 8!?!
determined the capacity, as in accumulators. (2) Is there any
meansof calculating how long a Lecianchécell will give a certain
current, as in an accumulator, i.e., i amp. for 10 hours, 2 amps.
for 5 hours,etc. ? (3) SupposeI havetwo accumulatorsof 10amps.
eachconnectedin series,would I get a capacitv of 20 amp-hours ?
'Would the same result occur With Leelanche cells? (4) “bat
is the advantage,or otherwise, of having very strong and weak
solutions of sal-ammoniac? (5) Could you recommenda mixture
for sack Lcclainhé cells, and why each item is used? I have
yonr'No. 5 Handbook on batteries, and would like to know why
chloride and zinc, sal-ammoniac,and glycerine are recommended
to be mixed with the manganeseand carbon (page 52).
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(i) The time for which a cell will give a good current for its size
dependsupon the efﬁciency of the depolariser. It is found that,
for a given weight of cell, oneof the “ dry " type has a somewhat
lirger capacity than a “ wet " cell, which shows that the " dry "
cell’sdcpolariser is more efficient than that of the “ wet " cell.
The law remains that with any cell the capacity varies directly
as its size. (2) The figuresgiven for the capacity of accumulators
arearrived at as the result of tests,and the samemethodshould be
usedfor finding the capacity of a Leclanché cell. (3) No, only,
in ampere-hours,but at double voltage. (4) The best strength
of the solution is that obtained by dissolving about 3 025.of sal
ammoniacin 1 pt. of water. A weaker solution is apt to make
thecell give a lower E.M.F. than it might, and a stronger solution
is apt to admit of a depositof crystalson the zinc, which is injurious
to the cell’s action. (5) Use just the same componentsas in the
porouspot. For an explanationof “ “by " the various ingredients
are used, please refer to text-books
“ treating of the chemistry of
primarybatteries. A good book is Cooper’sPrimary Batteries"
(ios. ird. post free).
[20,601] Model Return-tube
W. H- M- (Lime
Boiler.
house) writes: I am thinking of making a return-tube boiler,
as per sketch on page 44 of
“
ModelBoiler Making " (Fig.
15). As there are no dimen
sions, and it is apparently
not to scale, I should be very
glad of your advice on the
subject. I have a lace of
solid-drawncopper tn 0 4 ins.
diameterby 10 ins. long and
mom in. thick. Could you
givea sketch cr dimensions
so as I can work in the piece
of tube as a furnace tube?
Pleasestate number and size
of tubes, also thickneﬁ of
shell and end plates. 1 was
thinkingof using No. 10gauge
steelfor shell and No. 6 gauge
for ends. The boiler is to
'ZI
supply steam to an engine
2-in.stroke by r}-iu. bore.
The diameter of the shell
shouldbe about 8 to 10 ins.
outside,and may be designed
accordingto the rules givenin
theﬁrst chapter of our Hand
book. The published drawing
is proportionate. The flue
tubesshould be | in. or i in.
diameter. A diagram is an
nexodshowing the arrange
ment If the ﬂue tubes and
furnace. The furnace tube
is, we think, rather too thiur
we should have made it at
least :4 S.W.G.
If you em
the piece of tube you
Eloy
ave, you will need to limit
the pressure to 40 lbs. maxi
mum. Are you oing to use
the boiler in a
at or for
stationary
It is
suitable onpurposes?
y for“ solid fuel.
Fig. 154 is the type of boiler
we would recommend for
ﬁringwith a blowlamp.
[20.056] Small Flying
Machines. L. l. (Keighleyl
Writes:1 am constructing
a model ﬂying
machine
[hmvier-than-air type) to be
drivenby steam. The power
rcqniredwill be r-zoth h.-p.
torunat 250 r.p.m. for about
twentyminutes, and I shall be
verythankful if you will an
Inc the following queries
~“Per
“I respectto the engine, boiler and lamp. In respectto the engine:
Whatkind of engine do you think will be suitable ? Can you give
me dimensionsof cylinder and stroke to develop r-zoth h.-p.?
“hat kind of boiler would be required? What diameterof steam
P1P:fromboiler to engineP What kind of lamp required? What
n can supply me with engine and boiler? Can you give.me
dimensions
of boiler?
I see there is a design for a model return
iube boiler on page 45 in your handbook entitled " Model Boiler
Making" which looks serviceable.
vAs the matter you raise in your letter constitutes the principal
diliicultyin constructing a successfulaeroplane, what you prac
ticallyrequire is a completedesign for the.lightest possibleengine
andsteamgenerator for a given power. To arrive at thesedata
is what the experimenter has to experimentfor, and as far as we
knowno machine of the size you contemplatehas yet beensuccess
fullvproduced. The most likely type of engineis the petrol motor,

l5 fall/n7
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and we adviseyou to experimentwith this ﬁrst and
seewhat results
you get. The boiler describedon page
45 of handbook would be
far too heavy for your purpose. It might
you to read
interest
the book by Hiram Maxim, " Artiﬁcial and
Natural Flight,"
55.4d. post free,which has just beenpublished.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Messrs. Wheeler Bros" Engineersand Model Makers,Don
nington, Newport, Salon—A list from this ﬁrm containsparticulars
of a variety of machine tool attachments and ﬁttings, as, for in
stance,steel maudrelsor arbors. tool holdersand cutter bars,lathe
faceplatedogs, turret attachmentsandcapstan heads.self-centreing
lever scroll chucks, drilling spindles for ornamentalwork and light
milling, special milling apparatus, grinding spindles, ctc. Brass
and copper rod and tube of various sections is obtainable,as well
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2060/
as Russian iron sheetfor lagging. Another list shows their hi h
spred vertical steamengineof if in. bore by i} in. stroke, of which
setsof castingsmay be had. A detailedsummaryof the component
parts is given, togetherwith pricesof theseparts in the rough_and
finished. In every case the postageis clearly stated.
~'
I
Messrs.
Watts Bros-, 101. Castlrton Road, Goodmﬂyes.
llf-H‘d, Essex—A Well-lllllill'att'd list from this firm gives
particu
lars of their gas and oil engines,ranging from 2 b.h.-p. to 20b.h.-p.
A generalspeciﬁcationis given. and further particulars
andmrices
may be had on application to the above address.
H, (1, Kingston, Tokenhouse Yard. High Street, Putney.—
An improvement has recently been effected in the
{ h.-p. gas
engines lllillllllilk‘llll'lfd by Mr. Kingston. An illustration
to hand
shows the crank guard as now ﬁtted.
Lubrication of the crank
pin can be effectedwhilst the engineis running.
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The Editor’s Page.
April next the Turners Company will hold
their thirty-second exhibition of lathe work
at the Mansion House. Those of our readers
who have had the opportunity of visiting these
displays in previous years will know that they are
characterised by excellent Specimens of the turner's
art, as practised by both amateur and professional
As usual, a number ofvaluable prizes
workers.
will be offered for competition this year, and any
of our readers who would like to compete should
write to the Hon. Sec. to the Competition Com
mittee, Mr. George “I Holtzaptfel. 53. Gresham
London,
House, Old Broad Street,
E.C.
The
indus
various classes are for working apprentices,
and pottery
trial and training schools, amateurs,
workers. Both plain and ornamental turning are
catered for, and the work may be executed in either
hard or soft wood, metal. ivory, or other materials,
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\\'e shall shortly commence the publication of
an excellent series of articles on the subject of the
These are
building of hulls for model power boats.
being written specially for us by Mr. David Scott,
an acknowledged expert on model boat building
and a winner of one of our speed-boat silver medals.
These articles should prove of much interest to
those who contemplate building for our Regatta,
In regard
or for our annual Speed competitions.
to the latter, we may say that to avoid any mis
understanding, we shall publish the full conditions
for this year‘s Competition in an early issue. so that
every intending Competitor will have ample time
to c0mplete his boat and carry out his trials under
\Ve are thinking of intro
favourable conditions.
ducing a new class for small boats of 2 ft. and under
in length, and also of putting hydroplanes in a
separate class by themselves.
a

e

1:

Another series of articles which we have in the
interest to those of our
press will be of especial
who have not had much experience
in
readers
workshOp practice, but who want to know how to
do things. Even in the simple task of making a
hole there is a right way and a wrong way of setting
to work, and in the articles in question the right way
of doing many of the elementary operations of the
workshop will be carefully explained.

Answers to Correspondents.
F. K. (Norwich).-—\Ve should advise you to procure
a. slide~rest for your lathe.
The increased accu
racy and comfort with which you can do the
heavier portions of the work make the outlay
well worth while.
P. FEW (\Varwick).—\\'e thank you for your letter
and will be pleased to give your suggestion every
consideration.

February
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A. B. (London, S.\\'.).—Our handbook—" Patents
Simply Explained." post free 7d., will tell you
exactly how to proceed in taking out a patent,
and will give you some good advice on the sub
ject of royalties and licences.
F. M. (Edinburgh).—See the chapter on Screw
"
Practical Lessons in Metal
cutting in our book
This lnlly explains how to cut square
Turning."
thread screws in the lathe.
L. P. (Bath).—Thanks ior your letter. Glad you
\‘Ve have some
were interested in the articles.
further ones on the same subject in hand.
J. G. (Birmingham).-—Sorry we cannot prepare a.
It would take a lot
special drawing for you.
of time and would not be of sufﬁcient general
interest to be worth inserting in our pages.
T. \‘icTOR SMlTH (Bristol, Pal—This depends
See and read
entirely on the apparatus used.
“
Wireless Telegraphy tor Amateurs," by How
grave-Graham, price 2s.
E. R. FASNACHT.—-—:\ letter is awaiting you at this

].

office.
Please send present address.
5. \\'—t—-n.—T hanks ior your letter.
Obviously
some part of the valve gear was out of adjustment.
This could be easily remedied, though perhaps
not on the road.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contribulions on
all amnlt‘ui’mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication iliullld be clearly written on one side of the p.‘-[‘(‘r
only, and should invariably bear the sender'snameand address. It
should he distinctly stated, when sending contribulions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accum
pnlnedby a stamped.uldnssui envelopefor return in the event ul
rejerlion. Rendersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an nppuniinn-ntin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor 13s per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
ﬁnial (inlet.
.\".verli=enientratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
lllr‘lll Manager.
How to Anonrss LF'rrrJis.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand PH?" lists &c., for review,to be addre~s-_-d
"
in fur: EDITOR. The Mole! Engineer," 16—29, Poppin‘s Conn,
Fleet Slreet, London. DC.
relating to advertisementsand deposits l') he
All correspondence
"
addressedto
MANAGER. The Model E-lgi
" 2610, Tina Anveansizuenr
nch
Pnppin’s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6: Cu,
26—29, Poppili's Court, Fleet Street, London E. .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico' Spun and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, USA, to whom
all subscriptionstrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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A Model Steam Speed Launch.
By J.

Two VIEWS or MR.

A.

Drcxsou

(Colombo).

1. A. DICKSON'S MODEL STEAM

I GIVE

herewith photographs of my model speed
launch, which I have just completed, and par
ticulars of which may interest MODEL EN—
Her length over all is 3 it. 6 ins. ;
GINEER readers.
breadth, 7ins.; depth amidshi s, 4% ins.; length
S e is cut out of a
on water-line,
3 ft. 3% ins.
solid teak log, and is French polished, with a gold
band running round her.
in. by
The engine is a double-acting slide valve,
i in.. and the cylinder with the ﬂanges was turned
out of a solid piece of brass rod. The port faces

i

LAUNCH.

were then ﬁtted and sweated on, and ports cut,
these latter being i-i6th in. by 5-16ths in. steam,
and
in. by 5-I6ths in. exhaust.
The crosshead is very light, and works in guides
bored and turned out of solid brass rod. The
principal novelty in my engine is that there is no
packing of any kind; piston is turned a. dead work

i

ing ﬁt, and valve and piston-rod work through long
glands, bored and reamered a dead working ﬁt
for the rods, which are silver steel.
The engine is
but so accurately
quite steam-tight everywhere,
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that it can be blown round at a rapid rate
the mouth, so easily does it run. Under
60 lbs. of steam it goes at about 4,000 r.p.m.
Now, I am a model-maker of long standing, and
my experience with small models is —don't go in for
packing, but make eve thing accurately metal
to-metal, put in deep pistons, accurately ﬁtted,
make rods work in long glands, and if the crosshead
is made also an accurate ﬁt very little wear will
result on either the piston or glands.
Now, to
The
roceed with my description:
boiler is m e out of i-16th in. sheet brass well
annealed,
and is 6 ins. long by 4 ins in diameter,
and has a 2-in. ﬂue through it, with four half-inch
cross tubes made out of the barrel of a. bicycle
pump. These cross tubes were tightly ﬁtted through
the ﬂue, then ﬂanged over and sweated.
The longitudinal seam of the boiler is clenched over,
and the two ends ﬂanged outward to receive the ends
which are ﬂanged and clenched over; the whole
was then carefully soldered.
The boiler is lagged in
teak, with three brass bands, which can be seen in
the photograph.
The mountings were all made by myself, and con
sist of a main-stop valve, safety valve set at 60 lbs.
uare
inch ; water gauge, two try cocks,
per
and a eed cock. The latter leads to a small tank
in front under the deck.
To ﬁll this up after half
made

with

Electrical

the meeting of the London Society of Model
Engineers, on February ist, Dr. William
Wilson, of the China Inland Mission, gave a
most interesting lecture on his experience in teach
ing native students in China the construction and
working of electrical and other scien tiﬁc apparatus.
In his opening remarks, Dr. Wilson referred to
the remarkable progress which China is now making
in the adoption of \Vestern methods and ideas.
The few hundreds of miles of railway which sufficed
till quite recently have now grown to several
thousands of miles; the telegraph system, which
formerly existed only in the Treaty Ports. is now
being extended all over the country; while the
postal transmission of letters, which used to be
carried on by native coolies at infrequent intervals,
is now done in a wonderfully prompt and syste
Even postal orders are in regular
matic manner.
use, and the three thOusand
post oﬁices now in
are being added to at the rate of about
existence
has extended even
This modernising progress
Formerly, the
to the conduct of examinations.
examination hall at the capital of the Province
in which Dr. Wilson ww located, consisted of some
cells,
this number of students
20,000
separate
being examined at one time, and each student being
conﬁned in his own cell for three days. the period
Now this has
for which the examination lasted.
been all done away with, and the students are
examined by the methods which prevail in the
Western world.
Dr. Wilson said that for a long time he found it
was very difficult to get into sympathetic touch
They were
native classes.
with the educated

18, 1909.

hour’s run, put out the lamp, and as soon
steam is down open the feed-cock,
and she

ﬁlls up.
The boiler is secured to the boat by four small
brass feet and screws, so that it is clear below for
bilge water.
I ﬁre the boiler with spirit, and the lamp has an
upper and lower reservoir ; the wicks are in the lower
one, and the vapour blows the ﬂames up the ﬂue.
I
have two jets, side by side, and it raises steam from
cold in ﬁve minutes. The steam is superheated in a
copper pipe, which goes down the funnel, and is
coiled twice in 'the smokebox, up the funnel again
to the engine.
The engine is coupled to the screw
shaft by universal couplings, and there is practically
no friction.
The propeller shaft is silver steel,
} in. in diameter, and bored an accurate ﬁt in the
stern tube, the thrust being taken by a collar running
in oil. The outside of the shaft is carried in an
"A " bracket. The propeller is 2} ins. in diameter.
and is a two-bladed one, built u . I must mention
that the engine crankshaft is i» in. diameter, with a
3-16ths in. crank pin, and the webs are' balanced,
pinned. and sweated.
I cannot give the exact speed the boat goes, but
on the trial run on Colombo Lake we followed it in
a motor-boat doing 6 miles an hour, and the little
one got away from us.

instruction

T

one per day.

an
as

February

in China.

all students of Confucius, and haviiig mastered
the writings of that historic sage, they considered
that there was nothing more which the “ foreigner “
could teach them.
This
self-sufﬁcient
feeling
made them very difficult of approach, until at last
Dr. Wilson hit upon the happy idea of trying to
interest them in the wonders of electrical and
physical science.
Having some spare space in
the hospital attached to the mission, he arranged
a show of scientiﬁc apparatus, which he invited
students of the surrounding district to come and
inspect. They came, and saw, and wondered,
and so keenly was their interest aroused in the
strange things demonstrated before
them,
that
they begged Dr. Wilson to give a regular course of
lectures.
He replied that if they would guarantee
the regular attendance of a selected set of students,
he would see what he could do.
The promise was
at once forthcoming, and a preliminary course
was arranged and commenced.
So that the lectures
might be given under proper conditions, a special
lecture hall was built, measuring 50 by 30 ft.,
with a gallery all round, and the services of a joiner,
a blacksmith, and a tinsmith were engaged.
These
craftsmen were employed in making parts for the
various pieces of apparatus which the students
were to complete.
A difﬁculty soon arose from
the fact that no insulated wire could be obtained,
although bright copper wire was to be had from
Chong Ching, a mere triﬂe of eight days' joumey
a wire
away. Dr. Wilson accordingly devised
covcring apparatus, and made the students cover
their own wire.
After a time the students were
relieved from this part of their work, and a dis
charged
hospital patient was taught the process.

February
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He, having acquired the necessary skill. was regu
larly engaged on piece-work, under which arrange
ment the cost of covering worked out at about id.
Altogether, some IO miles of wire
per 100 it.
The compass needles, and the
haVe been covered.
for the telegraph instruments were also
needles
obtained from Chong Ching, being made from
So great was the
the springs from broken clocks.
demand
for these springs that the inhabitants
of Chong Ching mildly remonstrated, and pointed
out that their clocks were not getting broken fast
enough to keep pace with Dr. \Vilson’s requirements.
The ﬁrst batch of students were twenty-six in
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paratus. Thus over 500 individual instruments
would be completed during the month by the class.
At the end of the course each student would receive
from the stores the various pieces of apparatus he had
made, and having carefully packed them up, would
engage a coolie to carry them home for him, the jour
ney in most instances meaning several days’ march.
The number of students increased
so much
as the interesting nature of the studies became
more generally known, that the stock of parts for
the apparatus had to be prepared 100 sets at a
time, no less than six joiners being engaged on
These
piece-work on their preparation.
parts

DR. WILSON in ms SCIENCE LECTURE HALL.
number,
and many of them were men who had
One hour per day
taken their college degrees.
was occupied by a lecture, and the rest of the time
was devoted to the making of apparatus.
The
work was arranged so that the students were all
engaged on the same piece of apparatus on the
same day, each student making his own complete
which,
instrument,
when ﬁnished and tested,
would be signed by the student with his name,
The course lasted
and then placed in the stores.
one month, during which time each student was
to make twenty different pieces of ap
expected

were made during the intervals between the courses
and put into stock, so that when the students
arrived, everything was ready for giving out to
them_
The number of pieces of apparatus being
subsequently increased to twenty-three, and 100
sets for each instrument being put in hand at once,
there Were no less than 2,300 sets of parts in stock
in the stores at the commencement of each course.
Dr. Wilson showed a number of photographs
of apparatus made by the students, and these in
cluded \Vimshurst machines, induction coils, tele
graph instruments, wireless telegraphy apparatus,
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galvauo
microphones,
telephones,
etc.
motors.
electro-magnets, electric
Amongst the various pieces of lecture apparatus
was a wooden model of a horizontal steam engine,
with the cylinder made to take apart to show the
working of the piston and valve. This was made
under Dr. \Nilson's instruction by a native joiner,
who had not the remotest idea of what it was he
Another instructive model was that
was making.
of the tubular bridge over the Meuai Straits,
shown side by side with a model to the same scale
of a Chinese bridge of 80-ft. span, which, locally,
was considered a ﬁne piece of work. The native
bridge is, of course, quite dwarfed by the immense
meters,

it

he did
all again.
The
better
completed, he decided to stay for
yet another, and again went through the regular
In the intervals he made some extra
routine.
of apparatus, such as a Bramah press.
pieces
force
and suction pumps, and other physical
apparatus. On returning to his native city he
was appointed by the Chief Mandarin
to give
a lecture in an old temple, and this dignitary was
so pleased with the student’s work that he pre
scnted him with a top hat and dress boots—the
highest compliment he could pay.
A short time before Dr. Wilson returned to Eng
land on furlough, an exhibition was held at the

understand
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is

used also to explain
tubular bridge. The latter
the use of hydraulic power in lifting the enormous
iron spans into place. and another model shows
the use of air-locks in the construction of founda
tions. In the lecture-room are a number of wall
diagrams explaining various details of construction
of scientiﬁc apparatus, and also a cardboard model
of the Tower Bridge.
A particularly interesting photograph was that
of a group of apparatus made by one of Dr. \Vilson's
best students. This young man arrived at the
mission station at a time when there was no course
in progress, and was told he would have to wait
He did not
three months for the next course.
mind this at all, but quietly settled down and com
menced
to study from books. \Nhen the first
arrived and had been duly completed,
course
in spite
he 'decided to wait for another course,
of being told that the same ground would be
covered
again. He said he thought he would

BY DR. WILsou‘s

STUDENTS.

of the Province, which is a city of some
The Mandarin in Dr. \\'ilson’s
400,000 inhabitants.
locality was informed by his superior in ofﬁce that
the exhibits from his district had in previous years
not been at all satisfactory, and he was told that
on this occasion something special would be looked

capital

for. The Mandarin,
knowing of Dr. \\'ilson’s
work, consulted him, and suggested that he should
show some of his own and his students’ apparatus.
Dr. \\'ilson consented,
and six coolies
were dis
to the capital,
ten days' journey, with
patched
two complete sets of apparatus—one specially got
up for exhibition purposes, and the other repre
senting the ordinary work of the stlidents.
The
exhibition was held in an enormous temple, and
in a suitable building the electrical exhibits were
arranged, one half of them being shown at work.
By special arrangement with the educational
authorities, numerous parties of students from
the various schools and colleges visited this Section
a
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exhibition, and were immensely interested,
not only in the instruments themselves,
but in
the lectures and demonstrations which Dr. “'ilson
and his students gave.
The enthusiasm which has thus far been aroused
in the better-class native for this science study
has decided Dr. Wilson to settle in the capital on his
return to China, and to continue his work amid
the more populous surroundings.
He hopes by
this means to be able to exert a beneficial inﬂuence,
which it would be impossible to do in any other way.
The scene of these really remarkable educational
near the
doings is 1,500 miles from the coast,
borders of Thibet.
To arrive there Dr. Wilson
has to go from Shanghai 600 miles up the Yangtse
River to Hankow,
thence
by smaller steamer
up to I. Chang, and a further two weeks' sail byjunk
The river is then quitted
up to \Van-Hsien.

of the
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A Design for a

2i-in. Gauge
Model Steam Rail Motor
Coach.
By A. ]. Burn).
(Continued from page 106.)

AXLE-BOXES, BUFFERS, COUPLING-RODS,
ETC.
HE sectional view of the engine given in Fig. 13
shows clearly the position of the reversible
and also the
cylinder and steam-block,
smokebox, and
in the
regulator
steam
and
exhaust pipe arrangements. It will be noticed
with reference to the steam-block
that this is
This,
5hown recessed a little on the under side.

. 1

NATIVE STUDENTS
and a.five-day overland journey made to Sui-Ting-Fu.
When one considers that if electrical apparatus
were ordered from England, it would have to be
several times, to be handled in the
transhipped
roughest of ways by ignorant natives, and that,
ﬁnally, after its journey of several months, it would
arrive
one
mostly broken in pieces,
probably
realises the wisdom of Dr. Wilson in making his
the spot. But in realising this,
on
apparatus
One cannot help but admire the remarkable re
and ability which has enabled him
sourcefulness
to do it in the face of what to most people would
be insuperable ditticulties.
to add, Dr.
Needless
'
Wilson's lecture was listened to with the deepest
interest, and his modest but fascinating account
of his experiences evoked the greatest admiration
amongst the members
of the
and enthusiasm
Society

of Model

Engineers.

AT WORK.
however,
is quite optional, as it would not lighten
the block to any appreciable exten t.
The next parts to be dealt with are the axle
boxes, which should be of brass.
It will be seen,
by referring to Fig. 14, that those for the driving
axle differ slightly from the trailing ones.
The
latter being sprung, provision is made for them to
movement,
have
a certain amount of vertical
while the driving-boxes
are
ﬁxtures. This is
necessary in order to maintain an even distribution
of steam at either stroke.
The saw-cuts in the
sides of the boxes should be carefully made, so
that the boxes are a good ﬁt in the slots in the
frames, and the two holes can be drilled and tapped
in the trailing-boxes to take the steel spring pins,
as indicated. Steel wire should be used for the springs,
the approximate length unloaded and gauge of wire
being given in Fig. 15.
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ning, the heads of the screw pins can be ﬁled
down to the bottom of the saw-cut, leaving a smooth
face, as indicated in Fig. 13.

.
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The axle-boxes, with wheels and axles assembled,
will, of course, have to be inserted in their respective
slots in the frames, before the homstays or keep
plates are screwed in position. The screws for
ﬁxing the latter can then be inserted from between
the spokes of the wheels.
With regard to the buffers, it is proposed that these
be turned up out of a length of mild-steel rod, and
simply attached to the buffer-plate by two screws,
.
as in Fig. 17.
Although springs are not intended, the buffers
could be arranged to take them, if it is desired to
make the engine a little more realistic, in which case
the shank or body of the buﬂer can be of brass,
and the head and stem of steel.
The drawhook (Fig. 16) should be carefully filed to
shape out of a piece of mild-steel plate or sheet iron
3-32nds in. thick, a small rectangular piece being
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. l4.—AXLE

BOXES.

provided to ﬁt in the slot in the buffer plank.
The tail end sh0uld be ﬁled round and tapped
to take a nut, as shown. _A small hole can be
drilled through the drawhook, from which a short
length of chain should be hung, as this generally
adds to the realistic appearance of the engine.
The coupling-rods—shown full-size in Fig. 18—
can be ﬁled to shape from a strip of German silver
of the required thickness. Special vcare should be
taken to ensure that the centres of the holes in
the ends of the rods exactly coincide with the
centres of the wheels when the latter are in position.
The coupling-rod pins should be of steel, the
screwed
portion being slightly shouldered down,
as shown.
It should be seen that the rod-is not

~.\
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made too tight a ﬁt between the under side of the
head of screw and the face of the wheel boss.
When the rods are screwed in place and the
adjustments made to ensure easy run
necessary

,

I

"
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‘
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Coming next to the
footplating, this can be
of ﬂat sheet brass i_16th
The holes for
in. thick.
and exhaust
the
steam
pipes and the ﬁrebox space
(see Fig.
19) can either
be cut out with a metal
piercing saw or by drill
ing and then cutting out
with a chisel, in the same
manner as the frames.
holes
Countersunk
will
have to be drilled at the
points marked a to take
which attach the footplate to the angle
'

M
4—
+172!

l

770/: a.

defween.

FIG. 13.—Cnoss SECTION OF ENGINE THROUGH

3%

r‘

ll

the screws

brackets.
Before drilling these holes, however,
the foot
plate should be placed in position on the frames,
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the vertical edges being
shown at
previously drilled to make bearings
for the reversing shaft on spindle, as
This will be dealt with
in Fig. 13.
in a future issue, but, meanwhile, the
four countersunk holes can be drilled
at the point indicated for the ﬁxing
screws, and the slot made, as shown,
It will
to take the reversing arm.
that the brackets must
be noticed
not be ﬁxed to the footplate till the
said spindle is in position.
A hole should be made of the shape
shown at 2, into which the end of the
soldered, through which passes
tube
the rod for operating the spirit supply
tap.
A sketch showing the position of the
ﬁxing screws for the steam block of
the non-reversible will be given in the
next instalment, which will also deal
with the construction and ﬁtting of the

Coac

3
Ho/e

{

if

a

to take bolts for
at points marked
atﬁxing the boiler backplate. These
latter holes can be tapped to take
this should be found to be
screws
a more convenient way of ﬁxing.
Two pieces of brass angle will have
to be screwed to the under side of the
footplate later on, in the positions

l
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through at the centre and tapped in.
to take the screwed end of the coach
pivot screw.
Two {-in. holes should also be drilled
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and points marked on the under side
of the footplate to coincide with the
in the angle
holes already drilled
brackets.
A small brass disc 3-32nds in. thick
is soldered on at b, and a hole drilled
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By WILLIAM J. E. PIKE.
(Continued from page 131.)
NOTHER boat of a somewhat similar type
is Scarlet-Runner, also by the same designer.
Scarlet Runner’s lines and construction plans
are shown in Fig. 7.
\Vith the exception of the
curves of the side, there are no curves in Scarlet
Runner's make-up, even the sheer line being straight.
The ﬂoor runs in a straight line from the heel of
The turtle-back deck
the stem to the transome.
is also square in section, giving good headroom for
engine and boiler.
Although from a casual inspection such a hull
would seem to be utterly unsuited for high speeds,
yet the boat, as shown, can easily maintain a speed
reach
of 7% miles per hour, and can, on occasion,
a speed of 8% miles.
The Scarlet Runner, in running
order, with lamp and boiler ﬁlled, weighs Bl lbs.

:hee/i 3591‘]?
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"
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They serve the dual purpose of supporting the
fore-end Oi the boiler, keeping it level and forming
a support for the feed-pump.
They also allow the
propeller shaft tO pass underneath the boiler.
It will be seen that the centre of gravity of the

Notes on Model Speed Boats.
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boiler is well above the L.\V.L., and it would seem
that thus raising the boiler would have an adverse
effect
on the boat's stability.
In the case of
Scarlet Runner, even at her highest speed she runs
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(Scale: Hall size.)
is

without the slightest list, so great
the initial
stability of the sharpie type. The air-space round
the boiler forms a most eﬁective remedy against
the sides or ﬂoor suﬁering from the heat.
The turtle-back deck
a ﬁxture, being fastened
down by means of
ﬂange worked along its lower
This ﬂange
covered by a thin batten
edge.
of kin. stuﬁ, secured by small brass screws.
The
writer still has memories of Scarlet Runner's trial
trip, during which this arrangement had to be
removed several times.
It
necessary
that this
is

The construction plan will give a good idea as to
the method of construction.
It will be seen that
the sides and ﬂoor are tied together by hardwood
knees.
These knees in the forward sections form
crossﬁoors, and also hold the engine-bearers in
position. These bearers are not necessary it the
same style of engine is used as is shown in the detail
drawings (Fig. 8). Scarlet Runner was originally
ﬁtted with these enginebearers;
but with the
adoption of the engine illustrated, the bearers
were cut away, and are now as shown on the drawing,
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deck should be water—tight or nearly so, as, when
running at a high 5 eed, the spray thrown by the
boat would eventua ly swamp her, if not protected
to the engine-room is through
Access
forward.
the small hatch on top of the turtle-back deck.
This hatch has proved ample for purpose of lubrica
tion or adjustment of the feed-water pump, although
the close proximity of the steam pipe is occasionally
productive of profanity, caused by burnt ﬁngers.
The after-end of the turtle-back deck is open.
Both pressure and water gauges are here situated,
being readily read from aft. The lamp is aft of
the boiler in the position shown, and can be attended
to while holding the boat ready for starting, with
her head

off-shore.

The rudder is of the shape shown, extending well
No skeg or ﬁn is necessary.
below the_propeller.
the boat steering
perfectly once the rudder is
properly adjusted. The prOpeller is a du licate
of the one designed and built by Mr. Thomas
ysart
for his metre boat Hermes, already described in
THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The boiler is shown by the drawings (Fig. 9),
Its construction
and is of the water-tube type.
is clearly shown.
There is not a single rivet in
this b'oiler, the ends of drums being put in on a ring
of sheet brass sweated into position and the pro—
jecting ends of tube ﬂanged over, the joint being
then made tight with soft-solder. The water tubes
were made a tight ﬁt in the holes drilled for them
in the drums, and were then sweated with soft
This construction has stood 90 lbs. of
solder.
steam,
the solder showing no signs of giving.
This pressure is quite the limit, and a boiler with
the tubes soldered in in this manner is not recom
Care must
mended
for pressures above 75 lbs.
be taken to see that the water does not run low.
This is the only disadvantage
or trouble will ensue.
of this type of boiler. if the engine is stopped
owing to the propeller being fouled by ﬂoating
leaves or weed, the pump, being driven from the
shaft, is stopped also, and the boiler burnt out.
The water in the boiler will only last for about
It generally happens that when
three minutes.
these stoppages
occur the blowlamp is doing
its best, with disastrous results to the boiler.
This has happened
on one occasion to Scarlet
Runner, and only the agility of a fellow-clubman.
who made a rush for the boat kept by the L.C.C.
for the assistance of bathers, and went to the rescue,
The weight of the boiler
saved the situation.
complete with water. in working order, is 4 lbs.
The engine is as shown by the detail drawings
(Fig. 8). It will be noticed that the bearings are
of the solid type, and are hung from the cylinder
mild steel rods, screwed
soleplate by 5-32nds-in.
into the bearings and secured to the soleplate by
This method of construc
nuts above and below.
tion makes a much lighter engine, and one which
The engine is
is much easier to ﬁx in the boat.
carried on two sheet brass angle brackets, ﬁxed
across the boat as shown in the plans and in the
half sized section (Fig. 5). These angle—pieces
of the sole
are ﬁxed under the nuts on the to
plate. The cylinder piston and v ve chest are
The
of gun-metal, and the slide-valve is of brass.
and exhaust ports are large, and enable
steam
A small crank
the engine to run at a high speed.
is used instead of an eccentric for working the
slide-valve, and works with much less friction than
The crank is built up and
the ordinary eccentric.

and Electrician.
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The crank webs are brass.
This piston
and is ﬁtted with two aluminium piston
These pistomrings
rings, which are a great success.
work with such little friction that the engine can
easily be blown round at about 500 r.p.m., and are
The piston
yet quite tight with 80 lbs. of steam.
rings were made from a. strip of sheet aluminium
about 1-32nd in. in thickness, cut and ﬁled to
accurately ﬁt in the grooves in the piston, and bent
to shape round a piece of brass tube a triﬂe smaller
in diameter than the bore of the cylinder.
The
ends of the strips, after being cut to length, were
ﬁled off diagonally till a good joint was made.
The grooves in the piston were nearly ﬁlled with
darning cotton, and the rings sprung into position
over the piston and tried in the cylinder.
Any
correction necessary was done at the joints after
the rings had been removed from the piston.
with a small ﬁle, until when the ring was in position
again and half in one end of the cylinder, the
diagonally cut ends of the rings just touched.
After these rings had been in use some time the
cylinder was taken to pieces to examine them.
The inside of the cylinder was polished like glass.
and the rings showed a ﬁne matt surface, and not
the slightest trace of leakage except through the
joints of the rings could be found, and that wa<
so slight as to be negligible in a high-speed engine.
50 great has been the success of these rings that
the writer will never in future use cotton packing
alone
for a, similar engine.
For small engines
in which the steam is not highly superheated the
use of these aluminium piston rings is conﬁdently
. recommended.
They can be easily made as
described above—with the ﬁngers, a small ﬁle, and
a little patience.
The feed~pump for supplying the boiler is 3-16ths»
in. bore by l-in. stroke. and is geared down 45 to 1.
There is no gland, but the plunger is ﬁtted with a
small cup leather, made from a piece of an old kid
glove and ﬁxed with a screw to the end of the
plunger. This works with much less friction
than a gland, and has proved
uite satisfactory
in use. A small pet cock is ﬁxe
on the delivery
boiler,
and is used to get rid
pipe from pump to
of air when starting and to regulate the feed-water.
This pet cock is ﬁtted with a connection to a tube
which is carried out-board.
The pump keeps up
a good water level in the boiler.
The blowlamp used to ﬁre the boiler will burn
petrol or benzoline, and is of the orthodox type
in THE Monni. ENGINEER.
repeatedly described
The coil is of copper tubing 3-16ths in. diameter.
The ﬂame tube is 1} ins. diameter. The lamp
will give a ﬂame about 8 or 9 ins. in length and
1* ins. in diameter.
The design for a 5~ft. speed boat shown in Fig. 6
has been built to, and is quite successful.
A speed
of 12 miles per hour can be obtained.
This design
serves as an illustration
of the sliding type, as
opposed to the double-wedge type.
The following method of construction will apply
to either type, the scantlings given for the metre
boat being increased to 3-16ths in. for the 5-ft.
boat :—
Wood is the best material for building this
sharpie type. although thin sheet metal could be
employed. For a metre boat about 8 ft. of good
clean yellow or white pine g in. in ﬁnished thickness
will be required.
A few odd scraps of hardwood
of
3-i6ths in. ﬁnished for knees and a piece
sweated.
is deep,
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The sides are marked out
oak l in. thick for stem.
from the drawings. The following is the method:
l-‘irst draw a line to represent the L.W.L.
Measure
the spacing of the sections shown in the body plan,
measuring along the L.W.L. in the half~breadth
plan, and set oﬂ on the L.W.L. already drawn,
drawing vertical lines to represent the sections.
From the body plan measure the actual width
of the sides above
and below the L.W.L., and
set off on the vertical lines of the new L.W.L.
Lines drawn through the points obtained will give
the actual shape of the sides in the ﬂat.
Two
moulds will be required (stations 3 and 6). In
drawing these moulds notice that the lines shown
are to the outside of the plank, and in order to get
the correct shape of the moulds the thickness of
the plank (i in.) must be deducted
all round. The
stem is, as shown, of r-in. oak, planed into a tri
angular section and rebated to take the fore-ends
The rebate is Q in. by
of the planks.
in.
The transome is of {-in. yellow pine, with the sides
bevelled oﬁ to ﬁt against the planks,
In the actual building the sides are secured to
the stem by screws (No. 1, i~in. brass) and then
sprung out and the moulds ﬁtted, the transome
This is secured by
being ﬁnally ﬁxed in place.
of thin sheet aluminium bent to ﬁt
angle-pieces
in the angle between
the sides and
transome.
The anglepieces are ﬁrst screwed
to the side
sides,
in.
forward
of
the
of
by No.
planks 1»
aft-edge
i §-in. screws, the transome being ﬁnally ﬁtted into
and
further
secured
by screws through the
place
at the edge of the transome.
The holes
planks
or these screws should be drilled, in order to
the
side
avoid splitting
A small chine
planks.
piece, not shown in the drawings, is ﬁtted to give
a securer
fastening to the ﬂoor aft, as Owing
to the tumble home of the aft-ends of the sides,
screws cannot be used on the side planks them
selves.
Size about § in. by 3-i6ths in. Get this
square, afterwards bevelling off both chine-piece
side,
so as to make a tight ﬁt for the floor.
and
The forward bottom outside edges of the side planks
will also require bevelling.
The floor is next ﬁtted. Rough out the shape
and screw into place.
Before doing so, paint the
Drive home
edges of the sides with thick paint.
the screws (spaced
about 2 ins.) and plane off
the edges of ﬂoor ﬂush with sides, further fastening
with two 34in. brads between the screws.
The inwale of § in. by f in., is next fitted, notches
being cut out of the moulds to enable the inwale
to ﬁt in place.
The moulds can now be removed.
if used, ﬁtted.
and the knees and engine-bearers,
The knees are fastened by being ﬁrst glued into
place. afterwards being fastened by two screws in
The after-deck is of fin.
each leg of the knee.
yellow pine.
The only remaining jobs are to make the turtle
back deck and to paint and finish to taste.
The rudder is of thin sheet brass soldered to the
rudder stock of
in. diameter round brass rod.
The arrangement for ﬁxing the rudder can be of
It will be readily understood
any type preferred.
that this style of bull can be easily built, yet at
the same time it is quite suitable for high speeds.
If the boat be built exactly as described, with the
engine, boiler, lamp, and propeller shown, a speed
In
of 7% miles per hour will easily be obtained.
the case of Scarlet Runner the actual cost of building
materials came to about 158.

l
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Any further information the writer will be pleased
to give at any time through the correspondence
of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
As the writer
pages
as by this time probably succeeded in exhausting
the patience
not only of readers, but the Editor
as well, it is time to write

Finis.

Data on the Design of Small
Gas Engines.
By ]. S.
(Continurd from page :14.)
Exhaust Valw.——We can now proceed to con
sider the valves, directing our attention ﬁrst to
the exhaust valve.
From the best authority, the
velocity of the exhaust gases should not pa§
the exhaust valve at a higher rate than 70 ft. per
second.
In our engine we can allow a velocity of
60 ft. per second as fair value.
This means a
velocity of 60 x 60 = 3,600 ft. per minute.
The lift of the exhaust valve should be -25
of its diameter.
By making the lift one-fourth the
diameter. we get an area round the valve edge
equal to the valve area.
In Fig. 2 the various exhaust valve proportions
are given for engines of sizes under our consideration.
'l

\

' Q

’l a.
l

L-‘_

-/

J

’_|

Mme

FIG. 2.
It is a. mistake to make the valve scat too deep, for
if the valve is well ground in a small seat area
it will be as effective as a large one.
The angle of
the seat is usually made 45°, as in the ﬁgure.
The radius below the valve head should be made
equal to one-fourth the valve diameter, unless
in automatic inlet valves, where weight is a con—
sideration; even then it should be made as large
as practicable.
No sharp corners should be left
on the valve on the side that is exposed to com
bustion chamber, as these are liable to get very hot
and may cause pre-iginition troubles.
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It would be well in designing exhaust valves—
or, as a matter of fact, any kind of mushroom or
poppet valves as used on explosion engines—to
make the diameter of the stem from below
the
radius to the guide somewhat smaller, so that
when wear has reduced both stem and guide the
former could be reground or trued up and the latter
The other dimensions are a
replaced or rebushed.
matter of consideration on the part of the designer,
a fairly wide margin being given in the ﬁgure.
The area of the exhaust valve may be got from
the formula—
Where a = Area of valve opening.
S = Piston speed in feet per second.
V = Velocity of gases in feet per second.
= Area of piston.
Then numerically we have
i
x .
26.
v
= '4405q. m.
a = ig—go‘s'i =
'6795
Taking the area of opening round the valve edge
as equal to the valve area, we have a little over
in. as valve diameter. In our engine we will
in., allowing for the area of
adopt a diameter of
the stem, friction, etc.
Taking the diameter as i in.,
the velocity of the gases will be reduced to

i

i

5'5 =
44-81 ft. per Second.
~6013
Where 601; = area of Z7in.
With an area of -449 of valve opening, the speed
of gases, as stated before, will be 60 ft. per second,
thus,
4;.9_X

and

Electrician.
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to escape under its seat.
Secondly, the valve must
not let, during the compression,
power, or exhaust
strokes, gas enter into the air passages.
At the
same time the valve must be light enough to be
sensitive to the spring action. To lighten the
valve it is usual to turn a circular groove on its
face, leaving a central portion, which by being saw
drafted is used for turning the valve round when
grinding to its seat.
As a guide to those requiring some ﬁgures to
start on, the depth of seat may be from -12 to
-18 the diameter of the valve ; the angle of the seat
The lift of the valve is
may be 40 or 45 degs.
within certain limits a variable quantity, and good
running depends a great deal on the adjustments
or final tuning up made.
This lift may vary from
-1 to -15 the valve diameter.
Perhaps the best
of ﬁxing this dimension is by allowing
method
a velocity to the entering gases of, say, 65 to
75 ft. per second.
The area of opening round the valve edge is
equal

to:

n

X

e

= -385 Sq. in.
5970—55
taking 70 ft. per second as the velocity of entering

g ascs.
If the diameter of valve is in., the lift may be
ins.
2748 = -140 = 9-64 in. lift;
-385 —2-2-748
in. diameter.
being the circumference of
From this and the data on the exhaust valve
it will be seen that, if we take both valves as of the
same diameter, the velocity of the gases will vary

i

f

5

= 60 ft. per second.
242—95
We can now ﬁx the principal dimensions of the.
exhaust valve asz—Diameter,
{— in. = -875 in.;
lift of valve = ~875 x -25 = -21875 = 7-32 in.;
diameter of Stem = .875 x -25 = 7-32 in.; depth
of seat, say -875 x -n = 09625 =say 3-32 in.;
~
angle of seat, 45 degs.
The length of the stem is a point to be ﬁxed by
practical considerations ; it should be made as short
as convenient. other things being considered.
There are many empirical rules for determining the
exhaust valve diameter, but the above method is
by far preferable as giving deﬁnite results.
Inle! Valve.—We can now consider some points
in connection with the inlet valve. The best type
of inlet valve for small engines for sizes as under
our consideration is what we may call the com
bination atmospheric inlet valve, in which the gas
enters by small holes drilled in the valve casing,
under the valve seat and communicating with the
gas inlet, and the air entering from larger holes,
which are in communication with the back of the
valve.
Of course, a mechanically operated valve could be
used, but it is very doubtful if any gain would
result to counterbalance the increased complica
tions. Besides, automatic valves lend themselves
better to easy governing, especially by an inertia
governor on the exhaust.
The diameter of the valve may be the same as that
of the exhaust. The stem may be from -2 to -23
to the depth of seat;
the diameter with regard
to guide the
here practical considerations have
designer, as there are two or three things to take
into account. First the valve must not allow
any portion of the compressed or exploded charge

ME
mm
1

Fro. 4.—INLEr
Yawn SPRING.

FIG. 3.—Exm\usr
VALVE SPRING.

in proportion to the lift.
On the one hand it is
the lift
of automatic
advantageous to reduce
valves as much as possible, and on the other, the
velocity of the gases must be kept low. To satisfy
these conditions a large valve must be uSed. which
to some extent may be diametrically opposed
to
practical considerations. So that the best way out
of the difficulty lies more in the proper combination
of these three conditions. rather than laying too
much stress on any particular one.
The best
material for valves is perhaps what is called non
corrocliblc nickel steel, but this is sometimes
too
and not always procurable. A good
expensive.
steel to use is mild cast steel.
Nickel steel is also
used a good deal.
The practice of making valves in two pieces may
be cheaper, but is not to be recommended.
The
writer knows a case where this construction was the
indirect cause of totally wrecking a. two~cylinder

February
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petrol engine and endangering the lives of two or
three persons.
springs—We can now consider the springs
for
the
valves. Common
required
respective
practice is to allow, for exhaust valves, about 14 lbs.
per sq. in. of valve area as the load on spring ; but
in our case we will adopt 8 lbs. per sq. in. to some
what reduce the strain on the side shaft. For the
inlet valve we can allow about 1 lb. per sq. in. for
automatic valves, and 6 to 7 lbs. for mechanically
A slight error
operated valves is a fairallowance. '
in the exhaust or mechanically operated valve
springs would not be of serious
consequence.
but with the automatic valve the proper tension is
If the spring is too strong, the
indispens 1blc.
result is that the valve would be late in opening and
" chatter ” while
early in closing, and also liable to
This “ chattering" is a sort rf indecision
open.
on its part, whether to obey the spring or the
suction in the cylinder.
If the spring is too weak.
it means an early opening and a late closing,
or
worse, it may not close the valve properly.
Assuming we take 8 lbs. per sq. in. of valve area
as the load on the exhaust valve spring when the
valve is open to its full extent, and that the diameter
of the coil, centre to centre of wire, is 7-16tl1s in., the
area of the exhaust valve being -6013 sq. in., the
tension keeping the valve from opening. the required
lift will be -6013 x 8 = 4-8104 lbs.
In this case
we can safely make this 5 lbs. as the total load on
our spring.
It would therefore need a. weight of
5 lbs. to lift the valve 7-32nds in. from its seat.
It would be well to bear in mind that the exten
sion or compression of a spiral spring increases or
decreases in direct proportion to the weight applied.
That is to say, if we have a spring loaded with 10 lbs.
and it deﬂects 1* ins., the same spring loaded with
20 lbs. will deﬂect 3 ins., and so on in proportion.
For conﬁrmation of this take any ordinary hand
spring balance, and it will be seen that the grada
tions are equal divisions all down the scale, and
do not increase at a certain ﬁxed rate per division.
The fotce necessary to compress the spring 1 in.,
in ounces, may be got from the formula by a well
known authority :—
32 50000 d‘
—

n r3

Where in = weight or force applied in ounces.
(1 == diameter of spring wire.
n = number of coils.
r = mean radius of coil.
we take the gauge of wire as No. 18
Assuming
S.W.G., or ~048 in., the mean radius as 7-32nds. in.,
and the number of coils as 10, then numerically
we have
3250000 x 000005308
T 17-251
10 X 01047
-1047
164-77 ozs. as load for 1-i11. deﬂection.

T

_

Taking the total load on exhaust valve springs as
80 ozs.=5 lbs., then the deﬂection due to this load
We
in. scant.
will be 80 + 164-77 = -485, say
have the lift of our valve as 7-3211ds in., llllfftJlO‘l'C the
balance, or 9-32nds in., will be taken up for initial
In other words, the exhaust valve
compression.
will be kept on its seat by a tension of 2-89 lbs.,
which will correspond to 4-80 lbs. per sq. in. of
valve area.
So far we have assumed the diameter of the wire.
We now want to know if this gauge is safe to use.

i
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By a formula from
this.

Thus :—

the same authority,

_

we can ﬁnd

10,000 d3

a

7

Using the same dimensions as before.

we get :—
10,000 x '000110592
‘
1-1059
W
7
~
=
=
=
1~
-2187
-2187
5-0 5 lbs. as safe load.
We are, therefore,
on the safe side in using
No. 18 S.W.G. for our spring.
The length of the spring may be 1 1-16th ins.
when free, and we have seen that with a load of
in., then the length when fully
5 lbs. it will deﬂect
with this load will be 1 1-16th—l =
compressed

l

in.

Asa

on our calculation we can
employ the following formula, which comes in pretty
Thus :—
handy for this purpose.

9-16ths

check

(t

W here

'

II

8

W

n

c

d‘

D’

deflection in inches.
load applied in lbs.
II number of coils.
II diameter of coil centre to centre.
II 12,000.000, a constant.
|11 diameter of wire in decimal fractions of

It

1 in.

Then in our case we have :—
8 x 5 x 10 x
-08374_ __
12,000,000 x 000005308—
The difference between these two rules, therefore,
is 525-485
040 in., which is close enough
Fig. 3 shows spring and
for all practical purposes.
its various dimensions.
We can now direct our attention to the inlet
valve spring. Let us assume that the diameter
of wire is ~036, or No. 20 S.W.G., and the number
of coils are 7, we can ﬁx on the diameter of coil
'
centre to centre as
in.
Using the same formula as for exhaust spring, we

:

i

b ave

x 000001079
54- 67
_
_ _ 023'
— 3:150000
—2"’4
7 x 03025
2~i36
That is, we would have to apply 25-54 025. to come
Then, if loaded with -9 lb.
press our spring 1 in.
or 144 ozs.—which is the tension we can safely
allow, seeing that our valve is moderately heavy
and the area only a fraction of a square inch—the
deﬂection will be ~563, say 9—16ths in.
The length of the spring may be 1 in. free,
leaving 7-16ths in. as ﬁnal length when fully com
If we allow 9—64ths in. as lift of valve
pressed,
or a total
and 27—64ths in. for initial compression,
of 9-16ths in. for the two, the tension keeping the
valve on its seat will be three-fourths of the total
weight, or -9 X -75 = ~67; lb., or 10-80 ozs.
This means a tension per sq. in. of valve area of
In other words, the pressure
17-96 025., or 1-16 lbs.
in the cylinder must drop 1-16 lbs. below atmos
pheric pressure before the inlet valve opens; that
is an absolute pressure of 14-7— 1-16 = 13-54 lbs.
The weight of the valve will have some influence

_

w

'

When
12,000,000 x 000005308
multiplying
it is usual to cancel the same number of ciphers at
the tail of the multiplicand, ns‘there are after the
decimal point of the multiplier or vice versa. Thus
in our case 120 X -5308 would give the same
result.
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= 035 sq. in., which corresponds

to a

f

diameter of about 7-32nds in., so that we can make
in. internal bore.
our gas pipe say
The total area of air holes will be ~o35 x IO =
-35 sq. in., or a diameter of air pipe of ii-I6ths. in.
inside.

is

0/

Cylinder and Water Jacket—In
the thickness of the cylinder walls,
we can take the safe stress of the metal—cast iron—
In our engine the explosion
as 2,500 lbs. per sq. in.
about 210 lbs., but from various causes
pressure
to from 300
this may he accidentally increased
to 400 lbs. per sq. in., once in what we could vulgarly
“
term a
blue moon.“ Allowance must be made
for this pressure; let us say 400 lbs. per sq. in.

T

d

S

_=

strength.
of cylinder in inches.
500*
2.500

= -2,

13.

sayain.

This is the m1 thickness required, allowing
nothing for rigidity, reboring, flaws in metal, etc.,
but allowing a factor of safety of about 6. In other
words, the pressure would have to be increased
six limes before the metal in the cylinder would give
The factor of strength of the metal has been
way.
taken as 2,500 lbs., and the factor of safety as 6:
this gives a tensile strength of r5,ooo lbs. per sq. in.
This
a low computation, but one well suited to our
in the
allowing for practical defects
urpose,
oundry.
very simple rule for the actual working
A

is

i

I

if

pressure.

of cylinder in inches.

ooand

if

i

F

s

an

2

_

2'5 —

5

Th 6“ 40°

D
x -. =

= Maximum
= Diameter
= Stress.
= Factor of
I: Thickness
2

TF

S

D

x

Where

P

P

The least thickness of cylinder walls may be

(To be continued.)

Tns Hasler speed recorder and indicator
being applied to many locomotives on the Con
tinent.
Had
been in use here, the recent dis
"
cussion on " Slipping Driving Wheels
would soon
have been settled.

is

Thickness
determining

Piston, Piston Pin, and Rings.—Average practice
the length of the piston to be from 1-25 to
The thickness of
1-75 the diameter of cylinder.
the head may be from -8 to r-o the maximum
cylinder wall thickness, for engines having a cylinder
diameter of
ins. and under.
The head should be
made,
possible, ﬂat, and need have no stiﬁening
ribs on inside. The position of the piston pins is
varies as practical
usually about midway, but
considerations demand. The number of rings
The correct proportion of these is
may be three.
similar to steam engine practice, to which the
reader is referred.
The main point about the piston
to combine the greatest possible strength with the
least weight.
The maximum bearing pressure on
the piston pin should not exceed in small engines
The proportion of bearing
400 lbs. per sq. in.
length to diameter may be from 1-3 to 1-6 to i.
The total mean pressure
on our piston being
60 x 4-9 = 294 lbs., then the total pressure on the
The bearing surface of
pin will also be 294 lbs.
the pin may be taken as the projected area—that
is, diameter length.
in. and a length of
Assuming a pin diameter of
in., then -75 x 1-125 = ~84375. say. -85 sq. in.,
we have then a pressure of 294 lbs. on -85 sq. in.,
which equals to a pressure of 345-88 lbs. per sq. in.,
The actual shape of the
which is within our limit.
pin being a matter left to the designer's judgment,
but provision should, in any case, be made tor its
easy withdrawal, and means provided to prevent
This
rotation in its seat.
usually accomplished
by a set or grub screw in one of the piston bosses,
and registered in the pin.
gives

it

' 8

,
_l.000
“1'
— P)
— 4oo)—4,2oo='238' say
(2500
= Thickness of water jacket in inches.
Where
= Maximum pressure lbs. per sq. in.
= Safe stress of metal.
D = Diameter of cylinder in inches.
to 2,
The depth of the water space may be about
the maximum thickness of cylinders at combustion
end.
If a Separate piece
used for combustion head,
the bolts holding
to cylinder or frame must be
made strong enough to withstand the maximum
pressure, taking the diameter at bottom of thread
as the eﬂective one.

is

be

{—15

Ratio Air to Gas—The correct ratio of air to gas
varies considerably, according to the quality of gas
used, and may be anything from I of gas to 6 of
In our little engine we
air, to I of gas to 12 of air.
will take an average of, say, 10 of air to l of gas.
Therefore, the air inlet passages must have an
area of at least ten times the gas inlet passages,
The
taking the area as the sum of areas of holes.
combined areas must be equal to the valve opening.
Taking the area of inlet valve opening as -38 5 sq. in.,
the area of the sum of gas holes under seat would

PXD_4OOX2'5

“2

is

We havc then a diﬂerence of -610 — ~563 = -o47 in.,
which for all practical purposes may be taken as
Fig. 4 shows the inlet valve spring,
near enough.
with its various dimensions. etc.

it

8 X -9 X 7 X
.
~24-414=1_21,_6 I0 “1‘
120 x ~1679
20-14‘“

'322, say 5-16ths in.

4-9

Where D = diameter of cylinder in inches, and
4-9 = a constant.
If a liner were used and supported at each end
by the water jacket, the thickness at the crank~end
the cylinder were bolted
may be reduced; but
direct to frame, and takes up all the strain of the
explosions, the lhickness must be kept uniform.
The thickness of the water jacket may be:
2

_

= 158; =

4-9

it

.
0

ﬂ

4

exhaust spring, thus :—

4'9

(S

1-49
‘3125
- So that the diameter of wire is on the safe side. We
"
“
can also apply the
formula as in
checking

LT)

P T

We can use the same formula for the safe load of
our wire as in the exhaust spring, thus :—
io,ooo X '0000 66 56
Arie —‘4
=
F =
lbs.

thickness of cylinder wall for compression pressures
not higher than 60 lbs. per sq. in. may be :—

S

is reached.

18, 1909.

if

over this, and it may be taken for granted that it
will open some time before this absolute pressure

February

is
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The Making

of Ship’s Model

Fittings.
By X. Y.

Z.

r61

also, but leave the bead intact, so as to give strength.
Now ﬁle a ﬂat on the cylinder, as shown (Fig. 88),
to make it ﬁt ﬂat on one side, and then cut oﬂ.
Now put the cylinder in chuck, with the cover end
The
outward, and turn the end as in capstan._
with the exception of
cylinder is now complete

(Continued Irom page I09.)
HE next ﬁtting I pr0pose to make is a steam
winch (Fig. 84). There are several varieties
of these used, but I intend to show you the
The ﬁrst part to make
one that is generally ﬁtted.
from i4-gauge
is the bedplate, which is made
sheet brass, and to the sizes and shape shown in
sketch (Fig. 85). The edges and one side should

a);

Bedp/a/e

a.”

w/nchl

5/: va. ﬁ'on
0?

o

,

a i7-gauge hole, which is drilled in the centre oi
body of cylinder and tapped out with a 16-gauge
and a piece of screwed inserted.
ta
To make
l‘lVe now require two steam chests.
these, put a piece of 5-i6ths-in. rod in chuck and
Now cut a groove
drill a i7-gauge hole in centre.
with parting tool, leaving a disc i-i6th in. thick.
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of making sl'asm

Dis/:1 ncc piece

Winch sides

Fig. 90 .

ba/e

ches/‘s

‘

be polished.
The next part of the winch to con
struct is the sides or frames (Fig. 86).
In the model
shops these are invariably cast with all the webs
shown; but as this means the making of an intricate
pattern, I propose that they be made plain.
Soft
solder together two pieces of l4‘gaug0 sheet large
enough to make the sides, and then set out to the
dimensions
and shape shown in sketch,
drilling
the holes the respective
sizes given.
After ﬁling
to shape, polish the edges and then separate and
Now, on top of the two main
polish both sides.
bearings, make ﬁve small countersinks to imitate
the bolts and oilhole;
this considerably improves
the appearance of the sides and completes this
part of the winch.
We next turn the cylinders. with the guide-bars
attached (Fig. 87).
Put a piece of i-in. rod in
Now, up the
chuck and turn to the size shown.
end of guide-bars, drill a i4-gauge hole to the depth
shown in sketch, and afterwards ﬁle on one side
until the hole is exposed ; now ﬁle the other side

/4

|

Filed

VI

~

in“:

in
"

g/6qauéc
vv/r'e

Now repeat, and then ﬁle the two discs square;
A glance at the sketch
polish edges and cut off.
(Fig. 89) will clearly show the method. Now
tap out the steam chests and screw the cylinder
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an easy Operation.
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We now make the engine discs (Fig. 91). These
are turned out of 5-16ths-in. rod, and have a 17
which is
gauge hole drilled through the centre,
afterwards tapped out 16~gauge.
Make a small
eye out of i4-gauge wire with a 20-gauge
hole

.1.

18, 1909.

and sizes shown in sketch, and polish and then
cut oﬂ. Now grip by the shank in chuck and recess
the and out to the shape shown in section, and
make
mark with corner of a ﬂat tool to imitate
the shaft end.
This will complete this drum.
and you should n0w screw one on each end of the
top rod of winch.
The next part to construct
the two large
drums called the “ warping" drums (Fig. 95).

on to the side, and then soft~solder the chest and
The next thing we have
cylinder on to the side.
to do is to mount the side on to the bottom.
It
you intend to make more than one winch. you
distance-tool,
should make a
as shown in sketch
(Fig. 90). This will keep sides together and make

it

February
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Crank disc

through, and hard-solder to disc, as in the case
of capstan. Now cut two pieces of iG-gauge wire
long enough to go right across winch and screw
Now insert across the bottom holes,
at each end.
as shown in ﬁnished sketch, and screw a disc at
side,
each
and then cut off any surplus wire and

Fig. 96.

a

is

.
F12.

/79‘u9e

in Fig. 93, and cut teeth, and alterwards recess
side as shown.
We next turn two small drums, called " whipping"
drums (Fig. 94). These are turned out of 5-i6thsin
rod, and they are turned the shank ﬁrst, which is
drilled up with a 17-gauge drill, and alterwards
tapped out with
io-gauge tap.
Turn to shape
a

one

qauqe
wire

_T“'—_—
209¢u9¢ wire

[04

Fig. 102.

20

_

FI'

'

and this
the best ﬁnish, as it
the real thing.
think. however, the amateur had better make
as follows.
First cut a ring l-izth in. wide oﬁ
piece of {-in. tube, as in Fig. 97, and then make
a holder to cut the teeth on the edge. as shown
Now put a piece of idn. rod in chuck,
(Fig. 98).
and turn down until
ﬁts the ring. Then turn
a boss. as shown (Fig. 99), with
ig-gauge hole
right through it. Now divide into six parts and
Now put in vice, and. with a three-cornered
cut 08.
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They are made exactly the same as the whip ing
drums, except that they are made out oi
~in.
rod. and they require a. piece of 16-gauge screwed
wire putting in the end.
\Ve now must make the large driving wheel
made in several ways.
Some
(Fig. 96). This
model makers stamp out the arms, others ﬁle
number together, and one ﬁrm go one better and
cast the wheel complete, with all the arms webbed.

it

_l

"

’9‘79.

9‘9

ﬁle the ends flat.
We have next to turn three pinions (Fig. 92).
These are turned out of 5-32nds-in.
rod and have
a 15-gauge hole drilled through; turn to length,
etc., as shown, and then cut the ,teeth with the
cutter, as described in hawse reels.
After cutting
teeth,
mount on a mandrel in chuck and turn
carefully oﬁ all the rags caused by the cutter.
Now turn a pinion out of 5-i6ths<in. rod, as shown

s
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ﬁle, ﬁle the six arms out (Fig. 100).
This being
done, press the centre into the rim and soft-solder
the wheel,
and we
each arm.
This completes
next require a brake band (Fig. 101).
This is made by turning a small narrow ring out
of f-in. tube, as shown, and afterwards soldering
to the wheel,
as shown in ﬁnished sketch.
To
solder this neatly, tin the edges of the band, and
then hold the wheel in gas, and it will solder it
all neatly together.
The next part to make is the winding barrel,
in the centre of winch (Fig. 102).
This is turned
out of i-in. rod, and has a 17-gauge hole drilled
right through, which is afterwards tapped out 16
The length of this can then be taken
gauge.
from the winch, although the length I have- given
you in sketch will be about right.
You can then
assemble the centre set together, as shown in Fig. 84.
We now make the foot brake (Fig. 103). This
is generally made by dipping a piece of hot wire
in a piece of borax and heating with the blowpipe
until it melts and runs one end into a small ball,
which is afterwards tapped ﬂat with the hammer
and then marked cries-cross by tapping on an old
Now take the dividers and set them so that
ﬁle.
chests,
they give you the centre of the steam
and drill a 17-gauge hole to take the steam pipe,
which is made out of a. piece of 18-gauge wire, as
shown in sketch (Fig. 104).
Before bending this
pipe, you should turn a steam cock to the sizes
shown, out of a. piece of i-in. rod, and drill a 17
hole through the body, and then slide on
gagge
re
.
All you require now is the handle gear.
This
is made by turning a boss out of 14-gauge
wire
hole drilled right through for
having a 20-gauge
the front rod (Fig. 105), and then the same for the
cross rod.
Now turn three handles out of 14-gauge
wire, as shown in Figs. 106 and 107, and solder

in their respective positions. Afterwards
as in the complete winch.
Add pinholes to
and also a zo-gauge
hole to take the foot
which should be drilled right under the
band.
Insert
brake and rivet to bed.
operation completes the winch.
(To be continued.)

mount
fancy,
brake,
brake
This

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[Thr Edilor invills nadm to make use of this rolunm for the lull
Lam;
intrusion 0/ mailers 0/ pmmcal and mutual mlnrsl,
may be Signed with a I'lﬁl'ilvilt‘-pllllll0i/ desimi, but the full
name and address0/ the smdrr uusr invariaon be altaclmi,
thoughno! necessarily[or publxcahonJ

Electrical Demonstrations for Country
To

r1-11; Eon-0R

Bazaar.
or The Model Engine”.

you or any readers kindly give me
for arranging electrical demonstrations
suitable for a country bazaar ? I have, available,
spark coils, accumulators, etc., as used on motor
cars, and have also dynamo for charging same,
with Osram bulbs, telephones,
together
electric
motor, etc., but have had no experience in electrical
Of course, nothing very
experiments whatever.
elaborate could be done, but I do not mind a little
trouble in rigging up anything that an inexperienced
Or any hints for any
amateur could manage.
SIR,—VVill

some hints

I63

other notions to bring in money that a mechanical
could manage would be welcome.
Is there
any book that would give the information 2—
“
Yours faithfully,
Novrce."
reader

Testing and Comparing Model Locomotive
Performances.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sup—Not being a member of the Society
Model Engineers (a fault which I propose to
remedy as soon as possible) I was not privileged to
listen to Mr. Ferreira's interesting and instructive
paper, reproduced in your issue of january 14th, nor
to the discussion which ensued.
It seems to me,
therefore, that the method he proposes to adopt is
not the one calculated to give the clearest idea of the
comparative performances of the models under test.
The run of 30 ft. appears inadequate to obtain a
deﬁnite result, as no proper test can be made of the
One of
steam-producing qualities of the boilers.
your correspondents proposes
150 lbs. working
pressure for their boilers, which is a pressure that
no boiler could possibly keep up for any practical
notice that you suggest that
length of time, and
half that pressure is more suitable.
of

I

Now in a. run of 30 it, no doubt a judicious
bottling up of the steam might produce a pressure
in this neighbourhood. but the real test of a well
designed model is its ability to maintain a head of
steam all abng its run.
I would suggest that the engine to be tested
should be mounted on a testing machine as follows :—
The sketch herewith is merely in diagrammatic form,
but I should be pleased to send an ampliﬁed drawing
if you thought fit. A A’ are the coupled driving
wheels of the locomotive.
B B’ are two rollers, also
coupled. The rollers B B are mounted on a. suitable
frame and revolve, being driven by the locomotive
wheels.
C is a brake shoe, and W the adjustable
weight, while the roller B is connected to a revolu
tion counter. _The rest of the locomotive is sup
ported by suitable supports, and the locomotive.
is also prevented from moving forward or back.
Now with this arrangement you get the locomotive
kept on a continuous run with a given load, up to
slipping point, and her behaviour under steam can
be accurately observed.
With this machine you could test any gauge
and for any
locomotive—any driving wheelbase,
deﬁned run. at any load.
Of course, with single
drivers the roller B’ could be detached, and if you
had six-wheel coupled locomotives another roller
would be required.
Many locomotives are at their best when at their
maximum speed. and a locomotive capable of
doing, say, 5 miles per hour, would get to the end

Rudder Locking Device.
To run Enrron or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR.—I thought the sketch I give herewith
of a rudder locking device, which I have found

I8, 1909.

ing account of the circumstances which had led
him to commence his course of scientiﬁc instruction
work in the heart of China, dealing at length with
the special difﬁculties to be overcome and describing
the apparatus made by the students, several items
of which were on exhibition, and the lecture was
At the close
also illustrated by several ﬁne slides.
a very hearty vote of thanks was proposed by Mr.
A. \V. Marshall, seconded by Mr. S. H. \Vratten,
and Mr. Percival Marshall, and carried with accla
mation.
given on
[An illustrated report of this lecture
page 146.]

The only model entered in the evening’s Work
manship Competition was the partly ﬁnished chassis
'I. Read,
of a Great Western tank engine, by Mr.
for which he was awarded a consolation prize.
26th,
February
MEEriNos.—Friday,
FUTURE
The Society‘s
at the Caxton Hall, Westminster:
Tenth Annual Conversazione; Wednesday. March
Ioth: Ordinary Meeting, at the Cripplegate Insti‘
tute; Electric Locomotive Running Competition.
March 4th, at two o'clock:
Vrsrr.—'I‘hursday,
Coke
The machine repair shops of the Gas Light
particulars of the
Company, at Beckton.—Full
Society and forms of a plication for membership
Secretary, HERBERT G.
may be obtained from
RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road. Hither Green, SE.
e

&
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is

of the 30 ft. run before its performance could
possibly be noted.
I make this suggestion with the more conﬁdence
as it appears to me that it would work in with Mr.
Ferreira's carefully thought-out system of handi
capping, and also because it would obviate the
necessity of having to adjust the track every time
a diﬂerent gauge locomotive was tested. and
besides this, there are practical difficulties in the
starting and stopping with the 30-ft. track which
I am sure. Sir, you will appreciate.
Trusting that
this description has not wearied you,—I am, dear
Sir, faithfully yours,
A. M. SMITH.

and Electrician.

].
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Provincial

Societies.

ordinary monthly meeting
of this Society was held at
High Street, Bull Ring.
Birmingham, on Wednesday evening, February 3rd.
at 7.30 p.m., the chairman (Mr. H. S. Phillips)
residing. After the formal business of the evening
liad been transacted and two new members elected,
Walker.
a letter of apology was read from Mr. G.
who was to have given a paper on his experiences
in model making, and could not turn up on account
He, however.
of a severe attack of inﬂuenza.
promised to give his paper at the following meeting.
all being well.
During the evening some very ﬁne
being
models were on view, chief among them
This was a
one brought by Mr. A. Newberry.
{-in. scale model of Avery's 100 kilo. grain weighing
It was wonderful piece of mechanism
machine.
started the grain, repre
and by touching a lever
sented by sand, running from the hopper into the
As soon as the required quan
weighing machine.
tity was weighed the Supply of grain was cut off
and the weighed portion was icesed into a truck
made
The machine
underneath the machine.
to
0:5. and works
to weigh anything from
automatically throughout and will keep on weighing
until either the grain has run out or the lever is
put in the position to stop it. Mr. Newberry has
and they were
made sixty-ﬁve of these models,
sent in practically every instance to America for
the use of travellers, to demonstrate the working
of the large machine.
Among other exhibits were
an horizontal engine built by Mr. Jas. Marshall,
stern tube propeller for a model electric launch
Perks, and Mr. H. S.
being built by Mr. A.
Phillips brought with him a new small injector
now being made by Mr. Jas. Carson. This injector,
unlike most of the present-day small ones, will
It was suggested at this meeting that all
work.
manufacturers, etc., who advertise in THE MODEL
to send copies of their
ENGINEER be requested
catalogues to this Society, as the members are

151:, 1909. at
the
Monday. February
Cripplegate Institute, Golden Lane, E.C.,
Mr. A. M. H. Solomcn taking the chair, and up
wards of ninety members and visitors being present.
.lThe minutes of the last meeting having been
read by the Secretary, two gentlemen elected mem
bers, and notices of future meetings and visits given,
Mr. L. M. G. Ferreira moved, that in view of the
few models. etc., entered
in the \Vorkmanship
Competitions held at the last few meetings, these
Competitions be abandoned. A lengthy discussion
ensued as to the advisability of organising them
on a different basis, and the matter was referred
back to the Committee for further consideration.
The formal business being disposed of, the Chair
man called upon Dr. William Wilson to give his
lecture on his electrical instruction work' among
Chinese students. Dr. Wilson gave a most interest
on

J.

a

London.
N ordinary meeting of the Society was held
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of mating: should be sent to ﬂu oﬁius 0/ Tu: Monet
without delay, and will b: named in any par
tlculu (“up if receiveda char nine days below us usual d4!!!
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quite successful, might be of interest to some of
The sketch explains itself.—
your many readers.
T. V. NASH.
Yours truly,

J.

PLAN AND ELEVATION or RUDDER LocKING
Davrcs.
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Birmingham.—The
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H. D. (Wt-st Ken
500 watts.
_ [20.907] Transformer,
smgtou)_writcs: I am thinking of making an auto-transformer
irom strip stanipings (as sketch). The coil to be wound on centre
yoke. Will you pit-ast-giVe quantities of wire also sizes? The
primary is 200 volts alternating at 50 periods, and I want to take
100volts and 50 volts : output about 500watts. l proposewinding
coil on a former block and mounting up the stamping strips
ter.

Own; N'

You do not say whether you wish to take 500 watts at 50 volts
or at 100 volts. We have assumed that you wish to take the
500 watts at either voltage and have arrangedthe winding to 've
amps. at 100 volts or to amps, from either of the 5o-volt divi
dons. Wind primary portion on ﬁrst; 300 turns of No. iii-gauge

r0
main

IJO ferns L50 fur/vs
N°l4 dcc N0/4 dcc

of Engineers.

50 vo/b

NOTICE or Manama—Visit February 20th, at
3 p.m., to Messrs. J. 8: E. Hall’s Refrigerating Ma
chinery and Automobile Works at Dartiord.
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No /8 doc

.50 val/3
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n.c.c. copper wire, about lbs. will be required. Over this wind
300 turns of No. i4-gauge n.c.c. copper wire connectinga terminal
to a point midway to obtain 50 volts, as diagram; about lbs.
total will be required.
E. C. S. (Spring
[20.957] Model American Locomotives.
ﬁeld, Mass.writes
am making modelof an American" Mogul ”
drivers,and
two
2-in.gauge.
It
hasthreepairsof
tpyelocomotiveof
wheelleadingtruck. The ﬁrebox of thewide variety, and extends
Would
cylinders
in.
by
in.
be
the
rear
drivers.
sidewiseover
(1)
suitable
caremore for power than great speed. (2) Would the
boiler shown in the accompanyingdrawing (not reproduced)
supply
steamat high presureto the cylinderswhile running at full speed
(3) Would the burner shown in drawing be suitable, and act as
high-pressure, 50
be possible to obtain
shown? (4) Would
so, what thicknessof copper should be usedin the
or 60 lbs.
boiler
(5) Would staybolts be necessarybetweenthe ﬁrebox and
outsideshell oi boiler
(6) Can you give methe nameof any dealer
in England who handles 2-in. gauge models oi American locomo
tives
(i) It quite possiblethat I-in. by r-in. cylinderswould be satis
factory, the boiler very large. Vl'e would, however,not recom
mendcylinders larger than g-tﬁths by in. (2) The boiler would
not be good one. There
practically no water range. (3) The
ace. (4) Quite so, but
is
burner is working in too conﬁned
maintained many seconds
doubtful whether the pressurewould
unlessthe feed regulating gear absolutely perfect. (5) Yes; all
fiat sidesoi locomotiVeboiler must be stayed,as circumstancesof
size,etc., direct. (6) We are afraid we cannot write to our various
advertisersto seewhat they severally can do.
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C. W. (London) writes:
[12.986] Mechanical Engineering.
should probably be
Could you tell me of some jobs which

I

0 F- B. (Derby'shirelwrites:
[20.097] Lathe Guide Screws.
Will you be good enoughto send me particulars of the screw-thread
now often used for the guide screwsof lathes and other machines
when a quickly disengagingnut is re uired ? To meit appearsto be
a combination of the square threa and the V-thread. At ﬁrst
sight it looks like a square thread, with ﬂat top and bottom, but it
has inclined sides, though nothing like so much as the ordinary V.
Please give the angle and say how much is cut ofi top and bottom
to make the ﬂat, and if there is any clearanceat this point, and if
so, how much ? Give width of ﬂat and depth oi thread in relation
to the pitch, and say if this threadis known by any recognisedname
in the trade.
There is no recognisedV-shape thread of the kind you mention.
Some lathes are ﬁtted with a worm wheel movementfor producing
a self-acting feed to the cross slide of the saddle, the worm wheel
being driven from the guide screw. The combinationof the.worm
wheeland screwis also sometimesusedas a rack and pinion, but this
is not a particularly good practice, though cheap to construct.
The guide screw when either stationary or moving servesas a rack
for quickly traversing the saddle, thus dispensingwith the usual
separaterack and pinion. When the guidescrew is used to impart
motion to a worm wheel in this way, its thread must be cut to the
shape of a worm thread, and this is evidently the tapered shape
which you describe. If you examinelathes which are ﬁtted with
suchscrewsyou will ﬁnd a worm wheelgearinginto the screwsome
where under the saddle. An explanation of the shapeand propor
tions for worm threads is given in the recentarticles in THE Mom-:1.
ENGINEER on " Gear Wheels and Gearing." See November 5th,
1908issue. You will see,therefore,that the guide screw you refer

'
J00

Query 20907.

a

Queries and Replies.

200 a;
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The Junior Institution

to is simply long Wui'ill, single thread. This is the only reason
for making a screw such a shape.

Ii

continually buying’something or other. If any of
the ﬁrms will do this, will they please send them to
the Secretary’s address as at foot. Mr. A. ]. Perks
has kindly oﬂered a medal for the best model
locomotive as adjudged by the Committee. This
is the second medal now on offer, as Mr. H. S.
Phillips is giving one under the same conditions for
the best model boat. Further particulars regarding
these medals will be announced later.
A party of members visited the works of the
near
General Electric Company, Ltd., \Vitton,
They
Birmingham, on Saturday, January 30th.
arrived at the works about 3 p.m., and having split
up into two sections, were taken on a tour of
One
section was in charge of Mr.
inspection.
Chick and the other in charge of Mr. Hean, both
of the GE. Co., Ltd. The machinery to be seen
was of a very interesting character, and what was
of great interest to most of the party was a large
number of electric motors in all stages of erection.
(The General Electric Company, Ltd., are, we be
lieve, the only makers in England of their own
A most enjoyable afternoon was
carbon brushes.)
spent, and both Mr. Chick and Mr. Hean did their
At the conclusion of
utmost to make it a success.
the visit a hearty vote of thanks was passed to
both gentlemen for their kindness in so minutely
The party left for home
explaining everything.
about 5.30 p.m., all having thoroughly enjoyed the
visit.
F UTURE Maximizes—The next meeting will be
held on Wednesday, March 3rd. 1909, at 7.30 p.m.,
at the Coffee House, 6, High Street, Bull Ring,
Mr. G. J. Walker will then give his
Birmingham.
paper on “The Difﬁculties I have met in Model
them.”—All
infor
Making, and how I overcame
mation concerning this Society can be had from
the Secretary, C. H. HAWKESFORD, 3, Boscombe
Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
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We append herewith
drawing of the G.\V.R. old standard
corridor coach. We think you can obtain the particulars you
irequire from this drawing. The bogie of the samegeneraldesign
slung
as Tn: MODEL ENGINEER electric locomotive, viz.,
from tour postsﬁxed to the main framing.
[20.9771'Speed Boat Hull. F. G. I... (London) writes:
Will you kindly inform me in what number of your paper could
ﬁnd clear and completedrawing of speedhull type of the follow
ing dimensions—lengthirom 30—36ins., beam about 4} ins., depth
about
ins.?
designwhich would probably
In our issueof April 18th, 1907,
suit you. If you reduce Mr. Pike's boat to three-quarterssize,
you will get one of dimensionsvery near to the ﬁgures you give.
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END VIEW or G.W.R. STANDARD CARRIAGE
wrrn CLERESTORY Roor.
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[20.990] Steam Electric Installation. R. B. F. (Lincoln)
writes
am desirousof building steamelectricinstallation will
want :—
kindly supply me with the following particulars?
you
horizontal steam engine suﬁiciently
riucipal dimensions for
werful to drive
dynamo to light 20—25-voltOsram lamps.
'mensionsand small sketch of boiler for same,burning coal or
coke. What type of dynamo would be best? Dimensions and
gaugeoi wire for dynamo. What would be the output oi dynamo
How many accumulators, and what capacity, should need for
lighting for 15 hours about lamps burning at the time? How
long would
be necessaryto run engine for charging? What
power would the engine be, and irom what candle-power can
25-volt Osramlamps be obtained
complete speciﬁcation for steam
What you really require
electric installation. We regret we cannot give you details of this,
vertical
Stuart Compound with
but brieﬂy we advise No.
multitubular boiler 2:} ins. by 36 ins., height of ﬁrebox :8 ins. by
in. steel plates, thirty ri-in. tubes. This should give
'
something
over h.-p. As regardslamps, twenty lire-p. 25-volt lamps
take about 500 watts, hencethe foregoingplant will sufﬁce.
“ TRACTION"
Engine.
[20.711] Boiler tor Traction
boiler
propose building
(Cockermouth)writes:
n: MODEL noun-ma
to suit traction enginecylindersdescribedin locomotive.th
of August 2nd, 1906. Boiler to be made oi seamlesssteel tubes.
Pleasestatesizeof boiler required to give amplesteam,thicknessof
Also sizeof
shell,sizeof ﬁrebox,and numberand sizeof ﬁre tubes
pump driven from crankshatt to keep boiler supplied with water?
piece of solid-drawn copper or
The barrel should be made of
steel tube ins. outside diameter. The ﬁrebox should be ins.
by 3-:6ths in. wide. Shell, and otherplates, steel used,should
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Bogie Carriage.
J. E. L.
[17.375] (LW. . Ordinary
Wish to build a model oi an ordinary G.W.R,
(Newport) writes:
bogie carriage with clerestoryroot. I am in possessionof one of
that Company's working drawings of bogie, etc. ( urchasedfrom
othce), which also gives dimensions oi un er-irame, etc.
your
~ut not of the body of coach; the latter I am unableto get. Could
kindly give me a sketch showing the following—width and
zou
eight of coach, width and height oi clerestoryroot?

._

_

j

_

__
—

Booms.

‘t._

STANDARD

suited for? I am just ﬁnishing a sevenyears apprenticesliipto
generalengineeiin . l have beenthinking a job asengineeror clectrician on one oi t e big steainshipswould be suitable, but I don’t
know how to set about it. Will you kindly help me ? And do you
think I should succeed?
We cannotdo betterthanrefer you to an excellentseriesoi articles
" How
to Becomea MechanicalEngineer," which we publishedin
out ﬁrst volume of last year. There were nine articles in all,
appearingin the ﬁrst nine issuesfor 1908. it is difﬁcult to get a
decentberth as engineeron a big steamship,but it can be done.You
“ Marine Engineers;
would do well to read E. G. Constantine'sbook
"
Their Qualiﬁcations and Duties
(5s. 4d., post free); it is a
thoroughly practical and helpful work on the subject oi the
marine engineer'swork, and how to get a start at it.

I8, i909.
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The Model Engineer

be i in. thick. The tubesshouldbe l in. diameter; number,about
18to 20. Pump should be l in. or g-iﬁths in. by i-in. stroke. These
dimensionswill be given in moredetail in the articles.
Electrical Connections for Motor Cycle.
[10.316]
R. F. D. (Cardiii) writes: I should be greatly obliged if you will
kindly send me.a diagram of the wiring for a tremble-rcoil and two
accumulatorswith make-and-breakcontact ior my 3} h.-p. motor

FL?“

and

Electrician.

I67

size of the rail pulley being, say, 1} ins. or 2 ins. diameter. The
wheel may be in any position. The leather discs should be about
i in. thick and of rawhide.
L. E. B. (Croydon) writes:
[20.955] Model Locomotives.
I am anxious to build a model of one oi the late Mr. Stroudley’s
“ Terrier "
(A Class) e igines on the L.B.S.C.R., {4.1. scale. Can
you kindly givedimensionedsketch,and maximumsize of cylinders
to be a good working model? If possible,I shouldlike to work at
80 lbs. pressure,as in Someof the small modelson the market. A
word as to the type of boiler (Smithies,etc., or recent motor coach
type shown in thesepages),and ﬁring, would be much appreciated.
As the modelwill be a small one for the scale,wewould adviseyou
to adopt the Moon. ENGINEER Locomotive. You will ﬁnd full
drawings in our volume X (ﬁrst halt of 1004). The cylinders will
requirepacking out to provide ior the increasedwidth betweenthe
main irames. There is not much to be gained by a high boiler
pressure. We do not think that any pressureover 50 lbs. is Worth
the troublesit entails. Certainly we haveseenseveralhigh-pressure
modelspull a good load. The latter bailcr ofiers no advantagein
your case.
A. B. (Birkenhead)
[20.609] Model N.E.R. Locomotive.
writes: I have pitrchascd your book by Henry Greenly, “ The
Model Locomotive," and have startedmaking thelocomotivegiven
on Plate 2. I am at a loss to ﬁnd the depth of the side frames0f
the tender,alsothesizeof wheelsfor same. Measuringoff thepaper,
I get the following: wheels, 1} ins. diameter on tread; frames,
rl ins. deep. Is this correct?
You will ﬁnd the drawings are reproducedto within a fraction of
half full size oi the model. The dimensionsyou give are correct.
You can obtain castingsfor this locomotive,and the tenderframes
in iron in one piece with dummy springs and axle-box
aredcast
gm es.
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cycle in conjunction with a two-way switch. There are three
terminalson trembler coil.
Above.diagram shows correct connections. A is the “ make~
and-break,” B the sparking plug, and C the two-way switch.
[19.650]Model Steamer Machinery: Blow Lamps. G. L
(London)writes; (r) Would you be so kind as to give me dimen
sionedsketchesof a petrol blowlamp to ﬁre a marine water-tube
boilerof 70sq. ins. heatingsurface,to
a | in. b l-in. double
to make one
actingcylinder at 70 lbs. per . in.?supplyave tri
manytimes,including one exact y similar to that describedin Tn:
Monet.Escrs'rasn handbook No. 12, but on a smaller scale, but
I nevergot one to work. (2) Would an oscillating cylinder, used
as pump for above boiler, and driven from engine shaft, supply
boiler at 70 lbs. per sq. in.? (3) Which would be the lighter—
a l-in. by l-in.
slide-valve marine engine (ordinary
double-acting)
type)or a two-cylinder
l-in. y {-in. single-actingtrunk piston en
ginewith piston valve ? Is one type moreefﬁcientthan other ?
(r) Weare afraid that further drawings anddimensionswould not
beof any use. The burner will work if made satisfactorily, and
we think that your trouble is largely one of inexperiencein the
of this particular apparatus. The nipple may be exactly
making1
therig t size,and this can only he arrived at by careful experiment.
Wecouldnot tell you what was wrong with any burner exceptwe
triedit several times and diagnosedeach of its iaults. You will
do betterto buy a burner and make the tank and other ﬁttings.
(2) No; an oscillating cylinder can only be employed where the
pressure
20lbs. per sq. in. Unless
is low; say to to 15lbs.,
possiblyresult in thearrangement
Specialprovision were made,whichwoul
beingmore complicated than a plunger pump,the pressurewould
lilt thesteam (water) distributing faces away from eachother, and
leakage
would result. (3) This is not a questionof steamefficiency,
butofconvenience. A trunk pistonenginemay be mademuchlower,
andif the pistons are at :80 degs. the balance is preservedbetter
at highspeeds. The piston-valveis not recommended. We would
mentionthat some enginesare being put on the market with twin
cylinders,singleacting, valves on top madeof aluminium through~
r>ut.The cylinders are xx-roths-in. bore by {-in. stroke. The
weightof the ﬁnished engiriesis 14 ozs.
[20.9I6 Model Locomotive Testing Stand. I - C-_(Beswi_ck)
writes: n you pleasegive me particulars of a locomotivetesting
standsimilar to Mr. Henry Lea’s for his model Midland locomotive,
Whichwould be suitable for my locomotive,which is a i-in. scale
GreatNorthern single—driver. Boiler pressure, 40 lbs. per sq. in.
I shouldlike particularly to know size and weight of suitable.fly
Wheel. W'hat distance should the ﬂywheel be from the driving
Wheels? I suppose within reasonablelimits it does not matter.
Wecannotvery well give you a drawing, but you can modify the
detailsto suit your convenienceand the size oi the locomotive. An
8-10.or 9-in. wheel weighing at least to to 14 lbs. should do, the

[The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools,apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsan
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no paymentof any kind
being requiredor accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not 0/ suﬂi-ctent
interestto his readers]
° Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspection of the goodsnoticed.

' Light Driving Belts.
We have recentlyreceived a sample of the “Tor ue" banding
from Mr. C. McD. Cheeld,Hill Top Works, Thorpe-le- oken, Essex.
This is a round belting, madeoi a verv soft and ﬂexiblecord, ﬁtted
with a patent hook fastenerwhich can be instantly jointed or un
jointed. The special feature of this belting is the latitude it
'ves in adjusting the tension by merely twisting it u and re
ooking the joint. We are informed that as muchas 1 ms. to the
foot, in., one-eighthof the total lengthof thebelt, can
taken up
in this way. We have given this belting a good trial, and can
recommendit to our readersfor driving lathes.overheads,and other
machinery in the amateur's workshop. It is very cheap, and is
in. to in. diameterand
madein a variety of sizes
frommg-xéths
.
upwards,and in any lengthdesi

i

Brldges ior Model Railways.
Thinking that thereare man model railway ownerswho would
like to have realistic modelbri gesof various typesfor their tracks,
Mr. S. C. Ford, oi r3, Carisbrooke Road, Walthamstow, London,
13.,has laid himselfout to supply suchrequirements. He has made
a specialstudy of this subject, and has already completedseveral
interesting examplesof model bridge construction. He will be
pleasedto hear from any readers requiring work of this kind, and
will either supply bridges ready made of his own design, or will
quote for work to suit specialcases.

' A Good Accumulator.
A sampleof a well-designedand excellently-madeaccumulator
has beensubmitted to us for inspection by Messrs.Richford 8: Co.
:53, Fleet Street, London, EC. The platesin this cell arearranged
with a series of bars and crossbars,which add materially to the
strength and prevent buckling, while still being much lighter than
a heavy frame. The pasteis ﬁrmly wedgedinto thegrid. The to
of the plateshave a neat projection burnt on, which is ﬁtted wi
a milled terminal nut-and screw,and a special washer to prevent
the acid from creeping. The case is made up from best quality
clear celluloid. the four sides beingin onepiece. Beneaththe vent
hole in the top of the caseis a small celluloid cup, which prevents
the acid splashingup through the hole direct. These accumulators
aremade up in a number of sizes, and in diiierent types ofoak
casessuitable for all kinds of lighting, ignition, and experimental
work. Particulars of these,and of a variety of portableand other
lamps, switches,fans, &c., will be found in a new 32-pp.illustrated
list which the ﬁrm have just issued.
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mechanism.

F. P. (Rockhampton).—Your
letter has been for
warded as desired.
J. D. H. B. (Hampton \\'ick).—Your suggestion has
been placed before the Committee of the Society.
\Ve quite agree.
W'. H. (Heanor).—The article in our issue of Sept.
ist, 1902, with detailed description of clockwork
locomotive, may be of service to you.
“
G. G. (Denstone College).-——See handbook,
Model
Boiler Making," 7d. post free.
H. M. C. (Northampton).—See “Chats on Model
Locomotives," in our issue of February
13th,
1908.

A. (Belfast).—You do not comply with our
“
Please refer to our book,
Private House
Electric Lighting," is. 3d. post free.

W.

J.

rules.

i

The Editor invites correspondenceand original contribnrions on
all amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender’sname and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whethﬂ
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for r35. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How 10 Acoacss errrns.
All correspondence
relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand pricelists.the, for review,to be addressed
to Tm: Enrron, " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All Correspondence
relating to adv-rtisementsand deposits to be
addressedto Tn: Anvsnrlsnucnr MANAGER," The Model Engi
neer" 267m, Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, BC.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8t Co.,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for United Slates, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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"I

am very pleased
A. A. (Clydebank) writes:
My boy has
with your ‘Young Model Maker.’
spent many a happy evening in building the loco
motive, and I have made a small glass case for it,
so that it can be exhibited in a local shop window
Some of our friends have been
for a few days.
surprised when told that the engine was made of
This is only one of many interesting
cardboard."
letters we have lately received testifying to the
pleasure derived from making this instructive and
realistic model.

Notices.

.

i

.

I

Belfast is the latest city to rejoice in the estab
lishment of a model steamer club, a promising
organisation having been recently inaugurated
under the title of the Belfast Model Steamer Club
and Mechanical Model Engineers’ Association.
The
Hon. Sec. is Mr. A. C. Gathkin, 184, Duncairn
Gardens, Belfast, formerly secretary of the Glasgow
Model Steamer Club. It was through Mr. Gaﬁ‘ikin's
enterprise in exhibiting his ﬁne model six-foot
steamer,
the Slar of Hope, that local enthusiasm
was aroused and the Club ultimately formed.
The
Club has a suitable water in Ormeau Park, and the
first open air meeting will be held there on Easter
Monday at 2 o’clock. The next indoor meeting will
be held on Saturday, February 27th, at 8 o’clock,
in the Oddfellows' Hall, 4, Frederick Street. On
this occasion the screw steamer Rocket will be
exhibited under steam, as well as several other
models,
and we hope that model enthusiasts in
Belfast will rally round the ﬂag in real earnest, so
that the Club may continue its operations on a
This is
thoroughly strong and representative basis.
club _to be founded in
the ﬁrst model steamer
Ireland, and we hope it will be the forerunner of
several others.
t
i
i

1909.

V. C. C. (Muswell Hill).—Thanks for your letter 1!
model theatres.
Shall be pleased to hear further
from you about the self-working curtain and other

a

A

(H. R. N., London,
SE.) writes us on the subject of fuel for
model boilers, and mentions that he has
As some
used \Velsh steam coal with great success.
of our readers who would like to try this fuel may
have some difficulty in securing a small supply, he
“
Nixon's
very kindly offers to send a few pounds of
Navigation," one of the best steam coals, to any
He will send
one who would like to give it a trial.
the coal (carriage forward) on receipt of 3d. or 4d.
to cover out-of-pocket expenses for coal and box,
but as he does not wish to make a regular business
of it, we refrain from giving his name and address.
and shall be pleased to forward any letters we may
receive.
He writes that he feels prompted to make
the-above oﬁer to his fellow readers in return for
the many instructive and interesting hints he
himself has derived from our pages.

r8,

Answers to Correspondents.

The Editor’s Page.
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A §-in. Scale Model Locomotive (4-in. Gauge).
By J.

S.

A MODEL EXPRESS PASSENGER

'

photograph herewith is of an express pas
engine which I have built from my
own designs and patterns in my spare time.
is ﬁtted
.-\s seen in the photograph, the engine
with a water-tube boiler. The inner barrel is
solid‘drawn copper tube—3 ins. diameter, 14 ins.
long, with seven tubes iin. diameter; but the
boiler proved such a bad steamer that I have
taken it out, and I am now making a new one of
locomotive type, which, I think,
the standard
The new boiler
will give much better results.
diameter,
ins.
solid‘drawn
copper tube—4
is
i-ioth in. thick ; barrel, 9 ins. long ; ﬁrebox casing,
The backplate of boiler
5 ins. long by 3} ins. wide.
and ﬁrebox tubeplate are copper 1}in. thick, enabling
ﬁttings to be screwed direct into plate without
The smokebox tubeplate is a casting
bushings.
} in. thick, with ﬂanges cast on for boiler and
There are ten brass tubes 4} in. diam.,
smokebox.
screwed at ﬁrebox end and expanded at smokebox.
copper
and all seams are riveted with snap-head
rivets i in. diameter, pitched at i-in. centres.

I‘HEsenger

NORTHCOTT.

ENGINE. BY

J.

S.

Non-moon.

The principal dimensions of the engine are:
Length of frame, 2 ft. 1) ins. over buffer-plates;
footplate, 6} ins. wide. All framing is of mild steel,
well riveted and stayed. The wheels are cast
diameter;
iron—driving,
bogie,
5} ins.
3 ins.
diameter;
centre
to centre of coupled wheels,
7% ins.; centre of driving to centre of cylinders,

All wheels
8} ins. ; bogie wheels, 6i-in. centres.
have
gun-metal axle-boxes and hornblocks, the
coupled wheels having two spiral springs to each
box. The bogie has two long plate springs ﬁxed
to the bearing-bars. The cylinders are cast gun
bore, 15-in. stroke, with valve chests
metal—{--in.
inside the frame, and the valve gear is of the Stephen
son link type. reversed by wheel and screw in cab.
The connecting- and coupling-rods are forged iron,
with gun-metal bushings, and the tender is 18 ins.
long over buﬂer-plates, and has six wheels 3i- ins.
diameter. ﬁtted with gun-metal axle-boxes. with
one spiral spring to each.
The tender tanks,
are of stout tin plate,
engine cab. and splashers
and the whole is painted in G.N.R. colours.

-
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Glues and Cements.
By V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTUN.
F all

used, .perhaps glue is in more
cements
use than any other, certainly no
general
The
other cement is so frequently abused.
ordinary average amateur goes into a shop and
buys a pound of glue, takes it home, breaks it up,
it, and tries to stick something with it,
melts
whether it ﬁts or not, and perhaps a lot of old glue
hanging about the so-called joint.

First,

let us consider the purchasing question.
market are to be found—(i) Scotch glue.
which is rather dark coloured, soft, and tough;
(2) French glue, which is clear, hard, and brittle;
(3) Russian glue, which is in very thin sheets,
tough, but rather
very clear, and colourless:
hygroscopic. Now none of these glues are suitable
for use alone, and, when mixed together, give much
better results than' any one separately.
I have found the following mixtures to be the
best for most purposes—(1) for very ﬁne work,
2 parts Russian glue to I part French glue ; (2) for
general purposes,
4 parts Scotch glue to 3 parts
These
mixtures can be varied to
French glue.
suit the requirements of the moment, it being
remembered
that French glue hardens the cement,
and the other two ingredients toughen it. but make
it more liable to be affected by moisture, heat,
and change of climate.
'I‘o glue successfully, the glue should he freshly
mixed by soaking in cold water for ten to twelve
hours, and then thoroughly boiling up in a proper
double gluepot. Glue that has been heated up
dozens of times or kept hot for a long time loses
all its goodness, and should only be used for pur
it
es where very little strength is required;
is better, therefore,
to mix only enough for the
work in hand, and wash out the pot when done
with.
I have two inner pots to my gluepot, and keep
one clean by emptying it into the Second pot when
done with, the second pot being used for unimpor
tant work which does not recjuire strength.
It goes without saying that before attempting
to make a glue joint the surfaces should be made
to ﬁt as accurately as possible.
In some cases,
however,
it will be found impossible to make the
joint ﬁt in all places, when it becomes necessary
to ﬁll in the cavity with some inert body that Will
not shrink away. \Vedges of wood may be used
in a number of cases, but if these cannot be ﬁtted,
whitening (coloured to match the surroundings)
The object of this
may be mixed with the glue.
is to minimise the contraction of the glue, which,
in its liquid state occupies
it must be remembered,
about ten times the space that it does when dry.
When glueing anything, the surfaces should be
dry and warm, and the article, when glued, should
be placed in a dry, warm position for the glue to
dry off as soon as possible, as this prevents the
glue sinking into the wood and leaving the joint
practically dry, and prevents the wood from warping,
which would spoil the ﬁt, however carefully the

In

the

joint

has been made.

Chrome alum, if added to glue, will render it
practically insoluble when once dry, but should not
be used in excess, as it makes the glue stringy to

use
the

and Very brittle

February 25, 1909.
when dry.

Scotch

glue

is

best for this mixture.
Bichromate of_ potash
may also be used to render glue insoluble. but in
this case the glue must be exposed to sunlight for
some hours after it is thoroughly dry.
\Vhen using
either of these reagents the proper amount to use
is about I oz. to 1 lb. of dry glue, and they should
be dissolved
in a little water and stirred in a few
drops at a time.
In using glue, or, in fact, any cement, it must
be remembered
that it is not sufﬁcient to simply
The glue must be rubbed in with
apply the glue.
considerable force to compel it to enter into the
ln joining two boards edge to
grain of the wood.
edge, this is best done by ﬁxing one in the vice, by
laying the other up against it in such a manner that
the edges to be joined form a sortof trough,
into which plenty of thin, hot 'glue is scrubbed with
a stiff brush, after which the loose board is placed
on the top of that in the vice and slid up and down,
at the same time applying considerable pressure to
expel all the surplus glue.
The two boards should
then be clamped together or ﬁxed with dogs, and,
after having the surplus glue removed by a cold
and wet steel scraper (to which the glue will not
adhere), subsequently wiped down with a sponge

wrung out in very hot water, and put away for at

least twelve hours in a. warm, dry atmosphere.
‘
Small pieces that cannot be clamped must be
tied with string, ﬁxed with pins, or kept in ﬁrm
contact by some other means.
Clothes’-pegs are
very useful for this purpose, and are extensively
used by violin makers, or, rather, menders, for at>
“
" or
taching the so-called
linings
stiffening pic ces
I believe that violins,
to the sides of violins.

when manufactured, are clamped in regular moulds,
which not only hold the linings, but 'retain the shape
of the body at the same time.
In most modern houses a hot-water supply is
provided, and the tank will be found most con~
Venient to stand work upon to warm before glueing,
and to dry after the operation.
The tensile strength of good glue is about 2 tons
per sq. in. of section, and there seems to be no good
reason why it should not hold two pieces of wood
together with equal tenacity, but the fact remains
that a well-made joint will not stand above
ton.
Glue in a dry state should be kept really dry,
and should break with a concoidal fracture like
glass, should be insoluble in cold water, thoroughly
translucent
(though darkness of colour is no
unsightly marks in
objection unless it causes
the joints), should appear of a greenish
tint by
reﬂected
light, and reddish by transmitted light;
should have a clear outer surface free of pock
marks,
indicate
which
incipient
putrefaction,
either in the process of drying or subsequently,
and, ﬁnally, no glue should be used that has the
slightest stain, which, in bad glue, becomes very
evident on its being soaked for about an hour in
cold water.
For very important work a mixture of Nelson’s
No. I photographic gelatine,
3 parts to I part
isinglass, dissolved in water, will hold even better
than glue of the ﬁnest description, but the cost
debars its general use.
For small work it will be found distinctly eco~
nomicai to use Seccotine, Mendine, or some similar
sticky stuﬂ, but for real sound work nothing can
I believe that Seccotine and
with glue.
compare
and Mendine are a solution of glue or gelatine in

i
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chloral, but it will not pay the amateur to make
it for himself.
The ordinary liquid glue, made by dissolving
glue in acids, although useful where no great
strength is required, are greatly inferior to the chloral
solutions, but as they are cheap and easy to make,
I give the recipe for one of the best.
Take 8 ozs. of glue and soak in 1}pt. of water for
bottle;
twelve hours in a jar" or wide~mouthed
then melt by placing the jar in a saucepan ﬁlled
with cold water and gradually bringing to the boil.
\Vhen boiling, take into the open air and add,
very slowly, 21} ozs. of strong nitric acid', stirring
well with a strip of glass, and, when cold, place in
small bottles for use. If kept well corked, this glue
will remain in good condition for years.
I have had another receipt given to me, but
although I have tried the glue, I have not tried
“
to make it myself:
Glue is dissolved in nitric
ether to saturation in which about one-twentieth
part, by weight, of masticated rubber has previously
been dissolved."
This cement has the advantage
of being practically insoluble in cold water when
once dry, and is nearly as strong as ordinary glue,
but care must be taken not to disturb the joint
when once made, and to give it sufficient time to
harden thoroughly, as the ether evaporates quickly
on the exposed edges of the joint, which prevents
the internal surface drying off.
Another cement which will resist a fair amount
of cold water and warm water for some minutes is
formed by soaking glue, gelatine. or, better still,
isinglass. in cold water till it becomes just elastic—
care should be taken to use as little water as possible
—and then dissolving the substance
in as little
methylated spirit as possible by heating in a water
bath, and to every 5 ozs. of liquid thus formed,
add, by a few drops at a time, with constant stir
ring, 1 oz. of varnish, formed by dissolving equal
quantities of gum mastic and gum sandrach in spirits
of wine. This cement goes under various names—
"Giant," "Armenian." "Diamond," etc—and the
ingredients are equally varied, in some cases brandy
and rum are recommended
as the solvent, but the
writer prefers to uSe these in another way.
This cement can be used for attaching metals,
glass, wood, bone, etc., and even ebonite, if the
latter be roughened with glass~paper and thoroughly
washed with strong liquid ammonia. The joint
will not stand rough usage, but is the best I know
for holding- hard vulcanised rubber. This cement
must be warmed by placing the bottle in hot water
use.
before
Celluloid dissolved in acetone is a
perfect cement for celluloid. and can be used for
joining wood and other porous materials with
celluloid being just as strong
perfect success,
where joined as in the main body of the material.
This cement will stand hot water, but becomes
soft when heated, returning to its original hardness
when it cools again. It will not, however, adhere
to glass, metal, or other non-porous material.
Turners“ cement will be found very useful for
a number of purposes,
and there are a number of
recipes given for its preparation, but, if required
in small quantities, good quality sealing-wax may
be used.
One of the best recipes

that

i

know is to take

Nola—This jar must be of ample capacity, or,
when the nitric acid is added, the glue will froth
over and be lost.

i

l
I
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4 ozs. of whitening and heat it in the ﬁre to a dull
red,- and allow to cool;
then, in a suitable pot,
melt 4 ozs. of clear resin and add 1 oz. of vellow
bee’s-wax, and, whilst still hot, stir in the powdered
If found too brittle. a little more
whitening.
wax can be melted in, and if too soft, a little more
resin can be added.
This cement will hold fast
to most substances that can be heated sufficiently
to melt it, but it must be applied by being rubbed
on to the heated object, or applied with a hot iron,

somewhat like soldering. Various colouring matters
can be used in conjunction with, or instead of the
whitening, when it will be found extremely useful
for ﬁlling up cracks in wooden articles. forming
ﬁllets round small patterns, cementing metal attach
ments to glass, and a. number of other purposes,
its primary use in chucking objects in the

{aegides
a e.

For boat builders nothing can beat waterproof
linoleum cement. mixed with equal parts of whiten
ing and litharge, and thinned to the re uired
consistency with spirits of wine.
This—if amp
black be used instead of whitening—makes an
excellent cement for ﬁlling in deck seams, and is
much easier to apply than marine glue.
I believe
'
this cement is nothing more than a. thick shellac
varnish, with a small quantity of Canada balsam
or Venice turpentine stirred in, but as it can be
bought as cheap, or cheaper, than the materials
required to make it, there is no object in experi
menting.
A stronger cement of the same kind can be made
by mixing equal quantities of whitening and litharge
with a sufficient quantity of gold size and best
carriage copal, also in equal quantities.
This
cement is perhaps the best known for mending
china and earthenware, and when once thoroughly
dry, will stand hot water and rough handling.
Both these cements should be mixed as required.
In had breakages large pieces may be ﬁlled in and
modelled
to shape, with a stiﬂ putty formed of
the same ingredients, and coloured to imitate the
china.
For mending marble and small stone ornaments
zinc white, mixed with twice its bulk of very ﬁnely
powdered glass, and made into a paste with hydro
chloric acid which has been thoroughly killed with
zinc. cannot be beaten, as the cement will take
as good a polish as the marble itself, and, if Success
fully done, will join the two pieces as strongly as the
original. This cement can be coloured, as desired,
but care must be taken to use only inert mineral
substances in the colouring matter.'
For lining boiler furnaces with sheet asbestos,
repairing the backs of grates, etc., ﬁrecla mixed
With the commercial soluble
glass
(silicate of
soda) jelly, as sold in the oil shops, may be used,
but china‘clay (kaolin) used in the same manner
will be found to answer better and make a neater
job if the heat is not excessive.
On applying this
cement,
the surfaces
to be joined should be
thoroughly freed from dust and well wetted before
being puttied up.
There are a number of other cements on the
market which are sufﬁciently advertised to require
no recommendation by me, and for certain purposes,
in capable hands, doubtless they will give excellent
reSults.
For myself, however, I inﬁnitely prefer
using materials that I know, and know how to
treat, especially if the work in hand is of any
importance.
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I have purposely said nothing about Portland,
Roman, and other such like cements, as they are
little uSed by amateurs, and would require many
discuss.
pages of this journal to thoroughly

Locomotive Notes.
By CHAS.

S. LAKE,

A.M.I.Mech.E.

THE New L. & Y. 4—6—0’5.
From Liverpool there has come to hand a letter
to the writer by Mr. H. W. Robinson,
addressed
Robinson & Carter, electrical and
Messrs.
of
mechanical engineers, of that city, in which it is
stated that a number of the new 4—6—0 type
locomotives with tour simple cylinders are now
in service on the Lancashire 8: Yorkshire Railway,
and that among other work they are taking a
share in the hauling of the 40-minute express
and Man
Liverpool
between
service
passenger
chester.

PowER OPERATED DEFLECTOR

the same load, took four minutes longer on feur
occasions; while No. 1,506, with only
separate
four coaches, took forty-three minutes, and an
other of the same type forty-four minutes, or four
In each case
timing.
minutes outside schedule
No. 1,406.
the weather was ﬁne, with little wind.
“
Atlantic" engine, ran from Liverpool to
an
Manchester with eight bogies in thirty-nine minutes.
a strong wind prevailing at the time, also a rebuilt
4—4—0, with 7-ft. 3-in. coupled wheels, did the

in 38§
journey from Manchester to Liverpool
minutes, .hauling the while a load of 80 tons.
This timing included a bad slack near Liverpool."
The Liverpool~Manchester service, even when
considered as part of a through working for
one on
the
longer distance trains, is hardly
which to test the capabilities of a powerful
four-cylinder 4—6—0 type locomotive, the chief
advantage of which lies in its powers of rapid
acceleration from a standstill, and in hill-climbing
rather than mere speed on the level and down hill.
“
Atlantic" and 4—4—0 locomotives, with
The
four'coupled drivers, are well suited
7-t't. 3-in.
for the fast running necessary for the observance
of punctuality on such a special service, and to

FITTED 'ro Cnmuav:
PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Mr. Robinson says he has made several runs
behind some of the new engines, and, as a result
of his observations, he makes out a prima lacie
“
Atlantic" L. 8: Y. engines,
case in favour oi the
which, he says, run faster than the more powerful
"
The new
4—6—0’5. To quote from his letter:
hill,
but
seem
to
lack
well
speed on
run
up
engines
the level and down hill, and have taken three to
time. One
ﬁve
minutes longer than Schedule
however, No. 1,509, with a load of eight heavy
but No. 1,510, with
bogie coaches, ran on time;
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DENVER.

NORTH~\VESTERN,

AND

show their real worth the other type of enguie
requires a heavy train on a road well provided
with gradients of the kind of which the Liverpool
Manchester route is entirely innocent. On other
divisions of the L. & Y. system, and with trains
that make somewhat frequent stops, the new engines
will doubtless give a very good account of them~
selves. and will show to advantage over the 4—4—2'5
Mr. Robinson
—-splendid engines as the latter are.
excellent work
remarks that he has experienced
with the latter engines on the 2 miles of 1 in 92
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up-grade from Pemberton to the Upholland tunnel,
tons.
No doubt he will ﬁnd that
the six—coupled type can go one better than the
“
" under these or still more difﬁcult
Atlantics
and, indeed, whenever and wherever
conditions,
it is more a question of pull than of speed.

with loads of 2m

AND THE L. & Y. R.
ENGINE.
Another correspondent hailing from the North,
to wit, a resident of Oldham, writes offering a
of the new type of engine referred
photograph
to in the preceding paragraph, but, as has already
been stated in these columns, no photograph or
particulars can appear until such time as ofﬁcial
The corre
from Horwich.
sanction is received
spondent’s offer is, therefore, declined. with thanks.
FOR
as
AMERICAN
RAILROAD.
The illustration reproduced on this page shows
one of a series of compound articulated locomotives
recently built by the American Locomotive Com
for the
at
their
Schenectady Works,
pany,
This
Denver, North-\Vestern & Paciﬁc Railroad.
engine has two high-pressure cylinders 20} ins.
diameters by 32-in. stroke, and two low-pressure
cylinders 33 ins. by 32 ins., each pair of cylinders
driving an independent group of six-coupled wheels.
The boiler has a total heating surface of 5,24I sq. ft,
and grate area 72-2 sq. ft. The working pressure
is 225 lbs. per sq. in.
The wheels are 4 ft. 7 ins.
diameter, with rigid wheelbase
in each group
10 ft. 10 ins., and total wheelbase
30 ft. 8 ins.
Piston valves are ﬁtted to the high‘Pressurc cylin
ders, and valves of the Allan-Porter type to the
A hood or cowl is placed on
low-pressure ones.
the top of the chimney for the purpose of wind
deflection.
\Vhen the engine is at work, this
cowl ﬁts around the front of the chimney top, but
at other times it may be swung over to the rear,
and a small horizontal cylinder, worked either by
coinpressed~air or steam, is ﬁtted as a means of
doing this. The tender has a. water capacity of
9,000 US. gallons, and 12 tons of coal are carried.
In working order the engine weighs I50 tons with
out tender, all of which weight is, of course, avail
able for adhesion, there being no uncoupled wheels.
The design is not beautiful, but there can be no
question but that the engine will give a good account
of itself in the performance of the work for which
it has been built.

Saws WIrI-Iour TEETn.--\n explanation of the
manner in which a soft steel disc, revolving at a
high velocity, cuts hard steel has been sought with
the aid of a microscopic inspection. The result cor
roborates the theory that the material acted upon
is heated at the place of contact to the fusing point,
and then brushed away.
The high temperature
appears to be conﬁned very narrowly to the point
of contact, so that a thin gash is cut. The tempera
ture of the revolving disc does not rise so high
because of the large surface area of the disc.
The
part of the disc in contact is continually changing,
frictional
is
concentrated on a very
while the
energy
small area of the [material subjected to its action.
Science and Art 0/ Mining.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
lRl'lld[!\ me lmu'lzd to contributeshort fimo'ical 11m [0! Ulla
colnmn, baud on thrir own workshop exptnmcz. Arupted
contributionswill he (mid for on publication, 1! dai'ral, anurd
mg to merit. All mall” inmate! [or Hm (ollmm should bl
mar/m1" Woaxsuoe " on therm-rlopc.)

Cutting

Threads on Copper.
By T. H. FOULSTON.
Bee's-wax is a perfect lubricant for cutting threads
the wax being simply rubbed on the
on copper,
thread and a smooth thread is the result.

February
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clamp. A caliper leg is shown in the sketch,
clamped to the board, for the purpose of polishing.
It can be draw ﬁled as near as possible to the plate.
and then reversed to ﬁnish the portion 0! the side
covered by a plate.
Fig. 2 shows another form of clamping arrange
ment.
In this the whole width of the board can
Here a piece of sheet steel a (1% ins.
be utilised.
by i» in. thick) is bent right over the board in the
form of a bridge, and screwed into the sides of the
baseboard with four countersunk screws.
In the
centre of the top of this a boss b is brazed on,

A Practical Hint for Sketching Up.
By “ Enwmsrowa."
To draughtsmen and others engaged
upon
measuring up work the following addition to your
For example.
may prove very useful.
square
obtain any ordinary
transparent set—
45~deg.
Taking the longest side for the base.
square.

\I

II

\

scratch upon it, with a steel tracer, a line from
to base and at right angles to the latter.
This will be most useful for getting lines parallel
to each other, and also when using ruled paper
for getting correct right angles.
\Vhen being used,
the marked side of the square should be placed
downwards and about 1-32nd in. parallel from
the line which it is to be drawn.
Of course, various
angles may be put on in the same way, but it is not
advisable to put too many on, as it spoils the
transparent effect of the square and may lead to
confusion.
apex

through which a hole is drilled and tapped to take
the tightening screw 0, which should be about
The movable jaw is made
5-16ths in. \Vhitworth.
by screwing an {-in. plate d to a piece of hardwood e
about
in. thick, 5 ins. long, and 2 ins. wide.
The
four lugs / on the plate :1 will keep the jaw square.
For filing or polishing any rectangular plates
and also for reducing liners, it will be found worth
while to make a small vice.
Three views of a vice
of handy dimensions are shown in Fig. 3. The
body is of fin. steel plate ; a piece of steel i-iGth in.
thick will make the stationary jaw of the vice.
The other jaw is moved by two screws working
through two die nuts, which are riveted to the

i

Filing Thin Sheet Metal.
By W. hIUNCASTER.
is a very difﬁcult matter to hold a piece of
thin sheet steel in the jaws of a vice for the
purpose of ﬁling or polishing it on its faces.
The practice of placing the metal on a ﬂat board
and hammering in a few tacks round it is also very
third rate, and is liable to try one's temper by the
many times it slips out on to the ﬂoor.
A handy ﬁling or polishing board can be made
with very little trouble. Obtain a piece of hard
wood about 1* ins. or 1% ins. thick,
5 ins. wide,
and I it. long, and attach a clamping plate as
shown in A, Fig. I. This plate is secured to the
board by the two i-in. carriage bolts b, and is made
out of Il-in. by 3-16ths in. ﬂat iron. The distance
between
the bolts is 4} ins., which will allow for
anything under 4 ins. wide to be placed under the

IT

working jaw; the slots in the body plate will act
as guides.
Two strips of steel riveted on the under»
side along the edges at right angles to the vice
jaws will act as stiﬂeners. By these strips the
whole arrangement can be held between the jaws
of an ordinary bench vice.
Details of the body
plate are shown in Fig. 4. lt-is formed from apiece
of {-iu. steel, 51- ins. by 4} ins.
The two slots may
be cut by drilling a number of fin. holes in a line
with each other. Take care that the holes do not
break into each other whilst drilling, or it may cost
a new twist drill.
Cut out the remaining metal
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with a chisel and ﬁle
drill and countersink
drawing.
Fig, 5 shows

the slot up to shape.
Now
the holes as shown on the

screw,
the reduced
portion passing through the
other die shown in Fig. 9, with a winged nut pegged
on the end.

the

stationary

jaw. which

is
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i

The advantage the vice
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steel.
holes are 3'16ths in. diameter and countersunk on
one side.
The movable jaw is illustrated in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7
with two 3-16ths in.v holes countersunk
4§ ins.
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does not limit one to any par
satisfactorily. as
Any of the three shown will be
ticular shape.
found very handy for any reader
aged on proﬁle
mmle of
gauge work in shops where pm ice
polishing the face of the steel.

it

shows the side strip, of which there are two. The
die nuts (Fig. 8) are made from i-in. by Q-in. ﬂat
bar, ﬁrst sawn off the bar and the spigots turned
on in the lathe, after which a 5-I6ths in. hole is
The screws
drilled and tapped through the centre.
(Fig. [0) could be made from an old bolt or set
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boards is, that the whole surface of the job can be
This would be found best
ﬁled up at one setting.
when reducing a liner, but for polishing the faces
of a. gauge the clamping board would answer more
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Model L. 6: S.W.R. Locomotive.
By C. M. GWILLIAM.
account of my experiences
in model loco
motive construction may be of interest
to readers after the recent interesting article
in Oct. 22, 1908,issue,
“Chats on Model Locomo
tives"—the L. & S.W.R. No. 580 as a prototype.
Having had from my youth a great desire to
possess a real model locomotive, I could see no
I fortunately came
other way than to make one.
N

Fro.

i.—L.S.W.R.

LOCOMOTIVE.

CLASS

February

25, i 909.

ro
offered
me the loan of his patterns, as he
our
continued for
Our corre5pondence
gressed).
years, when I paid him my ﬁrst visit to his workshop.
I will here observe that I received about 370
letters and post-cards, which shows the interest
he took in me, and all written upon the points and
the solution of the innumerable difﬁculties which
are encountered by an amateur in model work,
and I owe my success to his kindly help and patience
throughout, coupled with the help of THE MODEL
ENGINEER and its many publications.
Having procured the ﬁrst instalment of drawings
in the year
and castings,
these were commenced
1900, and have occupied most of
my spare time since that date
The photograph
(eight years).
(Fig. 5) shows the progress made
during the ﬁrst year, and Fig. 2
twelve
the locomotive
represents
months later. The side frames of
the engine and bogie were cut from
3<32nds-in. sheet steel. and here I
would like to point out to intending
model
makers the advantage of
using hard-rolled brass, if only for
the sake of tapping of holes alone ;
i-ibth-in. taps broken were so
numerous that I feared I should
eventually have to scrap the trames.
The
The wheels are of gun-metal.
ins.
2 i3-roths
are
bogie wheels
diameter, with ten spokes. and the
driver's 5 5-i6ths ins. diameter, with
580.
se~
and
are
twenty-two
spokes,
There
curely keyed on the axles.
are two spiral springs to each wheel, and ad

'

the eighth copy of THE MODEL ENGiNEER,
The axles
published in October, 1898, and later joined the
justable by washer-plate and nuts.
are of mild steel, with gun-metal bearings, and
Society of Model Engineers, and, in attending the
The motion work
ﬁtted into proper hornblocks.
meetings of the Society, saw what splendid work
the
was being turned out by its members.
I resolved
is of the Stephenson type of link motion;
to try my hand at making a scale model (a. rather
links and lifting links were cut from sheet steel;
shaft, lever,
and
reversing lever
the weighbax
high aim). I was undecided at ﬁrst what type
to make and how to commence it, but ﬁnally made
The eccentrics, sheaves,
were cut from mild steel.
and rods are all of gun-metal castings, the sheaves
up my mind to construct a model of one of the
The reversing lever
late Mr. S. \V. Johnson’s M.R. Singles.
being ﬁtted with locknuts.
By this
time I had read a number of issues of THE MODEL
works in a gun-metal and steel quadrant in the cab,
ENGINEER, and gained consider
able
from fellow
experience
mernbens.
obtained
Having
some particulars from the late
Mr. S. \V. Johnson, locomotive
and pre ared
superintendent,
the ﬁrst of my drawings,
pur~v
chased a set of iron wheels to
scale and commenced
turning
these 'up—a long and tedious
task, and next attempted the
cutting out of my frames from
sheet steel.
When thus far, I
became
with an
acquainted
Fro. 2.—THE Locomorrvs IN COURSE or CONsrnucrmN, 2ND YEAR.
amateur model maker in Man
chester,
through THE MODEL
ENGINEER, and, as the result of our correspondence,
which is notched out to give a half and three-quarter
decided to abandon the .\I.R. type at his suggestion,
cut-oﬂ t0 the valves. The cylinders are of gun—
metal, having a bore 27-32nds in., with a stroke
owing to the narrow space between the irames for
the motion parts.
He suggested my constructing
of 1} ins., and the cylinders have ﬁtted to them
a Q-in. scale L. & S.\V.R. 580 type, which he was
two drain cocks each, and are bolted to the
about to construct (having fully considered
The pistons
side frames by four {-in. bolts each.
the
various types of locomotives, and had come to
The piston
are of gun-metal, with cotton packings.
the couclnsiomthat an outside cylinder type would
and valve rods were made from l-in. silver steel.
be far simpler to construct, and further kindly
The slide-bars and connecting-rods were cut from
across

J!
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mild steel and ﬁtted with brasses at the big ends.
The coupling-rods were cut from sheet steel, and
have circular brasses ﬁtted for bearings on the
rrank-pins. The crosshead and slide-bar brackets
are of gun-metal. being milled out for the slide
The four driving wheels
bars and connecting-rods.
have brakes ﬁtted, the brake blocks being secured
to steel hangers,
which hang from four screws on
are connected
the side frames.
These
hangers
to each other, and the brake lever by {-in. silver
steel rods, with forked ends.
The brake handle
shaft works through a. gun-metal column to brake
The sand-boxes are
lever under the footplate.
dummy, and are ﬁxed to inside of main frames
in front of driving wheels, the pipes being bent so
as to come on to the rails.
The boiler was made from copper,
and is con
with a main ﬂue of lé-ll'l. solid-drawn
structed
oval), and with eight l-in. copper
tube (made
water tubes in same, and crossed zigzag.
The outer

has an angle-ring and plate of gun-metal, and
is screwed
and sweated,
the plate l'eing secured
The outer dome is a. casting,
by §-in. screws.
and is fastened down by means of a pin and nut
from the cap of inner dome.
The mountings 0n
boiler consist of a Ramsbottom safety valve,
water gauge, check valve, jet cock, bib cock,
and pressure gauge (g-in. dial) graduated to 100 lbs.
per sq. in. The waste water from water gauge is
carried down by means of a pipe under footplate
and round by the left-hand steps.
The piping
for the jet is taken down by the side of the wheel
case and along the framing and under the smoke
box, through whic'.i it is taken and coupled to the
which encircles
the
exhaust
ring-blower
ipe.
The steam supply is taken from the inner (01110
to the smokebox by a fin. diameter copper pipe,
and to the cylinders by a pipe bent so: n, and
thereto by two unions. The exhaust
connected
pipe is brought through the footplate and taken
directly under the funnel by a breeches
nozzled down
pipe, the end
being
There is
slightly from the {-in. pipe.
also ﬁtted a protector plate in front
of exhaust pipe.
The smokebox was
built up from sheet brass and gun
metal
castings, and is ﬂuslrscrewed
lined with sheet asbestos
and
in
side.
The dodr of smokel:ox was a
casting in gummctal, and is hung
on bands and gudgeons,
and fastens
with a cross~bar turn-and lock handles.
The funnel is of gun-metal, turned to
The boiler is
shape and polished.
with sheet asbestos, with a
lagged
rolled block
tin
cleading of best
(being unable to obtain sheet brass
thin enough
to bend
nicely), and
this is secured along the joints with
screws,
l-ioth-in. \Vhitworth
and the'
strips of brass are held in place by
screws
which bring them up quite
tight on screwing up. The platform
or footplating was cut out of sheet
DURING CONSTRUCTION.
Flo. 3 —Tn£ L.S.W.R. LOCOMOTIVE
brass l-i6th in. thick, and angle-brass
was then
riveted round the edges.
Tue splashers were next cut from sheet brass, and
barrel is of solid-drawn copper tube 3} ins. diameter.
roof,
etc.,
also cab plating,
and strengthened at the
and is riveted to the outer ﬁrebox wrapper and
The beading round the
The boiler back- and
by angle-brass.
angles
tube-plate
throat-plate.
are gun—metal
edge of cab is made by splitting some small brass
castings, and these are secured by
tube and sweating on.
There are strips of brass
brass screws,
l-in. pitch. The ﬁre
3-3znds-in.
to form a nice
on the wheel
sweated
box was made from sheet cepper, and is ﬂanged
splashers
ﬁnish. The cab roof is made to slide on and off
and ﬂush riveted, with a taper inwards towards
the crown, and contains ﬁve 4l-in. cross water tubes,
by means of slotted lugs. which clip the angle
brass round the top of cab;
the cab roof has
riveted to the ﬁrebox,
the oval ﬂue is securely
angle-brass on the top and underneath. which gives
and thoroughly brazed. The flue tube at the smoke
a very realistic eﬁect.
The spectacle
over and sweated.
The
box end
glasses to
is ﬂanged
cab are ﬁtted iuto turned brass hezels, and are
crown of the ﬁrebox has two gun—metal bridges
The number-plates
ﬁxed by six screws to each.
stays were also ﬁtted
stayed to ﬁrebox crown;
were cut out from thin brass with a jeweller's
to ﬁrebox sides and wrapper'plate, and a centre
bow,
on.
The hand
and
afterwards svseatcd
stay of brass rod was ﬁtted through boiler from
rails are of 3-3znds—in silver steel, and run round
The foundation ring is a gun
back to tube-plate.
the boiler and smokebox through little brass hand
metal casting, and is secured
by means of i-in.
rail brackets, which are screwed and sweated into
the foundation
rivets,
and afterwards sweated;
the outer casing of boiler;
there are also hand
ring has lugs provided for holding up the ashpan.
rails on either side of the cab, and hand—pillars
The ﬁrebars are of steel, and can be easily removed
above the steps.
The ﬁrebox door consists of
with the ashpan.
The tender was commenced seine twenty months
slide in grooves.
The inner
two plates which
ins.
ago, and is made entirely of brass and gun-metal.
'lome was made from a piece of copper tube
hard—rolled
The side frames were cut from
diameter and ﬂanged at the base to shape of boiler
together and ﬁled
barrel,
brass, and afterwards sweated
and riveted thereto. The dome crown

ll

fin.
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up true, and next all the holes were marked off
and drilled to take the six gun-metal stretchers,
hornblocks, etc.
Pieces of fin. angle—brass were
next screwed and sweated to the inside of frames
The axles were
for holding the body of tender.
next turned up, and then the wheels were bored
through the hubs and forced on same, and after
wards the wheels were turned down to sin in the

tender
was
a brass
and was bent to
casting,
correct shape, mitred together
at the corners,
and brazed,
the whole
ﬁxed
by No. 10
being
B.A. screws.
The tender contains over 1,800
holes, each taped
no rivets being
and screwed,
used anywhere.
The tender is ﬁtted with a hand
pump made up of scrap metal, with a oundation
of cast brass l in. thick, for placing the valves

Fro. 4.—-Vn:w or Fmisimn L.S.W.R. LOCOMOTIVE
The axle-blocks were next
lathe upon their axles.
taken in hand, and were made from a bar of gun
metal, being ﬁrst planed up, and each block cut
The covers were
off and bored for the axles.
and are sweated to axle-blocks.
separate castings,
The springs are pegged and dummy imitation
laminated springs in gun-metal, the spiral springs
being placed in the centre of buckle, these resting
on turned pins, the top end being tapped 3-32nds in.,
and projects through the buckle at top, and is
adjustable by a nut. Each end of the springs
which were
is slotted to take the steel hangers;
cut from mild steel sheet, and polished. These,
in turn, are hung from the side frames by means
of turned steel lugs and bolted by i-in. nuts.
The buﬁer planks were cut from l-in. hard-rolled

and the buffers at the engine end were made
from gain. Delta metal rod; the shanks of same
were made to project throu_h the stretcher casting,
being fitted with springs made from piano wire,
The drawhook
and held in position by fin. nuts.
was next made, and was cut to shape from pm.
sheet steel; also the hook at the rear of tender
which passes through buffer plank and stretcher
casting, with a spring and nut ﬁtted for adjustment
of pull. The wheels are braked exactly like the
The
engine, and work from a gun-metal column.
tank was next cut out and ﬁxed together by means
of fin. angle-brass. and screwed thereto and alter—
The coping round the top of
wards sweatcd.

AND

TENDER.

for suction and delivery. The pump is directlv
under the manhole on tender, and the connection
to engine is by i-in. brass tube, bent in a coil,
so as to form a spring.
The tender has a dry tank
at the rear end, which is ﬁtted with a loose lid.
In conclusion, I may say the model is pure

FIG. 0 —END VIEW, suowmc CAB.

FIG. 5.—Tm; Boon: FOR L.S.W.R. LOCOMOTIVE.
brass,

February :5, [909.

amateur work, I being in no way connected with
trade. and was constructed under
the engineering
the guidance of my friend. Mr. S. L. Thompstone.
whose excellently made model was illustrated in
1905, and March
the issue of May 25th,
12th,
1908.

IN a lecture before the Royal Institute of Great
Britain, Professor Arnold said it was true geolo~
gically that in a short time the coal and iron sup~
The age
plies of the world would be exhausted.
which would succeed the iron age would, in his
opinion, be the aluminium age, as the crust of the
earth contained an average of i 5 per cent. alumina.
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S.Y. “Daphne.”

December 12th, 1907, a photograph of, and
on, my model
S.Y. Daphne
a few notes
Since then
was published in this journal.
I have had several applications for assistance in
the construction of ﬁttings, which I have, of course,
supplied. But as each application entails a con
siderable amount of work, the following paper
has been prepared to deal with the matter in as
The information
a fashion as possible.
complete
work on my yacht,
is the result of ﬁve years'

.

N

]

I

l
7

/

F/q./.

Fly. 3'

much of it required a great amount of
thinking out," with many failures, before success,
I think it may be valuable to others.
'
method of making these 15
Ventilators—My
to buy at an ironmonger's some of those brass
knobs that are used as feet for boxes, scuttles,
etc.; they can be had in various sizes (Fig. 1).
They are of cast brass, with an iron screw in the
I ﬁrst pull out the screw and spread
centre.
I
the opening by beating until it is like Fig. 2.
then bore it at H, and proceed to spread the edge
until it is as at Fig. 3. I then solder to the aper~
ture H a piece of copper or brass tube of the proper
length for the shaft, and to the rim (R), ac0pper
until it 15
circle (A), which should ﬁrst be beaten
The whole then only requires
as at B, Fig. 4.
It can then be
slightly hammering into shape.
ﬁtted on to a short length of smaller pipe ﬁxed to
the deck, or soldered to a square plate and screwed
This permits of its being turned round
down.
The whole ﬁnished with a ﬁle
to any position.
and painted with enamel, the inside being painted
with red sealing-wax dissolved in methylated
spirit, gives a very good effect.
the best
Bollards can be made from studs:
kind are those used in belts by military belt and
Two of these should be
accoutrement makers.
securely soldered to a piece of brass plate and ﬁnished
The plate can then be bored for four
with a ﬁle.
screws (Fig. 5).
Fairleads can be ﬁled out of scrap brass of 3-i6ths
down with the
in. thickness, and can be fastened
head portion of pins (Fig. 6)._
_
_
Life-belts can be made by Winding wrre round the
The twine should be smeared with glue,
ﬁnger.
and when a sufﬁcient number of turns have been
thickness
made to bring it up to the required
it should be slipped off the ﬁnger and wound round
with tape to keep it all together (as A, Fig. 7),
The tape should then be fastened with glue at the
end, and the belt pressed to put it into shape.
It should then be left to harden, when it can be
of white water cord,
life~lines
mounted with
After
and the whole painted with white enamel.
and, as

"
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wards, with a ﬁne brush and some Berlin black
the name of the ship can be put on.
A very little practice will show what thicknes:
of twine and how many turns round the ﬁngc
are necessary; also, according to the scale of ﬂu
Thi:
ﬁttings, whether two ﬁngers or one are best.
makes a werfect life-belt, and a dozen or more car
be made or a ship at the cost of only a little labour
(B, Fig. 7).
Ports.—For these I purchased at Straker's (z
Londor. stationer‘s) a dozen small “charm” com
In each one were two perfectly
passes, at 1d. each.
round glasses, with bevelled edges.
I cut throngl
the side of the ship with a centre-bit, and ﬁtted
in a short length of brass pipe ﬂush with the outside
and ﬁxed it with white lead.
I then put the glas:
in from the inside, and ﬁtted another piece of tin
brass pipe of the necessary length, according to the
varying thickness of the hull, so that the glass
is ﬁxed between the two pieces of brass pipe.
Cable should be made of soft iron wire.
Take a
piece of steel or iron bar of a thickness correspond
ing to the inside size of the link; ﬁle this along
two sides until it is " ﬂattened” in appearance,
as Fig. 8.
Hold one end in a vice and wind the
wire lightly romd it.
\Vhen it is ﬁlled with wire,
saw right down with a hacksaw, laying the same
along the ﬂat side of the links and cutting them all
at one out.
They will then come off of the rod
in separate links, and only require ﬁtting together
and closing with two pairs of pliers.

F/q. IO.
Shaikles can be made from ordinary large size
The wire, cut to the necessary length, say
pins.
if in., should be ﬂattened at both ends (A, Fig. 9).
It should then be bored and the ends ﬁnished
It should then be
(B). It can then be bent (C).
put in position on the gear, and another pin put
and the point
through; it can then he soldered
cut off.
Flagstaﬂ at the stern can be made from brass
It can be tapered with the ﬁle and a small
truck soldered in place, also a brass cleat

wire.
brass
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(Fig. 10). The lower end of the stall can then be
tapped so that it can be screwed into a plate.
Two small holes can be bored in the truck, besides
the one in the middle.
The truck can be made
irom a small drawing-pin, and the whole can be
kept polished.
Trucks for Masts can also be made of brass. and
should have holes for halyards.
best means of preventing the
Stuﬂing-box.—-The
inlet of water at the screw is a bulkhead near the
stern, say 3 or 4 ins. from the end.
The shaft
should pass through this, and the whole should be
ﬁlled with melted tallow. For very cold weather
the tallow can be scraped
away just round the
shaft and lard put in.

ture. Then ﬁt in and ﬁx with white lead a small
mariner’s compass.
It must be a ﬂoating dial
to be correct, and the cost is about zs. Consider
able improvement can be effected
in the shape
by the addition of an intervening part, which must
be sought for in the scrap box.
In my own it
is an old burner shaped like B, Fig. 12.
This I
ﬁled ﬂat on top and ﬁtted all three together, making
a good binnacle (C, Fig. l2),
Telegraph on the bridge can be made as follows.
The principal parts are a piece 01 brass pipe for
the standard and a shorter piece for the drum (A,
The intermediate part X is a portion
Fig. 13).
of a gas ﬁtting, a screw Joint for uncoupling the
parts. On the axle in the middle of the dial there

Davits can be made from brass or iron wire.
For a vessel of the size of mine—8 ft.—the size may
Having cut a piece
be 3-16ths in. in thickness.
of the required length. it should be tapered at
The top end can
the end and then bent to shape.
then be ﬁled ﬂat and two pieces of brass soldered,
It can then be ﬁnished
one above and one below.
A small brass
as a knob and bored (downwards).
hook (A, Fig. 11) should then be ﬁled out oi brass
To this
plate and ﬁtted up through the hole.
should then be ﬁtted a chainplate (B), and a touch of
solder will keep it in place and permit the hook
The other ﬁttings,
to move round in the davit.
which is
such as the cleat (Fig. l0) and guide,
simply a piece of brass wire higher up the davit
to keep the halyards in position, can then be
Under the gunwale a small plate (C)
soldered on.
should be screwed, and lower down on the hull
another (D). The falls can be of water cord.
Bimmcle.—'Ihis can be constructed from a small
brass door handle and a curtain pole socket (A,
Fig. 12). These cost, at an ironmonger’s, 2d.
tor the handle and 3d. tor the socket.
Cut off
the part of the handle not required. and solder them
afterwards tiling away the sloping aper
together,

is soldered a small oval to act as an eccentric on
a plate, so that when the handle is put down the
plate is pushed down i-16th in., and a rod is pushed
down to lower deck, where it makes elech’ic contact
and rings a small " midget " bell, which has been
converted with a short length of wire into a “ single
"
stroke
bell.
To do this a piece of wire is carried
from one terminal to contact-pillar.
'Ihe dial
can be covered with celluloid.
B and C show two
views of interior, and it will be seen that a spiral
spring brings the handle up again.
Steering Gama—To make, this, add to the rudder
post (R) a slotted tiller made from a piece of brass
plate (A, Fig. 14). In the slot put a sliding block (B).
This is tapped for a long screw (8), which is ﬁtted
right through the steering-box. To turn the screw
head (which is on the starboard side) to the right
“
has the eﬁect of bringing the block nearer or
helm
a-starboard."
This gear is the ﬁnest that can be
devised
for correct sailing in a steamer, provided
there is no wind.
It the tiller is rigidly titted
to the rudder post and the long screw sufﬁciently
ﬁrm in the thread, it will permit of an alteration
of the rudder as ﬁne as 1-1.000th of an inch.
For Lighting I use a 4-volt accumulator, and the
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Afterwards glue and screw on a top, which should
be allowed to overhang suﬂiciently
to permit
of
added.
mouldings being
Panelling can be
added
under the windows and on the doors by
glueing strips of the same wood in mitred squares.
\Vhen the glass is put in, each
iece can be held
in place' with four small slips 0 the same wood,
mitred and glued on.
lf-the cabins are intended
to cover any mechanical parts not to be seen,
glass should be ground by rubbing on emery
‘

coth.

Scratch illouldings can be made by cutting with
a. ﬁle into the back of part of a broken hacksaw
(A. Fig. 16).
these from the same wood as
Skylights—Cut
the cabins (B, Fig.
The grain must run
16).
lengthwise. The panels are cut into with
sharp
pointed penknife, and wood taken out with a chisel.
The opening for glass must be patiently cut through
in the same way as other windows.‘ Use ﬁsh glue
and small screws again for these.
The hinges
should be made from brass 3-16ths in. square,
as at C.
The covers should be cut with a rebate
for glass on the under side, and each piece of glass
should be held in with four small buttons (D), using
in.
Each cover, should then be
3-16ths
screws
ﬁtted with a small frame for the outside. This
is mitred at the corners and rebated underneath,
in the long parts. for the reception of the bars.
The dotted line (E. Fig. 16) shows the frame and
the end section of the long piece
also shown.
The wires can now be put in with a dab of ﬁsh
glue at each end and spaced accurately, and, when
hard, ﬁll up the intervening spaces with red putty
or red lead.
.
The deck ﬁttings can be varnished with shellac
is

a

quality.
amps for interior are of the high-eﬁ'iciency
They
eing the best, and cheapest in the end.
.re the smallest procurable, but for side-lights and
“
masthead
pea" lamps
lights I used those little
.osting 4d. each at a novelty shop (A, Fig. 15).
This should be ﬁtted into a piece of brass pipe
;ust tight enough to ﬁt closely, the other connection
.ieing made by -a brass screw in a piece of wood
'tted into the lower end; one wire goes to the
B. The side
.pe and the other to the screwhead
hts should be encased in boxes, which can be made
.iom tin or thin copper, and screwed down, a'loose
wer being ﬁtted to each (C. Fig. 15). They can
ran be painted. one red for the port side, and the
other
In ﬁtting the brass
green for starboard.
ockets into-these boxes, the top of the pipe should
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Notes

on

Hand

Tackle.

Screwing

By GEORGE GENTRY.
(Continued Irom page 135.)
EFERRING to Fig. 1, H, in last issue, as
there are four ﬂutes, the ﬂute space covers
four~sixths
of
the circumference and
the
threaded portion two~sixths;
hence,
clear that each threaded portion
half
the width of its adjacent ﬂute.
Prac
tically all American taps are cut to these
proportions, excepting small ones, which
only have Hiree ﬂutes.
the sec—
Fig.
tion of a. cheap variety of German tap,
which
largely sold in the tool trade.
The only point in its favour
the extra
strength, taken in relation to the fact
has four ﬂutes.
the inadequacy
that
of which latter has to be allowed for by
backing off the threads to such a degree
that
has no positive back-action what
Indeed, excepting for very rough
ever.
work, this design
not to be recom
it

is

is

it

it

is

is

I

1

is

is

R

ﬂush with the lower plate, which will leave
imple room for the bulb. These bulbs must, of
ourse, be stained the same colours as the boxes.
A Searchlight can be bought in the same kind of
It is of the kind used by tram
,_h0p for 1s. 6d.
onductors and postman for use in the button
It should be ﬁtted as at (a).
hole (D,
15).
SwitchesFig.or these lamps should be made as at E.
The milled screw is what is known at an iron
“
" screw.
gallery
monger's as a
Cabins and other Deck Fittings should be made
from tretwood mahogany. Cut out the sides of
the-cabins with the grain of the wood running length
Then mark out windows and doors, and
wise.
patiently cut through each with a sharp-pointed
pcnknife until the piece falls out. Then cut a
~hnte in each with a. penknife and a chisel, the
be

to the design, in elevation,
of the various kinds of hand screwing taps,
Fig.
views of these.
gives diagrammatic
It
will be noted that they are for the most part
scale reproductions of i-in. hand and hob ta s,
with the exception of A, which
he
5-16ths in.
is

being the thickness of the glass to be uSed.
uhis had better be old negative plates, which can
When
be cut to size with a 6§d. glass-cutter.
windows are cut out and rebated, glue and srcew
(with brass fret-screws) the sides and ends together.
't‘ptll

mended.
In reference
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is

lull sin.)

in. and above are made with
in. Usually,
It will be
the shank equal to the core diameter.
observed, on referring to the ﬁgure, that the shank
diameter of the ﬁ-in. tap
slightly smaller than the
shank in both cases
5-16ths in., but the squared
hence, taps of these diameters can
the same;
be actuated by the same hole in a tap wrench
It
generally found in practice that taps below
in. are called upon to exert proporticnately more
torsional resistance in their shanks, and are there
will le
Of course,
fore made to the full size.
seen that such as these cannot pass through the
tapped hole, but have to be withdrawn—a feature
which prevents the probable breaking of the tap
impossible where
by falling through, and which
taps are used for machine tapping. unless a special
used,known as a safety tap and drillap liance
ﬁtted with a slip ratchet attachho der.
This
a
ment allowing the power to slip out of pear
tap should seize or drive up against the end of the
thread.

is

'\ ‘

It
usual in shop fractice to have deposited in
the tool stores a master tap to each set. which
kept as a standard reference for tapping gauges

is

is

r I

if

is

is

is

it
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is
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of the screwed
The cutting
portion
tapered.
sacriﬁced to its
capacity of the tap here again
strength. It
inefﬁcient to a great extent in
that shallow holes cannot be
screwed
suﬁiciently to allow the
On the
second
tap to enter.
other hand,
a shorter tap
altogether; less than half of its
and only
threaded
length
about half of the threaded por
tion
and this very
tapered.
sharply, the point ending with
a true reamer equal to the core
The
diameter of the screw.
eﬁect of such proportions is that
the tap seldom strips the thread
‘i'ill _
forming. B, C, and D repre
I‘ll]
a standard set of
taps,
sent
respectively taper, plug, and
bottoming. sometimes known as
second,
and plug, the
taper,
parlance
plug tap in British
corresponding to the bottoming
The second
tap in American.
only useful where
tap
shallow holes have to be cleared
out thoroughly preparatory to
ottonied out by the third
being
E an illustration of a
tap D.
standard, master, or hob tap.
is

object of this discrepancy is to illustrate the fact
that all hand taps, both American and English,
are made with a full-size shank up to and exclusive
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is

a

(Half size.)

is

is

\
and so forth.
and cutting gauge dies. screwplates,
shown,
As
made with a long, steady taper to
It
wear in use.
reduce
important that such
taps as these should remain true to size, therefore
they are made with a larger number Of cutting
it

B

3

A

is

3

a representation of the proportions
Fig.
of a tapered tap of British manufacture. Fig.
In the first case, although
that of an American.
smaller size, the whole tap
longer, half of its
total length is threaded, and nearly the whole

(Full sit.

.)

FIG.

5.

FIG. 6.
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to the varying sizes of bolts likely to be met with
in this class or work. Again, they are constructed
with a full-size collar round the shank to allow
them to pass through a nut, but not to drop through.
It is not necessary to describe in any detail
the ordinary tap wrench, but there are on the market
one or two useful appliances in the form 01 adjust
of which Fig. 4 shows a good
able tap wrenches,
example for small taps, such as up to and including
in.
There is a four-split chuck centre
3-16ths
shown in the half-section at a, which is gripped
<
.
..___
—6—0—9-o
by the outer knurled nut b bearing upon the tapered
point. The plan view of the point gives a very
good idea of the formation of the head of the chuck.
Such a tool as this is useful for general purposes,
other than tapping, as it forms a good impromptu
pin or wire vice.
FIG. 7. (Hal/ size.)
Fig. 5 is an excellent design of adjustable tap
wrench constructed by the Wells Bros. Company,
hob taps." and are made with a slight taper, as
Greenﬁeld, -U.S.A., and known as the “ Little
shown, and as large a number of ﬂutes as possible
Giant."
Here a movable cylinder a is controlled
consistent with strength, to admit of readin
which screws into the main
by the loose arm
of
dies
with
clearance
spaces.
large
cutting pairs
body of the wrench, and is prevented from turning
G is another form of hob tap used for the same
on either side running in guide-slots.
by pins
which shows a plain portion equal to
purpose,
The end of this cylinder
also in the body of wrench.
the core diameter of the screw at the tapered end.
half squared out and of such a form as to take
This acts as a guide and renders the tool very apt
from quite the smallest taps up the limit oi the open
These are made in
ing shown.
three useiul sizes.
NS
a clever little tool
M10
Fig.
comparatively recently brought
out by Messrs. Lehmann Bros,
1.
in
and'
of Walthamstow,
tended to actuate their standard
B.A. taps, which, contrary to
LRITISH A SOCIATIClN
the
usual
practice, are made
STANDARD THREAD
with two ﬂats only and are not
the shank of the tap
squared,
FIG. 9. (Full size.)
FIG. 10. (Full size.)
being placed in the opening a
of the wrench and the loose
in the lathe.
H is the
[or use between centres
screwed arm
advanced up against one of the
I
usual design of a standard brass thread tap.
These
ﬂats and grips
tightly, a tummy-bar being used
I
are made in pairs, taper and plug. the taper tap
in the hole
to actuate it. These tools are also
end,
l
having a full thread irom end to
gradually
useful for other purposes than tapping.
In reference to modern designs of screwplates,
reducing in diameter; the plug, as shown, having
a parallel full thread slightly tapered at the point.
a very good illustration of a BA. screwplate
Fig.
The tapered squared shank is a peculiar feature
made on the Continent and imported by Henri
of these taps, which in some senses is useful, in
Picard et ireres.
This type of screwplate, which
that one has not to be over-particular about the
has duplicate cutting holes
and full-size plain
shows
a
size of the tap wrench employed.
a. peculiarly happy
gauge holes in the centre,
combination, in that one of the pair of holes can
be used for the roughing out from the blank, and
the other can be used entirely for ﬁnishing, by which
means the life of the plate, so far as accuracy
concerned,
very much lengthened. These plates
are matched with an ordinary design watchplate,
that
correspondingly smaller and without a
handle, in which the series of holes are cut from
No. :0 BA. to 20 inclusive. This
the only
plate the writer knows oi which gives B.A. sizes
less than No.
16. Recently,
acting upon the
suggestion of the writer, the makers have added
No. 0 to the larger plate, as shown. The taps
are
excellent as
with
these
plates‘
supplied
FIG. 11.
to ﬁnish and accuracy, but are squared and not
(Full size.)
ﬂuted.
a well-proportioned stock, shown half
Fig.
design of tap known as a blacksmith's taper tap.
size, forming a combination set of stocks and dies
Thegthread is full from end to end, the object of
in. and
for such Whitworth sizes as lie between
which is that, being used for such rough work as
one of the well-known
in. inclusive. This
clearing out and tapping coach nuts or parts‘ of
"Magna Charta" tools (Messrs. Thewlis, Griﬂith
farm implements, they offer a degree of adaptability

edges. a. tap of this size having six or more ﬂutes.
is an illustration of one form of hob tap for cutting
pairs of dies used in the ordinary engineer's stocks
and dies, and made, as shown, with a core diameter
equal to the full size of the thread intended to be
"
cut by those dies.
They are generally called short

F
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a depression
turned in the centre of
stock.
Similar solid dies
to these are made
for
Whitworth sizes, the bet
ter quality of the latter
being made in the form
of a hexagon
nut, called
a die nut, and used for
correcting the size of en
bolts,
gineers’
being ac
tuated by a spanner.
Square die nuts for use
with the spanner are also
made.
Next to the solid die,
we have the split-spring
die examples of which are
shown at Figs. 11, 12, and
13. The ﬁrst of these is
an illustration of a i-in.
diameter - London - made
tool, in which the spring
effect is obtained by thin
ning down the metal upon
the side opposite to the
split opening.
This is
as the general
necessary,
is
such
temper
that if
this metal were thicker,
the die would probably

fracture rather than Spring
FIG. 8 (Hal/ size.)
on being closed.
On the
other hand, in Fig. 12,
which is an illustration of a 13‘16ths in. diameter
die made by Messrs. Lehmann Bros.
The hardness
at the points aa is drawn down to a blue spring
temper—indicated by the shading—by a Special pro

(To br concluded.)

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.
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‘
Invites readersto null: use of this column for the full
[deggiltsi’ion 0/ malls" of pray/ital and mutualinterest. Mai
but the full
may be signal with a nom-ile-plume
dtslyre‘d,
name and addrtss 0/ the sender ni'sr invariaon be all-ssh“!
thoughnot massardy [or PublicationJ

Model Ocean-going T.B. Destroyer.
To THE EDITOR OF The lllodtl Engineer.
DEAR SlR,——l am sending
three photographs
of my model ocean~goiug
type T.B. Destroyer.
She
metre long by 6-in. beam by 3} ins. deep

T.B.D.

By

jorm BURDIS.

The draught
5} ins. deep at forecastle.
The hull is
ins. aft and
ins. forward.
cut out of a block of yellow pine, and the ﬁttings
have not
The only thing
are made Out of scrap.
myself
This
a check valve.
made
bought
This 15 my
from an'advertiser in your journal.
ait. and

is

2}

I

in

i

I_

held

M

1}

The simplest form 'of
screwing die is shown
at Fig. 10, which is an
illustration
of a
solid
cycle‘spoke die, such as
made by Messrs. Lake and
Elliot, Braintree.
They
are attached to a simple
form of double-handled
stock by means of two
setscrews
through
the
holes shown, and are thus

f

is

edges, as described before
in these notes.
Short of
adjustable dies, these are
quite the best
quality
goods, and _a.re certainly
the best
quality screw
plates made.

25, 1909.

cess, thus obviating the above defect.
By this
means, instead of making all small sizes to
m.
do,
diameter,
as several
makers
Mesa. Leh
manu are enabled
to keep complete sets to_ a
standard, and matched thronﬂxmt by one size
of stock. the extra thickness in the smaller dies
reduced
being
by oountersinking on the under
side,
BA.
as
Fig. 13 shows a i-in.
spring die mounted in a collet or guide, the
plan of the guide points being drawn at a in the
ﬁgure.
Although the writer does not recommend
the use of guides for anything below
m.. the
illustration serves to show the method of mounting
spring dies in a collet or stock, as the case may be.
One grub-screw maintains the tenswn. while one
or two others Check the same by compression,

A

Edelsten, Ltd., \Varrington), and is admirably
adapted, both in price and quality, for use by
amateur mechanics.
The dies, always in the
stock, are not easily lost.
Fig. 9 shows the proportions of the smallest of
a set of four best quality screwplates for RA.
threads (made by several
makers), cutting o to n
in sets of three holes.
The largest sizes have four
cutting edges and ban
dles, and all
sizes
are
formed with up~to~date
quick-cutting
tapered
and

February
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ﬁrst attempt at model making, and l have tried
to make the boat as much like her larger sisters
as possible.
I have not had a successful] run with her yet,
being only able to get a little over 5 miles per how.
it has taken me about ﬁfteen months. working
her.
spare time only, to complete

structed at the Neptune Works of Messrs. Swan.
Hunter & Wigham Richardson, Ltd., Newcastle.
and has been ﬁtted in the R.M.S. Lochiel, owned
by the enterprising ﬁrm of Messrs. David Mac
Brayne. Ltd., of Glasgow. \Ve are informed that
the apparatus has been very thoroughly
tried
on the Lorhiel's ordinary route between Oban. Tiree
and Bunessan, with most satis
The apparatus
factory results.
can be thrown in and out of
action at will; and it was found
that when out of action. the
vessel rolled to angles of 16 dogs.
on each side; that is, the total
angle of roll was no less than
32 degs. ; whilst when the appa~
ratns was put into action the
rolling was prevented‘and de
creased to a total angle of from
2 to 4 degs., an amount which is
barely perceptible to a passen
The apparatus has pre
ger.
viously been tried in England
by Messrs. Swan. Hunter and
Wigham Richardson, Ltd., on
an experimental vessel 116 it.
long, and these later trials on
the Lochirl amply conﬁrm the
high expectations which have
been raised.
The gyroscope on
the Lochiel is driven electric
ally, and requires little atten
View, wrrn ENGINE AND BOILER ADRIFT.
tion.
The design has been
simpliﬁed, the machine is now
The engine is a horizontal double-acting slide
very compact, and occupies but little space in the
valve.
The cylinder is i-in. hore by i-in. stroke.
steamer.
The port screw is driven direct from crankshaft.
screw is driven by means of
and the starboard
a crossed belt from pulley on crankshaft to pulley
Society of Model
on a shaft which is titted on opposite side of bed
plate, with iork arrangement on the end to engage
erp 11: o! matings should be sent to the aﬁus 0! Tu: Moon.
I
the pin ﬁtting in starboard tail end shaft.
Beam!“ wuhoul delay, and will be married in any pn
but the centres were too
intended to ﬁt gearwheels.
lrcular (nu: lY "ceivrd a clear nine days baton its usual duh
0! Publlralumj
far apart to allow me the necessary
depth to ﬁt
I ﬁnd that the belt
such large diameter wheels.
London.
all right, without
works
slip on
apparently
February
26th,
FUTURE MEETINGS. —'Friday,
pulley.
at the Caxton Hall. “’estminster:
The Society's
i hope you will ﬁnd these photographs of use,
Tenth Annual Conversazione;
\Vednesday, March
I would
and oi some interest to fellow-readers.
roth:
Ordinary Meeting, at the Cripplegate Insti
be pleased
to show the T.B. Destroyer to any
tute; Electric Loeomotive Running Competition.
reader who cares to call, or to give any further
The
VIsrT.—-Thursday, March 4th, at 2 o'clock:
information required by any reader who may desire
machine repair shops of the Gas Light and Coke
to build one of similar design.
particulars of the
Company, at Beckton.—Full
is there a model steamboat club in Newcastle
Society and forms of application for membership
anywhere that you know of? if not, I would like
may be obtained from the Secretary, HERBERT G.
to form one for our mutual advantage.
Thanking
RIDDLE, 37, Minarcl Road, Hither Green, SE.
vvoufor the answers you have sent me to my queries
at various times, I remain, yours truly,
JOHN Bl‘RDlS.
Provincial Societies.
[Apply to Mr. Wm. Twizzell, 58, Clapton Park
A visit has been ar
Blrmingham.-—Vrsirs:
1).,
A!Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne.—E
E.]
ranged for Saturday, March 6th, to the works of the
Wolseley Tool & Motor Car Company, Ltd., Adderley
to
Park, Birmingham.
Members are requested
"
The Schllck Gyroscope on the
Lochiel."
meet on the bridge over Adderley Park Station,
Bordesley Green Road, Birmingham. at 2 p m.
prompt.
SCHLIC K'S gyroscopic apparatus for prevent
(There is a train from New Street Station
DR. ing ships from rolling at sea. has. according to
at 1.50 p m., which arrives at Adderley Park Station
the Shipping World, just given iresh proof of its power
in good time.) Members who intend joining the
and Suitability for the work for which it is designed.
party will please advise the Hon Secretary as soon
The ﬁrst apparatus made in England has been con
as possible.

The

Engineers.
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switch would supply you with particulars of how to connect up.
or, if you sent us a diagram showing clearly construction of you
required CODIICCUOD:
apparatus we could su ply you with the
" Electrical Circuits and
You would find Schneider's book on
Diagrams," is. od. post tree,would give you a lot of useful info:
tnation. We append a diagram shown it as far as we can what
your connections should be, and if this is not clear you mlbi
write us again.
[20.9591 Joy's Valve Gear: Railway Carriage Com
writes: (i) What
partments, etc. B. (L. (Southend-on-Sea)
"
valve gearis ﬁtted to the " Precursor tanks (L. St N.W. Railway .,
and where are the valves tilted ? (2) “that is the width of a rail
way carriage compartment (irom partition to partition) ? (3)
Could a Henry Lea injector be usedsuccessfullywith a {-in. scale
(Attention is especiallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition given below,
to the foot? (4) \thre could I obtain a i-in. diameter pressurand no "(J/la? Will be taken 0/ Queries not complyingirith the
gauge? If this size is unobtainable, what is the smallest i can
be
directionstherein stated. Letterscontaining Queries mist
get ? (5) Could you give a drawing of suitableburner for fin. scale
"
mar/zedon the top lett-hand corner of the envelope Query
to the loot locmnotivewith locomotive-typeboiler, and also (or om
Department." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
of the samescale with water-tube type boiler?
shouldbeemlmrd in thesameenz-elopii.
(i) The valve gear used is the standard Joy valve motion eni
valves an
within the scope0/ this journal are replied to
ploycd on all new L.N.\V. Railway locomotives. The
Querieson Stlbjt’ClS
“ Richardson"
by post under the following conditions.'—(i) Queries du'ilin;
titted over the cylinders and are rovided with
with distinct subiertsshould be written on diﬂerent slim, on
packingstrips held up by small spira springsto relieve some of the
one side of the paper only, and the sender'snameMUSTbe in
pressureon the valve (see February :3, 1908,page 166). (z) This
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
variesvery much. In somecoachesthe thirds are only 5 ft. 3 ins
whereverpossible,with fully dimensionedsketches,and torre
from partition to partition,on thenewstocktheyare about 5 ft. 7 ‘lllt.
to lice,"a copy 0/ their Queries In!
are reminniended
The Sccmidclass compartmentsare the samesize, but the ﬁrst are
s/>.mdents
(not post-card)
reference. (1) A stamPedaddressedenvelope
7 ft. 3 ins. apart. On one or two made-uptrains in the Euston dis
"
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also a Queriesand Replies
trict we have noticedseveral third-classcompartmentswhich are as
pages0/ the current
Coupon" cut out from the advertisement
wide as the firsts. We think from thedecorationthat they arereally
as early as possibleafter
issue. (4) Querieswill be GﬂSZt'i’Yt‘d
convertediirsts. We have published several drawings of carriages
receipt,but an interval 0/ a few days must usually elapseJiei‘ore
lately which youcould have measured. They areall about the satin
who require
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents
(3i Yes, it is within the realms of possibility. Try one: Messr.
an answerinsertedin this columnshouldunderstandthat some
J.llllt'§ CarsonSt(10.,Ltd., arethe makers. (4) You will have some
weeks must elapse be/ore the R. ly can be published. The
difficulty in getting one,and it would not be much use if you dill.
insertion of Replies in this e um cannot be guaranteed.
unlessmaderegardlessof cost. (5) A good burner (not methylati .l
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The Editor, THE. MODEL
spirit) has yet to be madesuitablefor l-in. scale modellocomotivi»
ENGINEER, 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,London, 151..)
with fire-tubeboilers. You will ﬁnd plctit of designstor burner,
“
The [allowing are selected[rain the QueriesIhieh havebeenreplied
for water-tubeboilersin our back issues,an in Greenly'sbook The
to recently:—
Model Locomotive."
A. H.
[20.057] Gas Engine Patterns: Carburettor.
[19445] Connections for Running Shunt Wound Electric
(Balbzirn)writes: (1) Do you issuea od. book on pattern-making.
Motors. H. S. (Kentish Town) wn'tcs: Many thanks tor the reply
it not, will you kindly let me have rough sketch showing how In
to my Query No. 19,291.and will you kindly ht-lp me with the
following: 1havea 5-way5-amp.distribution boardand am ﬁxing a
make a water-cooledcylinder for gas engine? (2) Will you kind.\'
let me have a rough drawing of a will.
carburettorP
(t) No, we do not issue a 6d. book on
pattern-making, but we have covered Lit-:
groundby a long seriesof articlis entitl'd
FI'C
)7 .
"Simple Lessons in Pattern-Making," in
There were
our Vols. Vlll, IX, and X.
requ/Q/inq O
threearticleswhich would be particularly
Pesis/d nee
helpful to you in our issues“of May 24th,
OFF
june 7th, and 14th, 1900, Patterns lot
the ALE. Otto Cycle Gas Engine."
(2)
Please refer to our issue of October 1st,
a
1902, which contains full illustrated in
Sfarl‘inq
structions ior making such a carburettor.
Saw/ch
[zi,029] Marine
Engineering. H.
to
W. (Knottinglcy) writes: Being a regu1.-_:
reader of Tiii'. MODEL Encixnnn, l wig:
to ask you your adviceconccrniugmarineengineering. 1 may Stat
that I have a great wish, and that is to be engineeron one '0! our
stt-ainboats. Will you kindly give me the way in which to take
the best stops in this matter?
The first stepis to obtain “ RegulationsRelating to the Examina
tion of Enginccrs tor the Mercantile Marine," issued by the Bonn:
Fuses.
of Trade, and published by Eyre 8i Spottiswoode, East Hardin;
Street, Fleet Street, London, E.C., 7d. post free. After rcadim
these carcfiilly you will see whether you are qualiﬁed to go to
D pSwi/ches
sea straight away, or whethcr further time would have to be put
in at a marineshop. Lastly, apply to any shipping ﬁrms you knou
of and ask to be put on their list to be called upon as vacancies
— Mel/’7
occur. 0n the other hand, if you have served your time With a
marine engineeringfirm it is often the case that they
‘ obtain a
berth for you.
+ Md!”
Query ’9445'.
A. 5. (Leeds)
[_2I.027] Horizontal 0. Vertical Engines.
writes: My teacherhas told me that a horizontal engine has won
one,
a
vertical
so
I
asked
him
the
question:
\th all
power than
shunt wound motor two ﬂoorsabovethedistribution board.
_2_h.-p_.
marine engineswere built vertical kwhich he could not answer
lhc ticket on the motor says 1,200watts. Am I correct in using
bctwcu,
Would
you
pleasesay
if
there
is
any
differencein
power
_;’/21win.-? It is on the zzo-volt main, and is the 5-amp. fusewire
vcrtical and horizontal engines?
in thedistribution board safeto usefor this motor ? Will you please
show me how to wire from the switch to starter (with no load
The statt-mcnt is quite incorrectl'l'hc powt-r of any engine
relcasc) and to the motor? I thought of using a double-pole
dvpcnds upon cylinder proportions and sizes, pressure of steam
tumbler switch, but as I am using all Simplex tubing 1'cannot
applied, cut-0t},revolutions, etc. T ie type vinployui is a mattir
see a double-pole tumblcr switch in their cataloguc, so would
of ctgcnieiicc, and dependsupon the purposefor which the cngu»
is u .
it do to use one of their ordinary tumbler switchcs? 1 should
like to put an ammcter in the circuit. Will you please tell me
how it should be placed?
[20,955] Equallsors on Locomotives.
S. M. L. (Ontari-H
A 7/21 wire will carry your 5 amps. comfortably. You should
writes: In bluntinga
small modelof an American locomotive with
"
square or " bar frame, is it necessarythat this latter should [It
use a double-pole switch if possible,which may be obtained from
anyloi our electrical atlvcrtwrs. The makers of the starting
equalised throughout, as in the prototype, in order to make 4

Nnxr Mahmud—The next meeting will be held
on \Nednesday, March 3rd. 7.30 p.m.. at the (Toﬁee
House, 6, High Street, Bull Ring, Birmingham. All
particulars concerning this Society can be had from
the Hon. Secretary, C. H. Hawxnsronn, 3_ Bos
combe Road. Greet Hill. Birmingham.

Queries and Replies.

I
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successful model, or would springs of the ordinary kinds ﬁtted to
the various wheels be sufﬁcient?
No, it is not necessaryto equalisethroughout, provided the road
is reasonably well laid. Of course,equalisersare of advantageon
a rough road.
C-V
[17-031] G.C.R.4—4—-0 Type Express Locomotive.
rl.ondonl writes: Would you kindly give me a drawing of the
Great Central four-coupled express locomotive, No. r,or9, with
lendﬂ', if possible, to 3-r6ths in. scale?

:89

ring, but rather that something has been put out of adiustment
during the.process. The new tube may be sound in every respect,
but may possiblv be partially stopping the ignition hole. This
is a point which is very often overlooked, and easily escapesbb
servation, as the threaded portion of the tubes vary in length
considerablyat times. If you have had the crankshaft out there
is a small chance that wheii'freplacingit the gear wheels got one
tooth out, thus upsettingthe valve settingsslightly, but sufﬁciently
to account for occasionalmisﬁres. We cannot suggestany other
likely causefrom the data you give.

\

G.C.R.

4--4-0 TYPE IixrREss

We have just obtained information 1: the G.C.R. No. 1,0i4—
i.orq class 4—4—0 type expresslocomotive,and appenda drawing
oi both engine land tender with main dimensions. No doubt
theymay be acceptable to other readersin search of particulars of
theseﬁne engines.
[21,028] Gas Engine Fault. G. P. (Kensington) writes:
l have a gas engine, ii-in. by grin. Since putting new piston
ring, engine misses ﬁre.about every seventh charge, and is some
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Electric Power for Boat, H. H. (Wimbledon)
[llﬂlé]
writes: Your advice on the following matter will be greatly
esteemed. have just completed tunnel-stem motor boat hull,
ft., beam 3} ins., depth 2} ins, draught
L.W.L.
ins.
am
desirous of driving by electric motor and accumulator at the.
atestpossiblespeed. Would you adviseon thechoiceof motor
have thought of Thompson's 28, or the Economic Company’s
second size boat motor listed at 125. Would either of these be
suitable Also would volts
be sufﬁcient for same? The
hull complete weighs 2002s.,
— 3'
,
and am fairly conﬁdentthat
9‘
the " lines ’° are all that can
J.—.-]
bedesiredforspeed,as have
served my apprenticeshipto
motor boat and yacht build
ing.
The difﬁculty in your case
will be to getsuﬁicientbattery
power. The roper way to
start is to ﬁn by trial, the
exact load the hull will carry.
and then ﬁt in accumulators
of themaximumweightallow
able, allowing also for the
motor. It
better to run
small motor with ample cur~
rent behind
than attempt
to drive largeone when the
batterypower limited. We
have one or two articles in
hand on electricmotor boats
—
whichwill interestyou. These
.
40'
will bepublishedvery shortly.
'<
\\~\
.
03/
[20.952] Dead Black.
W. F. (Norwich) writes;
W .7.
—~ ~6'6'—.____6°‘.
f~~
Will you kindly give me a
_._4.3'—-i
——-ir*
re—A‘
recipe for making that Very
dull black coatinggiven to the
TENDER or G.C.R. 4—4—0 LOCOMOTIVE.
interior of thelenscasesof op
tical instruments?
have
tried
lamp'black
with
shellacvarnish in varying proportions,with
what erratic in speed. The tube has been renewedand perfect.
out
gives
coating
success.
An
excessof
former
too
granular
and
air.
the
gas
Vale are in good order;
liitlicrto
automatic
and rubs off, and of the latter, producestoo bright surface.
has been a perfect high-speedengine. The valve settings are,
the shellac. Use only enough
Try French polish instead
reasonsfor this fault?
“new. correct, Can vou suggestanyhaving
to maltethe lamp-black adhere.
due to
ﬁtted new piston
“'e do not think the fault
a
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W. O. H. (Tany
[21,032] Water Motor for Churnlng.
gn'sianl writes: I would like to get an idea how to make a water
inotor strong enough to chum (one cow). Please gch hints on
making buckets for this.
A good descn'ption of a } h.-p. water motor is given in our
DQCL'llthBI'15th issue, Vol. V. We do not know exactly what
power you require, but it is notprobable. an ordinary house tap
supply would be suthmentfor dnving_the churn. If you will let
us know what difflClllllt‘S you have in making the bucket»,We
could perhaps assist you. As a rule, it is better to obtain them
in the shape of castings, unless very small powers are concerned,
Messrs. \‘Vhitncy, 117, City Road, London, E.(., would probably
supply you.
G. J. T. (WP-8! Bailing)
[2L030l Gas Engine Exhaust.
writes: I have a gas engine (Lil-in. by 3km.) vertical, mounted
conservatoryat
the rear of my house.
on a cement bed in a small
The exhaust pipe from engine.tor a distanceof 4 it. is l-in. then
into a 6-it. length of ism. pipe, and ﬁnally through 3 it. of i-in.
pipe into a hole in the ground, 3 it. _deepby 2 its ins. wide, ﬂuid
with coke. Four feet from the enumethe pipe is laid ina trench
in the ground and enters the pit i it. iromthc bottom. There is
a tin can open at the bottom placedon the end of the pipe. The
result of this arrangementis a dull penetratingsort of thud which

Tan

“ MERSEY "

can be heard 30 or 40 yards away. 1 shall be glad if you will
kindly advise me how I can improve on this as I desire to make
the exhaust as silent as possible. Should the coke be broken into
small pieces?
There will alwa 's be a certain amount of noise even with these
arrangements. \ 2 would suggest putting in an exhaust-box of
about 12 ins. by 8 ins. or 9 ins. diameter close.to the engine in
the conservatory. It you could ﬁx up some arrangementto keep

l

l
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this cool, such as submergingit in a tank of water but taking care
that inward leakagedoes not occur, We think you would ﬁnd it
would help matters considerably. The coke used should be fairly
small and, of course,provision should be made for proper
at the bottom of the coke-box.

The

Ne_ws

of the

Trade.

[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor rnltnv under this liming
sump/:5and particulars of new tools, apparatus. and materials
for amateuruse It must be understoodthat thesereviews are
free riprrsstons 0! Editorial opinion, no paymentof any kma
being requiredor accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendtucordtngto the M118 0! th: goodssw
niittrd, or to abstaintrom insertinga renew in any casell’hﬂr
thegoodsare not of sulfictentinterestto his "0405.1
'Ret-mrs diSltttEutShr’d
by an astntsk have been based on and
[attend Inspectionof the goodsnoticed.
“ Mersey"
Lathe.
The
Universal
A screw-cutting toot-lathe containing some interesting noul
featuresin dC'Slllehas lately been introducedby Mr. J. J. Pealin:

UNIVERSAL

LATHE.

ii, Earle Road, Tunnel Road, Edge Hill, Liverpool, and from the
two illustrations we give the generalappearance.oi the tool may
be gathered. The principal point in which this lathe departs from
ordinary designis in the provision of a rising and falling movement
to the main headstock,the.motion being given by a handle shown
just above the crankshaft pulley, and transmitted through bevel
wheels to a vertical screw ﬁxed in the undersideof the headstock.
The headstockmovesin accurately ﬁtted vertical guide-s,an index
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has reversing at saddle for screw-cutting so ,arranged that
any threads cannot be crossed when cutting.
The lathe is
designed for motor repairing or heavy repairs in garages for
'bus yards, etc. We are also showing one of our 5—in.‘screw
cutting, sliding and boring lathe-s,with similar gap-bed to the
7f-in., specially designed for garage repairing, as supplied to
His Majesty the King for the motor garage at Sancringhain,
and also a (mu. raising to o-in. screw-cutting, sliding boring
lathe, specially designed for professional repair “ork.
Two
samples of the well-known “in. lathe for light running repairs
will be on view, and one of the newsmall screw-cuttingand milling
lathes specially desitznvdfor inventors‘ model work and for repair
ing of a light description. A hand lever bench sharing machine
will also be shown and a complete line of lathe 3CC(SSOll¢'S,
tools
and chucks. We shall also be.exhibiting the new radial foot-power
drilling machine which has just been placed on the market for
motor repairs, the extraordinary capabilitiesof which we demon
strated at the last Motor Show at Olympia. This t0ol is of quite
novel design and of specialinterest for repairersand endow-rs, as
it will do what
beenconsideredimpossibleto he done
\' lflithl‘l'tO
oot."
‘

graduated to '00! in. being provided so that the lathe mandrel
may be set at vaning distancesfrom the.lathe bed. A clamping
bolt with milled nut servesto lock the headstockat any desired
point of its travel. The rangeof movementpermitted is equal to
one-half the height of the lathe centres. The purpose of this
movement of the. headstock is to facilitate such operations as
milling, drilling, dividing, grmving,etc. The design necessitates
a departure in the arrangementof the driving belt, power being
transmitted through the medium of a small countershaft earned
on brackets affixed to the lathe bed. This is clearly shown in
the end vie-W,in which the quadrant carrying the change wheels
has been lowered for the purposeof showing the extension Plt‘Cl‘S
of the headsth and the elevating screw. The lathe mandrel is
hollow and will take rods up to I in. diameter. The height_of
centresis 4} ins., and the lengthof bed is 4 it. A fully descriptive
prospectus of this new tool may be. had on application to the
inventor at the addressgiven.
'A New Water-tube Kettle.
Although it is unusualfor us to concernourselveswith the purely
domestic side of model engineers'requirements,we are prompted

:91
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Water Motors at Caxton Hall.
Mr. Percy Pitman notifies us that at the Societv
of Model Engineers Conversarioneat Caxton Hall
he will showseveralof his " Hector " watermotors,
hydro-electriccharging sets, and a very interesting
bucket of his latest type of
250 h.-p. turbine.
Steelbucket stampingsand '° angomotor" models
will also be on view.
Ta

.1." 'c-iitgihrf
l
'.at";

a

Water Motor Parts.
Those of our readers who wish to make
small water motor may be interestedto know that
the Universal Electric Supply Co.. 60, Brook
Street, C.-on-.\I., Manchester,are now supplviui:
completesets of castings and parts for this pur
Particulars and priceswill be sent on appli
cation.
Hints to Inventors.

s

“ Hints
Under the title of
t0 InVeutors” an
attractive little book has been published by the
Model Manufacturing Co, 52, Addison Road
North, London, W. In addition to several photo
graphs of high-class models made by this timi.
the book contains ﬁfty-seven illustrations of dif
ferent tvpi of gearingand mechanicalmovements
which should be. of interest and assistance to
thosescheming out mechanism for various pur
poses.

is

is

0! Interest to Phonograph Users.
We have received from Mr. Arthur Walshaw
oi Otley, Yorks, particulars of the “Variol”
combination attachment for Edison " Gem "
of this simple devio
phonographs; The purpose
“
to enable the new Amberol " four to ﬁve
rninute records to be reproduced on the ordi
END VIE“! or “MBRSEY” LATHE, suowrxo RAlSED HEADSTOCK.
nary "Gem" phonograph, and as the ehanizr~
over can be made.in a few seconds, and the
to insert this notice of the “ Instanto” kettle by the fact that it
whole attachment can be ﬁtted in ﬁve minutes, the idea
On
of
our
the
hasbeen invented by‘one
readersas
result of his perusal
of articles in these pages. As will be seen from the illustration.
the distinguishing feature of the kettle is a seriesof water-tubes,
arranged much in the same way as the water-tubes
in a steam boiler, and it will be readily understood
that this construction leads to a more speedy boiling
of the water in this kettle than in the ordinary ﬁat
hottomed type, with a consequent saving of incl.
This fuel economy does not matter in the case of an
ordinary fire; but when usedon gasstoves a decided
saving is experienced, and the additional advantage
0t getting the kettle to boil more quickly will be
appreciated, These kettles may be obtained in two
sizes,z-quan and 4-quart, from Messrs. Johnson and
00., 87, Lower Clapton Road, London. N.E., who
havebeen appointed by Mr. H. ]. Pocock, the inven
tor, as his agents.
Tools at the Manchester Motor Show.
Messrs. Mmond Bros, Ltd, write as follows:
shall 1).? showing at the ManchesterShow,
Stands No. 26 and 27, one of our new design 7Q-in,
high-speed nick-change screwand feed gear, screw
cutting, sliding and boring Iathes with Drummond's
patent gap-bed, by means of which the saddle can
'l‘nr:
be brought right over the gap at any time without
any overhang of tool or saddle. This lathe is
ﬁtted with narrow uide, making it as suitable for
precisionwork as or heavy work, and with the
new boring table cross-slide, rendering it particularly suit
able for cylinder
boring and the many other boring
jobs in motor manuifadurmg or repairing. The lathe also

_"we

"

Ins'ranro

"

KEITLE.

IJNDERNRAIH or KETTLE,
snowmo \VATER Tunas.

which should prove ver_ popular with phonograph users.
Full particulars may be had from Mr. Walshaw at the above
address.
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The Editor’s Page.
the ﬁnal classiﬁca
for our Speed Boat Competition for
r909, we should be glad to hear from any
readers who have suggestions
to make, particularly
in regard to the proposed new class for boats under
2 ft. in length, and also as to the separate' class for
So far as the latter point is con
hydroplanes.
cerned, we can see some little difﬁculty in accurately
deﬁning a hydroplane so that a deﬁnite line
may be drawn which will prevent undue clashing
of types.
We think that the diﬁiculty can be
got over, but should be interested to have some
as to a deﬁnition which would meet
suggestions
the case.
The preparation of some of the illus
trations of last year’s successful
boats has pre
vented our publishing the promiSed
descriptions
before now, but we hope to give them in an early
S we are now Considering

tion

issue.

i

One of our readers

1

of castings for building the model motor ﬁre
shown in our coloured plate of january last
there are several
other
year, and as we believe
readers with a similar desire. we should be glad
to be informed by any trade or other readers who
have sets of castings for this model for disposal.

engine

Q

ﬁ

Judging from a cutting from the Cape Times,
which a reader has been kind enough to send us,
the Cape Town Society of Model Engineers is in
a ﬂourishing condition.
At one of their recent
ordinary meetings nearly a dozen interesting models
and tools were placed on view, and we understand
that these form only a small portion of the work
which the members have in hand for a conver
sazione
which they are holding in June next.
We hope to ﬁnd space in our next issue for a fuller
report of the meeting referred to, which will speak
for itself. Meanwhile. we wish continued pros
perity to this enterprising South African Society.

i

i

i

Mr. \V. Geldart, n, Strawberry Mount, Armley,
will be glad to hear from readers in that
city with a view to forming a local model engineering
society. At one time quite a ﬂourishing Society
existed in Leeds, but we have heard nothing of it
for some time. We See no reason why, with
a little enterprise, the organisation should not be
revived to good purpose in so essentially an engin
Leeds.

eering

R. L. (Leeds).~—We are pleased to See photograph
of your engine and to know that it has turned
out so well, but as we have already illustrated
several
of this particular pattern, we
engines
regret we cannot give space to it in our pages.
M. R. (Canterbury). —Yes, there is a level crossing
at the point you mention, but the station is on
the inland side of the main road.
The crossing
only leads to the docks, and is used for goods.
D. S. (York).—You may proceed with the drawings
on these lines.
We think they should turn out a
success.

T.

S. (Yeovil).—At least 2 B.H.-P. is required.
Obtain a clear guarantee in writing for B.H.-P.
from whichever ﬁrm you deal with.

J.

B. W. (Dublin).——Your letter does not give
sufﬁcient data to work upon. We should be glad
to assist you on receipt of further particulars.

W. G. (Selby).——'l'he railway company are obtain
We will write you later.
ing particulars.

a good

set

i

25. 1909.

Notices.

4!

is anxious to purchase

February

centre.

Answers to Correspondents.
R. C. (Newmains).—Stout square section black elas
tic is the best you can use.
It is uncovered, of
course.
Most large toyshops, stationers, etc.,
sell it.

The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amaleur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender‘snameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions. whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be acmm~
paniedby a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the even! of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see lhe Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post [me to any addressfor 135. per
aunum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
menr Manager.
How To Anonsss LETTERS.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand price lists,km, [or review,to be addre<sed
to Fun Eon-on. " The Model Engineer," 26—49, Poppin's Court,
l-‘lectSlreel, London, S.C.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand depositsto be
"
addressedto Tim onskrisamasr
MANAGER. The Model Engi
neer," 26-20, Poppin‘s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6; Co_.
26*29, l’oppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whorn
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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An Exhibition Model Engine.
By E. A. NEHAN.

MR. E. A.

NEHAN'S Mover. HORILONTAL ENGINE.
MOUNTED

HE
I

above is a photograph of a model engine
made some four years ago, and a short
description, I trust, will interest my fellow
\Vhen my plans were
MODEL ENGINEER readers.
being prepared, I had in mind the idea of making a
engine, rather than one designed for
nice. showy
hard work.
Having made the necessary drawings,
1 set to and made the patterns, which comprise the
plummer blocks, guide-bars, ﬁ-in. ﬂy
bedplate,
All these were cast from
wheel, and steam chest.
brass.
The cylinder is a piece of seamless drawn
brass tube, If-in. bore, 2} ins. long, giving a. rQ-in.
stroke,
The
and is built up as Fig. 1 shows.
casting A‘ is shaped to the curve of the cylinder and

ON STAND.

had steam and exhaust ports drilled out.
Steam—
studs, and
chest casting is secured by eight
steam>port casting is soldered to cylinder. besides
being further secured by cylinder ends and bar
stays and studs, which give rather a pretty effect,
although out of the. question for high-pressure

fin.

work.
Brass is used {or most parts except valve-rod,
crosshcad and balanced crank, etc. As usual, the
crankshaft was a teasing little job, being forged
out of ir-in. by 1-in. iron, with two jigs for turning
Balance
crank-pin, which were afterwards cut 05.
on after
weights were dovetailed and soldered
Slide-bars and bearings are split to take
turning.
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up wear and provided with oil cups, and cylinder
is ﬁtted with lubricator with cock.
The whole is
polished, lacquered, and mounted on a mahogany
base with ornamental turned oak corners. French

A SIDE

VIEW OF Mia

E.

March 4, i909.

I turned out of a piece of scrap
also made the bib cocks for the cylinder.
The crankshaft was cut out of a piece of 5-t6ths-in.
mild steel plate and then turned. All the bolts
The lubricator

\
l

brass.

I

NBHAN'S HORIZONTAL

A.

polished. Not caring to spoil the lacquer, engine
was tried with compressed
air and all went well.
I may add that I put this model in an Industrial
and gained
the highest award for
Exhibition
which I was eligible to compete (a certiﬁcate), and
thus managed to be awarded for my ﬁrst model

and

nuts

rod.

I

made

Enema.
myself out of

hexagon

steel

In conclusion, I may say the photograph was
taken by a friend of mine, Mr. Thomson, who is
an enthusiastic model locomotive engineer.
This

I

Fro. r.
Snowmo

I

Cousrnuc
not: or
CYLINDER.

I

which I built when I was sixteen. Since, a loco
motive and marine type engine haVe been ﬁnished,
I will
and at some future date, if acceptable,
send THE MODEL ENGINEER an account of their
doings.

l
r

A High-speed Launch Engine.
By T. F. Scor'r.
following is a description of a launch
The
engine which I have just completed.
castings were obtained from the Liverpool
Casting and Tool Supply Company.
The chief dimensions are : Cylinder (bore) 11- ins.,
(stroke) I in.; ports (steam) 5—32nds in. by § in.,
valve travel,
(exhaust) 5-I6ths in. by i- in.;
in. diameter.
The steam
5-i6ths in. ; valve rod,
is cut oﬁ at three-quarter stroke.
There are two
cast-iron rings in the piston. The piston-rod
is 3-16ths in. diameter.
The diameter of crankshaft
is 1 in., and of ﬂywheel 3% ins. ; face of ﬂywheel,
Crosshead
in. The front
pin, 5-32nds
4} in.
columns are 7-32nds in. diameter. Height over
all, 9 ins.
The engine is enamelled green, and the
cylinder is lagged with mahogany.

HE

rise-cry
4 "I
until-51",.“

i

MR. T

F. Scon's HIGH-SPEED LAUNCH
Enema.

is my ﬁrst attempt at model making, and
been four months constructing the engine.

Ihave
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either end, which
supported under the foo late as
described
in the last article by two sma
angle
brackets of the size and shape shown in Fig. 22.
The arms or levers a,
Fig. 2!, can be ﬁled up out
of a piece of mild steel plate, one being bifurcated
as shown to engage with a pin in the valve-rod head,
as before mentioned.
After drilling and tapping
the holes for the shaft, slip the angle brackets on
the latter, and then screw on the arms a and
with
the bosses facing inwards.
These arms should be
set at an angle of r80° (see coloured plate), and a

Motor

b,

Rail

Gauge
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5::31
H—lé‘
ed
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21.—Rsvznsmo 5mm
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Fic. 22.—BEARING
BRACKETS.

I

hole 1"01

Pequ/a/br' rod

éI/w/e for
s/‘éam pipe

boi/er'
7:7 517‘ inner-

We

Pas/ﬂan of
Smoke-box saddle
FIG. 20.—FRonr Pon’rrox OF FOOTPLATE.
snowmo POSITION or Frxmo Scaaws
roa STEAM BLOCK or NON-REVERSIBLE
CYLINDER.

is

these pipes be provided with a screwed socket or
union just below the iootplate; the upper bent part
of the pipes can then be screwed in from the top srde
It will be noticed that the
of the footplate.
cylinder must be assembled before ﬁxing the steam
block in position, otherwise the pivot pin cannot be
put through the block, owing to the limited space
between the latter and the main frame.
It will be as well at this stage to ﬁx the reversing
This
simply a piece
shaft or spindle in position.
of steel rod 3-32nds in. in diameter screwed at

crewed

pin;

'

'

Fro. 24.-—FRONT

BOILER END.

the boiler should be taken in hand.
Those
parts of which patterns have to be made will be
dealt with ﬁrst, as this will enable the castings to be
ready when the boiler proper and outer shell are
engine,

ﬁnished.

The smokebox front and door, with hinge-plate
and lugs, are in one piece, and can be cast in brass or
aluminium.
The latter metal
preferable on
account of its lightness, and also because
allows
the hinge-plate and lugs to be left bright to represent
the steel as used for these parts in actual practice.
it

for

exhauel'

'

Ho/e

its

bar'r'e/

3

i

I

-_|-_ _

a

at

WL—l

é‘scr'ew;

Dr-I'l/edano’

I‘m/*0»
SCI‘CWS.

\

-

'

hot soldering iron can be applied to sweat them on
to the shaft
The brackets can now be screwed
in position after passing arm a, through the slot
in the footplate (see Figs. :3 and 19.
provided for
February r8th issue).
Having now ﬁnished the running part of the

pipe

4/70/85

,0 fa/re

.

'g'lvo/c

is

01
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mk—id'»!

it

s/‘ed
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KEPP‘g; Whit
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REVERSING Sum, Borum, s'rc.
position of the ﬁxing screws for the steam
block of the non-reversible cylinder is indi
cated in Fig. 20, whichalso shows the holes
cut in the footplate to allow the steam and
exhaust
The above
through.
pipes to pass
mentioned cylinder is arranged to work nearer the
lefthand frame of engine, so that the crank will
have to be arranged on that side also.
This can be
done by simply reversing the position of the driving
wheels to that shown in the plan on coloured plate,
the distance between the centres of engine and
cylinder remaining the same.
The ﬁxing of the steam and exhaust pipes in
this case, and getting them to pass through the holes
in the footplates, may prove rather n awkward job.
The writer would suggest that the lower portion of

HE

J,

b,

By A. 1. Boom.
(Continued from Page 151.)

+1

Model Steam
Coach.

'6

A Design for a
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After machining the back face, the holes
tubes.
The casting should be turned on the ﬂange to be a
The
for the stays and the tube for the regulator rod can
fairly tight ﬁt in the outer boiler casing.
handles,
be drilled, and also the ﬁrehole.
which can be of German silver, are, of
course, dummies, and are added to
give a ﬁnish to the smokebox door.
They are kept in position by a small
screw inserted through the centre
hole from the inside of door, as
shewn in Fig. 2 3, which represents
the
ﬁtting to the full
complete
ﬁnished size. The lugs on the front
should be carefully drilled through
in one operation to take the hinge
q
pin, which can either be of steel or
German silver.
The front end of the inner boiler
I
barrel. shown in Fig. 24, should be
a brass casting, being turned on
the ﬂange to ﬁt the inner boiler
barrel. The four holes in the face
Ha nd/cs
can be marked out and drilled, but
of German
the holes in the ﬂange for the screwed
Silver
pins must be left till after the end
is in position in the boiler.
The rear end of boiler and back
To
plate are arranged to be cast in
one piece as shown in Fig. 25, the
drawing being to the full ﬁnished
In making the pattern allow
size.
ance should be made for machining
on the back face and also on the
periphery of the inner projecting
ring, which has to be turned to
ﬁt in the boiler barrel in the same
The bulging
way as the front end.
noticed at the sides of the back
plate
provided to allow the outer
FIG. 23.—Consmnn
Suommox FRONT AND Doon.
casing to accommodate the water
1‘17 ail/er

eds/n
bcwjer'
u
d/a m. approx
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BACKPLATB.

4} ins. long.
For the water tubes eight
of
copper tubing
pieces
32nds in. outside diameter,
and about 21 S.\V.G. thick,
will be required, each piece
being
9-16th ins. long.
These can be bent to shape
January 7th
(see Fig.
issue) and cleaned ready ior
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The ﬂange should be ﬁled
up as square as possible, as
the back edge of the outer
casing has to be screwed on
to this part.
Coming to the construction
of the inner boiler barrel, :1
of solid drawn
good
piece
copper tube should be se
lected for this, about 3-64ths
This
in. thick, or 18 S.\V.G.
should be mounted between
the lathe centres by inserting
wooden plugs in the ends, and
a piece then cut off exactly

The posi
silver soldering.
tion of the tubes should now
be marked out on the boiler
To do this with the
barrel.
amount of accu
necessary
racy, the writer would suggest
using
template made in the
a

e

is

__

___,
f‘.._i__
__i

‘\9
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following manner. Procure a piece of thin sheet
copper or zinc, say i-32nd in. thick, and about
the size shown in Fig. 26, and square up the two
sides C D. Then mark the centre line A B and the
four lines parallel to it. By the aid of a square
mark oﬂ the eight lines which are shown square with
:
the centre line, starting with the one nearest the
edge C. After drilling small holes at the points
of intersection of these lines, as indicated, the
template is ready for use.
Having carefully marked a centre line on the
boiler barrel square with the edge, bend the tem
i
plate round and bind it with wire to keep it ﬁrmly _
in position so that the line A B registers with the
centre line of barrel and the edge of the latter is
flush with the edge of the template. Now by using
1
a scriber, mark oﬁ' sixteen points on the boiler
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the _Ianuary meeting of the Cape Town
Society of Model Engineers, held in the
Old Town House, there was a large atten
dance.
Certain formal business having been dealt
with, the president (Mr. Ashenden) announced
with regret that the Society was losing Mr. Dingle,
one of its most active members,
who was leaving
shortly for New Zealand, and, on behalf of the
Society, he wished him success in his future.
He
also acknowledged with thanks the gift of a very
useful book, “Modern \Vork Hints," which Mr.
Gibson had presented to the Society‘s library. After
the election of a new member,
the
President explained that, with the
Iqbou/ 4”
object of ascertaining what progress
was being made by members in the
construction of models,
apparatus,
A
etc., for the Conversazione to be held
in June next, members had been in
vited to bring to the meeting the work
they were engaged upon, and he was
gratiﬁed to see such a good display.
The following gentlemen
were then
asked to show and explain the models,
etc., they had brought.
Mr. Warman showed a 4-ft. model
of a steam launch, built by a gentle
man who was unable to be present;
the hull had very good lines, and was
built up from copper strips, riveted
the work being executed
in
together,
x
a very thorough manner.
The engines
were of the double cylinder oscillating
type, and though the boat was not
ﬁnished off,
had made several trips
in the bay.
Mr.
S. Streeter showed
an electric locomotive, 31- ins. gauge,
which he had just completed, with the
exception of lining out. The locomo—
tive is driven by two motors, each 10
Fro. 26.—TBMPLATB FOR MARKING Our POSITION or
volts
amps, connected in series
WATER Tunas.
ﬁtted with a reverser, and can be
driven from the switchboard only, in either direction.
to coincide with the holes in the template, after
The building up and winding were done by Mr.
which the latter can be removed. Holes can now
Streeter, every detail being carried out with the
be drilled at these points to be a nice ﬁt to the
ends of the water tubes.
greatest care, and the model showed work of a high
This being done, a line should be scribed on the
order. Mr. Foulkes brought down his model sailing
cutter, W inm'e, a scale model of the famous racing
top of boiler barrel diametrically opposite the one
yacht Satanila. The lines and designs of the boat
on the underside, and the position of the safety
were much admired, and its construction reﬂects
valve and bush to take the ﬁxing screw can be
A sketch of this small bush, which can be
marked.
great_credit on the builder, especially in view of the
fact that, as Mr. Foulkes explained, his equi ment
turned from a piece of brass rod and silver soldered
of tools was a very modest one indeed.
in position,
Mr. astle
given full size at
(Fig. 24), which
man showed a dynamo (overtype), 20 volts
shows the method of ﬁxing the front end of inner
amps,
which he had built from castings, and though he
barrel to the outer casing. By adopting this arrange
had not run it as a dynamo, it had been tried as
ment there should be no fear of leakage at this point,
a motor with good results.
be desired at any time to remove the
The oil engine for
should
was not yet completed.
Mr. Castleman
inner boiler barrel.
driving
also exhibited two vertical engines for driving a
The top of the bush should project about
5-ft. boat, and an engine for driving a pump and
1-32nd in. from the inner barrel to prevent the
latter from touching the outer casing as indicated.
condensing plant. These engines were the work of
Mr. Gilbert (K ildonan Castle), and show what can
This will help to retain the heat.
be done with a very small equipment of tools, even
Before soldering the bush in position, the hole
under the most disadvantageous conditions in the
in the centre should be drilled and tapped for the
intervals of the multifarious duties of a steward.
small countersunk ﬁxing screw.
Mr. Dingle showed a light grinder for use in the
(To be continued.)
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athe, constructed from a bicycle spindle, also a
micrometer feed for his new Drummond precision
la the, with dividing arrangement. Mr. Chambers
sh owed the internal ﬁrebox of a water-tube boiler
he
was building to drive a compound marine
He explained by means of a sketch, the
engine.
design he had in view, and invited criticism on
cer tain points, which led to an interesting discussion.
Mr. Anderson showed an unwound armature of a
150 ~watt Manchester type dynamo he was building,
the dynamo itself being too heavy to be brought in.
The armature is of the drum type, with 16 slots,
and is built up from stampings. It will be wound
The last exhibit was a
up for 50' volts 3 amps.
partly-ﬁnished, vertical high-speed marine engine,
for driving a 5-it. boat, built by Mr. Ashenden from
castings supplied by the Liverpool Castings Com
The castings were very clean, and the
pany.
The cylinders are 1} ins. by
design excellent.
i} in s., and the engine is of the same size and type
as ﬁtted in the boat which won THE
M00151.
ENGINEER speed competition in England last year.
The models, etc., formed only a small portion
of the work which the members have in hand for
the June exhibition.

An Alcester Enthusiast’s 27-ft.
Steam Launch.*
GIVE

herewith two photographs of a small
and
launch which I have
designed
built for my own use on the River Avon.
Steam
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was nearing completion, and the other shows it
under steam on the river.
The hull is 27 ft. long, 4 it. beam, and 2 it. deep.
This was constructed from an ordinary light
built mahogany double-sculling in-rig boat.
The ﬁrst job (which was rather a tough one,

Coa/
bumiqr'

Coal

bun/ref

Bel/er
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,2 'x
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as}; sir/p5
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. 94%;

ﬂan I:

Mel/10d of {if/th
add ed lap
P/‘Ion
lb cpl-90ml Pb.an
CRoss-sxc'riou or Huu.

FIG. L—DIAGRAMMATIC
AT BOILER.

owing to the wood—{am mahogany—being very
hard, and sawing through numerous copper rivets
does not improve the cutting edges of the saw)
was to cut away the rowlocks level with the gun
wale of the boat ; then I had to take out the stern
and build up and ﬁt in a proper lalmCh counter
stem, with stempost and stern tube; also an iron
The hllu was
rudder of ample size was ﬁtt'Bdstrengthened by pieces of
1-in. by i-in. ash, screwed
to hull with brass screws,
one

piece

being

plaCed

outside about 8 ins. each
side of keel.
These pieces
run the full length of
machinery space.
Two
more pieces of the same
stuff were ﬁxed inside.
exactly above the outside
pieces, and screwed on to
the ribs, and another piece
was screwed on to the top
of keel, the three pieces
strapped together
being
with cross-pieces of i-in.
by i-in. oak; these have
greatly strengthened the
hull, and are also used as
engine

One

‘

of the

photographs

shows the launch as it

which have been penned
by
[These
Mr. T. W. Averill, of Alcester, will be read with
interest by many readers.
Though brief, they
show what can be done in the way of amateur boat
building when determination of purpose and me
chanical skill are well alloyed—En, M.E. <5-5.]
notes,

~ bearers.

The

boiler-bearers (of ‘l-in. by
55m. iron) are screwed on
to these, and the ashpan
is formed of two pieces of
i-in. steel plate, rivehad
together with a f-in. thick
ness of asbestos between
I give a sketch
them.
of hull at
(not to scale; Fig. I) of the cross-section
the boiler.
Of course,~thc boat was much too shal
low for alaunch, so~I had to build it up all round
(see Fig. i); it is a o ﬁtted with turtle-decks fore
round well containing
and aft, with
coarning
machinery, and seats [or six persons, which the
boat carries quite easily on a draught of about 1 it.
It is also ﬁtted with an awning.
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The boiler is a steel verticalmultitubular,
36 ins.
by 18 ins. diameter, with ten iii-in. tubes,
The boiler is
working pressure 80 to 100 lbs.
lagged with polished wood and brass bands, has
polished brass smokebox, and double‘cased chimney.

diameter and :2-in. pitch, the casting for which
I bought from Messrs. Crawford & Co., Liverpool.
It is their patent pattern, for which they claim—
and I think they are right, as it appears to put very
little work on the engine, but is very quick in getting
the boat away—great efficiency. I
found the casting rather a peculiar
u/Z/be
job to chuck for boring, as the blades,
which are very light, project a good
Rudder- bead
I am
way past the boss on both sides.
Driver‘s seal'
very pleased with the speed of the boat.
I only expected to get about 4 or 5 miles
per hour, but ﬁnd I can get nearly 8.
The boiler makes ample steam;
in
fact, it has to be ﬁred very carefully,
5/0 5 fé/orevenl'
or it is blowing off all the time.
As
pug/n? r'udder over
the steering gear is rather novel, and
I50 fa'rmy own design, I give a rough sketch
Skew-17g
(Fig. 2) of it, as there are no trouble
w/lee/
some chains or ropes to get out of
I think it would make a good
order.
Fro. 2.—DIAGRAM orSrsEnmo GEAR.
boats,
as it is self
gear for model
locking in every position, and in my
It is ﬁtted with all the usual ﬁttings; amongst
own boat it takes ﬁve revolutions of the wheel to
come right over from port to starboard.
i-in. pop safety
organ whistle,
others—large
valve, Buffalo injector, steam bilge injector, and
I am now building a large tank locomotive
\
steam kettle (for picnic purposes).
engine to i-in. scale; it is my own design, and I
think it will prove very powerful.
The engine is a double-cylinder high-pressure.
I may say that
it reaches the limit of the English loading gauge.
Th'm engine
was described in an article on my
i
models published in This Mons]. ENGINEER for
It has cylinders 1 in. by i1} ins., six coupled 4} ins.

i

high

;

FINISHED LAUNCH UNDER

I may say that it is the sweetest
23rd, 1908.
engine that I have ever made, though
running
It
the speed is very high (800 to 1,000 r.p.m.).
there
runs almost as quietly as an electric motor;
is scarcely any vibration, and, owing to the silencer
ﬁtted to exhaust, this is scarcely audible.
three blades, 10 ins.
The propeller is gun-metal:
July

STEAM

ON THE

AVON.

diameter wheels, and a bogie truck at front, and
also under bunker. The boiler barrel is 5 ins.
diameter, with eighteen ll-in. ﬂue tubes and six
The total heating surface is
i-in. ﬁeld tubes.
over 400 sq. ins., so I ought not to get stuck
The boiler is made strong enough
for steam.
to stand a working pressure of 120 lbs., but this is

I
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milled to a fairly coarse pitch, and the whole being
and tempered, then secured to the box
hardened
with a {-in. or 3-i6ths-in. hardened steel screw.
The milled wheel may mark the stud slightly,
but will not do a great deal of harm. For driving
locating or steady-pins, or any i-in. round bar
screwed
only at one end, the setscrew, which is
down to the full
ins. long, may be screwed
extent of the thread, and the eccentric wheel
will grip when turned in the
so that
reversed.
driving direction.

Menu for I“:
[8 Mm an invited l0 ton-tribal: slur! Practical
column, based on their own marksllnﬂ experience. Accepted
desired,scion!
hub/111111091,
on
be
if
will
for
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[mid
intended[or this column should In
All mum
tag to Mil.
"
mrkld " Wonxsnor on ﬂu madam.)

An Adjustment

for Cutting Small
By "RACK."

Discs.

The adjustment for cutting small discs consists
of
piece of cast iron turned and bored as shown
bored to receive a steel
in sketch A. This part
rod. say about ins. long by in. diameter, one end
bent over and ground off to a knife edge. as shown
in sketch marked B. You can make the steel
rod any length. so as to suit the diameters you
The rod
fastened
in position
require to cut.
1}

is

9

A stud-box which can be used for the dual
purpose of driving and extracting studs is shown
The stud is driven
by the accompanying sketch.
by the ordinary method of a screwed box with an

is

a

Stud Driver and Extractor.
By W. MuncAerR.

I

it

1%

Workshop Notes and Notions.

I

The frames and motion are
not Quite ﬁnished.
ﬁnished and have been tried under steam, when
When the
everything worked quite satisfactorily.
engine is complete, and I have tested it, I shall be
pleased to send some photographs of same, if they
will interest M .E. readers.

I
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Sawing Copper.
By T. H. FOULsroN.
is

In sawing copper castings or sheet metal the
secret involved
in three things. In the ﬁrst
place, you cannot run your saw too fast
say, for a
5-in. saw, get as near 3,000 turns a minute as you
can.
Second. have your saw tempered so that you
can file it, and with about ten teeth to the inch.
Third, use sperm oil for a lubricant.
;

i

a

it

1;}

adjustable setpin. For extracting, a small hardened
eccentric wheel is placed in a slot at one side of the
stud-box.
The edge of the wheel is milled, and
will grip on the plain portion of the stud when the
box is turned in the direction for drawing.
The sketch is detailed to suit a ill-in. stud-box;
a piece of ii-in. round mild steel will be handy
for making the body. Cut Oil from a bar a piece
2} ins. long, and drill centres for swinging in a
lathe 3-i6ths in. from the actual centre of the
bar, and turn a portion
ins. long to i} ins.
diameter. Mill or shape hexagon to suit a i-in.
spanner, and drill and tap, as shown in sketch,
the hole being
in. clear for
distance of
in.
from the bottom of the stud-box.
The adjustable
screw
an ordinary il-in. hexagon
The
setpin.
eccentric wheel
in. diameter and 3-i6ths in.
thick, and
made from cast steel, the edge being

it

is

is

it is

is

by a steel pointer, which
screwed into the bottom
of the cast-iron part; this pointer both holds the
rod in position and also acts as the centre. This
centre
screwed about
in. long, and next to the
thread
left square so as to engage with a spanner
to relieve and tighten the position of the rod; then
the pointer
turned taper to a point as in sketch C.
The above mechanism can be easily adjusted to
an ordinary small drill or boring machine.
The
least diameter of sketch A
ﬁxed into the hole of the
drill chuck and held tight with a square - head
screw in the ordinary way.
This adjustment saves a great deal of labour,
and
does the work both neater, sharper, and more
accurately than when the work
done by hand.
Diﬁerent materials can be cut with the arrangement,
such as leather, wood, asbestos,
and cardboard,
and glass can be cut. providing the steel pointer and
the knife are specially hardened.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Signalling
By

on Model
GEO.

the working of the points and signals as shown in
Fig. I, and at the same time it must not be for
gotten that this is a working model and not a real

Railways.

railway.
Nos. I and 12 are distant signals. These are dis
tinguished from others by the swallow-tail arms.
In actual practice these signals are usually placed
about half-a-mile outside the home signals, Nos, 2
and ii. Their use. is to indicate to the engine driver
the state of the home and starting signals, the
latter are numbered 3 and 10. By tIN arrangement
of interlocking the levers in the signal~box, it is
not possible to lower a distant signal until the home
and starting are lowered; therefore when a driver
sees a distant signal lowered,
he knows that the
home and starting are also showing line clear,
even if for any reason he is unable to see them,
and that he may run on at full speed with perfect
The action of pulling back the levers to
safety.
lower the distant signals back-locks the levers of

WINTERINGHAM.

HE signalling installation on model railways is
usually, to say the least of it, indifferent.
This is to be regretted, as it is really one of
the most interesting branches of railway engineering.
.
whether in a model or on the real railway.
The _
writer has had considerable correspondence
with
owners of small railways on this subject, and has no
hesitation in saying that nine out of every ten
who undertake the making of a model railway
station with a signalling installation fail on account

of being over ambitious.
The small country station with its six or seven
signals and two or three sets of points is usually
looked upon with contempt, and consadered far too
simple to be worthy of serious consideration, and
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FIG. I.

in its place an elaborate junction is planned out
with innumerable points, crossings,
and sidings,
most of them having no real use, and frequently
impossible to construct: the consequence
is the
owner soon ﬁnds himself in diﬁ‘iculties, and event
of
tires
the
whole
ually
thing, with the result that
it never gets ﬁnished.
i
will give an idea of the usual arrangement
Fig.
of signals and points to be found at wayside or
country stations, and it is this arrangement that
it is proposed ,to describe.
The scale chosen for
the signals and other details is ﬁ-in. to the foot,
a size which ex
rience shows to be most suitable
for all models 0 zi-in. gauge and under.
Fig. 2 shows a simple design for signals, but
amateurs will hardly ﬁnd it worth their while to
construct the various details themselves, as prac
tically everything in this way that is necessary for
model signalling can now be purchased at a nominal
price, and most people will ﬁnd that ﬁtting up even
a small
installation with signals, laying down
points, etc., building the lever frame, and con
necting it all up so that it will work properly, is
quite a considerable piece of work, and will provide
interesting occupation for a good many spare hours.
At the same time, no one should ﬁnd any difﬁculty
in making the various parts; full particulars are
therefore given for the beneﬁt of those who feel
inclined to do so. No elaborate tools or even a
lathe are necessary, and the whole work may be
done with the most primitive outﬁt.
As this article is only written with a view to
helping those who have no previous knowledge
of the subject. it will perhaps be as well to describe

©

the home and starting signals, so that neither of
these two can be put back to danger while the
distant signal shows line clear.

DESCRIPTION OF SIGNALS

3
;

NM.

Description of signals. '. 1:3“
‘

I.
2.
3.
4.

_ Down distant sign! . . 1 3
Down homesignal
..
Down starting signal . .
Disc signal, up to down
line . . . . . . . . 5
Points, cross-over to
downlinc..
..
..
Disc signal, down to up
line . .
.. .. .. 5
Disc signal, up line to
siding
.. .. .. 3
Points, up line to siding
Starting signal,siding to
up hue . . . . . . B
Up starting signal
Up homesignal ..- . .
Up distant signal. . . . to I r

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
IO.

it.

:2.

1

‘

AND LOCKING TABLB
Locks in
bpth
positions.

'

5

5

6

.t

2811
4
9
5

u

7

i

5 8

l

5

8

The remaining starting signal. No. 9, has a ring
on the arm to distinguish it from the main line
No. 9 cannot be lowered until the points
signals.
(No. 8) have been set for a train to get out of the
siding on to the up line; the action of lowering
this signal locks No. 8 point lever so that the points
cannot again be moved until No. 9 is put to danger.
It will he as well to remember this rule, asit always
applies to the signals indicating the road for which
the points are set.
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Having explained the lOcking of the points and
signals so far, it will be easy for the reader to follow
out the rest by reference to the table under plan
(Fig. 1); but in order to make it all perfectly clear,
it will be as well to run some imaginary train
through the station and into the sidings, etc. To
allow a down train to pass through the station,
Nos. 3, 2, and i must be lowered, putting them
back to danger as the train passes each signal.
The same applies to an up train, only lowering
Nos. 10, ll, 12. An up goods train may come into
It is required to stop this train and
the station.
shunt it into the siding in order to allow an up
In this case only
express to pass on the same line.
the home signal (No. II) should be lowered; the
goods train will then stop at the starting signal
No. 10. Points No. 8 and ground disc No. 7 will
now be pulled off, the train set back into the siding,
and N0s. 7 and 8 put back. The express may now
as described
above.
To
be signalled through
a110w the goods train to proceed, Nos. 8, 9, and 10
if the signalling table is
must be pulled off.
to, it will be seen that lowering No. l0
referred
locks points No. 8 in either position, so that they
cannot be moved while this signal is showing line

a d

Electrlchn.

but do not use a sticky kind of paint or it will be
found very difﬁcult to fix on the metal parts without
marking.
Fig. 3 shows the arm and spectacle; these are
made of ordinary tinplate, or thin brass is better
if the signals are intended for outdoor use ; r6-gauge
sheet brass, about 1-16th in. thick, will be very
The arm is soldered
suitable for the spectacles.
afterwards drilling and
on to the brass spectacle,
tapping the holes for the spindle and screw, to which
The back shade
the working rod is attached.
(Fig. 4) is emin made by soldering a piece of brass
FIG. 14.

clear.

Now, suppose a goods train to be coming on the
down line and it is required to shunt it into the
siding. It will be signalled into the station by the
home signal No. 2 and will stop at No. 3. Cross
over No. 5 and ground disc No. 6 are now pulled
over, the train will then set back on to the up line,
and may be left there or shunted into the siding
until the down express has assed; Nos. 6 and 5,
of course, were put back he ore the express could
On referring again to the signalling
be signalled.
table, it will be seen that the levers 3 and 10 look
No. 5 in both positions. Any other order of
shunting may, of course, be carried out as desired.
but the above explanation should be sufﬁcient to
show the general use of the points and signals.
Signalling with ﬂags and hand lamps on a model
is obviously impossible, and is therefore not being
taken into consideration here.
If the model is zl-in. gauge or less, it will not
be advisable to attempt too much detail in the
various ﬁttings, as. being so exceedingly small, they
For instance.
would be very troublesome to make.
it would not be worth while to attempt ﬁtting real
glass into the spectacles ; this can just be managed
satisfactorily on a model of 3-in. gauge, but even
then the various parts are very small.
Mention may be made here as to the height of
There are no ﬁxed rules for this, and in
signals.
actual practice the height varies considerably on
diﬂerent railway systems—for instance, the Great
Northern Railway in many places adopt exceed
whereas
the
Great Western
ingly high posts,
believe in just the opposite.
A good plan in determining the height of model
signal posts is to imagine it is a piece of real rail
way and ﬁx on the height that would seem best
from the engine driver's point of view, keeping
to and 20 inches as the limits.
Nice clean deal or yellow pine is the best wood
for the posts.
After planing up to the given sizes
(Fig. 17) the ﬁnial on top can easily be cut with a
sharp knife, or a small L.N.VV. cap may be put on
if preferred (see 11:, Fig. 17).
This can be cut out
of hardwood and ﬁxed on with small pins.
The
posts may now be painted white, tw0 or three coats;

l
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wire on to a correctly-shaped piece of tin, or thin
brass.

Fig. 5 shows a simple form of bracket for carrying
the arm, and is made of a small piece of brass tube
soldered on to a plate about i-32nd in. thick, having
1-16th in. holes drilled as shown for ﬁxing to the
The tube should have a little ﬁat ﬁled on
posts.
it in order to make it a better and stronger ﬁt on the
plate. The arm spindle is 1-16th in. brass wire

‘
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screwed into the hole in spectacle : this should be a
slack ﬁt in the brass tube (Fig. 5).
The bracket for carrying the lamp is shown in
Fig. 6, and is made of 1-32nd in. brass plate with
suitable holes drilled for ﬁxing the lamp and ﬁxing
to the post, and bent at right angles as shown.
Solder may be run in the inner side of the bend to
stiffen it a little.
Fig. 7 shows a lamp ; this is made of wood, some

Fro. 16.

Signal lamps are usually
hard kind for preference.
round in shape, but some are square, and it will
be easier to make the models square, as the ground
disc lamps, to be described later on, are also square,
The lenses are represented by
and the same size.
round-headed brass nails, which can be purchased at
It will be noticed
ironmongers for a few pence.
that the front lens is much larger than the back
one ; the latter is used as an indicator only, so that
the signalman can see that the lamp is alight, also
that the arm drops when the lever is pulled. The
lamp should be painted black with white lenses.
The rod 11 (Fig. 2) for connecting the arm to the
balance weight lever is made of brass wire, which
should be rather more than 1-32nd in. diameter.
It is the practice on many railways now to place
the balance weight and lever about 4 ft. below the
arm, thus dispensing with the long rod and guides

H‘-

,.

ﬂirt-L
F10. 7.

which have to be used when the weight and lever
It will be
are placed low down near the ground.
found easier to adopt the modern method in the
model, as the long wire rod and guides always give
The
trouble and are very easily bent Out of shape.
eyes in the ends of the rod should be large enough
for the screws on the arm and balance lever to ﬁt
that all the working
quite easily; it is essential
arts on model signals should be perfectly free.
1: may be mentioned here that railway signals
should be so constructed and balanced that in the
event of any parts becoming detached
or broken
arm \vill
imme
the
or
in any way deranged,
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the danger position, and if the models
the arm will go to
constructed as described
danger position even if the rod and balance
weight and lever are taken 05.
Fig. 9 shows the bracket for carrying the balance
Sheet brass 1-32nd in. thick will be
weight lever.
The boss (4 is made
suitable to make this from.
by soldering on a small washer, or it may be left
loose if preferred.
One edge is turned up and
partly ﬁled away for the lever, a small projection
being left at each end to form stops.
The balance weight lever is shown in Fig. 10, and
is made from strip brass ; it is important that the
two holes b and 0 should be the exact distance apart,
otherwise the movement of the arm will not be
correct. The hole 0 should be tapped for a 1-16th
in. screw, which must be a tight ﬁt to prevent it
from becoming loose, while the signal is being
worked; the same remarks apply to the screw 4!
in the spectacle (Fig. 3).
The best way to make the weights will be to con
struct a rough mould of hardwood and cast them
of lead direct on to the lever.
Fig. 19 shows pretty
Use a piece of hard
clearly how this can be done.
wood about 2 or 3 ins. square and } in. thick, cut
it in half across the centre and plane up the edges
so that they ﬁt nicely together; ﬁx them down on
the bench edge to edge and bore a clean hole

diater ﬂy to

are
the

FIG. 12.
Now make
through, using the joint as a centre line.
a saw cut in the edge of each 5-64ths in. deep, so
that when they are put together the weight lever
will ﬁt into the space formed by the two slits ; this
is shown by the dotted lines (Fig. 19). To cast a
weight put a lever in the slit, lay the mould down
on a piece of smooth metal or hardwood, then pour
Take care there is not any moisture
the lead in.
in the mould, or the molten metal may ﬂy out.
The only other detail necessary to complete the
set of signal parts is the side crank shown in Fig. 11.
This is made from thin brass or tinplate, and ﬁxed
in the desired position on the post by a round-headed
wood screw, a washer being put between the crank
'
and the post.
Common pins, bent as shown in Fig. 15, make
an excellent means of connecting the wires to the
side cranks and balance levers.
The best thing for working the signals is thin
copper wire, as it is very easily connected up and
is more than strong enough to work the signals,
but, at the same time, breaks quite easily if can ht
"
This is an advantage, because
accidentally.
it

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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were strong it would
the levers.

either damage

the

signal or

Two forms of signal wire guides are shown in
Figs. 12 and i3. Either pattern may be used,
according to circumstances. These are made from
the same size brass strip as the balance weight
levers (Fig. 10), and holes drilled as required.
It
will be found most satisfactory if all the parts
are painted and put aside for a week to harden
before commencing to assemble
the signal.
They

March 4, 1909.

with a ring on the arm ; this arm should be shorter
than the others (see Fig. 16). The ring may he
made of thin tin and soldered on to the arm.
To make the signals complete, the ground discs
must be included. These are point signals, used
chiefly for shunting purposes. and placed on the
gr0und close to the switches of the particular points
to which they belong.
There are various types of
ground discs in use, but it will not be necessary
to describe them here.

Fro. 17.

will not then be tacky, and the ﬁnished model will
a. clean appearance.
Fig. 14 shows the swallow-tail arm for the distant
All the parts should be black excepting
signals.
the arms; the bottoms of the posts should also be
black, The front of the arms are red, with a white
stripe. The spectacles should be lined out and
painted black, as shown in Fig. 2. The red and
by paint, both
green glass must be represented
The backs of
sides of the spectacle being similar.
the arms are White, with a black stripe across them.
In the case of the siding signal',(Fig. 16) the front
of the arm is red and the ring white, and the back
of arm is white and the ring black.
have

Fig. 20 shows a very suitable design for model
work, and makes a fairly correct model of the type
very generally in use in this country.
The lamp is made of hardwood, using round
headed nails for the lenses, as in the ordinary signal
One lens must be red,
lamps already described.
surrounded with a tin disc d, also red.
This can
be ﬁxed to the lamp by two or three small nails
or screws.
When facing the red light, the other
lens, which is green, should be on the right-hand
side.
There must also be a small white backlight
on the side opposite the red lens.
The spindle is
made of 3-32nds in. brass wire ﬁrmly ﬁxed into
the wood lamp.
The lever b acts as a stop for the

—
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_ Small round head brass or iron screws are the
best means of attaching the various parts to the
\Vhen the arm has been put on in its proper
posts.
position, the back shade may be ﬁxed by a little
solder.
This will securely keep the arm and
in its place in the bracket, but it must
spectacle
not be a tight ﬁt or the signal will not work properly.
When fixing the back shade on to the arm spindle,
see that the top edge is just below the back lens
when the arm is in the danger position, so that
when the arm is lowered to the line clear position
the back lens will be obscured.
The siding signal No.9 (Fig. I) should be ﬁtted

-

b

qugi

b

3v
k—~

%'_-l

lamp in the danger as well as the all right position
by resting against either side of the upright bracket.
The wire, which actuates the disc from the signal—
box, is also attached to one end of this lever, and
there should be a hole drilled in it~to receive one
end of the spring 0.
The lever is held in position
on the spindle by a moth in. setscrew.
The bracket, or main part, is made of brass
plate about i-roth in. thick, the upright being
soldered
on to the base.
A brass rib, about
i-32nd in. thick, soldered on to the upright and
baseplate, very much improves, the general appear—
ance; this is shown by the line a. The whole
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they either open on the hinge, or, what is worse,
break loose by fracturing the rim mentioned above.
To obviate this a special spring stock is used,
shown at Fig. 15, which holds the entire die rigidly.
Referring to such forms as can be used either by
hand or chuck. as well as in stocks or collets,
"
Smith ” adjustable die (Messrs.
Fig. 16 shows the

7
Ila)

bracket may be painted chocolate colour, and the
lamp black, with lenses as already described.
To assemble the disc, ﬁrst pass the spindle
through the hole in top of bracket, at the same time
slipping the spring on, and afterwards the lever b,
then place the end of the spindle in the hole in base
of bracket.
This hole must not be drilled quite
through as the end of spindle must rest in it.
Having now got everything in its place, turn lever b
on the spindle until the short end is bearing against
the upright part of the bracket, also turn
lamp
round until small back lens is directly over back
of bracket (see Fig. 20) and ﬁx lever b in this
Put upper end of spring a
position by setscrew.
in hole already drilled in top of bracket, tighten
up the spring by taking two or three turns, then
place lower end into hole in lever b. The spring
will now keep everything in position, the spindle
being pressed down into the baseplate and at the
same time kept turned to the left, thus keeping
the lamp in the danger position.
(To be continued.)
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Pratt & Witney,
13
the well-known American tool and gauge
makers, and is an excellent example of high
class work.
Spring dies, if used by hand, usually
cut a thread from I to 2 thousandths over size, and
for accurate work can only be used in a stock or
16.

collet.

Fig. I4 is an American die made in two pieces,
under the name of Green River, by Messrs.

sold

(Half $128.)

FIG. 17.

(Hall

size.)

FIG. 14.

(Full

size.)

W. Card, Athol, Mass, U.S.A.), in which the
spring of the die is always inward to under-size,
and
checked
to size by means of a hard steel
taper grub-screw inserted between the halves in
the split slot.
As the die wears larger, this screw
can be withdrawn.
These dies are matched with
a lain stock, as shown at Fig. 17, ﬁtted with one
adjusting grub-screw. The writer has used these
dies for years, both by hand and in the lathe,
and knows of nothing better in this class of tool.
Fig. 18 is a similar American
die, known under the name
of
“
the
Little Giant," in which the
inward spring
checked
by a
grub-screw
acting directly
against one of the faces in the
slot as shown. Somewhat simi
lar to this
a strong and ser<
viceable die (Fig. 19) made by
Elliot, of Brain
Messrs. Lake
b-ee, under
the
well-known
“Millennium,” and
name
of
used for screwing cycle work.
The spring
here outward,
being drawn in to size by the
setscrew,
which is, in turn,
locked by the hexagon nut.
One of the most ingenious and
excellent screwing dies—which
is practically a stock and pair
of (lies in miniature—is shown
at Fig. 20.
The dies aa are,
mounted in a taper-sided slot in the collet
_and are kept up by the screwed washer c, which
acts as a guide, the adjustment being made by
the setscrews
dd and maintained by the com
of the washer a.
pression
Two holes at in this
latter, on either side of the central guide hole,
are for actuating the same by means of a pin
These dies can be used either by hand
spanner.
or in a. stock provided, and are excellent both in
and ﬁnish.
design
They are made by Messrs.
S.

size.)

& C0.
Selig, Sonnenthal
They are actuated while
attached to a guide-plate a, into which a hinge
screw with undercut
head ,b is screwed.
This
undercut engages with an annular rim at the bottom
of the countersink
formed in both of the halves,
while
the adjustmmt is checked
by the taper
setscrew
c diametrically
opposite to the hinge
screw.
A most important point in the use of these
dies is that they must be held rigid all round during
cutting, with the hinge-screw tight down, otherwise

b

is

&

is

is

FIG. 15.

(Full

ill?

is

By

(Concluded [mm page
is made
by Messrs.
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Notes on Hand screwing
Tackle.
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\Vells Bros. & Co., Greenﬁeld, Mass, U.S.A., and
" Little
are one of the
Giant " series of tools made

combined with a fair amount of judgment, especi
ally in the use of screw taps, to enable a mechanic
tool
to know when
cutting other than pushing
06 the metal will amount to all the difference
threads, more
and ricketty
between
ill-ﬁtting
remarkable for back-lash than anything else. and
means tenacity-—
that particular rigidity—which
with which well-formed and good-ﬁtting screws
hall-mark good work.

A

a

by that ﬁrm.
It is worth noting that the hardening of screw
taps and'dies is best done in oil, as the use of water
will often cause high~grade steel to crack, especially
Most
in such irregular-shaped articles as these.
kinds of oil will do, but ﬁsh oil (such as whale oil)
is best. One of the great difﬁculties in hardening
taps is to prevent them winding or buckling.
This can be avoided by heating the articles uni
and dipping them
formly in a mums furnace,

is
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Small and Useful Electric
Bell Set, with Indicator.
By H. BURGE.

UPPOSING

it

is

desired on an already existing
to ﬁt up an addi
circuit AB (Fig.
B‘. The method
tional calling-station
as shown by Fig. i.
propose
The indicator movement (of which only one
of the electrical
for the two holes)
necessary
replacement pattern. These can be bought ready
from the General Electric Company, or.
made
given
desired to make one,
suggestion
in Fig. 2.
frame,
of i-i6th~in.
a piece
the
Here
Two holes
in. wide, bent as shown.
sheet brass
are drilled in the back portion near the top and
bottom, about
in. from either side, to take wood
drilled
Another
screws for ﬁxing to backboard.
Also two
B.A. holes
in. diameter.
in bottom
are drilled and tapped opposite each other in the
These are to take the
back and front portions.
pivot screws for armature. The armature is a
hard-steel magnet, width about 3-16ths in. and bent
the distance between
poles
as shown in Fig.
ins.; it also
in. to
being about
has a
BA. clearing hole drilled
A piece of brass about
through centre.
in. thick, and
in. long
in. wide,
has a
B.A. hole drilled and tapped
through centre and a taper hole either
will be
end. (Regarding the pivots,
the taper on screw is
found that
shar
than that on the brass block.
friction will be reduced, as the point
of contact will be only on the screw
point, also locknuts can be added with
The support for flag
advantage.)
can be made of thin sheet aluminium
or zinc.
At
in. from one end it
hole drilled
bent at a right angle and
RA. screw
through centre.
then taken, passed through holes in
ﬂag support and armature, and screwed
into brass block, clamping them ﬁrmly

size.)

is

a

5

i

is

5

A

a

i

is

C

r

:if

it

5

i

l»

5

I

1}

3,

is

}

a

is

}

a

"
whirlpool" in the oil,
out in the centre of
which can be obtained by ﬁrst rapidly stirring
Transfer
circular vessel.
the oil, preferably in
the taps quickly from the furnace and dip them
out, held vertically in the centre of the revolving
liquid.
In concluding this portion of the writer's notes,
further recommended to look
the careful worker
well to the adjustment and maintenance of his

} is

A

FIG. 18.

(Full

is

if
it

.3

llill

ll“ ,2"

\
I

.

u

is

is

is

1
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bell

together.

a

3,

is

is

is

is

is

The ﬂag
piece of thin card
board, painted either red or white,
and
attached to its support by a
The bobbin should measure
touch of seccotine.
in. between ﬂanges and have a pole-piece
about
of
This should be left protruding
in. diameter.
to allow
about
in. at one end, as shown in Fig.
for plenty of attractive surface.
The other end
passed through hole in bottom of frame and
The movement
ﬁtted so that when
riveted over.
the ﬂag support
uite vertical the ﬂag
midway
between the two ho es.
is

if

if

to result, as on
good work
screwing tackle
the ﬁt and accuracy of screws much of his work
that in this particular
depends, and to remember
matter of screw tools a good article means a. good
in the use of such tools as described
and
price;
ere due regard is not paid to the choice of well
aunealed
and suitable material for working on.
much good money can be practically thrown away
Practice,
ruined.
and
tools irretrievably
good

size.)

i

(Full

i

Fla. :0.

sisz‘.)

i-

(Full

is

FIG. 19.
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The indicator is now ﬁtted at a. convenient place
near bell (Fig. l), and an extra battery and push
The polarity of the lines at the point
obtained.
where it is desired to connect the additional wires
should next be found, and the latter connected
is, the zinc line of
in the reverse manner—that
station B should have the carbon line of station B1

H

1

Bell

O O

Ind/carer

Fig. /.

W8

Ball‘er'y

—@—l||

8I

connected to it, and vice versa.
(This can be
clearly seen in the diagram).
The action is simple: Push B, on being pressed,
causes current to ﬂow through indicator bobbin,
which attracts armature in one direction and causes
ﬂag to appear in corresponding hole.
Upon
push B1 being pressed, the ﬂow of current is re
versed and armature changes to opposite position.
The advantage of this system is obvious: The
third wire being abolished saves a great deal of
labour and expense.
The indicator would cost

Fig. 2.
rd

Back-boa

of

indie-afar"

C

/
Bobbin
36 S W G
Wire.

Data on the Design of Small
Gas Engines.
By

J.

5.

(Continued from page 160.)
Connecting-rod.—It is the usual practice to make
the connecting-rod centre-to-centre, to equal ﬁve
In our case this would be
times the crank throw.
that
2 X 5 = IO
ins.
centres.
the
Assuming
section of the rod is circular, then the mean
diameter, or half the sum of diameters at each
end may be found from the following formula :-

\/Dl VJ.

d = ~03
Where d = Mean diameter of rod.
D = Diameter of cylinder.
I = Length of rod centre to centre in ins.
m =
Maximumr earplosionpressure in lbs.

Thend
'5712

= -03
2-5 x 10 v’zTo = 19-04 x -03 =
= say 9-16ths in. full.

The diameter at the piston end is made slightly
small and consequentl slightly larger at crank end.
The sum of areas 0 connecting-rod bolts may be
about -22 the area of mean diameter of rod. In
our case -2485 x ~22 = -o546, and dividing by 2,
as there are two bolts, we get an area of -0273 per
bolt at_bottom of thread, or a diameter of 1»in.
Cranksha/I.—The crankshafts of gas engines are
usually in one piece, and when built up must be
carefully made, for, as we have said before, that,
sometimes from causes inherent in these engines, the
explosion pressure in the cylinder may periodically
be increased by a very high percentage, and the shaft
must bear this strain without “ grumbling.”
They
should be made from good grade mild steel, pre
ferably forged solid at pin and webs.
The diameter of the shaft may be found by the
following rule based on actual practice :—
d = -36 ’ VD’ S.
Where d = Diameter of shaft in inches.
D = Diameter of cylinder.
8 = Stroke in inches.
‘
Thend = -36 3V645 x 4 = -36 x 2924:1052,
say I 1-16th in.

r-\
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than a two~hole
mechanical replacement.
hand replacement is necessary, whilst the last
"call" would always be showing. The only
extra would be a battery.‘
I may state that, if it is desired to buy an elec
trical replacement movement, it will be found
there are two bobbins on one pole-piece; these
~hould be connected either in series or parallel,
as found best.

less

No

IT is more than probable, said Prof. Arnold, that
metallurgical research will reveal to future genera—
tions some element which, when alloved in relatively
small quantities with aluminium, will produce metal
equivalent to steel for structural purposes.

The diameter of the crank-pin is usually made a
little large. but in small engines this can be neglected ;
nevertheless,
to please the fastidious, we can make
our crank-pin say 1* in. diameter. The length of
the pin may be equal to its diameter ; the thickness
of the web may be about -8, the diameter of the
shaft = 1052 X -8 ==-841, say
in. The width
of web may be about 1-3 the shaft diameter =
==
say 1} ins.
1-052 x r-3
With regard to the balancing of crank and
reciprocating parts, the writer fears that this is a
point very often entirely left in the cold by model
engineers, and he would strongly impress on them
the fact that a badly balanced engine is a nasty
slap in the face of its designer.
It is, of course, true
that it demands some careful consideration and
calculations. but these can be overcome very easily.
The following formula should meet with
our
requirements :—

i

W

_

Pi
2

X

R
r

3°“
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Where W = Weight
P = Weight
rod.
C = \Vcight
=
R
Radius
1 = Radius

R

Assuming
= 2 ins.,

W

of counterbalance in lbs.
of piston, pin, and connecting

l

of crank and rod (crank end).
of crank in inches.
of centre of gravity of counter

balance.
P = 4-1 lbs. ; C = 5~2 lbs. ;
and r = 175; then we have

that

=

4LL5—3 x
2

~2— =
5-30 lbs.
175

as the weight of the counterbalance; and as this is
distributed on two weights, we have each equal to
Cast-iron weighs about -26 lb. per cubic
2-65 lbs.
inch, then the cubic contents of one counterweight
will be about 10-2 cubic inches, or 20-4 for the two.
The foregoing quantities were roughly calculated
from Fig. 1. But as minor details havc a certain
inﬂuence over the result, the writer would advise the
reader (and he takes it for granted the builder)
to wait until his engine is built before he makes his
calculations, for then he can have actual weights
to work from, and the chance of error will be
reduced to a minimum.
There is another method of balancing. That is,
by means of weights on the flywheels, but a little
thought will soon show the reader that this is poor
be
ﬂywheels should
practice. The
certainly
balanced, but independent of the crank altogether.

FlywhecI.—Thc usual practice is to have two
one on either side.
In many instances
ﬂywheels,
one only is used, but the writer is inclined to think,
used,
that this is not very
unless an outer bearing is
strains being set up on
good practice, unnecessary
crankshaft, which are avoided by the use of two
wheels.
The diameter of the ﬂywheel can be ﬁxed quite

independently from its weight. An approximate
The mean
size is from 3} to 4 times the stroke.
rim speed, that is the pheripheral speed, must not
Then,
exceed 3,000 ft. per minute.
assuming we
ﬁx on our wheel as being t4} ins. diameter, the mean
speed at rim, taking the mean diameter of rim as
13 3-16ths ins., would be 3-45 x 500 = 1,725 ft.
per minute, which is well within our limit.
to
determine the
There are many formula
weight of the rim, but as these involveinumerous
factors which would soon tire the patience of the
reader,
we must leave these alone and content
ourselves with a simple rule as under :—

W
Where I.H.-P.

I.H.-P.

_--R_-

-

horse-power.
R = Revolutions per minute.
=
W
Weight of rim in lbs.

Then

W

_.LZ_35
500

X 35.000

the above rectangle.
The arms of the wheel are
usually made curved and tapering from web to rim,
the diameter of the hub being about 2 d, taking d as
the crankshaft diameter at the wheel;
the depth
of the hub is about the samchthat
is, 2 d.
The
other proportions can be got from any book on
machine

_—514Slb5
.

If we divide this by 2, we have the weight of one
The cubic contents of the
wheel rim = 25-72 lbs.
rim will be 98-53 cub. ins.
The mean circumference
being 3-45 ft. or 41-46 ins., then the area of rim
If the depth of the rim
section will be 2-37 sq. ins.
is 1-312 ins., then the width, if the section were
rectangular, would be 1-8 or 1 13-16ths ins. on face.
A true rectangular section is, of course, never used
in modern practice, but whatever the section may
be, the area contained should equal the area of

design.

Gearwhrels.—These are the main stumbling-block
of the model gas engine builder, for though it is a
comparatively simple thing to design, they are not
very friendly subjects in the making. \Ve will
only deal here with spiral gears, spur wheels being
a simple matter;
besides, most pocket-books on
mechanical engineering give all the rules required,
but spiral gears are very often left out. If the ratio
of diameter of the spiral wheels were 2 to 1, the
larger on the crankshaft and the smaller on the cam
shaft, the angle of teeth of the larger will be equal
to 75°-58', or say 76°, and the smaller will have

s
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pitch.
For the smaller,
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an angle of 14°
2’, or say 14°.
the normal pitch of the teeth,
for the larger will be :—

G3“

If we take {- in. as
the circular pitch
.
= r _0333 circular

-——_24l92

the circular pitch will be

:—

-25
-25 =
___
-.z5765 circular pitch.
cos. 14°
-9703

35,000

= Indicated
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With this circular pitch we can ﬁnd the pitch
diameter as follows :—
Number of teeth X circular pitch
Pitch diameter =
3-1413
Then assuming the driver to have 7 teeth, and the
follower or driven 14. the pitch diameter for the
driver will be
7 x I'0333
2-30: ins. pitch diameter.
3-1416

and

for the driven
14 X ~2<.765
3~1416

= 1-148 ins. pitch diameter.

There is a slight diﬁerence in the ratio in these
two latter results—that is to say, 1-148 x 2 should
equal 2-302, but as a matter of fact it equals 2-296.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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This

arises from taking the relative angles as 14°
and 76° instead of 14°-2’ and 75° 58’. The centre
2- 302
_
_
= 1-148 =
tocentre distance of wheel Will be
—2—

T-

tangent to the stone at the point of contact is not
vertical but sloping, so that the lower edge of the
tool is ground further back than the top edge, so
giving front clearance.

or fractionally l 23-32nds. ins. full.
The whole diameter of the blank be‘ore the teeth
are cut will be :—
2 x
= whole dia.
Pitch dia. +
(————n°“m1
3-1416 pltCh)
For driver we have :—2-302 + (2 x ~08) = 2-462
ins., and for driven, i-i48 + (2 x -o8) = 1-308 ins.
The full depth of the teeth equals -6886 the normal
pitch, then -6886 X -25 = 47165
in. Then,
~i7i65 x 2 = -34330, and this subtracted from the
whole diameter of wheels will give for driver 2-1187
and for driven -9647 in. as the diameter at the
bottom of teeth respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the driver with its dimensions, and
Fig. 6 the driven gearwheel.
If the wheels were of the same pitch diameter, the
procedure
would be the same. only the relative
angles would then be 26°-35' for the driven and
The number of teeth,
63° 25’ for the driver.
if the latter angles were taken. would have to be
increased
so that the diameter .at the bottom of
teeth may be large enough to allow keying to the
shaft.
In any case the ratio of teeth must be
[-725 ins.,

2 to
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(To be continued.)

PractichTLetters

Readers.

[-79.2

from Our

Fig. 4 shows the result of the ﬁrst grinding in
Fig. 2 A, a being the end view of the cutter, and
b the same turned round in the holder so that the

{The Editor invilts readersto make use 0/ this column for the full
discussion0/ Md”; 0/ practicaland mutual lnlerzsl. Litters
may I» signed truth a nmn-r'.e~pl\m|e
I! desuzd, but the full
mum and lddrlts 0/ the send” unsr invariably be ultachrd,
necessarily
thoughnot
for ﬂuhlicanonJ

Grinding Lathe Tools.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—l have just read with interest Mr.

Waterhouse's letter on the grinding of lathe tools
It immediately appeals to one
contribution;
but, after very
carefully reading it a scoond time, I ﬁnd myself
uncertain as to exactly what the various directions
\Vould it trespass on your space too much,
mean.
or on Mr. \Vaterhouse's good nature, to ask for
a few very simple sketches illustrating the produc
tion of the various edges from square-section tool
steel cutters not used in a holder? or, failing that,
of the holder in its various positions, guiding cutter?
—Yours truly,
F. C. Lees.
for steel cutting.
as a very careful

To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—-I have much pleasure in sending
as desired
sketches
by your correspondent, to
"
illustrate my letter on
Grinding Lathe Tools,"
and trust they will make the matter clearer.
Fig. I shows the sort of toolholder mentioned,
the essential point to observe being that as the cutter
is held sloping, the top surface
is automatically
“
given
top rake."
Fig. 2 is a plan of part of the grindstone, showing
the block of wood ﬁxed to the frame, with the tool
shown in its three successive positions.
Fig. 3 is a
side view.
It will be seen that owing to the tool being
the
presented to the stone above its centre line,

This is the side rake.
part ground comes on top.
Fig. 2 B produces the front or following edge, with
front clearance (see Fig. 5), where E shows the
and Fig. 6 shows the plan of
angle of clearance

F194

mg. a.
T

the ﬁnished tool with the leading edge formed by
swinging the tool over to the left, as in Fig. 2 C.
The essential point in the idea is the provision
of a ﬁrm tool-rest at a certain ﬁxed height above
the centre line of the stone.—Y0urs faithfully,
ALFRED WATERHOUSE.
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Gas Engine Design.
Enrron or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sin,-Since writing article on “ Data
To

THE

on

Small Gas Engines," published in current issue,
I notice a peculiarity in one of the formulae given.
This is Professor Grover's well-known formula on the
M.E.P., or

-

20 0-011:z = M.E.P.
c = compression pressure.
Supposing we had a compression pressure of
200 lbs. per sq. in., this would be
(2 x 200)—(o-oi x 200‘) = M.E.P.
or 4co
400 _= 0, which is absurd.
For low pressures this formula is good, if care is
hken to deduct the mean back pressure due to
compressing the charge—Yours
truly,
S.

-
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turn up the latest mathematical and electrical
explanations of this subject, he might ﬁnd explana
tions that would satisfy him, but I would warn
him of their extreme complexity, and tendency to
turn one grey.
May I be allowed to wish every success to your
most valuable paper. and its service to young men
(and old), of which I have had many instances just
lately, and trust my last article has interested and
beneﬁted many amateurs who were in some doubt
on the subject. and 1 hope I may be of service again.
~—I remain, yours faithfully,
NORMAN
E. NOBLE.

J.

Re

To rm:

Induction Motors.
or The Model Engineer.

EDYTOR

DEAR SIR,——H3.Vlng been away from home longer
than I expected, I am late in replying to Mr. Steele's
letter in January zist issue.
I may say that
in the case of single-phase induction motors,
we have, as the current is switched on. a pulsating
stator ﬁeld produced, which, as it threads the rotor
windings, produces currents in same, producing in
turn a rotor ﬁeld having the same direction as the
stator ﬁeld, but 90° out of phase with it. As the
rotor is turned round by hand for starting purposes,
the rotor bars cut stator ﬂux, and currents are
induced in them, giving rise to a magnetic ﬁeld at
right angles to stator ﬁeld, but in phase with it ; the
strength of this particular ﬁeld depends on the rate
at which the conductors cut the ﬂux, and the
strength of the ﬂux. Owing to the slow move
ment at starting, the ﬁeld produced in rotor is very
weak, in comparison to the other rotor ﬁeld. Hence
at that instant (i.e., starting), the resultant ﬁeld
in the rotor is nearest to the strongest ﬁeld, that is,
the ﬁeld induced by the stator;
therefore
this
resultant ﬁeld must be a little way past the hori
zontal, as shown in Fig. 18 in article.
If Mr. Steele will carefully consider my article,
he will ﬁnd that the explanation is correct, as far
as the article is intended to go, and. as hinted at
commencement, the article was intended to explain
to those amateurs who had not progressed far in
their electrical studies the principle of induction
motors in the simplest manner possible, and I feel
quite sure I have not wandered away from this
standpoint.
I would like to point out to Mr. Steele that he
has touched on those points which are entirely
outside the scope of the article. However, I am very
that some one else ﬁnds the study of
pleased
alternating motors of the induction type very
‘ interesting and complex, and should Mr. Steele
wish to continue private correspondence,
or even a
personal conversation (if possible), I should only be
too delighted, but at the moment, I am absolutely
unable to do anything beyond this letter (written
of
under difficulties), owing to extreme pressure
businesinn different parts of the kingdom, which
I have to go to.
I might add that I do not think you would wish
me to occupy your valuable space in a discussion,
which would be extremely complex. to thoroughly
cover Mr. Steele‘s points, and no doubt very dry
If Mr. Steele will
to 90 per cent. of your readers.

[Srcyauus and mo": of Model Yulm'ng Club: on mrihd to
communicate"Pom 0/ Club doingsand othermin 0/ inland for
this column. Such notesshouldbe5m! in as (1va as possiblein
the north, but in anycar: at has! turrle days brim: date 0] issue
In whichtheyare to appear]

A

SUSTAINED

interest is being manifested
the model yachting
wcrld
in
the pages we have
for the re
set aside
The older clubs, though in
ports of club doings.
many cases having nothing fresh to announce
this month, are building and making active pre
parations for the sailing season which will soon be
upon us. There are still, however, many individual
yachtsmen throughout the country who have not
yet joined forces with existing clubs, or combined
with their local brethren to form a representative
body. It is these we should like to see come into
line at once, for by so doing they would not only
beneﬁt themselves, but would strengthen and help
to popularise what is fast becoming a national
sport.
throughout

The Norfolk and Norwlch

Model Yacht Club.

Mr. G. Colman Green, whose work in connection
with the sport is well known, has been relieved of his
duties as Hon. Secretary of this Club at his own
request, in order that he may not be hampered in
any organising work which may be entailed in the
promotion of the British Model Yacht Racing
Association.
Some discussion regarding the forma
tion of this Association appeared
in our issues
“'ith his
recently (see Oct. 1, 8, and 22, 1908).
.usual foresight we ﬁnd the notepaper of the Associa
tion already in use, and we understand asSecrc-tary
for
(P10 trm.) Mr. Green is putting out feelers
ofﬁcers to head the movement, as will be seen from
the suggested
programme given below. It is a
bold constructional movement, and we hope all
model yachtsmen will givc what practical support
The new Secretary of the
(and work) they can.
Norfolk and Norwich M.Y. Club is Mr. Hinman,
1, Maida Vale, Park Lane, Norwich, who is a worthy
successor
to the secretaryship, having worked a
great deal amongst the young adherents to the
sport.
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VIEWS OF MODEL STEAM DRIFTER, "PRINCE," WITH ENLARGED
OF ENGINES AND BOILER.
By ALFRED

E. READ.

VIEW

‘
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The British Model Yacht Racing Association.

As stated above, the organising Hon. Secretary
of the
Association is Mr. G. Colman Green, 15,
The programme as
Southwell Road, Norwich.
.at present proposed is :—
i. To nationalize and unify the sport.
2. To build ponds, by obtaining Government aid
on educational grounds.
"
"
scientiﬁcally,
up-to-date
3. To keep all ponds
"
" for
breeding grounds
and make them
His Majesty‘s Royal Navy.
4. To select officers forthwith.
5. To arrange a conference this year.
The Hon. Secretary will be glad to have from any
-one connected with the sport the names of person
ages who would be suitable for the following
respective posts :—Patron, president, vice-president,
and three commodores.

A New Club in Belfast.
The Belfast Model Steamer Club has come into
and if the services of an energetic and able
Secretary count for ought, the Club has a bright
'future before it. Mr. A. C. Gafﬁkin (Hon. Secretary),
184, Duncaim Gardens, Belfast, had a hard ﬁght
He advertised
to secure the ﬁrst few members.
He
three times, but did not get a single member.
then advertised that he would exhibit his model
steamer on January 25th, which resulted in there
being a small but enthusiastic attendance on Monday
evening at the Oddfellows' Hall, Frederick Street.
of those interested in the formation of a model
Mr. A. C. Gaﬂikin, ex
steamer
club in Belfast.
secretary of the Glasgow Model Steamer Club, was
present, and had on exhibition a very ﬁne boat, the
Star 0/ Hope, 6 ft. in length, and belonging to the
ﬁrst-class of the Glasgow club. He gave a review
of the work done by the latter body and the success
which had attended its efforts, instancing the large
attendance of 2,000 spectators on the occasion of
the contest between
the Aberdeen and Glasgow
[clubs in Springburn Park.
He pointed 0ut that he
did not see why a prosperous club should not be
inaugurated in Belfast, famous for all its branches
of marine engineering. and it was for that purpose
the meeting had been convened, and the reason that
Mr.
them.
he had brought
his model before
'Gafﬁkin, continuing, said they had a suitable lake in
the Ormeau Park, and if a small club were started.
at Easter. The
operations could be commenCed
process of raising steam in the model was then gone
through, and in a short period the Star 0/ Hope
“
stocks ") was racing at the full bent
(resting on the
The exhibition proved very instruc
of her engines.
tive, Mr. Gafﬁkin being kept busy answering many
dozen
technical questions. Subsequently some
names were handed in as the nucleus of the new club.
this, a meeting of those
willing
Following
to form the Club was held on February Ist, at the
-Oddfellows‘ Hall, the following posts being ﬁlled :—
Commodore, W. C. Haddock ; Vice-Commodore,
T. H. Conway; Rear-commodore, Thomas Nixon;
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, A. C. Galfikin;
Assistant Secretary, William Clements ; Measurers,
James Bennett and james Munroe; Committee,
John Gafﬁkin and \Vm. Steele.
The classes have been arranged as follows, all
boats measured on L.W.L. :—2 ft. 6 ins., 3 ft. 6ins.,
The Club colours
4 ft. 6 ins., 5 ft. 6 ins., 6 ft. 6 ins.
are :—Gold propeller on a red bell on a white ﬁeld,
with B.M.S.C. in red letters.
The ﬁrst open-air
being,
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meeting will be held at Ormeau Park Lake, on
Easter Monday, at 2 o'clock.
Considering the comparatively short time Mr.
A. C. Galﬁkin has been at work, we think he deserves
the
thanks and heartiest congratulations
from
everyone interested in the marine sport,
for
having so successfully broken new and diﬁicnlt
ground. This is the ﬁrst Irish steamboat club, and
we wish it a long and prosperous career.
By_ the time these notes appear in print the
meeting announced for February 27th, when the
screw steamer Rocket and a few other engines and
models are to be exhibited, will be an event of the
past, but further particulars will be given in a forth
coming issue.

The Glasgow Model Steamer Club.

The Acting Hon. Secretary of this Club is now
Mr. Samuel Russell, 209, London Road, Glasgow,
instead of Mr. A. C. Gaﬁikin, resigned.

The Maidstone Model Yacht

Club.

From Maidstone we have received a “ humble
tribute of thanks " for adding the model yachting
column to our pages.
In the course of an interesting
letter from the Secretary, Mr. Wilfrid Heanly, 2.
Place,
Maidstone,
Clarendon
we learn that the
Club is making strong headway. Nearly forty
members are now enrolled, and by the time sailing
commences
there will be a large
and well-made
ﬂeet.
A few boats are already to be seen on the
water, but the majority of yachtsmen are busy
building.
At the ﬁrst annual meeting, to be held shortly,
it is proposed to hold a small exhibition and to
ﬁnish up the evening with a concert. The Secretary
will be pleased if any trade ﬁrms whose wares are
of interest to yachtsmen will send a batch of cata
logues for the use of members and others connected
with the sport. The idea will, no doubt, suggest to
enterprising business houses possibilities of wider
application.

Our Photograph.

From Great Yarmouth Mr. Alfred 13. Read sends
the accompanying photographs of his model
steamer Prince.
It is, he tells us, his ﬁrst attempt
at boat building, and occupied him two and a half
These vessels are familiar
years of his spare time.
objects along the east coast, and are employed in
the perhaps
still more familiar Yarmouth bloater
trade. The Prince, which is 4 ft. 6 ins. by 12 ins.
beam, has given a very good account of herself under
She is planked of American white wood.
steam.
and has cedar, maple, and American elm for her
keel, stem, and stern post, and timbers respec~
The deck, engine casing, and wheelhouse are
tively.
of fret wood. The mainmast is carried on a taber
nacle, and is lowered when the vessel is at work or
running head to wind. The engines are double
cylinders, {-in. bore by i-in. stroke, run from a centre
ﬂue boiler 8 ins. by 6 ins., with i-in. cross tubes.
The model can be operated from the deck, without
moving any of the casing.
us

Southampton Model Yacht Club.
The Southampton Club's racing starts at the end
of March, and the ﬁxture list is a. very attractive one,
including prizes from the Mayor, Commodore, and
In
Hon. Secretary, and many local supporters.
addition to the well-known club cracks, there are
several new boats out ready for the opening day.
amongst them being Mr. Syvret's Jersey built

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Surprise, Mr. Mitchell’s Fleetwing II, Mr.
Batchelor’s Lady Vt II, Mr. Child’s Don's, and Mr.
Pontin’s Shamrock. —Hon. Sec., Mr. G. Ponrm,
55, Millbr00k Road, Southampton.

l

longitudinal stays, in. diameter. (4) Yes: but we would prefw
cylinders r 7-16ths. ltB. by 2} ins. (5) We do not fancy cross
head pumps. Have you sufficient room for an efﬁcient pump?
(6)No; quiteunsatisfactory. Seedesignsfor modclStroudleyregula
tor, in issueof March 26th, 1907. You canobtain castingsfor these.
The Stroudley regulator is quite easy to make once you have the
castings. (7) The boiler should maintain this pressure,but for this
you must use 3- ands-in. thick tube for boiler barrel. We do not
think that 100 bs. pressureis required: 60 to 80 lbs. is quite
enough. (8) Steam ports will do. (9) You must not rely on a con
sumptionof steambasedon one-thirdcut-off. The enginewill steam
quite satisfactorily. 400rpm. representsa rather high speed. (10)
Not in the long run. We think you would do well to adopt copper
tube and plate and gun-metalcastings. A steelboiler maybe used,
~but it should be all steel—with perhaps the stays and tubesonly of
copper. (11) Yes ; on thelarger enginesthis may be done,but two
pipesshould be usedto reducethe distancethe steamhas to travel.
Bell Wiring. F. C. W. (A lesbury) writes: 1'
[3,702]
sho
d be greatlyobligedif you would answer 1:followin uestion.
I want to ring the bell A from the push B, and the bell g om the

cutter

The Society of Model Engineers
[Reportsof meetingsshould be sent to the oﬁus of Ta: Moon
Euomnnn without delay, and will be inserted us any par
ticular issue if receiveda clear nine days before the actual
dateof publication]

London.

March 10th,
FUTURE Maximizes—Wednesday,
Electric
at the Cripplegate Institute, at 7 p.m.:
The Secretary
Locomotive Running Competition.
will be glad to receive entries for this competition.
The following meeting will be held on Friday,
April 2nd.—Full particulars of the Society and
forms of application may be obtained from the
, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road,
Secre
Hither Green, S.E.

Queries and Replies.

:13

rw

B

C

06)

below,
[Attentionis especiallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition given
and no notwewill be taken of Queries not complyinglt'llll tae
be
containing
Letters
stated.
()uerzes
directionstherein
must
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope Query
the
thoserelatingto
but
Queries
No
othermatters
Department."
1.070,
QUERY It?
shouldbe enclosedin thesameenvelope.
'
‘ e l within the sea e of this journal are replredto
own“
push
D,
without the push B operating the bell C or the push D
the followingpconddionsw—(r)Queries dealmg
working the bell A. In fact, I want it so that onepersoncouldsignal
with distinct subzertsshould be wruwn on dryerenl slips, on
to
another
person, and vice versa,without either ringing his own
one Std! of the paper only, and the sender'sname MUSTbe tn
bell. If you would kindly insert the wiring, I should be greatly
scrtbedon the back. (2) Queries should be accompamct,
0in
ed.
I
want
to work both balls from the samebattery.
whereverpossible,with fully dtWHSIOMd sketches,and torre
0 append diagram herewith showing the connectionsbetween
to keepa copy of the" Queries for
sPondenlsare recommended
two
separatebells
and two separatepushesindependentlyoperated.
(not post-card)
reference. (a) .4 stampedaddressedenvelope
“
should invariably be enclosed,and also a Queriesand Replies
P. G. (Bradford) writes:
[20.969] Model Boiler Queries.
pagesof the currmt
I am completing a boiler: it is a design which appearedin Tn:
Caupon" cut out from the advertisement
Moon ENGINEER, Feburary th and 25th, 1904. I found copper
issue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early as possibleafter
much too costly, so constructedthe four plates and distance pieces
receipt,but an intervalof a few days mustusually elapsebefore
of mild steel, } in. thick, and cast iron respectively. Ihave placed
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondentswho reqmre
an answer insertedin this columnshould understandthat sorne
{-in. steel bolts, turned and faced under head, spaced1 in. apart
round plates and fire—hole
weeksmust elapse before the Reply can be published. The
ring; stay bolts throu h drum of
steel. I am well staying back platesabove and
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
low tubeswith
screwed {-in. stays and nuts outside. Drum and tubes I have
(6) All Queries shouldbe addressedto The Ldztor, Tue MODl'iL
Exams-zen,26—29,Popptn’s Court, Fleet Street,London, £11,
obtainedof seamlessdrawn copperof bestquality. I intendjointing
the plates on distance pieceswith red lead and boiled oil and thin'
The following are selectedfrom the Queries which havebeenreplied
asbestos,also ﬁre-holering. Do you think this will do ? Will you
to recastly:—
say what is
pressureboiler will stand with safety ?
G. B. (Hay
6
please
del Locomotive Construction.
intend using it forhﬂmt
'ving a compoundtandemengine,and shall
wgrlas'glslgathvgvrites:I am building a ri-in. scale model of _one
fit an ejector condensersuch as Mr. Greenly described in Ta:
of Mr. Stroudley's single expressengines, and I should be obliged
MODELEncmzzn of December17th, 1908; water pressurefor this,
if on will kindly help me with the following questions. I may say
about 60lbs. Will you pleasegive me u.-r. and L.-P. cylinder bores
I havebeen a reader of Tue Mover. ENGINEER for the past seven
and stroke to get as powerful adrive as possiblefor lathe-driving,
and have“ gained much valuable information therefrom. I
speed about 250 r.p.m.?
You will note, on page :03,
gears,
engine
aveGreenly’s Model “Locomotive," and your handbooks on the
Fe . 4th, 1904,that boiler was designedfor rQ-in. by 2-in. cylinder ;
“
Steam Engine” and Model Boﬂer Construction. I propose
cut~oﬂ80 per cent. of full stroke. Feeding arrangementsfor boiler
makingthe boiler of l-in. mild steel plate With ﬂanged plates.
I shall make as perfect as possible.
Dimensionsas follows :—-Barrel, 6 ins. diameter by rs ms. long;
We could not say without seeingfull drawings. It is unsafe to
:5 tubes,i-in. steel ; ﬁrebox (inside),4%ins. Wideby 7 ms. deepby
work from particularsonly. However,if you stay theback and tube
st ins. long. (1) How many {-in. diameter steel stays required in
plateswith
f-iu. stays 1} ins. apart, you should be quite safe up to
ﬁrebox? (2) How many steelstays in barrel, and what diameter?
80 or 100lbs. With an ejector condensersuch a high pressureis
(3i What diameter copper rivets and pitch of same for the barrel
not
absolutelyessential.
However, the boiler requiresto be worked
andfirebox. (4) Would this boiler be smtable for two c 'lmders
at a fairly high pressureto prevent priming. Do not over-do the
x 9.16m ins. by 2 ins. ? (5) \Vhat diameter and stroke 0 pumps
size of the engine. We would advisea rl-in. by rl-in. and 2-in. by
(two)to be driven off crossheads? (6) Couldl use ordinary plug
rl-in. compoundengine. These sizesare approximate. You must
cockfor regulator in placeof sliding regulatorWith 100lbs. pressure.
arrange the cut-off so that the work done by the H.-P. and i..-r.
(7)Would a coal fire maintain 100lbs. working pressure? (8_)How
cylindersis
about equal. We do not fancy your methodof ensuring
minute
?
boder
would
this
per
manvcubicinches of water
steam-tightnessof joints. The bolts should be i in. apart (centres,
evaporate
(9) How many cubic inches of water would t is engine take at
of
and we would recommendthe syringing of the joints
course).
ﬂanged
steel
stroke?
(10) _Would
400r. .m., cut-off one-third
with sal-ammoniacsolution to ensure tightness. You could also
plates cheaperthan brass
castingsfor tube platesof
caulk
small
any
leak.
ogéun-metal
smoke
in
c011
steampipe
5
cient
to
thissize? (11) “lon it be
box?
[21,062] Small Dynamo Winding.
F. C. H. (Lower
Edmonton) writes: I have just ﬁnished a small dynamo (under
would em lo co per if possible. You might then use
the
stays
pitch
type)
with
plate.
by
cogper
8-slot
drum
armature.
Fields wound
rl-in.
Ncsfhfvoer
No. 12 gagigg
rl-in.
we should
with 1 lb. of No. 20 D.C.C.,armature wound with 16 turns No 20
1} ins. apart, using {-in. copper rod (in either case), screwed
The
per
inch.
per
B.A.,
or
26
o.c.c.
slot
and
0
I
No.
As
want
to use it for
4-secti0ncommutator.
with a fine thread, either
threads
charging accumulators,the voltage must be at least 5 volts, but
barrelof the boiler might be a piece of solid drawn copper tube
C0
when
by
thick.
driven
a
small
or
even
water
motor
I
get
in.
(2)
cannot
more
than 4 volts
per
6ins.diameterand 3-32nds
r-rbthm.
from it. What alteration to the winding shall I make using the
rivetsarenot altogether suitablefor a steelboder. We would vise
four
three
or
No.
20
on
the
ﬁeldsif
in.
Use
apart.
possible?
to
(3)
rivets pitched, }
3-161hs-in.

i
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where no other boiler suitable. The diﬂiculty
the regulating
devices. However,we do not wish to stifleinvention and originality
of design. You must prepareyourself for a considerableamount of
experimenting. The water-tube boiler you propose to make will
also require pump, which can be adjusted to nicetv, and which
will maintain the water-levelfor a considerabletime. 'Othawise
will be necessaryto " stand by " all the while. We have had
to set out the boiler on paper carefully before we could estimate
the heating surface anywhere near accurately, and ﬁnd that your
pencil sketch would make a boiler quite out of proportion. You
estimatethat 33 tubes, in. diameter,could be used in conjunctior.
with 2-in. steamdrum, but we find that this would mean a very
large ﬂat surface requiring stays. We think, and we are also
opinion that you will agreeon studying the sketch,that ﬂ-in. tubes
are used, the steamdrum should be increasedto 2} ins. diameter.
The evaporation in the case of the smaller boiler will be at least
cubic inchespa' minute,and of the larger one, cubic inchesper
minute. Two sizes are given in referring to the stays. For the
larger boiler the largerdimensionsapply. You might use caststeel
for the tube lates, as indicated at A. Studs could then be used
for the outsi joint of cover-plate.
it
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[2r,o76]_ Cuttrlss Alternating Current Motor.
have two motors as enclosed and shall.
(South Shields) writes:
be pleased you will inform me thesewill, with
little altera

‘.

235%

is

is

No. 2: S.W.G. would be suitable for armature with ﬁelds as at
present, and would increase the voltage. But we think that
probably you are not running the dynamo sufﬁciently fast. You
need not be afraid to go up to about 3,500r.p.m.
“
Toward " Water-Tube Boiler. W. E. W'
[20.971] Model
(Nelson) writes: In a vertical multitubular boiler is the heating
surface reckoned for full length of tubes, or only for length sur
rounded by water ? I have 36 coppertubes, :4 ins. by {-in. bore by
r-ioth in. thick. Would a boiler madeas per rough sketchenclosed
be satisfactory? You will notice that it has no return tubes at
bottom, but the tubes are inclined in alternate directions. Would
this ensure a satisfactory circulation? I ropose having the
distance pieces of wrought-iron about t in. y l in. in section,
and plates of 3-16ths-in. steel. Would the water chambersneed
stays? \Nhat pressurewould this boiler stand, and what power
might I ex ct from it, fired by a gas-ring? I shouldalso be glad
if you wo d give me the length, bore, and thicknessof steel tubes
required to make a flash boiler of about i h.-p., similar to the one
describedin a back number of Tn: Monet. ENGINEER, the date of
which I forget,but I think it was in March, 1905. Would a gas
ring be suitable for ﬁring such a boiler? I trust this letter is not
too long, but I have beenwaiting for a time for someinformation
re ﬂash boilersof small power. I noted a letter sometime ago, but
have not seenany further informationon the subject. I think that

JLu5/88/
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Warns-runs Borum.
if

tion, work as dynamos? If so, what alteration and what are they
likely to give off? Should also like to know you could give me
the list price of thesemotors.
This
single-phasealternatingcurrent motor made by Messrs.
Cuttriss, Wallis
Co., of Leeds. Frominspectionit appears tohe
wound to run at too-volt circuit, 100 periods,and take amps;
speed, 2,000 r.p.m.; power, about r-iznd h.-p. The list pnce
was £5,ofi which therewould have been trade discount to those
as
is. Owing
entitled to it. We should advise you to sell
to the particular purpose for which
was designed there is
comparatively small amount of iron in the ﬁeld-magnet, and
may not be successas dynamo. If 'ou wish to try it as
dynamo, the ﬁeld coils should be taken 0 and about lb. N0. 2;
gauge S.C.C.copper wire wound on to each core. Connect as
trial. You
shunt.machine and run at 2,000 to 3,000r.p.m. as
may get 15 to 20 volts and about amps. The brushcs are at
present in wrong position for use as dynamo; they should be
set more towardsthe top and bottomof commutator. The machine
it
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this would be very interestingmatter for thosewho like original
work, but want also somethingmore than small model.
The boiler will work, no doubt satisfactorily, but we cannot say
that we are enamouredof any high-pressureboiler which has large
not very large,
proportionof ﬂat surfaces. However,your boiler
and the flat surfaces are easily stayed. We presume you will
expand in all tubes. You must not be too particular in reckoning
the nominal heating surface. A few square inchesof surface one
way or the other will not meansuccessor failure. The water level
must be maintainedone-third theway up the 2-in.steamdrum. You
can calculateon the whole surface of the water-tubes,omitting the
surface of the tube-plates and the steam drum. Of course, the
latter assist the evaporation, but need not be included in the
estimate. It will provide for other possible losses. We have set
should be made, and included stays
out the boiler as we think
which will make safeup to working pressureof 50 lbs. per sq. in.
Return tubes are not necessary. See our issuesof March 23rd and
30th, 1905. We have not much faith in small ﬂash boilers,except
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A. L. (Frenchay)
Tempering
Steel Springs.
[H.006]
writes:
have sonic springs wtiich have been in the ﬁre and got
softened, and
wish to harden them myself. Will you please
tell me how to do it?
have heard that springs are hardenedin
oil. What kind of oil
used, and are they temperedafter it?
The springsshould be evenly heatedto red heat then quenched
in lukewarmwater. They should then becoatedwith suet or tailow
and the greaseburnt off when they can be left to cool.
[21,037] Electric Oscillations and Waves.
A. W.
me the numbers of I'm: Moon.
(Leeds) writes: Could you give
BNGINIIR in which the articles " Electric Oscillations and Waves "
have ap
owgrave-Graham'sarticles on “ Experiments on Electric
Mr.
Oscillations and Waves" have appeared in the following issues
of Tim Mooai. Exams". z—january ist, i5th, and 29th February
5th, rgth, and 26th; March rzth, and 26th; April 2nd and r6th;
May zrst, lune 4th, July 9th and 30th, Sept. 10th, Nov. 5th and
12th, 1903. February 4th, May 19th, June 9th, August 4th and
25th, October 27th, and November 24th, 1904. October 12th,
1905. February 22nd, june 7th, July rzth, and October 4th,
r906. August 29th, Sept. 26th, and October roth, r907. May
28th, June 4th, August 27th, and October 21nd, 1908.
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William Tylor (Aston). Ltd., 41, High Street, Aston, Bir
mingham—This old-"staolisned ﬁrm have just issued awonder
fully complete new catalizue of photographic apparatus and
accessoriesof all kinds. When we say that
printed on the
best art paper and runs to over 500 pages the magnitudeof the
production will be readily understood. The opening pages are
devoted to a numberof practical hints on theselectionof apparatus
for various requirements. These notes beingwritten by the Rev.
well-known photographic expert,
F. C. Lambert, M.A., F.R.P.S.,
they should prove usefulas a guide to intending purchasers. The
apparatus described in the catalogue includes stands, cameras,
hand-cameras,lenses,shutters,dark-room
printing and
equipment,
mounting materials, enlarging outﬁts, sturio
accessories,optical
lanterns, acetylenegas plant, lantern slides and lecture sundries,
carnr-raparts and ﬁttinzs, and indeei every requirementof the
amateuror professionalworker. The heavy expenseof production
of this bulky list necessitates chargeof as. being madeat home
and 2s.6d. abroad, which includes postage. This amount, how
ever, returnedon purchasesof £2 and upwards.
a

a

New Catalogues and Lists.
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of engine—‘04h.-p. This wonld mean an actual
1.0.,total i.h.-p.
”
capable of
or “ brake horsepower of about -025 h.-p., which
dynamo of about watts. If you“ wish to make suit
driving
able dynamo you would ﬁnd our handbook Small D namos and
Motors,” 7d. post free, of much service. You can] . make one
after the fashion of Figs. 8-ro, but With a mm by i-in. Siemens
armature. Wind both armature and ﬁelds (shunt) with No. 23
S.W.G. n.c.c. wire, putting on as much as possible. About ozs.
suitable
in all will be required. Run at about 3,500 revs.
c.-p. 'Osram"
gearing the dynamo should light two 4-volt
lamps.
E. B. (Bognor) writes:
lstor of Inventlons.
iiilventedyﬂying machines,and when? Ditto motors,
Wiizoo’cﬁi'gg
telegraphy?
wireless
Ditto Wireless
petrol, electric? Ditto
telephony?
_
I
I
(1) We have records of people attempting artiﬁcial ﬂight as
far back as the time when history mergesinto legend. The ﬁrgt
technical designsin connection With the.subject left to the world,
are said to be those of Leonardo da Vinci (i_452—-r5rq). (2i m,
Beau dc Rochas in 1862 patented the ﬁrst internal combustion
motor, but wasnot until Otto in r876 made an engineembodying
the good points advocatedby Beaude Rochas that a really succcssful
engine was put on the market. The internal combustion engine
The same may be said
was not “invented,” it was evolved.
of wireless telegra by and telephony.
here a long list of dis
coverers who gra ually built up the technical knowledge which
enabled Hertz about r890 to transrmt wireless mrssages, and
such degree
enabled Marconi about 1807 to bring the system
of efﬁciency as to be adoptedicommercially. Wireless telephony
not yet commercial success.

A New Burner for Small Locomotives.
Those of our readerswho are possessedof, or who are building,
comparativelysmall scalemodellocomotives,will be interested to
hear that Messrs. Jas. Carson
Co., Ltd., 51, Summer Row,
Birmingham, have just produced parafﬁn burner, of the silent
Primus type, which will ﬁt easily within the available spaceof any
ordinary i-in. scale model. We understand that this burner,
which
the result of
long series of experiments,
perfectlysatisfactory,and has all the advantagesof its type so far
as adjustmentof the flame is concerned. At recenttest with
“
akin. gauge Precursor" model,with inner boiler :1- ins. diameter,
50 lbs. steam pressurewas raised from cold water in
minutes.
The burner can be made of any size, so that can be used for
ii-io-in. or {-in. scale models instead.of pinching the ordinary
Primus burners to ﬁt. With th: burner supplied an oil vesselof
rectangularsection,giving themaximumcapacitywith the minimum
height, an imp )rtaut featurefor teniers. This appearsto be an
article for which thereshould be a gooddemand.
Messrs. John Oakey 6': Sons, Ltd.
The directors of john Oakey Sons, Ltd., recommendthe ay.
ment of ﬁnal dividend of per cent. to the ordinary sharehol ers,
making a total of to per cent. for the year, and, in addition,
per cent. free of income-tax, leaving
bonus of
balance of
£5,050r9s. 9d. to be carried forward to next year.
A Students‘ Paper.
We have receivedfrom the International Correspondence
Schools,
Ltd., Kingsway, London, W.C., a copy of the ﬁrst issueof their new
monthly organ, entitled The I. C. 5. Student. The purposeof this
publication to form mediumfor theexchangeand dissemination
of information relating to the work of the schools, for chronicli
the experiencesand successesof the students,and to promote
feeling of comradcship among those who are studying under the
brightly written and excellentlyprimed, and
I.C.S. System. It
should have no dili'iculty in carrying out the work which has been
set for to do. In the ﬁrst number thereare two articlesof spedal
interest: one describingthe foundationof the I.C.S., and the other
copy will be sent to any of
the work of the I.C.S. Field Staff.
our readers on application to theSchools. We note that new
coursefor Civil Service Students has beeninaugurated.
it
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would do very well as it is with continuous current as a motor
with about 30 volts pressureand give about r-zoth h.-p. Position
of brushes to be more towards top and bottom of commutator.
[20,977] Small Steam Plant. E. C. (Walsall) writes; I
should be much obliged if you Would help me in the following.
I have a vertical boiler, height from crown of ﬁrebox to top, r4 ins,;
inside diameter of ﬁrebe crown, ii ins., with thirty-ﬁve f-in.
tubes. It is ﬁred by multiple jet gas-ring. I have a vertical
engine, rl-in. bore, if-in. stroke, cut-off at lrds of stroke. I
require the engine to run at 800 to 900 r.p.m. with boiler pres.
sure not less than 50 lbs. In practice, I cannot keep the pressure
up. It gradually falls to 35 lbs., and this without any feed-water
being forced in. I have a superheatedcoil ﬁtted in the smokebcx.
Can you suggest any methodwherebythesteamingqualities of the
boﬂer may beincreased? Should the boiler theoretically evaporate
sufﬁcient water, or do you considerit to be over-engined? If so,
what size boiler would do the work and have a margin of reserve.
power ? Can you suggestan efﬁcient method of heating the feed
water to boiler temperature,or nearly so, in order to avoid further
drop of pressure? I havea steamforcepump, plungeris 5-ioths by
ri-in. stroke. I have tried passing a solid-drawn steel tube
over the ﬁre to heat the feed-wateron its way from pump to check
valve of boiler and have ﬁtted a by-pass so that the amount of
water passing to the boiler ma ' be regulated, but the apparatus
think the steam pressure in the
does not work satisfactorily.
caused by this passing over the ﬁre becomestoo
delivery pi
steam pump to overcome, consequently the pump
great for
stops.
ins. (we presumethere
The heating surface nominally 980
there was, would
is no water space round the furnace, an
gas-ring), and you should get quite
not be of great value with
ro cub. ins. of water evaporatedper minute. A ri-in. by ii-in.
stroke enginewill consumeat 50 lbs. pressure,and Booto 900r.p.m.
about it cub. ins. of water, so you will seethe boiler has balance
not sufﬁcient and
on the debit side. We think that the ﬁre
that the feed-water should be heated by a feed-watercoil in the
superheatedin
steam
the
and
the
ﬁrebox.
We think
smokcbor
that the waste heat in the smokebox insufﬁcient to make any
steam,
and
that
the
on
the
feed-heaterin
the
impression
ﬁrebox
is too violent. The boiler on the small size, and vertical tubes
are not so efﬁcient as horizontal ones—or water tubes. However,
larger ﬁre and the suggestedsuperheateryou shouldobtain
with
a greater measure of success. Did you notice the suggestion
contained in these columns for increasing the efﬁciency of as
small highly superheatedsteam jet placel in
stoves by
Bunsen tube of the gas stove. It is, we think, worth considering.
tests you have made have been conducted with
the
We presume
the engine under load. We get so many reports based on no
bring boiler and not steam chest
tests,
the
pressuresgiven
load
pressures.
[21,008] Steam Dynamo Set.
S. (Manor
Watts. F.
Park) writes: Would you be so good as to give me the following
have
twin-cylinder engine, i-in. bore,
information?
in.
works at about 25 lbs. per . in.
stroke, and the boiler driving
Can this be used to drive a small dynamo? if so, will you ease
give dimensions, and whether same should be driven direct or
Also what lamp or
could expect to light;
gear wheels
an
Reckoning speedof 800 rpm. lamgs
piston pressureof 20 lbs.
for each cylinder—
:ox-625 X-4 x 1600—
-02h.-p.,
i.h.-p. —
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The Editor’s Page.
E

have received irom an old correspondent,
Mr. james C. Crebbin, a reprint of an
instructive paper which he read last year
before the Swindon Engineering Society. The sub
" The
ject is
History of the Compound Locomotive
in Austria," and in it the author gives a detailed
account of the work accomplished by the well
it is interesting to
known Golsdori compounds.
note that the Government regulations in Austria
do not permit of speeds higher than 56 miles per
hour on the level straight, while on falling gradients
of r in 100 the Speed must not exceed 43-5 miles
per hour. When passing stations on single lines,
which is a frequent thing on the Austrian railways,
the express trains have to reduce speed to about
In consequence of this
30 to 35 miles per hour.
restriction, the locomotives have to be designed
The Austrian State Rail
for rapid acceleration.
ways possess 3,900 locomotives, of which 1,700 are
Golsdori compounds. On other Austrian railways
Herr Golsdorf
there are 400 engines of this type.
the opinion that by combining super
expresses
heating with compounding, greater economy can
using
engine
be obtained than with the simple

superheated steam.

'

’
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Model engineers in Manchester are going ahead,
a
for they have in their local Society reached
sufﬁcient degree of enterprise to hold a Conversa
zione. This event takes place on Saturday, March
from
6th, at the Exeter Restaurant, Deansgate,

A small charge of IS. is to be made
An
for tickets, which include light refreshments.
exhibition of models and a musical programme will
be the main features of the evening, and ladies are
We hope that as many of our Manchester
invited.
readers as possible will make a point of going to See
the work of the Manchester Society, and that what
they will see will induce them to become members.
Tickets may he obtained from the Honorary
Secretary, Mr. Basil H. Reynolds, 35, Torbay Road.
C horlton-cum- Hardy.
7 to 10 p.rn.

'

i

1

Coventry is the latest city to wake up to the
possibilities of a local Model Engineering Society,
Mr, R. S. Sturgess, of 21, Mais Road, Coventry,
having written that he will be pleased to help in
if suﬁicient
meeting
arranging a preliminary
enthusiasts rally round. There ought to be plenty
of model making talent in Coventry, and we hope
that his invitation to local readers to write to him
Will meet with a hearty response.

Answers to Correspondents.

J.

B. (Liverpool).—The
subject shall have
attention in our pages.

early

March 4, 1909.

G. (Ightharn).—We think you can get the
nipples you require from Messrs. Rd. Melhuish,
Ltd., Fetter Lane, London, F..C.

M. S. L. (I.eeds).-—The
coloured plate of the engine
for the model motor railway coach appeared in
our January 7th issue.
We still have a few
copies left, post free 3d. each.

I.

S. (London, S.\V.).—We have a very good little
“
handbook on " Woodturning
just published, post
free 7d.

B. G. B. (Isleworth).—You will ﬁnd what
in our issue of Sept. 26, 1907 (3d, post
A. W. (Greenwich Park).—You will only
5 to 10 per cent., and the mechanical
be greatly increased.
That is, you will
than you gain.

you want
tree).

gain from

losses will
lose more

Notices.
The Editor invites corres ndenoeand original contributions 0o
11]amateur mechanicalan electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side oi the pajrr
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sends-“snameand address. it
lhould be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be uncom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopeior return in the event oi
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post lree to any addressior r35 pd
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advernseruentrates may be had on application to the Advertise»
ment Manager.
How ro Annuss errlns.
All correspondencerelating to [he literary portion oi the pap-r,
and all newapparatusand pricelists &c., ior review,to be addn-“ed
to 'l‘us Eon-ox. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
relating to advertisementsand depositsto be
All correspondence
“ The Model
addressedto Tun Anvsnrrsrzussr MANAGII,
Burli
neer," 26-10, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addresed to Percival Marshall dc (10.,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents inr United States, Canada, and Mexico: $pon and
Chamberlain, 113, Liberty Slreel, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsirom thesecountriesshould be addressed,
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ERHAPS

the

Wimshurst

machine

described

I did
will be of interest to M.E. readers.
the
general
not make it to any scale;
Tm;
Momzr.
outline I got from Mr. Robertson’s, in
Handbook Not 32. The base and
ENGINEER
uprights

are

exactly

as

stated.

sectors on each:

the

l

sectors

were

cut out of thin sheet brass and stuck on to the plates
with very thick shellac varnish.
The driving wheels were cut out with an ordinary
fretsaw, and a V-groove cut in with a penknife,
All the brass
afterwards ﬁnished with a ﬁle.
in., except the rods in Leyden jars,
rods are
which are
in.
The Leyden jars are ordinary jam jars coated
inside and out with tinfoil ; the outside coatings
with each other through two brass
are connected
terminals, so that any time they can be discon
nected.

i

Not _havmg

particular issue by me, I was obhged to
The glass plates
work out the rest myself.
I u-ied to cut, but it is really not worth the trouble,
as you can get them so very cheaply from any
electrical dealer. They are 10 ms. in diameter,
the

with eighteen

l

l

l

i

\
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The bosses for plates are just ordinary bobbins,
I stuck them on to the
bushed with brass tube.
plates before I varnished them, but I found after
a few days two or three cracks start from the
I think if the plates were varnished ﬁrst,
centre.
this would not happen.
The brushes are just a few strands of thin copper
I
wire, taken from a piece of electric light ﬂex.
find this answers very well, making just a light
contact.
The handles on sparking-rods and neutralising
rods are merely to put a ﬁnish on machine; they
are what are used on the cords of window blinds.

The four-coupled
ﬁtted
with piston valves.
driving wheels are 25 ins. diameter, which, being
rather small, ensure plenty of hauling power. The
leading bogie wheels are l in. diameter, and the
tender wheels 1} ins. diameter.
The height to the
top of the boiler is 5i ins.. and with the ﬁttings.
funnel, dome, safety valve, and cab make a total
height of 6 ins.
_
.
The boiler is internally ﬁred, having six water
- circulating tubes of
in. internal diameter running
through the ﬁrebox. 'The furnace is a six-burner
The boxler, having plenty oi heat,
spirit lamp.
will steam in about 2} minutes from cold water.
and generates steam fast
enough to be constantly
“
"
on the move
without
the slightest exhaustion.
The feed pipe, after
leaving the dome, enters
the back of the ﬁrebox,
where
it is superheated
before entering the cylin
ders.
The polished brass
reversing rod runs along
the outside of the boiler
and, as is clearly shown
in the photograph. adds
much to the realistic ap‘
of the. locomo
pearance
tive.
The boiler shell.
splasher sides, cab. and
the body of the tender
are made of co per sheet
and entirely lined with
brass, whilst the funnel.
and safety valve
0F SPARKS
FROM Wmsnunsr MACHINE.
By S. G. THOMAS.
PHOTOGRAPH
dome.
cover are gun-metal.
The tender is Suspended
on two bogies,
When I had ﬁnished, I cleaned all the brass work,
the
this
frames of which are brass.
The body is riveted
and gave it a coat of thin shellac varnish;
with small brass rivets. Active brakes are ﬁtted
will keep it a good colour.
I was rather bothered at ﬁrst how to ﬁx the
to the driving wheels and are applied by releasing
a little catch which is lightly t0uched by the ﬁnger.
Leyden jars to base, but I got over it by making
A home-made force pump, R-in. bore by i-in.
a brass band to ﬁt tightly on the jar; then, by
‘
stroke, is attached to a tank holding 1% pints
soldering three feet on the brass, it can be screwed
of water.
This is ﬁxed by the side of the perma
neatly down. Under good conditions I can get
nent-way, and at regular intervals the engine is
over {ii-in. sparks. I give above aphotograph of
drawn up beside it, and the boiler is replenished
twenty successive sparks. This is full size.
_
with water by means of the pump. and in a minute
is steaming again.
Thus very little trouble is
in the manipulation of the locomotive,
experienced
Outside
i

i

___—:
Cylinder

Locomotive.

I

By H.
AM

G.

Momma.

this description and accom'
panying photograph "of a 7—16ths in. scale
"
locomotive which
model
high boiler
have recently completed, hoping that it
It has
may be of interest to your readers.
engaged a great part of my spare time in the
winter evenings of the last two
years.
locomotive, for
one
constructed
Having
which I was awarded a prize at a recent
exhibition, I immediately commenced a more
"
“
It was the scarcity of model
one.
classy
By H. G. Monusc.
“high boilers " that led me to decide upon OUTSIDE CYLINDER 4—4—0 LOCOMOTIVB.
the type that Ihave chosen.
Much other detail is added, such as vacuum pipes.
The following are a few of the chief dimensions:
10 ins.
injector, brass tool boxes, axle-boxes. etc.
The engine is 14 ins. long and tender
The cylinders, which are
Many of my friends were present at the trial
The type is 4—4—0.
and were much interested in its running.
It will
double-acting. are 9~16ths-in. bore by i-in. stroke.

I

sending
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haul a train of four iB-in. bogie carriages at an
good speed on level, and I am perfectly satisﬁed
that it is a successful model.

The Fancy Colouring of Metals.
By E. STANDAGE.
colouring matter of small objects in metal
will occupy the attention of many amateurs.
Articles to be coloured are placed in a mixture
as follows.
Make a solution thus: dissolve 4 ozs.
of hyposulphite of soda in I pints of water, and then
add a solution of I oz. acetate of lead in the same
quantity of water; in this solution the articles
are heated to boiling point.
The effect of this solution is to give iron the
tint of blue steel; zinc becomes bronze; and copper
or brass becomes successively yellowish, red. scarlet,
deep blue, light blue. and ﬁnally white with a. tinge
This solution has no eﬂect on lead and tin.
of rose.
Rainbow colours are produced on brass buttons
by stringing them on a copper wire and dipping
them in a bath of plunibate of soda, freshly pre
pared by boiling litharge in caustic soda and
pouring it into a porcelain dish.
Coloured ﬁlms are more conveniently produced
upon bright brass by different chemicals by paint
ing them or by immersion. For example :—
Golden
Yellow—By dipping in a perfectly
neutral solution of acetate of copper.
Dull Greyish Green—Repeatedly painting with
very dilute solution of chloride of copper.
Purple. —Heating them hot and rubbing over with
a tuft of cotton saturated with chloride of anti
monv.
Golden Red—A paste made of four parts of pre~
pared chalk and one part of mosaic gold.
In covering an article with any coloured bronze
in powder, it is ﬁrst rubbed with a very little linseed
oil, and the bronze dusted evenly over it from a dust
bag.
It is afterwards heated in an iron pan to about
480' F.
In recent times small articles are also roughened
by dipping in strong nitric acid, and after washing
and drying. they are coated with a rapidly drying
alcohol varnish that has been coloured yellow with
picric acid, red with fuchsine, purple with methyl
violet, or dark blue with an aniline blue.
This
gives the desired colour with a beautiful metallic
lustre.
LACQUERS FOR TINPLATE.
No. i.—-Ingredients:
i2 ozs. alcohol.
6 drachms turmeric.
3 scruples saffron.
3 drachms sandarac.
,,
Canada balsam.
3

HE

i

3

,.

. mastic.

\Vhen dissolved add :
120 minims oil of turpentine.
No. 2.-—-Ingrcdients:
I quart of alcohol.
4 ozs. shellac.
,,
red sanders.
i
,,
turmeric.
2
Shake frequently for 24 hours and bottle. Various
colours can be given to the lacqueribykadding
Prussian blue. lakes, etc.
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No. 3.—Use as a body shellac orlgum'gsandarac
varnish. To make it adhere, add to it 21 part
Colour with
boracic acid to 1,000 parts lacquer.
suitable pigments, such as gamboge, Prussian blue.
or
carinine. Excellent results may be obtained
by adding a little castor oil, which makes the
lacquer much tougher.
Red for Tinware.

Put—

seed lac, and
drachms aniline colour
to suit, into—
pint well rectiﬁed spirits.
_ Let the whole remain for 14 days, but during that
time agitate the bottle once a day at least.
When
properly combined, strain the liquid through muslin.
Lacquer /or Steel.
Ingredients .'
8 parts pure mastic.
,, camphor.
4.
12
,, sandarac.

3
2
of shade
1

ozs.

,.

4

_

Dissolve
cold.

Lacquer
rv.

in

elemi.

It

pure alcohol ;
ﬁlter. Use
the
will be clear and transparent when
Lacquer for Tin/Oil.

1% quarts alcohol.
mi 015. shellac.
Dissolve the shellac in the alcohol and ﬁlter.
Prevent the evaporation of the alcohol as much as
possible.
Add to this shellac varnish—
} oz. best white gum elemi; and
21 drachms Venetian turpentine.
Let this mixture stand in a warm place; stir
I
it frequently. Filter ; press out the remainder. and
add to the ﬁltrate. This varnish may be coloured
as desired.
Green Lacquer.
Ingredients .'
9 ozs. turmeric.
71} ,, gum arabic.
,, gum sandarac.
i} ,, gum elemi.
., gamboge.
1} gallons methylated spirits.
Expose to gentle heat.
After straining add
1} gallons spirit to the sediment, and treat as before.

Lacquer [or Copper Plates.
6 parts each of mastic and camphor.
i5 parts each of sandarac and shellac bleached.
200 to 250 parts of strong alcohol.

I ngredienls

Lacquer for Dipped Brass.

:iwrl
1 gallon proof alcohol.
1}lb. seed lac.
i} ozs. gum copal.
,, English saffron.
,, annotta.
Q

i

Gold-coloured
Lacquer [or Brass no! dipped.
Ingredients .'
2 gallons of alcohol.
1% lb. turmeric.

i} ozs. gamboge.
3% lbs. gum sandarac.
i} lb. turpentine.
1}pint turpentine varnish.

To

she-1f Lacquer for Bronzed Brass.
one pint of the above lacquer add

I

oz. of
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Colourless

Lacquer.

Ingredients :
5 parts mastic.

I,

b._,

dl

.

.

f,

.
.
.
.
.
.

number of switches this arrangement
used for any number of cells.

amber.

sandarac.

may

size

the
be

Petrol Motors: Their Ailments

shellac.

alcohol.

and Cures.

A Series-Parallel

Cells.

HE

.
.
.
.
.

Switch

for

By

C. F.

BRIERLBY.

Hmrs on Two-Cvcu: Morons.

HEN

By W. H. GBAKE.

one has the opportunity of running
etrol motors of various types, two- and
our- cycle; one, two, three, or four cylin
ders, all of which,with a few exceptions, are of the
marine type, you naturally come across various
kinds of petty ailments, some of which seem beyond
detection.
propose to deal with the common
ailments of two- or four-cycle motors and of two
cycle alone.
electrical break~
The commonest trouble of all
down, which can be put down as " mis-ﬁring."
to explain what
unnecessary
Mis-ﬁn'ng.—It
known to all, and easily detected.
this is, as
however,
The cause,
sometimes
difﬁcult
to
In all probability the trouble arises from
discern.
a detached or loose wire, either on the coil, battery,
or frame of motor. Don‘t be content to just pass
your ﬁngers along the wires, but take each terminal
there
and ﬁrmly twist it to see
any shake at
once being stranded
all. The writer remembers
with a loose earth wire.
This to all appearances
was secure. but
he had taken the trouble to twist
or shake it, he would have been home two hours
If all wires are intact, look at the plug;
earlier.
sooted up, clean
little emery
carefully with
This failing, try your battery for voltage.
paper,
volts,
On ﬁnding this registering
look to the
If a non-trembler
contact-breaker or commutator.
used, in all probability you will ﬁnd that the
coil
platinum on the spring has a little hole burnt in it.
and the adjusting screw (which also has a platinum
point) has a tiny rough oint projecting irom the
main surface.
Either
these two points ﬂat
with a very ﬁne ﬁle or a piece of emery.
On the
trembler,
a
the coil
other hand,
may require
adjusting, or the two platinum points (which
correspond with the points on the commutator used
with
non-trembler coil) require ﬁling. To adjust
a coil, ﬁrst of all unscrew the lock-nut to be found
underneath the set-screw,
then turn the engine
round to the point where the circuit
complete, or
take the negative wire from the frame and attach
to the negative of coil. To time a coil by ear takes
a little practice, as perhaps no two makers have
However,
the same tone.
you take the adjusting
screw in between the thumb and ﬁnger of the right
hand and the lock-nut in the left, by screwing the
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accompanying sketch shows a convenient
I original design for a switch, by means of
which a set of six cells may be quickly
connectedi'up in either of the following arrange
Any number up to six in series; any
ments::
three in series and
number up to six in parallel;
two in parallel ; two in series and three in parallel.
The switch can be made very chea ly of sheet
brass about r-i6th in. thick, monnte on a hard
wood board.

is

10
[00

Positive.

Negative.

.
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the
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form
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a,
..
a,
. . . . . . . ..
bl
. . . . . . . ..
c,
.. . . . ..
..
0.,
. . . . . . ..
..
4.,
e,
. . . . ..
Cell
:22
The dimensions given show a convenient
By altering
for the model maker's purpose.

Cell i
Cell 2
Cell 3
Cell
Cell

.

Lacquer.

X

and inner plate

.

Bronze

Ingredients :
Dissolve—
} lb. shellac and
Q ,, sandarac, in
3 qts. alcohol, and
add enough extract of blood; dissolved in the same
liquid yields red.

Y

The outer ring

poles of the battery TI and '1‘.“ being the terminals,
the cells being connected up as follows :—

.
.
.

gamboge, and, after mixing, add an equal quantity
of the ﬁnest lacquer.

6 5 4
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Swrrcn.

(Seale :

Hall

I141!size.)

if

The arrangement of switches shown in. the
The brass pieces
drawing gives six cells in series.
marked 5 prevent short-circuiting when moving
These are ﬁxed down with counter
the switches.
All the other screws shown should
sunk screws.
be square-headed, so as to serve as stops.

it

is

SERIES-PARALLEL
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adjusting screw up or down you can tell when you
are approaching the right spot by the slight buzzing
noise.
\Vhen the buzz is sharpest and hardest,
lock the screw.
The coil is now adjusted, and the
Even these
motor should start and run properly.
remedies may fail, and the only other causes are—
either your contacts on the plug are too far apart
( the distance of which should be about the thickness
of a thick visiting card), or the wipe-contact spring
weak, contact being broken with the vibratioan
the motor.
Or, ﬁnally, a “ short," or leak, through the high
tension wire. I have only known this occur in
marine work; the constant damp arising from the
bilge water, etc., coats the wire with a ﬁlm of
moisture.
The current running up this ﬁlm, dis
The
charges itself on the ﬁrst object it touches.
amount of current may be small, but quite enough
to cause mis-ﬁring. Having done a considerable
amount of sea-work, I have found the following
remedy act satisfactorily, and have run a. launch
when the high tension wires were
continuously
covered with water. Take the wire and cover it
with a coating of grease, just enough to smear it
over.
The water or damp, on coming in contact
with the wire (rubber), does not form a continuous
damp surface, but forms in globules, which have no
connection with each other, and the current is thus
stopped.
Refusal to Shah—Now this misfortune is about
as bad a trouble to ﬁnd out as is possible.
Pro
viding you are absolutely certain that everything
is in working order, the one cause of this (barring
extreme cold) is loss of compression (not the gas
passing through the valves, but past the rings into
the crank-chamber);
the cause of which is the
cylinder walls are dry. A little oil poured through
the plug-hole will set things going nearly at once.
Firing in Carburellor.-—-Petrol
spluttering from
If automatic inlet valve—Cause:
weak
same.
or slightly
Another washer,
spring.
Remedy:
If mechanical valves.—
pull out the spring.
Cause : Leakage past valve. Remedy: Grinding.
Turn 08 the
Cracked Petrol Pi'pe.—-Remedy:
petrol and cover the pipe all round the crack with
soap, and bind same up with strip of cloth.
Run Down Accumulalor.—Remedy:
If water
cooled, place it on top in cylinder;
if air-cooled,
put it into a bucket of fairly hot water—this will
revive it, but is a practice not to be recommended.
TWO-CYCLE Morons.
is known of these motors—i.e., no book
published dealing exclusively with the

Very little

has been
two-cycle motor. Having had through my hands,
from time to time, many of the motors ranging
from light high-speed motors running up to 2,000
revolutions down to heavy low~speed at 450, the
ailments and observations may be. of
following
interest to those readers who have one of these
motors or are building one.
I will take the ailments ﬁrst.
The commonest of all except mis-ﬁring, is—
Premature
Cause:
Ignition
back-ﬁring).
(no
Speed too high; mixture too weak (bad design).
Remedy obvious.
Constant "Oi'ling-up" of Plug. i.e., the plug
Cause:
being smothered with a ﬁlm of oil, etc.
crank-chamber full of disused oil, petrol, water,
etc.
Remedy : Clean out with paraﬁin.
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M is-ﬁn'ng (high-speed motors only ; others, cause
and remedy same as four-cycle).—If
a two cycle
motor runs at, say, 1,500 r.p.m., the coil has to
tremble 1,500 per minute, and not 750 as per
four-cycle. Some cheap and even some good-priced
coils refuse to do this and stick occasionally.
“
Remedy: New coil. lcan recommend the Gurnet"
coil.

To obtain

in making a two-cycle motor
items are necessary :—
Small Crank-case,
just large enough for crank
shaft and connecting-rod to revolve in.
Long bearings in crankshaft.
High compression in crank chamber.
Inlet and Exhaust ports extra large, and in the form
of a long slit round the cylinder.
Per/cc! Carbumlion.
Perhaps it will be as well if I made a. few remarks
on the principle of this motor.
There are two types, two-port and three-port ;
The only
the principle is the same in both cases.
difference
in operation is the twoport has the
carburettor attached to the crank-case, a check
valve being ﬁtted in what would be the induction
On the up-stroke of the
pipe in a four-cycle.
piston the valve opens by the suction allowing the
This type of
gas to enter the crank-chamber.
two-cycle motor cannot be called truly valveless,
“
On the
but the
three-port" type is valveless.
up-stroke of the piston a vacuum is formed in the
crank-case, and on the piston arriving at the full
extent of the rip-stroke, the bottom uncovers a.
port in the cylinder side: this port is connected
to the carburettor, the vacuum in the crank
chamber drawing the gas in.
This latter type is generally in use, especially in
high-speed motors, and of the two is easier to
The crank-chamber
compression is
construct.
most important, and to ensure this being perfect, as
mentioned before, long bearings and small crank
also a ring at the extreme
case are necessary;
bottom of piston. This latter item is most impor
tant. The writer, some time ago, made a set of
drawings for a. two-cycle motor for model launch
work, and in the drawings showed a ring at the
In the construction the ring was
extreme bottom.
omitted, thinking the piston alone would compress
The motor would only run
the gas sufﬁciently.
for a few minutes and ﬁnally stop, and at the time
I was very puzzled as to the cause, but was of the
opinion the extra ring was at the root of the evil.
Not wishing to dismantle the motor and make a new
piston without being certain as to the cause, I
asked the advice of the Editor of Tm; Monai.
A
ENGINEER, and his opinion was as anticipated.
new piston has been made and a ring at the bottom
ﬁtted, with the result that the motor runs splendidly,
and will drive a 7-ft. boat 10 miles an hour. To
give those interested in small motors an idea of what
this motor does when running, the following may
prove of interest. The motor is 2 ins. by i§ ins. ;
ﬂywheel, 5} ins. diameter ; and is secured to a heavy
When running at top speed the
beer stilage.
skids right across the ﬂoor. in the same
stilage
manner as motor bike when run at top speed on the
stand. The weight of the motor is about [0 lbs.
success

the following

complete.

In closing this artich, let me impress upon the
novice, never to consider the smallest suggestion too
trivial to try in case of a breakdown.
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Magnetism and Magnets.
By A. \V. MARSHALL, M.I.Mech.E.,

HE

A.M.I.E.E.

curious force which is exerted by magnets
is called magnetism.
“’e do not know what
causes that force, or by what medium it is
transmitted from a magnet to a distant object.
A current of electricity has the power of imparting
which are susceptible
magnetism to substances
For
of receiving it ; a magnet has this power also.
are iron and
practical purposes these substances
There is a kind of steel, however, called
steel.
steel, which is non~magnetic,
and not
manganese
capable of receiving magnetism. In any magnet the
magnetic force is principally effective at two places,
which are called its poles.
The earth is a huge
magnet and obeys this law. Its magnetism is
principally effective at the places called the North
and South Poles. These magnetic poles do not
coincide exactly with the geographical poles, and
they are continually shifting their position to a
small extent.
Magnetism plays an important part in arts and
science.
It is the means by which ships can be
navigated from one place to another without
reference
to stars or landmarks, and by which a
It is an
person can ﬁnd his way across country.
essential factor in the production of electricity
by dynamo machines. and conversion of electric
energy into mechanical energy by means of electric
motors. Magnets are used in‘scientiﬁc instruments,
such as galvanometers for measuring the strength
of ﬂow of an electric current ; also for lifting bars
and plates of iron in shipyards, steel shots, and
pieces which are not conveniently slung by chains
or ropes.
They are also used to hold drilling
machines to the sides and decks of iron ships for the
purpose of drilling holes during construction, as
friction clutches in machinery, as surgical instru
ments, for removing particles of iron and steel from
an eye or body, as brakes on vehicles, for moving
signal arms and points on railways, and so on.
Terrestrial magnetism is a special science, and- is
systematically studied by observation, particularly
at Kew. The object of this study is largely to
record the variations which take place from day
to day and during regular periods as they inﬂuence,
the art of navigation by means of the compass.
Instruments called magnetometers are used for
the purpose ; they consist of a. magnetised
needle
delicately suspended so that it can easily move in
response to any change of the earth’s magnetism.
In one class of these instruments the needle is sus
these
pended so that it can move
horizontally;
are instruments for measuring declination—that
is, the amount by which the needle points to east or
west of the geographical poles.
The declination
is declared to be east or west according to whether
the north end of the magnetic needle points east
or west of the geographical north. The other
class
of magnetometers are called
dip circles;
in these the needle is suspended so that it can move
in a vertical direction.
They are used to measure
inclination.
A magnetic needle suspended in this
manner sets itself to an angle which will depend
In
upon its location on the earth’s surface.
northern latitudes the north end dips downwards, in
southern latitudes the south end dips downwards,
the needle being set in the magnetic meridian as
it is called—that is, with its plane magnetically
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north and south. If the needle was placed exactly
over one of the magnetic poles, it would set itself
vertical.
A further measurement is made to deter
mine the intensity of the earth's magnetism at any
This is effected by magnetometers, which
place.
have needles suspended
to swing horizontally,
the
number of oscillations which the needle will make
during a given time interval before coming to rest
being taken as a measure of the intensity of mag
netism at that particular place.
When comparing
the intensity of magnetism at two plams, the
observer takes the squares of the respective number
of oscillations as the measure of the respective
intensities. Declination, inclination, and intensity
all vary with daily variations, yearly variations,
and changes which take a great period of time to
become complete,
these latter are called secular
variations.
The earth's magnetism is. in addition,
susceptible to sudden disturbances called magnetic
storms, which have been proved to be connected
with appearances
of the aurora borealis.
Imme
diately before and after, as well as during aurora,

Periods
the magnetic needles exhibit oscillations.
of greatest
frequency of magnetic disturbances
occur at intervals of ten years and, curiously, coin~
cide with the times when spots upon the sun are
observed to be most numerous.
The modern idea of magnetism is to imagine it
An immense
as lines or streams of magnetic force.
number of such lines are supposed to emerge from
the north magnetic pole of the earth, and to ﬂow
through space to the south magnetic pole, at which
they enter, traversing the interior back to the north
The entire exterior surface is
pole again (Fig. I).
thus surrounded by these streams of force, all having
direction. Considering the earth
a. permanent
thus to be the great fundamental magnet, we may
regard all other magnets to be repetitions in principle
of this magnet. Each will then have two poles, one
of which may be called a north and the other a south
A magnet may be a straight bar or be
pole.
bent to any curve or shape, it will still follow its
The magnetism will appear at the ends,
prototype.
and will exert an inﬂuence in the air surrounding
its surface.
This inﬂuence will be most pronounced
at the poles, because there the streams or lines of
magnetism are of greatest density, as they have
to crowd into the comparatively small area of the
polar surfaces.
If a magnetised bar of steel is suspended at its
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centre (Fig. 2) so that it is free to swing in a hori
zontal circle and another bar which has also been
magnetised is brought near to it, two effects are
If the north pole of the second magnet
produced.
is presented to the south pole of the suspended
magnet, these poles will attract each other. But
if the north pole of the one magnet is presented
to the north pole of the other, thesc poles will repel
The south poles will also repel each
one another.
If the two magnets are
other in like manner.
brought into contact end to end, they will adhere
together if contact is made between the north pole
of the one and the south pole of the other; but
if the two north poles or the two south poles are
brought into contact, they will not adhere together,
and the effect will be precisely the opposite: the

to B. The magnetic lines of B also try to effect a
similar movement. If, as we have assumed, A is
free to move, it will rotate and assume the position
shown by Fig. 3. The lines of force of A are
now assisted in their ﬂow by those of B, as the
direction of each is the same.
Magnetic lines also
endeavour to shorten the path through which they
are ﬂowing, as by doing so they follow the line
of least resistance.
These lines have much greater
difﬁculty in making their way through air than
through steel or iron. The lines of B, therefore, try
to get into the end of A rather than ﬂow away
through the air, and those of A try to drag them in.
If there is insufﬁcient external force to keep them
apart the magnets will move into contact, as Fig. 4 ;
in fact, they will be brought together by the attrac

magnets will be forced apart, if they are sufficiently
free to move and not too heavy for the power of the
From this is derived the law of magnets
magnetism.
—that unlike poles' attract one another, like poles
repel one another. The needle of a. compass is formed
steel, and is, therefore,
of a piece of magnetised
a
One particular end always points to the
magnet.
magnetic north pole of the earth, and the other to
south pole.
The earth and the
the magnetic
are, therefore, two magnets
which are
needle
obeying the law of magnetic attraction and repulsion.
Provided the needle of a compass retains its magnetic
polarity one particular end will, therefore, always
point to the magnetic north pole of the earth, no
matter in what part of the earth's surface the
instrument is located.
The magnetic lines of force produced by a magnet
in the direction
always try to place themselves
through which they can most easily ﬂow to complete
their course from the north pole of the magnet
producing them to the south pole of that magnet
via the medium surrounding its exterior.
In the
suspended magnet A, Fig. 2, the magnetic lines of
force, indicated by the dotted lines ﬂow in a direction
which is opposed by the direction of those of the
The lines of the magnet A try to
ﬁxed magnet B.
place themselves in such a position that they are
In their eﬁorts to
aided in their ﬂow by those of B.
do this they rotate A until its south pole is opposite

tion existing between the unlike poles.
The lines
of force will now combine as indicated by the dotted
lines, Fig. 4, and the combination form one magnet
of the same power.
There is no inducement for the
lines of B to move into the air, they prefer to follow
the path of least resistance through A. The lines of
A will not return into their own south pole: being
reinforced by the projective power of those of B,
they will continue through the air to the south
pole of B.
There will be no increase in the total
number of lines, because the path through which
they have to ﬂow has been doubled in length and,
therefore, is of doubled resistance ; but the projective
power of the lines has been doubled, therefore the
same total quantity can ﬂow, and will be able to
length of air from
pass through the increased
If the
the north pole of A to the south pole of B.
are forced
into contact with their like
magnets
as Fig. 5, the lines of force do not
poles together,
combine, as their respective directions are in oppo
sition. There will be no tendency of the lines to
flow through the steel instead of the air, as the
opposition of either ﬂow to the other is greater
than the resistance of the air. No attraction will
take place, but repulsion instead, as the lines want
to push the steel away so that they can pass through
the medium offering less resistance,
that is the air,
and take up their position of natural ﬂow.
We can thus regard the effects of attraction and
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repulsion as due to the invisible lines of magnetic
force and not to the actual steel of the magnets.
This enables us to ﬁnd an explanation of the reason
why the ends of the needle of a compass always
point to the magnetic north and south poles of the
earth. Imagine the magnet in Fig. 6 to be sus
pended similarly to the magnetic needle of a compass.
Its lines of force ﬂow as indicated by the arrows
The magnetic lines of the earth
and dotted lines.
flow from the north to the south magnetic poles
over the surface (Fig. 7). If the suspended magnet
be placed within this ﬂow of magnetism it will
follow a similar action to that described
with
reference
to Figs. 2 and 3, the earth being con
sidered as magnet B.
It will place itself so that
the direction of ﬂow which the lines of force take
in the steel coincide with the direction of the earth's
lines of magnetic force, as indicated by Fig. 7.
The lines of force in the body of the magnet try to
combine with those of the earth and to return
to their own opposite pole by way of the earth rather
than entirely by the nearest route as indicated in
Fig. 6. It is easier for them to follow the earth’s
magnetism than to oppose it, so they try to do
this by combining with it ; taking a path along the
earth's surface
to the south pole, through the
interior, and back again via the north pole.
To
ﬂow as indicated in Fig. 6 they must oppose the
direction of the earth’s magnetism. The magnet is
thus pulled into line with the magnetic poles of the
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would point to the south pole of the earth, yet the
end of a compass needle which points north is called
its north end or pole.
This is merely confusion of
deﬁnitions. \Vhen regarding magnets in general with
out reference to the earth, it does not at all matter
which pole may be called north; in fact, any con
venient names could be given to the poles as we are
then only concerned
in comparing one magnet
with another or one pole with another.
But if

we consider the earth as the fundamental magnet,
then in comparison with it we ought to call that
pole of any magnet which tends to point north a
south pole, and vice versa. The so-called north
pole or end of a compass needle is thus really a south
The
pole, and its south pole or end is a north pole.
reason for this inaccuracy is probably due to the
mariner’s compass being the ﬁrst general practical
of magnetism. That end
of the
application
needle which points always to the north would
naturally be called its north end.
According to
the modern theory of magnetism this is an inaccurate
A more correct designation wculd
name for it.
be, the north~sceking
end or pole.
It is however,
convenient, owing to common usage, to consider
the north pole of a. magnet that which would point
north, and the south pole as that which would
point south, and to mark them N and S respectively
(only the N pole is usually marked). The student
should remember that this is merely conventional.

earth by the action of its lines of force.
No matter
where it is placed, it will thus always try to set
itself so that one particular pole points to the north
and the other to the south.
The tendency to dip
will, however, be present.
If the magnet is brought
near to or right over either of the earth's magnetic
poles it will try to place itself vertical and its hori
zontal directive tendency will be obliterated by the
eﬂort to dip.
According to the explanations given with reference
to Figs. 2 to 5, the north pole of a suspended magnet

Owing to this confusion of meaning, various scientists
have adopted or given other names to the poles
of a magnet.
The N pole as deﬁned above is
called Austral by the French, by mathematicians
positive (+), Lord Kelvin called it True South.
Faraday called it the Marked Pole, Sir G. Airey the
The S pole is called
Red (coloured accordingly).
Boreal by the French, by mathematicians negative
(— ), Lord Kelvin called it True North, Faraday
called it the unmarked pole, Sir G. Airey the Blue
(coloured accordingly).
(To be continued.)
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Wagon.

By Geo. \VINTERINGHAM.

BVIOUSLY,

this little wagon which is about
to be described cannot be considered
really
an accurate model, as it is constructed of
wood, whereas the real wagons are built of steel;
but most people will no doubt consider it quite
All the
good enough for a 2»in. scale railway.
leading gauge dimensions are to scale, both as re
gards the wagon and the bogies and wheels.
There is very little more work in this than in an
ordinary io-ton wagon, and anyone who makes one
will ﬁnd it a good addition to his model railway.
Just the ordinary tools found in amateurs' workshops
are all that is necessary for this class of work, but
there is one thing which must have careful atten
tion—this is the method of ‘making holes in the
thin wood: gimlets and bradawls are useless for

thoroughly dealt with in the earlier pages of this
paper.
Gunmetal will be found most satisfactory for
the bogie frames,
buffer guides, and brake-hand
wheel; but cast iron looks best for the wheels.
though gun-metal may be used. if preferred.
The ﬁrst thing to do in making the body, after
planing the various pieces of wood to the correct
thickness, is to cut the bottom to size, taking care
that the ends are perfectly square at the sides.
Then out the sides and ends ; the latter should be
exactly the same width as the bottom, and the sides
same length as bottom plus thickness of the two
ends. The under-frame and body are made together,
and there should be a. deep line pressed in the wood
to represent
the division between
the body and
under-frame. This lining can be done very well
with an old bradawl, or any instrument having a
suitable shaped point; this point should not he
really sharp, but a little rounded—something like
the shape of an ordinary lead pencil after it has been
used a little.
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the purpose, as they will, in nine cases out of ten, split
the wood
any sort of drill will answer the purpose
\Vhen making holes for screws, see that
well.
they are large enough for the plain part of the screw
the screws have counter
under the head, and also,
sunk heads, always countersink the wood to receive
it.
If these few hints are borne in mind, there will
be very little split wood.
There is no best wood for this class of work——
good American whitewood, yellow pine, or mahogany
will all be found equally suitable; but whichever
selected,
should be free from knots,
kind
If
straight grained, and thoroughly dry.
intended to make the patterns for wheels, bogie
etc., these should be taken in hand and
frames,
before commencing work on the body,
completed
as they can be in the foundry while the wood
It
not necessary to
work is being got on with.
describe
how to make the patterns, as pattern~
has
already been
making of this description
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\VAGON.

Pencil lines should be ruled wherever holes are to
be drilled for the nails, in order that they may be
in straight lines
carefully mark all the holes in the
sides and ends in this way, and drill them before
attempting to ﬁt the wagon together. The under
frames of the real wagons are made of pressed-steel
which have a rounded appearance
the plates,
model
under-frame should therefore be carefully
sand-papered on the edges to round them, and thus
give the desired effect.
The vertical strips on the sides are intended as
far as possible to represent angle-irons; it will be
found best to nail these on before ﬁxing the body
together, as any nails that may come through can
easily be ﬁled off flush on the inside. A little glue
may be used with advantage in building this wagon.
The ends may now be nailed to the bottom and then
the sides.
Nails having nice round heads should
be used, in order to represent the rivets of the real
wagon. Do not forget to bore the holes for the
;
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The hooks may be cut out from steel or brass
buffer guides and coupling hooks before ﬁxing the
body together. Now ﬁx the two transomes or cross
plate about i-32nd in. thick, the shank end being
twisted one quarter turn to ﬁt through the laminated
bearers to carry the bogies.
The body is now complete and may be painted
springs.
A small drawplate should be made of thin brass
light lead colour—that is, white paint or enamel
or steel, and ﬁtted to the headstocks for the hooks
with a little black mixed with it to give the desired
shade.
The doors may be outlined
on each
to work through.
side with a darker lead colour, the lettering being
Coupling chains may be made of brass wire.
done in white. The buffers and guides may be
soldered together at the joints.
ﬁxed before or after painting, whichever may seem
The hand-wheels shown on the sides of wagon
most convenient.
but as this model
are for actuating the brakes:
Two or three coats of paint should be put on the
has no brakes, it will be quite sufﬁcient to ﬁx them
on with ground-headed screw through the centre.
body, and, while this is drying and hardening, the
metal-work may be taken in hand. Like the
The pivotplates
on which the bogies
are ﬁxed
pattern-making, the method of
,
turning and boring the wheels
12
,will be found in some of the
I61
back numbers of this paper.
Mild steel 3-16ths in. diameter
should be used for the axles;
they should be nicely turned at
the ends 1}in. diameter to form
The wheels should
the journals.
be driven on to the axles just a
Care must be taken
tight ﬁt.
not to bend the axles while
driving them on.
'
After trimming up the bogie
l
,
I §'——n;
I
frame castings, carefully square
m
l
I" j»!
”
up the ends of the transome or
,1
; this may be done
centre-piece
i
by ﬁling or by facing the ends
between the lathe centres: if the
latter method be adopted, alittle
'n
[é]!!!er
more should be allowed on the
__—
__
The
pattem for turning OK.
Magic sole bars or side frames
should be ﬁled ﬁat inside where
T
they ﬁt on to the transome, also
Boon: DETAILS FOR MODEL 3o-r0N WAGON.
the lugs at each end to receive
the two end-pieces.
The neces
sary holes may now be drilled in the sole bars
may now be screwed on to the transomes, and the
and marked 05 on the ends of the transome, and
Before
bogies screwed on with cheesehead screws.
drilled and tapped for 3-32nds-in. screws.
screwing on the bogies, they should be painted one
The holes in the axle-boxes must be drilled
coat of black enamel, taking care not to let it get
into the hearing or on the wheel-treads.
5-3ands in., so as to allow a little play for the axles.
Care should be taken to drill these holes exactly
in the right places, otherwise the bogies will not
run pr0perly. The sole bars can now be screwed to
the transomes,
the end-pieces
Lennon's FIRST Parson-Moron an-Encmn.
drilled and
being
on, if
—On Januarv 16th
new petrol-motor ﬁre-engine
screwed on last, or they may be soldered
The wheels must, of course, be put into
was delivered at the head-quarters of the London
perferred.
their place while the frame is being screwed together.
Fire Brigade, which
the ﬁrst of its kind to be
The buﬁ'er guides should be turned up in the lathe
A second
put into service in the Metropolis.
and drilled through with a full 3-32nds-in. drill,
practically
engine of exactly the same design
so that the spindles, which are 3-32nds-in. mild steel,
of Merry
The new machine, which
completed.
" Hatﬁeld" pattern, pumps
will slide easily through them.
weather's patent
The heads of the buffers are easiest made of oval
500 gallons of water per minute, and can attain
level,
a. speed of thirty miles an hour on the
pieces of brass plate i-ioth in. thick, drilled and
The spindles are screwed at
whilst any hill in the London
district can be
tapped
3-32nds in.
both ends, one end being screwed into the head
driven by the same
The pump
negotiated.
and the end slightly riveted over to prevent it
motor as propels the vehicle. the power being
transferred from the road wheels by the move
coming off. The spring shoes on the other end of
the spindle can be made of a small piece of square
It is specially adapted
ment of a single lever.
brass, with a hole drilled and tapped 3-32nds in.,
for working from deep lifts, and will draw water
and a suitable size slot ﬁled to ﬁt on the laminated
from a depth of 27 ft. without priming devices.
With its capacity for instant turn-out. its high rate
bufﬁng spring.
The bufﬁng springs are easily made of three pieces
of speed, and its powerful pumping capabilities. this
of hard brass, with a hole in the centre of each,
latest acquisition should certainly prove a valuable
cut for the shank of the hook to ﬁt through. This
addition to Captain Hamilton's rapidly-increasing
15secured in place by an ordinary split pin.
motor equipment.
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Locomotive
By CHAS.

S. LAKE,

Notes.
A.M.I.Mech.l£.

Nova]. EXPERIENCE.
be known as
“ C. B.
Q ," gives particulars of an interesting and
which, he says, has
probably unique experience
brought home to him pcrsonaUy in the most
" the undesirability of
emphatic manner possible
allowing orders for British railway rolling~stock
to go out of this country, wherein there are so many
high-class ﬁrms which can, between them and at all
times. satisfy any ordinary or probable require
It appears that the gentleman who thus
ments."
records his opinion desired, on a recent occasion,
A Conanseoxnaur’s

A correspondent, who prefers to

New

from Bristol

G.W.R. to Paddington and from

is

is

'.'

per

the District Railway was a limited one; and the
moral that our correspondent seems inclined to draw
from his experience is not after all, for that very
reason, one which need give rise to grave reﬂections
or searchings of heart among any section of the
In practically every country one ﬁnds
community.
of
railway
a
certain percentage
foreign~built
appliances of one sort or another in use, and that
without looking outside those countries which are
generally regarded as being self-supporting in this
respect and, although the rinciple of never allow
ing trade to go abroad if it can be possibly dealt
with at home is excellent in every way, the cir
cumstances under which the particular vehicles
mentioned were obtained were such as to fully
warrant the action taken and to preclude the
assumption that the same action. in respect of

"CONSOLIDATION" Type Goons Enema:
EAST INDIAN
(Built by the Vulcan Foundry, Ltd.)

to Camberwell, travelling
thence forward
to his destination by Underground Railway and
motor omnibus. The G.W.R. train, as it happened,
was hauled by one of the later French-built com
pounds, which gave a very good performance. On
arrival at Paddington, the correspondent repaired to
Praed Street station and there took train to Baker
Street, noticing on the way thither that the District
Railway car in-which he rode had been built by
a ﬁrm in Belgium, while, to complete
the story in
his own words. “ my conveyance across London was
means
of
of
motor 'bus
which the
accomplished by
chassis and engines at any rate had been ‘ made in
“
continues,
seem,"
Does it not
he
Germany.’
" rather
deplorable that it
now-a-days
possible
to
for one
travel from the West of England to the
South of London by means of foreign-made loco
motives and vehicles " The fact that everything
should have conduced to bring the train of circum
stances enumerated above into line is, in itself, a
coincidence of rather more than usual interest, and
remembered
that the
especially so when it
G.VV.R. has only three foreign-built engines out of
nearly three thousand in use on its system, and
that the number of cars imported from abroad by

to journey
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future orders, would
general policy.

RAILWAY.

be adopted

as a

matter.

of

“Gaaaan

LOCOMOTIVES" AND orunn Queues.
Since the publication of the note on geared loco
motives, several letters have come to hand con
for the employment
taining various suggestions
of means for temporarily increasing the
of locomotives as occasion demands.
Most 0 {power
these
are of an impracticable nature, and none are alto
gether exempt from the objections mentioned in
the previous note on the subject.
it will not be
therefore,
to return to the subject in
necessary,
this issue.
Other correspondents have written asking for
information regarding matters which, although
connected
in one way or another with engineering
subjects, do not come within the scope of these
articles, and for that reason they cannot be dealt
with here.
HEAVY "CONSOLIDATION" TYPE Locomoriva FOR
rm; Easr INDIAN RAlLWAY.
Towards the end of last year, the Vulcan Foundry.
Ltd, of Newton-le-Willows. Lancs.. supplied to the
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180 lbs.

Material copper ; length (inside, at top),
7 ft. 7 ins. ; width (inside, at top), 4 ft. of ins. ;
depth (front), 5 it. 6!: ins.; depth (back). F ft.
thickness of plates.
in. ;
2% ins. ;
9-16ths
thickness of tube plates, 1 in.
Pony truck wheels: Diameter of tread, 3 it. 1 in.
Wheelbase: Rigid, 16 ft. ; total, engine, 24 ft. 9 ins. ;
total, engine and tender, 51 ft. 8 ins.
Tubes: Number, 234; diameter (outside), 2 ins;
length (between tube plates), 13 ft. 3 ins.
Heating surface: Firebox, 153 sq. ft ; tubes,
1,672 sq. ft.: total, 1,825 sq. ft.
Grate area, 32 sq. ft.
Driving wheels: Diameter on tread, 4 ft. 6 ins.
Weight: On drivers, 59 tons; on pony truck, 6 tons ;
_ total engine, 65 tons; total engine and tender,

and

slow start was made from Liverpool and the
was slower than usual between Crow Nest

Daisy

exceeded,
the average
per hour.

Hill.
will

The 40

minutes schedule was
minutes,
by
speed thus working out at 50-2 miles
be

observed,

THREE-CYLINDER
SIMPLE
LOCOMOTIVE,
GREAT
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
now out of the Gorton Shops, and
This engine
It " Atlantic ”
working on the G.C.R. main line.
type with Walschaerts’ valve gearing.
Apart from
resembles, outwardly, the
the last-named feature
two—cylinder engines of the same kind on the G.C.R.
An illustration with particulars will appear in an
early issue.
is

it

Wireless Telegraphy
Apparatus.

A

LL

By

G.

K. and N. K. Jonnsou.

the apparatus that we are about to describe
is, with the exception of the
telephone
“ buzzer,”
receiver and
entirely home made.

THE AERIAL.
Our aerial contains about 280 ft. of copper wire,
arranged in the form of a rectangle of sides 10 ft.
by 70 ft. The two shorter sides of the rectangle
are wooden yards, to which are fixed at equal
intervals the four wires (as in the diagram). These
wires are joined at intervals by wire and yards, the
latter to strengthen the whole aerial. Owing to the

rte/v};
71—)

/

pressure,

Firebox:

speed

it

several
fine
locomotives
Railway
and 4—6-o types.
Those
who follow Eastern practice may be interested
to learn that just recently the same builders
have despatched
some heavy " Consolidation"
type
goods engines to the same railway, and by their
courtesy one of these is illustrated herewith. The
design provides two simple cylinders placed outside
the frames between the pony truck and the leading
coupled wheels, while the third coupled wheels
are used for driving purposes.
The cylinders are
ﬁtted with single slide bars, and steam is distributed
to them' by balanced slide valves of the Richardson
pattern. The large boiler used has the Bilpaire
type of ﬁrebox, and an extended smokebox. with
dome,
steam
Ramsbottom
safety valves, and
whistles constituting the mountings.
The wheel
splashers take a continuous form, similar to those
of the L. 8t Y. Railway 0—8—0 type goods engines,
a sand»box being placed at the forward end in both
A commodious cab is provided, but the
cases.
louvred
shutters generally ﬁtted to Indian loco
motives are in this instance absent.
A six-wheeled
tender
accompanies the engine, and the general
dimensions are as follows :—-—
Cylinders: Diameter, 20 ins. ; stroke, 26 ins.
Valve: Richardson's.
Boiler: Diameter (inside), 5 ft. 3 ins. ; length, 12 ft.
10* ins; thickness of plates, i in.; working

"Atlantic"

1i

A

Indian

the

is

East

of

106} tons.

Diameter of wheels, 3 ft. 105 ms; journals,
5% ins. by 10 ins. ; tank capacity. 3.500 gallons ;
fuel capacity, 6 tons of coal; tender (loaded),
41) tons.

,,
,,

Atherth

..

.

Pendlebury . .
Pendleton (New)
Arr. Manchester
.

29
36
34
41

5'}

50

2

O}
45

31
34*!
36}

o

|||||—_
"
down pipe " to the
proximity of an iron
aerial, we lashed to this obstacle a long pole carrying
The wires passed through insulators
yard on top.
(strips of vulcanite with holes bored in them) on
this yard, and thus ran clear of the pipe.
The top
of the aerial
fastened to a pole on the top of the
\Ve fixed this pole
roof and is about 60 ft. high.
After removing a tile
in rather a. novel manner.
from the top of the roof, we stepped our pole
in an iron drainpipe, screwing the collar to the
wooden ridge beam, and fastening the lower end
We replaced the tile
to the rafters in the garret.
close

is

a

L. & Y.R. LOCOMOTIVE Pnnronmancn.
The following is the log of a run recently made
by one of the new four-cylinder 4—6—0 type loeo
motives on the Lancashire 8: Yorkshire Railway.
for
The train was the 2.10 p.m. cx-Liverpool
Manchester ; load, 175 tons behind tender. \Veather,
ﬁne with strong wind :—
Min. Sec. Miles.
..
Leave Liverpool . .
0
o
0
Pass Walton Junction
..
6
0
3i
,,
Rainford
.
.. 15 15
125
,,
Upholland
(Tunnel
..
Entrance)
I7 45
14
.,
Peniberton Junction
15
17
20
,, Crow Nest (Hindley)
22 286 yds.
25
45

I

Tender:
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All

insulators

iece

of

and

lead

canvas, which makes a
end of the

splendid watertight joint. The lower
aerial is fastened to a 30-ft. pole in
were

made

the

garden.

of strips of vulcanite.
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The wire from the tuner goes to the movable
arm of a three-way switch made out of odd bits
of brass.
The connections to the diﬁerent pieces
of apparatus are made as in diagram.

Tm; RECEIVERS.

From

Tg/eF/mmo

‘gf'lll

Til/72"

a

m,

Sm/“c/i

3“,
Jul/6,7
C a are lli

r1

Dg Fares!

Mia-c7050":

reclive"

Fiq 2.
Ear/h

O'ndensel

ﬁrst receiver
was a De
electrolytic
The follow
ing will be found to
be a very satisfactory
way of making a De
F ores! receiver :—
A and A are two
pieces of wood, 3 ins.
by 2 ins. by 1} in.,
screwed
together at
right angles, as in the
diagram. B is another
piece of wood, 2 ins.
by I in. by i in., with
a }-in. hole bored in
the middle of it, and
is screwed
on to A
about halfway up it,
with the two ﬂat sides
parallel to A. Through
the hole C passes a
closed
at
glass tube
the bottom and about
The

made
Fore s t's
detector.
we

Wire:

Wood: n

\ 1

l

Fl?

ya/r'd

t
ll

4rd

fl.

H

7

_

-

piece of platinum wire, which
on to a piece
of platinum
foil
in. by
in. in area,
(used through the
bottom of the tube D, the {oil being inside the
This platinum wire
tube.
connected
to a. ter
minal a, as in the diagram. Vertically above
the mouth of D
placed a terminal 11, which is
ins. in length.
has
been sw.ated

is

A

is

hole made in the wall of the studio, the terminal
end, of course, being on the inside.
From this terminal a wire is taken to the tuner,
which contains 400 it. of No. 22 S.W.G. insulated
This is wrapped round a piece of
copper wire.
wood 30 ins. by 4 by 2, the wire on one of the 2-in.
edges being bared to allow a sliding connection to
be made.
Each turn of wire is so thoroughly in
sulated irom each other that a bell will ring (if put
In circuit with a battery and the tuner) when the
sliding connection is made at one end of the tuner,
but it will not do so when the connection is made
it the other end. The diagram will explain the
method of working the sliding connection.

i

n: inaﬁ-umaﬂ/J

is

Y; r"d

WPOI‘

i1

I,

2

,4

Fig. 3.
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INTERIOR OF THE STATION.
The station is one end of a photographic studio
situated in the garden.
Here we erected our bench.
The next problem was how to get the lead from
'
" was
the aerial into the station, as our
pocket
not nearly so long as the piece of highly insulated
wire we wanted. With a bit of ingenuity, however,
We fitted the inside
we overcame this difﬁculty.
of an old motor sparking plug (which consists of
a wire running through a tube of porcelain, with
a terminal attached to one end of the wire) into
The lead from
one end of a piece of glass tube.
the aerial was soldered to the wire end of the plug,
and the whole tube was filled with parafﬁn wax,
as in diagram.
This was then ﬁxed through a

Elecirlcian.

f/ln

I‘From

I‘m-m,

495m;

PL; any,”

_

WIPQ

T°

Microphone
F17

7

Edema,

5/bu/

copper

wire

Wire b4 red
4/009 [[715
edqe

/I7$u_/d fed

piece of wOOd
J/I'd/nq on rod

Sprlnqy 6rd

55

5

7-0

wl/‘Cb

1:17
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Everybody who has seen the detector we are
about to describe has always asked—“ What on
" It
earth
our opinion that the simplicity
of the thing puzzled them.
It simply consists
of two pieces of carbon ﬁxed parallel to one another,
The
with a polished needle laid across them.
carbons are ﬁled to a knife edge, on which rests
the needle.
This receiver works excellently over
short distances.
is

‘_

Fiq

connecﬂnq

Wood b/oc/i

/;l_

Waxed paper
ear/h

75

77/7 fOI/

srr/P
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THE TRANSMITTER.
For transmitting telegrams we use an inch spark
coil. It
useless to describe
the coil here. as it
was made according to the directions given in
THE MODEL ENGINEER
Handbook
(No.
11).
We might mention, however, that we did not get
very satisfactory results until we doubled the size
of the condenser given in the book.
We use
volts to work the coil, these being
obtained from accumulators.
One 4-volt accumu
lator we ﬁtted in a mahogany box. The plates
8

WIFE

8.

of which the other plates were connected to earth:
The condenser
was made of alternate plates of
tinfoil and parafﬁn waxed paper (about twelve
sheets of each), the area of the tinfoil sheets being
ins. by
ins.
3

\Ve might say that the platinum is sweated on to
copper wire, and that the glass was ﬁtted on
to the c0pper by making a fairly tight ﬁt
ﬁrst
and then ﬁlling up with gold leaf mixed With
benzine.
This will all set hard.
The next receiver was a Castelli coherer.
We
made it according to the directions given on page
Vol.
ENGINEER,
469,
XVII of THE MODEL
but
found it did not give such satisfactory results as
the electrolytic detector.
the

is

F11]

5

To

C4 sl'e/l/
coherer‘

a

4

6

war

no
TQ De Fares/
Rec-p

I l. I 009.

\Ve used
"watch " telephone receiver and
potential divider for all the instruments.
We
bought the former, since the two home-made
receivers were not very reliable.
The potential divider consists of a mahogany
box
ins. by
ins. by
ins., on the lid of which
are two rows of tenninals (four terminals in each
row). Between each terminal, inside the box,
IS placed a wire of
ohms' resistance,
as in the
diagram.
The aerial wire, after passing through the co—
herers, went to one set of plates of a condenser,
5

Wir
pdr'a

March

2

to another terminal d on A.
D is
ﬁlled with sulphuric acid of density 1-2.
lThe needle, which explains itself in the diagram.
is ﬁtted through the terminal in (Fig. 8), with the
platinum point just dipping into the acid in D.
connected

and

a
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of this battery were drilled and the holes tilled up
with the necessary oxide, etc., and the case was
cast in lead.
(Of course, this was lined with sheets
of glass for insulation.)
The plates of the other
battery were obtained from an old burnt-up ac
cumulator, and these were put in marmalade
pots.

The key was made after the design of an ordinary
tapping key, the materials being bits of scrap brass.

etc.

In order to render the wave-lengths constant,
we connected one terminal of the secondary coil
of the spark coil to the outside of one Leyden jar,
and the other terminal to the outside of another
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Leyrlen jar, which stood on glass. The insides of
the two jars were connected by a coil of stout
wire. The coil was about 20 ins. long and about
diameter, containing nine turns, which were
(See Fig. 1).
“
" wire
tuner
from the aerial
terminal, the latter was connected to the pole of the
to the Leyden
secondary coil, which is connected
jar standing on the glass.
The station we communicate with—and for which
we have a licence for doing so—is the school we
“he have not received any messages from
attend.
.\'ew York yet, ‘and, what is more. we have been

5 ins.

carefully insulated.
After removing the

Winerisz TELEGRAPH

APPARATUS.

that we are “ jolly lucky " to be able to com
municate just across Canterbury.

told

MR. C. ]. BOWEN COOKE. says the Engineer-in
Cimrge, has been appointed Chief Mechanical Engi
to
neer of the L. & N.\\'. Railway, in succession
Mr. George Whale, who resigned through ill-health.
Mr. Bowen Cooke was for many years Superinten
dent of the Running Department of the Southern
Division of the L. & N.VV. Railway between Crewe
and Euston.
I1- is announced from Ottawa that a commission
has, on behalf of the C anadian-Paciﬁc Railway. been
investigating the water-power resources of the Rocky
Mountains, and has come to the conclusion that,
although immense quantities of coal are available,
electricity can be used to better advantage in over
coming the heavy mountain gradients, On account
of the greater cheapness and superior climbing capa
Electriﬁcation,
cities of the electric locomotives.
it is said, will at ﬁrst be conﬁned to the mountain
section of the Canadian-Paciﬁc line, though enough
water-power is available to work the whole system
in this manner.—The Engineer.
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An Electric

“ Motor

Boat.”

By C. A. \VILLOMES.
E think an account of our model electrically
"
“
driven
motor boat
may be of interest
to some readers of Tm; MODEL ENGINEER,
She was intended to compete in the recent Speed
Boat Competition, but, when ﬁnished, was found
to be rather slow, and we found great difﬁculty
The speed
in making her steer a straight course.
we calculated to be about 3} miles per hour.
The method of construction of the hull is, we

By

G.

K.

AND

.\'.

K. JOHNSON.

believe, a new departure in model boat building
It is built out of one piece of sheet zinc in the
following manner. A piece 3 ft. long and r it. 1 in.
wide was taken, and alter marking a centre>line
corresponding to the keel, a previously made
The
paper pattern was laid on and marked 05.
shape was then drawn clearly on with a scribcr
and then cut out with shears
and compasses,
The only soldered joints necessary were just up
the bows and from the stern to the commencement
This is a lap
of the deck along the centre-line.
joint, and allowance has to be made for this when
When soldered
marking off from the pattern.
it was ﬁnished with an old smooth ﬁle and emery
cloth, and cannot be seen. now painted. Great
in soldering the joints,
care has to be exercised
as the metal is so thin that it is liable to melt
if the iron be too hot. The vertical piece of the
stern is cut out of wood made a driving ﬁt; when
hammered in, is nailed all round. The holes for
all the nails have to be made ﬁrst with a ﬁne punch.
This is easily made from i-in. silver steel and
hardened.
The deck was made from a pine board, and was
rather a tricky piece of work, as it had to be curved
to take the concavity of the hull ior'ard. flat amid

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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and convex aft; reference to
ships.
the photographs and drawings show
this. It is nailed into place, the nails
being spaced fairly close together, as
the sides are springy
and give an
upward pressure to the deck for'ard
and a downward one aft.
The combing round the cockpit is
made of chestnut, which is very satis
factory wood to work with, though
somewhat brittle.
It is simply for
appearance, as no water comes on deck
under way, although there is consider
The whole boat, with
able stern wave.
the exception of the shaft and propeller,
is painted light grey.
I

:11
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wrapping it in a piece of sheet rubber
(an old football bladder), and wedging
It never moves.
it in with a greasy rag.
and is easy to get at and quite satis
factory.
The armature shaft and propeller
shaft are in perfect alignment, and
are coupled by means of a disc and
two pins driving on to a crossbar on
The stem tubes
the propeller shaft.
are 5-16ths in. copper. {- in. diameter
internally, and a brass bush sweated
in the stern end and the tube and
The front
bush tapered on the lathe.
a srcew~
end is tapped, and receives
down gland;
the s ace in the tube
An adjust
is ﬁlled in with vase ine.

By
BOAT.

ARRANGEMENT
snowmo
Pun,

Sac-non

Y

-.......,J..

wooden

a..-....

permanent

screwed

.. _"4r'4 I‘ve,“

with

as shown in drawings.
The motor when working oﬁ an igni
tion accumulator, cannot be stopped
by pinching the shaft in the ﬁngers,
but is not so powerful with the boat
accumulator. The position of the new
mulators is simply to maintain a preper
It is ﬁxed in position by
balance.
wedges,

ELEVATION.

position,

or

The waterline in the drawing shows
the boat's position when at rest ; when
under way the bows rise slightly and
“
the stern
squats."
The engines consist of a 4-volt
Thompson accumulator and a tripolar
motor, which is ﬁxed in an inverted

C. A.

MAci-imenv.

‘
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m TANK.

l\.OTOl<

Accunvuron

WiLLmirrls.
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The
able thrust-collar is ﬁxed on to the shaft.
shaft is 5-32nds-in. brass rod.
The propeller is built up of a brass boss and
copper blades, and is experimental- as far as pitch
goes, but the method of making it is very satisfactory
and simple. The boss was turned from a piece of
i-in. rod and tapers off to a point, and before parting
05. the grooves for the blades were marked off as
An internal screweutting tool was ﬁxed
follows.
in the slide-rest at right angles to its traverse
It was
and with the cutting point downwards.
adjusted i-64th in. below the top of the boss.
The rest was next set at the desired angle and
screwed across the job, making a 1-64th-iu. groove.
This was repeated for each blade, spacing being
done by means of a change wheel, as shown in THE
The grooves were
MODEL ENGINEER last June.
next deepened with a hacksaw. The blades were
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Our Readers’ “Wants”
Competition.
(Continued from page 67.)

Where Some of them can be Supplied.—
The recent list of “\Vants"
by our
expressed

l

l
1

has brought us a number of replies
from
various sources stating where some at least of the
wants can be supplied. Rather than publish these
piecemeal, we have waited for a convenient oppor
tunity of printing them all together, as we think
in this way the information will be more useful
for reference.

readers

Cheap
Steady-Rest for Lathes.-—Messrs.
P. Dickens & Co., 19, Cresswell Street, Fulham,
S.VV., inform us that in response to this want they

.iﬁf?§i;
AN

ELECTRIC Moron

marked off and cut to shape, and finished with a
They were made a driving ﬁt into the saw
marks, and then tinned, as was the boss.
They
were then sweated
The boss is drilled
together.
to receive the shaft and sweated on.
When “ running trials" the blades were bent
to ﬁnd the best results,
but it made very little
difference to the speed.
The propeller is 2 ins.
diameter.
Although not fast, the boat is very
powerful, and pulled a water~logged plank 5 ft.
by 9 ins. by 2 ins. through the water at about
At present we have
half her speed when light.
not been able to get a long, straight run, so the
calculated speed—made in a swimming bath—
We tried her on the Prince of
may be incorrect.
Wales Pond, Blackheath, but we collected a large
and enthusiastic crowd as she went continuously
in a circle out of reach for half an hour.
The rudder
is a screw-ﬁtting one, made rather tight, and wants
"
a lot of
The boat on the whole is
knowing."
very satisfactory, and quick and cheap to make.
ﬁle.

IT is expected (says the illecham'cal World) that
trials with aeroplanes and dirigible
important
balloons will take place on Salisbury Plain in the
spring. The military authorities have been ap
proached with a request to grant facilities to English
inventors in the same manner as the French Govern~
ment have done by lending the military training
grounds at Chalons and lssy.

BOAT.

By

C. A. WILLouns.

have designed a steady-rest which they could supply
for about gs. They would be pleased to hear from
those requiring anything of this kind.

Bartlett
Brazing Lamp—Messrs.
Little King Street, Camden Town,

17,

& Shanks,
N.VV., write

that they have just introduced a powerful parafﬁn
brazing lamp which will melt cast iron in two
minutes, or braze a ﬂange on a 2-in. pipe in three
The a paratus is quite portable, and can
minutes.
be mani ulated or any length of time by one hand.
"lhey w‘l be pleased to send particulars to anyone
interested
Small Air Compressors.—“ Foto " (Ching
ford) writes 2—“ Might I suggest that the want for
an air compressor might be ﬁlled by one of those
'
in use by photographers with
air hrusli ' machines.
The most popular type has a pump in the form of
a roller skate, which is gripped to the legs of a chair.
There are also hand- and motor-operated machines.
The price of the roller skate pattern with air
reservoir (about [4 by 6 ins.) is from two guineas,
to 505. I believe that Messrs. Hunters, Ltd., of
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, E.C., supply these
machines.
There are, of course, other makers.
More powerful compressors are used by house
decorators and ship painters, but I have had no
personal experience of them."
Electric
Small Ignition Plugs.—TheiUniversal
Supply Co., 60, Brook Street, C.-on~M., Manchester,
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write :—“ \Ve note you state small ignition plugs
suitable for small petrol machines are wanted. We
beg to state that these will be found fully illus
trated and listed in our new list, and should be glad
if you would kindly draw the enquirer's attention
to this."
Sundry Wants—The Liverpool Castings and
Tool Supply Co., Church Lane, Liverpool, write :—
" There are one or two items that not
only already
exist, but have been manufactured by us for some
In small piping we stock
considerable time.
3-12nds diameter (outside) solid-drawn brass tube.
and we have so far not found any call for a smaller
size.
The production of goods of this class, among
which we might include small diameter rivets of
e} in. or more in length, is, of course, governed by
the demand.
we are occasionally asked for these
1} ins. long. but the call is so restricted that it
would not pay to make them unless they were in
more general request.
Vacuum gauges we have
listed for the past twelve months. They are always
in stock. Rolling>st0ck parts: If your readers had
indicated what particular sizes of bolts and nuts
are needed, we would have been better able to say
whether the want has any actual existence and, if
so, whether we should be justiﬁed in manufacturing
the same.
As we ﬁnd the call to arise for certain
sizes or dimensions of screwed stock. so we speedily
add the goods to our already long-drawn-out list
of model bolts and nuts.
Bolts and nuts are now
very cheap, and nothing in the whole range of
model making is easier to get."
Small Piping.—Mr. E. R. Carroll, ii, Clyde
Road, Dublin, writes :—“I would be pleased to
supply small copper, brass, or German silver pipes,
any size from i»32nd-in. internal diameter, and
any gauge, at just the nominal price of the material.
I do not mean this communication to be in any
way an advertisement, but just to help fellow model
I have always been
engineers over a difﬁculty.
a most enthusiastic mechanic. and wish to help
those interested."
Smith's Tools for Model Work.—Mr. E. W.
Fraser (Clapham, S.VV.) writes :—“ As far as the
writer is aware, no such special tools are, or ever
been,
have
The amount of forge work,
made.
even in a fair size model, is so small, and, as a rule,
so elementary. that the smaller sized
swages,
fullers, etc., to be found in any good general smith's
shop (not farrier’s, be it understood) sufﬁce for the
work and, if not. the smith can make up any
special tool or adapt existing ones much quicker
and cheaper than he could buy them.
The square
holes in anvils are punched in while the anvil is
‘
'
hot and are afterwards
drifted
out. Hardly
two are alike as to size, and that is why it '5 better
to make the various tools to ﬁt in them.
The
writer has seen six 3 cwt. anvils by one of the best
makers in one shop, and only two had holes alike
_or within i-ioth in. However, for those who prefer
to purchase
tools for this work, anvils can be
bought from a few pounds weight to several cwts.
A 56-lb. one is plenty for model work. Swages,
in. diam.
top and bottom, can be obtained from
and fullers the same. Square-edged ‘ sett ham
'
mers
can be got as small as 11l~in. square on face
and can be used as ‘ flatters' on such small work
as is under discussion.
Small hot and cold ‘ setts'
cannot be purchased, but must be made.
Tongs of
all kinds can be purchased, but they are mostly
somewhat clumsy. Indeed, the best advice the

i
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writer can give those who take an interest in
smith’s work is to do the thing well and make your
own tools.
The querist says he could only obtain
‘anvils of 2 and 3 cwt.. which are of no use for
model forging.‘ This is quite a mistake, the size
of the anvil having little or nothing to do with the
thereon.
The
minuteness of the work done
difﬁculty with this small stuff is not getting tools
for it, but to manipulate it before it gets cold.
Fancy ‘forging’ a crank for, say, an engine i-in.
stroke. Far better cut it out with a hacksaw."

the
of
Conversazione
Society of Model Engineers.

The
Y

consent the tenth annual Cons
general
versazione of the Society of Model Engineers,
which took place on February 26th. was by
far the. most successful function of the kind which
has yet _been held.
The engaging of the whole of
Caxton Hall, Westminster, was a bold step on
the part of the Executive; but the increased com
fort to the visitors and the extremely convenient
arrangement of the rooms met with universal
The main object of the evening—the
approval.
display of members’ work to their friends and the
public—was admirably fulﬁlled, a splendid array of
models being on view, arranged in such a way that
everything could be comfortably inspected without
The trade, too, were well repre
undue crowding.
sented,
several interesting novelties being shown,
in addition to many stock lines.
For the ﬁrst time on these occasions, dancing was
introduced into the programme, and this was
Mr. F. H. J.
greatly appreciated by manypresent.
Bunt, a member of the Committee, acted as M.C.,
For the
and discharged his duties to perfection.
vocal concert in the Large Hall, the services of
several well-known artistes had been engaged. and
the songs of Miss Carrie Tubb and Miss Blanche
Askew, the humorous skits of Mr. Fred Rome.
and the recitations of Mr. Ernest Meads, were most
discoursed
Orchestra
Tufnell
The
acceptable.
sweet music at intervals during the evening; while
Chamber,
under the
another concert in the Council
direction of Professor Kopsel, proved a welcome
To the latter Miss
addition to the entertainment.
Cutter, Miss Fletcher. Miss Mabel Ottley, Miss
Sharp, Mr. Fletcher, and Herr Kopsel, contributed
some charming vocal and instrumental selections.
A point of special interest in this concert was that
Herr Kopsel and Miss Sharp used violin bows of a
new pattern, invented by one of our contributors.
Mr. V. W. Delves-Broughton, in conjunction with
These bows have secured some very
Herr Kopsel.
marked appreciations from leading violinists.
The exhibits of members’ work were so numerous
that it is impossible for us to do more than mention
Among
a few of the most recently ﬁnished models.
these were a ﬁne model steamer with three-cylinder
vertical single-acting engine with ﬂash boiler, by
Mr. J. C. Crebbin; a model L.C.C. paddle steamer
by Mr. C. Blazdell; a
with diagonal engines,
a partly
motor rail car, by Mr. J. “'ills, jun.;
" sharpie " launch,
completed model up-river
by Mr. E. Rose; a bogie and motor for electric
locomotive, by Mr. R. A. Allman , the petrol motor—
boat Beluedere, by Mr. W. J. Smith; a partly
scale Caledonian locomotive,
by
finished i-in.
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Mr. A. F. Hart; an unﬁnished, i-in. scale Cale
donian locomotive, by Mr. F. R. Welsman ; model
boiler, with special feed regulator, by Mr. 1. Vincent
Bourke; model sailing yacht, by Mr. A. Ivor
Smith; a single coil undertype dynamo, by Mr.
]. \V. Allman; an unﬁnished iin. scale G.N.
locomotive, by Mr. E. A. Robbins;
a min. plate
Wimshurst machine, by Mr. F. Giladjian; a -._¥»in.
scale Midland locomotive, by Mr. \V. B. Hart; and
a model torpedo boat destroyer, by Capt. ]. Bar
Mr. G. F. Tyas showed three models,
grave Deane.
which were all working.
His l-in. scale model of a
Lancashire boiler had a. very realistic appearance,
as it was connected to his big
more particularly
His other models
model of a factory chimney.
were:
Beam engine, as used for driving factories
by wheel gearing; a side lever paddle-wheel engine.
as built by D. Napier, 1848-1860:
a table engine: a
very Old model of Maudslay's engine, with friction
wheels to guide, dated 1837.
Among those repre
sented by other interesting exhibits were Messrs. C.
P. Blankenburg. H. H. G. Denvil,
S. Barrett,
R. H. C. Steer, A. E. F. McCreary, H. Hildersley,
R. A. P. Davison, A. Aldridge, W. H. R. Parsons,
W. E. Lush, George Frakes, H. Clayton, W. A. Cur
zon, H. C. \Valler (a six-cylinder petrol motor),
L. M. G. Ferreira, H. G. Riddle, E. \V. Fraser,
A. M. H. Solomon, T. Whitmore. \V. ]. Hunt, W'.
L. Blaney, \V. J. Russell, H. J. Dawson, J. Gl0ver,
H. A. St. George. E. C. H. Stansﬁeld, A. Brookes,
C. Singleton, and C. H. Gaggcro.
In the trade section many of the best-known
Drummond
ﬁrms were well represented.
Messrs.
Bros, Ltd., had two of their smaller lathes on
view, Mr. Arthur Drummond being in attendance
to personally explain their working.
Other ﬁrms
who showed tools were Messrs. C. W. Burton
Grifﬁths (a ﬁne array of small tools), Mr. Henry
Milnes (lathe accessories), Mr. W. Crowther (twist
drill grinders), and Messrs. S. Holmes & Co. (back
" Competition “
geared lathe and a
lathe). Messrs.
Stuart Turner, Ld., made a very complete display
of their various specialities, both ﬁnished and in
“ Kapp"
type
parts, a notable innovation being a
dynamo (300 watts at Loos revs.) which this ﬁrm are
This is a thoroughly
just placing on the market.
well-designed machine, about which we shall have
They
something further to say in a later issue.
were also showing a ﬁnely modelled metre tug hull.
this being the latest addition to their series of
machine-carved boats. Messrs. W. ]. Bassett Lowke
and Co., had a very representative selection of their
model railway equipment, a section of track with an
interlocking
being on view, as well as
system
samples of engines, rolling-stock and other acces
sories; Mr. E. \V. Hobbs, the London manager,
Electrical
visitors were well
in charge.
being
catered for in the exhibits of Messrs. Armstrong
and Co. (accumulators, portable lamps, and miscel
laneous goods), Messrs. Siemens Bros. (small electric
motors), Hounslow Switchboard “'orks (two well
Messrs.
Richford
switchboards),
and
ﬁnished
Con
(a complete range of small accumulators).
siderable interest was aroused by the ﬁne l-in.
“ Precursor,"
shown by Messrs. ]as.
scale model
Carson & Co., Ltd. This was mounted on a testing
stand, and was shown running under steam during
working of the
the evening, the highly successful
"
"
Lea
injectors with which this model is ﬁtted
also shown. The Southwark Engineering
being
and Model \Vorks had some good model locomotive
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exhibits, and also a model coach built up from
while some further interesting loco
castings;
motive and marine models were shown by the
Mr. Percy Pitrnan
Hanway Engineering Works.
"
”
had a number of water motors and Tangomotors
on his stand, as well as some samples of stamped
steel buckets for water motors, and some drawings
of a large motor recently supplied to the New
Petrol motors were repre
Zealand Government.
Heclcman & Co., who had an
sented by Messrs.
excellent display of their specialities of this kind,
and also by Messrs. D. Napier 8: Sons, Ltd., who
sent some samples of their well-know work. Mr. T.
'Goodhand contributed a good example of model
boiler work, while Messrs. S. F. Edge. Ltd., were
responsible for an interesting model of the Napier V
motor-boat. and the Napier synchroniSed ignition
The
of
Tax: Mom-:1.
publishers
apparatus.
ENGINEER provided a novelty in the shape of a
working model of a. lighthouse. The lighthouse
in this model was constructed from the coloured
“
The Young Model
parts which form No. 2 of
Maker” Series of cardboard models. and it was
placed in a very effective coast setting, built and
The lighthouse was
painted by Mr. E. Warne.
specially ﬁtted with a revolving red and white
light, worked from a small electric motor suitably
geared down.
It will be gathered from the foregoing that there
was plenty to see on this particular evening. but
the details already given do not complete the
excellent programme arranged by the committee.
There were also a ﬁne array of high-power micro
scopes under the direction of Mr. E. A. Robbins,
two very instructive and Well-deliverel lecturettes
on "The New Colour Photography," by Mr. A. E.
Bawtree, and demonstrations of wireless
tele
In
graphy and telephony by Mr. A. \l'. Sharman.
the two new
room
railway
the working~model
the
use
Society were put into
tracks just built for
locomotives,
for running several of the members'
electric,
and quite a number
both steam and
of stationary models of various types were shown at
there
was a large attendance
Naturally
work.
of members and friends, and everyone voted the
whole evening a great success.

I

Practical

Letters from our

Readers.

Boats and Steamers in Miniature.
filoch Engineer. SIR,
Mr. Teague appears to have mis
DEAR
understood my meaning. 1 do not for a moment
I
for speed work.
advocate paddle steamers
think it is a pity that so much has been sacriﬁced
to speed, iiiVleing the total abandonment of
correctness of detail.
The speed boats of which we see so much in
THE MODEL ENGINEER are not, strictly speaking,
models at all. The deﬁnition of a model is, accord
ing to the dictionary, "an imitation of some
thing on a smaller scale." Speed boats as described
in your paper are not imitations of anything on a
smaller scale, but are original designs, things which
ﬂoat and which travel fast.
At the same time, I fully appreciate the ingenuity
which has been displayed in their design and con
struction and recognise the improvement in design
of engines and boilers which has resulted in conse~
Speed

To

THE EDITOR OF The

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
quencc. Speed, however, is not everything. Mode
locomotives are not built only with a view to speed,
but accuracy of detail is considered, as well as speed
or hauling power.
As to any individual or ﬁrm making an exact
replica in miniature of a fast ship to win MODEL
ENGINEER prizes, such an idea has never occurred
to me, nor, I should think, to anyone else.
What I should like to see would be more ships‘
"models" in which accuracy of detail has been
considered, and which will travel fast enough to
look well in the water.
I am at
The two things are not incompatible.
present building a screw steamer 4 ft. 9 ins. over-all,
I have not been able to
1!) ins. beam, 6 ins. draught.
give her a run yet, but, tied up in a tank, the engine
1
runs at some 800 r.p.m., with 60 lbs. steam.
can keep this pressure with ease, with stop-valves
full open, and lamps only half on.
My pressure
gauge only reads up to 60 lbs., but I am ﬁtting
another, and have no doubt whatevcr that I can
Engine is
keep 80 to 100 lbs. without difﬁculty.
single-cylinder, i-in. bore, ig-in. stroke. This boat
will be complete in every detail as far as possible.
She has a bridge deck'house panelled with doors and
port holes, ventilators and usual ﬁttings in detail,
and a steam winch.
She will not be a speed boat, but she will go fast
enough and look like the real thing. Let us have
some more of them.—Yours faithfully,

H. L. Pmurs.

The “M.E." Otto Cycle Gas Engine.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—l am sending herewith a photograph

of THE

MODEL ENGINEER gas engine

designed

by
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drawings as given in the series of articles (and
coloured plate) commencing January 4th, 1906.
issue.
I have all the patterns complete. made
exactly to the instructions given; and I can only
say that the engine works admirably,
starting
without any trouble.—Yours truly,
HENRY
E.
RICHARDSON.
Glasgow.

Experiments for Country Bazaar.
To THE EDITOR 0E The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sm,—l have read with interest the letter
from “ Novice," but I think that the apparatus he

has at his disposal is not suitable for a demonstra
tion at a country bazaar.
To be a success, a demonstration of this kind
must appeal to the audience, and from my own
country folk generally do not go to
experience
bazaars for instruction, but more for amusement.
“
If Novice “ has a Wimshurst or a coil capable
of giving 2 or 3-in. sparks, many beautiful experi
ments may be performed, from which he will ﬁnd
much more interest will be aroused than if he gives
demonstrations on the uses of electricity.
Again,
at these functions a shocking coil is never out of
place, and is always a source of amusement—as
well as cash.
I do not wish to criticise " Novice’s “ intentions,
but only to make
a few
suggestions—Yours

A. MOORE.

faithfully,

Anti-Skidding Device for Motor Vehicles.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sue—In your issue of February nth I

notice

another letter from Mr. Hackett

about his

I
THE

"ALE."

\VATER-COOLBD
Gas ENGINE.
(Constructed by H. E. Richardson from designs
" The Illodel Engineer."
See january 4, 1906, issue.)
published in

Mr. Runciman, which will be of interest to your
The engine was made exactly to the
readers.

very ingenious device to prevent skidding of motor
vehicles.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

Improved Leclanché Batteries.
To THE EDITOR or The Illodal Engineer.
SIR,—In a letter published in Tm: Moner. ENGI
for january 28th Mr. Green makes some
NBBR_
“
Salt will break up the
startling statements.

e

+

t

:_

c

'

it;

combination muriatic acid and ammonia, liberating
the ammonia."
Now I presume that by “salt "
Mr. Green indicates common salt, 1'.e., sodium
chloride,
and this can by no means interact with
sal-ammoniac
chloride),
which
is
(ammonium
the only product of combination of muriatic (hydro—
with
The
ammonia.
radical —-NH3
ch10nc)_acid
(ammonia) could only be liberated by substituting
element possessing greater
'
sohrpe
a n1
or
orine. Thus, With caustic
ittythefatomhof
SOda (NaOH)
NaOH + NH4Cl = NaCl+[—OH
mu].

But in such

a case as Mr. Green takes,
where
sodium and ammonium both united
element,
i.e., chlorine, it
atoms of the same
is ObVlO'lJS that no such change can take place.
The statement that bichromate of potash will
dioxide, liberating oxygen
decompose
manganese
and at the same time losing its own,
not correct,
the germs
althoughsuch supposed action has in
for hydrogen peroxide and potassium
POSSlblllty,
bichromate do behave something after this fashion.
An aqueous
solution of potassium bichromate
dioxide, even on boiling,
has no
action on manganese
not improbable that
the dry sub
although it
stances were moderately heated together, oxygen
truly,
would be evolved—Yours
H. _WEBSTBR Moss.
we have

the

is

it

if

is

'rnx Em'ron or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-—In the issue of November 12th (1908),
I read with interest a device for the pre\ention
Last week (February
in motor-cars.
of skidding
from
nth) it was followed up by another letter
the inventor, in which he invites readers to discuss
the
the device, and again asks for hints towards
I do not wish to under
construction of solenoids.
estimate Mr. Hackett’s work, but it appears to me
that solenoids which would have power enough
force
to hold the iron wheels down with sufﬁcient
The force
would have to be inconveniently large.
is
exerted by an ordinary motor-car skidding
something tremendous, as can be easily seen from the
of a skid in street trafﬁc. Is it not
consequences
this great
practically an impossibility to counteract
have to be
force by means of solenoids P which would
the carrying
large, and would probably necessitate

To

of fairly heavy accumulators, and this, again, would
add to the ’cost of upkeep.
On the other hand, if
the solenoids were practicable, they would un
doubtedly be peculiarly suited for this purpose
Since the pull of the solenoid increases as the moving
core travels into the coil.
In other words, the
pull would be greatest when the iron wheels had
to grip the ground.
.As to ascertaining the most suitable quantity of
Wire, etc.,
this is mainly a point for Mr.
_I think
Hackett himself to experiment on.
He may get
the theory in any good text-book, such as Silvanus
In one of Mr. Hackett's drawings
Thompson's.
of _November 12th issue, 1 notice that all his sole
n01ds are connected in series.
It seems to me that
they would be more effective in parallel—at least
they would do with a lower voltage, and conse
quently save expense in the accumulator.
Mr. Hackett, in his letter of February 11th,
referred to a non-skidding wheel placed at the back
of the car, and another at the front, both worked
Is it possible that this
by a hand or foot lever.
would grip the ground in such a way as to counter
act the skid of a motor-car weighing anything over
i
ton. But there is one serious drawback to this
deVice—it cannot be used in town, where the streets
paved, for the granite setts would, if possible,
are
increase a skid when the iron wheels were pressed
down on them.
It is practicable on macadamised
of the roads!
roads, but—think
Finally, I think this subject of skid-prevention
would make an interesting discussion, if some
other readers who know more about the subject
than I do would express their opinion in this column.
—Yours truly,
WILLIAM M. GRAHAM.

to

I was very interested in his drawings. which
last, and
appeared in the issue of November 12th
as he says he has had no replies, I venture to oﬂer
a few comments, hoping that he will take them in
good part, as helpful, not destructive criticism.
I regret that I cannot make any suggestions as
It seems to me
to the construction of a solenoid.
that a great deal of pressure would be required
a
to prevent skidding, and that to produce this
But why
powerful current would be necessary.
not resort to mechanical means, such as com
air ? It would be as quick in action
pressed
essential
property)
(which is, of course, a most
and a small compressing plant could easily be
worked from the main engine. In the case of a steam
motor (such as a steam 'bus), the steam could be
the
made to act direct upon a cylinder Operating
iron-rimmed wheels or wheel, as the case may be.
me,
There are other points which, it seems to
One is that of making a
oﬂer great difﬁculty.
wheel which will effectually prevent lateral move
A wheel such as Mr. Hackett draws might
ment.
grip well upon asphalt or wood paving, but would be
absolutely useless on cobble-stones, or, I think, even
on a hard macadam road, and it is upon cobble
stones that motor 'buses especially skid so badly.
Again, one more point that arises is that of
driving the back wheels which have the circuit
It is clear that, in
closing apparatus on them.
order to operate any mechanism whatever, these
somewhat, and
wheels must change their position
if these wheels are driven by a chain in the ordinary
disastrous, for, as Mr.
way, the effects would be
Hackett will doubtless have discovered, it he
least out
cycles, when the chain-wheels are in the
of line, the chain is constantly riding up over them
Even if a live axle system were
and coming off.
used, I fear that even with the plentiful use of
universal joints, it would be very difficult to get it
to work satisfactorily.
from this trouble, I think that the wheels
Apart
d constantly be brought down upon “ the road
wou
"
when the motor got on a road with a high crown
though
tilt
slightly,
would
car
whole
on it, for the
there would be no danger of its skidding.
I hope Mr. Hackett will not think that I am trying
device, and
to depreciate his excellent and original
I take the opportunity of congratulating him upon
it, but I should be much obliged and interested
if he would kindly answer these questions—Yours
R. L. AMOORB.
truly,
Putney, S.W.
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The Society of Model Engineers
is a maid s should be sent to the oﬁ'ius 0/ Tu: Moon.
.
{R‘PE'NGINIEERwashed delay, and will be inserted at any par
licula! issue if receiveda clear nine days before the actual
date0/ Publication.)

London.
VISIT—On Saturday afternoon, March

20th, at
p.m., the Locomotive Works at Longhedge
iBattersea) Of the South-Eastern and_ Chatham
Railway will be visited, permiss10n haying kindly
been granted by the Company's chief locomotive
Size
engineer, Mr. Harry S. \Vainwright.
{\s the
of the party is limited and the visit 18 likely to
prove a very popular one, early application should
be made to the Secretary.
FUTURE MEETINGs—The next ordinary monthly
meeting oi the Society will be held on Friday,
April 2nd, at the Cripplegate Institute..-—F_ull
particulars of the Society and forms of application
may be obtained from the Secretary, HERBERT G.
RIODLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

fortnightly meeting of the above
Society took place on the 18th ult., and there was
After the business
a good attendance of members.
of the meeting, four new members were admitted.
Further particulars may be had from the Hon
Secretary, F. W. SIMPSON, 45, Key Street, Ipswich.

Ipswich—The

-— A very pleasant evening was
on Wednesday, February 17th, discussing
Mr. Haliwell brought a set of Stuart
model work.
Turner castings which were freely discussed with
great interest to all. Mr. Crewe also gave his
experience on building a Stuart Turner gas engine
and screw-cutting lathe, which was very interest
Our next meeting will be held at Padgett's
ing.
Market, Wakeﬁeld,
on
Borough
Dining-rooms,
Wednesday, March 17th. Membership invited,

Wakefield.

spent

Queries and Replies.
G. F. B..(Derbyshire) writes!
[21,085] Screw Threads.
‘Will you be good enough to send me particulars oi the British
Association Standard Screw Thread? 1 notice even recent text
books vary on this thread. Some say it is ﬂat top and bottom,
.and some say it is rounded, while others say it is round at the
top and ﬂat at the bottom. I shall be glad to know the true facts,
also the angle oi its Vee, and its angular depth and actual depth
in parts of the pitch, and the
number of its threads in the
varioussizes.
Referring to your letter and our
previous reply, there IS a recog
thread called the
nised screw
"' Acme " thread; it is madewith
an angle of 29 degs. and trun
cated—that is, cut ﬂat at top and
bottom, but we are unableto say
The square
any more about it.
thread is the best kind for trans
mitting motion to a nut which
is to travel in either direction.
The British Association screw
thread is made with an angleof
47} degs. It is cut oft at to
and bottom to a fraction Oi'I-ji
_
h
y
s. _
oi the total depth oi the tnangle
formedby the threadand rounded
to a radius of 2-tiths by .pitch.l
'
_ __‘
’
{ mag Particulars are given
It is only used for small stzesbeow
“
in our handbook No. 27 on Screw Threads and Drills," price
7d. post free.

I
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G- 5- (Coven.
[10.979] Choking Coils tor Castelll Coherer.
be kind enoughto inform me re the choking
try) writes: Will
i coherer,described by Mr. Delves-Broughton.
coils on the Casteyou
in the Menu. Esomesn for November 28th, 1907: ﬁrst, what
gaugewire, and how much ; and, secondly,if iron cores are used.
Mr. Delves-Broughtonreplies:—In answerto your correspondent.
l have found that a large variety of choking coil can be used. I
have used about ﬁfty turns of No. 30 wire wound on a matth, and
:00 turns of No. 22wire on a small bobbinwith equally good results.
No iron core should be used.
Kindly
J. H. (Leigh) writes:
[ZI‘JIO] Morﬂge Teeth,
describe,with the aid of sketches,the constructionof a mortise spur
wheel, and state—(t) what kind at wood is used in making the
teeth; (2) the ratio of the wooden tooth to that oi the tooth oi
the cast-ironwheelwhich engagesit.

%
oezsyN"

~O

,:::1;

2:110

_ A mortisespur wheelis madeby rooting woodenteeth in an iron
rim, as sketch. (i) ()ak, ash, or elm. (2) Thickness Of wood cogs
and space of iron teeth should be '6 pitch, and the thickness of
the iron tooth and spaceoi mortise tooth -4 pitch.
[21,izr] Resistance Frame,
H. B. (Catford) writes: Please
will you kindly tell me how much and what gaugesof platinoid
resistancewire
I
shall
require
a resistanceframe of the
to
make
"
stud-and-haiidle" type, to pass a current of anything between
} amp. and 30 amps. by i-amp. steps, and to be connected direct
to the positive and negative mains of an installation working at
zzo-volt pressure (continuouscurrent).
A l amp. will ﬂow through a resistanceof 440 ohms connected
directly across zzo—voltmains. A current oi 30 amps. will ﬂow
320
ohms. You can work out the
when a resistance
Olga—7Q
requiredto
current
betweenthesetwo by apply
passany
resistance
- In choos
ing Ohm's law, which says that RCSlSMDCC—Yoltaga
Current
int: wires to give you the requisite resistance, be sure you
have them sufficiently large to carr the biggest current which
will flow through them. See the tab e of wires at the end oi our
handbook, “ Small Electric Motors" (7d. post tree); this will
tell you just what current is safe ior any size of wire, and also the
resistanceof the wire.
L. W. (West Norwoodl
[20,954l L.B. 6: S.C.R. Tender.
writes: I should be very much obliged if you would send me a
drawing of the tender to suit the L.B. & S.C.R. single expres
locomotivedescribedby Mr. H. Greenly in Tun Monsi. ENoistR
of October 24th, 1907.
You will find a scale drawing of a suitable tender in our issue
for June 8th, :905.
[10.904] Water-coolln for (ins Engine.
J. F. M. (Ply
mouth) writes: Re Query 0. 20,558in the january uth issue
of Tm; MODEL ENGlNEER on “Water-cooling for Gas Engines,"l
should be glad it you would publish a sketch of two tanks in
parallel as mentionedin your reply to the above query.

r__

DIAGRAM 0F TANK CONNECTIONS.
Herewith is sketchof water-coolingarrangementof two tanks in
See“alsoour handbook, Gas
parallel, the tap being a drain
tap.
rom this ofﬁce.
and Oil Engines," 7d. post free
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of the Trade.

The—phlews

[The Edilor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars of new tools,apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. [I mus! be understoodthat ihescrcmcwsare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no paymml of any kind
being requircd or accepted. The Editor reservesthe rith to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
rnittcd,or to abstainfrom inserting reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare no: 0/ sup‘wi'mlmines! to his readers]
' Revicws distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon odud
Editorial Inspectionof the goodsnoticed.
a

A

[11.031] Plunging Steel Boiler-plates. F-G- 13-(Tauntoll)
wish to know the best and easiestway to flange hiiler
writes:
e'id, etc., as want t) constructone or twn differenttypesof boilers.
The plates in some caseswill be in. thick, mild steel, and about
ins. to 10 ins. in diameter. Also, would heavy gauge Simplex
solid-drawn steel electric conduit do for tubes in either water-tube
seemsgood material.
have good
or ordinary type boilers;
way of using these to any
6-in. lathe and forge, etc., there
advantage.
There is no easy way of hanging plates by hand. You must
preparecast-iron blocks and knock the lates over in the ordinary
way. W'e have not made any test of gimplex conduit tube, and
thereforecannot say anything as to its suitability for boiler work.
T. Goodhano, of 37, Paget Street, New Brampton, Giliinghain,
Kent, would supply you with the ﬂangedplates you think they
'
will be too dlﬁlCllll for you to do.

I

F. G. B. (Dublin
[20.003l Cutting internal Teeth.
writes: “'ill you kindly inform me what is the simplest and
easiestway for cutting internal tooth on brass wheels or discs,
about 2} ins. diameter outside,and about i} ins. inside, i in.
thick? They are intended to work in gear with internal wheels
about Q in. diameter. I have a Pittlcr lathe which is very suitable
for cutting external gears.
Internal teeth are usually cut by means of a slotting machine.
This has an overhanging arm which carries a reciprocating slide
to which the cutting tool is attached. Perhaps you could approxi
mate to this by holding your wheels in a chuck and cutting the
teeth wheel by a tool fiXPd in your slide-rest,working the slide
forwards and back along the bed to imitate the movementof the
slotting machine. We are afraid you will ﬁnd space too limited
to use a circular rotary cutter. The tool ought to be carried 81a
hingedbox controllcd by a spring so that.it relievesitself and docs
not rub off the cutting edgeon the returnstroke. Use two tools—
onc to rough out the spaceas a rectangular slot and a secondone
to ﬁnally shape the curves.
[30.4141 Bell Wiring. F. c. w. (Aylesbury) writes: Will
you please answer the following question? I want to be able
to ring the bell B by meansof the push I), the bell A by means
of one stroke of the two-way switches E, and the bell C by means
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‘ Dnrton's "Simplex " Dynamo.
Co., 142,St. lohn
\Ve have received from Messrs. F. Darton
Street, Clorkancll, London, E.C.,
sampleof one of their “Sim
thoroughlyWcll made and ﬁnished
plcx " type dynamos. This
machine,giving amperesat
volts. It has laminated drum
armature,the winding of both this and the ﬁeld coil being very
ﬁttedwith V-groove
neat, and long bearingsto the spindle. It
driving pulley, and the black japanned magnets, the lacquered
coil,
the
polished
wood base giv'c an
ﬁeld
and
brasschecksto the
list of theseand other machines
excellentﬁnish to the machine.
also note that
application.
Readersshould
will be sent post free.on
Messrs.Darton Co. make specialfeatureof repairsand re-wind
ing of dynamosand motors.
Launch Engine Castings.
The Clyde Model Dockyard, Argyll Arcade, Glasgow, have sent
“8 samplesetof castingsof their newdesignvertical launchengine.
Theseare good,sound, clean castings,with ample metal to allow
for all machiningand ﬁtting. The engine of the doublestandard
made in both single and double cylinder patterns.
type, and
There are four sizes listed, ranging from in. by in. cylinder to
ins. cylinder. To readersrequiring to ﬁt up launch
ins. by
enginethesecastingscan be recommended.
a
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New Catalogues and Lists.

,

a

a

Road, Blackheath.——This
The Telco Co., r47, Shooter‘s Hill
“
firm sendus booklet describingthe Telco" coupler for coupling
ordinary or motor cycles together. The coupler consists of two
compositetrusscdframes,having suitable clips for attaching them
to the framesof the cyclesto be coupled. When properly ﬁtted
perfectly rigid coupling made,which, however,can be readilydis
to enable the machinesto pass through
connectedor tClt‘SCOPCd
narrow doorway or passage. The list contains number of illus
use,and will be sent post freeon
appliancein
showingthe
trations
application.
The Model Manufacturing Co., 52, Addison Road North,
London, W.—-This ﬁrm ask us to notify our readers that as the
“
little book, entitled Hints to Inventors," which we reviewedin
somewhatcostly production, they are
our February 25th issue.
obliged to make a small chargeof 3d. per copy.
is
a

a

a

is

in

I_

I

I

I

4

7 A New Water Motor.
A departurefrom the ordinary pattern of smallwater-motorshas
by
Mr. A. Thorogood. 4r, Argyle Street, Leyton
been introduced
stone,in the form of motor built up from sheetmetal instead of
casingof the motor a drum ins. long
outer
from castings. The
ins. diameter, having an inlet pipe for the water supply
and
an opening for the water dischargeat
top,
and
running along the
the bottom. Brass bearingsfor the rotor.spindle are sweatedin at
a drum ins. long by about
ins.
consistsof
the ends. The rotor
diameter,having eight curved blades the full length of the rotor,
its
circumference.
small
brass
round
ﬁxed at equal intervals
driving pulley ﬁxed to the outer end of the spindle. Although
this motor Verylightly built, seemsprobablethat will develop
will
gooddeal of power for its size, and we are informed that
to 10volts, or a large
satisfactorily run small dynamo of from
Singer sewingmachine. They have smart appearance,and are
very low in price. Full particularsmay be had from the maker as
above.

i

_of

of the other stroke of switch E, and also ring bell B by means of
switch F. If you would kindly insert wiring in sketch, I should
b: greatly obliged.
The above diagram solves your bell-wiring problems
T- J- _(Brithdir)
J[H.160] Pntenting an invention.
“
writes: I am in receipt of your handbook, Patents Simply Ex
plaiied," for which I am very thankful. I have read it through,
and I am glad to say that I hid it very useful. There is one omt
which is not quite clear to me, and I shall be much obliged i you
will kindly explain it to me. In case the Comptroller refuses
to accept an application or speciﬁcations, are the fees refunded
which have been paid for the stampedforms ?
No fee is returned—the applicant must bear the loss. .Expense
is incurredby the Patent Ofﬁce in examining the application, etc. ;
patents are also a source of revenue to the country as_regards
the various fees paid by applicants and for keepingthem in force.
[21,108] Magnetleing'Pinnt. G. R. (Fulham) writes: Could
you tell me where I could obtain any books on building are
magnetisingplant, or whetheryou have ever dealt With this subject
in your journal, Tue Moon. ENGINEER; if so, where could I
obtain back numbers?
‘
Yours is a strange query. We presumethat what you reqmre
is an apparatus for magnetisingsteel bars, .etc. These can be
magnetisedin two distinct ways—(r) by passmg a current round
the bar; (2) by touching the bar against a powerfully magnetised
pieceof iron— eferabiy the core of an electro-magnct. In_either
case you coul get your current in any .way desned—primary,
cells,accumulators, dynamo, or supply menus. _The type and size
of plant would depend on what it was required to margiieiise,
experiment. on
and its design would be largely a matter
cannot do better than study general electrical technical books,
'
payng special attention to the theory of magnets.
izi,ro7] Binnie Lighting, H. E. D. (Chesterﬁeld)writes:
Can
amps.
volts
gives
rz-volt
My
dynamo
run_two
25
(I)
supposing
right
Osramsin series on each circuit? (2) Am
that can obtain four such circuits when dynamo 15giving above
output? (3) Would i-rSth wire, 600 megohm grade,be suitable
for Wiringfrom the main distribution board to each pair of rz-volt
Osramlamps in series? (4) What size Wire to run from dynamo
W distribution board? (5) Where can
obtain the two—way
on
electriclight switches, as mentionedin your practical manual
”?
Lighting
EleCtric
“Private H mm
lamps.
the
You, could
(i) It depends on the candle-powcruof two parallel
circuits.
run two rz-volt rz c.-p. Osrams in serieson
(5) From any of our electrical
(2) N0, (3) Yes, (4,) r-isth.
advertisers.
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The Editor’s Page.
HERE

are plenty of indications
that the
construction of model aeroplanes
is being
taken up with great interest in many parts
At Felstead School, for instance,
of the country.
the boys are being ofﬁcially encouraged to experi
ment with models of their own making, and we have
no doubt that in many other schools and colleges
3. practical interest in this fascinating subject is
Many builders of model aeroplanes
being aroused.
are, of course, merely constructing models for trial
as a preliminary to building machines on a much
larger scale, but, on the other hand, there are
plenty of people interested in aeronautics who will
conﬁne their energies to the planning and building
of models pure and simple.
It looks as though
model aeroplane
building will become as keenly
and as enthusiastically supported as a hobby as
is now the construction of model locomotives or
model motor boats, and before long we may ﬁnd
ourselves establishing an annual competition for
THE MODEL ENGINEER medals for record ﬂights.
We should be glad to hear how a competition for
model aeroplane records, on similar lines to our
Model Speed-boat Competitions, would appeal to
our readers.

.

O

With

i

*

Model Yacht Clubs
Guide, which was published a little while ago under
the enterprising editorship of Mr. C. Colman Green,
of Norwich, we are asked to state that the sales
have not yet been quite sufﬁcient to release the
who kindly guaranteed the expenses
gentlemen
As the publication was
from their obligations.
conceived entirely in the interests of the sport of
model yachting and in no way as a profit-earning
venture, it is suggested that members of model
yachting clubs and other enthusiasts should make
a special effort to introduce the book to people
If
who have not already made its acquaintance.
every reader who has already purchased a copy
will secure the sale of one other copy to a friend,
Mr. Colman Green will be in the happy position of
The little volume is most
making ends meet.
reference

to the British

Electrician.

March

11. 1909.

interesting reading for anyone with a model boat,
and we shall hope soon to hear that the desired
result has been achieved.

“A

#

Member,"

"Towards

i

¥

writing

from

Oxford,

says:—

1907 a Model Engineers'
Society was started here, which seemed in every
way to be a success.
Altogether, I think, about
the

end

of

four or ﬁve meetings were held, and these were
Soon after
very well attended and catered for.
this, the chairman left Oxford, and since then
nothing more has been heard of the Society. Surely_
another chairman could be found and the Society
I must admit it will be a difﬁcult
be reconstructed.
matter to ﬁnd another chairman to take the same
amount of interest in the Society as the gentleman
who has left us. I hope other Oxford readers will
do their best to help form another Society, as I
know there are many men in this district interested
and there is no reason why
in model engineering,
we
a ﬂourishing Society should not be formed.“
shall be pleased to forward any replies to the writer
of the above letter.

Answers to Correspondents.
" CAMBRIDGE."—“ Practical Lessons in Metal Turn~
ing,“ by Percival Marshall, post free 25. 3d., will

Q

Mr. F. P. Blackford, of 9, Westbourne Place.
Hove, writes to say that several readers have
responded to his invitation to form a Brighton and
Hove Model Engineering Society and that a pre
liminary meeting was to be held on March 6th at
We regret this notiﬁcation did not
that address.
reach us in time to enable us to announce
the
meeting before it actually took place, but we hope
a good attendance resulted, and that a fair start
will now be made.
Any readers in this district
who have not sent their names in to Mr. Blackford
should do so without delay.

i

and

G.

give you the desired information on screw-cutting.
can only suggest
H. S. (Peckham).--We
that
you carefully apply to your machine the tests
“
Small Dynamos
given in the last chapter in

and Motors."
A. C. B. (Dewsbury).—See

our issue of

July

4th.

1907.
can obtain carborun~
A. G. (Westmorland).——You
dum from the Carborundum
Company,
29,
is made up
Clifton Street, Finsbury, E.C.
into many forms, such as wheels, discs, etc., for
grinding ; powder (like emery), oil stones, hones,
etc.
It is a carbide of silicon.

It
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Twin=screw
By CHAS.

HE

MECHANICS AND ELECTRICITY.

Marine

Engine.

E. HORTON.

to any scrap-heaps—those happy hunting-grounds
model about to be described had its incep
where so many model makers I read of seem to
tion in an idea of mine that it would be
The cylinders I
ﬁnd everything they require.
desirable to construct a twin-screw engine
Not that gearing
had cast solid and drilled in the lathe, working
without the use of gearwheels.
I used twist
up with three drills to the full bore.
is really objectionable or a failure in a model,
drills, and in my simplicity thought that part of
of the geared
engines
for the many successful
However, such was my reason
the job was then complete, and to the eye the bore
type disprove this.
Later, however, when I came to
seemed perfect.
for making the experiment embodied in this model.
ﬁt the pistons, I found spiral grooves running from
My eﬂorts have, perhaps, produced rather a freak
end to end of the bore,
model, and the motion
which seemed to cor
reminis
is decidedly
“
Pufﬁng
respond with the twist
cent of the
" period;
still,
in the drill. though
Billy
how they came to be
it has been a very in
formed I cannot un
teresting one to make,
derstand. Iafterwards
and works quite satis
The chief
got rid of the grooves
factorily.
by grinding, but the
drawback to the design
ﬁnish of this most im
(apart from its com
portant
part is not
plication) is the difﬁ
what I would have
culty of balancing the
desired.
parts,
reciprocating
The crossheads
are
which I have tried to
of aluminium and are
meet by making them
to the piston
On the
clamped
of aluminium.
rods with 5-32nds-in.
other hand, the weights
nuts, which screw on a
are all low down, which
sleeve sweated
on the
is a great thing.
rod. Brass bushes are
It is nearly four
to
take the
ﬁtted.
years since I started
the cross
long
guide-rods:
a
work,
after
between
the
pieces
period of inactivity in
line,
are
also
guide-rods
modelling
the
END VIEW OF Twm-scnsw MARINE ENGINE.
aluminium, and simi
and I began by making
larly ﬁtted with a bush.
of the halfdrawings
_
for the piston-rod. The connecting-rods are alu
sheet-of-notepaper kind, in which I laid down the
hushed,
are not
minium castings.
and
though
leading dimensions, and afterwards, as progress
I think this would be desirable for the crank‘
was made, worked out the various parts required.
The cranks were turned from i-in.
pin wear.
The model is quite a small one. the cylinders being
ﬁrst cut off and bored in
brass rod, discs being
only Q in. bore by §~in. stroke, the shaft centres
pairs for the shafts and crank-pins, and the seg
being 25 ins. apart.
For this
ments
then cut away in the lathe.
I began on the cylinders ﬁrst, reckoning that if
latter operation I made a special plate to hold the
I could make these successfully, the rest would only
I made patterns and obtained
discs on the faceplate at the requisite distance from
be a matter of time.
the
In order to avoid splitting
lathe centre.
castings for most of the parts, not having access
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the bearings,
and to enable the eccentric sheaves
and ﬂywheels to be slipped on the shafts, one of
the cranks on each shaft is screwed on, bedding
a small collar which screws on ﬁrst, and
against
which can be refaced, if necessary, when replacing
the crank.
The eccentrics formed the most difﬁcult parts of
I
the whole piece, but when
they were reached
was getting used to the work, and my appliances
The sheaves and rod are
were more advanced.
in one piece, cast in aluminium, with projecting
pieces in each end for convenience of turning. After
turning up the rods the strap portions were severed
(the lugs having been ﬁrst drilled and tapped for
the bolts) and replaced, and the blanks then bored
This,
and recessed in the lathe for the sheaves.
I think, makes a more satisfactory ﬁnish than
cutting the straps last and ﬁtting distancwpieces,
and is worth the extra work involved.

March
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at any rate where two or more sheaves are required.
Face A of the sheave. resting on the plate, should
be the face turned at the same setting as the groove.
It had been my idea at the outset to use only one

I.._
Ilii

A SIDE View

OF EXPERIMENTAL

MARer ENGINE.

eccentric for each cylinder and to work the valve
rod from it by a simple lever; but when I got the
cylinders, connecting—rods, and crankshafts erected,
I began to ﬁnd myself short of room and concluded
it simpler and more symmetrical to have the eccen~
tries in pairs, with a crosshead
between.
As it

METHOD OF DRILLING

ECCENTRIC SHEAVES.

The accurate drilling of the sheaves is, I fancy,
the diﬁiculty with_ most of us.
It is all very well
to say bore a hole a certain number of sixty-fourths
out of the true centre; but to the ordinary indi
vidual, with very ordinary appliances and probably
working in gaslight, the operation is anything but
not the least trouble being to hold the
simple,
sheave
while a comparatively big hole is being
drilled through it. I got over the difﬁculty in
the following way, which I have not yet seen de
scribed in these pages.
In a brass disc of I in. diameter I turned a recess
I-i6th in. deep and 9-i6ths in. diameter, this
The
being the intended diameter of the sheaves.
disc I ﬁtted with three studs to a ﬂat piece of hard
brass
plate I used for drilling against. When
turning the recess I marked the true centre with
a pointed tool, and then, with all the accuracy at
my command, drilled a hole the size of the shaft
at the requisite distance from the centre, the disc,
of course, being bolted ﬁrmly to the plate during
the operation.
I then started with the sheaves.
which I turned out of hexagon brass, using the
recess in the disc as a gauge, but ﬁrst drilling the
holes for the setscrews to the proper depth, while
With the sheaves held
the ﬂats still remained.
between the disc and the plate, the drilling was a
now run
very simple matter, and my eccentrics
The sketch shows the contrivance
perfectly true.
more clearly, and I think it is one to be commended,

BIRD'SEYB VIEW or EXPERIMENTAL
ENGINE.

MARINE

was, I found the leading of the steam and exhaust
pipes rather a difficult matter, and they bothered
me a good deal.
It took me about a week ﬁnally

March I8.
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assembling all the parts and packing all the joints
and glands, and I was very gratiﬁed when the
ﬁrst stroke of the cycle pump sent her round in
I afterwards gave her a baptism of
good style.
steam, and this, too, passed oﬁ satisfactorily.
Now, of course, when the engine is ﬁnished, I
ﬁnd, too late, her faults. The worst one is in the
pistons, which are not thick enough, being barely
3-I6ths in. thick, though this looked all right on
I have since seen warnings on this point
aper.
In several articles which have appeared
in THE
MODEL ENGINEER, and I will not make the mistake
again.
I had intended placing the engine in a boat,
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A Design for a 2i-ln.
Model Steam Rail
Coach.

Gauge

Motor

By A. ]. Bum).
(Continued from page I97.)

THE BOILER AND OUTER CASING.
ﬁxing the front boiler-end in position,
the short length of steam
to which
pipe
the regulator is attached must be assembled.
One end of this pipe is bent so as to come
close up to the top of the boiler barrel, and
should be plugged and provided with six or
eight sawcuts to admit steam, as indicated
on the coloured plate.
The other end of the
pipe can be threaded for a distance of i in.,
and then screwed into the hole provided for
it, leaving
in. of it projecting, after which
the joint should be silver-soldered.
I For the outer casing
a length of brass
tubing 2); ins. outside diameter will be re
quired, which should be about I-24th in.
thick.
This should be mounted between the
in the manner before men
lathe centres
tioned, and a piece then cut oﬁ exactly
4} ins. long, after which a centre-line can be
scribed and the positions of the holes for
the chimney and safety valve can be marked.
The tube should now be held down ﬁrmly
and a transverse sawcut made 3 Ig-Ioths ins.
from the back end to a depth of I_l ins. from
the periphery of the tube (see Fig. 27). Scribe
a centre-line on the under side of the tube,
and saw through this line with a hacksaw
saw
from the back end to the transverse
ANOTHER \'IEw or EXPERIMENTAL MARINE ENGINE.
The tube should then be opened to
cut.
form the ﬁrebox sides, which must be made
the crank-pins at one end, it will be observed, being
to conform to the proﬁle of the backplate by
so as to engage with arms on the tail
extended
bending and slightly hammering, when it will appear
shafts; but, as I wish to try my hand on a loco
somewhat as depicted in Fig. 27.
motive, and life is short. I have put her on a stand
The throatplate can be cut out of sheet brass

EFORE

l

covered with a glass shade, where
she
will spend her days in peace.
merchants, with their
Your
speed
and roaring
single
sturdy
engines
boilers,
which drive their craft along
in mad
and uncertain career, will no
doubt
smile at this cumbrous little
machine; but some devotees, who have
a taste for complications and
do not
“
scorn
scale speed,”
may perhaps like
to perpetrate something on similar lilies,
and to
those I would
say—simplify
the guides
If I were
and valve gear.
starting over again, I would tit above
each cylinder a hollow guide, with slots
each side, in which the crosshead
would
slide, and
the
across
top an easily
adjustable bush, wherein the
piston
rod would work—and
why not put a
between the cylinders, worked
feed-pump
irom the centre of a kind of rocking
lever linked at each end to the cross-heads!

Ho/e

7“?"

Ho/e
53,

f0"

fe/Z/

valve

,1 '

Br;

55 fube
5'; fh/ck

AN effective hardening p0wder consists of_24 parts
horn charcoal, 4 parts horn ﬁlings, 6 parts glue,
9'5 parts nitre, and 53 parts common salt.

FIG, 27.-—OU'rER

BOILER CASING.

t0 the dimensions giVen in Fig. 28, small angle
pieces made from the same piece of sheet metal
being riVeted on in the positions indicated. Drill
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two holes in the foot to take 3-32ndS-in. screws or
\Vhen
bolts, and ﬁx these with a little solder.
this is done, press the throatplate in position, so
that it butts against the edge of the boiler casing

March 18, 1909.

in Fig. 25 (March 4th issue).
The heads of the
pins should afterwards be ﬁled oﬁ ﬂush and the
whole well silver-soldered together. On account
of the peculiar shape of the backplate, it may be

11

2%

Fronl’ boiler

t

s‘ihhﬁ

,

end

a

PI;

iQM”

BacﬁIa/a

ou/s/‘de

’il.

@/

We

fube

diam.

FIG. 3o.—Mxruon or Frxmo Tess
ron REGULATOR Ron.

l

—2"'§—’1
Fm.

28.—Dxnn.s

orr

Tuna/nuns.

Now
transverse
sawcut was made.
adjust the plate, so that the distance
between the bottom of the foot and the under side
of the boiler casing is exactly the same as that
betWeen the latter and the foot of the backplate.
This is essential to ensure the boiler being parallel
to the footplate when ﬁxed in position. Holes
can now be drilled in the casing, and the latter
riveted to the angle~pieees, after which the joint
can be well soldered.
A slight margin is provided round a part of the
throatplate, as indicated by the dotted line in
This
Fig. 28, to facilitate the ﬂow of the solder.
projecting edge can be ﬁled down ﬂush after the
soldering is done.
The tube to take the regulator-rod can now
For this procure a piece of brass
be prepared.
tubing i- in. outside diameter and about 6*} ins.
long, and cut a thread on one end to a distance of
The 3-16ths-in. hole in the backplate should
i- in.
be tapped to receive the screwed end of this tube,
which will have to be inserted through the hole
in the boiler front end after the latter has been
soldered in position.
For the stays cut two pieces of {-in. brass rod
to a. length of 6% ins., and screw one end of each
about 1} in., and the other ends to a distance of
The holes in the backplate to receive the
IQ» ins.
screwed ends of the stays should be tapped 4} in.,
and not 3-32nds in., as indicated in Fig. 25. The
two 3-32nds-in. holes in the front boiler-end should
be broached out just sufﬁcient to allow the stays
to pass through.
After cleaning the projecting ring of the backplate
and the inside of the rear end of boiler ready for
the latter should be pressed on to
silver~soldering,
the ring, so that the boiler tube is square with the
Holes can then be drilled and tapped
backplate.
to take the six screwed pins at the points indicated
where

the

carefully

Boi/er” cggin

abou/i

Q

fhl'c/r

Fro. 29.—REAR

END Vrnw or Borum CASING.
m Posrrrou.

snome Tnnoxrrurrx

is

found an advantage to apply the heat from inside
the boiler, getting the solder to ﬂow in theroint
from the outside when the proper temperature
reached.
Now well clean the parts of the boiler

March
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and

surrounding

the holes for the water tubes,
and
press the latter in place in alternate positions,
as indicated in Fig. 1 (Jan. 7th issue), after which
the ﬂux can be applied and all the joints well
silver-soldered.
The front boiler-end can be soldered in place
after ﬁxing the screwpins in the same way as the
Before drilling and tapping the holes
back-end.
for the pins, see that the centre-line of the holes
for the stays is horizontal, so that they coincide
with the corresponding holes in the backplate.
The tube for regulator-rod can now be screwed
into the backplate, but before doing so, slightly

Fic.

Electrician.
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Signalling on Model Railways.
By

G130. WiNTERmGnAM.

(Continued/10m page 205.)
completed the signals and ground
discs, the next thing to take in hand will
HAVING
be the internal arrangement of the signal
At ﬁrst sight this will appear to be a
box.
complicated piece of work, but, as a matter of
fact, there is nothing at all difﬁcult about it.
Many owners of model railways consider interlock
FIG.

25.

““ b

-— M

23.

Art

NME
1;" pin L x “I mqlu d
m.
41mm onwqu

‘9‘

Lil—A
Fro. 21.

FIG. 22.

c0untersink the hole in the front boiler-end, so
that the end of the tube can be spread, as indicated
The joint should then be well
at a (Fig. 30).
soldered. At the other end of the tube a nut
or screwed collar is provided to give a ﬁnish,
as at b (Fig. 30), the end of the tube being ﬁled
ﬂush with the nut, and the latter then well sweated
to the backplate to ensure the joint being quite
After screwing the
steamtight.
stays into
the ends should be nutted and
the backplate,
well sweated into the
boiler-ends.
It will be
found that the stays, when in position, have a
This
piece projecting at the front end of boiler.
is provided to enable the stays to be ﬁrmly held
while screwing in place, the pieces being cut off
after the latter operation is ﬁnished.
This also
to the tube for regulator-rod, the project
applies
ing ends, of course, being cut off before the tube
is spread.

(To be continued.)

_FIG. 24.

ing the signal levers a totally unnecessary piece
of reﬁnement.
This is, however, an erroneous idea,
as, without it, it is impossible to prevent mis
takes,with the result that the trains are perpetually
being derailed on account of being run through closed
points, etc., and when the locomotives are driven
by electricity and controlled from the signal-box,
interlocking becomes even more necessary, espe
cially if there are many points and crossings.
The design given here for the levers, etc., is one
that has been well tried, there being several in
existence,
one zo-lever frame has been used six
months for show purposes, when it was in almost
constant use every day and did not fail or get out
of order in any way during the whole of this period ;
when being overhauled afterwards it was found to
be practically as good as new.
The general design has been kept as simple as
possible; the catch handles have been dispensed
with and a very simple and effective
method

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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The
adopted to keep the levers in their places.
two main supports of the lever frame 1; (Figs. 21
and 22) are made of sheet brass i-ioth in. thick _
in. angle brass riveted on to
and have a piece of
the bottom of each to form feet for ﬁxing to the wood
beam.
There are also two other pieces of angle
brass d riveted to the end pieces 1); these are for
The cross pieces a
carrying the locking-box.
(Figs. 21 and 22) are l-in. square brass and are
ﬁxed to the main supports 12by 3-32nds in. counter
sunk screws.
The catchplates (Fig. 23) are made
from ordinary thick tinplate or 1-32nd in. sheet
It is most important that these catch
brass.
plates be nicely made, quite parallel and all
exactly the same size, excepting the ﬁrst and last
on the frame, which are of different widths in order
to make the levers equidistant from the ends.
This can be seen by reference to Fig. 2 3.
For the 12-lever frame we are making one each

March
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taken in softening the levers. to apply the heat only
at the exact point where they are to be bent. as, if
they are softened too far up, they will not be springy
enough to keep tight in the notches.
Having bent the levers and drilled the necessary
holes, the pins t must be put in; they must ﬁt
tight and be soldered as well.
These pins are for
working the locking, as will be seen later.
The
levers must be bent over a little (see Fig. 25) to
cause them to spring into the notches in the catch‘

i

plates.

Figs. 26 and 27 show the construction of the
under-part which supports the complete
lever frame; this
quite simple, but should be
made nice and square and perfectly rigid, other
wise the levers will spring'while being worked, and
consequently will fail to give the necessary motion
to the point rods and signal wires.
The two sup
ports a, Fig. 26, may be cut from the solid
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26.

instead of being built up as shown.
Moderately hard wood, such as pitchpine or maho
gany, should be used for these supports.
The whole lever frame must now be ﬁtted to
The levers should ﬁrst be screwed to the
gether.
brackets (Fig. 24) and carefully adjusted so that
they are fairly tight, but at the same time free to
preferred,

move

on the screws.

1}

The brackets may now be screwed to the beam
(Fig. 27), taking care to space them exactly
in.
centre to centre.
Having done this, put on the
main part of the frame, at the same time passing
the levers through the slots in the catchplates.
now screwed down to the wooden beam
The frame
round-headed screws.
It the
by four i-in. No.
work has been properly carried out, the whole
frame, with the exception of the locking, is now
and in proper working order, and the
complete
locking may be taken in hand.
3

(To be continued.)
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A SINGLE-PHASE electric road
shortly to be
built, connecting Baltimore and Washington.
estimated that the power which could be gen~
Falls in South Africa exceeds

erated at Victoria
200,000 h.-p.

-'

is

a

;

if

is

is

-§-

is

p,

and eleven of n will be required.
m and
The best way to proceed with these
to make a
template and ﬁle up the pieces to it; they can
easily be bent separately over any suitably curved
object to the right radius, 2} ins. When ﬁnished,
a
the catchplates are ﬁxed on to the cross-pieces
by soldering, care being taken to keep them all
square with the frame and parallel to each other.
The brackets (Fig. 24) upon which the levers
work are made of pieces of 5-in. angle brass,
in.
long, with suitable holes drilled for ﬁxing down,
and one drilled and tapped 1-16th in. for the screw
which carries the lever.
This screw should be a
tight ﬁt and have a locknut_at the back as shown.
This
important, as the levers must be pressed
tight against the angle brass, otherwise thev will not
spring into the notches in the catchplates. The
levers and the whole of the locking gear are made
of 3-16ths by I-l6th in. strip brass.
The levers are shown in Figs. 21 and 22. There
no attempt made to turn the handles,
as they
are so small, and
they are just ﬁled up as shown
will look very neat.
It will be as well to soften the brass at the point
where they are bent at the heel
this can be done
dull red and plunging into
by heating them to
cold water. It should be mentioned that only
hard brass
suitable for this work. Care must be
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Made.

ones.
little skill
required to
ﬁt as
neces
them as neat and as good
sary for them to be, but this should only make
it more interesting work.
make
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Tapping In the Lathe.
By F. M. T. REILLY.

often becomes
"

necessary to model makers to
a small piece of work quite truly,
and, as everyone knows, this
a difficult job; the
tool described here
ﬁts into the
designed so that
slide-rest of the lathe as an ordinary tool would do.
The tap ﬁts into the three-jaw chuck, and
fed
into the work by a slight pressure of the hand
against the collar D. The square hole in the chuck
can be made any convenient size, and by
the
use of a little packing and the three set-screws, any
tap below that size can be held quite securely.
The construction
as follows :—Having
pro
cured your casting to the shape as shown in sketch
(the dimensions x and are governed by the slide-rest
tool-holder), drill a Il-in. hole through head and
Now turn
eight {-in. tapped holes at either end.
out your mandrel from a piece of 2-in. round steel,
about
ins. or
ins. long; turn this down along
its whole length to a distance of
in. from the
chuck end, to
makes
in. or thereabouts, so that
Now drill a 5~i6ths
a good sliding ﬁt in the head.
in. hole about 5-i6ths in. deep in the chuck end, and
cut
square; drill three 3-16ths-in. holes round
the circumference, as shown, and tap them to
A, B, and C. This,
receive the three set-screws,
then, forms the chuck.
in. by{ in., as shown, along the
Mill a keyway
mandrel, to about i-in. from the chuck end, and
then thread the other end of the mandrel for a
in. Next, turn the collar D,
distance of about
i-in. diameter by }-in. thick, tapped to screw on to
end of mandrel.
the end of this collar be slightly
chamfered,
adds considerably to the appearance.
Lastly, cut out the end plates G G, with a feather,

"

tap

a hole in

is

By FRED \VlLSON.
It is not every amateur who has a good lathe at
his disposal with which to turn any small piston
rings that he may require. The following method
is one which I adopted successfully on high-speed
engines whose cylinders have varied in size from

it

Rings Simply

turned

any

is

Piston
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Fig.4.
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Q

in. up to 2‘} ins. bore.
The accompanying illus
trations are to suit a cylinder of about 1-in. bore.
Procuring
copper wire of suitable thickness,
according to the size and depth of the grooves in
should be ﬁrst of all softened,
piston head,
then ﬂattened out, as in Fig. l.
The next process
to ﬁle it up nicely on all
four sides, making
at the
same time an easy ﬁt side
ways into the ring grooves,
as shown in illustration (Fig.
2). After doing this, the wire
will require bending on a
round article almost as large
as the
bore
cylinder
(see
if no round iron
Fig. 3).
or steel is at hand, a piece
of round wood will answer,
as the wire will be found
to bend easily.
After bend
ing. set the wire, and ﬁle a
little, as Fig. 4.
This will
allow
the ring to be tried
into the end of cylinder to
mark oﬁ, allowing a bit for
The
ﬁtting in afterwards.
copper rings will be soft when
put in, but owing to the heat of the piston head and
cylinder, the temper will so alter alter the first run
or so, that. contrary to what anyone would think.
the rings will wear splendidly, whatever metal the
cylinder may happen to be made of.
have made innumerable rings in the above
manner for all sizes of cylinders up to 24}ins. diam.,
and on engines up to, and over 1,000 r.p.m.. and
found them to answer
their purpose-as well as

If
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TAPPING Devrcz.

;

is

is

;

i

i

in. by in., to ﬁt keyway in mandrel, and
drill eight {-in. holes to exactly coincide with those
screw these into place
the
in the ends of the head
unable to mill
tool
then ﬁnished. If the amateur
by
the keyway, the difficulty may be overcome
ﬁling a ﬂat to the same depth along the mandrel the
end-plates having the ﬂat instead of the feather.
When using this tool, the lathe should be running
slowly, and plenty of oil used.
as shown,
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The Making of Ship’s Model

Fittings.
By X. Y.

Z.

(Comluded from page 163.)
\VILL now describe the making of an ordinary
Although there
cargo or gin block (Fig. 108).
are several
patented varieties, the method
described
in this article can be used in all cases.
so that if the Operator
fancies
any particular
style he may have at one time seen, a careful
perusal of the method employed will enable him
to make one with satisfactory results.
The sides
of the blocks are invariably stamped out, and we
require a punch making an outline, as shown in
Fig. 109; the making of this punch will require
some skill and care.
The dot in centre is a pin;
the punch is drilled up and then a steel pin is
which will centre the sides while being
inserted.
stamped out, and, of course, ensures them all
“popped” in the same position. Having
being

I
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This is rather a heavier job than the steam winch,
and more intricate.
First of all, we make the
bedplate out of fin. sheet brass, setting out and
ﬁling to the sizes and shapes given in sketch (Fig. 1 10)
Now set out pin holes, chain holes, etc., and drill
sizes.
Next polish the edges.
holes the respective
and ﬂatten and slightly bevel them, which give
the bedplate a neater appearance.
We now have
to make the cylinder block. This is made exactly

Ho w.
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_»i

aI,

\

de/n

l6 Qdu
50/6

bo/e

Zoqau

e

for

Carr/dye

e

bra/reqbo/e

same way as in the steam capstan, except
that you ﬁle the block out of a piece of g-in. rod
and turn the covers out of fin. rod. I do not
think it is necessary to give you any further infor
mation on this part of the Windlass. as the sketch
(Fig. 111) and your experience will enable you to
see exactly what is meant.
Now turn two carriage
blocks out of 3-16ths-in. rod to shape shown in sketch
(Fig. 112). These may now be riveted to bed
a 16-gauge hole drilled,
plate. and should have
shown in sketch.
Now turn two ﬂat discs out of
the

_
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3-16ths-in. rod and 1~16th in. thick, and drill a
15~gauge hole out of the centre to form an eccentric
A piece of zo-gauge
sheave (shown in Fig. 113).
wire should now be hardsoldered to the disc.
and should be long enough to reach the cylinder
block. Now put
piece of i-in. rod in chuck,
and turn a pinion blank to sizes and shape shown
in sketch (Fig. 114).
This should then have the
teeth cut.
Next turn two small collars out of 10
wire,
with a 15<gauge hole right through,
gauge
as shown in sketch.
Now turn two engine discs
a

made the punch, harden and temper and polish
Place a piece of zo-gauge sheet
the face of punch.
.brass on a cake of lead, and, with a good blow from
a heavy hammer,
punch out the required number
In punching out these sides, you should
of sides.
leave plenty of space, both on the lead and the
brass, as otherwiSe
they are apt to “ jag " at the
Having stamped out the sides. drill a
edges.
20-gauge hole through the centre-pop, and then
file the back of sides ﬂat.
Now put a piece of
5-16ths-in. rod in chuck and turn a. pulley 1-16th in.
wide, with a 20-gauge hole in centre.
Now rivet the
two sides together (with the pulley, of course,
between), and cup the rivet ; you should then soften
the block by heating a dull red and plunging into the
"
pickle.” Then bend the two ends together. as shown,
and ﬁle the top ﬂat. Now hard-solder an eye on top
of joint, as shown, and straighten the block up
so that all the lugs are opposite each other, and
drill a 20-gauge hole through each lug ; ﬁt a piece of
zo-gauge wire across. and rivet gently.
Afterwards
ﬁle all the edges, and the block itself is complete.
ﬁnish,
As a further
you may fit a shackle at the
The general practice. however,
is to make
top.
a large oval link, which looks just about as well as
the shackle (without the labour), which is the point
to get at when you have a lot to do.
We will now proceed to make a. steam Windlass.

is, 1909.

out of -§~in. rod, drill a
out ro-ga‘uge.
This set
(Fig. [150), and. if desired,
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hole, and tap
the front gear
can be mounted in posi
tion.
The next operation is to soft-solder two
pieces of fin. sheet brass together to form the
sides or frames (Fig. 116). These should be care
fully set out and ﬁled to sizes and shape shown
17-gauge

forms
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manner shown in sketch (Fig. I 16n),put a pin through
the hole shown, and soft-solder together again.
making it into one carriage, which leaves an opening
on the front side 1-r6th in. wide.
If the pin has
become fast in soldering, the hole should be
drilled
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out again.
Now solder the two side-carriages into
position. The rest of the work will be principally
We ﬁrst have to turn two chaﬁng
turning.
pieces, as shown in‘sketch, to ﬁt cable hole (Fig.
161)).
These should be put into position and riveted over
at back. Now put in chuck a piece of g-in. rod
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and turn two barrels, as shown in sketch (Fig. 117),
with a 12~gauge hole right through.
You will
require a hand-milling tool to mill the teeth, or,
it,
you may leave the two ﬂanges loose,
ybu prefer
and the toothed ring can then be cut in the usual
also advisable to make
manner.
It
tool to
turn the chain-wheel (Fig. 18). Now put a piece of
lbgauge wire in chuck and turn the end round;
ﬁt this across the Windlass carriages, cut off the
1

a

is

in sketch, and Should then be polished on the edges.
Now separate the sides and polish the flat surfaces,
afterwards countersinking ﬁve small holes in the
bearings, as in the winch. to imitate the boltsnetc.
The next part to construct is the centre-carriage.
This is made by soldering together three pieces of
brass, setting out, and carefully
i-16th-in.\_sheet
ﬁling to sizes and shape given _In sketch (Fig. 1_15).
The edges should then be polished, and the_s1des
separated and polished. Now cut one of these in the
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drums, as there
practically no boss with which
to hold in chuck to enable you to turn out the
ends; a l7-gauge hole should be drilled in each of
these, tapped out rﬁ-gauge,
and have a piece of
screwed
wire inserted.
We now put
16-gauge
piece of fin. rod in chuck and turn two couplings.
These should have an ii-gaugc hole through and
turned to shape shown (Fig. 120). Now—out of
the same rod—turn two pinions to sizes and shapes
shown in sketch (Fig. 12r), afterwards cutting teeth
in the usual manner. Now put a piece of i-in. rod

of io-gauge wire; then roll or ﬁle ﬂat a piece of
18-gauge wire long enough
to go round barrel;
on one end hard-solder the piece of I4—gauge wire
with the zl-gauge hole in; then solder two collars
of i4-gauge wire together in the manner shown in

/9

9.11uqe
Ao/es

IE/

Pinion

Flag

'

a

Now turn two with a 21-gauge hole through
long.
then, out of a piece of i4-gauge wire. turn a handle.
as shown in sketch (Fig. {24). and drill a hole
through the boss, as shown. Insert a piece of 22-gauge
wire to form handle-bar, as shown. Now hard
solder one of the pieces of I4-gauge wire to a piece
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exact length, and turn the other end round.
You
can mount this part of the Windlass if you desire,
and it will begin to look something like the ﬁnished
article. Now lit another piece of iz—gauge wire
hole up
across the windlass and drill a i7-gauge
each end, which should afterwards be tapped out
Now put a piece of ﬁ-in. rod in chuck and
l6-gauge.
“
turn two drums—called
warping drums "—
(Fig. 119) to the sizcs and Shapes shown in sketch.
These can be turned the opposite way to the winch
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sketch afterwards hard-solder to the other end of
brake band (Fig. :25).
It now requires assembling.
Take two links and put one on each side of the
collar that you have previously hard-soldered the
piece of 20-gauge wire to. put a piece of zo-gauge
wire through holes, and rivet together.
The other
end of links should he riveted to collars on the
brake band;
now tap out with a zo~gauge tap
the collar at the other end of brake band.
Now
screw the handle, as shown, into this collar. and
the brake
compkte (Fig. 126).
The next part of the Windlass to make
what are
known as the " clappers.“ (Fig 127). These are
for use in case of the steam supply breaking down,
when it becomes a hand-Windlass.
To make these
is

it

is

is

if

is

in chuck and turn a disc 1-16t11 in. thick, with a
The teeth should now
Iz-gauge hole in centre.
be cut, and disc afterwards recessed on both sides;
this completes what
known as the "quick
desired,
can be placed
running shaft," and,
in position.
to make the brake gear
The next operation
rather an intricate piece of
This
(Fig. [22).
work, but the operator—who by now should be
thoroughly versed in hard-soldering—should have
little trouble in making this part. Put
piece
of i4~gauge wire in chuck and turn four small
links, as shown in sketch (Fig. 123). These should
then be ﬁled ﬂat, until they are about 22-gauge
Now drill a 20-gauge hole at each end.
thick.
Next cut six small collars off a piece of i4-gauge
wire, with a 19-gauge hole through and t-ibth in.
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clappcrs. solder four pieces of zo‘gauge sheet together,
and ﬁle to the size and shape shown in sketch
(Fig. 128), and drill a 20~gauge hole where shown.
Next take the width of driving wheels on the
Windlass, and turn—out of r4-gauge
wire-two
pieces the width of wheels, with a 20-gauge hole
These pieces should then be hard-soldered
through.
to a piece of zo-gaugc wire, as shown in sketch
(Fig. 120). Now out these 7-16ths in. long, and hard
solder a small eye on the end. You should now rivet
bars
the two sides together, with one of the
between, as shown in sketch, cupping the ends
Now make a strip of zo-gauge
to give neatness.

F.

/5

.

Qi—

/7

3373

e

s

and the bar is ﬁnished.
To make
to mount the handle (Fig. 131). cut
two strips of zo-gauge
sheet
in. wide,
3-16ths
and bend two small angle-pieces,
as shown, and
then soft-solder together and ﬁle to shape in sketch,
and drill a lo-gaugo hole where shown. polish
edges, and separate.
Now tin with soft-solder the
two parts where there is no hole, and then put the
handle-bar in between, and put a pin through to
hold the lot temporarily together.
This lot should
then be soldered on to the top of centre carriage
of Windlass. and if you split the eyes on the bar
and the eyes on the clapper~rod you can connect
the clapper to the handle arrangement, and it
is ﬁnished.
To make the handles (Fig. 132),
turn four small collars out of iz~gauge wire 3-32nds
in. long, with a 14-gauge hole through, and then
roll or hammer ﬂat a piece of i-Ioth-in. ﬂat wire,
as shown, and afterwards hard-solder an eye on
each end of bent wire, as shown;
then insert a
piece of i4—gauge wire, as in ﬁnished sketch.
Cut
the ﬂat wire to
ins. long, and hard-solder a
small piece of 16-gaugc screwed wire on the end.
This completes the handle, which should now be
screwed
into position. This Operation completes
the Windlass
and this series of articles.
have
endeavoured to make the whole of the processes
employed as simple as possible, and have avoided
am sure
any intricate measurements.
the
sketches
and descriptions are carefully studied,
you will have no trouble. Possibly some of my
amateur friends will have some ways of their own
for producing the same results in some of the
ﬁttings, and
may say that almost every profes
sional model maker does the same, no two men
making them the same style. The tool you will
require most
patience.
io-gauge tap,

the

carriage

to ﬁt between, and soft-solder, as in sketch,
to imitate the tongue of clapper,’neatly filing any
Now ﬁt on the driving wheel and
surplus ofl.
drill at the nose a zovgauge hole, and right through
And afterwards put a pin through to
the lot.
hold them into position. This being done, you
I think the sketches
have the clapper'complete.
will show you plainly the various operations.
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We had next better make the bar that carries
To make this, puta piece of 5-16ths-in.
rod in 'chuck and turn to the shape and sizes in
sketch (Fig. 130), and drill a. i7-gauge hole right
afterwards ﬁle on both sides until it
through;
olish, and cut oil. Then hard
is } in. thick,
Now drill a 16-gauge
solder two eyes 5 in. apart.
hole in the centre of bar, but rather down to the
bottom edge; tap out the 17-gauge hole with a
the handles.

-5

ment.

We can now come to the subject of cams, but
going any further, we can assure the reader
that there
absolutely no cause to be "scared,"
There has
would say.
as our American cousins
always been a certain amount of awe conjured up
mentioned, and the writer has
when a cam
known instances where this innocent but all too
important part of a gas engine was blamed, cursed,
and consigned to the scrap heap for a fault that lay
solely with the ignorance of the designer, coupled
with too small a valve. In this particular case the
cams were all right—in fact, were used after a slight
adjustment in the timing, and to this day are giving

before

is

’

S.

from page 2c9.)
Cams and Camslm/l.<—-The diameter of the can1~
the dia
shaft by empirical rule may be about
It should run in well
meter of the crankshaft.
designed bearings, the usual number being two—one
at crank end and one on exhaust valve lever
bracket. The one at the crank end has to take
up the end thrust of the spiral gears; provision
It should also be
should therefore be made for this.
provided with a certain amount of vertical adjust
(Concluded
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Data on the Design of Small
Gas Engines.

good results.

To start with,

let

us understand properly

what
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the
different periods of valve opening and closing
are in our little engine.
Referring to Fig. 10, ﬁrst
cycle, we see that the inlet valve should open as

'3546/c/e-

x OnJ/Oﬁr/3i-9

tube ignition
within these
ignition tube,

[if éousf - 2?!) ﬂy;

7454(‘yc/e —
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the ﬁring point may be anywhere
limits, depending on the length of
the temperature of same, etc.
With
electric ignition this point can be
ﬁxed to a nioety.
As it takes an
appreciable amount of time for the
ﬂame to completely spread itself in
the compressed
it follows
charge,
that
the ignition must be some
degrees
before dead centre if the
maximum pressure is to occur a
little, very little, after dead centre.
If the ignition happens too early,
the maximum pressure
would be
rc-ached before dead centre, and this
would in all probability cause a hack
ﬁre.
This in itself is not very dan~
gerous, but highly unpleasant, cspt»
If the ignition
cially at starting.
is too late it means that the maxi
mum pressure is reached when the
crank has travelled a, perhaps, con
siderable angle ; a weaker explosion
would naturally result, as the com
pressed charge would be occupying
a larger space, when the ﬂame would
Therefm‘e
completely spread itself.
late. ignition means loss of power.
In starting, when electric ignition
is used, the ﬁring point is retarded
on purpose so that the few ﬁrst ex
may be comparatively
plosions

FIG. lO.——CYCLE or OPERATIONS.
as the exhaust closes, or a degree or
two later—that is, for mechanically oper—
ated valvcs, but could never occur with
automatic valves. In fact, the crank may
have travelled through an angle of as
much as to degs. after this, before the
suction created in the cylinder be strong
The same
to open the valve.
enough
occurs at the period of closing, for as the
velocity of the piston diminishes the suc
tion pressure will lessen, and the valve
may close about 10 dogs. before dead
This means that the valve may
centre.
be open during a crank angle of 158 degs.
This may be much less, or more,'all de
pending on the tension of the spring, and
by carefully regulating this very good
Referring to
results may be attained.
Fig. 10, second cycle, we see that as soon
as the piston begins to move inwards it
compresses the charge, until about 15 degs.
before dead inner centre, when ignition
In this cycle a device is used
may occur.
for easy starting of engines of l h.-p. up
As
wards, that is the half»compression.
far as we are concerned we may neglect
this reﬁnement and content ourselves
with the thought that when the time comes
to start the engine, a strong arm will do
“We can, on the other
us good service.
hand, compromise by placing a small relief
cock in communication with the com
bustion chamber. which could be opened
when starting and closed when the engine
\Ve can now turn to
has reached its normal speed.
Here it will be seen that the
Fig. 10, third cycle.
charge is ﬁred within a range of i8 degs.
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but ample to bring the engine to its normal
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reached expansion begins. and this goes on until
the exhaust valve opens, at 38 (legs. before outer
dead centre.
In Fig. 10, fourth cycle. we see that the
exhaust keeps open until 2 (legs. past inner dead
centre.
The idea of keeping the valve open after
the dead centre is to allow the burnt gases to
angles
These
escape better.
vary somewhat in
different engines, depending on the piston speed
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it would alter somewhat the contour of the cam ; but
for the sake of clearness and other considerations,
we will take the exhaust cam as plain. For further
information
on
cams
with special
contour to
work inertia governors.
the reader is referred
to
Mr. Runeiman's articles in back numbers, and his
handbook, " Gas and Oil Engines."
“'e kn m‘ that the llll oi the exhaust valve is
7-3Jnds in., and we can
allow i-32nd in. as the
clearance
between . the
cam body and valve lever

roller.

t

Then th" total liit

of the cams will be 1 in.,
the diameter of the body
may be ig-iﬁths in., which
allows enough metal ifor
keying to the -§~in. cam
shaft.
As the angle on
the crank
th '1
during
.t
period of exhaust is 320
the cam shaft
degs.,_and
rotates at half the speed
crankshaft,
it fol
of the
lows that the angle tra
velled by the cam from the
points of opening and
of exhaust
valve
closing
will be no (legs.
The cam contour may
be laid down graphically
working
as in Fig. it,
to four times actual size
for the sake of accuracy.
Describe a. circle equal to
the diameter of the cam
body. another represent
around
ing the clearance
the cam body. From cen
tre strike radii spaced at
q (legs, as shown in ﬁgure.
On either side of verti~
cal centre line mark oft
55 degs.. that is half of
This will fall
iio degs.
on one of the 5-deg. radii.
If we take the diameter of
the roller as it in., then on
these two lines describe
circles of 5- ioths-in. radius
touching the clearance line
300
340 220 200 /6a 140 /30
230 ?/0 | /5<
round the cam body. Now
A90"
draw tangents
touching
the roller circle and the
These
cam body circle.
20 m
70 ac
the
will then
represent
Now
slopes of the cam.
,W-aa
an are
describe
having
as radius the cam body
radius plus the total lift
of the cam,.cutting these
All we have to do now to complete
two tangents.
InT very high speed
other considerations
and
our cam contour is to take off the sharp corners
engines the valve may:0pcn as early as 42 dogs. and
left by, say, a 3-ioths-in. radius on either side,
For small engines, as here
shut as late as 8 degs.
This latter radius is to a certain extent immaterial,
considered, the above angles, as an average, may
'7
._
‘I
and unless the reader understands the curve shown
be taken as fairly good.
at Fig. 12, he should content himself by striking
As mentioned before, we shall have'no induction
an average, that is. what he considers about right,
or inlet cam. no ignition timing cam, l'and we have
proportion to any
and if he follows the above
with our half-compression ,cam. so that
dispensed
extent he won't be far out.
we have only the exhaust cam to consider. _ If an
In Fig. 12 we have a curve plotted to show the
inertia governor were used on the exhaust valve,
80

"—4

mo
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various lifts of the valve, at diﬁerent crank angles.
Thus when the crank has travelled 72 degs. on its
inner stroke, the valve will be found to be fully
At this point the piston
opened.
will have travelled 29-98 per
cent. of its stroke.
Similarly,
the
maximum valve opening
does not occur until the piston
has moved about u or 12 per
cent. of its inner stroke, and
to close at about 52
commences
In Fig. 13
percent. of this.
we have
the relative position
to
of
cam
crankshaft.
the
When the cam is in this posi
tion, that is just about touch~
or rather
touching the
ing,
roller, the crank will be at
In
:42 degs., as in Fig. 12.
Fig. 14 two positions of the
shown, that dotted
cam
are
being the one when the crank
has travelled half of the ex
stroke;
haust
this is shown
in Fig. 12. The full lines show
the cam when the crank has
travelled its full exhaust stroke
and is 2 (legs. past dead Ci‘illl'ir.
For mechanically operated
valves the same procedure can
be followed ; the angles of crank
of course,
and cam depending,
on the timing of the valve.
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At Fig. 15 a number of indicator cards are shown.
They may not be of any great use to the majorih'
but are given merely to shou
of model engineers,
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how the indicator reveals faults in an engine, and
also what the model engineer may expect it his engine
Below
has any of the principal faults enumerated.
each card is a note of its particular quality and the
principal error it shows, which I trust will be 01
.
interest to some.
The writer will here conclude, hoping that these
few notes will help the prospective builder to
design his own engine, and more, that they-the
notes—will go a long way in giving a death-blow
to some of the monstrosities we see, which are an
eyesore to many gas engine enthusiasts.
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Therefore, it you want a magnet
path, is increased.
which will exert attraction or repulsion through a
gap space you should select one having as great a
length as possible under the circumstances. \Ne
may thus consider a ditierence of magnetic pressure

Magnetism and Magnets-l.
By ALFRED \V. MARSHALL, M. l.Mech.E.,

A.M.l RE.

(Continued [mm page 224.)
HE idea of lines of force or magnetism is quite
imaginary, but is a rational theory and gives
a much better basis for practical work and cal
culation than the ancient theories that magnetism is
a ﬂuid or something which is plastered on or adher
ing to the poles of a magnet. It also gives a connect
ing link between the magnetism of permanent steel
magnets and that produced by the ﬂow of an electric
current. On this theory the magnetism is really

concentrated in the body of the magnet, though
it cannot give evidence of its presence there.
The
lines of magnetic force become effective at the poles
where they pass into the air or from the air into
the magnet in following the curved paths which
they appear to take, as shown experimentally by
iron ﬁlings placed near to the magnet
(descriied
These paths are supposed
to form closed
later).
curves and to surround the whole body of the
No ﬂow of magnetism can really exist,
magnet.
as work would then be done and the magnet become
where, as is known, the magnetism of
exhausted,
a good magnet is practically permanent, provided
that nothing is done to injure its magnetic condition.
Some difference of nature does exist between the
N and S pole of a magnet, as may be proved by
the electrical
effects
produced when a wire is
moved past the one or the
other (see later).
This diﬂerence is conveniently accounted for by
the
that
magnetic lines of force leave
assuming
the magnet by way of its N pole
and enter
by way of its S pole.
When two magnets
are
placed
together, as in Fig. 4, there is no in
crease in the total quantity of magnetism, but
force,
the magneto-motive
or power
ot the
magnet to send its lines of magnetism through their

or potential to exist between the poles—the N pole
being at some positive value, and the S pole being
at zero.
To increase the quantity of magnetism,
the two magnets should be placed side by side with
their like poles adjacent, as Fig. 8. The magneto

motive force or pressure will be equal to that of one
magnet,
but the quantity of lines of magnetism
will be. doubled. Therefore, it you want power
of magnetic eﬁect, you should increase the cross,

Iron
section of the magnet and select one having a.
thick body.
The modern method of dealing with magnetism
is to consider that it ﬂows or passes through a
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magnetic circuit, similarly to the ﬂow of a current in
Part of that circuit will be
an electric circuit.
the body of the magnet itself. the other part will
whether air or anything else,
be the substance,
outside the magnet, and through which the lines of
have to pass in reaching from pole
magnetism
The amount of resistance (called reluc
to pole.
which that substance
may otier to the
tance)
passage of the magnetism will very much influence
If the reluctance
the useful eilect of the magnet.
is small, it may, in the case of an electro-magnet,
magnetism to be produced by the
cause more

exciting coil (see later article) and concentrate the
A steel permanent magnet'cannot
magnetic lines.
produce more magnetism (assuming it to‘have
but an external circuit
been completely magnetised),
will concentrate the lines "of
of low reluctance
magnetism and increase the eﬂective power of the
The. substances
which oiler the least
magnet.
amount of resistance to the passage of magnetism
are iron and steel: air, wood, brass, copper, tin,
cloth, paper, glass, water, and all common sub
stances except iron and steel oﬁer a high resis
tance to the passage of magnetism compared to the
equal in this
latter. and may all be. considered
If you want to provide an easy path for
respect.
the. magnetism, use iron or steel: anything else may
be considered
as a bad conductor of magnetism.
Substances which are susceptible of being magnetiscd
cobalt, chromium,
magnetic bodies:
are called
nickel, manganese,
platinum, and others are in
this list. Substances which are not susceptible of
are. called non-magnetic bodies:
being magnetised
all non-metallic substances and many metals are
included in this list. For practical purposes, iron
and steel are. the only magnetic bodies.
Many
are not only non-magnetic, but are
substances
actually repelled by magnetism; they are called
diamagnetic. The list includes glass, tin, sulphur,
zinc, bismuth, antimony, silver, gold, copper, water,
The magnetic
mercury, and phosphorus.
lead.
lines of force proceeding
from a magnet cannot be
insulated or screened from a body except by the
Any non
interposition of a magnetic substance.
magnetic body placed in their path does not appear
to make any difference or obstruct the ﬂow in the
Magnetism passes through wood,
slightest degree.
brass, a vacuum, cbonitc, etc., as if through air.
It also appears to have no effect upon the human
body ; persons placed in the magnetic ﬁeld of
exceedingly powerful electro-magnets have not felt
any sensation.
The explanation previously given to account for
the eﬂect of attraction produced by one magnet
upon another can also be applied to account for
the cllect of attraction produced by a magnet upon
such as iron and steel.
This
magnetic substances,
effect is due to the action of the magnetic lines
If a piece of iron, Fig. 9,
of force from the magnet.'
is placed near to a pole of a magnet, as shown, the
lilies of force concentrate themselves to it because
the iron offers a path of much less resistance. to their
passage than the air, which it has displaced. They
will pass through the iron in preference to passing
through the air if they can reach it, and then con
The
tinue their way to the other pole of the magnet.
lines of force which succeed in passing through the
iron will, however, still endeavour to make their
In trying
total length of path as short as possible.
If it is
to do this th y exert a pull upon the iron.
tree to move and is not too heavy the effort will

|
l
l

i
l
l
i
l
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pull it against the pole of the magnet, in which
position the lines of force will be able to
pa§
through-it and have a less total length of path to
traverse than when it is at some distance from the
It the iron be moved away by some external
pole.
force, the lines of force which can reach it will
diminish in quantity as the distance between the
iron and the magnet is increased.
The attractive
eﬂect of the magnet upon the iron will therefore
become less, and ﬁnally cease when the iron has
passed beyond the limit to which the magnet can
project its magnetism in the air, as at that stage
none of the lines of force will reach the iron.
A
similar effect will occur if the iron is placed near the
other pole of the magnet, as indicated by Fig. IO.
The lines ofiforce will concentrate themseIVc-s and
pass through the iron as indicated by the arrows;
theya‘will produce the attractive effect as belore
in their endeavour to shorten their path as much
as they possibly can.
Another way of explaining this effect is to suppose
that the magnet induces magnetism in the iron,
the polarity being such that a pole of opposite
sign is 'produced at the end of the iron nearest
to the magnet.
In Fig. 9, for example, the magnet
pole. being of N sign, would induce a pole of S sign
at the end of the iron nearest to it; being poles of
unlike sign, they would attract each other.
In
Fig. 10 the magnet pole is of S sign, and induces a
pole of N sign at the end of the iron nearest to it;
being poles of unlike sign, they also attract one.
another. Both explanations really amount to the
same thing, they each are based on the idea of
lines of magnetic force.
In concentrating them
selves through the iron the lines, in fact, magnetise
it. On the assumption that the lines have a
direction as indicated by the arrows, the end of the
iron marked +. Figs. 9 and 10, will be a north pole,
and the end marked - will be a south pole.
If the
iron is suspended whilst under the inﬂuence of the
magnet, it will show the characteristics of a magnet.
If the two poles of the magnet can be brought
simultaneously near to the iron, the attractive effect
will be. increased.
The most advantageous way of
doing this is to bend the magnet to an approxi
mately semi-circular shape so that the two poles
are. side by side.
This is the reason for the well
known horseshoe-shaped
It permits the
magnet.
two poles to be brought simultaneously near to the
iron, and the lines of force to concentrate them
selves through a comparatively short path (Fig. I i).
We may say that magnetic poles are induced in the
iron at the places marked + and —, which produce
between
themselves
and the
poles
attraction
of the magnet, or that the lines of force very strongly
tend to shorten their path from pole N to pole S,
whilst at the same time passing through the piece
of iron.
The idea of lines of magnetic force not only
explains the reason for attraction and repulsion
between magnets or attraction between magnets and
pieces of magnetic material, but it also serves to
explain the reason why every normally constituted
magnet has two poles of opposite sign, whatever its
length or shape may be.
Imagine a plain bar
magnet, as Fig. 12, with the lines of force as indi~
cated, broken in two pieces at any place, say at N.
Notice that the lines of force. are in such a direction
that they would be leaving the part to the left of Z
and entering the part to the right of 2 it the pieces
were separated.
If this is done, as Fig. 13, it will be
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\\'here
found that each part is a perfect magnet.
the parts are placed in contact the lines of force will
be directed as Fig. 12, but if the parts are separated
by some distance the lines will take the direction
as Fig. i 3, and the polarity be as indicated.
Each
part will be a complete magnet and have the entire
If the parts are again broken
properties of one.
each into two pieces, the same effect will be pro
duced; and so on for any number of sub-divisions.
The lines of force do not take such regular paths as
shown in the diagrams;
the general direction is
indicated, but actually the magnetism leaks away
to all sides of the magnet, so that very diversiﬁed
are really formed.
Magnetic effects are
ﬁgures
most
the
lines
are densely
pronounced where
crowded together. Therefore, a magnet will cling
more powerfully to a piece of iron if the poles or pole
in contact are pointed than if they are of com
If the magnet is to exert a
paratively large area.
pull upon a piece of iron at a distance. it must have
the power to project a sufﬁcient number of its lines
of force across the intervening distance into the iron

to give the required attractive effort.
Any device
which will decrease the reluctance of the gap between
the magnet and the iron and cause the lines of force
to concentrate themselves
to the iron will be of
offered
advantage. The resistance
by the inter
vening gap will cause many of the lines of force to
leak away at the sides instead of reaching the iron.
If the magnet pole be made with a spreading end,
the leakage will be increased.
If the iron presents
a comparatively small surface towards the magnet,
it does not oﬂer a good inducement to the lines
of force to move towards it.
The magnet pole
should therefore be' made of a form to concentrate
the lines of force as they leave it (or enter it, accord
ing to its sign) and the iron should be made to
a comparatively
to the
present
broad surface
magnet, so as to induce the lines of force to try and
reach it.
The problem of designing and shaping
magnets and the piece (usually called the armature)
which is to be attracted so as to secure certain
results, is a complicated one.
It depends upon
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controlling the lines of force so that they enter or
leave the armature in such quantity as to procure
the required pull or thrust.
Magnetism tends to
concentrate at edges or sharp corners of the magnet
As previously explained, the pull of
and armature.
a magnet
upon a piece of iron decreases as the
on account
distance between them is increased,
of the reduction in the number of lines of force
which succeed in reaching the iron. Conversely, as
the iron is brought nearer to the magnet the pull
will increase, owing to the crowding of lines of force
into the iron. As the iron gets very near to the
magnet, the pull may increase enormously in com
parison to the reduction of distance, owing to so
many of the total number of lines produced by the
The increase or
being able to reach it.
magnet
decrease in pull may be very far from proportional
to the distance between the iron and the magnet.
The pull does not vary directly as the distance, or as
the square of the distance ; it does not follow any

particular law for practical forms and construction
of magnets and armatures. It will vary according
to the number of lines of force which reach the arma
ture at any particular distance from the magnet.
A very difﬁcult problem is to design a magnet which
can pull an armature through a certain distance
with a constant force throughout the entire range
The armature and poles must be
of movement.
shaped so that the number of lines of force which
pass into the armature is a constant quantity.
Little or no attraction is produced by the middle
the effect is only produced
of a magnet,
.part
At
to a marked extent at or near the poles.
the middle part of a magnet the lines of fOrce
and have no disposition
are
almost straight
If a piece of iron is placed
to leave the steel.
near to the middle part of a magnet, scarcely
any lines of force will be projected towards it;
therefore,
any attraction which might take place
When designing or con
\would be very weak.
/
sidering the action of a magnet, you should regard
the magnetic effect as taking place through a com
plete circuit consisting of the magnet itself and the
entire outside path through which the lines of force
will pass from one pole to the other. Anything
which is done by one part of the circuit will affect
the circuit as a whole, and should be taken into
account accordingly.
(To be runh'nued.)
REAGENT bottles holding caustic alkalies, alkaline

etc.,
carbonates,
very frequently become fixed,
and the usual method has been to tap the stopper
with a wooden block, or apply heat to the neck.
The inverse
Fracture of the neck often results.
In other words,
process may be used to advantage.
freeze the stopper, thus causing a contraction of the
The bottles which I used
stopper from the neck.
for experiment had failed to open, under the heating
and tapping, and were bad cases of ﬁxed stoppers.
The bottles held sodium carbonate that had formed
sodium silicate, an excellent cement, and so were
ﬁrmly ﬁxed. They were inverted in a. mixture of
crushed ice and calcium chloride—taking care that
the freezing solution did not touch the lips of the
After standing twenty minutes, each
bottles.
stopper was removed without the slightest exertion.
This is the neatest and safest way to remove stoppers

from bromine bottles and other corrosive chemicals.
—Scimh'ﬁc American.
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Practical Letters from Our
[Thr Edi/or Invl'lrr "min; Ia mat: us! of [his column In! "I: full
ducnssumof Mal-l": 0/ pmiliml and mulaml"mall.
Letters
may bt signed 1n”! n nourilc-plulne r/ dzwrld, 5141
Hu lull
name and address0/ H1: send” \ﬂ'Sl’ mmnaoly be attached,
“much not Mrrrsarilv for liuhliruwml

Channel Ferries.
To run Emron or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—J read with great interest THE MODEL

ENGlNEER every week, and your discussion on
"
" I
in Model Making
found'
Originality
very
M. de Rodakowski’s book
interesting. I have
on the Channel Ferry; and it occurred to me that
"
" might have
some of your model
railway kings
There
a piece of water abutting on their systems.
is a drawing of a design by Armstrong for a channel
train ferry steamer which would be in practice
about 400 ft. long with two lines of rail. Now
for model work, say, 2 ins. gauge = 7-16ths in. to
foot.
We will assume that four 63-ft. cars are to be
taken, i'.e., two each side.
The length required
would be 126 ft.; say, 150 ft. = 75 x %-= 65} ins.
= a 5 ft. 6 ins. model, which seems practicable.
I
think that two boilers and two sets of engines
similar to the twin-screw engines in “Machinery
"
for Model Boats
each end would be suitable.
The boiler would be cross-connected, and 1 should
recommend using only one set of engines.
This_
would avoid reversing gear.
I would recommend
spindles being ﬁtted to work from deck, so that
after the cars are secured the valves could be simply
I
opened and the boat started without further ado.
should be very pleased to send you the sketch
if your readers like this idea, or if it would be any
me, dear Sir, yours
use for your stock—Believe
AUBREY F. INGLEFIELD.
faithfully,

An Anti-Skiddlng Device for Motors.
To THE EDITOR 01-“The diode! Enginer'.
DEAR SiR,—I have read with some interest

DEAR S1n,—I enclose photograph of a cardboard
of Great Northern engine N0. 401, an eight

model

wheel
1901.

coupled goods engine built at Doncaster,
My model is of 2-in. gauge, engine 12! ins.,

the

letters of E. A. Hackett. which have appeared in
your issues of November 12th, 1908, and February
11th, 1909, respectively, concerning the skidding
In his last letter he invited readers
of motor-cars.
the subject
of THE MODEL ENGINEER to discuss
through the columns which you so kindly set apart
" of
for the “ Practical letters
your readers.
Kindly allow me, as such, to make a few remarks
concerning Mr. Hackett's patent.
'\\"ith regard
to the electrically operated system. I am afraid
I
cannot
him
much
that
encouragement. The
give
weight of the batteries to be carried for energising
would
be
much
the solenoid
very
against the system.
even if it were practical and effectual as a certain
But I very much doubt if sufﬁcient
anti-skid.
power could be exerted at the end of the iron-tyred
wheel lever to overcome shocks due to road inequali
ties. and to have power enough to bring the wheel
into sufﬁciently ﬁrm contact with the road surface
to prevent skidding.
Then again,
the rubber~
the electric circuit
tyred wheel cannot complete
until the car has started to skid. and thus tilt the
The old saying, " Prevention is better than
wheel.
cure." surely comes true in this case, for once a
car has begun to skid you must let it have its own
way: the only thing a driver can do is to declutch.
and endeavour to straighten up by locking over
the
front wheels.
Apart from these technical
defects, the whole concern is too complicated, and

A Model Cardboard Locomotive.
To THE Enrron or The Modrl Engineer.

RquRrs’

18, 1919.

tender Bl ins. My sole measurements were ob—
tained from a post-card issued in series from the
I should be very pleased if you
Company's ofﬁce.
made use of photograph and any remarks you may
deem advisable in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
They
I am a
to aspiring modellists.
may be acceptable
regular reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER, and I
may here say that I have spent many pleasant
hours and derived much useful and interesting
information.—I am, yours truly,
J. E. Roannrs.

Readers.

MR. ]. E.

March

CARDBOARD

i

Locomorwu.

if it did not get stuck up with mud, it would cauSe
a continual rattle, which, I gather by Mr. Hackett's

‘
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remark upon the silent slide-valve engine, he would
very much dislike.
Might I be allowed to advance the suggestion that
.Mr, Hackett thoroughly examines the principles
upon which the diﬁerential gear—as applied to most
cars of to-day—acts, and the reason for its being a
necessity. which it certainly is, on most modern
If he will proceed along these lines. he may,
cars.
with his inventive genius, succeed in bringing to
light some modiﬁcation which would exclude the
danger of skidding, so far as mechanical efﬁciency is
concerned, from the various dangers of motoring.
Trusting that I have not trespassed too much
upon your valuable space, I will conclude—Yours
“
PRACTICAL."
truly,

as

recommended
in your january
14th number,
I may say that I have found the
Query No. 20,728).
cogs to run quite up to my expectation.
I am just

Cmfre line of
engine

Toothed Gearing for Twin-screw Boats.
To THE EDITOR OF The Illodcl Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-——I thought the enclosed sketch may
be of some interest to your readers, who purpose
driving a twin-screw boat by one engine ; the gear
ing may be either bchogs orlspring driving bands,

ska/1":

ﬁnishing a model, details of which I hope to send‘
up to you for publication.—-Yours truly,
JOSEPH Sn). BELL.

Making Chasers.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I notice in your issue—N0. 394 (of

12th, 1908)—a
letter by J. Essex on
November
making chasers, which, whilst being quite correct
so for as it goes, does not go quite far enough. I
take the liberty of an attempt to complete the
information.
Mention is made of the letter of H. Brown—
in No. 376 (of july 9th. 1908)—to which
I would refer the amateur, and recom
mend that the chaser steel there men
tioned should be ﬁtted into a slot brlow
of above.
the centre-line A B, instead
as there shown, thus getting the cutting
edge of the teeth of the chaser on the line
of centres,
clearance
its proper,place;
below the cutting edge being obtained
by the slight tilt upwards given to the
handle of the tool when using.
This sim
ple method of obtaining chasers for any
threadl made use of thirty-ﬁve years
ago, still use it, and have many of my
ﬁrst~madc
ones still by me.
For making an inside chaser, the piece
of steel bar is cut the desired length and
then ﬁled down for half its width all along,
save sutﬁcient to ﬁll the thickness of the
iron plate (wide Fig. i, in H. Brown's
The projecting portion is placed
letter).
in the slot so that the tap will cut the
teeth in its edge, and the whole nipped
tightly in the vice, tang of the chaser
downwards, and the tap put in from the
top.
I trust this is suﬁiciently explicit. but
a trial will soon show the “ how-to-do
it." A left-hand tap is the proper one
to use for inside chasers; but, if not
available, by ﬁling the cutting face of
the chaser so as to bring the inclination of the
teeth as much to the left as they are to the right
in the outside tool, the ordinary tap will do, the
a very little ﬁling
inclination being very slight;
is necessary—Yours
truly,
JNo. C. CLoucH,
Auckland, \I.Z.
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A 4-ft. 6-in. T.B. Destroyer.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR,—I am sending you photograph of destroyer

which I have constructed ; the dimensions are
4 ft. 6 ins. by 7 ins. ; average draught, about 4 ins.
have made;
The engines are the ﬁrst slide-valve
they are £1in. by } in. ; propellers, 2 ins, diameter,

I

Mu.

"‘

MR. ERMAN'S T.B.D. UNDER
1
I
'
l
;
i

.‘TEAM.

three blades, made of halfpennies let into a ﬁ-in.
round knob. The speed obtained is about 5 miles
per hour, but I think I can get it up to 8 miles
by ﬁtting a more powerful boiler. The photo
graph was taken on a windy day, and I could not
get the lamp to burn without the forward hatch
being taken oﬁ, although I had ﬁtted agrating
I would be
3 ins. by 25 ins., and three air-cowls.
pleased if you will advise ineas to whether I could
get more speed by ﬁtting an engine (single cylinder,
1 in. by J; in.) to work both the shafts by means of
a crosshead having two connecting-rods, as shown in
"
your publication,
Machinery for Model Steamers."
—Yours faithfully,
G. A. EKMAN.
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Turning Crankshaft Pins.
To rm: EDITOR OF The Mod?! Engineer.
DEAR SIR,———I enclose sketch of a method of
turning pin of a crankshaft, in case you may think

bear-ing:

F'
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.

Cored
our

soldered
"
“l
i
|
._
'

:
|

_____ ___,
- - - - _ _i'

on

for

Cored
our

cenfr-es
1

___ _ _
_
_
_J- _ _ _ _. M5

( L-

banked round so that the lead would ﬂow round
and cover it, as sketch, a wooden core being pre
viously inserted to lessen weight. After the other
side was covered
in the same way and centres
found, brass bearings for centres were soldered
each end.
I have

found this system answer very well in
turning pin of crankshaft for a 1» h.-p. gas engine
(diameter of shaft {- in.; throw of crank, about
ins.), the work keeping most rigid while turning.
have turned the whole crankshaft with a 3-in.
simple lathe with no slide-rest.—Yours
'fi‘ruly,
. \7.

U.

The Society of Model Engineers
[Rlﬂorls n1 mrefmgsshould be 3:»! to II! oﬁces 0/ Till MODEL
E\GINEER when! delay, and will be inserted "I say pru
txrnlai issue
received clan nine days be/ou the actual
date0/ publication]
a

London.

FUTURE Manual—The next ordinary meeting
of the Society will be held on Friday, April 2nd, at
the Cripplegate Institute.
VISIT.——-On Saturday afternoon, March 20th, at
the Locomotive
\Vorks at Longhedge.
p.m.,
Battersea, of the South Eastern
Chatham Rail
way, will be visited. Members wishing to attend,
who have not yet notiﬁed the Secretary, should do
Full particulars of the Society
so immediately.
and forms of application may be obtained from
the Secretary. In accordance with the Rules, the
members
half-year's
subscription
payable
by
joining now covers the period to October 3ist
RIDDLE,
Road,
G.
next—HERBERT
37, Minard
Hither Green, S.E.
&

his appreciation of the water-tube boiler illustrated
the above article, and have pleasure in giving
the information he desires.
The effective heating surface, counting the sur
faces of water tubes and half-top drum, but not
bottom drums, I calculate as being 125 sq. ins.
I have not actually tested boiler to ﬁnd its evapora
tive capacity, but from the speed of engine and
working pressure of 75 lbs. per sq. in., which,
with the lamp described, using petrol and giving
a ﬂame 8 ins. long by 1} ins. thick, the boiler
the evaporation at
easily maintains, I estimate,
The feed
3-7 (3 7-ioths) cub. ins. per minute.
pump, with the original gearing,
41} to I,
pumped barely sufﬁcient water, as on a long run
the water level in boiler fell slightly.
I have,
since the description of boat was written, altered
this gearing to 3k to I, and the pump is now mastrr
of the boiler, the by-pass cock being slightly opened
when running.
The boiler, if ﬁred with a larger
lamp, would no doubt evaporate more water ; but,
owing to the soldered joints, I am unable to work
same at a higher pressure, and I have not tried
it on a larger engine.
The only drawback to it
’is that an auxiliary
bellows-blower is necessary
at ﬁrst before steam is raised to suck blowlamp
ﬂame through, or a much smaller lamp used as
the natural draught is practically nil.
A boiler
of this type would be much better if constructed
with drums and tubes of copper and all joints
silver-soldered;
still, if care is taken in the con
struction, the soldered joints will give no trouble,
unless the boiler is run quite dry, and then only
three or four joints will be found to go. If the
boiler is made easily removable from the casing,
all joints can be easily sweated up again with a
blowpipe.—Yours
faithfully,
Stamford Hill, N.
E. V. PIKE.

in

I

The crankshaft was laid on a. ﬂat board. the
former raised so that there was a space of about
3-16ths in. between crank and board to enable the
lead to lap over side of crank (each side was done
separately). The half of crankshaft
was then

if

“ Notes on
Model Speed Boats."
To "rm: EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I beg to thank R. L. Amoore for

it worth inserting in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
do not know if it is a new idea.

Ii»

DEAR SIR,—As a constant reader of your valuable
paper, I have been much interested by Mr. Pike's
able articles on “Model Speed Boats,” and I was
taken with his model
particularly
water-tube
boiler, which is the ﬁrst of its type that I have
ever known to be used for model purposes.
How—
ever, he does not give the area of its effective
heating surface or the amount of water that he
estimates it evaporates per minute.
I have heard that the actual “Thornycroft”
boilers of this type evaporate about i cub. ft.
of water per IIO sq. ft. of heating surface, but
surely this type of boiler must be a great deal
more efﬁcient—at any rate, in a model.
I should be much obliged and interested—as,
no doubt, many other of your readers would be—
if Mr. Pike would be kind enough to give the above
particulars—Yours
faithfully,
Putney, S.\V.
R. L. AMOORE.

18, 1909.
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Provincial

Societies.

Coventry—In

our issue of March 4th. page 216.
the address of Mr. R. Sturgess was given as Maia
Road in error. It should be 21, Friars Road,
Coventry.

The Junior institution

of Engineers.

NOTICE or Murine—March 20th:
Conver
Hall, Westminster,
at the Caxton
at
7.30 p.m.
sazione
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S. S. K. (Forest Gate)
[10.953] O.E.R.“Claud Hamilton."
writes: I wish to make a tl-in. gauge model of the “Claud
"
1,900of
Railway,
No.
the
Great
Eastern
Hamilton
4—4—0 type,
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given below,
[Attention is especiallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition
and no noticewill be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
containing
Letters
Querzcs rnust be
dtre‘t'lIO'lSlllUt‘lﬂ stated.
mart-ed on the top left-hand corner 0/ the envelope Query
to the Queries
but
thoserelating
Department." No othermatters
should beenclosedin thesameenvelope.
to
Queues on subjectswithin the scope0/ this journal are replied _
post under the tollowing conditions.'—-(r)'()ucrtcs dealing
SltPS,
on
with distinct subiectsshould be written on tilt/crent
one side 0/ the Paper only, and the sender'sname must be in
scnbed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible,with fully dimensionedsketches,and tone
to keepa copy 0/ their Queriesfor
shondcnts are recommended
(not post-card)
ri'icrence. (3) A stampedaddressedenvelope
"
should invariably be enclosed,and also a Queriesand Rt’PlICS
pages0/
the
advertisement
out
the current
Caupon” cut
from
possiblea/ter
issue.
(4) Querieswill be answeredas early as elapse
days
rnustusually
a
interval0/
betore
an
receipt, but
tew
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondentswho '(Qllt!¢
that
this
columnshould
sorne
insertedin
an answer
understand
The
weeks must elapse before the Rely can be published.
guaranteed.
be
cournn
this
in
Replies
insertion of
cannot
hdttor,
Tue Mobil.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressedto The
ENGINEER, 26-29, Popptn’s Court, Flea Street,London, b.(..]
havebeen
which
"NM
the
are
selededIrorn
Quertes
[allowing
The
to recently:—
Rallway Plans: Standard Railway
Model
[20015]
about to rearrange
Coaches. 0. H. B. (Dawlish) wntcs: (r) I am railway.
_(.anyou
and enlarge the terminusof my 7-16ths-1n.scale
give me sketch showinghow you would advisemoto plazrit, show
and
ing least possible numberof crossings,bearingin mind ethcugncy
bhow
despatch in shunting (automatic couplings and ramps). roads,
platforms, with dimensions. I do not want more than five
and should like to keep within 15 ft. in length; the up and down
roads continue from this. I want platforms as Slmpleas POSSlble.
of L. St N.W.R.
(2) Please will you insert dimensionsand sketch
have
bogie carriage stock and a L. & N.W.R. rail motor-coach. I
bOOR#11!Of
large
not yet seen any referenceto these. I have a
locomotive and truck drawings, but no coachdrawings of prtnmpal
railways have ever appeared,as far as I can recollect.

magnetism,etc.,so can give full testimonyas to their workmanship,
etc. It seemsto methat thefailure hangson thefact that thecurrent
generatedin the armatureis “ shorted ' by the ﬁelds,and therefore
cannot possibly build up. I have one machine in m possession
made from his instructions. The particulars are as to lows: Field
wire, r} lbs. of N0. zi-gauge; armature wire, 3—4ozs. of N0. 22
gaugc. The armature is composedof 2 ins. of plain discs, 1} ins.
in diameter,wound in eight sections (about twenty turns per sec
tion), parallel connectedas is usual; runs sparkless as a motor
at 2,000r. .m. ; takes 4 amps. at 4 volts (no load). There must
be something in these failures, as all I have tested work wellas
motors,and the ﬁeld-magnetis not cast in gun-metal.
As Mr. Powell is abroad at present,we are unable to refer your
remarks to him. We cannot deal with generalstatements; you
must give speciﬁcdetails of eachindividual instance. Mr. Powell's
book is largely based on details of actual machines which have
been made. Very small dynamos, with drum armaturcs, are
critical things. We adviseyou to read the articles “ How It Works
—The Dynamo," in THE Moon. ENGINEER,Vol. XV. The reason
which you give is the very one which, if anything, ought to enable
a dynamo to build up its magnetism. If the ﬁeld-magnetwinding
short-circuits the annature,or nearly $0, in the way you suggest
the machinepractically becomesa series-wounddynamo on closed
circuit of low resistance—amost favourable condition for causing
it to excite. The real reasonis probably that thereare not enough
turns of wire on the armature to enable the winding to start its
voltage with the residual magnetismavailable in the magnet, 01‘
too large a gap betweenthe pole-facesand iron of the armature.
The latter is the trouble in the instanceyou mention, as far as we
can judge from your particulars. Plain core drums are almost
uselessfor such small sizes. If you will refer to Mr. Powell's book,
you will see that he speciﬁescoggeddrum armatures in every in
stance in his tables of windings. Replace your present armature
with one having a toothedcore,make gap clearancebetweenarma
ture and held about t-3zud in., wind it as before,and we have little
doubt you will find the machineexcite satisfactorily. W'heaa small
machine has a wrought-iron ﬁeld-magnet,however, there may be
a deficiencyof residual magnetism,and it will not readily excite,
even with a toothed core armature. The remedy then Is to wind
armaturewith wire of ﬁner gauge,to obtain more turns. Dynamo
making is an art requiring experienceand practical trial,
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PLAN or Tuaumus FOR MODEL RAILWAY.

1
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and would be gratiﬁed you would oblige me with fully dunen
sionod drawing of the same (with plan).
We published
dimensioned diagram of the locomotive you
mention in our issue of October 17th, t907, to which pleaserefer.
This back number can be had from our Publishing Ofﬁce, price
3d. post free.
N. C. (Chelmsford)writes?
[21.077] L.N.W.R. Bogle Coach.
would be much obliged you would send m': scaledrawings of
N.W.R. bo;ie coach, the classof coach usedon the American
L.
ins., so
Special (with elliptical roof). The gauge want
out from the gauge would be much obliged. Do
you work
the
are
think
pointed
bearings
the
best
bogics?
you
for the

if

I

I

if

&

a

a

a

is

one which would take
considerabletime
(1) Your quer
to deal with, an thereforewe cannot give you more than rough
inserting
drawings
of
carriage
stock as fast
are
We
sketch. (2)
'bly can; several have already appeared. You will
as we
our issueof
L.
N
.W.R.
rail
motor-coachin
the
of
3wing
{md
Oct. 12th, 1905
[21,078] Small Dynamos and Motors._ H. H. C. (Aston
you
should be very much obliged to you
Manor) writes:
would put me into communication with Mr. Powell, the
" Small Dynamos and Motors," as there are one
author of
may
should like him to explain.
or two dynamo failures
"
"
say
selected two machines and tested them for shorts,
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No drawings have as yet been made public. The best thing
for you to do is to go to Euston betwm-none and two o'clock on
any day exceptSunday. You could take the necessaryparticulars
for a model from the actual. These trains are now used on the
2 .m. “Scotchman.” There is no objection to pointing the
ends of the journals in the case of a small model carriage.
W- 5- (Ullblin) Writes:
[20,9781 Model Link Motion.
1 received your reply to my query re locomotiVevalve gear. I
which i haVe.ﬁtted to locomotiVe
now append a sketch of gear
“
similar to that describedin The Model Locomotive," page 154.
i can reverse the engine, but would be glad of a hint as to how
to remedy the following defects:—-(i) When rod is at top of link
it moves about 3-ioths up and down and will not remain at end
of slot, besideswhich the Weigh-bararms rock up and down. Con
quuently the valves do not open properly. (2) Links seem to be
forced out from frame at certain points of the stroke. (3) D0es
the reversing arm move (in real engines) when running? 1 do
not mind the weigh shaft moving, if it did not prevent a screw
and wheel arrangementbeing used in cab, but if you can suggist
a remedyfor keepingthe arm at the end of slot, both at top and
bottom of link, as i do not want to start to re-makeesp-cially as
I can get it to work fairly Well in forward gear. i expect there
are certain proper points for the pivots, but i atn no good at
mathematical work.
(i) The trouble is self-evident—thatis, if your sketch anywhere
nearly repreSentsthe gear you have actually ﬁxed into your engine.
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for ﬁne adjustment? Both primary and secondary wmdinz
could be divided into any number of sections and connected with
multiple switches. How are wave lengths calculated?
Your informationas to the wave length of the coil of bell wire is
we believe,correct,but we are not quite clear as to what you mean
with regard to the secondarywound over the coil. A seamdart'
su placed would merely waste power if shortscircuited, and if left
open, it would not affect the prim ' wave ien th appreciably
The induced wave length in the scum ary would be equal to that
in the primary, or, rather, on a tu'ied system, the secondary would
have to have the same natural
riod as the primary to get an
appreciable induced effect. Pro abl ' the amount of eﬂect the
secondarywould haveon the combinednatural period would depe i=2
on the degreeand nature of the work done b ' it. \Ne have no
deﬁnite information at hand to help you furt er in the matter.
as the controlling factors are so widely variable. In practice.
tuning is usually arrived at by experiment. The calculation d
wave lengths for aeriais is a matter of very great difﬁculty and
complexity,and we regret to say that we have no satisfactory data
to go upon.
[21,")2] Dynamo Construqlon, W.].(Crouch Hill! wﬁtes‘
()n referring to Chapter V1, Series No. to, " How to Make a Small
Machine," 1 see that brown paper seemsnot quite the thing ft
insulating the stanipi'igs and field-magiets, and sarccnet ribbm
is preferred. Do you think that gold-beater'sskin would be better
and more flexible than either of these? About what output
®
\/
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SINGLE ECCENTRIC VALVE GEAR FOR Mount. LOCOMOTIVE,
or FIXING run LIFTING
‘The point of suspensionK is much too near the connection L to
the rocking lever A. The point K should be as close to the link
as possible. Of course, point K describesa part of a circle in its
path; point L, however, does the same, and in some measure
corrects the movementof theother. However,youshould have set
out the gear so that the lifting links D just clear the curved link
when the die is in its lowest position.
You cannot, of course,
"
prevent a certain amount of “ slip of the die block in the link.
(2) There is something wrong somewhere. (3) No, it does not,
unlessthe gearis badly worn. in your case you have an excessive
slip in the die, which in full gear causes the weigh shaft to
move. We can suggestno remedy except proper setting out and
adjustment of relative parts. Unless the basis of the design is
correct you will have endlesstrouble.
[21,023] Electric Waves.
A. H. M. (Ramsgate) writes:
Will you kindl ' assist me re wireless telegraphy—wave lengths?
If four turns 0 , say, bell wire are wound on a cylinder 1 metre in
circumference,the resultantwave length, i am given to understand,
is roughly four times the total length of wire forming such coil.
if a secondarycoil of eight turns of fine insulated wire are wound
immediately over the primary winding named above, what would
be the resultant induced wave length? Would not the latter
arrangementbe more compact for first adjustments than a large
single'wound tuning coil, 3 smaller single-wound coil being used
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should I require to light three or four ordinary too-volt to c.-p.
lamps? With a designas Fig. 7, Series No. to, with wro ht~iron
field-magnets, would charcoal iron stampings be suita le? 1
see, in the drawing, page 55, Series No. to, that there is a screw
driven through the arm of thebrush-rocker. Does this meanthat
the brush-rocker revolves with the armature? i should also be
much obliged if you could let me.have the table or measurement
such as—so many amperes— so many volts; so many Volts
— so
watts, and so on. I am not very well up in the theory.
many
but with
t 0 answersto thesequestionsI hope to be able to produce
a dynamo good enough to light the said three or even four lamps.
(i) We recommendsimply giving one side of each ate a coat
of good shellacvarnish. This is quite sufficient. (2) rom :80 to
250watts. (3) Yes. (4) No; brush-rockeris fitted to the bearing
bush, not shaft. (5) To ﬁnd wattage of any d -namo multiply
the current in amperesgiven by the voltage.
hus, if dynamo
gives 2 amps. at 100volts, its wattageis z X too — 200 watts.
(21,0451 Electrical Queries.
A- E- 14- (Rants) Writes?
Would the sketch (not reproduced) be suitable for a dynamo?
Would it be possible to get 100 volts 4 or 5 amps. from such a
machine? Could you give me a sketch of a proper machine like
it, if this is not suitable? (2) Could you give methe propermixture
for solder? (3) I want to replace two metal ﬁlament lamps for
two carbon 16 c.-p., 100 volts. W'hat candle-powerof metal fila~
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Slide-rests.

Co., io, ChristmasSteps, Bristol, have
MeSSrs.Geo. Gooiman
sent us somephotographsand particulars of ran;e of compound
slide-reststhey are oﬁering. There are ﬁve sizessuitable for lathes
of from zi-in. to 4f-in. centres,and each size madein two quali.
ties. These rests appear to be of thoroughly substantial and
convenient design, and are guaranteed for twelve months from

,5'

W. R.
[21.079] 40-wntt Steam Dynamo.
am thiiiking of bnildizig
io-vcit
(Hull) writes:
4-anip. Manchester type dynamo. \Vonld you kindly
tell me what size engineand boiler would be required
to drive it. Als), what speed should the dynamo be
driven? How many and what candle-power lamps
light?
will
one oi 40-watt output, which “ill
Your dynamo
light lamps amounting to about 40 c.-p. metallic
filament, or to c.-p. carbon ﬁlament. At least h.-p.
is neededto drive it. A horizontal high-speedengine
of
ins. would be suitable. Boiler as
ins. by
Shownon page 34 (Fig. 10), " Model Boiler Making,"
is. diameter,should
would suit. Armature, about
ru at about 2,800r.p.m.

Grantham Terrace, East Bax-netRoad, New Barnet; and Messrs.
Baker Bros, 287, Sandall Street, i-iiilme Hall Lane, Manchester.

is

ment shall I want to be about the samelight as the i6 c.-p. too-volt
carban ? (4) Which are best—Osram or Tantalum lamps ?
(5) \Vnich is the bestaccumulatorfor car work—one6 volts 30 amp.
hour, or one 4 volts 4o amp-hours ? Which would last longest
for ignition ?
(i) It is a bad design. It would not give on a “quarter the
output you mention. Please refer to our hand ook, Sniall Dy
namos and Motors ” (7d. post free), which contains designs for
tinman's solder
various types of various outputs. (2) Ordinary
"
cmsists of
parts tin and i part lead. (3) Six
teen candle-power" is the measureof the light, and is
or arcs. (4)
the samewhetherobtained from pea~lamps
Osrani for efficiency; Tantalum are not fragile. (5)
Dependsupon the requirementsof the coil. The 6 volt
3 amp. gives the greaterwatt-hour capacity.
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The News of the Trade.
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‘A New Radial Drilling Machine.
We show in the accompanying photograph new
design of foot-power radial drilling machine, which
has recently been placed on the market by Messrs.
Drumniond Bros., Ltd., of Rydi-s Hill, (jiiiidiord,
Surrey. As most of our readers probably know, the
differencebetweena radial drilling machineand one of
the ordinary type is—that in the former the work
hired in position and the drill spindle movable,that
is, the drill
brought to the work and not the work
to the drill, as in the case of the ordinary pattern
machineswith a swingtableor movablevice. in general
engineeringwork thereare many cases where this
great advantage,particularly for drilling holes in large
castings,and radial drills are to be found in regular use
in most works. They are, however, usually of large
size for dealing with heavy work, and, so far as we
know, foot-power radial drill
distinct novelty.
It will readily be seen that thereare many occasions
when
is very convenientto be able to bolt an awk
ward-shapedcasting on to the side or the top of the
slotted table with which this machine provided, and
to adnist the position of the drill on the radial arm
to suit the required hole. in fact, the convenienceof
the machine in actual work so great that Mr. Drum
mmd tells us that the ﬁtters in his own shops will
frequently do a job on one of these machines rather
than use one of the man) power-drivenordinary drill
ing machines regularly allotted to their use. The
capacity of this machine
very remarkable, for
will drill any size hole from i-ioth in.
to
in.
comfortably,
the
feed of
diameter quite
rill oi the
latter size being about in. in six minutes, in cast
iron. For smaller sizes the feed is, of course,much
extremelylight. We have
faster. and the treadliiig
had an opportunity of personallyverifying the excep
tional working oi this machine,and can recommend
as a most useful tool for motor works, repair shops,
and any amateur's or light engineeringshopwhere the
work for such a tool exists.
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Messrs. Carson‘s New Catalogue.
Co., Ltd., of Birmingham,
Messrs. jas. Carson
wi‘it'.‘us that they have had
shoal of applicants for
their new list, but the majority of their correspon
dents have omitted to encloseeven stamp for post
A New RADIAL DRILLING Macnmn, BY Messns. DRUMMOND
age. As the list costs 9d. to produCe,and further
Bnos., Lro.
ad. for postage,they think, with good reason,that the
price of 6d. post free, at which they are advertising the list, is
date of purchase. Messrs.Goodman Co. also send us photo
iair, and they hope that applicants who really want the book
graph of
h.~p.gas engine,and double-geareddrilling spindle,
will enclosethe necessarystamps.
as well as one showing their new premisesat the addressgiven
above, where they will be pleasedto see any of our readerswho
Model Motor Fire Engine Castings.
We have received replies from the following p.-ople stating
can call. it may be remembered that this firm formerly
that they are prepared to supply sets of castings for the model
carried on businessfor
number of years in Bath, but that ill
steam fire engine shown in the coloured plate given with Tiii:
health on the part of the principal causeda temporary suspension
Moon. ENGINEER for January and, i908: Mr. D. McLean,
of activities.
8,
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The Editor's Page.
the subject of our Speed Boat
" A. W."
(Baildon) writes:
Competition,
'“1 beg to suggest that the speeds be no
longer taken over a 3oo-yds. run, including the
start, but that they be taken over a ﬂying 30 yds.,
allowing the competitor any length he likes of pre
These maxi
liminary run for getting up speed.
mum speeds are certainly more difﬁcult to take,
but they are the best criterion of merit, and the
best guide as to what may be expected of a full
size boat of similar design, and so the competition
of even more scientiﬁc interest
would become
alteration would
The suggested
than hitherto.
put the competitors on a more equal footing.‘
Under the old rules, a man living near a lake where
run can be made in one length has
the 3oo-yds.
an advantage over a man whose lake only allows
a loo-yds. run; but under the suggested rules an
ordinary public park lake would sufﬁce, and this
would certainly induce more persons to compete.
Now that such high speeds are attained by model
boats, it is a difﬁcult matter to stop a boat from
the bank which it is approaching at full speed,
and if a boat strikes the bank at full speed it is
seriously damaged, so it becomes necessary to stop
her in “mid ocean," from the starting point, by
A park
means of a string attached to a lever.
lake 60 yds. long would allow 20 yds. for getting
up speed, 30 yds. for the timing length, and 10 yds.
for slowing down after engine is stopped."

ONCERNING

i

U

Q

While a short course such as our correspondent
to those
suggests would, perhaps, be a convenience
who have not got access to a. lake giving a loo-yds.
or longer course, we do not feel able to agree that
is the best test of the merit
a short “sprint”
of a speed boat, and, indeed, for this very reason
we have always placed the minimum length of
We have no doubt that from
course at 100 yds.
course,
much
a ﬂying start, and over a 3o-yds.
better speed performances could be done than
under the conditions we usually impose, but we
do not think that the ﬁgures, however good, would
represent the same degree of merit as is possessed
by a boat ableinot only to do a good speed, but
So far as
able to stay a reasonably long course.
the size of the lake is concerned, even this difﬁculty
does not apply to the same extent as formerly,
now that a circular course is permitted in our
competitions.

t

G

“ C. C."
(Rotherham)
Another correspondent,
and we think it is
has rather a novel grievance,
against the authorities in his town,
a grievance,
who, as the result of much discussion, have decided
to admit model motor-boats to the use of the lake

in the local public park, but limit the length of the
craft to 3 it. Why this limit is ﬁxed is not quite
clear, but our correspondent, who has a ﬂeet of
several model boats, all over the prescribed length.
has got to set to work to build something smaller,
if he wishes to avail himself of the privilege which
He asks if he can hope to
has just been granted.
get any reasonable speed from a boat under 3 ft. in
length, which will carry his lightest engine and
He
boiler, which in running order weigh 16 lbs.
is willing to experiment with any type of bull,
however extreme or uncommon, which bears promise
of success, and would be glad if any of our readers
could suggest the lines of something worth a trial,
Perhaps some of our designing friends may like to
try their hands at this little problem, but, mean
while, we would suggest that “ C. C." giVes some
thought to the possibilities of the hydroplane, and
particularly to the details of the Folly, which we
shall publish at an early date.

Answers to Correspondents.
W. A. (Forest Gate).—See our
3rd,

issue

of November

1904.

L. C. (Henﬁeld).-—You can simply fasten to tube
plate by bolt and nut.
fcr
thanks
L. G. Cosvucn (Siracusa).—Many
It is of much
your post-card from Messina.
interest.

C.
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How To Animus Llrrnns.
All oorrspondence relating to the literary portion oi the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists, &c., (or review,to be address.
to I‘m: Barron. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's~Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
relating to advertisement“and depositsto be
All correspondence
addressed10 Tux Anvanriszmm'r MANAGER, The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales oi the
paper and books lo be addressedto Percival Marshall 8; Co.,
26—29,Poppiu's Court, Fleet Street, London EC.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
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all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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A Model

Railway
By B.

“I

at Cricklewood.
leCKER.

"EXPERIMENT" Locomorrvx

ERHAPS

the following

description of a model
{or a sale of work
would be of interest to some readers :—
The Track (zlr-in. gauge) was laid with Messrs. W.
], Bassett-Lowke & Co.'s small scale permanent
way, and the total length was about 90 ft. The
curves, owing to the small space available, were
only 6 ft. 6 ins. radius. The points were self
setting, but may, if necessary, be moved by a lever
at the side. A station 6 it. long was fret-worked
It contained a. waiting-room.
from g-in. wood.
These were
a booking ofﬁce, and a central hall.
lit by electric light supplied by a 4-volt accumulator
by the side of the track. Miniature advertisements
on the walls added to its realism. There was a
This was made by placing
tunnel 4 it. 6 ins. long.
well painted, over a box
some stiﬁ blind-cloth,
like frame. ‘Moss and sand were ﬁxed to it to
represent hedges and paths. A road over-bridge
was also made.

railway ﬁtted up lecently
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AND

Sumac-Box.

The Signals were worked by electricity from a
The system is very simple and proved
signal-box.
very reliable. On each signal the rod from the
arm comes down to the lever, to which is attached
the weight. At the other end a small piece of tinned
steel is soldered cross-wise.
Under this is ﬁxed a.
bell bobbin, with an air-gap of about 3-16ths in.
between it and the steel plate.
It the movement
is fairly easy. one bobbin only will work it satis
The levers in the signal-box are of
factorily.
wood. pivoted on a. stiff wire.
Round each was
ﬁxed a. brass band, which connected
two wires on
being pulled. thus completing the circuit.
The Rolling-stock consisted of two bogie carriages
(I..N.W.R.), (a brake van and passenger coach),
a six-wheeled passenger coach. a mail van, and a.
timber truck.
“
The Locomotives consisted
of a {-in. scale
Ex<
"
Black Prince."
periment (by Messrs. Carson), a
and
a Metropolitan
electric locomotive.
Owing

~
l

4

I

Locomonvz

3

l

ENGINEER.
Amongst our visitors through your advertisement,
a Mr. Beeson kindly came forward with practical
for some of our little difﬁculties, and
suggestions
ﬁnally brought a ﬁne 4—4—0 tank engine of his
own construction, which proved a great acquisition.
His sincere kindness was greatly appreciated.
Owing to the bad light, several of the photographs
have been taken of the railway laid temporarily

MR. HAWELL’s

MODEL

is

If there
in the garden.
anything not quite clear
should be only too pleased to
on this account,
explain further.
I

exact thickness of the sides
uprights, Qin. square,
were then dowelled in the edge each side about
a V-shaped piece let in at the
equal distances,
stern, and a solid piece at the stern, and same shape.
Two sides of thin white pine were then steamed and
bent to the curve of boat, and glued and screwed.
being pinned all round at the rabbet with veneer
The bottom was then shaped to the required
pins.
The hull was
curve. and the whole glass-papered.
given eight coats of paint and ﬁnal coat of white
enamel.
The painting
did in the coach-painting
;
3

now being altered to a worm
time ago in Tm:' MODEL

I

it

is

some

above

PORTION
OF THE TRACK WITH "EXPERIMENT"
AND PART or TRAIN ALONGSIDE
STATION.

is

as suggested

By M. HAWELL.
model launch, built and engined
by myself, was practically made from scrap
material, with the exception of the cylinder,
which was a casting. The hull is ft. long by 4i ins.
ﬁrst planed up
ins. deep.
beam amidships, and
alength of basswood 4’; ins. wide by ft. long, and
A rabbet was cut right round same, the
shaped it.

HE

3

is

is

is

working with it, and
gear,

SHOWING

1909.

A Model Steam Launch.

“

Ex
to the curve being a little too sharp, the
" locomotive was only able to run on the
periment
straight portion of the line.
"
“
Black Prince
pulled two bogie carriages
The
the electric
Unfortunately.
a six-wheeler.
and
locomotive could only be shown working for a
armature needed repairs.
few minutes, as the
itself very
a Thompson 28. and
The motor
transmitted to the
The power
satisfactory.
found,
It
axle by means of a spring belting.
however.
very diiTicult to obtain satisfactory

Vle

March

25,

Electrlcla

and

.
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STEAM

LAUNCH.

with the necessary rubbing down, etc., result
ing in an ivory-like surface. The lead keel,_ of course,
The boiler drum is of brass
was ﬁtted before this.
style,

March 25, 1909.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

7 ins. by 2 ins., with 4 ins. inclined } in. water
tubes, and the outer covering lagged with asbestos.
It is ﬁred with a. 5-wick (asbestos) spirit-lamp, and
supplies steam to a i- in. by {i in. double action slide
All
valve engine, the same running at a high speed.
the deck ﬁttings, including funnel, engine room
skylight, and steering-wheel are of polished brass.
The port-holes round the raised deck being brass boot
eyelets. She travels well on the water, and took about
six months to build, only working at odd times.

'

3
b . h _.. p _ Qu ick
DeSIgn for
ReVOIUtiOﬂ Engine.

The engine
is designed
specially for direct
coupling to a dynamo, although, of course, with
modiﬁcations, it could be used for
the necessary
marine propulsion, or anything that is suitable for
its speed, which is 2,000 r.p.m. This gives a piston
speed of 500 ft. per minute, which may seem rather
high, but the design has been worked out on that
in.—is
The pressure—200 lbs. per sq,
basis.
another basis used in the calculations, and is stated
at its maximum value, consistent with average
factors of safety for the type of engine considered

i
l

here.

‘

By A. W. G. Tucsz.
LTHOUGH
nothing
strikingly

is
original
claimed for the design herewith, there are
a number of details in the make up of it

267
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The engine is, of course, quite suitable for much
lower pressures, but naturally, the brake horse
power will vary approximately with the steam
used.
The pressure
of 200 lbs. gives
pressure
stresses
on the various parts as follows :—The
piston-rods, 4,500 lbs., and connecting-rods 4,900
lbs. per sq. in., compressive,
and bearing pressures
Fnunss,
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the following
64 lbs. crosshead,

values:
465 lbs.

gudgeon-pin,
920 lbs.
crank-pin, and 310 lbs.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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on the main bearings, the above values being given
in lbs. per sq. in. on projected eﬁective surface.
The engine being single-acting, these pressures

March 25, 1909.

Firstly;
been adopted for more reasons than one.
owing to the high piston speed it would have been
a difﬁcult matter to design ports such as would be

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
OF
1% B.H.-P.

|

QUICK REVOLUTION
ENGINE.

Cylinders, 1} :‘ns. and 2} ins..'
I%-l'ﬂ. shake.

M

3

2

/

9‘;

I

O

F111

4

5

.>I.l.l.

'

min

5ca/e of

INC/785_

are constant in one direction; it will, ﬂiereiore, be
for oilways to be preperly cut in all the
bearing parts just mentioned, to admit the oil in
between
the surfaces.
A single-acting engine has
necessary

required by the double-acting type, to secure a
quick admission of steam, without involving a
heavy loss, due to excessive clearance volumes.
In the design under consideration the ports are

March 25, r909.
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I

only 1} in. long, and the running piston clearance
The clearance volumes are, therefore,
1-32nd in.
very small indeed, namely, 2-1 per cent. in the
HxP. cylinder, and 2-6 per cent. in the L.-P., conse—
quently the loss due to clearance is reduced to a
minimum.
Secondly, packed stufﬁng-boxes are dispensed
with, and there is not one stufﬁng-box in the
engine ; and, thirdly, the engine will be practically
2'14;

i
\

Although it is impossible to predict any per
centage of speed regulation for the governor, I do
not see why it should not be so adjusted to give

results. considering its
reasonably satisfactory
small size.
With governors of this type, designed
for full-size engines, it is nearly always a matter of
“cut and try " with them before the necessary
Needless to say, the
speed regulation is obtained.
details of the governor must be nicely made to
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This is not a great consideration for an
noiseless.
engine of this size, but it may be considered a good
feature nevertheless. Seeing the engine is intended
a speed controlling device of
{or direct-coupling,
The style adopted
some description is necessary.
here is of the Westinghouse expansion type, with
is de
’the valve crank so pivoted that the lead
this having been found
creased with the cut-oﬁ;
desirable with full-size engines of this type.

CnsT \mm

counteract the eﬂect of friction on the various pins
N,‘
as much as possible.
A semi-rotating valve of the Corliss type has
been adopted in this design for various reasons.
practically balanced, this having been
Firstly, it
considered absolutely necessary, seeing that it is
to be controlled by a shaft governor, thereby re
ducing the amount of work to be done by. the
lends itself
gearing inside the flywheel. Secondly,

it

6.3.

is

hat-men THRO,

TblSTOKS

“ns'
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so well to the short port design; and, lastly, it
a neat arrangement and simpliﬁes the
makes
cylinder casting to a great extent. The engine is
arranged for splash lubrication, the crank case
being made oiltight for that purpose. A small
pipe, as shown, must be arranged to overﬂow the
water that seems to inevitably leak into the
crank case of enclosed engines via the pistons, as
it is not desirable that the oil level should get any
higher than shown on the drawing.
Having pointed out the more salient features of
the design, the constructional details oi the make
The cylinders are
up are now to be considered.
of cast iron, in one piece, with the crosshead slides.
care being taken during the boring out process to
that their centre lines are truly parallel.
ensure
The cylinder bores and respective crosshead slides
are machined in one setting thereby saving any
lining up.
A perforated tube is ﬁtted under the l..-P. cylinder
bottom, as shown. to enable
the
to
engine
"
If this were not ﬁtted, the oil over
breathe.”
ﬁow pipe would discharge the contents of the crank
The end nearest the piston
case in a short time.
must be blind, thus preventing the air rushing
straight on to the thin L.~P. piston and cooling it
to some extent.

March 25, i909.

The pistons should be machined all over to
other. being
exactly balance each
frequently
weighed when the ﬁnished cuts are being taken to
that end.
Spring packing rings are not required.
three water grooves
the pistons
being provided;
will remain tight ior a considerable period, there
being no side thrust upon them.
The crank case, although shown on the drawing
made of cast iron, would do very well in aluminium.
thus setting off the general appearance of the engine
to some extent. An inspection door is ﬁtted in
the front of the crank case to make the connecting
rod bottom ends accessible.
Studs are provided
in the top of the crank case to take the cylinders.
Two of these should be ﬁtted. as the spigots are not
designed to ﬁt into the crank case.
The main bearings are of the solid type, no
adjustment being provided, seeing the engine is
single-acting ; the top halves are also cut away for
the same reason.
A sheet brass bafﬂe plate is
spigoted into the outer ends and riveted over,
thus simplifying the cutting of the oil return
passages, which should be as large as possible to
The
keep the oil from ﬂowing along the shalt.
bearings are spigoted into the crank case and
fastened with six }-in. screws.
The crankshaft is best made out of a piece of
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The cylinder covers are cast in one piece and
iorm the valve chest, the ports being so short they
can be drilled and ﬁnished 05 with precision.
The
of the valve chest should
be accurately
bore
ﬁnished for obvious reasons.
The exhaust steam
is taken away at the L.-P. end of the valve chest
bore by a i»-in. internal diameter pipe.
Drain
cocks, although not shown on the drawings, should
be ﬁtted to the tops of the cylinders just under the
The cylinders and valve chest should be
ﬂanges.
cleaded with asbestos and covered in with Russian
iron, as shown on the general arrangement.

Cues‘r

Casi \nou

boiler plate. this being cheaper and sounder than
an ordinary forging.
The coupling is keyed on
separately, and prevented from coming 05 by a
3-16ths in. screw, screwed into the end of the shaft.
The balance weights. though by no means
essential,
will conduce
greatly to the sweeter
running of the engine, and will also help to reduce
any tendency of the shaft to hog, owing to the
bearings being a comparatively long distance apart.
Although it is impossible to absolutely balance
two cylinder engines of the type under considera
tion by making both sets of running gear weigh
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same, statically balancing the crankshaft and
afﬁxing balance weights thereto, as near to the planes
of revolution of the rotating portions of the run
ning gear as possible, a satisfactory result in that
direction can be obtained.
The balance weights are of cast iron, Spigoted
into holes drilled up the crank-pins, and secured
by a fin. bolt; fin. feathers must be ﬁtted to
prevent the weights tilting, thus causing endless
trouble.
The connecting-rods are of high strength cast
The non-bearing ends are reduced to a
gun—metal.
minimum,
thus securing lightness and better
The bottom end strap is secured by
lubrication.
two kin. screws, tightly ﬁtted, and the ends just
knocked over to prevent slackening back.
The piston-rod and crossheads call for no special
comment, except perhaps the method of securing
The piston-rods are screwed
the gudgeon-pins.
hard on to a ﬂat on the pins, thus preventing them
turning round or moving endways. Holes are
with the
provided in the top of the crossheads
object of allowing the air to rush through, carrying
particles of oil to lubricate the cylinder walls with.
The valve is of cast iron, being the same material
as its chamber, thus avoiding the tendency to
stick when starting up due to the different co~
efﬁcients of expansion of dissimilar metals, it being
assumed that they will be an accurate ﬁt.
There
should be no difﬁculty in making the valves from
them completely
the data given, which shows
expanded.
A small slot must be cut at A to allow live steam
The
to pass and act on the valve spindle head.
valve is driven from the spindle by a dovetail
coupling, which prevents it being blown down
the exhaust pipe, and to reduce the pressure on the
valve spindle head.
(To be roncludcd.)
the

Some Model Berges.
'

I

By S. C. FoRo.
‘HES_E bridges have just been completed for the
i-in. scale model railway published in THE
MODEL ENGINEER of December 17th, 1908.

A ‘lVIODEL GIRDER BRIDGE.
They are made of steel angle and ﬂat bars through
out, and, as usual in our practice, drawings were
prepared. The quantity and costs were arrived

March 25. 1909.

at, ﬁrst of all.
These
being settled, work was
commenced.
To ensure uniformity in the drilling and erecting,
templates were made and used throughout its
construction.
Though they took up a great deal
of time in preparing, it was amply repaid by the
rapidity of the drilling and erecting in general,
and it was no surprise to see the whole thing go
together with great ease and simplicity, and no
doubt readers may guess that riveting up a 13-h.
6—in. span bridge.
with no less than 390 rivets,
is no light undertaking if the work is not accurate.
with, all the various lengths,
To commence

ANOTHER MODEL BRIDGE.

By

S. C. Fonn.

bars, and angles were cut off to the speciﬁed dimen
sions,
up. and drilled to the aforesaid
squared

templates. The top and bottom chords of each
girder (after having been drilled) were now laid
out on a long bench. and all the important members
were placed in position. and then bolted up whilst
the intermediate bars were inserted in their correct
position, and riveted up straight away, and after
a time the bolts were withdrawn from the former
and rivets inserted in their places for
members
Each side
girder was
the
permanent ﬁxing.
completely before ﬁxing to the distance
ﬁnished
four, and Lsimply consist
pieces, of which there are
of ﬂat pieces of steel plate, with angle con
nections riveted on, which gives general
stillness to the plate itself, as well as conve
nience in riveting up to the main girders.
Beside these distance-pieces, the bridge is
well strengthened as a whole by a system
of longitudinal and transverse bracing. The
track sleepers are screwed on to the top
chord of the girders. and, in turn, the rails.
Guard-rails are placed each side of the
bridge, and give a very realistic appearance
to the whole. Small bedplates are riveted
on to the bottom chords, thus making a
good seating on to the abutments.
A few of the leading dimensions will not
be out of place, and will sufﬁce to giVe the
reader an idea of the work: Total span,
13 ft. 6ins. ; depth of girder, 5i ins; total
width QVer guard-rails, 8 ins.; centre to
centre of girder, 5i ins. ; total number of
holes drilled, 1,080 ; total weight. 95 lbs. ;
total wood screws, 160 ; total number of rivets, 390.
When tested, it stood a uniform distributed load of
30 lbs. per ft.-run without any appreciable deﬂection.
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Model
By

Parsons
Turbine.

C.

VER since I ﬁrst
I have had the

H.

Steam

MATTHEWS.

saw a steam turbine at work
desire to construct a model,
and as, apparently, such models are few and
between,
I have come to the conclusion the
far
chief drawback to model builders tackling this type
of engine is the difﬁculty of making and ﬁtting a
After
suitably-designed blade or Set of blades.
spending considerable time and money on the latter
"
"
(which was by no means the least interesting part
of the Job), I got THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook
(No. 23) on the subject, which offered me some very
useful hints, and I decided to make my blades

Fro.

I.—\’Iew or Tar. FINISHED

from brass discs, about 14 to 18 gauge, the latter
for the high-pressure end and the former for the
the greater diameter, and
low-pressure—having
The rotor blades were
consequently longer blade.
made by drilling a series of holes about I-Ioth in.
diameter round the base of the blade space, and
then cutting with the hand-shears down from the
periphery to the hole and twisting the strip that was
formed between each two cuts to an angle of about
forming a curved blade by the
45°, afterwards
application of two pairs of pliers ; the ﬁxed blades
being bent the opposite direction and sweated on to
liners of brass sheet beaten out to the shape of the
cylinder walls, and held in position by 3-16ths-in.
brass setscrews through tapped holes in the cylinder
walls; the casing being held in position pm tam.
by clamps during the operation of fixing. These
discs, or 58128 of blades, were then threaded on to
a, }-in. mild steel shaft (i-in. holes_being bored
through centres of each one previously), _wrth
In each D-piece a
distance pieces between each set.

Electrician.

a73

groove was turned, which allowed the base of the
rotor blades to sink in for about Q in. without
This took up a lot of time and work.
binding.
However, on trial I was dissatisﬁed with the
blading altogether, and decided to scrap It and start
again. The turbo ran at a great speed, but her
steam
was
consumption
enormous.
The chief
errors were :—The blades were too long, in the ﬁrst
place, and allowed—so I take it—too great an ex
pansion to take place without gaining any turning
movement.
Again. by being long the leverage
at the tips was so great that many of them were
chewed up on trial, so I decided to reduce the length
of the blades, and to diminish the area of the
annular steam space, also to increase the number of
blades.
The ﬁrst set comprised 568 blades in all.
The new ones number close on 1,000.
They are
made from solid cast brass discs, which I turned up

Mover. PARSONS

STEAM

TURBINE.

and bored out to { in., with solid cast-iron distance
pieces or blocks between those of the high-pressure
In the case of the intermediate sizes, they are
end.
held apart by rings cut from solid-drawn copper
tubing. The low-pressure blades, however. being
larger, I had shoulders cast on them about i in.
below the blade base ; these are turned a scale size
and butt together, being held tightly in position by
i-in. bolts, three of which pass through clearance
holes in discs below this shrouding.
The same
method of locking was applied to the low-pressure
The ﬁxing of the discs to the shaft is
blade discs.
obtained by having small collars fastened to them
with three clamping setscrews in (3-I6ths-in. tap).
In the case of the low-pressure end there
collar
is a bush cast solid on the disc, and a false
with three }-in. setscrews ﬁtted and passing through
clearance holes in the solid bush.
The whole rotor
blades are clamped together as well by an end nut
(gas thread), and a collar turned on the shaft solid
at low-pressure end, after the manner of armature

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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stampings. This has made a sound and workmanlike job of the rotor.
The ﬁxed or stator blades were made after the
same fashion as the rotors, but a large clearance
hole for rotor barrel was bored in each one, and I
took the precaution of having these castings made
lighter here (except for solid bush for holding in
milling attachment, afterwards cut out), which
I made a small
saved time, and money for brass.
attachment for fastening to tool-rest in lathe,
as shown in Fig. 4, and procured a 3-in. diameter
saw wheel, and mounted on a mandrel.
r4-gauge
Saw gates or clearances were then cut at regular
intervals all round the discs at an even depth, the
solid parts in between making beautifully smooth
and strong blades, the only fault being they are ﬂat
instead of curved. This method answered equally
well for rotor and stator blades, the only difference
being that the arrange
ment was turned to oppo
site
sides aftcr ﬁnishing
the stator blades, which
gives the latter blade the
slant
in the
opposite
direction.
in the ﬁxed
blades,
in cutting the
themselves
I left
blades
a solid part at intervals
of a i-in. round the cir

l
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is made from an elbow water tap casting with a
sleevc valve screwed into it with triangular ports
cut in, and the sleeve held in position by a shaft
passing out through a stufﬁng gland.
The cylinder body is bolted on to exhaust
chamber, and the front or high~pressure
end
support, having elongated holes cut in to allow for
"breathing" where holding-down bolts are. The
oval steam bend seen in photo (Fig. 1) is also to allow
for this.
The low-pressure end is bolted down
rigidly to bedplate with i-in. setscrews.
Two
stufﬁng glands are ﬁtted to the cylinder, the high
an
ordinary screwed
gland, the
pressure
being
In the exhaust chamber
low-pressure being split.
top half is ﬁxed a brass plate hammered to a
suitable shape to deﬂect the steam downwards
to the exhaust pipe, which is composed of a built-up
brass bend and a diminishing pipe made of iS‘gauge

cumference.
These
are
bored out and tapped to
3-i6ths in. and receive
this size setscrew through
clearance
holes
in
the

cylinder walls.

The rotor
ﬁnished,
closely lcsembled the real
article, and were cut in
halves for fastening to
top and bottom halves of
cylinder.
There is considerable
end thrust which is taken
up by a thrust block at
low-pressure end. of the
marine type.
On the
Fro. 2.—-DETA]L
VIEW snowrxc GOVERNOR OF TURBINE.
other side
of this is
mounted a small heavy
tinned sheet iron, riveted and sweated at joint,
ﬂywheel, which corrects any unevenness in balance.
ﬁtted with ﬂanges and bolted on to similar ﬂange on
The cylinder and all castings wore made from my
~
brass bend.
This former gradually tapers from a
own patterns at a local foundry, except the bed
1
square to a round and of a slightly smaller area,
plate, which I cut out of a {i-in. mild steel plate.
the tapering occurring gradually from low-pressure
The steam is fed at end of cylinder by three copper
end, the full length of the machine.
A pressure
bends.
This method is not, of course, applied to
the Parsons turbo in reality, but was employed to
gauge, as seen, is ﬁtted in the ordinary way.
On ﬁrst trying with old blades, 50 lbs. per sq. in.
use the ﬁrst set of blades (which are shrouded by a
This seems to pan
was required to start her, and a good pressure and
brass band) as an impulse turbo.
out all right in a small set.
supply had to be maintained to get any sensible
Now, with the aforementioned
The old one
The exhaust chamber is a new one.
turning torque.
alterations, she starts up on from 25 to 30 lbs.
was in one solid casting, with a much smaller
exhaust port; apart from that, it was extremely
per sq. in., and runs beautifully on 8 lbs. of steam
at 30 lbs. the speed is approximately 3,600 r.p.m..
inconvenient to remove the rotor, by reason of
with every indication of her turning out a useful
having to slide the cylinder-end over the shaft.
model for the purpose she was intended for, viz.,
and thereby causing the removal of the ﬂywheel
and thrust-block
beforehand.
Anybody contem
driving small generator, which I hope to build this
summer.
plating building a turbo of this type will do well
I further contemplate ﬁtting a small circulating
to make the high- and low-pressure ends in halves.
On the end of the shaft (high-pressure end) are
pump for bearings, which appear on a regular load
to be the only parts requiring attentiouJ
(1‘he tur
screwed the governors; but as I am experimenting
with an entirely new type of governor, they are
bine has run for many hours on end at the above
“
"
not shown connected
The throttle valve
and with the exception of
speed,
whipping
up.
blades,

when

i
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to some slight extent—whichl hope to correct—has
not given any trouble. This in itself is some satis
faction, after nearly two years' work in my spare
time.

FIGS. 3 AND 4.—Snowmo

ll

who thinks
to any reader
1 may suggest
my own little
a turbine—alter
of constructing
advise him _to
should strongly
rienoe—I
e
Were I making
build one of the "Zoelly" type.

!

37S

another one, this would be the type I should copy
in the main, the blades being, to my mind, again the
biggest difﬁculty ; but taking everything into con
sideration—losses due to leakage round blade tips

TURBINE TAKEN

Armin.

and through the comparatively large area between
large
blade tips, and through the comparatively
area between rotor and base of stator blades, and
hammering oi the steam on the blade edges (which I
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cut down by chamfering each one to suit
direction of steam), and the absence of end thrust
-—this type, in my opinion, oﬂers greater simplicity
and eﬁiciency altogether to the model maker. I
have never seen or heard of a model of this design,
and it struck me that possibly it may interest
some of the readers of your interesting and instruc
tive journal, and should anybody care for any
further information regarding it, I should be glad
to let them have it; also, when I get the whole set
complete and coupled to a condenser I propose to
send you the ﬁnal results—that is, providing the
governors do not act in any unfriendly manner,
and the blades do not end their career in the con
denser body, calling forth possibly unpardonable
comments on” the whole test.
" turbo,"
'Since the photographs were taken of the
I have put on the original governors, of which I
a snapshot.
enclose
Should the new type prove
successful,
I shall be glad to forward drawings
The machine weighs
and description of them later.
about I cwt.
have

Cut out two pieces
holder is not restricted to size.
of tin or brass fairly thin; lap over a darning
needle so as to form two tubes, large enough at
ends to go over the pins in the Osram lamp; solder
" Fluxite." Make them about
in place with
Q-m.

Lamp

/

wiﬁi

exl'endea'

©
_

p108

Rubber CO//d/‘
cul' as sbown
lb

Fl'q. /.

fil'

aver /am,a

Fig. 2.

Get a piece of i-in. rubber hose pipe and cut
on' i in. long, as a collar to go over the
Osram lamp ; cut the rubber as shown, and having
placed it ovar the lamp, press it home and give it the
usual turn.

long.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Rmders are iniix/nl Io contributeshod practiral ilmu [01 "Ill
column, vlmsmion thri'r own workshop nprrunu.
Acct/ﬂed
walnbnuoni will be [mill [0! on publication,1/ dtilfld accord
ing to mail.
All mam! mlmdrd for this rolumn Judd bl
"
"
marked WORKSHOP on (hemz‘zlopr.)

A Milling Machine Jack.
By W. H. Isur.

When milling small taps, reamers, and other
jobs of small diameter, where the work is held in a
chuck on the milling machine, the device shown will
be found very useful; the idea is to support the
work to prevent springing, allowing heavier cuts
It consists
to be used and keeping the work true.
of a small jack, which is raised up to the work,

B
i
a
l

',H

‘l|

H

Base

Camp/cf:

ﬁns/r.

thereby supporting it. It needs little explanation.
A is the base, a plain hole being bored in the centre ;
B is a piece of square steel with a part reduced and
screwcd as shown (the screwed part should be a good
ﬁt in the hole in base A). The square portion of B is
veed, as in a V-block.
C is a milled nut to raise or
lower B in base A. If desired a ﬂat may be ﬁled on
screwed part of B, and a screw put in A to prevent
B turning round whilst being raised or lowered.

Small Voltage “0sram” Lamps.
By “ ETAGRON."

25 volts, I believe.
enough in the socket to ﬁt ordinary
l ﬁtted some of these
electric lamp-holders.
S.B.C. lamps into holders, as I show in the drawing,
and ﬁnd that they are quite as satisfactory as
the small holder.;
the advantage being that the

At present no lamp lower than

is made

large

a piece

Signalling on Model Railways.
By 650. ernnmcnnu.
(Continued [10m page 246.)
T will, perhaps, be as well to give here a little ex
In Fig. 28, A
planation of this type of locking.
are the tappets which are connected to the levers,
and b are the locks. Fig. 29 shows two tappets
which we will suppose belong to two levers, each
working a signal. It is required that these two
signals must not be oﬂ at one and the same time.
If No. l is pulled back the lock b will slide into the
notch in No. 2 tappet (see Fig. 30). thus locking it
so that it cannot be moved.
In the same way
pulling back No. 2, No. 1 will be locked ; it is there
fore impossible for both to be back at the same time.
It is frequently re uired that the pulling back
‘of one lever shall re ease another; for example,
No. 8 releases No.9 (see Locking Table and plan.
Fig. I). This is arranged as shown in Fig. 31,
where it will be seen that No. 9 is locked, but will
be released by No. 8 being pulled back, when the
notch in this tappet will allow the lock 12 to slide
out from the notch in No. 9. Thus, No. 9 is released
and, when pulled back, locks No. 8 in its back or
off position.
Fig. 32 gives the arrangement of notches when
one lever is required to lock one or more levers in
both positions, as is the case with No. 10, which
locks Nos. 5 and 8 in both positions (see Fig. 1).
By Fig. 32 it will be seen that either of the
levers 5, 8, or 10 are free to be pulled back.
Fig. 33 shows 5 and 8 locked by 10 in their
normal or on position, while Fig. 34 shows them
locked by No. 10 in the back or oﬁ position.
By
combining and varying the arrangement of locks
and notches as just described, it will be quite easy
to understand that almost any arrangement of lock
ing can be carried out.
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The looking, as shown by Fig. 28, is really very
It consists of strip brass, cheese
easy to make.
headed screws, and a piece of wood to ﬁx it on.
The wood should be well seasoned and of a fairly
hard nature; size, when ﬁnished, 7} ins. by
2 7-16ths ins. by 5-i6ths in.
The whole of the
locking is made of strip brass, the same size as that

%
FIG. 29.

FIG. 30.

FIG. 31.

screws—
used for the levers; the cheese-headed
the heads of which actually do the locking—are
1-16th in. diameter and as short as possible.
It will be best to commence with the two guide
Each of these are made by
pieces W (Fig. 28).
soldering two strips of brass together for their
whole length and screwing a third piece on the top
These top strips may
with four 1-16th in. screws.
be taken 05 as soon as ﬁtted, but should be marked
so that they will not get mixed. Holes must now
be drilled and countersunk in the soldered strip,
as shown at z, for the screws which hold them down
to the wood base.
In addition to the two pieces just described, ﬁve
more single strips will be required of the same
length and drilled and countersunk in the same
These must now be screwed down to the
way.
Commence by ﬁxing one of the double
wood base.
pieces close to the edge, as shownin Fig. 28. Note
that on account of the tappets being to one side
of the levers these strips sh0uld not be placed equi
distant from each end of the wood, but 3-32nds in.
Now follow with the
nearer to the left-hand.
single pieces, using pieces of the same strip brass
It is im
as gauges to give the correct spacing.
portant that this should be carefully done, otherwise
the locks will not slide nicely in the channels thus
formed.
Having got all ﬁrmly screwed down, set oﬂ the
spaces for the tappets on both double strips exactly
with the spacing of the
4} in. centres to correspond
levers. These two double strips must now be
taken off the wood and saw cuts put through the
top layer only (see V, Fig. 28). Now, with a
narrow chisel remove the little pieces of metal that
are left between each pair of saw cuts; these will
come out quite easily if the chisel is driven in on the
soldered joint: the spaces thus formed will require
cleaning out a little with a ﬁle to remove any
solder that may be left. The two pieces may then
be screwed down again permanently into the wood
base.

The tappets (Fig. 35) are made of the same strip
brass and they should be cut to length and then
twisted one quarter turn. The little slot shown is
formed by drilling a small hole and ﬁling it out-—
it should be a fairly good fit on the pint (Fig. 22),
otherwise the locking will be slack. These tappets
should now be numbered and ﬁtted to the slots
so that they are a nice sliding ﬁt, without any
When this is done, the whole locking may
shake.

a77

be ﬁtted to the lever frame and ﬁxed in position
In
on the angle pieces d_ (Fig. 22) by four screws.
doing this, see that each ta pet is on one of the
pins 3 (Fig. 22). They shou d be about i-32nd-in.
away from the levers to allow for the latter being
sprung out of the notches in the catchplates. Any
of the levers will now work free, moving their
They must work nice
tappets at the same time.
and smooth or they will give trouble later on.
The next operation is to cut the notches and ﬁt
the locks.
Fig. 36 shows a lock, which is nothing
but a piece of strip brass with 1-16th in. cheese
If care be taken to ﬁle all the
headed
screws.
notches exactly the same shape and depth, and all
the screws in the locks are spaced accurately, the
resulting locking will be perfect and quite free

from any slack or lost motion—in other words, any
lever which is locked will be free from shake.
The best way to proceed is to commence with
tappet No. 5. Remove the two strips K, mark
off the ﬁrst notch on the tappet in channel A
(Fig. 28), remove it and ﬁleout the notch. On
reference to the drawing it will be seen that this
is a long shaped notch ; it is actually two, the lower

FIG. 34.
part being for releasing levers 4 and 6. It will
be better not to cut the lower part at present,
Now take a piece of strip brass long enough for the
lock in channel A and ﬁt it to the channel without
any slack, and put in the screw to ﬁt the notch
already cut in tappet N0. 5. Now mark oﬁ and
cut the notches in tappets Nos. 2, 8, and ii, channel
A; pull back lever No. 5, push the lock from left
to right so that the screw head presses hard against
tappet N o. 5, and marks off the position on the lock
for the screws to lock Nos. 2, 8, and 11. Take out
the lock and put in the screws (see that all the
docking screws are a tight ﬁt, so that they will not
work loose), put the lock and tappets in their places,
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If the

A Model Lift.

are in their proper places and the
been carefully cut, it will be seen
that neither of the levers Nos. 2, 8, and 11 can be
pulled back when 5 is back, and likewise 5 will not
come back when either of the’others are back.
The rest of the locking is merely a repetition of
It will be found best to deal with each
the above.
channel in turn, leaving the release and back locks
notches

screws
have

5

4
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By JOHN PIKE.
of Tax M00121. ENGINEER in search
of something novel to take up their spare
hours, it may be suggested to make a model
"
" of the kind now seen
in high-class
working lift
trading houses.
At the moment, I should ﬁnd it difﬁcult to name
anything better adapted to bring out the capa
bilities of an amateur model maker than this
I have no doubt we have all been somewhat fasci
nated with this essential of modern life from our
ﬁrst acquaintance with it: the ease and celerity

0

until last.
\Vhen the locking is in working order, the whole
frame may be considered ﬁnished ready for painting.
The locking should not be painted. The main
frames and the levers below the catchplates may be
black if desired, but are best left unpainted. The
catchplates should be black on top. The levers
3
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Fro. 36.

Fro. 35.

of movement appeal to
to those with a taste for
Of course, there are
best of them you can put

all of us, and especially
mechanics.

In the
lifts—and lifts.
forth your skill in joinery
some wire
there
and carving and fretwork;
work to be done in making the grilles or guards;
iron work in the construction of the gates and
Lastly, some elementary know~
stronger guards.
ledge of electric motors and batteries will be required
at the least, and with increased electrical experi
ence we can go much further, as will be indicated
later.
pretend to no expert knowledge of lifts, but
conclude that
have seen
from what little
lift is a very special piece of work, calling for
a. great deal of skill, and no doubt hedged round
A lift must be
with patent devices of all sorts.
safe, not liable to fall on its own initiative, and
properly guarded. It will, of course, be served
electrically as regards movement and lighting,

is

is

it

a

I

I

it
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2

15

says a writer in the
THE following cement,
Electrician and Mechanic, will stick to anything :—
015.;
ﬁne starch,
025.;
Clean gum arabic,
Pulverise the gum arabic
oz.
white sugar,
laundress
as
the
water
much
in as
and dissolw:
would use for the quantity of starch indicated.
Dissolve the starch and anger in the gum arabic
solution. Cook the mixture in a vessel suspended
This
in boiling water until it becomes clear.
should be as thick as tar, and should be kept so.
from spoiling, put in a small lump of
To keep
camphor, or a few drops of oil of cloves or sassafras.
very strong, and will stick perfectly
This cement
an ideal glue for repairing
to glazed surfaces, and
broken rocks, minerals, or fossils.

I

is

should be green for distant signals, red for all other
signals and ground discs, and black for points.
(To be continued.)
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and, in short,
ft. or so may be
total height of
deemed sufﬁcient.
For a lift of this height we
can only allow—to be proportionately exact——9 ins.,
or a little less, as the width and depth.
Firstly, we make the car, and here at once a lot of
ﬁne work can be done. “vThe one in the model

is

4

electric bells and indicators. gates self-locking,
All this means that a model lift may
and so on.
be made a very interesting and instructive piece
of work. and—neatly ﬁnished—will not compare
badly with other models made by amateur or
professional workers.
The photograph is that of my own model. and
hardly does it justice, from the fact that the colours
are not reproduced. If I were making another,
I should—from the experience gained—make
I
sundry alterations in details here and there.
propose to indicate these for the beneﬁt of any
interested readers.
The model shows a lift serving three ﬂoors;
has wire guards all round; iron gates, which are
the cage or car is
telescopic and self-locking;
lined with mirrors and has an electric lamp, and
is ﬁtted with an electric bell; two seats, plush
covered, and a carpeted ﬂoor.
The motor is on
The car is suspended
a staging at the top.
by
wire
means of ﬂexible
over an iron wheel, with a
side,
the
so that—the motor being un
weight at
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Fro. l.—PLAN or LIFT.
G, Guides.

F, Frame supports.
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Pnorocnnn

or run

FXNISHED

MODEL LIFT.

is

6

ins. square and ii ins. from ﬂoor to roof.
The
woodworker may put in some nice work, with panel
ling
thought proper, but mine
simply made
in mahogany; whitewood framed mirrors occupy
most of the space at the back and sides; two

if

if

it

is

is

a

it

is

is

if

is

shipped—the car will move up and down quite
easily, the car and weight being practically equiva
lent, as represented
in pounds avoirdupois.
The
mounted ona strong
wheel (or drum,
preferred)
iron spindle properly mounted in bearings, and has
on one portion of its length a strong toothed wheel,
ﬁtting a worm gearing on the spindle of the motor
The wire rope, as we may term it,
in use.
passed
twice round the wheel to prevent slipping, and the
work done by the motor
simply to turn this
wheel in either direction.
The worm gearing serves
the speed of the
model very well;
reduces
motor very fairly. and locks the car in any posi
A resistance
tion.
used in the battery circuit
to further reduce the speed. and, of course, a revers
a sine quli non.
ing switch
So much being said,
left to any individual
his own measurements.
worker to select
My
own original design was for four ﬂoors and a base
ment, and, as a fact,
any other sort of gate may
be allowed—easier to make, that is—such a design
would have something to commend it: but, after
all, there are limitations of space to he considered,
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This done. we may ﬁx
pulley or two on the top
staging and connect the weight and car by a stout
cord; the pulleys, of course, neatly centred. We
shall ﬁnd, all being well, that the car moves up and
down freely, and without wobbling; and to ensure
that the electro-motor to be used has fair play and
no more work to do than actually necessary,
some
time should be spent in adjusting the guides, etc.,
so that the car moves with certainty and evenness
uniformly from top to bottom. There
no trouble
with this, of course,
the car has been made properly
and the set-square used freely.
We can, with a
well-built motor and plenty of current, overcome
some obstruction, but
will be more satisfactory
the up and down movement of the car
eﬁected
with the least amount of power.
Now the lift being intended for three ﬂoors,
the reader will imagine that a stairway runs round
Here, also, some neat iron work
on two sides.
may be made to be ﬁxed over the balustrades.
A wire grille or guard all round and from top to
bottom
not necessary in practice, but for the
it

is

it

is

if

seats, upholstered, are ﬁxed, the floor carpeted.
and the car ﬁtted with an electric bell and lamp,
and a dummy switch. The wiring is done with
some ﬁne silk-covered ﬂexible lamp wire, the free
ends being brought out at the back and ﬁxed '
to the centre of the bottom of car, where they are
coiled together and hang down; at least 3 ft. of
wire should be provided, the ends being ﬁnally
looped up and ﬁxed to terminals or other wires
halfway up on one of the Supports at the back.
The car itself ﬁnished, the framework may be
with.
In the present model the actual
proceeded
interior space available is not more than Q in. all
round the car, and the latter moves up and down
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Flo. 4.—PUNCH.

6

it

will be easier to make complete guards
model
for three sides, leaving the front for special treat
ment.
To make the wire guards, build with stout
wood a frame a triﬂe larger than the side to be
ﬁtted. This will be, say
ins. by 33 ins. (inside
measurement); along the top and bottom edges
in. apart, so
put ﬁne wire nails or strong tacks
that the outside tacks are the exact width of guard
required. Now get a coil or two of good, bright
tinned wire (about 22 B.W.G.), cut off a suitable
number of pieces
ins. longer than the length
or
wanted
take one of these wires, make a hook or
loop at one end, hitch it round a nail, and pullin

is

4

5

5

Q

3

straight

deftly and with pliers twist

it

;

it

it

;

:

with guides
strips of wood ﬁxed from top to bottom
to the frame at each corner
this makes for steady
movement, but strips of metal would have made
the frame look lighter.
At one side a weight must be ﬁtted;
should
be rather heavier than the car, and the latter,
by the way, requires a little extra weight—about
lb. or so of sheet lead in the flooring. To make
the weight, weigh out some sheet lead, cutting oﬁ
a piece which will fold nicely, say
by 15 to 20 ins.
This will be approximately the'weight, and the
sheet can then be folded and hammered and shaped
to make a ﬂat weight measuring about
ins.
by
The weight
put into a light wooden frame, and
must then be ﬁtted to move up and down freely
in grooves, as shown in the diagram, Fig. i.

2

i

Fro. 2,—THE GATE.

roun

the proper nail opposing the ﬁrst.
Proceed with
the others, taking the precaution to pass the wire
round the nail on the same side throughout, tighten
ing up as we go until all are done, and they will
be found taut and straight.
Next we cut a number
of pieces corresponding with the width, but an
inch or two longer.
These are interlaced at uni
form distances from the top to the bottom, and
as the work proceeds we shall ﬁnd the wires getting
very tense and holding perfectly when placed.
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The best way is to insert the wires—alternately,
of course—low down, where the long wires are
slackest, and push up into position. The wires
all put in and adjusted, it remains to solder all
the outer joins, and any other, if thought necessary.
The horizontal wires at top and bottom should be
the same distance apart as will equal the length of
Trimmed up, this wire guard
space to be ﬁlled.
should just fit the space it is desired to till. One
can make one of these guards nicely in two hours.
Outside the grille it is usual to put some iron
work of stout build. This is indicated here and
there in the model.
A portion is seen just above
the gates and above the balustrades. A lot of
work can be put in here.
The gates present the most trouble, but by
using screws (bolts and nuts of small size) much
For three gates which will—
time was saved.
closed—cover a space of 5 by 7 ins., nearly equal
to the front of the car, fort'-two strips of soft
Those
iron will be required for- the uprights alone.
I used were made from wire rolled out flat, and
about 150 pieces 16 ins. long, {- in. wide, and about
Here is where I have
1-24th in. thick will be used.
made an alteration in my drawing of the plan for
the gate (Fig. 2).
The design works out correctly,
but a mistake was made in not allowing more
height or length. I have therefore here planned for a gate 8 ins. high, and not 7 ins., as in the model
We shall require for each
photograph.
gate
fourteen strips of 8 ins. and twelve of 3} ins.
In
four pairs of the 8-in. strips, holes will be drilled,
as marked, 112., ﬁve in each; in three pairs, three
holes, also as marked.
The twelve short strips
will require to be drilled in tive places—one in
the centre and two in each end (see
Fig. 3),
the space
between the latter being afterwards
The holes
punched out to make slotted holes.
being drilled (and we can do four at a time), the
slotting work can be quickly done with a small
steel punch with a sharp edge, something like the
small tool (Fig. 4). Of courSe, a strong vice
will be necessary to hold the strip. The success
of the work will depend on the smoothness of the
work done, with the ‘holes in the right places and
the pieces accurately paired;
all corners should
be ﬁled oﬁ and the pieces quite ﬂat.
If this be
done, the gate may be ﬁtted—using small brass
bolts and nuts—and will be found to open out and
It will not be found necessary
close up easily.
to space the pairs, but at the bottom part of the
holes are drilled 1» in. from
long strips—where
the end—small
washers cut out of brass tubing
may be put, which will act as rollers, and the com
pleted gate may then be run upon a brass rod
(diameter } in.) put in the ﬂooring. At the top
a similar rod may be ﬁxed to ensure a perfectly
straight movement of the gate.
The screws or bolts used will probably be longer
therefore, having adjusted the
than necessary;
nuts, the surplus may be cut off ; then, with a
suitable punch, the bolt must be hammered
a
In the ﬁgure
little to prevent the nut coming off.
several of the short connecting-pieces are shown
with their slotted ends exaggerated;
the slots
need not be the length indicated there.
or
automatic lock may be made
The self-locking
in this way, and the sketch (Fig. 5) will help:
A small notched bolt on the gate is approached
to a movable clutch on the framework. when the
gate remains closed until the projecting part of the

28:

clutch or lock is lifted by the rising or falling car.
For this purpose, upon the right side of the car a
small piece of wood is ﬁxed, and upon this, at the
proper distance for the purpose, a second piece of
wood with a convex-shaped edge.
This coming
in contact with the projection of lock ensures
that when the car is at rest at the height level with
the ﬂoor the clutch is lifted and remains so until
the car once. more rises or lowers.
Of course, the
gate is closed by hand, anyway.
Amateur electricians will ﬁnd two or three
additional items for a model of this kind ; ﬁrstly,
having, as previously suggested, provided a little
_more space outside the car, the latter Should be
made to control switches ﬁxed near the top and near
.the bottom of the framework, so that the current is
This will prevent any over
cut oil automatically.
Secondly, a
running of the motor at either end.
small iron bolt on the gates may be made to pass
into the core of solenoids ﬁxed on the frames;
while a current was passing through these solenoids
the soft-iron bolts would be held ﬁrmly
enough
for the purpose.
By leaving more space inside the framework,
i.e.. between the car and iramc. we can make the

FIG. 6.
Revsusiso Swrrcn FOR Moron.
a, b, c. d, e, Brass studs ﬁxed approximatelyas shown.
I,
Metal
strips
screwedto d and e.
I.
_
h, Handle attachedto I] by obonitc, bone, or ivory
cross-piecesg g.
Wiring: Take 1 and 2 to brushes, and 3 and 4
to ﬁeldsof motor; insert batteriesas in ﬁgure,
also resistancein series.

lift look

of lighter construction,

and also dispense
Oi
four guiding strips at the corners.
course, other guides will be necessary~say upright
metal rods from top to bottom properly stayed and
In this case suitable pulleys or grooves
supported.
would have to be ﬁtted or made in the car itself,
so that it may be guided properly in its ascent
or descent.
A plan of the model is appended (Fig. i), and Fig.
6 shows the reversing arrangement for motor.
with

the

11' is announced that the Great Eastern Railway
Company have given instructions for the whole
of their steamers on the Harwich-Antwerp service
to be ﬁtted with the same system of wireless
telegraphy as is in use on the Hook of Holland
steamers.
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Ticket Dating Machine.
or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR—Railway Companies would welcome
an improved press for dating tickets.
The one in
To

rm»: EDITOR

it

it

is

if

if

a

it

is

is

is

is

is

is

;

is

it

use was
general
invented by Edmondson—the
inventor of railway tickets—and although several
kinds have from time to time been introduced,
they have not succeeded in displacing the original.
It must be admitted that
very simple, but has
many drawbacks. The inventor appears to have
copied the joint of a two-foot rule in designing it
the type are at the top of joint inside, and the
ticket
put into joint, which stands normally
open, the joint
closed and the type press the
ink off an inked ribbon on to the ticket.
Two
spools are ﬁxed at the back, the ribbon
wound
on one and passed through under type, and fastened
to the other. upon which
wound automatically
by means of pawl and ratchet.
The drawbacks are that the ribbons have to be
sent to printer to be inked, and on return have to
be wound in by hand, rendering press useless for
the time being.
They have too much ink on when
new and as
a tiresome and dirty job to replace
them, there
a temptation to continue using the
fails to give
It is
tape after
good impression.
most important that date should be distinct:
illegible, disputes arise at the end of journey or when
Also,
care
not used the ribbon
returning.
will run oil in the middle of booking a heavy train.
and the tickets issued after this will bear no date.—
Yours, etc.,
A. GREEN.

Simple Harmonograph.
To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I have just constructed a simple

in your
liarrnonograph, such as was described
issue for December 10th, 1908.
But, when com
foundafew defects.
These were remedied
pleted,
in the following way.
The first was, having no fountain pen.
was
obliged to use a pencil.
found that
did not
mark sufﬁciently heavily to make a distinct ﬁgure.
So to the penholder K
brazed
brass ball.
ﬁnd this arrangement acts perfectly with a
"
"
Wolf’s
ncil.
The secon
was—I found the bar (E in Mr.
Avery's drawing) very much inclined to come
out of the holes in the pulleys (D in Mr. Avery’s
drawing) and also out of the slots in F. To remedy

I

it

DEAR SIR,—In your reply to Query No. 20,905.
January 28th, you state that Ruhmkorﬂ invented
the induction coil in I85I.
Will you kindly allow
me to point out that the invention dates back to
or
'37, and the original inventor was Dr.
I836
Callan, Professor of Physics. ‘ It was known as
Callan’s coil until M. RuhInl-Iorﬁ placed a number
on the market in a highly-ﬁnished form, when
became known as Rulimkorﬂ's coiL
The ﬁrst coil of great power exhibited was at a
meeting of the Electrical Society in London, about

DEAR SIR,-—It may interest many of your readers
to know that a striking improvement in the usual
Wimshurst
effected by substituting special plates
of baked brown paper, varnished to saturation with
liquid celluloid, or Zapon, and heavily compressed in
gentle warmth until quite dry—Very truly yours.
"
JOFRAPA."

I

History.

Special Plates for Wimshurst Machines.
To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

I

Electrical
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Design of Model Power Boats.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—In reply to Mr. W. J. E. Pike's
"
letter 10 Design of Model Power Boats," I think
he has not quite grasped my meaning,
or perhaps
I haven‘t expressed myself clearly. My contention I
"
is that the
double wedge
boat
hard to drive
with small power.
The two boats mentioned by
me are top of their class and neither are of that
There
no doubt that the " double wedge "
type.
capable of being driven at great speed with great
power, but the same speed can be obtained with
less.
Why did Dixie beat Wolsclzy Sideley
The
latter boat
double the power of the former.
The reason of its general use is, to a great extent,
"
a case of
follow my leader." No doubt the great
tendency to squat at the stern, etc., was the cause
“
of the
double wedge " coming in for general use,
but
will change, and
changing fast.
Providing a model has enough stability to stand
upright when at TSSt—l.¢., in an ordinary popple
-she can be kept upright when running by the use
of twin or tandem screws.
must point out to Mr. Pike that
did not
mention V section at all. " said more rise of ﬂow,"
and
don't advocate the V section at all,
only
from a wetted surface point of view.
again
“
repeat, an out-and-out
double wedge ” or sharpie
“
harsh “
did not say unfair).
Can a sharpie
be drawn without being harsh
My ideal type has not been used for years and in
no way resembles a torpedo boat.
All of us know
motor boat, by excessive power, with water-lines
"
like
"Rob Roy canoe, would bury herself alt
at once; but a modern racing canoe in no way
resembles
lines
of that type.
cannot plead
guilty of confounding models and real boats, seeing
have been a model builder for something like
twelve years, and am always experimenting with
them for my own ediﬁcation.
It
difﬁcult to explain one's ideas by words,
and
shall be only too pleased to either send some
drawings up to THE MODEL ENGINEER for publica
tion, or,
Mr. Pike will write me here,
will send
them to him.-—-Yours truly,
“The Hollies,"
C. F. BRIERLEY.
192, College Road, Norwich.

F

[The Editor Invites readersto make use 0/ this column for ﬂu! lull
discussiona! mailers o/ pmmml and mutual minesl. Ldtns
may be signed with a nmn-de-plume I/ desired,but flu vlull
mm and addrrss o/ the send” misr I'nvanaulybe anachrd,
lllough nol necessarily[or publication]

I

Readers.

To

1837. and the ﬁrst notice of the discovery of the coil
found in the London Philosophical Il/Iagazin!
for December,
1836, which proves that Ruhm
korﬂ‘ was not the inventor, and the only thing
that made him famous was the putting the coil
0n the market in a ﬁnished state and giving it his
name—Yours faithfully.
C. BAIiLIl-I.
is

Practical Letters from Our
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this, a bar H was placed over the slots in F and
pivoted at one end.
The other end ﬁtted into a
bracket a. A ball is ﬁtted to the free end to act
as a handle to lift H up.
On the pivot upon which
H is forced a screw is cut. and a milled-head screw M
is screwed so that when the bar E has been inserted
in the slots in F, H is let down and screwed up.

r’lvol' ls brazed 10 here
and ﬁre par-I“ H {if/“ed
F on and benr over'
__L,___?_____:___.___.______._,_

283

sometimes
spoilt the ﬁgure.
Eventually, how
ever, the diﬁicuity was solved
by using a round
leather bootlace (such as may be bought for a
The belt is joined in the ordinary
penny apair).
way _by a black pin. This gives perfect satisfaction,
for it is not necessary to have the belt tight,
neither is there any jerking due to the Join.—
Hoping the above remarks may be of some use
to other readers, I remain, yours truly,
GRAHAM W. SAINSBURY.

The Society of Model Engineers.

of

bar E

It will be noticed that H is pivoted on the " outer "
side of F and is brought over to the “ inner " side
of F.
This arrangement serves two purposes.
The ﬁrst is so that the milled screw M should be
on the same side of F as the operator, and the

Second is that the pressure on the bar E, causcd by
Contact with H, should tend to push it into the holes
in the pulley D, and not pull it out.
With this
arrangement
the harmonograph may be run as
quickly as it is possible to turn the driving pulley,
Without any fear of the bar coming out of the slots
iii F or the holes in D, or the ﬁgure being spoilt
by vibration of the bar E.
The third trouble arose from the driving belt.
Originally it was made of string. But the belt
had to be kept so tight that when the knot came
Over the smaller pulleys a jerk resulted which

IRIpwts o! muting: should be rm! to the oﬁins of THE Menu.
Bucmuiz uulhoialMay, and will b: unrated in any PM—
htula! lulu I! receiveda dear m'm days before its usual dull
ol 'UMICOHO’IJ

SMALL

London.

party of the members visited. on
Thursday afternoon, March 4th, the machine
repair shops of the Gas Light and Coke
Under
Company, at Beckton, i'orth \Voolwich.
the guidance of one of the engineers, a complete
In the
tour of the extensive works was made.
erecting shop a large variety of the many machines
used for charging the retorts, and other operations,
were seen in various stages of repair and rebuilding,
and the brass ﬁnishers' shop contained much of
interest. In the forging shop a long time was spent
in watching the forging of several large pieces of
work, several of the operations having been specially
selected to enable the members to see the intricate
nature of the forgings required for the special
air machines used by
hydraulic and compressed
A hurried inspection of the boiler
the Company.
house and carpenter's shop having been made,
the members were introduced to Mr. J. N. Reeson,
who very kindly provided
the resident engineer,
At the close, a very hearty vote
tea for the party.
of thanks was passed to the Company and Mr.
Reeson, and the party dispersed.
An ordinary meeting of the Society was held on
Wednesday, March 10th, at the Cripplegate Insti
tute, Golden Lane, E.C.. Mr. A. M. H. Solomon
taking the chair, and betvreen 00 and mo members
The minutes of the
and visitors being present.
previous meeting having been read and signed,
announcements of visits and meetings made, and
elected members
of the Society,
eight gentlemen
had
the Chairman announced that four members
entered
locomotives in the Electric Locomotive
Running Competition, and the remainder of the
evening was pleasantly occupied in a thorough
testing of these engines, both for speed, draw-bar
pull at varying load, and current consumption.
The Society's new track evoked the hearty admira‘
tion of everyone,
and the Track Committee in
general and Mr. L. M. G. Ferriera (who designed
and supervised its construction) in particular, were
and visitors
warmly complimented by members
alike on its unique and admirable qualities. The
running tails are of heavy brass of L section,
screwed in lengths of 6 ft. to longitudinal sleepers.
which, in turn, rest upon hard wood boards borne
by trestles (about 4 ft. high), the total length being
By an exceedingly simple and effective
72 ft.
arrangement, the whole length of track can in a
few seconds be altered to any gauge in its capacity
without the necessity for loosening a single screw
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or nut, and, further, the third rail ﬁtted for supply
always
electric locomotives with current,
ing
remains exactly and automatically central between
the
rails,
to
which
the running
whatever the gauge
track is set. The bonding of the sections of live
rail, and the coupling of the running rails, is very
quickly and eﬂectively accomplished, so that the
whole track can be unpacked and erected or taken
down in a very few minutes. A light gantry has
also been constructed by Mr. Ferreira, together
with a set of nearly frictionless 8 to I pulleys, ﬁtted
with scale pan, on which weights of from 1 to
40 or 50 lbs. can be placed for taking the draw-bar
pull of the engine.
The Competition resulted as follows :—
First prize taken by Mr. H. Hildersley‘s loco
This engine is of the old Central London
motiVe.
Tube type, weighs 9% lbs., has tvm axles, each driven
through spur and bevel gear by an enclosed motor
having internal poles (two) and a slotted tunnel
ﬁtted, ratios
is
armature. Change-speed
gear
The mean electrical efﬁciency
9 to l and 6 to l.
of 10 runs at varying load was 15-77 per cent.
Second
prize taken by Mr. Howard Parsons’
locomotive.
This engine is of the same tyPe, but
having eight wheels; weighs 20$l lbs.; one axle
only driven through bevel gearing by C type motcr
with cogged
drum armature. Gear reduction.
8-4 to 1. The mean electrical efﬁciency of 10 runs
at varying load was 9-1 per cent.
Third prize taken by Mr. F. H. J. Bunt's loco
motiVe. This is an electrically-driven L. 8: N .W.R.
steam locomotive;
Weight of engine and tender,
two coupled axles driven through spur
17 lbs.;
and bevel gearing by C type motor with 8-cog
drum armature. Gear reduction, 20 to 1. Mean
electrical efficiency of IO runs at varying load,
6-31

per

cent.

_

Fourth place was taken by Mr. R. A. P. Davison's
locomotive, an electrically—driven
L.B. & S.C.R.
six~coupled
engine,
ii-in. gauge; middle axle
drivan through bevel gear by C type motor with
Gear reduction, 9 to 1.
cogged drum armature.
Electrical efﬁciency, 561 per cent.
Mr. Allman ran his single bogie and motor
for MODEL ENGINEER locomotive, the workmanship
and Performance of which was greatly admired.
Mr. E. L. Ashton also showed under steam a partly
ﬁnished six-coupled locomotive. which, although
under several disabilities, ran very well.
The meeting terminated at IO p.m.
FUTURE MEETINGS.—-Fflda.y, April 2nd, at the
Cripplegate Institute, demonstration by Mr. John
O‘Neill of practical moulding and casting. Tuesday,
April 27th, at the Cripplegate Institute, a discussion
to be opened by Messrs. P. Blankenburg and F. H. J.
Bunt, on the respective advantages of model steam
and electric railways.
Visi'r.-—On Tuesday afternoon, April 20th, a
'visit will be made to the electrical and scientiﬁc
instrument making works of Messrs. Elliott Bros,
at Lewisham, S.E.—-Full particulars of the Society,
and forms of applications may be obtained from
the Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green, S.E..

Provincial
Blrmlngham.—A
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visit was
very enjoyable
paid to the Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Company,
Ltd., Adderley Park, Birmingham, on Saturday

‘

l

l

afternoon, March 6th. Owing to the blizzard.
which was raging all day, over half the membersv
were unable to turn up, but those that did had a
very interesting time. Upon the arrival of the
party at the works, they were split into four
sections, each section being in charge of one of the
Shilson, Luykes.
Messrs.
following gentlemen:
Richards and Smith (all being members of the
\Volseley drawing ofﬁce staff). A tour of the works
was immediately begun,
and there was not a
dull minute all the afternoon.
The size of the
works may be gauged from the fact that well owr
3,000
workmen are employed. Everything
of
interest was seen, the guides being most painstaking
in their efforts to explain everything, and to make
the visit as enjoyable and instructive as possible.
Afterthe tour of inspection was completed, a most
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the four
who had so kindly escorted the party
gentlemen
round. The members then left for home, feeling
very well satisﬁed with the aftetnoon's visit.
The ordinary monthly meeting of the Society
was
held
on Wednesday evening, March
3rdv
at 6, High Street, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
In
spite of the heavy snow which was falling, there
was an attendance of eighteen members.
After the
formal business of the evening was completed.
and two new members elected, some interesting work
was shown round.
Chief amongst it were some very
nicely cast brass wheels, etc., which had been cast
at home by Mr. J. Pickle, from a home-made
furnace. Also a partly ﬁnished model of an
electric locomotive was exhibited by Mr. G.
At the meeting
Kings, one of the new members.
it was suggested that. as only one manufacturer
had as yet replied to our application (last month) for
catalogues or drawings, it be asked again if any
in model work, etc.,
manufacturers or dealers
would forward their catalogues to the Secretary, so
that members who intended purchasing anything
would do so through the Society. The next meeting
will be the half-yearly meeting of the Society, and
will be held at, 6, High Street, Bull Ring, Birming
ham, on \Nednesday evening, April 7th, at 7.30 p.m.
Will all members possible please attend at this
and bring with them any ﬁnished or
meeting,
partly ﬁnished models they may have ?-—All
information concerning this Society may be had
from the Hon. Secretary, C. H. HAWKESFORD.
3, Boscombe Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
Manchester.-—The

Conversazione of this Society

was held on Saturday, March 5th, last, and proved
A fuller account of the proceedings
a great success.
For the excel
will appear in a subsequent issue.
lent photograph of the models, taken by ﬂashlight,
we are indebted 'to Mr. D. Berlin, 94, Great Clowes

Street, Broughton, Manchester.

NEEDLE Pomrs ron CournssEs.—-Users of_'com
passes and scribers will often ﬁnd they require grind~
Even when a stone or emery wheel is available,
ing.
the best plan is to have needle points. Cut thepoints
oﬁ the tools referred to and ﬁle ends square; then
get a box of gramophone needles that have been
used; any user of a gramophone is glad to get rid
of them gratis. Drill holes a nice tight ﬁt for the
needles.
As they turn blunt just extract them with
the pliers and throw away. Taper ends of com
passes down after drilling.
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oyal shape. Possibly a spedal lamp might be made,which would
give a seriesof vertical ﬂames,but this, of course,would entail a
certain amount of experimenting.

Queries and Replies.
W- P- (RoundhaY) “'n'tt‘SI
[10.600] Boiler for Boat.
shall be inﬁnitely obliged if you can assist me in the following
matter. I have a 5-ft. boat with twin screws 3 ins. diameter,and

I

Engine and Boiler.
F. C. P.
[21.176] Compound‘Steam
(Sheerness)writes: I am making a compound engine, shown in
accompanyingsketch (not reproduced)and I wish to know the
following :—(i) The lap and lead and also the
angle of advance of the u.-P. and L.-P. valves to
give equal powers developedin the“two cylinders
at an initial pressure of 80 lbs. per sq. in. and
about 800r.p.m. Size of engine, 1} ins. by if ins.
'
by 1 in. (2)“The size of the steam and exhatht
pi es, viz., H.-i'. receiver,L.-P. receiver,and L.-P.
ex aust. (3) Would the water-tube boiler shown
on page 46 of " Model Boiler Making " (Fourth
Edition) besuitableor driving this engineat 80lbs.
initial pressure? I am intending having twenty
I
tubes, 9} ins. long, and also the drums slightly
l
larger, which will give a greater heating surface.
(4) Could this boiler be ﬁred with coal or coke by
inducing a draught by exhaustingup the funnel
and having an auxiliary blower? (5) What size
feed pump would be necessaryand what stroke
to work off shaft of the engine?
The question is one which requires careful
consideration, and the circumstancesunder which
the engineis to be Workedwill make diﬁerencesin
the ratio of expansion best adopted. You will
find an elaborate" Reply to Query " on this sub
ject in our issueof March 28th, 1907,which des
cribes the method by which the work done in
each cylinder may be estimated. We would not
adopt a ratio of expansion much greater than i
to 4 where the draught is induced by meansof
the exhaust steam. Allow 5 lbs. pressureas back
pressuredue to nozzling the exhaust steam. We
would not advise greater lap than necessaryto
produce a total expansion of four times. If you
will refer to the drawings of the 1903 undertypc
engine, the cylindersof which are approximately
the same bore as your own, you will obtain an
idea as to the la and lead advisable. The work
,
done in the big - and low-pressure cylinders of
b this enginedoes not vary 5 per cent. (2) Steam
pipe, } in.: receiver pipe, 5-16thsin.: exhaust
pipe, 5-ioths. (3) There is no reason why this
boiler should not give good results.‘ You must,
howeVer, bear in mind that if ‘you increase the
area of the ﬂat surfacesof the drums beyond a
certain point that staying becomes absolutely
necessary. (4) Yes, if properly encased. (5) A
l-in. by l-in. pump running at 200 r.p.m. Gear
down to this speed.
[21,215] Resistance for Electric Tram.
W. M. R. (London) writes: I shall be eatly
obligedif you will let me have the following etails.
I have an electric tramway, which I want to
20600
drive from a house supply. A friend lent me his
.i-volt 20-amp. accumulator, which drives it very
nicely. I want to build up a resistanceto drive it
from a zoo-volt direct-current supply, and from
what I seein back numbersof Tue MODEL ENGINEER, a N0. 18
gaugeGerman silver wire is generally used.‘ (1) Is this correct ?
(2) if so, what length shall I require? (3) bare or coveredwire ?

2'

w
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02'
FIG. I.——DIAGRAM

W
OF BOILER.
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a single cvlinder engine il-in. by i}-in., which is driven by a
Yarrow tvpe copper boiler, 8 ins. long with 46 tubes i in. dlnﬂit'tigl',
at a pressure of about 60 lbs. My trouble is that the method
employedto get steam, viz., by an open
methylatedspirit tank, does not do to
enableme to run the engine at the speed
[would like. It will keep up about 400
revs.and I desire up to 1,000.
you
tellme of any form of lamp which will
do this with this type of boiler ? _I have
triedthe Swedish blowlamp and it is no
300dwhateveras it only plays on one set
oi tubeson one side of the boiler.
_
A methylatedspirit lamp of the ordi
narytype is ot no use for such a large
engineand boiler, and wewould therefore
of thetypereferred
a blowlamp
recommend
"
loin ourhandbook, Machinery for Model
" (price
Steamers
7d. post free). and also
reviewedin Tm: MODEL Euciueaii of
November12th, 1908. The engine is a
little too large for the boiler even if the
F10. 2.——CROSS-SECTION, snowmc Asmasros Box.
latteris workedto its fullest capacity and,
therefore,you must not expect a high
(See next page.)
and high speedat the sametime.
Pressure
\
Wepresumethat a pump is ﬁtted to the
.
_
r
You do not say what current the motor takes at 4 volts. . “’c
engine,as the successof the plant will depend on this. You Will
judgeit would be about 3 amps. In that case—(1) N0. 24 S.W.G.
haveto fill the space under the boiler with. asbestos,also one end,
German silver wire would be.large enough. (2) A little less than
so that the flame of the blowlamp is directed upwards. The
Y.
} lb. (about 70 yds.) will be required. (3) Bare. If more than
asbestos
bottom is sha '~dso that thereis a mid-featherincreasing
here
2
in heighttowards the ack. This is shown in Figs. and 3
3 amps. are required to pass,you must use a suitably larger gauge
of wire. You will find very useful tablesof the propertiesof resist
with. With a fairly good draught you should get satisfactory
"
an
ancewires in our handbook, Small Electric Motors."
“5°13, especiallyif the blowlanip flame tube is ﬂattenedinto

)‘
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[20,020] Small Steam Plant,
O. N. (Sunderland) writes:
would be much obliged
you would give me the dimensi-zos
for
boiler to drive an engine tl-in. bore by 4-in. stroke, to In:
about 250 or 300 rpm. at too lbs. pressure per sq. in. What
horse-powerwill enginebe also what power dynamo still it drive.
dynamo to be run off countershaft? The ﬂywheel oi engine
7} ins. diameter. What size pulle should have on countershaft
to drive dynamo at required speeti'; also best type of dynamo to:
lighting purposes?
We think the engine too large to be worked from boiler of the
type you propose, and would recommend—ior electric lighting
especially—.15large coal-ﬁredboileras you cansee your way clear
to instal. We would recommend 20 by 36-iu. vertical boiler, with
about twenty tubes 1} in. diameter. The general design would
be the same as the 15 by 3o-tn. boiler in our handbook, “ Model
Boiler Making,” price 6d. net., 7ld post tree from this oﬂice. The
indicated horse-powerof the engine would be about
i.h.-p. to
i.h.-p., and you may expect to drive zoo-watt dynamo. The
rather small. We would recommend at lenst :4 ins.
ﬂywheel
diameter. We would question whether the engine is suitable for
working continuously at 100lbs. pressure.
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and Boiler.
“OLD READER "
[11.103] Steam Engine
(Marlow) writes: I have a vertical boiler 24 ins. by :2 ins., with
twelve tubes 1 in. diameter, been tested to 100 lbs., coal-fired.
Pleasestate the largestsize engine,and best type, I could use With
same,working pressureabout 50 lbs. ; and I shall need a pump—
plr-nsi'state particulars of same; and will you please give. me
your opinion if I could drive a 4-in. lathe (metal-turning)?
A horizontal engine 1} ins. by 2 ins. would be suitable. The
boiler should run it at about 500 r.p.m., working at 50 lbs. A
pump 3 in. by l in. Wouldsuit, gearedto half engine'sspeed. Yes,
the engine'spower would be about right for driving a 4411.lathe.
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[11.213] Lamp
Installation. F. P. (Leeds) Writes:
am thinking of rentting some lights—or 25 volts instead of too
and 200 volts. (1) Can connect lamps of ditfencnt voltages in
series, the sum of the voltages equalling the supply?
(2) Can
connect lamps of different candle-power in series?
Should
be right in connectingfour 25-volt lampsin serieswith one too-volt
lamp to zoo-volt main
volts :6 c.-p., too volts
(All in series—~25
30 c.-p.) (4) have had a lot of breakagcswith IOO-VOltlamps.
Would be goodplan to instal a transformerto lower the zoo-volt
supply to 25 volts, so as to use 25-volt lamps, which are said to
be stronger and more economical? (5) connectedfour 25-volt
in seriesto too-volt supply to try them. Three were 16c.-p., one
was to c.-p. The 10 c.-p. lamp burnt brilliantly, the other three
were dull. Can you tell me why this was so? Did the 10 c.-p.
lamp act as resistance
In reply to first query,under certain ccnditious. yes. Lamps of
different voltagecan also be run in series provided the current the
respectivelamps take such as will causethem to give thcir rated
(LP. Lamps of the samevoltage, but of varying C.P.,
lighted
from the samesourceof supply, will burn with varying intensities
of illumination. Thus
is possible.for one lamp to burn dimly
whilst the other one will be burnt out. There
no advantage in
transforming to lower voltage—all you need to do is to selectthe
ramps,bearingin mind what we have said.
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[21.221] Accumulators; Cut-outs. (F. W- P) “'illcnbali
Writes: Would you kindly answer the following? (1) How could
determine,theoretically,the capacityof an accumulator
(2) Do
you know of a book on automatic cut~outsand ins
(t) Reckon about 20 amp.-hours' capacity per square foot of
positive plate.surface area. (2) No, we do not think that such
book to be had, but We have published several designs in Tm.
MODEL ENGINEER. Seeour issues of February r5th, April 5th, and
October 18th, 1906.
[21,084] Design of Mechanism.
T. W- (Oldham) writes
Will you kindly give me information regarding the Iolltnﬂng>
am makinga model,in which plate revolving and at the san»
time travelling down the screw. A stylo rests on the plate, and as
the plate revolves, makes
number of concentric rings. It
necessarythat the portion of plate under the stylo should always
travel at the samespeed,i.e., the samenumberof inchesper minutev
This meansthat as thestyle, startingfrom thecentre,travels towards
the outer edge, the revolutions of the plate should be uniformly
decreased. Can you give me sketch showing gearing between
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driver and plate necessary to accom lish this? The driving:
mechanismwill be a small motor or cl
ork.
As the powerto be transmittedappearsto be very small, pr0bablv
the principle 0! the disc and roller will serve your purpose.
15
the disc upon which the stylo makes its mark;
a disc ﬁxed
to
sleeve,which also carries D and
free to rotate upon the
stud carried by the nut N.
roller ﬁxed to shaft
driven by
the motor or clockwork.
spring
E against R.
The roller
which'presses
will drive
at constantlinear
ve ocity, sliding across
the surfaceof B as N travels along the screw.
Should be as thu.
as possible consistentwith getting a drive between the surfaces.
As the drive dependsentirely upon friction, there is risk of slip
but this may not occur the.amount of power to be transmitted
very small.
“ The Elements positive drive will be more complicated studv
‘
of Mechanism," by Goodevc.
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[H.053] Single-Cylinder Model, N.E.R. Locomotive.
R. M. E. (Foxrock) writes:
am building a i-in. scale N.E.R.
locomotive,asin “The Model Locomotive." only want to use one
cylinder betweenframes. Would you answer me the following?
"(1) What the dimensions 0% the cylinder would be. (2) How
many water tubes in the boiler. Also, would you give me a sketch
as to how the cylinder ought to be fixed.
We would recommendyou to make the outline conform to the
latest inside-cylinderN.E.R. engines. A drawing of the No. 2,015
rclass includedin “ The Model Locomotive,” and as thewheelsand
'motion are identical, you will only have to increasethe diameter
'of the boiler and alter the mountings. You will tind coloured
plate in the January issueof the Railway Magazine. The cylinder
'shouldbe in. by in., or g-téths in. by in., and the tubesshould
’not number more than five. You will find drawing showing the
,ﬁxing of a standard linder in the description of the G.W.R.
_type tank engineinclu ed in the book above mentioned. If you
are not clear on the point, pleasewrite us again.
[21,081] Electrlc Horn.
W.
P. (Wantage) writes: For
_sometime past have been trying to construct an electricborn for
_my bicycle.
have experimented with an ordinary telephone
watch receiver, but can get no good results.
should be ver
much obliged you would let me have articulars of horn (such
as frequentlyusedon cars),or tell mew ereto getsuchparticulars.
wish to construct myself.
We cannot supply details, but the principle upon which these
instruments are constructedis simply explained. An “ armature "
‘is made to vibrate, just as in an electric bell, and its vibrations
are conveyed to the sounding diaphragm, either by
hammer
tapping the diaphragm, or by the latter beingconnectedwith the
armature and so vibrating in unison.
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Motor Fire Engine Castings.
Co., 9, Westboume Place, Hove, Sussex,
Messrs. Blackford
write to say that they can supplv all castings and material for
building Tm: MODEL ENGINEER model motor ﬁre engine. They
can also do any turning or machiningrequiredon the sets.
‘ To Explain the Magneto.
An ingeniously-contrivedworking model to explain the action of
high-tensionignition magneto—suchas
usudon motor cars—
has beenbrought out bv The Car Illustrated,Ltd, 168,Piccadilly,
Loudon, W.
On stiff card are printed two views of magneto,
one on eachside. A rotating metal disc representsthe armature,
operated by suitable gear wheels,ﬁtted with a
and the model
handle. On the opposite side is another metal disc carrying the
working parts of the contact breaker,and also a disc representing
the high-tension distributor. As the gearing
revolved, so the
various working parts are set in motionand the action of thewhole
machineclearly shown.
sheetof instructions accompanyingthe
modelgives very clear explanationof the whole thing.
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[21,220] Six-pole Dynamo. G. A. W. (Leeds) Writes:
(1) Could the output be Increasedto 25 volts amps. by altering
the Winding. If so, what Would the winding be, i.e., what gauge
of wire and number of turns for both magneto and armature?
so,
(2) Could the machine be wound for 10 volts 10 amps;
will you please give winding details? (3) Would the Inacninr
(25-volt) light five :6 c.-p. Osram lamps at 25 vols? (4) \Vould
the machine,at 10 volts 10amps., light eight 10c.-p. Osram lamps
at 10 volts
(x) You could get 25 volts by increasingspeed. The Illnperdze
also would be increased. (2) Yes. Wind armature with No 2:
S.W.G. (about
ozs. on each pole, and magnet ozs. each pole,
of N0. 20. (3) Yes. (4) Yes.

a

E. M. S. (\Vinchmore)
[11.214] Dynamo and Resistances.
Hill) writes: I should be obliged if you would kindly give me the
following information. I have made a dynamo, shunt-wound,
with an eight-slot drum armature, 2) ins. diameter and 2} ins.
long, wound in eight sectionswith No. IS or :9 o.c.c. The ﬁelds
are wound with 4) lbs. of No. 20 s.c.c. It gives 40 volts at
2,100r.p.m., but on switching on three 25-volt lamps, it falls to
about 28 volts. (i) How many amps. should it give on full load ?
42) I wish to make a regulatingresistancefor it to be put in series
with the ﬁeld coils. I intend driving it at 2,400r.p.m. (the speed
it is supposedto run at), so as to light as many 25-volt Osram lamps
as possible and charge thirteen cells. What length and size of
platinoid wire shall I use to carry a maximum current of 5 amps.;
and how many contact-studswould be best ? (3) Will you kindly
tell me what current the enclosedsample of iron wire will safely
carry P
(1) About 4 amps. (2) No. 20 S.W.G. platinoid would be
largeenough; you would not get as much as 5 amps. through the
heldwindin . About a dozen yards, arrangedwith four contacts,
would proba ly serveyour purpose. (3) The wire is No. 36 S.W.G.,
Whichwould carry about a ﬁfth of an ampere.
[20,960] Sparking in (lanes.
M. S. (Hampstead) writes:
I have a \Vimshurst machine,and am experimentingwith passin
electricsparks through a tube filled with various gases,but I fin
that although my machine gives 4-in. sparks, I cannot get more
than {-in. spark in some of the gases, and in most no spark at
all. l give a diagram of my apparatus. Will you pleasetell me
If thereis anything wrongwith it, and what gasesgive the besteﬂects
asregardscolour and chemicalchanges?
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A New Model Traction Engine.
We show, in the accompanyingillustration, new model traction
(10., Ltd., 51,
engine just introduced by Messrs. Jas. Carson
Summer Row, Birmingham. The engine
in. scale model of
Messrs. Aveling Sc Porter's well-known road locomotive, and
ﬁtted with two speeds,differential gear,tubular boiler, feed- ump,
Primus burner. r-tc. The water supply carried in the usu tank
below the boiler, and the oil in the bunker at the back of the
engine. The wheelsare built up, the treadsand rims beingof Ger
man silver, as also are the ﬂywheel,connecting-rods,etc. On the
low gear the model capable of pulling about to stone. One of
theseﬁne-lookingmodelswas shown at the recentConversazioneof
the Society of Model Engineers,where was generallyadmired.
A Small Blowlolnp.
The Lamb Lamp (.10.,Southam ton, have sent us particulars of
small blowlamp suitable for sol ering, brazing, and other work
shop operations. It is very simple in construction, burns either
petrol or benzolinc,and
stated to run for an hour on
pint of
petrol.
a
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We ‘can onl suggest that there was variation in
thedegreeof ryness of the various gases. The faint
est trace of Incisture would cause so serious a leak
agethat the spark would almostcertainlybe immensely
reduced. (1) We would recommendyou to warm the
with the end-stoppers removed, until
tube
slightly, dry. (2) Pass all gasesthrough drying
it is perfecty
tubes before letting them into your apparatus. (3)
Use rubber stoppers instead of corks. (4) Insulate
your tube bodily on glass supports coatedwith well
dried shellac varnish. (Ebonite supports will do.)
(5) You may ﬁnd it advantageousto insert a second
spark-gapin series with your tube-gap. (6) We sup
poseyou have one or more small Leyden Jars ﬁxed
to the machine. If they are very small, you might
possiblyimprove matters by using an additional and
slightly larger jar. We shall be glad to offer
any.
furthersuggestionsif we can do so, should these fai
As to the eﬁectsin different gases,we have not much
information at hand, and hope that our directionswill
enableyou to ﬁnd out for yourself what you want.
Of course,there “in be no cﬂect on gaseswhich are
elements. You must rememberthat the copper itself
imparts_a slightly blue-greentinge to the spark, es
or corroded. For drying tubes, sec
pecially if
dirty
c emistry.
text-bookson
A. R. S.
Fitting
[113:0]
Motor to Bicycle.
(Crewe)writes : I am tlunking of convertingmy two
A New
speed“ Sunbeam" cycle into a motor cycle. The
cyclehas now been on the road two years,and at
thattime I paid {r6 165.for it. It has a fixed gear
casein which runs a little oil bath, and I shouldbe very
pleased
if you would answerthe following querieson the subject:—
(I) Do 'ou think that the frameand tyres of the abovebike would
stand
additional strain put on themsatisfactorily? (2) If so,
Whatbrake.horse-power motor would you deem most suitable?
came to Crewe nine months ago to
(3) might mention that
servemy time at the L.N.W.R. works and canwork milling, planing,
andslotting machinesand also lathes,so do you think that could
makemotor,etc., up from castings,as have all machinesand tools
at my command at our Mcchanics’ Institute. (4) Could you
nameany issueof Tm: M0051.ENGINEERthat dealswith the subject,
or any book that deals with same, and also on its upkeep whilst
on the road?
(I) Yes, but we advise reinforcing the machine somewhat as
advised in THE Mom-.1.ENGINEER articles mentioned below.
h.-p. (3) Yes. (4) See Mr. Hawlcy's
(2) Not more than
articlein our issue of August 15th, 1902,describing how to adapt
an ordinary roadster to carry
motor. Mr. Hawley's articles,
two completesets of which appearedin THE Moon. ENGINEER,
wnuld probably be of rcat service to you in your work. See
also “ Motor Cycles an How to Manage Them," price 15. 2d.
post freefrom our publishing ofﬁce.
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of “iThe Young Model Maker
now on sale, the subject, as previously
series
announced, being a model lighthouse. This model
is a good deal easier to construct than the Midland

By

C. E. C. (Claygate).-—Many

thanks for photograph
of model Midland cardboard locomotive.
The
looks exceedingly well-made, and the
engine
is the best we have seen of this
plzczltrigraph
in e.

H. H.

C. (Skipton).—Thanks
for your letter. “'hat
you refer to would be called “ skidding," whereas
original assertion was that “ slipping "
the
occurred.

V. M.

(Oxford).—Thanks

for sketch.

“'e fear

there is nothing new, however. in the design.

“ NILIAP "
(Openshaw).—See the article on " Tools
for Small Engineering “’ork" in our issue of
February rst, 1902. The heating could be done
ordinary ﬁre or Bunsen ﬂame for small
oos.
C. A. (Sunderland).—ln our issue of December 24th,
1008, we published a drawing such as \‘ou
’
require.
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further supply of the miniature
advertisement plates of THE MODEL ENGINEER
suitable for ﬁxing on model railway stations, etc.,
or on the walls of readers’ workshops. We shall be
happy to send a set of four, free, to any reader
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order early.
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so
presents
The building of model aeroplanes
many attractive possibilities, that our readers will
be pleased to hear that we shall shortly publish
something which will be of practical service in this
connection. This will be a set of sheets of full
size working drawings for three different types of
model aeroplanes, together with an illustrated book
of instructions, giving not only full particulars of
how to build and ﬂy these models, but other inter
The drawings and
esting experimental data.
matter are the work of Mr. E. \V. Twining, who is
well-known by repute to many of our readers, and
as he has actually built and carried out many
his
ﬂights with the models described,
successful
designs can be tried with every conﬁdence of yield
The drawings and book
ing satisfactory results.
of instructions will be put up in a large envelope
bearing one of Mr. Twining's well-known artistic
drawings, and the price will be iS. per set, or post
They will be ready in about a week
free is. 2d.
from the appearance of these lines, and may be
ordered under the title of "Model Aeroplanes:
How to' Build and Fly Them," through any of the
As we
usual agents for THE Mom-1L ENGINEER.
anticipate a big demand, we advise our readers to

i
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we,
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say

the ﬁrst Conversazione of the
Society of Model Engi
recently-formed
One hundred visitors and mem
neers in that city.
and a slight
bers, a splendid show of models,
ﬁnancial balance on the right side, is an excellent
We have some iuller
sum total for a ﬁrst attempt.
which with a
than this, however,
particulars
photograph of some of the exhibits we hope to pub
By the way. the Manchester
lish next week.
Society intend to form a model steamer section
for the summer months. There must be many
in the
and motor boat readers
model steamer
district, and now is their time to get into friendly
Which is going to be
touch with kindred spirits.
the ﬁrst Society to start a model aeroplane section ?
a report of

itn

RAVO, Manchester!"

A

“

locomotive, but makes up into
very pretty and
realistic structure.
it practically model oidthc
lighthouse standing on Plymouth
breakwater.
and its Scale may be judged from the fact that
has an over-all height of i4 ins., and a base diameter
To many of our readers its chief attrac
of 6% ins.
tion will be the fact that
lends itself so well to
In the book of
being ﬁtted up with electric light.
instructions with the model, full directions are given
for the electrical details, and thosc who saw the
working model with red and white ﬂashing light
which we had on view at the Society of Model
Engineers' Conversazione, will agree that it presents
It is just
a Very eﬂective and pretty appearance.
the thing for readers who have a small engine and
dynamo and are wanting something to utilise the
current, although, of course,
may be equally well
worked from small accumulators or suitable primary
batteries.
a
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A Caledonian
By

GENERAL

AND UNDERNEATH

VIEws

1‘53?

1909.

Locomotive.

G. CORNER.

OF CALEDONIAN LOCOMOTIVE.

some photographs of my Calelocomotive, I am afraid I cannot.
donian
give you anything very original in the way
nor have I had any opportunity
of description.
of testing the same under working conditions.

N sending you

1,

BY N.

G.

CORNER.

The engine is a fairly close Copy of the'o'riginal,
for such alterations as are neocssary
to
except
make it a satisfactory working model. the Cylinders
being 13-16ths in. diameter by ig-in.‘ stroke.
The boiler is of copper throughout. thé ﬁrebort

-
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and ﬁrebox casing
being made in the orthodox
manner, the ﬂat sides supported by closely pitched
screwed stays, and the root by two built-up girder
stays; ten {-in. tubes are used, and there is also

April

1, 1909.

model itscli is, of course, free.
The cab
quite true and square. and the beading,
'
to scale.
is

etc.,
etc.,

A Planimeter.
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By HERBERT CARR.
following description,
drawingq
with
and photograph, is of an instrument which
should prove useful to manv readers of
“ours.” The roller is l in. diameter. and the
tracnig arm is 7-95 ins. from the fulcrum to the
HE
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scale a! inc/Yes
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Did"

Snowmo _CONSTRUCTION
END View,

snowmo

CAB,

a superheater in the smokebox, which, of course,
is not present in the original.
The motion, etc., is strictly to scale, the eccentricrods being ﬁtted with tee-heads (or feet), secured
Reference
to the photograph
by studs and nuts.
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\
I
i
‘
‘
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or PLANIMETBR.

tracing

point, which combination will measure
a ﬁgure of 2 5 sq. ins. area for one revolution
of
the roller.
The arms of the instrument are made
from fin. silver steel, the stocks from f in. square
brass,
and
all screws
are
in. diameter.
I
should advise those readers who happen to make
one of these instruments ,to leave the tracing arm

i

.\

Sim-LE
PLAN [M E‘l'l'IR.
By
l‘lERUER'l'

_

CARR.

will show that there are no cheese-headed
screws
in this portion oi the work.
The laminated springs
throughout the engine and tender are all built-up
in the regular manner from spring steel, and springs
are also provided
and
to buﬂcrs. draw~hooks,
view,
control.
unfortunately,
The end
bOgie
gives an impression of distortion from which the

‘

long enough to adjust the stock carrying the tracing,
point to its correct posmon after the instrument
has been tried.
The wood. which is screwed to
the brass disc forming the roller,_ should be made
a full 2 in. diameter, so
that its circumference
will be just 2) ins., when it will be easy to divide
it into tweniy~ﬁve equal parts.

April

1, 1909.
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The scales are made of paper, and should run in
a clockwise direction. asindicated by the arrows—
that is, if the tracing point is to be taken in aclock
wise direction round the ﬁgure whose area has to
be found.
I should also advise the end of the
arm which anchors the instrument in its place on
the paper to be made heavier than is shown in
the drawings and photograph, as, by so being,
it will not lift out of the paper when the tracing
point is worked close to the anchor point.
i might add that to get any other number of
square inches [or one revolution of the roller,
it is only necessary to divide the number of square
inches required into the circumference of the roller
to be used. and the quotient will be the length
of tracing arm required.
I began making this instrument about eight
months ago; the ﬁrst instrument was made from
brass castings, but the weight w is too great.
A
short time after that I began on the present instru
ment, and, to use a common expression, I knew
when I had ﬁnished
more about the " Planimeter"
I might'state thit the instru
than when I beg in.
ment, of course, will only measure the ﬁgure full
If it is drawn to scale, the number given by
size.
the planimeter will have to be divided by the
For instance: if the ﬁgure is
square of the scale.
drawn quarter size, the area given by the plani.
meter will have to be multiplied by 16.

for a 21-in.
Model Steam Rail
Coach.

A Design

29:

in two or three places, as indicated, and should be
so arranged that they clear the steam and exhaust
'
pipes.
.The curved side pieces are to be pressed in
position between the front and back plates, as at d ;
after which, the joint can be well soldered.
Having
ﬁled away all superﬂuous solder, the saddle can be
screived down to the tootplatc, having previously
drilled and tapped holes in the latter to coincide
with those in the angle brackets.
For clamping the boiler to the saddle, two small

(iauge
Motor

By A. ]. 8000.
(Continued from page 245.)
SMOKE-BOX SADDLE, AND BOILER Firrmos.
HE front elevation of the engine, given in
Fig. 31, is useful in showing, amongst other
things, the outward bend oi the guard
irons, the position of the hand-rails in front of the
side tanks, and the chain attached to the drawhook.
The links of the chain can be bent to shape from
the same gauge of German silver wire as used for
the hand-rails, the joints being soft-soldered.
Returning to the boiler—the screwed collar, or
pad, to take the safety valve, can be turned up
out of a piece of brass, to the size indicated in
Fig. 32, and tapped to take the screwed end of safety
This ﬁtting should be silver-soldered in
valve.
position, having previously drilled and broached
out a bin. hole to receive it in the boiler barrel.
The smokebox saddle can be built up out of
Sheet iron, about i-24th-in. thick, or brass, if the
latter metal is preferred.
Two pieces for the front
and back will be required, and two curved side
Brass rod, 1 in.
pieces, as shown in Fig. 33.
diameter,
will do for the distance pieces or stays,
two lengths of i 5-r6ths-in. being cut off, and the
ends shouldered down to about 1-16th in., leaving
The ends of
I 3-16ths in. between the shoulders.
the stays are then pressed into the holes in the
front and back plates, and well sweated in; after
which all superﬂuous solder should be ﬁled 'away,
leaving the ends of the stays quite flush with the
plates.
Short lengths of {-in. angle-brass should be
riveted on to the front and back 'plates of the saddle,

O

O

2 2%” bé/iveen
Qua
Fro.

I‘d irons

or Exomn FOR
3i.—-FR0NT ELEVATION_
MODEL STEAM RAIL Moron COACH.
(Three

quarters

lull

size.)

eye-bolts with nuts are provided, which should be
attached to the front plate of the saddle, in about
the positions indicated in Fig. 33.
The slots to
receive the ends of these bolts can be cut in the boiler
casing at the same time as the hole for the steam
and exhaust pipes.
This being done, the inner
barrel and outer shell can be assembled, and held
together at the front end by means of the small
Holes to take No: 7 HA. screws can
ﬁxing screw.
now be drilled in the rear end'of outer casing, and
the ﬂange of the backplate in one operation, at the
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points indicated in Fig. 34. Now separate the inner
barrel
and casing, and countersink the holes in the
latter on the outside, the holes in the backplate ﬂange
being tapped to receive the ﬁxing screws. The casing
can now be replaced in position. and screWed down
on to the backplate, a little red lead being applied
'l‘wo 3-3mds-in.
to ensure a smoke-tight joint.
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so that the door moves
to keep in any required
wire being screwed in to
The reﬁnement of a

1, 1909

fairly stiﬁ'iy, to enable ll
position, a short length of
act as a handle.
blower is dispensed with.

Inner
boiler
bar-rel
7dpped

gimm

"for safe/1,
va Ive

Flo. 32.—SCREWED COLLAR

OR

PAD son SAFETY-VALVE.

holes must be drilled in the footplate, to allow the
screws, which project from the bottom of the throat
plate, to pass through.
Before screwing the boiler down in position,
it will be advisable to mount the boiler ﬁttings,
which are arranged on the backplate.
On referring
to the cab view, given on the coloured plate,
it will be noticed that only those ﬁttings which are
are
really necessary
employed, viz., regulator

or BACKPLATE AND REAR
or OUTER CASING, snowrxc
POSITION or Frxmc SCREWS.

F10. 34.—Vnzw

END

as it will, no doubt, be iound that suﬂ‘rcient
can be maintained for the ﬂames if the
is kept open while steam is being raised.

draught
ﬁredoor

FIG. 33.
Snowme
CONSTRUCTION
OF

Smoxssox
‘

SADDLE.

Solder—ed

handle. pressure gauge, bib or test cocks. and check
valve. A ﬁrehole door is also provided, which
can be cut to shape out of a. piece of sheet iron,
and attached to the backplate by means of a screw,
as indicated.
The screw should be tightened up

The check valve and bib cocks are stock patterns.
and can be obtained from any model maker's su ply
stores,
the check valve being No. I size.
we
holes
should be drilled and tapped to take the
bib cocks in the positions shown in the cab view,
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EXPRESS TANK ENGINES, L.B.
S.C. RAILWAY.
Enquiries are to hand respecting the new express
tank engine, with 5-ft. 6-in. coupled wheels and
zo-in. by 26-in. cylinders, which Mr. D. Earle
for the Brighton Railway,
Marsh has designed
and it is requested that,
possible, a dimensioned
drawing of this class shall be published in con
Notes.
The diagram on
junction with these
295,
reproduced from an official drawing
page
issued from Brighton Works, and dated january
22nd, 1909, will doubtless meet the needs of those
The locomotives of this class are
interested.
type tank engines, having boilers
large 4—4-—2
and the
equipped with Schmidt superheaters,
proportions are such as to make them
general
suitable for hauling passenger trains at high con
secutive speeds on the Brighton and other main
line portions of the railway, while they will be
equally useful for working frequently stopping and
heavy trains on the local services, excursion trafﬁc,
The total weight (in working order)
etc.
73 tons,
of which 37} tons are carried by the four coupled
wheels, and are thus available for adhesion.
The large cylinders and ample boiler capacity
to which
added
the
possessed by the engine,
imparted by the superheater
enhanced
efﬁciency
apparatus, will render them equal to any task which
can in reason be imposed upon them, and will class
them among the largest and most powerful tank
The dimen
engines in use upon British railways.
sions given upon the drawing are suﬁicient to meet
all ordinary
requirements, but should further
particulars be desired the Writer would endeavour
to obtain them.
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The nutted end of the cock should project to
within
in. of the edge of the footplating, to allow
of easy connection with the pump. Of course,
the union cock could be arranged between the check
valve and boiler, but, in the present design,
would be rather awkward to get at.
The ﬁtting for attaching the syphon pipe of the
pressure-gauge to the boiler can be of brass, and
should be drilled for the two ﬁxing screws, and faced
up to make a steam-tight joint with the backplate.
.\ short length of brass tube
screwed in at the back,

is
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S

To

check

/r‘nk

'By

Notes.
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Locomotive

is

.
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&

which represent the high and low water-levels.
The end of the tailpipe of the check valve is bent
at a right angle, to come in the centre of the gang
way, close to the footplate, and should be provided
with a union cock, as in Fig. 35, to prevent any
leaking back after the pump is disconnected.
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Y.R. FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINES AGAIN.

"to the above engines
have
been
rather frequent of late in these columns, and some
The
few letters have been received regarding them.
particulars relating to the running of the new engines,
and the comparisons drawn between them and the
"
“
Atlantics
belonging to the same railway, by Mr.
Robinson, of Liverpool (see p. I72, Feb. 25th issue),
have moved another correspondent, who writes from
Workington, Cumberland, to protest against what
he regards as an attempt to belittle the powers
of the new 4——6—40engines and to show a lack of
appreciation of the work they have to do.
the correspondent referred
to :—“
\Vritcs
should like Mr. Robinson to make a journey from
Manchester to Leeds, or vice wrsa, and the very
nature of the country passed through will at once
show him that long difﬁcult gradients must occur.
Starting right away from Leeds, the ﬁrst pull up
to Bramley
very severe, and the whole way to
Leeds, through Halifax, Todmorden, Littleborough,
of an almost continuous series
etc.,
composed
Though
of stiﬁ gradients in both directions.
admittedly exceptionally ﬁne engines, the ‘At
lantics,’ owing to their large driving wheels and
lack of adhesion, as compared with the six-coupled
locomotives, are not scan at their best over this
section of the line, and no doubt are not infre
well
quently in difﬁculties in bad weather.
remember," continues the correspondent, “seeing
References
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PIPE
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and bent upwards as in Fig. 36 to come above the
assembled.
Drill
high water-level when the ﬁtting
and tap out the hole for taking the end of the
syphon pipe, and also those in the backplate for the
To ensure a good joint, a little
two ﬁxing screws.
red lead could be applied with advantage before
screwing the ﬁtting down. The pressure gauge
should preferably be one reading up to
used
50 or 60 lbs.
Referring back to Fig. 27 (March 18th issue),
small screwed pins will be noticed near the front
These are to act as
end of the outer boiler casing.
stops for the smokebox front, and should project
about I-I6th in. on the inside, being sweated in and
tiled ﬂush on the outside.
(To be continued.)
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ﬁle,
ins. from one end.
Plane a V~grove the
same angle as the hole into
from the end furthest
away, then break your old ﬁles into suitable lengths.
and you have
good toolholder and tools that are
quickly ground
triangular ﬁles are referred to.

Face

for a Cycle Lamp Generator.

1

I

is

IAN R. FRAZER.
Being in possession of an acetylene lamp genera
tor, the following
a description of the way
made a face for it.
The materials required are:
ﬁller,
with ﬂange at top, as shown in drawing;
a
a glass to ﬁt the top, a few inches of brass strip
about
in. by 1-16th in. section, and two pairs of

Filler w”?!
5,0041, cu/ off

//

5”".
brgss

Genera/or
/

oracle/L)

and nuts. Firstly, cut-otl spout of ﬁller,
drill two holes opposite each other, one to let in
burner and the other to let out the fumes, and then
Next bend the brass strip to shape
polish inside.
in drawing, and drill a hole for a bolt at top, and
another hole at the place where the brass strip
touches
the
generator bracket. Now bolt the
ﬁller to the brass strip, and the brass strip to the
generator bracket. Place glass in front and hold
in place by a piece of springy brass wire. The
screws

face

then

complete.

A Simple Oil Hole Cover.
By FRED. A. BROWN.
an easily-made oil hole
The sketch represents
or where the cover must be
cover for slide-rests,
"ﬂush," the advantage of
the oil hole need
being that
not be tapped to receive it.
The diagonal saw-cut in the
head enables
to be easily
lifted out of the hole. with any
of the pieces of thin metal
which_are'invariably lying about in a workshop.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
Cutting Tools for Lathe Work.
By J. F. HALL.

To amateurs and others with a lathe, who often
run short of cutting tools, this hint will be useful

it

it

THE NEW L. & Y.R. TANK Exc1.\'1£s.
The writer has received from Mr George. Hughes,
M.1nst.C.E., chief mechanical engineer of the Lan
cashire and Yorkshire Railway, a photograph of
Engine No. 1,504, which is one of the new o~8-2
tank locomotives designed by him for heavy bank
A reproduction from the
ing and shunting service.
The
photograph appears on the opposite page.
design is a striking one, the boiler being exception
ally large and high-pitched ; and it is, of course,
highly important that ample steam-generating capa
city should be provided, as the engine has the
largest diameter of cylinder yet employed in a
The
simple locomotive on any British railway.
cylinders are 21} ins. diameter by 26 ins. stroke;
driving (coupled) wheels, 4 ft. 6 ins. diameter,
arranged on a wheelbase of 17 ft. 111}ins., with the
The total wheelbase of the
second pair as drivers.
The boiler contains 295 tubes
engine is 24 ft. 6 ins.
of 2} ins. diameter; these provide 2,008 square feet
of heating surface, and the ﬁrebox adds 190 square
feet, making the total heating surface 2,198 square
The grate area is 2 56 square feet.
The
feet.
tanks carry 2,000 gallons of water, and 3 tons of
coal are accommodated in the bunker at the rear of
There are ﬁve of these engines, and they
the cab.
are stationed in the immediate neighbourhood of
the heavy banks in the Fazakerley (Liverpool) dis
trict especially for the purpose of assisting other
engines up the grades with heavy loads and for coal
shunting work.

Procure a piece of soft steel, about i- in. by :1 in. by
Drill it 4}in. deep. with a drill ground
5 ins. long.
to the same angle as the section of a three-cornered

is

with ﬁve coaches,
type engine,
an ‘Atlantic'
comprising the Manchester to Leeds express,
pulled up by signal, which, by the way, it some
what overdrew, on the very stiff bit just before
reaching Holbeck Station, and although the train
was not heavy, or the line at all greasy, the driver
had great difficulty in backing the train at all,
and at least ﬁve minutes were lost for this reason.
If Mr. Robinson will observe trains working on
this section, he will quickly come to the conclusion
that here is the real test of the engine’s capabilities,
and if you could give us a proﬁle of the L. &_ Y.
line, showing the actual gradients of this section,
it would be very interesting."
Now, what does Mr. Robinson say in reply to
Of course, the Workington reader is right
this?
in selecting the hardest section of the road he can,
as providing the true test of the capabilities of
the new, and other engines; but, when all is said,
we come back to the same point, namely, that
each type has its own particular sphere, and will
excel when the conditions for which it is best suited
prevail. The writer recently had a favourable
opportunity of examining one of the new four
cylinder engines, and came unhesitatingly to the
conclusion that both in regard to excellence of
it and others of
design and general appearance,
the same class rank amongst the ﬁnest locomotives
ever seen on any of the railways of this or any other
country.

1, 1909.
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riveted in as shown, and a “ square " provided.
working in the slot cut in the bracket, thus pre
venting any tendency of the gear to twist round.
The valve-rod guide bracket is a simple gun-metal
casting fastened to the H.-P. crosshead slide on the
lacing provided.
The valve crank-rod
of gun-metal, small oil
holes
being provided for lubrication.
The last
detail to call for comment
the governor, which.
"
“
as will be seen. has its
enclosed
bag of tricks
in the ﬂywheel.

b.h.-p. Quick
Revolution Engine.

Design sfor

1909.

|%

>

is

(Conrlndcd from page 272.)
valve spindle bracket and lever are of
simple construction. The spindle head should
be ground on to the bracket to ensure the
faces being steamtight, and a small oil hole provided
to lubricate them.
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The valve~rod
made out of a piece ol silver
steel tempered to suit.
Nuts are titted at the lower
end to enable the valve setting to be carried out to
a nicety.
The valve-rod
turned from a
uide
steel forging, and the pin or the valve crank~rod

w Inn-anon

ggegggg

of cast iron, recessed on both
The ﬂywheel
sides, the side containing the expansion gear being
covered over with a sheet steel disc. thus forming
The ﬂywheel
a casing to keep out all dirt, etc.
keyed to the crankshaft, a small steel dog and
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5-l6ths in. tap bolt preventing it coming 06, there
not being
room for a complete washer.
The
governor details being drawn out separately, there
18 no need to describe
them here.
The springs
are adjusted from the oustide by the
ferrules
provided.
In this description Lhave endeavoured to give
as far as possible
for ad0pting the
my_ reasons
various details in the make-up of the design, in the

hope that they may at least be useful to other
readers who are designing engines on their own
account of different types.
I must be excused for any elaboration as the
engine is intended to do hard continuous service
and to be a bit more than a toy.
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Copper, Silver, and

Plating.

Gold

By X. Y. Z.
amateur who has constructed the model
ﬁttings described previously will possibly
desire to ﬁnish these off in a proper manner.
To do this, he will have to electro
There are several
plate them.
books on this subject, but they are,
as a rule, too technical for the
I purpose to give
average reader.
you the system of plating, in as
so
simple a manner as possible,
as to enable
you to have some
measure
of success.
The articles
you require to commence with in
a small way are a battery, one or
two enamel bowls, a scratch brush,
a small gas-ring, and some old
I wish to impress on the
beer.
operator that he must be scrupul‘
ously clean in all his work, or he
will have endless trouble, and be
It is
disappointed in the results.
advisable to copper-plate all the
work ﬁrst, as it covers all solder
and makes them better for taking
either the silver or the gold.
The
copper solution can be bought ready
for use at most jewellers' dealers,
but perhaps the operator likes to
do this himself. There are several
diﬂerent methods of making copper
solutions, but the one given below
is most likely to give the best results.
I give you the quantities for a fairly large
amount of solution, but you will be able
to halve the quantities it required.
Copper
Dissolve, say, 4 ozs. of copper
solution:
sulphate in a pint of hot water, and allow it
to cool, add liquid ammonia until the sedi
ment which forms is dissolved, stirring all the
Now add one
time with a piece of stick.
pint of cold water, and then dissolve 12 ozs.
of cyanide of potassium in a pint of water,
and add a little at a time, until the blue dis
This blue gener
appears from the solution.
ally disappears beiore all the cyanide is added.
You should stir the solution all the time you
are adding the
cyanide. When the blue
has disappeared, add the rest of the cyanide,
and allow the solution to stand until it settles.
You may then pour of! the clear liquid and
When you require to use
put it in bottles.
the solution, you should add about as much
water as you have solution, and, placing on
heat
to nearly boiling point,
the gas-ring,
taking care, however, not to let it boil. As
the solution gets lower through evaporation
caused by steaming,
you may add water to
You now
keep it up to working strength.
ﬁx up battery; a Daniell or Bunsen is the
best, but it can be done with an ordinary battery,
and it is possible to do it with a dry cell.
Some
01 my amateur friends may have small dynamos,
and they can use these with the very best results.
You will now require a piece of copper sheet
for an anode—this is to put into the solution;

HE
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the copper you are taking out in the operation
of plating, and to form the electric circuit.
Now
connect a piece of wire to the positive pole of battery
and attach the anode which is immersed in the
solution;
also put another piece of wire on the
negative pole battery to attach the articles you
intend to plate.
You ire now ready, as far as the
solution is concerned, and you must bear in mind
that in all operations you must be clean.
You now have to scratch-brush the articles with
sour beer, afterwards rinsing well in clean water, and_
place in a bowl, ﬁlled with clean water. until you
Now attach the article to
require to plate them.
to the negative wire and place in the
be coppered
copper bath. moving gently to an fro when ﬁrst
immersed,
to remove any air bubbles that attach
themselves to the articles, as these are apt to spoil
Leave in
the deposit and make the surface rough.
the bath until you have a nice rich cover of copper.
The time usually taken is about [0 to 15 minutes,
but depends on the current, which should be about
4 volts, and then place in clean water to remove any
After washing in water, you have to
solution.
scratch-brush and then place again in clean water
until you are ready to silver or gild as the case may
be.
You may copper all the articles ﬁrst, and gild,
etc., together.
This saves a lot of time and, before
going any further, the plater must understand
that if he requires the articles to come out of the
bath bright and free from scratches, they must be
polished or buffed ﬁrst, as the plating shows any
defects
in the polishing and greatly exaggerates
scratches, etc.
Having by now got into the method of coppering,
we will proceed with the more expensive silver
plating. As we have already got the battery, etc.,
we only require the solution and a silver anode.
The
anode, as a makeshift, may be an old watch case or
any other silver article, but, of course, a proper anode
is preferable.
There are numerous ways in which
silver solutions can be made. but I think the follow
ing method Will give the least trouble to the operator.
To make a solution, proceed as follows :—Procure
at the chemist's 1}oz. of nitrate of silver, and then
make a fairly strong solution of common salt, which
must be added
gradually to the nitrite; this
will give you a white precipitate, called chloride of
silver;
pour off the salt solution and wash the
chloride.
Now make a strong solution of cyanide
of potassium by dissolving, say, 4} lb. of cyanide
in a pint of water, and add gently to the chloride
until all is dissolved, and then add a little more
cyanide. You should then ﬁlter through a piece of
and add rain water to make up
blotting-paper
half a gallon. If this quantity of solution is more
than you require, you may halve all the quantities.
This is what is known as a cold solution—that is, it
can be worked cold.
But if it is heated as in the

copper solution, it will work better and whiter. The
silver is worked in the same way as the copper, but
it is better to move the articles all the time they
are in the solution, as otherwise your deposit will
not have the exceptional whiteness.
It should
then be scratch-brushed, rinsed in clean water, and
dried in boxwood sawdust. This can be bought
at the jewellers’ dealers at about Is. er gallon. As
these ﬁttings are exposed to the air or a long time
they are invariably lacquered with clear lacquer.
You will be able to get this from, say, Messrs.
Canning 8: Co., of Birmingham, who are specialists
in the electro-plating business.
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We now come to the most expensive solution—
the gold.
For this you will require a gold anode.
This can be bought from the ﬁrm mentioned, and is
sold by weight.
I should say 105. will get you an
anode
sufﬁcient for your initial
As
attempt.
regards the solution, this is a simple one, but it is
easily put out of order.
Gold solution:
Get a tube of chloride of gold,
cost about 2s., and 1 oz. of chloride of potassium.
old into an ordinary
_ Now put the chloride of
basin, and add, say, a gill 0 water.
This will give
Now dissolve r-r6th oz. of
you a yellow liquid.
cyanide to 4 ozs. of water, and add to the solution
of gold stirring all the time.
Now add another
gill of water to the solution, and it is ready for use.
It can be worked almost immediately, but it is better
to let it stand for an hour or so.
It should then be
boiled and allowed to cool.
if the solution does
not seem to work very well, add a small piece of
cyanide about as big as a pea, and move the articles
vigorously all the time they are in the bath. This
bath should be worked hot, as in the other case.
A little practice will soon make the operator fairly
skilfui in the gilding operation. The gilded articles
should be brushed as in the previous operations,
and dried in sawdust, and afterwards lacquered.
This completes all the operations of plating, and
if you are careful and clean in the washing, etc.,
you will have little or no trouble in the matter.

Simple Lathes.
By H. MuucAsrnn, A.M.l.Mech.E.
we ﬁnd that those who turn out the
ﬁnest work are not possessed of the best
tools.
Skill is a factor entering so largely
into every undertaking that frequently the ap
pliances are only of a secondary consideration:
that we look upon
so evident is this sometimes,
certain a pliances as a make-up for the lack of
skill, an
not for the purpose of labour-saving
only. We know of amateurs who possess a full
equipment of the best tools of every description
--from a lathe down to a bottle of soldering ﬂuid,
and yet do not turn 06 any work worth mentioning.
Others seem to be most proud of the keeping of their
condition, and are almost
outﬁt in spick-and~span
“ That
afraid to use a tool. lest it should be soiled.
is rather a good one," they say, andlmake shift with
something else.
In a retrospect the writer can think of those
who have turned out really good work with very
two most
the
tools—having
possessed
simple
important items that anyone can possess, namely,
The writer put: patience ﬁrst
patience and skill.
because, having this, the skill may generally be
acquired. Some people are naturally more expert
than others, and are born with an aptitude for
certain things; but no observant person would care
to deny‘thejpossibility of the dullest acquiring.
by patient application, a degree of proﬁciency
in many things.
The conditions under which most of our young
are trained make it almost impossible
engineers
to acquire eXpertness in the use of hand tools and
appliances. Almost every class of opera
simple
tion is done by machinery to within a few thou
sandths of an inch of the required dimensions.
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and the aid of surface-plates, angle—plates, scribing
block, graduated and indexed movements (lineal
and angular) on many tools almost entirely dis
with the necessity
of any manual skill.
penses
It must not be assumed that the writer wishes to

in different ways, so that half the time it was
revolving backwards by the see-saw motion of the
bow.
In the case of the columns, the end of the
rod was ﬁled square to ﬁt the hole in the pulley
and, after being
punched for the centres,
was
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mounted in the lathe and turned. As the columns
would not exceed
ins. in length, the work \‘i'lS
not of any great difﬁculty for an expert.
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FIG.
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This form of lathe has been in use
for a long period. having seen service in
the early days of clock-making.
Its worst
feature
that
employs one hand for
driving, leaving only one available for
This
a condition
holding the tools.
that may be altered by the ﬁtting up of
modi
a set of treadle gear and making
ﬁcation to the lathe.
For work to be turned between cen
tres, it
evident that there
no need
for either of the centres to revolve. We
may consider the spindle in the ordinary
lathe as being made to revolve for the
purpose of turning the work which
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disparage the use of these aids and appliances;
on the contrary, he believes that such are neces
sary and desirable, and often relieve the workmen
of a lot of arduous toil. The object
to point
out that
possible to do good work even where
the appliances are of the most meagre description,
with an amount of patience and industry roughly
in the inverse proportion to the fewness of such
appliances—a fact which may be liable to be over
looked.
A third of a century ago the writer essayed to
make a small vertical engine under the great dis
A young
advantage that no lathe was available.
watchmaker, however, oﬁered to do the turned
work, which was mostly of brass, on
lathe, which
was, as nearly as remembered, as shown in Figs. l.
2, and
There was no flywheel, the driving being
done by a bow similar to that used for the double
ﬁddle,
bass
stout piece of
only, instead of hair,
catgut was used and given one turn over a pulley,
With
which was ﬁxed in the mandrel as shown.

3
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ew tools——probably
ground out of old ﬁles—
the glands, cylinder covers, bearing brasses, orna
mental columns (irom brass rod), eccentrics, were
turned and ﬁnished in really good style.
Nothing
seemed to come amiss—it was a fine object-lesson
"
on
how
done." All the screws were turned
out of the solid rod.
The work seemed rendered
more diﬂicult by the spindle turning alternately
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If, however, the
the centres.
between
does
work can be made to revolve,
not matter much whether the lathe cen
are both ﬁxed or one be revolv
tres
One method of driving the work has been sug
ing.
ﬁxed to the mandrel
gested above, where a pulley
or to the bar in the lathe to be turned. If a treadle gear
be arranged to drive on to this pulley, we have at once
a foot lathe, but with this disadvantage —that we are
obliged to ﬁt a ulley to every piece of work we
whereas, in the ordinary lathe
mount in the la
some form of dog only
required to be ﬁxed.
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We may, however, effect a compromise by ﬁtting
a pulley over the centre and using it as a carrier,
in the manner shown in Fig. 4, where P is a pulley
made with two grooves.
running loosely on the
spindle L, which is ﬁrmly ﬁxed into the lathe head
Into this spindle the
and held by the screw S.
centre is ﬁxed. The pulley has an arm K, which
D,
carrying the work W.
engages the dog
Such an arrangement is capable of doing very

April

Then there is the further consideration
of lathe.
that it can be easily made and kept in order.
It must not be forgotten that its use is limited
to mount the
to those cases where it is possible
work between the centres, and that the operations
of facing, drilling, boring, etc.. are quite impractic
able.
To show, however, how many of the parts
required on a small engine can be turned and
ﬁnished in such a lathe, we give a design and a.
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excellent work, on account oi both centres being
ﬁxed. This condition avoids two sources of error-—
(i) the liability oi the lathe spindle being out of
truth, causing the centre to oscillate;
(2) the
bearings of the spindle may be worn, allowing play
in the spindle, and making it im ossible to keep
the vibration.
the work steady, on account 0
The advantages of this form of lathe for work that
can conveniently be done between centres will be
evident. The writer can speak from experience
of the possibility of doing good work in this type

FIG

F10. 8.

7.

of each part, as mounted between
the
lathe centres (Figs.5
to 16).
TheSe
may be
of some interest to our younger readers, as an
illustration of " how it is done."
A satisfactory lathe may be very cheaply and
easily made, as shown in Fig.17 . The bed A is
made of two pieces of 3 it. by 2 ft. by
in. or
5-16ths-in. steel angle-bar, to any desired length,
The feet B are of 2 ins. by 5-16ths~in,
say 24 ins.
ﬂat bar, riveted, with one end Letween the above
and bent holes
in. diameter) being drilled

Sketch

i

1,;

GUII‘p/h

Q

(13'

5

i6.

WT
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the base for the bolts holding the lathe to the bench.
The ﬁxed head may be bolted or riveted to the bed,
holes being made for that purpose.
The heads are
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having been cut off merchant bars; if sheared,
they are usually a. little distorted, but can be
readily knocked into shape on an anvil when heated ;

5co/e

{5'- //'nc‘/1

Sim/re 619th

FIG. 5.
v -in. by Q-in. angle-bar.
These can
M4 _-m . b
readily Ob‘taihid from structural engineers’ scrap,

made
be

I

the corners
desired.

if

may be taken off by the smith's set,
The hole for the centre will be drilled
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i

in. diameter in the case of ﬁxed head,
{nipped
as we
as the poppet-head.
The centres may be
bought from some of the ﬁrms who supply these.
and the bolts drilled and taper-reamered to suit.
and

7

___\
e

r» V
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about 5 in. diameter larger than the spin
The spindle is put into place in the cast
ing and wooden moulds ﬁtted to form the ﬂanges
on the white-metal bearing.
The wooden moulds
are held by string binding them to the casting.
The outside is then smeared with clay to prevent
the metal from running out, and a hole is left in
holes
dle.

-- F1o.6.

7/y wﬁeel

FIG. 9.

L%
car
the poppet-head a ﬁ-in. square—necked
nters’ bolt about 41» ins. long will be required
It may be necessary to ﬁle
or holding to'bed.
a little oﬂ two Opposite sides, to allow it to slide
The
freely between the angles forming the bed.
pulley may be of cast iron, with two diameters,

In

the wood for a gate.
The metal is melted in an iron
ladle and poured into the moulds.
After both
bearings are poured and the metal set, the spindle
is
with a lead or brass hammer until it can be
tapged
turne
A satisfactory way
freely in the bearings.
of taking the thrust is to put a ﬁat-pointed set
screw into a bracket, preferably cast to the head
stock, or. better still, make a gland, which is held
to the headstock by two studs, the gland being

K

4215*?
8
say 6 ins. and 3* ins. over the edges of the
A piece of ﬁ-in. diameter steel
grooves.
bar about 2* ins. long will be tapped into
An ordinary
the pulley to serve as a carrier.
hand-rest may be made out of angle-iron, as
shown in Fig. 18. If intended for wood
turning, the small angle may be replaced by a
2-in. by fin. ﬂat, with the top edge bevelled.
There
is no reason why such a bed should not be ﬁtted
to a better class of lathe ; angles of every descrip
tion and size are easily obtainable. made of really
good steel, and can be straightened by hammering
There is no great
so as to make a really good job.
amount of difﬁculty in getting a level suriace.
The writer confesses to a decided Prejudice against
the form of headstock where a pomted setscrew is
used instead of a bearing, although such an arrange
ment is common in the less expensive lathes.
A very satisfactory headstock may be made
The headstock, which
with white-metal bearings.
is shown partly in section,
Fig. 19, is cast with

FIG.

17.

held at any desired angle by means of' nuts on
the studs.
The hearing at the larger end of the
spindle may be slightly coned, the outer end being
the smaller.
The writer has known such a bearing
to last months in constant wear without getting
H it gets slack,
slack enough to give any trouble.
the metal may be melted down again and new bear
in s cast.
1: place of the large wheel of the back-gear.
a suitable sprocket wheel off an old bicycle mav
be used.
The utility of this Seems to be overlooked,
although there is no better substitute for back-gear
than a pair of such wheels and a bicycle chain,
the larger wheel being keyed to the crankshaft
of the foot-gear. As every cyclist knows, the chain
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can be removed in a few moments when not required.
For a. few coppers these can be bought in any town
almost. and would not require much ﬁtting up.
the most difﬁcult part to obtain is
Generally,
The writer has seen a decent
the driving wheel.
substitute
made out of ﬂooring hoards. Get
suﬁicient Z-in. tongued and grooved boards (6 ins.
wide) to cut into eight pieces about 24 ins. long,
Lay the pieces in two
fairly dry and not warped.
layers of four, the one layer having the Joints to
Put the tongues in
cross the joints of the other.
the groove and clamp together, mark off a circle
about 4 ins. less in diameter than the largest
possible, and drill for ii-in. wood screws about 6-in.
Get two pieces of 2-in. by
pitch along the line.
l-in. ﬂat iron :6 ins. long, each having a hole in
the centre to suit the size of the crankshaft, and
After
with six countersunk holes for wood screws.
one plate is ﬁnished, bore -a hole through the wood
to suit the hole in the iron, push the shaft through ;
The plates will,
then ﬁx the remaining iron plate.
of course, go across the joints of the woodwork.
in ﬁxing the second plate, care should be taken
to have the shaft square before screwing to the
boards. A keyway may now be ﬁtted in the hole,
When the shaft
and the whole ﬁtted to the shaft.
is in its bearings. the turning of the wheel will be
a simple matter.
Rig up a temporary rest, and
use a small mortising ChlSC‘i, taking care to have
it sharp.
The turning will be done from the side.
off
The corners of the square
may be sawn
if there be not sufﬁcient room for it to revolve.
Turn a groove
Make the smaller diameter 23 ins.
about
in. wider than the chisel, ﬁnishing the peri
The corner-pieces
phery as the cut gets deeper.
Make
\till ﬂy off as cut loose from the middle part.
the periphery
slightly spherical, and do not try a
second cut from the edge;
begin always at the
\Vhen
side. or a piece may split off along the grain.
in the
through the ﬁrst layer, turn the second
same way.
but about I in. larger in diameter
(Fig. 20).
The mistake often made in the makeshift type
of lathe is that of having the bearings too short.
One of the essentials to a good bearing is a true
spindle. The bearings should be absolutely parallel
with each other, and should be carefully ﬁnished,
=0as not to leave any tool-marks.
The slackness may be taken up to some extent
by punchinga few marks in the ﬂanges of the bear

i

This will
"135. using an ordinary centre-punch.
spread the metal and close it on the spindle.
It is well to make a policy of shaping things,
For
with a view of any future improvements.
example, a spindle that will allow for back-gearing
can be made at ﬁrst almost as easily as a spindle
not so ﬁtted ; even an extra inch or so at the tail
end will not make any great odds at ﬁrst, but may
The same may be
afterwards save a new spindle.
said of the headstock, where the cast holes may,
without: any extra trouble, be made suitable for
to take conical bushes.
The
boring afterwards
lugs for the spindle of the back-gear may also be
test on without any detriment to the headstock,
if they be not afterwards utilised.
There is a wonderful fascination about a lathe
to some workers, and a little exPerience generally
gives a resourceful worker an idea of the immense
mpabilities of the tool, and the probabilities are
that-he will begin to think out means of extending
its usefulness.
The moral, then, seems to be—
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begin on lines that will make any desirable extension
possible.

This may seem a reversal of the idea of making
a simple lathe, as at ﬁrst suggested; but it must
be remembered
that such an one will enable the
possessor to begin a lathe on right lines, for spindles
bushes, pulleys, etc., may be turned by its aid.
There is, then, the further consideration 'that
a really good lathe is obtainable at a price so moder
ate that one cannot claim any saving in attempting
article, if the labour has to be
the home-made
allowed for, and the cost of patterns. castings.
tools, and appliances is considerable.
Of
special
course, a lot of these are available for other work,
and one gets more expert at providing ways and
means from the makeshifts that have‘ to be rigged
The most successful
requires.
up as occasion
worker is generally the one who can extemporise
most readily and put to use some of the innumerable
odds and ends generally found in the vicinity of
mechanics—amateur or professional.
The lathes weihave sketched are a long way
from perfect, but will enable work to be done that,
without some such aid, would be impossible.

The Conversazione of the
Manchester Society of Model
Engineers.
HE ﬁrst annual Conversazione

of the Man
Society of Model Engineers was
chester
held at the Exeter Restaurant, Deansgatv,
on Saturday evening, March 6th, from 7 p.m. till
10 p.m., about 100 members
and visitors being
It was a great success in every way,
present.

everything working smoothly from start to ﬁnish
without a hitch of any description. The only thing
to be regretted was the unkindness shown by the
Clerk of the \Veather, who, it seems, compounded
the most ﬁendish mixture of sleet and snow, slush
and mud, with a biting wind, that he could possibly
conjure up for the occasion, thus keeping many
away who would otherwise have been present.
The miserable conditions prevailing outside, how
ever, were quickly forgotten on entering the com
fortable and well-lighted restaurant, where a ﬁne
display of models at once attracted the attention.
As one passed from one table to another, nothing
but expressions of admiration were heard from the
visitors at the beautiful ﬁnish and high-class
workmanship displayed on most of the models
exhibited.
The illustration reproduced herewith does but
scant justice to the exhibits and, moreover, shows
them at a disadvantage, as all the tables are crowded
of
instead
together for photographing purposes
being arranged round the room as they actually
The table shown on the extreme
were afterwards.
left contained, perhaps, some of the best ﬁnished
models on exhibition.
Among these were a } h.-p.
compound launch engine, complete in every detail
and a splendidly ﬁnished model hydraulic press,
both by Mr. Mitchell.
When it is added that
under steam test this engine worked at 2,000 r.p.m.
without a sound, it will be apparent that the ﬁne
ﬁnish is not conﬁned to the exterior only. A small
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horizontal engine, a twin-cylinder launch engine
a 6o-watt dynamo, and a 30-watt dynamo—all made
by Mr. L. Stant and Mr. D. Stant; a 34in. by z-in.
engine (Hampson Bros. design), and a
high-speed
large horizontal engine, both by Mr. F. Westmore
land, were also objects of envy on account of the
beautiful workmanship displayed. The ﬁne ,1,-in.
scale model of a Cunard liner by Mr. B. M. O'Connor
and Mr. Chas. O'Niel, seen in the centre of the
Again,
photograph, came in for much attention.
the camera has done but poor justice to the original,
which is over 5 ft. long, and is painted and ﬁnished
in the exact style of the Cunard Line. This model
was Shown with her interior illuminated by electric
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motor and an exhibition shocking coil by Mr.
J. H. Saville, accumulators and charging board
by Mr. I. H. Goodwin, a twin-cylinder launch
engine in course of construction by Mr. A. Dean,
a horizontal engine and dynamo by Mr. C. Dring,
2-in. gauge scale model track and wagons by Mr.
L. Redfern, a 7o-watt Manchester type dynamo
by Mr. T. Carter, Iii-in. gauge railway track and
rolling~stock by Mr. B. H. Reynolds, and a. loo-watt
Manchester type dynamo by Mr. H. Hathaway.
Mr. S. L. Thompstone, whose name is Well
known to the older readers of THE MODEL ENG!
NEER, also kindly lent his horizontal engine for
exhibition.
Messrs. Chas. Churchill & Co. exhibited

“xv

“21...

Vle

snowmo

SOME

or run EXHIBITS

AT THE MANCHESTER
CONVERSAZIONE.

light, which, streaming through the countless port
holes, had a very pretty eﬁect.
Her builders had,
happily enough, chosen the international signal
"
All’s well," to ﬂy from her
code ﬂags, signifying
foremast,
which proved to be a good omen for the
evening.

the Cunarder may be seen another
in course of construction by Mr.
steamer
J. Graham, part of her unﬁnished machinery being
shown on the fore deck, and on her port quarter
—to use a nautical expression—is a model electric
T .B. destroyer by Mr. A. Barnes. Another centre
of attraction was an electric locomotive built by
Mr. A. Harrison to THE NIODEL ENGINEER design,
which was shown running on a temporary track
under the charge of the builder. A horizontal
engine by Mr. N. Procopides, clearly shown in the
photograph, came in for some attention owing to
The
the somewhat artistic design of the ﬂywheel.
other exhibits of interest were a well-made hori
zontal engine by Mr. C. Astin, an
h.-p. water

Astern of

model

l

SOCIETY or MODEL

ENGINEERS.

the famous Drummond £5 lathe, and also Holmes”
£5 lathe, both appearing excellent value, and also
a selection
of high-class tools suitable for model
work. Messrs. The Universal Electric Supply Com
pany also exhibited an interesting selection of their
manufactures and their new electric cycle lamp,
shown working from the front wheel of an ordinary
Three
cycle, attracted a good deal of attention.
magnets only were used and at walking speed the
lamp became incandescent, and however quickly
the cycle wheel revolved it was impossible to over
run the lamp. This created considerable attention
and, as a result, quite a number of the members
have decided to make up their own magneto cycle

dynamo lamp. Another item of interest shown by
this ﬁrm was the " Hydronamo," viz., coupled water
motor and dynamo for charging accumulators
from the cellar tap.
An agreeable break in the evening was afforded
after which a well
by the serving of refreshments,
arranged musical programme under the direction of
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M. O'Connor (chairman of the Society),
with.
was proceeded
At the close, a vote of thanks, proposed by the
Chairman, and seconded by the Hon. Secretary, to
the ladies and gentlemen who had so kindly given
their services as artistes, was passed with acclama
non.
Great credit is due to the officials and members
of the Society who had worked hard to ensure a
successful evening, and also to the manageress and
lady attendants of the Exeter Restaurant for the
excellent arrangements made whereby refreshments
were served to all with ct-lt-rity and comfort.
Everyone is pleased, the visitors because. in the
was a most enjoyable
words of one of them,
evening," the members because their hard work
in vain, and the Hon. Secretary
had not been
because the Society obtained six new members
and made a small proﬁt on the undertaking where
they expected to make a loss.
Mr. B.
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The Coming Season.
The model yacht sailing season will soon be in full
and the various craft which have been
swing,
completed during the winter months will be sailing
the miniature seas, to confirm or to confound the
Some of the new
fond hopes of their builders.
and,
boats will, doubtless, be replicas of others,
of \vo'kmanship
beyond their merits as examples

Fro. l.—-THE

”

Joseemse" READY
M.Y.C.

FOR STARTING,

Anvens.

will not arouse more than passing interest. Others,
however, will embody new ideas—a reﬁnement 0f
llﬂt‘S, an alteration
of sail plan, the adoption of a
new measurement rule—eall these points will lend
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novelty to the craft, and arouse interest and
expectations. both in the builder and in his club
mates.
We want to hear about these new boats,
particularly when the results are up to expecta
tions, for it is on the question of possible improve
ment in performance that the interest of the coming
racing season centres.
Will last year's "crack"
be beaten?
Has she been improved?
Have the
new boats better lines ? These and other questions
the forthcoming weeks will quickly answer,
and
we should like to know the replies.
Information of
this kind is of greater general interest than the mere
reports of races. and will lnve a stronger claim
upon our space.
a Lake on Hackney Marshes.
Mr. Brittain, as enterprising as ever, has been
endeavouring to get the authorities to construct
a large (i‘acre hke for model yachting on Hackney
Marshes.
After numerous interviews and much
the scheme was favourably con~
correspondence,
sidered by Mr. john Burns and the Central Un
employed Committee. but the Parks and Open
Spices Committee of the I..C.('. finally declined
it “ with regret." Mr. Brittain, in a recent letter
to us, says :—“ There is surely a moral here for
the model yachtsmen of London, to back up the
Association movement so courageous] y taken in hand
If only to support
by our friend Mr. Colman Green.
individual efforts in dealing with public bodies, the
formation of a powerful association is worth all
the trouble, and without this I am convinced that
model yachting will not make much headway."

Wanted

The Championship of Belfast.

A model motor~boat race for the Championship
of Belfast is to be held, on the Ormeau Park Lake,
on Easter Monday.
The boats are limited in length
to 6 ft. 6 ins. on L.\\'.I.., and the course will be
Readers wishing to
once'up and down the lake.
enter, or to join the Belfast Model Yacht and
Club,
Steamer
should communicate with Mr. A. C.
Gaﬁcikin, 3, Park Parade, Ravenhill Road, Belfast.
Model Yachting

in Belgium.

We are indebted to the Secretary of the Associa
Clubs, Mr. Frederik
tion Belge dos Model-Yacht

F

NATIONAL MEASUREMENT RULE, M.Y.C. ANVERS.

Van Dongen, Oedenkovenstrect 29, Borgerhout,
Antwerp, for the following interesting notes on
Belgian Model Yachting, and also for the accom
He
panying photographs of some of their models.
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writes :—"In a recent
issue
of THE
MonEL
ENGINEER, I read that a British Model Yacht
Racing Association is being formed in England.
It might be of interest to your readers to learn
that a similar assoeiation,
under the name of
Clubs, has
Association Belge des Model-Yacht

start arrived, .20., 2 o'clock, there was still a con—
siderable portion of thin ice on one end of the
water, but the boats were easily able to get through
this before the race, and so cleared the pond. A
very good afternoon’s sport was had, but, owing
to the depth of some of the Rye boats, the water
was found to be rather shal
low in places.
This was the
only drawback to the after
noon’s sport, as there was a
half~gale blowing from the
north. The match ﬁnished
even. namely, 35 points to
both sides.
After, the race, tea was pro
vided by the Clapham Club.
at their head-quarters, The
Alexandra Hotel, twenty sitt
The chair
ing down to same.
was taken by Mr. G. Arthur
A pleasant time was
Smith.
spent, and the Rye represent
F10. 3.—Tm<: " WALKURE," WINNER
Fro. 5.—Two SUCCESSFUL soars. 80 c.n.
atives went home, we believe,
or THE NATIONAL SCALE or THE
O =" ROSETTE IV," A.\'D _[=" JOSEPH—
well satisﬁed with their after
LEAGUE MARITIME BELGE.
me " RACING.
noon’s sport.
Several mem
been in existence
in Belgium since [907.
bers of Clapham hope to make the journey to Rye
The
members
of this association are:
The Antwerp
at Easter, “hen good sport is bound to be had
Model Yacht Club, the Modéle Yacht Club Anvers,
on
the
Rye water. The Clapham Club have
the Ostend Model Yacht Club, the Yacht Club of
already, for the coming season, ﬁxed up home and
Ghent. and the Yacht Club of Ostend. It is an
away matches in the Sailing Section with the London
Corinthian Model Yacht Club, the Serpentine Model
important fact to note, that our Association has
been joined by two important Belgian Yacht Clubs,
Yacht Club, the Model Yacht Sailing Association of
London, and Forest Gate Model Yacht Club, and
which have formed sections for model yachting.
The aim of our association is to organise inter-club
other matches are in course of arrangement. There
races, under a common rule of measurement,
are also, in the steamer section, whispers of several
and to
arbitrate on all disputed points which might arise
new boats about to leave the stocks, of which
To assist this section,
between
the associated
great things are expected.
clubs.
Our measurement
rule is based on the international rule, being
a new testing tank, over K“ it. long, has been por
vided and installed in the clubhouse. This will
+B+ l/zG + 3d. + i,'3¢S
not only allow tests as to ﬂoating capacity, but
2
is also big enough to allow testing the models under
steam.
(expressed in centimetres), the factor F 0t freeboard
and of bow-taxes having been neglected.
results,
This rule has given eXcellent
pro
The most
ducing very ﬁne racing yachts.
successful series is the one of 80 centimeters.
I am sending you some photographs of models
of this series.
I am at the disposal of every
model yachtsnian wishing to have more details
about the organisation of our Association."

R=L

Glasgow Model Steamers.

The members of the Glasgow Model Steamer
Club held a meeting at the Alexandria Caié,
on the 8th ult., when one of the exhibits of
interest was a ﬁne twin-cylinder compound
engine, by Mr. W. Cattell—intended for a 5-ft.
\Ve.
speed boat—t0 Mr. Dysart's design.
understand that several new boats are in
course of construction by various members,
and that some good racing is expected
in
the near future.
Glasgow readers wishing to
'join should communicate with Mr. 5. Russell,
:09, London Road East, Glasgow.

Concerning Clapham.

FIG. 4.—A GROUP or 80 on. Yacnrs or THE M.Y.C.
The Clapham Steam and Sailing Club enter
ANVERS.
tained the Rye Model Yacht Club at the first
Derby Festivities.
race of the season, on Feb. I 3th, on the home water,
The Derby Model Yacht Club, of Bootle, had
Long Pond. Clapham. The members from the Rye
a great gathering a few weeks back, when they held
Club turned up in strong numbers. and were able to
their ninth annual concert, prize distribution. and
put nine boats on the water. consequently there were
The Mayor
in the County Hall, Bootlc.
dance,
\‘\'hen the time for the
eighteen boats in the race.
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presided over a very representative attendance of
model yachting enthusiasts and their friends. He
incidentally remarked that he had no idea the
working classes took such a deep interest in model
yachting, and he was sorry that the local yachts
men had not better accommodation for their sport.
Perhaps a statement of this kind, coming from such
a quarter, may lead to a better sailing lake for
Bootle.
The
the
Mayoress distributed
prizes,
of which there was an imposing list, and the pro
ceedings terminated with a dance, attended by
some four hundred people.

A Victoria Park Improvement.

The ill-luck of the Eastern Model Yacht Associa
tion, in having their clubhouse, in Victoria Park,
and their boats, twice destroyed by ﬁre, will be
remembered by most of our readers.
We now
learn, through Mr. \V. G. Brittain, that the London
County Council have now completed a new brick
building for model yachting purposes at the lake
side, and this will be formally opened as soon as
the triennial cleansing of the lake has been carried
out. The club members,
not disheartened by
their cruel luck in losing all their boats, have been
hard at work throughout the winter months,
and there are now thirty new 12-metre models
ready to take the water.

The Eastern Model Yacht Association
gramme and a Championship.
We

Pro

below the ﬁxture list of the above
which is a striking testimony to the
It will be noted that in
activity of the members.
October a two~day Open Championship Meeting
is to be held, and several entries from provincial
clubs have already been secured.
It is the wish
of the Association to make this event a representa
tive national competition, and they will welcome
entries from all parts. The Hon. Secretary kindly
tells us that they will have no trouble in accom
modating as guests any country-cousin yachtsmau
who enters for this meeting.
give

.-\ssociation,

EASTERN MODEL

YACHT ASSOCIATION.

CHALLENGE Curs AND PRIZES.
For Models of 12-metre rating to the Rule of the
International Yacht Racing Union.
1. Challenge Championship Cup, value 5 guineas,
with ﬁrst, second, and third prizes.
2. Open Challenge Competition—A Gold Medal,
presented by the Commodore, with a second prize.
Members of any Model Yacht Club are eligible.
The Committee of the E.M.Y.A. reserve the. right
oi entry.
Entries close September 4th.
“ \Vilmer "
Competition, with ﬁrst, second,
3. The
anrl third prizes.
" Presentation "
Trophy, with ﬁrst prize only.
4.
Medals, with ﬁrst, second,
5. "Presentation"
and third prizes.
"
“
Ladies
6.
Competition, with ﬁrst, second, and
third prizes.
“
Plate,"
with ﬁrst, second,
and
Visitors'
7,
third prizes.
"
“
Challenge Cup, with ﬁrst prize
Association
8.
only.
FIXTURES.
Championship Cup.
April
4.
,,
11.
Annual General Meeting.
,,
Ladies' Competition.
18.
Presentation Medals.
2.
May
,,
Visitors' Plate.
16.

1

June
.,

i

July
Aug.
,,
,,

6.
20.
4.
18.

I.

15.
29.
Sept.
5.
.,
19.
Oct.
3.
.. it» d; 1".
,,
31.

Nov.
,,
Dec.
,,
,,
,,

7.
21.
5.
19.
25.
26.
2.
16.

Jan
,,
,,

Mar.

30.
6.
20.
6.

,,
,,

13.
26.

Feb.
,,
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Championship Cup.
'
"Wilmer " Competition.
Presentation Trophy.
Championship Cup.
Ladies' Competition.
"
Wilmer " Competition.
Association Challenge Cup.
Presentation Medals.
Championship Cup.
Presentation Trophy.
OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP.
Visitors' Plate.
Chimpionship Cup.
Ladies' Competition (Final).
Presentation Trophy.
Championship Cup.
" “'ilmer " Competition
(Final).
Team Race.
Visitors' Plate.
Championship Cup.
Presentation Medals (Final).
Presentation Trophy (Final).
Visitors’ Plate (Final).
Presentation Trophy (Final).
Association Challenge Cup (Final).
SUPPER AND DISTRIBUTION or PRIZES.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[Th1 Edl'lor invites under: to make use 0/ this (olunm [or III! full
dlSCIISSIOH
0/ mail": 0/ practical and mutual mtnml. Lrtlns
may be signed with a nnm-tle-plume 1! Marital, but Ih: lull
mime and address0/ the sender MUSTinvnncwly be atmrhrd,
ml necessarily101{111.511eran
4111111011

Reliability Trials for Model Power Boats
To rm; EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

DEAR SlR,———Inview of the fact that the number
of model power boat enthusiasts is ever increasing,
it occurred to me that, notwithstanding the great
amount of good T1112MODEL ENGINEER has already
this sport, the
done in popularising and
this community has not
existence of one section 0 lpromoting
yet been recognised in any material manner. For
the speed boat owners you have organised the
and last year
yearly Speed-boat Competition,
you gave us the Regatta (which 1 hope may remain
Owners of pretty working
an
annual event).
models of launches, liners, battleships, and what not,
no doubt derive great pleasure in running their
craft peaceably upon calm waters, at (as a corre
others,
spondent recently said; "scale speed";
whose craft are neither scale models nor racing
machines,
in like manner.
also get their pleasure
The number of adherents to these two classes alone
iar outnumber those devoted to sheer racing—
fascinating though it is. Then why not cater for
“
" Some
them, and introduce
Reliability Trials ?
most interesting contests could be arranged with
reliability as the basis of merit, qualiﬁed by speed,
to obtain variety—and
speed boat owners could
compete if they chose.
1 have put forward the suggestion in crude form ;
but I am convinced the subject is one which not
only deserves your consideration and that of
power boat owners generally, but that any recog
nition of reliability as a factor of merit in model
power boat running would meet with the heartiest
very truly,
support of ali owners—Yours
\VALTER C. Runcmns.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-—I am much obliged to your corre
spondents, R. Moore and \‘l'. Graham, for their
letters.
Both bear out my opinion that there
is a great lack of knowledge on the subject of
solenoids.
The following facts, which I can vouch
for, will be interesting to them.
I have a small
olectrO-magnct which weighs 5 lbs., and with this
volts,
magnet and a current of
amps. at
can lift_a weight of to stone attached to the arma
ture.
If
arrange levers in the space. provided
at the back of the car,
can give a pressure of
cwts. on the gripping wheel with ease.
am not
well enough versed in mechanics to say what strength
of pull would be necessary to pull laterally a wheel
pressed down by a weight of
cuts" but do know
that the answer to the question depends entirely
upon the nature and arrangement of the surfaces,
in contact, and with a small perpendicqu pressure
lateral pull would be enormous;
the necessary
indeed,
may be said that, under certain circum
stances,
would depend upon the strength of the

am
DEAR Sm,-—As a professional engineer,
always interested in the contents of Tnz MODEL
"
Small Power")
(or, as
properly should be,
ENGINEER, and have been particularly interested in
“
the
Notes on Small Gas Engine Design," which
are very practical and to the point.
But the author
making a grave mistake in
recommending two ﬂywheels to be used. Although
two ﬂywheels are used by very many of the leading
makers, yet this
an instance of a very bad mistake
The reason for the
on the part of specialists.
use of two ﬂywheels (one on each shaft) being bad
practice is, that during a power stroke the super
stored up in both ﬂywheels.
abundant energy
Now, the power
taken either from one ﬂywheel
or from a pulley on one side of the shaft, and when
the exhaust, induction, and compression strokes
also being taken
are being performed, and work
off at the driving pulley, then the stored-up energy
in the ﬂywheel on the side remote from the pulley
taken, has to be transmitted
from which the work
to that pulley, and so to the work, through the
crank-pin and webs, and the shaft neat to the
driving palley. This puts an altogether uncalled-for
is

Vehicles.

is

for Motor

(ins Engine Flywheels.
To rnEIEnrron or The Model Engineer.

is

Anti-skidding Device
To THE EDITOR or

1, 1909.

road itself, because
would rip up the road before
would loose its grip.
The wheel shown in my diagram is only one of
many forms, and
suggest to Mr. Amoore that
the gripping wheel had no rim
would grip any
road, no matter how formed.
In reply to Paragraph
of Mr. Amoore's letter.
would point out that these wheels are drawn
by the car, and have no chain in connection with
them.
In reply to Paragraph
would say that,
the gripping wheels be arranged not near to centre.
but well on each side, there would be no possibility
of their coming down on the road, except in the cast
of a punctured tyre, and then they might serve
a most useful purpose.
Now, in reply to Mr. Graham. No doubt, the
force exerted by a motor-car skidding is enormous,
but my device is not designed to stop a car when
skidding, but rather to prevent it from skidding—a
very ditIerent thing—and the force necessary is
With regard to cost of my
enormously less.
arrangement,
say let no mention be made of that.
because the saving effected would be very great——
only to mention one item, smooth tyres instead
of studded.
In reply to Paragraph 4,
the levers
were put into action when coming on suspicious
would certainly prevent skidding of even
ground,
With regard to granite satin, or
heavy cars.
all depends upon the form
paving of any kind,
will grip or not.
of the gripping wheel whether
suggest to Mr. Graham :1 wheel with a rim, and
spikes all around on the rim, and extending from
By means
the rim to a distance of
ins. or more.
any
of a hand-lever and suitable gearwheels,
desired
could be put on the gripping
pressure
to
a
wheel, in the same way as power
applied
thus,
tons pressure could be used,
screw-jack;
and the car or traction Vehicle were
necessary,
truly,
heavy enough.—Yours
E. A. HACKETT.
\"Pntry, Dingle,
Ireland.
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Realistic Model Steamers.
To TH'E Eoi'roR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,——I have been greatly interested in
.\lr. H. L. Philips' letters on the above subject,
and fully agree with his views.
I have lately been
going in for quite small boats, one steam launch
I have made being only [4 ins. long.
I do not
suppose her speed is very great, but she makes a
wash far out of proportion to her size, and, owing
to this, her speed looks terriﬁc. I am at present
constructing a steam launch, 2! ins. long, 5 ins.
beam, and 3 ins. moulded depth, and here agiin
the speed is more than I intended.
Having an
ordinarily shaped hull, she lifts so much at the b :ws
that a considerable quantity of water is shipped
at the stern; I dare not let her go, therelore.
until the deck is on.
The weight of the machinery
is cut down so as to allow an almost complete
installation of ﬁttings, and when ﬁnished, with the
Editor's permission, I shall be pleased to furnish
readers
with particulars and photographs.
For the past two years I have been getting out
designs for a steam y-icht, to be complete in ew-ry
lIer
detail—length, 4 ft. 5} ins. at the (lock.
engine is only half the normal size for such a boat,
and the boiler three-quarters size, so that, whilst
effecting a considerable saving in machinery weight,
I still have a boiler large enough to keep a good
head of steam, and enable me to get more than a
crawl out of the vessel and lo do it continuously.
She will be ﬁtted with auxiliaries and a working
steam
winch, and all hatchways, etc., will be
watertight, »to withstand
rough weather. The
cowls will give ventilation to the lamp.
Paddle steamers
certainly make very pretty
models, particularly if some of the Belle steamers
are copied;
but there is one drawback—that of
a straight
keeping
course.
Any slight breeze
will cause a list, and one wheel will then have more
propulsive effort than the other. The rest is
obvious.
Real boats of this type are generally
slow (comparatively), and it would be ridiculous
to have such a model scooting along for all she was
worth—if that should be done—Yours faithfully,
CLAUDE H. (;.\G(2ERO.

l
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The Model Engineer and Electrician.

series of strains on the crank-pin of the engine
and the leading engine and boiler insurance com
have, time after - time, condemned this
panies

practice, and have repeatedly pointed out crank
pin failures as having been caused by the pin being
unduly stressed, due to this ﬂywheel arrangement.
In conclusion, those who have followed the career
of the high-speed steam engine know well that this
sime wrongful practice, many years ago, in high
speed steam engine work, was responsible for many
Need
smashed crankshafts. and was abandoned.
less to say, a steam engine crank-pin and shaft
never have to stand the same extreme variations of
stress that a gas engine crank-pin and shaft have
to face ; therefore, it is all the more important to
use only one ﬂywheel with gas engines, and to take
The main
from the ﬂywheel side.
the power
bearing and shaft on that side need only be a little
larger diameter and length in order to accom—
modate matters.—Yours
faithfully,
\Y. T. “'ARDALE.

text-book formula he puts forward as the best to
As to the question of height
use in model work.
of boiler centre, I maintain that it should be con
The boiler contains water which may
sidered.
shift its position as the engine enters a curVe.
My humble opinion is that many model derail
ments are due to inferior laying of track, rather than
Of course.
to defects in locomotiVe construction.
where ﬂanges are small and the vehicles not sprung.
disaster is courted—Yours faithfully,
H. GREENLY.
\\'atford.

For the Bookshelf.
1

Sharpies."
or The Model Engineer.
reply to Mr. Carr, I enclose

r1115 Emron

here
DEAR S1R,——In
"
“
is built.
sharpie
with a sketch showing how a
No building board is required, the moulds, stem.
and transome being kept in line by means of a
This batten is not removed
as shown.
batten.

:l ny book mummi undu tins headingmay be obtainrd Iron Tm
Moon. ENGINIER Book Department.zG-zo. Poppin's Com
Flu! Shut. London. E.C., by Imﬂling the publishrd pn'u and
lb: ms! of postural

By Edward
WORKING AND APPLIANCES.
London: Longmans, Green and
Hadley.
net;
Co.
Price Is. 6d.
postage ad.
Most of the matter which comprises this volume
form,
since when it has
was ﬁrst issued in article
in response
been thoroughly revised and enlarged,
to many expressed wishes.
The book is one which will not only appeal strongly
to locomotive enthusiasts, but to the man who
takes only a passing interest in mechanical subjects.
It deals in a lucid and non-technical manner with
R.\.11.w.w

“
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The position of the moulds
until the ﬂoor is ﬁxed.
will, of course, be marked on the side planks before
erecting, and care should be taken to see that both
side planks are exactly the same in length and shape.
For a larger boat more moulds would be used.. I
have handed Mr. Amoore's inquiry to Mr. E. V.
Pike, who designed the boiler shown, and who will
reply fully—Yours truly,
‘
WILLIAM ]. E. PIKE.

Super-elevation of Railway Track.
To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,——My attention has been drawn to your
correspondents letter on the subject of the super
elevation of the outer rail for model railway curves.
1 may say, in reply, that the formula put forward has
been found sutiiciently accurate for all practical
in. to 3 ins.
and in all scales from
purposes,
As to the constants used in the formula,
to the foot.
“
making the punishment
it is entirely a case of
ﬁt the crime," and I might as well ask your corres
pondent for the basis of the constant employed in the
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rules, methods. and appliances in use at the present
day for the safe working of railways.
Electrically
and mechanically operated mechanisms relating
to signalling are described,
and their working fullv
explained. and, in most cases, illustrated.
In fact,
a great deal of ground is covered in a remarkably
For instance, Chapter IX treats of
small space.
Brakes on passenger
trains—Board
of
Trade
vacuum brakes—Emer
rcquirements—Automatic
communication
between
gency
passengers
and
trainmen;
Chapter XIV with Preparation
for
accidents—Breakdown vans and their equipment—
of Snatch-Block ; and
Re-railing Ramps—Uses
Chapter VII with the Permanent “fay—Facing and
lock, and Locking
trailing points—Facing-point
Bar—Rodding compensator—Point detector. From
this the reader will gather that the book would
make interesting reading.
It does ; and, moreover,
it is well written, and the illustrations are good.
It is a little work which will give the lay reader a
good general grasp of the intricacies of railway
working, and we have no doubt also that manv'
railwaymen. too, would beneﬁt by its perusal,

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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MECHANICS AND MACHlNlSTS' POCKET
Price 6d. net.
AND DIARY, i909.
In issuing this pocket-ka the publishers have
in view the needs and wants of mechanics and
than mechanical engineers,
machinists rather
The scope of the
draughtsmen, and designers.
work is conﬁned to subjects which will particularly
appeal to mechanics and machinists and similar
members of the profession engaged in manipulative
processes in the various departments of engineering
work. The contents include sections on mensura
tion, geometry, trigonometry, materials used in
machine construction and machine tool design,
metal-cutting tools, high-speed tool steels, propor
tions of machine tool parts, screw threads, screw
and taper turning, emery wheels, shop
cutting
practice, worm gearing, ‘belt and rope driving
shafting, lifting ropes and chains, and other mis
cellaneous tools and appliances. The section
dealing with shop practice will be found of service to
those engaged in the foundry. in the pattern shop
Although in the main it
and the ﬁtting shop.
is intended chiefly for workmen, the pages of the
volume before us contain many useful notes and
data relating to theory.
Fowuzx's

BOOK

The Society of Model Engineers
[Reports of meetingsshould be sent lo the oﬁiees0/ Tu: Moon.
ENOlNEER mlhoul delay, and will be inserted in any par
iieuldr issue if receiveda clear mne days before the actual
dateof publication]

London.

April 2nd, at the
FUTURE Maniacs—Friday,
Demonstration by Mr. john
Cripplegate Institute.
O'Neill, of practical moulding and casting. Tues
day, April 27th, at the Cripplegate Institute,
advantages of model
a discussion on the respective
by
steam and electric railways, to be opened
Messrs. P. Blankenburg and J. \V. J. Bunt.
VISlT.—OIJ. Tuesday afternoon, April 20th, at
5 o'clock, a visit will be made to the electrical
and scientiﬁc instrument making works of Messrs.
Elliott Bros, at Lewisham. SE. Members desiring
to participate should give early intimation to the
Secretary—Full particulars of the Society and
forms of application may be obtained from the
Secretary, Hemmer G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial

Societies.

BRADFORD. —A meeting of the above Society
.was held at the Bradford Café, Foster Square, on
After the
Monday night, March 15th, at 8 o'clock.
.0fficial business of the Society had been disposed
A
_of, Mr. Myers exhibited a horizontal engine.
.great amount of interest was shown in this model, as
~it is being made without a lathe, and is not yet
Mr. Halliwell, a visitor, showed some
complete.
.very good examples of lathe work. The Secretary
,exhibited his model quick-firing gun. made from the
drawings in THF. MODEL Enommzn some years since.
It is hoped that as many members as possible will
attend the next meeting, Monday, April 5th, when
the Secretary will exhibit his MODEL ENGINEER
Visitors are specially
-locomotive under steam.
The Society is
invited to attend this meeting.
now in a veryfair condition, with about twenty~six
;members, and it has been proposed that we hold a

April I , i 009.

model exhibition about November next.
“'e shall
be pleased
to hear from any gentlemen
in the
district who have models they could lend us for
this occasion.—Particulars
of the above may be
obtained from the Hon. Secretary, A. BARBER,
Lidget Green, Bradford.

Coventry.—-I have received a good response to
the notice re local model engineers' Society. "I have
now arranged for a. preliminary meeting to take
“
Mayor’s Parlour,"
place in the smoke room at the
Broadgate, Coventry, on Tuesday, March 2 3rd, at
Any who are interested, and who have
8.30 p.m.
not yet communicated with me, are cordially invited
to attend—R. S. STURGESS, Hon. Sec., 2:, Friars
Road, Coventry.

Queries and Replies.
[Alienli'on is especiallydirectedlo the ﬁrs! condition given below,
and no norm!will be taken of Queries nol romplvmgwith the
dire-(lionstherein stolen. Lrtlerr conlainmg Queries must be
marked on the lop left-hand corner of .‘he envelop: “Query
DtPartme'rtl.” .\'0 othermaltersbut thoserelatingto lhe Queues
shouldbeenclosedm thesomemzelupe.
Querieson sub/eelswithin the scoPe0/ this journal are replied to
by past under the Iollowa'n renditions:—(i) Queries dealing
wllh distinct sirbrertsshoul be written on di/lrre'nl slifrr, on
one side 0/ [he paper only, and the sender'sname must be in
sert'bedon the back. (2) QRe'VltSshould be accompanied,
whereverpossible,with fully dimensionedsketches,and Corre
to keepa copy 0/ their Queries(or
sPondenlsare recommended
addressedenvelope(no! POSl'rﬂ'dl
reference. (3) A
“
en: used,and also a Queriesand Replies
should invariath beslant/ﬁe“!
page: 0/ the runenr
Coupon" out out from the advertisement
issue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early as possible11/!"
rumpl, bul an interval0! a fewdays rnusl usually elaPsebelorr
who require
lhe Reply can be forwarded. (5] Correspondents
an answerinsertedm llu's columnshouldunderstandthat some
weeksmust elapse before the Reply ran be published. Ike
Insertion of Replies in this column cannal be guaranlera.
to The Editor, Tm: Mohu.
(6) All Queriesshouldbe addressed
Exams“, 26—29,Poppin's Court, Flea Slreel, London, 15.1.1]
The lullowing are relecledlrurn the Querieswhich havebeenreplied
lo recently:—
" TREBORTH"
for
Lathe.
[21.075] Electric Motor
(Howthl writes: Finding driving a o-ft. by il-iu. overheadshall
at the high speedrequired for small ornamentaldrills and cutters
to be very fatiguing, I thought of mounting a tiny electric motor
on my slide-rest and driving by band to cutter spindle direct,
having the batteryor accumulatoron shelfat backof lathe. Taking
into consideration that no day's work would exceed, say, three
hours, and a continuous run seldom exceed ﬁve minutes, what
sizedbatteryor accumulatorand motorwould you suggest? Drills,
etc., all under l in.
You would probably find such a method of driving very con
venient,but the motor will not be a " tiny " one if it is to drive the
larger drills and cutters Well. We advise one which will take
8 volts and up to say, 5 or 6 amps. ; it should be shunt-woundand
have a drum or ring armature. The tramcar pattern made by
Mr. Avery, of Tunbndge Wells, might suit, as it is com act, but
you will be able to decide this accordingto your ideas 0
ans-nie
I. e
mmt. If possible,gear the motor so that it runs (ash-r than
cutter, so that it has someadvantagein power. As regardsbattery,
a four-cell accumulator of portable type which has a capadly of
about 20 amp.-h0urs when discharging at most economical rate
would probably serve. it would be about 13 ins. by 7 ins. bv 9 ins.
deep, and.
35 to 45 lbs. or so, according to make. We are
afraid you weigh
wil ﬁnd a primary battery troublesome; the only one
suitable is the bicbromatc form—four or six cells connected in
seriesand as largeas you feelinclined to try—the largerthe better—
somcthiug that will hold about 12 pts. of solution in each cell,
with zinc plates, say 8
by 4,ins., would be the kind 0! thing
to try. As your work would be intermittent, and the current
consumption varies according to the load, the accumulator men
tioned might give you several days“ work with one charge; but
you shouldnot allowit to remainfor longin a dischargedor partially
discharged condition, and never discharge it completely or allow
the voltage to drop below 1'8 volts per cell. Strictly, you ought
to have it chargedup again at the end of every day's work.
R. P. (Great Yar
[11.067]' Steam Engine and Dynamo.
mouth) wntus: 1 am making the twru-cylinder high-speedengine
designed by Mr. Greenly, and illustrated in your issues for June
iith, 18th, and 251b,1908. (1) Would the boiler (No. to) in your
handbookon “ Model Boiler Making " drive this enginewith steam
superheatedby sicampipe being coiled in smokebox and exhaust
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fromengineused to promote draught? l shnild make the boiler
of f-in. steel instead of copper. Would this alter the i-thcivncy?
42)Would oil fuel steam the boiler? It so, what size burner
(Pninus) would be satisfactory? (3) \Vould thi- cngini- drivia
the ijo-watt bipolar dynamo? (4) What borv- and stroke of
pumpshould I want to feed boiler to be.driven by worm-gearat
aboutone-tenth speed of engine? I do not think .i pump drivui
at the samespeed as engine.Would be a succcss.
Running at 2,000 r.p.m. we estimati- that the engine will con
sume with a steamchestpressureof from 20 to 25 lbs. about
[0 cub. ins. of water per minute. The design for boiler (Fig. i0)
is thereforenot quite the proper one for this ('ll‘llnt’. Only about
7}cub. ins. of water per minute could be expectedfrom it under
mostfavourableconditions, and this With a coal fire carefully tended
and a regular feed. We would not recommendthi- boiler for oil
or,gasﬁring. Design oneon the linesof Fig. 9c, page32,of “Model
l'ioilcrMaking," providing at least 1,000sq. ins. of heating surface.
The pressurein boiler may be at least 50 lbs. The engineshould
run a i5o-watt machine, but we would not expect this output
continuously. The engine is designed for a 40- to (So-watt
generator. The pump may be 7-ioths bore by l-in. stroke,
gearedi to 10 as you suggest.
[20,742] Switch PUZZIC. F. R. (Wigzui) writes: \Vill you
‘plrascoblige me by forwarding me a diagram of COllll'TllOHSto
lulhl the following conditionsz—Thi-re are {our accumulators,two
Two
J-inips,one motor. I want the following COllnl'CtlUINZ———(l)
accumulatorsin series and two in parallel to motor. (2) Three
gmcumulators
in series and one i'i parallel to motor. (3) Two in
to motor and two to two lights on separate circuits. 1
_s~.‘ricS
want all these three operations to be controlled by one switch,
motor at any time.
and then a separate switch to R‘VL'FSP
Your arrangement No. 2 is not lthl'lllSrilbli', as the three cells
whichare in parallel with a single cell would discharge through
that singlecell. \Vc propose, therefore, for that arrangementto
substitutesimply three cells in series. The diagram belowsuggests

and
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down I put 100volts straight into the rectifier, a fuse was blown
out. (3) l have. a series-Wound dynamo, semi-enclosed the.
The fields and armature seem to be wound with No. 26, ‘the
quantity of wire on each ﬁeld being about 5 ozs. I wish to re
wind th» l'll'ldSwith thinner wire and have a shunt Wounddynamo.
The machini-is supposedto generate 50 volts :--3 ainps.,'and it
has been known to light a 5o-volt lamp quite Well at a very high
spwd. \tht wire would the fields want, and could l, by winding
some of the old sl-rics lli'id wire over the new wire, have a com
pound-wound machine?
See the article in our issueof October rith, 1006,descriptiveof
the " Pepper'sGhost " illusion. This will probably suggesta suit
able meansof doing what you require. Re rectiiier: you must, of
course, have someresistancein circuit—eitherin thealternatingcur
rent side or in the continuous current side. The resistanceof the
rectificritself is very low, consequentlyany fusein circuit without
otherresistanceissureto blow. Your queryre windingdynamocan
not be answeredwithout further particulars of the machine in
question. From thi-particularsyou giveof thewinding,Wejudge the
already shunt wound. You cannotalter theﬁeldwinding
machineis
without altering that of the armature; also, as the total output
in ampereswith any given wmdingds such that at full load the
current ﬂowing in the ﬁeld coils will give the n-quircd saturation
to the ﬁeld-magnets. Hence,ii you use smaller giuge wire on the
ii(‘lti$and lorce the current generatedby theold armature ttl'rough
the fields, the latter may possibly heat up unduly. On theother
hand, there is a risk of not getting enough current through the
fields on account of their increasedresistance. The one winding
reacts on the other and neither can be consideredindependently
I
of theother.
A. C. (Chiswick Mall) writes:
[2i,o7bl (1,N,R. Tank Engine.
Please will you kindly send me a sketch, giving principal dimen
Sions, of a 4—4—2 inner cylinder tank engine on the G.N.R.?
“
You will find a drawing in The Model Locomotive," bv Greenlv
(price 65. net, ()5.4d. post free), to i-in. scale. Working'drawing's
of the original enginesare not obtainable.

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
samplrsand particular: of on 1001s,
apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. ll must be undrnmou that thesereviewsare
free uprcsswns 0/ Editorial opinion, no Payment0/ any land
being requiredor arrrpud. The EdiJor reservesthe right lo
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodsrub
rnilted,or lo abstain Iron: inserting0 remainin any casewhen
thegoodsare vial of sudiciml i'nlereslto his readers]
° Reviewsdiitmzuishrd by an asterisk have been basedon
laud
Editorial I'uDlCUOﬂof the goodsnoliced.
“

Fluxlte."

Our-n] N9 2 07+:
2 methodof getting the three different arrangements,by three
psibons of one switch. L L are lamps, R S is rcwrsing switch.
l‘iveoi the contact studs are split and their halves insulated from
eachother by a strip of cbonite. Tnc stud of the secondposition,
whichis shown shaded, is a dummy, and servesmerely to support
the Witch arm, making good the contact with the other second
positionstud. Current dOi-snot pass through the arm itself, the
contact-pieces
at each end being insulated from the arm. When
thearm is placed over a stud, the contact-piecemakes electrical
mum-etionbetween the studs two halvvs.
R. W.
[21.249] Optical Illusion: Rectiﬁer: Dynamo.
G (Putney) writes: (i) Amongst a number of pvnny-in-thv-slot
.rnachines
was one where you stood in front of a mirror, or at least,
whatappearedto be a mirror, and after the penny was introduced,
throughthe mirror appeared some words. The machine was in
A smallcompartment and no light appearedto be reﬂectedfrom
.inywhere. What I should like to do is to make a photograph
‘34a personappear through a mirror so to sp -.ik. Could you help
mein this subject, or could you suggesta way of doing such a
thingin a large room with a mirror hung on a wall, so that no one
in the room would see how the image appearedin the mirror?
ill 1 havea rectiﬁer, the four jars of which are rz ins. by 6 ins.;
andthe plates are :0 ins. by 6 ins. I charged the jars with acid _
ammoniumphosphate and put in a current of 100 volts, having
Three:6 c.-p. too-volt lamps in series with the rectiﬁer. The
lumpsburnt brightly and alter fiv'eminutes as they did not dim

The Auto-Controller and Switch Co., oi Simplex Works, Vienna
Road, Bermondsey,S.E., have recently issui'd a circular dealing
with their “ Fluxitc ” paste ﬂux for soft-solderingand li‘ddjointing.
Instructions regardingthe.use of “ Fluxite ” are given, and we note
that the manufacturerswill be pleased to forward this circular to
anyonewishing for theseparticulars on receiptof .i p )st-card.
' Well-Made Dynamos and Motors.
We recently had an opportunity of inspecting a 50-writt
machine made by Messrs. G. A. Edwards & Co., Dixon Street,
Longsight, Manchester, and were impressed with its admirable
design and construction. The good workmanship and material
expendedupon these.machinesindicates their suitability for real
hard work whetherthey be motorsor generators. Every machine.
madeby Messrs. Edwards 8: Co. is particularly Well equipped in
regardto its bearings,automaticor ring lubrication beingin every
casefitted. The brush gP-ll’may also be mentionedas of excellent
construction and workmanship-good for a number of years'wear
with the minimum of attention. Their dynamo and motor list is
worth obtaining. and should be consulted by those about to buy
either :i ﬁnishedmachine (from i-25 to 2} b.h.-p.) for running, or
a set of parts for building up at home. Machines are wound for
lighting or plating work as required,but other than the standard
windings can be had to order to suit specialvoltages.
Modern Steam and Electric Motors.
A very complete catalogue to hand from Messrs. Scott-Homer,
Cradley,Staﬁmdshire,givesparticularsof a variety of steamengines
—vertical, high-speed,marine type, horizontal, mill engines,etc.
Messrs.Scott-Homer also makea specialityof castingsand parts for
all their engines,and we note with pleasurethat this firm may be
relied upon to provide compldc sets of parts when complete sets
are ordered. Gas engines, direct-coupled high-speed steam
generatingsets for small lighting installations, electricmotors,and
dynasz are also listed, as well as a good many machinetoolsand
appliances, boiler mountings, and steam ﬁttings. The catalogue
will be sent postfree for 3d.,and their mailer list for id. Foreign
and Colonial readersmay obtain both post free.
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in common fairness, should be put on the same
footing as regards the rates. paid for the advertise
whom these remarks
We hope
those
ments.
will take them seriously to heart.
concern

The Editor’s Page.
p"oblems which is always con
department
advertisement
our
and, indeed, the. corresponding departments
of all other journals where a difference in rates is
made between trade and private advertisements—
is the making of a fair discrimination between what
We
is, and what is not, a trade announcement.
regard the Private Sale Columns in our paper
as having for their chief object the convenience of
or
in enabling them to exchange
our readers,
sell articles which they no longer require, and which
they wish to dispose of for cash, or for something
On this
which will be of greater service to them.
basis,“ and bearing in mind that many of the articles
of small value, we
so advertised are themselves
have ﬁxed the rate for private advertisements at a
very low ﬁgure. The number of advertisements
we get, and the excellent results which are obtained
through our columns, prove that this arrangement
But
is one of real beneﬁt to the private reader.
every now and again we receive an advertisement
marked for the private column, and accompanied
by the private rate, which, on the face of it, looks
as though its object was not to serve private
It
couVenience,
but to produce a trading proﬁt.
is our usual custom to enquire into the circum
stances underlying the advertisement, and if we
are satisﬁed as to the bona-ﬁdr character of the
If it
announcement, we insert it in due course.
is admitted to be a proﬁt-making venture, we class
it as a trade advertisement, and require the extra
is forth
In most cases, the'explanation
rate.
coming, willingly enough, but every now and again
he is
some reader
gets very indignant because
\Ve think his indig
politely asked to explain.
nation would quickly vanish, if his advertisement
is genuine, did he but conside: that we were endeav
ouring to protect the interests of both our trade
Our action in these matters
and private readers.
protects the trade by preventing those who are
really dealing for proﬁt from competing with
them on unfair terms, and it protects the private
reader from being misled into a transaction under
the. impression that he is dealing with a fellow
amateur. \Ve can only imagine that the furious
letters we occasionally get come from those who are
angry because they have been foundout. As we
have
previously explained, at some length, in
these columns, the fact that an advertiser is not
regularly employed in some branch ofl'engineering or
electrical work does not necessarily free him from
Even if it is only done
the trade classiﬁcation.
as a spare time occupation. the regular buying and
selling of goods for proﬁt constitutes trading, and
anyone who does this is entering into competition
with ﬁrms who do the same thing for a living, and,
of

1. 1909.

the

i
U
t
Now for another word in connection with our
not
Sale
Columns. We are occasionally—but
often, we are glad to say—asked to intervene in
cases where it is alleged that the goods which have
been purchased from a private advertiser do not
correspond with the description in the advertise
ment. In some cases the description is correct, but
the purchaser has expected too much for his money,
In others, however,
and has only himself to blame.
something very akin to sharp practice is achieved.
A glowing description is given. and a ridiculously
“
it is too cheap
The seller says
low price is asked.
" I cannot send
on
to send on approval," or
approval, as I am going abroad in a few days," and,
in his eagerness not to miss a good bargain, the
purchaser sends his money. only to be disappointed
In some cases, the. reasons
when the goods arrive.
for not sending on approval may be genuine enough,
but we invariably advise all our readers to protect
themselves
by having the goods on approval only,
if they have no other means of satisfying them
selves in advance by a personal call or otherwise.
Our deposit system gives ample protection to both
and has proved its value over and over
parties,

ONEfronting

again.

#

i
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A report from the Queen's Park M.Y.C.. Glasgow,

has come to hand too late for insertion in our Moonr.
For the present we can, there
YACHTING Noras.

April 24th has been ﬁxed
for their opening day, when the pond, as wellas the
yachts. will be decorated for the Occasion.
fore, only announce that
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A Model Engine and Loco-type Boiler.
By P.

ROGERS.

MR. P. Roczks' ENGINE AND BOILER.
>

T

HE

photograph illustrates a locomotive type
boiler and a horizontal engine which I have
made. The boiler is 9% ins. long, 3} ins.
over the covering of boiler, 7% ins. to the top of
It is made entirely from scrap.
the safety valve.
The shell of the boiler is tin, shell of ﬁrebox tin,
with a copper ﬁrebox. with cross-tubes over the
ﬁre and i-in. water space all round. with a large
D-shaped tube through to smokebox. which I
found
answered much better than small tubes,

I

as I wanted a good steamer (and small) to match
the engine.
With this one I can raise steam and
get the engine running in 3} minutes,
from hot
water,
with a methylated burner.
All ﬁttings
were made from scrap by myself, without the aid
of a lathe—the water gauge, saiety valve, stop
cock, and ﬁlling plug;
brass funnel teed-valve,
which is on the opposite side of boiler, is a check
and stop cock in one. The boiler is lagged with
asbestos and covered with a sheet of tin, and held
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on with three copper bands with screws under
neath.
The boiler and ﬁrebox are painted black.
the body green, the smokebox black, which gives
it a very nice ﬁnish.
The engine is a single-cylinder, fin. bore by
l-in. stroke. The cylinder is a piece of tube i» in.
thick, and the steam chest screwed and sweated
on to it.
The piston block is built up with two
brass washers and a distance-piece taking two brass
rings. and screwed together and ground in. The
stufﬁng-boxes are built up on covers and packed
with asbestos, covers bolted on cylinder with six
studs and nuts, and joints made with ﬁne lead
wire.
The piston-rod is a piece of 15 gauge bicycle
spoke, shoe and guides sawn and ﬁled from bits of
brass.
The connecting-rod
is
made
from an
old doorkey—bow end used for crank end, with
two studs set in for adjusting brasses.
The crank
shaft, which is 3-i6ths in. square with webs, was
sawn and ﬁled from a piece of {-in. by g-in. mild
steel, which was a tedious job.
The crankshaft
plummer blocks were sawn from bits of brass and
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bolted to the bedplate, which is 6 ins. long by
2 ins. by f in., and ﬁtted with split brasses screwed
down with studs and nuts. The ﬂywheel is an
old valve wheel,
3} ins. dia., i-in. turned face,
with a boss on it, which does for the governor pulley.
The eccentric is built up of three pieces and
Sweated together, and set on the shaft with a set
The
screw.
The exhaust goes up the funneL
whole is mounted on a wood block. The oilcan
and ﬁlling funnel and spanners were all made by
The
myself, the latter from a bit of an old spade.
governors consist of a. square piece of brass, with
a fin. hole bored down through to take steam
main, in which a fin. copper tube with another hole
A piece of brass was
3-i6ths in. is bored crossways.
centred
and drilled and a spill set in to stand
out through stufﬁng-box, operated by lever from
governors, which will be seen in the photograph.
A slot is ﬁled through it to allow steam to pass
when governor wings are down, which revolve with
the opening and closing of the arms, making a very
simple and eﬂective little governor.

How It Works.
XVI l.—5team Steering Gear.
HE

navigation of steam vessels in crowded
waters, and especially of the huge modern
termed,
liners, or, as they are sometimes
"
ﬂoating hotels," requires a great amount of skill
and judgment, for no one can predict what disas
may follow upon even a slight
trous consequences
error in the management of a ship when she is
being piloted through a narrow waterway or taken
in or out of dock. A large share of the responsibility
" or steersman,
"
man at the wheel
rests upon the
who, although acting entirely upon the orders of his
superiors on the bridge, may very easily, through
some slight neglect or indiscretion, set at naught all
the precautions taken by them, for the safety of
Perhaps no ﬁner
the vessel and those on board.
sight can be imagined than that of a mammoth
liner threading her way through a maze of other
along the course of the river which marks
shipping
rst or the last stage of a long voyage to or from
the
distant parts of the world, and it is then, more than
at any other time, that we recognise what it means
to command and manage a vessel of these pro
portions.
(or, to use a more
The task of the steersman
on board
quartermaster)
technical term, the
steamships has been rendered much less arduous
than it originally was by the introduction of what
“ steam
is known as
steering gear," an apparatus
by means of which the exceedingly hard work in
volved in moving the rudder from side to side
at various angles on each side of the centre line
of the ship so as to keep her in a straight line of
motion, or turn her in any direction, as desired, is
performed by steam instead of hand power.
Vessels
which are unprovidcd with this form of gear require
the united efforts of two, and often more, men to
steer them in bad weather, and it is no uncommon
sight to witness a number of "hands" clinging
desperately to the steering wheel in the endeavour
to keep a straight course through the mountainous
seas during a storm.

The steering wheel in the case of a sailing ship
or steamer not ﬁtted with steam steering gear
is of large size, somewhere
in the neighbourhood 01
6 ft. in diameter, but where the gear is employed—
as it is now-a»tlays
in practically all, if not actually
in every ocean-going steamship—all that is necessary
is a very small wheel capable of being manipulated
under any circumstances by one man and, under
most circumstances, with the use of one hand alone.
The reason for this is found in the fact that the
steering wheel is then only used in reality to control
. the small steam engine which is employed to do
the heavier work of, actuating the rudder;
the
movement of the wheel in the direction of port or
starboard—that is to say, to left or right—having
the effect of controlling the direction of rotation
of the engine, and through that the angle of the
rudder itself.
The most generally employed type of steam
steering engine is that in which there are two
horizontal cylinders driving a shaft upon which
is mounted a worm wheel, which, through other
suitable gearing, revolves a drum underneath the
engine, with which drum the chains which connect
with and cause the rudder to move from side to side
Reversal of the engine naturally has the
engage.
effect of reversing the movement of the drum,
thereby eﬁecting the winding or unwinding of the
chain on port or starboard side, according to which
direction it is desired that the rudder shall take.
The chains are carried one to each side of the
vessel in troughs, afterwards passing round grooved
wheels or sectors, laid in a ﬂat position, before being
carried aft to a semi~circular guide-rack, the centre
of which connects with and immediately controls
the movement of the post which carries the rudder.
Where hand and steam steering gear are employed
in conjunction with one another—the former being
employed in open waters and calm weather, and
the latter in rough weather, and when traversing
rivers and entering or leaving port—it is often
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found advantageous
to use the vertical type of
engine, which occupies less room, and is even more
simple in construction and more direct in working
than the horizontal type.
In any case, the small
steering wheel, when the steam gear is being uscd,
opens and closes the stop or control valve for the
admission
of steam, this valve being usually of
the piston type, so that by moving it in one direc
tion, steam is admitted to the ends of the piston
valves of the engine itself, and the exhaust passes
By moving
away through the centre of the valves.
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the gear is situated amidships, the only difference
or other means of com
being that the chains,
munication between engine and rudder, are dis
in a direct
pensed with, and the two connected
manner the one to the other. Two horizontal
cylinders are employed, as in the previous instance,
the shaft A being forged from high tensile steel,
and having cast upon it the worm B, of specially
Valveless oil pumps (C),
hard and tough bronze.
in a well and
are provided, these being placed
discharging up into the tank D. from whence the

A

FIG.

l.—-HORIZONTAL TYPE

STEAM

STEERING GEAR:

the control valve in the opposite direction, these
main valves are, of course, reversed.
A very simple and well designed steam steering
engine of the horizontal pattern is illustrated in
Fig. I. This is the standard type manufactured
The
by Messrs. Fisher 8; 00., Ltd, of Paisley.
drum, or barrel, upon which the chains work is
clearly seen underneath the bed of the engine,
construction is easy to follow.
and the general
The least motion of the hand-wheel gives instan
taneous action to the gear, and, as in this case
there are no pulleys—the chain going direct from
the barrel to the ship's side—there is less friction,
and absence of jerking.
The drawihgs, Figs. 2 and 3, illustrate the direct
geared
type of steam steering engine made by
Messrs. Brown Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Rosebank
This is ﬁtted on board
Ironworks, Edinburgh.
liners, including the Maure
the largest passenger
lam'a and Lusitania of the Cunard Line, and a host of
other Vessels belonging to the largest and best-known
also to
steamship companies, home and foreign;
some of the most important battleships and cruisers
The principle
in the British and other navies.
involved in the construction is the same as when

.4"

FISHER & Co., Lrn., PAISLEY,

N.B.

oil is carried by small brass pipes to the various
The main pinion E (Fig. i),
bearings, guides, etc.
which derives its motion from worm'lB, through
large wormwheel M, is machine cut from a forging
of high tensile steel, and is solid with its shaft. The
wormwheel M actuates the rack F, which latter
is made
in two halves,
with machine-moulded
knuckle teeth of special design, the two halves being
interchangeable, so that, should the teeth in the
middle get worn through long usage, the two ends
can be turned in, so that they come in the centre,
the worn portions then, of course,
going to the
outsides.

The slipper G slides on the top of rack F, and
helps to support the weight of the tiller, engine,
etc.
The slipper, or friction block (H), is made
of cast steel, and slides on inclined planes for about
10 degs. each side of midships, being tightest at
the centre.
is found to hold the rudder quite

It

ﬁrm and to act perfectly. The stops I attached
to the ends of the rack ﬁt into the teeth, and are
secured by bolts through them, so that they can be
moved when the rack is changed.
The control
valve 1 is of the piston type, and to the top of
it is ﬁtted what is known as Brown's patent
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economic valveﬂK). This shuts off the supply of
every time the engine 'comes to rest, thus
eﬁecting a veryfgrcat economy. By means of the
automatic cut-oﬂ‘gear ﬁtted, when the wheel is
moved, and the control valve opened a certain
amount in one direction, the movement of the rudder
by the engine moves the valve-box so as to close
The rudder thus moves
the control valve again.
exactly in response to the motion of the hand
wheel by the steersman—that is, if he moves his
hand-wheel so that the indicator on the forward
gear shows 10 degs. port, the rudder will move
to 10 dogs. port, when the steam will be auto
matically shut off, and so on, for any other position.
This arrangement, of course, possesses substantial
of steering gear
advantages. In some designs
the steam is cut _oﬁ by the number of revolutions
of the engine corresponding to the amount that
but this arrange
the control valve is moved;
so satisfactory as that
ment is not considered
above,
described
as it is necessary with it to watch
at what position the steam and hand-gear are
connected or disconnected from their work ; where
as, with the “ ﬂoating"
or automatic cut-oﬁ—to
which reference has been made—the gear, when
correct,
set,
once
is always
the steam being shut
off from the engines by the position of the rudder
itself, and not by the number of engine revolutions.
\Ve have next to consider the method of con
necting the steering wheel on the bridge, or aft,
with the steering engine itself. This is usually
effected by means of shafting, bevel wheels, universal
joints, and similar appliances, and this method is
fairly satisfactory where the distance between the
steersman's position and the steering gear is a short
one ; but where, as is usually the case, the distance
"
"
is great, an appliance known as the
Telemotor
(originated and manufactured by Messrs. Brown
Bros. & Co., Ltd.), is being increasingly adopted.
The use of the device mentioned does away with
all the objectionable features and difﬁculties of
the older system, and has been applied with every
success in the case of steamers where the distance
between the wheel and steering engine was approxi
mately 800 ft. along the lead of pipes, in which
circumstances, as will be readily understood, the
friction of such an enormous length of shafting—
with its bevel wheels, universal joints, and other
ﬁttings—would almost have made their use pro
hibitive.
It would not, perhaps. be so were it
possible to carry these connections in a straight line
between the two points;
but this it is, of course,
for them
impossible to do, it being necessary
to go straight down in some places and to be hori
zontal in others, sometimes
going up and down
again several times before reaching the steering
engine, owing to the fact that there are a good
many spaces and parts of the ship into which it is
etc.,
impossible to introduce shafting, wheels,
which must always be placed 50 as to be accessible
for oiling, repairs, etc.
The drawings, Figs. 4 to 11, clearly show the
construction of the Patent Hydraulic Telemotor,
and the following is a brief description of its con
struction and working :—
Fig. 4 shows the vertical section of the trans~
mitting cylinder A, ﬁtted with piston B, at
tached to rack C, into which gears a pinion D, the
shaft (E) of which is made to revolve by the hand
wheel, through pinion and spur wheels F and G,
by which a suitable number of turns of the hand
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and

required to counteract the action of the propeller,
under weigh.
This
done by
etc.,‘when the ship
making the connecting links longer or shorteL as the
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is

are obtained.
Pipes H and I, from the top
bottom of the cylinder, respectively, are
led to the gear placed alt, and are joined up to
either end of the cylinder K by
means of the pipes L and M,
the connection being made ac‘
cording to which way the after
cylinder is required to move in
relation to the forward one.
Referring to Fig. 6, this cylin
der is ﬁtted with a piston (N),
having the usual piston-rod and
connecting links (0), which are
attached by a lever to the con
trolling valve of the steering en
The piston-rod is fitted
-4;
gine.
“Hill
with two crossheads
(P P),
which lies a spiral
between
spring (Q) under initial com~
and which is com
pression,
A
pressed further by any motion
,
of the piston, the object being
to always cause the piston to
return
to mid position (the
steering engine control valve,
of course, movinglwith it), when
is
the pressure on both sides
equal, or tending to become so.
\Vhen the apparatus is fully
with liquid, any move
charged
ment of the steering wheel will
bring about a corresponding
of Ithe piston in the
mOVement
receiving cylinder K. and, con
Sequently, the valve-gear oi the
becomes
The wheel
engine.
sensibly stiller as it is pulled
round, until it is hard over, so
feels
the
that the steersrnan
amount of helm he is giving
in the same
the Ship—much
way as in steer
hand
ing
by
with
winding
drum and chains
.
—-and, on letting
go, the steering
i.
wheel runs back
to midship posi\
tion, as does also
the steering gear
aft.
The Telemo
tor on the bridge
is ﬁtted with an
indicator (R), as
shown in Fig. 5,
and this shows
the actual posi
tion of the helm.
wheel
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by means of the adjusting nuts
provided, thus altering the central (or shut) position
of the steam control valve.

case may require,

‘
‘
‘
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A small tank (U) is provided with gauge glass,
This is usually charged with a mixture
of glycerine and water.(one part of the former to two
as shown.

FIG. 4.

FIG. 5.
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DETAILS
AND

GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT
OF rm»:

TELBMOTOR.
Bnows Bnos. & C0..
L-rn.,
EDINBURGH.

Plot S.
V

is

is

it

is

provided for
or three of the letter). The cock
shutting the Link oﬁ from the system when charging
up, etc., but must always be kept open when the
used for steering.
Telemotor
As
very important that the whole system

April
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The Performance of a few
Galvanic Batteries.
is

T

By H. s. M.
always interesting to see by actual results
how various machines and pieces of apparatus
are working, for one reason—by this means
alone various classes of machines can be compared
and the cost of working calculated.
For example, any stationary engine that
pro
perly looked after has periodical indicator tests
taken, and the power
compared with the coal and
is

is

S...

of pipes and cylinders should be fully charged, and
no air should be present, it is necessary to provide for
the expansion and contraction of the ﬂuid due to
of temperature, and for this purpose a
changes
valve-box is ﬁtted on the by-pass (a section of
which is seen in Fig. 7). It contains a small inlet
and outlet valve, the latter being simply an ordinary
safety valve, loaded above the working pressure
(which is about 200 lbs. per sq. in.). As the
temperature rises, a portion of the ﬂuid passes into
falls, the ﬂuid
the tank IF, and, as the pressure
returns through the inlet valve.
The entire T elemotor on the bridge is constructed
of gun-metal, so as not to affect the compass.
The

8, 1909.
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BROS.

Co.,

LTD.,

EDINBURGH.

water consumption, and the cost per horse-power
arrived at.
dynamo, before leaving the shops,
not passed
always systematically tested, and
till it gives its rated power, but the various kinds of
cells seem to have been rather neglected,
except
when a maker wishes to advertise a special cell,
then he may show a curve giving the performance
under certain conditions.
In the case of cells, however, the chief thing
to ﬁnd out is, not the cost per unit (for
well
known that no cell can compete with a dynamo
in that respect), but
both interesting and useful
to see which cell
the most suitable for any par
ticular purpose.
No one would ever use a Leclanché cell for con~
is

it

is

is

it

&

is

i

i

is

motor cylinder aft, which directly actuates the
rudder,
of the same material, and the connecting
pipes are of solid-drawn copper, of diameters vary
in. to
in. internal diameter, according
ing from
to the length ﬁtted.
The chief engineer of a large ocean liner has
informed the writer that the Telemotor device gives
no trouble whatever in its operation.
It
simple
and certain in working and vastly superior to any
other system in use.
Thanks are due to Messrs. Fisher
Co., Ltd.
Brown Bros. & Co.,
(of Paisley), and Messrs.
Ltd. (Edinburgh), for the drawings and particu
lars relating to their
respective
productions
described in the foregoing article.

BRowx

A

TELEMOTOR.

is

OF THE

is is

Two EXTERNAL VisWs

FIG. 13.
8:

Fro. 12.
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and here,
as is generally supposed;
there is a large amount of action on open
circuit, which might be an objection.
Another
cell that might be used is the copper oxide. There
is no action at all on open circuit with this, but
it has a very low voltage.

tinuous work where a fairly large constant current
was needed, but it is possible
that in some cases
a. gravity Daniell might be used, though this has
the failing, that it cannot be left on open circuit
for long;
but this difﬁculty can be got over by
up the cell when not in use to a. very
connecting
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SHEET No. 2,—BICHROMATE CELL.
high resistance,
always ﬂowing.

so

that a very small current

is

Another possible type for this work would be a
cell—in one of its numerous forms—
bichromate
but the following results will show that this is not so

So it is seen that, for a particular purpose. every
cell is far from perfect, and the best cell can be
chosen from actual test only, especially if the results
are shown graphically in the form of a curve.
The results given herewith were all got by the

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

The current can

calculated from C

be

The internal resistance
two previous readings.

8, 1909.

ins.,

ins. by 3-16ths in.

2

Zinc plate,
5-16ths ins. by
thick.
Two carbon plates,
each

1}

it

goes, though a high voltage was shown, and the
resistance
was very low, but
quickly rose, and
became altogether too high for use.
The particu
lars of the cell were as follows :—

immersed.

5-i6ths ins.

=glil

by

in.

1

Distance from zinc to each carbon,
of chromic acid salts,
02s.
Mean voltage, 1-608 volts.
Mean current, 765 amp.
Mean internal resistance, 1-081 ohms.
Ampere'hours developed during test,
Duration of test, 3-566 hrs.
ii-

Charge

r is got from the

called

April

2

rough potentiometer described
in THE MODEL
ENGINEER, No. 335, Vol. XVII.
The method was to connect the cell up with a.
known resistance of I ohm or 1} ohm, or some
suitable resistance.
Then a reading was taken
across the poles of the cell, which was the same as
the P D, across the resistance (R) of the cell when
the test was made.
This reading was taken with
the circuit closed.
Then the circuit was broken, and the P D taken
again ; this is called P D2, or the open circuit P D.

11
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2-732.

/-8

'7

#7

(b

[-0
#5

6

l4

Annuals

VOL

1':

OHMZ."

a.

3

4

5,,

36"}.

TIME

r

Or

~

=

R

{or the whole

drop

the internal

resistance

Part

C

W

Of course, in either case, the

can be written

Then this formula becomes—
D2)
_ (P m; —

method

is

Whichever

[)2

WI

used

"

o

the

26
36
46

-R

will give

exactly

70
84,
88

ioo
the

The pint size bichroinate was the ﬁrst cell that
was tested, with an ordinary charge of chromic acid
salts, which, being very convenient, are generally
used by amateurs.
The test was unsatisfactory, as far as constancy

Bottle Bic/iromate

Time from
Start Minute.

I

'_

__

same result.

Readings

becomes-—

P

the second

R

Or

P

'

is

is

is

circuit
equal to the internal E.M.F. + C.
of this whole resistance
R, and the rest
internal resistance.

of the

External resistance,
ohm.
Efﬁciency, 48 per cent.
l

= the

0/

-PD)

8 l

(P D2

as

ERZ'CPD'

CELL.

58

=

across the cell due to the current passing
resistance.

3.—DANIELL

11KB
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SHEET No.

123
148
176
196
214

The

..

..

..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

--

..

readings

-

F..
2'000
1-930
1-812

r752

(see Sheet i).

C.
-——[-412
[-285

r234

1-750
1-740
l-72()
1-681

1-194
1-160

1-697
1694
1-630
1-613

0-903
0-930
0-758
0-634

i-497
1420
P460
1-260

that

are

i-090
['016

0505
0-397
0'339
0-246

not

r.

——
0'368
0-410
0-420
0-465
0-500
0‘580
0-655
0-867
o~812

‘

M30
r543
1-961
2-580
3.320
4-130

uniform

are

.

due
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partly to shaking the cell (as this reduces polarisation to a large extent, for a short time), and partly
to the fact that when a cell is nearly run down, and
is broken, the E rises very quickly,
thehcircpit
so
t at i the readin is not taken ve W q uickl y , too,
the result is not thegtrne E.
The results of this test are plotted on Sheet I,
and show very clearly that the cell is not very
constant;
but it must be remembered
that the
taken, -765 amp. average, is high for so
current
small a cell for so long.
It was thought that the strength of the electrolyte might have a good deal to do with the constancy of the cell, so the next test was one with
the same cell and a charge three times as strong.

II.—Pmr

SHEET

$123
STRONGER

Bonus

BICHROMATE

WITH

ELECTROLYTE.
Particulars (all dimensions as before) ;—
Charge, 3} ozs. chromic acid salts.
Mean volts, 1-72.
Mean current, 1-19 amps.
Mean internal resistance, -464 ohm.
Amp-hours developed during test, 5-552.
Duration of test, 466 hrs.
External resistance, 1 ohm.
Efﬁciency, 68-4 per cent.
Readings 0/ Pin! Size Bottle Bichromala (Shea!
Time in
Minutes.
o
. .
4
10
20

..

r.
o-246
0-254
0-241
0-241
o-250
0'250
0-262
0-282

1-804
1-798
1-806
1-796

1750
1718

I93

235
250
265
280

C.
1-504
1-463
1-457
1-451
1~446
1-440

1-803
1-801

30
44
64
95
141
171
21 2

E.
1-877
1-812

..
..

I“704
1-620
1-563
1-480
1-467
1-362

1428
1-398
1-264
1-154

I‘074
0-993
o-873

0791
0-695
0-629

-

,————
I
Tylme 1“
Minnie-“L
0
-3
-24

--

4'
59
31
I II
136
166

255
236
316
361

73I

I376

0-382
o-487
0‘590
0-630

0723

o~860
1-118
1-160

This test shows that with a strong electrolyte
the cell works far better, the resistance is lower,
and, therefore, the current giVen higher, and the
The cell was not run
cell is much more constant.
to so low a current, as time did not permit;
but
the fact must be remembered,
to the advantage
of the strong electrolyte, when comparing the two
cells.
The results are plotted on Sheet II.
SHEET III.—DANIELL CELL.
Particulars of cell :—
Dimensions outer jar, 3 ins. diameter, 6 ins. high.
Dimensions porous pot, 2} ins. diameter,
6 ins. high.
Copper plate in outer jar, 10§ ins. by 6 ins.
Zinc plate in porous pot, 2% ins. by 14}ins. by
in. thick.
Charge, saturated copper sulphate with a little
sulphuric acid in outer jar.
Dilute sulphuric acid in porous pot; this soon
becomes zinc sulphate.
Mean volts, 1-060.
Mean amperes, 0-419.

j

Mean internal resistance, [-426 ohms.
Duration of test, 33-60 hrs.
External resistance, 1 ohm.
Efﬁciency, 41-2‘per cent.

196
226

Il ).

323

1.366
2.016

'

lymil'g'

—————

5-

C-

1'068

0'530
0'600

1066

@624
0'635
0-638
0'624
0‘590
0-578
0-553
0-531
0'504
0‘493
0'451
0'446
0'442
0'413
0'339

1'050
1'043
1-029
0'997
0'924

0967
0953
0947
0‘934
0‘933
0'936
0‘941
0‘943
1'090
I‘09‘9
1‘016
1'016

°'37°
0'325

'
0‘340
0'776
0-683
0‘649

061;
0'597
0'650
0-667
0-723
0-781
0'35?
0‘393
1‘079
1'! 12

114°
1'6“)
1‘300
I'74O

2'14l

It is a pity that the resistance of these cells is so
high, as otherwise they would be most useful,
as they are very constant indeed, and have a fairly
high voltage.
The curves are given on Sheet Ill.
SHEET Iv,—~DANIEI.L DISCHARGING THROUGH {v01114
EXTERNAL RESISTANCE.
Particulars (all dimensions as in the last test) :—
Mean volts, 1-060.
Mean amperes, -520.
Mean internal resistance, 1-570 ohms.
Ampere-hours developed, 17-46.
Duration of test, 33-6 hours.
External resistance, Q ohm.
Efﬁciency, 24-13 per cent.
Readings.

Time in
Minutes.
..
o
16
27
46
67
97
122
152
182

21:
242
272
302
347
717
1,257
1,862
2,012

E.
1-111

C.

1-076
1071
1-045

0-780
0-928
0-972
1-012

1000

r.
0-925
0-660
0-601
0-535
0-660
0-628

0-979

0-864
0-868

0957
0943
0916

0-772
0-642
0-688

0727

0-919
0-928
0-959

0644

0929

0-582
0-538
.0-592

1-006
1-281
1-121

0-510

1-029
1-499

0438

r839

0-426
0-222

4-090

0957
0-946

1018
1-023
1-020

1016

0620

0-969
o-831

1-880

When comparing these last two tests, it must
be remembered
that they both ran for the same
time, though one was given more current than the
other, so that in Test
the cell is not exhausted
’
so much as in Test IV.

III

April

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

It will be noticed that some of the readings do
not lie on an even curve. This is partly because
a little acid was added at times;
but this is a
mistake, as it only gives the cell a temporary
beneﬁt, and makes the results uneven,

8. 1909.

with copper. and so has a very large surface
but
was found that the resistance was no lower,
probably due to the resistance of the carbon and
electrolyte, for, as the jar
partly ﬁlled with carbon.
the cross section of the electrolyte
very much
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SHEET No. 5.——COPPER 0x101:

packed

has been

with carbon granulated.
After the cell
running some time, the carbon becomes

1700 JO‘"

CELL.

reduced
at any rate, after running for about
thirty hours, the resistance of one of these cells was
@868 ohm, all dimensions being the same as in
Tests III and IV.
The second modiﬁcation was the gravity Daniell.
ins. high and
ins. diameter
also set up in a jar
;

With the idea of getting a.’,Dauiell cell withalower
resistance
than the two previous ones, two modiﬁ—
cations wcre set up.
The ﬁrst was the same form of
cell,
except that the copper compartment was

116T” woo

3

1m

6

loo
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"

In S. R. Bottone's
Galvanic Batteries," there
“
is a test of a
Cupron Element," and in this case
a cell of outside dimensions of 7i ins. by 6} ins.
by 2} ins. is taken. The plates may be taken
as 7 ins. by 6 ins., or 42 sq. ins., while in the present
case the plates are 12 sq. ins.
The test of the Cupron cell high discharge rate
of 1-55 amps. may be taken as the same current
In the case
density as the present case of 49;.
of the Cupron_ element, the average voltage was
-76, which is very high for this type of cell, and the
internal resistance was -o6, but for this the differ
ence in size must be taken into consideration.
In the same book a method is mentioned of making
The present writer tried the
copper oxide plates.
method, but found the results unsatisfactory.
For one thing, the plates were very liable to dis
was very high.
integration, and the resistance
Using plates of 2} ins. by 3} ins., the lowest resis
tance, even after thirty or thirty-ﬁve hours' running,
was -7 3 ohm, which is much higher than the
Edison-Lalande plates used in the experiment.
This ﬁnishes the notes on these experiments, and
it can be seen what interesting results can be got
with this simple apparatus, and the ﬁrst steps
towards improving any cell must be a knowledge
of its working, which is given by the curves. The curves accompanying this article are neces
sarily drawn to a very small scale, but the readings
are all given. so that anyone can plot them to a larger
one.
It is also very interesting to plot all the results
to a uniform scale.

The diﬂiculty is that in 3 ins. diameter the largest
plate possible
is 2} sq. ins., with the corners cut
oil.
With two plates this size. the resistance
was 1-70 ohms, for thirty hours also; but it must
be remembered
of contact
that if the surface
between the solutions in this case is only 7-13 sq. ins.,
while in Tests
and IV it is about 38-8 sq. insi.
so the resistance for a ﬂat cell using the same sizul
plates would be nearly 1-57, the average resistance

III

X

= ~184, assuming the resistance
34,7183

was directly

proportional to the area of contact of the solutions.
1'his is not quite correct, as there appears to be some
kind of initial resistance for each cell.
But it is
Suthcient to show that a very useful cell could be
set up in this way.
it was not thought necessary to make complete
tests of either cell, as it would not be of much
use in this size.
SHEET V.—COPPER 0x105 CELL.
Particulars :—
Dimensions outer jar, 3 ins. diameter, 6 ins.
high.
Two zinc plates, 3 ins. by 4 ins.
Copper oxide plate, 3 ins. by 4 ins.
Distance between zinc and copper oxide, each
3-16ths in.
Mean volts, 0629.
Mean amperes, 0-495.
Mean internal resistance,
0-271.
Ampere-hours developed, 14-81.
test,
of
Duration
2995 hrs.
External resistance, 1 ohm.
Charge, <}lb. caustic soda.
Etticiency, 78-6 per cent.

l
I

A

Simple Pedal Water
for Low Pressures.

Readings.

Time in
Minutes.
o
..
5
9
12
17

so

39
52
72
92
117
158
192
2.22.
42?
667
1,167
1,797

..

..

..

..

..

..
..
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

..
..
..

‘

E.
0-852
0-836
0-831

0824
_o-821
0-801
0-759
0-729
0-680
0-665
0-670
0-661
0—658
0-655

0631

..

..

0-624
0-620

. .

0-614

C.

o-5io
0-457
0-501
0-522
0-505
0-505
0-505
0-502

0494

0-473
0-489
0-494
0-479
0-495
0-502
0-494
0-501
0-500

r.
0-671
0-720
0-660
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Tap

By NATHAN_SHARPE.'
pedal—actuated

water tap described below

is intended for use in dark-rooms, chemical
laboratories, and other places, where, for
various reasons it is desirable to leave the hands

0-579
0-627
0-589
0-503
0-451
0-378
0-406
0-371

6

0337
0-349
0-322
0-259
0-268
0-234
0-230

This test had to be stopped. because the zinc
plates, which were only of thin sheet, were falling
to pieces.
But the results are rather remarkable,
AS the current is so very steady.
This is due to the
of the copper oxide
reduction in the resistance
plate, as the copper oxide becomes metallic copper ;
the effect is to keep the current practically con
The
stant. in spite of the falling off in voltage.
drop in voltage is Very large, but this may be caused
‘1‘ the caustic soda solution being rather weal:
at the start.

Fig.2.
free to manipulate apparatus in the stream of
water. The downward movement of the foot
through a distance of less than a. couple of inches
releases a stream of water =}in. diameter at the jet,

3.16 ,
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is

it

{

i

4!:

is

}

2

a

4

a

it

l

with a force directly proportional to the head of
into the tube wall. The holes in the back or base
the supply system.
The stream is as easily cut 06
plate enable one to secure the tap with screws
again, by raising the foot.
to the wall in the vertical working position.
In
The body of the tap is a 2-iu. length of i-in.
some cases, however (as in the original of this
is desirable to secure the tap to the
(inside diameter) copper tubing, with 3-32nds-in.
article)
walls. Into the lower end of this piece of tube there
underside of
shelf over or near the sink.
In such
is secured, by sweating, a machined double conical
a case the tap body would be made as in Fig.
in
casting, drilled axially with a }-in. hole, which is
two halves, each I-in. long, the upper being sweated
into
circular recess turned in the triangular base
enlarged at one end to a depth of i-in. and tapped
This tapped hole receives a
The two halves are connected
piece.
§~in. brass thread.
by screws
screwed
gland, suitably threaded, I} in. long.
through the ﬂanges, which, like those already met
with a, knurled rim, forming a stufﬁng-box around
with, are
ins. diameter, and i-in. to
in. thick.
the valve lifter.
The other arrangements are as before.
This latter is a piece of {-in.
round brass rod, about 2} ins. long, one of whose
The general arrangement of the tap and its
ends is reduced to I} in., and Screw-“d and tipped
actuating pedal
diagrammatically shown in Fig. 5.
into a forked end of brass.
measuring
in. by
in.
square
section,
slotted
out to leave
in. legs.
The upper end of the
rod has four converging
grooves worked in
with
a ﬁle, leaving four narr0w
wings at the extreme end
to carry the ball valve in
lifting it. This upper end
should
have
previously
been counters_unk or
cupped out, to accommo
date the curved surface
of the ball.
This, the valve proper,
consists of a glass or ﬁne
earthenware marble, i-in.
in diameter, and its seating
an
indiarubber
ring
taken from the stoppering
arrangement of a broken
lemonade
bottle.
This
indiarubber ring or seating
15 carried in a srcket of
i-in. walled tube, i-in.
in external diameter, and
§~in. long, provided with
a
sheet- brass
bottom,
e)“ 8”»1-235
pierced
centrally with a
is:
This soc
O
7-16thS-in. hole.
ket
in
held
position by
Fig.5.
Fig 3.
screws,
or by sweating
FI'9_4_
in, since the ﬁtting must
DETAILS AND GENERAL ARRANGEMENT or PEDAL Warren-rap FOR Low
is

_

it

is

it

1,

is

i

is

2

3,

it

is

is

a

PRESSURES.

The pedal should be of sufﬁcient length to allow its
back end to come as nearly as possible perpendicu
is
larly under the tap to the lifting rod, to which
connected
by a long 3-i6ths-in. iron wire eyed to
both
ends.
The
lever
run on pivots at
should be
pivoted and stopped so as to give the lifting rod of
in.,
the tap a travel of not more than
when its
-16th in. distant from the ball when the
upper end
The lever should be provided with
valve
closed.
a spring strong enough to return
to the " oﬁ "
position against the friction of the stuﬂing-box.
This latter should be packed with greased cotton
wick, and screwed up but lightly—for
suffers no
In ﬁtting the whole
great continuous pressure.
arrangement ﬁnally together, care should be taken
to see that nothing can bind. The device
well
worth making, and should prove of great value
under the circumstances referred to at the com
mencement of these notes.
is
1

watertight—preter

ably the latter.
Water
supplied to the chamber above the vaIVe
by a pipe connected with the union shown, screwed
and sweated into the tap-body wall. The upper
chamber
closed
by a ﬂat cover,
l-in. thick,
with a 1-16th-in. tenon, secured by two or three
3-16ths-in. screws to a ﬂange sweatcd on to the valve
body. The water from the tap
delivered through
i-in. pipe screwed into the wall of the lower
chamber. suitably bent according to requirements.
It will be iound a convenience to have the free end of
this pipe screwed for the attachment of roses, jets, etc.
Two alternative methods of securing the tap are
2,
shown in the drawings. That shown in Figs.
and
consists of a rectangular base i-in. thick by
ins. broad, from which arise two legs,
1} ins. by
as shown.
The free ends of these logs are suitably
curved to ﬁt to the tap body, to which the base
secured by means of two {-in. or 3-i6ths-in. screws
passing
through the legs as shown, and tapped

is

be
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Locomotive Notes.
LAKE, A.M.I.Mech.E.

GREAT CENTRAL PL‘NCTUALITY.
Travelling by G.C.R. from London to Manchester
an excel
and back recently, the writer experienced
The outward train
lent run in both directions.
which makes
was the 4.30 p.m. er-Marylebonc,
its ﬁrst stop at High Wycombe, and subsequently
‘
has to make several other calls between there and
Manchester,
putting in some very fast running
between
points. The arrival at London Road
was two minutes early, and precisely the same
result was noted on the following day, when the
from Manchester drew into Marylebone
5 p.m.
Seventy-three miles
two minutes
before
time.
per hour were reached in one place on the return
Journey.

GREAT
SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVE:
THREE-CYLINDER
CENTRAL RAILWAY.
The able chief mechanical
engineer of the Great
Central Railway, Mr. I. G. Robinson, has recently
on that railway a three-cylinder simple
introduced
"
“
Atlantic
type, which,
express locomotive of the
by his courtesy, is illustrated from a photograph
Contrary to what has on more than one
herewith.
the engine is
occasion been published elsewhere,
not a new one, but has been converted at Gorton
Works
from one of the standard two-cylinder

Inn

HIGHLAND

RAILWAY.

4—4—0 LOCOMOTIVES.

ron

HIGHLAND RAILWAY

The latest express engines of the 4—4—0 type
employed on the Highland Railway are much larger
than those of the same pattern previously employed
on that line.
The design resembles that of the more
recent 4—4—0 locomotives on the Caledonian and
L.S.W. Railways, and well reproduces British ideas
for this class of construction.
The illustration on
this page shows the pioneer engine of the class.
It, with others, was built by the North British
Locomotive Company, Ltd., and the work required
of the engines includes the hauling of heavy pas
senger trains over gradients comprising one of
10 miles long at I in 60, and another 18 miles long
at I in 70.
The style of painting now adopted for
Highland Railway engines is not, perhaps, an attrac
tive one, consisting, as it does, of a plain uniform
of dull~green,
without panelling or lining of any
sort.
This does not, of course, detract anything
from the working qualities of the engine, and it
has the merit of being economical.
Below is given a list of the principal particulars :
Cylinders : Diameter, I8} ins. ; stroke, 26 ins.
Wheels (diameter) : Coupled, 6 ft. ; bogie.
'
3 ft. 6 ins.
wheelbase,
Rigid
9 ft.
Total engine wheelbase, 22 ft. 3 ins.
length,
Diameter,
Boiler:
0% in. ;
5 it.
10 ft. 6 ins.
Total heating surface, r648": sq. ft.
Grate area, 203 sq. ft.
\Vorking pressure, 180 lbs.
Weight (in working order), 495 tons.
The tender carries 3,185 galls. of water, and has a
In full working order
fuel space of 260 cub. ft.
it weighs 38} tons.

ENGINE

S.
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4—4—0
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“

the working of this particular locomotive proves
satisfactory in every respect, we can, at a com
paratively small cost, convert our other engines
to that class."

Twmcvuxnsn

"ATLANTIC" TYPE Exam-E

THREE-CYLINDER

From this it will be gathered that the alterations
the design of the engine have been so carried
out that whichever way matters develop no difﬁculty
or serious expense will attend the return of the
to its original condition, or, oppositely,
engine
the conversion of the two-cylinder engines to the
The three cylinders are
same class as this one.
placed in line below the smokebox, those outside
the frames driving the rear coupled wheels, while
the inside cylinder actuates the crank axle of the
leading pair. \Valschaerts' valve gears and balanced
slide-valves are employed for steam-distributing
in

purposes.

_

The boiler and other portions of the design remain
as before, and the following is a list of the principal
dimensions :—
Cylinders (three): Diameter, 15-} ins.; piston
stroke,

26 ins.

Coupled wheels: Diameter, 6 ft. 9 ins.
total
Wheelbase: Coupled, 7 ft. 3 ins.;
(engine), 27 ft. 95 ins.
Total heating surface, 1,971 sq. ft.
Grate area, 26 sq. ft.
Working pressure, 180 lbs.
Weight on coupled wheels, 37 tons.
Total weight (in working order), 7n} tons.
TRAINING or THE LOCOMOTIVE
ENGINEER.
A correspondent, writing from London, S.W.,

THE

says that his son—who, by the way, is a diligent
reader of these Notes—desires to enter a railway

8, 1909.

company's locomotive works, with a view to acquir
ing a knowledge of railway mechanical engineering.
“
I am willing," says the correspondent, " to allow
him to do this, but am doubtful as to whether
he will really beneﬁt by the payment of a premium,
having been given to understand that a young
fellow who goes through the shops as an ordinary
apprentice picks up quite as good, if not a better,
general knowledge than those for whom a more or
\Vhat," continues the
less substantial fee is paid.
letter, “ do you consider it best to do ? "
This is very largely an individual matter.
It
depends almost entirely, in fact, upon the amount

Atlantics."
Quoting from a letter addressed
to the writer by Mr. Robinson, we read :—“ It must,
of course, be distinctly understood that this engine
has not been built expressly for this experiment,
’
‘
but is one of our Atlantic
engines altered to suit.
Up to now the experiment has been successful,
trials,
it should not come
but if, after further
up to my anticipations, it will be a very easy matter
On the other hand, if
to revert to the old type.

GREAT CENTRAL RAIL\\'AY

April

as

cosvenrsb

T0

SIMPLE.
of grit and determination with which the person
most interested is going to throw himself into his
task.
It may be that in some works the articlcd
pupil has an easier time than thOse around him,
but it is certain that in others he has to work just
as hard while he is at it as anyone else, although
he naturally enjoys certain privileges which are
not accorded to those who only give their services
in return for their training.
On principle, the
"
“
premium
pupil, should, it anything, give himself
up more to his work than any other class of appren
tice, for the reason
that in after-years he will
expect to take a higher rank in his profession and
enjoy a better income than th05e who had not the
wherewithal to pay for their learning.
The locomotive superintendent under whom the
writer “served his time" made it a particular
point that the articled (premium) pupils, of whom
the writer was one, should observe the same con
ditions during working hours as everyone else.
Loss of time was recorded against a pupil, and it
"
had to be “ worked off
at the end of the period
provided for in the indentures. The pupils had
the advantage of going through all the departments
of the works instead of being restricted to only one,
as were the other apprentices, and each put in the
last six months of his time in the drawing ofﬁce,
following upon a similar period on the footplates
of locomotives as ﬁreman (and sometimes as drii-i-r.
be it said, on the quiet).
There were little social
" house,
gatherings at the " governor's
and the
opportunity was taken on these occasions by the

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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engineer—himself a very able nian——to
knowledge of his pupils by putting casual
to each on points connected
with their
the course of conversation.
A great deal

0—8—0

BORSIG

probe

the

questions
studies in
was learnt

TANK ENGINE

m

BORSIG

Two Bonsro TANK LOCOMOTIVES.
The writer has received from the ﬁrm of A.
Borsig, of Berlin-Tegel, photographs of two striking
looking tank engines, reproductions of which appear

SERVICE ox A Russ-um POLAND COLLIERY.

in this manner. and the meetings were thoroughly
enjoyed by all concerned.
If the correspondent whose enquiry has resulted
in the writer's lapsing into the reminiscent mood
indicated by the ab0\'e paragraph can see his way

2—6—2
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TANK ENGINE FOR THE

herewith. The z—o~2
has
been
type engine
built for the Prince Henry (Luxemburg) Railway,
and is designed to haul trains of 210 tons weight
at a speed of 45 miles per hour on the level, and
the same trains at speeds of 20 to 25 miles up
long

PRINCE HENRY (Luxeneunu) RAILWAY.

I

to article his son in the works of one of the English
railway companies, by all means let him do it.
If the son is made of the right sort of stuff, he will
he sure to make full use of his advantages.

banks of l in 60. As a matter of fact, they have
hauled trains of 300 tons weight (exclusive of engine)
under the above conditions.
The engine is designed
to carry a large water supply, and is ﬁtted with

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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\Vestinghouse brake and steam heating apparatus
for the trains. The cylinders are outside, and
drive the middle pair of coupled wheels.
Wal
schacrts’ valve gearing is employed.
The other engine is 0—8—0 type, and was
supplied to a colliery company in Russian Poland,
where it will have to haul trains weighing 330 tons
over grades of l in 125. In order to render it
sulhciently ﬂexible for traversing curves of 4) chains
radius, the second and fourth axles are provided
with l-in. sideplay in each direction, both in their
boxes and coupling-pins.
Outside cylinders and
Walschaeﬂs’
Valve gear are again employed,
and the third coupled wheels are directly driven.
The chief dimensions of the respectiVe engines
are :—
2-—-6—2 Type. 0—8—0 Type.
Cylinders
17'} ins. diam.
171}ins. diam.
Stroke
..
..
24} ins.
:4} ins.
Coupled wheels. diam.4 ft. ll ins.
4 ft. 0}» in.
Working pressure
170 lbs.
170 lbs.
1,100 sq. it.
Total heating surface 1.330 sq. it.
Grate area
:9 sq. ft.
an} sq. tt.
2,200 galls.
Water capacity
1,650 galls.
..
Coal capacity
2!, tons.
4 tons.
Weight (in working
I
..
..
order)
67 tons.
55§ tons.
It will be seen from the above ﬁgures that in
certain important respects the dimensions are the
game in both cases.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[Tilt Edilor int/{Itsfault" to make use of lhis column for [he full
disrusuon n! mourn of {mutual and mutual mtnest. Lam:
may in signed will! u nmn--lc~p'.mne
II drurrd, [ml the full
name and addn'ss 0] [he rend” \u'sr invariably b: allnchcd,
thoughno! Mussan'ly for Duh/ltillon.|

Self-raising Curtain for Model Theatres.
To THE EniroR or The Model Engineer. _
DEAR SIR,--l enclose diagram of self-working
Two copper wires (N)
curtain for model theatre.
are ﬁxed parallel to and insuhted from one another
underneath the curtain string. in the position shown,
which has afﬁxed to it two brass pieces (B) on a
swivel, electrically connected,
which make con
tact with the wires when over them, thus com
The length of the wires must
pleting the circuit.
be about
to I in. less than the distance the curtain
is required to travel.
The curtain, wire or string,
is wound upon a small windlass and driven by the
motor, and the string has attached to it a weight
several
ounces
less than the weight of curtain,
It will be seen that if
according to the friction.
the curtain will travel
the switch D be pressed
the necessary
distance (about 5 in.) to make its
own contact, and continue to do so until the contact
reaches the end of the copper wires.
The curtain
will now be down, having been adjusted to suit.
The pieces of brass hanging loose will travel at
an angle along the wires, and will fall clear at their
destination.
The dotted lines represent the posi
tion of curtain when down. The reversing switch
will now be moved, but the curtain will not move
until the switch D is again pressed.
The electrical
connections will be seer! in the diagram. Can you
inform me of a better method. and of an auto
matic reverse, so that the reversing by hand can
be omitted ? Perhaps a reader can oblige—Yours

i

truly,

V. C. C.

April

8, 1909.

Improving Leclanche Cells.

To

THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—~l have read with interest Mr.
Smith's criticism of my letter to you re the “

O.

lm

proving of Leelanché Cells,” which you published in
your issue of December roth, 1008. 1 am sorry
thit it has been impossible for me to reply to Mr.
Smith’s letter before, as I reside in Cape Town.
and it takes seventeen
days for English mails
to reach here.
Mr. Smith, in his letter to you, states that in
time the nitric acid which is used in the improved
Leclanché cell would act on the zinc, forming zinc
nitrate.
This may be so, but it must be remembered
that only a small quantity of the nitric acid is
added to the electrolyte, so thit the acid lx-comes
greatly diluted, and, accordingly. it would take

ll
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or ARRANGEMENT or SELF-RAISING

CURTAIN FOR .\l0DEL THEATRES.

a considerable time for the zinc to be attacked
to an appreciable extent.
.
Mr. Smith 5 tys he considers zinc nitrate could be
substituted for the nitric acid, and, consequently, the
zinc would be prevsnted from dissolving.
It is
true that zinc nitrate can be used, but it would
not prevent the zinc from being consumed. as chem
ical action occurs between the sulphuric actd used
in the cell, and the zinc nitrate, which Mr. Smith
should be used, the result being that
suggests
nitric acid is reformed, together with zinc sulphate,
in accordance with the following equation :—
= ZnSO.
Zn(NO,), + H280.
+ zl-{NO3

(Zinc nitrate) (Sulphuric
acid)

(Zinc
(Nitric acid)
sulphate)

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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It will thus be seen that the zinc nitrate d0es
not prevent the zinc being attacked after some
time.
Again, supposing the zinc were not attacked
by using its nitrate, it would also be acted upon in
the following way :—
Sodium chloride (common salt) is also used
in the improved
chemical
Leclanché cell, and
action occurs between
it and the sulphuric acid,
formed, in
very dilute hydrochloric
acid
being
accordance with the following equation :—
=
2NaCl +
NaZSO‘ + 2HCl

mso.

(Hydro
(Sulphuric
(Sodium
(Sodium
sulphate) chloric acid)
chloride)
acid)
This hydrochloric acid would in time act on the
zinc, forming zinc chloride and liberating hydrogen
gas, in accordance with the following equation :—
==
H,
Zn
2HCl
ZnCl ,
+
+
(Hydrogen
(Zinc) (Hydrochloric
(Zinc
gas)
chloride)
acid)
However, these actions may safely be neglected,
as they occur so slowly, and the zinc is not attacked
more than in the ordinary Leclanché cell.
With regard to the modiﬁcation of the bichromate
cell Mr. Smith describes, I may say I have tried a
cell almost identical to it, but ﬁnd that the improved
cell gives better results than this type
Lledalpché
0
cc .

Another cell which I have found gives fairly good
is made as follows :-—A rod of zinc is placed
between two carbons, as in the bichromate cell,
and the whole ﬁxture
is
immerSed
in water,
to which is then added enough caustic soda or
potash to form a saturated solution.
During the
process of dissolving the caustic soda. (or potash)
evolved,
great heat is
and when the solution is thus
hot, a powerful current is generated,
which some
what decreases in strength when the solution cools,
and then remains fairly constant.
The zinc need
not be taken out of the solution when the cell is

mull:

not in use.

A suitable cover must be made for the cell, to
make it, as far as possible, air-tight, as the carbon
dioxide (carbonic acid gas) present in the air reacts
with the caustic soda, forming sodium carbonate,
and the current is thus weakened.
Following is the
equation for the reaction :—
=
NazCO, + H,O
zNaOH +
CO2
(Caustic soda)
(Sodium
(Carbon
(Water)

dioxide)
carbonate)
HopingZMr. Smith and other readers may ﬁnd this
of interest, and apologising for infringing upon your
valuable space, I am, Sir, yours truly,
BERNARD ISAACS.

The

Society of Modell-Ehgineers

HUN“: of mating: should be seal M [he oﬁus 0/ TH: Monzt
Swansea million! delay, and will be inserted in any par
!lculo “S!!! if "wind 0 dmr mm “7: (“fore the actual
dale0/ publication]

London.

April 27th, at the
FUTURE Mummies—Tuesday,
Cripplegate Institute, a discussion on the respective
advantages of model steam and electric railways,
be opened by Messrs. P. Blankcnburg and F. H. J.

g1unt.
The following meeting will be held on \Vednesday,
May 26th, at the Cripplegate Institute.
vlSlT.—On Tuesday afternoon, April 20th, at
5 O'clock, a visit will be made to the electrical
and scientiﬁc instrument works of Messrs. Elliott
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Bros., at Lewisham. S.E.—Full particulars of the
Society, and forms of application may be obtained
from the Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard.
Road, Hither Green, S.E.

Provincial Societies.
Coventry.—A

Society of Model Engineers has.
I am pleased to say
now been formed in Coventry.
that the meeting held at the Mayor's Parlouron
Tuesday evening, 23rd ult. (of which I gave notice)
There was an attendance
was a complete success.
of twenty-ﬁve, and the meeting was of an enthusras
Mr. ]. E. Greenwood was
tic character throughout.
elected chairman; Mr. J. A. Johnson, of 53, Waveley
Road, treasurer; and R. Sturgess, secretary. The
compiling of rules, etc., was put oil until we have
It was arranged to
become a little settled down.
hold meetings every alternate Wednesday, com
mencing \Vednesday, March 3Ist, at 8 p.m., at the
Mayor's Parlour, Broadgate.—-Particulars of mem
bership, etc., to be had from the Hon. Secretary,
R. STURc-Ess, 2!, Friars Road, Coventry.

For the Bookshelf.
Any book mueiivd under this [leadingmuv be oblaiul from Tnl
MOBIL Enolslmn Book Departmenl. 16-29. Pliopin'rfml'l
Flu! Stud, London. ELI. by rmimng the publishedprice and
the costof postage.)

.mn Encusn Tzcnmcm. TERMS. By
London:
R. D. Monteverde, B.A. (Madrid).
Price 2s. (KI. ;
&
Son.
Crosby Lockwood
postage Id.
and
This pocket glossary of English-Spanish
Spanish-English technical terms, suitable for the
engineering, manufacturing, and mining industries,
We think it will be a
has recently been issued.
valuable aid to any members of the various indus
tries mentioned, who have either personal or
written intercourse with other men or ﬁrms using
the
Spanish language. It is of a convenient
size (2} ins. by 2 ins. by
in.) to carry in the pocket,
and well printed in small but excellent type.
SPANISH

i

By Douglas
AND CARBURATION.
Leechman, M.I.A.E.
London: The Car Illus
hated, Ltd.
Price 25. ; postage 2d.
" nowadays
“
is being
Everything
specialised
At one time authors thought to specialise by
treating of the whole motor-car in one volume.
Then the subject was divided up: petrol cars.
heavy oil vehicles, steam cars, and electric cars;
each claiming individual attention and treatment
We have had
in volumes exclusively their own.
magneto-ignition devices in book form for a long
time, and now we. have another integral part of the
petrol car—the carburettor—_almost exhaustively
treated in the volume before us. There is not a great
deal to be said about the work beyond recording the
fact that it is a welcome publication and appro
Due to inventive capacity
priate to the times.
in some cases. and commercial necessity in others,
many scores of carburettors have been devised during
recent years.
It is the aim of the author of this
book to classify and explain the working of some
of these.
0i jet carburettors alone seventy-two
are treated of in Chapter XIV, and various other
The illustrations are good,
types are dealt with.
and in every way the volume should be of value
to those interested in motor-car work or running.
CARBURETTORS
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below,
{Attention is especiallydirectedto the ﬁrst condition given
and no noticewill be taken 0/ Queries not eomplvingra-iththe
directionstheremstateu. LettersCONGI'II'IQQueries must be
marked on the top tell-hand corner 0/ the envelope"Query
Department." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
to
'Qtttrieson sub/actswithin the sm/te0/ this yournal are 7(f'llr'il
by post under the following conditions:-—li) Queries (le'ilttig'
with distinct subieetsshould be written on ill/'le’fe’lllslips. on
one side 0/ the paperonly, and the sender'snirne Must be in
Strtlied on the back. (2) (Merle; should be damn/muted,
whereverfrosutilc,with fully dimensionedslate/it's,and vtorre
to her," a copy 0/ their Queries tor
spimteritsare recommended
(not post-curd)
re/erente. (t) .4 stumpedaddressedenvelope
“
should invariably be emlmed,amt also a Queriesand Replies
Carmen" cut out /rmn the adrertm'mentpaces 0/ (Tiecurrent
issue. (4) Queriesti-‘tllbe answeredas early as pombrea/ter
recruit,but an interval0/ a teardays mustusually elapsebetore
who require
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) (.‘orrespondents
an answerinsertedin this columnshould understandthat some
weeksrnust elapse betorethe Reply can be published. the
insertion 0/ Replies in this column cannot be gmranteeil.
(b) All Queriesshouldbeaddressedto The laditor,'l‘nii Moth
ENGINEER,26—29,Poppin's Court, Flea .Street,London, l;.t..]
The /ollowing are selectedtrorn the Querieswhich hare beenreplied
to recently:—

0 A. A. (lllord) writes:
[11.227l5mnll Electric Lamps.
I am about 10 light the two lamps on a govcrin-sscar with two
4~voltclcctric lamps,and l should for) grate-folif you would answer
me the following questions:—(i) Could battc-ricsbe uscd instead
of accumulators,as light will be rcquiri-d about our hour a night ?
(2) 1f accumulator is iiecrssary, please state suitable sizc. (3)
Should lamps be wired in parallel? (4) Would a spccial filament
lamp havv to bc uscd owing to vibration? Plcasc givc details
for making a small dynamo with a pcrmancnt magnct instvad of
p;- 55-,
held coils suitablc for lighting a single lamp. 5-;
(i) Yes, but accumulatorsarc much prcicrablc for your purpose.
(2) You do not say tlic currcnt consumptionof your lamps. Wi
of 8 c.-p. lamps, and would rccom
think you should haw a COUPli.’
int-nd h-volt t5 c.—p.~."(')sram"lamps. 'l'ncsc would take only
1 amp. each. We rccommcndci-llsof not loss than 14 amp-hours
capacity. These would serve your purpose with onc charge pcr
Wot-k. (3) Yrs. (4) Not ncci-ssarily. Re magneto: Sec our issuc
Of Octobcr tst last.
B- L
[21.130] Model Oscillating Cylinder Locomotive.
H. (Wist Norwood)writes : l haw-built a moch locomotivi-similar
to the dcsignkindly given by you in Tm: Mom-2i.Esau-"ran of June
30th, 1907,in answer to a quary of minc-whwls (four), if ins.
diamctcr; cylinders (two singlc-actingas dcsign), bon- 9-ioths in.,
shall
stroke ﬁ-in. ; working prcssurc, 30 lbs.; weight, 4 lbs.—~and
:—~What
be glad if you will answer thc following qucrics re Stunt“
Weight should it pull? Should one got the sanic tr;_l(‘il\'t'icrce
as with oin-doublc-actingslide-valvecylindor ? l haw-r-ypi-rivi'irt-d
somedifﬁculty in kvoping thc valvc on its taco whcn tho pi-i-ssnre
exceeds25 lbs. What gaugewire would you advisc for the spring ?
A modcl oscillating cylindcr locomotive will generally pull a
train equal to its own wright. You will get more tractivc (hurt
for a short limo) from a slidc-valvi- cyliiidcr of tho samt' size
i.e., capacity) bt‘t‘llllSt‘you can accumulati-a grv-ati-rpros-suroin
tho boiler. It is of no usc aitcmpting to work an oscillating
cylinder engineat a higher pressurcthan 20 or 25 lbs, and if you
ﬁt a strongi-r spring you will find that tho loss (luv to friction is
i-xcossive. The bcst thing to do to iiicrcasc the tractiw vfiort
would be to add to the capacity (borc or strok") oi lht' cylinders.
The qtlt'SilOtllilt’ll is: “ill thc boiler stcam largcr cylinders?

Electrician.

April

8, 1909.

[21,146] Inventions.
etc. E. R. E. (Festiniog) writes:
Will .you kindly oblige inc by answering the following thrw
qtlvstht‘tSthrough your valuable paper :--(i) How to make small
accty'lcnc gcin-rator, and would it do for brazing? l2) “'hich
is the host way to sell an invention ? (3) What gap will a modcrn
4-cylindcr magneto jump?
_ You will find Some useful information re aoctylcnc apparatus
in our handbook, " Acetylene Gas," price 7d. post trcc, but “
advisc the us:~of a gas or powerful oil blowpipc for brazing. Re
disposal of invention, thc SUth‘Ct is a big one and w» cannot
possibly reply brictly to your enquiry. Evcrything depends upon
circumstanccsand the naturi- of thc.invention. it you think it is
a good thing, you should placc it in the hands of a rvliablc patent
agcnt. if you giw- us iullcr particulars of the invention, we might
bt' able to advise you ratln-r mon- fully, but, of course, we do not
undi-rtakc to bc able to do anything definite rcgarding the disposal
of same. Thc magiu-touscd for a 4-cylindcr angina.should be ablc
to jump at lcast } or 3-ibtlis in. gap.

Queries and Replies.

l1!.05'~il Staying Locomotive Boiler. E. G. N. (Cambridge)
writes: I have just purchased a partially ﬁnished locomotive
billll‘r, as per sketch (not rcpnxluccd). There are absolutely no
stays in it, but I do not want to go to the.expenseof having these
put in unlessabsolutelyncccssary. The late owncr saysit has been
testedto 80 lbs. “'ill you please tell mc if it will be safe to Work
this boileras it is, at 40 lbs. prcssure? (.li coursc,1know theﬁrebox
ought to have stays, and would, of course, be better; but is it
absolutely necessaryif I do not exceed40 lbs. pressure? ‘. '5 _
W'e think that the surfacesare much too large to be left entirely
unsupported by stays. We would recommenda sufficientnumber
of stays 5-i6ths or i in. diameter, screwedtwenty-six threads per
.inch, spaced 2} cr 1} ins. apart (accordingto size and to circum
stances of dcsign). in any case, you need not put them nearer
than 2} ins. to the ﬂanges. If the ﬁrebox crown has large radius
curves at the corners, then two rows (.i stays will be suﬂ'icjent;
wc should adopt 5-itiths in. diameterstays here. All stays should
be screwedinto both plates and be lock-untied. At 40 lbs. pres
sure the load on theinner ﬁreboxsidesis about a ton and a quarter.
We recommendcopper stays.

and

T. B. S. (Burton-on~Tri-ntlwritcs:
[21.172] Transformer.
I wish to make-a transformcr from strips (very thin slim-t iron)
as skctch. Tho coil to bc formcr wound and aftcrwards ﬁtted
ovcr ccntrc yokc. Will you plcasr-give qtiantitics of “'ll'i’ also
sich ? The rimary to be Slllllllllt' for too volts, 75 pi-nods (Sluglr
phasi'). I Wish to takc irom thc secondary 40 amps. at 25, :o,
30 volts. Not more than our voltagc will be in use at oncc. Thc
variation is to enableme to gct bi-st rcsultsat lamps with full load,
i.e., about i,ooo watts. Should tlu- stampings be insulated “'llll
vaniish on one side only or not at all? Yoko strips, 3 ins. widr-;
sidc and cud strips. i in. wide; all to be clamped together by
bolts through cast-iron covers.
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Quenyll°2|172
Primary to bc wound on first ; 150 turns of No. r2 gauge n.c.c.
copper wirc, about 4} lbs. will probably be wantid. Sccondary
to be wound ovi-r pﬁmary and to have a total number of 45 turns.
Malo- a connectionat 38 turns and 42 turns for the lower voltages.
As solid win.-will bt‘ hard to bond, we advise you to usc ﬂoublr
strandi-dcablc ; it should havc a total sectionalarea of '028 sq. in.
approximately, equal to No. 6 S.W.G. wire. it made up of 34:
No. 33 S.W.G. wire, it will bc about right. It should be doubli
cotton-covc-rcd; 25 yards will probably he wanted. We adVlSt‘
you to make up the complctccoil bi-iorccutting tln: lcngths of iron
for core, thcn you will sec what space to allow. WP cxpcct you
will have to lll-lkt' total lcngth about 8 ins. to get the win- in. iron
must bc insulatcd bctwccii the plates; if you vaniish onc Stilt
of each plate it will do. Tho actual voltage obtained can bc \(l
justod by winding on or taking off secondary turns when you
make a trial.
E. T- C- (Brook
[21.231] “NLE.” Electric Locomotive.
"
linc) writcs: (i) What load would the ME.” clcctric locomotive
draw? (2] What would be the smallest cuer that this loco
motivc could safely round? (3) What should the surwr-elcvation
be at tho Ctiers for this locomotive?
(1) Anything up to the 50 lbs. in addition to its own weight.
(1) \\'c would not rccomrncnd less than to it. radius. (3) SH:
our issucs 0i Uctobcr 3rd and iotli, 1907. At six inilvs pcr hour
wc would recommendabout i in.; for eight miles an hour the
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am taking on the work becauseof the expense
knowledge.
that would be incurred otherwise which cannot well be borne at
think
would be best to dig trench from the butts
present.
to the various tiring points and put the liVe wires in tarred boxes,
having
small built trench at the firing points to be able to
would require the transmitter and rcCeiverto be
connect up.
carried from one ﬁring-point to the other.
have seenthem made
up in nice boxes,site about ins. by 15ins. by ins.
The instru
ment at the butts would need to be.detachableas stragglersabout
the rangemight damageit. Can you give me also ar idea ot the.
probable cost?
don't want a toy apparatus, but one that will
be quite reliable at all times, and not likely to break down.
plan
will be to use lead-coveredtwin house wire,
Your best
which can simply be buried in small trench dug along the route.
The approximatecost for
amps. wire for the lengths you give
would be Q3. You would further require " end connections"
the
cable
the
to terminate
at
various points and nine of these
would cost 35. One roll of insulating tape and lb. of insulating
compound works out to 55. Wall sockets should be provided at
each point and two pin connectorswith
to ft. of ﬂexible for
connecting up the telephone obtained. Any type of telephone
may be used, and the approximatetotal cost should be about £20.
[zr,33r] Steam Electric Lighting Plant (IOU-watt)
have
F. t. T. (Launceston) writes: (r)
horizmital engiie,
cylinder in. by ins., ﬂywheel 7} ins. diameter. The cyli ider
a

a

is

a
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W. M. (Vauxhall)
(21.2561 Automatic Flasher for Lamps.
want to make one of the electric light ﬂashersfor three
writes:
zzo-yolt circuit, alternating current.
or tour lamps to work on
Am ﬁtting a small sign for my own use and want the light to ﬂash
in and out. Will you kindly instruct me how to make one?
have seen one, and with your help think could make it.
You are not very deﬁnite as to what type of ﬂasheryou require.
particular order,
you wish to have the lamps switched in in
drum carrying
you would need some kind of motor working
contacts, after the fashion of the apparatusdescribedin our Query
colurrmsin our issueof October 8th, 1908. But you wish merely
to switch in and out at regular intervals, you could use simple
diﬂerential expansion strip. To make this, take a small thin strip
coating of pure tin on one side to
of platinum and give
thicknessequal to that of the.platinum. When this strip heated
nearly
expand
three
times as much ‘5 the platinum,
tin
will
the
so that the strip will bulge,becomingconvexon the tin side. The.
to
one
of
the lamps and contact ﬁxed
close
be
ﬁxed
strip must
so as to touch the platinum side of the strip when the strip is cool.
led
through
this contact, and through
the
lamps
to
be current
the strip. As soon as lamps are switched on they light up. But
the
temperatureof
the contact strip,
lamp
raises
the
the heat of
and soon it bulges and breaks the circuit. Then the lamps go out
cools,
and
presently
makes
contact again
strip
and the.contact
so that the lamps are relit, and the cycle of operations begins
01100
more.
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H. F.
[21-2501 Units. Alternating Current Circuit.
method of arriving' at
(Hindley) writes: Would you give me
know
the h.-p. of an alternating current generatoror motor?
to multiply the amperes.
that in continuous current one way
by the volts and divide by 746, but this rule does not seem to
work out correctly in alteniating current.
necessaryto go into the subject of
To explain your query
the peculiaritiesof alternating current, which
too large an order
for our Query Department. Please refer to our handbook No. 33,
" Alternating Currents Simply Explained," price
7d. past tree,
which deals with the subject of the electrical units in connection:
with the alternating current circuit.
A. B. (L'pping
[21348] Telephones for Rifle Ranges.
ham) writes: The intrrxhiction of new musketry practiceson the
range has rendered necessary the employment of telephonesto
enable the firing party at the firing-points, viz., zoo, 300, 400,
and 500 yards, and pissihly in the remote future 600 yards, to
coriiriiunicatewith the markers working the targets at the butts.
Can you give me instructions as to how am to set about the job,
have your handbook
and tell me where can buy all materials?
on the subject, but do not like.to take on this work on so slight
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minimum radius should be 15 it. and the super-elevation7-ioths
in. \\’e would, however,prefer20 it. radiusand ir-3znds in. super
elevation.
[20,804] Modiflgd Joy‘s agar,
R. R. H. (Oldham) writes:
reenly's
(i) Could you publish a full-size sketch of Mr. H.
reversing valve. gear for a 2i-in. gauge model “Experiment”
L..\'.\\’.R.?
This gear appeared in Tm: Moor-:1.ENGINEER for
May 30, 1907,only it was dimensionedtor 7-i6ths in. scale. (2) I
am thinking of using one cylinder for above engine. Please say
what bore and stroke will be advisable.
We append a drawing to full size of the joy radial valw- motion
“
as simpliﬁed by Mr. Greenly applied to a l-in. scale model Ex
periment " locomotive. In the original locomotive the cylinders
and smoke-boxcentres are well forward of the bogie pin so that the
maximum length of connectin -rod can be obtained. This should
be done in the model althoug , of course, it prevents the engine
from taking a sharp curve, owing to the restriction of lateral play
in the leading bogie wheel which is the result. The length of the
vibrating link between centres should be 2 7-o4ths exactly. The
top pin should be 5-32nds diameterand the endsﬁled flat to work
in theJ—in. slots. The stroke should be i in. it possible.
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Transformer.
[2:347] 240-watt
J. K. (Huddersﬁeld)
writes: In your issue of February 26th, i903, you describe how
to make a small transfomier. Will you kindly tell me size of
laminated core, the amount of primary and secondary wire, and
.gaugesof wire to transform 2co volts 100 amps. of 50 cycles to
25 volts to light eight 3o-watt lamps?
Core, 1} ins. by if ins.; length of iron strips, about :0 ins.
Primary winding to be put on ﬁrst, 700 turns N0. X8n.c.c., weight
about 3} lbs. Secondarywinding to be put over primary, ()0 turns
No. :2 gaugen.c.c., weight about 2) lbs. ; lengthof winding space,
about 6 to 6} ins. ; total depth, about i in. The secondaryvoltage
can be adjusted by winding on a few more or less turns of wire.
[21.218] Cleaning Furred Water Jacket. S. G. (Ptckham)
‘writes : Having beena reader of your paper for sometime, would
you favour me by letting me know the best way to get the fur out
of water jacket of a l h.-p. gas engine?
With very small engineshydrochloric acid sometimesserves to
removethe fur, but, evenwith models,it is often necessaryto scrape
or chip away the.accretion. Make the inside of the jacket as acces
sible as possible; then, with a chisel-endedbar of steel having the
end bent slightly round, scrape or chip off the fur.
E. A. B. (Plumstead)
[21,329] Brassing iron or Steel.
'writes: Could you give me a cheap method of making bright iron
or steel look like brass, by lacquering or other means?
We think it can be done thoroughly only by the somewhat ex
nsive and troubleslmie method of electro-plating. But the
ollowing method is said to give fair results. Dissolve i-5th oz.
each of sulphate of Copperand proto-chlorideof tin in a quart of
water. Give the iron or steelarticlesa long stirring in this Solution.
[21,222]Windlngs for 250-watt Dynamo. M. G. M. (Sydney)
writes: I am about to construct a 25o-watt dynamo, as (lt'SCrlbcd
in your handbook,No. to (page20, Fig. 13). What 1want to know
is-—theSILL‘and quantity of wire for both armature and field-coils,
so that I may be able to obtain an output of to volts 25 amps.
at the Slated speed,vir., 1,900r.p.m.
Wind armatures with two layers of No. 14 S.\\".G., and fields
'with to lbs. of No. :5 S.W.G.

l‘r’l‘r’fl’LL’

was bought from the British Engineering 8: Electrical Company,
Leek. What size boiler do I need,so as to get the greatestamount
of power p.bSll)lt?? (2) What pressureshould the engineWork at ?
(3) “'hat would be the output of the largest dynamo that this
engineWould drive at full load? (4) “'hat would be the candle
power, usi lg ()sram lamps? (5) What size room would this light
we"?
(6) Could you tell me where to obtain a dynamo of the
'required output, and one that would stand continuous running of
tWo or three hours every night?
(i) A very suitable boiler is the one illustrated in Fig. :0 in our
'handbook, " Model Bciler Making," and fully described in that
book. (2) 75 lbs. (3) 100watts. (4) Nearly IOO. (5) Roughly,
a room having a floor area of 400 sq. ft. (6) You will ﬁnd several
firms among our advertisers who supply such machines. Write
tthem for particulars.
(2i,328] Medical Coll. G. H. D. (Sheffield) writes: I am
making a medical Cril, and should be extremelyobliged to you if
you will kindly answer the following questions. Do you think
a commutatora good addition to a medicalccil ; if so, i would like
'to add one to the one I am making, only I am a bit doubtful about
the connections? The coil lam making has a magneticcore of
soft-iron wire, about 4 ins. long, with a brass tube | in. diameter
to slide over it. Would you pleasesay what kind of commutator
I should re uire? What part of the baseboardwould you fix it
on? Woul you pleasegive me a diagram of connections?
A good design fri' a commutatorwas given in our issue of July
igth, 1906. F or largecoils usedin radiographicwork this apparatus
'is important but in a small medical coil like 'ours it is quite un
necessary. l‘he commutatoris convenientlyp acedat the extreme
end of the baseboard. The bars on the commutatorare connected
to the battery, and the springs (one via the contact-breaker) to
the primary coil.
5. M. 8. (Northampton)
[21,244] (l.N.R. Bogie Singles.
writes: I should be obliged if you could give me a drawing, with
chief dimensions of G.N.R. 7-ft. 7-in. single express locomotive,
No. 266 Class, so tender..
W'e appendherewith a drawing of the 266Class of G.N.R. bogie
singles. On examination of the various enginesof this type, you
will notice that someof them have deepermain-frameplates over
"the rear bogie wheels than others. You can, however, obtain a
photogra h of both arrangementsand judge which will suit your
purpose st. The deeper frames are to be preferredif they are
cut away and the rear bogie wheels are required to swing under
them.
[21,258] Model Torpedo Boat. I. F. (Rock Ferry) writes:
Will you kindly tell me where I could obtain designsfor a torpedo
\boat,or, if any have appearedin THE Moon. ENGINEER,will you
give me the number? I mean to drive it by electricity, and I
want as high a speed as possible. Could you give me the.name
-of the best motor and propeller to use? I want her to be about
3 it. long.
We published in our issue of December 3ist last a good design
-of a model torpedo boat destroyer. This, with a little modiﬁca
'-tion,perhaps would probably just suit you.
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You will iind dimensioneddrawing in our book, “ The World's
locomotives," pn'ceios. 6d. net, its. post free. Both the outside
cylinder 2—4—0 type and 0—6—0 type goods tank engines are
illustrated in this way.
[21,284]' Nickel-Platinir. 3- 15- (Word) Writes:
in
tend to nickel-plate some articles by electricity, but
under
stand you have not issued
6d. handbook on the subject.
have 20-amp.-houraccumulator (4-volt) to supply the current.
required besides
(I) anything else
should like to know
nickel _rod and salts, and the article to be plated? (2) What
salt oi nickel should be.used and at what strength? (3) Should
is, or should
the accumulator be connectedup as
have its
volts or less? (4) Can
voltage choked by resistanceswitch to
the article to be plated be madeof any metal,or must be copper,
brass, etc.
(5) How long would take to plate an article, using
accumulatordirect? (6) have heard it said that the article to
this necessary? (7)
be plated must have coating of copper;
Should the connectionsbe as follows positive terminaloi accumu
to
article
to
negative
to nickel-plate
be.plated
and
terminal
lator
0r via-verso
(i) No. (2) Double sulphate of nickel and ammonia. Use
about lb. (rather more than less) to ew-ry gallon of filtered rain
water. (3) The accumulatorcanth safely be dischargedat rate
of more than about amps. if more current than this tends to
ﬂow, use resistanceto cut it down. Never mind about voltage.
(4) Any metal. (5) Dependsupon sizeof article, current, thickness
of plating required, etc. (6) Not neccssarv, but preferable, as
the nickel holds better on copper. (7) Vic¢~vcrsa:positive to
nickel, negative to article. We.recommendthat you read good
book on the subject before attempting much in the wav of
“ Electro-plati-r's Handbook,"
electro-plating. See Bonney’s
price 3s. 3d. post free.
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writes:
W. B. (Leeds)
l=!,334] L.N.W.R. Locomotive.
"
Referringto the L. or N.W.R. locomotive, No. 173, Cornwall"
it. 8) ins.
(S-it. 6-i.i.), single drivers—(i) \Vas the gauge
made or altered? (3) What colour was the
(21'What year was
locomotive? (4) What year did the locomotivestop running,or
still in use
be anything
(ll Of course, ft. 8} ins. How could the gauge
"
elsebut the standard
(2) it was built during the Battle of the
Ganges,"in 18 7, with the boiler under the driving axle, and altered
with standar type of boiler in 1862. (3) No doubt was painted
" green" in its early days, in conformitywith other L.
N.W.R.
engines. \then we saw the engine some few years ago at Euston
(Camdenshed) it was painted the standard black. (4) We believe
was drawn from service at the end of 1907. See, however,
contemporaryjournals for information on this point. The original
Northerndivision number was No. 173, but in later years bore
No. 3,020. The engine was employedfor many years on the light,
fast expressesbetween Liverpool and Manchester.
81.024] Foghorn and Acetylene Searchlight for Yacht.
the constructionoi theioghi rn
E. W. (Ilford) writes: (i) What
as usedon sailing ships? Could you give sufficient details, With'
io-torincr.
could make one suitable for
dimensions,so that
using stock size diameter steel tube for the cyli-ider of the air
(2) Could
pump,and specially showinghow thesound produced
youfurnish me with dimensionedsketchesfor an acetylenesearch
light suitable for a ro-ton yacht, with generatorattached? What
wouldbe the best form of generatorfor yacht lighting, taking into
accountthe violent motion of the vessel?
(i) We have not been able to find details such as you require
such have been published. We can only
in print, and we doubt
suggestthat you experiment With small air-pumps and reed-horns
complete
until you get something suitable. (2) To design you
our Query
rather too big an order for
setof apparatus for this
"
Department. As to generator, we note that the Motor Boat
Manual" strongly recommendsfor use on boats simple form of
simple cylinder with
water-to-carbidegenerator. It consistsof
slightly enlarged base to ensure stability. A rubber tube
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[The Editor will be pleas": to receive[or 'ﬂit'll' under this hmdm‘
samplrsand particulars 0! new tools, apparatus,and manuals
must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
for amateuruse.
he: erPrmiorts 0! Editorial opinion, no paymentof any lurid
being requiredor mrrpied. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingin Mr W'YI‘S of the good<sub
matted,0' lo abimm from imrrlmg a 'ﬂ‘ltit’ in any casewhen
thegoodsare no! 0/ same-milmines! to his readers.)
Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon actual
Editorial Inspectionof the goodsnoticed.
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Quadrant Cycles.
We are requested to state that all letters sent in reply to
advertisementspublished in this journal by the Quadrant Cvcle
Road, Coventry,
Co.. Ltd, should be addressedin full to Foles‘iill
“
as letterswhich do not contain the words Foleshill Road," are.
sometimesundelivered. Any readerwho has not received replv
should send copv of his letter enclosedin an envelopeaddressed
to the Quadrant Cycle Company,Ltd., Foles‘iill Road, Coventry.
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Model Vertical Engines and Tools.
“'0 have receivedfrom Messrs.Wheeler Bros, Trench Crossing,
very solidly
Wellington, Salop, some illustrated particulars of
designed vertical model high-speedengine, dosigiied for 100 lbs.
steampressure at i,ooo revolutions per minute. The cylinder
ins. stroke, and either completeengineor setsof
1} ins. bore by
parts are supplied. The list givesdetailedpricesof all the separate
turret'or capstan
parts. We have also received particulars of
head attachment,suitable for
3b-in. centre lathe, as well as
pricesof chucks and drilling spindles and other model engineer's
supplies.
i}
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attached to nozzle irom stop cock and goes to gas-deliverypipe.
is ar
perirated pipe is screwedinto bottom of cylinder (which
rangedto take out for cleaningpurposes). The cylinder is amply
whole
the
nib-dabout two-thirds of the way up with carbide, and or other
deck
appiratus is plunged into bucket oi water on the
autoniaiically
well-ventilated position. The pressure of gas
You will find a dﬂSCTlplliJlioi an
regulatesthe supply of water.
" Practical better " in our issueof june
acetylenesearchlight in
25th, 1908.
(5. W. W.Y(Cllit0nl
[21,244] Model “Dunaiastair Ill."
intend making locomotive (reversing).' “hat back
Wntes (i)
could obtain working drawuigs
numbersof THE Mount Esula'Ei—zn
-4-—o type preferred? (2) have
and instructions ior same;
zj-ui.
by r-in. cylinders. Would these be too large for
two
_
‘
gauge model?
articles
of
series
“ How
it) You cannot do better than refer to the
on
during
tom,
.‘viooni.Escivrnn
Tm:
in
which appeared
'° Dunalastair N0. ill."
l'his l()ti.)illt)li\’lf
to Build a Model
you will find the articles very
4--4-<i as you require, and
of iiif‘ month
ist
in-lpful. They appeared in the irr- issuesdated
Yes, too large ior zj-in.
from F--bruary to November, 190:. (2)
gauge.
Locomotive.
[2:145] North London Railwaysend
me a dimensmned
lBlacklev} writes: Will YLU kindly
{\0. 5!,
drawmg' of the North London Railway's tank engine,
2—-4-~ooutside Cylinders:

a

Qggﬂqu ilOZ?

The “NLE.” Motor Fire Engine.
Messrs. Baker Bros, 287, Szmdall Street, Hulmo Hill Lane,
Manchester,write. us with further referenceto the castiius they
supply for this model, to say that they haw modiﬁed thedcsign
by introducing an improved type of hind whet-l to take a twin
tyre. They are machining srwcial moulds for the rubber tyres in
order to produce them to the correct sh-i'ic, hub for front and
hind wheels,and have inllriWI-das llv'al'ivas possiblethe design of
the hind wheelsusedon the Merryweatherenginesin the Liverpool
City Fire Brigade.
Model Signalling Details.
(10.,Northampton, have sent us
Messrs,W.
BassettsLowkc
sheetgiving particulars of modelsignal boxes,signalinterlocking
frames,conductor rails, insulators, &c. Separate parts for fitting
up interlﬂi‘killg framesare listed in detail. The list will bf' sent to
post-card. This firm also
any interested reader on receipt of
notify us that they have just completed model locomotiveior
running on miniature railwav at the International Exhibition at
Nancy. This engine will be shipped early in April, but they Will
to any reader who can call on them at
be pleased to show
Northampton before its departure. We hop: to illustrate this
enginein our columns little later on.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
giving complete
them.

A

CORRESPONDENT

lately been gently
chiding us for not giving so much electrical
We must
matter as usual in our plgL‘S.
admit to a diﬁiculty in so proportioning our con
tents as to please all sections of our readers. and,
in the natural order of things, it is quite likely that
some branch or other of model engineering may,
during a given period, be treated more scantily
For this falling short of
than it is at other times.
a standard of perfection we must crave indulgence
but we can at least plead that it is not intentional.
and rest
So our correspondent may take heart,
assured that the fairy Electra will again wave her
magic wand over the columns of his favourite
journal, and cause a renewed current of light and
learning in her mystic ways to ﬂow. Meanwhile,
be permitted to point out that,
we may, perhaps,
in matters of workshop practice equipment, both
electrical and mechanical readers have a common
interest, and of these THE MODEL ENGINEER follower
has

always has a goodly share.
#

I

O

In the present issue we publish a long-promised
article on steam steering gears, which, of necessity,
It is a
runs away with a goodly share of our space.
on which but little published
subject, however,
information is available, and as it is a source of
constant mystery to the uninitiated, we trust
it will prove generally acceptable.

l

i

U

Another article in the present issue also deserves
It deals
maker's special attention.
model
the
with a subject which everyone at some time or
another has had reason to become acquainted with_
“
The. Performance of a
The author. under the title,
few Galvanic Batteries," has recorded, tabulated,
and plotted the results of tests he has carried out, so
clearly that there should be no difﬁculty in making
of cells for any
a proper choice in the selection
One point alone should
particular kind of service.
be taken well to heart by the less experienced
electrical worker. There are cells and cells; and
the same results cannot be expected from a given
combination of materials when in the one case
"
thrown
they are, to use a workshop phrase,
together,” and in the other carefully and intelli
and skill brought to bear upon
gently handled,
their application to a pirticular purpose.

‘

'I

I

“
Model Aero
Mr. E. W. Twining's new work
Them,"
is now
to Build and Fly
planes~How
ready, and may be had through any of our usual
agents, price is., or post free is. 2d. direct from
As previously stated, this consists of
our ofﬁce.
ﬁve sheets of full-size working drawings for three
different model aeroplanes, and an illustrated book

April 8, 193).

instructions for building and ﬂying
$

C

$

A correspondent, writing from Tralee, in Ireland,
sends us a simple of moss, which he suggests would
be very suitable for ﬁnishing model railway embank
ments and other portions of the permanent way.
Although this sample was picked fourteen months
since. it still preserves its natural colour and silky
texture. Our correspondent kindly offers to send
a supply to any of our readers who would care to
have some, and who will write us enclosing a stamp
for forwarding their letters.

“

Answers to Correspondents.
" (Ottawa;.—Thank you for ice carnival
READER

photograph, which is very interesting.
screw-cutting
(Portsmouth).—Our.4-thread
indicator (post free, 3d.) will give you all the
wheels you will require for the ordinary run of
work.
For sh'ape of tool or cutting square
“
“threads,
see the
last chapter in
Practical
Percival
Marshall
by
Lessons in Metal Turning,"
'
(post free. 2s. 3d.).
H. F. (Leeds).—There is a regular column of notes
on gas engine matters now appearing in The
These, and the power plant
Engineer‘z'n-Charge.
problems in the same paper, will give you a lot of
useful hints.
"
NEW SUBSCRIBER" (Glasgow).—Sorry, but the
subject is quite outside our scope.
“
Moron Boar " (Cheltenhamjs—Why not express
“
Practical Letters" column?
your views in our
We are always pleased to have our readers
thresh out debatable points therein.
of your lathe tool
F. M. (York).—The
reason
crumbling away at the edge under the pressure
of the cut is that it has been burnt, through
when hardening.
Never
heat
over-heating.
It the point is a
beyond a bright cherry red.
bright yellow, and sparks ﬂy from it when it is
drawn from the ﬁre, it is burnt.
The only remedy
is to cut the burnt portion right off, and re-forge
to shape.
"Ar'rLBBQRo’."—For ﬁlaments use ﬁne platinum
“
Electric Lighting for
wire. See our handbook,
Amateurs," price 7d. post free.

J. L.
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Locomotive.

By W. R. THORP.
following description of a 25-in. gauge
model locomotive may possibly interest
some of my readers.
The engine is a modiﬁcation of Mr. Greenly's
NE. Railway locomotive}. having single driving
wheels and a pair of carrying wheels in place of
the coupled
wheels
of the N.E.R. The frames
are cut from
I-iéth-in. brass, hard rolled, the

THE

GENERAL View or 2§~ix.

GAi'oiz Mom-:L

axle»b0xes being turned from gun-metal rod

and

into the frames.
The boiler is of the Smithies water-tube type.
with one of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke’s downcomers.
2~in. by 10-in. inner tube, i-ithi-in.
copper, and
:f-in, by 12-in. outer tube of i-32nd-in. brass, ﬁtted
with three {-in. water tubes, and is silver-soldered,
except the irOnt end, which is stayed with 3-16ths-in.
soldered

rod and soft-soldered.
The lamp is a plain six~wick methylated spirit
lamp and there is plenty of steam at 35 lbs. pressure.
The ﬁttings include G.N.R. funnel and dome.
N.E.R. safety valve, whistle, steam and water
gauges, check valve, and an ordinary cock for a
regulator, and the steam pipe is coiled over the
ﬁre.

The

cylinders

(by Messrs. Whitney)
the valves being

bore and i-in. stroke,
by slip eccenffios

are

i-in.

operated

There are no slide-bars. The locomotive “as
bulit to run on ordinary tin rails and curves, and
by placing the driving wheels about
in. further
back than in the N.E.R. design, the engine, less
cab, spirit lamp, and water, will almost balance
on the driving wheels;
the trailing wheels
have
l-in. drop in the axle-boxes, alter the manner of
cheap tin<platc models, and by turning the wheels

i

LOCOMOTIVE.

By W. R.

THORP.

to leave a ﬂange 5-32nds in. deep, the engine very
seldom has an accident, and then only due to taking
a curve too quickly, and not to the wheels jumping
the track.
The bogie is allowed to swing right under the
frames, and is kept to the frames by means of a

small spiral spring.
The cab, footplates, etc., are of i-20th-in. sheet
brass, with l-in. angle brass along the sides, and
the splashers
are brass castings screwed
to the
footplates.
The tender is made to N.E.R. design ; the buﬁers
of engine and tender are ﬁxed, and the hooks are
spring»hooks.

There is a pump at side of line to connect with
check valve on engine.
With regard to running, the track is oval shaped,
9 it. 6 ins. by 17 it, and round this the engine
will pull a total weight of 45 lbs. without undue

bogie,

if

ins.

Length of tender, 1H; ins. over buﬂers.
>
Tender wheels, 1% ins.
Total weight of engine and tender (in working
order), 18 lbs.
Should any reader want to build a locomotive
for high speeds on sharp curves, the above is a
a 6-ft.
very good type, as it will safely traverse
diameter circle.

The Steam Engine for
Beginners.
V.
By H. MUNCASTER,

15, 1909.

"3\

= centrifugal force (in lbs.).
= nu'mber of revolutions (per minute).
= gravity = 32-2 (feet per second).
mu?,
2nrx3-r416
agalf, .ng=
A
h
v =
2
—T (
————60
Id
= -ooo34mm".
We may now consider the inertia of the piston
rod and other reciprocating parts of the steam
At the moment when the crank is passing
engine.
the dead centre, we may consider the question as
all the mass were concentrated at the crankpin
and ﬁnd the centrifugal force of the mass, which
will be the same as the inertia. through an inﬁnitely
small arc subtended by an inﬁnitely small angle
a
(Fig. 35). we can then ﬁnd the velocity of
the piston in relation to the crankpin velocity to
discover the acceleration at any point and deter
to overcome the inertia
mine the force necessary
1

\

m:

if

slipping, at about 2 miles an hour, and will keep
the track with total weight of 30 lbs. at between
4 and 5 miles an hour, in both cases continuously.
As a long straight is not available, the engine has
not had a really fair trial.
The dimensions of engine and tender are :—
Length of engine over buffers, 18 ins.
trailing, 1% ins.;
\Vheels—driving:
3} ins.;
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at that point.
lSuppose the

total

weight of piston

and

rod,

0

A.M.l.Mech.E.

1

(Continued from page 103.)
ESIDES the force required to change the state
of a body from that of rest to that of
motion or from motion to rest. there is a
corresponding force required to change the direction
of motion. This is best shown where
the body is guided in a circular path.
Where such is the case, there is an in
clination to ﬂy from .the circle in a
path, which would be indicated by a
The amount
line tangent to the circle.
of force required to restrain the body
from leaving the circular path is called
force," and always
the “centrifugal
acts toward the centre of the circle.
that the motion if unre
Suppose
strained would at a uniform velocity
'6
carry the body a distance in a given
FIG. 34.
F10. 33.
time equal toa d (Fig. 34), the same dis
ab gives the
tance measured along the circumference
crosshead and connecting-rod = 200 lbs., the radius
of crank =
point b as the position when compelled to follow
ft., the revolutions = 225 per min..
a circular path around a. We consider the speed
we can ﬁnd the centrifugal force by the formula
given above ((1).
_ to be uniform and the force equal at any point in
We can. by assuming the angle ac b
the circle.
~00034x200xr X225 x225 = 3,443 lbs. will re~
to be inﬁnitely small. conceive that the force must
present the inertia at the beginning of the stroke.
alway lie in the direction of a line drawn to the
There is still the effect of the angularity of the
centre of the circle.
connecting-rod to allow for, because this increases

time (in seconds).
velocity (feet per second).

the eﬂect of inertia when the crank is passing
through the oint a (Fig. 35), and lessens
when
additional force we may consider
passing
as swinging around the pin of the crosshead

e

the mass of the body (weight in pounds).
the radius of the circle (in feet).

it

II

II
II
II

Pro. 35.

b.

Pro. 36.
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A§uming the connecting-rod to be 5 it. long and
the velocity as found by equation
(c) = 23-56 ft
per second, using formula (a), we get

l

2,0212%?

i

= 689 “)5. inertia
32-2 x 5
due to the radius of the connecting-rod ; therefore,
inertia. at a = 3443 +689 = 4132, and
atb = 3443 —689 = 27541135
For the sake of simplicity, let us
for a moment neglect
the eii'ect of
a ﬁnite length
of connecting-rod.

i

a
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The inertia at any point 0 may be found by drawing
a perpendicular c y and scaling the amount.
When we have to allow for the angularity oi the
rod, we must ﬁnd the total amount at each end
of a line a b. Supposing (Fig. 39) a be toward the
cylinder, set off a x = (~ooo34 m r n'-‘ + '00034 mbu‘l)
and b 2 = ('00034 m 1 TI:—
m b n‘-') where

-ooo34

=

b

length of connecting- rod.
The point p will represent
the piston when it has ac
quired it greatest velocity—
that is, when the radius of
the
a right
crank makes
angle with the centre line of
the connecting-rod.
Let r = radius of crank, b
= length of connecting-rod ;
0 p may be found by the fol
lowing equation :—

_ 0p

1

7

\/'(b‘ + 72

Draw the curve x pz, the
area of axp will be equal
to the area of b 2 p.
The
inertia at any point n may
be measured off on a vertical

Pro. 39.

*
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,

(1,

the pressure on the slide-bars at 0. Draw d7 tan
set oﬁ
gent to
h=e g, draw hi parallel to
then dj will give the amount of “ torque " or
tangential pressure on the crank.
Neglecting the angularity oi the rod, let Fig. 41
a
be the path of the crankpin
any point in the
c

l-

I

When the crank reaches the position d the inertia
Will
be zero, and after passmg d will become a
negative quantity.
Set oﬂ (Fig. 37) with centre a the path
oi the crank adb, ab being equal to the
path 0! the piston and xa = the inertia at
the beginning of the stroke with radius 0 x.
Describe the concentric circle x 1' h to ﬁnd
the inertia at any point, as n. graphically.
Draw n c perpendicular to a b through 0.
Draw the radius 0 1.
Draw / y parallel to
47'",and c y parallel to a b; y 0 will give the
In a similar way 6 z may be
1maﬁa at n.
found to suit 71’.
On the opposite side of o a point p’ will
beiound to give a. negative amount 1'k, which
means that the inertia has disappeared and
the crank is retarding the piston, the force
being due to the momentum oi the recipro
cating parts and equal to the inertia where
boj = a a c,
We may, therefore, conclude
that no power is lost on account of the iner
lia- oi the reciprocating parts.
We can represent the same thing by a line,
as in Fig. 38, where a b is the piston path.
We set oﬂ the perpendicular a x equal to
the inertia on any desired scale and a similar line
b: to represent the momentum at b, joining x and
Z by astraight line passing through 0, as in Fig. 36.
since
3/ c = n o.
.v n
a 0

B

36)

d

at n (Fig.

"

Speed

§

the

=sine of anglea 0:. It follows,
:3
then, that the inertia will be as the
co-sine

In addition to the effect
of inertia, we have to con
sider the conversion of work from a reciprocating
into a circular force where we employ a crank.
We should, therefore, be able to ascertain the effect
on the crank of any load we may apply to the piston.
SuprSe x to equal a force applied to the piston
which is transmitted to the crosshead e and to the
crank ad through the connectinger e d. On e a
(Fig. 40) set of! e/ = x. Draw / g perpendicular to
a a ; e e = the strain on the connectingrod.
Draw
[k parallel to go and drop the vertical e k; e k =

'9

that

and a were given

line 11y.

4i.

d

shown

F10.

d,

We have

37.

d
b

Fio.
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path ; set off a d = x, draw d/ tangent to the circle
at d, and cf parallel to d c ; draw d g perpendicular
to a b, then because a d is parallel to ac, and ei
parallel to do the angle den = angle def; d/ iS
perpendicular to the
tangent to d, therefore,
radial do and to c I;
d

f

_

d

= sine of angle dc g.
c5
"
“
by
torque
is usual to show the amount of
a Series of ordinals from a horizontal line 2: y equal
=
a c x
in length to the periphery of the semicircle
3-1416, then divide into a given number of parts,
say IO, setting offsets equal to the sines of the
Pd

it

quadrant taking angles’ag degs. = 18 (legs. apart.
to
The area of this will be found
as shown in Fig. 42.
In other words, there
to be the same as a b x x.
is no loss of power in the conversion of the motion.
neglecting friction and external resistance.

y

e
Fir;

a

ll

C

43,

b

If we wish to refer the tangential pressure to the
diameter, we set off (Fig. 43) a b equal to the
diameter, and from the centre a erect so = per
pendicular to it. From s set oil the arc / with
radius = a z: ; I is the focus. a e the semi-major and
If we com
ac the semi-minor axis of an ellipse.
plete the ellipse, any ordinate, as n, y. will give the
ressure on the crank, when the piston
tangential
is in a position corresponding to n.
We have gone some length into the questions
relating to the conversion of reciprocating into
circular motion, as they haVe a most important
bearing on the successful and steady running of
an engine, as will be shown later.
(To be continued.)
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the
the colours will run up quick, but the instant
dark straw is about i-i6th in. from the end, plunge
water, but do not
the bit, tongs and all, into a pail of
You will then
let go—keep them all on the move.
backed
have the advantage of a. hard cutting edge
Now oilstone to a
up with the tougher temper.
keen edge, start your hole true with a hand tool.
in the
and then feed the bit up with a chuck held
is
poppet. The rate of cut with a quick speed l,
astonishing. Now, when you get near B, in Fig.
now
you must withdraw to clear, and as you have

i——/"———ti

we

Fif/

[

D

A

FI'9_Z

the
got about a i-in. hole for a start, you can ﬁle
ﬂat back equal to the travel of your poppet barrel 3
It should be quite easy to ﬁle if you have hardened
it right; but if not, your bit will be liable to break
Now, when you
with the pressure of the feed.
start again, note the time you take to run up
the length of your flat or clearance; say it is
two minutes, then every two minutes you will
want to clear your drill, for on no account crowd
\‘Vith
the chips, or you will get a crooked hole.
small holes, say of 1-32ni in., you must not feed
The
hard enough to cause the drill to buckle up.
bits will knock a twist drill out of time on brass,
and you can get an absolutely gauge-size hole.

Another Drill Depth Gauge.
By " Emma's-rows.”
For

1'
‘

Workshop Notes and Notions
D-bits for Boring Small Long Holes in
Brass or Copper.
By T. H. Foursron.

Holes of a small, or, for the matter of that, large
diameter, can be bored straight and true to size
with small D-bits, made from silver steel, in the
that we
following manner. We will presume
require a hole {- in. diameter, l0 ins. deep, or
through a. thing, which would, I admit, not be likely
to be required by the model-maker, but is often
called for in forced lubricating gear and hydraulic
work. Now take a piece of silver steel, f in.
diameter, and set a. pair of calipers to-l in., and now
grind or ﬁle a ﬂat for about l in. along, until the
calipers pass just tight over it. You will then have
as shown in Fig. 3.
a half-round section,
Now
ﬁle oil the end to about 6 degs. (no more), as shown
in Fig. 2, and the bottom side to about 3 degs., as
shown at A in Fig. 1. Now heat the end to a
bright red, and quench in soft water, slightly
chilled ; polish it when cold, and then, to temper it,
if you have not a pair of smith's small tongs
borrow the kitchen pair,- heat the ends red>hot, and
grip the bit with them about 1} in. from the end ;

April
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beneﬁt of those who have drilling to
do which must be of a certain depth,
say cutting the steam ports of a
slide-valve cylinder, the gauge shown
in the sketch will come in very
It will well repay for the
handy.
time spent in making it, and will be
against spoilt castings.
a safeguard
Those who have done drilling know
twisted
the
are
how deceptive
curves of the drill, and how often
the drill
gets through the work
(when not required), and vice vcrsd.
When using this clamp you know
exactly where you are without con
drill to
the
stantly withdrawing
measure.

Brazing Keys.
By A. GREEN.

The method usually ad0pted when a key is broken
and has to be brazed is to make a very elaborate
All
This is quite unnecessary.
dovetailed joint.
that is required is to slit down both parts about
in. with a hacksaw, drive a piece of steel scraper
blade (which will be found just the right gauge)
into the slots to join the two halves; wet it ; rub
iece of ﬁne
some borax powder on, and bind a
brass binding wire round it, and met the brass
When cleaned up
in forge or with gas blowpipe.
it will be found perfect, and as strong or stronger
than it was originally.

i
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and Mending.

By V. W. DELVEs-Bnouonrox.

ERHAPS

the most common kind of article that
to splice is a broken walking
stick, or similar object. The ﬁrst thing to
be done is to glue the stick as neatly as possible,
temporarily whipping it tightly with good strong
string, a piece of paper having been wrapped round
tozprevent the string sticking to or bruising the
wood.
After twenty-four
hours—or
longer, if
possible—the string is to be taken off, and as much
of the paper as possible is removed, in the dry state,
subsequently washing oﬁ the remainder, with the
adherent
glue, with as little boiling water as
Should
any splinters show signs of
possible.
coming up, a little fresh hot glue can be rubbed in
and, after being wiped 06, the stick is wrapped
in well-waxed paper and whipped with string.
It is allowable to use waxed paper in the second
case, but not in the ﬁrst, because a much smaller
quantity of glue will have been uSed, and the rest
of the Stick being dry, the glue will have a better
chance of drying, besides which, in the ﬁrst in
stance, however carefully the glue is wiped away
before whipping, a considerable quantity of glue
Will be squeezed out, which will have to be washed
away in any case, as, with a valuable walking stick,
the less the surface is touched the better—so that
the glue cannot be scraped or glass-papered
away.
_.\fter the stick has been satisfactorily glued and
dried for the second time, any remaining specks
Ofglue must be removed with a sharp penknife.
I‘he next thing to do is to neatly serve or whip
This may be done in one con
over the mend.
tinuous band, or two or three narrow bands may
be put on.
Various materials can be used for this
Purpose—thread, string, ﬂoss silk, spun silk and
“fire of various kinds : tinned iron, German silver,
sdver, and copper being the most common.
Each of these substances
have certain advan
tages. Thread, string, and spun silk look very neat,
When evenly laid on;
ﬂoss silk can be generally
matched in colour, or painted to correspond with
the marking on the stick, and will lie so ﬂat that,
when varnished, it will scarcely be visible;
wire
can be soldered together and ﬁled down, so as to
resemble metal ferrules.
_ The common way to begin and end the serving
15to pass the end under a few turns of itself ; but.
to the writer's mind, this is objectionable, except
In the case of ﬂow silk, as the end will cause a
Edge in the serving, which looks distinctly bad in
the ﬁnished splice, and a better way is to drill two
small holes, right through the stick, through which
the ends are passed, and then neatly plug with
wooden pins, which can be made practically
$112111
invisible when varnished over.
In using wire, in the ﬁrst instance the wire is
Passed right through the holes and twisted together,
80 as to hold it tight whilst being soldered, and when
6001, either a little cement is rubbed into the hole
found the wire, or, if the hole has inadvertently
been made too large, a plug must be driven in
to close it, and the ends of the wire neatly cut oil.
The widering iron should not be too hot, and must
helped with a light hand, to avoid scorching. By
dnllmg the holes right through, the serving can be
Pill on tight right up to the last turn, which is
duhcult when any other method is adopted.

it
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\Nith ﬁbrous serving it is advisable to paint it
with thin glue whilst putting it on, which tends to
consolidate the ﬁbres and prcVent the varnish
i
sinking and forming too massive cakes, which either
do not harden or 'crack and fall OR.
A mixture of copal varnish and gold size makes
a good protection, and, when thoroughly dry, can
be rubbed down with a little oil and pumice powder,
and ﬁnally French polished over with the rest of
the stick.
If a stick is so badly broken that it cannot be
got back to position, or broken too short to splice,
it may be necessary to join a new piece on the end,
or put a piece in the. middle; in which case the
ends must be planed (on a long bevel) and scraped
to ﬁt, and treated much as in the previous
and, if the wood cannot be matched
description;
accurately, a contrasting piece let in will look very
well, if neatly put in.
I have taken walking sticks as my pattern, as
they often become, from associations, more valuable
with age than from intrinsic worth, and I possess
two or three that I should much regret having to
abandon, and the more patched up and repaired,
the more interesting they become, provided that
they are neatly done and retain their strength.
Fishing rods, and other articles of a similar nature,
can be repaired in much the same way.
In a short break, if the stick is thick enough, a
down the stick,
hole may be bored longitudinally
and a dowel glued in ; but this will greatly weaken
the stick.
Instead of a dowel, a thin steel bolt
may be passed right down the centre of the stick,
which makes a strong job, but the hole is difﬁcult
to bore ; the most satisiactory drill to use is a I) bit,
similar to that used for metal, as this will go through
straight, but is tedious to use, as it will not clear
itseli, and has to be constantly withdrawn.
Another way, with natural sticks, is to carefully
split them down the centre, cut a groove in each
part. and then to glue together again with the bolt
inside. I have seen this done so well that the split
Yet another way of
was
absolutely invisible.
mending a short break is to ﬁt the two broken ends
into a long ferrule; but, at the best, this looks
clumsy, and is not over and above strong, as it is
difﬁcult to ﬁt the ends into the ferrule, and to hold
them there when ﬁtted.
Another class of break that is commonly met
with is a thin panel which has been staved in. This
in place) by
can often be repaired (if necessary
gently pushing and humouring back into position and
steaming, if necessary : but this should be avoided,
if possible, as it is liable to cause the wood to swell.
If it has to be resorted to, the wood should be
clamped in position and allowed to dry and set
before glueing, as otherwise the glue will not hold
securely.

Next, glue is worked in, ﬁrst with a stifi brush,
and afterwards with the ﬁnger, aided by a thin
spline of whalebone, which can be gently worked
into all the cracks, care being taken not to bruise
the wood.
Previous to glueing preparations should have been
made for securely clamping and holding the pieces
in position. One very good dodge to do this
is to sew the wood together with thin twine passed
The string
through the smallest possible holes.
will become glued in the holes, and, when cut
away and glass-papercd down, will act as very
effective
dowels, scarcely visible in most timbers,
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and resembling thread knots in very light-grained
wood.
I lllVC seen a violin repaired in this way,
and have been told that where the break can be
got at from the inside (through the / holes) that
this is the most satisfactory way of repairing a
violin back ; but it must not be used for the belly,
as it affects the tone.
The native country gunsmiths in Greece and the
Near East
are wonderful
hands at repairing
broken gunstocks, for which purpose they use a
cement, formed out of mastic and glue, as described
in my previous article, and then whip the splice
with the thoroughly washed and partly decom
posed entrails of a goat, which contract considerably
0n drying, and make
a thoroughly
sound job.
I do not expect my readers to follow such a messy
example; but well soaked catgut, used in a similar
manner, is just as effective.
The before-mentioned

gunsmiths usually cover their gut whipping with
another layer of raw silk, which is again thickly
coated with varnish, to protect the gut from damp.
which would cause the gut to expand and weaken
the joint.
Another way they have is, before the
gunstock is glued, to slip on a portion of the skin
of a goat's leg, and, when the cement has set, to
draw the skin down over the joint and to tack
it in position with ornamental silver nails. The
skin is prepared by soaking for some time in a lime
pit, which removes all the grease, and causes the
hair to become so loose that it can be easily pulled
After the skin has been tacked in position,
off.
they pour the decoction of the root of a shrub,
“
Skena," over the skin, which causes
locally called
it to shrink and become
impervious to water.
Parchment soaked in water might be used in a
similar way, but I do not know of any substitute
for the decoction of Skena root, but I rather fancy
some of the chrome salts might have much the same
effect.
Thin sheets of celluloid (old photograph
ﬁlms which have had the emulsion washed off), if
exposed to the fumes of acetone, by hanging them
up in a biscuit tin with a saucer full of acetone
at the bottom, would expand considerably, and, if
wrapped round any object and cemented with a
solution of celluloid in acetone, will shrink tightly
down on the object joined, and make a very ﬁrm
and neat joint.
Some timbers are so greasy that it is difﬁcult to
glue them securely, but some improvement may be
eﬁected by washing the surfaces to be glued with
strong liquid ammonia, which should be allowed to
thoroughly dry off before glueing up. Other timbers
are so hard and impervious that the glue cannot
penetrate into the grain so as to obtain a “ key " ;
when this is the case it is advisable to go over the
joint with a toothing. plane, or with a broken hack
saw let into a suitable handle.
For very ﬁne work
a slight rub on coarse glasspaper
may be found
suﬁicient.
' Cramping glued joints is an art in itself, and the
ingenuity of the operator will often suggest expe
dients for holding peculiar-shaped pieces that at
ﬁrst sight look impossible to grip in any satis
factory manner.
Spring cramps, bent out of rings cut from up
holstery springs—some with
flat ends,
some
covered
with small leather pads, and some with
all be found useful for
sharpened points—will
Two bars of wood tied together
various purposes.
With several turns of string or cord, will be found
useful for some jobs—this kind of cramp can be
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tightened up by passing a stick through the turns
and twisting it up.
Tape is very useful for tying
up ﬁnished work, as it will not bruise the surface
or corners like a string ; besides which, it will not
slip off round surfaces so easily. Screws or bolts
can often be used to draw up the joint, and the heads
neatly covered with suitable plugs, or the screws
or bolts can be withdrawn when the glue has set and
the holes ﬁlled up with neatly ﬁtted dowels.
When working glue into bad and extensive breaks
it will be found necessary to use some means of
keeping the work hot during the process—a warm
ﬂat iron, or bit of iron plate, will be found useful
for large ﬂat work, and bags of sand (either paper
or close material) for curved or irregular work
These bags can be conveniently
may be used.
heated
Even a rubber
up in the kitchen oven.
hot-water bottle can be used with advantage on
Some irregular shaped
occasion.
can
be
pieces
conveniently clamped by laying them on a. bed
of sand or plaster~of-Paris and applying weights
on the top.
Pattern-makers' dogs, wedge and screw cramps.
hand screws, etc., are too well known to require
description, so I will conclude my remarks by again
insisting upon the necessity of keeping both the
glue and the work thoroughly hot till the work is
ﬁnally clamped up, and also the necessity of drying
off the work in a. warm, dry atmosphere, and giving
the joint plenty of time to harden.

A Design for a

Model Steam
Coach.

akin. Gauge
Rail Motor

By A. J. Bum).
(Continued from page 293.)
Regulator, Safety Valve, Chimney, and Dome.
OMING now to the construction of the regula

tor, it will be seen, with reference to Fig. 37,
that this is simply a plug cock, provided at
one end with a union. the other end being shouldered
down and screwed as shown. The small connecting
piece can be turned and ﬁled up out of a piece of
brass, and then tapped out to take the screwed
ends of the regulator and steam pipe.
To one end of the plug is attached a short lever
or handle with a screwed pin for engaging with the
end of the regulator rod, which must be bent round
to form an eye, as at a, Fig. 38. German silver rod,
a full r-iéth in. in diameter, should be used for the
regulator rod, the straight end being screwed into
the brass
plug~piece h, Figs. 38 and 30, which is
slotted to take the regulator handle. The length
of the rod from the centre of the eye to the screwed
end should be approximately 5} ins., or sufﬁcient
to ensure steam being off when the plug-piece b
is as far as it will go in the tube.
The head of this
plug is arranged to act as a stop, as indicated at c.
The regulator handle can be cut to the shape
shown in Fig. 39, out of a piece of mild steel plate.
1-16th in. thick, a hole being drilled in one end
and a slot cut out in the position indicated. to take
No. 8 B.A. bolts.
The screwed pillar d can be of brass, the end being
slotted and drilled to take the bolt on which the
end of the regulator handle pivots.
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In membling the various parts of the regulator.
the connecting piece should be screwed on to the
end of the steam pipe ﬁrst, after which the regulator
can be screwed in position. The rod can be pushed
through the tube, and the ringed end connected up
to the arm of the plug by means of the screwed pin.
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the valve stem, on the end of which the brass valve
head bis screwed, and sweated in position.
A saw
cut can be made in the top of the head to take a
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REGULATOR.

Plug c is screwed on to the end of
the rod till the length of the latter
lS properly
adjusted, when the
regulator handle can be assembled.
A piece of 5-32nds-in. (outside
diameter) copper tube, about 13 ins.
long, will be required for the super
heater,
which should be bent to
the
U-shape, and placed between
water tubes, as indicated on the
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coloured plate and in Fig. 13 (Feb
The ends of the
ruary 18th issue).
tube must be bent round to enable
them to be connected up to the
unions on the steam cock, and the
end of the steam
pipe from the
cylinder.
Taking the safety valve in hand
next, the body part a (Fig. 40) can
be turned
up out o! a piece of
9-r6ths-in. diameter brass rod, the
seating being made hexagonal, to
The
bottom
take a spanner.
screwed portion must be cut with

that in the collar or
Brass or German silver wire can be used for

a. thread, to correspond with

H4 rd bra a:
wire .d.bou/'

i

shouldered-down
coloured plate).

AND FITTINGS.

screwdriver for grinding it into
its seating.
The other end of
the stern should be screwed [or
in., and pro
a distance of
washer
_vided with a screwed
Hard
and lock-nut as shown.
brass wire is recommended for
the spring, which should be of
about length and gauge given
in Fig. 40.
The chimney and dome can
Patterns
be dealt with next.
should be made of these, and
castings obtained in brass or
On referring to
gun-metal.
Fig. 41, it will be noticed that
the top part of the dome is
A hole
thickened, as at a.
should be drilled centrally
through this part to allow the
to ﬁt nicely on to the
dome
top of the safety~valve (see
By this means the dome can

i
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easily be remoVeri when it is required to unscrew
the safety valve.
_ Coming now to the chimney, which is illustrated
in Fig. 4|. it will be noticed that this is of a
very

and Electrician.
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by a suitable cutter running in the chuck, and drilled
and bored to a suitable size.
Setscrews are after
wards ﬁtted to hold the tools, similar to a turret
lathe.
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In use suitable tools are inserted in the holes:
the ﬁrst tool
used, then the bolt
raised by
depressing the handle
and the slide moved along
to bring the second tool in line. the bolt then locking
in this position, and so on.
The thrust can either
be by means of the ordinary screw to a pre-deter

if

is

simple character. The pattern
similar to that
of the chimneys used on the locomotives of the
Great Indian Peninsular Railway. and on some of
the American railways.
The writer would here mention that, as there
appears to be a large difference of opinion as to
what shape of chimney best suits
a particular model locomotive, the
prospective
builder
need not
necessarily adhere to the pattern
adopted in the present design,
he prefers any other.
The height
and inside measurement of the
decided
chimney
on should, how
ever, remain the same as for the
one illustrated.
When turning up
the chimney a template should be
carefully cut to the
proﬁle to
enable the correct taper and curve
of the base to be preserved.
Three screwed pins made from
5-64ths in. brass wire may be used
for fixing the chimney in position
on the boiler casing,
the heads of
the pins being afterwards ﬁled ﬂush,
as indicated in Fig. 4!.

I

(To be continued.)

Triple Slide-Rest Tool.
“
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A

By
TURNER."
of using three separate tools in
succession
in the slide-rest for producing
shown by the accompany
repetition work
to
ing Figs.
A casting A
obtained of a. form suitable for
bolting to the t0p of the slide-rest, and the front
machined out to take the slide B and adjusting
strip C. On the front face of the slide Bis accom
modation for three tools, bosses being cast on for
that purpose.
On top of the casting A are two
lugs D, between which
pivoted the bolt E. This
bolt exactly ﬁts slots cut in the slide B and also a
slot in the upper portions of A. as shown, by this
means making the bolt very rigid.
Having ﬁtted
the slide B to A, the slots for the bolt should be
cut, and the whole attachment mounted on the
slide-rest, as in use, when the bosses can be centred
METHOD

mined position, or, for quick work, the screw can
be removed and a handle ﬁtted. as shown, a suitable
step being arranged.
The sketches above show side and front elevation
and plan, from which the whole construction can
be seen.
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Power Boat Construc
tion in Metal.

By D. Scor'r.
building of model power boats to scale
and for speed in metal is the exception. So
many have been built of wood that that is
now looked upon as the best material for the
purpose; but it is long since I adopted metal, and
I would never think of building in anything else,
especially since aluminium came into use. In
the following notes I will try to make clear to the
reader the different ways known to me of buildin
>
hulls in metal.
The most- suitable material for the purpose is
sheet
brass or muntz-metal, aluminium or mag
nalium, avoiding tinplate as much as possible, as it
requires too much care to prevent it from getting
riddled with small holes, owing to the inside of boat
being practically always in a damp condition.
Taking the case of the speed boat. the idea is to
get strength with lightness and power. with lines

,HE

No.

i.—MEIA1.

of water is equal to @3607 1b., the weight will be
The weight of hull with 20 “LG. and
14-86 lbs.
deck of aluminium 24 \N.G. will be 3} lbs., which
will allow us 11-6: lbs. for machinery, etc.
By taking the girths of frame sections and laying
off from the keel line, the size and shape of sheet
will be got, but I} in. should be added at each side
all round, reducing it to {- in. at the stern, so that
when hull is formed up, the sides can be faired and
in to form a stringer. Fig. 3 (top half)
ﬂanged
is an expanded plan of sheet, but it will be noticed
that a few of the breadths are less than what the
sections represent,
and that is because the metal
will stretch a bit in the course of hammering it
into shape.
Templates will have to be made to
the sections, so that they can be applied inside.
A little practice is required for the next process,
which is the hammering oi the sheet to shape of
the templates, and a beginning should be made
by stretching the metal with a round-faced hammer
or a. plumber's mallet on a wood block with a small
Use
hollow about 2 ins. diameter and
in. deep.
the sharp end of mallet for this purpose, and apply
it along the lines indicated by dotted lines on the

i

Sane-r, AFTER

which will give the 'least resistance to its passage
through the water, and also to look like what we
are accustomed to see in shipbuilding practice.
The design (Figs. I and 2) is for a boat of the
T.B.D. type, which, in my opinion, is the type
easiest to drive. It is 4 ft. 7 ins. in length, beam
6} ins., draught 2Q ins., freeboard 1} ins. ; the hull
Before proceeding
to be of aluminium in one sheet.
further, we want to know what weight or displace
ment the boat will have at that draught, so as to
know what weight of machinery can be allowed.
By taking the area of the diﬁerent frame sections
to the water-line from the keel in square inches,
adding them together, and dividing by the number
of sections, and then multiplying by the length
of boat in inches, the displacement will be arrived
In this case it is 412 cub. ins., and as r cub. in.
at.
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expansion plan. stretching most where the dots
show heavy. and gradually getting less towards
the sides
As it is being hammered,
the ends.
will come in, and will have to be pulled out occa
When doing so, have the ends resting
sionally.
on small blocks, so that the centre will go down
and help to put in the shape at keel in a lore-and
ait direction, of which a template should be made.
The photographs (Nos. I and 2) will give an idea
of what it should be like when enough stretching
has been done, the sections being part of circles,
and the keel shape being rather more than is
required (about 5 in. more at each end), when-the
sides are about 2 ins. wider than ﬁnished sizes.
Up till now no attempt should have been made
to use the section templates. but from now they
will have to be applied till the hull is ﬁnished.
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The stern should now be formed up by squeezing
in the sides and hammering down on the centre
line from the end to about 4 ins. inwards. applying
a. piece of hardwood shaped like a blunt chisel.

15, 1909.

head.
This bead is formed by drawing a line 1»in.
on top round the sides, and ﬂanging back over
the corner of a piece of wood, keeping the line on
the corner.
Draw another line 1»in. in, and pull
over in the opposite direction with a pair of pliers,
keeping the end to the line and taking it in two
when
the edge should be square down.
stages,
The rest can be done by knocking over with a
small hammer, and should be ﬁxed with two or
three
rivets to the stringer. The photographs
(Nos. 3 and 4) show the hull, ﬁnished as far as shaping
in. apart to
goes, with the holes drilled about
receive rivets of 15 W.G.
The deck can be of either aluminium or wood.
though the former makes the betterjob, and does not
warp as wood will when subjected to heat. At
B (Fig. 5) is shown a method of ﬁxing an aluminium
deck, which should be 24 W.G. hard-rolled.
Just
3-16ths in. should be left on round the sides to form
the bead, which is sprung over a strip riveted to
the stringer all round, and projecting out past the
sides of hull r-roth in.
Pieces of stout clock spring
should be riveted to the stringer at each side, at
two or three places, to keep the sides out.
At
C (Fig. 5) is also‘shown a method
of attaching

i

FIG. 4. -—-SHAPING

THE

STERN.

Now bring the ends round till they are the correct
shape at the deck line. when the ﬂanges can be
formed by bending the metal back with a pair of
pliers to form the sternpost, when they can be
brought together with a hand-vice and held
fast. Fig. 4 is a sketch of what it is like at
this stage. and by applying the hardwood
stake on the dotted line, and driving in at
each side. and ﬁnally squeezing
together with
the hand-vice the worst will be got over, and
the rest of the hull can now be hammered
up to templates, using a. smooth iron block
to work on, when all or most of the bumps
can be hammered out.
Any further stretch
ing should be done with the part to be
stretched lying solid on the block, using a.
very small hammer slightly round on the
face.

The deck-line should now be drawn on
fair, leaving about 3 in. on all round. except
at the stern. which should be } in., and
then ﬂanged in.
A piece of hardwood cut
to deck-line at stern will make it easy to
When ﬂanging in to
ﬂange it over there.
form the stringer, the stern and stern should
be held ﬁrmly with a hand-vice at each end.
taking care that they are in line with each
other.
The bottom of stem can now be ﬁnished
oﬂ, using the hand-vice or a pair of round
nosed pliers to squeeze together, when the
holes can be marked off for drilling.
Then
mark off for cutting oﬁ the bottom corner to
form forefoot. The photographs (Nos. 3 and
4) show what it will be like at this stage.
(I may as well inform the reader that the
used up to now are of a craft
photographs
which is to enter for next season’s races,
but of much the same lines, and is 5 ft. by
6} ins. by 4} ins.. with a draught of 2} ins.
The stem and
and displacement of 131}lbs.)
stern should now be riveted using either small
copper rivets or aluminium wire, making a joint
of brown paper coated with paint.
The turtle deck should be of very thin aluminium,
cut to size as regards length, but left about Q in.
broader than required. taking the sizes off the sec
tions, and then bending over a quart bottle. It
can then be laid on its place and marked 06 at the
sides and sheared, leaving 3-16ths in. on to form a

N0. 2.-—THE

METAL SHEET,

AFTER

STRETCHING.

the wood stringer being ﬁrst screwed
underside of shell stringer, and receives the
screws for holding down the deck.
The stem tube holes can now be marked 06 and
drilled to receive a thin brass tube
in. bore,
ﬁrst passing a bit of iron rod through and forcing
the ends in the direction the tube will be ﬁxed in_
and working the metal round it to form a boss
a wood deck,

to
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By shaping a thin piece of soft sheet brass to ﬁt
over it, with a hole to correspond (D, Fig. 5), the
tube can be sweated in place, making sure that it

sunk. Then a riveted joint is made, using brown
paper coated with paint.
The stern brackets should be riveted with a small
piece of sheet brass inside for stiffen—
ing at that point (E, Fig. 5).
The rudder tube is ﬁxed to bottom
in same way as propeller tubes, the
top end being soldered to a. strip of
brass ﬁxed at the sides, so that the
*6 tube will project through the deck,
which can be ﬁxed by screwing a nut
on the end of tube.
When ﬂanging in the sides of hull
to form a stringer, an easy method
is to clamp it between two pieces of
C/oc/r
iron about 6 to 8 ins. long,
S/ar‘lnq
square
and set to the shape of deck, the top
edges being
kept to the ﬂanging or
deck-lIne.
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An easier way of making the hull
to cut the sheet to
in one sheet
go
shape, as in the last case, but allow
I
1' --'
the
nothing for stretching, giving
full width required to go round the
different sections, plus Qin. for ﬂanging.
Make a model in hardwood and lay it
FIG. 5,—METIIOI) 0F FIXING Woon AND ALUMINIUM DECKS.
Now lay the
on the bench, bottom up.
sheet of aluminium on it, keeping the
centre-line to keel of model, and press it down at
in line with the stem bracket, which should be
the ends while forcing over the sides as far as it will
Holes can now be bored to take rivets
ﬁxed ﬁrst.
Then batter over the rest with
in. apart, and
go with the hands.
round the edge of brass, about
4.

'

' '

4.—TIIE METAL HULLS

bored In posmon, then taken apart
of burrs, the outside holes being counter-
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Keep the sheet ﬁrmly on the model all the time
Soft aluminium of about 20
is being worked.
\\'.G. should be used.
Magnalium is a very good metal to use, and
is stronger, tougher, and lighter than aluminium.
The photographs (Nos. I to 4) represent a hull made
of hard magnalium of 19 \V.G., and the shaping
was done without any softening whatever.
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(To be continued.)
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By applying the law of parallel resistances
of the battery is

total internal resistance

7

71

the
ohms,

and by Ohm's Law the current ﬂowing through an
external resistance R ohms.
E
F.
.... (2)
"12+,
(I:R_—l»”r
The

method of connecting them is the
arrangement (Fig. 3).
In this arrangement the cells are connected in
groups of so many in series and these groups are
connected
in parallel.
Let N equal the total number of cells, n the
in series, and m the
number of cells connected
number of groups (n cells in series) connected in
parallel.
The E.M.F. of this combination is obviously
'
nE, because the E.M.F. depends solely upon the
number of cells connected in series.
Now, as we have m resistances of n r ohms con
nected
in parallel; therefore, the total internal
nr
resistance of the battery must be
last

Calculations on the

Arrange

ment of Cells.

By L. LAMB.
or secondary cells may be grouped
together in three different ways to form
PRIMARY
batteries—
(a) All in series.
(b) All in parallel.
(c) In series-parallel.
\\'hen a number of cells are connected in series.

’3.

series~parallel

FIG. I.

Flo.

3.

then the positive pole of one is connected to the
'
negative pole of the next, as shown in Fig. I.
Now, if there be n cells connected in series, each
having an E.M.F. of E volts, and an internal
resistance of 1 ohms.
The total E.M.F. in this case
will be nE and the total internal resistance of the

By Ohin's Law the current ﬂowing round the
circuit through an external resistance of R ohms.
C=

.

=

R+fr

m

+m

(3)

~+,

3

r
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2R7
nm
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it, however,
these 1: cells were all connected
in
parallel, then all their positive poles would be
connected
together and similarly all their negative
poles (see Fig. 2).
It is clear that with this arrangement the battery
is equivalent to a large cell whose
is equal
to that of each of the 1: cells, the plates of which
are n times as large as those of a single cell.

a minimum.

Ra

(1)

"5;:

..

a maxi
the de

R
2Rr+r2
(n+1;
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n'=+mn
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4
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battery 11!. If the external resistance
of the
circuit is R ohms, then by Ohin's Law the current
ﬂowing round the circuit

(7"- R

F10. 2.

C
is

m
’1 m
can be seen from equation
that
mum when the grouping chosen makes
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_ =0
m
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.

n .1
= _.
m

v=i

n=4m

x m

The number of rows in parallel
m=nrf{({_,,

E

.'.l'l'l'-'=-

From equation
series

From equation

8

R+;”'

X1

—XI=1

ampere,

C"R
e—-:
Cu

~
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+m

is

-=‘
R

R+mi

Total resistance of circuit R+’-':‘t

. Total

internal resistance
15,7

'.

'

n:

)

C‘(R+;‘7)

=R(l—;T')

=

Iiv

1;

of battery
- - - - - - - - -

-(5)

(4)

=

the number of rows in parallel
=

"Y 71

13'4

(F67)

“13'4+'33

=3
Therefore the smallest number of cells required

nXm=5X3=!5.

to say, three rows connected in parallel,
each row consisting of ﬁve cells in series.

That

is

is

total energy used in external circuit
to C’R and the total energy developed

(R

The
equal

_
__
_amaxunum

if
10

=2

_5i4 TE

is

in external circuit__
Total energy developed

u

Egg!“ used

IE

_’.

4+:

not the
This method of grouping, however,
per cent.
most economical to employ, because 50
battery.
of the total energy is wasted inside the
that
The best working arrangement 0i cells
i.e.,
which gives maximum efﬁciency,
When

=

/_
"i

3
=

(8)

'67

i

Therefore there will be eight cells in series and two
rows in parallel.

8

2

m

"

,1: L=L6=3

_ﬂ

. . .. . ..

number of cells required in

the

6

is

to say there will be two rows in parallel.
n x m = 16.

__nE

..

(Brewed.

=

1]

. m = 2.

From equation

_.

R

6

1!)

That

(6)

is
2

Xm

:-.16=4m

..

4

'.

=4

N=n

But

E

71::‘2:

From the foregoing equations, the arrangement
of cells for any etﬁciency can be calculated.
cells.
Example.—Determine the least number of
to send
and also how they must be connected. so as
resist
a current of 0-5 amp. through an external
of -67. The
ance of 13-4 ohms with an efﬁciency
volts
and internal resistance of each cell
ohms respectively.
and
Now, applying equation

=R

)1
.—- X
m

E-cl‘ ..........

=

5'

E=I

R=4

1

3“?

Now

n

But

R

R

=

1!

That is to say, that, in order to get the largest current
resistance,
with
possible through a given external
a given number of cells: the best arrangement of
grouping is to arrange the total internal resistance
of the battery, as nearly as possible, equal to that
of the external resistance.
Example.—-You are given l6 cells, each having
How would you
an internal resistance of 1 ohm.
connect them up so as to get as large a current as
ohms P
possible through an external resistance of 4
If each cell had an E.M.F. of 1 volt, what current
would you get round the circuit ? Now

N=r6

"_

—

-.

or

n

m’:

oi circuit = R+

Total resistance

m

.

11

we have

r

=

AFTER a period of almost total abandonment
again making
in this country the piston valve
numbers, says the
its appearance in considerable
Four, at least, of the larger
Railwav Engineer.
lines are now using this type of valve for express
locomotives, namely, the Great \Vestern, Mid
lond, North British, and North Eastern Railways;
while other lines, such as the Lancashire and
Yorkshire and the Brighton, which have intro
the
superheater into their locomotives.
duced
Still, nothing as to
are ﬁtting piston valves.
the respective virtues of this and the older valve
has been authoritatively spoken.
is

R
_

.
that IS when

J

-

)

n

Therefore, to determine the E.M.F., E, of .1
through
battery required to send a given current
R, with a given efﬁciencv.I
an external resistance

is a minimum when

r

+
4

R
._

C E

the denominator

7

Therefore,

u)VI
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Type of Express
Locomotive.

'1‘

By 1. C. CREBBIN.

Al'STRiAN
FOR rm:
LOCOMOTIVE
Expnrss
"AUSTRALM‘N"
New
l.—THE
Fiﬁ.

it

is

is

is

is

is

if

6 is

is

is

is

2)

is

is

is

ltaly.
The framework of the front axle
connected with the front coupled axle, so
that when the engine enters a curve, not
only does the front axle adjust itself to
the curve,
but the front coupled axle
moves
sideways in order to take the
curve.
The movement
controlled by
The front coupling-rod pin
side-springs.
spherical, in order to allow for side
play. The drawing (Fig.
will clearly
show
the
This
system
arrangement.
practically converts the locomotive into
B 4—4—4 type
The trailing bogie
very similar to
the bogie ﬁtted by the [late Mr. Patrick
The
Stirling to his standard tank engine.
six-coupled wheels are 7ft. 0} in. diameter,
and therefore Ilare the [largest coupled
wheels of any six-coupled type of locomo
ﬁve at present in the world.
The boiler
enormous,
having a total
heating surface of 314744 sq. ft., the
grate area being 4865 sq. ft.
When
considered
that the evaporativc power of
the coal burnt on these engines in Aus
tria
and that
more
only,four-fold,
than
ins. of ﬁre
{carried on the grate
clinkering results, the reason for such an
enormous grate area
obvious.
The boiler
ﬁtted with Herr Golsdorf's
“
steam drier," which
system of
simple
and cheap in construction when com
with
other
of
steam
driers
pared
systems
or superheatcrs.
The boiler
divided
into two parts by the addition of another

TYPE

is is

1

is

is

is

is

I

have grades of
per cent.
They are four~cylindcr
compound on
gines, having the H.-P. cylinders between
the frames,
and arranged at an angle
in order to clear the front coupled axle.
The diameter of these cylinders
Isl-in.
bore by 28l-in.
The L.-P. pres
stroke.
sure cylinders are outside the frames, and
are 26-in. bore by 28}~in. stroke.
Onc piston valve
ﬁtted to each pair
oi H.-P. and L.-P. cylinders, and in con
sequence, only two scts of Walschacrts'
gear are
required, against four as
The
adopted in the de Glehn system.
ratio of the H.-P. to the L.—P. cylinders
as
to 3.
The engine
ﬁtted with a Helmholtz
truck, which
similar to the Zara bogie
so extensively used on modern engines in

RAILWAYS.

I

may interest your readers to learn
that an entirely new type of 1000'
"
“
motive, called
the
Australian
type, has recently been introduced into
Austria.
These
by
mammoths were designed
Herr Karl Golsdorf for the heavy express
trains between
and Prague,
Vienna
Vienna—Pilsen
and Karlsbad, which lines

April Is. 19°9
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tubeplate. The front portion is devoid of water.
Steam is taken from the dome by means of a steam
pipe to this chamber, and made to pass round the
dues by the addition of a diaphragm.
The regu
latm' is placed in the front portion of the steam
drier.
For compound engines this type is more
effective than the Schmidt system,
because
it
requires but very little more lubrication of the
valves and cylinders than engines using saturated
steam.
Certainly, the Schmidt system does sh0w
great economy on a compound locomotive, as I
“'lll illustrate at some future time, but the lubrica
tion requires to be great.
It will be noticed that splashers have been
dispensed with, the frames made as light as possible,
and the regulator, reversing~rods,
etc., made of
light steel barrel. This was done in order to save

designer has to contend with, will agree that this
ﬁne machine reﬂects great credit upon Herr Karl
Golsdorf.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

ll

0/

this columnfor the full
[TM Editor invi'lzsreadersto make us:
discussionof matters0/ practical and mulual mlcrrst. Ldlers
may be sigm'd will! a nom-rlc-plume drxirrd, but the full
nameand addrcsxof the Stud” \lllST invanmily be aﬂachril,
thoughnot necessarilyfor bubb'mllonJ

I

21l-in. Gauge Steam Rail Motor Coach.
To THE EDITOR OF The Illodcl Engineer.
or two
make a suggestion
DEAR §IR,~—:\l€1y
with regard to the design for a steam rail coach now
appearing in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER?
have noticed, in the
A"
—l
ﬁrst place, that the reversible
cylinder
pressed against the
steam
distributing face by a
pointed screw in the opposite
well known,
frame.
This
belie\'e, to be an unsatisfactory
allowed.
method, as no play
It would, in this case, be diffi
cult to ﬁt with the accuracy re
quired to ensure free working.
The usual method adopted on
oscillating engines, and used by
Mr. Budd for the non-reversible
the spring and nut
cylinder,
far
on the pivot bolt, which
better than the pointed screw.
This, however,
not practicable,
on account of the steam passages.
have to
The suggestion
_
offer
1

_
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i

ﬁxed a piece 0
i‘r6th-in. rod (A). This passes
__
through a hole in a 3-16ths-in.
Tuéd
_\
~'~" :.-“‘screw (B), and between the end
V _7
on
of the screw and
the boss
.
the cylinder and encirchng the
3- 3, 1k‘h")‘\\
rod A
spring C. . The com
.
“illu
m
- -“,4 .~aw)!
.
.‘-EE=__.:gu~.~
-"- ~
pressron of the spring can be
(‘2.
.'
regulated by screwmg or un
..
screwing B. If there were more
5h0_l'room, B might screw straight
into a boss on the frame, but the
__.c-_. ._.
.- goof
frames
are too close together.
This can be avoided by screwing
Fro. 2.—Snowmc. ARRANGEMENT or THE HELMHOLTZ TRUCK.
on to the frame a piece of brass
plate 3-32nds in. thick, bent as
as much weight as possible,
and so increase the
at D.
This allows a length of spring of
in. free,
The weight on the coupled axles
size of the boiler.
or say ﬁ-in. compressed.
The hole in screw B may
is over 147 tons per axle, the maximum allowed.
be 3-32nds in., thus allowing for any small in
not possible to use leathern hose for
As
accuracy in the ﬁtting, and ensuring freedom in
ﬁlling the tenders in Austria, owing to the severity
In putting together the rod A should
working.
of the cold in winter, the sides of the tender are
be put in after the cylinder has been placed in
ﬁtted with long troughs, with a lid running the
position, then the spring over A.
The plate D
whole length of the trough. This allows the water
is next screwed on, and, last of all, screw B, which
to he squirted into the tender from the nozzle
slot for a. small spanner.
provided with
of the water crane without any careful manoeuvring
'This,
think, would be no more trouble to ﬁt
on the part of the driver to stop the engine in the
than the method suggested by Mr. Budd, and
r-Xatt
circular hole were
position necessary
think
would make a better working arrange
used, as in England.
think that readers, bearing
ment.
in mind the difﬁculties the Austrian locomotive
Mr. Budd has designed a very clever reversing

April I5, I909.
steamblock, but for a beginner I think that ﬂat
surfaces
should be. avoided as much as possible.
The success of this block depends entirely on the
Personally I have
accuracy of the slide-valve.
n
’52 SCI'QWS
~
0
1%did In

g Ila/e In /rdme

Pl”

1

vision of a spring for pressing the reversible cylinder
to its face would certainly be a great advantage,
Fig. I
and would not necessitate much extra work.
shows a slight improvement in the suggested arrange—
The pin A should, I
ment.
think, be made at least 3-32nds
in. in diameter, and should take
a bearing in the screwed sleeve
B, as the said pin will have
to take a side thrust at every
It made a loose ﬁt, the
stroke.
pin will tend to gyrate, and the
cylinder will be apt to jump its
face.

With reference to Mr. Farren's
Fig. 2 shows a
last suggestion,
steam—block, ﬁtted with a four
This is
way cock, as desired.
of
a. slight modiﬁcation
5055'
simply
L__
—~l
SuooEs'rED ARRANGEMENT Mr. Greenly’s reversing arrange
~
FOR KEEPING THE REVER~
he”
Spam; ment, as applied to his simple
7%"WA",
CYLINDER
SIBLE
model locomotive, illustrated in
dig,"
PRESSED TO ITS FACE.
THE MODEL ENGINEER for May
E@T_/€z
I
1902, and is shown, in
15th,
res—>1
the present case, ﬁtted to a
steam-block similar to the one designed for the
found these small ﬂat valves very difficult to lit.
The sketch, I think, will
non-reversible cylinder.
I, therefore, suggest that the usual reversing cock
this arrangement the
In
itself.
adopting
explain
Mr.
believe,
used,
I
by
be used, which was ﬁrst
reversing shaft can be dispensed with, and the
This
Greenly in his simple model locomotive.
The end of the latter can
arm made a little longer.
might be either a separate four-way cock in the
to the arm on the plug cock
then be connected
smokebox and the non-reversing cylinder, or a

M

%”_,l

W/

End ofp/ug
[0 be fi/eo’
be/ow /eve/ of
Side

e/e va

va/ve {a co

lion.

I
_

Washer-s

Sec/Ion
ﬁne

On

”.B.

FIG. 2.
special steam-block with the reVersing apparatus
in it. Either could be worked from the cab, as in
If Mr. Budd thinks this last
the "real thing."
worth acting upon, he might, perhaps,
suggestion
Mr. Budd's design is
design a steam-block for it.
in many ways very original, and I am sure it will be
as popular with readers as are the other MODEL
ENGINEER designs.
I must apologise for the length to which this letter
has run, but must plead the good of the cause as an
extenuating circumstance. Yours, etc.,
W. S. FARREN.

To THE EDITOR OF The Illodel Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I beg to thank Mr. W. S. Farren
for his appreciation of the motor coach design,
makes with reference to the
and the suggestions he
cylinder and reversing arrangement. The pro

by a short length of ﬂat rod, similar to that userl
It will be noticed
for the main reversing rod.
that, to reverse the engine, the arm of plug cock
must move through an angle of 90 degs.—Yours
faithfully.
ALFRED J. BI'DD.

Model Railway Signalling.
To rnE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I have read Mr. Geo. \Vintering

" with interest,
"
Model Signalling
ham’s article on
and I want to know whether he will be good enough
" distant " signal on the
to explain why the
" advance starting " post
\Vinteringham
(Mr.
“ oﬂ
has it on its own post) cannot be pulled
_" until
" is “ off."
“
In practice on railways
starting
the
the
the “distant” can be pulled "off" directly
" home " is " of ." Of course, on the main lines

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

The Society of Model Engineers.
VERY

London.

_

vrsrted,
party of the members
the
afternoon, March 20th,
on Saturday
Longhedge Works of the South Eastern
and Chatham Railway, where a very large pro
portion of the repairs required by the engme and
rolling-stock of the company are carried out. One
the largest express passenger
locomotiVes sent in
for overhauling and repainting had been ﬁnished
out
specially quickly to enable the members to see
of the shops, and a most interesting time \Ivils Spent
in examining every part of this ﬁne engine.
The
was hauled into
the engine
inspection ﬁnished,
a favourable position, and several
photographs
H. Rldge
of the engine and party taken by Mr.
The party was then divided into three
(member).
large

Dry Cells.

GROUP OF THE Loxoox SOCIETY or M00121. ENGINEERS AT Loxmreocr:

a

is

Tue United States Navy Department
about to
have erected a wireless
tower in \Vashington,
iI’C'rn which it is to be possible
to communicate
m'th ships at sea to the distance of 3,000 miles.
The speciﬁcations require that the tower or station
Shall be at all time capable of transmitting messages
Within a radius of 3,000 miles in any navigable
direction from Washington, and the messages are
not to be interrupted by atmospheric disturbances
01’ interference
by neighbouring stations. The
rlepn'trnent has also asked for tenders for two sets
of apparatus to be installed on naval vessels, to be
Capable of transmitting
to and from
messages
distance of 1,000 miles, and to receive messages
from the Washington station at a distance of 3,000
miles at all times—The Engineer.

S.E.

C.R.

which, under the guidance of Messrs.
W. Barber, Cramp, Covington, Renwick, and
Palmer, made a very complete inspection of the
extensive workshops, including the boiler, sniiths'
erection, and brass-iinishers' shops;
most
the
interesting being perhaps the erecting shop, where
a large number of engines of all classes were seen
in every stage of dismemberment, and various
interesting operations, such as reboring cylinders
in silu, repairing boiler ﬁttings, adiusting valve
The large
gears, etc., were in course of progress.
hydraulic presses for forcing wheels and tyres on
were explained.
The engine for driving the tools is
a slow-speed
double-cylinder horizontal of 150 h.~p.
the drop valves being actuated by a camshaft
The
running at right-angles to the crankshaft.
other features not seen
engine contained several
in the modern high-speed engines, and was examined
with much interest. The woodworking shop con
tains a large number of np-to-date woodworking
machines,
and two large pieces of work were found
in course of construction—one a foundation for one
of the large steam hammers in the smiths’ shop, and
the other a very long loot bridge for passengers, to be
sections,

].

full voltage.
others for
to 24 hours
I). N. R.

a

It will then give almost
through.
Some kinds only keep up while hot;
They take from 12
geod time after.
to COOL—Yours truly,

WORKS.

&

Reviving

To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR S1R,-Having seen several queries in THE
Mom-:1. ENGINEER on how to revive dry batteries.
1 have tried the following, and it has never failed.
Heat the battery in the oven until hot through and

J.

it

with high-speed trains the signalman does not put
"
"
his
distant " “ oﬂ " until the
starter " and
“
advance starting"
are “off,” but this is only
an understanding bet“ een engine-driver and signal
man, there being no regulation to this effect.
May I suggest gelatine paper of suitable colour
being used for the spectacles of the signals. instead
oi these being painted.
I have used it with success
myself; it can be purchased in thick sizes, so that
if a pea lamp be used, the heat will not afiect it.—
Yours truly,
V. C. C.
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A. W.
Altering Four-pole
Kew
Motor.
lzmabl
Gardens) writes: I snail esteem it a favour if on can answer
me the following questions
i have b0 1 a four-pole
motor designedto run at i,ioo revs, at 220—240
volts and taking
about -tl amp. 1am desirousof running this machineas a dynamo,
but want the voltage to be less (25 volts if possible),and I wish to
know ii it is possible to do this without re-winding, undu' the
following conditions. Could the ﬁeld windings be connected in
parallel, so reducing resistance to one-louﬂh?
The oom
mutator has seventy-onesections,and the armatureeighteen slots,
wound with eighteen former-wound coils. Could four adjacent
sections of commutator be shorted (joined togethu by soldering
wire across them) all round the circumference,thus making an
eighteen-part commutator? Then all the wires lying in a slot
could act as one large ooil, and so producea larger current of less
voltage than 220—240.
The field coils can be connectedas ou suggest,but you will
have to disconnectall the armaturewin ing from the commutator.
As there are an odd number of sections,it is evident] connected
as :i two-circuit serieswinding. If reconnectedas a
winding
(as Fig. 49 in our handbook,No. :0), would give hall the former
voltage with samestrength of ﬁeld.
reconnectedas a lap winds
ing, but with two adjacentcoils in parallel,
would only give a
quarter its original voltage, and
would only require half the
original number of commutator you
ars. A further fall in vdlage
Would be obtained by runnin at lower speed but this will cause
and may lead to arking at the
decreasein the strength of he
brushes. Short-circuitiug two adjacent bars wo
reduce the
numberto that required. As 71 doesnot lend itself to evendivision,
you would require to suppressthreecoils—that is, leave them out
of the schemeof winding, but be careful not to close them upon
themselves. You must leave the ends opsu, or they will burn out
and give trouble. The left-out coils should be evenly distributed,
so as to sheet the generalwinding to as small an extent as pisible.
You will thus have thirty-four pairs of coils connectedto a thirty
four-part commutator. Four brushes will be necessary. The
better plan would be to rewind the machine,but you might try the
above experiment. We cannot understand seventy~oue~secliou
commutator being connectedto eighteencoils. Are you sure that
this
so? If it
the case, then ﬁfty-three sectionsare useless.
but you must be careful what you are doing, as
you merely
short~circuitcommutator sectionswithout reconnectingthe anna~
ture wires to suit, you will short-circuit the winding at each mace
and causethe coils to burn out. it seemsto us that your oommu~
tater hasseventy-twobarsand that theslotsof armatureeadl contain
the case, you can proceedas suggested,cou
lour coils. If this
neciing four in parallel and convertingthe commutatorto eighteen
sectionsby shorting every four bars.
is

I

?

1

is

is

l
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[21,z7i] Model Electric Locomotives.
H. B. (Devon)
Writes: (1) washto construct il-in. gaugemodel locomotive,
and as expense a consideration, propose building frame: oi
steel. The vuginc to be electricallydriven, and saw somewhere
that iron must not be used for its construction. Is this correct
" dynamo electricmachine"
for a bicycle, as described
(2) Would
in THE Maori. ENGINEER, work well as motor for locomotive
The use of steel for the main frames not objectionable.
forms ready path for magnetic leakagefrom one pole
uness
of the magnet to the other. We could offer no opinion without
drawings of the particular locomotiveto be built, showing the type
and position of the electro-molor. (2) it dependsentirely on sun.
ability of design. Motors for modellocomotivesare generally of
shape.
a

is

P

a

a

a

THE wireless station completed at the entrance
to the estuary of the Humber, on the Lincolnshire
coast, only awaits the switching on of the power
and the installation of the necessary appliances
in the building.
Only one other station in the
world has been designed for the same power.
From
the wireless
station at Humberstone, ﬁve miles
irom Grimsby, ships can be communicated with
in the North Sea, the channel off the West of
Ireland. and beyond the Scottish coast in the North
Atlantic.
The erection of this station at the mouth
of the Humber is regarded as another indication
of the increasing importance attached to the river
by the naval authorities.
The suggestion is that,
with the completion of the immense dock works
at Immingham. near Grimsby, where the greatest
deep-water dock on the East Coast is now in course
of construction, a naval base will be established.
A graving dock, which will be one of the largest
in the world, is also being constructed there. and
will be capable of accommodating Dreadnoughts
and liners like the Mauretam'a.
During the past
two years the Humber has been the centre of much
greater naval activity than usual, especially during
manoeuvres in the North Sea, and it is now stated
that a ﬁrst»class ﬂotilla of torpedo-boat destroyers
will shortly be stationed at the mouth of the river,
in accordance
with a scheme recently formulated
byithe authorities for the better defence of our great
Engineer.
commercial ports—Thu
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Queries and Replies.

I

it

near Honor Oak Station.
Another very
interesting shop is that devoted to the mainten
ance and repair of the dynamos and accumulators
used for carriage lighting.
Several of the dynamos
were having armatures rewound, and the automatic
the armature so that the
gear which reverses
belt from the train wheel may run in either direction,
and the automatic switch which opens the dynamo
and closes the accumulator circuit to the lamps
when the train is slowing down were shown in
operation and fully explained. A .large battery
of accumulators was on charge through a motor
and a large Crossley gas engine is also
generator,
installed.
An inspection of the carriage sheds
was curtailed, owing to the lateness of the hour,
upwards of four hours having been spent in the
works. Before separating, Mr. A. M. H. Solomon
proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. H. S. Wainwright
(chief locomotive engineer) for the permission given,
to Mr. J. W. Barber (the manager of Loughedge
Works), for the special arrangements made for the
members’ enjoyment, and to Messrs. Cramp, (Ioving~
ton, Renwick, and Palmer, for their invaluable
services as guides.
The vote was given with great
acclamation, and the party then dispersed.
Forum; Maximizes—Tuesday, April 27th, at the
Cripplegate institute, a discussion on the respective
advantages of model steam and electric railways,
be opened by Messrs. P. Blankenberg and F. ll. 1.
g)ant.
The following meeting will be held on Wednesday,
May 26th, at the Cripplegote Institute.
Visrr.—On Tuesday afternoon, April 20th, at
5 o'clock, a. visit will be made to the electrical and
scientiﬁc instrument works of Messrs. Elliott Bros.,
at Lewisham, S.E.—Full particulars of the Society.
and forms of application may be obtained from the
Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green, S.E.
erected
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W. H. G. (Weston) writes
{21,3331 Locomotive Drawings.
a ﬁrm from whom
Could you pleasefurnish me with the addressof
I could get a set of drawings to scaleof an “ Atlantic " or “ Great
"
locomotive,
or
gauge?
Is
there any book
Bear
7-in.
5publishedwith reliable drawings of either type?
In our issuesof January rst and r5th, and February rst, 1002,
a L. T. & S.R. locomotive
wepublished three articles descriptiveof
“
to 41-in. gauge. This engine is an Atlantic" type tank loco
motive, and would perhaps suit on. There is given a two-page
general arrangement drawing an several smaller ones.
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get about half the pulling power. \Ve reckon that in this case
halving the current will reduce the ﬂux by
therefore the pull
will be reduced (i): that is to say,
will be halved. (3) Yes.
(4) Length of much consequence. It was assumedin that reply
that the lengthwould be madeas small as would permit of bobbins
in. long being used on each pole. The semi-circularend should
begin in. from pole-tips. Reckon 6} ins. as the length round the
horseshoe,measuredat the centre of the bar.
1

if

H. S. G. (Bromsp
[21.2051 Charging Small Accumulator.
grown writes: It would greatly assist me you will pleaselet me
know
possibleto charge small 2-volt r}-amp. pocket lamp
accumulatorfrom 4-volt zo-amp.one at charging rate of about
'2 amp.
so, would you use an Osram lamp or wire for resist
ance? Kindly say which you think would be best, and what size
lamp or quantity of wire to use. Should be able to chargesmall
accumulatorsabout ten times from one charge in the larger one?
Certainly you could charge the smaller accumulator from the
larger; you could charge it about ten times with one charge of
the larger. To get only '2 amps. ﬂowing, you will need total
resistanceof 10ohms. The resistanceof the accumulatorsis prob
ably so small as to benegligible,so that you must put in something
of 10 ohms' resistance. We recommend small adjustable wire
resistance, which would be. very suitable. Use No. 34 S.W.G.
German silver wire—a couple of yards will be enough.
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Magnets.
W. A.
Permanent
[21,2831 Re-magnetislng
(Khartoum) writes :—l have an old magneto,the permanentmag
wish to resmagnetisethem to their
nets of which are run down.
greatest strength. Would you kindly show me how to go about
it? The materials and power at my disposal are as follows—
powcr, 100 volts continuous current main; accumulator, volts
have lbs. of No. 30 wire and plenty of No. 16.
:0 amp-hours.
The magnet is 1} ins. wide, in. thick (in two layers), 2} ins. dis
tancebetween poles, 5} ins. over all height.
Use your No. 16 wire, winding to depth of in., putting on
current of amps. passedthrough this
300 turns of wire in all.
will probably suffice to raise the magnet to its greatest strength.
the
horseshoe,
magnetising
put a bar of iron acrossits poles
When
and frequently rap sharply, as this helps the _magnetisir1g._
'About
be
required,and
as the resistance this 15only
will
wire
of
60yds.
your accumulatorlS suﬂicient, and as
about obrn, the voltage
of go amp-hour capacity, it would probably be capable of
a very convenientsourceof energy
4.3m“ discharge,and would
for the work. Resistance of nearly ohm Will be rcqurred. Wind
on the magnet, ‘00
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G.\\'.R. TYPE Gan. GAUGE Momzi. ELECTRICALLY Dawes:

FOR

omit to give) bare 4-roths of an inch to the foot, and the gauge
ins. All the wheels are standard sizes for which castings can
be obtained. You will notice that the boiler barrel will have to
be cut away to allow the ﬂangesof driving wheelsto clear.
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[20,899] Model
(1.W.R. Electric Locomotive.
(Chelmsiord) writes : I intend making an electricmodelof the G.W.
Railway engine "Achilles," single driver, No. 3,031, and as I
wish to use a pair of driving wheels 2‘ ins. diameter, iwould be
greatly obliged to you if you will send me a sketch of same with
just the leading dimensions to above scale (it suitable),front and
side views. Also what type motor can you recommendto me for
driving same? It will, of course,have to be narrow to ﬁt between
theseframes.
Having ﬁxed 2} ins. as the diameter of the driving wheels you
will have to be content with a free translation of the original. We
append a sketch fully dimensioned showing the scale of engine
we should recommend. The boiler barrel is sufﬁciently large to
take the permanent magnet motor described in our issues of
October 17th and 24th, iooy. TJI‘ st'iik‘of the engine (which you
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F. C. W. (Chatham) writes:
[21.2321 Electro-magnets.
I should be muchobligedit you will kindly give me a little informa
tion on making an clectro-magnct. I want to make the strongest
I can that will not take more than I amp., using 2 volts. The
size and weight will be no object. Will you kindly give me full
particulars ior same? I have the particulars of one in September
17th (1908) issue, No. 20,179,to lift 600 lbs. with two medium
sized Bunsen cells, and only requires 1 amp. (1) Could I expect
this magnet to lift 300 lbs. by usin only one cell, thus getting
about amp. through it? (2) Can? reckon the strength in this
way; if not, kindly say how P (3) In a horseshoemagnet,could
I get the same force with less current by continuing the winding
further along the core to the same diameter, thus getting, say.
twice the.number of turns carrying about half the current?
In September 17th (1908)issue there
no length given (or
cores. Is this of no consequence?
and
No, you cannot reckonthestrengthof pull of an electro
magnet as directly proportional to the magnetisingcurrent. The
pulling powvr varies as the squareof the flux, and the ﬂux varies
in by no means direct proportion to the magnetising current.
When you havv only a little. magnetisationa slight increasein the
magnetisingcurrent will give you huge increasein pulling power.
but when the core gets highly magnotised,the same increase of
magnetisingcurrent will give an increaseof pulling power so small
as to behardly perceptible. In the caseof the magnetyou mention
happens that by using half the magnetisingcurrent you would
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[20.397] L.N.W.R.Eight-coupled
H. B. F. (Dulwicu)
Goods Engine.
writes:
am about to make l-in. scale
drawing of an eight-coupled L.N.W.R.
goods engine for future building. As
cannot obtain any principal dimensions,
could you kindly give me them, and also,
possible, scaledrawing Or elserefer
me to a back number containing same.
engine
a modem (Mr. Whale's)
c'll‘he
ass.
We publish herewith drawing of the
latest eight-coupledI..N.W.R. goodslocomotive, compiled from particulars taken
from the actual engines. As you perhaps
know, theWebb threecylindercompounds
are being rebuilt in this form: also, we
believe,someof the tour-cylinder
engines
of the 0—8—0 ype. Other oi the
our
cylinder type are being rebuilt with
leading pony truck, and in somecases
larger boilers.
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V. B.
[21 338] 0.W.R. “Saints.”
(London asks for information regarding
the G. .R. locomotivesof the “ Saint"
class.
The "Saint" class of locomotives on
the Great Western Railway are the latest
of the two-cylinder4—6—0 type express
engines, and are different from the
" Albions " and Dean William " classes
in the arrangementof the tootplates at
the cab-end. Instead of being raised all
the way along the footplates, they drop
to normal level at the weatherboard,and
the appearanceof the engines thereby
much improved. The tapering of the
barrel of the boiler also extended right
to the smokcbox in the “ Saint " class,
as in the “ Knight ” classand the “ Great
Bear."
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(t)
r} h.-p. enginewould be of double
the power necessary:
h.-p. would be
suﬂicient (or the work. (2) Petrol. (3)
Yes, to‘some extent. (4) There
no
appreciablediﬂerence. Cost of fuel can
be reckoned as rd. per, h.-p. per hour.
possible, but water(5) Air-cooling
cooling_is to be preferred.
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l[2r,285] Small Petrol or Oil Engine. A. L. (Lelwick) writes: Your
advice on the following queries will be
greatly esteemed.
intend getting
small petrol or oil engine,which would
like to be of suitable power to drive
dynamo 0t 45 volts at
amps. (r)
Would
h.~p.be quite suﬂicient? (2)
Which of the two above-mentioneden vines
do you advise me to get?
woul like
even
so that the light would be
running,
to go
steady.
enginemoreapt
anoil
(3)
wrong than petrol engine? (4) Which
of the two
the cheaper to run. and
could you give me an idea of cost of fuel
consumedper hour?
(5) Would an air
cooled petrol engine do for stationary
work it wereﬁtted with a fan for cooling
cylinder

srale model.)

{21,296}Supply for Electric Tram.
. M. R. (London) writes: lshall be
greatly obliged it you will give me the
following particulars: (1) \Vhat gauge
and length of German silver wire to use
for resistance to drive electric tram
(model) from zoo-volt direct-current
supply.='g(2) Which is best to use—
rom house supply, with resistance in
circuit, or accumulator? The above
model tram was tested with a 4-volt 20
amp. accumulator and ran well.
(x) You do not say what current your
motor requires. Assumingit to be 3 amps.
at 4 volts, then to run it from the mains
a resistance of No. 24 S.W.G. German
silver would be suitable. About 70 yards
will be required. (2) We ver' strongly
advise using the accumulator. he resist
ance used with the su ply from mains
would be wasting neary ﬁfty times as
much power as the motor uses.
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of the wheel produce the back-and-forward motion to the table
now producedby the lever being worked backwardsand forwards.
If this can be done, what the simplest ﬁtting combinedwith the
square-threadscrew, in. diameter,
self-acting feed? (2) Has
sixteen threads per inch, and is the cutting tool consequently
1-32ndin. wide
(i) The bestcourse for you to take an opportunity of studying
planing machine at some exhibition, and scheme. feed-motion
upon theidea they arenot easythings to devise. It is not possible
to obtain the motion for the table in the way you suggest; you
would have to mount the hand-wheelon separatestud and devise
some kind of crank motion. (2) There are no uniVersalnumbers
of threads Pt'l' inch for square-threadscrews. Whitworth gives
seven threads per inch for
{-in. diameter screw. The cutting
tool for this would be 1-14th in. wide. You can adopt sixteen
threads you prefer; square threadsare generallyused for trans
mitting motion, and cut to suit the designer'spurpose.
E. C.
[21,275] Electric Drive for Talking Machine.
(Revidgcl writes: Being desirous of constructing an electrical
you
whether
disc talking machine, wish to know
motion for
could kindly tell me where can get information respecting the
device,etc.
constructionof a suitable motor and govcming
You will find the information which you ask in Mr. Bottone’s
book, " Talking Machines and Records," which can be bad price
is. 8d. post free from our publishing ofﬁce.
(21.3351 Steam Dynamo Plant. R. 1). (Oxford) Writes:
should be greatly obliged you would be so kind as to answer
vertical multitubular boiler,
have
the following uestions.
madeof steel in. thick, with thirty 1-in. steel tubes (insidediam),
purpose using solid fuel instead
no water spaceround ﬁrebox.
by
steam engine
of gas or oil. (1) Will this boiler drive
at 250r.p.m.
(2) What would be the horse-powerof same with
The working
steampressurein valve chestat 120lbs. per sq. in.
120 lbs. per sq. in. (3) What size dynamo
pressureof boiler
would
drive comfortably?
You give no particulars of the size of your boiler beyond stating
that shell is in. thick and that thereare thirty 1-in. tubes. From
a boiler of much greater capacity than
these data we judge
necessary. (1) Only about 40 cub. ins. of water per minute need
h.-p. (3) A dynamo of about 600~
be evaporated. (2) About
watt output.
F. W. M. (Nolan?
[21,340] Model Electric Locomotive.
ham writes:
pro ose making scale model electric locomotive.
have beenon the ook-out for simple and at the sametime nice
design for long time, and of all those have yet seen, prefer
South London Railway, describedin your issue
that of the City
of October 8th, 1908,by Mr. H. Lee. Can you oblige me with the
following information
(1) want to make the model to the scale
t-ft. 20in.gauge. Can you forward me drawings
of 7-16ths in.
of C. 8: S.L.R. locomotive reduced to the actual size? (2) Do
you get more powerand speedwhen the locomotive driven direct,
Which do you advise?
or when
driven with gearin
gearing,what ratio do you advise
(3) Would 0u pleaseexplain
to me how the separately-excitedprinciple works to enable loco
motives to be reversedfrom track .
(r) We publishedscaledrawingsof a C. S.L. electriclocomotive
in our issueof November23rd, 1905. (2) Gearingdoesnot appreci'
reduces the speed. Gearing must be
ably affect the power:
used to make the locomotiverun at a reasonablespeedand pull
good load. A suitable ratio,
your motor runs at about 3,000
r.p.m., would be to 1. (3) The locomotivecarries a battery for
exciting the field coils of the motor. The current from rails
reversedin direction
usedonly for the armature, so that when
the armature reversesits direction of rotation.
W. E. (Black
Calculating
Consumption.
(2:,271]
Steam
am a newreaderof your excellentweekly, and am
heath) writes:
for
March 4th
to
queries.
In
the
issue
much interestedin replies
there
one—No. 20,977—which do not uite understand.
steam
at
volume
0
take from Molesworth'sthe speciﬁc
50 lbs.
518. Water eva rated per minute — 10 cub. ins.; 10 cub. ins.
—
—
steam;
5,180
cubic
cub.
ins.
of water at 50 lbs). 10 x 518
content of cylinder (1} ins. diameter x il-in. stroke) — 2'208 cub.
—
stroke
min.;
cut-08
at
1,800
strokes
per
ins.: 900 r. .m.
‘- 1,200stro es at full steam;
900 r. .m. cylinder takes 1,200
K 2'208 2649-0 cub. ins. steam. Boi er gives 5,180 cub. ins.
steam per min. Cylinder takes 2040-0cub. ins. steam per min.,
little more than half what the boiler gives, and yet you say the
boiler on the debit side. Will you pleaseshow me where am
wrong? In what volume of Tm: Moniti. Escmssn shall find
details for building l-in. scale locomotive?
We quite agreewith your ﬁgures,but your basis not in accord
ancewith what actually obtains in modelpractice. We have made
an allowance for cylinder condensation, and also we have not
cylinderlul
assumedthat the cylinder only takes two—thirdsof
of steam at each stroke. A saving due to an early cut-off must
not be reckoned upon in model work. As surely as you attempt
this, will there be an equally great loss of steam due to cylinder
condensation.
[10.766] Colour of Cl.N.R. Wagon Stock. R. C. E. (Dublin)
writes What thestandardcolour of G.N.R. wagonrolling-stock
red-brown,officially
The standardcolourof the(}.N.R. wagons
known as " Brown Oxide.’
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[20,940] Automatic Feed
W. H. H
for Planer.
{Elthaml writes: (1) Will you kindly tell me the simplest method
can ﬁt_a self-acting horizontal feed to
by which
small hand
planer 12 ins. by ins. by ins. There are four slots in the table,
side;
not
one
in
the
right
is
either
space
betweenthe
but there
bare 3-16thsin.
handside of the table and the right-hand upright
by
rack
and
cogwheelunder
the
cogwheel
is
table.
The motion
forms part of the ﬁtting of self~actingfeed, should like to work
have by me—3 ins. diameter,
in any of the following, which
9-16ths in. diameter, 44 teeth; 1} ins. diameter, 20
51 teeth;
the
are
same
bore.
Will you be good enough
three
teeth: all
to give the shape and dimensionsof the diﬁerent parts? Kindly
it
practicableto
ﬁt
fairly
heavy wheelon to the
also tell me
cogwheelspindle, and by continuous motion (by hand) one way
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l11,168] Model Locomotive
W. S. (Eltham)
Queries.
writes: I am building a 1-in. scale G.N.R. locomotive, and have
used thin steel sheet for splashers,cab, sand-boxes,etc. It is of
a composition face—very hard and smooth, and
the kind having
known as " Elephant " brand. My chief difﬁculty is to prevent
its rusting, evenalter it has beenpainted,and the paint was applied
after the metal had been thoroughly cleaned. This is an entirely
unforeseen calamity, es 'ally after one has taken great pains
an you recommendany treatment to pre
to do the work well.
vent this ? I may say that whereI have beenable, I have removed
the composition face, as that was most prone to rust under the
surface. I would also encroach on your kindness to give me a
sketch of the tender suitable for it with dimensions. May I ask
that you will do this as early as convenient? The engine is the
single 8-ft. driver (Mr. Stirling's) G.N.R., a favourite engine for
locomotive modellers. It will be enough for my purpose if on
can refer me to an early number (procurable) as to the ten er;
my own numbers only date back about two years.
However, the trouble is no doubt
We do not know the brand!
due to oxidation under the surface composition,and no power in
nature can be called in to aid in its prevention. We would recom
mend the removal of the surface entirel , but we are quite aware
that this may be a matter of somedifﬁc t . You will ﬁnd a draw
ing of the G.N.R. single,which includes t e tender,in our issueof
April 16th, 1908. Another outline of a standard G.N.R. tender
was included in our December 12th (1907) issue. Full drawings
of the G.N.R. tenders have not, so far as we can remember,ever
been made public.
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The Editor’s Page.
E areTpleased to

be able to inform our
that we have engaged the Royal
Horticultural
Hall for another MODEL
ENGINEER Exhibition in October next. This year
the Exhibition will be open rather longer than on
the previous occasion, commencing on the 15th of
the month and closing on the 23rd.
This will
enable many more of our readers to come than
was possible before, especially as there will be two
Saturdays within the prescribed period. Judging
from the favourable experiences of the trade at the
last Exhibition, the majority of the exhibitors
on that occasion
will again take space, and we
believe that a number of other ﬁrms, who for various
in 1907,
reasons
Were unable to be represented
will this year take advantage of the opportunity
of bringing their specialities to the iront.
There
is no doubt whatever about the business
merits
of a special
exhibition of this kind, and apart
from the actual orders received during the period
for which the show lasts, the eﬁect on trade is
favourably felt for a long while after. We are now
busily engaged in perfecting our arrangements, and
further detailed announcements on the subject will
be made in due course.
We should like to say
however,
that we shall be happy to receive any
from our readers with regard to com
suggestions
or any other
petitions, loan exhibits, lectures,
matters which may tend to increase the interest
and success of the Exhibition.
It is often said
that “lockers on see most of the game,” and it
is quite likely that the visitor to an exhibition
may notice weaknesses or possibilities of improve
ment which may not have occurred to the manage
ment, and for this reason we shall welcome any
from those who may feel disposed
suggestions
to communicate with us.
t
readers

'

An interesting

l

conﬁrmation of the value 0f
mechanics as a hobby fell from the lips of Mr.
A. J. Walter, K.C., the eminent patent lawyer,
in his speech at the recent annual dinner of the
Association of Engineers-in~Charge.
Mr. Walter
confessed to having a private workshop at his home,
and remarked that when he did get sufﬁcient leisure
to spend an hour or two therein he found that it
aﬂorded him the greatest possible relaxation from
the exhausting demands of his professional work.
It is, of course, a well-known fact that some of
our best amateur mechanics are men whose daily
mental application,
requires close
occupation
and the complete change of interest, coupled with
the physical activity afforded by a workshop
hobby, produces most beneﬁcial results from the
point of view of health, apart from the pleasure
derived from the work itself.

15, 1909 .

A noteworthy feature of the Aeronautical Exhi
bition recently held at Olympia was the large
number of experimental models on view. There
are
few
branches
of constructive
engineering
which lend themselves so well to experimental
research by means of models as that of aeroplane
building. and there is no doubt that models will
play a large part in settling some of the many
problems connected with this fascinating subject
We shall in an early issue give some illustrated
notes on the more striking of the Olympia
ex
hibits, and have no doubt that these will be found
of interest to many of our readers.
\Ve may also
mention that we have arranged with Mr. E. \\'.
Twining to contribute to our columns a very
instructive series of articles on model aeroplanes,
embodying the results of a large number of practical
experiments he has carried out.

Answers

to Correspondents.

wax to cover the rule, then
(Lincoln).——Use
scrape away where initials or name have to go,
and etch with acid.
Another way is to stamp
the name on with letter punches.
E. R. L. (Chichester).—-We regret we cannot supply
Look up particulars, which were given
design.
in The Engineer recently, in your reference library.
“I. M. (Grantham).—(i), (2), 8c (3). See “ \Vireless
Telegraphy for Amateurs,“ :5. 3d. post free.

]. P.

(4) Daniell.

F. B. (Stratford).-—We are unable to ﬁnd any
particulars of the carriages you mention. How
ever, we have sent your letter on to an ofﬁcial.
“
CONSTANT
READER " (Reading).—Please
see
“Small Dynamos and Motors," price 7d., post
free, from our publishing otiice.
YATES (Streatham Hill).——\-Y e do not know of such

J.

a class.

E. T. (Wellington Coll. Stn.).——Any of the boilers
in Chapter
in of “ Model Boiler
described
Making."
\Ve cannot say without
1. R. (Edinburgh).—(i)
Inefﬁcient
further
particulars.
vaporisa
(2)
tion. (3) No.
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Boat

Competition.

Detalls of the Successful Boats.
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in her own water supply from outside, and does not
carry any on board. During her trial she covered
about a mile before the benzine gave out. The
ft. (*8 ins'. on the
ins. over all,
boat
ft.
water-line (according to the amount of fuel carried),
12 ins. beam, and
ins. deep; made of wood and
aluminium, with two water-tight compartments
"
THE
INCUBUS.”
which ﬂoat her well, as was demonstrated when
(ll'i'mler of Silver lllcdal for sPerd 0/ 15-06 miles
she ran on the rocks and knocked a large hole in
She draws about 1} ins., and the
her bottom.
frer hour.)
.\lr. Herbert
Teague writes :—-"The boat has
bottom of the propeller is 5% ins. below the boat.
plenty of reserve power, but I am afraid to press
She displaces 26 lbs., and is a bit down by the head
the engine
but not
at starting;
to more
than I40 lbs. per sq.
withstanding this, she
in.
will get her head up,
The engine is a
until her water - line
two-cylinder vertical
g-m. by g-in. simple
ft.
only measures
DA.
The exhaust steam
Judging the
carried up the funnel,
spurts of water thrown
which
squat and
up by the screw to be
oval, and not quite
ins. apart, she was
doing about
2,250 a
large enough. The day
The pump—
on which the trial took
minute.
was
the last of many—is
cold and
place
foggy, but there'was
}-in. bore, 7-16ths>in.
faint haze of
stroke, and
to
re
only
duction,
visible at the
and
would
steam
funnel,
of
lb. of water
to
the
deliver
to the
minute
showing that the super
per
boiler, minus
the in
heat had been carried
fact,
evitable loss, and how
good way—in
it has proved a great
much that is
do not
know.
The propeller
stumbling-block, as at
two-bladed,
ins.
times it has been hot
diameter, ioins. pitch,
enough to melt solder
VIEW or run "INCUBUs."
and somewhere about
at the end of the ex
have
haust pipe.
sq. in. blade area;
boss, 9-i6ths in. diam—
worked the speed up
v
from
miles an hour to the present 15, and have
eter (reproduced is a blade pattern, full size, showing
only burst one boiler—that was 1t 4% miles an
The line is vertical to shaft. The boiler is
rake).
hour;
but nearly everything else has given out
made of two coils of 7-mm. steel solid-drawn tube,
and had to be re-made.
ﬁred by two petrol blow
At n miles she makes
14 metres long; and
a great fuss», ﬁnd 1'3in quite big waves, which, on
but when
lamps, working more or less efﬁciently
the circular COlll’Se, ln‘lpede her very much;
at
hard pressed they blacken the tubes a bit. There
and at 15 are Very long
an auxiliary hand pump (oscillating), which answers
13 miles they are lower;
and ﬂat. A
The boat takes
the series of jets
quite welljorgstart-ing the engine.
cprious feature
are now able to present to our readers some
detailed particulars of the successful boats
in the Competition for our 1908 speed
medals for model motor boats.
The particulars
given are those furnished by the competitors, and
are as far as possible given in the senders' own
'7
words.

of water thrown up by the screw in the wake,
as shown in the sketch below.
“
P.S.—The boat was really doing more, as I am
unable
to include the circular mOVement of the
rowing boat, not being able to check this; but
adding this, the speed would work out about
15-56 miles an hour."

FULL SIZE
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or PROPELLBR BLADE or
“ Incunus."

THE

The following is the certiﬁcate of the trial of the
Incubus :4—
"
Florence,
9 Via Tornabuoni,
“
November 29th, 1908.
“
This is to certify that l, \Villiam Dunn, assisted
on this day at the trial on the River Arno of a
small steamboat, called the Incubus, owned and
built by G. Herbert Teague, Esq., residing in this
city; and that I did time said boat over a circular
water
in the following
manner :—The
course

VIEW

snowmc

THE HYDROPLANF. “ FOLLY."
(Awarded Silver Medal for sliced 0/13‘9 miles

per

hour.)

This model was built by Messrs. V. Vl'. Delves
It has a length
Broughton and Herbert Teague.
QVer-all of 39} ins., length on L.W.L. of 37 ins.,
and a displacement of 125~lbs.
Mr. V. W. Delves-Broughton writes :—“ Exactly
fourteen days before the date ﬁxed for the Wembley
Regatta my old chum and schoolfellow, Herbert
arrived at our house from Florence, and
Teague,
one of the ﬁrst things he said was, ‘Can we get a
'
boat ready for Wembley ?
Then we started
talking, and we talked for four days and most of
four nights, and decided that we would have a shy
at a hydroplane, which ﬁnally developed itself
into the Folly—a very appropriate name, when you
consider what a pair of idiots we were to try and
build a record-breaker at ten days' notice.
“
Having decided to build on the lines pre
viously published by Mr. Blaney, we hunted round
for our plant, and ﬁnally decided upon a pair
of S.T. single-acting engines; one of the principal
reasons for this choice being that they were about the
smallest and lightest engines made of cast iron
on the market. Having ordered our engine,
and
bought a. small feed pump, we made a full-size
drawing on a board of the hull, leaving the width
to be decided when we could calculate the weights
of all the plant, etc.: subsequently, 9 ins. was
decided upon for the width. At Wernbley the engines
were much as received from the makers, the only
alterations made being—rings ﬁtted to the pistons ;
a steel-faced valve ﬁtted;
and
ports enlarged;
the spring on the valve spindle removed and ﬁxed
to a hook ithhe fore part of the boat. The arrange
ment of the plant was as follous: Engine_wright

\\',\v1=. FORMATION

on the riVer was quite calm, current practically ml.
The rowboat to which the steamboat was pivoted,
was
merely allowed to drift, thereby creating
as nearly as possible
slack water. I timed the
boat by drawing an imaginary line perpendicularly
to the masonry wall of the bank, and took the time
as the line of the string connecting the
boats
coincided with this line. In this manner I timed
three consecutive complete la
in forty-one seconds
The string, which ad a tension of 4 lbs.
(0' 4i').
upon it, gave when stretched to this tension 3.
horizontal radius forty-eight feet one-half inch
(48 ft. 0) in.), making the circumference or one lap
three hundred and one and eighty-ﬁve hundredths
This ﬁgures out
(301-85) feet, using if as 3-14159.
a speed of fifteen miles and ﬁve hundredlhs
(15-05)
an hour. The watch usednvas a chronograph watch
made by Messrs. Le Roy.
“
(Signed) WILLIAM DUNN,
"
Address : 9 Via Tornabuoni, Florence (Italy).
"
RUELFF, ii, Lung
Witness : C. FRANCESCO
'Arno Guicciardini, Florence."

22, 1909.

BY

THE

"INCUBUS."

forward;
then boiler and blowlamp aft. This
arrangement trimmed the craft too much down
by the head, which has since been corrected by
turning the boiler round and placing it right astern
with the blowlamp in the middle. After our
bad luck at \\'embley various alterations have
been made to the engine, the most important of
which is the reconstruction of the valve-gear,
which is clearly shown in photo.
Our greatest
difﬁculty has been, and is, the efﬁcient lubrication
of the cylinders.
Owing to the use of superheated
steam
(hot enough to melt lead), displacement
lubricators are out of the question, and the only
probable solution of the difﬁculty seems to be in
ﬁtting an oil pump. The boiler consists of about
20 it. of 3-16ths-in. (outside) 22-gauge solid-drawn
steel tube, coiled in a simple spiral, and surrounded
with a sheet tin casing lined with asbestos.
The
feed pump is driven oﬂ the main shaft through
9 to 48 gearwheels taken from an American clock. the
pinion having been replaced by one cut from the
solid after the failure of the original squirrel cage.

April 22, X909.
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i

numbers of THE MoDEL ENGINEER, and it
must suffice for the present to say that every part
capable of giving out has done so, in many cases
more than once.
Everything is cut down to the
minimum, and, when so, breakages
are
not to be wondered at. \Ve should proba
bly have got a higher speed out of the
Folly if she had been running free, but this
was out of the question on the Great Lake
of the Crystal Palace (the only available
water near here), as the banks are mostly
inaccessible,
and we could not obtain a
sufﬁcient number of catchers.
The com
fort of running a circular course is quite
enough to compensate for the slight dimi
nution of speed, and if all speed trials
were run on this principle the comparison
would be quite fair to all concerned.
The manner in which a boat is run in a
circular course is as follows :——A bamboo
pole, about 5 ft. high, is stepped in a row
ing boat like a mast and stayed to the
boat by three guys.
To the top of this
a swivel is ﬁtted, and a spring balance
THE ELECTRXCAL SPEED COUNTER roe THF. "FQL LYySn
attached;
to this again a. strong ﬁshing
ENGINES.
line is tied, about 16 yards long,
and
at the end of this the boat under trial.
The
auxiliary pump is shut off by means of a needle
line is attached to the boat by a screw-eYe ﬁxed
valve.
in the side about one-quarter to one-third of the
“A full description of all the breakdowns the
length of the boat from the bows—the exact position
Folly has been through would entirely fill two or
The little oscillating cylinder seen on the coaming
of the Folly is a hand starting pump, which is
on account of the boiler being of the
necessary
“
"
ﬂash
type ; when once the engine starts the

Two ViEws

or

THE

i
l
l

STEAM

three

HYDROPLANE,

"FOLLY."
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As the boat is running
being found by experiment.
th: tension on the spring balance is observed, and
subsequently the distance from the centre of the
mast to the centre of the boat is measured, whilst
the tension on the line is maintained equal to that

April :2,

1909.

clear before starting operations, and it is advisable
to boil the line in linseed oil to prevent it kinking
when it becomes wet.
Tow lines of all kinds are
proverbial for their power of playing tricks, but a
light ﬁshing line in the bottom of a rowing boat
is worse l

" Another advantage of this manner of
running a
boat—especially for trial runs—is that a revolution
counter can be ﬁxed on the steamer joined by
wires to a single stroke electric hell on the central
boat in such a manner that the bell rings on the
completion of each one hundred or other pre
determian number of revolutions of the engine.
The speed counter consists of the 12 : 1 wheels of a
clock, and this was joined to the feed pump shaft
by a ﬂexible shaft so that the contact was made

cver 64 revolutions of the engine
“In this manner I found that

12 x 48
1 x 9 =64.

the engine made
rather more than 2,600 revolutions when the
boat was held, and about 2,800 when running free.
As, however, I had no trained assistant with me.
complete observations could not be taken. and the
comparative speeds and revolutions will have to
stand over till next summer, when Herbert Teague
comes to England.
The power developed when
held stationary was measured by bringing the boat
to an even keel before starting the engine. and then
when the engine was started bringing the boat
back to an eyen keel by means of a weight sliding on
a crossbar ﬁxed to the hull, a spirit level being
used to ensure the correctness
of this adjustment.
The weight required to bring her back to an even
keel was 12 ozs., at a distance of 925 ins—2,600
revolutions——
1.:
T111; 'FOLLY »_n
s

The time
observed whilst the boat was running.
observing
_ keeper on the bank times the steamer by
required for her to pass
the intervals of time
between him and the pole on the boat.
The steamer
can be started from the boat by gradually paying
out the line till she comrs to the end of her tether.
Great care should be taken in Seeing that the line is

16

X

2 9-25
12

x w x 2.600 =1 9,439 it.-lbs. per rev.

This is only an example.of many trials; but, if
anything. is rather under the full power when
running well.
"1 have purposely said nothing about the pro
as 'that used for the speed trial 'came
peller,
'
before it was charted, besides which we
undone
have not by any means reached ﬁnality in propeller
design, and, as a matter of fact, speaking for myself.
I don't know anything about the question."

April
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The following'is the certiﬁcate of the trial of the
:—
“
CRYSTAL PALACE COMPANY,
“
School of Practical Engineering.
" October
5th, 1908.
“
On Tuesday, September 29th, 1908, I timed
the s.s. Folly, belonging to Messrs. V. \\'. Delves
and I hereby
and Herbert Teague,
Broughton
certify that the following particulars are correct :—

Follv
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in an oil-tight aluminium crank case ; all the valves
are mechanically operated by a side shaft and cams.
It is ﬁtted with electric ignition by accumulator
and coil, with wipe contact and a. two-way dis
The sparking plugs I had to make,
tributor.

:

of circle = ()7 ft. 55 ins.
one continuous run of 3 laps
300 yds. 6-3 ins.
Time occupied on this run = 45 secs. (time
taken with stop watch).
This gives a speed of I3-9I7 miles per hour.
The s.s. Folly is just under I metre in length
over all.
" MAURICE WILsuN, A.l\l.IDSt.C-E.,
“ Past President Society of Engineers."
" The above trial was run in my presence,
\Virnuks, 29,
29th,
September
1908._GRAIIAM
Westow Street, Upper Norwood, S.E."
Diameter

Length of

W/c/r

o

Ca r‘bur-e/Tor'
(

5-335

Rdi/

P/a. fe

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT or ENGINES AND FITTXNGS IN
MR. J. W. Smrn's "BELvEnERE."
as
could not get them small
enough. The propeller has two
blades,
diameter and
4% ins.
The cylinders are
ins. pitch.
water-cooled by a double cog
wheel pump worked bya. belt off
main shaft.
The followin members of the
team Club wit
Sefton Model
nessed and timed the boat's per
formance :—
’

6

I

l)l.\(;RA!\l snowmo

Enqine

Timekeepers—

(Signed) WILLIAM
,,
HAROLD
ll'itnesses—
(Signed) RICHARD
SAMUEL

ll

].

is

5

[or a Speed

1‘}

a Certiﬁcate

it

of 7'57 miirs p”
hour)
Mr. C. F. N. Hall writes '.-—“ I beg to hand you
the results of my model petrol motor
herewith
for the Speed Boat Competitions.
boat Norah
[ sailed her the 300 yds. course at Sefton Park,
Following are the
Which she did in 1 min. 21 sec.
dimensions of boat and motor :-—L.O.A., 5 it. 3 ins.;
The
L.\\'.L., 5 it. ; beam, 10% ins.; depth, 5 ins.
ins. bore,
motor has twin cylinders, Vertical.
ins. Stroke, working on a two-throw crankshaft

(Awarded

FENIMORE.
THOMSON.

This boat, which has a pre
vious record to its name, is owned by Mr. \‘V.
the fact
A feature in its construction
Smith.
Were, on its side,
of the petrol motor running, as
the ﬂywheel rotating in a horizontal plane.
it. 0% in.,
The chief dimensions are—L.O.A.,
L.\V.L.,
ins.
it.
The course over which she was timed by Mr.
Eustace Rose and Mr. Arthur Davis was 100 yds.
In three runs the times were 19, 22, and 22 secs.
speed of 9-73 m.p.h.
respectively, giving
Lake,
he trials were carried out on Victoria Park
on December 28th, 1908.
a

NonAH."

9

“

4

BOAT

CARI-ER.

THE PETROL BOAT
" BELVEDERE.“

T

Two VIEWs or Inn "BELVEDERE."
TI-IE PETRQI

FINLAYSON.
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A Simple
By

Potentiometer.
“

GREGAN."
probably very few amateur elec
tricians on a small scale who know the use
of a potentiometer, or who realise how
simple an instrument_it is, and the variety of uses
to which it can be put.
The writer is in the habit of using potentiometer
methods, and usually has access to expensive
instruments, as he may require them.
The other
night, however, he had occasion to use a potentio
meter when one was not available.
In the ordinary
course of events, he would have contented himself
with simply rigging up a temporary arrangement to
suit his purpose and discarding it when ﬁnished
with.
As it happened, the work he was engaged on was
to be put in the hands of inexperienced people
who would not comprehend anything out of the
ordinary line ; this necessitated a rough instrument
A
being constructed that would suit the purp05e.
wooden tooth-powder box was procured from the
local chemist for the sum of twopence.
A circle
was struck oil on the cover with a. pair of pencil
with a radius of r in. The circle was
compasses,
now divided into twelve equal'divisions, and with
a pen numbers were marked from o to 10 con
secutively on the outer edge of the circle in black
ink; starting now at the tenth division numbers
were marked on the inside edge of the circle in the
reverse order in red ink.
We may now designate each division by its black
of description, ignoring
numbering for purposes
the red lettering for the present. Division No. l I is
purposely left blank. Half-way between 0 and 10
two holes are drilled close together with a ﬁne pin
drill, a hole is likewise drilled in each of the num
bered divisions.
Two stout black pins may now
be forced
through the double puncture between
divisions o and 10; this is merely a stop to retain
an arm (which will presently be described) in the
" off "
position. Stout pins are now driven
through the eleven remaining holes—they should
be bright ones—their heads will be used as contact
studs.
When all the pins are through, the lid
should be ﬁtted down on to the box to see how
much of their points will have to be cut off to
obtain good clearance.
'When the lid is shut down,
the pins should be at least i in. clear of the bottom
of the box, the points should be cut off accordingly.
A small terminal with a fairly long shank is now
selected
from the scrap drawer and a nut and
A hole is next drilled through the
washers to ﬁt.
centre of the lid to take the terminal shank, and a
strip of brass sheeting that will serve the purpose
of a rotating arm is cut and trimmed so that it will
just project beyond the circle of pin heads, say,
This arm is drilled so as to take the terminal
4}in.
shank, a fairly tight ﬁt, which is ensured by using
the same drill that has been chucked a few moments
The arm should be
previously to drill the cover.
to give it a certain amount of spring,
hammered
and it should be bent downwards so that when
mounted it will exert a fair pressure on the contact
pin heads.
The terminal is now passed through arm and
box lid, and secured on the underside with a nut
and washer so that the arm rotates rather stiﬁly,

HERE

are
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pressing on the pin heads, it should give a decided
"
“
click
as it passes each pin.
To give the instrument a neat ﬁnish, a. little
insulating stud or handle may be ﬁxed on to the
tip of the arm, just above the point where contact
takes place—seccotine and a trouser button satisﬁed
the writer.

A length of insulated wire, preferably

of

high

resistance, may now be disentangled from the scrap
. heap and measured into ten equal lengths, but not
cut. For most purposes this wire should have a
total resistance of not less than 50 ohms on account
of the current that is wasted by a potentiometer
in the shunt circuit.
A higher resistance, up to as
much as 1,000 ohms, is more usual.
Of course, if the resistance of the length of wire
used is known, so much the better.
The potentio
meter will be of use for purposes of measurement
as will be seen later, but for the present we will
assume that the amateur has not got the means of
and he will take
obtaining accurate measurements,

9

“>96
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28

’76

54

l

it

FIG. I.

yards of the thinnest insulated wire he has
at hand. For very ﬁne wire, such as is found on
old galvanometers, telephones, induction coils, and
other high resistance instruments, 20 yards will
Let him then bare a
suit the purpose .very well.
small portion of the wire at every two yards. No“
begin by soldering one end to pin No. 1 where it
Continue
projects on the underside of the lid.
soldering each bared portion to consecutive pins
so that at the end of the job there will be two yards
of insulated wire between every pair of pins.
(See
Fi . I.
ghelower part of the box should now be taken,
and holes drilled for terminals, so that when the
lid is on, they will be opposite to contacts Nos. 0
and 10 respectively. Secure these terminals in
place and solder short thick wires from either to
its respective contacts.
Cram the bunch of loops of wire carefully into the
box and close the lid, test through for continuity
one terminal and the other with the
between
"
position; this
revolving arm placed in the “oil
will show that none of the wires have been broken
during the operation. Now colour the terminal
opposite No. 1 contact black and that opposite
It is well to bore a large hole
No. To contact red.
in the bottom of the box before putting the lid on
several

April
so

that

22, 1909.
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when ﬁnished the box may be turned
down and ﬁlled with melted wax or candle

upside
en
s.
It now the terminals are connected to a battery.
for instance, a Daniell cell giving roughly I volt
E M.F.. there will be a fall of potential of 1 volt
throughout the whole circuit, and since the greater
part of the resistance lies in the potentiometer,
practically the whole voltage is absorbed in it,
hence there is one-tenth of a. volt between every
two pins, any number of tenths can, therefore, be
tapped oil by the revolving arm.
As an illustration, suppose we have a delicate
piece of apparatus that will not stand a pressure
of 1 volt.
We may connect it up to the black
terminal and the centre terminal.
By revolving
the arm respectively past I, 2, 3, etc., we con
secutively obtain one, two and three-tenths of a
volt through our apparatus.
A more practical illustration will be the rough

calibration of a galvanometer. Most amateurs of
small means possess'a galvanometer of the type
known as a detector, inasmuch as it only detects
currents of electricity, while it does not measure
them; the divisions on its scale are meaning less
unless it be calibrated.
Let such a detector be joined between the centre
terminal and either the red or the black terminal
The colour of the terminal
of the potentiometer.
will tell which scale the reading should be taken
Now place a Daniell cell between the red
from.
and black terminals and put the arm to No. 10 con
tact.
The needle will swing violently and come to
a potential difference
of 1 volt,
rest indicating
which may be marked on the scale as of that value.
The arm may now be moved back through various
contacts, each representing one'tenth of a volt, and
its various positions noted.
It must be carefully borne in mind that the
resistance of the galvanometer in this case should
be very high in comparison with the total resistance
of the potentiometer, and for this purpose a low
resistance
potentiometer will be generally used.
This might consist of an instrument madein exactly
the same manner as the one just described, except
that the pins are connected by two yards of the wire
previously used, sub-divided into tenths.
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For some purposes, these two instruments may
be joined in series as shown in Fig. 2, in which
case the apparatus will read in hundredths, tenths
being read off the high resistance box and sub
divisions of tenths off the low one.
Fig. 2 shows two potentiometer: in seriesffeeding
a lamp with 2-6 of the total E.M.F. absorbed ; the
E.M.F. available for the lamp being 8'4. Notice in
this case the reading starts from the connected
terminals for each dial.
We have assumed that the battery resistance is
negligible, but, of course, a certain amount of
voltage is absorbed in the battery itself, and with
a low resistance potentiometer, it would have to
be allowed for in accurate work. Where, however,
in particularly handy is in
a potentiometer
tapping oﬂ a deﬁnite fraction of the voltage between
the terminals, when it is assumed that that voltage
If the amateur is going in for accurate
iskknown,
measurement,
he will need more accurate instru
It is as
ments altogether.
well to have a deﬁnite resist‘
in the potentiometer
ance
such, for instance. as
wire,
100 ohms, and he will then
know that there are 10 ohms
between each pair of contacts,
and if he has made the second
instrument he will know that
there is 1 ohm between each
of its contacts ; he can, there
fore, use his instrument as a
resistance bOx of a very handy

cosz

kind.
And now for the use of the
double ﬁguring. Let us sup
pose that we wish to run a
small lamp 05 some mains
of which the voltage is un»
It will be necessary
known.
to increase the voltage gradu
ally if we do not wish the
If
risk of fusing the lamp.
we did not have the coloured
terminals and the corresponding coloured scales,
we might very easily join up in such a manner as
to work backwards, thus putting the full voltage
on the lamp at the start.
There is surely a ﬁeld for the potentiometer in
model electric railway systems, though the writer
has not seen any account of its application therein.
The method is largely applied to motor controllers
on a big scale where the shunted current instead of
being wasted is made to go through the ﬁeld
magnets and the ratio of electromotive force
through them altered in proportion with that
~
applied to the armature.
The potentiometer herein described takes about
half-an-hour to make in all, and requires practically
no mechanical skill, so that there is no reason why
every amateur should not at least be provided with
such a useful and inexpensive piece of apparatus.

A RECENT announcement in the Press states that
a new element has been discovered in Japan and
the
has been named
being
Nipporium—Nippon
native name for Japan.
Its atomic weight is stated
to be ICC, and its place in the periodic table is
such he the case it
among the halogen group.
should be of interest to photographers. as it is possi
ble that its silver compounds will be sensitive to light.

If

Workshop Notes and Notions.

Small cranks for engines, etc., can be found
practically ready-made. If a. bayonet-cap lamp
holder be taken to pieces, it will be found that the
contacts for lamps take the form of A in illustration.
Take out the screw-keeping spring for contact piece
in place, and solder the contact in. The hole in the
top of illustration takes the axle, and the axle iS

E’s-i

1909.

Back-stay for Lathe.
By W. Muncrisrzn.

\thn

turning a long shaft or spindle of small
in the lathe, a. back-stay
generally
necessary, to prevent the work springing away from
the tool as the distance from the poppet to the cut
increases.
cheap and effective back-stay, which
can be made with a minimum of trouble, is shown
in the accompanying sketch. The material required
for making this stay consists of three pieces of
ﬂat iron, or preferably mild steel, and a few bolts,
all of which can be very easily procured.
The
dimensions of the different parts vary with the size
of the lathe the attachment
to he made for, and
diameter

is

Small Easily Made Cranks.
By IAN R. FRAZER.

22,
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lRmdns are inn-ﬂedIo canlribnle short prawn! items {or this
column, [Jami an Ihrn own workshop experience. Anrfvled
b1,f'md [or on publication, a}desired.imard
contributionsvnll
mg to man. All "Lil/IF! arr/ended
[or Um column should b;
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:1

Cr'ian/r

PI”

56"an hold/HQ
and Lem/o

.spr/r/q

Soldered in

Con/kc”

ﬁrmly by the set-screw, which formerly did
duty for holding the electric wires.
The axle
will be I} in. The crank is then ﬁnished as B.
Eccentrics for electrical apparatus can be made by
taking away screw spring and contact rod. The top
screw then acts as a set-screw.
held

Centreing Small Steel Rod.
By W. H. ISLIP.
Only those who have tried to centre small
diameter rod steel know how troublesome the job is.
The device here show-n will be found useful as well
as a. time'saver.
It consists of a. bush, the large
hole to suit diameter of steel to be centred.
The
small hole in bush is 3-32nds in. diameter (usual
Size of centreing drill) and serves as a guide for
centreing_ drill.
The sectional drawing shows
the devrce in use.
as the average size of lathe possessed by amateur
about 3l-in. centres, the dimensions
engineers
of a back-stay suitable for this size of lathe are
The standard marked
in the sketch
given here.
in. by
in. ﬂat, and about
may be made from
ins. long.
After twisting
about the centre .
of the piece of material, at right angles, and bending
as shown in sketch, the holes should be drilled
and the slot cut in which the bolt securing the part
Pieces of i-in. by 3-16ths in. ﬂatwill make
slides.
and c,
being secured to the standard a by a
5-16ths in. bolt, the slot in the standard allowing
for
to be moved up or down to accommodate the
diameter of the work between the centres of the
has also a slotted hole, which
lathe. The stop

is

tit

it f

b

0

b.

allows for
being adjusted to suit the part
Two bolts With heads made to ﬁt the grooves in the
lathe saddle will hold the back-stay ﬁrm in position.
In the sketch the stay shown resting on the smaller
will be
diameter behind the tool, therefore
necessary to turn a portion at the end of the. work
before putting the stay in operation.
it

is

it

4'.

b

Fly

Several sizes should be made, say from i-in. hole
to i-in., and they will certainly be found useful.
The holes in the bushes should be a. good ﬁt on the
rod to‘ensure an accurate centre hole, and they
should also be hardened.
Fig. I shows the device complete, Fig. 2 in section,
Fig. 3 a section of the device in use, Fig. 4 shows an,
alternative method of making the device. A is a.
piece of tube reamer'cd out to suit the size rod it is
B is a. plug with centre hole, and is a
toibe used on.
drive
in
Part of the head B
knurled for
convenience in use.
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Power Boat Construc
tion in Metal.

ﬁt on their respective
The ﬂanging can
places.
now be done in the same manner as before.
A piece of board should now be cut to the size
and shape of deck, about a}in. thick, and sprung to
the correct shape by screwing it to another piece
of the same thickness and about 2} ins. broad,
one edge being cut to the required shear, or slightly
more, to allow for springing a bit.
Now ﬁx the
frame templates to the deck at their respective
places, and lay the bottom part on to see it it ﬁts
Should the ends require to be sprung
properly.
up towards the deck, stretch it with a hammer
on the iron block at two or three places along each
side of the bottom amidships, which will have the
desired effect.
The two sides can now be gone

By D. ScorT.
(Continued from page 350.)
BUILDING

IN SECTIONS.

OME model builders will likely

ﬁnd it much easier
to build in sections.
A good method is to
have three parts (a bottom and two sides), the
weight in this case coming out about 4 lbs. without
deck, using 26 “1G. sheet brass.
Fig. 5' is a section
midship, and at A shous the joint just at the

S

l

S.—-PARTLY FINISHED HULL
top of the bilge, the bottom part being ﬂanged in
along the edge to stiffen it. A i-in. ﬂange is ample.
The bottom sheet should be laid off in the same
way as in the previous case, but to about 5 in. from
water-line only, and leaving on
in. to form the
Next lay a. i-in. round rod along the
ﬂange.
Centre-line. and give it a few blows with a hammer
from end to end, on a board. which will have the
eﬂect of bringing up the sides a bit, and will stiﬂen
It
the sheet, also making it easier to handle.

i

.

No. 6.—\‘Ii~:w

snowmc

'
‘
i
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See last issue for illustrations
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up to Fig. 5.

TEN PLATES.

on with. laying a strip of stiti paper along the
frames from end to end, and lapping over the bottom
about 1' in. to form a joint, the top being kept
to the top of deck. so that when the plate is cut
to the proper pattern it can be laid on its place
and ﬁxed to the deck with small nails. These
plates will require very little shaping and practically
no hammering, the stern bit being bent round with
the ﬁngers and the ﬂange put in with a pair of
it should
pliers. and sharpened up in a hand-vice.

.

.

HULL BUILT Wl'l‘H TEN PLATE5..

should now be hammered
to shape on a smooth
iron block with a small hammer slightly round on
the face, always taking care that the part to be
hammered is solid with the block, the bilge can be
helped up by keeping the edge on the block and
tapping lightly on the inside till the templates

’

BUILT WITH
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now be tacked in a few places along the seams
with solder, and then the whole job can be soldered,
taking care that the seams are close while doing so.
The deck will now have to be taken off and
the frames taken out—0f course, they had to be
“natched”
to receive the ﬂange oi the bottom
part, which is sprung into place and is held there.
The hull can now be dealt with in the same

April
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is

it
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rap

lates are treated in the same manner, and should
The. stern plate should
in.
one another by
the only one which looks
be put on last. and
First, bend
difﬁcult, but
looks.
not so bad as
so that the forward edge ﬁts frame next it,
can be ﬂanged
the after end forming a V, when
back almost square at the top, and off to nothing
The corners can now be pulled
at the bottom.
round and the ﬂanges held together with a hand
It can then be tried on, and-stretched where
vice.
The seams
shows hollow.
taking
can now be soldered,
close
that they are
care
so,
and the
while
doing
taken out, and, by
frame
applying a piece of hardwood
shaped like a chisel (Fig. 6).
or square with- sharp corners,
the inside plate can be joggled,
or driven out, to come ﬂush
with the other one, taking
care that the iron block is
immediately below the part
\Vhen all
being hammered.
the seams are brought ﬂush
a batten should be applied in
a. fore-and-aft direction, and
the hollow parts taken out
by stretching the metal. The
should now be
top edge
ﬂanged in to form a stringer,
alld the" all the scams should be resoldered, ﬁlling
up the groove so that, when cleaned up with a ﬁle.
it Will present a smooth surface.
The photograph
shows
ﬁnished in this way, which makes
(No.
a very good job.
it

it

is

i

6, is

l2)!

ll
FIG.

7.

FIG,

8.

-------
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\J

FIG. 9.

A

is

i

a

is

broad and the thickness of the metal (:0 “10.)
deep, in the way of the seams, so that when it
wrapped round the model, the forward edge of
each piece can be joggled, or driven in, and ﬁxed
in position along the top edge with small screws.
deck of
in. in thickness being ﬁxed on the
If the sheet brass
model for the purpose.
fairl_\~
soft, very little hammering will be required with
this method.
club could have a small ﬂeet of boats oil
which
the same pattern at very little expense,
would ensure some very close racing. and would
the efﬁciency of engines and propellers driving
tzst
em.

t

it

it

it
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a

it

is

i
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ANOTHER METHOD.
for him to
beginner
The easiest way for
obtain a. model, in hardwood, of
boat the size
and shape required.
Get grooves cut on it
in.
a

BUILDING 1N TEN PLATES.
that
A very simple way of building a model
and,
and
which
illustrated in photographs
as will be seen,
in ten pieces or plates. each going
right round, and attached temporarily to the
A framework
deck at each side with small nails.
will have to be made, as in the last
in., and frames
case, the deck being of
in., the edges of forward and after
of
frames
being pared off so that when
will touch
a small batten
applied
{air
the middle of each and show
line.
Cut all the plates to size and
shape, taking the sizes otf eXpansion
plan (see Fig. 3). bottom half, the
metal to be used being brass (26 \N.G.).
Another way
to take the shape
and size of the frames by starting at
the
second
from stern,
and
piece
wrapping stiff paper round the two
after frames, marking on the centre
of frame all round the after one and
the forward side of the other;
also mark on the
This will
top edges of deck and cut to shape.
form a pattern of the plate required, the others
Starting to lay on
being done in the same way.
with No. 9. lay the centre-line of plate along the
corner of bench, and bend over to form a sharp
knuckle;
the rest can be bent with the hands.
in place on the frames. and try a small
Lay
batten along the frames and across the
late.
when
will show hollow in the centre neary all
round. It (the plate) will have to be stretched
till
shows fair with batten—using the smooth block
and small hammer as before—and then can be ﬁxed
in place with small screws to the deck.
The other

a

bottom in the one case, or using angle—brass ﬁxed
to the bearer, and soldering (or riveting to alu
minium) to the'bottom in the other.

it

FIG. 6.

0)

7’

a

5)

_6.

manner as in the ﬁrst case. only there will be no
The
rivets required, solder being used instead.
hull can be made ﬂush at the lap of plates. as de
scribed further on. also illustrated in Fig.
also shows
The section (Fig.
simple method
of ﬁxing a boiler by using a piece of stout clock
spring bent round boiler and ﬁxed to stringer at
Two methods of ﬁxing
each side with a rivet.
are shown at F, which are very
engine bearers
the wood
to the
satisfactory, simply screwing

22,

it
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Before passing on to the more exact scale
models, I will describe a method of making venti
lators, as there seems to be some difficulty in that
direction.
The ﬁrst thing to do is to make a pattern
in wood of the size and shape required, and in
halves—a male and female for each side.
Get
castings oli them in brass and ﬁle off any roughness
left by casting, when they can be used for stamping
out the sides of ventilators on sheet brass.
When
making patterns, allowance will have to be made
for thickness of metal to be stamped.
Fig. 7 shows
what is meant, and can be either squeezed in the
vice or hammered down.
It also shows the top
stamp with a 1- in. of metal cast on, being kept in
the thickness of metal to be stamped, so that one
half of ventilator can be joggled in,
in. being
left on for the purpose of making a joint, which
will be ﬂush when ﬁnished. The sketches (Figs. 8
and 9) show it ﬁnished in this way, and also show
how it is ﬁxed to the funnel casing or deck.
A is
a wire. ring soldered
on to ventilator, B is the
deck ﬂanged up 4} in., the hole being cut to allow
for ﬂange, and C is the bottom of ventilator cut
and ﬂanged up at four places. This method allowsof
the ventilator being turned round in any direction.
(To be continm'd.)

i

The Steam Engine for
Beginners—VI.
By H. Menus-run, A.M.I.Mech.E.
(Continued from Page 340.)
all the appliances for the distribution of
steam in the cylinder, the slide-valve is by
far the most extensively used in almost all
Its great merit is its simplicity ;
classes of engines.
it can be designed to give a very efﬁcient result
an economical point of view, and is very
from
reliable. It has the disadvantage of a considerable
amount of wear, on account of the friction between
the rubbing surface caused by the pressure of steam
This may to some
on the back of the valve.
extent be modiﬁed by employing arrangements for
"balancing" this pressure, but. on account of the
extra complications involved, this is not generally

F

" cut-oft,"
or position of the piston when the valve
supply of steam to the cylinder—a matter
that will be fully discussed at a later stage.
We have, in Fig. 46, shown the vital parts of a
These parts will be
direct-acting steam engine.
the same, relatively, whether the engine be hori
zontal or vertical. The cylinder 0 and valve 11
(which is an ordinary slide-valve) are shown in
section—that is to say, they are supposed to be
cut through by a plane passing through the axis
of the cylinder.
The piston is assumed to have
travelled one~quarter of its stroke, moving outward
crank;
toward the
the corresponding position of
the crank is shown (a side view) at Fig. 47 and the
eccentric, in the correct position, is shown in Figv 48,
and the slide-valve in greater detail in Fig. 40. in the
closes

FIG. 44.

proper relative position. If the engine were at
rest and we allowed the steam to enter the steam
chest k, it would at once find its way through the
port uncovered by the valve, as shown by the
arrows at a, and exert a pressure on the surface of
the piston pushing it towards the right hand.
As soon as the piston began to move, the air or
vapour remaining in the cylinder to the right-hand
side of the piston would begin to escape by way of
the passage opened by the hollow part of the valve,
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as indicated by the arrow at
and pass out into the
atmosphere, or into the condenser, as the case may
he.
\Vhen the piston arrives at the end of the
stroke, the crank will have arrived at the point
marked (Fig. 47). The momentum of the ﬂywheel
will continue the movement of the crank beyond
where the valve admits steam to the right-hand
side of the piston, having been moved by the
eccentric
into the position shown in the sketch,
Fig. 50; the piston here commences
its return
stroke. As the pull is, when the crank
at
in a direct line with the crank, no motion could
take place by the pressure on the piston alone;
because, as will be seen from a study of Fig. 41,
there
at that moment no tangential pressure, or,
as we shall in future term it, "torque."
If, how
ever, the momentum acquired from the previous
is

b,

is

0

b,

The slide-valve may be described as a rectangular
plate with a perfectly true and ﬂat face a, in which
is formed a rectangular opening b, or recess, as shown
in the perspective view, Fig. 44. At one side of the
cylinder two rectangular passages—or, as they are
"
generally termed, ports,"——are cast, leading from a
“
steam chest," as it is called—to the ends
box—or
of the cylinder, and a third or eduction port leading
from the box to the atmosphere, or condenser, as the
case may be. Where the three ports join the steam
chest a. perfectly ﬂat and smooth face is prepared,
as indicated by the hatched lines (Fig. 45), on
The extent of the valve
which the valve slides.
In mid position it will
is shown in dotted lines.
be noticed that the valve more than covers the
ports, and must be moved a certain distance before
When the valve is
the opening of the port begins.
as shown, the amount between the edge of the valve
“
" of the
lap
and the side of the port is called the
varied
to
suit
the
be
of
point
may
valve.
This
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stroke were sufﬁcient to carry the crank past b to
I (Fig. 47), the engine, under the impulse of the
steam, would continue the movements, gradually
accelerating until the desired speed were attained.
It will be noticed that the steam at the position
of the piston shown in Fig. 46, is admitted through
the port. which is fully opened, although the piston
has only made one quarter of its stroke ; and that
the slide-valve, moved by the eccentric,
at the
angle shown. will shut off the steam before the piston

April
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bear no relation to the power developed, the con
sumption of water being the same whether the
engine is doing full work or running idle.
In the
simplest form of steam engine, the work done bears
roughly some proportion to the steam used.
I!
we have not the means, such as a governor and
throttle valve, to lessen the supply of steam, the
would, when the resistance
engine
due to some
work performed (such as sawing wood or pumping
water) is removed, immediately begin to accelerate

FIG. 46_

Sam d/e

FIG. 48.

has done its work.
The beginner will naturally
that the slide-valve should not be fully
suggest
opened until the middle of the stroke, nor closed
until the end of the stroke, if we want to utilise the
full power of the engine.
At ﬁrst sight it may
appear to the novice that this is the correct view.
To this we reply:
had the steam no elasticity,
this would be, undoubtedly, the proper method,
and is the method followed by all makers of hydrau
lic engines,‘ because, the power being supplied in
the form of water (which is quite inelastic), the
valve must be open, both for the admission and
exhaust, during the whole period of the piston
stroke. In such engines the water used is directly
proportional to the speed of the engine, and need

"Drawings
ginc

and description of a hydraulic en
will he found in 31.15. (Ev E. for june 29, 1905.

the speed.
The increase of speed is due to the
steam expanding as the piston moves against the
decreased resistance and ﬁlling a larger volume at
a lower pressure.
The arrangement of valve and eccentric shown
gives a slight opening to let the steam into the
cylinder just before the piston reaches the end of the
stroke, ready for the return stroke: this ensures
sufficient steam at the beginning to overcome
the inertia of the mass of the reciprocating parts.
It also allows the valve to close before the end of the
stroke, so as to take advantage of the elastic force
of the steam, which will still continue to press
against the piston in a gradually decreasing amount.
Further, the exhaust is c105ed before the advance
of the piston, when nearing the end, to conﬁne the
this is
vapour that may exist in the cylinder:
into the steam ports and clearances,
compressed
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of the valve now uncovers the port and puts it
into communication with the eduction port (the
09;;
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until it Ls fully open, at the point corre
sponding to the position of the crank at 0, after
which it is gradually closed again until the crank
reaches b, when the valve quite shuts oﬁ the supply
0! steam ; which, however,
owing to its elasticity,
still gives 05 power, in a lessening degree, until
The edge in the hollow part
the crank reaches a.
more,

I
Conn/v:

wt———l
ion

Inolrokc

FIG. 51.
steam making its escape from the cylinder), and the
pressure falls until (in the case of a non-condensing

reaches, at the end of the stroke. the pres
engine)
sure of the atmosphere only.
On the return stroke
the valve allows the port to remain open to the ex
haust until the crank reaches
when the port
closed and the vapour conﬁned in the cylinder which
forms the cushion already referred to.
If we rule vertical lines on to the horizontal line

is

FIG.
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The cycle of operations in the cylinder at either
end will be understood, by reference to the diagram
(Fig. 51) : a db represents the path of the crank,
revolving in the direction shown by the arrow.
:1 c I) being the path of the piston.
Starting from
a, the slide‘valve is already opened a small amount—
"
"
lead
of the valve.
this amount is known as the
As the crank travels onward, the valve opens still

d'

1"

l

“a”;

'

ib’

‘

'

cl

GI

a'

ﬂ‘

0

and (when properly adjusted) ﬁlls them, at the
moment when the stroke is completed, with vapour
or steam at a pressure equal to that in the boiler.
"
This is what is known as cushioning," the chief
object of which is to absorb the momentum
" slack "
of the piston and rods, and to take up any
that may be in the bearings of the connecting-rod,
and so contribute to the smooth working of the‘
engine.
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FIG: 56.
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twice the amount of lap given to the valve.
If the
valve be actuated by an eccentric coupled to the
“
"
valve-rod, and in a direct line, the
throw
of the
eccentric will be the same as the length of travel of
the valve.
An eccentric sheave
shown (Fig. 56). If
be
the centre of the engine shaft, and
the centre
of the sheave, and x the distance between
and p,
the throw equals
2.1.
The throw can also be
determined by measuring the greatest and least
distances'between the shaft and the periphery of the
sheave, as a and b; the throw = a-b.
Two forms of eccentric are shown in detail in
Figs. 5; and 58. In the ﬁrst the sheave has a
turned, leaving a collar on each side of
groove
the strap, to prevent
from slipping 06. This
probably the best form when there
ample room
"
"
for the extra width.
The rod
shown
cottered
into the strap.
In the other case
left in the middle of the
ring
sheaf to hold the strap in place, as shown;
the
total width can then be less for the same width of
The sketch shows the holes for
wearing surface.
the bolts (keeping the two halves of the strap
together) to be "bossed."
glimpse at the two

A

p

c

c’,

it

it

if

;

is

e

e
p
;

1::

vertical p e. A line through 20 will
give the angle of advance, 0 0 e. \Vhen the valve
is fully open, the point a will be in the line a b,
as shown in Fig. 53 ; and the position of the crank c
by making a o e equal to the angle already deter
mined, and the piston P by dropping the vertical
line c f. To ﬁnd where the valve closes, make
a
(Fig. 54) equal to the lap of the valve, draw the
then
will be the position of the
perpendicular
eccentric. That of the crank may be determined as
before.
\Vith regard to the exhaust, there
no inside
lap shown on the valve, as drawn
that
to say,
the valve,
it move from its centre position, un
covers one or other of the steam ports to the
interior of the valve, putting
into communica
tion with the cduction port. \\'e can easily con
ceive that,
we draw through the centre of the
circle (Fig. 55), the perpendicular ge', the valve
must be on this line at the moment when one port
closes and the other begins to open.
The position
of the crank
and
and the corresponding positions
for the piston
and 11', can be found, as before,
being a straight line.
may be instructive to notice that the. valve

a
0
0’

travelling at its greatest
velocity when the
exhaust opens; and at the moment the crank
reaches
the beginning of a
(Fig. 52), which
fresh stroke.
The opening will equal 01>, which
found to be half the total distance the valve
travels oﬂ the centre position, although the piston
during that time has only done -06 of a stroke,
as shown by the distance
to (Fig. 55).
Referring again to Fig. 49,
will be seen that
the eduction port must be made wider than the
steam pom, because
partially covered by the
slide-valve, which would restrict the area other
wise.
It
usual to make
one-and-a-half times
the width of the steam ports.
If made unneces
sarily large, however, the area of the slide valve
proportionately increased, and this adds to the
friction due to the pressure of the steam acting
over a greater area.
The best way is, probably, to
arrange the proportions so that the eductiou port
always open to an amount at least equal in area
to one of the steam ports.
If
he desired that the valve should open the
full width of the steam port, the travel must be
equal to twice the width of the port, added to

FIG. 57.

draw the
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a' b’ from the points d e f, in the circle d, the corre
sponding position in the stroke of the piston is
determined. The diagram shows that the steam is
cut 06 when the piston has done about -7 of the
stroke, and the exhaust opens when only ~94 of the
stroke is completed, and shuts again for compression
about ‘06 from the end of the return stroke. Follow
ing the arrows, the diagram shows the whole cycle
from a’ to b', and back again, in the end of the
cylinder to the spectator’s left hand. If the dia
gram be inverted, it will equally indicate what
ha pens in the end to the right hand.
To show the relative position of the crank and
the eccentric working the slide-valve the diagram
Fig. 52 is drawn, where a is the crank and a the
centre of the eccentric; the proportionate stroke
of the piston and the slide-valve being shown by
It
the lines a b and I g, to any convenient scale.
will be seen that the eccentric has an angular
"
“
"
"
advance of l20°. If we have the
lap and lead
"
"
of the valve given, we can determine the
advance
of the eccentric. Set oﬁ / 0, equal to half the
throw of the eccentric, and from o as centre draw
I s g; make 0 p equal to the lap and lead ; and
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sketches will show that this will allow the bolts
to be placed much nearer the centre, and permits of
a stronger job.
_
(To be continued.)

Improved Spirit Lamps.
By B. CLEMENTS HENRY.
methylated spirit lamp of the ordinary
type is undoubtedly the principal source
of trouble and uncertainty to the owners
of steam models.
Particularly troublesome are the
heating arrangements provided for locomotives and
steamers of the cheaper class.
The wicks are
often gorged with fuel on ﬁrst ﬁlling-up, and, as the
heat rises, expansion takes place, causing an over
ﬂow and consequent ﬂare-up. A sudden jolt of a
locomotive will also bring about the same result,
and an unusual pitch or roll of a model steamer on
broken water is sometimes disastrous ; so also is the
effect of an abrupt stoppage of the boat at the end

HE

trip.
This defect

of a

is always attributable to the reservoir
being in straight-through connection with the wick
vtubes. The sight-feed drip arrangement does not
materially improve matters, for, if it is not accurately
adjusted, the lamp either overﬂows or the wicks burn
out while attention is diverted elsewhere.
Thus a
half-hour’s safe cruise of a boat or a long-distance
test run of a locomotive. on a continuous track,
is seldom possible with the ordinary crude system
of ﬁring.
In his very early days the writer devised a remedy
for all this, and it is surprising that the simple
arrangement to be described is not in general use
the vastly improved cheaper
upon
of
models
to—day.
the necessary
Fortunately,
alteration of
an existing lamp is easy;
better still, the whole
aﬁair is readily replaced.

One of the most familiar evidences of atmospheric
will clearly demonstrate the principles
pressure
Let a test—tube or bottle be ﬁlled with
involved.
liquid, and then be inverted with its mouth or neck
immersed in liquid contained in another vessel; the
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liquid in the inverted vessel will not run out because
of the air-pressure upon the surface of that in the
lower one.
To adapt this physical fact to the needs of a
spirit-lamp is an easy matter. It permits, for
instance, the safe carriage of a tenderful (or, if
desired, a wagonful) of spirit high above the squat
wick-tubes of an internally~ﬁred boiler;
or the
burners of an outside-ﬁred model
may be shortened to any extent
desirable to obtain more perfect
combustion and better ventila
tion.
model
Commercially - made
steamers
are
ﬁtted
generally
with most inefﬁcient lamps. A
typical arrangement being one
by which the wicks are used
syphonwise within tubes soldered
to the top of the reservoir, the
burning ends resting upon an
asbestos mat on the bottom of
the boatl
Recently the writer
was
astounded to ﬁnd
this
antiquity—at once unsightly and
dangerous—installed in an other
wise excellent 3-lt. slide-valve
engined boat, bearing the name
of a London ﬁrm of long stands
ing; the steamer recently cost
This lamp barely raised
£4 4s.
steam from cold before it was
exhausted (if, meanwhile, a ﬁre did not occur on
Naturally, nothing beyond a bathroom
board).
cruise had been attempted.
However, a half-hour safety-lamp and a wind
shield were very soon ﬁtted, which drove the
boat at reasonable speed, and could be depended on
from full to empty, to burn at a constant intensity,
irrespective of pitch and roll or sudden heave-t0.
Adapted to a 2 in. gauge “ internal " locomotive

(the original lamp of which had given an inﬁnity
of trouble), the improved system aﬂorded a steady
and vigorous ﬁre for the boiler capacity‘s full run,
and over, of thirty minutes.
Outdoors. in any
weather,
the long. continuous track was steadily

i
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never overﬂow.
In practice. of course, a con
siderable margin of height is given to the wick
holders—say, l-in. or so.
As the spirit is consumed, E supplies the demand
from the low-level store, which presently sinks
below the end of C. Immediately this happens
a bubble of air (supplied through D) rises into A,
which thereupon returns the equivalent in spirit to
B, and so on, with unfailing regularity, until A
runs dry.
When the lamp is in action, the bubble is heard
ascending at measured intervals, the beat being a
faithful indication of the condition of the ﬁre, even
without the necessity of looking to the wicks in
the narrow ﬁrebox.
After a little experience,
the
rhythm of the bubble-beats will show when the
burners require attention, and thus uniformity of
steaming is assured in the simplest way.
The only essentials to the success of the con
trivance are as follows. The tube C must not be
less than i in. in diameter to be reliable.
Every
joint must be absolutely sound in both reservoirs,
and the plug G must make a perfectly air-tight ﬁt.
If a pinhole exists anywhere, the lamp will ﬂood as a
matter of course.
G is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as a screw lug, for
ﬁller
simplicity's sake, and because this type
familiar to all
but much neater coutrivances are to
be suggested later on.
Fig. 3, in side and end elevations and plan,
shows the system installed aboard a steamer.
The
tank here occupies the forward bulkhead, but it
may be aft, amidships, or anywhere else to suit hull
The lettering of Fig.
design.
repeated, and
further explanation
superﬂuous. It should be
noted, however,
that the low-level tank B in this
case takes
different form, being a rectangular
box soldered within the large reservoir A.
The
air-tube
brought on deck, and the cock E
tube
coupled by an union to the wick-supply
from D. The intermediate tube C, of Fig. 2,
dispensed with, and instead, a simple aperture
cut at the bottom of B, of suﬁicient height to effect
indicated as a small, arched
the desired level.
dotted in the end elevation, and
opening in Fig.
located by an arrow in the side-section.
For the sake of clearness the tanks appear in the
drawings as of very substantial thickness, but, of
course, quite thin metal
all that
necessary, the
very slight atmospheric pressure to be withstood
being negligible.
Sufﬁcient has been said as to general principles,
and the drawings snﬁice to show their application in
familiar
instances.
Readers will
two
readily
require
adapt the scheme to their individual
ments, and
with the minor ﬁttings that the
conclusion of this paper
concerned.
The question of originality
has lately been
mooted in these columns. Is not a remarkable
want of originality
evidenced in the common
methods by which spirit lamps are replenished?
The constantly recurring necessity for
ﬁll~up
demonstrates the inconvenience of
abundantly
ordinary ﬁttings—the hard-jammed screw-plug—the
small oriﬁce and the big bottle, or the top-heavy
Who among
funnel and the exasperating over-ﬁll.
us has not experienced these incidental triﬂes?
Out-doors, and particularly amid the admiring
crowd by the pondside, how much time
spent in
spilling alcohol and fumbling with numbed or
scorched ﬁngers for the illusive. screw plug?
And
C
is

is

is

i,

is

a

is

is

it

covered, lap after lap, at the good average of
miles per hour, start to stop. As spirit and
water lowsred, the running of the lightened engine
grew swifter, and after the twentieth minute the
curves (of rather short radius and much super
elevation) were taken with a somewhat alarming
whisk of the nine vehicles—seven trucks and two
brakes—as the speed approached the four-mile
limit of safety, with a nearly empty boiler.
Locomotive enthusiasts of experience
will not
need reminding that the performance alluded to
points to Very high efficiency in so small a model.
It is true that the engine in question was well kept,
and carefully tuned up on each occasion, after a
series of long runs, but by far the most important
factor of success was the lamp.
Adequate ﬁring is essential to the satisfactory
working of any steam model; an ill-designed or
carelessly tended spirit lamp accounts for ninev
tenths of the disappointment caused by poor or
irregular results from engines either purchased by,
An amateur engineer
or built by their owners.
may expend his utmost skill upon the design and
construction of a water-tube boiler, yet often
enough the lamp to ﬁre it is knocked up haphazard,
audits share in the mediocre results of the completed
work is overlooked.
On page 71 of this volume it is cogently stated :—
“ Remember,
is simply the medium.
the engine
The boiler is the source of power."
Exactly, and it
might be added, the ﬁre is the source of the boiler's
power.
On the next occasion of a complete overhaul of
after pistons and glands are
his best model;
repacked, bearings adjusted, laggiugs renewed,
then, let the reader
and unions re-washcred;
give a few minutes' thoughtful attention to the
lamp—the Alpha and Omega of the whole machine.
The liquid in
Fig. I shows the principle involved.
the inverted
test-tube cannot escape until its
mouth is raised from the surface of that in the
beaker,
or until the lower liquid is drawn away
sufﬁciently to permit an air-bubble to enter the test
tube.
Fig. 2 shows the principle adapted to a loco
The tank A (which may be of
motive tender.
any shape and capacity) is made up of sheet metal,
The inter'
all seams being securely soldered.
mediate
tube C (which must not be of less than
i-in. bore) is soldered to the bottom of the tank.
The air-tube D may be of any diameter ; r-32nd-in.
it is passed through the
bore is large enough;
The
reservoir and securely soldered at both ends.
lower tank B may be of any convanient shape
and size;
a ﬂanged brass or copper tube, with a
into the lower end, is shown. The
disc sweated
cock F. is screwed or sweated into the under tank ;
the nozzle may be shaped to take a rubber tube
communicating with the burners on the engine.
The action is almost too obvious to require
To ﬁll the reservoir, the cock E
explanation.
is turned off, the nipple F is screwed home upon the
air-tube D, the. screw-plug G is removed, and the
G is then replaced and screwed
spirit is poured in.
down an air-tight ﬁt; F is slacked off, and E is
to the burners. The spirit now passes
opened
down C into B until the lower end of C is immersed,
whereupon the ﬂow ceases; the level in B remain
The burners will be supplied to
ing constant.
exactly the same level, and, even if they were but
in. higher than the spirit-line in B, they would
three
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For instance, G may

the waste, too—not

be replaced by a plug cock
of fairly large bore, with a nozzle similar to E
(Fig. 2), to take a rubber tube with a funnel at the
other end.
This is one of the tidiest arrangements
of all. for no spirit need ever be wasted ; but the
tank must have an extra cock,
to act as air escape and over
flow.
This may occupy an un
obtrusive position, say at X, in
A convenient
Figs. 2 and 3.
form of air cock appears at Fig.
6 ; the spur upon its bent nozzle
serves to hang a model pail upon,
to catch the overﬂow.
In cold weather, at the lake
side, this ﬁlling
method is a
reservoir
The
boon indeed.
being empty, one proceeds thus:
—D is closed, and E turned 08;
is opened, and
the escape-cock
its little pail hung upon it. G
(in this case a cock) is turned
on, and the rubber tube slipped
The funnel is
over its nozzle.
ﬁlled,
and presently the ﬁrst
drops of overﬂow fall into the
pail from the air cock. This is

only of fuel, but of strenuous
A statistician
verbiage!
might
the
compute
volume of methylated spirit annually poured out
furniture,
us
meadowland,
by
upon
and
carpets.
gravel paths. \\'0uld he tell us if it would ﬂoat a
he,
Dread-nought?
\Vonld
referring to the other
point, explain the wearisome succession of times the
earth could be belted by a single letter (say the
fourth of our alphabet) strung out in single line?
Would he———.
But enough; knowing the evil,
let us seek the remedy.
Turning again to Figs. 2
and 3. we ﬁnd the prime cause, naked and un
ashamed, in G, the screw plug.
In its crude form
G must be banished, to give place to better things.
In Fig. 4 the plug remains, but it is screwless,
and lifts easily from its rubberwashered seating.
The plug and socket are here shown stowed away
in one of the side boxes that are carried at the
forward end of a L. 8: N. \V. main line tender. By
the sections it will be seen that the box may be
of stout sheet brass soldered to the tank top.
Within the lid is shackled the bowspring F». To
close and hasp the lid is the work of a moment.
Nevertheless, the plug is set air-tight by that
This is so neat and original (P) that
simple action.
the writer resents
its strong resemblance
to a
portable ink~bottle l

"////////I I
‘llFif-Illlllllifi

Hali-a-dozen variations of the same idea will
suggest themsclves to readers whose tender model
does not include the side boxes of the L. it N.\\'.R.,
and the same ﬁtting may be hidden beneath a
forescuttle on the hurricane deck of a boat.
Now, with the best form of plug, splashing and
still possible, but the remedy is at hand.

waste are

i
l
l

The rubber tube is nipped
off.
ﬁnger and thumb, and pulled oil the
spout of G ; the free end is slipped into the bottle,
promptly
between

turned

the

to which the tunnel returns its surplus, if any.
the
G is now closed, and E and D are opened;
bubble is heard within the reservoir, and the wicks
may immediately be lighted.
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The sole objection to the use of a cock as ﬁller
if of reasonably large bore, it is somewhat
cumbersome to stow away on a small model, and
a small-bore tap would make the ﬁlling operation

r

is that,

i

tedious.

Fig. 5 shows two forms of tube filler, a and h, which
nearly all the advantages of a large cock.
without its bulkiness. Either of these. may be
stowed out of sight, in a box or elsewhere, and both
have the push-on, or teat-shaped, nozzle.
a appears
in section ; the screw cap has a hard leather plug to
make an air-tight seating on the nozzle top; the
b is even more con
drawing explains the rest.
venient ; the clamping screw and cover are pivoted.
The latter has a hard-leather seating attached to it
" Caementium,"
or similar cement), and it is
(with
slotted to take the clamping-screw.
(The leather
seatings are shown in solid black in the ﬁgures.)
_
To open the tiller, the milled nut is slacked a
turn, and the screw turned away to the right; the
released cover is then thrown back to the right,
Either ﬁtting may be made
leaving the nozzle free.
in an hour from scrap material ; the stem is soldered
to the tank, and the bore may be of any calibre,
from a full { in. upwards.
Fig. 7 shows in section the nipple, tapped to ﬁt
the air-tube D; it appears
as F in Fig. 2.
It
has a leather plug in its crown, and a small air
hole is bored in the side.
By slacking off a couple of
turns, air is admitted to the low-level tank.
(N.B.
——-Ewill not supply the wicks until this is done. nor
will the latter—if turned on—leak, if F is screwed
down. Of course, F (or Fig. 7) may be replaced by
a small cock, if preferred.
In general terms, it may be stated that the
positions of any of the ﬁttings may be varied to
suit a special case, provided that their individual
functions are maintained to them.
It is not
essential,
for instance, that the tube D shall be
straight, or of equal height with G. If it is always
closed before G is opened, it may be horizontal, and
rising no higher than the crown of B. In such a
case, however, if not shut off, it would overﬂow as A
was ﬁlled up.
The stems of the cocks E and Fig. 6, appear in the
drawings as plainly squared, in which form they
could be operated by a detachable key; but, by
extending the stems, the handles may be brought
into any convenient position.
Again, B may be
placed at a distance from the tank and connected
to it by tubing, if the level is maintained through
out.
So far as the actual subject of this article is
the ground is now covered.
concerned.
There still
remains,
however,
one objectionable sundry to be
to
wit—the funnel. This should be
disposed
of.
discarded.
Fig. 8 shows the spirit bottle—a spilling bottle no
longer, by reason of its perforated cork. The two
tubes aﬂord complete
control of the liquid, which
may be poured into the smallest tank-plug without
the use of a funnel.
Pierce a new, sound cord with two apertures
(burn them with a pointed wire, if a hollow borer
is not to hand).
Fix air-tight in the largest hole
a short length of j-in. bore brass tube, and in the
smaller a piece of {-in. tube. extending to the bottom
of the bottle. Thus equipped, the tilted or inverted
bottle (which may be of any size), will deliver a
clear and steady stream from the larger tube,
from full to empty, and the ﬂow can be stopped at
possess

i
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any moment by placing the ﬁnger-tip upon the
end of the air-tube. A couple of small caps, attached
by a few links of chain, may be used to cover the
tube-ends when the bottle is out of use.
Not only
will the bottle pour through a small oriﬁce without
splashing or waste, but it may be coupled direct.
by rubber tube, to the type of ﬁller shown in Fig.
9, by which means the last possibility of ﬂooding
or an overﬁll, is removed.
The writer hopes that these particulars may
prove of service to those who would obtain the
best
results from small steam-models, with a
minimum of mess, waste, trouble and delay.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[TM Editor lnrlles and": to make use of this rolumn [or ll: lull
discussionof mallm 0/ practical and mutual mlerest. Ldlas
may be sigmd with a nonmlc-plume l/ desind, but M: In"
name and nddn'xso/ the imdn nusr invariany be clinched,
thoughnot necessarilyfor publicationJ

Reliability Trails. Realism. etc.
To rm: EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I am in thorough accord with Mr.

Runciman'in

his proposal for reliability

trials, and

First, that the
suggest the following conditions.
course. run should be one mile, or as far as the boat
will go on one stretch. This can easily be carried out
on a small lake or pond by running on a circular
course, as proposed
and perfected by Mr. Teague.
such
as picking
That accidental stoppages,
up
sticks and twigs be not counted. That a Series of
three runs be allowed and the best performance
counted. As far as I know, the chief difﬁculty in
running these trials would .be the question of
lubrication, and I must confess that I cannot at
present see how this can be efﬁciently carried out
in a steam plant for a 3-ft. or smaller high-speed

boat.
As to ﬁnish and completeness of detail, I cannot
see how these are to be taken into consideration
in a speed contest, the value of these adjuncts
being quite a matter of opinion.
I quite agree that some recognition should be
made of copies on a small scale, but then the
If steam
details should be all working models.
winches, capstans, etc., are ﬁtted, they should work,
not merely consist of useless top hamper.
For any one with sufﬁcient ambition and patience,
I should suggest building a. liner, with steam ﬁttings
including steering gear,
refrigerator,
complete,
electric lighting set, and a few other such items.
it
would
be
Joking apart.
extremely interesting
if a wireless control system could be ﬁtted, so that
steered,
be
the
model could
started. stopped.
reversed, and manoeuvred as required from a station
This
has
been
done
on shore.
with a torpedo. so
in a model steamer.-—Yours
might be repeated
V. W. DBLVES-BROUGHTON.
faithfully,

Model Signalling.
To rm: Enrron or The Model Enginrn.
DEAR SiR,——AS there are sure to be some who
would like to ﬁt spectacle glasses to the model
signals described by Mr. Winteringham, l append the
following :—
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Cut the spectacles with lugs, as shown; then
anneal the metal well. Now take a piece of cellu
loid (old photograph ﬁlm), and coat it with the
following mixtur. :—
Nelson's No. i 'Gelatine
4o grs.
\Vater
. .
.
. .
i 02.
Coat one side of the ﬁlm with this and allow it to
set. Make a strong solution of dye in water ; Jud
son's or " Dolly" dyes will do.
Cut the celluloid to
shape, and dip one-half in red dye, and allow to dry '.
then dip the other half in green.
Place the ﬁlm on
the spectacle, green to the bottom, and bend over
lugs—Yours truly,
G. STEWART.
The Design of Model Power Boats.
To run Eon-on OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—-I am afraid that it is your correspon»
dent, Mr. C. F. Brierley, who has not expressed him
I said that I had found the double
self clearly.

wedge type of model easy to drive with compara
tively small powers, and I still say so. The double
wedge model is theoretically the form giving the
to forward propulsion at high
least resistance
The general adoption of this
is the
speeds.
result of a better knowledge of the form of hull
suitable for power propulsion.
A model power boat requires stability when
under way, not so much when at rest.
If the
design of the hull is of such a type as to necessitate
the use of tandem or twin propellers, then the speed
of the boat will suffer in consequence.
Twin
propellers are never so efﬁcient as a single, to say
nothing of the loss of power due to the friction
of the gears required.
Stability is of two kinds, natural and artiﬁcial,
The former depends on the model of the boat,
the latter on artiﬁcial means, such as ballast.
As
examples, a sharpie, and an old style plank-on
Of the two
edge type of sailing yacht serve well.
methods of obtaining stability the former is a long
way the better. The use of ballast in a model
power boat, where the weights should be kept down,
is to be condemned.
I must point out to Mr. Brierley that “ rise
of ﬂoor,"
carried to its extremity, results in a
Further,
Mr. Brierley seems to be
V-section.
unaware that the canoe style of power boat has
been tried and found wanting.
One of the ﬁrst racing motor boats designed in
England, viz., Napier I, was of this type, yet,
as Mr.
strange to say, if the type be so desirable
Brierley would have us believe, her designer in
in his later creations has never returned to a. hull
Mr. Brierley is rather harsh
of a similar type.
if he will build one he will no
on the sharpie;
doubt alter his opinions. When I-ﬁrst appeared
with a sharpie model she was greeted with such
names as "mandoline case," "egg box,” etc.
It is
very curious that three winners in THE Momu.
ENGINEER Speed Competition should be of this type.
The fastest type of hull is undoubtedly the
" or " glider," and the
“
skimmer
sharpie type, if
The
of shallow draft. is distinctly of this type.
full effects of' the skimming action are not felt
at low speeds, and in order to somewhat lessen the
resistance, I use a construction of both the skimming
At speeds up to six
and double wedge
types.
miles per hour they run on a level L.W.L.; at
the boat rises bodily and skims.
higher
speeds

|
|
i
I
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Even at high speeds the water disturbance is com
little.
The skimming sharpie, if of
paratively
equi 1 power. can give the ancient hydroplane a good
beating. If the rudder is of proper sin and design
no difficulty will be found in steering a skimming
sharpie. We do not have to run them round in
a circle on the end of a. line as do the hydroplanists.
For an example of the type I must refer Mr.
Brierley to THE MODEL ENGINEER for Feb. 18th,
1909, page 153, Fig. 6.
After all, Sir, the form of hull is only one portion
of the problem ; the power is the thing.
I look to
see some really high speeds at the next hiODEL
ENGINEER Regatta, but let us have straightforward
runs, not the “ \Valtz me around again, \Villie "
If your correspondent wonld
style of thing.
forward his drawings to you, Sir, for publication,
he would be conferring a beneﬁt on other model
power boat designers besides—Yours truly,
WILLIAM J. E. PIKE.

Improving Leclanche Cells.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engine”.
DEAR SiR,—I have read with interest Mr. A.
Green's letter, published in your issue of January
28th.
Mr. Green, in that letter, advised me to try
how many of the ingredients in the improved
Leclanché cell can be dispensed
This I
with.
tried some time ago. and found that only the
potassium nitrate (saltpetre) need not be used.
Mr. Green states that salt will break up the com
bination muriatic acid and ammonia (I take it that
he means salt will act on ammonium muriate—that
is, sal ammoniac); but the action here, if any, need
not be taken account of, as it would occur very
slowly.
Your correspondent further mentions that
by the potassium
manganese dioxide is decomposed
bichromate, but here again, this is very doubtful;
and, as for the action of sal-ammoniac on zinc and
manganese dioxide, this also occurs in the ordinary
Leclanché cell, but again very slowly. I may
mention that when I constructed the improved
Leclanché cell, I did not take account of the theory
of the chemical actions which would be likely to
I
occur between the chemicals; but. nevertheless,
found that the cell gave excellent results. and in
future I should advice correspondents to experiment
on work done by readers before submitting their
theories.

Mr. Green appears to think I have no knowledge
of chemistry. but I may say he does not seem to have
more himself ; moreover, please allow me to infomi
him that I am at present engaged in the study of
'
that profession.
I am obliged to Mr. Green for his description
of other cells he has made, or read of, and would be
pleased if he will kindly inform me the voltage helhas
obtained from the cell in which sal-ammoniac and
sugar are used for the electrolyte, and also inform
me if he made the cell in which dilute sulphuric
acid and chloride of lime is used, and what voltage
he has here obtained.
(By the Way, I may say that
sulphuric acid acts on chloride of lime, in case
this is not known to Mr. Green.)—Hoping you will
pardon my infringing on your space, I am. Sir.
yours sincerely,
BERNARD Isucs.

Model Bridge Making.
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Lecture

by Mr.

this

Society

was

it

a

of this
lpswich.~— 'lhe fortnightly meeting
Society was held at the Institute on April 2nd.
when there was a good attendance of members.
locomotive boiler and high-speed engine Were
shown under steam.
F. W. Sinesox, Hon. Secre
tary, 45, Key Street, Ipswich.

THE "Colonial" number of the British journal
of particular interest to photo
Photography
graphers and members of the allied professions in
our colonies and other places abroad. The doings
of the trade and the state of the market and the
prospects for the ensuing year, are one and all
after perusal,
dealt with.
The careful reader,
should ﬁnd himself exceptionally well posted in
most matters relating to his profession.
Tnsjagreement] for the working of the N.L R.
by the L. & N.W.R. came into operation on Feb
ruary ist, and it is, therefore, now managed by
the ofﬁcers of that company, subject to the approval
of the N,L.R. board of directors. We understand
that employment has been found for all the men
of the running department, but there has been
some retrenchment made in the staff of the. Bow
This, and the fact that a NL. train of
shops.
carriages was recently sent to \Yolverton to be
renovated, had given rise to an impression that
has since been
the Bow works will be closed. but
no intention of doing
officially stated that there
so at present.—Loz'umnlii'e.

it

April 27th:

cussion
on Model Steam
and Electric Railways,
to be opened by Messrs. P. Blankenburg and F.
Hf].

of

model gun
milling attachment for his lathe, and
base.
All the work was very highly ﬁnished and
much appreciated—All
particulars may be ob
tained from the Secretary, Amos BARBER, 15.
Hartington Terrace, Lidgett Green,_ Bradford.
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AN

meeting

held on Monday night, April 5th. at the Bradford
Cafe,
Foster Square, there being a very good
After the
attendance of members
and visitors.
olliciil business had been disposed of, the Secretary
destribcd the various parts of his Monxi. ENGINEER
locomotive, built to the designs published in THE
Steam
Monet. ENGINEER, with a few alterations.
was got up in about ten minutes, and the engine
was put on.the
was run blocked up awhile, then
ﬂoor and run backwards and forwards the length
of the room for about an hour, every one present
Mr. Watts
being delighted with its performance.
brought a very good model Pickering governor, and
Mr. L. Hudson :1 model Ramsbottom safety-valve, a

is

London.

ordinary Meeting of the Society was held
on Friday,
April 2nd, at the Cripplegate
Institute,
Golden Lane. E.C., Mr.
John
Wills, jun. (vice-chairman) taking the chair, and
about eighty members being present. _ The minutes
of the previous meeting having been read and
two new members
elected,
signed,
and formal
announcements made, the Chairman called upon
Mr. John O'Neill for his demonstration in moulding
and casting. Mr. O'Neill being practical founder,
was able to initiate his audience into many wrinkles
and tricks of the trade not usually found in the
text—books, and with the aid of a few patterns of
a more or less intricate nature he showed the difﬁ
culties to be overcome by the moulder
clean and
sound castings were to be obtained, pointing out
also the defects in some of the patterns and the
manner in which they should be remedied.
One
of the patterns having a rather complicated core,
afforded him an opportunity of describing and
illustrating the proper construction of core-boxes
and the proper method of supporting them in the
mould. Castings in type-metal were made by the
lecturer and handed round for inspection. Mr.
Hildersley also gave the members a short demon
stration of silver-soldering by means of the mouth
illustrating the method he adopted in
blou'pipe,
building up from sheet metal portions of models
which are usually cast.
A vote of thanks to the
demonstrators for their very helpful and instructive
expositions was proposed
by the Chairman and
carried with acclamation. The meeting adjourned
at io p.m.

Provincial Societies.
Bradford.—-A

A

i/

[Reports of meetingsshould be rm! to the
005m 0/ Tu: MODEL
Bum-“urn mlthoul delay, and will be imnled in any pav
ticulm ism;
arrived a (lea! nine days bz/or: the actual
darr ot publirallan.]

\Vedncsday,

\V. Twining, on his experiments with model
illustrated by original slides and models.
visit to Messrs. Eliott Bros.” Works,
Visrrs.——The
announced for April 20th, has been indeﬁnitely
postponed. A visit will be made on Saturday
afternoon, May 8th, at three o'clock, to the Electric
Welding \R’orks of Messrs. Kerswill Bros, in Marylo
bone Lane, when Mr. H. H. Harrison will give a short
lecture and demonstrate the process cf welding
large masses of iron and steel by means of the
electric furnace. The Secretary will be glad to
wishing to
receive the names of those members
participate—Full particulars of the Society may
HERBERT G.
be obtained from the Secretary,
RIDDLE, 37, Miuard.Road,
Hither Green, S.E.
aeroplanes,

0/
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To THE EDITOR or Th.n .llodcl lingillr'i'r.
DEAR SiR,—-I have read with interest the article
" Bridge
" in
by Mr. S. C. Ford on
Making
your
issue of the 25th ult., and I should like to otler a
few further suggestions
which I hope will be of
assistance to your readers in this fascinating work.
I have for a considerable time made bridges and
other models with the strips mentioned by .\[r.
Ford, and have always had considerable difficulty
in drilling the holes accurately.
I now use the
strips which I bought with an outﬁt of " Meccan ),”
and I have found these admirable for this particular
and many other models.
The strips are
purpose,
in., 5} in. and 125 in. lengths,
made in
and
standard holes are drilled in all the strips at equal
These strips, with the angle girders.
distances.
which are also sold by the same makers,
hive
proved most useful, and have saved me many
mistakes,
and many hours of work.
thought
this information might interest your readers.
“
"
bought my Aleccano outﬁt of a local toy dealer.—
Yours truly,
E. A. Tum.

Bunt.
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11- H- (Londonl won-s: l
[21.35-‘l Shunt for Ammeter.
linVc small ammctt-rI'l’iltllllg0—!amp. \Vhat gaugeand l: ngth of
"
Eureka " wire will b(' necessaryto make shunt for it so that it
will read up to 10 amps?
\Ve cannot give you the information you requirewithout knowing
the t'xact rcsistancc oi the instrunu-nt's coils. If you find this,
you should not have any difﬁculty in yourselfcalculating just What
shunt would be n-quired in order to giyc to tho ﬁgureson the dial
any incrcasld value. According to “ Ohin's Law," win-nthe currcnt
has two parallvl paths opt-nto it, it divides itself through them in
invt'rsc froportion to their resistances. If, thori-forc, you wish
the hgurc I on the dial to indicatv- 10 amps, you must arrangm
a shunt which will carry 9 amps, wht-n i is ﬂowing in the meter—
{.e.,a shunt having mic-ninth tho risistancc of the met:r.
[21,380] N.E.R. "Atlantic,"
I. B. L. (Thorncrl writes:
As I am thinking
of making a model i-in. scale North-Eastern
“ Atlantic " locmnotive, I should be vcry much obliged if you
could publish an outline dimensional sketch of the same and
tcndcr if you have onc.
You Will find a dimensionedscalc drawing of this locomotive
and tcndt-rin our issueof St-ptcmborist, 1904.
[21.274] Bell
1. G. (Todmordcn) requestsdiagram
Wiring.
an pushcsdistributcd as below, tho follow
of (‘UIIIIt'ttious for bolls
ing conditions bcing fulﬁlled-:~~PushI to ring E with switch to
ring A; push 2 to ring A’, B', C, and D at once; push 3 to ring
A', B'. C, and I) at oncc; push 4 to ring A with switch to
ring B. The.line of D to havc a switch to disconncctwhen rcquirml.
It will be found that‘all tho spmiiﬁcdconditionsarc fulﬁllcd if you
c ilillt't‘t as shown in diagram below.
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[2:340] Fitting Stays. S. R. (Wallington) Surrey, writc-s:
ins. by 4} ins. by
am ﬁnishing oil rcctangular launch boiler
in ﬁrebox, similar to those
3} ins., with "longitudinal watcr tubes
"
shall be
dt-scrilud in Model Bﬁllt‘f Making (page 40, 120).
much obling to know of a satisfactory method of making the titrods stramtight. 'I'ln-si-arc of brass, with mild steel nuts on the
outside only. 'l‘hoscwhcre the titd surfaccs are not parallel are
giving thv most troublo.
have soldcrcd round several nuts,
but owing to tho watcr tubcs,
impossihlr-to gct at thosefarth'
inside the fircbox.
havc also tried packing with asbcstosyarn,
without much success.
the nuts are turned too much, tht-coppct'
is drawn inward and out of shape. As want to have the:launch
in Working order, any suggestionwill be wi-lcomc.
wc are not
In thtsc days of blowlampsand high boilcr prm-ssurcs
If
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[Attentionls especially directedto the first condition given below,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directionstherein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
markedon the top left-hand corner 0/ the enrelofe "Query
Department." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
Querieson subjectswithin the scope0/ this yournal are replied‘ to
by Post under the following conditions:—(i) Queries dt't/ill':
with distinct Suh;¢’(l$should be u-rrtrenon different \ltf‘a, on
one side 0/ the paper only, and the sender'sname ui'sr be m
Stllbe'don the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
whereverpossible, wzth fir/Iv dimensionedsketches,and corre
to keepa copv 0/ their (Merle, tor
spondentsare recommended
(not pent-card)
re/erenee. (i) .4 stampedaddressedenvelope
enclosed,
amt also a “ Queriesand Replies
shattldinvariably be
Caupon" cut out from the adiertisernentpages0/ the torrent
alter
issue. (4) Queries will be answeredas early as flv‘i‘St'h'f
receipt,but an interval0/ a few days rnustusually elapsebefore
require
ti'llO
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) (,‘orrespOndents
an answerl'bcﬂtd in this columnshould understandthat some
reeks must elapse beforethe Reply can be pltbollil'll'd. the
insertion 0/ Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed.
(6) All Queries shouldbe addressedto The liaitor, 'l'm. Moou.
ENGINEER,26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street,London, L1 .]
Thefollowingare selectedfrom the Querieswhich hare beenreplied
to recently:—
I". j. G. (Prcstwood) writcs: I
lzi,3.i_i] Shoddng Coll,
havejust had some back numbersof Tu: Moon. ENGINEER given
to meand I intend making the shockingcoil (it'stribcd in N0. 321
of junt: 20th, 1907, page 584. Could you plrasc givt- IIIQ' the
followingparticulars z—I..ingth and diamcti-r of iron corc (I shall
usea rt-gulating tube), thickni-ss and diamctcr of bobbin (This,
theamountof primary and secondarywirc, and the siei- of hastboard.7
You will ﬁnd full particulars for making such a coil in our hand
frw. This
bok, “Induction Coils for Amateurs," pricc 7d. post
“
book,beside-s
A Powerful
giving detailed instructions for making
"
ShockingCoil," “ A Q-in. Sparking Coil," and A 4-in. Sparking
toil," givt-stabulated instructions for making ninr- coils of spark
ieugthsfrom f in. to 6 ins.
\V. M. G. (Govanl writes:
[21,190]er¢|¢55 Telegraphy.
I rt-adlately in a newspaperthat a mcthod had been discovcrvd
im-ssagcs. The
of locating the sourco of “'il‘t‘it'bb‘
Atrial was of tho shapc of a star and, of coursr,
way-tsWt'rt-reccivcd at all its arms, but the waves
Wt-rc
of diflv'rcntstrongths. 'l'hcarm which showed
thc grcatcststrength of wavi- was the one pointing
awayfrom tho direction from which the waves
came. I happt-ncd to mention it to some ship
ownt-rs,but thi-y had not heard of it. Can you
tell me whcthcr this is truc; and, if so, what
countryit was invcntcd in P I hop..-this is clear,
andthat you will be ablc to set my mind at rest.
Thc arrange-mentto which you rotoris correctly
describedby you. We arc not prI-parid to say
Whoinvcntcd it, as this has bccn tho subjt-ct of
Sun]?controversy. Mr. Marconi has carried out
f-xpcrimcutswith the arrangcim-ntand has rcad
Vaporson it at the Royal Institution and before
theRoyal Society.
C. J.
Flywheels.
[21.277 (Ins Engine
(Edge Hill) writes: As a reader of your valuable
papcr, I would be much obliged if you wouldttcll
amwhat wcight a ﬂywheel should be for a i-hp.
Eriscnginc, also about what diameterit would be.
Also, if using two ﬂywhr-i-lsinstead of onc, would
they be half the dialllt'it'l' and half the Wright
‘1th oi one big one ?
About 30 lbs. a suitablt-Wright, and suitablc
diameter1: ins. If _you USQ'two ﬂywheels, the
weightof cach can be half that of thc singlewhccl,
ie., 15 lbs., but diamctcrlshould bi- about three- Que nyN° Ai274
qiiartcrs,i.e., ins.
[21,388] Model T.B.D. T. I). ((latt'shcad-ou-Tync) writes:
Beingdesirous of building
4-ft. 6-in. T.B.l). which will be my
firstattempt at boat building, hope you will excuse mc asking
the following qut-stions as
wish
to be
success. The hull
will be of wood. (1) Could you givc mo
larger diagram or
drawingof body plan dcscribul in your handbook,“ Model Sit‘ﬂnlt‘r
meant
Building," and are the radii any special sizcs? What
by the buttocks?
am afraid
am rather dcnsc. (2) have
boiler, 12 ins. by 4} ins. by 5-o4ths in.,
shell of cop
for
and tube oix'coppcr i3 ins. by 2} ins. by 5-64ths in. (outside
diamctcrs). “'hat length and design (Fig. 15A or Fig. 15!!)
shouldI malo(3) Do you think a turbim-or (Illllblt'-C_\'lilidlfl'
"rigiuewill bc bust? Fig. 25 in your turbinc book 15my fancy.
()f COIITSP,shall have to gearthe turbine for two propi llcrs.

(1) You should not find it difficult to make a large drawing of
the body plan for yoursvlf. Take tho dimensions, not from the
littlc diagram (Fig. iSl but from tho “ Laying Ofi Tablr- " at the
end of the“chapter. Thc Clll'Vt'Scan bc ﬁiit'd in by II't't'hdlldwth
you get the four points showing their distanci-from the Ct‘nll’t'-lllit'
where inti-rsccted by th'- dock-lint: and three water-lincs. Bui
tocks are lincs showing the curves sis-n in a scctional elevation
of tilt“boat wlu n it is cut in Vt‘l‘tit‘iilplain-sparallcl with the boat's
ccntrc-linc. You will sw- in Fig. 18 of handbook lincs showing
thr- actions A and B which givo tht- corrcspondingbuttock-inns
in tho sidc cli-vation of the boat. (2) We;-rccommcndthe design
shown in Fig. 15A. Tht' sizcs givcn in the drawing arc suitabl»
for your boat. (3) You could use a turbuu- according to your
fancy. In our issuc of ()(‘IObt'I'17th, 100,",was a (it‘StTipilOnof
a boat similar to yours successfullydrivcn by turbinc.

(.P4-
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eccentric be ﬁxed on the shaft, tin-n by Using suitable means
of turning eccentric ri-lativcly to the.eccentricA, an alteration
in the stroke
effected. Or an ordinary crank is used with a
sliding eccentricon the crank-pin and by gearinginside the crank
(actuated by rod through centre of crankshaft) the position of
the
relative to crankshaft altered, giving the required
rcsuIeccentric
lf
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[21.354] Model Railway Coach.
A. G. W. (Manchester)
writes: I shall be greatly obliged if you will tell me how I can
a designfor railway coach, gauge,somethingabout 12 ins.
ong.
If you will refer to our issue of July 27th, 1905,you will ﬁnd
photograph and
few detailed drawings of a suitable coach.
The drawings given, being to two-thirds of the original model,
which is 18} ins. long, will be full-size for your model.
[21,365] Variation of Stroke in Pumps.
W. H. (St.
should be glad to have a rough sketch or ex
Albans) writes:
planation of how, in three-throwpump with variable stroke, the
variation of the stroke
done.
The variation can be effected simply by an arrangement of
two eccentrics, the relative positions of which determine the
length of stroke. The sketch below will explain our meaning.

2 2. 1909.

fore for thewhole 4} ins. we new 27 X 4-5 — rat-5 ampere-turns.
Can we get this easil on coil length of in. per limb, winding
being in. deep?
or wire, N0. 24 S.W.
s.c.c. would suit us
very well, carrying safely amp. We can reckon that nine turns.
of this wire will go on l-in. length of bobbin, so that we could get
on ei hty turns per limb, or 160turns in all, which, carrying
woul give us an excitation of :60 am e-turns. So, then,
length of corewe allowedwill do very w . We must now ﬁnd out
how many yards of wire and what batt
power will be required.
With core in. diameter,and winding in. thick, the diameter of
mean turn will be in., with length of 2-4 ins. Let us put on
seventyturns per limb, to be on the safe side in power. Then :40
turns in all will be used, making total length of 140 X 2-4
or nearly 9} yds. This length of No. 24 wire has a resistance
of about '6 ohm, so that a small 2-volt accumulator or a single
primary cell will supply the re uisite power. Tabulating these
results, we get: Core—anneal wrought iron,
in. diameter,
ins. apart, winding spaces in.
2} ins. long, centres of poles
long. Winding—No. 24 S.W.G. s.c.c. copperwire, seventy turns
per‘limb, total length required 9} yds. (Turrmt—r ampere. Great
care should be given to getting the pole-faces truly plane, as bad
contactsthereimmenselydecreasethe magnet’slifting power.
[21,367] Metal Polish, etc.
D. (Guernsey) writes: (r)
small dynamo, wrth 8-slot drum
am thinking about making
armature, but cannot quite understand from the explanation
given in " Small Dynamosand Motors ” how to wind the armature.
How many layersof wire must be wound on
Are the begmtungs
and ends of wire kept free until winding
ﬁnished? (2) Can
you give me a recipe for liquid metal polish, such as " Bluebell,
etc., or a good paste polish? (3) am making a _model steam
launch, the boiler
ins. diameter,furnace tube
ins. diameter,
9} ins. long, with twvlve {-in. cross tubes. Shall be much obliged
you will 've me a design for
benzoline or petrol blowlamp
suitable. Tile engineis ﬂ-in. by Z-m.
(i) As much wire as can be got into the slots should be put on,
the number of conductors in all slots being the same. Yes;
the ends of the coils are left free till winding is ﬁnished.
They can conveniently be laid along the _shaft. (2) Take {lb.
ozs. of turpentine, ozs. 'of benzrnc,
of best prepared chalk,
and
oz. of liquor of ammonia, and thoroughly mix together.
Shake thebottle well beforeusing,and apply with a sponge,allowing
the mixture to dry beforerubbing with ﬂannel to polish. (3) You
will ﬁnd suitable designin our handbook—~"
Machineryfor Model
Steamers," price 7d. post free.
W. P. (Sydenharn)
[21.337] Design for Transformer.
wish to construct transformer for alternating electne
writes:
currents,similar to that describedsomeyearsago in Tm: Mount.
ENGINEER,viz., in Vol. VII], page 201.
should be much obliged
you would give me the core dimensionsand windings suitable
for' transforming a pressureof 200 volts to 25 volts and 10 volts
respectively. Unfortunately, do not know the frequency of the
alternations. Is this necessary? The. current
supplied by the
Beckenham Council, and possibly you may know. Please state
gaugeof wire in B.W.G.

i

enamouredof the type of boiler you have chosen. However, this
has nothing to do With your precisedifﬁculty. The stays should
be screwed into both plates, i.e., both plates should be tapped.
We would recommend the removalof all defective or doubtful
stays and their replacement by larger onesscrewed with a ﬁne
thread. The stays should ﬁt tightly. The locknuts are only a
safeguard,and assist the ﬂow of solder round the joint. The
water tubes you have ﬁtted should make a great differenceto
the steamingpower of the boiler.

April
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Izr,220] Magnetlc Calculations: Magnet to Support
40 lbs. A. H. (Uldharn) writes:
wish to make a magnet to lift
any weight between:6 and 40 lbs., and Iwish to know thestrength
of wire and volts and amps. would take.
Let us choose wrought iron as the material for our magnet,
flux density of about 85,000lines per
anddecidc to work with
sq. in., which a suitable ﬁgure. Now we know that magnets
at
this degreeof magnetisationwill lift weight of too lbs. for every
uarc lllCh of surfaceat their poles. As we intend our magnetto
only 40 lbs. at most, the total area of its pole-facesneed
be
.
— '4 sq. in.
only
Usrng a horseshoetype of magnet,then the
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area of each pole must be about -2 sq. in., so we can oonvcuiemlv
use round bar iron of in. diameter. To ﬁnd how many ampere
turns we shall require to get ﬂux of 85,000lines per sq, in, in the
core, we use the formula:
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[21,331] L.Y.R. "Atlantic."
W. H. B. (Halifax) writes
Would you kindly give me
drawing of the L.
Y. Railway
4—4——2express passengerengine, No. r,4oo " Atlantic " type,
with tender, possible?
We published scale drawing of the enginein our issue
pril
and, i903, and of the tender in issue of May ist, 1902.of_A
if

-

AI. 'i‘slx,
roo — 2661, say :7, per inch.
1,000
Now, with in. diameter core convenientdepth for our winding
would be
in., so that a suitable distance between pole—centres
would be
ins. We jud that in such magnetas this we ought
to be able to get our winging on with only about a {-in. length
of coil on eachlimb. In that case, lengthof 2} ins. for our horsco
shoe would sufﬁce, makin the total length of magnetic circuit
ins. Now, as we have a ready calculated,we needan excitation
.Jf about 27 ampere-turnsfor every inch of magneticcircuit. There

Core to be r} ins. by
ins; length as in article referred to,
:9 ins. before being bent over. Primary winding, 1,200 turns
No. 24 n.c.c. copper wire, about lb. will be required; secondary
to be wound in two portions, one consistingof 05 turns of N0. 16
gauge 0.0.0. copper wire, about 1b.,the other 65 turns No. ra
gauge n.c.c. copper wire, about 1} lbs. These two secondary
windings to be connectedin series (as sketch) to three terminals.
This transformerwill be suitable for the frequencyof the Booken
ham circuit. The secondary voltage can be adjusted by Winding
on or taking off
few turns of wrre. Length of winding, about
ins.

a

is

is

A

X\/P

6

Agp-Z'ggl
(It’st _
,u
sq.-ln.
per inch of magnetic circuit. In the present instance the ﬂux
55,000, for which the corresponding value of n (permeability)
about 1,000,80
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G. V. (Fenton)
[21.4051 Magneto Shocking Machine.
writes: Will you kindly oblige me with particulars for the con
struction of a magnetoelectric machinefor shocking purposes?
short illustrated description of
magnetoshocking machine
was publishedin our issueof January 24th, 1907. Full instructions
for making one of thesemachinesare to be found in Mr. Bottone's
" Electric Instrument Making for Amateurs,"
3s. 9d. post free.
a

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder "its hmdfng
samplesand particulars 0! new tools. apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsan
free expression:of Editorial opinion, no paymentof any kind
being rrquired or erupted. [he Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the MUS 0/ Nu goodsrub
rnitmi, or to abstainfrmn hunting
renew 1” any casewhen
in: goodsare not 0; suywiml interestto his readers.)
_
' Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon “ma!
Inspection
goodsnoticed.
Editorial
of ﬂu
‘ Small Gas and Oil Engines.
a

P. A. M. (Glasgow)
l".344l_ Electric Bell Wiring.
writes: Would you kindly send me a diagram of wiring for con
necting up a two-way indicator and bell already installed
so that when pushes A or B are depressed the new bell and

make the pum capable of "suppl ing this amount of water. You
Vignier’s Mi el Steam Engine Design,” price
will ﬁnd Mr.
:5. 7M. post free, very useful in dealing with the designof pumps
and with all the other questionsyou raise.
e

etc. H- M- (Bcdworth)
3.371] Voltage Reduction,
wntes: Would you kindly reply to the following questions:—
1H [flow to charge a 4-volt zo-amp. accumulator ot’f 220~volt
lighting supply; also 4-volt yamp. battery? (2) Could an
wound for 4 volts and magnetised and demag
electric-magnet
netisedabout 300 times per hour for one hour per day be worked
all the zzo-volt lights instead of using accumulators? (3) I have
a pin. spark coal converted to a shocking coil with brass slide
tube oyer core. It is too strong with 2-volt accumulator and
18ins. of iron wire as resistance. Can I regulate it without re
Winding? (4) What size water motor oﬂ house tap shall 1 require
to drive a 6-volt 3ramp. charging dynamo, direct-coupled?
(I) A :o-amp.-hour accumulator will require a current of not
morethan about 4 amps. for charging. If we reckon that this
currentis permissible, a resistanceof 54 ohms will be suitable.
The Wirechosen for the resistancemust, of course, be sufﬁciently
largeto safely
this current. To pass 1 amp. for the smaller
accumulator,a resistance of 216 ohms will be required. (2) By
usingsuitable resistance, yes. (3) You can reduce shock by
remoan the brass tube, by removing the iron core, or by intro
ducingresistancein either primary or secondarycircuits. (4) One
Ofabouti-roth h.-p. would bc required; gearingwould be necessary
togettheright speed.
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Small power gas and oil engines, which are cheap, yet good,
reliable and fit for hard work, are now being made by Messrs.T.
(10., 28, Deptford Bridge, Greenwich, London,
W. Thompson
SE. We recently had an opportunity of inspectingsomeof these
engines, running on parafﬁn and also gas, and can speak very
no question about the
highly of their performance. There
output of these "Thompsm"
e-uzines. Each gives its rated
output, or more and further, there no difficulty about obtaining

Hl-l'r—

Ouran°2|5¢9
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the pressureon the:piston in
where
til i.h.-p.
33.000
lbs.per sq. in.
is the length of the stroke in feet a
the area
of the piston in sq. ins. and n the number of strokes per minute.
With referenceto the water consumptionof small engines,seeour
issueof May 3rd, 1906,in which Mr. Greenly deals with the matter
and 'vesa useful table for ﬁnding an engine’swater consum tion.
M lsl‘iei.h.~p.of compoundcan be found by applying the a ove
mentionedformula to each cylinder, and adding together the
Pn'ers arrived at. (3) Find the amount of water which the boiler
'Bvlpdates per minute, add 10 per cent. for lossesin pump, then
.add 50 per cent. to give the pump good reservecapacity, and

-

written guaranteefor power, efficiency,and goodworkmanshi
a point the advantagesof which we have often emphasised.
ﬁrm’s new list, which will be sent to any reader on receipt of rd.
stamp for postage, gives complete particulars of engines from
hwp. to h.-p. for running on gasor parafﬁn,With tube or electric
ignition.
' Soldering made Easy.
"
“
We have recently had an opportunity of trying the Tinol
High
soldering specialities supplied bysMr. Geo. Adams, 144,
”
itself,
Holborn, London, W.C. These consist of (1) "Time
which
paste"made of powdered solder mixed with a patent
hollow wire or tube of solder
flux (2) “ Tinol wire, which
with
core of the patent flux; and (3) particularly neat little
givesout ﬁne-pointed
methylatedspirit automaticblowlampwhich
“
“
simple in the
flame ins. long. The method of using Tinol
extreme, the paste merely being applied to the two surfacesto be
joined, and the two surfaces are then held togetherwhile heat
applied. The paste melts into solder which automatically runs
good sound joint
made. For soldering
over the work and
electric wires and cables “ Tinoi " is also very suitable,as there
a
practical
workshop trial of
no corrosion after using. From
these specialities we can conﬁdently recommend them to our
readers.
Coventry
Cycles.
Mr. Edward O'Brien, of Coventry,
now issuing a collection
of' illustrated catalogues of up-to-date Coventry-made bicycles.
As Mr. O'Brien does not conﬁne himself to the sale of any one
particular bicycle, he claims to be able‘to suit the various require
ments of his customers.
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indicator will be operated‘in conjunction with the existing ones.
maystate that have tried a single-strokebell in serieswith the
other,but ﬁnd this not at all satisfactory.
The above diagram will show you how to connect to get the
l-alred results.
Simple Model" 'Loconiotive. \V. R. (Siarsden)
_
antes:
31.34%]
am building the Simple \‘l orking Model Loeoinotive'
is in Tar Moor-:i. ENGINEER of March ist, 1902, and
have
~l1de-valve
cylinder Fm. bore, i-in. stroke. Would you be so
kind as to tell me
the boiler would make steam enough for it?
Yes; the boiler
quite suitable for such cylinder and should
drive at about 500 r.p.m.
G. H.
(Marlborough)
11.393] 5&6!!! Engine Design.
writes: (i) What is the formula for ﬁnding indicated horse-power
for
ﬁnding
number
of
cubic
inches of
formula
'ne
Also
an_en
given engine?
watera
'er should evaporate per minute for
engine?
How do you
(2) Are these the samefor a
cogilpound
tell thesize of force pump need
to feed a given boiler?
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The Editor’s Page.
CAREFUL

study of the various advertise
of the many ﬁrms
catalogues
catering for our readers’ wants will show
that here and there is to be found a decided leaning
towards the “ craze for cheapness." “'e suppose
that to some extent this is gQVerned by the laws
of supply and (lg-mend : that so long as a certain
section of the public insists on having something
cheap, so long will somebody supply the demand.
“'e do not advocate extravagance, but we do
advocate the principle of a sound article at a fair
price, and only too often are we confronted with
the disappointment of readers
who have bought
something because it was cheap and have found
it wanting.
Whether an article is really cheap or
not does not depend on the actual price which
is paid for it, but on the value which is given for
the money.
Buying engines, or tools, or other
model engineering materials is very much like
buying a pair of boots or a suit of clothes—the
quality of the goods is regulated according to the
price, and a low-priced pair of boots never gives
the same satisfaction as one for which a higher
There are, of course, certain factors
ﬁgure is paid.
which enter into the question, such as methods
of manufacture. careful buying of raw materials,
and good business organisation, which sometimes
enable thoroughly good articles to be sold at very
moderate
prices, and in these cases the advantage
is, of course, with the purchaser.
But so far as
the supply of so-called "cheap"
goods is con
cerned,
we think that in the model engineering
worldjthere is room for some useful reform. There
is no doubt whatever that it is better to pay, say.
£4 for an engine or tool that will really do its work
well than ,{3 for one which will always give trouble.
That this is so from the customer’s point of view
we think will be generally admitced, and we are,
sure that the makers ﬁnd it inﬁnitely better to
sell something which pleases
the customer and
a friend than something which
makes
causes
nothing but dissatisfaction and complaints.
\‘l'e
should be glad to hear our readers' views on this
question, as we think some substantial expression
of opinion might perhaps lead to a more general
" fair
"
adoption of the
trading
price, fair quality
principle.
ments

and

$

1

1

Those of our readers who are interested in aero.
nautical matters may like to know that the Kite
Flying Association of Great Britain have decided
an exhibition of kites at the World's
to organise
Touring, Sport, Pastimes, Travel, and Tropical
Exhibition, which is to be held at Qlympia. from
July 6th to August 4th next. No charge will
be made to non-trade exhibitors, and models and

|
I
l

April

22, 1909.

other exhibits are invited.
The Kite Flying
Association are also organising various Competi
tions, the prizes for which include a Challenge
Cup offered by the President, Major B. Baden
Powell for the best kite of the year.
Full par'
ticulars may be had from the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. W. H. Akehurst, 27, Victory Road, Wimbledon.

Answers

to Correspondents.

G. G. (Edinburgh).—Please
refer to Mr. Greenly‘s
book, " The Model Locomotive " (price 65. 4d.
post free), which deals thoroughly with the sub

"

ject.

"

local gas sup
(Oswaldtvvistlel—Your
ply company would probably provide the re
quired apparatus.
" Model
our handbook,
1. \V. H. (Leicester).—-See
Boiler Making " (price 7d. post free). Fig. 11.
VUI.CAN

A. W. P. (Kennington).—We
understand you to
ask whether the vertical tubes are sufficiently
large.
Yes. the sizes you give are suitable.

H. H. F. (Hove).-—You

will ﬁnd what you want
of

in an illustrated reply in the Query columns
our issue for April 2nd, 1908.

A. G. D. (Peuzance).—You do not supply sufﬁcient
" Small
See handbook,
particulars.
Dynamos
and Motors" (price 7d. post free).
Yes. any
See
type of lamps.
Speed about r,750 r.p.m.
"
"
Gas and Oil Engines
(7d. post free).

F. W. (New Cross).—-We regret it

is beyond the
of our Query column to design the plant
to your requirements.
scope

Notices.
How to ADDRESSLr-rnms.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper
address.
and all newapparatusand pricelists,Sun,for revrew,to
to I‘m; EDITOR. " The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppiu's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
_
relating to advertisementsand deposus to
All correspondence
"
addressedto Tm: Anvearisnrunr MANAGER. The Model Engl
neer," zﬁ-zq, Poppin'a Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6; Co.,
zb—zq, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C._
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U..S.A., to whom
all subsuipiions from thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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High-Speed Engine.
J.

W. GEARY.

HE

I am
engine
going to describe
I made from

Stuart's castings. Pro
bably the following will
interest some of your

especially

readers,
those who would like
to build a g06d model
engine. but don't like
to start on one be
cause
they have no

lathe.

I have built

model

entirelv
without a lathe. with
the exception of boring
cylinder and turning
crankshaft. and these
had done for me
locally.
The crank
_
webbs I ﬁled up and
polished with emery
cloth
before
having
Per
the shaft turned.
haps the most difﬁcult
the
job of all was
eccentric, and this I
did in the
following
manner : First of all
l secured the eccentric
>trap in the vice (be
fore cutting in halves),
then I got a round-ﬁle
in. diameter,
about
and kept working it
round on the inside
surface until I got a
complete
practically
circle to the size re
quired for sheave to
After, I cut the
ﬁt.
eccentric in halves.
Fig. 2 shows the
I used for
method
making the groove in
for ﬁtting
the strap
By
on to the sheave.
this

I

VERTICAL HIGH-SPEED

ENGINE.

By J. W. GEARY.

_

drilling it out in the
manner as shown in
sketch, it makes it a
bit lumpy in the
groove, but this I took
out by scraping with
the edge of a small
ﬁle.
I
The sheave
ﬁled up to ﬁt strap.
The drain»ch I made
from a. cheap pattern
water— gauge
in the
following manner — by
drilling a hole
and
tapping I in. diameter
in the bottom part of
and inserting
gauge,
a screw with handle,
which makes a three
way cock. as shown
in Fig. I. It will also
be seen by the photo
that
I have
graph
titted two columns in
front. which gives the
engine a better appear
ance.
They are silver
steel, } in. in diam
eter.
The top and
bottom plate I cut
out of mild steel found
on the scrap heap. All
other parts of the en
gine, such as ﬂywheel,
connecting-rod. etc., I
ﬁled up and polished
with
emery cloth.
The keyway
in the
ﬂywheel I ﬁled out
with a small square
ﬁle.
The chief dimen
sions are:
cylinder,
1 in. here, 1 in. stroke,
piston rod
3-16ths
diameter, valve rod
in.,
;
crankshaft
16ths. diameter.
The

'
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the latter pass through the outer casing,
should be well packed with asbestos. when the
smokebox can be placed in position.
A i-ioth in.
diameter hole should now be drilled and tapped
out through the ﬂange of the latter and the outer
boiler casing in one operation, just in front of the
chimney, to take a small lamp bracket, as indicated
at
(Fig. 42). This will sullice for holding the
smokebox front in place.
now readv' for
Having got so far, the boiler
where

Ora/Ina "
hand dr/Zl‘

a

is

/e)

[005177005
0/: d!‘///

steam.

A

Fiq.2.
is

i

have lagged with asbestos and Russian
cylinder
iron, and the engine
enamelled green.

A Design for a 2g-in.
Model Steam Rail
Coach.

The reversing - rod
and the lever in the
cab can be cut out of
mild-steel plate i-ioth
in. thick, to dimensions
which can be taken
from the Coloured
Plate.
slot will
have to be cut in the
footplate by the aid of
a drill
and
piercing FIG. 42.——SKETCH snowrso
saw, to allow the re- LAMP BRACKET FOR KEEP
Fnos'r
IN
lever to pass iNG SMOKEBOX
versing
through, the latter PDSITXON.
to the
afﬁxed
being
main frame by a small bolt screwed into the hole
already provided for it.
Details of the spirit lamp are given in Fig. 43.
The reservoir can be made of stout tinplate and
well soldered, while the three supply pipes and the
At those parts of
wick tubes should be of brass.
the supply pipes over which the wick tubes ﬁt, anick
should be made in either side, as at a. with a small
round ﬁle, to allow the spirit to ﬂow to the wicks.
The wick tubes had better be silver-soldered to the
supply pipes, in the ends of which brass plugs should
These should project as shown. to
be soldered.
enable them to engage in holes provided for them
in the ﬂame-guard, about which more will be said
soldered
to the
later.
A strip of brass (b)
supply pipes to act as a strengthening-piece, and
bent. as shown in the Coloured Plate, to form
At
a support for the end of the central pipe.

Gauge

Motor

J.

BUDD.
By
(Continued from page 344.)

SPIRIT LAMP, TANKS, AND CAB.
1TH regard to the exhaust pipe. the end should
be arranged to come up to about the level
of the centre line of the outer casing, as
indicated on the Coloured Plate. The diameter of
the exhaust oriﬁce should be about 5‘64ths in. in
diameter.
The space round the steam and exhaust pipes,

a

F/q.

diff! r‘en/
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(nof R: 36.1

me,
Shovwng
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She/ch of
Hiree way
dry; in cock
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I
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"H
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N6)

l

a Rs
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FIG. 43.—DETAII.S

or SPIRIT LAMP.
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a piece of sheet brass, with holes drilled to take
the supply
is soldered
in position. This
pipes,
“
acts as a
drip catcher" and will prevent any
spirit, which may have overﬂown from the wick
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the reservoir of the latter can be slightly modiﬁed,
as shown in Fig. 44.
It will be noticed that the
lump reservoir
kept the same width and length
is

April 29, i909.
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ARRANGEMENT

LAMP RESERVOIR.

tubes and become ignited,
from reaching the reser
can
voir.
The
be bent to shape out of
piece of tinplate and
soldered to the reservoir.
3-16ths-in. hole being
previously drilled in the
latter to allow the spirit
to enter.
The action of the iastening arrangement will be

__

4//"_/'//e/"

[:1

7&—

d

__

or

Venf'

a

"lip"

in either case, but
not quite so deep in the
modiﬁed arrangement.
A i-in. hole should be
made in the top, into which the end of the pipe
from the spirit tap should be arranged to dip. The
packing-piece a (which also acts as a stop) can be
ﬁled up out of a piece of brass and soldered in posi
is
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FIG. 47.—FR0NT END PLATE AND SECTION
THROUGH SIDE TANK.
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understood
upon
easily
reference to Fig. 43, and
The
the Coloured Plate.
spindle and ﬁnger at the
_
[7'1
'—
JL_
be of steel.
top should
‘—
while the piece of tube
and the
handle at the
bottom of the spindle may
—
The stopbe of brass.
should be
piece, which
soldered to the top of the
in the position
reservoir
indicated,
can also be of
,
brass.
As mentioned in
pre
FIG. 45.—Snow1NG CONSTRUCTION or SPIRIT SUPPLY TANK.
vious instalment, the en
gine could very well be
tion, a piece being cut out so as to clear the tube
the prospective
llsed as a small shunting engine,
builder does not wish to construct the coach portion
as indicated.
of the model.
In this case, with the engine running
A further alteration or addition which would
alone, the projecting part of the lamp would not
seem necessary
the engine
to be used alone,
look well, and to remedy this the construction of
is the provision of buffers on the rear plank.
In
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stead of the divided buﬁer plank, a new one should
be made and ﬁxed in position, which should be
an exact replica of the front one, including buffers,
etc.
The spirit supply tank can be built up from
tinplate of the same thickness as used for the lamp
reservoir, details being given in Fig. 45.
in the
rear right-hand corner a piece of i-in. brass tube a,
with a right-angled bend. is soldered in place, the
for receiving the spirit supply
end being screwed
A length of thin brass tube b, flattened as
tap.
shown, is passed through the tank and soldered in
Through this tube a rod passes which
position.
is arranged to operate the supply tap, the plug of
which should have a sawcut made in the top, as
at c, in which the spread end of the rod d engages.
The top of the rod can be provided with a small
hindle,
A
as depicted in the Coloured Plate.
ﬁller can be arranged in about the position shown, a
small hole being drilled through the centre of the
screwed plug to act as a vent for the air.

Two small brass angle-pieces should be soldered
to the top of the tank for fixing to the sides of
the cab, and two more can be arranged at the
bottom in the position indicated for screwing to
the footplate.
Before this can be done a slot will
have to be cut out in the latter to allow the bent
pipe 1: to pass through, a hole being already made
to take the end of the tube b.
The supply cock should have a female thread in
one end and a union at the other for connecting
up to the piece of tubing which passes through the
main frames
to the lamp reservoir (see Coloured
Plate).
We now come to the rather uninteresting al
or less indispensable parts of the
though more
Hard sheet brass,
engine, viz., the tanks and cab.
about 20 S.\\'.G. in thickness, and perfectly free
from indentations, should be used throughout for
these parts; the sides of the tanks and cab are in
one piece, as represented by Fig. 46.
After cutting
out the gangway. etc., the piece a can be retained
to form a support for the footboard, while also
acting as stay for the rear part of cab side.

The tanks, it will be noticed, have no inside
walls, the top plates being arranged to butt against
the boiler shell, to which they can be attached
For
by small angle-pieces d near the front end.
thin l-in. angle
joining the various parts together,
brass should be used. The front end plate of the side
tanks is shown at a (Fig. 47), the curved part of which
A length
should be made a nice ﬁt to the boiler.
of angle brass can be flush-screwed to the bottom
0f the tank sides for screwing to the footplate,
countersunk
screws being used, which should be
screwed in from the under side of the footplate at
about the points indicated, and the heads made
quite ﬂush with the under surface of the latter.
The front weather-board (Fi . 48) must be cut away
to ﬁt nicely over the boiler, t e bottom parts being
bent at right angles to form feet (see a, Fig. 49)
for screwing t0 the top of the tanks.
The weather
board is attached to the cab sides by vertical angle
pieces b and c, and to the roof by the bent angle
piece d—all of which can be flush-screwed and
The roof can be made of the
sweated in position.
same gauge brass sheet as used for the cab, the
Sight-hole for the pressure
gauge being cut out
For attaching the roof
before it is bent to shape.
to the cab sides two pieces of brass angle, a and /,
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should be ﬁxed on either side of the latter in the
positions indicated.
The cover-plate of the sight-hole, which can be
either of brass or sheet iron, can be kept in position
by two small pins, as indicated in Fig. 49, the holes
to receive these being drilled on the centre line of
roof. By this means the cover can be easily re
moved for the purpose of reading the gauge when
the engine is running.
The windows in the weather-board are plain
holes 3‘ in. in diameter, which can be beaded on
the outside by ordinary ﬂat curtain rings of the
proper diameter, which can be soldered in position.
The backplate of the bunker shown in Fig. 50
is a plain sheet of brass, which should be made
the exact width between the cab sides, to which it
must be well soldered when in position. A length
of angle brass is attached to the bottom part for
screwing for afﬁxing to the footplate, while a piece
half-round German silver wirevcan
of 3-32nds-in.
to the top edge to form a bead.
be soldered
A piece of the same stuﬁ may be bent round and
soldered in place to form a beading round the cab
opening, as at g (Fig. 49).
All the joints of the cab and tanks can be well
soldered on the inside, after which all superﬂuous
removed. German
solder should be carefully
silver wire i-16th in. in diameter may be used for
the hand-rails, which can be bent to shape and
pressed in the holes provided for them and ﬁxed
with a little solder.
The dummy whistle can be turned up out of a
piece of brass rod, a small hole being drilled in the
roof to receive the bottom part, which can either be
screwed or tacked in position by a touch of solder
on the under side.
(To be continued.)

Aeronautical Models at Olympia
Exhibition.
held at
Olympia, London, March 19th to 27th, de~
monstrated to the English public the great
advance which has recently been accomplished in
aeronautics. The construction of ﬂying machines
Con
and balloons is now an art and industry.
was
the Wellman
spicuous at this exhibition
airship America, specially constructed for Arctic
It has already made one attempt at
exploration.
a voyage to .the North Pole, but abandoned it,
It is
owing to a mishap due to rough weather.
a dirigible balloon of elliptical shape, 184 feet in
length, capacity 258,500 cubic feet, the lifting force
Propulsion is by an
of the hydrogen gas 9% tons.
80 h.-p. engine, which drives two screws each of
ii feet diameter ; speed, 18 miles per hour; petrol
The car is a
capacity for 51} days is prowided.
steel framework, no feet in length, Weighing 14}tons
with its equipment; it is enclosed by fabric and
provided with sleeping berths. Several full-sized
Mr. Moore Brabazon's
machines were exhibited.
Voisfn machine, which has actually ﬂown, some
monoplane machines, and several which were in
an unﬁnished state.
Opinions still ditier as to the correct principle
upon which ﬂying machines should be constructed.
There were several machines of the wing ﬂapping

HE Aero and Motor Boat Exhibition
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One
both models and full size.
type in evidence,
worker in this direction, Monsieur B. Passat, of 6,
\Voodville Road, Thornton Heath, was indefatigable
in demonstrating this principle by means of wings
of different sizes.
But he has evolved a sweeping
movement as distinct from a purely flapping
movement, and claims that the lifting power is
three times that obtained by the gliding principle.
He argues that all heavy birds use their legs to
run along the ground previous to commencing a
ﬂight, therefore all ﬂying machines should be pro
Also
pelled upon wheels before rising into the air.
that pure ﬂapping wings will not be practical, as
the mechanism
is too complicated.
The aeroplane
glider, however, is the type with which ﬂights have
been so
far accomplished by heavier-than-air
machines,
machines.
in
\Ving-ﬂapping
except
the case of one or two models, have yet to prove
they can fly, but this does not necessarily mean
that their advocates are wrong, only that so far
The writer
they have not proved their theories.
slid to one of these—"Why do you not make your
models ﬂy, then someone
may believe in them."
The answer was that the inventor had not the
money to construct a proper machine;
perhaps
this is the trouble with others.
A feature of the show was the number and
Several makers
have
variety of ﬂying models.
and are Supplying little aeroplanes
with
devised
which interesting experiments can be made at
small expense,
Messrs.
The New Things, Ltd..
of 38. Berners Street, London, \\'., exhibited on
the stand of Messrs. The Orleans Motor Co., Ltd.,
some
beautifully made model
ﬂying machines,
all of which are guaranteed to be actual ﬁyers.
They are ﬁtted with wheels and raise themselves
from the ground. Though belonging to the more
kind, they are worth buying by people
expensive
who can afford the price; the frames are nicely
made of wood or aluminium. motive power is
twisted india-rubber.
This is in the form of a piece
of india—rubber tube in some of the patterns. The
illustrations to be given in our next issue give a
good idea of these machines, one of which gained
the Grand Prize in the Lepinc competition at Paris,
1908, but do not show the very nice appearance
which the actual models possess.
The sizes vary
from 28 ins to 48 ins. in length.

29,

1909.

of ﬂight as seen in nature, namely ~the placing
of the weight in a position forward, and not under
neath, to ensure stability in direction of motion.
In these gliders the weight consists of a disc of
metal clipped at the head of the swallow.
It is very
fascinating to experiment with these gliders—they
soar beautifully, and various effects can be obtained
by bending the paper.
According to the maker.
a great deal of time and experiment has been
required to perfect these gliders and to ﬁnd out

DIAGRAM EXPLAINXNG W. Hou'ARD's MODEL
FLYERS.
the secret of producing them so that uniform results
are obtained.
Mr. Howard (who obtained second
trials at Alexandra
prize at the model aeroplane
Park, 1907) exhibited some model ﬂying machines
of the V-plane or dart type, which he seems to

to favour, with vertical planes underneath.
A
small metal plane P is arranged to be adjustable
it determines the direction
along the backbone;
in elevation, and requires to be placed accurately
It the backbone be supported at
in position.
the
down.
the ends the machine turns upside
As soon as
P being then underneath.
plane
the machine is launched in the air it rights itself,
and continues to ﬂy as indicated in the sketch.
1

HELE-SHA\V GLIDER. nv W. HOWARD.

At the opposite end of the cost scale are the
clever little gliders sold by Mr. \\'. Howard, of
18, Egerton Gardens, West Ealing, London, \V.,
in boxes containing six and twelve for a few pence.
They are made of paper and resemble a gliding
swallow, as shown in illustration, and were designed
by Dr. Hele Shaw, F.R.S., to illustrate the principle

April

MR.

BURGE Wasn's

GLIDER m
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machines
will ﬂy 120 feet and are remark~
is the motive power.
steady; india~rubber
Some clever model gliders of the inexpensive kind
were exhibited by Mr. H. Burge Webb of 470,
Road, South Tottenham,
Handsworth
London.
They are of monoplane type, and driven by india
rubber. Our illustration shows one in the air.
The
These

ably
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screw is placed at the rear, and in front is a thin
which carries a small lead weight; this
bowsprit,
is adjustable as required by the operator to com
pensate for alterations in the density of the atmos
phere, a reﬁnement which the writer was assured
is necessary.
Mr. Burge \Vebb makes these in
various sizes with single and twin screws.
They
are very interesting to watch in ﬂight, a size 24
by 20 inches across the wings will
inches length

starting device consisting of a horizontal wood
slide working in a frame and actuated by an india
rubber cord. The propellers oi the machine are
driven by india~rubber, and being wound up engage
with two vertical projections on the slide, thus
being locked whilst the machine is at rest.
The

AEROPLAM-z

Mn. Burma Wang’s WINDING-UP GEAR,
He uses a multi
ﬂy a distance of about 100 feet.
plying gear driven by hand to wind up the india
rubber cord.
merely consists of simple belt»
driven multiplying wheels
geared
up 40 to 1.
On the quick spindle is a pair of pins, between which
the propeller to be wound up is placed (see sketch).
It saves much time and tedium when experimenting
with this kind of driving arrangement.
The same
maker also sells a little paper plane on the lines
of an imitation butterﬂy.
It has a cane stretcher
and tiny lead weight at the front end.
These ﬂy
no matter how
very well, and right themselves
The propellers
they may be tossed into the air.
oi the larger gliders are connected in such a manner
that they give when striking the ground instead
01 breaking.
8: Co., of 14, Union
Messrs. T. W. K. Clarke
Street,
Kingston - on ~ Thames, exhibited their

It

"

"

which have been des
Flycrs
model aeroplane,
in our columns last year.
They make
cribed
scale models of any machine to order, and had
two specimens on show—one being a model of the
used by Mr. Henry Farman, and the
aeroplane
other a ﬁne model of the Wright Bros.’ machine.
track and derrick.
Messrs.
Clarke
with starting
and make
and Co. also build full-size machines,
a speciality
of supplying parts and material.
these are Burgoyne's hollow spars and
Among
thin wood,
for the supporting
struts, three-ply
planes, of great strength, weighing 2 015. per square
foot; wood propeller blades, plated steel wire, fabric
They issue a list which gives prices
covering, etc.
of aeroplanes and of the better known aeronautical
Customers can have experimental models
engines.
made to their own design.
Attention is being given by various designers
to the
question of starting model aeroplanes.
Messrs, The New Things, Ltd., already referred to,
a neat \Vright model aeroplane with a
exhibited
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slide is then drawn back against the piece of india
rubber, and being released shoots the aeroplane
As it leaves the slide the propellers
off in ﬂight.
also leave the projections with which they have
been engaged, and are free to rotate;
the sketch
shows the idea.
(To be continued.)

Workshop Notes and

-N—otions.

A Simple Wire Cutter.
I

By F. Onwm.

give a sketch of a wire cutter
Take
which is very simply made.
an old fiat ﬁle and break it 05 about
an inch from the tang ; soften it
and ﬁle a groove in the top and two
side grooves to meet this. bringing
them up to an edge, which is thus
beneath the surface, so that the ham
mer when hitting the wire does not
touch the cutting edge. The tang
may be ﬁled partly parallel, so that
the cutter can be ﬁxed in the vice.

Hints on Soldering.
' H. N. 5.

Many readers will no doubt have
experienced difficulties in soldering
diﬂerent metals together, such as
soldering pole-pieces to magnets or
A very simple
other such metals.
and efficient job may be made by
using ordinary ﬂux (spirits of salts,
etc.) in the following manner :—
Clean both the articles to be soldered with emery
paper or a ﬁle, making sure all the grease has been
removed, then apply with a piece of rag or waste a
little of copper sulphate solution (which is well
“
blue-stone ") to both
known in the workshop as
articles. This will deposit a thin layer of copper
Then apply solder and ﬂux in the ordinary
on.
manner; it will be found to take readily to both
articles. By this method a very satisfactory
result may be obtained immediately, where other
wise a lot of trouble may be experienced.
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Locomotive Notes.

box.

The engines, which present a very
powerltil and compact appearance.
have leading dimensions as follows :*
Cylinders, :9 ins. by 26 ins.
Wheels (diameter) : Coupled, o it.
10 ins.; bogie, 3 it. 7}- ins.
Wheelbase: Coupled, 9 it. 61115.;
engine, 23 ft. 9 ins.
Borlcr : Height ot centre from rail,
8 it. 11 his; diameter (out
side), 5 it. 6 ins. ;
length of
barrel, 1! ft. 6} ins.
Total heating surface, 1,737 sq. ft
Grate area, 27 sq. ft.
Working pressure, 200 lbs.
Weight (in working order), 59}
lllllﬁ.

EXPRESS

LOCOMOTIVEZ

NORTH

EASTERN

RAILWAY.

Noma

Tvvz

ON THE

EASTERN RAIL\VAY.
Mr. \Vilson \Vorsdell. chief mechan'
ical engineer of the North-Eastern Rail'
way, ﬁnds a very good use on that
line for powerful express engines of the
" .\tlan
4 44—0 type in these days of
tics" and 4—6—o's, and that for deal~
ing with some of the fastest and heaviest
The
trafﬁc in the country.
passenger
locomotive here illustrated and de
is the first of a new series
scribed
recently built at the N.E. Company's
works at Darlington, and it differs
from its predecessors of the same general
pattern by having a larger boiler and
As
some other points of distinction.
it would
regards outside appearances,
this new
be ditticult to distinguish
" R "
“
R' " class from the well-known
class, but when examples of each can
be got side by side it is easy then to
see that the later engines are the more
The chimneys
imposing to the view.
are cast with a projecting rim tor
deﬂecting the wind, and this the pre
The
vious 4—4—o's did not have.
new engines are designed to work trains
equal to twenty carriages, loaded, and
to run the 1244} miles between New
castle and Edinburgh at 53 miles an
The weight of
hour without a stop.
the tram behind the tender will vary
The gradients
from 350 to 400 tons.
to be surmounted include one of i in
go {or about 5 miles; and others of
i in 150, I in 170,511“! I in 200 are
met with at diﬁerent parts of the line.
The ten engines of this class are ﬁtted
with the patent variable blast-pipi
and ash-ejector which is now being
locomo
applied to all North-Eastern
tives.
The blast-pipe is designed to
relieve the back-pressure on the pistons
and to eject the ashes from the smoke

o
44 4“

New 4—4—0'5

A.i\l.l.r\lech.li.

|.-Nizw

S. LAKE,

Fro.
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The tender carries 5 tons of coal and 4,125 galls.
It weighs (in working order) 41 tons
of water.
2 cwts.

SWEDISH

STATE

From Messrs. Nydqvist & Helm, of Trollhattan,
Sweden, the writer has received photographs and
particulars of two very powerful goods engines
recently built by them for the State Railways.
Reproductions from these photographs are given
One of the engines is of the o—Io—o
herewith.
and the other of the 0—8—0 type. The former has
outside cylinders of very large size, while the
latter has inside cylinders of more moderate propor
Both are simple engines, and intended for
tions.
The ten
the heaviest haulage on the system.
type is ﬁtted with piston valve cylinders
coupled
diameter, driving the middle pair of coupled
27} ins.
wheels, which are 4 ft. 31» ins. diameter on tread.
The wheelbase is only 19} it, with 9 ft. 6} ins.
The boiler has a total heating surface
actually rigid.
of 2,322 sq. ft., and the Schmidt superheater has

STATE
SWEDISH
CYLINDERS
DIAMETER
27l-IN.
wrrn
LOCOMOTIVE
SIMPLE
TEN-COUPLED

RAILWAYs.

2.—HEAVY

Locomorives:

:

Fro.

POWERFUL Goons

RAILWAYs.

Loconorrve WORK on BRITISH RAILWAYS.
The writer has recently had occasion to make
on the different English trunk
several journeys
lines, principally
the Great Northern, L. & N.\\’.,
and Midland, and in nearly all cases where there
for so doing,
has been a favourable opportunity
noted a very high quality of locomotive work with
the heavy and fast trafﬁc concerned.
Compari
sons made between the running of different types
of engines, whether on the same or different roads,
are always interesting. and it is surprising how
nearly the results approximate to one another,
independently of the class or type of locomotive
two
employed. For instance, on the L.N.\'V.R.,
runs between Euston and Crewe, with equal train
loads
and similar conditions throughout, gave
precisely the same results, although, on the one
occasion,
a four-coupled, and, on the other, a six
Of course, this is largely
coupled engine was used.
accounted for by the fact that the same schedule
was adhered to and the same loads hauled, but the
conditions were favourable to the more powerful
Under the
engine and less so to the other one.
circumstances matters were perhaps about evenly
balanced by the fact that while the 4—6—0 climbed
better, the 4—4—0 ran, if anything, faster on the
Two of the 74ft. o-in.
level stretches and downhill.
singles on the Midland did better running, strange
to relate, between Leicester and London than a
three-cylinder compound piloted by a single (the
True, the compound
latter engine working home).
had an extra coach, but that would make little
or no difference, especially with the pilot to render
On the Great Northern one of the four
assistance.
"
“
Atlantics
a
gave
cylinder compound
very
on
the
London-Doncaster-without
ﬁne performance
with
of?
the
miles
a
load
of
a-stop trip, reeling
I58
280 tons behind the tender in 2 hours 42 minutes.
A through run from Peterborough to King's Cross
"
"
Atlantic
with 350 tons,
was made by a simple
in 1 hour 25 minutes from a standing start.
The
locomotive superintendent of one of the leading
was
on
one
of
the
G.N.
French railways
present
trains, and at King's Cross expressed great satis
faction with the running of the engine.
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of 634 sq. ft.
The grate area is 34 sq. ft.,
and boiler pressure 171 lbs. per sq. in.
The engine
(in working order, without tender) weighs slightly
>
over 80 tons.
The eight-coupled type locomotive has inside
cylinders, thus resembling many English engines
of the same type.
The cylinders are 19} ins.
diameter by 25} ins., with coupled wheels 4 ft. 0} ins.
The total wheelbase is 16 ft. 4%-ins., boiler pressure
17! lbs. per sq. in., and total heating surface
The superheater provides a surface
1,223 sq. ft.
of 3or sq. ft., and the grate area is 22 sq. ft.
The
weight of the engine in working order is 50 tons.
A maximum tractive eﬂort of 19,841 lbs. is developed
by the engine, as compared with the 41,446 lbs.
Both engines are of an
of the ten-coupled type.
advanced order and rank amongst the heaviest
and most powerful locomotives in Sweden.
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Chucks and Chuck-Making.
By '1‘. GULDSWORTHY-CRUMP.
OME short time since the writer

ENGINE:
Goons

is

lG.

is

I:

'

5,

;

3,

2

is

is

'

if

is

it

As
not advisable to start chuck-making in
metal, the manner of ﬁtting up wood chucks will
be ﬁrst considered.
There seems to be a lot of
wood chucks, but
antipathy against home-made
to the workers who know their value and great
adaptability for use with wood, ivory, or metal, the
of a good selection
of wooden chucks
possession
not to be despised, even
they are not things
of beauty, and are not exhibited to your mechanical
friends.
One of the best materials for chucks
sound
boxwood, but, of course, any other of the hard
woods can be used equally well. As an example,
a solid boxwood chuck
required, as shown in
Fig. i, to ﬁt the nose of a plain lathe.
Now, every lathe should be provided with a
set of lathe taps, cylinder bit, and chaser, of the
same dimensions as the thread on the mandrel.
shows a cylinder bit with its hardwood
Fig.
entering tap; Fig. 4, master tap;
handle
Fig.
inside chaser.
It will be noticed that the
and Fig.

j.-‘EIGHT

it

if

WHEELS

is

Convene

A

it

;

Swznisn

happened
to be in a young friend's workshop when the
said young friend was endeavouring to ﬁt
but, owing to his
up a backplate to a scroll chuck
want of knowledge on the subject, he had gone
hopelessly wrong, and sacriﬁced the casting in
As, doubtless, many readers
consequence.
of
THE MODEL ENGINEER may also be in want of
instruction as to the proper procedure of ﬁtting
chucks to their lathes,
hoped that the following
description of the methods to follow to secure success
may be acceptable.
perfectly made chuck should screw on the
mandrel nose without undue slackness, should bed
itself equally all round against the shoulder,
and should screw up to exactly the same position
every time of using, and retain its accuracy.
This reads very simple, but in practice
not so
The chuck blank may have
easy of attainment.
been drilled askew,_ the thread chased either too
large or too small at the ends, and when screwed
on the mandrel, will only make contact in perhaps
Further,
it should be a faceplate, in all
one place.
will be so much out of truth that the
probability
casting has to be discarded.

- --~ '
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size, or sufficient care was not taken in
commencing the boring. The handle of the bit
should be ﬁrmly held in the left hand, while the
By this means there
right hand governs the feed.
should be no difﬁculty in getting the hole exactly
at right angles to end of chuck, which
most
important.
The hole having been bored to sufﬁcient depth,
an inside parting tool should be used topcut a
of hole, as shown in Fig. l,
groove at bottom
for taps and chaser.
to allow clearance
The
tap is now applied in the following
entering
back
is
centre
manner:
The
removed
from the
tailstock, and the handle slipped over the extended
barrel, and brought up to the work.
The lathe

few times, and still keeping
After repeating this
the lathe running as near as possible
at the same
speed, endeavour to catch the guide line with the
successful, you will ﬁnd the chaser
chaser, and,
advancing steadily into the work. Don't keep
in contact so long that
strikes the end of the
hole, as,
so, your guide line will in all probability
be spoilt.
You can now gradually do a little cutting
by using pressure, as the chaser traverses into the
hole—when the thread will begin to form—being
careful to get out of cut before reaching the bottom.
This
and repeated
until the thread
repeated
nearly to the size when trials should be made
with the master tap, to see how the work
pro
The master tap should have very little
gressing.

.
FE’resuming that a'grip chuck is not available, the
piece oi boxwood can be carried on a taper-screw

it

it

if

if

is

is

is

is

sufﬁcient

a

{I

---ll

ta

ll]

chuck, being careful to see that it beds well up to
The block can now be rough-turned,
the ﬂange.
The centre should now
and the end truly faced up.
be carefully marked, and gradually enlarged in the
form of a large V , so that the cylinder bit can easily
The tailstock is now
enter and get a ﬁrm bearing.
brought up and ﬁxed, so that the back centre
in handle, and the bit
enters the female centre
steadily advanced into cut by means of tailstock
If everything is right, the bit will enter the
screw.
work and bore a perfectly true and smooth hole.
Should the bit wobble, the V has not been of

mandrel is now pulled round with the left hand,
while the right advances the tap into engagement,
when the tap will draw itself in, at the same time
tracing a true screw for the chaser to follow. It is
to put the entering tap through
only necessary
once as a guide for chasing.
The T-rest should
now be set at right angles to the lathe bed, and
close up to the end of the work, and the chaser
used to remove the bulk of the material between the
threads. How simple it reads! Now there are
sevcral things to bear in mind in using a chaser;
but at this point only suﬁicient instructions in its
manipulation will be given for the job in hand,
and its full capabilities and handling will be de
scribed later.
In this case, the outline of the screw pitch is
set out, and the use of the chaser is to deepen
this line without upsetting the thread rate or
getting out of parallel. The T-rest must be so
adjusted that the top of the chaser shall be at
centre height. The next thing is to hold the tool
quite horizontal and parallel with the lathe bed.
The best way of accomplishing this is to grasp the
pillar of the hand-rest with the ﬁngers of the left
hand, the thumb being upwards, and brought on
top of the tool, so keeping the latter ﬁrmly on the T,
but allowing easy movement. The handle should
'be tightly held with the right hand, and the elbow
kept well into the side of the body for extra steadi
ness.
Having put the lathe in easy motion, it is
to study the revolving guide thread,
necessary
and at the same time gently advance the chaser by
a sliding action. and at such a speed that the teeth
of the chaser and the thread rate appear to be
travelling at the same speed.

handle of the cylinder bit is provided with a metal
to engage in the back poppet, and that the
cutting edge of bit is level with lathe centres when
The handles of the taps are bored up to
in use.
receiVe the barrel of the tailstock. and should be a
The chaser is for removing the bulk of the
good ﬁt.
material after the thread is traced by the entering
centre,
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work to do, and should simply be the ﬁnal corrector.
It is used in exactly the same manner as the centreing
tap. it may be found—in all probability it will
be, in the early attempts—that the screw is either
bell mouthed or the reverse, owing to the chaser
not being kept parallel, and this can only be attained
by practice.
Before trying the chuck on the mandrel, or
removing it from the screw chuck, a recess should
be turned out, as shown at A, in Fig. l.
The chuck can now be tried on the mandrel,
when. if all has been correct, it should screw up
bed accurately against the shoulder.
It should be
unscrewed
and screwed up several times, using
plenty of force so as to compress the butting end
of chuck as much as possible, and further to ensure
its remaining true.
This completes the chuck,
and the outside can be turned to whatever form or
shape

desired.

(To be continue/M

Telephone.
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We have here a means of telephoning along a
conductor without any return.
If for our
musical note we substitute speech, which may be
done by screwing back the contact and soldering
wires from an ordinary microphone or telephone
single

'

r“

5‘

J

Fig

I

J

T'

transmitter—one to the contact pillar and the
other to the pillar of the vibrator—we shall have
substituted a make and break actuated by the
voice.
Stationary waves are produced in the wire
and ﬂow in and out of the capacity represented
by the human body. Corresponding currents ﬂow
through the telephone, and telephony along a single
conductor is the result.

“

GREGAN."
By
following experiments, which touch upon
the subject of wireless
telephony, may be
carried out with apparatus of the simplest

HE
k ind.

In the cases quoted a small tov induction coil
giving a l-in. spark was used.
Any ordinary tele
phone receiver will do, though of course the results
vary with the sensitiveness of the instrument.
The ﬁrst experiment was made with a musical
note.
This may be obtained by tuning the make
and break to give a fairly clear musical note.
Most of these small coils can be made to give such
a note by screwing the contact screw up so that the
vibrator is close to the core.
By suitable damping,
however, a note which sings with a beautiful ﬂute
like tone can be produced. This is a matter of
patience and experiment.
Blotting-paper, cloth,
or some such substance. may be ﬁxed to the core,
or a small wedge of any of these substances may be
arranged to touch the vibrator so as to produce
harmonics. A further useful device is a piece of
copper wire bound round the spring in such a manner
as to constitute a sliding weight.
When a satisfactory note has been obtained, the
telephone
may be taken and its two terminals
short-circuited by a loo of wire. If now the coil
be worked, the note wil be heard in the telephone
at a short distance away from the coil.
An area of
inﬂuence
may thus be mapped out round the coil
by walking about with the telephone to one’s ear.
The experiment may be prolonged by noting the
cﬁect of increasing the size of the coil, in which case
the sphere of inﬂuence also will be found to have
increased.

Now disconnect one terminal of the telephone
and note that no sound can be heard unless the free
terminal is grasped in the hand so that the body
Next take a long lead of wire and
forms a capacity.
attach it to one terminal of the secondary, attach
one terminal of the telephone
to this and listen
in it for the note, which will be heard either very
faintly or not at all unless the other terminal of the
telephone is grasped in the hand.

It is but a step here to wireless telephony. Let us
substitute for our copper wire conductor the earth
itself, or better still, it it be available, a stretch of
water.
If the experimenter has an assistant, he will, of
course, prefer to have telephonic speech.
If he has
not, he must use the musical note.
The author in
several
instances made use of a microphone
attached to a phonograph.

One terminal of the primary must be carefully
earthed, the other may be left free.
The receiver in its simplest form consists of a
telephone with one terminal earthed and the other
held in the hand of the operator, the body being
earth-plate rather
uSed as a very high resistance
than a capacity, though its exact function is not
clear,
in
some
it
cases
may bereplaced
since
quite
by a suitable capacity.
Transmission to considerable distances may le
thus obtained. In this form, however, the appara
tus is very crude and to further develop the system
advantage must be taken of electrical resonance.
When we use an earth-return circuit, we get
approximately the same amount of energy out of the
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earth at the far end as we ut into it at the near end.
The reason of this is. if
may put it crudely, that
where we have created a surplus at one end we
have created a deﬁciency at the other.
We must endeavour to imitate this action in some
measure with our present apparatus, if we are to
achieve anything of importance.
If we can make
a receiver that will vibrate electrically in sympathy
with our transmitter, we shall
have attained our
'
object.
Rythrnical electriﬁcations are sent to earth by our
transmitter and decrease in exactly the same manner
as the ripples in a pond when a stone is dropped into

it. These waves, like the ripples, give up théir
energy uselessly in causing anything in the nature
of a capacity which they meet to oscillate elec
trically.
\Ve‘have the analogy in a log of wood ﬂoating on
the surface which may experience perce tible motion
from large ripples close to the source 0 disturbance,
but against which the smaller ripples, at some
distance, would expend themselves
This
uselessly.
is the case with our crude apparatus just mentioned.
A light cork. however, capable of taking up the
motion oi the tiny ripples at a distance would
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paper is made to ﬁt nicely over this and coated on
This condenser
can be
the outside with tinfoil.
adjusted to various capacities by sliding the outer
coating over the inner one, and the best eﬁect can
.
be got by trial.
The two circuits can be further tuned to resonance
by attaching various capacities to the free terminal
of either coil.
These may take the form of metal
sheets of different sizes or aerials of different heights,
though it must be understood that they do not
radiate energy in the same manner as in ordinary
wireles telegraphy.
The system as described is purely in an experi
mental stage, and is described for the beneﬁt of those
who are willing to approach the matter from an
experimental standpoint, it does not pretend to be
in its present state a practical method. If others
would experiment on similar lines and compare
their results with those of the author, a system of
wireless telephony which could be applied to
practical use might be obtained.
Fig. I showsexperimentwith telephoneand loop of wire.
Fig. 2 shows the same when one end of the loop is discon
nectedand theother terminalof the telephoneconnctiod
to capacity K—in this case, the human body.
Fig. 3 showsone terminal connectedto secondaryof~coil, and
is capableof transmittingthroughconsiderabledistances.
Fig. 4 shows method oi ii'lephol'llng through iarth without
connectingwires to short distances.
Fig. 5 shows improved methodof receivingby resonance.
P, primary of coil; 5, secondaryof coil; B, makeand break
or transmitter; K, capacity or human body; T, tele
mm
phone; C, adjustable condenser; I, inductance
‘
parablewith that of induction'coil.

Hardening Aluminium
Copper.

with

OR purposes in which

great strength is un
necessary,_ says Mr. ]. A. Sayles (writing in
the Brass World) copper is the best harden
ing material for aluminium, as the resulting
mixture has excellent casting qualities.
It does
not 'shrink much, and, best of all, it is not apt to
crack in the mould, like the aluminium and zinc

their eﬁect at a much greater distance
experience
from the s0urce.
construct an arrangement
We must, therefore,
which requires very little energy to set it in motion in
time with the impulses it receives.
It is hardly possible to construct an exactly
similar coil and circuit at the receiving station to
that which was used as transmitter, but we can at
The main factors
any rate make an approximation.
of the circuit are inductance, capacity, and resis
in the
tance: the inductance is mostly represented
coil, and consequentlya similar coil as far as possible
The telephone
should be used at the receiving end.
should be connected across its secondary terminals
with a small adjustable condenser inserted in its
circuit.
One terminal of the coil should be put to
earth and the other terminal left free except for the
telephone connection previously mentioned.
An adjustable condenser nlay be made as follows
A short piece of broomstick is coated with tinfoil
A cylinder of cartridge
ﬁxed by paste or glue.

mixtures.
if the aluminium and copper are melted together,
the melting-point of the copper is so much higher
than that of the aluminium that the whole mixture
is "burnt."
Castings then made from it will
be full of blowholes.
On the other hand, to melt
the copper and then add the aluminium is not
practicable, for the reason that there is a greater
quantity of the aluminium than there is of the
copper, and the whole mass chills before perfect
alloying takes place.
I have used the following method for some time
with the most satisfactory results,
and believe
that those who try it will ﬁnd nothing wanting.
I ﬁrst make up a “rich alloy" of the following
proportions :—
I lb.
Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . . . . ..
Aluminium
1 lb.
The copper is melted in a plumbago pot, and
covered with charcoal while the melting is going
on.
When just barely melted, the aluminium is
“hen the ﬁrst piece‘is
added a little at a time.
added, the whole is stirred, and then some more
introduced. The whole mass of meta] will become
white hot from the reaction between the copper
When all the aluminium has
and aluminium.
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added,
the metal is thoroughly stirred and
then poured out into small ingots. Large ones
may also be used, as the metal is easily broken.
The resulting alloy of aluminium and copper is
white and brittle, and is readily fractured with a
hammer,
so that small pieces can be obtained for
weighing desired quantities.
\Nhen it is desired to make an aluminium and
copper mixture, all that is necessary
is to use
twice the quantity of the " rich alloy " that there
is copper in the mixture.
For instance, when it
is desired
to make the regular mixture used for
general casting containing :
Aluminium
.
Copper . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
then the following quantities of aluminium and the
"
“
rich alloy
are taken :—
Aluminium
. . . . . . . . ..
86 lbs.
“
"
Rich alloy
. . .. .. ..
14 lbs.
"
"
The aluminium and the
rich alloy
are placed
in the pot together.
The melting~point
of the
" rich
"
is so low that it easily melts, and all
alloy
that is needed is to stir.
In this manner it. is
to overheat the metal, and pinholes
unnecessary
are not apt to occur.
In fact, I have had a less
number of pinholes in my castings since I used this
method of making the mixture of aluminium and
been

and
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wheel, three circles, with
a 50-teeth
50, 33. 24 holes respectively, seem to be generally
The holes are carefully marked out with
useful.
dividers and drilled right through plate, the small
pin on the locking lever passing up from below.
This lever has three pivot holes, so arranged that
when held in position by the winged screw. the pin
is opposite one circle of holes.
The winged screw
should be made so that, when tightened up, the
locking lever is free to move.

wheel—with

copper.

Dividing Attachment for a
Lathe.
HE

By E. J. HAYNES.

Fm. I.-—-GBNBRAL

ViEw or Drvmmc.

ATTACHMENT.

accompanying are sketches and photo
graph of a novel form of dividing attach
Lastly, we come to the pointers. These are made
ment which I do not think has yet been
from sheet steel ﬁled to shape—the lower one with
a recess turned in it to take the collar, and the
described in THE MODEL ENGINEER, and hope
will interest some readers—perhaps
to
upper one bent down to bring it level with plate.
suggest
them a means of solving what is often a problem
The screwed collar and knurled nut may be turned
with model makers,
who have not
generally many machine tools, and
often wish to convert their lathe into
ﬁrst one kind of machine and then
another, as occasion may arise.
I ﬁnd
it invaluable in milling or slotting
as the knurled disc makes
Operations,
an efﬁcient handle when it is desired
to slowly rotate mandrel to produce a
circular feed.
As will be seen, this attachment con
sists of a steel worm held on an angle
in a cast-iron bracket, so as to engage
with the large spur-wheel of the back
A stud is screwed into the
gear.
headstock and the bracket pivots on
this, held in or out of gear by a nut
on the stud.
Both worm and bracket
are bored the same size to take spin
dle, which is then slipped in from the
Fm. 2.-~'l‘wo Views or WORM AND DIVISION PLATE.
top and secured by a screw, as shown
in sketch;
the holes must be drilled
from bar, but it is perhaps worth making a pattern
through one end of the worm out of contact with
for wing-screw, as two of these are required—one
the spur-wheel.
for the pointers, and another for the locking lever.
The gun-metal dividing-plate is driven on and
To use the pointers. both wing-screw and knurled
fixed to the end of the worm spindle, care being
tiken to make it such a length that the edge of
nut are loosened, the ppinters set to required number
of holes, and the knurled nut tightened. This
dividing-plate clears the spur-wheel comfortably.
retains them in their relative position, and the
Any convenient number of holes may be drilled
in plate, depending on the number of teeth in spur
wing-screw clamps the whole in place. as required.
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It is best for' the locking-pin nqt to protrude
abovr: dividing-plate,
so as to clear pointers, and
it is quite easy to see which hole it is in, even when
below the surface.
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Having obtained a battery, and some very thin
platinum wire, about 002 in. diameter or less, we
to construct the gaslighter. First
are prepared
will be required a little wooden case, easily made
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The general arrangement is drawn just about
full size for a 3-iu. lathe. but a few slight altera
tions may he wanted to suit individual requirements.
Of course, to get the maximum use from such a
oontrivancc,
some
form of milling attachment

_\N
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The case
of {-in. fretwood, or other thin wood.
should be made to dimensicns in Fig. 1, or large
enough to allow the battery to slip freely in and
out. The best method to join such thin wood at
to ﬁrst carefully glue the edges together
the edges
with good strong glue, then place inside, along
in. wide.
every joint, a strip of glued calico about
This will then make the whole fast.
We have now
1»

for the slide-rest is indispensable. This I am now
making, having already done all the castings.
to have the pleasure of
and hope, if successful,
giving a description of it in some later issue of THE
MODEL ENGINEER.
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By 0. P. BYRON Smru.
of my readers are, no doubt, acquainted
with the little reﬁll batteries sold for use
I
in the pocket electric flash lamp sets.
have used such batteries for another purpose,
namely, for use in the gaslighter described below.
This little gaslighter is by no means expensive to
construct,
or to maintain afterwards;
all the
material that is required for the construction costing
First of all will be required, of
only a few pence.
course, a reﬁll battery—obtainable from any model
This battery will be
electric shop for Sixpence.
found powerful enough to heat a. short length of
platinum wire, about I in. or 1} ins. in length
The wire will not glow
and -002 in. in diameter.
brightly, but only a dull red, or perhaps it may
only become heated, so that no glow is visible.
The cost of the wire Would be less than a tarthing,_
for a length of about l0 ins. only costs 2d.

F117.
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//////
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For the top a thin
cylinder with each end open.
let into the
of wood, same thickness,
piq: der until just level (see Fig. I). This
cy'
also
secured by glue and glued calico.
Next we require
circular piece of wood, about
in. thick and about
in. diameter;
this can be easily cut off from a
round rod,
in. diameter.
This wooden disc is
the
glued to the top of the case, a little to one side
position required will be seen later.
For the opening lid at the bottom
swivelling

i

i

;

Pocket

a

Simple Electric
Gaslighter.

1 a

_A
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piece of wood, cut to ﬁt, will probably be found most
convenient (see Fig. 2). It may be necessary to
glue a bit of wood on to the outside of the case, to
allow sufﬁcient depth of wood to prevent splitting
when the screw is passed in. It is best to drill a hole
ﬁrst.
Another screw is placed in the opposite side,
and a slot cut in the lid, as in Fig. 2.
Two metal screws must now be passed through the
circular wooden disc at the top. Holes must be
drilled large enough to allow the screws to pass
A piece of thin brass or copper,
freely through.
of the shape shown, is passed over the one screw,
to form the push; a nut is then Screwed on.
A
nut is also screwed on to the other screw.
The
nuts need not yet be tightened, as a wire must
pass under the head of each.
Next obtain two pieces of thin copper wire—any
2 ins.
size between
36 and 28 is suitable—about
long. Cut 05 a short length of platinum wire,
about ii ins., and fuse each end on to the copper
wires in a gas Bunsen flame or spirit lamp. The
ends of the copper wire will fuse in the ﬂame, and
while they are in this condition the platinum wire
A
should be plunged into it while still in the ﬂame.
length of 2-in. copper wire is allowed, for a certain
amount of the wire will be wasted in the fusing and
it will become shorter. The copper wires are then
cut off at equal lengths of about
in. They are
then passed under the heads of the two screws, Fig. i,
with the platinum wire in the shape of the ﬁlament
of an ordinary incandescent electric lamp. The
nuts underneath are then tightened. For the
push a little bit of wood can be glued on to the brass
strip at A. Fig. l.
A covering for the thin wire will be necessary;
this is easily made out of a piece of zinc, brass,
copper, or any other tubing, 1}in. inside diameter.
This is perforated all over with {-in. holes close
together, and then pushed tightly over the wooden
The end can be
disc on the top of the case.
pinched together, or better, a circular piece of
perforated metal, Q-in. diameter, soldered in the
top.
This case can also be made of wire gauze, but
is not so substantial.
If wire gauze be used it
must be a fairly large mesh, otherwise the ﬂame
inside the gauze.
It is
may remain concealed
best to make another metal cap, not perforated,
slightly larger, to fit over the perforated cap as a
dust protector.
The battery is then placed in the
case, and the lighter is ready for use.
The principle of the lighter is this :—-VVhen
the push A is pressed, the current flows through
the thin platinum wire.
The current should then
just glow the wire ; if it does not, the platinum wire
is too long and must be shortened.
Now. as is
well known, platinum wire, when heated to a dull
red, or even less, will continue to glow when held
over a gas jet, because of the mixture of gas and
air: it glows brighter and brighter, until the gas
lights.
Thus, to use the gas lighter, all one has to do
is to take oﬁ the dust cap, then hold the perforated
tube about 2} ins. from the gas burner, turn on
The wire should
gas, then just give a short press.
then continue to glow until the gas lights, without
any further consumption of current. So only one
short press is needed to start it. Remove the
lighter as soon as the gas lights. The batteries
will last quite a long time, and the device has
worked well in the writer's hands.

i
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Prod ucer-Gas Launch.

Successful Trials of

n

Clyde Boat.

HE

ofﬁcial trials of the Pioneer, a new producer
launch, were
gas demonstration
recently
I
carried out. A number of people interested
in the use of producer gas for marine propulsion were
The Pioneer is a torpedo~stemed
wood'
present.
constructed launch of 40 ft. by 7-ft. beam, and is
ﬁtted with a 30 h.-p. installation, which gives a
The trials of this vessel
speed of 9 knots per hour.
have shown that producer gas certainly has many
advantages over steam, petrol, and parafﬁn engines
for commercial work, especially in the matter
The motor of this launch is
of running costs.
of the usual petrol type, but has been specially
During the trials the
adapted for producer gas.
engine-ran with marked steadiness, and with a silent
and invisible exhaust. One of the chief expenses
in connection with land producer gas plants has
been the water supply which is required for the
\Vith marine
satisfactory cleansing of the gases.
work, however, this expense is entirely eliminated,
as an unlimited supply of water is procurable,
it being only necessary to attach a small rotary
pump with sea-cock connection to the engine for
At the same time, although sea
this purpose.
water is quite suitable for passing through the
scrubbers for the cleaning and cooling of the gases,
a certain amount of fresh water is necessary
for
the supply of water vapour to the producer, but
as only a small quantity is required, a sufﬁcient
supply is carried in the bilge tanks of the vessel
hours' continuous running. The
for thirty-six
great advantage of the producer gas installation
is that it is simple, and requires but little attention.
In land producer plants it is sometimes necessary
to'poke the ﬁre to prevent clinkering, but in a
marine producer this is seldom necessary, as the
motion of the vessel usually prevents clinker
forming. When the producer plant is not used
continuously, but is only working for a set number
of hours per day, the producer can be closed down
at the ﬁnish of the day's work, and the following
day it is only necessary to run the fan for a few
minutes and the motor can be started immediately.
By this means an extremely small amount of coal
but this is fully compensated for
is consumed,
by there being no loss of time in starting up.
The
plant can be banked up, and will always be ready
for starting at short notice. At present the builders
only guarantee the producer installation to work
satisfactorily on anthracite coal or coke.
The
running cost of this launch is said to be only 21d.
per hour, while if petrol were used for the same
it would work out at 2s. 6d. per hour.
power,
This in itself is a consideration which cannot
lightly be overlooked, and the introduction of pro
ducer gas for power purposes will no doubt greatly
advance the progress of the internal combustion
for marine propulsion in higher powers,
engine
and particularly in the matter of commercial craft.
Perms have been prepared for the construction
at Montreal of the longest bridge in the world.
It
is to span the St. Lawrence River at a point below
the present Victoria Bridge, and will be three miles
The cost is to be $400,000.
An American
long.
syndicate is ﬁnancing the undertaking.
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The “Great Bear’s" Boiler."
Eniron OF The Muriel Engineer.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

(The Editor ("Piles "ad": to make us: 0/ this column for ﬂu lull
discussiona] mailer: n/ Prﬂdlﬂll and mutual i'lltvlsl. Late"
my be sxgud with a nom-dc-plume if desired,bu! Ill: [1411
new and address 0/ the sendernus-r invariany b: Mum,
thoughno! wnsan'ly to! pubhmhonl

Model Steam Picket Boat.
To THE EDITOR OF The illodel Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—I enclose two photographs of the
scale model service
picket boat I mentioned to
Sharpness of outline and
you some time ago.
suffered
details has, in some instances.
by the
necesnty of blocking out the background of photo
gnph.

'l'o THE

DEAR SIR,—\\'e see in the current number of
your paper a reply to Query 21,338, which states
that " the tapering of the boiler is also extended
in the "Saint" class,
right to the smokebox"
“
"
"
as in the
class and the
Great Bear."
Knight
Permit us to point out that this is not the case
in the latter engine.
There is 6 ft. 2 ins. parallel
from back end of smokebox to the commencement
of the taper on this engine—Yours
faithfully,
JAMES CARSON x Co., LTD.

M

Following are particulars I—SCale, j in. to 1 ft.
Hull: Built by one of the carpenters on board
H..\l.S. Britannia last year.
Planked in usqu way
on ribs.
The keel was made amply strong enough
to take the strain of machinery.
Length, 3 ft. 6 ins.;
The deck ﬁttings
beam. 71: ins.; depth. 5% ins.
are as near as possible models of those in the full
\Vheel, rudder, and connections made
sized boat.

4
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Anti-Skidding

Device for Motor Vehicles.
TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-ln April ist issue, I have read
with great interest Mr. Hackett’s answer to various
letters, my own among the number.
Before I read
it, I was under the impression that by a solenoid
he meant one which had a moving plunger; but
I see now that he intends to use electro-magnets
with ﬁxed cores.
He quotes the dimensions of one
which he has—weight, 5 lbs. ; volts, 6 ; amperes, 2%..
With this he lifts 10 stone. By lifting 10 stone,

7

_
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Two Vmws or

llrIODEL

STEAM

PICKET BOAT.

The rudder before the pro
specially on board.
peller is a dummy.
Engine casing of sheet tin,
with openings for ﬁlling boiler, etc.
Fore‘part of
deck lifts off easily to get at lamp, and, when
itt'll’lllllg, I anticipate that it will have to be left
mi, as lamp requires more air than can get to it
I have made a turtle deck,
with deck in place.
with Large opening at after-end, but I doubt this
wen
Engines, etc.,
giving sufﬁcient draught.
Boiler: 8 ins. over all; diameter,
by Whitney.
Two return tubes.
Superheater coil in
4 ins.
No
after combustion-chamber.
Copper riveted.
L'sual necessary
ﬁttings.
Safety valve
pump.
liits at 35 lbs. per sq. in.
Have tested boiler under
water
pressure to 50 lbs. per sq. in. Lamp:
Benzoline
blowlamp, ﬁtted with needle valve;
Two
6—8~in. ﬂame
at full power. Engines:
slide-valve, @-in. by
in.
cylinder,
Double-acting
No reverse.
Propeller :
simple, standard pattern.
Pitch—I do not know
3 ins. diameter, i-in. shaft.
What this is.
\Veight : Complete (ready for steam
ing), 14 lbs. 2 025.
I have not had a proper trial trip yet, but hope
to soon, when, if you like, I will send results.—
Yours truly,
J. F. GRANT-DALTON
‘
Commander R..\'.
Southsea.

l

By

COMMANDER

J. F.

GRANT DALTON, R.N.

does he mean that he ﬁrst attracts the armature to
the poles and then lifts magnet and all P Because,
if this be the case, he is getting his results under
conditions different from those which will be in
There is an enormous loss of
practice on the car.
power when an air gap is introduced into a. magnetic
circuit, as can be seen own in an electric bell,
where it is much easier to keep the armature from
being attracted than to pull it back when once

attracted.
In answer to my objection to his iron wheel on
granite sctts of a town street. Mr. Hackett suggests
a wheel whose rim is studded with spikes 3 ins. long
or more.
I suppose he means that they will
project radially, but I do not see that this will
matters better.
To take one example of
make
such spikes, look how slippery a wet street is to a
The spikes, or
man who has tackets in his boots.
any iron, would be very bad on a frosty street ; but,
then, of course, the tyres would not slip if they were
smooth rubber.
Then Mr. Hackett says that the device is not
designed to stop a car when skidding, but to prevent
it from skidding. But the car must have skidded
a little bit before the trailing wheels can tilt, and
the little bit means a good bit of the harm done.
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four-wheeled vehicle. A necessary preliminary to
this, however, would be to have the whole thing
We
in black and white on the drawing board.
should like to hear of some actual development
before resuming the discussion—ED.
M.E.]

Wireless

31.:

To THE EDITOR OF Telegraphy.
The
fodel Engineer.
" “'ireless Tele~
DEAR SIR,—The
articles on
graphy," on pp. 228 and 202 of your paper contain
or, rather, incomplete state
several
misleading,
ments, which might lead readers astray.
"
A. H. 31.," in Query 21,023, does not seem to
be aware that waves can only be radiated from
circuits in which oscillations are taking place.
and that for oscillations to be generated in a. circuit,
the latter must contain a capacity and an inductance
in series.
He refers to a 4-turn inductance without
any reference to a capacity, and yet asks what
wave-length he will get.
The rule he quotes for calculating the. inductance
is of no use.
The simplest rule for calculating
single layer helical inductances is :
L = (1r (1 n): I
Where I. = required inductance in centimetres.
d = diameter of helix in centimetres.
l = length of helix in centimetres.
n = number of turns on helix per centimetre
of its length.
The helix should be constructed so that

:8

§

2

at least, and preferably = 50, c.g., bell-wire might
it.
be wound on a rod of wood
in. diameter and
long.

: capacity

C

X

\/

L

:

The wavelength of a circuit in which oscillations
can take place may be calculated from the formula
= 59-6
= wave-length in metres.
Where
C x

in microfarads.

= inductance in centinmtres.
The
frequency of the oscillations may easily be
found from the formula:
300,000,000
=
“

#T—

1

r.g.,

in

3oo-nietre
=

a circuit

radiating,

waves.‘

the

0r tuned to receive,

frequency =

a million per second.
Any aerial when erected

300,000,000
30°

_ >
has a deﬁnite Intrinsic
capacity and inductance, and, therefore, a deﬁnite
wave-length, which may be increased by adding
inductance in series in the aerial, or reduced by
The
adding capacity in series in the aerial.
length of an aerial cannot be conveniently calcu~
lated, owing to the complexity of the data; but it
can easily be found experimentally by means of a
“
wave measurer," by the principle of resonance.
Wave measurers can be made at home quite
_

_

ane

F

C

A

successfully.
With regard to Messrs. johnson's article, their
transmitting circuits would be much improved by
B D E
i. The circuit
is
changing Fig.
for the purpose of storing up energy before the
spark occurs between A and P. On discharge the
oscillating energy of the above circuit passes into the
aerial (when the latter is in tune with the lnrmrr),
radiated into space in ether
and from the aerial
is

To THE EDITOR or The blade! Engineer.
DEAR Sim-In reply to the letter of “ Practical "
in March i8th MODEL ENGINEER, I consider the
objections he. raises are very easily disposed of.
In
answer to his ﬁrst objection, allow me to point out.
that he appears to completely ignore the existence
of electric cars and 'buses.
With such motors
no special batteries would be needed.
In answer
to his objection re power of solenoid to resist shocks,
I would point out that it is not necessary for the
solenoid to do more than pull down the lever, and,
once pulled down, it would be held down by any
of the numerous different arrangements at present
existing for the application of brakes, and then,
when the danger was passed, it could be released
by a hand lever.
The next objection is that the rubber-tyred
wheel cannot complete the electiic circuit until the
car has started to skid. This statement is not
correct. because the degree of sensitiveness to side
slip can be increased
up to any desired extent,
so that the action of the solenoid would be, for
practical purposes. instantaneous.
“
Practical " then says, “ the whole concern
is too complicated."
Surely there is some mistake
here, for there is really nothing whatever com
plicated in two plain wheels, neither is there any
thing to get stuck up with mud in a single solenoid,
which could be enclosed if desired. nor could there
be any rattling where there is nothing to rattle.
It
is possible that “ Practical " may bi' confusing my
drawings, which appeared in your issue of Novem
ber izth.
Drawing No. I is not electrically worked,
but mechanically, and is intended only for heavy,
long cars, 'buses, or traction vehicles.
Should
"
Practical" care to see full speciﬁcation and
drawings,l shall be glad to send them to him, or
to any of your readers who care to send me their
addresses—Yours truly,
E. A. HACKETT.
[\\'e suggest our correspondent should make, or
have made, a working model of this device, large
enough to be practically tested on a light, temporary

I
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Then, again, different pressures must be applied
to the gripping-wheel to suit different conditions.
What provision has Mr. Hackett made for governing
this ? He says that he can apply 6 tons if necessary.
If 6 tons were correct on macadam, then I should
think that it would be too much for granite or
wood, and the gripping-wheel might play the
part to the car that the curly tail did to the pug-dog
of tradition.
I do not wish Mr. Hackett to suppose that I am
making light of his device, or criticising it for the
sake of saying something ; I am only noting what
appear to me to be defects, and the value of this
column is in the free interchange of views. Indeed,
I should only be too glad if Mr. Hackett proves
to me that i am wrong and he is right.
In conclusion, I do not think that the electrical
part of the device is practicable.
There is no
reliable means of governing the pull of the gripping
wheel
levers
automatically
to suit the various
And there are too many faults lying in
surfaces.
posmble
broken wires.
short-circuits,
or dirty
contacts.
If the gripping-wheel part was a proved
success, I think that it would be much more reliable
if controlled from the driver's seat, either by com
pressed air, or direct levers—Yours
truly,
Glasgow.
WILLIAM M. GRAHAM.
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As long as an aerial remains unchanged the wave
radiates will remain unchanged, the circuit
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Boats and Hydroplanes.
or The Model Engineer.

THE EDITOR

DEAR SiR,—Sundry proposals and questions have
raised at various times as to speed boats,
hydroplanes, etc.; but though these questions haVe
“
been asked, we have got
no forrader."
l—and
expect many others—are beginning
to think about the regatta to be held in August (?),
but we have nothing to go upon and no programme
laid out.
Some months ago
was stated that there was
to be
sub-division of classes into hydroplanes

it

I

been

a
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just inserted in the aerial
Q‘Simple station,
"
With a telephone in shunt with it.
A. H. .\l."
could commence the calibration of his station for
receiving by tuning in to North Foreland station
(call =M N F), which sends on 3oo-metre
wave.
He should also "receive" the lightships on the
Goodwins
sending on roo and zoo-metre waves,
it

I

it

Speed

To
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DEAR
have
It
your issue of April 15th.
quite correct for
the distant signal to be locked, so that
cannot
be lowered until both home and starting are off.
do not know why V. C. C. refers to advance
starters
they do not exist on my diagram, which
a signalling plan for a country or wayside station
on a model railway.
It
quite as important for
the starting signal to be oil before the distant. as
for the home
otherwise. how about an express
arriving at a home_signal at 60 or 70 miles an hour
to ﬁnd the starting against it. The Board of Trade
require both home and starting to be ofi before
I the distant, and they do not admit understanding
between drivers and signalmen of the kind referred
to by V. C. C.
is
but
Gelatine may be used for spectacles,
not so good as glass, a means of ﬁxing which will
be described
later on in my article—Yours faith~
Geo. “'iNri-szanivi.
fully.
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Signalling.

he Model Engineer.
just read V. C. C.’s letter in
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Model Raiiwa
To rm: EDITOR or
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unless
gig-‘siég
and
are very large, or very weak against punc
ture by a spark, they should be arranged in parallel
and not in series, as shown, for the energy stored
before each spark discharge
=
V2. so (as V is
determined by the length of gap decided on, {K in.
to
m. say, i.e., about 10,000 volts) the greater
the capacity the greater the energy available for
radiation.
An easy rule for comparing the efﬁciency of a
Station
that the working range in miles 0! any
=
two high eﬁiciency stations of similar design
height of aerial in feet
this
approximately true
for heights from 20 it. to lOO ft., assuming that the
stations are allowed all the power they can take,
the most sensitive up-to-date detectors are
use .
anddthat
The condenser shown in Fig. IO
so enormous,
comparatively speaking, that no apparent difference
in series
timing would be observed by putting
in the aerial as stated on page 230, its insertion is,
therefore, useless.
ins.
couplevof sheets of brass or copper foil,
Square and separated by a piece of high quality
paper. soaked in parafﬁn wax, will be large enough.
as
tuning condenser for such a small aerial, and
easier to make connections to than tin foil.
The
" detector referred to would be
"needle-carbon
much more sensitive
used inverted with a small
permanent magnet, so adjusted over centre of needle
jus! holds the latter against the carbons;
that
this detector, however,
too sensitive to mechanical
shocks.
No one seems to have referred to the “ galena
" detector,
which—for
the
amateur—
graphite
is by far the best in every way, being very sensitive,
made by
cheap, simple, reliable, and small.
resting a small piece of H H H H pencil, -well
"
"
“
sharpened. on a
ﬁat
crystal
granular
(not
0i galena, the pencil being mounted on a spring
so that the pressure of its point on the galena can
be adjusted
no battery
required for it, and, for

;

either of the originals, thus Ck =

:

is

Cl

\/5_= i34

is

Ll

metres.
The aerial M H D N must now be tuned to i34
metres by adjusting the sliding contact H.
If two capacities,
and C1. are in series with
each other, the resultant capacity Cu
less than
50-6

I

=

DEAR SiR,—Rc the letter in April r5th number
regarding the 25 gauge steam rail motor coach,
and the suggestion of using a spring instead of a
pivot for the cylinder.
It may be well for toys and engines driven by tin
boilers; but for a solid-built rail coach, employing,
a way
condemn. The
perhaps, 30 lbs. steam,
pivot can be adjusted so to the face of the steam
block that the cylinder
quite free to move, yet
too close to allow of any steam passing.
such a bad
The spring type, on the contrary,
iece of British work, that to stop any steam passing
almost
it has to be strongly in tension—making
impossible to move the cylinder in the slightest.
Mr. Farren says that :—" It would be difficult
to ﬁt with the accuracy required to enSurc free
working."
conclude by Siying that
true model maker
hours over a cylinder bore—then he can
spends
spend id. on a block of Monkey Brand soap in
bringing the faces to a workmanlike ﬁnish—Yours
Z. U. G.
truly,

I

= 59-6 V'Cl

Oscillating Cylinders Arrangement.
To rm: EniroR or The Model Engineer.
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and might just be able to get ScheVeningen (S.C.H.)
and Norddeich (K.N.D.) on their much longer
waves, listening 9.30 a.m., and 9-30 p.m. for them.
not essential; good work
Great height of aerial
can be done with a 3o-ft. ﬁagstaff in the garden
from the top of which six wires about 40 ft. long
are hung round like the spokes of an umbrella at a
these
supported by
being
slope of
spokes
insulators of wood soaked in wax.—Yours truly,
H. P. T. L.

is

C

C,1..l

is is is

A C F is not for the purpose of keeping the radiated
waves constant.
it Cl is the capacity of cir. A C D F.
the inductance of cir, A D F.
the capacity of the aerial.
the inductance of the aerial.
L2
Then Cl
must be = C, L,.
The capacity
be
should
as
as
i.e., as
large
possible,
the coil will charge
large as
up to a pres
sure sufficient to break down the gap AF, when
the latter is 1‘; in. to {th in. long -— -001 micro
farads, say.
The inductance LI should be quite
small, ;,000 cms. say, i.e., a few turns only.
Cl Ll.
then =
so from above formula:

it
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The Societ;orfTio_delEigineers
[Riporls 0/ meeting:should be sent lo the oﬂiczs 0! Tu: Moon
Esoihittiz without delay, and will M msnled in any par
ticular issu:
receiveda clan nine days below the actual
datea! publication]

London.
FUTURE MEErmcs.—Wednesday,
May 26th, at
the
Golden Lane. E.C.
Cripplegate Institute,
“
Model Aero
Lecture by Mr. E. W. Twining on
illustrated
Experiments,"
by slides and
plane
As this meeting
intended to encourage
models.
the study of aeronautics and
of general interest,
readers of this paper who have not yet joined the
Society are invited to be present; admission will
be by ticket to be obtained free on written applica
tion to the Secretary at least three days before the
date of the meeting.
Visit—On Saturday afternoon, May 8th, at
three o'clock, to the Electric Welding Works of
Messrs. Kerswill Bros, in Marylebone Lane.
Early
intimation should be given to the Secretary—Full
particulars of the Society, and forms of applica
tion maybe obtained from the Secretary, HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, SIE.

:

tion recently took place, when, under the
guidance of Mr. Philip Dawson, M.Inst.C.E.,
electrical adviser to the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway Company, the plant, etc.,
installed in connection with the electriﬁcation of
the Company's South London line was inspected.
After seeing the features of interest at Battersea
Park Station, the members proceeded to Denmark
Hill, where the switch-cabin and various recording
instruments required by the Board of Trade were
shown. An experimental train was shortly after
wards run in to the station, and its whole construc
tion, equipment, and working fully explained.
The line under course of electriﬁcation is 9 miles
in length, and extends from Victoria to London
At present steam traction occupies 36
Bridge.
minutes, which will be reduced to 25 minutes under
the new system. and it is intended to run a ten
minutes"
service.
The current for operating the
trains will be obtained from the London Electrical
at Deptford,
transmitted
Supply
Corporation,
by duplicate mains to the switch-cabin at Queen’s
Road, where the meters are placed.
Duplicate
feeder cables are taken thence to Denmark Hill.
The system adopted is the single-phase alternating
involving the use of the overhead
high~tensi0n,
conductor, which is quite impossible when the
ordinary continuous current system is employed.
In consequence of the very high pressures at which
the current will be supplied (6,700 volts), only 100
or 140 amps. will be required per train.
Current
is collected from the overhead
wire, which is sup
ported at intervals of IO ft. from two robust steel
cables
From the
by means of a collector-bow.
how the current is taken into the high-tension
chamber, where are located the various instruments
and safety devices for dealing with it. and is then
conducted in lead-covered cables to the two trans

1

is

Visit of the Junior Institution of Engineers.
NUMEROUSLY attended visit of this Institu

1

is

S.C. Railway Elec

i
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&
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trification Scheme.

i

formers under each motor-car ; thence low-pressure
current is taken to the motors. At present the
rolling-stock consists of eight trains, each made
up of three coaches, the ﬁrst and last being a third'
class carriage,
ﬁtted at one end with the guard’s
van and motor-man's compartment.
The centre
coach is not equipped electrically, and is entirely
devoted to ﬁrst-class passengers.
There is no
second class.
Each of the two end coaches is ﬁtted
with four 120 h.-p. single-phase
motors, designed
by Dr. Eichberg, the inventor of this type of com~
pensated
repulsion motor. Lighting is by means
of a double circuit, each compartment being ﬁtted
with two holopliane globes, each containing two
[0 c.-p. lamps.
Every precaution has been taken
against ﬁre risks—the sides, roof, and bottom of
the coaches
with sheet
entirely covered
being
aluminium, and the bottom further covered with
heavy asbestos sheeting. in addition to slag wool
ﬁtted in a large space left between the floor boards.
Each coach is mounted on two pressed steel bogies.
with 42-in.
The
wheels
and
8-ft. wheelbase.
over-all length of the coach is 60 ft. Besides
hand-brakes, Westinghouse
air-brakes
ordinary
of the most modern type are installed throughout
the train.
The contractors for the whole of the
work, with the exception of the coaches, are the
Gesellschaft, of Berlin.
Allgemeine Elektricitéts
It was stipulated that everything that was possible
should be of British manufacture, with the result
that, with the exception of the electrical equipment
of the trains, the whole of the work has been carried
out by British workmen with British material—
the coaches
by the Metropolitan Amalgamated
the
Carriage & Wagon Company, of Saltley;
overhead equipment, etc., by Messrs. R. \V. Black
well
C0.; the cables were Supplied by Messrs.
Siemens
Bros. and Messrs. Johnson
Phillips;
the switchgear in the cabins by the British Thomson
Houston Company, of Rugby; electric travelling
cranes for the repair sh0ps are being manufactured
Pitt, of Bath; and
by Messrs. Stothert
special
repair and maintenance wagon will be supplied by
Co.
Messrs._Dick, Kerr
6:

The L.B.
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and boats, but, so far, we have no deﬁnitions as
to what constitutes the two classes.
As a case in point, take the craft shown on page
153, February 18th, 1909, designed by \‘i'm. J. E.
Pike. Are these boats or hydroplanes?
I believe
that if they were provided with sufﬁcient power
to drive them that the bows would be lifted right
out of the water and that they would become for
all practical purposes mono-sphenic hydroplanes.
I am anxious to have the term “hydroplane”
defined,
so that I can start to design simething
which will act as a hydroplane and be called a boat!
I have a sort of mania for trying to get round rules.
Does a pointed bow constitute a boat?
Then, agiin. are we going to have a small class,
and, if so, what are the length limits and other
conditions to be?
.llodi'l Engim'eriﬂg Exhibition.~\'ou ask for
criticism on the above.
Might I suggest another
class in the Competition Class, viz., “ Originality of
I believe that this proposal
design and execution."
will, at any rate, meet with your approval—Yours
V. \N'. DELVES-BROUGHTHN.
very truly,
[Conditions of our 1909 Competition will appear
in the next iSSth.—~ED. M.E.]
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J.

F. (llklev) write-<1
Electric Bell Wiring.
lzmoil
\Vill you please give sketch for wiring bells, the push on front
door to ri"g bell in kitchen, the smilepush to ring bell in bedroom,
aad push ll bedroom to ring bell behind front door.
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The above diagram ShuWShow to connect up to obtain the
desired results. A
the front door,
is the kitchen,
is the
bedroom.
[11,399] Electrlc Lighting Plant. M- A- C. (Blantyre)
writes:
should be greatly obliged
you will answenme the
following questions:——(i)\Vhat horse-power of an oil engine
would require to drive dynamo, about 20 VhliS amps. 32 c.-p.,
running ab'ut 3,5co r.p.m.? (2) “'hat
the largest dynamo .i
2-in. bore, 3-iu. stroke oil enginecould drive? (i) In what ISSllt’s
is

5

a

(1

?

_of
a

[duration is esPrcially directedto the ﬁrst condition git-m brlnxf',
and no notice will be taken of Queries not com/lying mth tnc
direitmnsthrrn'n stalcd. Letters containing (Jurrirs must be
markrd on the top left-hand comer of the envelope“Query
Departmtnt." No othermattersbut thoserelatingto the Queries
shouldbe enclosedin thesamerm‘rlope.
within the scopeof this journal are replird to
Querieson Sllhlc‘CIS
by post under the following conditions:—li) (jut-rim drilme
irith distinct sublet-tsshould be written on dztirrmt slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the smdrr's ﬁnd' .uesr be _m
scribcd on the back. (2) Queries should be air-(imprinted,
whereverpossible,with fully dimensionedskdchcs,and corre
to ku'p a copv 0/ lllr'l! Qllc'fti‘stor
s'wndtnts art recommended
(not post-curd)
rituance. (ii A stampedaddressedc'7l2‘(10{‘(
"
should [M’Gllﬂbly be enclosed,and also a ()llc'ﬂl'Sand [\t'f‘lli’S
pages 0/ the rurrrnt
Coupon" cut out [mm the advertisement
“sue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early as posuhlealtrr
receipt,but an interval0] a trw days must usually claps: brtore
the Rrply can be forwarded. t5) Corrrsfmndmtswho require
an answer insertedin this columnshould understandthat some
weeks,must elapse before the Rrply can be published. 1h!
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be'guarautmt.
(6) All Queries shouldbe addressedto The Itdtlor, fur Alone!
Esomi-zzn, 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleetsma, London, 11.!.]
The following are selrrledfrom the Querieswhich hair beenreplied
to recently:—
l20,453l Westinghouse Brake.
J. R. (Sydenham).writes
Is there any inexpensive book published on the'Westmghouse
to railway engines;
vacuumbrake, giving diagrams,etc., as
applied
rs of Tn: MODEL Exci
or. is there any information in back num
Nil-JR? I have your list of technicalbooks,but cannot find any
thing on this interesting subject. I shall also be glad to know
where I could obtain a photograph or drawing of cab View
S.E. ll: C.R. express locomotive showing arrangementof ﬁttings.
etc.
YOU Will ﬁnd fully illustrated descriptionsof the “'estinghousgg
automatic brake in our issuesof October 25th, November rst and
8th, 1906. The WestinghouseBrake company publisha booklet
descriptive of their brakes. You could robably obtam_a copy
on application to them at York 'Road, 'mg's tress. I~orloco
mnuei- photograph required, see issue of April 28th, 1904.
‘~
104')
Electric Lightln
Installation. A. Hg
take the ﬁberty of asking your advice, to
IIJ‘lL'hilIl/ll writes:
_
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Queries and Replies.
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half-yearly meeting of this
was held on \\'ednesday evening, April
Society
7th. at 6, High Street, Bull Ring, Birmingham,
The Chairman, Mr. H. S.
and was well attended.
Phillips, in the course of a short speech on the pro
gress of the Society during the first six months,
that the membership was now thirty
announced
two, and that the cash in hand, after paying all
debts, amounted to just over 30s.
One new mem
The work on view
ber was elected at the meeting.
the evening was of a very interesting
during
character,
including a partly-ﬁnished model of a
Caledonian Locomotive No. 3 (as shown in the
.llJi. 1901) by Mr. G. B. Prentice; a splendidly
tinished grinding attachment for a lathe, and a
most ingenious device for use when screw-cutting
(to avoid the use of calipers)-—both by Mr. T.
Powell; and a nicely ﬁnished piston by Mr.
\\'. Gooch.
FUTURE MEI-:rmos: Instead of the usual meet
ing being held on \\'ednesday, May 5th, it has lK‘tll
decided to visit the works of Messrs. J. (‘arson & Co.,
Ltd., 51, Summer Row, Birmingham, from whom
invitation.
Members are
we have received an
requested to be there as near 7.30 p.m. as possible,
and also to kindly advise the Secretary if they will
For all future meetings
to attend.
be able
afterwards—that is, commencing with the one on
Wednesday,
June 2nd-—_we have secured a much
more suitable room at the White Horse Hotel,
Street, Birmingham.
\\'ill members
Congreve
please take note of the chinge?

l
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recirmmendme
b0ok for electric installation by water power,
as intend to illuminate country housewith ten to fifteen c.-p.
lamps with a dynamo sufficient to develop 50 volts at
amps.
\Vhat number and size of accumulatorswill it be necessary,say,
to supply the above current for six to eight hours a day?
good book on water as a motive power Bjorling's “ “'ater
or Hydraulic Motors," price 95.4d.
free from our office. The
dynamo, 50 volts amps, will be 0 suitable size for about thirty
tive c.-p. metallic tilament lamps, or about eight
c.-p. carbon
ﬁlament lamps. To get the samepower from accumulatorsfor six
hours, you WHUILIneed battery of twenty-ﬁve 40 amp-hour cells.
W. H. (Witzan) writes
[20.466] Electrical Resistance.
Will you please answer the following query for me?
want to
make a resistanceto pass 0-5 amp. at
volts.
should have to
connect the resistanceto
iio-volt circuit. Will you please tell
me what size and what length of wire to use for it, or, possible,
should like to use lamps for the resistance. If could not use
lamps, should like to use iron wire.
Your query is not quite clear. How much current do you wish
to pass when the resistanceis connectedup to no volts? You
will get about
amps. unless an extra resistance put in. If
amps.
to pass, then the resistanceused on the 8-volt circuit
must be capable of passing that current without injury.
Iron
wire will be best. Large wire—No. 16 S.W.G.—will be necessary
to carry amps, and in order to pass
-5 amp. at volts, you
onlyVhy not have a separate
will want about 350 yds.—tr lbs. 025.
resistancefor the 8-volt circuit?
coil of 13} yds. of No. 30
S.\\'.G. iron wire would suit.
Miscellaneous,
A. S. (Peckham) writes: til
{20.45:}
am at preSentbuilding model T.B.l). of the size mentionedin
your book, “ Model Steamer Building," namely, ft.
ins. long,
ins. by 4Q ins. depth.
intend driving
with two propellers,
2} ins. diameter, but the stern wish to make as illustrated in
the drawing of an actual destroyer in the relace of the book.
\Vhich is the best way to do this?
am uilding the boat of
ribs and planks. (2) As intend to drive the boat by electricity,
would two of the "Express" motors be suﬁicieut, one for each
propeller, or Would be better to use one, and could gear two
propellerswith one motor and how?
would prefer to use elec
tricity to steam. Will you leaseexplain volts amp-hours?
All the knowledge have. boat building and electricity lhave
gained from Tue Moon. ENGINEER and handbooks.
(r) We do not see that there any more difficulty in making
the stern to the design you prefer than to the other—rather less.
just carry the planks right throughin the usualway. The brackets
for propellerswill be put on afterwards. (2) “7e preferone motor,
which
nu re efhcient than two smaller ones taking same power.
A gear wheel on motcr shaft could engagewith two wheels on
propeller shafts, one on each side. Re electrical units, you should
consult any elementary text-book on electrical engineering, or
back numbers of Tun MODEL Esoixrm.
The expression you
namemeansthat the battery will give a current at volts ressure
for amp-hours, |.r., amp. for six hours, amps. for ree, or
amps. for two.

Birmingham.—The

I
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in. in thickness,so that if you get the blade to move easily be
IWQCii_two faced surfaces supposed to be in contact, you know
thereis fully '00! in. gap betweenthem. (4) Yes. See our hand
book, " The Slide-valve," 7d. post free, which will make clear to
you what happens.
W. B. W. (Surrey)
Construction.
[21.357] Locomotive
writes: R: L. & N.W.R. {-in. scale ten-wheel tank locomotive.
I should be much obligedif you would let me know the best way of
attaching the ﬁrebox to the main frames. My ﬁrebox, from my
conception of the drawin s, is about 1-16th in. wider than the
frames. Should it be ﬂu with them? Also, where should the
ﬂame guard be ﬁxed to: to the framesor to the inside of the ﬁre
box ? Also, what is the air baffle for?
The boiler may be ﬁxed down in any convenient manner; the

Bacﬁof Fu'quy
foam/an
FIG. 1.
q

'

-s

l

J/a/ltd

g:

Angle

methodshown at Fig. 1 is by an angle which is screwedor riveted
to the back of the ﬁrebox and rests on the footplate. The hole.m
the angle should be'_slottedto all .»wof the expansionof the boiler
“villi regard to the width of the firebox in this model, there is no
setting in of_the frames at the bogie wheels as is commonly done
in bogie enginesto allow of the maximum transverse movement
and therefore to obtain the greatest width, the ﬁrebox overlaps.
the.framing asshown in Fig. 24 The flame guard is fixed in am

firebox
l}—

-

21557

‘Ma/h

fmme:

“Wheels

Pic.

Flame

Quard

2.

F10. 3.

the

convenient niamer. It may be attached to the.main frames by
four {-in. bolts with tubular distance pieces betweenthe coupled
wheels (as at A), or may be screwedto the foundation ring by a
pieceangleas shownin Fig. 3. The air baffleis designedto prevent
the cold an inducedinto the ﬁrebox by the draught from entering
tubes without ﬁrst passing through the ﬂame of the Primus
urner.
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Design.
E. M. (Gravesendl
[21.373]Model Locomotive
am designing
model locomotive which will have
writes:
cylinder capacity per minute, at estimated top speed, of abutit
5,400sq. ins. My trouble that do not know the heating surface
required. If
work to scale from G.W.R. No. 111, which
be
lieve has the greatest heating surface of any English locomotive
get
in proportion to its cylinder capacity,
result altogether
different from calculations from scale models given in your‘paper
or from direct mathematicalwork, taking 1,000sq. ft. to evaporate
minute, and the volumeof the steamto be inverselv
15 cub. ins.
to the pressure (120 lbs. per sq. in.). (1) If there
proportionaper
is relation betweenheatingsurface,cylinder capacity per minute.
it? (2) What heating
and boiler pressure,what
" surface shall
"
require
(3) In the table of heating surfacesof Great Bear
that of “ arch ”
given. What does this refer to—water tubes?
diagram
Could
me
outline
of
same
you
sufﬁcient
(4)
Just
to indie-alethe (give
esignof same.
expect the model to pull driver
so that she would be “ notched up" to, say, 25 per cent. when
running at full speed. (5) What oil fuel most suitable for models
of from t0 il-ln. scale, allowing for heating capacity, cheap less
and easi‘ of procuring in proper quantities? (6) What burner
experiment myself?
Would you advise—a Primus--or should
scale model but dimensions are about
(7) Mine is not exactly
for
or injectors; and,
adopt
pumps
I‘lii.
scale.
Should
correct
I

"
of Tm: MODEL ENGINEERdid the ALE." gas engine(designedby
Mr. Runciinan) appear? (4) Where could I obtain same, with
coloured plate ?
(1) About 1»h.-p. (2) A 2-in. by 3-in. oil engine would be
probably of about this power. A too-watt dynamo would be
the largest advisable. (3) In the issuesof January 4th and 18th,
February ist and 15th, March ist, 15th, and 29th, May 3rd, 17th,
and 3ist, July 21st, and November 15th, 1906. (4) All these
ssues are still on sale at the publishing office of The Mount
ENGINEER.
[21,47815tenm Heatin , E. H. (Bolton) writes: I would
be much obliged if you co d answer me the following. “hat is
length of 2-in. steam pipe requiredto heat a room to 140° F. with
80 lbs. steam pressure—sizeof room is 27 ft. by 15 ft. by 6} ft.
highmthe pipes to be laid on ﬂoor in the middle of the room under
grided floor; thus the pipes will be exposed to the atmosphere
of the room? It is for a drying-room and the door will be con
tinually opened.
With referenceto your inquiry rt heating apparatus for a room
27 ft. by 15 ft. by 6 ft. 6 ins., you will require 9 sq. ft. surfaceof
steam piping. This ﬁgure is arrived at working on the basis of
1 sq. ft. of steam piping for every 120 sq. ft. of wall and ceiling
surface. Over and above this, you must allow 1 sq. ft. of steam
piping for every 6 cub. ft. of air in the room escaping—that is,
being changed,due to doors opening, ventilation, etc., per minute.
Also 1 sq. ft. of steam piping for every 6 sq. ft. of glass, such as
windows, etc. This is assuming the temperatureof steam pipes
to be ap roximately 212° F., but as you propose working with
80 lbs. 0 steam, your temperaturewill be approximately 312° I“.
From these ﬁgures you could, perhaps, estimate fairly accurately
what length will be required, knowing exactly how much heat
will be wasted through doors opening and losses due to other
causes
[20,336]Size; of Pulleys. H. W. 8. (Hull) writes: I should
be extremelyobliged if you could answer me the following query.
I have about completedthe task of making a 3-in. lathe, thanks
to information I have receivedfrom Tm: MODEL ENGINEER. My
difficulty is this: Having fixed the sizesof the speedcones,I can
not arrive at correct sizes for the driving wheels. The sizes of
pulleys on the lathe are respectively 2 ins., 21-ins., and 3} ins.,
and the smallest on the driving wheel is 12 ins. I require the
sizesof the other two driving pulleys so as to ensurean equal length
of belt on all three speeds.
The rule is that the sum-of the diametersshall be constant for
all pairs of pulleys. Largest pulley on lathe and smallest on
ins—so the
driving spindle have the sum of their diameters—~15;
other two driving pulleyswill be 15}- 2}
13 ins., and i5} —2 ins.
— 13} ins. respectively.
Motor,
writesi
H. K. (chmouth)
[20,379] Reva-gin
Would you please exp ain the following for me? i purchaseda
small set of motor castings,4 volts il amps.(undertype),and made
them up and ﬁtted brush-rocker. It works all right, and I use it
for driving a coil winding machine. What I cannot understand
is, why it should reverse when the brushes are moved over an
angle of about 90 degs.; halfway, viz., 45 degs.,it pulls up dead.
It has drum armature, eight sections,and 8-part Commutator.
Because by turning the rocker through 90 degs. you reverse
the polarity of the armature. See our issuesof ]anuary 18th and
25th, 1906, “How It Works—An Electric Motor." Draw for
yourself a diagramof your armatureand carefully notice the effect
upon the polarity of the armature which results from a quarter
turn of the brushes.
T. A. (lslington) writesi
[20,167] Firing Model Boiler,
When my boiler is ﬁred by blowlampit steamsall right, but when
the boiler is set in a casing and ﬁred by coal. it does not make
enough steam, even with the blower on. The boiler is of the
pinnace type, and the casingis sheetiron lined with fin-clay. The
grate area is only about 26 sq. ins. Also the fire.burnt red under
neath and did not burn through, the depth of fuel being about
2 ins. In your Handbook No. 6 it mentionsbrickwork as a setting.
Is this ordinary brick? Can you please tell me where the fault
lies and how to remedy it P
The trouble is solely one.of draught. A coal ﬁre bunting pro
perly should give treble the steamby the blowlamp. .The exhaust
of the enginemust be used to induce sufﬁcientair into the furnace
to maintain the ﬁre at a red heat. The area of the.nozzle should
be 1-25th the area of the cylinder. A steam blower for steam
raising should also be ﬁtted. If you ﬁnd it necessary,rig up an
auxiliary blower worked by hand or foot bellows to aid the ﬁre
up to the time the steamblower can be.used. Before making this,
however, the simple device of an extension piece to the chimney
may be tried and, if successful,adopted permanentlyfor lighting
u .
H. F. (Carlisle) writes: (1) Can you
p[20,166] Miscellany.
tell me what sort of packing engineersuse for the manholecovers
on large boilers? (2) Can you tell me why engineersput packing
in betweenfaced joints? (3) I have an engineer'ssearcherwith
1-1ooothin. marked on it. Can you tell me what it stands for?
(4) When an enginedriver shifts the reversinglever, does he alter
the position of the slide-valve?
(i) Asbestos or a special composition. (2) To ensure steam
tightness. (3) The marking means that the searcheris i-ioootb
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[20,496]Pot_ash_l'iardening.
G. \V. (Kiddcrininstcr) Writes:
should be obliged you can inform me how potash hardening
done, or whether
described in a back number of THE Mobni.
ENGINEER.
Get from chemistsomeyellow prussiateof potash;
and into this powder dip the red-hot steel. When thePO‘th‘f
steel has
taken coatingof the potash,put
into the ﬁre. again for few
moments: then,whenred~hot,plungeinto cold water.‘This chemical
50 should be. handled carefully; do not inhale the
ptils‘tilllmls,
times.

The News of the Trade.

a

of

[The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or reviewunder this heading
samplesand particulars of new tools, apparatus,and materials
for amateuruse. [I must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
free abrasions 0/ Editorial opinion, no paymentat any kind
being requiredor accepted. The Editor reservesthe right lo
criticise or oernrnendaccordingto the merits
the goodssub~
matted,or to abstain from inserting reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not 0/ sup‘ici'enl
tﬂlﬂtSl to his readers.)
Reviews distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon
“0'
Editorial Insbrclion o! the roads noticed.
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Some Useful Counters.
We have receivedfrom Messrs.Markt
Co., Ltd.,
City Road
London, E.C., someparticularsof the “ Veeder" seriesof countch
severalof which, we think, would be of interest to our readers.
Thesecounters are
various types,each suited to some special
purpose—such as printing machines for counting the number of
sheetspnnted. punchingmachines,cash registers,or other classesof
machinery,to registerthe number of pieces produced,or pieces of
material used. Some.of the revolution counters illustrated Would
be quite suitable for attaching to
small gas or steam cngine‘
while for ﬁnding the speed of any shaft, drum, or wheel, an“
speed counter
shown which can be carried in the pocket and
applied to the rotating spindle end whenever required.
speed
counter always usefulin a workshop,and the “ Veedcr" instru.
ments are very reliable and inexpensive. Another useful device of
“
"
which we have receivedparticulars
the Baby Auto Torch for
solderingand other workshop purposes. It occupies space.of four
squareinches,and will burn for two hours on one ﬁlling. It
self-feeding,and requires no pumpingof air. Full information re
garding thesespecialities may be had on application to the above
i
namedﬁrm.
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G. (chtoul writes:
{10.6151 Model Submarine Boat.
Couldyou kindly oblige me,as readerof your piges, by describing
to me simple means of ﬁtting into
submarine boat (model)
an apparatus for sinking and bringing to surface automatically?
The only method which we can suggestas practicable is to fit
the boat with a horizontal rudder, slowly oscillating. The rough
sketchbelow shows an idea for working such coiitrivance. The

[2:482]
of Armature's
Direction
Rotation.
(Portafcrry) writes: have a small dynamo which had short
ctr:
cuit in the armature.
sent back to the makers, and they have
rewound with new wire. \Vhen cam: back testi-d with an
accumulator,and it runs in the oppijisitedirt-cticinto previous
to
sending away: what can be the cause? \thn
reverse the
wires leading to the brushes runsin theright direction.
cannot
understandwhat can be the matter. All the books have
i on theY
subject do not touch on this point.
The motor was first wound right-handedand
now wound left
liandvd, or viceversa. The direction in which thecurrent circulates
in armaturecoils determinesthe arniature'spolarity which in turn
determinesthe direction of rotation.

a

a

It

02'

(3- H. H. (Redford) writes:
it) Pleasecan you give me the recipe for making burning on for
cyclelamps? (2) Can you tell me if there are any articles in THE
Moot-:1.ENGINEER on the making of acetylene gas lamps? I
want to make one suitable for using in a workshop.
ll) Equal parts of colza and sperm oil make a good burning
oil for c cle lamp. The light is improvedby the addition of a small
piece camphor. (2) We have several times published articles
or.-acetylenegenerators. Perhaps the one most suitable for your
i898,
purposeis that which appearedin our issue of September,
“
whichissue, however, is now out of print. Our handbook. Ace
tyleneGas: How to Make and Use It,” price 7d. post free, gives
severaldesigns, and explains the principles of acetyleneworking.
wouldprobably enableyou to designfor yourself little apparatus
suitedto your purpose.

_[2t,48I] Building Work Shed.
I... B. (Crovdon writ“
Wish to build woodenwork shed capable of taking 8)liltht':s(;tc.l
and shall be glad
you can tell me whether any article has
‘
appearedin your back numberson this subject.
Sec articles on The Constructionof Small Workshops " by
Mr
Muncaster,in our issuesof Jan. 12th and 26th,and Feb. 2iid
’1905.
which Wlll help you.

of

[1040!] Lamp Oil: Acetylene.

[21,421] small Model Electric
T. M
Locomotive.
am about to construct
(Pudsey) writes:
model locomotive
l-iii. scale, d-in. gauge,to be electricallydriven, and have decided
on
N.W. tank locomotive, No. 44 class,
\Vill you
be kind enough to oblige me with replies to4—4—2.
the following '—
build the frames and superstructure (boiler excepted)
(i) tian
tiiiplate? If so, what gauge I.S.W.?
(2) Please give dime“.
Sioneddrawings—sideand two end elevations. If youhave din-adv
published same,pleasesay in which number of Tm: MODEL
Enni
you have that number i.i stock.
such, and also
(3) Willthe
engine take curves of ft. radius?
(I) _Yes, No.
I,\V._G. (2) You will find a dimensioneddrawing
this locomotive, with other particulars, in our issue of
' '
Sept
20th. 1907. (3) Yes.

ifs

"
ii thelatter, Mr. Lea's as sold by Messrs.Carson or the Lowko"?
it I usedpump I should fit a feed-waterheater after L. & S.W.R.
patternto tender.
Your query lacks nothin in comprehensiveness. However, we
will endeavour to reply 5 ortly to all items. You must not
dependon comparisons betweenactual and model dimenSionsin
the matter of heating surface. For normal boilers, the best rule
for cylinder ca acity is scale— cylinder bore—4.0.,if the engine
is i-in. scale then employ i-in. cylinders. But do not make a
fetishof this. If the boiler is large and the grate area (of a coal
tired model) is ample, then the capacity may be increased con
siderably. This, however,does not mran that, in a given scale,
doublingthe nominal heatingstir/acewill enableyou to a’ugrnentm
thesomedegreethe cylindercapacity. (t) See Mr. Greenly 5 Model
Locomotive,” price 65. net, 65. 5d. post free. The relation of
heatingsurface and cylinder capacity varies With the Size of the
model. (2) You intend to ride upon or behind the model, there
fore tl-in. scale is the smallest we would advise _you to adopt.
This means cylinders ii-in. by 3-in. and 800 sq. ins. of heating
surface,and grate area of 40 sq. ins., or 1,500sq. ins._of heating
surfaceand 60 sq. ins. of gratewith cylinders 11 by 3§~in. (3 and
4) Yes, water tubes. No diagram is available. The percentage
ofsavingby notchiiig up a modellocomotiveis a negligiblequantity
in thedesigningof the engine. (5) Cost of fuel is entirely negligible.
For {-in. scale use a Primus or petrol burner, or the new
burner of Messrs. Carson & Co., Ltd., which has some very
good 'ints.
For i-in. or il-iu. scale locomotives, a steam
spray iirner may be used, but, of course, they require a certain
amountof attention and drain the boiler of steam most at times
of maximum demand. (6) \\'e have no preference. We could
makea successof a Primus burner outﬁt where perhapsthe novme
m-uld meet with failure. Experience is everything in model
locomotivemanipulation and workmanship in model locomotive
construction. (7) An inch scale model is rather small if all the
elaborateﬁttings of a real locomotive are desired. We have seen
Mr. Lea's injector at work on a {-in. scale and on a 2-in. scale
locomotive,and it gave cverv satisfaction. We have used a
"Lovi'ko" injector on a model rf-in. scale engine for ten hours
continuously. You Can, of course,fit a feed-waterheater, but we
think you will be needlessly complicating the model. Note.—
i5 cub.iris. of water is easily evaporatedby 1,000sq. ins. of heating
surfacein a well designed boiler under favourable conditions.
Wheredo you get the 1,000sq. led from?
Windings. _R-_ A.
[10.16%] Primary and Secondary
(Bolton) writes: Should the primary and _the secondaryWindings
Of an induction coil be in the samedirection or in different direc
tions?
It is of no importance whether secondary is in same direction
as primary or the reverse. The only difference the direction of
windingmakes is the direction of the induced current, which, of
course,can be altered by reversalof terminal connections.
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Modern Electric Practice.
new edition of this important and well-known electrical work
has just been prepared by The Gresham Publishing Conipanv
34 35,Southampton Street, Strand, London, and
now may:
\Ve have received sampleset of volumesfor inspection,and hope
to review the work fully in an early issue.
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doublecranked shaft A, in slowly revolving, pulls backwards and
forwardsthe wires through the.packedglands and by so doing
raisesand lowers the
voted horizontal rudder l).
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rules governing the Competition
for our 1909 Speed Boat Medals will be
published in our next issue, and we hape
that there will be plenty of model builders who
will endeavour to beat the ﬁgures set up last year.
\\’e do not suggest that they will be easy to beat,
but we think it possible to beat them, and, indeed,
some of the record-holders have told us that they
intend doing better still, and are already at work
with this object in view. “'e may say that, after
due consideration. we do not propose to put hydro
class, but to allow them to
planes in a separate
take their chance with boats of the ordinary type_
Whether hydroplines will only prove to be a passing
fancy amongst boat builders, or whether they will
a permanent position amongst the racers
take
of the future, we cannot say, but they certainly
possess some points of attraction for those who

l
l

complete

It has been suggested,
fond of experiments.
in view of the possibilities of international races
that English builders should build
held.
being
exactly to the metric classes, viz., 60 cm., 1 metre,
fall only
As these measurements
or Q; metres.
just a triﬂe within the limits of our own classes,
boats built to these lengths would be under no
practical disadvantage in our classiﬁcation, while
if built to the full limits of our classes, they would
be just shut out from their respective metric classes.
This is a point which candidates for international
honours would do well to bear in mind.
are

i

i

#

from Captain H. P.
The following suggestion
Lefroy, R.E., will doubtless prove of interest to
those of our readers who possess wireless telegrapliy
installations :—"In order to stimulate interest,
study, and ingenuity in design of model locomotives
you have competitions to
and model steamers,
test relative speeds and tractive powers of models
within certain limits of size and weight. “'hy
not produce a similar stimulation in the subject
of wireless telegraphy, which is certainly equilly
fascinating and useful, by competitive tests of
I would
relative etiiciency of pairs of stations?
suggest that for the present the factor of etﬁciency
be determined by the expression
Range in miles
Sum of height in feet of masts at sending and
receiving ends.
Thus -5 would represent a high efﬁciency station.
Height of mast could be limited to 30 it, say, and
stations could be classed by their mast height, e.g.,
it; Class Ill,
Class l—height, 5 {t.; Class ll. 10
\"I,
it.
This would
to
Class
on
30
15 ft.. and so
the design of model alternators, direct—
encourage
driven by petrol engines, and having an output
of about 4 amps. at 50 volts, sly—a most interesting
These alternators would be used
line of study.

i
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'
transformers ,for
model
spark '
The design of sensitive detectors would
be encouraged,
and also that of sound-intensifying
devices to multiply up the sound at the receivini:
'
‘
end, so that signals
too faint to
coming in
‘read’ may be so intensiﬁed that they become
easily audible, so increasing the range and thus the
efﬁciency factor. A competitor who could produce
a pair of '-5 Class II stations‘ might be proud
of himself."
Perhaps some of those to whom
lnci
this appeals would let us know their views.
dentally, we may mention that in America. we
believe. wireless telegraphy clubs have been iormed
—the members each having an installation and coni
municating by its means with their fellow-members.
We doubt whether such organisations would ﬁnd any
Support in this country, but it would certainly be
interesting to have some comparisons of efﬁciency of
home-built wireless stations on some such lim s as in
dicated by our correspondent in the foregoing letter.
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The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on

Ill amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended

for pubficaiinn should he clearly wn'tlen on one side of the papcr
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender'snameand address. lr
should be distinctly stated, when sending contnhuriozis, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
paniedby a stampedaddressedenvelope(or return in the event of
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
Thil journal will be sent post frrx to any addressior r35. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
men! Manager.
How To Aooness LETTERS.
All correspondencerelating to the liierary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists.the, [or review,to be address.
"
to Tn: Bulron.
The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
relating to advertisementsand de ‘ts to be
All correspondence
“
addressedto Tn: Anvrnrrssncm‘ MANAGER, The A odel Engi
neer," 26—19,Poppin’s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales oi the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6: Co.,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Sole Agents for Uniied States, Canada, and Mexico: Spun and
Chamberlain, 113, Liberty Street, New Yurk, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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The Brazilian Battleship “ Sao Paulo.”
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April 22nd the Brazilian Battleship Sac
Paulo was launched at the shipyard of
She is one
Messrs. Vickers, Sons & Maxim.
of the three ships of the Dreadnought
class ordered
in th'm country by Brazil, her two sisters, building
at Messrs.
Armstrong. Whitworth. of Newcastle.
are the Mina Games and Rio [aneira
These fine ships will displace nearly 20,000 tons.
and will carry twelve 12~in. guns, two more than
It is
are carried in our own ships of that class.
doubtful if there is any advantage in this increase,
Owing to the difﬁcultyof ﬁre control for such a large
N

number of pieces.
With a 9-in. belt amidships, thinning down to
6 ins. at the ends, with 6 ins. extending up as far as
of the main-deck
the upper deck in the region

Hi
"SOP
AULO

"

AS

sm:

wru.

AP PEA R.

battery of 4'7 guns, these ships are amply armoured.
This latter gun, of which twenty-two are carried,
will constitute the anti~torpedo boat battery.
This
gun is quite the latest thing for this kind of protec
tion. and is of a larger calibre than the latest British
defensive weapon.
The destiny of these ships has been the object of
much discussion, and even questions in Parliament ;
many people are of the opinion that they will never
ﬂy the Brazilian ﬂag, and that they were built
in order to sell to the highest bidder, and so disturb
But, in the
the equilibrium
of Naval
Power.
opinion of the writer, these wild rumours were the
work of scaremongers; and that they will go to
Brazil, where they are needed to protect her vast
coast line and increasing trade.

The Model Engineer

4m

For those who are devoted to marine modelling
this vessel, with its huge tripod masts and super
turrets, would lend itself admirably to
imposed
"
the
scale modellist."
The sketch giVen on the previous page shows
The follow
her as she will appear when completed.
ing are some of the leading dimensions :
Length (water-line), 530 ft.
Beam (moulded), 83 ft.
Mean draught, 25 ft.
in. to the foot, as the scale of the model,
Taking
the length comes out at a little over 5 ft. long,
with a beam of 10 ins.
Reciprocating engines of 24,500 h.-p. will give
these vessels a speed of 21 knots, except the Rio
jamn'vo, which will be propelled by turbines.

i

Aeronautical Models at
Olympia Exhibition.

and

Electrician.
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but the inventor proposes to utilise the idea in
for
various ways for .use with large machines;
example, to carry the arrangement upon a motor
car for service in military operations and so on.
Messrs. Phillips and Walters, of 86, South End,
Croydon, sell a pretty miniature model of the Wright
Bros. aeroplane.
One of these was on view at work.
It was driven by a screw propeller worked by a
tiny electric motor and suspended from an ordinary
twin flexible electric cord, making a continuous
circular ﬂight. Current was supplied to the motor
through the suspending wire from a 4-volt accu~
mulatorrthe energy taken being about 2 watts.
These little aeroplanes are quite moderate in price.
and the makers claim that the motor is the smallest
One
yet made capable of lifting its own weight.
of these motors was balanced on a scale, its spindle
being vertical, and ﬁtted with a lifting screw
\\'hen supplied with about 2 amperes of current
at 8-volts pressure it relieved the balance of its own
weight and 2%ozs. weight in addition. The weight of
the motor and propeller was 2 ozs. ; the over-all dimen
sions of the motor are about 11 ins. in each direction.
A ﬂying machine model working on a novel
principle was exhibited by Mr. \\". D. Mark, of
Road, West Norwood,
London.
132, Norwood
According to the inventor it embodies the three
birds to ﬂy, namely.
principles which enable
"a partial vacuum is always maintained above
the machine with a continuous downward move

(Crmh'nued from page 391.)
l
R. (1. H. POINTER, of "The Studio, Colville
Houses, 'l'albot‘Road, Bayswater. London,‘
“1, has devised a starter on somewhat more
seientiﬁc basis.
it is intended to he applied to
full-sized machines, but he
some
working
exhibited
models which had been used
T_.__'_
'
to start his
|
with success
:
The latter
model aeroplanes.
J--_-_—_-=
}
it
were, by the way, very neat
in construction, wood being
used for the frame and sheet
Mr.
mica for the
planes.
Pointer favours the mono
and has ob
design,
plane
tained a ﬂight of 40 feet by
means of a clockwork driven
model.
The idea of the
starter is derived from his
original method of launching
his models from the end of
a stick held vertically in the
The arrangement
hand.
consists of a platform carried
by a parallel motion so that
it remains horizontal through
DIAGRAM
10 snow “'01:me OF MR. Pomrrn’s AEROPLANE STARTER.
out its range of movement.
When
set
for action the
ment of the fill shutters or wings, and the air
parallel motion is pulled back into the position
which is displaced from abow: the machine, plus
indicated by A in the diagram against the tension
the amount of air which the fan shutter collects
of a spring and locked there. The aeroplane is
on the downward movement, is directed under
On releasing the catch
placed on the platform.
neath the machine, which rises direct from the
the platform moves as indicated by the arrows.
The machine exhibited was a large model.
ground."
The aeroplane is lifted and propelled forward with
the middle
reached
showing the action of the so-called fan shutters.
increasing speed.
Having
There was no engine, the movement being given by
point of travel the platform begins to descend,
hand for purposes
of explanation
giving a downward motion to the aeroplane, which
only.
The
is thus not only launched forward but on to, in
arrangement consists of two sets of spring wound
effect, an ascending column of air.
The platform
linen blinds;
a rotating movement is imparted
the
to each set by means of chain gearing.
The rollers
continuing its downward movement leaves
aeroplane as indicated by the dotted lines at B
upon which the blinds are wound are carried by
in the sketch, ﬁnally coming to rest in a similar
their ends upon bicycle type wheels.
When these
wheels are rotated the blinds are each, in turn,
position to that in which it was released at A.
The apparatus is interesting and of value merely
pulled out to full extent, and then allowed to roll
from its possible use for starting model aeroplanes.
up again. The systems rotate in opposite directions,

l‘
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out to their full length in
and then made to sweep
downwards, following the rotation of the wheel.
As each blind reaches the lowest point of travel
it is rolled up, passes to the top, and is pulled out
again. The inventor states that a model placed
upon a table and worked by strings pulled down
wards from underneath has risen into the air.
A strange looking device is the arrangement patent
ed and made by Mr. ]. Gaunt, of Gargrave, uia Leeds.
"
It is intended to
Cyclopline."
He calls it the
the blinds are pulled
an upward direction,
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blown over by a side wind.
The inventor states
that the reverse effect is actually produced;
the
current of air passing over the top of the plane
creates an upward lift, as with any properly formed
Instead of being blown over, the plane
aeroplane.
tends to lean into the wind.
He also states that he
has experimented over 600 miles
and tried 40
"
different
One of his arguments
Cycloplanes."
is the contention that a cyclist riding against a
head wind is partly retarded by a vacuum which
is formed behind his back owing to the action of
the passing air current.
The " Cycloplane " is
so
to be
supposed
that it assists
shaped
to reduce this vacuum.
and thus makes the
rider’s work easier. It
also serves as an ex
perimental device for
obtaining experience of
the sensations of lift
and other eﬁects of an
in motion.
aeroplane
For actual ﬂight the
be
apparatus would
ﬁtted to a motor cycle.
A pair of screw pro
pellers, which are pro
vided with a special
feathering motion, are
then ﬁtted to work in
slots made in the sides
of the plane and driven
from the engine.
By
means of an adj ust
ment worked from the
handle
bar the angle
of the blades can be
regulated as required.
Much attention
is
being given to designs
of petrol engines
for
aeronautical purposes.
There is a revival of
the rotary idea in which
the cylinders
revolve
around the crankshaft.
The "Gnome" is one
of these.

It has

seven

cylinders arranged star
fashion, with a row of
cooling rings on each.
The weight of a 50 h.-p.
engine is stated to be
:65 lbs., and a 100 h.—p.~
size zzolbs. The agents
are Messrs.
Gauthier
and Co.. 8, Great .\larl~
borough Street. Lon_
PHOTOGRAPH or we GOBRON EIGHT-CYLINDER ENGINE.
don, \l'.
The Goliron
engine
is remarkable
lift part of the weight off the tyres, thus assisting
for having two pistons in each cylinder. This engine
is of the ﬁxed cylinder type, and is a development
propulsion and minimising road shocks, but leaving
sufﬁcient road adhesion for driving.
The inventor
of the renowned Gobron-Brillie motor car engine.
claims that it will produce an increase of speed
As shown by the illustration. the cylinders are
from 2 to 10 miles per hour.
To quote his pam
arranged in the form of a letter X. There are 8
phlet —:“ I ﬁnd I can cycloplane 100 miles as com
cylinders, and therefore 16 pistons, which work on to
At ﬁrst thought
a two>throw
crank set at an angle of 180 degrees.
fortably as l cycled 60 miles."
one would be inclined to regard
this as a very
The explosion takes place between the two pistons
in any cylinder, forcing them apart.
The arrange
risky appliance, liable to cause the cyclist to be

4;;
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quantity of water required for cooling
jacketed;
The maker’s list gives the
is about 31} gallons.
cylinder bore, 90 mm. ;
following dimensions:
stroke of the two pistons, 160 mm. ; power, 60 h.-p.
at 1,200 revs. per min.; and
80 h.-p. at 1,600 revs. per min.;
the weight of the 80 h.-p. en
exhibited was given as
gine
The same ﬁlm had
330 lbs.
on view a partly-ﬁnished Breg—
It is of the bi
uet aeroplane.
plane type, with balancing plane
directing rudders at the rear.
The noteworthy point is that
is constructed
the framework
of large diameter steel tubes,
and the machine possessed quite
an engineering look.
Joints are
fitted and the main planes so
divided into sections that the
side
projecting parts can be
folded out of the way, thus
materially decreasing the width
of the machine for transport
Apparently no planes
purposes.
are to be placed in front of the
main supporting planes, and a
tractor screw is to be used in
ENGINE.
front instead of a propeller

is clearly indicated
ment of the connecting~rods
effect
by the sectional drawings ; an even turning
upon the crank. The valves
is thus obtained
are worked by an eccentric cam C placed centrally

THE

GOBRON

EIGHT-CYLINDER

0n the crankshaft instead of the usuil arrangement
This eccentric is pro
of cam shaft and gearing.
together
vided with a double groove, connected
a' one point, and in which a kind of shuttle runs.
The shuttle
passes from one groove to the other

revolves, operating the levers
as the eccentric
of the
exhaust valves of the adjacent pair of
cylinders at the correct moment. The inlet valves
There are two carburettors
act automatically.
supplying
for ﬁring, each
and
two magnetOS
In fact, the arrange
current to four cylinders.
ment consists of a pair of twin engines. and in case
of a breakdown of one the other would still work.
Cylinder, valves, and sparking plugs are all water

[me

mnesrou am
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placed as in the Farman and Delagrange machines,
It is signiﬁcant that
just behind the main planes'.
with a
the makers state they sell these machines
written guarantee to fly.

Q;

both of the main planes
ﬂexible for steer
ing in elevation. A small model was ingeniously
arranged so that the adjustment and regulation
of the planes was effected
by the weight of the
operator. This is managed
by suspending the seat to
'
(whion;
swing pendulum
3]
the
thus
main
operator
“1
tains
a
vertical
position
the
automatically,
though
machine may be tilted by
The
the action of the wind.
of
some
of
the
designs
models
appeared to have
been evolved by pure guess
work.
The inventors evi
little
or
no
dently had
knowledge of the results
obtained
by the experi
mental work which has been
carried on by practical men,
or do not believe in them.
Lifting planes fixed tandem
fashion in close proximity
of

l

ea

details, Messrs
Amongst
Ludwig, Loewe & Co., Ltd,
of 30, Farringdon Road, Lon
don, E.C.,
are
making a
wood, screw
of
speciality
and
propellers for aeroplanes
which
dirigibles
they call
"
"
Flexilis
"Integral," and
which they
steel
castings
claim are very soft, tough.
and yet free from porosity
and cracks.
A general
impression of
the exhibition is that many
are
designers
copying the
Wright Bros,’ aeroplane, but
trying to avoid such patent
rights as may exist in con
nection with it.
For exam
ple, instead of imparting a
twist to the ends of the main
planes, small auxiliary planesv
adjustable for inclination, are
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Moon. FLYING

MACHINES,
BY Mussns. NEW-THINGS,
see page 390, April 29th issue.)

Lrn.

(Far description

or

multiplied apparently for the
of getting as many as pos
sible in the area of the frame
work, and masses of tie rods,
struts, arranged ml
wires and
(iln'tum
seemed evidence that the
are not informed of the
designers
action of air currents upon moving
or the effects of wind re
planes,
sistance upon machines in ﬂight.
Two useful
hints were
given
to the writer by the other kind
makers;
of model
one is to Oil
the propeller bearing of a model
flier before making a trial with it,
and the other is the suggestion
W. Howano's MODEL FLYER STARTING.
that oiled- tracing paper and gold
(For description see page 390, April 29th issue.)
beaters’ skin are excellent yet cheap
at the extreme ends, and so on.
materials to use for the surfaces of model aeroplanes.
One
laced
The latter is not the true gold beater's skin which
the
front portion
made with
arge model was
sake

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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workShop NOtes and NOtions'

we use to stick on a cut ﬁnger, but a. similar material
for balloon construction.
made in large sheets
The writer understands that it may be obtained

[Rfﬂlic’ls an ill‘lh'd Io mnlrlbuli' Shle Plarliral items for this
Acceptrd
rotimm. baud on their own worksth “paint”.
mnlnbun'onsIt'l” bv paid [or on firiblu'ulinn,:/ dished, accord
mlrlzdid for Him (nlimm should b!
ing to mrnl. All matter
"
marked“ \‘l‘unicsi-ioe on (It: enrrlopd

Drawing Keys.
By W. MUNCASTRR.
l
l
I
i
i

\

The possession of proper appliances has a good
deal to do with the quickness and easiness of draw
ing a key which has been tightly driven into a
The methods of drawing
wheel or pulley on a shaft.
keys are various, the usual one being to wedge two
ﬂat chisels behind the head of the key and driving
them towards each other with a hand hammer.

Adm]
em
FIG. I.

‘MR.

1. GAUNT’s

CYCLOI’LANE.

from Messrs. Spencer, the well-known balloon makers
Acknowledge.
at a triﬂing cost per square yard.
ments are due to the ﬁrms and individuals mentioned

MR. “1 D. Mum's FAN SHUTTER FLYING
_
_
_
_
_
for their courtesy in lending illustrations and for
the information which they have supplied.

Sometimes this method is successful, but more often
ends in bending the key or otherwise damaging
*
it, to such an extent that, should it eventually
be drawn, it will not be in a ﬁt condition to replace.
Three methods of extracting a key are shown in
all of which will be
the accompanying sketches.
l
found, on application, to answer their require
The ﬁrst consists of a good stout steel
ments.
bar. about 2 ft- long, with a projecting lug at one
‘
end and tapered to a wedge at the other, as shown
\
in Fig- l- A represents the lull end. and B the
To draw a. key, place
wedge end.
the lug end behind the. gib head
of the key (if the key is properly
ﬁtted there should always be sufﬁ
the head of
cient room between
the key and the boss of the wheel
to allow {or this), and pull the
other end of the bar in a direction
away from the key, using the bar
as a lever, the rounded end act
Keep a good
ing as the fulcrum.
pressure on with the bar, and strike
the key on the underside with a
or copper-headed hammer.
lead
the
key the
This should give
start, the rest of the
necessary
operations being easy, as the bar
can be followed up by pieces of pack
ing of various thickness, as the dis
tance between the head 01 the key
MACHINE.
and the face of the boss increases.
'
The wedge end is used when the key is ﬁtted too far
in to allow for the lug end being inserted.
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Fig. 2 shows a key-drawer made from a piece
of fin. steel plate, with three l-in. set-screws
ﬁtted to it (for keys up to it in. wide).
A
recess R in one side of the plate allows it to drop
over the key. and by tightening the screws S
against the boss ol' the wheel or pulley, the plate
is forced against the head of the key.
The centres

<63

of the two bottom screws should be in a line with
the top of the recess, these screws taking most of the
strain, the top screw being used to follow up
and keep the plate square.
Another form of drawer is shown in Fig. 3. This
will be found more simple to operate than the
one shown in Fig. 2, although it may be a little
more expensive to construct.
it consists of two

May (7, [909.

The “Model Engineer” Speed
Boat Competition, l909.
General Conditions.

HE

entries for this Competition will be divided
into four classes.
Class A will include all
boats over 5ft. 6ins. and up to 7ft. in length:
Class B will include all boats over 3ft. 4 ins. in
length and under 5 ft. 6 ins..; Class C will include
all boats over 2 ft. in length. and under 3 ft. 4 ins.;
while Class D will include all boats of 2 ft. in length
and under. The length is to be taken as length on
the water line in running order.
Each boat must
be timed over a total distance of not less
300 yards, which may be divided into separate trips
of not less than 100 yards each, or the boat may be
tethered by a light line to a ﬁxed post and run on a
circular course.
At starting each trip, power must
be turned on, and the engines started and kept
running for at least ﬁfteen seconds before the boat
is released.
of the
The interval between
each
successive trips must be as short as possible, and
must be stated in the particulars given. The
exact length ‘of the course must be measured, and
the exact time, to a. second, recorded for each trip.
These particulars must be written down and certiﬁed
by the signature of two members of the executive
of either any recognised Society of Model Engineers
or Model Yacht Club, who must have been present
at the trials. In addition to the foregoing particu
lars, the prize~winners
must furnish photographs
and descriptions of their boats for publication
in
THE MODEL ENGINEER.
The awarding of the prizes
may be summarised as follows :—
SiLVER MEDALs to the fastest boats in Classes
A, B, and C, beating previous records.
MEDALS in Classes A, B, and C, to all
other boats beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class D to the fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 3 miles
per hour.
BRONZE

MEDAL in Class D to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 3 miles per
hour.

BRON7E

FIG. 3.
parts—A the bridge piece, and B the drawhook.
The former is made from a piece of ﬂat mild steel,
with a hole drilled in the top of the bridge, through
which passes the screwed portion of the drawhook
B. The drawhook would require to be forged, the
slot to ﬁt over the key being drilled out and then
filed up square.
With the foot of the bridge against
the boss of the wheel from which the key is to be
drawn, and the slot hooked over the head of the kev,
it_will be possible to extract by tightening 0n the nut
with a spanner. There is only about an inch of
draw allowed for, which should be ample to give
the key a good start.
If it is not easy enough to
draw out by hand, after being pulled that distance,
the nut may be eased back and some packing placed
linrlci‘ the foot of the bridge.

If in Classes A, B, and C, the performance of the
ﬁrst boat does not surpass that attained in previous
competitions, then the highest awards will be
Bronze Medals and Certiﬁcates respectively.
The
number of competitors interested in any one boat.
either as designers or builders, will be limited to
two. A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certiﬁcate of performance.
Certiﬁcates will be given all Class A boats which have
an average speed record of not less than nine miles
per hour ; to Class B boats with an average speed
of not less than seven miles per hour; to Class C
boats with an average speed of not less than five
miles per hour ; and to Class D boats with an average
speed of not less than three miles per hour.
The following are the previous best records :—
Class A, 958 miles per hour.
Class B, 15-05 miles per hour.
Class C, 139 miles per hour.
The last date of entry is December 3 ist. 1909.
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How to Choose a Dynamo.
By ALFRED \V. MARSHALL, M. l.l\1'ech. E..

AJI. I.E.F.v

PART TIL—FIELD-MAGNETS.
(Conclude hem page 125.)
HF. double magnetic circuit type of magnet,
as Figs. 14 to 16, requires more wire than the
horseshoe
single
type. something like one
and a~half times the weight, but this is a minor con

sideration
when a single machine only is to be
made or re-wound.
The construction shown in
Fig. 15 favours lightness;
probably where reduc
tion of total weight is a consideration, it
is the best design to select.
Fig. 17 is repre
sentative of the ironclad type of ﬁeld-magnet,
so called because the coils are enveloped
by
the iron frame or yolk.
This particular design
is usually called the Lahmcyer pattern, a
maker of that name having been prominent
in using it.
Fig. 18 is the same design hilt
having the coils placed vertical;
Fig. [0 is
similar, but has the two coils combined into
one.
Fig. 20 is equivalent to the design of
All of these
Fig. 18, but has a circular yoke.
designs, Figs. l7 to 20, have the advantage of
evenly distributed magnetism at the poles,
but it is not so stiff as that obtained with
designs I4 to I6, and therefore more liable to dis
tortion by the action of the armature.
The mag
netic circuit is single through the poles and cores.

Fiq 18.

but is double through the yoke, the magnetism
dividing into two (M M) flows through that part.
It is easy to wind the coils, as there is no need
to have an equal number of turns in each.
An
advantage is that the frame is neutral, so that there
is not so much stray magnetism as with Figs. 7 to
16. A disadvantage is that the iron path through
the yoke is a long one, compared to Figs. 7 to

4'7

16, so that a greater amount of magnetising power
has to be provided, necessitating a heavier mag
The coils being
netising current or more wire.
enclosed
by the yoke, attain a higher tempera
ture for a given expenditure of energy in magnetisa
tion, as the heat cannot get away so easily as with
open types of magnet, such as Figs. 7 to 16. In
order to keep down the size and weight of the coils,
it is necessary to allow an ample cross-section
of
iron in the yokes; the design, therefore, tends to
produce a heavy machine. The brushes are not
placed conveniently for adjustment in Figs. 17 and
:9; they are likely to frvul the
frame, but the position of the arma
ture and general
faVQurs
design

steady running.
Ironclad machines favour con
struction by'castings, but the poles
and cores can conveniently be made
of forgings and bolted in place.
Figs. 15 and 16 are designs con
venient if the ﬁeld-magnet is to
be built entirely of wrought iron:
Figs. 7 and 8 lend themselves to
wrought or cast iron ﬁeld-magnets.
}
_
Flg- I4 15 particularly suitable to composite con
struction. with wrought-iron cores and cast-iron
pole pieCes.
Fig. 21 shows an ironclad pattern

F'ﬁ

which lends itself readily to wrought-iron con
struction.
The magnet is composed of two pieces
of bar iron, F1, F2, bent as shown and placed
together, the Coils being slipped on after
wards;
this design is the equivalent 01
Fig. 17. Any pattern may be made up with
wrought iron or cast iron, or composite: it
is to a. considerable extent a question of
convenience. It is necessary, however, that
cast iron be given about double the sectional
area to a similar magnet of wrought iron.
so that a greater weight of wire must be
wound on the coils if the magnet is to have
A composite design such as
equal power.
Fig. 14 is of advantage in this respect, as
the parts upon which the coils are wound
can be conveniently made of wrought-iron
bar, whilst the pole pieces, which are of more
intricate form, can be readily made with cast
Cast iron has one merit for small
ings.
machines: it retains a considerable amount of mag
netism after the exciting current has ceased to ﬂow
This facilitates the machine
through the winding.
to
exciting itself when the armature commences
rotate. A composite ﬁeld-magnet is therefore a good
form of construction, as it combines the high mag
netic quality of wrought iron with the retaining pro
In some designs little advanta gc
perty of cast iron.-

4|8
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from the higher magnetic quality of wrought iron is
available, because the construction
necessitates
the use of a larger bulk of metal than would be
For example,
required for purely magnetic reasons.
the designs of Figs. 17 to 19, when made so that
the magnet cores are in one piece with the yoke,
require a bulk to enable a sufﬁcient pole area to be

obtained if the coils are to be \vouud separately
and slipped on. If the magnet be made of wrought
iron there will of necessity be a much greater cross
section at the poles than required to carry the
magnetism, and the coils will have to be larger than
if the machine were designed so that the cores could
be made of a size determined entirely by magnetic
considerations. The way to overcome this objection
would be to have the cores and pole pieces detach
able, so that they could be made of ditierent pro
portions ; this involves extra cost and trouble in the
mechanical part of the work.
Similar disadvan
tages occur with all forms of wrought-iron magnets
made in one piece, such as could be used with
designs 7, 8. 15, and 16; in the two latter instances

May 0. i909.

dynamos A—that is, machines Which
more than one pair of magnetic poles—came
into existence
on account of difﬁculties
which
For each pair of poles
develop as size is increased.
there may be one or more complete magnets, but
the magnets
are joined together for convenience
in manufacture, So that, except to an expert, the
actual magnetic structure is
masked by the general arrange
ment of the design.
Fig. 22
shows a much-used type of four
ﬁeld
pole
magnet.
Fig. 23
shows another design in which
four poles are produced by only
two magnetising coils, the con
nections being made
so that
they are in opposition instead
of
assisting one another, as
would
be
for the
necessary
dynamo shown in Fig. 17. Mul
tipolar ﬁeld-magnets
may be
Multipolar

have

ﬁtted with drum or ring arma
tures.
One may be considered
to be as good as the other for
drum arma
general purposes;
howeVer,
have a considerable advantage
turcs,
if the winding is to have two circuits only
through it, reckoning the path as through the
winding from brush to brush, the arrangement
Except
being known as wave or series winding.
for reason of fancy. there is no advantage of
moment to be gained by making a small multipolar
(lvuamo. in all sizes which an amateur is likely

ﬁ—n

a pair of magnets would be required if the coils
were to be wound separately and slipped on to
their places.
Generally any type of ﬁeld-magnet may be
to work with a drum or ring armature,
designed
and either machine may be considered as good as the
other. Some types of machine, however, lend them
selves to one kind of armature.
Designs such as
Figs. 7 and 8, are more favourable to drum anna
tures, and may be regarded
as true types when
ﬁtted thus. Figs. I4 to 21 favour ring armatures,
and especially Fig. 14 may be regarded as a true type
when thus ﬁtted, though Fig. 15 is a true type
when made with a cast-iron magnet and drum
the
armature. Made thus, it may be named

As already explained, howewr,
Weston pattern.
the whole matter of design is very much involved,
and it is very difﬁcult to name many of the patterns
which have come into general use.

Fig. 23.
to deal with, two-pole dynamos are quite as good
as the multipolar type for working purposes.
Multi~
polar design favours armatures of large diameter and
short length.
enables former wound coils to be
more easily arranged and utilises the iron core of the
armature to a greater extent than with a two-pole
ﬁeld-magnet; the ﬁeld of magnetism is more stiff
and less affected
by armature action upon it.
Against these advantages it requires a considerably

It

greater number of coils and commutator segments.
\Vhen very low speed is desired, the multipoiar
system has considerable advantage.
A distinct type of dynamo is the magneto machine,
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It may be ﬁtted with any type of armature. There
is no winding at all upon the ﬁeld-magnet, which
consists of a permanent steel magnet of horseshoe
The armature may run in pole faces cut
pattern.
in the body of the magnet as Fig. 15, or in iron pole
pieces, to which the ends of the magnet are attached.
Fig. 24 shows this construction, which is equivalent
to the machine shown in Fig. 7 ; it must be
suppoer by non-magnetic material, such as the
blocks B B;
the pole pieces are Pr and P2.

Fig

This is no (lefect, as it
centre than at the horns.
concentrates the magnetism and assists in counter
acting distortion of the ﬁeld by the armature.
Avoid having an armature nearer to one pole face
than the other, unless the magnetic pull. is to_be
against the weight of the armature. Avord havrng
an armature nearer to one pair of pole horns than to
Do
the other pair, except for the foregorng reason.
not worry after perfect systems of wrndlngidrurn
armatures; take the one you understand; it Will

24

L
Another arrangement shown by Fig. 25 is the
equivalent of that shown by Fig. 15 ; two magnets
are used with their like poles joined together by
the pole pieces Pr and P2.
As it is difﬁcult to make
permanent magnets having a large area of cross
section,
they are usually made compound for
is, composed
of several
magneto-dynamos—that
thin magnets placed one over the other, or several
such magnets may also be placed side by side to
Fig. 26 shows
produce one broad magnetic pole.
several ways of arranging compound magnets.
A dynamo is a compromise in both the electrical
and mechanical part of its design.
When selecting
one, choose a pattern which lends itself the most
favourably to your particular requirements. Fig. 7,
for example, is adapted for coupling direct to an
undertype vertical steam engine,
Fig. 8 lends
itself to driving by belt, and is a good type to
experiment with, as the parts are easily accessible.

Fiq. 25

It

is advisable to select armatures with toothed
cores when of small diameter, especially if they are
of drum pattern, as the machine is then more likely
the ﬁeld—magnet is to be of wrought
to excite.
iron, avoid smooth-cored armatures for the same
reason, unless of large diameter.
Avoid ﬁeld-mag
nets with narrow spread of pole surface, prefer those
Avoid machines which have a
of ample span.
large clearance space between the armature surface
Some machines have pole faces
and pole face.
bored to a slightly larger radius than that of the
armature, plus the normal clearance, so that the
armature surface is nearer to the pole faces at the

If

/
Fig. 26.

probably do your work just as well.
An odd num
ber of coils and sections is no fault in a drum arma
ture; on the contrary, it gives a very good system
for a two-pole machine, and is unavoidable for
some multipolar designs.
A magneto dynamo is
sure to excite. but the magnets cannot be made so
as
an
powerful
electro-magnet, A shunt-wound
dynamo armature runs in the same direction when
supplied with current and used as a motor; a series.
wound dynamo does not do so.

A BOREHOLE 7,370 feet deep is being drilled near
Rybnik, in South Western Germany.
By Decem
ber, 1908, it had reached a depth of 7,070 feet, with
a. diameter of 2 inches.
THE American Consul at Kobe reports that
whereas ten years ago gas and oil engines were not
used in Japan, at the present time they represent
nearly 15 per cent. of the pawn producers used by
manufacturers.
In 1897 the number of power
driven factories in Japan was 2,910.
In 1906 the
number was 4,656, and 306 gas and 429 oil engines
were being employed.

Notes on Gauges.
ll

By W.
HINGS which

MUNCASTER.

are equal to the same are
equal to each other," has been accepted
, as an axiom in geometry for two thousand
M
The similitude of two angles or magni
years.
tudes is decided by a comparison with a third angle
or magnitude.
In modern engineering the axiom holds good, but
the application may be somewhat diﬁerent, for we
compare things, generally speaking, by means of a
gauge which may not possess any likeness to either.
rather than by a pattern or a sample which would
be a duplicate of either.
Vl’e might, for instance,
_
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in small workshops to use the parts of the work,
as they are machined, to gauge the connecting parts.
For instance, where a bush has to be ﬁtted into a
bored eye, the bush would not be turned until the
boring took place, when it would be made to ﬁt.
Generally speaking, the various parts that ﬁt
together are not machined simultaneously, but
taken in order, so that some, after being ﬁnished,
It is not con~
may be used to ﬁt the others to.
tended that from a strictly mechanical point of
view this procedure is bad—there is no reason why all
the parts should not ﬁt satisfactorily.
There is,
however, on the score of economy of production

t—b—i
xxxxx

s

a__

it:

/7

1

o

Fin.

,

cylinders by means of a gauge like that
shown in Fig. I, where a would equal the diameter
and b the length. The gauge, being cut out of a piece
of thin steel, would hear no possible likeness to the
cylinder it is intended to compare it with.
It may be said that a gauge is prepared for the
purpose oi ensuring that a piece of machinery is
made so as to be interchangeable with any- similar

compare

FIG.

I),

is

p

is

it

p is

it
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a

part. The use of a gauge on a part that is not
In the
intended to be duplicated is very important.
is preparing the work
case where a machine—man
for the ﬁtters the amount of work to be done by
them depends to a great measure on the accuracy
of the machining, and this in turn depends on the
If suitable gauges be not
of working.
methods
supplied, the accuracy of the work can hardly be
A workman generally likes to he sure
expected.
that he is not taking too much oﬁ when machining,
and where there is any room for doubt the chances
are that a great deal too much will be left for the ﬁle
of the ﬁtter, to remove which means an increased
It is a very common practice
cost of production.

and 01 discipline, a great objection to such a method
of doing work, especially in large shops. whether
engaged on repeat work or not.
Amongst the ﬁrst standard gauges to be put on
the market were the sets of ring and plug gauges in
the form shown in Fig. 2. The plug
carefully
ground, alter hardening, to the required diameter
so that over the length a
truly cylindrical
is made so as to
and of the exact size.
The ring
slip on to the plug without any slackness.
It is
necessary to keep both parts free from grit so that
they are each carefully wiped and oiled
before
being put together.
In using
sometimes only
of
to
the
necessary to set
pair
calipers
plug to
test any work in the lathe.
As shown in the ﬁgure,
rather in excess of
so that the part above
is

3.

a

Fm.

2.
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the ring where the gauges stand on the bench isvery
handy for setting the calipers.
A shaft or pin may
be tested when ﬁnished by trying to slip the ring on ;
or if it be a hole to be tested the plug will be tried in.
The usefulness oi the gauge is not limited to turned
work, it is sometimes used to test square or ﬂat

pieces by the aid of a pair of calipers, and the ring
ior ﬂat drills, reamers, etc.
It sometimes happens that a limit is ﬁxed for
errors
above
or below
the standard, and a small
allowed
to the
margin
workman,
absolute accu
racy being almost impossi
ble in ordinary
working
if the cost of production
be a consideration.
For
this reason limit gauges
are introduced.
These are
of various shapes, accord
ing to requirements, the
form for turned
common
work
shown in
being
Fig. 3.
Supposing the limit e
allowed
be
1 500th
in.
over or under the size. the
end A would be ground to
d + i-5ooth in. over the
size, and B to d ~ i-5ooth
FIG. 6.
in. under the size between
the jaws.
The work is
_
then made so that it will enter the jaw at A, but
not at B ; we can in this way ensure the diameter
being not greater than the maximum and not less
than the minimum.

For internal gauge work two pin gauges in a ring.
as shown in Fig. 4. are handy: the pins, after thi
ends have been hardened, are ground to length and
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made convex to a radius slightly less than half the
length of the pin. In using this gauge care is needed
to keep the pin normal to the axis of the hole, but
the knack of doing this is soon acquired by the

workman.

In these days of keen competition, when accuracy
combined with quickness oi production is more than
ever necessary, and parts are to be made interchange
Formerly, when
able. special gauges are required.
machine tools were not up to their present standard
the workman made, one part to ﬁt
of excellence,
another without any thought of whether it would
If he were
ﬁt a similar part of another machine.
boring out a cylinder he would not be particular to
i-16th in., either under or over the correct dimension
on the drawing, so that he had a good smooth
He would then turn the piston
surface in the bore.
to ﬁt the cylinder, and likewise with various other
parts. It will be seen, therefore, that a part from
one engine would not ﬁt another of the same pattern,
and the firm who constructed the engine, on receiving
an order to replace a certain part, could not do so
from that
without ﬁrst taking exact measurements
particular engine.
.
It is intended in this article to describe various
standard and special gauges, and the method of
construction, also limit gauges, and their use,

Frc,

7.

and to show also how one class 01 gauge is made
with the assistance of another.
Before gauge-making should be attempted, a
thorough knowledge of the reading of accurate
measuring instruments, such as the
micrometer gauge
and “ vernier "
slide caliper, should be acquired.
For
the beneﬁt of those readers whose work
does not bring them in contact with
any of these, it may be advisable to
brieﬂy explain the working of these
We will ﬁrst consider
instruments.
the micrometer, a form of which is
shown in Fig. 5.
The work to be
measured
is placed between
the jaws
of the micrometer, touching the faces
a and b, which are hardened and
The face a is stationary,
ground true.
but the face b is the end of spindle s, which is
ﬁrmly secured at the outer end to the drum
The screwed part of the spindle works inside
d.
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Locomotive
By CHAS.

S. LAKE,

Notes.

A.M.I.I\-lech.E.

Two INTERESTING BRITISH

TANK

ENGINES

roR

ABROAD.

is

8|:

Messrs. Beyer, Peacock
Co., Ltd., of the Gorton
Foundry, hzwe favoured the writer with photo
graphs and general particulars of two distinct
types of tank engines which they have completed
for foreign service, and these are now reproduced
herewith. One of the engines
a locomotive
crane,
the other a combined rack and adhesion
The former was built for the Central
engine.
Argentine Railway, which has the 5-ft. 6-in. gauge.
It
a six-coupled 0—6—0 type tank locomotive,
with outside cylinders and \Valschaerts
valve
g~~ar. it
ﬁtted with
jib crane capable of lifting

.

a

is

6

the sleeve 0, and the drum on the outside simul
The spindle and sleeve are screwed
taneously.
The sleeve is divided into
40 threads to the inch.
tenths of an inch, each tenth being subdivided into
four, the subdivisions. therefore.
being the same
As r-40th = “025 of an inch,
pitch as the thread.
it will clearly be seen that one turn of the barrel
will give 2 5-thousandths travel to the spindle. The
barrel is divided on the periphery at] into 25 parts,
each part representing -00l of an inch.
The micro»
meter is made in various sizes, as it is the usual
practice to allow only r-in. travel on the screw.
The smallest size opens from 0 to I in., and the. one
shown by sketch from I to 2 ins.
The ring shown
a r-in. template, by which the. micro
represents
meter can be tested.
For diameters over 6 ins.
it is not usual to use a micrometer, but a horse
shoe gauge with a screw at each end, which is set
to the correct distance,
with a vernier.
shows a vernier slide caliper:
the body a, the
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tons at i8-‘ft. radius, and has two vertical
and two horizontal cylinders for effecting the lifting
and slewing operations. The main (engine) cylin
ders are outside the frames,
driving the middle
coupled wheels.
They are 16 ins. diameter by
stroke, with coupled wheels
ft.
ins.
20-in.
H ft. ins. total
diameter. The total wheelbase
heating surface, 848‘5 sq. ft.; grate area, 14-9 sq.
ft.
and working pressure,
165 lbs. per sq. in.
In working order the engine weighs 45% tons.
The combined rack and adhesion
locomotive
has been delivered to the Imperial
Railways of
It was designed to haul a load of from 100
Japan.
in 40 adhesion
to 150 tons weight on up grades of
and grades of in 15 (rack). There are six coupled
wheels and a pair of independent wheels
adhesion
of the Abt type.
at each end.
The rack rail
The
leading dimensions are as follows tTubes, 1,18r sq. ft.
ﬁrebox,
Heating surface
total, 1268-7 sq. ft.
87-7 sq. ft.
Grate area, 19-9 sq. ft.
a load of

1

is

'Lis

b

1

RAILWAY.

.

CENTRAL Ancax‘rmz
5

Loconorrva:

;

CRANE

end of which forms the stationary jaw, is divided
into inches, tenths, and forticths, the sliding jaw b
has marked on it a small scale of divisions (see Fig. 7).
The length of this scale
-6 in., and
divided
into 25, each division representing -001 of an inch.
When the jaws close up to__'__eachother, the zero
marks on each scale will coincide. If we wish to
open the jaws to 1005 in., the zero mark on the
should be moved, approximately to
in.
jaw
the remainder of the
By tightening the screw
distance may be adjusted by the nut n, which will
on the smaller scale opposite. the
be to bring the
on the larger,
ﬁrst mark to the outward side of
scale,
thus arriving at
The
-005 = i-oo5.
screw
should then be tightened, the distance
For internal
being equal to that shown on the scale.
measurements,
the jaws are rounded at s, each jaw
to
being '15 in. thick, which makes
necessary
shown on the scale,
add '3 in. to the distance
therefore the inside measurement equals
in.
(To be continued.)

l
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Working pressure, 180 lbs. per sq. in.
Rack (inside),
Cylinders diameter:
11}
by 16 ins.; adhesion (outside),
15')
ins.
by 20
diameter:
2
\Vheels
Leading
bogie,
coupled, 3 ft. ; trailing bogie, 2 ft.
\Vheelbase : Coupled, 13 ft. ; total, 21 ft. 6
\Veight on rails (in working order)—

Front

wheels

. .

Leading coupled
Driving..
..
Trailing coupled
. .
Hind
..

..
..

..
..
..

..
..

t.
11
12

..13
..
..

i3
7

ins.
ins.

ft.;
ins.

c. q.
13 2
16 3
3 3
5 3
i
0

o
Total
..
..
. . 58
3
\Vater carried, 1,520 galls.
Fuel space, 70 cub. ft.
Liquid fuel, 25o galls.
The tractive power, per pound of mean effective
pressme in cylinder, is (rack) 126-70 and (adhesion)
133-47 lbs.
CORRESPONDENCE

re "r1112
L. 8:

YR.

4~0~4>

TYPE.

This has been rather frequent of late, and the
seems to be one of considerable interest
subject
R.,
readers. One correspondent—H.
G.
among

)

COMBINED RACK AND ADHESION

1

l

and
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referred to is in error, as we all are at one time
or another, but that does not detract from the
value of the journal as a whole.
Mr. Robinson, of Liverpool, replies to the Work
ingtou correspondent whose remarks on the subject
of the working of the same engines appeared on
page 293, issue of April ist last, and writes as
follows : " The remarks made by your Leeds corre
spondent on the subject of L. & Y.R. 4—6—0
locomotives apply to the hill<climbing qualities
of the engines, but I still maintain that when it
comes to very last work with moderate train loads,
they are unable to make up time when an extra
slack becomes necessary, as I have found occur
on the Liverpool-Manchester
40-minute service.
The majority of these trains are never composed of
more than six bogie coaches, and often only three.
My previous remarks only related to speed, and not
to power, and the comparison was made on the
basis of work performed on the Liverpool-Manchester
‘
section by the 1,400 class
I still hold
Atlantics.’
to my previous words—that when it comes to speed
over moderate grades, with loads, say, not exceed
ing 150—170 tons, the 4——6—0 type is unable to
‘
If your corre
Atlantics.’
compare with the
spondent will make a few runs with the 40-minute
he will see that very fast work has to
expresses,
be maintained between (from Manchester) Swintou,

LOCOMOTIVEZ

a page taken from a
of Manchester—forwards
publication which deals with railway matters on
which the L. & Y.R. type is described as a four‘
cylinder compound, with H.-P. cylinders outside
ahd LsP. cylinders inside the frames. and, he asks;
" “'hich is correct, the statement that the engines
are compounds, or that which you'have published
in ‘Loconiotive Notes,’ viz., that they have the
four-cylinder simple arrangement."
The engine of this class which the writer had an
opportunity of examining recently was. as prewousl'y
stated, a four-cylinder simple, and this feature is
presumably the basis of the whole of the class.
If one of the engines has been ﬁtted with com
pound cylinders, say for the purposes of comparison,
the fact is one outside the writer's‘ information.
It is more probable that the publication above

Electrician.

l M PERIA L

JAPAN ESE RAILWAYs.

Peniberton,
and
Junction,
Daisy Hill, Hindley
Upholland tunnel and Kirby, and the distance of
22 miles 286 yds. from Crow's Nest, Hindley, to
Liverpool, often has to be run in 22% minutes,
"
S "-curvcs at Pendleton
owing to slacks round the
and the frequent signal checks at Salford on the
return journey.
Recent runs which I have made
'
have
shown the
behind the 'Atlantics
again
Nos. 1,407
splendid capabilities of these engines.
and 708 on two separate occasions, in bad weather,
ran from Manchester to Liverpool in 30) minutes,
this including a long signal check at Kirkdale
Sandhills, which resulted in the approach to Liver
pool occupying h} minutes longer than usual."
The remarks of both correspondents, when
summed up, go once more to prove that, as the
writer before said, each type of engine has its
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particular sphere, and although either may, on
occasions.
equal the general performance of the
other. there cannot be any denying the broad
fact that with two such varying designs, the work
ing conditions, to provide a true test of the quali<
As references
ﬁcations of each, must vary also.
to this matter have taken up a. good deal of space
lately, the subject must now be suspended for a
while.

A LARGE " BARCLAY TANK' FOR WALizs.
A powerful tank engine-one of three built by
Messrs.
Andrew Barclay, Sons & (10., Ltd.. of
Kilmarnock, N.B., for the Alexandra Docks and
illustrated on this page.
Railway Company—is
The engines are of the 0—6—2 type, with outside
cylinders and saddle tanks, and ihe dimensions
are throughout of a character designed
to afford

Fe.
HEAVY

"

,,

'.

..

“BARcLAY” TANK ENGINE;
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Scoring in Model Yacht Races.
By W. G. BRITTAIN.

COMMENCE

with a certain
unavoidable
knowing that whatever is said
scepticism,
will have
the colour of sympathy,
and
perhaps of partiality.
There seems to be as many ways of ascertaining
winners in the guise of champions as there are of
" tribal
lays." and which of them is right.
singing
perhaps, depends upon the point of view of the club
devotee
and partisan, who belongs
to a curiously
school which has not left itself without
modern
record in the latest phases of the sport, but which
has little or no place in the present enthusiastic
1 am not sure
development of model yachting.

.”

-i'

4

ALEXANDRA DUCKS

In working order each
power capacity.
ample
engine weighs 53 tons, and the total heating surface
is 1,148 sq. ft., with grate area 17-6 sq. ft., and
working pressure 160 lbs. per sq. in. The cylinders
have a diameter of i8 ins. and a piston stroke of
26 ins., while the coupled wheels are 4 ft. 3 ins.
diameter on tread, and radial trailing wheels 3 ft.
is I2 ft. 6 ins.,
diameter. The rigid wheelbase
The engine
and the total wheelbase 18 ft. 6 ins.
thus resembles in many respects main—line practice.
it presents is fully typical of
and the appearance
British locomotive standards.
The tank
modern
capacity is |,200 galls. 02 water, and the bunker
carries 3 tons of coal.
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that this position is not more interesting. because of
its occasional incoherence—at all events, it presents
'a vivid impressionist picture, even though that
picture be suffused with some of the tender lights
of chivalrons friendship to the yachtsmen of by-gone
days. I am no champion of a system or formula,
which some hold has been very largely misunder
stood. Such championship, however,
argues all .
sort of generous and noble feelings, but they do not ‘
I will, there.
always produce accurate criticism.
fore, vigorously forbear any insistence upon the
peculiarities of any system or procedure of scoring,
etc., in model yacht sailing. any accentuating of the
weakness. any marking of the differences of the past
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or the present. Readers devoted to the old time
methods might resent the severity of judgment.
The one essential factor to a right decision, as
to which method should prevail in the order of
procedure in club and inter-club matches, is—Time.
\\'e have local peculiarities to consider—the benign
or perhaps carping spirit predominating among
"
those in high places "—our
parochial rulers.
The conditions prevailing in one locality are
anathema to another;
other sports. or pe'lhaps
necessities. as boating and bathing, are the prevailing
fad of those under whose Jurisdiction our ponds
are placed. I have in my possession, in my bro
chure of model yachting correspondence.
records
of the refusal of an owner of a pond of the use
of the water for an hour or two’s sailing, for fear of
disturbing the ﬁsh in the pond; another, where
a request had been made, where fears were ex
for the heads of the model yachtsmen
pressed
sailing, on account of the golf balls ﬂying about.
Some of us. I think, would not mind a “ crack "—
perhaps it would let in a little light, and show us
in what direction the remedy lies, to bring pressure
to bear upon those who regard our sport in much the
“
same light that they regard a
game of marbles "—
a harmless, useless sort of pastime, to keep boys and
" old men in their
dotage” out of mischief.
Time and churlishness, then, are the predominat
ing inﬂuences. \Ve must not. however, cavil.
Where there is time at disposal and there is no
deterring factor, there is no doubt that the most
perfect and satisfactory system of racing is pro
vided by what is known as the " tournament”
system. The principle involved in this is that
each one of the competing craft is pitted, in its turn,
against every other one sailing in the match, thus
ensuring, as far as it is humanly possible to ensure,
the superiority of the best boat, neglecting, of
course, the hypothetical
failures and mishaps,
usually called " bad luck," owing to “fouling,”
or the presence of derelicts on the water. But it
will be apparent at once that a match, in which,
say, some eighteen or twenty boats are engaged,
the time occupied to sail in this manner will be a
very serious consid eration —-would be indetermmable
—dependent. in some measure, on the force of the
wind, and the inclination, or otherwise, of the com
petitors to face the prospect and probability of
sacrificing a dinner waiting for them at home, and
the certainty of having to meet the storms and
I have seen
squalls of the good lady of the house.
many a good match spoiled by a competitor with
drawing his boat, rather than face this “ comber."
The remedy lies in withholding permission to with
draw, except when incapacitated by irreparable
damage. otherwise the points secured by perhaps
a few only of the other boats must be cancelled
all along the line—in some cases undoubtedly a
hardship, and perhaps involving all the difference
between
winning and losing the match. Practi
cally, I have found that in the case of a large
number of entries in a match the system is not
posible—however
perfect it may be theoretically,
and should only be adopted when not more than
ten boats are competing, and even this number only
when the breezc has sufficient weight to drive a
boat at her best.
This means a full day’s work.
If the wind is light or ﬂuky, not more than half'a
dozen boats can be managed.
Each competitor previous to starting should be
provided with a card. denoting the number of the
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opposing boat for each round of the competition ;
duplicate numbers should be placed conspicuously
or attached
on each boat. either at the mast-head
E. M. Y. A.

_ ‘1
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n
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CARD No. l.

by means of a screweve on to the hatch. The
secretary (who too often is inclined, and perhaps,
as a matter of course, is often expected to do 100
murll) should insist that every man keep his own
These cards can be collected or handed over
score.
to the officer of the day, at the close of the match,
and the record on each card will sufﬁce to check
the accuracy of every other ; this will considerably
E. M. Y. A.
Number of Boat

_

1

Pomrs.

1

WiOPi'osisi; BoAT.

|
2

Number

In the "run" No.

FOR
2

i

“AGAINST

takes,

2 wins and

I

|

say,

one

point.
E. M. Y. A.

-

Number of Boat

Pom-rs.

|

Oi-rosixo
Number

lion.

FOR

I

I

IAGAINST
i

2

CARD No. 2.
lighten the arduous duties inseparably associated
with racing day 'in a large and enthusiastic club.
The cards. about the size of a post-card, used by the
E..\I.Y.A., in the days when tournament racing was
i
possible. were arranged as Card No. I.
I think this card needs but little explanation.
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The
the top was printed the title of the club.
members,
after the ﬁrst one or two races, were
capable of arranging the order of competing boats
Thus No. I for his ﬁrst round
without difficulty.
would meet boat carrying the distinguishing number
2. Assuming .\'o. l to he the winner in the lirstloard,
“
a beat to windward." his score (whatever points
are assigned to the heat) would be written in
“ For," denoting
boat I. The

At

points for
column
owner of No. 2, on the other hand, having lost the
board, would write thepoints in column "Against,"
denoting points secured against N0. 2. At this
stage the respective cards of No. i and No. 2 would
read as Card No. 2.
This order would be maintained until the numbers
were exhausted ; thus a sort of debtor and creditor
double entry system would exist throughout the
match, with a total of for and against points—the
difference between the two totals giving the net
total of points gained during the day, and the
winner ascertained.
Either the net or aggregate points could be taken
(the latter preferably, as it obviates the introduc
tion of the minus sign); it would make no difference
to the discovery of the ultimate winner, which in
both cases would lie the same. boat, for there can
be no excess of the maximum points possible.
to the officer
The cards, after being handed
could then be checked—one with the
responsible,
No. l to contain the scores as
Assume
other.
shown on Card No. 3.
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Should there be an odd number of boats, thus
creating a “ bye," each boat in its turn would for
one round stand
out of the competition.
This
gives an opportunity for remedying any defects in
gear, etc., invariably arising in a keen competition.
In the case of two or more boats securing an
equal number of points (a tie), rc-sails under the
same conditions _should be adopted.
E. M. Y. A.
Number of
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CARD No. 3.

Tm: New
CLUB House, EASTERN MODEL YACHT
'
ASSOCIATION.

This is, therefore, No. i’s record, on a basis of
2 points to the winner of the beat, and I point to
the winner of the run.
Loses the run.
Against No. 2 Wins the beat
Do.
Do.
..
3
Do.
Wins the run.
.. 4
Do.
..
5 Loses the beat.
,, 6
Wins the heat.
Do.
.. 7 Loses the beat. Loses the run.
Wins the run.
Do.
.. 8
,,
\\'ins the beat.
Do.
9
Loses the run.
Do.
.. to
Giving a maximum of twenty-seven points for
the match, 110., a possible
3 points against each
of the nine opposing boats.
Each other card would contain the exact reversal of
that recorded in No. i's card, 110.,the totals appearing
"
"
in ‘For column of No. I would appear in
Against"
column of every other card, and en“: wrsa.

In connection with the keeping of these records.
it will immenser facilitate the work of the secretary
if he makes himself familiar with “ Card~lndexing "
--it saves many hours of unnecessary drudgery, not
only in connection with records of races, but also
in other features of administrative detail.
Every boat should have its distinguishing colours
ﬂying, as registered.
So many thoughtlessly persist in cruising—or,
“
'
as they call it, getting their boats into
trim —
that considerable delay is ofttimes caused.
All
cruising should immediately cease on a given signal.
The choice of position, often an important matter,
can be arranged by the spin of a coin, but he that
has choice of position in the beat should offer the
option of choice to his opponent on the return.
I have detailed the modus operandi of the tourna—
ment system with some detail, in view of the fact
that this procedure is common, in its varying forms.
to most of the clubs in the country, with an almost
uniform allocation of two points for a win to wind
ward and one point for a win on the run. Seeing
it is seldom that the same model excels on the two
points of sailing, and the diﬁiculty of running some
in most
what accentuated hy lack of sea-way
of our ponds, possibly a ratio of 3 and 2 points
respectively would be a more equable adlustment
of the relative importance of these courses of sailing,
and would ensure greater attention—now neglected
in a large measure—to the art of trimming t0 the
" run " ; it is an old
worn»
best advantage for the
“
" can
out fallacy to argue that
anything
and
will run. Some clubs do not attempt this point of
sailing, but are content with the windward work
only. There is clearly room here for improvement,
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Maud, io-rater, second
prize and medal.
Mr.
Gilpin’s silver rose bowl was sailed for at Roundhay I
Mr. M'Caw’s Minnie, io-rater, ﬁrst prize and rose
bowl; Mr. North’s Iliuriel, 36-lincar rater, second
T he North Challenge Shield race, being the
prize.
most important event of the year, was looked
forward to with great interest.
Eight yachts, out of an entry of fourteen, joined in
the race, which was sailed in three heats of two
boats in each heat, one semi-ﬁnal, and ﬁnal.
The race was sailed on the pond at Kirkstall
Abbey. which is ﬂooded in the winter for skating;
but, unfortunately,
there
is not enough
water
running into it to keep it full during the summer.
The race was a beat to windward in a good steady
wind, which gave all the yachts an excellent oppor
tunity ; some of the races were won by inches. and
the racing was very satisfactory.
The new season
opened at Easter, when there was plenty of wind
and water,
Easter Monday turning into such a
gale that even the smallest
sails were too large.
The Club has been on the look-out for a fresh sailing
ground. and if such can be found it is certain that
the Club will continue to increase, and the sport will
rapidly become popular.——Hon.
Secretary, M. ].
McCAw, 24, Dorset Terrace, Harehills Lane, Leeds.

of the system _of awarding
The perpetuation
" 15 to be
“
rcaclung
three points either way when
commended.
(To be ronh'nued.)

[Srzyrlariesand members 0/ Model Yachting Clubs an invited to
tomnwmcaleupon: a! Club doingsand otherno!“ 0/ mines! [or
"us rolumn. Such nous shouldbesentin as early as possiblein
due 0/ issue
Ike month,but in anyrascal leasthulvz daysb17011
in whichtheyare to approx]

Tooting Y.C.
_
A neatly bound little book of rules just received
from the Tooting Yacht Club shows that this recon tly
formed organisation is making headway on good
lines.
\Ve note that Lord Inverclyde's name heads
the list of ofﬁcers, as Patron, and that the Inter_
national Rule is adopted for measurement in the
In the mechanical section, the
sailing section.
measurement rule is L.W.L. + B = lineal measure
ment, L.W.L. being the load water line at rest and
B the beam at widest part.
The Club meets at the
on Tooting Common on the ﬁrst
Asylum Pond
visitors will be
in each month, when
Saturday

Some Interesting Departures in Design.
During the last season of the Leeds M.Y.C.. a

departure was made in the designing of some of tho
io-raters.
Instead of the old dish-shaped ﬁn<
keel boat. which has been so long popular, the newer
boats are built more on the lines of the International
Rule boats, but with a slightly deeper keel and a
hollower garboard. These boats have turned out
very successful, and can hold their own with the
double-ﬁn boats; in fact. some of the double-ﬁn
boats had the ﬁns taken off and a new wooden keel
fastened on instead, with very satisfactory results.
A new yacht, belonging to Mr. Annin, has just been
launched ; she is built from the designs of an Inter
national Rulc boat. but made slightly smaller, so as
to have a shorter water-line than the original,
and to come into the required measurements
for the
length and sail area rule ; although she has not got
quite into trim yet. she shows every sign of being
a fast and powerful boat. equal to, if not better
'
than,
the double-ﬁn boats.
and certame
much

welcome.

Leeds
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M.Y.C.

The annual meeting of this Club was held on
March ist, when a very satisfactory state of affairs
The Club now has a good number of
was reported.
This
members, with a ﬂeet of over forty boats.
lo-raters, eight lo-tonners,
twenty
consists of
eight 5-raters, one 5-tonncr, two 36dinear raters.
The racing for
three zlq'aters, and one steamer.
over a
the president's picture had been extended
long period, and was ﬁnished at Harold Park,
Rubv,
Bradford; Mr. “"ilkinson's
Low Moor,
ﬁrst prize and picture ; Mr. M‘Caw‘s
iii-rater.

ist Heat.

2nd Heat.

3rd Heat.

I

l
l

l

Semi-ﬁned.

Final.

l
Ruby_

iorater, Mr. \\'ilkinson.

Pixie

Io

Suﬁ/again,

Lillv

lo rater, Mr. North
io rater, Mr. Firth

Mfume

10 rater, Mr. McCaw

Don:

IO rater, Mr. Mason

Swallow

IO tonner,

Pet")

10 rater, Mr. Armin

tonner,

“*0, F A h

Ruby.

.

i

l

Ruby (Shield).

. . , Suﬁmgetrr. Suﬂmgvtlc.
.i
.

,
_
l"!‘lnllit'-

l

;

Don:

Don's.
1

I

Dons.

l
l

Mr. Watkins. .
Pclrel.

Putrel.
l

Tux—2Resum-

Ruby.

Ruby.

Pixir.

Mr. Oldroyd .

or run

NORTH

\

CHALLENGE SHIELD RACE.

Doris, 2nd prize.
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prettier and more like the real yacht. The Leeds
members would be interested
to know if any other
clubs have made such a departure in the design of
their boats without departing from the length and
sail area rule; and if so, what results have been
obtained ?

Maidstone Models on Show.
At the ﬁrst annual meeting

of the Maidstone
l\l.Y.C. the opportunity
was
taken
to make a
public display of the members' boats, twenty-four
models in all being on view.
An excellent attend
ance of the public resulted,
and, no doubt, some
recruits to the pastime were forthcoming.
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opponent's lee. and won right on the line. The
second run again ended in the Forest Gate boat
winning by about a yard, but on the next beat to
windward XPDNC, having the weather berth, went
right away from the start, and, working between
7 points, had gained nearly one-third the length of
the course by the time the winning line was reached.
The wind had now increased to about 20 miles per

A Sporting Match.

Mr. W. J. Riley sends us the following notes on
a match recently sailed on the Forest Gate water :—
Some ﬂattering remarks passed in the columns of
the
Yachlsman
recently, concerning the famous
Io-rating model XPDNC (expediency). designed
and built by the well-known firm of model racing
yacht specialists, Messrs. Richards and Daniels, of
4;, Hatton Garden, E.C., were the cause of a
challenge from a member of the Forest Gate, M.Y.C..
and a match was sailed on the 4th April for a smalt

i
1.1.

THE

"XPDNC"

_ .
CLOSE-HAULED.

hour, and XPDNC, scoring the necessary remaining
points without further loss, won a very interesting
match. The Forest Gate water is undoubtedly the
ﬁnest for model sailing within 20 miles of London.
there being no obstruction to the wind for three
miles on three sides of it.
XPDXC is attached
to the Model Yacht Sailing Association of Kensing~
ton, a club that has twenty years’ unbroken success
in io-rater inter-club racing.

Clapham S.
stake.
The conditions were that XI’DXC should
score 20 points out of a possible 30, or lose the match;
4 points were to count for the weather boards and
2 points for the leeward
ones.
A strong breeze
was blowing dead down the course when the boats
came to the line for the start, the Forest Gate boat
having up her full allowance of sail, 1,670 sq. in.,
while XPDXC carried a much smaller sail, about
1,230 sq. in.
The Forest Gate boat won the toss for
choice of stations, and chose the weather berth.
()n the run before the wind spinnakers were carried
to port and the first board ended in an exciting
ﬁnish, the Forest Gate boat winning by about a
length.
The next board was dead to windward.
and XPDNC,
again
in the leeward
berth. had
nearly drawn clear when her opponent's bowsprit
touched her counter, and put her about, and ’ere
she was on the course again. the Forest Gate boat
was 30 yds. away.
XPDNC at once commenced
to close the gap, both outpointing and outiooting
her rival, and every tack saw the gap between
them getting less and less.
As they neared the
winning line the wind blew harder than ever, and
XPDNC, fairly leaping at it, tore through her

6:

S.C.

The half-yearly meeting of this Club was held
on Wednesday. April zist, at their head-quarters.
The Alexandra Hotel. A large number of members
were present, and it is very satisfactory to state that
the Club has had a very good half~year as regards
their funds. Three new members
were elected.
and there is every prospect of the season proving a
success.
The Sailing Section raced the London
Corinthians on the Round Pond on Saturday.
The Corinthians were only able to put
April 3rd.
three boats on the water.
The result was the.
Corinthians won by 5 points. On Sunday, April
25th, the Club went to the Serpentine to sail a match
with the Model Yacht Sailing Association, with four
boats aside.
Two cups, value four guineas each.
have been presented
to the Club (one for each
section) by Mr. G. F. Young for competition this
season. and other cups are also promised, COXlSc
quently the Club will have plenty of trophies to
keep them busy during the season.

Wirrnl M.Y.C.

The following fixture list of the .\I.Y.C. will
that an excellent season's programme has
show
l t will be observed that the steamer
been arranged.
races take place on Thursdays, and the sailing raCes
on Saturdays, an arrangement which no doubt

-

J

May
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The
materially aids towards getting a clear course.
former start at 7 p.m.. and the latter at 3 i5 p.m. :—
May 15. 12-Metre Race (President's Prize).
W'in'al at Stanley Park.
..
29.
June 12. i2-Metre Race (Rear-Com.'s Prize).
.
17. Thursday Steamer Race.
26.
12-Metre Race.
.\Ir. Evan‘s PriZe.
..
Thursday Steamer Race.
8.
July
10.
North Liverpool at Liscard.
..
Thursday 3o-Rater Race.
15.
.,
iz-Metre Race. (\'ice-Com.'s Prizv).
24.
Thursday Steamer Race.
Aug.
5.
,.
iz-leetre Race (Rear-C0m.'s Prize).
i4.
Thursday Steamer Race.
..
19.
2.
Thursday Steamer Race.
Sept.
,.
4.
Bootle at Liscard.
ll. Derby at Liscard.
i8.
..
30~rater Cup Race.
Oct.
2.
iZ-Meta'e Race (Vice—Coni.'s
Prize).
12~Metre Cup Race.
..
23.
Some Southampton Cracks.
Three of the fastest of the Southanipton‘s 4-1t.
water-line class are shown in the accompanying
ll'hl'tr
the Centre one (Mr. Rogers’
illustration.

THREE
Cloud) being
20 it.; Mr.

Mitchell's

the largest, having
“'ood’s Cobalt, to

Northern

Star next

or Sournamnron’s

a height of nearly
the right, and Mr.
All
the schooner.

The Southampton racing
have been prize-winners.
mason is now in full swing. and lasts until October,
a very strong prize-list being provided.

Park's New Club House.
The new model yachting club house built by the
London County Council tor the use of the Eastern
was formally opened on
Model Yacht Association
Saturdav_ April 24th. the ceremony being performed
Marshall, A.l..\lech.F.., Editor of
by Mr. ‘Percival
Victoria
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There was a strong muster
of members and friends present. and an excellent
show of boats.
iz-metre models. of course. pre
dominating.
An illustrated article on the associa
tion and its new quarters will appear in an early
issue.

Practical

Letters from

Readers.

Our

{The Editor mules rmdns lo makr use 0/ this column for lhe lull
durmsi'on of mallrrs of Natural and mutual interest. Lrllrrs
may ﬁt svznrd will: a nmn-de-plnme a! desired, but lliz lull
mm" and nddrns o/ "R sl'nder )ll'ST imminny lw (I‘lafhlll‘
thoughno! nrrrssan'ly for Pllb!ll'ﬂll0ll.l

Design of Model Power Boats and Circular
Course.
To THE EDITOR OF The .‘llodcl Engineer.
DEAR SiR.——l cannot allow Mr. W. 1. E. Pike's
letter to go quite unanswered. I do not know it he
of running high~speed
has had
any experience
boats, and stopping them at the other end, even
when they do come on a straight course.

4~FT.

\V.L.

CLASS.

A hydroplane. when you know how. is even
than an ordinary boat to steer. barring
accidents; but the danger of picking up a twig, or
even a leaf, is very great when running any boat
at a high speed. as a very small thing is sufﬁcient
to deﬂect the course considerably, and unless you
can have the banks lined by a trained body of
catchers, the risk of running a high-speed boat free
is too great to be considered.
Then. again, suppos
ing an accident should happen
to the craft in
"
mid ocean," the convenience of being able to haul
the boat in is inestimable.
The last time I ran the Folly she picked up a
easier
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as it was
plank, which was evidently submerged,
This plank became
not visible before the accident
the propeller and the bottom
jambed between
of the boat, and stopped her as dead as if she had
run aground. This sudden stoppage jerked the
biowlamp out of its seat, so that the ﬂame, instead
of playing into the boiler, shot right up into the air.
(It might, however, have turned sideways and set
By carefully pulling on the line.
ﬁre to the ship.)
however, the boat was brought alongside without
If I had been running her
any damage being done.
from the bank, I should have had to get a boat to
get at her, and in that time she_ might have been
burnt to ashes.
I can see no possible" objection to the “ Waltz
provided you
process,
me-round-again-\Villie
have power to spare to drive it at sufﬁcient speed
to render the slight check caused by the string a
negligible quantity.
I personally. cannot see, as already stated in
my letter in April 22nd issue, any great difference
between Mr. Pike's designs on page 153 anlc and a
badly-designed hydroplane, with, say, 2 hp. on the
propeller, as only the last three sections would
remain on the water—certainly, she would be very
difﬁcult to steer.
I should also like to point out that I have worked
out the list that would be caused by a suitable
plan for the design shown in Fig. 6, with a single
screw, and ﬁnd that this would be far from negligible
—in fact, if she were on an even keel before starting
the list would amount to between
the engines,
5} in. and l in. when running—Yours very truly,
V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTON.

Improved Spirit Lamps.
TO THE EDITOR or The blade! Engineer.
interested
by Mr.
DEAR SiR,—I have been much
"
Spirit Lamps," and
Clements Henry‘s article on
am sure the principle described is the correct one to
I designed a
adopt for locomotives and steamers.
very similar lamp several years ago for Messrs.
Bassett-Lowke & Co., which involved the same
principles, and they have ﬁtted it to all sizes of
In the better-cla55
models,
with great success.
it has a three-way cock ﬁtted between
engines
engine and tender, and the lamp arranged in two
divisions, one consisting of three burners and the
other of ﬁve, so that by means of the three—way cock
the ﬁre may consist of eight, ﬁve, or three ﬂames, or
This arrangement has the
be turned right out.
advantage of allowing the model to stand without
generating more steam than is required—Yours
GEO. WINTERINGHAM.
faithfully,

Model Speed Boats.
or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—I am sorry that there has been any
To

THE EDITOR

misunderstanding between Mr. Phillips and myself.
I imagined Mr. Phillips was referring to racers
and racing craft when he made use of the expres
sion,
"high-speed models,” and as Mr. Phillips
his courteously pointed out my error, I take this
opportunity of admitting it. Hoping this reply
will meet the case, I remain, yours truly,

Hailer

TEAGUE.
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The Society of Model Engineers
London.

FUTURE Marci-mos—Wednesday,
May 26th, at
Cripplegate Institute,
Golden Lane, E.C. :
Lecture by Mr. E. W. Twining on “ Model Aero
Experiments,"
plane
illustrated
and
by slides
models.
As this meeting is intended to encourage
the study of aeronautics and is of general interest,
readers of this paper who have not yet joined the
Society are invited to be present; admission will
be by ticket to be obtained free on written applica
tion to the Secretary at least three days before the
date of the meeting.
Vlsrr.—On Saturday afternoon, May 8th, at
three o'clock, to the Electric Welding “'orks of
Messrs. Kerswill Bros., in Marylebone Lane.
Early
intimation should be given to the Secretary—Furl
particulars of the Society, and forms of applica
tion maybe obtained from the Secretary, HERBERT
G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road, Hither Green, S.l-"..
the

Provincial Society.

Bradford.—A

meeting of this Society was
After
Monday evening, April 19th.
the minutes of the previous meeting had been
passed, Mr. Randall Thornton was asked to describe
some toals he has made.
These included a gear
wheel cutting frame, drilling spindle with eccentric
cutter, and a collection of spur and worm wheels
that he has cut; he also promised to bring some
geometric chucks at some» future date.
Mr. H.
Robinson brought a dynamo that he is building, and
Mr. C. Bellwood brought a model electric train,
which was shown running.
Mr. Pell showed a
small rope pulley, with four grooves and lubricators.
for his horizontal engine.
A vote of thanks was
to Mr. Thornton for bringing the above
proposed
tools, and the able way he described them.
After
a very pleasant evening.
the meeting closed about
Any readers of Tun MODEL ENGINEER who
10.30.
are members of other branches are cordially invited
to attend our meetings by showing their cards
Meetings are held in the Smoke Room, The Bradford
Café, every [st and 3rd Monday night of each
month, at 8 o‘clock—Amos
BARBER, Secretary,
15, Hartington Terrace, Lidget Green, Bradford.
held

on

Queries andikreiies.
6- C. (Shepherd‘s
[20,486] The Engineering
Profession.
Bush) writes: Bring a constant reader of THE MODEL Esquire.
1 am taking the liberty of writing to you for advice. I am very
anxious to gel into some engineeringworks, electrical or other
wise, but I do not quite knew the way to get about it. 1 am at
presenta draper's clerk, but have always had a desire to get lulu
the engineeringline. I am 20 years of age, but I am willing to
throw up my lack and make a fresh start. What I want to
know is, could get apprenticedto a ﬁrm? I could not pay any
remium, but my idea is to go as a boy and Work my way up.
have a knowledge of nearly all branchesof engineering (theo‘
retical), but I have not had the practice. Could you tell me some
firms who would be likely to take me on under theseconditions;
also, if they would start me with a small salary?
As you seem decided that engineeringis the work for which
you are cut out, also determined to get on, and willing to start
with a small wage, we think you will be able to ﬁnd a ﬁrm who
will take you under these conditions. You must not be dis
couragedif you are not successfulin ﬁnding a place in the engi
neering world immediately, but our advice is that you watch the
situations vacant columnsin the trade journals—EM“! Ruin,
Engineering, etc., and notice also the ﬁrms advertising in these
‘ally suitable, either
papers. 10 each ﬁrm that strikes you as s
)ecauseof their particular classof work, or ocality, or their adver
tising vacancies,write a careful letter. You should explain your

Mayckigog.
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position fully, saying all you can for your education, particularly
in technical subgects,and making it plain that you are deteitnined
to becomean engineerand meanto et on. If you do this we think
youwill not be long in receiving0 ers of employmentin this line
of work, and once in, you should be able to advance. We pub
lishedin
last year's Moor-:1.ENGINEER a seriesof ten articles upon
“
How to Become a MechanicalEngineer," and in our secondvolume
for 1902there are three articles on “ How to Becomean Electrical
Engineer." You might ﬁnd theseinteresting and useful.
A. H. F. (Brighton)
[20.370] Mounting Grindstone.
writes: (r) I have picked up a cheap grindstone, :2 ins. diameter,
3}ins. thick, with hole 1} ins. square. I have a shaft with pulley
(as sketch) on which i wish to mount the stone at the right-hand
endof i} in. part of shaft. Can you tell me how to do this ? Are
side washers necessary? (2) What would be a suitable size of
pulley(on treadle crankshaft) from which to drive the stone?

43‘

ages u to about a hundred. Higher voltages force higher current
throng the skin and prixiuce greater effects. When the high
Voltageis presentwithout the capability of producinga bigﬂcurrent
the effectis no greaterthan if the samecurrent were forcedthrough
the body by a lower voltage. Thus, the Wimshurst, though it
produces several hundred thousand volts, cannot produce more
than a verysmall current; but if it is madeto chargea Leyden jar,
a considerablequantit ' of electricity is stored and the shock is far
more violent, althoug the length of spark discharged from the
Jar may show that the voltage is only r-roth or r-zoth of what
it was when taken direct from the machine. ( i We do not under
stand this query. A magneto is very suitabe for use with two
cylinder engines having crank! at right aneles. You had better
refer to a good book dealing with magnetoignition, suchas Lccth
man’s “Systems of Electric Ignition," price is. od.
post free.
'
(4) Somewhereabout 10,000volts.

Out nyN° 20570
t!) Turn the riglitshand end of the ri-in. part of shaft to a full
ii-in. diameter for a distance of about 5 ins., and turn on it a
if-in. screw thread. Now get a piece of square steel bar, say,
1} ins. square, barely 3} ins. long, drill and screw it to fit the
threadon spindle. We advise i|~in. bar as holes in grindstones
arevery often out of truth, and wedging has to be resorted to in
order to make the stone run true. Make a couple of washers
3-3 ins. diameter and i in. thick. Put one on the spindle screw
on the square bar tightly up to it, then fit the stone on, wvdging
with hardwood, and make all secure by locking with nut and
Washer. A grindstone article in our issueof November toth, r904,
would, perhaps, be helpful to you. (2) About the same sire as
other pulley, or a crank ﬁtted as explained in the article referred
to above.
M. S. (West Hampstcad) “rites:
lzr,408] Electric Sparks.
i1) Can you tell me, please,why when a spark from a Wimshurst
is passedthrough or over a pieceof dry yell-1wphosphorusit does
not inﬂame, whereas if the spark be passed through some carbon
bisulphide this latter immediately ignites? i always believeo
that the spark was not hot in any way becauseof it not burning
8 pieceof paper when passedthrough it. (2) What Voltagefrom
a Wimshurstor what length of spark gap uiil give one a dangerous
Shock? (3) W'hy will not an ordinary motor cycle magneto
spark with cylinders at 90°? (4) What Voltage does a motor
Cyclemagneto give at the maximum number of revolutions of its
armature?
(1) Carbon bisulphidc is a highly volatile substanceand the air
abovethe surface of the liquid is full of its vapour. Consequently
thessmallestspark is sufficient to ignite the vapour and set ﬁre
to the whole mass, the air and the vapour being mixed in highly
inﬂammable roportions. Most certainly the spark is hot and it
is only its high temperature which makes it give out light and
sound,but the time during which it lasts is so small that it cannot
raisea sufficient portion of the solid phosphorusto ignition tem
peraturebefore the heat of the spark has vanished; by the time
thenext spark occurs the small quantity of heat developedby the
previousone has been mostly lost. The phosphorousvapour near
thelump is not in sufficiently inﬂammableproportion with the air
unlessthe temperature is raised considerably. You would find
that a stream of rather hot sparks from an induction coil Would
ignitethe phosphorus. As an illustration of theaboveexplanation,
you might try the following experimentz—ln a room where the
smelldoes not matter, arrange your spark to pass over a small
quantity of parafﬁn oil in a small evaporating dish. The spark
will fail to i to the araﬂin, but if you gradually raise the tem
peratureof e latter y meansof a spirit lamp, a point will pro
bably be reached at which ignition will take place. This should
bedoneover a large metal tray as the heatedparaffinis dangerously
inﬂammableand the dish may crack. You are wrong in RSSUll'lilig
that thereis no heat becausethe paper is not burned; the spark
to
hasnot time to raise the temperatureof the paper
sufficiently
streng of
burnit. (2) The severity of a_shock dependson the
Lhecurrent passed through the person, and it is only when an
.acreaseof voltage causes an increaseof current that the shock
is increased. The resistanceof normally dry human skin is very
high,and thus a very minute current is forced through it by volt

[z i, ‘80] Model Telegraph Instruments. F. C. W. (Aylesp
bury) writes: i have made up two model electric telegraphinstru
"
ments as describedin Simple Electrical Working Models," and
cannot at present get them to work. I have made the needles
magnetiscdthemOnan
electric bi ll magnet.
out of clock spring and
I have.made the bridgesof both instruments of thin sheet copper,
to
do
with their failure.
but i do not think this has anything
The battery consists of a Leclanché c011for each instrument. i
trust you will be able to put me right.
\Vc. fear we cannot help you much from the data you supply.
The electric magnet is a likely source of trouble. Dix-sit become
properly magnutisedwhen current is passed? And does it reverse
its polarity when direction of current is altered? The magnet
core being oi too hard steel,or there being the tiniest break in the
wire of coil or bad connectionsanywhere—any oneof thesethings
might be enough to causefailure.

The News of the Trade.
[Thu Editor will be pleasedto receivefor reviewunder this heading
sump/rsand particulars of new fools, apparatus,and Mortals
for amateuruse. If mus! be understoodthat thesereviewsarr
free expressions0! Editorial opinion, no paymentof any kind
being requiredor accepted. The [editor reserveslhe right lo
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstainfrom insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not of suﬂict'mlinterestto his readers.)
Revirws distinguishedby an asterisk have beenbasedon
Editorial lnsbcdion of the goodsnoticed.
Engine Castings.
Mr. L. Peyrat, 74, West btrcet, Sheffield,informs us that he ha
a full set of patternsfor the i} b.h.-p. quick revolution engine,the
designsof which were publishedin our issues of March 25th and
April ist, 1009, and that he is prepared to supply castings at
moderateprices. He can also supply castings and material for the
small compoundmarine type enginedescribedby Mr. W. Muncaster
in our issuefor February 6th, 1908. He invites inquiries for these
or other model SUPPiit‘S.
' Model Spanners.
We have receivedan excellentsampleset of modeldouble-ended
spannersfrom the Liverpool Castings and Tool Supply Comwanv,
Church Lane, Liverpool. These are in temperedsteelof suitable
gauge.and are.well designed and ﬁnished. Three spanners com
prise the set, and they are just the thing for model work. We
understandthat the bolts, nuts, and screws made by this firm are
in great demand, the large stock kept enabling them to supply
almost every order by return.
A New Book List.
A very completelist of technicalworks has recently been issued
It includes books which have been
by S. Rentcll 81Co., Ltd.
published as late as the spring of this year. it is a usefulreference.
and offersscopefor an excellent selectionof works on a variety of
subjects.

'
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The Editor’s Page.
UR

note of a fortnight ago on the subject
of “cheap” goods has brought us several
letters in strong approval of our remarks.
Mr.
A. H. Avery writes :-—“The amateur lacks experi
ence. and often knows little. if anything, about
the
the practical side of the goods he is buying;
manufacturer, on the other hand, does know—
any
he not only knows their unserviceableness
for
real work, but is aware in his inner consciousness
that such goods are dear at any price, and if he be
honest enough to admit it, knows perfectly well,
'
If
too, that his ‘cheap
lines are go! up to sell.
‘
customers complain, he says, What can you expect
'
for the money ? and that is the key to the whole
situation.
The amateur, as a matter of fact,
he
doesn't know what to expect for his money;
pnly knows that he has made an unsatisfactory
and bought an article that has to be
purchase
scrapped after a few hours“ use. or resold as another
and consequently he is apt to tar
‘bargzin':
with the same brush all other advertisers of similar
When the buyer can be convinced that he
goods.
gets just what value he pays for, and no more,
things will look brighter for the manufacturers
In the electrical business,
of better class goods,
at anv rate, the strenuous competitive conditions
of the present times ‘absolutely forbid anything
in the nature of fancy prices, and it must be evident
that the price asked for any article is a very fair
indication of its quality and its utility for real
service.
Some organisation is sorely needed, Mr,
Editor, by which the standard Ol design and work
The
manship can be 'kept up to a certain level.
the amateur, dis
present conditions demoralise
courage the model maker, and ruin legitimate trade,
while the educating inﬂuence of THE MODEL ENGI—
NEER is undermined."
i!

l

i

Another correspondent, the Rev. S. j. T. Kent,
of Martinstown, who, by the way. wrote before
our own remarks were published, sends a most

interesting letter, which. being too long for this
page, we are holding over for our “Practical
" column next week.
While Mr. Kent
Letters
to the pleasure and satiSfaction derived
testiﬁes
he incidentally
from working up good castings,
makes a strong plea on behalf of cheap castings
on the ground that with many amateurs of limited
means it is a question of cheap castings or nothing;
and were it not for the cheap sets available, many
a would-be model maker would have to forgo
of his hobby.
With this aspect
the pleasures
of the case we fully sympathise, and we quite recog
nise the distinct ﬁeld of usefulness for inexpensive
Indeed. we are only too pleased
sets of castings.
to see every opportunity given to the less wealthy
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section
of the model engineering community
to
gratify their tastes.
But it is of no advantage to
them to be able to_ purchase cheaply if the goods
they buy are unsatisfactory.
We are quite sure
that those ﬁrms who lend themselves to the craze
for cheapness have no idea of the number of cus

tomers they spoil by failing to supply really satis
factory articles. It is not only the individual
purchaser of a defective article who is spoiled.
but all his inﬂuence is exerted to prevent his friends
from experiencing a similar dissatisfaction.

Answers to Correspondents.
L.

'l‘.

.\l.

(Reading).—Tha.nks
for your letter.
The treatment you have received is
certainly
not the way to encourage further business.
H.
B.
(Clultenhaiu).-—A
two-cylinder
marine
engine—of which complete designs will very
shortly appear in Tm: MODEL ENGINEER—will
probably suit you.
F. F. (\\'inchester).—-The ﬁgures are:
Length

560 ft.; beam, 63-2 ft.; depth, 42 ft.; gross
, tonnage,
10,795.
“'e think she carries none but
signal guns.
A'. R.
(Newport).—Probably
Leechman’s

book.

"Systems of Electric Ignition,"
15. od.
price
post free, will give you all the information you
require.
Your description of your apparatus
is not very clear, nor do you
comply with our
rules.

Notices.
How ro Aonnass errns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists, Bro, for review,to be
addressed
to Tu: Barron. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's
Court,
Fleet Street. London, E.C.
All correspondence
relating to advertisemenband deposits to be
“ The
uldressrd to Tm: Anvenrisrzurnr
Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin’s Court, Fleet MANAGER.
Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall & the
Co.l
:6~—29,Poppiu’s Court, Fleet Street, London E.C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon
and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountries should be addrused whom
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The Ocean-going Torpedo-boat “Niji.”
By

C. K. P. EDEN.

HE

keel plate of the model was laid down on
May 6th, 1906, quite a private ceremony:
it consisted chieﬂy of scratching my head,
when 1 found that I had cut the ﬁrst board A} in.
too short; so it was eventually placed at the bottom,
forming the keel.
The boat is made out of red deal, with several
nasty knots in it and one big crack ; but, with much
the hull was ﬁnished to my satisiaction,
patience,
made up of six boards, bread-and-butter
being
“'hen the shaping of the hull was ﬁnished
system.

PROFILE

or

TORPEDO-BOAT

roughly, the whole was taken to pieces. and each
board put in the vice, after the thickness had been
marked round with a pencil, and the inside out out
roughly with a keyhole saw and ﬁnished with a
The boards were then put together
spokeshave.
"
"
between each,
again, with a layer of Caamentium
with
No.
Nettlefold’s
3, 3% ins. long.
up
and screwed
The deck and turtle-back were planed to the
requier oval from a piece of American whitewood.
The main gun platform consists oi three pieces of
i-in. American whitewood, screwed together and
turned up in a lathe. The smokestack and funnels
also made out of whitewood, the funnels
were
being turned up.

l

The ﬁttings consist oi four torpedo tubes (wood) ;
two 47 guns; six 6-lb. quick-firing guns; four
boats, ﬁtted with three seats and sculls (made out
of whitewood with mahogany ﬁttings), slung on
davits ; two Martin's stockless anchors, with chains
one steering wheel
and capstan;
on the main
gun platform, and another in the stem—behind the
stern gun—which
works the rudder;
working
binnacle with
searchlight;
ﬂoating compass;
engine-room telegraph (which doesn't telegraph);
The
signal halyard, worked from gun platform

"NIH."

By

C.

K. P. EDEN.

model is completely ﬁtted with stanchions and rails
and riggings, as in the prototype (H.M.S. Niji).
The boats are correctly lashed for ocean running.
She is dressed, as will be seen in the illustration, {or
His Imperial Majesty's birthday, and is taking
part (when in the water) in the exhibition of
manoeuvres,
signiﬁed by the fact that the signals
ﬂying are (looking at the bow on the leit) “ Keep
out of my way”; on the right, “I am running
torpedoes."
The model is twin-shaft, runningr in opposite
directions, with three two-bladed propellers on
each shaft, driven by one Thompson’s C motor,
by three
supplier]
Thompson's
ill-amp.
4-volt
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accumulators, wired in series on a. four-way switch
on deck, which allows the speed to be regulated
without using a resistance.
The whole of the hull has an outside light armour
iug of "Caementium," which eﬁectually keeps out
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A Design for a 2§-in.
Model Steam Rail
Coach.
By A. J.

Gauge

Motor

ano.

(Continued from page 389.)
FLAME

GUARD,

FOOTPLATE

Eocmo

SrEPs.

AND

0

from the lamp, it is
get the best results
to have a. good draught for the
necessary
ﬂames, and t'o this end a casing or ﬂame
guard is provided, which partially encloses the wick
tubes, as indicated on coloured plate.
This casing

Flo. 52.-——PERSPECTIVE SKETCH or FRONT
PLATE or FLAME GUARD.
.‘_
forms what may be termed a "dry ﬁrebox," and
when the engine is running it shields the ﬂames,
which otherwise would possibly be blown out by
the rush of air.
Stout tinplate can be used for
constructing the ﬂame guard. details of which are
given in Figs. 5: and 52.
The front and back
plates should be cut out sufﬁciently wide to allow
the edges to be turned at right angles, as shown
in Fig. 52. Holes can then be drilled, at the points
indicated, to take small rivets for ﬁxing to the side

VIEW OF THE T.B.D. "N131."

all water, and levels up all uneven work, leaving a
glass-like surface when treated with ﬁne emery
paper.

The chief particulars are as follows :—Length,
4 ft. 4 ins. ; beam, 5% ins. ; depth, 5% ins. ; tonnage,
indicated horse-power.
(poundagc), 45-3 lbs;
344 h.-p.

To
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buffer
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"so

if
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I

should be
beg to state that
In conclusion,
pleased to forward picture post-cards of the model
as illustrated, at a charge of 2d. each, plus Id.
half-plate mounted photographs. 15. each
postage;
the proceeds being given to the Hunstanton Waifs'
readers
will kindly apply
and Strays' Home;
to me at: c/o R. A. A. Beresford, Esq., Lydgatc
House School. Hunstanton.

\V
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ANGLE PIECE FOR Emma is Posrnou.

The top edges of the latter should be bent
over to come just under the boiler casing, as at [_
The top edge of the back plate
bent over, as at
to rest on the footplate, and a length of ang'lv
brass
should be riveted on in the position indi~
cated.
The top of the front plate should be hem
over to come under the footplate, two slots 35
shown at
Fig. 5|, being cut out to allow
plates.

b
is

AND

I,

Encmc

e

53.—F00TPLATE
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*1‘

d,

l'lU.

‘l

Rear end

isdid

ANOTHER
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bolts which project at this part of the
Two nuts should
iootplate to pass through.
be provided on the bolts for clamping the bent
part of the front plate in position, and it should
be seen that the footplate ﬁts tightly between
the
top part of b and angle e, so as to prevent any rattle
when the engine
is in motion.
The two holes
to receive
the plugged ends of the lamp tubes
can now be drilled in the bottom of the front plate.

0

J

D

-

level

l‘

‘

a
ﬁg

: “Mar/1 frdmt‘

CONSTRUCTION

I

is

is

it

A VISIT of the Junior Institution of Engine-er was
recently paid to the 55. Oinki, of the New Zealand
Shipping Co., on her return after her maiden voyage
to New Zealand. Built last year by Messrs. Denny
Bros, the Otakz, of 7,419 tons gross register, is the
ﬁrst cargo boat to be ﬁtted with the combination
system of turbine and reciproeating engines, and
was stated that their performance gave every satis
faction.
46; ft. long, 60 it. beam, and 31 it
She
deep, and
propelled by three screws, two being
driven by two sets of triple-expansion engines with
cylinders 24% in.. 39in, and 58 in. diameter by 39 in.
stroke, and the other by
Parson's steam turbine.
a

b

:o S.W.G., and sweated on to a length of light brass
The edging can be attached
angle, as in Fig. 53.
cheese
to the iootplate by means of i-iGth—iri.
holes being drilled at convenient
headed screws,
spaces apart through the top edge of angle, and
enrresponding holes drilled and tapped out in the
In marking out the position of these
iootplate,
holes, it should be Seen that they do not foul the
screws which ﬁx the tank sides to footplate.
The steps shown in Fig. 54 can be built up out of
tmplate or thin sheet brass, the trends a and
being bent to shape and sweated to the back piece.
done, small holes can be drilled through
Bani-e this
the treads and the back piece, to take the top

is

STEPS.

is

’—>i

or

surface
As previously mentioned, the heating
of the boiler works out at 35 sq. ins., and assuming
that the average evaporative power of spirit-ﬁred
cub. in. of water per minute,
model boilers
per 100 sq. ins. of heating surface, the boiler in the
should evaporate -35 cubic in. of
present design
water per minute with the lamp burning successfully.
At this rate the boiler should supply 199-5 cub. ins.
of Steam at 30 lbs. pressure per minute, which
should enable the engine to run at a good Speed
while the water lasts, which will be found to be.
about twenty minutes, after which time the boiler
will have to be replenished.
Under favourable conditions the little engine
should theoretically attain
speed of from 2% to
miles per hour on short straight runs.
For the beneﬁt of those readers who may Tnot
wish to complete the coach portion of the model,
may be as well to mention here that the
minimum radius of track that the engine alone
will traverse 3ft.
Asuper-elevation of 3-i6ths-in.
should be given to the outer rail,
the description of the engine,
This completes
and in the next article details of the under-frame
of the coach will be dealt with.
(To be continued.)
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5L—DETAILS

To ensure these holes being in the correct place,
the lamp should be assembled,
and after getting
the supply
tubes as horizontal as possible,
the
position of the holes can then be marked out to
coincide with the ends of the plugs.
All that remains now to complete the engine
the footplate edging and steps.
The former can be
cut and ﬁled up to shape out of sheet brass about

has
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Electrician.

portions of ordinary domestic pins, as indicated.
These will be found to give a ﬁnish to the steps
and provide a good imitation of rivet heads.
For attaching the steps to the footplate, a piece
of angle brass
should be either riveted or screwed
to the top of the back piece as shown.
The top
edge of the angle can then be drilled to take two
l-l6th-in. ﬁxing screws, corresponding holes being
tapped out in the footplate to receive them.
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Model Aeroplanes.
By C.

H.

POWELL.

or SUSTAINING
OTING recently some queries

ARRANGEMENT

SLTRFACES.

on this subject,
it was with the view of giving some general
con
and
about the design
information
struction of model aeroplanes that this article was
if, before
Much time will be saved
written.
attempting a power-driven machine, one or two
experimental models without any motive power be
made ﬁrst, in order to show how the balance is
affected by using different shapes and sizes of sus
taining surfaces, and also by the different arrange
ments of the latter with regard to the Centre of
The present article will be devoted almost
Gravity.
entirely to the consideration of the correct dis
position of the. sustaining surfaces.

The horizontal force produced by the action of
lane may be resolved
into (i) A force acting normaFto the plane.
(2) A
“
lift." It is
force acting upwards, known as the
obvious that for horizontal ﬂight the total lift of the
of an aeroplane should be
sustaining surfaces
equal to its weight. It will be seen, therefore, that
This
the resultant lift will act on a certain point.
point of suspension is known in aerodynamics as
"
the
Centre of Pressure." and will be vertically over
the Centre of Gravity of the whole machine, when
the latter is in equilibrium, and the higher the
C.P. is above the C.G., the greater will be the
stability.
For a single-plane surface placed normal to the
direction of the wind, the C.P. is coincident with
the Geometrical Centre of the plane, but when the
plane is inclined to the wind, the C.P. is shifted
towards the leading edge of the plane.
For small angles of inclination, such as are used
the C.P. may be taken as being
for aeroplanes,
between one-third and one-quarter of the fore and
aft dimensions from the leading edge of the aerofoil
or sustaining surface.
Having found the C.P. for a single aerofoil, we
require to know where the resultant C.P. is when
To do this we
more than one aerofoil is used.
must not only know the C.P. of each single aerofoil,
but also the relative magnitude of the lifts of each.
But for the same angle and the same velocity the
So
lift is proportional to the area of surface.
we may take for our purpose the relative lifts as being
Suppose now
by the relative areas.
represented
we have two aerofoils at a ﬁxed distance apart on a
machine, whose Centres of Pressure are respectively
(T and C’, and the. lifts L and L’.
Join CC’, and
Then the
divide it into L + L' unit lengths.
resultant C.P. is I.’ units from C, or, which is the
same thing. I. units from C’ along the line CC’.
in a similar manner we can ﬁnd the common
Thus, for
C.P. for all the aerofoils of the machine.
equally inclined superposed aerofoils whose areas
the common C.P. for these two
are also equal,
will, of course, be mid-way between their individual
Centres of Pressure.
Having now obtained the C.P. of the whole
machine,
we have determined the vertical line in
which the C.G. is, and the C.G. should be as far
beneath the C.P. as can be conveniently arranged.
Or. on the other hand, if we know where the Centre
a current of air on an inclined
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of Gravity is, we shall have ﬁxed the line in which the
C.P. must be and the sustaining surfaces can be
.
accordingly.
arranged
The next thing to consider is the shape of the
It has been shown by Lilian
sustaining surfaces.
thal that curved or wing-like surfaces give a lifting
force from three to seven times greater than that
This is the case with large
of plane surfaces.
However, it seems that it is not so
machines.
important to have curved surfaces on very small
models, for, on reference
to Nature, the curvature
of an albatross's wing is much greater than that of a
smaller bird, e.g., a sparrow. while on most insects
So for very small
there is no perceptible curvature.
the extra
models, especially experimental gliders,
trouble of making curved wings is hardly justiﬁable,
on account of the relatively small gain.
The exact kind of curve does not seem to be of
vital importance, either from purely mathematical
considerations, or, so far as is known, from experi~
mental data. As a matter of fact, where only a
small portion of curve is taken, the difference
between the various curves as used on areoplanes is
so small as to be negligible for all practical purposes
But the curvature of the front of the sustaining sur
face should be greater than that of the after part.
It may here be remarked that the upper surface
of an acrocurve is practically as important as the
To
under surface of the same for sustaining effect.
obtain a smooth surface there should not be any
the
of wooden
frame-work to obstruct
pieces
passage of air over the surface, and it is recommended
to have both sides, top and bottom, of the Sustaining
in and made smooth by tightly
surface
covered
Also.
stretching the material of which it is made.
it is important to have the trailing edge of the
it
aerocurve made sharp, and thinned down.
does not seem to matter so much about the front
is
the limits the skin friction
edge, for within
It will he
lessened when a blunt edge is used.
noticed. moreover, that the front edge of a bird‘s
wing is not nearly so acute as the trailing edge.
One of the most remarkable things about a bird's
This
wing is the downward dip of the front edge.
feature has been explained in the following way :—
ft is possible that as the air acts on the dipping
front edge of the upper surface, it is projected
upwards instead of directly following the lines of the upper curve. This creates a partial vacuum on the
after part of the upper surface, so that there will he
air pressure under the aerocurve than
a greater
However, this is not the only explanation of
above.
it remains that all
the curious fact; nevertheless,
larger birds have a distinct dip on the front edges
of the wings. Another natural provision worthy of
trailing
remark is the ﬂexibility of the feathered
edge, which probably provides for the exact conl
formability of the directions of the upper and under
lines of ﬂow as the air leaves the trailing edge in
soaring. This is also used, of course. in the process
So we shall not go far wrong in copy~
of ﬂapping.
ing this principle by making the trailing edge of the
sustaining surfaces more or less ﬂexible.
With regard to the plan form of the sustaining
surfaces, the most efficient type is an aerocurve of
“ beam,“
and of small fore-and-aft
great breadth, or
dimensions, i.e., of large “ aspect ratio," as it is
called.
The form of extremities of these aerocurves
may be pointed or acutely rounded. to reduce the ,
escape of air sideways, for if there is an escape at the

May
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Sides the surface will not support the proper weight
it should do, i.e., the sustaining surfaces are less
efficient.
Another way to reduce this side air
the
escape, and perhaps the best, is to preserve
rectangular plan form of the aerocurve. and to place
small vertical strips along the side edges, as shown
in Fig. r.
These strips need not necessarily be

l

the actions of the two planes took place when the
latter were separated by a distance of not less than
4 ins., 116.,the fore-and-aft dimensions of the planes.
However, when the planes were placed only 2 ins.
apart. the decrease in the load carried was about
also when the angle exceeded 5 or
15 per cent;
6 degs., a sensible interference occurred at a dis
So we may conclude that in
tance of even 4 ins.
designing an aeroplane with superposed aerocurves,
especially a model, the distance between the sus
taining surfaces should be equal to, or greater
than, their fore-and-aft dimensions.
We now come to one of the most important
viz..
factors goveming the action of aeroplanes.
the angle of inclination of the sustaining surfaces
to the horizontal lines of ﬂight, and how the velocity
of the machine depends upon this angle, the area of
surface, and the weight supported.
Angles between
2 and 5 (legs. are quite large enough for curved

l

The formula connecting the speed. weight, and
the surface is :—

I

l

g

FIG. 1.
enlarged into vertical side planes, for it should not
be thought that these are absolutely necessary for
lateral stability to keep the machine from slipping
for there is reason to believe that any
sideways,
side gust of wind. etc., will tend to blow the machine
sideways, and so upset the
The real use of
balance.
these side planes in large
machines is to keep them
stmdy when rounding a
The
corner.
Wright

4. \l

surfaces,

and

\y =
I

is preferable.

3 (legs.

\/ K~\V__

S 1;cos. a

\Vhere V = speed in miles per hour.

Brothers' machines have
only a relatively small
plane between
D-shaped
the horizontal
rudders.
It may be mentioned here
that
horizontal
rudders
necessary

in

Nothing has been said
the
minimum
about

FIG. 3.

\V

aerofoils should be, and
distance apart superposed
as this arrangement is very convenient for many
reasons, it will be as well to refer to Proiessor S. P.
planes.
Langley's experiment on superimposed

= weight = lift in lbs.
= a coefficient = '0049.
S = area of surfaces in sq. ft.
0. -_—angle of inclination.
q = another coefﬁcient.

K

(17

are
not
models.

The values of
cos. a) are given below from the
Encyclopaedia Britannica," both for plane and
curved surfaces.
Values of cos. a. for diﬁerent values of a.
11

“

..
~--

-

5 4 3 2 l

Tm
2

-

sm 0.

‘035
'070

'lo4
'139
'173

Curved surfaCes
'434
'489
'545
'597
'647

Let us now consider the general arrangement of
an aeroplane.
The essential features of a modern
machine are: Sustaining surfaces
either super
posed as for a bi-plane, or not. as in the case
of a monoplane, are arranged at different parts
of the machine, and balancing and steering rudders
in front, or behind, or both, and sometimes
a
tail. Some method of ﬂexing the wings
pro
vided. or else righting planes are used for lateral
is

Fro. 2.
Two pairs of planes, each 15 ins. by 4 ins., were
on a whirling table, and it was found
mounted
that, provided the angle was not greater than a
certain value, no appreciable interference between
I

dcg,,
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~
n
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Planes where
Angle.

I
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Such movable parts as these will not
stability.
be dealt with, ior, if the design
is good,
the
a straight
machine should keep
course ; the
underlying principle of all kinds of stability
being that the centre of pressure shall be as far
above the centre of gravity as possible, and this is
one of the reasons why superposed aerocurves are so
frequently used.
An important point connected with longitudinal
stability is in having equal pairs of sustaining sur
faces at each end of the machine as far apart as
as shown in Langley’s type of machine,
possible,
Fig. 2. It appears that this is a good point as
regards the longitudinal stability; for it will be
readily understood that a machine with only a single
pair of main sustaining surfaces, one above the
other, may pitch and toss more easily than if the
sustaining surfaces were equally divided at the
ends of the machine.
The type of machine shown in Fig. 3 is a good
example of this principle.
planes are
Superposed
used, and the sustaining surface is equally divided
H0wever, almost any type of
at both ends.
machine can be used, provided that the CG. be
directly under the (LP.
As regards propulsion, construction, and materials,
these will be dealt with in the next article.
(To be continued.)

Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves.
By R. P. lio\\'cRAvi-t-GR.\HAM, A.M.I.E.E.
(Continurd ham page 3°9, Vol. XIX.)
AN AUXILIARY

FOR FURTHER
TRANSFORMER
EXPERIMENTS.
ERTAIN further phenomena, perhaps of
surpassing interest, require an additional
oscillation-translornier, which in the writer‘s
earlier experiments, was of the simplest type, with
This transformer was aban
out oil-insulation.
doned. but was used again for another purpose. and
the writer will accordineg reserve his description of
it for a future article.
The transformer shown in the drawing, Fig. 74,
is simple and very convenient, and can be used
as an ordinary
step-up Tesla coil of moderate
secondary voltage,
though any small and con~
venient high-frequency transformer will serve for
the experiments in question.
Dr. Fleming has constructed good Tesla coils in
which the secondary winding consisted of a single
layer on the outside of a tall cylindrical glass vessel
within which was a primary wound on a suitable
lines,
former. Following on these
the present
writer found that electrostatic induction, molecular
silent discharges,
bombardment.
and brushes,
cause a great waste of power in such a coil, the loss
taking place almost entirely through the glass and
air between primary and secondary coils.
An attempt was made to prevent the loss by
ﬁlling the vessel with melted parafﬁn wax, so that
or cast into the vessel
the primary was embedded
with nothing but its projecting ends visible. A
few minutes after the coil was set working a spark
pierced the thick glass and wax which separated the
two coils, and any attempt to use it further only
in a buniing jet of volatilised wax issuing
resulted
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from the hole in the glass.
This being but
additional proof of the uselessness of attempting to
insulate these discharges with any substance but
oil, the question arose as to whether the secondary
coil. which is the seat of the high voltage discharges.
should not be within the vessel and completely
immersed in oil with the comparatively low~voltage
primary wound on the outside.
Such an arrangement works well when the voltage
is not very high, but the lower end of the secondary
must either lead out through a properly sealed
hole in the bottom of the vessel or must be brought
up through the oil in the centre of the secondary.
so that the two ends emerge inconveniently near to
each other at the top.
The former arrangement deprives the design of
its compact simplicity and the latter necessitates
more or less troublesome arrangements for the ideal
insulation of the ends of the secondary from each
other, for they should remain surrounded by oil
until the distance between them is 3 or 4 ins.
The form eventually adopted was practically that
devised by Dr. Fleming, the only difference, apart
from details, being that it was ﬁlled with oil and
provided with arrangements for making connections,
etc., easily, without fear of the oil slopping or getting
The coil is compact and neat, and though, oi
dirty.
course, it requires careful handling, it v. ill stand
being turned into any position without spilling.
It will give sparks over 4 ins. long ; but, if strained
much beyond this it will spark over the surface to
the
terminals. The containing
vessel
primary
was a tall jar of rather thick glass. without ﬂanges.
and was obtained from Messrs. Gallenkamp, of Sun
Street, E.C.
Should there be any diﬂiculty over
getting this and the inner jar to suit, different sizes
may, of course, be used, while the same general
The jar used was 15 ins. high
design is followed.
over-all and 4} ins. external diameter; it was well
varnished outside with shellac, which was allowed
to dry thoroughly before winding the secondary.
The winding is best accomplished by mounting the
turned wooden
cylinder between
supports in a
lathe. or a roughly-made hand winder.
The
a single layer of No. 30 silk-covered
secondary,
as followsz—Two
small
copper, was commenced
reels full of the wire were mounted so as to feed it
freely as required, and the ends were laid side by
side and secured with a touch of hot shellac, an
inch or two being left free for connection to the
terminals. The winding began at about 3 ins. from
the open end of the cylinder, and the two wires
side
by side
were wound as closely as possible
to about 2Q ins. from the bottom of the cylinder.
T he. winding was painted with a thin coat of shellac
varnish, and left until almost dry when one oi
the wires was pulled out so as to leave one winding
A ﬁnal
spaced by the thickness of its own wire.
layer of shellac vamish was applied, and allowed to
An alternative method is to wind
dry thoroughly.
lathe, with an eyelet fastened
in a. screw—cutting
to the tool carrier to guide the wire and to ensure the
>
required spacing of the turns.
Two small terminals, A, had their shanks cut oil,
and were each soldered to the centre of a piece of
in. the ends of the
sheet brass, B, about i in. by
At suitable
secondary being also soldered thereto.
places, as near to the ends of the secondary coil as
possible, the plates were carefully and ﬁrmly fixed
to the cylinder by means of hot shellac, additional
security being attained by tightly winding a turn or

i
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two of adhesive insulating
tape, T, round the
cylinder and over the. edges of the brass plates. W ell
vamished white tape will serve the purpose, but the
ends must be sewn or otherwise ﬁxed.
C is an ordinary glass jar, with top and bottom
ﬂanges of such diameter as to slide easily into the
outer cylinder without much clearance.
A 3 in.
hole, D, can be pierced 1%ins. from the bottom of the
jar at a small cost by the ﬁrm which supplies it.
The primary coil was wound on the outside
of the jar, and was of lyin. brass or copper strip.
cut with shears from very thin soft sheet.
About
but if the length cannot
61 ft. were required;
be obtained in continuous strip, it may be made of
any con venient number of pieces soldered together
with a slight lap at the ends.
The strip being ready, a length of about 14 ins.
of it was folded in half alou g the centre, and pushed
through the hole D from the outside. The coil was
then wound. with a spacing of about l-roth in. until
there were fourteen turns. the last being folded at
right angles, at about an inch from the top of the
jar, so as to project upwards at the side opposite to
the hole D, where the winding commenced; this
free end was temporarily secured
by tying string
tightly over it and round the jar.
The whole of the outside of the jar and wind
ing was ﬁnally covered with shellac varnish, which
was slowly dried out by gentle warmth.
A cork
bung was then cut to ﬁt tightly into the top of
the gas jar, three holes being made in it. one in the
centre to take a tightly-ﬁtting
il-in. glass tube. E.
another to take a thick glass tube F. of about
in.
internal
diameter. and long enough to emerge
Q
at the top of the bung and to reach down into the
jar nearly as far as the hole D; and a third to let
air out and enable the gas jar to ﬁll with oil. The
tube E had a tightly ﬁtting cork G forced into its
lower end and thickly shellnced all over up to the
edges. so as to form an absolutely oil-tight stopper.
The tubes E and F were then pushed through '
the bung. the length H of primary strip being
passed through the tube H, while the bung and the
two tubes were gradually pushed down into their
If there were any difﬁculty in
places in the jar.
getting H through the tube, a piece of strong wire
could be soldered to or twisted round the end of H
and used for pulling the strip through.
A second
bung K was cut out so as to ﬁt
fairly tightly round the top of the jar and within
the ou ter vessel ; this bung was cut into two halves
diametrically and put round the jar, the jar being
forced down into the outer cylinder until it touched
the bottom.
The joints in the bung were wide
To cushion the inner from
enough to let out air.
the outer jar a thin slice of cork was ﬁrst laid in the
bottom of the latter. The top end of the primary
was thus held securely between the bung and the
jar, and no movement was possible in any direction.
The bung I. in the top of the outer cylinder ﬁtted
over the tube E, and was drilled to take‘two short
pieces of glass tube M, similar to F, and two small
glass tubes N with funnel tops;
the bottoms of
these tubes were ﬂush with that of the bung.
Each end of the primary strip was brought
through one of the glass tubes M (which were
diametrically opposite to each Other), and hot
Shellac was run into the tops of the tubes so as
to seal the ends completely.
Two blocks, 0. of
ebenite,
in. by if ins. were drilled to
-} in. by
take the shafts of the two terminals P P, and were

i
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recessed underneath to take nuts screwing on to
The under surfaces of the
the terminal shanks.
To these nuts the. ends of
blocks were roughened.
the strip Were soldered, so that the recessed blocks
completely covered the tops of the tubes M M when
in place.
After screwing the terminals through

FlG. 74.-—Si-iou'mo

Cons-racemes
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the blocks into their nuts until they were tight, the
blocks were glued to the bung.
\Vhen thoroughly
dry, at little shellac was heated round the edge
where the blocks were ﬁxed to the bung, so as to
give additional hold. The top of the bung then
received
several coats of shellac varnish until all
crevices or bad joints were thoroughly sealed.
Finally, oil was poured into the mouth of one of th‘e
funnel-shaped tubes N. the air being allowed to
When the whole transformer
escape by the other.
had been tilted to various angles so as to free all
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air-bubbles. and when the last bubble had come
out at N, the interior being entirely ﬁlled with oil,
the two tubes N N, were corked.

Workshop Conversations.
IV—(ireen

and Smith Discuss Electricity.
CHARACTERS.

Green: An amateur mechanic who goes in for
theory.
Smith .' Another of enquiring mind.
SCENE—Grern's

Study.

Green and Smith are discovered balancing them
selves in armchairs—angle of stability, 45 dogs.
Smilh (blowing cloud of smoke from cigarette):
“
"
Say, Green, what's electricity ?
Green (replying with smoke ring, skilfully ejected
towards the ceiling):
"There are two ways of
smoking a. cigarette, Smith—the scientiﬁc, and
Now, I contrive that the smoke
the popular.
shall serve me for purposes of scientiﬁc observation ;
you, on the contrary, being of a lower order of in
telligence, merely smoke in the common or vulgar
"
and thereby waste
manner.
Smith .' "Dry up, Green;
I said—what's elec
"
tricity P
Gn’r'n
(hesitating, and blowing more smoke
“
Oh! the stuii which goes along wires."
rings) :

Smith: “Yes. everybody knows that; what I
want to know is this—does it go along the outside
of the wire or through the inside ? "
" It
Green (authoritatively) :
goes along the
outside."
Smith (with sarcasm): “Then what's the good
of the inside ? “
Grz'vli (loftily, but with hazy notions about atoms
and corpuscles) : You wouldn’t understand, if
I explained it. The whole thing is very compli
cated.
and involves a. knowledge of the kinetic
theory of gases. Now. the wire may be regarded
as containing a lot of tiny things perpetually jump
ing about; when you join the wire to an electric
"
battery the atoms jog the corpuscles,
and
Crash l
Loud laughter from Smith, followed by second
and similar crash.
Green and Smith (simultaneously, to one another
from beneath overturned chairs):
“Hurt much,
old man ? "
Green
(brushing himself—two minutes later) .'
“
I am not so sure, Smith, that a corpuscle is not
an electron, after all.
I shall get a battery and
demonstrate my contention by experiment."
"
Smith .I shall write to THE MODEL ENGINEER."
Q

1

.
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have time to travel. Now, if you understand the
n
meaning of inertia
“
Smith .'
There wasn’t much inertia about
that shocking coil which Jones made; I thought
my hands were 013’.”
Several minutes elapse—the needle gives no
movement.
Green: “I must refer to my library." [He
produces THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook on
“
Electric Batteries" ; they study it for some time]
Smith : “ It seems to me, Green, that we ought
to put some acid and bichromate of potash in the
battery."
“
Green :
You may be right, old man ; science
moves rapidly now-a-days.
But the latest idea
is a dry battery—there is some diﬁerence between
theory and practice, you know."
“
Smith .‘
Blow your theory ; let's get the thing
to work; I’m going by the book."
They adjourn to chemist’s shop. and return
with sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash.
" Now
You put the acid
Green :
we are ready.
in, and I’ll go and get some water."
[Returns
with jug and pours water into battery-jar ; violent
the
ebullition ensues amidst much commotion;
contents stream on to carpet. Green and Smith
beat all records for speed in obtaining sponges
and mopping up acid.]
“
\Vho would have expected that to
Together :
"
happen ?
“
Smith (with inspiration):
Let's put the water
"
in ﬁrst.
“
Green
the
It's, my opinion
(sceptically) .'
acid's bad, but we'll try your way; don't blame
me it the thing goes bang this time."
[They put
the water in jar ﬁrst with bichromate. and add
acid slowly and with great caution.]
“ Go
Green (nervously):
easy, old man—it's
warming up."
[Smith goes easy. and the proper
quantity is ﬁnally reached.]
" My
Smith:
word—it has warmed up; good
thing we let the acid in by drops."
“
Green (much relieved, but still anxious) .‘
There.
my boy. you see the beneﬁt of scientiﬁc know
ledge."
" Yes ; what
"
Smith :
price the carpet now ?
“
Green (looking down):
Great Scott!
phew!
this will want some explaining, and, by jovc !
look at your ﬁngers."
Smith : " And look at yours."
Green :
vote we leave the battery to cool
down, and adjourn for to-night."
" Right
Smith :
you are; I am off for soap and
water."
They put battery away on shelf, and exit.
(To be continued.)
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A WEEK LATER.
Green discovered arranging battery and galvano
meter on table ; enter Smith.
" Hullo,
old chap, I see you are at it.”
“ Yes,
Green :
my boy, ocular demonstration—
that's the thing {or the general public."
[He
connects wires from battery to galvanometer.
They both anxiously observe the needle; it gives
no movement]
Smith:
"There you are l—the wires are too
thin, the electricity can't get through ; I'm right."
"
Green :
You wait a minute—the thing must

To Blue Bright Steel Work.
By T. H. Fours-row.
First polish and burn ish it ; then all oil and grease
must be removed by immersing in strong hot soda
water; turn them out and dry them in sawdust,
but do not touch them with the hands.
Put them
in an iron‘tray 01' ladle covered with powdered char
coal, and heat them over the ﬁre or Bunsen burner.
When blue. remove them, and dust with dry
whitening and a piece of tow. and again heat in the
charcoal dust. Repeat the process until the desired
tint is obtained. \Vhen cold, wipe clean and oil.
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A Model

L.C.C.

Steamer.

By C. BLAZDELL.
S the London County Council Thames steamer
is something of a novelty among marine
of a
models,
the
following
description
working model of one of these boats may be of
interest to model steamer builders. The dimen
sions of this model are: Length (over-all), 4 ft. 6 ins.;
beam, 8} ins. ; width over paddle boxes, 14 ins. ;
depth (underside of deck to keel amidships), 5 ins. ;
representing to a scale of approximately i-3oth,
one of the ﬂeet of passenger steamboats built for
the L.C.C.
for service on the River Thames.‘
A feature of the original boats was their light
draught (about a it. 6 ins.). In the model, how
ever, to accommodate the boiler and give additional
displacement, the scale equivalent of the depth
to be more than doubled.
Every model
had
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Fig. l is an elevation and plan and Fig. 2 is from
a photograph of the paddle engines, which are placed
as in the original, with the cylinders forward of
the cranks.
will also be seen from Fig. 4 that
the boiler is abaft] the engines, a somewhat unusual
The general design
arrangement in a paddle‘boat.
of the real engines
was followed as closely as
consistent with the production to so
possible,
small a scale of a satisfactory working model. The
engines are compound, with cylinders l in. and i-in.
bore by I-in. stroke, cast in gun-metal, from a home
made
The main frames
pattern.
carrying the
crankshaft are also gun-metal castings, bolted
by their feet to the bedplate and steadied
by a
screwed
stay passing through each of the three
frames near the top.
The piston-rod guides are
bolted at one end to the cylinder covers, and at the
other to the frames.
The guides are 3-i6ths. in.
runs over
square in section where the cross-head
them, and were turned up out of mild steel rod

It

A Mover. L.C.C. PADDLE STEAMER.
engineer interested in the workings of the "ﬁrst
rt of the world " will regret the unfortunate
ancial results attending the running of these boats,
necessitating as it did their withdrawal from service,
and putting an end to the pleasant river trips from
which so much of interest and instruction could
be gained by the intelligent observer.
The model is ﬁtted with a set of compound paddle
engines,
i-in. and i-in. bore by -i-in. stroke, with
Stephenson link reversing motion, receiving steam
from a water-tube boiler. An independent steam
donkey engine driving the feed and bilge pumps is
provided, and a forced draught fan (driven by a
little engine) creates a. draught for the
separate
An additional small bilge pump
spirit burner.
is driven off the main engines.

'

A plan and proﬁle of these boats with drawings
of the engines appeared in THE Mover. ENGINEER
for july 20th, 1905.

The legs of the
and the ﬂat sides ﬁled to shape.
main frames straddle over what in the actual
but which in the model
engines is the condenser,
was intended to act as a feed tank.
The crank
shaft is 3-16ths in. diameter, with cranks at 90 degs.,
built up and silver soldered together. The con
necting-rods are 2{ ins. between centres, and have
adjustable brasses at both the crosshead and crank
The sketch in Fig. 5 shows the construc~
pin ends.
tion of the crossheads clearly. They were turned
and ﬁled up from steel rod, and brass slippers
l-l6th in. thick bolted on by i-iGth-in. bolts. The
piston-rod passes into the central hole, and is
It will be
nipped by a hexagon-headed set-screw.
seen that this design of crosshead makes it essential
to have two sets of split brasses on the forked
end of the connecting-rod, and these are ﬁtted in
the model.
The H.-P. piston is turned a good fit
for the cylinder, and has water-grooves, the L.-P.
piston being packed with cotton. The valves are
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driven through Stephenson link motion.
Although
The
very small, this works well in the model.
eccentric sheaves are brass, with grooves
é-in.
diameter for eccentric straps 3-32nds in. wide. The
straps are cut from steel plate, and are ﬁtted with
the two halves being bolted
brass distance-pieces,
l

i

L

.

oi
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ENGINES
together by r-iGth-in.

bolts.

I

Each eccentric has a. throw of 9 64ths in., which,
allowing for slack in the gear, gives about {--in. of
valve travel. The links are cut from steel plate,
and are 5-64ths in. thick.
The valve rods, which are
of German silver, run in guides attached to the
valve chests.
Most of these details can be picked

g inches

g
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The eccentric rods

are 5-64ths in. diameter, and are soft-soldered into
the straps.
The forked end joining the link is
also sweated
on to the end of the rod.
These
soldered joints have given no trouble, although the
engine has done a considerable amount of running

STEAMER.

out on the photographs and drawings. A reversing
shaft, carried in two brass bearings, runs across the
bedplate and has a lever at each end which lifts the
Stephenson links, through drag links attached to
their tops.
In the real engines the links were
shifted by a small steam reversing engine,
as a
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considerable amount of stopping and reversing
The
had to be done when calling at piers, etc.
steam gear enabled the links to be shifted much more
quickly than could be done by hand, besides relieving
In this
the engineer of a great deal of hard work.
model, of course, the steam reversing gear has
been omitted, the links being moved by a lever
working in a quadrant, which will be seen just
forward of the cylinders.
Next the reversing lever
is a lever controlling the throttle valve, and on the
"
other side a small hand-wheel working the
starting
valve," which is a cock about I-I6th-in. bore.
In

FIG. 2.—ENGINES

The pump, as originally ﬁtted, is
description.
shown in the same ﬁgure.
It is fin. bore by t-in. stroke, and was intended
to be used as a feed-pump. It worked well with
the engines running light, at about 700 r.p.m.. but
with the boat in the water the revolutions dropped
to about 200. and the pump “3.5 then unable to
A larger pump with a plunger
keep up the supply.
7-i6ths in. diameter was tried, but pulled up the
stroke. This pump is the
engine on the discharge
one now working, but the connections have been
altered to suck from the bilge and discharge over

FOR MODEL L.C.C.

the event of the engines stopping with the n.-P.
crank on a dead centre. they will not restart. By
opening the starting valve, steam from the boiler is
admitted direct to the L.-P. valve chest, and the
L.-P. crank, being in the best possible
position
for starting, the engine starts right away. At least,
it should do, but for some reason or other the
model seldom does without a. touch from the
“
In Fig. 5 may be seen the
engineer's“ ﬁnger.
It is a fairly close copy
gear for driving the pump.
of that employed on the actual engines, except that
only one pump, instead of three, is driven in the
model. The sketch will explain itself without
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board, and a third and successful feed-pump made
and worked by the donkey engine, to be described
later. Both these pumps had only one valve,
the suction being arranged as in the donkey pump
The exhaust from the main engine, and also the
auxiliaries. is condensed by being taken out-board
through a pipe round the stern and below the
water-line, as suggested in " Machinery for Model
The condensed water is returned to a
Steamers."
feed-tank, which takes the place of what in the
actual boat would be the condenser.
The boiler is of the water-tube variety (see Fig. 6,
next issue) ; those ﬁtted in the actual boats,

79.1
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however, were the ordinary
cylindrical or Scotch marine
boiler.
In shape it most
half a Yarrow or
resembles
Thornycroft boiler, with the
axis of the drum placed
athwartships
Fig. 4).
(see
The steam and water drums
are 2% ins. and i in. diameter
respectively, by 4% ins. long.
The length could not be in
creased without altering the
of
the
boiler
appearance
There are
casing on deck.
twenty-six tubes, i-in. diam
eter, in three rows, and two
in.
downcomers,
7-16ths
giving almost exactly [00 sq.
ins. of heating surface.
The
tubes are silver-soldered into
the drums at both ends—
and here a hint as to the
best way of doing this.
It
was thought that by assem
bling the whole of the twenty
eight tubes in their respective
holes in both steam and water
drums, and applying plenty
of solder and ﬂux, the whole
of the tubes could be soldered
in at two heats, one for each
The result was par
drum.
tial failure. The solder ran
round the ma
beautifully
jority of the tubes, but re
fused
to "take" round a
few in the centre of the mid
dle row.
It was, of course,
impossible to get at these to
scrape or clean them, as the
others were ﬁrmly ﬁxed in
position, and reheating the
job only aggravated matters
by oxidising and dirtying
the surfaces where the solder
had not taken, so still fur‘
ther lessening the chance of
After
making a good job.
considerable trouble, cleaning
in acid, etc., and at least a
dozen beats, a little solder
was
rsuaded to run round
the
aulty joints; but, gain<
ing from this experience, the
writer would advise those
who, like himself, are ama
teurs,
when engaged on a
similar job, to solder in one
row at a time.
Place one
row of tubes in position and
solder one end of this row
by blowing with the blow
the whole row.
pipe alon
Then sol er up the other
end of the same row, and
clean off the ﬂux, etc., from
both ends by immersing the
job in the usual "pickle."
Both ends of the row can
now be examined to see that
the solder has taken properly,
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By
and then the next row soldered in. and so on.
proceeding in this way, the job is considerably sim
pliﬁed, as the blowpipe ﬂame can be directed on each
tube individually, and special attention given to any
also, if on examination
which appear refractory;
one is found not to have taken, it can be readily got
at for cleaning, etc. Of course, each Set of holes must
be cleaned before soldering in the next row.
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end makes a perfectly tight joint when secured by
The latter should be of ample strength,
the stay.
and, as shown in the ﬁgure, is 5-16ths in. diameter,
screwed with a ﬁne thread at each end, and the
centre
portion turned down to the diameter of
The boiler has the usual
the bottom of the thread.
The feed-water passes through the ball‘
ﬁttings.
valve,
to be shown in section in Fig. 6, and
check

Loose

brass

P1'5[on

Shippers.

red

v

CROSSHEAD.

FEED PUMP.

GEAR roa'Dmvmc PUMP.
The ends of the steam drum are of brass, and in
this case were turned out of }-in. sheet stuff to the sec
They are not fixed
tion to be shown in the drawing.
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6’,

\\

_l

C___§l
instead of being discharged direct into the drum, is
led into one of the downcomers through the internal
pipe shown.
f

\
I

in any viay to the drum, but are simply held on by
Both ends of the drum
the screwed stay shown.
were, of course, trued up in the lathe, and a thin
asbestos washer placed between the drum and each

i

FIG.

5.

FAN AND ENGINE.

To be continued.)
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Notes on Gauges.
By W.

NlUNCASTER.

(Continued [mm page 422.)
HE most simple form of gauge is the pin, or
point gauge, which is used for measuring in
ternally, such as the bore of a cylinder or
It is generally made from round cast steel
ﬂywheel.
(see Fig. 8), about 3-16ths in. diameter for gauges
under 3 ins. long, { in. diameter under 12 ins., and
1}in. under 2 ft. After cutting a piece of steel to about
i- 16th in. over the size required. each end of the gauge
should be ground on a rough emery stone, tapering
File the
to about 1-16th in. diameter at the ends.
ends to the length required + '005 in. for hardening,
and round them off, so that the gauge Will only have
a very small bearing surface.
After hardening the
points, the remaining 5~lCOOthS can be rubbed
down with an oil-stone, leaving the gauge ready for
It is advisable to ﬁle a flat in the middle of
use.
the gaugepand stamp the dimension on it, so that
it may be handily picked out of a drawer from
among others.

I
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the temperature sufﬁciently high to make
handling uncomfortable, consequently if a gauge
at the normal temperature be used, the work will be
found too small when allowed to cool.
The gap and slice gauges, Fig. 9, are very handy
For instance.
for milling, shaping, or planing work.
it a key be made to the gap gauge a and the keyway
raises

_ __vl
F
FIG. 8.

-_

a

_
—

‘

..

sLljﬂcyrd‘rm

6rd: rounded

'

FIG. 9.

It may be worth mentioning that the difference
of temperature will cause a sufﬁcient alteration in
length to a gauge to be sensible to those who are
accustomed to handle it. It is quite possible to
raise the temperature of a small gauge 30 or 40° F.
The co-efﬁcient of expansion may be
by handling.
taken at ~oorz for 180° F. For 30° it will approxi
mately be r-6th of this amount, which = 0002
or '00: of an inch in 5 ins.
In grinding and ﬁnally
adjusting the length of a gauge, this should be
allowed for, or the gauge may be found too short
by an amount which will be quite appreciable in
accurate work. Therefore, it would be well before
ﬁnally adjusting a gauge, to lay it aside until it
acquires an uniform temperature with the standard
It is well to remember also that work
gauges.
in hand may acquire a temperature far above the
normal, not only by handling, but also by the
friction of the tools and by abrasion which often

to the slice gauge b, a perfect ﬁt may be obtained,
These gauges are usually
making ﬁling unnecessary.
made from i-in. sheet steel: i1 itbe desirable that
they should be hardened, which is generally the
Alter marking 06
case, special gauge steel is used.
the outer dimensions, and cutting out roughly with
a chisel, the gap gauge should have two small holes
drilled in it, with the centres the same width
The surplus metal might
as the required gap.
then be cut away with a chisel or saw, and the gauge
ﬁled up to shape shown in sketch, leaving about
-01_< in. of metal over the ﬁnished size, between the
gap, for grinding after the process of hardening.
The slice gauge should also be treated in the same
Fig. 10 shows in plan the method
manner.
generally adepted to grind a slice gauge on a
“
Cincinnati" universal grinder. H is the head
stock of the grinding machine, and P the pulley for
driving the emery wheel E. The table T is set to
travel in a direction at right angles to the centre line
of the headstock. The table can be moved back
ward and forward, as shown by the arrows, by
means of a screw to which a handle is attached, and
can also be adjusted sideways, with another screw;
having a graduated plate at its end and pointer for
ﬁne adjustment, the latter screw will put on the
“
T0 the table is secured with the bolts
fee(."
B a vice V , having its jaws horizontal. The gauge
G is clamped between the two jaws by the screw
S, and is then moved across the edge of the emery
wheel, with the table T.
It will be noticedhfthat
wheel used is of the dished pattern
the emery
After
and is made specially for edge grinding.
one edge of the gauge is ground true, it should
be turned round to bring the opposite edge to the
emery wheel, keeping the same face to tliej‘top, to
minimise the possibility of any taper by the table
It the gauge be too
being slightly out of square.
narrow to ﬁt against the back of the vice, and
protrude from the jaws of the vice at same time
sufﬁciently to allow the vice to clear the emery
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wheel, a parallel strip of metal slightly thinner
than the gauge should be placed behind it.
The
about -0005
gauge leaves the grinding machine
over size, and is rubbed down to exact size on oil
stone, or a c0pper lap and emery dust, and tested
with a micrometer.

I

information on the latest practice in these tools,
which are indispensable for ﬁrst-class gauge work.
The gauges should now be roughed out to the shapes
shown in Fig. 13.
Commencing with the gauge A, Fig. 13, the back
To do this with any satis
must be trued up ﬁrst.
faction a rubbing block is required, as shown at
B. Fig. 14, the gauge A being held against the
block, and both rubbed together on the surface
plate C, the plate having previously been covered
with a thin coat of "marking," which will show
up the parts to be scraped on the back of the gauge.
The sides of the block being at right angles to the
surface plate, will ensure the back of the gauge
being square.
Having now a base to work upon,
the two sides should be squared and trued u to the
The
surface plate in the same way as the bac
back of the gauge must always be parallel to the
centre line of the job: in this case it is to be made
To the
1} ins. from the centre line of the stud.
clamp
sheet of tin on which the stud is sketched,
a straight
edge parallel to the centre line and
Now carefully ﬁle the gauge‘to
ins. from it.
the sketch, keeping the back of the gauge against
the straight edge.
It is possible to work with
has previously
or
thousandths by a sketch
been carefully drawn.
For the parts not marked
0, Fig. 12, this
The ball
quite near enough.
it

if

is

4

3

ii;

1
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FIG. 14.

Fro.

11.

1

2

P

is

part, however,
required to be exact. Obtain a
l-in. plug standard gauge (see Fig. 2), the making
of which will be dealt with later. and bed the part
to shape the ball end to it. Now measure over the
top of the plug gauge, to the back of the proﬁle
gauge, with a micrometer, Fig. r5, G representing
the proﬁle gauge,
the plug gauge, and M the
ins.,
micrometer. If this equal
the distance
Fig. 9, should equal in. It will be quite apparent

b,

The slice gauge being now completed, we may
proceed to grind the gap gauge, using the slice
The table T will be swung
gauge as a template.
round until it is parallel to the headstock, Fig. 11.
This may be done on a universal grinder, without any
alteration to the direction of the feed screw, which
will still operate the table in the direction shown
The gap gauge is placed in the vice,
by the arrows.
and ground with a diﬂerent type of emery wheel on
When sufﬁcient has been ground
each inner face.
out to make the slice gauge a tight ﬁt, the gap gauge
should be removed from the vice, and lapped out
until the slice gauge will slide in easily, without
any shake.
As we are now dealing with ﬂat gauges, it may be
well to describe the proﬁle gauge.
Proﬁle gauges
are seldom hardened as it is a diﬁicult job to rectify
them should they be distorted in the hardening
process, owing to the irregularity of their shape.
is not, however, necessary if the gauges
Hardenin
be caref
y used. The accuracy of these gauges
depends a great deal on the skill of the workman
of a ﬁle and scraper.
with the use
The sketch
of a ball-ended
stud is shown in Fig. 12. The
hall is to be made to size to work in a socket, and
the tapered portion to ﬁt in a tapered hole in a
plate.
For cheapness of production the stud would
be turned out of a solid mild steel bar in a turret
lathe, therefore gauges are required to make the
tools. The parts to be dead accurate to
forming
gauge size, are marked with a G beside the dimen
sion on the sketch.
The gauges necessary
are
shown in Fig. 13.
The stud should be ﬁrst drawn
out full size with scriber and dividers, on a sheet of
tin as correctly as possible.
Spring dividers with a
screw adjusﬂnent are the best for this job.
If the
reader will look back to THE MODEL ENGINEER,
Vol XIX, No. 378, “ Notes on Calipers and
Micrometers,“ by George Gentry, he will ﬁnd a lot of

to the reader that to measure direct from the
curved portion of the gauge to the back, without the
use of the plug gauge, is impracticable owing to the
ﬂat surface on the micrometer. As we have the
distance b, Fig. 13, at I in., 0 will be
ins. — in. =
i§~ins.. and d IQ ins. —§in. = 1 in., all of which
should be made correctly to the size and tested
'by the micrometer: the distance toa is not very
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radius on the brass
be less than that on the crank
pin P, the brass will not ﬁt down on to the journal,
but will bear only at the radius. If each of these
radii were made to a gauge, this would not occur,
and would do away with the labour of ﬁling round the
brass when bedding down. besides making a better
job. The radius gauge is made generally from
i-i6th-in. sheet steel; a set of these ranging from

[.4

gig».

Electrician.

and

B
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“Th
FIG.

12.

is

is

it

it

is

a

is

l-i6th-in. radius to fin. in r-32nds
very useful.
Cu;
Take, for example, a gauge of l-in. radius.
out
piece of sheet steel to about 2i ins. by r} ins.,
“ rock " in it,
and after ﬂattening until there
no
06 as shown
when laid on a surface plate, mark
in Fig. 19, with a {r-in. hole for drilling.
Before
drilling the gauge. the drill should be run through
a piece of scrap steel. and tested with a yin.
If the drill
shoul dplug
be
cutting big,
gauge.
It
advisable also to
adjusted to cut dead size.
drill
pilot hole about }-in. diameter in which to

F.

'

| | I g
I I l .'

a

is

a

a

0

is

parted off from the bar
important, as the stud
at that point. The tool gauge
should now be
bedded to gauge A. Laying them together on
sheet of glass, and holding up to the light to test the
ﬁt,
good job can be made by ﬁling or scraping the
A
gauge C. until no light
visible between them.
sheet of frosted glass, ﬁxed to a small table frame
with four legs (the glass forming the table top).
will also be useful for this purpose, a small electric
globe or a mirror reﬂecting light from an incan
descent gas lamp giving all the light necessary.
The gauge B should now be made, the taper
sketch and tested with
portion being wrought to
an angle gauge ﬁtted with a protractor, and the
gauge D bedded to it, in the same manner as the
former pair.

a

FIG.

1
3.

_l__-L—_T—_+>

F

F

15.

F

if

is
a

F

Figs. 16 and 17 show the forming tools, for shaping
the stud. They should be of the same form all
the way down, the tools being ground across the
when the edge becomes dulled, the
top faces
fronts must never be touched.
There
very extensive use for radii gauges.
These are used to test the correct radius of any
round corner, such as the edges of a brass bearing,
or the ﬁllets at the sides of a journal or crank-pin.
the
It will be seen by reference to Fig. 18 that

\

Fro.

,H' pI! [I l

FIG. 16..

FIG. [7.
The surplus
put the point of the larger drill.
metal may be cut away with a hacksaw to the
The back A
dotted lines shown on the sketch.
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must now be trued up to a surface plate with the
rubbing block, and the side B made square to it, as
shown in Fig. 20. Now place the l—in. plug gauge
in the portion of the hole left, and measure with
a micrometer, the distance to the back A over the
If this equal, say, 1-25 ins., the edge
plug gauge.
1‘will he r-25 ins.—-5 in. = -75 in. from the back A.
and must be made parallel at that distance from it.
The same process must be followed to ﬁnd the
position of the parallel side D which will he at
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Fdilm tni'itesnail”: to make use 0/ this rolumn for the full
discussionat martrn a! pmrliml and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed until a unm-de‘plumeif desired,but the full
name and uddrrsr n! the semi" \ii'S‘l’ invariany he ultachm,
thoughno! ntczssan'ly[or publication]

Models Made Without a Lathe.
To run EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I am enclosing some photographs
which I have taken of some of my latest work;

they are of no original value to make you publish
them on that account. but they are the ﬁnal produc
tions of one who has plodded on for over twenty
years with the most primitive tools—without
a
lathe and with very limited means.
The few words
I
send are on the subject of “Castings” from
that

It is obviously im~
rlglit'angles to C.
to use the square on the inside
possible
of the gauge, on account of the radius.
The internal gauge may now be ﬁtted
to the one completed by laying them
together on a glass screen, scraping and
ﬁling the internal gauge
until a per
fect ﬁt be obtained.
Fig. 21 illustrates
A

LOCOMOTIVE

MADE

WITHOUT

A

LATHE.

the point of view of a very handi
amateur, and perhaps my
capped
may be a help to those
experience

M: cromeler

l‘lG. at.

F [6.

20.

a finished

pair of gauges, A the external and B the
internal.
The small hole in each is for tying them
together in pairs.

A NEW type of steam-driven oil fuel taxi cab will
shortly be seen running in London.
Outwardly the
vehicle resembles the standard
of motor-cab,
but in place of the motor there is a three cylinder
vertical steam engine ﬁtted. the generator and con
denser being under the bonnet.
A single lever on
ihe steering wheel controls both speed and genera
tion.

who, fascinated by this subject,
yet often are tempted to give it
up on account of the many diﬁi
cutlies they meet with.
Many
writers in your paper preface there
remarks with the caution-beware
of cheap
castings and of offers
of free machining. With regard to
these cautions, they are perfectly
sound when referred to the ad
vanced "professional"
amateur
who possesses a ﬁrst-class lathe
a
with every ﬁtting,
planer, and
a machine drill, and who enjoys a
thorough knowledge how to use
them ; but that caution is perhaps
a little unfair on mere beginners,
who have little mechanical skill, no lathe, and a
The advantage of cheap cast
microscopical purse.
ings is this—to hundreds of youths it is that or
nothing—their ﬁrst outlay is their last—they have
nothing further to spend on special tools ; I speak
from past experience.
Again, these castings are
usually made in brass—the easiest metal for a begin
ner to work upon. and very often they run the
dearer ﬁrms very close as to quality.
Again, these
castings are usually plentifully supplied with chuck
ing-pieces—a boon gratefully acknowledged by the
Cheap
possessor of a tiny lathe with scant ﬁttings.
machined castings open up a ﬁeld the gate of which
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few poverty-stricken beginners could do more than
shake—for the number of enthusiasts without
armour is legion.
I and my friends have made up many such sets
the
largest engine
and
with excellent results,
l was thus able to make was a Q h.-p. oil engine—
"
"
bored
cylinder was a.
to us. in those days. a
sine qua non, although we could doubtless have
accomplished it in some such manner as we are
Then, again, com
told the savages produce ﬁre.
paratively few beginners can bore with their tools
a larger hole than 3-I6ths, and the 1. and % holes
in flywheels and bearings bored free were a great
These cheap castings have made pleasant
blessing.
winter evenings for hundreds who, without some
ﬁrms thus catering for them, would have purchased

By Rev.

S.

]. T. KENT.

no others, and they have also paved the way for
alive the interest
the better articles by keeping
and wetting the appetite for advancement—and
why should there come a time when the ﬁrst love
castings
because
should be cast aside,
cheap
have their drawbacks? their chief one being gener
almost
ally in their design, which is sometimes
pre-historic, and the ﬁtting required is not real shop

practice.
Another

drawback I and my friends have ex
is that these sets usually arrive incom
perienced
plete, involving great delay, and to an inexperienced
boy who does not know what parts there should be,
a serious loss.
Now to turn to the hrs! castings-Ahe very sight
I and my friends have
of these is a pleasure.
found that the iron ones (with no machining done)
the power of a badly equipped
are far beyond
amateur. The castings are things of beauty,
and would make up into grand models; but, alas l
I could quote several instances where boxes of these
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castings have been put on the shelf and left there
for good—because the makers have supplied them
without chucking-pieces, and if a large hole or two
had been bored, their end might have been work.
and not rust.
I do not believe in supplying castings
with all the work done except the placing of the
screws,
for then all the end and aim of model
engineering is defeated, but I do believe in helping
the beginner to help himself.
To a beginner a
cheap machined set is the good fairy who gives a
push to start with—to one encumbered by ways
and means—and then, as one gathers way, good
castings give one the scope to expend their energies
on.
I am now the proud possessor of a well
equipped workshop, in which I use none, now,
but the best castings,
and almost every article
there has been bought from my own labour.
I hope my experience in this matter may help
others, as it his been from letters in your paper
I
that I have greatly gained, although sometimes
used to feel that perhaps there were very elaborate
directions given for cooking a hare which very few
of us were ever very likely to possess ; yet, when I
state. that in this country town there used only to
be one copy of THE Monici. ENGINEER, and that now
there are eight, it would seem that we knew to
what ﬂower to fly to procure something sweet.
I hope that no beginner will copy me in a. woful
attempt I once made to build a scrap-heap of
The caution to
largely advertised cheap tools.
he placed in the largest type is this—Beware
of
cheap tools and not of cheap castings—Yours
truly.
(Rev.) 5. j. T. KENT, Vicar of Martinstown.

To

VERTICAL ENGlNE.
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Boats or Hydroplanes.
EniroR or The Model Engineer.

DEAR Slk,—All0\\'
me
to congratulate
your
correspondent. Mr. V. \V. Delves~Broughton, on his
It is a. pity he should be a little late.
discovery.
As I stated in a previous letter to you, the boat
shown in the design mentioned does lift and skim.
1 must object to Mr.
This she was designed to do.
Delves-Broughton classing her as a hydroplane.
"
"
“
She is. properly speaking, a
glider 0r skimmer,"
She, however.
as is also Mr. Teague’s Incubus.
runs without the excessive wave-making 0f the
lnrubus, even at a high speed showing but little
wash.
“"hen at speed only about 18 ins. of the
I have
floor is in contPct with the water surface.
seen a boat of similar design leap clean out of the
water and land on the edge of the lake a good 9 ins.
above the water surface.
Like your correspondent, I am also waiting to hear
something about the forthcoming regatta. and also.
like him, I enjoy rule cheating, although I do not
carry it so far as to use 5-ft. masts to get extra
As to deﬁning what is or what is not
lifting eflect.
a hydroplane, I leave this to your correspondent.
If he will be so good as to give to the model power
boating world his deﬁnition of a. hydroplane, I for
another will enjoy a little rule~dodging.
Re an international class, is the measurement
I.,\\'.l.. or over-all ?-—Y0urs truly,
\NILLIAM J. E. Pnuz.

The History of the Induction Coil.
To run lion-0R or The Model Engine”.

DEAR SIR,—ln your issue of March 25th, Mr.
Baillie takes objection to your reply to Query
No. 20,905, in which you state that Rhumkorﬂ in
vented
the induction coil in 1851, and he poinb

as
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l
steam
went through tlu- same performance of
out that it was invented by Callan, in i836, the
dropping to ml, and the lump went out. I’ve tried
ﬁrst notice of the discovery being found in the
wire,
wicks of asbestos.
iron
and
cotton wool.
London
Illagari'ne for December,
Philosophical
but all to no purpose.
There is no steam escaping
Mr. Baillie appears to mix up the terms
“1836.
"
“
The induction
from anywhere underneath to blow lamp out, or
discovery."
invention
and
even if there was~ how does it not happen when the
coil can hardly be called an invention, as it was
wheels are packed clear of table P I have altered the
discovered first by Faraday in 183i. On page 3,
lamp to enclosed drawing, but it isn’t much better.
t to of “ Experimental Researches," published
so would be greatly obliged
if you would either
in November, i8 3i, Faraday says :—“ Two hundred
above,
give me drawings as requested
or a sun
and three feet of copper wire in one length were
remi-dy. l‘lIllt‘l' for enclosed drawing, or the original P
coiled round a. large block of wood; another two
I llZth' read about the model traction engine by
hundred and three feet of similar wire were inter
Mr. Thomas Wood, in issue of February iith, 1909.
posed as a spiral between the turns of the ﬁrst coil,
and seen his improved burner, but would rather
and metallic contact everywhere prevented by
twine. One of these helices was connected
with a galvanometer, and the other with
Holes punched
Ends silvera battery of one hundred pairs of plates,
w/Ib need/e.
m
soldered
Spin/L reser‘ vO/P
with
four inches square,
double coppers.
l
contact
was
When
the
and well charged.
No wzcﬁ m
a
and
made there was sudden
Very slight
cgnl'r‘e /ube
effect at the galvanometer, and there was
con
»
a
when
the
also
similar slight effect
_
_-1
-\‘
|_|
tact with the battery was broken.“
41‘?
Here we have an account of the first
induction coil, and it has gradually been
improved by various other experimenters.
Faraday was the ﬁrst to use an iron core.
Pin holes
but he made it in the form of a ring. with
the primary and secondary wound on the
The credit of using
opposite halves.
different quantities and gauges of wire for
the primary and secondary, and thus pro
ducing a. higher voltage, belongs to Pro
fessor Henry, of Princeton.
In i836 Bachloﬁner discovered the ad
MR. BARsEs' SriRir LAMP.
vantage of making the core of a bundle of
hue wires and this improvement, together
have something livelier than the weight of spirit
with a contact-breaker in the form of a ratchet
wheel, also by Bachloffner, were added to a coil
simplv forcing through a wick and being lighted.
“'ould you also please state what
the least
Other improve
made the same year by Sturgeon.
ments, such as the hammer break. mercury break.
diameter of circle the engine would safely negotiate
at respectable speed, also super-elevation of outer
etc., have been added by Messrs. Brequet, Rliiim
korﬂ', Poggendorf, and Foucault, until the coil has
rail? The space
have
limited—I am, yours
THOS. BARNES.
been brought up to its present state of eflicicncy.
sincerely,
Callan certainly made a coil of very considerable
power in i837, but I think I have shoim that llt' was
not the original inventor.
Apologising for flu
TO THE libiron OF The Model Engineer.
length of this letter.——I am, Sir, yours faithfullv.
DEAR SIR—I have read Mr. Barnes’s letter with
B. \‘isciaxr BONNER.
Sheerness.
venture to think that
interest. and
he had waited
till the details of the lamp and my remarks concern~
in same were published. he would not have had such
Model Steam Rail Motor Coach.
a. poor result on trying the engine under steam. The
To THE EDiroR OF The Modd Eilgl'ucrr.
failure of the lamp may be due to one or more of the
DEAR
SiR,—Haviiig been constructing
the
following causes. viz. :—
model locomotive by A. ]. Budd, in THE MODEL
(i) The holes in the supply pipes which allow the
ENGINEER, I wish to know if you can be the means
spirit to ﬂow to the wicks may have been made too
of Supplying me with a sketch for a burner for
small.
Those shown in the coloured plate are merely
I would like one for petrol or parafﬁn, if
same.
suggestive. and should be made as indicated in Fig.
'ble, and of the vaporisiiig class.
I have
43 (April 29th issue).
ﬁnished the model as far as drawings have appcared
(.2) Mr. Barnes says he has made the engine as far
(detailed), and anxiously waited for steam getting-up
as details have appeared, in which case the omission
to give her a trial, with poor results.
I tested boiler
of the flame guard, details of which appear in the
to full capacity of gauge (80 lbs. per sq. in.). and
present issue, would account for a good deal of the
found everything steam-tight.
I packed the model
trouble.
up to clear wheels and turned steam on, and it ran
(i) Apparently the spirit supply tank and regu
I looked at the
splendidly for about one minute;
lating device was not fitted to the engine in question.
I got steam
and this
rather necessary to the successful working
gauge, and found steam down to nil.
The cock should be adjusted so as to
Then
of the lamp.
up again, only to have the same displeasure.
maintain, as near as possible, the level of spirit in th:
I tried it on the ﬂoor, and it ran about 8 ft.. and I
reversed her, and she ran 4 ft. back again, and the
lamp reservoir while the engine
running.
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(4) The height of the blast pipe and diameter
of the oriﬁce may not have been correct. These
particulars are given on page 386, April 29th issue.
The vaporising attachment which Mr. Barnes has
ﬁtted to his lamp should certainly increase the
heating power of the lamp somewhat, and would,
no doubt, prove well worth the extra trouble
involved in making.
_
A vaporising lamp working under pressure is
case,
rather out of the question in the present
owing to the limited space.
_
With regard to the minimum radius the engine
would travel, and the amount of super-eh-vation
necessary, particulars will be found at the end of the
article, on page 435 of the present issue.
In conclusion, if Mr. Barnes complies “lth the
directions given to date in reference to the above
four points, I think he will ﬁnd the remedy.—
Yours faithfully,
ALFRED J. Bunn.

To

Mechanical Harmonographs.

Enginnr.
DEAR Sim—Having
a
made
harmonograph
more or less according to the design
by
given
Mr. Avery in your columns some months ago,
and being highly pleased with the resulting draw
ings, I think some account of the various modiﬁca
tions introduced may be of interest. I should say
at once that l have made no attempt at a highly
finished appearance.
the only materials used l‘eing
pitch pine. ordinary screws, wire, tin, cardboard,
THE EDITOR OF The Blade!

Pcnho/der
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out of its hole in the pulley, so, close to the latter I
have ﬁxed a stiff piece of wire with the upper end
bent down at right angles, which acts as a bridge to
keep the end of the penholder-bar in position, and
which can be swung out of the way when not
required.
Next with regard to the table pulley : instead of
screwing the clips to hold the paper directly on to
this, I have, with a view to increasing the possible
size of tracings, ﬁtted to it a disc of stout cardboard
of somewhat larger diameter than the table top,
and the paper is attached to this disc by two clips
slipped over its edge.
I now come to the last, and what I consider the
most important alteration made in the design.
All
three of my pulleys are three-stepped.
They were
sawn out by hand from Q-in. wood to the diameters
given below, the shallow V -shaped grooves being
afterwards made with a rasp.
Driving pulley dia
meters, 4 ins., 3 ins., and 2 ins. ; pen pulley, 3 ins.,
2)- ins., and 2 ins., and table pulley, 5 ins., 4} ins.,
and 3; ins.
By using two belts these dimensions
give theoretically about 40 diﬂerent drives, vary
ing from ﬁve revolutions of pen pulley to one of
table to seven revolutions of pen pulley to twelve
of table.
In practice an almost endless number of
ratios between these limits may be obtained by
using different thicknesses of belts.
In illustration
of this I send you specimens
of tracings having
respectively 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 10, ii, 14, 19 and
27 loops or groups of loops in the circumference.
(Six of these are reproduced on the opposite page.)
The slack of the belts I take up by means of jockey
pulleys mounted in slotted wooden bars, which can
be clamped in any position by wooden nuts on the
ends of screws passed (points upwards) through the
baseboard

Ptanldgr
The latter are
whipcord for belting, and the pens.
glass ones, of various degrees of ﬁneness, with pieces
of rubber tubing ﬁtted on top for ﬁlling.
I con
sider these far preferable to a. stylograph or fountain
pen ; they are easy to make and quite strong enough
unless very roughly treated.
After use I rinse mine
out with methylated spirit and have had no trouble
with clogging.
The penholder is an open coil (about four turns
just ﬁtting the pen), of moderately ﬁne galvanised
iron wire, the ends being brought out straight and
parallel about an inch apart. and sliding in another
suitably coiled piece of similar wire (see sketch).
which itself slides along the penholdcr bar. The
latter is also of galvanised iron wire, but thick
enough to be fairly rigid. With this arrangement,
which enables the pen to be brought to any part
of the paper, I cannot see that the rack with a
number of notches is of any use. I have, therefore,
ﬁtted instead a single notch fastened on a wooden
bar of dovetail section,
ﬁllets.
sliding between
In this way the notch may be moved nearer to or
further from the pen-driving pulley ; it can, in fact,
be arranged between this pulley and the penholder,
thus completely altering the path of the pen.
In this position, however. the weight of the pen and
penholder would pull the end of the penholder bar
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Since completing the harmonograph as above,
it has occurred to me that further variation could be
obtained by mounting the table pivotally on a bar
sliding across the table pulley, some simple form of
division plate being attached;
in this way com
plicated combinations of similar or different ﬁgures
could be produced. I have not, however, put this
idea into practice yet.
In conclusion, I would ask
you and your readers to let us have descriptions
of other forms of harmonographs, as well as of the
various kinds of cutting f'rames, etc., used in orna
mental turning, some of which could doubtless
be adapted to pen work, but of whose construction
I at least am entirely ignorant—Yours obediently,
'l‘iios. E. B. Gunvox.

The Society of Model agineers.
[Rtports 0/ matings should be uni to the oﬂius of Tn: Moon.
ENGINEER wilhout delay, and will be inserted.in any pm~
Iicular issue if receiveda clearnine days bl/OIJ $1:usual date
0/ PublicnlionJ

London.
N ordinary meeting of the Seciety was held

on 'Iuesday, April 27th, 1909, at the Cripple
Institute,
Laue, E.C.,
Golden
Mr.
gate
A. M. H. Solomon taking the chair, and about
sixty members being present.
The minutes of the last meeting having been
read, new members
elected, and future meetings

announced, the Chairman stated that, owing to the
rapid growth of the Society, the Hall in which the
meetings were now and had for some years past
held,
been
became
frequently
uncomfortably

May 13, 1909.
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HARMONOGRAI'H.

Provincial Society.

Coventry—There will

be an open meeting of
above Society on \Nednesday, May 26th, at
at the Alexandra Coﬁee Tavern, Ford
p.m.,
Coventry, when Mr. Henry Greenly will
Street.
lecture on “ Model Miscellany,"
illustrated
bv
upwards of ﬁfty lantern slides, including a few
slides of models made by the members.
A large
show of hi h-class models and parts, kindly lent
Co., of North
V.
Bassett-Lowke
by Messrs
All members are
ampton, will be on view also.
particularly requested to attend this meeting and
to make
known as widely as possible.
Ooventrv
readers who are nonmembers are cordially invited.
Please note the change of address (for that night
Visits, consisting of four or ﬁve members
only).
time, can now be arranged to the Coventry
at
Electric Light and Power Generating Station, and
all members wishing to take part in these are
to notify the Secretary so that dates
requested
of the Society and
may be arranged—Particulars
cards of membership may be obtained from the
Secretary, ROLAND S. STURGESS, 21, Friars Road.
Coventry.
a
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K. M. (Glasgow) Writes:
intend
[1i 503] 34!. Steamer.
putting engines (steam) in
3-ft. long, 8} ins. broad, and 7ins.
deep model of mine. (i) What bore and stroke should the
cylinders be to give
s. d of about thru- milcs per hour?
(2) What pressure shoul the boiler be workid at? (3) \Vhat
thicknessand metal should the boiler be? (4) Can you recom
mend any lamp for the boiler?
Perhaps the two articles by Mr. Dysart on “ The Metre launch,
Hermes " would be as helpful to you as anything. See our issues
would be suitable.
of May 7th and 140! last. An engine by
you prefer a simpler boiler than.Mr. Dysart‘s, you can ﬁnd one
" Model Boiler Making,"
our
handbook,
in
7d. post free,
descride
which also treats of lamps, and which you would ﬁnd very inter
esting and useful.
D (“MM-"Y
Park)
(".4911 Electrical Queries.
writes: _Pleaseanswer the following questions:—(i) What equals
h.-p. in electrical terms? (1) What voltage and amperage
h.-p.? (3) Does a resistance lower
generally used to obtain
the voltageor amperageof current of electricitv, or both
(4) is
amperage.of an
thereany way to lower the voltage and raise
electriccurrent obtained from dynamo without altering the speed
the voltage across the
being driven at? (5) What
that
sparking terminals of- a 3-r6ths spark coil when being worked
with volts?
no ll general" ratio.
(3) Both.
(x) 746 watts. (2)1‘hcre
"
See reply to query in issue of March 5th, 1903,on Reduch'on of
is
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electric prototype, he also pointed out that electric
engines could be highly ﬁnished without chance of
subsequent damage by ﬁre and water. Mr. Harrison
that the adherents of the respective
suggested
systems
should compromise by using electric
control (preferably wireless)
on a steam
track.
Messrs. Hildersley and Riddle also spoke in favour
of electric locomotives. Messrs. Bunt and Blanken
burg having replied to the numerous questions
asked, the Chairman called for a. show of hands as
to which system found most favour with the
Steam had it.
A very entertaining and
meeting.
instructive meeting terminated at io p.m.
FUTURE Manuela—Wednesday,
Mav 26th, at
the Cripplegate Institute, Mr.
\V. Twining lectures
“
on
Experiments with Model Aeroplanes," illus
trated by slides and models.
Full particulars of the Society, and forms of
application may be obtained from the Secretary.
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37. Minard Road, Hither
Green. S.E.
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crowded, and the Committee had in consequence
been in negotiation with the authorities for the hire
of one of the large halls of the Caxton Hall, Victoria
this building having been
Street. Vl'estininstei',
of its central position, easy
selected by reason
being
and
accessibility. ample afc’commodation,
situated in the midst of the homes of practically
all the important scientiﬁc and engineering institu
The terms for hiring having been agreed at a
tions.
figure very favourable to the Society, the Chairman
requested that the members present would signify
their assent to the proposed removal, and after a
they unanim
few questions had been answered,
ously approved the Caxton Hall being made the
head-quarters of the Society. The Chairman then
stated
that all future meetings after that ﬁxed
for May 26th would be held at the Caxton Hall.
The Chairman then called upon Messrs. P. Blanken
Bunt to open the evening‘s
burg and F. H.
“
Model Steam 1;. Electric Railways."
discussion on
Mr. Bunt having won the toss, proceeded very ably
to enumerate the advantages of the electric system.
was particularly suited to
that
claiming for
small scales and those with small pockets, its
water, or spirit to drop
cleanliness
(no thin oil,
about), the practically total absence of danger
from ﬁre. etc., (especially applicable to indoor
systems), and chieﬂy the facility of control, showing
by reference to a diagram of his own system the
possibility of operating Several locomotives, points,
he also explained the
and signals single-handed;
working of an automatic coupling which enabled
without the
shunting operations to be performed
for the operator leaving his switchbox.
necessity
Mr. Blankenburg followed on behalf of steam and
that the construction of the locomo
claimed for
tive was the chief source of enjoyment to be got
from it, necessitating good workmanship, much
was
that
patience, and considerable experience
not dependent on accumulators
a prime mover,
or batteries, and that the pleasure of seeing
puff up and down a single track far outweighed the
of operating a complex electric system.
pleasure
one of the chief merits of steam that
He thought
the boiler and furnace needed constant attention,
was a more sociable system, where two
also that
or three friends could always ﬁnd something
He pointed
t6 do in keeping the engine running.
out that even the electric enthusiast, in order to
had to take a steam
make his model presentable,
locomotive as a prototype, taking out its inside
and substituting a motor, which more often than not
made a noise like a coffee mill, and lumbered up the
cab with masses of wire and other unorthodox
He admitted that, so far as facility
appliances.
concerned,
the electric system
of control
was
was considerably ahead of steam.
The discussion then became heated and general,
amongst those taking part being Mr. Hart, who
thought the restrictions that had to be complied with
in building a steam model were one of its attrac
tions; Mr, \Velsrnan, who pointed out that steam
locomotives'could be controlled by ramps placed
on the track and operated by the signal wires.
Mr. Ferreira deplored the making of electric engines
to steam prototypes, and thought that the electric
Mr. Allinan
system was no good for outdoor work.
stated that there could be no comparison in the
control of the ditiereiit systems, and that the electric
locomotive need not be modelled from a steam proto
was quite possible to scale a proper
type, and that

l
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“'e strongly recommendthii adjustable type for all screwsabove
3-16ths in. or even in. For smaller sizes the solid dies are as
good as anything.
T- E[21,400] Wireless Telegraph ' Apparatus.
dress of the Lodge-Muirhead
(Rugby) writes: (i) What is the
Wireless Tclegraphy Company? (2) What do they charge for
one of their steel wheels for their wucel cohcrcr? (3) What kind
of cil do you usein an oil bath transmitterfor wireless “tclcgraphy,
purchase Eureka"
and of what density? (4) Where could
wire, and is there any other name for it?
and
GeneralTelegraph
Lodge-MuirheadWireless
(i) Mcssrs.The
Syndicate, Elniers End, Beckenham, Kent. (2) We cannot say
what the charge is. You could, of course, ascertain by writing
to them. (3) We suppose that by an oil-bath transmitter you
mean one of the " Rhigi " type, in which the spark takes place
betweentwo or moreballs immersedin oil. We do not recommend
you do we understand
you to try this transmitter at all, but
that \aseline oil has been used. Probably a good mineral lubri
cating oil would be quite suitable. (4) We know of no other name
for “ Eureka ” wire. It can be purchasedfrom the London Electric
“Fire Company, Playhouse Yard, Finsbury, London, BC.
hnvc
[20,512] Electric Lighting. S. G. (Thame) writcs:
30-volt o-ump. dynamo run with h.-p. gas engine,and should
be glad you would say (1) Is this likely to causetoo much vibra
tion to use in an old houseon ﬁrst floor, or would cellar" be better
"
position for same
(2) How many (basingon in -p. Osram
light “'il'll with this at once? (3) In lighting
lamps) could
window yrds. Sqllnﬂ‘ from outside with large reﬂector,opal at
back, what number of lamps would give brilliant light
(4) What
few yards would be
gauge wire would you use for main; only
}
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Voltage." (4) Yes, by rcWinding the dynamo. (5) Something
near x5,ooovolts are required to send a spark acrossa 3-16lliS in.
air gap.
[21,524] Shocking Coll.
C. L. (Ashford) writes: I have
just completeda shockingcoil, constructedentirely from directions
given in THE MODEL ENGiNEi-IRHandbook No. ii; but .is I have
had no practical experiencein such matters, I should be glad it
you could let me know if I am getting good results and how I
may remedy several defects. The current I use is from one cell
of a small accumulator, My chief trouble is that the shock is
inclined to jerk. However curt-fully the contact-breaker is .id
justed and cleaned,it buzzesevenly but flutters at intervals, which
is, of course, felt by the person receiving the shock. The full
shock is very powerful, but is always stronger in one hand than
in the other. (i) 15this always the case? (2) How am I to stop
the jerking ? I have ﬁtted a condenser(50 sheets,2 ins. by 5 ins),
but the result is not satisfactory. With the above-incntioiu-d
current the s ark at the secondaryterminals is about 3-16ths in.
and about 1 in. when twice the amount is used; the spark at the
“ make-and-break"
is then very big. (3) Should not my con
dcnscr be sufficient to stop all spark at contacts? (4) What is
the exact kind of insulation paper to use, and “here. may it be
obtained ?
(i) No, the shock should be felt about equally in both hands.
If one handle did not make quite as much contact with the skin
as the other, it might make the shock more noticeablein that hand.
(2) We suggest fitting a slightly stiffer spring, which probably
would put matters right. (3) .No; you cannot completely stop
but we recommend varying the sizc of condenser to
guarking;
what size gives you best results. (4) Ordinary Bank post
paper,soakedin parafﬁn wax, is good, and is very commonlyused
for the purpose.
T. S. (Canterbury) writes:
[21.4951 Electrical indicator.
l have fitted up a iz-hole indicator and hell, but failed to make
it a success. The two wires to the ﬁrst hole are my mains from
which I connect all my other wires to the remainingclove-nholes.
If I pressa push the ﬁrst hole getsin "motion and continuesringing.
l have followed the instructions in Electric Bells and Alarms."
Fig. 41, but I have got trouble Somewhere. Could you give me
advice as it is very important.
The cause of your trouble seemsr-vidrnt. We judge that you
have connected the return wire to the ﬁrst hole only, with the
result that it is always aﬂectedand none of the others. The retuni
wire must be common to all the holes. The wire from each push

'
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QurRy N°2usiz
as either position the dynamo is plucrd in will place it
reguirr-d
ozcn yards from lamps?
(i) We advise the use of the collar. (2) r6. (3) Three Would
give a good light, but more might be uSPdwith advantage. (4) This
depends upon how the l.iIIipS-'1rearr:|ngvd.
you use io-volt
lamps, eight sets of two in series, the sets bring in parallel (as
amps. would flow in mains; wire size 3/19 is suitahlc.
sketch)
E. V.
[21.54!) Pole-finding Paper: Hertzlan Waves.
(Liverpool) writes: Would you please inform iIil' (ll How
can
make pole-testingpaper? (2) “here
could get information on
Hertziau wavrs
piccc of white blotting-paper and saturate
with
(i) Take
wins are pn-sscd upon
tassiuni iodide solution.
about
cud turns brown. The paper should be used
positive
apart,
Yoin.
moist. (z) Scc .\lr. Howgmvc-Grahnm's "Wircllse 'l'i-ii-griiphv
'
for Amateurs," price 25. 3d. post frcc.from our publishing office.
[21,513] Oil Engine
T- R- (London) Writer
Trouble.
have _]llStpurchased gasengine (horizontal) with electricignition
and spark ilﬂlVTlIlCt,but am running engineWill] petrol instcad of
gas. At present takes considerabletime to start, nearly half
advanced stops after
au-hour at thin-s, and when thc spark
two or IIIH‘L‘ strokes. Encloscd find sketches (not reproduced)
of the positions the cams are ir at present. 15spark cam in right
position as shown in sketch
he diﬁirulty in starting suggcstsfaulty carburation; perhaps
to this pomt that your attention should be chieﬂy given.
The setting of the cams a simple-matter, about which we cannot
give clcarcr instructions than those contained in our handbook,
"Small Gas and Oil Engines," 7d. post free. You will probably
have no difficulty in the matter you very cart-fully study what
said there.
D. (Alva)
[21307] Lamps for Charging Resistance.
writrs: Would you kindly answerin"- the following? How do you
connect thrw zso-volt 32 c.-p. lamps as
resistance to charge
amps.?
4-volt and S-volt accumulatorsat the l'iiti.‘of
If the lamps are ordinary carbon ﬁlament ones, you will ﬁnd
that about the right current
passed by connecting the three
lamps in parallel. Should rather too much currcut pass, put in
a little wire resistanceas well.
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[21,5ri) screwing Dies. F. F. (jersey) writes:
am pur
am undecided as to the type
diasing new sct_0t dies, but
to purchase. Which do you consider the best—the solid die or
the adjustable type
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[11.517] A.C. Ammeter: Induction Motors. F.H.(Purlcy)
have an annuetcr reading to 50 amps. It has coil
writes: (i)
of copper wire pivoted betweenthe poles of permanentmagnet.
can convert this for alternating
Will you please tell me how
current? (2) Also can you recommend book dealing with the
construction of A.C. measuringinstruments, not too advanced
think some little time ago mention was made of a
possible?
sen-2sof articles for THE. Mom-:1.Exomcuz on the constructionof
motors,
and
lildllCliOD
think some would be very Welcometo
many of your readers.
You cannot convert the moving coil ammcterfor use with alter
nating current. The principle of its action can be madeuseof only
with continuous current. There is no book giving instructions
how to" make commercialmeasuringinstruments. Our little hand
Small Electrical Measuring instruments," 7d. post lrce,
book.
might help you. Beyond that, we think you will not ﬁnd anything
much but descriptions of ﬁnished apparatus in such books as
Ayrion's “ Practical Electricity." There have been one or two
useful papers in recent " Prucrcdings of the Institution of Elec
See the articles “ Induction Motors and How
trical Engineers."
"
They Work in our issuesof Dcccmber17th, 24th, and 31st, 1908
“
also A DeSign for
h.-p. Single-phaseInduction Motor " in
our issues of June ioth" and 23rd, 1904; and " A Simple Single
phase Induction Motor in issue of July 25th, 1907.

is

a

must go only to its own hole, then on to the return wire A, which
is usually attached to terminal at tin: extremeright of the indi
cator. The following diagram shows the usual arrangement.
You would ﬁnd Perrin Maycock's " Electric Lighting and Power
Distribution," 65. 4d. post free, a most useful book, though not
(Il‘VQIL'dchiefly to boil work.
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The Editor’s Page.
E

a letter we have recently
from Messrs. Arkell, the builders
of the famous .lloraima and Momima 1]
model petrol motor boats.
We are glad to hear
that our friends are not content to rest on their
laurels, but are going to endeavour to demonstrate
that petrol is the master of steam ; at any rate, so
far as motor boat speeds are concerned.
The
excellent design and beautiful workmanship which
characterise the productions of Messrs. Arkeii are
sufﬁcient guarantee that some results of special
inerit may be expected when their petrol hydro
Whether they will beat the
plane is completed.
record set up by Mr. Teague, or the coming work
of some other adherents to steam, remains to be
seen, but a highly interesting contest is assured.
“
\Ve note.
Messrs. \V. H. and F. G. Arkell write:
with some surprise, that it is not proposed to make
a separate class for hydroplanes in this year’s speed
contest.
\Ve are quite convinced that the usual
type of craft will not have an earthly chance of
attaining the speed of either of the two fastest
'
'
boats of last year. and we will candidly own that
our own boat would have been miles below the
\Ve are building a hydroplane for this
speed.
year's contest. into which we shall place the petrol
plant of JlIomi'ma, and we hope the results will
justify our opinion. \Ve would here like to mention
again the extreme satisfaction this plant has given.
In three years, Mr. Editor, nothing has gone wrong,
and we have had it running on scores of occasions.
\Ve have not the smallest doubt that when the
'
machinery is put into the glider' it will start up
at once. and continue till we are tired. How many
steam plants will do the same ? we attribute the
really remarkable speeds attained by Incubus and
I-‘olly almost entirely to the shape of hull, and we
hope to demonstrate that our petrol plant will
still keep in front. A propos of the respective
merits of the two powers. both are attained by
lighting a ﬁre to blow a plug up and down a tube.
Surely the best results must be obtained by lighting
said ﬁrc where it is most badly needed—right on
top of plug. To deﬁne a hydroplane seems rather
difﬁcult, but the following will serve to hang a
discussion on :—

print

below

received

boat whose displacement
‘HYDRQPLANE.—A
from rest to speed. such decrease being
obtained by means of ﬁns or vanes attached to
hull, as well as by shape of hull itself.’
decreases

We don't think a pointed bow constitutes a boat,
and we put forward the above deﬁnition to be ela
is almost enough.
borated. The ﬁrst sentence
but it can be ekcd out with lots of L.W.L. and %
“’e are not dead. Sir, although
and Curves ad lib.
we should have been had we only ﬁnished the more

powerful
earlier."
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A proposition has been made to form a new
combinwi
Model Motor-boat
Club and Model
Engineering Society having the Crystal Palace for
its head-quarters. The authorities have been con~
snlted
in the matter, and they are prepared to
grant the use of a suitable piece of water. a space
for the erection of a model railway track, and
suitable accommodation for members” models and
tools.
The primary
purpose of the proposed
Society is to bring together model engineers residing
in the vicinity of the Crystal Palace, but, of course,
those residing in other districts would also be
eligible for membership. If all those who would
be willing to join such a Society will send us their
names and addresses we will put them into com»
munication with the gentleman responsible for
the idea. who, by the way, is well-known to model
engineers.

Answers to Correspondents.
B. O. M. (\Vest Hartlepool).——Thank you for photo
of your inodei lighthouse.
It looks excellent.
C. E. A. (Sunderland).—\Ve think your model very
creditable for a ﬁrst attempt, but hardly of
sufﬁcient interest for insertion in our pages.
\Ve could not return photo as you gave no
F.

].

address.
G. (\Vindsor).-—,See

the design
for ALE.
Engine published in our XIV and XV vols.
could get castings for an engine such as
require from one of the ﬁrms advertising in

Gas

You
you

our

a es.
C. H. ( Brighouse). —T he power would be increased
to about i b.h.-p. Make inlet and exhaust valve
as near as possible 15 ins. and if ins. diameter
Crankshaft of same size or } in.
respectively.
greater diameter would do.

A. W.

G. TUCKER

(Newcastle-on-Tyne).—Kindly

send us your present

address.

N.S.\V.).—-This would hardly
make a good working model.
\Ve advise you to
use metal.
Your inquiry is not very clear.
C. H. F. (Ashford).—It
is detrimental but is often
used for want of a substitute.
L.

LANE

(Sydney.
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The Eastern Model Yacht Association.
B

in our paper the
have already recorded
existence of the new Clubhouse in Victoria
Park, built by the London County Council
at the instance of the Eastern Model Yacht Associa
tion. This was formally opened on April 24th
by the Editor of THE MODEL ENGlNEER, and we

of the formal opening a ﬁne show was made, most
of the vessels having been built since last Christ
The following is a list of the principal boats
mas.
and their owners t—Salome (W. G. Brittain), illeg
(J. Robey), Pearl (E. Crowley), Garnet (James
Crawlcy), Gem (John Crawley), Fina (J. Shippey),

Tun Fuzz-r or nus EASTERN Moos]. YACHT
(Photo

pleasure in presenting to our readers some
photographs, not only of the new building, but of
some of the latest 12'metre models built and sailed
by the members of this progressive Club. It will
be within the recollection of most model yachts
men that the previous sailing club premises at
this water were twice burnt out. the members
on each occasion losing nearly all their boats.
Two such disasters would have disheartened most
followers of the sport, but the members of the Eastern
M.Y.A. have risen to the occasion, and for the third
time have built a ﬂeet of boats which will compare
On the occasion
With those of any other Club.
have

ASSOCIATION.

by Clarke 15- Hyde.)

Marathon (W. Legg), Iona (1. Cleveland), Giralda
(E. Cunningham), Lady Kitty (J. Rasor), Qm' Viva
(R. Brittain), Bracelet (\V. Cable), Rose (\V. Isaacs),
Zaza (J. Hook), Golliwog
(B. J. Lloyd), Orchid
(A. Pearce), Nancy (\V. \Vray), Cicero (D. E. B.
George).

The boats having been laid out and duly inspected,
they were placed in the water, and the Commo
dore's ﬁne model Salome was started down the
lake by Mr. Percival Marshall, the other vessels
following in her wake, making a very pretty and
After this cruise the members
imposing display.
adjourned to the Clubhouse, where Mr. Marshall
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resented the prizes gained during the past season.
gheee included a silver biscuit-box and filagree
silver sugar bowl to Mr. W. ]ohnson, and a large
The
case of silver-handled carvers to Mr. 1. Hook.
to the Association on the
silver cup presented
occasion of Tim Mover. ENGINEER Regatta at
Wembley Park was also on view.
Mr. \V. G. Brittain, the Commodore of the Club,
in calling upon Mr. Marshall to distribute the prizes,
The history of the Club is a most unique
said
one, and I do not think that there
are many Clubs in the country that
boast a prouder or more historic
For the last half century
past.
Park and its
or more, Victoria
yachts have been an outstanding
So
feature
of model yachting.
much, then. is known of the Club
as a corporate body, but its pri
vate,
personal history is not so
well known. “Fortune has been
most lavish in bestowing upon us
her good things, with the result
that, to-day, we are a very happy
“'e believe in the value
family.
we also believe that it
of leisure:
is worth a. deal of trouble to make
the best use of that leisure—it is
when at play that the best in man
is apparent, that he becomes near~
est akin
to his own true self.
in
model
There are difﬁculties
yachting— maybe difﬁculties in

:-“

1

I
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columns of the evening papers.
That would
yachting very popular, but the least said
about that form of popularity the better. We
want our sport to appeal to the noblest and best
man, and not to pander to his baser
instincts in
pasSions."
Mr. Marshall said he was pleased to be present
for two special reasons—ﬁrstly, becauso he remenr
bered the ﬁne models shown by the Eastern Model
Yacht Association at THE MODEL ENGINEER Regatta
press
make

calculation, difﬁculties in harmo
nising the various factors that are
essential
to the production of a
model,
but they must
successful
be grappled with if real pleasure is
from the sport.
to be derived
They must not be shirked. No
man yet has ever made a success
of his life, his business, or his sport
by running away from troubles.
I think that the collection of
we
have
models
that we
evidence

here
have

is

ample

learnt—in
part, at any rate—some of that
Our trials have been ex
lesson.
ceedingly heavy and exacting, but
and in proportion
we still stand;
to our faith in our Club's future,
I have
so will be our success.
publicly to thank Mr. Marshall,
as the representative of the only
MODEL. (Photo by Clarke @- Hyde.)
A‘_12-METRE
model
has
made
that
journal
yachting a regular and permanent
at \Vembley Park last year, and was anxious to
feature of its pages, and I am certain that our col
have the opportunity of seeing some of the Club
leagues, the representatives of the other Clubs here,
boats on their own water; and, secondly, because
will, on behalf of London model yachtsmen, support
in the handsome new Clubhouse he saw a very
me in encouraging Mr. Marshall to maintain. and
pronounced sign that the pastime of model yachting
1
possibly, in the future, to extend this feature of
was receiving the ofﬁcial recognition to which it
Model yachting is a
THE MODEL ENGINEER.
was justly entitled.
In London and most other
growing sport. and we need the support of the Press.
towns the local authorities went to much trouble
It is not what it ought to be—-0ur national sport.
and expense to cater for the requirements of the
It is not much good shouting ‘Britannia rules
I
public in regard to cricket, football, and tennis;
the waves,’ if our interest in ships, and those who
but hitherto model yachting had not been regarded
go down to the sea in ships, is dependent upon the
by them as a pastime worthy of serious considera
time when skippers of racing cutters—the Sham
tion. There were signs, however, that the opinion
rocks and the White Heathers of the future—will
'
'
of the authorities was altering, and it was beginning
be expected
to hove to in the middle of a race
‘
‘
to be generally recognised
Stop
half-time! scores to the
that the members of
and flash wireless

hi
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the public who were interested in model boat sailing
were entitled to have something done for them.
He hoped that this feeling in ofﬁcial quarters
would continue to grow, and that all over the country
the authorities would recognise that model yachting
the
utmost encouragement
thoroughly deserves
It was perhaps
and assistance
they can give.
peculiarly appropriate that the ﬁrst L.C.C. Club
house should have been built in Victoria Park,
for this locality was. if not the birthplace, at least
the cradle of model yacht racing in London, and
the Eastern Association could trace back for sixty
years the active following of the sport in that Park.
Mr. Marshall, in conclusion, said he hoped that the
movement for a National Association would bear
good fruit, and that inter-club racing would become
more and more popular.
The Eastern Association
must not be content to rest on their
members
laurels of the past. but must move with the times
and be always striving to build better boats than
have been built before.
The Secretary of the London Model Yacht
Association and the Secretary of the Forest Gate
Model Yacht Club conveyed the good wishes of
their respective
organisations to the meeting,
and Mr. E. Hopkins then proposed a formal vote
of thanks to Mr. Marshall, who suitably replied.
The members
were. afterwards photographed
in a group, and the remainder of the evening was
spent in cruising.
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Demonstrates the
Theory of Electricity to Smith.

(con!inued)——Cireel'l

Scans:

Green’s Study: A week has elapsed.
Enter Green and Smith; they take battery and
galvanometer from shelf and place them upon the
table. Green connects wires to terminals, but
needle of galvanorneter gives no movement.
“
What did I tell you?
Smith (triumphantly):
The wire is too small, the electricity can’t get
through."
" There does seem to be
Green (rather worried) :
something wrong."
" You
Smith :
try thicker wires, my boy, then
you'll see the trick work A1. I say the electricity
goes through the inside.”
“It is said of
Green (with mock solemnity):
Edison that when he has tried every way he can
think of to make something work and has failed, he
knows he is on the eve of a discovery ; we will now
make a discovery.”
[Rummages in drawer and
brings out some thick copper wire. He connects
it to terminals of battery and galvanometer; the
needle gives no movement]
" I
hope you are satisﬁed, Smith, there is plenty of
inside for electricity to go through now."
Smith (anxiously examining battery and galvano
" Ye—es, and the
"
battery's cool enough ;
meter) :
his face brightens:
“but I say, old chap, the
electricity is not going over the outside either."
“
Green :
That's a fact."
He examines battery.
" Well,
I'm
. the zinc's vanished."
“
Smith also examines battery:
So it has, must
i . ve fallen oﬁ’ the rod."
They empty solution into dish and discover
irroded fragment of zinc at bottom of jar.

I
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" Whatever is the cause of this ? "
Both together :
" Now,
Smith :
my scientist, kindly explain."
“
Grern :
All right, old man ; I give in. Have a
cigarette and study the book again while I mix some
more acid ; that needle's going to move if I have
to poke it with a stick. Lucky I bought a spare
zinc ; but how the blank the other carne un
screwed I can‘t imagine."
[Green mixes solution]
“ Let’s
go and have some tea, old chap, whilst
the stuﬂ cools."
They return an hour or so later, with a shallow
dish and some cotton rag.
" Let's see, where are we now, Smith ? "
Green :
“
Smith :
We amalgamate the zinc ﬁrst. Accord
ing to the book you ought to have done this at ﬁrst,
and also should not have left the zinc in the solution
when you put the battery away in fact, it should
be withdrawn whenever the battery is not required
to send a current. Now we know why the zinc
has been dissolved away."
“
Right oh! we live and learn. _ You go
Green .'
on with the instruction, I‘ll do the work."
" The zinc
Smith (with mock severity) :
plate
should be placed flat in a shallow dish."
“ Yes,
Green :
I know, and sulphuric acid poured
on; observe. I do so."
"
Smith :
Pour some mercury on the zinc and
rub it over the surface."
“
Green .'
Not with my ﬁngers, though ; I shall
wind some string round the rag and make a swab.
That’s the boy; now for the rub; is this correct
action ? ”
Smith : " I suppose that's the way; but the
mercury doesn't seem to stick much. I do not
observe the mirror-like surface coming very rapidly."
“
Green :
Give me the book. There, that comes
of expecting the common or garden mind to under
stand a scientiﬁc treatise. The acid should be
dilute, di—lute, man—mixed with water, not con~
centrated. Ah] now we observe the amalgama
tion, lrok at the mercury spreading over the
surface as I rub it with the rag, the acid cleans
the zin. and enables the mercury to bite."
"
Smith :
That's all gay ; give it a rub over the
edges as well; let’s do the thing properly."
now on the
Green (admiring the bright surface
"
How's that ? But wash it in some clean
zinc) :
water and pour the surplus mercury into a bottle
by itself for next time—_waste not, want not, Smith.”
Smith assembles
battery and connects wires
to galvanometer ; the needle gives a vigorous kick
to one side and remains there.
“
“
Both .'
Hooray !
“ Now, then,
does the current flow
Smith :
through the inside or along the outside of the wires ?”
"
Green .'
Along the outside, of course."
Smith (producing copper wires from his pocket;
the outside of said wire has been carefully coated
“
I shall now show you that you are
with enamel):
quite wrong."
[He scrapes enamel away at ends of
wires and connects them to battery and galvano
meter; the needle gives kick as before]
“
There on are, my philosopher, the electricity
can't go
ong the outside—it goes through the
inside. My win, hand over a cigarette."
Green (thoughtfully):
“The proof is not con
clusive, Smith; how’s this? " [He produces two
lengths of thin brass tube. and connects them from
battery to galvanometer in place of the wires. The
'
needle gives kick as before.
“
You take a back seat, Smith ; these tubes are
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all outside, there's no inside; they are all skin as
it were ; the electricity can’t go through the
inside, because there isn't one ; it goes outside, or so
jolly well near it that we may call it outside. My
wan, hand over two cigarettes."
Smith : “ Well, my governor is a director of the
electric supply company, and his engineer must be
playing the fool to put down all those thick solid
copper mains;
perhaps he gets a commission on
the copper.
Let us go up to the station and ask
Jimmy ; he takes charge to-night, and will be glad
of a talk to keep him awake. Don‘t forget to
pull out the zinc."
#
SCENE
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ELECTRICITY

By
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Sunsums.—According

to

H. POWELL.

am

aﬁable shift

the Electrical Review (New York), an installation
has been arranged by a Mr. G. H. Cove, at Somer
ville, Mass, in which the heat of the sun‘s rays is
employed for generating electricity for lighting a
workshop by means of a special therm0pile. The
apparatus consists of a steel framework, which was
placed where it will receive the direct rays of the sun.
Short plugs of a metallic composition, the con
stitution of which is held secret by Mr. Cove,
are set into this framework, which is divided into
Each square
sixteen spaces, each I it. square
These plugs are set with
Contains sixty-one plugs.
one and under glass while the sun shines on them.
The other ends are exposed to the open air, and
from the sun's rays, so that. there is a
sheltered
considerable diﬂercnce in temperature of the two
to a storage
ends.
The thermopile is connected
If the sun goes under a cloud, and the
battery.
voltage drops below that of the battery, an auto
matic circuit breaker disconnects the thermopile
from the battery, and in this way, when the sun sets
in the evening, the circuit is automatically broken.
In the lighting installation io-volt, i6 c.-p. tungsten
The plant is stated to be able to
lamps are used.
Etore in one sunny day sufﬁcient energy to light five
16 c.~p. lamps for three nights, averaging four
hours per night for each lamp.

C.

(Continued /rom page 438.)
N the previous article we dealt with the arrange~
on model
ment of the sustaining surfaces
The next things to consider
aeroplanes.
construction,
are the materials used, the actual
and propulsion.
Wood, and not aluminium, should be used for the

0/

Engineer’s Ofﬁce.
“Thanks,
engineer):
don’t mind if I do, here's a light."
[Puﬂ-puﬁ.]
“
Green, my lad, you can read till all is blue, but
if you want to ﬁnd out things you must try experi
ments, and remember
we learn by failure;
only
don't tell your dad, the director, I said so. We use
solid and hollow conductors for our mains because
experience shows that both are equally of service
under
certain conditions of working.
If we are
transmitting continuous current, the conductor may
if we are transmitting alternating
be solid; but
current, the metal is used to better advantage
when arranged as a tube.
Alternating current tends
to ﬂow at the outer parts of a conductor rather
than at the centre ; continuous current appears to
flow through the whole area.
If either of you
gentlemen really desire to ﬁnd out what electricity
ls, or how it is transmitted through wires, take hold
of the blades of that switch over there—the one
which has the long handle—and you will have an
Opportunity of making the enquiry in a better
world; there is nobody, as far as i know, able to
tell you in this one."

jimmy

Aeroplanes.

Model

'

An Electric Power Station; Interior
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FIG. 5.

FIG. 6.

Ordinary deal will do very well for small
work, but long pieces, such as the members of the
The
main frames, should be made out of spruce.
ﬁtting together of the various wood parts will be
frames.

Flinn!
a

l

|
l

FIG. 7.
dealt with later. It is necessary, of course, to
“
stiffen all framework by ties or guy" wire. \Vire
however, should not be used for this purpose; in
fact, the less used the better. Unbleached linen
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perfectly smooth and free from obstructions on their
surfaces;
thirdly, when convenient, by covering
“
in the machinery by a casing of
streamline " form
similar to the body of a bird or ﬁsh.
As a rule the superposed plane, or hi-plane
has a greater head resistance
in proportion to its
size. than a. monoplane, due, obviously, to the
But with
greater number of struts, guy wires, etc.
a bi-plane, or multiplane, we can get a greater

thread is more easily tied, and is more satisfactory
than wire.
For the wings there are plenty of materials to
ChOOSO from.
Silk and tracing cloth may be used
on large models, and on smaller ones grease-proof
This kind of
or vellum paper gives good results.
paper, when stuck on, may be wetted, and when dry
it contracts. This property can be made use of for

Fro. 8.

\_

J

FIG. 11.
supporting surface in proportion to the size of the
machine. and it is generally easier to bring the
centre of gravity lower.
If the machine is to have two sets of wings, e.g.,
the double ender-type, shown in Fig. 3, page 437,
they should be made absolutely parallel with one
another, and so ﬁxed that they cannot easily be
strained out of parallel, otherwise the machine will
turn round and overbalance.
Weight will be saved by ﬁnding out where the
maximum and minimum stresses are on a machine,
and making the thickness of the parts according to
the struts
the strength required.
For example,

Frc. 9.
stretching the paper tightly to produce a smooth
surface free from creases.
If the machine is to be really efﬁcient as regards
speed, the head resistance should be cut down to a.
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the wings of a. bi-plane
between
type should be thick in the middle
and tapered down towards the ends.
By treating each member of the
structure in a similar manner, it
is possible to bring the weight down
to a minimum.

In ﬁtting

together the various

pieces of wood for the framework,
we require some sort of reliable

joint.

FIG. 10.
minimum, ﬁrst by making all the exposed frame
work fiat, and arranging it ed gewise to the direction
of motion ; secondly, by ensuring that the wings are

A very strong kind of joint

made
by enclosing the wood
tightly in small pieces of tinplate.
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 give views of the joint in some
of its many applications ; A and B show front and
side views. and C shows the shape in which the
is
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or thread is fastened to the outer ends of the
ribs, and securely attached to the ends of the spar.
To support the ribs and produce the necessary
curvature, two sets of wires, above and below, are
tied to the ends of the ribs and to the vertical
strut. The lower wires may perhaps be attached
to parts of the frame,
convenient.
It would
lessen the stress on the peripteral wire
more than
one support were employed, and the supporting
wires attached to these.
a sketch of a bi-plane type of wing
Fig. ll
made of cardboard or wood.
The latter, of course.
should
not be too thick. Thin strips of wood,
spaced at intervals, approximately equal to the fore
and aft dimension, take the place of ribs.
These
are ﬁxed, by means of tinplate joints, to the ends
of the struts, as shown. The upper pieces should
be ﬁxed on first, and then the upper cardboard
stuck on.
Holes should be cut out in the lower piece
of cardboard, and the struts pressed through some
distance to allow room for making the lower joints.
This being done, the lower cardboard
slipped
down on the ribs and joined to them with glue or
seccotine.
The whole structure should then be made
rigid by cross threads, as shown.
A light and strong framing
the lattice work type
(Fig. 12). The short upright pieces are secured
to the long horizontal ones by means of ordinary
in. The former, for small machines, can be
pins,
advantageously made of large size wooden matches.
Cross threads should be tied on to stiffen the frame
work.
We have yet to consider the subject of propulsion
if

is

tinplate is cut ; the dotted lines indicate where it is
In all these joints the tinplate should be
bent.
punched or indented into the wood to make a stiff
job of it. and where the tinplate meets or overlaps
it should be touched with solder while pinched in a
vice or pliers.
An alternative to Fig. 6 is to bind
the pieces of wood with thread, having ﬁrst been glued
The thread should also be glued over
together.
afterwards, to keep it from coming undone.
_
It has been mentioned before that the Wings
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It must be
applied to model aeroplanes.
mentioned, however, that as there
so little
information about propulsion, the subject will not
be dealt with in detail.
An important fact in con
nection with aerial ﬂight is, that the faster the
machine flies, the greater the economy in power,
and the greater the stability.
\Ve are now c0n~
fronted with the problem of the size of the pro
pellers in proportion to the size of the machine.
Nevertheless, as this varies considerably with the
machine, there are no ﬁxed rules regarding this.

as

is

9

it

it

it

8.

is

is

14}

sh0uld
have smooth surfaces above and below.
This presents some difﬁculty in designing, and a
few designs are here given with a view to get
over this diﬁiculty.
Fig. 7 shows cross-section
and plan respectively of a type of wing which may be
used as a monoplane or bi-plane with certain modiﬁ
cations. A ﬂat piece of wood runs the whole width
of the wing and projects about Q in. on either side to
enable it to be fastened to the main frames (in the
case of a monoplane).
Across this pieces of wood or
ribs of split cane are bound by thread and glued OVer
the joint, the distance between the ribs being about
ins.
When the joints are dry threads should be
tied on the ends of the ribs parallel to the main
ﬂat piece of wood.
To make the ribs curved, other
threads are tied from end to end of each rib. The
now
wing
ready for papering. The paper,
which should be cut to size previously,
stuck on
above and below the framework, thus covering in
the latter completely.
For a monoplane type the
wing should be braced over the top in the manner
shown in Fig.
The aper should now be wetted
" crinkles,"
but when quite dry
slightly: at ﬁrst
contracts considerably, but care should be taken
to prevent
contracting too much. An arrange
ment shown in_ Fig.
suitable for using this
type of wing for a bi-plane. Struts are ﬁxed
between the two ﬂat pieces of wood, and pinned in
place by Q-in. pins, piercing the wing and running
into the ends of the struts. Cross-threads should
be tied between
the struts, and the ends of the
To keep
top and bottom ribs joined as shown.
the wings at the same ﬁxed angle relative to the
struts, threads from the feet of the latter to the
ends of the top ribs should be tied.
The whole
may then be ﬁxed to the main frames by attaching
the latter to the lower ends of the struts.
A type of wing which
a modiﬁcation of one
shown in Fig. 10.
already used on larger machines
One or more vertical supports (only one shown in
To theSe
ﬁgure) are ﬁxed to the main frames.
a horizontal spar, and to the latter the
attached
A strong wire
fabric and the ribs are attached.

Q

it
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thin tinplate to hold an alarm clock spring when
fully wound up; however, precaution should be
taken to keep the spring shaft in the bearing.
When elastic or indiarubber strips are used for
motive power,
usual to hold the elastic in
from the main frames,
strong frame separate
which need not, therefore, be very strong.
This frame for the elastic, together with the
then ﬁxed to the
propellers and gearing,
main frames. A lattice-work frame, Fig. 15.
makes a strong and light frame for holding
the indiarubber. Also the use of cardboard
tubes may be suggested.
It a matter of some difﬁculty to ﬁx
the ends of the indiarubber to the shaft.
The method
sometimes employed for
catapults may be applied in this case, viz., to pass
the stretched
indiarubbcr through a nar row hole in
a piece of wood
when loosened,
the indiarubber
stays in the hole. and will not come out however
much
may be pulled on the one side only. The
wood block mentiOned could be held in by tinplate,
which in turn could be soldered to the shaft.
to pass
simple way of holding the elastic
through a hook formed at the end of the shaft and
tie it back on itself.
To prevent the indiarubber from being run down
too quickly, we may gear up to the propellers, and
for this purpose we require some form of drive
which will not slip.
Either we may use cogs and
gearwheels, or else pulleys and belts.
The type of
that shown in Fig. i6. The belt,
pulley advised
which may be made of tape, runs over vanes
ﬁxed radially on the wheel, these vanes should be
from
to
in number, according to the size of the
the square
pulley. An alternative form of pulley
pulley.
To wind up the elastic
convenient to have

a

is

is

it

and the best thing to do is to get as much power
for a maximum weight which can be carried by a
given area of sustaining surface at _a certain. speed
and angle, and to experiment withdIHerent kmds of
propellers to ﬁnd that type and size which will use
the energy available to the greatest advantage.
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FIG. 16.
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propellers to
advantageous for large-sized
and in the case of the
feathering
of making
that which Mr. Lanchester employed
propeller
which met with con
on
model "aerodrome,"
siderable success.
piece of sheet aluminium,
make the blades curved,
A simple method
wings.

it A

is

it

;

It is more efﬁcient to have long and narrow pro
peller blades, and we may use four or even six
blades, without interfering with the efﬁciency. if the
former condition of having long blades is held.
The best ratio of the pitch to the diameter is
somewhat uncertain, but it seems that the pitch
should be slightly greater than the diameter.
It is sometimes a good plan to make the propeller
motive power
blades to feather, so that when the
stops they may give as little resistance as possible
to the gliding of the machine at the end of the

i

FIG. 17.
winder at the ﬁxed end of the
indiarubber.
One of the greatest difﬁculties connected with the
use of elastic
the excessive
thrust which
twisted. This can be entirely
developed when
in which
balanced
system,
got over by having
the thrusts of two sets of indiarubber oppose one
another. This
shown diagrammatically
in
Fig. i7. Duplicate sets of indiarubber, frames and
winders, are used with the propeller or gearing
pulley in the middle.
a
Finally,
anyone contemplates building
large man-carrying machine, the use of a working
model,
only a glider, will save a great deal of time.
The relations between models and larger machines is
well known
the weight increases as the cube of the
proportionate sizes and the surfaces as the square.
It
also recommended
to fix alighting skates
of thin cane to the under part of the machine, to
this also saves time.
prevent breakage on falling

is

is

is

:

if

if

is

a

it

is

a. small ratchet

;

a

is

it

it

is

is

hinged to a steel wire, which is placed
Fig. 13,
in the middle perpendicularly to the shaft. The
aluminium blade
limited in swinging by stops,
which are soldered to the wire in suitable positions.
Another form of propeller (of the rigid type)
is shown in Fig. 14. There are two crosses made
of cane strips, which are gripped at the roots by
a tinplate boss, after the manner of the tinplate
These two crosses are soldered to the end
joint.
of the propeller shaft, fairly close together.
Each
adjacent pair of cane strips should be twisted in line
at the required pitch angle, and then papered over.
Arched ribs may be stuck on to produce the curva
The paper should be wetted
ture in the blades.
will stretch as mentioned before.
and
With regard to motive power, the advantages
of clockwork and indiarubber will not be discussed
here;
they both have their strong and weak
points. The frames for clockwork need not be
very heavy. for
quite possible for
frame of
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A Model L.C.C_ Steamer.
By

C. BLAZDELL

(Continued from page 435.)
HE proper circulation in all water-tube boilers
of this type is for the heated water and
steam to pass up through the small tubes into
the steam-drum, while the cooler water returns to the
water-drum by the downcomers. By discharging
the
the cold feed into the downcomer, therefore,
The steam valve is a
circulation is encouraged.
three-way cock arranged so as to pass steam into
One pipe supplies
either or both of two pipes.
steam direct to the auxiliary engines, and the other
to the main engines through a superheater inside the
The'latter is of tinplate and angle
boiler casing.
brass, and its shape is clearly shown in the drawings.
The spirit lamp is similar in construction to that for
Tara MODEL ENGINEER locomotive. and has eight
wicks, four of which may be shut off by a cock if

T
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As will be
can be picked out from the drawing.
seen, it is an ordinary single-acting oscillating
engine,
i-in. bore by 3-in. stroke, direct-coupled
to the fan, and was built up of tube and sheet brass.

about
The crankshaft, crank-pin, and trunnion
which the cylinder oscillates. are 5-3znds in.
diameter steel, and all three bearings are as long
as possible.
Two little oil cups, arranged as shown,
make it possible to oil the crankshaft, crank-pin,
The
and
piston, while the engine is running.
cylinder, as will be seen, is a piece 05 brass tube.
Two opposite sides of the tube are filed away
at the upper end, and the remaining parts form
guides for the crank-pin end of the piston-rod,
which is turned up the same diameter as the
The. piston is packed
piston (see A in Fig. 5).
with asbestos
thread. The fan, a perspective
sketch of which is given in Fig. 5, is 2 ins. diameter,
and has four curved vanes, as shown. It is built up
of tinplate soldered together ; and, as it was required
to be sufﬁciently heavy to act as a flywheel for the
engine, a piece of {-in. diameter wire was soldered
round its edge.
The engine
and fan run at a very high
"“
thousand
speed — several
revolutions per minute——
I
fast
though possibly not
the
best
enough to
get
results Out of the
possible
fan. The question of course
a
fan
is—does
pay for
a
to
such
small
ﬁtting
boiler, or does it use more
steam
than that produced
by the better combustion
A
of the spirit burner?
reliable test of steam con
sumption, evaporation, etc.,
is
almost
to
impossible
make on such a small scale,
but the following rough test
that, in this case, at
shows
any rate, the fan was bene
ﬁcial. Six trials were made.
in each steam was raised
STEAMER.
in the boiler to 20 lbs. per
the time
sq. in., and then
required to generate an additional 30 lbs. per sq.
in. carefully noted. In three
of the tests the
fan was running, and in the other three it was
The
not running, and the ﬁredoor was closed.
tests under the two conditions were taken alter
nately, and the conditions of water-level, etc.,
The
restored as nearly as possible after each test.
results were as shown below :—

T’vwwiﬁl
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The interesting point about the boiler
required.
is the forced draught fan.
The length of the steam
drum had to be restricted to avoid altering the
of the deck casing, and to get in the
appearance
required number of tubes necessitated their being
rather closely pitched.
Some means of urging the
ﬂames from the lamp through the tubes was required,
in order to make the outer row of any use as heating
surface, and as the exhaust from the engines is con
densed and cannot be used in the funnel for induced
draught, it was decided to try a forced draught
fan.
"Forced" draught is somewhat of a mis
nomer in this case, it is more like "created"
draught, as there is no natural draught to speak of.
The fan and engine are shown in Fig. 5, and a sketch
of the arrangement of the fan on the boiler front in
will be seen that the fan has a tinplate
Fig. 6.
casing bolted to the front of the boiler casing.
The fan proper runs in the part of the casing on the
right of the boiler in Fig. 6, and delivers its air
the trunk shown into the boiler casing.
through
through a rectangular slot in the latter extending
right across just below the ﬁredoor.
Particulars of the little engine driving the fan

It

Time

to raise Steam Prrssurr from
Required
20 to 50 lbs. per sq. in.
Test No.
\Vith fan running.
\Vith fan not
1 & 2

3&4

5 & 6

1 min.

2..
l

n

running.
30 secs.

20..

5 mins.
-.
5
n
4

20 secs.
4-"

..

‘5 II
lt will be seen that the results vary considerably,
but in each case the effect of the fan is very marked.
It is interesting also to note that the greatly im
" were
proved results with the “forced draught
obtained, although steam was, of course, being taken
from the boiler to drive the fan, whereas in the
other tests none of the steam generated was being
drawn off.
With forced draught also, the very
n
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unpleasant smell characteristic of the badly ventil
spirit lamp seems to be less pronounced, thus
pointing to better combustion.
Fig. 7 is a photograph, and Fig. 8 drawings, of
the donkey engine ﬁtted in the model.
It will be
seen that it consists of a steam cylinder, Q-in. bore
by i-in. stroke, driving two pumps—one a bilge
pump directly below the steam cylinder, and the
other a small feed-pump driven off a crank-pin in
the ﬂywheel. The flywheel is driven by the slide
crank shown in detail at h, Fig. 8, and the steam
diitributed in the cylinder by a slide-valve driven
in the ordinary way from an eccentric on the end
of the crankshaft.
The bilge pump has no valves,
or, rather, no valves of the ordinary type.
The
auction pipe encircles the barrel near the top. the
sketch at d in the ﬁgure showing the construction
of this part. One side of a piece of copper pipe is
ﬁled away for a length equal to about three times
the outside diameter of the barrel.
It is then
softened and carefully bent round the barrel, as
shown. Before soldering in position, a ring of
holes is drilled through into the barrel at a height
of about 3-32nds in. below the bottom edge of the
plunger, when the latter is at the top of its stroke.
\Vhen the piece of tube is in position it formsa hollow
belt through which the water can pass to the holes
in the barrel.
The plunger, which is a good ﬁt in the
barrel, and carries a cup leather, is moved up and
down in the barrel by the motion of the crank. On
being raised from the bottom towards the top of the
barrel, it leaves a partial vacuum behind it. \Vhen
nearly at the top of its stroke, however, it uncovers
the ring of small holes referred to, and water from the
suction pipe immediately rushes in to satisfy the
vacuum.
The plunger rises a little higher before
returning, so as to give the water time to ﬁll the
barrel,
so completing the suction stroke.
Soon
after commencing the return stroke, the plunger
over
the ring of suction holes in the barrel
passes
and so closes them, the water in the barrel being
then forced out through the discharge valve. An
view of this valve is given at c in the
enlarged
Its principle is the same as that on which
ﬁgure.
the ordinary cycle-tyre valve works.
The discharge
pipe consists of about a couple of inches of :opper
tube, one end of which is soldered into the barrel
and the other stopped by a plug. Two small holes
are drilled diametrically
opposite near this end.
and a piece of rubber tube passed over and fastened
by a few turns of wire. The water, when discharged
from the barrel, passes out of the two small holes in
the side of the discharge pipe, expanding the rubber
tube in its passage.
The rubber then automatically
closes round the pipe, and the next suction stroke
commences.
The construction of this part of the
pump is almost identical with one the writer had
the pleasure of describing in THE MODEL ENGINEER
some few years ago.
The rubber valve has not
proved so satisfactory, however, in the present
instance as in the one originally described, which
was ﬁtted to a little hand-pump.
As applied to the
hand-pump, the valve lasted for twelve months or
more without attention, but in the present case the
rubber is rapidly destroyed by oil and hot water
dropping on to it from the engine above, and an
ordinary ball valve would probably give less trouble.
The other small pump driven by this engine is
the feed-pump, which, as will be seen from the
drawing, is a small oscillating cylinder with a
plunger 5-32nds
in. diameter by ﬁ-in. stroke.
ated
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It is the third feed-pump tried in this boat, and is
It pumps readily against 60 lbs.
quite satisfactory.
per sq. in., and has never required any attention
since it was constructed.
Pumps of this type might
almost be said to have “ mechanically-operated
valves," and certainly the absence of the ordinary
sort of valve is a great advantage, and can be con
for pumps of this very small
ﬁdently recommended
size.
The barrel in this case was turned out of
a piece of brass rod, and a ﬂange for the gland
soldered on top.
The arrangement of the ports is
exactly the same as in an oscillating steam cylinder,

Fro. /'-'.-—-THE DONKEY

PUMP

and the suction and delivery pipes are 5-32nds in.
and i in. diameter respectively.
Any other particu
lars can be taken from the drawings, which are to
scale.

Several home-made
valves are employed for
various purposes on the boat, and those differing
slightly in construction from the ordinary are shown
in Fig. 9. In most cases the ordinary plug-cock, as
purchased from model-making ﬁrms would have
but, being rather difﬁcult
the purpose,
answered
to make, the designs shown were chosen a being
simpler. The sketch A shows an exhaust valve.
The exhaust steam from the various engines is all
led into one pipe, which joins the left-hand branch
of this valve. The object of the valve is to direct
this exhaust either direct into the atmosphere or
else to the condenser.
\Nhen open, the exhaust can
pass straight out through the ship's side to the
but when closied has to travel through
atmosphere,

.
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the right-hand branch of the valve to the condenser.
in. diameter, soldered into the tank.
A hollow
The sketch shows the construction quite plainly.
turned a good ﬁt for
plug with a. hole in one side
The material is brass tube
the tube, and works inside it.
A i-iu. diameter
in. diameter, and the
hand-wheel on the end of the spindle is attached
soldered on to the larger tube in the position
pipe
after the latter has been threaded through nut.
shown. “'hen the plug
turned so that the hole
The next sketch. B, is of a three-way valve. The
in its side communicates with the fin. diameter
“
bilge
tube, the cock
pump previously described
was intended.
open," and when turned 180 degs,
“
besides relieving the boat of bilge-water, to pump
closed."
It important that
from this position,
fresh water from a reserve tank into the feed-tank.
this cock should not be left open accidently, as
from which it was fed to the boiler.
To accomplish
it might flood the limp. To prevent this. a wire
this two valves of the
type shown were
ﬁtted.
on: on the suction and
one on the discharge pipe.
According to the position
Cg/lnder'
of these two valves, water
5’84’"
’é’Ioore
may be drawn from the
{é’s/“r‘o/(e
bilge and pumped over
board, or pumped from
#
the reserve tank into the
feed-tank.
The valve is
"
constructed of two discs
of brass about i- in. diam
eter, one disc being about
I
Feed
Y
Fefdpu-n
1} in. thick, and the other
Su lion
- L
in.
Both are
7-32nds
:é‘bore
"
ficed in the lathi 4nd the
servo/re“
_
two faces ground together
’
Bilge
with a little powdered
Sucf/on
“
_
hearthstone “ and oil.
BI/ye pump
Previous to this, three
bore
Bilge
a”. 9
equidistant
discharge
holes are
4' s/i-o/ve
drilled in the face of the
thicker of the two discs,
Exhausl’
and holes from the edge
of the disc, to take the
three pi s, drilled to meet
I
them.
he other disc has
a circular slot cut in its
face equal in width to the
diameter of the holes in
the thicker disc, and of
such a length that its
ends
will
communicate
with any two of the holes,
that is, the slot extends
through an arc of i 20 degs.
The sketch shows
this
plainly. The only trouble
some part is cutting the
slot, but this may be
readily done by drilling a
hole at
each
end,
and
cutting
out the metal
between with a sharp tool
held in the slide-rest of
Inc/“res
the lathe, the disc being
secured
FIG. 8.—THB DONKEY PUMP AND DETAILS.
in the chuck,
which is turned
back
wards and forwards through an angle of no degs.,
taken up from the hole shown in the end of the
by hand.
A 3-32nds-in. diameter screw keeps
The part of the deck covering
handle to the deck.
the
two halves of the valve in contact, and
this valve
hinged to lift up, and while the valve
a short length of wire driven into the edge of the
open the wire sticks up and preyents the deck
thinner disc acts as a handle.
It thus impossible to start the
It will be seen that
being shut down.
any two of the three pipes may be put into com
boat on a trip with the spirit cock open.
munication, according to the position of the slot
All the valves just described are, of course, only
over the holes in the thicker disc.
T he next
suitable for low pressures,
but do well for the
shown,
valve
C, is attached to the bottom of
purpose mentioned. The other valve. -D, [S of a
the spirit tank, and controls the supply of fuﬂ
well-known type, and controls the steam supply
t0 the lamp. It is really a cock, with a hollow
The only point to notice
to the donkey engine.
parallel plug. It consists of a piece of brass tube,
the method of making the valve shut tight on its
is
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In the ordinary way, with the seating
in the brass body of the valve, tightness is
difﬁcult to secure, unless the spindle and seating
seating.
made

rang

lozece

5/0/15

fori

'
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the tube, and a piece of mica dropped in to
The tunnel and mast are hinged
represent
glass.
as in the original, to lower when passing
under

of

passer!

f/‘zr'o' s/ofs [n 'f/o‘z/
and benl' over

Fro. ID.
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In this case the copper
are truly concentric, etc.
steam pipe, previously annealed and filed oii square
at the end, is soldered into the brass body of the
The valve is then screwed in tightly, and
valve.
forms its own seating in the end of the soft copper
,1 .
of the boat itself diliers but
I‘1’)1‘8heconstruction
little from many which have been described in this
The hull is of yellow pine, built in two
journal.
The two halves
layers in quite the ordinary way.
are well wired together with wires about 6 ins.
and the joint made with “Caementium,”
pitch,
which appears to answer well for the purpose.
The deck is in four pieces, that over the engine
The rail
open.
space being arranged to hinge
Stanchions roundthc deck are, as suggested by a
contributor, split pins, 3-32nds in. diameter, with
a hole drilled about half-way up for the lower rail.
The sketch, Fig. l0. shows the construction of the
paddle-wheels, which are 4} ins. diameter, with
eight radial ﬂoats, 3--in. by 2 ins., in each wheel.
The hub is of brass tube pinned to the paddle
shaft, and the frame of tinplate.
Four discs of tin
were soldered
plate, the diameter of the wheels,
together, and the spokes, etc., cut out with a fret~
saw (a rather long job, but quite satisfactory) ; and
nnsoldered, the four sides of the wheels
when
(two for each) were complete. The method of
securing the ﬂoats to the wheel is very simple, and
works well; but, it is scarcely necessary to say,
it is not quite the orthodox method employed in
real practice.
The ﬂoats are of fretwood, r-ioth in.
thick, sold as " cedar overlay."
If stout tinplate
be used, the wheels are fairly strong and very light,
The saloon windows
weighing only IQ ozs. each.
are made, as shown in the same ﬁgure, of square
brass tube ﬁtting in a square hole cut through the
A saw-cut is made through three sides
boat's side.

\Z”

So/dsr'ed
(\

FIG. 9.
The seats have reversible backs and the
bridges.
ventilators were made as described in this journal
for November 30th, 1905. The deck casing round
the boiler, paddle - boxes,
companions, steering

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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platform, etc., are made of tinplate, a material which
stands the rough handling to which a. model is
subjected better than wood. A davit and Windlass
for working the anchor are ﬁtted forward, and
The size and
imitation rope fenders provided.
weight of the boat make her rather awkward for
transporting to and from the water, and the extra
breadth, due to the presence of the paddle boxes,
The writer will be
rather increases this difﬁculty.
pleased to give any further hints respecting the
construction of a similar model through the pages of
THE MODEL ENGINEER. if required, from which
much of the information required to complete this
present model was derived.

The Uses and Construction of
Small, Simple, and Second
ary Cells.
By R. E. N.

OR many

has been
the simple cell
regarded with disdain as a prehistoric relic :
it is usually held up to the student as an
awful example of the sins of polarisation; but this
character is usually given to it without the least
the
condemnation.
One
attempt at justifying
particular lecturer of the writer’s acquaintance, being
more just than the majority, endeavoured to demon
strate to an audience the polarisation of a simple
zinc copper couple.
During the course of the two
hours’
evening work, the spot representing the
magnitude of the current ﬂowing from the cell
remained practically stationary. instead of sensa
tionale dropping back to zero. as was expected.
Be that as it may, it is certain that large batter
ies of small water cells have quite deﬁnite uses in a
Small accumulators, however,
testing laboratory.
“
formed " on the Planté system. are equally easy
to set up for the purpose, and have several advan
tages over the simple cell, as recorded below.
The description given of the method of erection
of the battery is equally applicable to either type
of cell, with the exception that the plates are more
difﬁcult to erect in the case of the simple cell (where
a zinc and copper strip have to be joined between
each pair of cells, special care being taken to protect
the soldered joint by wax or varnish Z in the secon
dary cells one lead strip is bent from cell to cell (as
later).
The electrolyte is dilute sulphuric acid (of 1'20
speciﬁc gravity) in the case of the accumulator,
and ordinary water in the "water cells." Test
tubes
form very cheap and suitable containing
vessels for the cells, and these are supported in
stands built like ordinary test tube stands. but
with the required greater holding capacity.
It is convenient to arrange the cells in a number
of blocks, the members of each block being perman
ently in series, but the blocks being capable of con
nection in series or parallel as desired.
In the case of
large batteries it should be arranged that the
blocks can be so connected as to be placed straight
across 100- or zoo-volt mains for charging (1'.e., be
connected
in groups of about forty or eighty cells
in series—a small series resistance is then needed
during the early stages of charging).
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For many purposes a set of 240 cells (giving
500 volts) is a convenient number, and may then
be arranged in six sets of forty each, each forty
cells having a separate holding frame, these frames
being all rested on a tray mounted on legs of suitable
height. On the front edge of this tray a bracket
may be ﬁxed to hold the mercury series parallel
switchboard required to control the cell connections.
These
arrangements are indicated roughly in
Figs. 1 and 2. In designing the supporting frame
work as little opportunity as possible should be
provided for the collection of acid (the facility with
which sulphuric acid “ creeps" being well known).
The ﬂoor of the test tube holder must, of course,
be solid, but for the above reason the supporting
tray should be cut away to leave a mere support
ing edge all round. Otherwise acid will inevitably
collect between the two flat surfaces then existing.
The construction of the tube holder and stand
is sutﬁciently obvious from the attached outline
on which suitable hole diameters and
sketches
pitches are indicated. The design of this frame—
work is, of course, entirely a matter of individual
If the whole set can be arranged to
convenience.
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stand closely between two shelves or under a table
In
the access of dust to the cellsvvill be retarded.
many cases it will pay to make a light \\ooden
cover for the battery to keep out dust and to
From
such
small
minimise acid evaporation.
cells there should be no danger of gas collecting
under this cover (provided it be removed during the
charging periods).
The framework and tube holders may be of pitch
pine, thoroughly impregnated with parafﬁn wax
and varnished, while the switchboard 0f the ordinary
series parallel type (now so widely used in connection
with battery sets) is of teak similarly treated.
(Teak is a. very suitable hard. close-grained wood,
and, moreover, has an insulation resistance =
34) x that of pine.)
Suitable test tubes to act as containing vessels are
the ordinary 6-in. long by 51in. diameter tubes used
in the laboratory.
No special quality is necessary.
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Setting these tubes at ii-in. centres, a strip of lead
12 ins. long by } in. wide and (approximately)
i-25th in. thick, is a convenient size from which to
bend the positive of one cell and the negative of the
next (each couple being a continuous strip of lead,
bent as indicated in Figs. 3 and 4).
By this arrange‘
ment all soldered joints are avoided.
The strip of lead is bent to semi-circular form
round any piece of piping of suitable diameter
in.), and is then bent at the centre. as
(about
indicated,
The tips
to reach from tube to tube.
of the ends of the plates are folded back as shown.
This enables them to ﬁt down into the bulb of the
tubes without waste of active material by clipping.
the “ pockets “ so formed catch any
Moreover
slime falling from the plates for some time, and so
greatly extend the period which elapses before the
“ shorted "
by this material.
plates are
By simply ﬁtting up a number of electrodes thus,
a battery of very low internal resistance would be
obtained, but there would be considerable risk
of the plates of each cell touching.
To avoid this a

i
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details are equally applicable to water cells, except
in the two features—electrode and electrolyte
materials.
If water cells be used, the electrolyte may be
covered over with a thin layer of parafﬁn oil, and the
set will then be ready for immediate use for an
indeﬁnite period. \Vith the accumulators, however,
" by the Planté process
“
formed
the plates must be
-—starting from raw lead and alternately charging
the plates (ﬁrst in one sense, then in the other).
The cells will stand any amount of over—charging,
" formed "
the sole effect being to thereby deepen the
layers and so increase the battery capacity.
A suitable charging current is i-2oth to r-ioth
amp., and the six sets in parallel may be charged
through an ordinary 16 c.-p. zoo-volt carbon ﬁla
ment lamp. The capacity of the cells is of the
order of 0-1 amp.-hour, the exact value being _very
" forming "
variable, and depending on the depth of
Hence no
and coherence of the plate materials, etc.
appreciable current must be taken from the cells,
they must be used for voltage work only. The
charge will be lost to a great extent in the course of

Fig. 2.
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rectangular strip of glass 5} ins. by in. by i-ioth in.
is placed in each tube between the electrodes.
This
has the disadvantage of raising the internal resis
tance per cell from iohm to about 1'0 ohm.
A
porous partition would affect the resistance
con
siderably less, but would, of course, be very awk
ward and expensive to ﬁt.
For connecting from row to row special plates
(Fig. 4) are required, these being cut out to U
shape from sheet metal, and then formed to circular
The second
shape on a pipe mandrel as before.
“
" have one
cells of each
block
plate bent concave
for about 6 ins. and then extending as a ﬂat strip to
the connecting screws on the front of the holder.
From these screws soldered connections are taken
to the mercury board.
When making these wire connections a screw may
be used to fasten the wire ﬁrst. the whole being
then soldered together (using resin as a ﬂux).
The
joint may finally be smeared with vaseline to
prevent corrosion by the acid, which “creeps” to
an incredible extent.
With regard to the amount of electrolyte required,
8 ﬂuid ozs. will ﬁll ten cells to within Q in. of the t0p
(this being about the correct height).
It will be seen that the above constructional

25:

flan,

P/a r7.

P/dn

a few days by leakage alone, but this is unimportant
in view of the ease with which recharging is effected.
The exclusion of dust greatly reduces leakage by
removing the semi-conducting ﬁlm of dirt, and acid
formed round the lip of each tube.
The advantages of the secondarv over the primary
cell are : (r) the former has apparently greater
capacity than the water cell (though that of the
latter is usually maligned) ; (2) for a given voltage
less than hall the number of cells are required (the

actual ratio being

ﬂ
2'2

= 0-486).

Against these advantages must be set the facts
that the primary cell requires no charging and its
electrolyte does not creep, and therefore is not so
“
"
Moreover, the cells are always
as acid.
messy
ready at a moment's notice, whereas the secondary
cells, unless always in use, require a considerable
"
“
forming
period. The secondary cells require
fairly frequent cleaning out (preferably twice a year)
to remove the sludge (of spongy lead, lead per
oxide, and lead sulphate), which otherwise “ shorts "
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the plates and reduces
the cell capacity and
eﬂiciency. This frequent cleaning is not necessary
with water cells.
A battery of small cells of either type may be
used for any test in which high voltage but negligible
current is required. In such tests it is frequently
very desirable to have a very limited source of
energy at the required pressure, and not the whole
power of a special generator or transformer to cause
“
damage if anything
goes wrong."
Such cells can always be placed in series with the
street mains to give D.C. volts up to 700 or 900 volts
in this case (assuming 200 and 400 volts available on
the mains).

In many tests a high direct voltage is very
valuable, peculiar effects due to an alternating
pressure
being
then eliminated (A.C. is usually
employed for
voltage
high
work, on account
of its ease of
transformation ).
Such a case is
the investigation
of vacuum tube
and
phenomena,
for this purpose
a large battery
of small second
ary cells, capa
ble of giving
10,000

D.C.,
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Further Photographs
Electric Sparks.

of

By WILLIAM L. BEMROSE.
issue of this journal, dated November
there
5th. 1908, No. 393 of Volume
of electric
a
few
photographs
appeared
discharges taken by the writer of this article ; since
then a further series have been taken. showing the
result of passing a discharge through different sub
stances. a few of which appear in this short article.
The apparatus used to take the photographs was
practically the same as that used in taking the ﬁrst
series, and consisted. as was then stated. oi a Rhum<
korfi coil. capable of giving a 3»in. spark in air, and the
current to work it was obtained from accumulators

I

N

the

XIX.

volts

now
is
erected at

being
a certain labora

tory.
Do u b tles5
many other ap
will
plications
them
suggest
selves
to the
reader. such as :
cali
(a) The

bration of volt
meters,
source

a steady

of high
voltage (more
constant than
that obtainable
in any public
supply) being
here very valu
able.

FIG. l.—ELECTR1C DISCHARGE

PASSING THROUGH

FLOUR.

-

of various insulations—H.T.,
testing
(b) The
D.C. voltage tests.
(6) The determination of the leakage factor of
condensers,
their insulation resistance,
leakage
current. etc.
phenomena,
(d) The study of vacuum discharge
and, in fact. any application in which any voltage
(high or low) ma_\vbe required, but in which the current
taken is inappreci'able.

Tm: North
British
Locomotive
Company,
Limited,
Glasgow, have received
an order for
ﬁve eight-wheels-coupled tender
for the
engines
Natal Government Railways.
THE Great Eastern Railway Company are having
all their steamers on the Harwich-Hook of Holland
and Harwich-Antwerp
services
ﬁtted with sub
marine signalling.

Fig. l is the photograph of an electric discharge
through ﬂour. and was taken as follows :—
A rectangular plate of steel, measuring about 3%ins.
ins.,
was placed on an insulating stand, and
by 5
upon the metal plate was placed a Royal Standard
Extra Special Rapid photographic plate, 6} ins.
by 4} ins. (of half-plate size), with the ﬁlm side
uppermost, and upon which was sprinkled, by means
of a ﬁne sieve. a thin layer of very dry ﬂour; in
the centre of this layer of ﬂour was placed a sharply
pointed thin steel rod, with the point just touching
the ﬁlm of the photographic plate.
The metal plate
and the pointed metal rod were then connected
to the terminals on the secondary circuit of the
induction coil, and the current was then passed
The exposure or the duration of the discharge
was about one-fifth of a second.
Alter the exposure had been made it was noticed
passing
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that the ﬂour had been greatly disturbed. and that
the metal rod was thickly covered
to a height of
about 4 ins.
In the photograph it will be noticed
that each little branch of the discharge ends in a
sort of fan-like formation, similar
to that seen in the negative dis
charge of the previous series.
w-_
Fig. 2 is another photograph of
an electric discharge passing through
ﬂour, and was taken in the same
way, and with the same siZe and
make of plates. and with the same
The only dif
exposure as No. i.
ference in the arrangement of the
apparatus was that the polarity
was altered, so making the metal
point positive and the metal plate
The discharge has not
negative.
covered
nearly so much of the
photographic plate as did the ﬁrst
one, nor is there any fan-like ter
and,
mination
to the branches,
except for one branch, it is nearly
circular,
conform
and does not
with the shape of the plate as did the ﬁrst.
Fig. 3 is the photograph of an electric spark
passing through small brass ﬁlings, and was taken as
follows :—The photographic plate. of the same size
and make as those used before, was placed on the
insulating stand, ﬁlm side uppermost. and it was
then sprinkled with ﬁne
brass ﬁlings, then the
electrodes—two pieces of thin steel rod, sharply
pointed—were placed 3 ins. apart along the centre of
the photographic plate.
The two metal rods were
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or the duration of the discharge,
was
It will be seen from
about one-ﬁfth of a second.
the photograph that the discharges have all gone
over the same path. and have not diverted from it.
exposure,

l

FIG. 3.
The ﬁlings surrounding one electrode have given
off much more brush discharge than the other.

Practical

Letters from

Readers.

Our

[The Editor inuiles r'ndns to make use 0/ lhis column {or [he lull
discussion of mun: n; pmdiral and mutuai inlryrst. Llltns
my be signed with a limn-dv-plumc if desired, but ill: lull
mm: and addrzss of the smch musr
mmrmbly hr attached.Ihough no! new»
sarily [or publimtlonJ

Wireless Telegraphy and the
Supply of Apparatus.
To THE Eprron or The Model

FIG. 2.
then connected
C011 and
the

up to the secondary circuit of the
the
made.
As before,
exposure

Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I was very pleased
to see H. P. T. L.'s letter
indeed
telegraphy, and I am
on wireless
sure a great many of your readers
It is indeed
are indebted to him.
time some of your readers did
come out of their shells and_ give
a. little information now and again.
England seems to be going to sleep
altogether, for I am sure if more
prominence were given to the sub
ject of wireless telegraphy, a large
would
number of your readers
soon havefa station ﬁtted up, if
they onlygknew how simple it was;
but, like me, they cannot get the
information, and so do [not know
how it works. For my part, I sent
to America for my information,
and right gladly did they give it,
and I should ad\i5e anyone who
wants any advice to do the same.
i have a book of over 150 ama
teur wireless stations in New York
alone, and, as I said before, I am
over
sure there would be more
information
here if a little more
were given, in spite of the fact
that a license is required.
Then, again, the American electrical ﬁrms are
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Iar ahead of the English ones.
I have several of
their catalogues,
and nearly all of them have
over 200 pages of wireless apparatus alone, to say
nothing of countless diagrams of connections, etc.
I wanted some things a short while back. and
could not see one thing I wanted in an English
so I sent for that particular article to
catalogue,
America, and the rest I ordered in England, both
being ordered at the same time. and to my utter
surprise I received my goods from America two
days before I had them from the English ﬁrm.
which, by the way, advertises largely in Tm: MODEL
ENGINEER.
Wake up, England !—-Yours,
"
\VIRELEss."

To

Speed
THE EDITOR

Boat Design.
or The Model Engir'rel'.

DEAR Srn,-—In reply to Mr. Pike’s letter, I beg
to remind him that the origin of this discussion was
"Speed and Design," 1'.e., the fastest obtainable.
The double wedge can be easily driven at low
but when it comes to excessive
speed,
speed,
such
as one wishes
to obtain in THE MODEL
EncmEER Competition. the boat with a. lifting fore
foot will have to take the place of the double wedge.
This I pointed out in my ﬁrst letter, and I see Mr.
Pike suggests such a craft in his last letter, the
difference being in the form of section.
I have
carefully studied the evolution of the small power
boat in America, and I ﬁnd that the double wedge
is very common in nearly all small power boats
intended for speed (in, fast for their size, but not
“
"
sharpie
type
actual speed), and they are of the
In many cases, but as the speeds go up the boat
formation is quite different, 112., the bottom be
comes rounder (I'.e., more " rise of ﬂoor ") and the
forefoot higher, and I think Mr. Pike will agree
With me that our cousins across the herring pond
haVe thrashed out the speed question of small boats
to a degree of far higher perfection than we have.
If the highest speed is aimed at. the boat must
to accommodate itself to that speed,
be designed
1.2., to give as little resistance to propulsion at that
speed as possible.
There is always one speed at
which a boat requires driving, but once over that
resistance,
Take, for instance,
she bounds away.
At low speeds the resistance is great,
hydroplanes.
and, power for speed, the boat is slow;
but once
over that speed she ﬂies.
I HAVE built many
sharpies and admit they are very satisfactory; but
given an ordinary boat of equal design, she will
beat her be she sail or power.
Must I point out that there is a vast difference
between a V-section and a round-bottom boat, yet
have rising ﬂoor in excess of the perfectly ﬂat
lgoth
oor.
_My advice is, design your boat for the speed
aimed at, and don't copy “ Smith's" design if he
goes 6 miles and you want 15.
C. F. BRIERLEY.

Model Aeroplane Experiences.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,-—I have just seen your article con
taining illustrations and referring to my ﬂying
machines.
I congratulate you on the splendid
block you have produced 0f the large model in
ﬂight. It is ever so much better than I expected, as
it was such a poor print you had to make it from.
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By~the~bye, I see you refer to my ﬂying modeb
as gliders; surely they should be classed as ﬂying
machines,
My miniature
not as gliders.
and
butterﬂies are gliders, as they have no motive
but rely on the way in which they are
power,
curved, folded, and balanced, for their gliding and
ﬂying qualities. Some of my model ﬂying machines
The butterﬂies
have been ﬂown over lOO yds.
have also ﬂown long distances. Perhaps a few
ﬂying
of my experiences with the screw—propelled
models
may interest you. I have had actual
soon
ﬂying models for two years or more, and
discovered
that it was necessary for them to be
adjustable, because of varying conditions from day
to day. Of course, if they were merely throwing
machines,
instead
of actual ﬂying machines. this
would probably not have been noticed. It appears
to me that they have a tendency to rise when
an obstruction, such as a close fence or
meeting
wall, and just skim over it, which gives rise to the
query, do ﬂying aeroplanes steeplechase ?
Although I have been ﬂying them over two
years now, and ﬂown them hundreds of times, 1

I

since the show
have had four new experiences
at Olympia.
The ﬁrst one was with No. 3 models :
Two models
very strong wind blowing uphill.
ﬂew
straight across the wind without making
any leeway, and travelled over 90 yds. ; one of them
went much further, as it ﬁnished up with a run
with the wind. Under these circumstances. there
could have been very little slip of propellers.
New experience No. 2: strong wind, across hill.
When started the machine rose rapidly and looped
the loop, then continued its ﬂight over 60 yds.,
after looping the loop ; full ﬂight over 60 yds. New
experience No. 3: on Woolwrch Common ; nearly
or quite a gale. The machine travelled sideways
over 50 yards.
New experience No. 4 : same day,
in a sheltered garden ; No. 2 model ; the machine
ﬂew along and struck an upright post or stack
pipe ; this caused it to turn a small complete hori
zontal circle, and it resumed its ﬂight.
I mention a few of the other experiences I have
had.
I have seen ﬁve machines ﬂattened down
one after another at the same spot, just as though
some one had put their hand on top and pressed
them ﬂat down.
There was a tall fence on one
side of the ﬁeld with a row of tall poplars and a gap
in this row of poplars, the wind blowing over the
This incident happened
fence and across the ﬁeld.
I have seen some models
opposite the gap.
lifted up a foot or two suddenly, and also dropped a
foot or so, and continue ﬂying. I have started
models with the wind, and seen them turn round
and come against it, or, if the wind is strong enough,
stand still in the air till run out. and then glide
down. I have also seen them travel backwards
Started against the wind.
when ﬁghting the wind.
they generally turn round and run with it. I have
I have seen
seen them turn circles right and left.
them travel straight with the wind quite 60 yds.,
I
and then circle round and begin to come back.
have seen the wind lift them out of my hands with
out giving them any impetus whatever. It seems
to me that something new in ﬂights is always
I was demonstrating to a gentleman
cropping up.
to-day, and while I was going after one of the
models he started one, and when I turned round
I saw it ﬂying. He told me it circled or looped
He said he threw it
the loop about three times.
very hard. I did not see this myself, but I saw
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boss
soldered
In/a frame
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5mg,”

ring made

fro/3m 1le Ivar-d
bra 55 wire

is

is

then, with the aid of a screw
in steam block;
driver, the spring
pressed on to a small projection
in frame.
It will be noted that no pro
soldered
vision
made for adjusting the pressure, but for
more elaborate ﬁtting the drawings by Mr. Budd
and Mr. Farren can be referred to in a. recent issue.

is

is

to any appreciable degree—Yours very truly,
Tnos. BARNES
Glasgow.

A

Model Electric Locomotive.
THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
SiR,—I
DEAR
take this opportunity of thanking
To

I

have been working at
THE MoDEL ENGINEER.
the model-making trade for the past eighteen
months, and would certainly never have been there
had not had THE MODEL ENGINEER to give me
know about model-making.
practically all
enclose
photograph of an electric locomotive
made in amateur days from a design by Mr. Twining,
in THE MODEL ENGINEER some
which appeared

I

I

I

\

I

a 5

tried three diﬁerent
rings, and found this
so think that a spring
one most satisfactory.
made of good hard wire and ﬁxed in manner shown
not like
should last for an indeﬁnite period, as it
a spring which
subject to stretching and rccoiling

a

issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER, on steam
rail motor coach and the question of using
a spring in preference
to the pivot to
ensure the face of cylinder and steam
block
I happen to
being steamtight.
have had the pleasure
of making the
engine for above, and ﬁtted a pivot (or
adjustable
screw) at ﬁrst, and found that
the pressure required to keep faces steam
tight was so great that the main frames
were sprung to such an extent
as to
the
jamb the front axle-boxes against
boss of wheels, with a result which will
be obvious to the majority of readers.
I overcame the difﬁculty in a very simple
and effective manner.
I enclose sketch
of same.
Why Z. U. G. condemns using
a spring simply because
they are used
on toy engines, I cannot understand.
If
it performs the part allotted to it in a
satisfactory manner (which it has been
proved to do), I think there is nothing
more to be desired.
In regard to a spring being adjusted to such a
tension so as not to be able to move the cylinder
in the slightest, is plainly putting the fear of abso—
lute failure on all those contemplating
a
using
ﬁring; but, luckily, such a thing is almost im
possible in small work, for the simple reason that
if both steam faces are perfectly ground together
with pumice powder and water (which, by the
way, is not such a difﬁcult task as some seem to
will have the appearance,
imagine),' the surfaces
or, rather, the same feeling to the touch, as a piece
So, naturally, if no grit or foreign
of glass would.
matter in the form of burnt oil is allowed to deposit
itself on the faces, the size and tension of spring
which would be required to bring about the startling
result that 2. U. G. mentions would not lend itself
for the engine under discussion.
I wish to say
that I prefer pumice powder
from experience

possible.

In explanation as to sketch. The short length
of spring is ﬁrst put on the cylinder to press spring
against main frame until trunnion-pin enters hole

I

Cylinders for the Steam Rail Motor Coach.
To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR
Sim—Re letter in April 29th

instead of Monkey Brand soap for all small surfaces
to be ground, as I ﬁnd it is a great deal quicker
and perfect in result, and therefore will not be
so likely to exhaust the patience of the average
amateur, which is a thing to be avoided when

I

it in flight when it was travelling level, and ﬁnished
The ﬂight was over 60 yds.
by striking a tree.
One of the twin-screw ones has ﬂown over 90 yds.
All the distances mentioned have been fairly stepped
from start to ﬁnish, and no account has been taken
of sweeps round or circling.
In the illustration of my winding machine, you
show the aeroplane being held by the wing surface.
This is not right. The machine is held by backbone,
near the propeller, using the thumb and ﬁrst ﬁnger,
the back support of wing plane naturally resting on
the thumb and ﬁnger.
I do not recommend the
handling of 'wing planes at all, and therelis no
occasion to do so.
The backbone is the best part to
I should like this corrected if you can
hold.
possibly manage it.
Many thanks for the good notice you have given
me, but somehow you forgot to mention that my
model at the Alexandra Palace, 1907, was the only
one to rise from the ground and fly;
see your
article on this in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
I have
seen it announced that I have been awarded a
medal for my exhibit at the Aero Club Show at
Olympia.—Yours
faithfully,
H. BuRGE WEBB.
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If you think ﬁt, you might
two or three years ago.
the prints a place in THE MODEL ENGINEER.-—
give
remain, yours sincerely,
H. T. JACKSON.

Anti-skidding Devices for Motor Vehicles.

To rm: Eni'roR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sin,—In reply to Mr. Graham, perhaps you
would insert this very short reply, to c<rrect
a misapprehension.
I consider a solenoid with'movable plunger the
most suitable. I consider spikes most Suitable for a
frosty road, e.g., witness the eﬂect of frost nails
in a home's shoes.
Diﬁerent pressures are not
necessary for diﬂerent conditions of road surfaces,
I
as
reckon the pressure need in no case exceed
All contacts would be enclosed.
The
4 cwt.
I
spikes would not be studded, but cone-shaped.
can arrange for ordinary cars a pressure of 4 i.wt.;
the total weight of battery, solenoid levers, etc., not
to exceed 4. stone.—Yours truly,
E. A. HACKETT.

For

m; Eookshelf.

_-lriy bookICiflt‘llYA‘under this headingmay be obtainedfrom THI
MODEL Enoiveiza Book Department.26—29,Poppin'r Cour!
Fled Shed, London, E.C., by remittingthe publishedprice and
the eastof posture]

\Vorkshop Receipts for Manufacturers and Scientiﬁc
Amateurs. Vol. I. London: E. 8: F. N. Spon,
Ltd. Price 35., postage 4d.
In issuing this well revised work the publishers
have made every effort to eliminate all obsolete
matter from the text, and to replace it with in
formation which is highly valuable at the present
A considerable amount of new matter has
day.
been added to those sections dealing with the
Handicrafts.
The work can be well recommended,
and its usefulness should be universal.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Re/mm 0/ meetingsshould he sent in [he nllicrs 0/ THE MODEL
ENGINEER ieilhout delay, and will be inser/ed in any [nu
li'rulnr issue i/ Yl'l'l'li'r‘da clear nine days beforeits usual dale
of publication.]
Forum: LIEETINGS.—WedﬂeSdB-y, May 26th, at

the Cripplegate Institute, Mr. E. W. Twining lectures
with Model Aeroplanes," illus
on "Experiments
trated by slides and models.
Full particulars of the SOciety, and forms of
4 application may be obtained from the Secretary,
HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37. Minard Road, Hither
Green, S.E.

Provincial Society.

Bradford.—A

meeting of the above Society
was held on Monday night, May 3rd, at the Brad
ford Cafe. Foster Square. After the minutes of
the previous meeting had been read and approved,
Mr. C. Rhodes was asked to show the model loco
motive that he is building.
It is a I-in. scale L.
and Y.R. locomotive of the 1,100 class, and has
cylinders 2-in. stroke by ii-in. bore, with Joy's
valve motion;
copper boiler, double-lapped and
brazed throughout.
As this is the largest engine
we have had at our meetings, considerable interest
was shown. Mr. G. Frakes. a visitor, brought a
toolholder for either lathe or planing machine use,

and
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which he has patented. Everyone present agreed
that it is a very good tool, and hoped that he would
be able to get some ﬁrm to take it up before long.
Four new members were enrolled, and after a very
pleasant evening, the meeting closed at ten o'clock.
-—Further particulars may be obtained from A.
BARBER, Secretary, i 5, Hartington T errace, Lidget
Green. Bradford.

Queries and Replies.
glven
[Alenllon ls especial! directedto the ﬁrst condition
and no noii'celi‘lﬁ be taken of Queriesnot complying with in
containing
Let/err
stated.
QWHCS ﬁllies! bl
directionstherein
marked on the top left-hand mm” o! the envelope Query
to the Qﬂﬂld
liiaserelaling
but
No
othermailers
Department."
shouldbeenclosedin thesameenvelope.
the scopeof this 1M4er ‘nrr rep“d _w
Wits on sub'eclsimthi'n
derilin;
by Post ulnderHie following conditionsl—(lllQiltrlts
wilh distinct Suhu’i‘lishould be Wlllﬂ‘l on diﬁerenl slips, on
one Md! 0/ the paper only, and the sender'sruune uvsr be in
srr:brd on the buck. (2) Qiierits should be accompan'td.
with fully dimensionedsketches,and r0"!
ii-hi-m'n POSSIblr’,
to keepa coPy 0/ their Queries ,Fo'
a/iimdenlsare recommendld
stampedaddressedenvelope
A
~(notpost-card»
rt/irmeev (3)
"
Queriesand Repiiex
shouldinvariably be enclosed,and also
Page: 0/ the
Coupon" cut oul from the advertisement
current
issue. (4) Querieswill be answeredas early a: Possible cl.”
reuripl, but an interval0/ a few days must usually elapse before
require
w
ho
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents
an answerinsertedin this columnshould understandthat sow
Th!
be
pieuislwd.
Weeksmust elapu lie/ore the Rely ran
memo" o/ Replia in "HS cournn cannol be guaranteed.
Moon.
Editor,
Tun
The
(6) All Quayle:should be addressedto
ENGINEER, 26—29,Poppin's Court, Flea Street,London, E.(.]
1‘he lollou-i'ri are relale irom lhe Querieswhich havebeen replied
y :—
to r
Trainlng. F. T.
i11.542] Accumulators: Technical
(Stockbridge)writes: i am attending an clcctnc light installation
and l have 1 battery 0i hfty~thmc2-voll cells. They have a rather
low speciﬁcgravity. Could you adVLseme whether to add acid at
1 have
the present time to bring the speciﬁc gravity u or not?
beenadvisednot to by two or three peopleas t 1'plates are rather
to
get
better
now
beginning
as
I
have
sulphatcd, but they are
beenovercharging. (2) Could you adviseme how to get a technical
of
an
1
an
attendant
am
electric light
knowledgeof electricity?
plant 53-ccllbattery), but have not much knowledgeof the science.
(1) Ve judge that you have allowed the battery to stand in a
discharged condition. Overcharge to bnng the cells into gmd
condition again, and when the cells are lully charged and gassin
freely, and when the speciﬁc gravity of the electrolyte has no
to rise for at least an hour, add acid. (2) The best method is to
obtain skilled instruction either by attending classes a! a good
college, or by taking advantage of one. of the Correspondence
Colleges. You can also do much by privatestucly of technical
become an electrical engineer some
literature. If you" wish to
"
yearsspent in the shops would he of immenseyalue lo you. _
\Vhat is
(ll-543] Electra-Magnet. C. 8- (Kev)_wmes:
th smallest size electro-magnetthat, at a dmtance of 30 its"
lb.,
200?
voltage
about
Kindly
give
would exert a pull of 1
winding and amperageas well.
4
design
beyond
our
power
to
vou
such a
It is, we regret, quite
magnet. It would be a huge pic-cc of apparatus. There is no
by
costly
designexcept
and
laborious
way of arriving at a suitable
experimenting. It is probable that you could get the result you
that
of
an
other
than
clectro-magnetpulling
rcqulruby somemeans
through a 3o-in. air-gap.
.
W. S. (Edinburgh)
Making Permanent Magnets.
[usual ould you kindly give me your valued advice on the
writes:
re-magnetisethe
trying
to
magnets
on
have
been
following? 1
motor cycle magnetobv winding } lb. of No. 20 o.c.c. copper vme
current
of
amps.
through the
round each of them and passinga
3
wire for about ten hours. I was careful to connect.up to mains
of
the
ma as should not
(23o-volt service) so that the polar-it
you please
be reversed,but I have met with sma l success. 'ould
‘
them
effectually?
Could you
tell me how i may rema ctise
also advise me of any relia le book dealing with the construction
or repair of magneto;?
_
The Edinburgh Corporation electricity supply is, we believe,
that you have met with
alternating ; in that caseit is not
surprising
rom your mains.
Each
but small successin trying to magnetise
ri‘v'ersalof the current reverses the polarity, so that the chief
you!
result of even ten hours magnetisin would be to heat
supplyupor me
magnets. We recommendthe use 0 accumulator
“
work. You would find Mr. Bottonc's book, Magnetos for Auto
mobilists," as. 3d. post free, very useful. Besides much other
valuable information, the book containsinstructions for the_rnaking
,1
of permanentmagnets. _
L
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[21,02x) Joy's Valve Gear. 1. W. (Lancs.) writes: Seein
that we have had some excellent articles in the form of standarg
parts for model locomotives,may I venture so far as to ask if
it is possiblefor you to publish drawings of jov's valve motion
suitable for the cylinders describedby Mr. Greerin in October ist
1908 issue. I, along with another reader, am fairly in need of
it, both of us buildin L. 8: Y. ten-wheelers. We think it would
be highly appreciat all round and be a good referencework.
We have the February 13th, 1908,issue,containingthe tx-r6ths in.
scale drawing, but cannot work it out satisfactorily for our own
requirements,as, in my engine, I cannot get a longer connecting
rod than 6 3-r6ths ins. or 6} ins. If you cannot see your way to
publish drawings, will you kindly give us measurementsof the
various parts, etc. ?
In reply to your request,we herewithappenda drawing showing
the setting out of a joy's valve gear suitable to your model. The
diagram gives only the lengths of the respective parts, but you
will be able to design your gear full by using the drawing men
tioned in your query and making
parts and ins half as large
again as those of the n-roths in. salve gear.
course, do not
adopt sizesinvolving odd fractions of an inch. Employ the nearest
round dimension. As the setting out of Joy's valve gear seemsto
bother many model engineers, we show in the accompanying
diagrams
(Figs. and
a graphic method of setting out the con
necting motion, which, as far as we can make out, much simpler

"
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[11,563] Flttlng
Single' Cylinder
to , Locomotive.
I have in course of con
. H. M. (\Vandsworth Common)writes:
“ built up ” slide-valve cylinder
struction Mr. A. J. Budd's
(described in Tm: Mont-:1.ENGINEER for December3rd, 1908). I
intend, when ﬁnished, to ﬁt it to a model of a Stroudley D class
tank 0—4——2type locomotive, LB. & S.C.R. (size of cylinder,
{-in. bore; t-in. stroke), and I would be much obligedif you could
answer the following queriesz—(i) Dimensions of boiler (water
tube Smithies type). (2) Number of water tubes required.
(3) Best method of fixing cylinder between frames (slide-valve
working at side). It would be required to slope at an angle to
clear front axle. A rough sketch of the general arrangements
and scale of this enginewould much oblige.
(r and a) If you will refer to the designof -in. scale tank loco
motive in the Query columns of our issue 0 March 12th, 1008,
you will ﬁnd a very suitable boiler of just the type you re uire.
(3) The drawing referred to shows also the arrangement0 the
cylinder. Put on the block shown in the drawings of Mr. Budd's
"built-up” cylinder, then an angle-piececan be used, screwed
to the block on cylinder and screwedalso to the frame by counter
sunk screws from the outside. We hope to be able, ere long, to
D class. In the
publish a {-in. scale drawing of Mr. Stroudley’s
meantime,perhaps 'ou can refer to the book, “ The Locomotives
of the LB. 8: S.C.Ig.” which contains drawing and particulars of
this type.
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than that given in various text-books. In the ﬁrst place,set down
the size of driving wheel,rail level, and path of crank-pin as shown
in Fig. 2. Draw in the connecting-rodon the bottom centre as
indicated. The next point which must be settled the longitudinal
position of the curved slide shaft and the position of the centre
joint of valve gearon the connecting-rod. Mark out the maximum
travelof thevalve (which should be ampleand allow for lost motion)
and from this find and or elsetake distance as slightly more
than half the length of the connecting-rodand make the diagram
at T, ﬁrst marking off
on the connecting-rod,findin thereby
the vertical movement and transferring this to the va we travel.
diagram. The angle of 60 degs. representsthe maximum aniount
tilted between fore-gear and back-gear. The
the weighshaft
resultant distance should be the maximum valve travel. (Valve
travel should not be less than “ twice the lap plus twice the width
of the steam port " in small engines). Having settled the valve
travel, the length of the connectinglink,
L, Fig. (seealso L,
Fig.
must be determined. A hne should be drawn above rail
level showing the minimum distance betweenrail level and lowest
position of bottom joints of valve gear. Distance
will then be
the length of the connectinglink. Now proceedto diagram Fig. 3.
Draw the centre line of motion and horilontal centreline of curved
or weighshaft (distance WS above the general centre line of
the wei hshaft
motion). Draw a vertical centre line throu
half
centre and on each side of
set out the stro e. Only
of the stroke on the H side, however, need concern us. Draw
i)
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Failure. P- W. (Wishaw)
[H.587] Shocking Machine
have just constructed
shocking magneto machine
writes:
according to instructions given in Bottone's book, “ Electrical
to
Instrument Making for Amateurs," but so far cannot get
work properly. The spindle which carries the yoke for the bobbins
lathe. It
somewhat differently constructed as have not
composedof an iron spindle inside brass tube and insulated from
by an ebonitc tube. The whole
then fitted tightly into the
connected to the
yoke, but not insulated from it. One wire
the windings
iron spindle and one to the brasstube. On
comparing
ﬁnd them correct,
with those in the sketch in above-namedbook,
may say
although could not get lb. wire on to the bobbins.
themachine gives slight shock on placing the edgesof the handles
together. If you could suggestanything that would help me to
get into working order would be greatly obliged.
We think it probable that your coils are short'circuited. You
do not ex lain how you have arrangedyour shaft to get the correct
whole action of the machinedependsupon the coils
results.
circuitbeing completed throughthe frameand throughtheshocking
complete path for the
handles alternately. 'Ihere should be
current from the coils through the frame each time the brush
touchesone of the corners of the triangle-pieceon shaft, but no
path save through the handles when the brush
not touching
thetrian le-piece. If you arrangemattersso that theseconditions
in your machine,your trouble will probably have
are fulfil
disappeared.
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[21.591] Electrical Musical Bells: Leclanche Battery.
H. G. (Huntly) writes: Not
long
o
asked you about
bells tuned to A, B,
verg A,
D, E, F.
and you told me to
try musicalinstrument dealer.
have done so, and his estimate
for bells [z 105.tor bells alone without electrical movement tor

Cenfre Wei'qnor 50d!
5‘!)Q)?

P

l

ringing. (1) Is not this too much? Could you tell me where
could getbellscheaper
(2) Alocai bellhangerhere ﬁtted in bells
in
new house, and when the painters were
work they con
nected all the wires of the three-ch Leclanchebattery together
with the result that
was run down. Even witikrecharging
with sal-ammoniac would not work. Would refillingjhe porous
pot make
work? What should
be filled with?
higher than you need give for set
(1) Yes, the price [2 ms.
of bells to suit your purpose. But sets of properly. tuned bells
are rather dear; we do not think you will get satisfactory set
under about 30s. Perhaps a ﬁrm oi large toy dealers would be
the most likely people to supply you with
cheap set. (2) Pro
bably the refilling of the porous pot with
nuxture_oi crushed
carbon and black oxide of manganesewill put mattersright.
at
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it

it
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a

a
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distances L R or M equals L‘ R1 or M’. As drawn with No. i
are Li is too little. .\l' is too much, but Rl exactly coincideswith
R. Therefore,where the are No. : cuts the link C L is the correct
position of the pin joint, and distance 2 to X is the proper len th
of the vibrating link betweenthe joint on the connectinglink L
and pin in the die of the slide shaft. If lap and lead is provided
add theXrequirc-d
amount L L, Fig. i, to the vibrating ii':k to give
the lap_and lead desired. It must be noted that where lap and
lead (or only lap) is provided, the valve spindle centre line must
be placed slightly lessthan L L, Fig. i, above the horizontal centre
line of weighshatt. In the setting out (Fig. i) the only fault is
that the vertical movementof the die in the slide is perhapslarger
than necessary. This, however,is a good fault in an enginewhich
may he subjectedto hard Work. You must seethat there is clear
ance for the die when on the top centre. You do not want it to
enter the boiler. The anchor link (A L, Fig. i) should be as long
as possible,and the joint with connectinglink (C L, Fig. i) should,
especially if the anchor link is short, be higher than the fulcrum
or anchor point P in the position of the gear shown.
Range
R[11.5641 Secret
C.
Patents:
Finders.
(Warrington) writes Concerning the secret patent: (x) I have
“
your handbookon Patents," but the.paragraphdealingwith them
is rather short. I presume that preliminary descriptions, com
»letespecifications,etc., may be fumishcd as in an ordinary patent.
\'hat is meant by the sentence,“ Such patents would have to be
assigned to 'the Secretary for War or Admiralty "P (2) Are
s~cret atents granted so that they may not becomethe property
ct foreigners? (3) Does the Patent Othce answer any questions
by
giving information of how to obtain a Secret patent?
efore a big gun can be fired accuratelyhas the distance from
(4) gost
target to be known? (5) It so, is distance guessedor found by
an instrument ? (6) If by instrument,is it a costly affair ? (7) Do
you think that such an instrumentcould be patentedas “ Munitiom
or appliances for warfare?"
I may say I have invented an
instrummt for measuring roughly cross-land or cross-water dis
hence my questions about secret patents and gun
taiilces,
sig
ting.
(1) You would have to proceed through the Secretary of State
for War or the Admiralty assigning the patent to the one or the
other. This does not mean that you are not to be remunerated
for it it you desireremuneration,but you give them the first claim
and they decide it a secret patent shall be applied for. If they
decided it was worth trying or adopting, they would make the
application and no details would be published; the specification
would be in the charge of special examiners at the Patent Ofﬁce
and filed secret] . lithe Secretaryof State for War or Admiralty
afterwardsdeci e not to adopt the invention, they may re-assign
it to yo when it becomesyour property and is removed trom
the conﬁ ential register of patents, becomingan ordinary patent
by this procedure. All feesrequired for an ordinary patent would
then have_to be paid to secureit. According to Section 30 oi the
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Act, you are not considered to have prejudiced the validity 0f
the patent by reasonof having communicatedit to the Secretary
of‘State or theAdmiralty. See also No. 98_0t the Statutory Rules
and Orders for applying secrecy
Yhmh Pa
6815056121?
madeintheordin m wa.
zan 30 . gm???“
are not disclosed by the
Patent Oﬁce; obvioust
~
the intention
to guard
against the information
beingobtainedby enemies
of the country. If you
consider your invention
of considerablevalue, we
advise you to consult
00d patent agent. The
atent Ofﬁce will ansIer
enquiries relating to pro
cedure tor obtainin pa
tents.
You can 0 tain
information by buying
copy of the Act (Patents
and Designs), price 7d.
and the Statutory Rules
and Orders No. 50, price
6d. post free
e-‘
Patent
Oﬂice
Sales
Branch.
Yes, the
distance 0 the target
must be known.
and 6)
This
found by instru
'
ments calied
n
ﬁnders. There are seve~
ral kinds in use. All
large war vessels are
equipped with
them.
Barr
Stroud's
well-knownpattern they
,
are somewhat expensive
Jalnf
instruments,but variety
_
of attems and sizes are
ma
to suit different
conditions of service. (7)
Certainly, such an instru
ment
an appliance tor wariare.
"
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in the connectinglink C L with one end on the horizontal centre
line of motion and the other end on the vertical centre line which
passesthrough the weighshaftat X. From the centreof the weigh
shait draw severalarcs cutting the link C L and the vertical centre
line as Nos. 1, 2, andfji. Now with the dividers try it either
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me with replies to the following uestionsr— 1 Size
for engine rl-in. by 3-in., multitubglar vertical,(s)imilar
“
to No. 10 your handbook ModelBoiler Making." (2) Thinnest
possiblermld steelth that may be usedwith safety at pressures
75 or 80. (3) 3128,number, and strength of copper tube you
would recommend? (4) Size of dynamo engine would drive
(5) Candle-power of same, using metal ﬁlarneut

ﬁgﬁctonly.

A

a

a

3)

(r, 2,
We recommend boiler made to the desi
Pi
In " Model Boiler Making.” This boiler would drive gythtlregiigitit):
at 500 revs. With horse'powerabout one-third. (4)
dvnamo
'
of about 120watts output. (5) About :20 c.-p.
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[21568] Jelly h Electrol
for Accumulator 3, T. R. B.
Woul you be so kind as to 'inform me how
(Wokmghahm)
ejeyor
wlrlrtes: asteusedinaccum ulators in
the place of
omak_
ordinary acid?
'
jelly madeaccordingto the following directions said
sulphuric acid, of speciﬁc gravityorglzge
good rcsults_:——Mix_dilute
With solutionof silicate of soda, of speciﬁcgravity 1'18,or with
silicate of potash, of speciﬁc gravity r'z—the pro
solution
portions being three parts of sulphuric acid solution to one part
ﬁbre may be added
'
' desired. The
ofsrtlicateSOcllllUﬁn.
mix ure gra ua
so
es into
bluish 10 m the course Of
about twenty-four hours.
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[21.585] Electric Light Installations. H. M. Cu kﬁ 1d
writes: Will you‘kindly answer the following. Can I(ex;ectc
light room brrlhantly (15 ft. by r: ft. by 10 ft.) with a r5-volt
roposeusin four tz-volt u .- . " osrams'”
5-am .dynamo?
Is all; right?
c.-p. lamps wbuld give you very good light, and using
H Four
Osram lamps the 75-watt dynamo will suit excellently,being
another such lamp in addition should 'vou
capable of
lighting
desireit. Be
care ul not to over-run the lamps.
[zr,465] Wlmshurs‘t with Leyden Jars. “Srnrc” (High
Wycombe) wntis: Havrng made Wimshurst bv the help of your
handbook No. 34, should be glad of adviceon the following pornts.
have pair of 14-in. glass plates, well varnished and properly
scctored. At present only get about r-in. spark. According
to published data, ought to get at least or ins. (tl
the
trouble with my Leyden jars
They are madeof pair of straight
lamp chimneys,of thinglass, im. high by 3} ins. diameter. The
bottoms are tightly ﬁttm discs of millboard, Well soakedin shellac
varnish, and well coatc with shellac after ﬁxing. The tinfoil
coatings inside and out are 4) ins. high. On age 99 your hand
book says the outer coatings of jars shoul be connected to
earth (throughthe framework, presume)? On page 45
says
the outer coatings should be connected with each other. Now
ﬁnd (a) that unless insulate the jars by standing them on glass
get no spark‘at all; and (b) there
like failure
connect
leakar'e
the outer coatings mi'tnllicallv. (2) Does that mean
in the jars, or
their capacity too large? (3) suppose
not necessary to insulate the whole framework? (4) If you
think my jars too largo, what size would you recommend? The
ark that do getIS thick and vigorous,just what want, and the
"
That the
_ snapping can be heard considerabledistance.off.
jars becomecharged think
char, because can " draw sparks
"
the
balls
for
some
time
after
the
big
spark
has
jumped
from
(old: your handbook, page 74). (S) In your
“ issue of November
_r7th,moi, page am, Mr. B. F. Tole says: All that now remains
you
l5 to ebonise the stand."
should be obliged
would tell
'
me why and how that done
(r) The trouble very often with the jars, but we could not be
sure Without examination. Is your varnish absolutely dry? If
you have carned your tinfoil down to the stopped-upends of the
lamp. chimneys, relying on the discs and shellac for insulation
this IS almost certainly the trouble. With
Leyden jar madé
from lampchimney 0
at both ends, never allow the tinfoil to
or
come wrthm
um. of either end. (2) Connecting the two
outers With each other
all that
necessary. The failure
probably due to leakage. (3) No,
not necessary. (4) We
would recommendyou to get pair of similar lamp chimneysand
to make pair of woodenor cardboardcylinders coveredwith felt
so as to slide smoothly in the cylinders. Cover this with trial
pieces of tinfoil of yarying depths, wrapping a corresponding
piece round the outside each time, and securing
with elastic
bands. Both tinfoils must be in close contact with the glass. In
way
you
should
be
able
to
ﬁnd
out
what
gives the
depth
this
desired result. _If you decreasethe capacity, your spark will be
quite unnecessary
longer and thinner. (5) The ebonising
havrng no electrical value, but merely improvin the appearance
stand. You can get the ebony stain ready made from an
or
op.
of‘sthhc
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A. Waters, jun., Horns, Ilford.—Mr. Waters sends us
ce
modelmakers'materials. Theseincludesheetcopper
rass,an
sherét umimumcut to any size; round, u
and uagonal
brass rod, copper and brass tube, angle brassfl-tgfc,
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C. E. H. (Dunedin)
Engine Trouble.
[21.565] Gasoline
writes: I have made a small gasolineenginefrom a set of en nos.
1 have got the engine to run very well, but it makes a ﬁt of
noise (more than the ordinary motor cycle engine) and as I want
to run it in a shed by the house, this is a great drawback. Can
you see any reasonwhy this engineshould make more noise than
a motor bike, and, if so, how could I remedy the defectP I have
got the exhaust mumed fairly well, but there seemsto be a lot
of bumping going on that should not be present. I am usin a
vaporiser valve that was supplied with the castings. Woul I
get better results by using a carburettor, and, if so, what kind do
you advise ? To return to the subjectof the noise,a lot of it seems
to be causedby the exhaust valve closing with a bang every time
it is operated by the exhaust cam. Would the shape of the cam
ateful for a reply to the above
eﬂect this? I would be very
as I have gone to a lot of troub c with the engineand hardly like
to run it for fear of annoying the neighbours. Do you think the
power of this engine should be i h.-p., and is there any way of
increasingthe power? \Vhat power of dynamo could I run with
the engine, assuming that my work on the latter has been good?
The noise of the exhaust can only be stopped by using some
form of silencer on the exhaust pipe. Several devices have from
time to time been shown in THE Mount. ENGINEER, notably—the
coke-boxdevice. The exhaust is turned into a tin box, say about
t ft. or :8 ins. square, containing small broken coke. Provision
must be made for drainage of any moisture which easily collects
and which, if allowed to accumulate, would prevent the engine
running satisfactorily. If the exhaust cam is made as shown on
the drawings in the booklet you sent us, no doubt there will be a
great deal of knocking when engine is running. The card is of
particularly bad design and you will seeif you examine the draw
ings that theexhaustvalve spindleis subjectedto a very severeblow
at each revolution of the cam. You should, if possible,ﬁt a new
exhaust cam properly shaped so as to 0 ate the valve at the
correct time and without putting such sud en stresson the working
parts. The method of setting out cams of proper shape is fully
describedin " Gas and Oil Engines," 7d. post free, and the ques
tion of valve settingsis also fully gone into. If the exhaust valve
is so timed that it tends to open very much too soon whilst there
is considerablepressurein the cylinder, the result will be that the
operatingmechanismhas to do very hard work in lifting the valve
against the pressure; further, owing to the fact that your cam is
as on the drawings in the booklet, it will put still further
shafted
wo
upon the operating gear, so that the two causescombined
will most certainly produce the results describedby you. We do
not think the trouble is causedby the exhaust valve cllsing sud
denly. The power of the engine can easily be tested and can be
predetermined only approximately. We should advise you to
make a brake test before buying a dynamo, although a rough
estimatewould suggesta too-watt dynamo. Many enginesabout
this size give very good results when only the simplest type of
carburettor is used, and we do not think you will gain anythin
by ﬁtting an expensivepieceof apparatusto the engine. Provi'l
you can get enough vapour and vapour rich enoth to allow for
adjustment—that is, regulation of air supply—you should haveno
difﬁculty in getting regular explosions.
H- H
[2r,5<)3] Marine Engineering as a Profession.
(Burtonwood) writes: Being a constant reader of vour paper, I
following.
I
serving
my
am
At
present
on
the
would like advice
time as a premium apprentice at a locomotive works, but am
I
am
out
of
my
when
engineering
marine
desirous of taking
. avy or the Mercantile
time. (I) \Vhich do you advise—theup:
nrccssary
get
the
former,
could
I
where
the
Marine? (2) If
information, examination papers, etc., from; of course, specimen
examination papers. (3) Would it be better to apply now to the
Admiralty direct or wait until I am out of my time? (4) If you
adviseMerchant Service, which would be the bestwav to go about
getting in ? Would I have to work at some marine shop, such
a. Messrs. Cammell, Laird 8t 00.?
(5) Which are the examina
tions likely to be taken notice of, and where could I get specimen
papersP
Unless you have a special inclination towards the Navy we
recommend the Mercantile Marine, as in this there is less division
of labour, so that you would get more varied experience. For
a ship to choosea smaller
thesame reason it is advisablein
the arge hners. To obtain a
steamer in preference to one ofjoining
certiﬁcate,
you
must be able to show
Board of Trade second-class
evidence of having at least three years’ workshop experience
engines
of
and boilers. For
or
repairing
in the maid
ard to the Mercantile Marine, see
further particu ars“ with
Relating
to
the
Examination of
Regulations
phlet entitled
_'neers in the Mercantile Marine," issuedby the Board of Trade
East Harding
Eyre
&
Spottiswoode,of
by
Messrs.
and published
Street,Fleet Street, E.C., price 7d. post free. You can get infor
to the
Na
on
in
the
positions
mation regarding
application
l, London. We
iteha
Under Secretary to the Admiralty,
carefully
read
Constantine’s
you
to
get
and
strongly recommend
book, “ Marine Engineers and How to Become One." price 5s. 4d.
postfree. This book dealsvery fully and simply with the training
and work of marine engineers,including information on the neces
sary examinations, advice on getting a berth, etc. You would
ﬁnd it most interesting and useful.
[21,590] Small Steam Dynamo_Plant. J. W. 8. (Hull)
writes: I should esteemit a favour if you would kindly oblige
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is perhaps only natural
that amongst the
very large number of readers possessed
by
THE MODEL ENGINEER, there should be a
considerable number who are ardent motor cyclists.
Apart from the attractions of motor cycling as a
pastime, it involves a knowledge of engineering
matters and aﬂords such interesting opportunities
for the use of mechanical skill and equipment. that
it has drawn many of its adherents from the ranks
of those who have hitherto conﬁned their energies
to the purely indoor side of model engineering. The
fascination of engine running on the one hand, and
the congenial work of constructing and repairing
on the other, are bound to appeal to people with a
workshop; and that our readers are in many cases
taking an active part in this pastime is evident
from the many letters and enquiries on the subject
we have lately been receiving.
e have, therefore,

i

U

i

A propos of the subject of wireless telegraphy
clubs, “A. V. F." (Brighton) writes :—"I think
it would be of great interest if there could be a
club or registry of those of our readers owning a
wireless station, so as to bring the wireless experi
menters
in touch with one another. I suggest
that names and addresses of owners, wave length.
call letters, and spark length, should be sent to
the Editor to be published in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
This would enable experimenters to communicate
with each other, and be a great help to those, like
myself, having nobody to communicate with."
\Ve may say, with reference to this suggestion, that
we shall be pleased to publish such particulars of
private stations if they are sent in.
a

" C. B. D."
(Hull)

o

u

makes the following interesting
observations on the subject of speed boat records :—
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decided to introduce a new feature into our pages,
in the shape of a regular column of motor cycle notes,
written by an engineer who is also an enthusiastic
rider of one of these interesting machines. As these
notes will deal with the subject from the technical
side, and will contain a fund of practical hints on
matters of design and constructive detail, as well
as on both wayside and workshop repairs, we
believe they will be found of service not only to
actual motor cycle riders, but to builders and users of
petrol motors of all types. The ﬁrst of the series
will appear in our next issue, and our contributor,
" Phoenix,"
who has selected the nom-de-plumc of
will be glad to receive correspondence
from those
who are interested. He specially invites queries
from readers who are in any difﬁculty with the
and also
building or running of their machines,
notes on any interesting experiences
or repairs
encountered. Letters addressed
to
they have
“
”
will be duly forwarded.
Phrenix

May
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On looking through the
1908 speed competition
results, I was struck by the small
difference in
speed of the two fastest boats,-and the
enormous
of weight. On turning to the other two
diﬁerence
given, I was disappointed to find that the weights
omitted, and that I could not carry the com
were
parison further.
The thought occurred to me that
as small boats cannot go on
increasing in speed
for ever, that it would be a good idea to
get, not
highest speed in the competition, but the
the
highest speed per lb. of displacement, the length
I consider that it
being left out of consideration.
is a much more creditable performance
to obtain
the highest speed per lb. of displacement
than the
greatest velocity.
Unfortunately, being away from
home and having only the last few weeks of
THE
MODEL ENGINEER with me, I am unable to refer to
the earlier contents;
but the comparison of the
Incubus and Folly comes out as follows :—
Boat.
Speed,
Displacement,
Speed
m.p.h.
lbs.
Disp.
Incubus
..
26
i5-06
0-58
Folly ..
13-9
i-ii
12-5 ..
This difference is surely remarkable, as both boats
are to all intents and purposes
hydroplanes, as
both lift out of the water and skim along the
top.
Surely the latter result is much more creditable
to the builder than the former, which is probably
largely due to brute strength, which is only attains
able by the greater displacement, as the Folly,
though much smaller and lighter, attained nearly the
same speed.
Why not encourage such an end by
giving a special certiﬁcate for the highest result of
speed

.

(iS—plavcgmcnt
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irrespective of class?
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Electric Motor Boat.
By M. G. CARTER.

!' l

Two VIEWS

HE

in;
OF MR. M. G. CARTER'S ELECTRIC

above photographs are of an electric
motor boat, which I have recently ﬁnished.
The over-all dimensions are—length, 3 ft.
5 ins. ; beam, 7 ins. ; depth amidships, 5% ins.
The
She is built up from i-in. deal planks.
planks were ﬁrst planed up, and then screwed
altogether, and the outside shaped up to the required
The planks
lines, as if it had been a solid block.
were then taken apart, and, beginning with the top
One, a gauge was run down each side. making a line
At the
just a little more than i- in. Irom the edge.
bow and stem a little more wood was left, about
I} in. at the bow and 1% ins. at the stern. so that
two screws could be inserted into the plank below.
A keyhole saw was then run right round the gauge
line, care being taken to saw under a. little, owing

Moron

Boar.

to the gradual curve in of the sides.
Each plank
was cut out in this way, except the bottom one,
which was allowed to remain the full thickness ; but,
of course, was very narrow, and shaped away very
thin at the edges.
After cleaning up these skeleton
they showed a nice
shapes with a spokeshave,
in. The top shape
plank on each side, i in. by
was then laid on the bench, with the face side down,
and the next one glued and screwed on to it, and
while the glue was hot. long brass pins were driven
through previously drilled holes in the second shape,
almost through the first one.
This was done at
intervals of 2 ins., right the way round, and so
stiﬂens the sides that no ribs or knees are necessary.
The other shapes were ﬁxed on in a similar manner,
The keel was
finishing up with the bottom piece.

i
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next ﬁxed, and a piece on the stem, which also
The planks were cut out
forms a kind of ﬁgurehead.
in the solid to form the sternpost, but care was taken
in pinning together, so that no pins were placed
After cleaning
where the stern tube would come.
up the outside and scraping, the hole was bored for
This was made from a piece of
the stern tube.
brass tube, 5-16ths in. outside diameter and 4} ins.
long. Two pieces of brass, i in. long, were driven
tightly in at each end, and then soldered, the two
ends centred, and the hole bored for the propeller
shaft, which was made of fin. steel rod. The tube
was ﬁlled with melted grease, and driven tightly
into the hole bored for it, parallel with the keel.
To further stiﬂen the tube in its place, a brass plate,
1} ins. by 5 in., was bored out an easy ﬁt, slid on the
end of tube, inside the boat. and screwed to the
solid wood, then soldered to the tube.- The screw
is 2 ins. diameter, made of brass, with three blades,
The
which are solid with the ball—shaped boss.
blades are very thin, and almost pointed at the ends.
The motor was next ﬁxed on a copper bedplate,
ins. long,
3-32nds in. thick, 3 ins. wide, and
This was
tapering down at one end to 2 ins.
surfaced up on one side, the motor bolted on to it,
and the nuts on the under side sweated to the
The
copper plate; the motor can then be removed.
plate was sunk flush into the bottom plank and
motor replaced. lined up with shaft, and screwed
to the bottom with brass round-headed screws. The
motor needs no description, as it is one of a well
known make; but I should like to say, it is a very
neat and silent»running motor, and very light,
taking 6 volts 2Q amps. at full load.
The rudder is a piece of sheet brass, 3-32nds in.
thick, 3 ins. high, and 1} ins. wide, ﬁled down to a
knife edge, and a steel rod 4} in. diameter soldered
on to the front edge, forming a pivot at the bottom,
the top end of rod being screwed, and a tiller ﬁxed
The rudder is made rather
on with a knurled knob.
tight in its bearings. and does not need a locking
device to keep it in position.
The deck is cut from stout cardboard, and is in
two pieces, the short piece at the stern being move
A top rail, 5-16ths in. by I} in., is glued and
able.
pinned on from bow to stern, being ﬂush towards
the bow and stern, but having a slight overhang
amidships. The turtle deck is also cardboard,
ﬁxed on a curved piece of wood, and is quite water
The rail round the stem is made of copper
tight.
through iron
wire, well drawn out, and threaded
supports driven into the sides. Close to the tiller will
be seen the switch or starting plug, which is more con
it is a
venient and neater than most switches:
silver-plated, milled nut, with a brass split tongue,
to which is fastened one wire, the other wire being
to the brass bush into which the tongue
fastened
is pushed to complete the circuit.
The opening in the deck is almost the same size
as the hatch cover, which carries the conning tower,
so that plenty of room is found to ﬁx accumulators,
tower is a.
or remove the motor. The connin
turned piece of wood, hollow, and With four port
This
holes, eyelets being used and painted black.
cover is removed or replaced by turning the milled
nut seen at the after end of cover, brass clips
slipping underneath the deck and so holding it
down.
The outside of the boat was given ﬁve coats of
good red lead paint of my own mixing, and rubbed
down with pumice stone and water ; three coats of
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holly green enamel gave it a glass-like ﬁnish, and ﬁve
of white enamel
to the white parts.
The
deck was lined out, and stained and varnished
after all painting was done.
The stocks are made
of birch, and stained. This model may seem rather
heavy, but I designed it with the idea of making
a strong working model, which would be seaworthv,
and stand being in collision, or any other mis
fortune which is likely to occur. The motor is
large for the length of boat. but for several reasons
I wished to keep within 3 ft. 6 ins., and I am pleased
to say that I have succeeded in producing a good,
sound boat, on my own lines.
The advantages of electricity as a motive power
for model boats is not appreciated bv many.
The
silent running, absence of vibratioii, cleanliness,
and safety from ﬁre, are only a few of the many
advantages which electricity oﬁers, unless a great
coats

speed

is desired.

Aerial slight.
R. F. \V. LANCHESTER, the well-known mo
tor-car and aeronautical expert, has recently
concluded a series of three Cantor lectures.
delivered at the Royal Society of Arts, upon the
subject of “ Aerial Flight." One of the salient
features of his lectures was a mathematical demon
stration to show that an aeroplane in ﬂight will
oscillate in a certain curved vertical path, the curve
of which will depend upon the speed at which the
aeroplane is travelling and the wind resistance
which it may encounter. The path may, under
certain circumstances, be a semi-circle, in which
case the aeroplane arrives at the end of one oscilla
tion in a vertical position.
The path may become
a trochoid, with a loop at the upper part, in which
case the aeroplane will turn completely over in a
backward direction as it follows the loop. These
investigations enable the behaviour of an aeroplane
in ﬂight to be predicted under assumed conditions.
A formula to determine the stability of any given
form of ﬂying machine has been devised by Mr.
Lanchester, and examples of its application to
various birds and aero lanes were given. Some
modern machines are on y slightly on the safe side
of the critical ﬁgure. Mr. Lanchester demon
strated his theory by means of tiny models, one of
which, a simple ballasted aeroplane, had been made
by the ten-year-old German boy (the son of the
translator of Mr. Lanchester's book on the subject).
From his calculations, the lecturer arrives at the
opinion that the immediate use of ﬂying machines
is for military purposes, and later that they will be
used by enthusiasts for ordinary purposes of low
motion under circumstances in which other forms of
In his opinion,
transport are unable to compete.
the justiﬁcation of the use of ﬂying machines will
be speed.
He decides that if an aeroplane is to be
stable and not to oscillate on a dangerous curve in
ﬂight, it must be driven at a speed which is at
least double that of the velocity of any wind gust
which it is likely to meet.
The speed of the aero
plane, under this assumption, should not be less
than forty miles per hour if it is to ﬂy under even
moderate weather conditions.
The higher its speed
over this, the less will it be affected by weather
Mr. Lanchester has made much use of
conditions.
model aeroplanes in his demonstrations and investi
gations. Some of these are 6 ft. to 8 ft. in length,
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*THE MODEL ENGINEER has on one or two
occasions already published descriptions of model
aero lanes, but the present is the ﬁrst series of
artic es describing experimental work and containing
working drawings of ﬂying models—En. M.E. 6- E.

1890.
ABOUT
or
MAcmNE
I.—Mv

IDEA

FOR

A FLYING

be

Messrs.
Percival Marshall and
Co. have recently published a packet con
sheets
of
taining
working drawings and a book of
instructions for building three model ﬂying machines
of the aeroplane type. The book contains some
remarks on the ﬂying of the models, some data
collected from the ﬁnished machines of the author‘s,
and a few suggestions regarding possible ﬁelds for
research in connection with full-size man-carrying
machines. It has now been suggested that it may be
of some little interest and possibly of some use to
MODEL ENGINEER readers if the writer were to
recount in these pages all his ideas, notes, sketches,
and data connected with the experiments which led
up to the production of theSe machines.
I say " of some use " because I intend as I pro
oeed to describe
everything, or practically every
thing, which I have made and tried, whether such
pieces of apparatus have been a success or failure,
for, as most of us know, as much may be learned
from failures as successes.
Now, as I shall of necessity be compelled to
speak of the things which have turned out successful
as my own productions, I wish it to be understood,
lest it be thought that I speak in the manner of an
egoist, that I am, to quote from a well-known
“
character of Dickens,
really a very 'umble person."
It is'thought—in fact, our Editor has remarked—
that the present is a very opportune time for THE
MODEL ENGINEER to open its pages to the practical
side of a subject which is being talked about freely
and is becoming a familiar one
in the newspapers,
even to the man in the street.’

VIEW

By E. W. TWINING.
of “Ours” will no doubt

readers
aware that

FD°I1T

OST

DATE

My Experimental Work in Con
nection with Model Flying
Machines.

FIG.

and were discharged in ﬂight by a catapult;
they
are built of mahogany, and are ﬁne specimens
of
Others, made entirely of mica,
workmanship.
to be thrown by hand, are as small as about 2 ins.
in length, quite delicate-looking, extremely light,
and beautifully made ; they ﬂy well, and delighted
the audience by the excellent way in which they
illustrated the lecturer’s arguments.
Incidentally,
Mr. Lanchester stated that he had proved by
experiments that mica is as stiff as steel for equal
thicknesses, and three times as stiﬂ weight for
As regards type. he considers the aero
weight.
lane is that likely to survive ; he does not believe
in the helicoptere, and states that propeller screws
should be at the rear and not in front.
Another
cannot be
important fact is that an aeroplane
steered vertically by means of a rudder. It may
rise to a higher elevation, but this is accomplished
by the propeller being made to exert more power.
He considers that all investigations and calculations
for the design of aeroplane machines by makers
will be, in the future, conﬁrmed by means of models.
These lectures will be obtainable from the Royal
Society of Arts in printed form later in the year.
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held at Olym ia
of the Aero C ub
of the United Kingdom, sh0uld stimulate those
interested in the subject of aviation to greater
exertion; and those who are not at present interested
should be induced to take up the subject so that
our country may not lag far behind other nations
I
in the science, as it does somewhat at present.
that few bodies of
venture to give it as my
elp this movement than
workers could do more toopinion
the large number of model engineers throughout the
not by being contented with miniature
country;
ﬂying machines—which may be, or may not be, quite
toys—but with the serious object of modelling in
the strict sense of the word, and by modelling
producing on a small scale machines of practical
value ; machines which, if reproduced of sufficiently
large size, may solve many of the only half-realised
difficulties attending the ﬁnal solution of the problem
of travel through the air.
In the book of instructions referred to, I have
given a brief outline of the lines on which develOp
ment is urgently required. For the convenience
I
of present readers, I will give a few extracts.
With existing types (of machines) the
said
question of automatic balance, both longitudinal
and lateral, should be settled. Reliability of motor
equipment may be attended to, with possible
division of the source of power into a number of
The writer is, of coursc, aware of
smaller units.”
the pitch of excellence attained with modern petrol
motors; what is meant by the foregoing remark
is that the power source on a ﬂying machine should
be absolutely unfailable, and the factor of safety
with every part of the engine should be the highest
ible ; faulty ignition-faulty anything, in fact—
Many times last year M. Bleriot
is to court disaster.
machine,
came to earth with a crash, and wrecked his
barely escaping with his life, and each disaster was
due to engine failure. Even with the Wright Bros.’
machine in France motor troubles are not by any
If the source of power were
unknown.
means
divided, the failure of one of the units would not
endanger the safety of the aviator and his machine :
but to proceed with the extracts :-—“ Improved
construction generally of framework and planes,
resulting in greater efficiency and less weight.
Improved screw propellers. Improved methods of
leaving the earth, methods involving less powerful
motors. Since it is known that to maintain ﬂight far
less power is required than is absorbed in rising from
. .”
.
the ground.
"
Regarding new types of machines, there appears
to be few inventors working at what is known as
the helicoptere or vertical suspensory-screw type
of ﬂyer . . . . it is with the helicoptere that the
inventor Edison has been credited with prophesying
the ﬁnal solution of the problem of air conquest
will be solved.”
“
The vertical screw machine will have this great
merit, namely, that no large tract of land will be
required on which to make an initial run, since it
will be possible to rise vertically into the air in the
same way as a balloon.
“
to the mind of the writer to be a
There
and
or a larger army of designers
great needappears
experimenters, for this reason, that there seem to be
indications with the present form of aeroplane
that the art of ﬂying will become——apart from the
necessity of the military authorities—the luxury
The exhibition

just

recently

here in London, under the auspices

:-“

May :7,

1909.

of the more wealth y even to a greater exam
than motoring.
” The
will be a cheaper machine than
aeroplane
the motor-car, both as regards ﬁrst cost and expense
of running; but there is this obstacle in the way
of the aeroplane coming within the reach of the
man in the_street, namely, the cost of housing
accpmmodation and land for use as an aerodrome.
There appear to be two classes of machines
required, one which any suburban householder
may possess and be able to use without the necessity
of travelling miles by train to the aerodrome or
starting. ground, and the other a flyer which may be
classed in the same category as omnibuses and used
for
conveyance."
" prqlblic
at the day will come when the
assen er
traffic
conducted through the airp theregis
will_b_e'
every possibility, but its probability must not be
hampered by our being satisﬁed with the present
form of machines, thereby allowing the art to resolve
a sport for the enjoyment of the fortunate
'
itself'into
ew.
“
There must necessarily be a vast difference
machine of, say, Wilbur
betyveen the successful
aerobus, or
and a passenger—carrying
Wright
between any. of the large existing machines and a
small one which the ordinary individual may fold up
and store at home."
Returning to the subject of in
own ex
ri
mentaluwork, I must" go back someytwenty yEer.
[
then,
as David Copperﬁeld
was very young
puts it (more Dickens) ; in fact. most people
"
would have said I was
a boy.”
About this time
I read in the pages of the Boys' Oum Paper that
“
Verne's,
romance
of Jules
The Clipper of the
I was ﬁred with the subject, and having
Clouds."
nothing more than Jules Verne's outline of the
history of aviation and description of the machines
which had been tried, I designed a ﬂying machine.
A fearful and wonderful thing it looked to me on
paper.
It was long before this that Lawrence Hargreave
_
m _New South Wales, Australia, had built models
which were able to ﬂy, and did fly, and it was just
about the time that Sir Hiram Maxim was building
his great aeroplane ; but I knew nothing, and had
heard nothing of the doings of either inventor.
The drawings which I made then have gone long
have still a very clear recollection of what
ago, but
my machine was like. I have made a new drawing,
and this is reproduced in Fig. I, which shows front
and side elevations.
(To be continued.)

Broken Twist Drills as End Milling Cutters.
By A. Grimm.
.
Broken twrst drills, if end is ground 08 square,

make excellent milling tools for such purposes as
milling keyways or routing out letters in brass
plates.
No trouble will be found in feeding into
work, which they leave clean and neat.

Laying out

Angle Without

a

Protector.

anY T. H. FOULSTON.
Strike a circle or are with a radius of 318 ins., or
for workshop use, 3 9-16ths ins., and lay oﬁ as
many i-i6ths ins. on the circle as you require
It is not absolutely correct, as this method
degrees.
leaves an error of i i-ioth degree in 360 degs.
_

_
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A Design for a zl-in.
Model Steam Rail
Coach.

Gauge

Motor

Electrician.

in Fig. 55, while the end view, Fig. 57, shows,
amongst other things, the position of the torpedo
ventilators, arrangement of windows, and the
position of the dummy gas tanks.

/

By A. ]. BUDD.
(Continued from page 435.)
DETAILS or UNDERFRAME.
proceeding with the details of con
struction of the coach portion of the model,
a few general remarks with reference
to
same may not be out of place.
First of all, it is intended to make the coach body
and roof of zinc plate instead of wood, as a great
deal of troublesome and delicate work involved
If sufﬁcient
in the latter method would be saved.
care be taken in the building, a coach built up in
the manner about to be described
should look
almost as well as one constructed of wood. The
underframe, details of which are given in some of
the accompanying illustrations, is of simple con
struction, and, with the exception of the rear
headstock, is built up of metal.
With regard to the bogie, this will be found to be
the most difﬁcult part of the coach to construct,
The springs in
and calls for a good deal of care.
this case are real ones, as, in the writer‘s opinion,
these, it well made. always tend to give a more
realistic appearance to a model than dummy ones.
A side elevation of the complete coach is given

EFORE

l

a

wx

Fro. 57.—REAR END ELEVATION or Coacn.
Coming now to constructional details, it will be
as well to tackle the underframe ﬁrst.
A half-plan
is given in Fig. 56, the other half being exactly
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For the solebars, a and b, aluminium angle
can be used. which must be cut to an exact length
of}! it. 8 i-16ins.,and made the right depth from the
top of the horizontal face to the bottom edge.
Three pieces of 1-16th-in. strip brass, c, d, a, should
be riveted or screwed to the top side of the solebars
from underneath, in the positions indicated,
to act as stays.
should be seen before ﬁxing
thesa pieces in place that the vertical sides of the
solebars are the correct distance apart.
The bearing-plate f. which carries the bogie pin.
should be made of mild steel plate, the ends being
bent square and drilled to take rivets or screws
for ﬁxing.
Two brass washers are soldered on to the
middle of the plate, one top and bottom, and a
central hole drilled through
in. in diameter to
take the bogie pin. This should be of steel.
the bottom part being screwed and provided with
a tapped washer and set-nut, as in Fig. 58.
Small
brass bearing-pieces,
g, bent to a radius from the
centre of the bogie pin, can be soldered on in the
position indicated, the depth from the under side
of the plate being made to coincide with that of the
'
central
washer.

similar.
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The back headstock can be made of mahogany,
and should be planed on both sides till
exactly
5-16ths in. thick, after which the corners can be
slightly rounded.
Fig. 59, are' provided, by
Angle brackets,
means of which the headstock
attached to the sole
bars. These brackets must be riveted or screwed
in position so that their faces come ﬂush with the
ends of the solebars.
Small brass wood screws can
be used for ﬁxing the headstock to the brackets,
the latter being also drilled to take the bolts on the
ends of which the buﬂers are screwed.
It will be noticed that the buﬁers are made a little
longer than those on the engine, as this
usually
the case in actual practice. The drawhook
limilar to the one used on the engine, except that
the squared part which passes through the head
stock
made longer to accommodate the thickness
of the latter.
The drawhook
provided with a.
small bearing-plate of thin sheet brass, which can
be ﬁxed in position by four {-in. brass round
headed wood screws as depicted in Fig. 57.
The connecting piece between engine and coach
can be dealt with next.
Details of this part are
given full size in Fig. 60. The two girder pieces,
and
should be of mild-steel plate, i-ioth in. thick
and
in. wide, bent to the shape shown. Now drill
two holes to take the stay bolt
which can be made
from a piece of {-in. silver steel, being screwed at

by Pro
London
In six
The Gresham Publishing Company.
volumes; 9s. net per volume.
30 successful
was the ﬁrst issue of this very
complete work of reference that a new edition
The rapid progress of
has now been published.
electrical science has, of coursa, necessitated a
very complete revision of the text, and in looking
evident that this
through the volumes before us
The new
has been done with considerable care.
subjects discussed in the present edition include
machines, turbo-generators,
commutating
pole
commutator motors. The switch
and single-phase
while
gear article has been entirely re—writtcn,
metallic ﬁlament lamps and electric motor~cars
have also been brought up-to-date in their treat~
ment. Other subjects which have similarly been
much improved are radio-telegraphy, radio-tele~
and
the central-battery
system. An
phony,
an ana
interesting feature of the last volume
tomical model showing in detail the construction of
a wireless
telegraphy transmitter and receiver.
an admirable survey of the
The work as a whole
exists to-day,
ﬁeld of electrical engineering as
and should be as ussful to the practising engineer
for reference as it will be to the student for self~
The binding, printing, and illus
improvement.
of the same high-class
tration of the volumes
character as in the ﬁrst edition.

ELECTRXC
PRACTICE. Edited
MODERN
fessor Magnus Maclean, M.A., D.Sc.
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Moon. Esmsssn Boo/uDepartment,26—29,Poppin'r Court,
Fleet Street,London, E.C., by remittingthe Published{miceand
the cost 0/ Postage]
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Washer,

either end and provided with four nuts. The bear
ing-plate m can also be of mild steel plate, the ends
of which must be bent at right angles for riveting
to the ends of the girder pieces.
The washer which forms the bearing can be
well swcated on to the under side of the plate,
and a central hole 3-!6ths-in. diameter then drilled
to take the pivot screw provided on the engine.
attached to the
The bridge-piece n, which
girders by pieces of angle-brass, should be brought
up level with the top of the solebars, as indicated
at 0. After screwing the ends of the girder pieces
to the solebars, the joint can be well sweated, and
the projecting ends of the screws ﬁled ﬂush on the
outside.
To complete this end of the underframe two
p, which can be of brass, are ﬂush
angle-pieces
screwed and sweated in position, as shown.
The four pillars which carry the tie-rods can be
turned up out of brass or German silver rod, to the
shape shown in Fig. 61, washers being Slipped on
afterwards and soldered in place to form the feet.
Holes can be drilled in the top edge of solebars,
to take the ends of the pillars, which can be soldered
A touch of solder will also ﬁx the
into the holes.
in position where they butt against the
washers
bottom of the solebars.
German silver wire 1-16th in. diameter will do for
the tie-bars, which should be passed through holes
in the bottom of the pillars and bent up as shown.
The ends can then be soldered to the sides of the
solebars on the inside.
(To be continued.)
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build a miniature railway for the city of Venice.
to be an improvement on anything of the kind
heretofore existing, and in a remarkably short time
Mr. Coit successfully completed the task under
Mr. Kinney’s railway is incor
taken by him.
porated under the California State laws as a steam
railroad company, with the right to condemn
Its president is Carl»
property for a right-of-way.
ton Kinney, aged nine, the youngest railroad
Innes Kinney,
president in the world;
aged
thirteen, is its chief engineer—both ofﬁcers being
sons of Mr. Abbot Kinney.
The mechanical genius
and general manager of the road is, however, Mr.
John J. Coit.
Three years ago the site of Venice was a large

Venice Miniature Railway.
Venice, California.
By Anrnvn W. LINE.
presenting to the readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER the following description of what
is undoubtedly the most complete
transport
ation system of its kind in the. world, it is desired
that the information given shall be of more than
It
mere passing interest to the amateur mechanic.
is earnestly hoped
that this article may aﬁord
technical information of practical value to those
who are promoting in the British Isles that most

IN

FIG.

i.——A GENERAL VIEW

interesting and instructive form of public amuse
ment—the miniature passenger
Brief
railway.
mention of the Venice Miniature Railway has
already been made in THE MODEL ENGINEER, but
this railway possesses so many features of unusual
interest that a more detailed mention is fully
warranted.
The Venice Miniature Railway came into being
at the bidding of Mr. Abbot Kinney, creator of
Venice, who, hearing of Mr. John J. Coit and his
Eastlake Park Railway, invited him to design and

May 27, 1909.
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LOCOMOTIVE.

ﬁat tract of lowlands situated between Ocean Park
and Playa del Rey, on the Paciﬁc Coast in Los
Sand dunes held back
Angeles County, California.
the waves, the surface of the land being only a
This land was drained
few feet above sea-level.
and intersected by cement-lined canals, which were
ﬁlled with sea water. The canals were spanned
by artistic bridges, and a long wharf was built out
At its outer end 70,000
into the Paciﬁc Ocean.
tons of rock were dumped to form a breakwater
600 ft. long, built by special permission of the War

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

follows El Camino Real. At \Vestminster Avenue
and
the roadbed curves sharply to the Rialto
Venus, Aldebaran. and Lion canals on
crosses
reinforced concrete arched bridges. then turning
south along the Riviera it crosses the Grand Canal
on another arched
bridge. At the junction 0!
Riviera and Mildred Avenue the line curves to the
west, crossing the Venice-Player del Rey Canal on
and following the
a. steel and concrete
bridge,

and according to Government speci
Department,
fications.
This is the only private breakwater in
the United States.
Streets
were laid out, large
buildings sprang up as if by magic, and Venice
became a city.
The architecture is Venetian in
character and colouring, and gondolas gliding along
the canals complete the illusion.
The object in
building the railway was twofold—as a source of
interest and amusement to visitors, and also to

Flo. 2.—FRONT
provide
oi

.
t'yl‘he

transportation

for regular residents of the

the railway is clearly
the map of Venice (Fig. 6).
Leaving
Windward Avenue station the track runs in a
direction and parallel to the
general easterly
tracks of the Los Angeles-Paciﬁc Railroad to Lake
Avenue station, where it curves to the west and

route traversed by

shown on

489

VII-NV

0F

Locouorive.

outbound track to the business district, where a
curve is made around the Post Ofﬁce building to
the starting point.
PROPERTY.
Rig/zl-ol-way and R0adbed.—About 7,500 ft. oi
main line right-oi-way, also necessary ground space
About two miles
for stations, yards and buildings.
of iR-in. track, including switches and side tracks.

The Model Engineer and hlectrlclan.

and
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is

\Vindward
Avenue
Buildings and Shops—At
station the only building
a small square ticket
ofﬁce
with
for
two
ticket
sellers.
provision
Outside the ofﬁce. seats are provided for waiting
passengers The miniature train stops' close to
the main line of the Los Angeles-Paciﬁc Railroad.
and passengers step from one train on to the other.
A hydrant opposite where the locomotive stops
supplies water while waiting.
Lake Avenue station
without doubt the most
miniature railway head-quarters in‘_ the
complete
world. The station grounds are 475 ft. long with
a maximum width of mo It.
A scale plan of the
shown in Fig,
while a good idea of the
yards

AT

WINDwARn
Conductor

7.

AVENUE STATION.
L. IV. Chasr.

[Ocean Park, Cal.

&

may be obtained irom Fig
general appearance
Since this photograph was taken many trees and
ﬂowers have been planted in the yards and along
the track, adding greatly to the attractiveness of the
\‘Vithin the yard limits are ﬁve switches
railway.
and 1,4i5 ft. of single track, disposed as follows :—
.
Main track
475
..
..
..
..
Loop line
310
..
..
..
118
..
Cartracks
..
..
210
..
..
Car house
..
. .
212
Locomotive tracks . .
..
. .
..
..
20
Turntable
. .
..
..
Roundhouse .
70
.
.

1,41

5

is

is

is

stations

.

There are ﬁve split switches on the system. all
in Lake Avenue yards. The frogs are of the
rigid pattern. the rail formations being
riveted to a steel plate.
Each switch
operated
from a target switch stand of the usual type, which
can be padlocked in open or closed position.
The track was laid under Mr. Coit's direction and
ballasted throughout with gravel.
It is a very
solid roadbed and permits of high speed with
With the exception of the arched bridges,
safety.
the track
Windward Avenue
practically level.
loop is, howeverI a few feet higher than the level
of most of the track.
The highest points on the
line are on the Lion Canal bridge and at Windward
Avenue. The heaviest grade of ll per cent. is__on
the approach to Lion Canal bridge.
Signs of a. distinctive character are used at all
road crossings, while whistle posts call the engine~
being
usual

when approaching

This

scale length of 4,245 ft., or
equivalent to
of a mile on a full-size railway.

eight~tenths

a

FIG. 3.-—\\'Ai'rii\'c FOR PASSENGERS
Engineer john
Coit.‘

joy,]

].

Photo by Fan

men's
attention
crossings.

May 27, 1909.
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2—6—2 steam locomotives
Rolling‘stock.—Two
with 8-wheel tenders, ten 8»wheel passenger cars,
two S-wheel ﬂat cars. one 8-wheel tank car.
double track car house. one
Buildings—One
three<stall roundhouse, one turntable, one water
tank, three oil tanks, one ticket ofﬁce.
Track and Roadbed.—The route trackage of the
amounts to 9,566 ft. or 18 miles. while
system
secondary tracks of 940 ft. make a grand total _of
10.506 ft. or practically two miles.
rails weighing 12 lbs.
The gauge is 18 ins. and
to the yard and 30 ft. long are used. being laid
with joints alternated. Crossties of Oregon pine.
ins. wide,
ins. deep, and 36 ins. long are laid
on 2-ft. centres. the rails being fastened down with
i~in. by 3~in. iron spikes.

is
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The car house (Fig. I!) is no it. long and 20 it.
\\ide, having two tracks and space for ten cars.
The car entrances are ﬁtted with double doors, and
at the other end of the building are the carpenter
and paint shops.

Fro. 4.—RElNFORCED

CONCRETE

1
l

RAILWAY

The roundhouse (Fig. 9) is an interesting iea<
ture,
and is equipped with all the proper con
veniences and appliances.
Each of the three stalls
is provided with a pit, properly drained, also an
adjustable smoke bonnet, which ﬁts down on top
To the lett are tanks for kerosene,
of smoke stack.
gasoline} and lubricating oils, and on the right are
small supplies.
The ofﬁce and store
bins for
room contains drawing desk and a full supply of
The enginemen’s room is ﬁtted
engine materials.
up as an attractive sleeping apartment.

The turntable (Fig. 9) is 20 it. long and 5 ft.
wide, balanced
on the centre bearing, and with
four wheels running on a single rail circular track.
The oil and water tanks are shown in Fig. 8.
The two nearest tanks are for fuel oil and are of a

AND

ROAD

BRIDGE, VENICE, CAL.

combined capacity of 1.000 gallons.
The other
tank contains 500 gallons of water.
Engines
stopping below take supplies directly from these
tanks, connections from which are also laid to the
rear of each roundhouse stall.
At the rear 01 the
roundhouse is a large fuel oil storage tank sunk in
the ground, into which oil is delivered by gravity
from oil wagons or cars in large quantities.
From
this tank oil is transferred to the service tanks by
means of a steam pump. supplied from one of the
looomotive boilers.

\

Fio. 5.—'I‘Rsm

ON \VINDWARD Avenue

CURVE,

VENICE, CAL.

Electrician.
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to the foot or one-third, the gauge of :8 ins. being
almost one-third of it. 85 ins., and other dimensions
The 20-in. drivers
being about the same proportion.
it. on a
diameters ol
of these engines represent
quite usual. The
full-size locomotive, which
relative scale speeds of these locomotives would.
5

is

Loeonorrvss.

Data.—The two locomotives are of the
2-6—2 or "Prairie" type, with eight-wheel
They are very
tenders,
and cost $4,5i0 each.
handsome and are ﬁnished in black, with brass rails
The various
and trimmings and silver lettering.
General

and
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be three

:

times

that of the actual speeds,

i

therefore,

thus :—-

scale speed of 90 mph.
..
i.
n
75
60
..
..
..
..
..
45
i5
l0
..
30
The steadiness oi the train when running last is
fact,
Curve
until
a.
reached
not
remarkable—in
Nevertheless, a
realised.
that the high speed
about as fast as the
scale speed of _60 m.p.h.

mph,

is is

is

,

..
..
..

it

30
25
20

is
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is

photographs show the general proportions, powerful
to the actual
and close resemblance
appearance,
small driving
The comparatively
prototype.
wheels give the appearance
of a freight rather than
a passenger engine.
Very sharp curves and heavy
the use of small drivers, and
grades necessitated
these in turn permitted a larger boiler capable of
supplying enough steam to maintain high speeds.
Speeds of 30 miles an hour have been made with a
good load, and 20 miles an hour
commonly made.
This railway
ins.
built to a scale of about

May 27. 1909
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writer cares to travel on an 18-in. gauge track. On
account of the high centre of gravity the engines roll
considerably more than the cars, though not more so
than full-size locomotives under similar conditions.
Length, engine and tender, 19 ft. 8 ins.; scale
length. 59 ft.
Height, 4 ft. 11 ins.; scale height, 14 ft. 9 ins.

Width, 3 ft. 7 ins.
Total weight empty, 9,260 lbs.
Total weight in working order,

The

1

l

l

11,027 lbs.

locomotives were built from Mr. Coit's
designs by Johnson Machine \Vorks, Los Angeles. Cal.
A group of wheels during construction will be shown
in Fig. 15 June 10th issue.

1'

Electrician.

Exhaust ports, 5 ins. by 1} ins.
Piston-rod, 1 in. diameter.
ins.
Guides—upper, 2% ins. by 4}in. ; lower,
by i in.
shoes—bronze, 7 ins. long.
Crosshead
Main rod, 27 ins. between centres.
Main crank pins, 21- ins. by 1% ins. diameter.
Side rod pins, 1% ins. by 1} ins.
Main rod bearings, strapped bronze.
Side rod bearings, bushed bronze.
As is usual in American practice the cylinder,
steam chest and saddle are cast in one piece (Fig. 20).
Running Gran—The running gear consists of six
coupled driving wheels and a leading and trailing

ll
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AVENUE STATION FROM THE Rounnnousn: LOCOMOTIVE
DECORATED
VENICE CAN BE SEEN IN THE DISTANCE.
HOLIDAY.

width, 1% ins.; llange width.
Standards—Tread
"
“
straight
depth, ;? in. Brake system,
Air hose coupling,
air. Train line pipe, 4} in.
Westinghouse standard in miniature, with fin. gas
ket Opening. Couplers, M.C.B. standard in miniature.
Height of coupler centres above rail, 11 ins.
engine
Engine.—The
proper is of the simple
slide-valve type. The valves are
two-cylinder
actuated by an external motion designed by Mr.
Coit.
Fig. I 3 shows the valve and driving gear
of No. 1 ; a few minor details were changed in No. 2.
The piston packing consists of two cast‘iron rings,
At
} in. by {- in., with water grooves between.
The
pressure
33 h.-p. is developed.
175 lbs.
principal dimensions are :—
Cylinders, 5 ins. diameter, 7-in. stroke.
Width of ports, 5 ins.
Steam ports, 5 ins. by i-in.
5 in. ; ﬂange

FOR

NATIONAL

Each truck has a swing bolster which
pony truck.
is connected
by equaliser bars to the driving axle
boxes.
The axle-boxes are underhung with cellar
and spring hanger in one casting.
The frames are
steel forged and bolted together.
The chief dimen

sions follow :—
Driving wheels, 20 ins. diameter.
Truck wheels, 11);- ins. diameter.
Wheel materials—cast-iron centres, steel tyres.
\Veight on drivers, 6,000 lbs.
\Veight on- truck wheels. 1,900 lbs.
Driving journals, 3 ins. by 2:} ins. diameter.
Truck journals, 2 ins. by 1} ins. diameter.
\Vheelbases—leader to front driver, 34 ins;
drivers, 22 ins. ; rear driver to
between
trailer, 24 ins. ; rigid, 44 ins. ; total, 102 ins.
Total length, pilot to cab deck, 11 ft. 6 ins.
(To be continued.)
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A Bazaar Electrical Exhibition.
By R.

G.

N view of recent enquiries as to suitable appara
tus to exhibit at a. bazaar, a short account
of a “show” which I gave
recently. with
marked success, numerically and ﬁnancially, may be
of interest to some of your readers.
The first step, of course, is the programme, and
this I decided should include electrical appz-ratus
for heating, cooking, and power, as well as some
induction coil experiments. I therefore paid a visit
to the Council's electricity showroom, and obtained
the loan (gratis) of a radiator, kettle, bed-warmer,
motor,
machine
coffee
percolator, iron, sewing
and fan, as being fairly representative
articles of domesticated electricity.
This.
with the addition of my own apparatus.
which included a 5-in. spark coil, focus
"
“
tube, and screen. ball oscillator,
Tesla
coil. and wireless telegraphic receiver, I
decided
was sufﬁcient for an interesting
half-hour’s entertainment.
“
Bazaar
The next step was to see the
Book" secretary, and. getting a page
allotted to me, I proceeded to draw up
a startling advertisement, something on
the following lines :—“ A Marvellous Ex
hibition of Extra High Potential Elec»
tricity will be given . . . .” (here follow
particulars of exhibitors, times.
place,
“
Daring Electrical Experiments:
etc.).
—Lighting up the Building through the ‘
body, Rontgen (X) Rays, Tesla Currents.
Wireless Telegraphy, and other startling
up-to-date experiments, including the
spectacular 'Cage of Death,‘ using cur
rents at 3,000,000 volts. Also Heating
and
accompanied
Cooking Apparatus,"
a
of
illustration
by an appropriate

May :7, 1909.

Touching briefly
Now for the acutal show.
on the salient advantages of the various heating
and cooking apparatus, all of which were, of course,
working, we arrived at the second, or extra high
potential part of the programme. Here I gave a
brief outline of the action of wireless telegraphy,
followed by practical signalling. Then came spark

dischargesianrl their relation to lightning. illustrated
by a letter-ﬁle used as a lightning conductor, and
cIOud,
the
an insulated tinplate as the charged
"
“
conductor
discharge taking place between the
“
cloud."
Tesla currents were exhibited
and the
then,
by taking the discharges to the ﬁngers;
attaching a wire to one terminal and earthing the
other, I was enabled to pass among the audience.
drawing sparks from the nose, ear, hair, chin, etc.,
and also to light vacuum tubes in a similar way.

skeleton.
As an additional attraction, as men
above,
I made a " Cage of
tioned
Death,” which can be seen in the illus
tration, and merely consists of half-a
dozen hoops of iron wire, 4 ft. diameter.
and spaced
9 ins. apart, supported by
insulating tape, from a child’s hoop of
similar size.
The cords are fastened at
the centre to a lampholder (which carries
a red lamp), and suspended
from a cord
"
"
cage
passing over a pulley, so that the
can be raised for easy entrance and exit.
to
Altemate loops are then connected
to opposite poles of the.
gether,
and
Sous or rnr. Are-mares user) AT A BAZAAR ELECTRICAL
Tesla coil, so that when
the operator
EXHIBITION.
goes inside and "shorts"
neighbouring
“
cage" with metal rods,
hoops of the
brilliant ﬂashes are obtained, while, of course, he
Then came the "Cage of Death." as previousl.v
described, and ﬁnally X-rays, which, after exhibith
feels nothing, or only very slight shocks.
a few common objects, the audience,
For the current supply, the main fuse board bus
invariably to
a man, accepted the invitation to examine parts of
bars were tapped, and a pair of 7/22 leads taken
their own anatomy.
away to the appointed room, through io'amp.
bridge fuses, thus allowing the fuses to be taken
As to the ﬁnancial result—well, an average of
“
"
A
out and wires left
dead
twenty-two people per show, at 3d. each, four
when not in use.
shows per evening, for three evenings, resulting in
couple of trestle tables were used, thus enabling
me to screw down the terminal board. switches.
[3 6s.. cannot be considered bad when one remembers
the strenuous opposition of marionettes, half
fuses, sockets, etc., without thought of unpleasant
interviews afterwards.
hourly concerts, shooting gallery, cocoa-nut shies
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washing,

nail-driving

hat»dressing,

etc.

competitions,

I

Before concluding,
may say that, as we had an
“
Juice," I made a resistance in
ample supply of
shunt across the mains, combined of 36 S.C.C.
(four strands), and seven 32 c.»p. no-volt lamps,
carrying 9 a. at 2.30 volts. and operated the coil
therefrom by tapplng otf about 25—30 volts, which
the coil about 5&6
gives
amps.——thus doing away with
the worry of accumulators.
Finally, a couple of smart
boys, about fourteen years
of age, should be co-opted,
for switching
in and out,
altering connections, etc., so
that the speaker
may be
left entirely free to operate
the various apparatus. with
out the necessity of awkward
pauses while a chase is made
after an elusive wire, or warm
language used as a result of
Needless
to
nasty shocks.
say, the boys should be well
work
drilled for their
pre
viously. so that no mistakes
made,
and
this being
may be
so, an enjoyable and enter
taining half-hour can be con
fidently promised.

THE discovery of oil at
Gebel Genesah, which is on
the Red Sea coast, about i5o
has
miles
south of Suez,
aroused considerable interest
in
in
circles
commercial
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Boring Lathe Headstocks.

I

By H. Dawson.
N making a lathe the boring of the heads is
rather a source of worry to the amateur,
and even when he has decided
to have the

GENERAL View OF THE APPARATUS.
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outside, there is
done
no guarantee that it will be
The use
done accurately.
fulness and efﬁciency of the
lathe is dependent on the
true alignment of centres.
The followmg is a descrip
tion of the method I em~
ployed in boring the head
stocks of a 5-in. centre screw

job
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The method
to any size
with very little modiﬁcation.
In cases where the lathe bed
is not long enough for boring

cutting
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CONNECTIONS.

if the supply of oil turns out to becopious
Egypt.
and perennial, it will be of enormous value to Egypt
and the Soudan.
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lathe.

be applied

heads together,
head
the
one
wall be bored at a time, the
bar being shortened as neces‘
sitated. Some readers may
prefer to bore each head
separately on account of long

being required
boring-bar
when both heads are done
together ‘
The lathe bed is ﬁrst truly
surfaced
up and the way
made
The head
paralleL
stocks are planed or chipped
the bottom to bed ﬁrmly on lathe bed, and
snugs or tenons are made a neat ﬁt between
shears of the bed.
The tailstock ought to be
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titted so that there is no shake, and as
an amateur's lathe is not going to be
in use every day, there will be no
harm if the tailstock is ﬁtted so tightly
as to require a little etiort to move
it along the bed.
If this be done, there
is less likelihood of the taiistock getting
out of alignment.
The headstocks may now be marked
off, and this may be done on the lathe
bed.
Plug the holes to be bored with
hardwood plugs, flush with face of
casting. A template of sheet iron is
made, as shown in Fig. i. .This tem~
plate must ﬁt very snugly between
the ways of the bed, and the edge A
must be at right angles to the sur
‘
face of bed.
To ensure correct alignment, this template must only be used
one way before; otherwise, if the face
A is not exactly at right angles to the
bed, the error will be doubled on re—
versing the template, as shown somewhat exaggerated
The
in Fig. 2.
headstock
set on bed and the template set up against it, and a line
scribed vertically.
This
done on
A hori
each end of each headstock.
zontal line
when the
also scribed,
headstocks are resting on the bed, by
means of a scribing block set to exact
circle, the
height of lathe centres.
size of bore, may now be scribed with
the dividers, using the intersection of
the two lines as a centre.
The circle
should be marked at several places
with a centre-punch.
The three bearings for bar may now
be taken in hand.
They are con'
ins.
structed of hardwood about
ins. by 6% ins. high.
The joint
by
is made on the centre line of lathe
centres.
Two bolts, with a plate on
hold
the under side of lathe ways,
these bearing blocks in position and
also serve to hold the cap.
The posi
tion of these bolts must be clear of
A hole
bored in the
boring-bar.
ins. diameter,
bearing blocks about
as near alignable with lathe centres
as possible, and a few wide saw-cuts
are made around this hole, as shown
in Fig. 3. These sawcuts are to give
metal which
key to the anti-friction
Holes
poured around the bar.
must be bored in cap to allow of this
metal being run in.
To centre the boring-bar and en
sure
its alignment,
two templates
by Fig.
will be needed.
(shown
The method of setting out will be
The
gathered
from the drawing.
notches make an angle of 90°.
The
templates are of sheet iron and are
screwed
to blocks of
wood,
which
have strips fastened
to them which
are a tight ﬁt between
of
the ways
bed and at right angles
to face of
block. Secure the block to lathe bed
into posi
and ﬁx template, getting
tion by means of template (Fig. I).

,
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so that the centre line A of both templates coins
cide and the height of centre, as marked on
template (Fig. i), coincides with the top of tem
plate (Fig. 4). The templates must be ﬁxed to
the wood blocks opposite hands—one right and
one left.
Having ﬁxed the template to each block,

0; /
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It the circle made by the pointer
the headstocks.
does not coincide with the scribed circle, the bar
is not parallel to centres, unless the error is in one
direction only, such as to one side or too high or
too low.
The amount of error must be equal on

dz.

fasten the two blocks down on bed with the tem
plates touching each other, as in Fig. 5.
It will
then be seen if the notches are parallel and at the
sameilevel. .Any inaccuracy must now be removed
The edges of the notches may,
by ﬁling until true.
With advantage, be bevelled 05 a little on the face
next to wood block.

all headstocks and in the same position. Apply
a little oil to the bar where it passes through bearing
blocks and fasten up the ends of holes in blocks
with clay, being careful not to disturb the position
of boring-bar in the notches.
_
Anti-friction metal is now run into the bearing
This metal forms a bearing
blocks around the bar.

17;;
The boring bar may now be prepared. The
bar itself is r in. diameter, and the cutters are of
i-in. round steel, held in position by 3-16ths-in.
For the larger holes it will be neces
grub—screws.
sary to provide a collar to steady the cutter.
A screw to give feed to the bar will be required.
This may be I; in. diameter. The length need not
be suﬁicient to give the total feed the bar requires
The screw can be run back
at one application.
after being used to its capacity, and the position
moved towards the bar.
of the bracket
The
bracket is of 3-in. by fin. ﬂat, and is held to lathe
bed by a bolt and plate.
The bar may be turned by means of a handle
or a ratchet brace.
In the latter case the feed-screw
previously described will not be required, but the
bracket can be used to provide the necessary thrust
for feeding the brace.

for the bar, and as soon as it is hard the clay may
be removed and the boring proeeeded with.
It will be seen that the use of the anti-friction
metal does away with any packing, and providing
the templates (Fig. 4) have been carefully made,
and the headstocks ﬁt the bed without any shake,
a. true hole will be bored both parallel to bed and
alignable with centre line of bed.
The back-gear bearings are bored out in a similar
A wood block, as shown in Fig. 3, is
manner.
ﬁxed to two of the bearing blocks by means of
The bar is threaded through and supported
screws.
at each end by template (Fig. 4). The antidriction
metal is then run in, the same as in the main bearing
blocks. The necessary feed may be given by using
the screw and bracket used for main bearings,
by bolting to the spare bearing b10ck, as in Fig. 6.

and bearing blocks must be ﬁrmly bolted down
to lathe bed, in the position indicated on drawing,
and the bar threaded through.
The blocks carry
ing the templates (Fig. 4) must also be bolted down
at each end of the boring-bar, clear of bearing blocks.
-The bar will now be supported in the notches,
and will be in alignment with lathe bed.
A pointer
is ﬁxed in the position for cutter and the bar revolved
to see if it corresponds with the circle scribed on

Tu]: Canadian Government have, it is stated,
appropriated £3,000 for the erection in Ottawa of a
fuel-testing plant. It will deal chieﬂy with peat.
with the object of solving the problem ol utilising
the peat bogs by converting peat into producer gas
from which electricity can in turn be generated.
A
peat bog will also be secured. and a plant laid down
to demonstrate the best methods of converting the
raw material into fuel.

Having everything now prepared, the headstocks
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Motor Cycle

Notes.

By " PntENIX.”
An Opening Note.
The
in
Editorial
announcement
appearing
last week's issue might, in itself, be considered a
sufﬁcient introduction to these Notes as a new
feature of THE MODEL ENGINEER; but as the one
who will be responsible
for their conduct in the
future, I may perhaps appropriately add a few
words in the light of a preface to what will follow
on the same subject in this and succeeding
issues.
It is a well—established fact that, among the
readers,
many thousands of THE MODEL ENGINEER
there is a large proportion which takes the keenest
interest in matters pertaining to the mechanics
and working of the petrol engine, including practical
users of motor cycles, tricars, and other light forms
of motor road vehicles, and also those who conﬁne
to a study of the same, as apart from
themselves
the man who owns and uses a high‘powered. heavy
car (without, perhaps, ever troubling to look inside
the bonnet), and it is within these limits that the
matter dealt with in the Notes will be conﬁned.
As a motor cyclist who has gained whatever
knowledge of the subject he possesses in the practi
cal, if at times somewhat hard, school of actual
in hard driving and roadside repairs,
experience
I shall hope to be able to assist those who, ﬁnding
themselves
in any difﬁculty connected
with the
use, maintenance, or study of the petrol motor,
Notes,
care to consult these
and where they fail
to obtain in this way the information they desire,
on mat
they may rely upon it that correspondence
ters coming within the prescribed scope will at
all times be cordially welcomed
and openly dis
cussed. while particulars relating to workshop and
roadside repairs will receive special consideration.

In Trouble

with

the Carburetter.

The other day I came across a heavy, high
powered twin-motor bicycle, with sidecar attached,
which had failed on this occasion to climb a hill
which formerly it had always easily surmounted.
The owner, who was driving, told me that on the
revious day he had had the rod and lever mechan
ism controlling the throttle and air-shutter of the B.
and B. carburetter removed, and in its place a set
of handle-bar control ﬁttings, with Bowden wire
and spring movements, substituted.
The action
of this particular type of control was such that
the throttle and air-levers—and, indeed, every part
of the carburetter itself—remained as originally
ﬁtted, no alterations being needed outside of the
means for effecting the motion of the gas and air
levers.
The trouble was that the wire and spring
arrangement did not allow of a full opening of the
throttle;
indeed,
as then adjusted, only about
ﬁve-eighths opening could be obtained.
Following
the line of movement between
the levers on the
handle-bar and those on the carburetter. it was
seen that to secure proper opening of the throttle
it would be necessary to set the handlebar lever
so as to allow of a. pull approximately equal to
three-quarters of the circle—a. most inconvenient
of movement, and one which was never
range
intended. As a temporary measure,
time being
limited, we disconnected the throttle lever on the
carburetter from its boss, and set it so that the
throttle had already started opening when the

and
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“
shut "
handle-bar lever controlling it was in the
In the B. & B. carburettor there is a
position.
stop-pin which limits the movement of the throttle
in the closing direction, and it is by this means
easy to know precisely when the shut position has
Then, by turning
the spindle
been
reached.
slightly in the opposite direction, a small amount
of .opening can be afforded to begin with, so that
by the time the handle-bar control lever reaches
the limit of its opening movement, a full or nearly
It may—
full throttle Opening has been obtained.
referred to—be
as was the case on the occasion
necessary to make one or two attempts before the
correct position can be established, and not until
the throttle has been so adjusted that one cylinder
only will just ﬁre with the handle-bar lever shut
right off, will it be possible to get proper work out
In the case of a single-cylinder
of the engine.
motor, the same procedure could be followed,
left slightly open when the
the throttle being
handle-bar lever is in the fully closed position.

Magneto Drives.
Of the various methods employed for driving
the armature shafts of magnetos, that which employs
a train of gearwheels
appears to me to be on the
With this a very
whole the most satisfactory.
large mileage may be put up before any appreciable
wear shows itself, provided that proper lubrication
is assured, and most engines are to be relied upon
It
automatically.
to look after this themselves
is, however,
prudent to regularly oil the gears
through the helmet oiler, and not to trust entirely
to the fact that the splash system responsible for
the lubrication of the engine itself distributes oil
to the magneto driving gear as well. A totally
enclosed chain is another good method of driving,
although in my opinion not quite so good as the
ﬁt chain
other one mentioned. Some makers
drives which are only partially enclosed, and it
was with one of these that l, last year, experienced
The chain
a rather curious roadside breakdown.
was ﬁtted in an open-backed casing, and in passing
over some rough ground at a fair speed, a small
"
"
from
stone would appear to have
picked up
or other got wedged
the roadway and somehow
in between the chain and the armature shaft sprocket
wheel.
The result was, ﬁrstly, to shift the magneto
out of its true position on the platform which
carried it, and, secondly, to break the driving chain.
All this happened in a few moments and before
The makers, on
the engine
could be stopped.
being informed of the circumstances, stated that
and with some
in the whole of their experience.
hundreds of these open chain-drives in use, they
had never heard of a similar occurrence.
No doubt it was a rather unusual thing to happen,
but it meant a long and weary trudge, pushing the
machine to the next town, where i had to leave it
until the correct size of chain could be procured
and ﬁtted.
afterwards cut—out of a stitl piece
of heet tin—a backing for the chain case. lapping
over the edges at intervals, and securing by means
of small setscrews to the aluminium body, which
served to protect the chain at the front, and in
this way not only was a recurrence of the mishap
made impossible, but the chain was kept free from
it. I,
dust and grit, which previously reached
later, heard of other instances where trouble had
been experienced with
these
partially enclosed
magneto chains. Some users had discarded alt0~

l
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The Future of the Tricar.

weight
motor bicycle, among
modern
types,
was classed by the majority of motorists as little
i
more than a toy, or at best a motor assisted pedal
bicycle.
Now it has assumed a deﬁnite and well
established status, with a ﬁeld of its own, and i
possessing
many advantages which it is impossible
to provide in the heavier and more powerful types.
There is a large section of the public to whom, for
one reason or another, the idea of having to manage
a single-track motor vehicle, weighing anything
from 160 to 240 lbs. or more, does not appeal,
and to such a well-designed machine of moderate
weight and engine-power specially commends itself.
It is little short of wonderful what can be achieved
with some of the best-known makes of lightweight
motor cycles in the way of speed and endurance
on the road, and this is generally accompanied
by ease of manipulation and handling at all times.
I recently had an opportunity of testing the 2 h.-p.
Moto-Réve—a
machine which, on account of its
excellent design,
construction, and ap arance,
has lately advanced very considerably in public
favour.
Although built at the commencement of
the present year, the machine
I rode was not
the latest model, but, except in the matter of ﬁnish,
and one or two minor details of construction,
both engine and machine
approximated t0 the
makers’ latest production.
The engine ran with
consistent sweetness
throughout, exhibiting re
markable hill-climbing powers for such a low horse
power, and ﬁring regularly at high and low speeds
alike.
The ease of control and general sense of
comfort and adaptability to the varying circum
stances, combined to make the run a very pleasur
able experience.
Only once did I have to give
the engine pedal assistance on a hill, and that was
when way on the machine had been considerably
reduced on account of the movements of other.
The engine, after this, picked up speed
trafﬁc.
very smartly and surmounted the grade without
further difﬁculty.
"
The engine is of the V" type, with t win-cylinders,
It has automatic
50 mm. bore by 70 mm. stroke.
inlet valves and mechanically operated
exhaust
valves, the latter actuated by variable tappets.
The carburetter is of quite a new design.
It is
of the spray pattern, and controlled by means of
a single lever on
the
handlebar.
Ignition is
eﬂ'ected by a very small and light magneto,
the
driving mechanism of which consists
of large
eccentric pinions, known as the Gianoli drive.
The gear is totally cased in, and entirely dustproof.
The transmission is by V-belt, with 6l-to-r gear.
The tank holds 1 gallon of petrol and l qrt. of
engine oil, the total weight of the machine, with
all on, being about 90 lbs.
To a model engineer,
whose every instinct leans in the direction of study
ing the construction
and working of light and
accurately made machinery, the Moto-Réve engine
provides a source of intelligent delight, even apart

It is as yet, perhaps, somewhat doubtful whether
the present season will see anything in the nature
of a revival of the popularity formerly enjoyed
by the tricar, and which, during recent years,
has been steadily, it slowly, declining.
Consxdera
tions of price and weight have doubtless been to a

great extent responsible for this state of affairs,
and the fact that the sidecar, although otherwise
an unsatisfactory contrivance in many respects
permits of easy attachment and detachment, thus
enabling the owner to quickly alter his conveyance
from a one-seater into a two-seater, or vice versa.
at will, has provided an added factor in the situation.
Now, however, there are not wanting signs that
there is going to be a demand for a light three
wheeler, with air-cooled engine and simpliﬁed general
design, and the one or two ﬁrms who get started
with this class of vehicle ahead of the others, may
be sure of a market directly they have shown
what the machines are capable of under all condi
tions on the road. The same may be said of the
of
light four-wheeled runabout, the possession
which is generally regarded as the last step to be
taken before entering the ranks of the car-owners
proper. Cardinal points in the design of these
vehicles of small proportions, so far
passenger
as the engine and gears are concerned,
are sim
plicity and accessibility, and for the vehicle as a
whole,
cost,
reasonable
both as regards initial
cost and maintenance expenses.
These advantages
secured, there would, I ﬁrmly believe, very quickly
follow that demand for which makers have of late
been looking in vain.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

[The Editor hunts under: to make use 0/ this column for lie [alt
discussion0/ mallrn 0/ prartmll and mulual mlt‘nsl. Ldlas
may bi! signed with I nom-de-plume if dcsind, bill the
mm and addrrsr 0/ the send” uusr invariably be attach“,
lkongll not muss”in for publication.)

Automatic Flushing Apparatus for a Sign.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SiR,—I notice in your issue of April 8th

that a querist. W.M., wishes for information respect
ing an automatic ﬂashing apparatus for a sign.
I append a description of an apparatus for this
purpose which I came across a year_ or two ago,
and which, I think, will be more satisfactory and
as platinum is not required, except
also cheaper,
for the contacts.
.
This apparatus consists of a thin copper strip
ins. wide.
This is ﬁrmly
about 4 ins. long and
to two porcelain blocks, leaving about.
secured
this portion
ins. unsupported;
slightly bent,
A platinum
and has a small resistance wound on.
tipped contact-screw A
supported above the
is

I

14}

An Efficient Lightweight Motor Bicycle.
A year or so ago what is known as the “ light
”

from the actual purpose for which it is primarily
intended to be used.
I am shortly to have placed at my disposal
one of the latest pattern Moto-Réve lightweight
motor bicycles for trial purposes, and this I intend
to subject to what, for such a small and low-powered
engine, will constitute a very searching road test,
upon the results of which I shall have something
to say in a later issue.

is

the open-backed casings, considering it pre
gether
erable to leave the chain altogether free rather
than to have a casing which did not altogether
it, while others had had backs ﬁtted,
enclose
in the same way as I had.
I also noticed that
in the next lot of machines sent out from the same
factory the magneto driving chains were ﬁtted in
dustproof aluminium cases.
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centre of the strip, and serves to make contact for

Cop/oer- sfr'l'p

Supp/y

of

fer-mind

In connection with the connecting-rod,

Force/a I'fl b/OC/K

B
Sign

hum/o

A)

suggest that the web at the big end be
up the whole of the side of the rod, as
my amended drawings. This will reduce
pressive stresses and strengthen the rod
ably; at present it seems rather slight.
The other details of the design are,

/:

This breaks

the circuit between
the copper strip
and the screw A. The circuit is not completely
broken, as the current ﬁnds its way through the
high resistance B, thus dimming the lamp. This
resistance
may be a similar lamp to that used for
the sign.
When the main circuit
illuminating
broken,
is
the strip immediately begins to cool,
and in doing so soon makes contact again and lights
the sign up. The frequency of the ﬂashes may be
adjusted by raising or lowering the screw A.
When this apparatus was working on a zzo-volt
direct-current circuit there was no appreciable
sparking at the contacts, due to the fact that the
circuit is never actually broken. I believe this
apparatus is the subject of a patent.
Trusting that this may be of use to your corre
F. HOWARD.
>spondent.—Faithfully yours,

Design for

Ii

I

think.

’5. btﬁue
dylllsng AO/e for
- AM
gudgton

Fic. i.

I

should like
very well worked out, and for myself
to thank Mr. Tucker for giving us such a compact
and interesting design—Yours
truly,
Levenshulme.
W. H. LIVENS.

Hydroplane v. " Sharpie "—A Challenge.
To rne EDITOR or The Model Engineer.

b.h.-p. Quick Revolution
Engine.

DEAR Sum—I have read with great interest the

letters of your correspondent Mr. V. \V. Delves
Broughton in April 29th and May 6th issues.
Having built a skimming "sharpie" from Mr.
W.
E. Pike’s design twelve months ago, The

l

J.

i

is

l

Q

To rm: Emron OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR Sm,-—There are one or two
points in conne'ction with the above
design to which I should like to draw
attention.
First, the drawings given of the cross
head are inaccurate, for, were this detail
made to the given dimensions, the small
-end of the connecting-rod would not
enter it. This will be made evident
by referring to Fig. 1 of the accom
panying drawings, which shows a plan
of the proposed crosshead and small
end.
In Figs. 2 and 3 are shown a sug
The
gested amendment to the design.
gudgeon-pin is reduced to 5-16ths in.
diameter to give a little more room
for the small end, which is reduced in
breadth to
in.
The curved back
washcrs, or distance-pieces,
are to pro
vide a ﬂat surface for the small-end
sides to work against.
The reducing
of the breadth of the small end has
necessitated
reducing the extension of
the piston to 3-16ths in.
The washers
can very readily be cut from iL-in. turned
rod, as shown in the accompanying sketch. Re
member to file down and ﬁnish off the ﬂat surfaces,
so that the washer
in. thick in its thickest part,
This will ensure
before drilling to the gudgeon-pin.

Ann/sh off

I would
extended
shown in
the com
consider

5

vForce/a /n
bloc/f

llllill
P.

I'Qj

Con/“def screw/7.

27, 1909.

the holes being at right angles to the ﬂat surfaces.
As far as I can see, the only objection to the
amended
lies in the rather high bearing
design
These for the small
pressures which it admits of.
end will be, assuming 200 the working pressure,
almost exactly 1 ton; but, unless the design of
the crosshead
is radically changed, I do not see
how this objection can be overcome.

ﬂashes.
One end of the heating resistance
is connected
to the copper strip, and the other forms one of the
terminals. The action is as follows: On switching
the sign on, the heated coil warms the copper
strip up, thus causing it to bend downwards.

Re
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May 8th, a large party of the
members visited, at the ﬁrm‘s invitation,
Kerswill Bros, in
the works of Messrs.
Marylebone Lane, “I, to inspect the electric
welding plant recently installed by them. The
visit was doubly interesting by the excellent
lecturette given by Mr. H. H. Harrison, who,
by means of diagrams and photographs, very
clearly explained the action of the machine under
inspection, and also the working of many other weld
ing machines using the same principle, and adapted
to the electric welding of many diverse articles,
such as chains, metal drums for oil, etc., perambu
lator tyres, domestic utensils of enamelled iron, etc.
The machine installed at Messrs. Kerswill's works
utilised for the welding of steel and iron tyres
for carts and wagons, and channel tyres for motor
and other vehicles, its maximum welding capacity
The plant
sq. ins. area.
being a bar of iron of
comprises a motor-generator, receiving continuous
volts,
and giving an alternating
current at 500
then trans~
current at 200 volts. This current
formed in the welding machine to a pressure of only
volts,
the secondary circuit of the trans
to
former forming the jaws of the machine, which held
the ends of the material to be welded, and through
which a very heavy current
passed, some 17,500
amps. being necessary to bring the largest piece
of metal the machine can take to a welding heat.
The quickness with which the necessary tempera
in. by
ture is obtained
astonishing, steel of
ins. section requiring only a matter of seconds
In this
to be brought to a dazzling white heat.
condition. and without being removed from the
machine, the ends to be joined are forced together
by the action of a screw and tapping with a light
Another
hammer sufﬁces to complete the weld.
interesting item was the cold saw used for cutting
The saw
the material to length before welding.

it

Provincial

Societies.

Birmingham.—As previously announced in THE

MODEL ENGINEER, a visit was substituted for
the ordinary monthly meeting
on “'ednesday,
This was to the works of Messrs. Jas.
May 5th.
Co., Ltd., Summer Row, Birmingham,
Carson
and where, at the kind invitation of Mr. Jas
Carson, a most enjoyable and instructive evening
was spent.
Upon arrival at the works. the party,
numbering twenty-four (twenty-two members and
two friends), were accorded a most hearty reception
by Mr. Carson. Immediately upon entering, the
party were faced with
beautifully ﬁnished model
of the L.
N.W.R. Company's "Precursor,"
which was under steam. on the testing board
by Mr. Henry Lea). This model was a
(designed
fine specimen
of workmanship, the detail being
perfect. Mr. Carson took command on the foot
and
started the engine up.
An interesting
plate
feature in connection with this locomotive was
the working of the injector, and under no circum
stances was
at fault. A move was now made to a
model of the G.\V.R. Company’s
four-cylinder
“
Bear,"
Great
in course
of construction.
The
boiler was removed to enable the visitors to witness
the working of the valve gear, and steam was
supplied from an independent boiler. The work
manship on this engine was also of a very high
order. A great many models of other types and
sizes of engines and rolling-stock in various stages
of construction were shown. Great interest was
taken in the various tools and appliances with which
the factory was equipped, showing that this ﬁrm
had provided themselves with most up-to-date
appliances for turning out best work.
Special
reference
should be made to Messrs.
Carson's
new parafﬁn burner, which proved itself an ideal
After a most
burner for ﬁring model locomotives.
Chairman (Mr. H. 5.
enjoyable evening, the
Phillips) proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Jas.
Carson, for the very courteous manner in which he
had received the Society, and taken such pains to
explain the various details. This was seconded
by the Vice-Chairman (Mr. E. Fearn), who coupled
with Mr. Jas. Carson the name of Mr. Rosenberg,
who was at great pains to make the meeting as
entertaining as possible. Mr. Jas. Carson ex
pressed his pleasure at receiving the Society, and
a

people.

so easy to steer when you
As the hydroplane
challenge
know how (not with a length of string),
to run his hydro
Mr. V. \V. Delves~Broughton
“
“ at a
sharpie
given
plane against my skimming
point over a course of :00, 200, or 300 yds., the
runs,
best
three
run,
the
two
out
of
to
or
ﬁrst
faithfully,
decide the question.—Yours
W.
SMITH.
27o. Homsey Road,
Holloway, N.
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of boiler plate, unhardened, was 36 ins. diameter,
provided with coarse teeth, which were quite blunt.
and do not require to be sharp, driven by electric
power at a very high speed.
The material to be
cut
forced against
by a lever action and severed
in a fraction of a second, the action of the saw,
owing to the high speed, being practically to melt
away rather than out the steel and iron in its path.
Both the cutting and welding operations are very
awe-inspiring, the former by reason of the noise
and the fountains of sparks, and the latter by its
complete silence and enormous unseen power. On
the motion of the Secretary, a very hearty vote of
thanks was accorded Messrs. Kerswill Bros. for the
opportunity they had given the members of seeing
the most interesting demonstrations, and to Mr.
Harrison for his most able explanation of the
machine.—-Full information regarding the Society
and forms of application may be obtained from the
Secretary. HERBERT G. RIDDLE, 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green, S.E.

it

When.
I can speak from experience.
driven at a good speed it lifts from 40 to 60
per cent. and skims on top of the water. I'ﬁnd
no trouble in catching, stopping, or steering it _at
high speed, and with a single screw I ﬁnd no list
on my.boat when running.
I might point out that the design on page K53
to have 2 h.-p. on the
ante was never designed
He might just as well have said,
propeller.
plant in it weighing, say, 112 lbs. it Will
put
sink.
As to the Maypole business, in my opinion
nothing more than a mechanical device for lifting
boats out of the'water (which the hydroplane wants
to get speed) and it does away with the art of
running a boat straight and ﬁxing the machinery
After all, Sir, writing will not convince
in securely.
Belvedere.
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direction in which to work. For long ranges of pull a solenoid
used. This consists of
coil of wire wound upon
bobbin
without an iron core. The core is loose and being placed near to
the mouth of the solenoid suckedin when current sent through
the coil. For long range
uece
that the core should be at
least thesamelength as the solenoid.
core usually called the
plunger. We advise you to make bobbin about the samesize as
'0lll'sketch,say with tubeto take in. diameter lunger (seeFig. 2),
he plunger should be made of soft iron and
bobbin of some
non-magnetic material. For working from 50 volts, wind the
bobbins with about lb. No. 38 gaugesec. copper wire; it need
not be wound in precise layers. Provided the current
not on
a
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continuously, the winding should last indeﬁnitely without burning.
you make some trials with the coil, you will get someidea as to
the solution of your problem. The pull will not be uniform but
on
will be fairly even over the middle part of the solenoid.
try to do the work with an electro-magnet,such as indicatec?in
your sketch, you will find that the pull falls 08 enormously as the
distance between the pole and the armature is increased. We
have presumedyou are going to use continuous current. If you
wish to work with alternating current, the
must be
0. They should
laminated. A bundle of soft-iron wires would (plunger
be separatelycoatedwith insulating varnish before being bundled
metal, should
together; the bobbin should be non-metallic, or,
be completelycut through at one placein line with its axis. The
winding for alternating current would be of thicker gauge; try
a

a

1}

a

1

§

1)

the

I

5
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If
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All the pull will be on the end. The hole through centre
for a
guide for a brass spindle with iron end to it.
you think this
too small to lift
lb. through r} ins., pleaselet me have design
for the smallest possiblemagnet to do the work. How long will
be able to usesuch a magnetwithout burning it?
It only possibleto arrive at the proportionsof such an electro
magnet by experiment; we cannot do more than advise you the

Queries and Replies.
[H.533] Model T.B.D.
J. S. (Hampstead) writes: Would
you kindly send me a deck plan of any one of HM. torpedo-boat
destroyersand the dimensionsfor same, for I intend making one
ft. long. I have a steam engine which I intend usin to drive
it, f-in. bore, {-in. stroke. Would you tell me what size 'ler and
drive the on he satisfactorily?
what pressurewould
“
See the article Notes on the csign and Construction of Fast
"
Model Steamers in our issue of October nth, r906. This article
is accom anicd by small scale drawings of a second-classtorpedo
boat, an gives usefulhints on modellin . Our handbook, “ Model
Steamer Building," 7d. post free, woul probably be very helpful
to you. It contains instructions on making a model T.B.D. In
a boiler, we recommendthat you consider the one used
designing
by Mr. 'lysart (describedin our issue of May 14th, 1908) for his
metre launch Harms. His engine was a Q-in. by l-in. with
particularly large ports.
[21.605] Small Lighting Set. G. B. (London) WTitPSI
(r) I have a dynamo, 20 volts 6 amps. I want to have smaller
“
than zo-volt lamps. Can I do so? (2) How many ro-volt Os
ram " lamps can I have on, and how many of ordinar ﬁlament
lamps?
(3) I have got a switchboard with volt- an ampere
meters which I have titted myself as per sketch (not reproduced).
Are they in proper position for connectionsto lamps?
(t) Certainly; you could conveniently use ro-volt lamps. They
would have to be used in sets of two in series. (a) It depends
upon the current which the lamps take, and this depends upon
the candle-power. The total current flowing in all the sets of two
lamps in seriesmust not exceed6 amps. (3) All is correct except
for the voltmeter connections. You have 'oined the voltmeter
in serieswith the main circuit, whereasit
ould be arranged as
a shunt acrossthe two mains.
[H.609] Solenoid for a Stated Pull. F- H- (Rudder!
ﬁeld) writes : Will ou kindly help meout of the following difﬁculty.
gauge and the quantity of wire to put on
I want to know
ins.
magnetas per sketch (Fig.
to lift lb. through spaceof
can get any current up
What will be the current to work on?
to 220volts at amps.
would like them to run on about 50 volts,

27, :909.
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Sheffield.—An ordinary meeting of this Society
was held on Wednesday, May 12th, at Wentworth
Cafe, Pinstone Street, Mr. H. A. Stevens taking the
The minutes of the last meeting were read
chair.
and conﬁrmed, and the chairman then called upon
Mr. S. A. Rhodes for his paper on “Model Making
with Home-made Tools." Mr. Rhodes gave a most
interesting account of the circumstances which led
him to start model making, and showed how, by
the aid of a little ingenuity and perseverance, good
work could be done with home-made tools.
His
back-geared lathe, the headstock of which once
formed part of a sewing machine, was examined
with great interest, and opened the eyes of the
members as to what can be made with very inex
He also handed round for in
pensive materials.
spection three small model engines, including a
small twin cylinder, S.A. boat engine, piston valves,
complete with pump, worked by worm gearing,
which was greatly admired.
The lecture was
listened to with great attention, and a hearty vote
of thanks was accorded to Mr. Rhodes on the
motion of Mr. 0. Brown.
The meeting terminated
at 10.30. Mention of May 26th meeting will be
made later.
New members will at all times be
welcomed. The subscription is 5s. per annum.—
All further information can be had from the Secre
tary, J. A. W001), 133, Hill Street, Shefﬁeld.

May

is

notiﬁed his willingness to assist model-makers
with his advice at all times.
next meetings will be
FUTURE Marzrmos—The
held on \Vednesdays, June 2nd and July 7th, at the
new head-quarters, the White Horse Hotel, Con
Commence 7.30 p.m.—
greve Street, Birmingham.
All information concerning this Society may be
had from the Hon. Secretary, C. H. HAWKESFORD,
3, Boscombe Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
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C. M. (Cricklewood)
acing Yacht.
[21.536] Model
writes: Iwish to buil
model racing yacht about ft. over-all,
and should like to obtain some design to which could build it.
Is there, in some back number, such a design? The lines of a
ro-rater were given in January 23rd (1908)issue but this larger
than require,and reduction always risky
. If Tux Moon.
ENGINEER has not published the lines of such model, could you
give me an information as to where could obtain
what want
”
See the Design for Model Racing Yacht
(New International
Rule) in our issue of April 4th, r907, which probably will suit
your requirements.
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difference exactly equal to the back E.M.F., no decomposition
takes place, and so,
telephonereceiverwere connectedwith it
under these conditions, no sound would be heard. If, now, we
increasethe current ﬂowing through the cell, lg, by submitting
to the inﬂuenceof electricwaves,bubblesof gas will be evolved,
and we shall hear a buzzing in the telephone. From this you will
see that the action of the potential divider is to divide the current
so that under ordinary conditions the water
not decom
but that the slightest decreasein the resistanceof the cel will
causesufﬁcientcurrent to flow throu
to decomposethe water.
"
(2) The wire used in the tential divider was No. 34 Eureka,"
which has resistance0&8 ohms to the yard, and so between
each pair of terminals therewas length of :2 ins. (3) The total
resistanceof circuit dependsupon the resistanceof eachseparate
instrument in the circuit and whether theseare connectedin series
or parallel. (4) Consider Fig. 2, page 229, 1‘40.411 Tar MODEL
ENGINEER. As both switches are set for using the De Forest
recrdver,let us take this case. The current from the 4-volt battery
will go to the first terminalof the potential divider along the lower
wire. Here has two ways to go, and will divide itself inversely
as the resistanceof each path. Part will go through the whole
resistanceof the potential divider and part doWn the vertical wire
to the platinum foil of the De Forest. It will then go through
the receiver, the three-wayswitch on the left, the telephone,and
on to the end of the other terminalsof the potential divider, until
no sound is heard in the telephone. The buuer is an ordinary
electric hell with gong and hammer removed, and
connected
with battery and key. An insulated wire from the pillar of the
contact-breaker wound loosely round the wire connecting the
tuner and the aerials. On using this as transmitter, any message
sentis receivedin the telephone the receiver adjustedcorrectly.
As far as we are aware,there no connectionbetweentheresist
ance of the potential divider and that of the tuner. The tuner
simply servesto enableus to receivedistinctly messagesof different
wave-lt'ngthby altering the length of the aerial. (6) It certainly
might be of advantageto be able to alter the capacity of the con
denser, but we have found that the dimensions given afford
capacity suitable for our threereceiversunder all conditions.
R- H- (Dalmcllington)
[21.479] Running Small Dynamo.
writes
havejust purchased o-volt 3-amp.8-poledrum armature
dynamo. As there are several points would like to know about
shall be much obliged you will answvr the followingquestions
the output in watts of
6-volt 3-amp. dynamo?
—(i) What
possible to drive small motor with a dynamo? (3) In
(2) Is
what direction (lOOkingat end with brushes) should armature of
dynamo revolve
(4) ﬁnd on driving dynamo in either direction
current generated. Should this be the case
If not, can you
say what
the probablecauseof this
(5) Does do any harm
to drive dynamo in the wrong direction? (6) Would
h.-p.
engine be too large to drive this dynamo at required speed?
have r-rGth h.-p. launch engine, but will not drive this dynamo
quick enough. (7) Commutator of disc pattern
fitted. Is
this style an improvrrnent on the other
(8) Would this dynamo
charge
4-volt romp-hour accumulator? If so, how long
would it take?
18 watts. (2) Yes. (3) It may run in either
(1) 3X6
direction. (4) There no occasionfor distress.
No. (6) Yes,
the r-r6th h.-p. engine should be ample. Probab the difference
in size of the two pulleys
not great enough. (7) There
not
to choose between the two types. (8) Yes, about ﬁve
Imuch
ours.

a

experiment. You will find a differencein the
alternating current and may have to use a
on do not get the length of pull required, try
of plunger.
A- E- C- (Paisley)
[11.446] Resonance Light Vibrations.
writes: Will you kindly let me know what would be the best, also
the size of apparatus to use, as a simple illustration of resonance,
so as to be heard over a large hall. \Vould a tuning fork over a
variable column of air 've a loud enough sound, or is there any
better arrangement?
want to stop the vibrator suddenly, and
then just to hear the sound due to resonanceat the resonator.
I was looking up some vibration rates and find one book gives
red rays .is 400 billion per sec.; violet rays as 800 billion per sec.;
below 400 billion give infra-red. The other book gives them as
follows :—Reo rays, 4,000billion per sec.; violet rays, 8,000billion
per sec.; infra-red, 2,000 billion per sec. Which is correct—the
thousand rate or the hundred rate?
(1) Obtain two tuning forks of exactly the samepitch and mount
them with their stems securely fastened in a board, or, better
still, each on a separateresonator box with open ends to amplify
the sound in the recognisedmanner. Place the forks so that their
lines of vibration are coincident; if they are mountedon resonator
boxes,a certain distance betweenthe open ends of the two boxes
will be found to give the best results. Set one fork in vibration
by means of a violin how (a little practice will enable you to get
very powerful vibrations in this way). When this fork has been
sounding for severalseconds,stop it suddenly nith the hand and
you will ﬁnd that the secondfork is singing. Now attach a fairly
large ball of cobbler’s-waxto the end of each prong of the second
fork so as to throw it very slightly out of tune, and repeat the
experiment. Though either fork will now sound by itself, you
will get little or no responsein one by the action of the sound
from the other.
(2) Choose a fairly resonant wineglass which
can be tuned to exactly the.same pitch as a given tuning fork by
water into it. With the glass empty, sound
a
little
pouring very
thefork and hold one of its prongsneartheedgeof the glass—there
will be no response. Pour in water in small quantities, showing
at intervals that the fork producesno effect until you arrive at a
stateof things at which the pitch is identical. The glasswill now
respondwell, but the addition of a little more water will promptly
cause the response to cease.
(3) If you are able to maintain a
'
, sound a small sherry glass and ﬁnd
loud steadynote by whis
the same note near it; this
whistle
it
an
its pitch, then silence
will give good loud responses,whereas if you whistle a slightly
loudly
there will be no response.
equally
higher or lower note
Now pour a little water into the glass and repeat the experiments.
is
to produce
a
differentnote
You will now ﬁnd that quite
I thereis a piano
responseand that no other note will do so. (4)required
to
it
respondsclearly
any
note,even
in the room
u will find that
onewhich is tweentwo piano notesand is, therefore,not contained
a
large
becausethere
is
such
selection
in the piano at all. This is
of wires :1different pitch that some one of them responds to any
overtone
or
parasitic
vibra
note, either by pure resonanceor by
tions in one or more of the wires. This experiment should be
down
and
works
best
with
a
grand
performedwith the loud pedal
piano. Red rays, 400 billion; violet rays, 800 billion; 4,000 and
8,000 billion are incorrect.
A.
P. (Gosport)
[11.533] Grove and Bunsen Cells.
have battery of five Grove cells, the size of theporous
writes:
should be much obliged you would
ts being by 3} by in.
.dlv let me know—(r) \Vhat size platinum plates (foil) would be
required for same? (2) What would be the probable cost
(3) Could any other plate be substituted? (4) Would these five
cells do for char 'ng accumulators
_
‘
.
(1) You woul require about 18 sq. ins. 0f_plat1num foil._ (2)
About is. per sq. in. (3) You could usecarbonin placeof latmum
and thus make Bunsen cell. (4) Yes; both Grove an Bunsen
cells are suited to accumulatorcharging.
F. L. (Burnley) writes:
[21,627] Wireless Telegraphy.
Being deeply interestedin Messrs. Johnsons’ article in No. 4rr_on
" Wireless Apparatus," which OOTlSldCi'
to be most interesting
beg to ask a few questions regarding the
and excellent one,
further explanation of several details. (1)
would like to have
brier the princi les of use of the potential divider in wireless
hat gauge of wire did Messrs.Johnson use for
telegraphy. (2)
their potential divider, and, as they give
ohms between.each
terminal (pair) of their divider, this would give seven 00115of
ohms equals 42 ohms as the total resistance. (3) What factor
circuit?
the
limits the total ohmic resistancein
(4) What
method of regulating and deciding upon the correct working
ohmicresistanceduring the.time of receiving message? (5) What
the relative effect betweenthe ohmic resistanceof the potential
divider and the tuning resistance? (6) Would not the con
denserbctween the earth and coherer, as shown in article, have
beenbetter madeadjustablein capacity,forit appearsto me that
under some wave influences might exert too great damping
effect
We handed your enquiries to the authors of the article referred
of
to, and they reply as follows :-—(i) Concerning the
an electro
use of the potential divider. “hen the electrodes0principles
lytic cell are at a potential diﬁerencc of over 1'4 volts (the back
decomposedinto
EMF. of such cell) the acidulated water
Oxygenand hydrogen which escapesas bubbles,but the potential
N0. 26 gauge as an
effect produced by
larger solenoid. If
increasing the lengt

I
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(The Editor will be pleasedto receive[or rem'm under this heading
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no Payment0/ any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits
the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
the goodsare not 0/ suﬁicientinterestto his readers.)
Rcutcwsdistinguishedby an asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection 0/ the goodsnoticed.

" Fluxlte."

a

The Auto-Controller and Switch Company, of Simplex Works,
Vienna Road, Bermondsev, S.E., the makers of the well-known
solderingpaste, “Fluxite,” I'have recentlyreceived large repeat
order from the Royal Arsenal. This convincing evidenceof the
merits which “ Fluxite ” can justly claim.
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Answers to Correspondents.

The Editor’s Page.
pleasing to us to receive the following
letter from Mr. B. Clements-Henry in approval
it
of some of the technical fare we provide, for
held, that
the view that we have long
endorses
while some of the subjects which we treat may
of many
be beyond the actual sphere of operations
of our readers, the articles are still of value to
in teaching
the mimcause of their educational worth
writes;
engineering principles. Our correspondent
“ As an amateur mechanic of more than twenty
will you permit me to offer a
years' experience,
of the higher class of article
of
appreciation
word
As an instance, Icite the
in your magazine?
‘
Notes on Gauges,‘ at present appearing.
lerial.
It must be admitted that only a minority of ama
teurs have either the skill or the equipment to
to
apply such reﬁnements of critical mensuration
Nevertheless,
this and
work.
ordinary
their
similar treatises have an educational value for all
that it is impossible to overstate. On careful

IT

is

perusal of instructions such as these, one is imme
diately impressed by the simplicity of the language
employed to elucidate an abstruse subject. Mr.
Muncaster is to be congratulated and to be thanked
--his efforts cannot fail to raise the standard of
non-professional work, to extend its scope, and to
make for improvement in the output of the most
modest workshop."

l

Q

to our paragraph
in regard to the proposed formation of a Crystal
Palace Society of Model Engineers kindly note
that their letters have been forwarded to the
pr0per quarter, and that if it is decided to proceed
with the project, they will be communicated with.

Will

those who have responded

‘

U

‘

Mr. F. W. Lanchester, in the course of his Cantor
“
Aerial Flight," referred to in another
lectures on
part of this issue, used a simple model aeroplane
This model has been
to demonstrate his theories.
made by a. German boy only ten years of age, and
the lecturer, commenting upon the fact, remarked
that English boys of that age are engaged in knock
ing a piece of lead with a stick in order that they
may be better able later in life to hit a piece of
with the
We are not in accord
gutta-percha.
prevalent fashion in many quai‘ers to belittle
and discourage the love for athletic exercises and
sports characteristic of the average young Briton.
It is this love of the strenuous life which gives to
our race its dominating power ; but we should have
preferred that the model in question had been
made by a British boy, and commend our very
young readers to take the example to heart, that
they may combine work and study with their
athletics, and thus obtain the balance and stability
as necessary to the good citizen as to the aeroplane.

May 27, 1909

J.

S. (Earby).—You do not state what kind of
But we do not think any
engine is required.
drawings we have published are likely to suit
you. Please comply with the rules of our Query

Department.
F. S. (Portsmouth).—(1) Bolted direct, no
insulation must be used.
(2) No insulation
Please comply with the rules of our
needed.
Query Department.
will find what
C. I. G. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).—-You
“
Small Dynamos
you want in our handbook,
and Motors," price 7d. post free. See the winding
data for the 3o~watt sized dynamo of this type.
E. Cones (Dorset).—The ﬁrm you mention are
usually very prompt in their execution of orders,
in
getting castings
but delays will happen
through when the stock has run out.
you for your letter
G. M. (Cape Colony).—Thank
Glad to hear you are
and interesting cutting.
going ahead with your model work.

“I.

-

Notices.

The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Mailer intended
for publication should be clearly written on one dde oi the pay:
only, and should invariably bear the sender’snameand address. it
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, wheer
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accoin~
pannedby a stampedaddresSedenvelopefor return in the event oi
rejection. Readersdesiring to so: the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addressfor r35. pq‘
annurn, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to Aonnrss errns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
pricelists. 810.,for review,to be addressed
and all newapparalusand
"
to THE EDITOR. The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
and de '!.s to be
relating to advertisements
All correspondence
"
addressedto Tm: Acsz-risnuern' MANAGnn, The odel Engi
London,
Street,
E.C.
neer," 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet
All subscriprions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
6: Co,
Percival
Marshall
paper and books to be addressedto
26—29, Pcppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
and
States,
Canada,
and
Spon
Mexico?
Sole Agents for United
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
be
addressed.
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould
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A Miniature Railway at Nancy Exhibition.
The Locomotive “ Entente Cordiale."

THE LOCOMOTIVE

E

show in the accompanying photograph
a ﬁne model locomotive, which is now
running on the miniature railway in the
This engine
grounds of the Nancy Exhibition.
was built by Messrs. W. J. Bassett-Lowke & Co.,
of Northampton,
and is the ﬁrst of its kind con
in this country for service abroad. In
structed
its general features it closely resembles the engine,
“
Mighty Atom," which is at work in Sutton Cold
ﬁeld Park, but it varies in some of the details.
is 15 ins., the length over engine and
The gauge
tender is 15 it. 6 ins., and the total weight is 1 ton
The ﬁrebox is 24 ins. long by 12 ins.
15 cwts.
and has a grate area of 204 sq. ins.
wide (Outside),
This
The tube heating surface is 3,450 sq. ins.

"En-rsan

CORDIALB."

“
is some 700 sq. ins. less than in the
Mighty Atom,"
owing to the tubes being slightly larger in diameter
and less in number. The tender—which is not

shown in the photograph—is of the double-bogie
type, and is 16 ins. longer than the six-wheel
tender previously used with this type of engine.
It carries 50 gallons of water.
In addition to this miniature railway there
are a number of engineering models
view
on
at this Exhibition,
and
also a ﬁne collection
of full>size locomotiVes and
railway exhibits.
Nancy itself is a delightful town, and during
the
our readers
coming holiday season
mi ht
well consider the possibilities of a trip to t is
interesting district.

J “me
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The Steam Engine for
Beginners—VII.
A.M.l.Mech.E.

In our experiments we have shown (see Fig. 6)
that a great amount of heat is necessary to turn
boiling water into steam at atmospheric pressure.
The amount given is 966-6 units of heat for each
pound of water. A unit is the amount of heat
necessary to raise 1 lb. of water 1° F., which repre~
sents the same amount of work as would raise _a
weight of 1 lb. (avoir.) to a height of 772 it. _This
will be best illustrated by showing the quantity of
water required to condense the steam and reduce it
to a given temperature.
’
we have water at 50° F. and Wish to
Suppose
of
at
at
steam
212°.
water
100°
produce
by means
Here we have in the steam 966-6° latent heat and
The steam
212° sensible heat = 1178-6" total heat.
will lose 1178-6— 50 and the water will gain

x—I78650

= 22‘5 lbs.
50
water required per pound of steam.
‘
in speaking of work, we call the amount done in
turning water into steam as internal work, and the
work done in displacing the air as external work.
One cubic foot of water weighs 62-5 lbs., so that
1
1 lb. of water
of a cub. ft.

-

62“
Referring to the table on page

510, Vol.

= 26-3

cub.

ft.

To dis

the air at 14-7 lbs. per sq. in. pressure,
the
work expended has been = “63 X 14-7 x 144 =
55871~84 ft.—lbs. external work, which is all that
could be recovered
by any engine if it were of
place

(Continued from page 375.)
URING the course of these articles we will
suitable
give drawings of actual engines
for prototypes for those desrring to make
models,
showing sufﬁcient detail to enable every
part to be understood and the leading items to be
Such an example Will be
scaled off if required.
found in Figs. 59 and 60, which illustrate a type of
engine very common ﬁfty years ago. ‘ Tlie‘scale of
the engravings is 2' in. = 1 ft., which Will show
that the cylinder is 9 ins. diameter and the stroke
The bedplate is a square
of the piston 24 ins.
casting in the form of a box. The‘ method of
ﬁxing the cylinder to this will‘ be readily under
stood. To the top of the box is bolted a_tubular
casting with a square entablature and having four
openings for access to the working parts; on the
entablature the pedestal carrying the crank end of
The feature in this engine is
the shaft is ﬁxed.
”
“
the arrangement of
parallel motion
to guide
In
the end of the piston-rod in a straight line.
most of the early forms of engine slides were not
attempted to be used to guide the rods. generally
on account of the expense of facing and the in
eﬂicient appliances for doing this work; and because
link-work was found to give satisfactory results,
so far as regards
accuracy with the minimum
amount of friction, it was generally employed where
It is a matter for regret that this
convenient.
class of guide motion has fallen out of use almost
it.
entirely, as it has many points to recommend
Later on, we hope to describe fully some of the
most useful forms of it. In the present instance,
a reference to the plan (Fig. 59)_ and the diagram
showing the top and bottom pos1tion on the eleva
tion (Fig. 60) will give a general idea of how it
works.
t
i
i
Q
‘
i
i
ﬁ

100° — 50° = 50° ; therefore

produce

therefore

XIX,

absolutely perfect construction.
In practice, how
it would not approach this, and it is possible
only to get a duty equal to a fraction of this amount.
The internal work is represented by the latent heat
+sensible heat, multiplied by 772 ft.>lbs.
(966~6+212) x772 = 909879-2 ft.-lbs.
If we compare this with the external work, we
ﬁnd it is sixteen times as great.
In other words,
out of the heat expended in raising steam we have
available for work only an amount equal to the
ever,

fraction

552!

=l'

16
9098792
We have to consider the question entirely as one
relating to heat; the steam is to be looked upon
as the medium in which the heat is conveyed to
the engine.
On the manner of dealing with it
depends the economy of the engine, and if we wish
to understand the part it plays, we must ﬁrst get
a knowledge of the theory of the expansion of

gases.

\Ve have many illustrations of the elasticity of
gases—the air pump for bicycle tyres will supply
one.
If we draw the pump full of air and then
push the plunger, holding a ﬁnger over the delivery
hole, we ﬁnd that it behaves almost as if we had
a spring coiled inside the pump, except that the
ratio of compression is different.
The law of the expansion of gases is: at a con
stant temperature the pressure of a gas varies in
versely as its volume.
This seems at ﬁrst sight very direct and simple,
and yet probably in the whole range of nature and
art there is no example of a gas expanding at a

constant

temperature.

In

the

steam

engine

it

is a

condition of things we strive to avoid if we desire
to work with any degree of economy. Any change
in the pressure or volume of a gas causes a change
in the temperature; if it be compressed in a smaller
volume, the pressure is raised as also is the tem—
If the volume remain constant, the
perature.
can be raised by the addition of heat.
pressure
Without an additional supply of heat a gas ex
panding into a larger volume would not maintain
a constant temperature.
As the assumption of a
constant temperature makes it easier to explain
the theory of the ex ansion of gases, it is usual to
adopt it by way of iilustration.
Suppose we supply to an engine, steam at a
pressure of 60 lbs. (absolute) pressure.
If (Fig. 61)
when the piston has only passed through
3-ioths
of the stroke we shut off the supply so that no more
can enter the cylinder, the piston still moves on,
doing work, as the elasticity of the steam will
enable it to push the piston, although the force will
If we can test the pressure
gradually decrease.
when the piston is 5-iotlis on its stroke. we ﬁnd
it has fallen to 36 lbs. According to the law just
the volume into the pressure will give
expressed,
the same product at any stage of the expansion.
At (1) the volume = 3 and the pressure 60—
3x60 = 180; at (2) if the vplume = 5, the pres
sure will

:

= 36 lbs.;

at (3)

1?

By H. MuucAsi'izR,

3. 1909

the speciﬁc volume of steam is given, at the atmo
spheric pressure, as 1642; a pound of water will

L20
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=

25-7 lbs.
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To prevent the loss of heat during the ﬁrst part
of the stroke, it
usual to surround the barrel of
"jacket" of live steam. which
the cylinder by
is, to some extent, beneﬁcial, but this again means
an expenditure of heat which must be set 06 against
any gain in efﬁciency due to its use.
a con—
In spite of the facts just stated, there
siderable advantage in using steam expansively, as
may be gathered from the example taken where we
ﬁnd that the work done in the cylinder by the
steam
after the supply is stopped exceeds that
is

a is

If we were to collect these results on a diagram
to repre
as shown (5), we could, by setting out a_b
sent the stroke of the piston and erecting perpen
corre
diculars to represent the steam pressure at
stroke, determine the
sponding proportions of the
If we set off an inﬁnite
work done in the cylinder.
curve
number of verticals, we should describe the
a;
ad, which would be the curve of expansion,
uniform
line
representing
would be a straight
ca
of the stroke =a b.
pressure during a proportion

of
We have here overlooked the effect of a fall
at 100°
temperature. Suppose we supply steam

J

l
I

In
6

60

/

to}

Vol
3
£55

8

2

Volume
5'

done up to that point, so that we conclude we may
double the work done by a given weight of steam
into three times its volume instead
by expanding
into the air when at the initial
of exhausting

F
1

it it

P ressure
56

FIG. 62.

It

hardly ever happens that the steam pressure
uniform during the whole of the stroke. The
arrangements for the distribution of the steam are
and egress
the ingress
not. theoretically, perfect,
of steam occupying a sensible time at each end of
The attempt to utilise the expansive
the stroke.
accomplished in various ways,
force of the steam
all more or less faulty, from a strict technical point
of view.
is

Pic. 6!.

pressure.

a

is

7
pressure?”
'
Volume

la
Vo/uml
press are /8

a a

b

k,

aj

I

a

is

f

aIX/a
is

is

is

Let a
(Fig. 62) represent the given stroke and
of
the point of cut off, a/ being the proportion
admitted while
the stroke during which steam
c.
the pressure equals
We can approximately determine the pressure at
the end of the stroke by the law of expansion =
= abxbd.
The same will apply to any
= a X! e.
We
where
other point, as at
X1
and draw a
thus get a number oi points, as at
This will be' a hyperbola,
fair curve through them.
"
"
isothermal
termed the curve of
expansion
and
when applied to such a diagram, isothermal meaning
“
)2

are

is is

FIG. 63.

7',

rature of 328°, cutting off when
at a tem
of stroke.
piston has pasggl through one-third
stroke,
Let the piston travel another third of
about 48 lbs. and
the pressure will have fallen to
to 279° F. When
the temperature from 328° F.
stroke, the
pressure
the piston reaches the end of the
F.
will be about 31 lbs. and the temperature 252
that no heat
We have made here an assumption
This
transferred to the body of the cylinder.
the steam
an impossible condition in practice, for
and,
ﬁrst of all has to give up heat to the cylinder,
in part condensed; the amount of
in doing so,
during part
heat abstracted means a loss of power
during
of the stroke. Although at a later stage,
allows the condensed
of
{all
pressure
the
expansion,
heat has not been
steam to be re-evaporated, the
has
usefully employed, and in the process heat
cylinder—heat,
been taken from the metal of the‘
which, to a great extent, passes into the atmos
as the case may be,
phere, or into the condenser.
wasted. The re-evaporation has the effect
and
to the
of lowering the temperature of the cylinder
of
operations.
cycle
next
of
the
prejudice
ressure

><~o

Producl' ma

equal heat or constant temperature."

However.

on account of the lowering of the temperature of
the steam during expansion as a result of the
increased volume, the curve in practice would fall
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below ed and approximate to am, as shown in
dotted lines.
The line a b must always represent absolute zero
as far asregards pressure.
If the atmosphere be taken
into account it may be shown in a line 14-7 lbs.
above a b, but it does not come into considera
tion when determining the expansion curve. The
line a a will therefore equal the pressure as shown on
the gauge + the pressure of the atmosphere.
It will
be evident that we may compress the steam by using
force and compel it to occupy a smaller amount
of space.
This is done in the steam engine at the
end of each stroke, because
the exhaust valve
closes before the end is reached, conﬁning the vapour
in front of the advancing piston and compressing
it into the clearances between the piston and covers
and into the ports.
The behaviour of atmospheric air will also serve
to show the elasticity of a gas. Suppose we have
a cylinder full of air which we are to compress at
atmospheric pressure and a temperature of 58 up
to say 60 lbs. pressure.
Set oﬁ a b to represent the stroke of the piston (Fig.
63), make a c = the atmospheric pressure = 14-7 lbs.,
the pressure will increase as the piston is pushed
towards b; when g is reached we ﬁnd that the
pressure is 60, and that the temperature has risen
to nearly 300° F. Moving the piston as the air
cools down to the initial temperature, we ﬁnd the
volume considerably reduced.
Assuming that it
falls to a, then we can, where gl is known, ﬁnd the
volume into which the gas has been compressed as
ab ><ac = gb X g2, the volume being =0 f and
the pressure
1:. If we now allow the piston to
return to a, the air again expanding into the original
volume, the loss of heat would bring the
ressure
'
down to k at the end of the stroke. The
es 0 d
and e k are called “adiabatic” lines of expansion,
meaning that no heat has passed to or from the gas,
and, as will be seen, are not the same as the line a e
“
" line. From the diagram
which is the
isothermal
is
evident
that the loss of heat lessens the pres
[it
sure of a gas if the volume remain constant, or,
remain constant the
conversely, if the pressure
volume must be reduced.
The curve of the hyperbola is related to the
asymptote in such a manner that the lines, although
they continually approach, yet, if carried on for
an inﬁnite distance, would never touch.
The _
adiabatic curVe bears no such relation—a fact that
seems to point out that there is a limit to the
expansion of a gas beyond which it cannot be
further rariﬁed.
The loss of work in the cycle just described is
measured by the area a d e k.
We may now state the second law of the expan
sion of gases.
All gases expand at one uniform
rate as the temperature increases.
In determining
the expansion of gases by the addition of heat, we
must always consider the absolute zero or point
where all heat has vanished.
This point is pro
bably about -460° on the Fah. scale or 492 F.
below freezing-point.
Referring to Fig. 63, if the
temperature of the air is 58° F. at a and 300° F.
at g, we have an increase of 242° F.; adding 460°
to each we have 518° and 760° according to the
law stated above.

518:760::bl:bg.

Taking ab as 30 ins. and ac as 15 lbs. and the
gas at e of the same temperature as at c and 60 lbs.
pressure,

we have

15 X 30

_

m.
_60—* =7'5

June
7'5

x 760

=bla.nd_5l8

3, 1909.

_

=11 in.=bg

As the diagram shows. the temperature of a gas is
lowered by causing it to do work.
In determining the temperature and volume to
which a gas has to be expanded or compressed, we
have to consider two increments at the same time.
as variations of pressure
and temperature occur
together. As this presents
some difﬁculties
to
those
not familiar with mathematics, it may
sufﬁce to express the law relating to the adiabatic
expansion of gases.
Let p = the pressure,
11 = the volume, and
t = the temperature of a quantityof agas.
Then p v varies as t.
p v = R t, R being constant.
We have taken the behaviour of air into account
in the above, because, as a gas it is more stable
than steam.
\\'e have pointed out there is a very
deﬁnite relation between the pressure and tempera
“
ture of
saturated “" steam, and in the cylinder it
partially condenscs during the ﬁrst stages, and after
wards, as the pressure falls, abstracts the heat from
the metal in the cylinder when the condensed steam
is re-evaporated.
The result of this is that the line
of pressure in the diagram during expansion would
often approximate nearer to the “ isothermal"
“
" curve, a condition of
than to the
adiabatic
things
we try to avoid on account of the loss of work in the
initial stages of the piston stroke and the cooling
To avoid
effect on the cylinder in the later stages.
the extreme range of temperature in one cylinder,
when a high rate of expansion is desired, two or
more cylinders are used which, if rightly propor
tioned, conduce to economy in a marked degree.
(To be continued.)

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Rmdas an {mud to con/"butt short pmchml items for this
column, lmrtd on Him own workshop experiencr. Accepted
COﬂlflbll-IIO'IS
will b: fund [or on publimlion, if dislftd. accord
mg to merit. All mam!
inundzd [or this column should be
mayktd“ \YnRKsHOP" on the MIT/09L]

A Method of Making Small Nuts.

“
ETAGRON."
By
A quick
nuts are frequently wanted.
out I describe below;
of turning.them
method
which is doubtless not the orthodox workshop
practice, although eﬂective. Chuck the hexagonal
rod truly; with a "Slocomb" centre hit counter
sink sufﬁciently to start a twist drill gauged for
Do not run the drill more
tapping size of hole.
than an inch at a time, or else it will possibly seize
and snap.
Do the drilling carefully and gradually,
from the headstock. Using a ﬁne triangular ﬁle,
mark 05 thickness of nut, ornuts, while rod is running
in lathe. Then use a ﬁne hacksaw, forty teeth to
the inch, as a parting tool, when, after the usual
chamfering has been done (more easily with a ﬁne
ﬁle than by the use of a tool), each nut will fall
In this way, no
off into your hand most Obligingly.

Small

'

"Saturated" steam is the steam directly from the
boiler where it has been in contact with the water and
has not been “superheated” or passed through any
7process to further raise its temperature.

J \me
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proportions of four parts of gold size to one of turps
by measure, and a Very small quantity of terebene.
Apply as ordinary paint, giving two coats.

unnecessary metal is lost in parting off, as it can be
done with a very ﬁne cut. I should have mentioned
that the tapping of the hole, of course. ought to have
been done previously. by a suitable tap in a handy
I have found that I could run oﬁ a
tap-holder.
dozen nuts in the above way a great deal quicker
than the ordinary method, without the possible
chance of the rod over-riding the tool and bending.
A rub with a smooth ﬁle will ﬁnish off the bottom
of the nut.

To keep

Bright Steel or Cast-iron Parts of
Machinery from Rusting.

By T. H. FOULSTON.
Take 5 oz. of camphor, dissolve it in l lb. melted
lard; take oil the scum, and stir in 3 ozs. of ﬁne
blacklead. Clean the machinery parts in a dry
After
place, and smear them with this mixture.
twenty-four hours, rub clean with a cloth, and they
will keep bright for months, under ordinary circum
stances, if kept dry.

A Boring-bar Adjuster.
By C. A. WILLOMES.
The design herewith. which is. to the best of
my belief, original, may be of use to readers who
use boring bars.
The idea is to be able to accurately
gauge the depth of cut taken when boring on the

F/q.

A Useful Gravity Feed Spirit Lamp.
By

/.

<11

A is a small brass or iron casting having
carriage.
two holes in its arms, one of which is tapped to
receive a small cast-steel screw B. The other is
larger, and cut to form a slot C.
The boring—bar
is any ordinary type in which

i=c‘@
a grub screw.
To adjust the
cut the clamp is slipped over (Fig. 2), and the
number of threads per inch known, the depth of
cut adjusted by the fraction of or complete revolu
tion of B l, the grub screw, of course, being sufﬁ
ciently loosened. The screw B may be hardened
with advantage.
the

cutter is ﬁxed with

Fireproof Black for Funnels
By T. H.

and Boilers.

FOULSTON.

Take 3} parts by weight of lampblack, two parts
blacklead, and One part black oxide of manganese.
Powder the blacklead, and mix all well together, and
Now mix all up to the
pass through a ﬁne sieve.
consistency of paint, with gold size and turps. to the

5n

d

KENNETH

ALAN KIRKE.
The following is a brief
description of a small spirit
lamp, which I ‘recently con
structed from scrap materials.
The spirit tank is an old cop
per boiler, with the safety
valve removed, and a large
ﬁlling pipe inserted It was
originally a vertical boiler,
and has a drain-tap at one
side.
As the boiler is laid on
its side, this tap becomes
pointing upward, and is uSed
as an air inlet, by which
the ﬂow of spirit may be
The steam pipe,
governed.
which also has a. tap. is
removed, and in its place
a length of tubing is sweated
on to the tap.
The burner is very simply
made.
It consists of the
of a large
base
bayonet
To the bot—
lamp-holder.
tom is soldered a. washer.
is a tight
whose
hole
ﬁt
for the tube aforementioned.
The ring which tightened

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT or
GRAVITY FEED SPIRIT LAMP.

SHOWING

By K. A. KIRKE.
the body of the lampholder to the base is used to
hold down a piece of copper gauze.
The tube is then soldered into the washer, and
the rest screwed on, when a perfectly steady ﬂame
of from Q in. to 4 ins. in length is obtainable.
It is.
of course. necessary to have the spirit container at a.
higher level than the burner. as it depends upon
gravity for its feed.
Once the burner gets hot, the vaporising is very
and, as there is no pressure in the con~
successful,
tainer. an old tin can, with the seams soldered up.
could be used with equal success.
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California.

ins.

Furnace doorway,
ins. deep,
ins. wide.
steam atomising.
Burner—self-starting,
Throttle, balanced.
in., and Russian iron.
Lagging—asbestos,
Tandem—Each tender, mounted on two tour
of the massive
wheel trucks,
usual in
design
located above the water
America. The oil space
tank, the bottom sloping forward to assist the ﬂow
of oil to the front end, where a glass gauge indicates
the height of oil in the tank.
A tool box is carried
under the framing between the trucks, which are
of the rigid bolster type with heavy forged plate
frames.
At the front end
the engineman's seat.
the battery for the conductor's
and under

i

Venice,

Ash—hole diameter,

8

Venice Miniature Railway.

June 3, 1909.
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surface—tubes,

ft.: total,

5

Blow-oi! cocks. 2.
Wash out plugs—8;
Smokestack—height,
ins.

98 sq.
113 sq. ft.
diameter,
u ins.

1!.

:5 sq.

;

ft;
ins.

.

generator supplying
signal bell, also an acetylene
Air
gas to the cablight, headlight, and markers.
brakes,
are applied to all wheels.
inside
hung,
Fig. 22 will show an end view, and Fig. 21 the
various connections between engine and tender.
The tenders are painted black, with silver lettering,
according to the usual American practice. The more
important dimensions here follow
Length over-all, 98 ins.
Width, 39 ins.
height, 48 ins.
Tank—length, 79 ins. height, 40 ins.

:-

Capacity—water, 150 gallons; oil, 75 gallons,
Weight in working order, 3,127 lbs.
Truck centres, 51 ins. wheelbase, 22 ins.
ins.
Total wheelbase,
\Vheels—g ins. diameter, cast<iron centres, steel
tyres.
ins. by
ins. diameter.
journals—bronze,
An automatic coupler, two safety chains, and as
air hose connection are provided at the rear of each
;

43 ins.

Heating

TURNTABLE.

;

in.

Barrel—diameter, :9 ins. ; length. 80 ins.
SmOkebox—diameter, 22 ins. ; length, 22 ins.
Firebox—diameter,
19 ins.; length, 36 ins.
Total length—boiler, 108 ins.
Boiler centre above rails, 34 ins.
Flues and materials—7o, of copper tube.
Flue dimensions—diameter, 1i ins.; length,

_*_V~.‘._
-~
AND

;

The
through the rings and boiler plates.
passing
eading dimensions follow :—
Type, cylindrical ﬁrebox.
Pressure, 175 lbs.
Material—steel: barrel, *2 in. ; ﬁrebox, 5-16ths

is

it

1— 'Lq" _=.~
.1. l»- .-—3-:9.~ V

ﬁrebox,

diameter inside,

1%

_‘' \a-r

7
3

_.

3
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By ARTHUR W. LINE.
(Continued ham page 493.)
Boiler.—-The boilers of these locomotives are of
Theyr were
simple but very strong construction.
by Mr. Coit, and built by Paciﬁc Coast
designed
Fig. 10:: gives a
Boiler Works, Los Angeles, Cal.
side view, while Fig. 10 shows the internal cylin
drical ﬁrebox. The top or steam dome and the ash
hole are formed of solid rings of steel, long rivets

June
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tender. \Vhen fuel oil is delivered in barrels, it is
forced by air pressure into the supply tanks by
means of air drawn from the air hose at the rear
of tender (Fig. 24), the
air-brake pump being
worked continuously.
Ajisrellaneous Equipment—The
air pumps are
located on the right side of the boilers, and were
designed by Mr. Coit, ball valves being used instead
of the usual type.
Both steam and air cylinders
are 4 ins. diameter with a stroke of 4 ins.
The
main reservoirs, two in number, are carried under
The pressure gauge is shown
the cab windows.
on the right of Fig. 18, and reads to 200 lbs., the
air pressure
in reservoirs being maintained at
The air brake valve is operated by the
60 lbs.

513

Bell—bronze, hand rung.
Headlight—acetylene, parabolic mirror.
" Ansonia" clock.
Timepiece, eight-day
Pilot—wood, braced, vertical bar.

Fm. lOA.—SIDE VIEW OF BOILER.
PASSENGER

Ere. l().—REAR

Esp

0F BoiLER.

left-hand, and the throttle and reverse lever with
Details of other equipments are :—
the right.
Injectors, two "No. i U.S." Detroit Lubri
cator Company.
Steam gauge, reading to 200 lbs.
"
St. Louis Reliable."
\Vater gauge,
“ Lukenheimer,"
in.
Safety valves, two
”
Whistle (steam) “Lukenheimer
" 3-r‘hime.
Lukenhcimi-r
Lubricators
(sight-feed) two
Universal," ,3 in.
Sandbox, air blast.

i

FIG.

ii.--I.Axe

AVENUE YARD, suowmc

CARS.

The passenger cars, ten in number, are exceedingly
comfortable, and easy
attractive in appearance,
Nos. r, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are ﬁnished in royal
riding.
blue, and are known as the blue train; while Nos.
2, 4, 6, 8 and IO are painted cherry red.
The
Venetian lion heads appear in relief on the sides
of the cars at the ends of the seats, and the lettering
is in silver.
The end sills and running boards are
painted dark olive-green, and the trucks black.
Occasionally a train is made up with cars of both
colours, which does not give a pleasing effect.
It is
probable that when the cars are repainted a uniform
colour scheme will be adopted.
Each car seats twelve passengers,
there being
six two-seat benches
provided with reversible
backs, and comfortably padded.
Fig. 16 shows
and seating arrangements,
the general appearance
and an end view is seen in Fig. 22.
The car framing
The
is of steel, braced by two i-in. truss rods.
four-wheel,
running gear consists of two
rigid
trucks,
bolster,
with two helical
diamond frame

THE
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The air brake is applied to all
springs on each side.
The brake cylinders, 4Q ins. diameter and
wheels.
7 ins. stroki, are placed under the centre of car'
and can be cut out of use. At each end of cars is an
automatic coupler, air-hose connection. and bell
signal coupling. also an angle cock for closing train

1‘
I

weight on each
counteracts the
when stopping.
surging action,
not obtain the

June 3, 1909.

This method also
pair of \\ heels.
natural surging action of the trucks
Outside hung brakes increase the
tend to slide the rear wheels, and do
lull braking efficiency of the front

wheels.

of equipmenl

Disposition

when not in service.

K!

Assembling

double-header

Ten-car Train.

Main

Tr a c k

Double-header

ten-car Train

going into service

Five~car train in service.

Mu! mm
FIG. l2.—D!AGR.-\M OF TRAIN

Movemex-rs

ine pipe.
The end view of a car is seen in Fig. 22,
and the connections between cars are shown in
Fig. 19. The brake shoes are inside hung, and
this position, at the proper angle, gives the great
est effective braking power proportionate
to the

m LAKE

Avexua YARDS.

When the cars lll'St went into service it was
thought advisable to install hand-brake rigging on
several of them, in order to insure at least one hand
braked car being in each train to hold the cars
when the engine was cut off, also in case of failure

.i
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of the air brake. In practice, however, it was found
that the inertia of the cars was sufﬁcient to hold
them alone on the level. and, owing to a very
thorough system of inspection and testing, no failure
of the air brakes has yet occurred.
Nevertheless,
hand-brakes should have been provided in case of

Failures.
By V. \V. DELVES-BROUGHTON.
others engaged

and experimenting
DOUBTLESS

emergency.

Drawings of these cars were unobtainable, but
the leading details are here given :—
Length of body, i9 ft. ; length over-all. 20 ft.
Scale length, 60 ft.
Width, 46 ins. ; height, 46 ins.
\Veight complete,
1900 lbs.
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in model-making

have come across numer
ous failures which are quite unexpected, and
often inexplicable.
At any rate, the writer has
been afﬂicted with a number of such cases. and a
reference
to these may serve the double purpose
of preventing others falling into the same traps and
giving courage to beginners who get caught in a
similar manner to per
severe and OVCI'COIIIL'
the
difﬁculties the y
meet.
Some
years ago,
whilst living in Corfu, I
wanted an office table,
and having some 3-in.

planks of cypress wood

on the works, which
had
been
used for

wheeling boards all
through the summer,
and had originally been
cut during the occu
pation of the Island
by the French, for M.
Lesseps
(the father of
M.

Lesscps.

of,

Suez

Canal fame), I thought
that it would be in
teresting to have the
table
made
of this
wood,
as a sort of

memento.
Besides
this, the timber having
been cut some 70 or
80 years, I thought it
Fro. i3._TuE VALVE GEAR m BACKWARD Moriors.
would be thoroughly
I therefore
seasoned.
Cost complete, $400.
bought the timber, and had it sawn up into boards.
IO ins. diameter, cast~iron centres,
\Vheels:
and set to work to glue up the top of the table.
steel tires.
and. in fact. finished the table oﬁ, and placed it
1;
ins.
diameter
journals—bronze
in my office, where it looked very nice, and I felt
by 3 ins.
Truck wheelbase, :4 ins.
quite proud of it.
'l'ruck centres, [4 ft. 9 ins.
After a few days I found the drawer beginning
Cost of trucks. $75 each.
to stick; in a week the top had gone quite
Total wheelbase, 16 ft. 9 ins.
hollow. and at the end of a month it went off with
a loud explosion, and left a gap of I in. in the
Signal system. electric bell.
were
The car bodies
built by J. G. McLain Com
centre joint, and most of the other boards uuglued
the
\Vorks,
and
trucks
by johnson Machine
in
pany,
themselves
more or less.
Being very busy all the
Los Angeles.
summer, I left the table with a cloth over the top,
be
and gave up calling the particular attention of my
(To
continued.)
friends to it: but when winter came round again.
THE Natal Railway Administration. like the Natal
I pulled it to pieces, re-shot the joints, ﬁtted a
people. are frequently accused of being lethargic.
make-up slip, and glued it together again, since
inert,
slow. and
but that this is certainly a fallacy
when it has stood perfectly.
so far as the railways are concerned can be proved
The moral of this is—however well-seasoned
a
by the fact that the Chinese repatriates conveyed
piece of timber is, do not use it too soon after it
from Johannesburg to Durban are fed at lightning
has been sawn up into boards.
speed on the stations at which they halt for refresh
Many years ago I made a rather swagger screw
ments.
Each train conveys about 460 coolies, who
driver handle out of a piece of boxwood, which
are in charge of one European conductor.
is supposed
never to twist or warp.
I have still
Every
got that screwdriver, and the handle is in a beautiful
passenger is supplied with a hot meal, consisting of
two courses. and a pint of tea during the stop of
curve. It could not have been made crooked, as
six minutes
which is allovved for refreshment.
it was turned ! Any number of similar cases could
be given, but I think the case of a pearwood straight
Surely a world's record for catering—South .l/rl'mn
I was in want of an accurate
Railway .Vngaze'm'.
edge takes the cake.
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straight-edge, and. on hunting round the ofﬁce, I
found a broken T-square, evidently left by some
I took this and shot
long-forgotten draughtsmaii.
it up perfectly straight, but it went out of truth
almost before I could begin to use it. Since then
it has been shot about a dozen times, but still
continues to go. I don't know its age when I got
hold of it, but I have had it in my possession since
1884, and it seems just as lively now as when ﬁrst
I got it.
The next thing that comes to my mind is a
coherer that I designed in the early days of wireless
It was a kind of Marconi coherer, con
telegraphy.
sisting of a nickel pole-piece with nickel ﬁlings
of
ﬂoating on the other pole, which consisted
mercury, in such a manner that the amount of
contact could be altered by tilting the tube, thus
altering the height of the mercury. This worked
fairly well, but I wished to improve it, and ex
hausted the air from the glass tube, when the ﬁlings
no longer ﬂoated on the mercury, but became
intimately mixed with it. After it had been shaken
up a little with the de-cohering vibrator, not a
particle of ﬁlings was to be seen. Probably the cause
of this phenomenon was that the absence of air
allowed the mercury to enter the voids between the
ﬁlings.
I was engaged once running a line about ten miles
long, through a swamp, which had to follow a true
north and south direction.
To do this I set up my
thcodolite on solid ground at the margin of the

and

Electrician.
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this manner set up smaller targets at every 1,000
(always using my large target which I had
ﬁrst established as my backsight), and eventually
arrived at the other side of the swamp. Owing to
the swamp being covered with reeds (a lane through
which had to be cut), some reaching to a height of
30 ft., and the diﬁiculty of transport on the peaty
surface of the swamp, combined With a very sad
accident by which I lost my superior oiﬁcer, Mr. C.
Grundwick“, it took about two months to get across
When we arrived on the far side, I
the swamp.
established a large target at the north end of the
line on high ground visible from my ﬁrst station at
I then returned
the south margin of the swamp.
to my ﬁrst station and took an observation on the
northern ﬁnal target, and found that it was some
50 metres out of alignment, ﬁnally tracing the error
to the whole surface of the swamp moving (taking
with it my stakes and everything _else) in the
This movement,
direction of the prevailing wind.
after the lake was thoroughly drained, some ﬁve
years later, amounted to about 300 metres in the
centre of the line, as shown by the position of the
posts put in, in the ﬁrst attempt above described.
metres

AUTOMATIC

STEERING APPARATUS.

I

was employed in working
Some ﬁfteen years ago
out the details of an automatic steering apparatus

which worked fairly satisfactorily, but, unfortun~
ately, it sometimes hung up, when the ship started
The report made by the
going round in a circle!

@@@==~
.\x ArroMATic STEERING
swamp, and established the direction by observa
tion of the Polar Star, according to the directions
which can be found in any text-book on Geodesy;
and before starting to cross the swamp, I established
a large target about a mile away behind me (away
from the swamp in a southerly direction).
I then
started to set out the north line, using all precautions.
driving three stakes to rest the instruments upon,
in some cases 12 it. deep, and laying planks round
the instrument so that l could move from side to
side without disturbing the adjustments, and in

I

i

F194
GEAR.

experts who tried the apparatus was virtually :
" That
although the steering gear would work quite
correctly for long periods, it was liable to go wrong
at critical moments,
which necessitated
a man
standing by to see that the ship held her course, and
that, it being necessary to have a man, it was better
that this man be employed in steering the ship.

‘ Mr. Grundwick lost his life by trying to 'push
through the smoke caused by a. fire which he had
started himself in trying to clear the line of reeds.
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Also that a steersman had to be at hand to divert
the course of the ship on meeting passing vessels."
This apparatus consisted of a. worm and worm
wheel to which a chain was attached which actuated
the tiller.
The worm was driven in either direction
by a pair of bevel wheels which ran loose on the
shaft, but were capable of being locked by either
one of the other magnetic clutches shown in Fig. l.
The small driving pinion shown in the sketch
was driven by a high-speed
engine,
which also
drove a small dynamo, which supplied the necessary
and
current to actuate the clutches
relay. The
shaft of the worm was provided with suitable bear
ings and a thrust block, and at one end a small
screw was attached which actuated a switch,
which will be described later on.
The compass, Fig. 2, consisted of a compass—box
carried in the usual gimbal rings, but capable of
being turned round in the inner ring. so that the
To facilitate this,
course of the ship could be set.
the inner gimbal ring was divided into degrees.
The card consisted
of a thin sheet of mica,
to which eight tubular needles were clamped by
The north end
means of two strips of aluminium.
of the card carried a stop, which engaged in two
pins ﬁxed to the compass-box, and the south end of
the card was provided with a slotted piece of sheet
platinum, which was electrically connected to the
compass-box by a very ﬂexible coil of tinsel.
Attached to the glass cover of the compass were two
terminals, from which were hung two pivoted
further
contact pieces,
which were
platinum
to the terminals by similar
electrically connected
tinsel spirals. This arrangement is clearly shown
The compass-box was ﬁlled
in section, Fig. 3.
with spirits of turpentine, to mitigate the effects of
vibration and to deaden the sparking between the
contacts.
The relay had three windings on each pair of
bobbins.
The ﬁrst, with the ﬁnest wire, was
connected to the automatic switch controlled by the
steering apparatus itself, which always tended
to bring the helm to steady. The second was con
trolled by the compass, and was double the power of
the ﬁrst; and the third was actuated by the hand
steering-key, and was double the power of the
second.
It will thus be seen that when the ship was on her
course the apparatus would automatically bring
the helm to a central position; but on the compass
making contact, the relay would follow the superior
orders from the compass, and in a like manner the
hand key predominated over both the others, even if
they happened to be acting together. There was
also a contact-breaker provided, which cut the
clutches out of action when the helm was put hard
The hand steering key was provided with
over.
automatic
a cut-out,
which disconnected the
switch as soon as it was turned either to port or
starboard, but comes into action when turned to the
The automatic switch lever also
neub'al position.
actuated another series of switches, which in turn
actuated a tell-tale to show the liolmsman the
position of the rudder.
I have entered somewhat fully into this description
as it might be adaptable to models. but I think it
would be difﬁcult to make the compass sufﬁciently
powerful to actuate the contacts without being
heavy. The gearing could be made
abnormally
quiteilight, and could be driven off the main shaft;
for this purpose two reels could be ﬁtted on the shaft.
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and made to wind up a cord, which, by suitable
reducing gear would actuate the tiller, which could
also be used for the automatic switch.
The hand
steering key would not be required, and only two
to
be
windings on the bobbins would have
provided.
The tripping gear at the end of the movement of
eliminated,
the tiller could also be
as this would only
come into action on rare occasions (such as picking
branch,
the
etc.), and
apparatus could
up a heavy
be made strong enough to pull itself up against
suitable stops, the magnetic clutches would then slip
and prevent any serious damage.
BEAM PUMPING Excixizs.
\Vhen I was a pupil I was engaged in erecting a
set of three rather peculiar beam pumping engines,
which, when started, broke themselves up in a most
in the
manner. The
inexplicable
peculiarity
design was that the beam was extended beyond the
steam cylinder at one end and the connecting-rod at
the other, and pump rods were attached to the
extreme

ends.

The ﬁrst engine to be tried was that at the
further end of the steam pipe, and after running
for a few revolutions it simply came to pieces.
No
one actually saw what gave way ﬁrst—they were too
busy dodging ﬂying pieces; but the damage done
consisted of the following items—ﬂywheel broken,
pluminer block ditto, connecting-rod ditto, piston
rod and parallel motion twisted. After the smash-up
an enquiry was held, and all the experts of the
time were called into consultation, and all the
broken pieces were examined microscopically and
tested to destruction, but no fault was found either
50
the
in design,
or material.
workmanship,
second engine was tried, and broke itself up just
as effectively as the first.
Then the two engines
were repaired, and the plummer blocks strengthened
and the remaining engine had its plummer block
It
stiffened, after which the engines ran perfectly.
always struck me that the fault lay in the long
length of practically horizontal steam pipe (which
had not been lagged at the time of the accidents)
allowing water to accumulate which eventually
found its way into the lower end of the cylinders,
making a practically solid buffer against which the
Against this theory, however,
pistons struck.
it should be mentioned that a syphon was ﬁtted
on each branch pipe to the engines, at the bottom of
which a very efﬁcient steam trap was provided.
On the other hand, it seems to me quite probable
that the rush of steam to the engine might have
been quite sufficient to carry the water past the
At any rate, the fact remains that,
steam traps.
as far as I ever heard, no other more probable solution
.
was offered.
At the time of the above disaster six other
pumping engines of very similar design were under
construction for the Indian Government, so it will
be understood that a state of panic reigned amongst
These engines, however,
the membch of the ﬁrm.
and never gave any 'trouble which
were erected,
could be in any way traced to the conditions
affecting the three engines I have mentioned above.
CREOSOTED
piles, says the Enginrr’r, driven on
the Louisville and Nashville Railway in sea water
in i882 are still in service, though it has been
necessary to protect a considerable number of them
by casings of cement or vitriﬁed pipe on account of
the damage done by the teredo.

strong.

Britannia Metals.
HE

once familiar alloys known as Britannia
metals have of late appeared to fall out of use
to a great extent. This, however, is not the
case, for the greater part of the goods made of these
alloys are now silver-plated, and pass under other
So far from being used less, Britannia
descriptions.
metal is used to a much greater
extent than
formerly, though it may be sold under another
name, and without the original surface showing.
The non-corrosive properties of Britannia
metal
constitutes a valuable feature for many purposes,
for, since there is no lead in its usual composition,
the danger
involved in the use of that metal is
eliminated. The alloyconsists of tin and antimony
and small quantities of other metals. the composi
tion varying slightly with almost every maker.
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The following are some of the mixtures as quoted
by one authority :—
Tin. Antimony. Copper. Zinc. Bismuth. Lead.
—
—
I
94

90-6

oz'o

0,_
"la.

00

w0

i|

2

all

-—

II

90
00
39'3
85-5
7 5'0

-wn
as.

Illl'"

_
92-2
_
P8
92-8
5The difference between the variously constituted
alloys of the. class which are in general use is not
great. the ﬁrst three constituents quoted in the above
table being the essential features.
The presence of copper produces a harder and less
ductile alloy. and has an injurious effect if used in
more than small quantities.
Copper is necessary.
since the Britannia metal must be sufﬁ
however.
ciently hard to be not easily distorted. The antimony
also serves to harden the tin, which would be too soft
for the purposes to which the alloy is applied ; it
also makes the metal more easily worked and enables
it to take a ﬁner polish. Zinc and iron also increase
the hardness of the alloy, but these are not desirable
constituents.
Lead. if added in small quantities,
assists in obtaining a very ﬂuid metal if such is re
quired for ﬁne cast work, but since the effect on the
colour of the Britannia metal is not good, very little
should be used ; in fact, the majority of mixtures in
common use do not include lead as a recognised con
A mixture extensively used in the United
stituent.
IIIII

By C. T. WOLLEY.
pleasing and at the same time a most
be
arranged
can
exhibition
instructive
very easily with the following articles :—
2o-amp. 4 volt accumulator ; small 4-volt electric
railway with some permanent way and ﬁttings;
two small 4-volt motors ; a spark coil, and vacuum
tubes; one or two models for a workshop, viz.,
lathe, polishing bobs, grindstone, and circular saw,
etc. ; some electric lamps (metal ﬁlament preferred);
some covered copper wire, 16 and 20 S.W.G. ; some
The accumulator
fuse wire, and some switches.
may be placed in any convenient corner, and the
two wires (16 S.W.G.) led to a switchboard con
The wires may
taining main switch and cut-out.
then be connected
to a distributing board with
Or, instead of using the board,
switches and fuses.
the mains may be led round the table and branches
led off to the various apparatus. each containing
switch and cut-out.
Of course, the ﬁrst arrange
The railway (No. 1
ment looks much the better.
“
scenic rail
gauge) should then be arranged as a
" in the middle and at the back. Only very
way
slight gradients can be allowed, the greatest of
A
which should not be more than I in. in 10 ins.
regulating switch will be required, with one or two
The line can be shut in on each side by
steps.
some of that coloured paper obtainable at any
stationer's and twisted about to form mountains,
etc.
Underneath can be placed one or two of the
electric lamps.
The other lamps may be scattered
about the table.
The eﬂect will be considerably
if they are coloured pink to give the
heightened
If the signals are lighted
appearance of ﬂame arcs.
by electricity, little pea lamps should be used.
The next things to prepare are the models.
Each
motor will drive two or three models.
These should
be arranged
in line with the motor and connected
If there is a model
with thin twine for a belt.
fountain, it will require one motor to itself.
The
spark coil may be placed in another comer, and the
tubes,
the
wires led to
vacuum
which will show up
Also, if a medical
much better if they are rotated.
coil is at hand. it can be placed in front and shocks
given ; the latter, however. should not be too
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States for plated hollow-ware consists of tin 92 per
cent., antimony 6'2 per cent., and copper 1-8 per
cent. ; this mixture casts very well in metal moulds.
Another popular mixture is tin 92-2 per cent., anti
mony 5-9 per cent., copper l '9 per cent.
The usual method of procedure when making the
mixture is to melt together equal parts of tin and
copper. this being poured into small bars that can
This will readily
be easily broken for re-melﬁng.
mix with the remaining tin and antimony.
Owing
to the high melting point of copper, a plumbago
crucible is necessary.
"
"
can
This ﬁrst copper-tin mixture or hardening
be made in quantities sufﬁcient to keep a stock of ,
so that only the one melting is necessary when cast
The mixture then
ing is required to be done.
“
harden
must be calculated on the contents of the
to
that
used
of
sufficient
being
give the
ing,"
desired copper content, and the amount of tin in it
added.
being allowul for in weighing the tin to be
"
In the ﬁnal melting the antimony and the harden
"
ing should be placed in the bottom of the melting
pot and the tin on top.
The best castings are obtained from brass moulds
The
previously heated and coated with lampblack.
pouring temperature should be as low as is com
patible with good casting. and, therefore, since
metal is higher
the temperature of the melted
than this point (owing to the antimony and the
hardening) it is good practice to cool the metal
with scrap, the whole being then thoroughly stirred.
An excess copper is to be avoided if easy casting
is desired, for the melting temperature is thereby
Variations in copper and tin
raised considerably.
contents will be found necessary, however. when a
Foundry
harder or softer metal is desired—The
Trade journal.

June
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Scoring in Model Yacht Races.
By W.

G. BRITTAIX.

(Continued from Page 426.)
N adoption of the tournament system. when the
number of boats is excessive, or when the
wind is too light to anticipate the possibility
of ﬁnishing a race, is seen in a combination of the
tournament and heat systems.
The match is sailed
in heats 0n the tournament system.
that
nine boats are entered, the heats
Assuming
and rounds are sailed so that each boat shall meet
every other boat engaged.
The order of the
sailing would thus resolve itself into the following
table :—
Heat 1.
Heat 2
Heath.
Round 1
i
2
3
4
5 6
7 8 9
Round 2
..
l
2
4
7
5 8
3 6 9
Round 3
..
l
2 6
8
5 o
7
3 4
Round 4
i
6
s
2 4
9
3
5 7
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to this method. then, should not be considered.
and should be adopted only as a last resort, under
the peculiar misfortune of extensive numbers and
lack of time as in the present instance; otherwise.
the heat-toumament system would give the more
satisfactory result and would meet all contingencies.
An oft-recurring and annoying feature of all
is the
races. however well regulated
and organised,
occurrence of "fouls."
These are overcome in a
variety of ways, but probably the most acceptable
solution is to order a re<sail after the last passage
in the match has been sailed.
Another alternative
is to recall the competitors if they foul in the
ﬁrst board or tack only ; otherwise, if they foul when
well on their way to the winning line, they are left

Should more than nine boats be engaged, there
should be two divisions, rounds and heats to follow
as stated above. assigning an interval of 30 vds.
(which should be marked with a flag) betweenithe
starting of each heat.
This system has much to

Fic. 1.—DEcK FITTINGS or
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commend it and can conﬁdently be recommended
to those ofﬁcers plagued with a large ﬂeet on racing
day.
The less satisfactory method employed to arrive
at the winner is the heat system, pure and simple;
but which, unfortunately, in some clubs is unavoid
able, and Ls the system we in the Eastern Model
Yacht Association have been compelled to resort to,
on account of our large ﬂeet (an average of 22 to
25 boats in a race), and the limited time at our
disposal.
It is manifestly obvious that to attempt to intro
duce the tournament. or the heat-toumament
system. is out of the question; and the only re
deeming feature of this heat system is its simplicity
“
and the
saving grace of brevity."
Competitors. ﬁfteen minutes prior to the time
speciﬁed for the race, gather in the clubhouse, and
by means of wooden marbles draw their heats and
stations. The marbles are contained in a bag, and
are marked as follows :—Heat 1, Pos. 1 ; Heat I,
Pos. 2; Heat I, Pos. 3;
Heat 1, P05. 4;—and
so on, in progressive order—corresponding to the
number of competitors. Assuming eighteen competi
tors, the marbles in the bag would number 18, selected
to give six heats with positions i, 2, and 3, in each
heat.
The winners of each heat to meet in a semi
final and ﬁnal.
This eventually will give a winner,
which may, or may not he. the best boat. Recourse

WELL-KNOWN 122-thar Monti.
“
ALnERMAN.“
of the Open Competition, Round Pond,
Kensington, October, 1907.)

Fm. 2.-—THE
(\Vinner

if a reasonable prospect appears that they will
ultimately shake free; failing this, they are likely
to cause obstruction to the other competitors, and
if they can be reached, should be secured by a long
line or boat, and the board should be cancelled and
re—sailcd, but if one of the competitors, when in a
leading position, fouls an obstruction or a non
competitor, the ofﬁcers should have power to award
that boat the winning points as if she had won them
Another method is to call for a re-sail,
absolutely.
if either of the competitors foul any obstruction;
thus a boat may be in a position which ensures her
an absolute victory, yet if her competitors, even a
long way in her wake, foul anything, the leading
boat is penalised to the extent of having to resail
the board and being deprived of the points that
This has no
beyond doubt would have been hers.
merit, and is placing a premium on the exercise of
alone,
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in excess of that secured
by her own inherent
“'alking in the direction that the boat
qualities.
sailing, when turning, should be strictly pro~
hibited.
In some of these instructions
a moot point
whether the remedy
not worse than the disease.
Perhaps, some day, we shall decide upon a uniform,
coordinate system of "Regulations
for Racing."
rather than the bewildering confusion in which we
ﬁnd this aspect of model yachting at the present day.
It
hardly necessary to point out that every
yachtsman should be provided with at least two
suits of sails, preferably three, to meet the varying
winds
his experience, observation, and knowledge
of the exigencies,
should judge as to what is best
suited to the model, consistent with the particular
conditions prevailing on the day of the race.
Some enthusiasts have a preference
or partialitv
for one cut of sails, some another.
The gunter
claims its devotees, so does the cutter topsail rig;
but the question of excellence or superiority
a
matter which
think cannot be conﬁned within the
limits of a hard-and-fast rule, so much being
dependent on other uncertain factors.
Criticism.
even pungent criticism,
always welcome; but to
condemn,
as does
a contemporary,
ruthlessly
the topsail rig,
unwarranted. and testiﬁes to a,
lack of the faculty of “ thinking imperially "-—-that

it

is

is

is

is

is

I

is

;

to
intelligence in sailing, and. further conduces
unfair racing. Fouls cannot be eliminated by any
scientiﬁc dicta, and. therefore, racing committees
should give this matter rather more attention than
a loose, haphazard
it is apparently receiving:
their
dealing with these evils only accentuates
careful,
irritation;
a
difﬁculties
and
creates
systematic order of starting will, in a measure,
reduce to a minimum the propensity to fouling,
and tend to check that hastinoss and lack of self
control so often witnessed in the excitement of a
closely-contested match.

J line

is
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"
AnELiA."
Fro. 3.——THE FAMOUS 42-LINEAR RATER
(\Vinner of many First Prizes and second to Alder
man, October. 1907.)

;

Fro. 4.—ONE or rm: LATEST iz-Mizrmz Moog,
"
SALOME."
by John Odgcrs.
(Designed
Second prize-winner,
Round Pond. Kensington, October, 1907.)
First. [)mlribe, 22 points Second, Salome. 20 points.
This Photograph shows Salome “ out of her
element."
concede that there are conditions prevalent in
various parts of the country of a nature differing

is,

to

a

is

(in

At the time appointed for starting. every man
should be at his station, 0/ his own initiative:
the blowing of whistles and waving of ﬂags should
not be necessary to remind a man of his duty
to his colleagues.
The ofﬁcer in charge should give
his orders by word of mouth ; and henceforth, to the
match,
close of the
his voice alone should cantrol the
check
The umpires should
any
competition.
tendency to unfair sailing, and keep in mind that
the race must be won by superior skill and speed
onl .
coming to the shore or bank. almost each
club has its own instructions.
In some cases these
are that the boat must be tumed fairly about.
while standing with both feet still, by a pole placed
against the bowsprit, and the boat sie‘adied by the
main boom.
Others prohibit going into the water
to turn the boat.
Others. on the other hand, permit
the use of waders
(length not specified) for this
The boat must be trimmed each time
purpose.
she comes ashore.
She must not come ashore more
than twice (in some cases three times).
or dis
qualification will follow. These, and a number of
other contradictory regulations, somewhat chaotic
in their variety, permeate our clubs through and
through. Nevertheless, the object desired
laudable one. vi2., to stop pushing, towing, or
poling in the course of a race, and to check the
tendency to impart an artiﬁcial and improper
impetus to accelerate the normal speed of the boat

The Model Engineer and Etectriclan.

sistence
and continuity
in the method in these
days when class racing
p0ssible. either under the
L. and S.A. Rule, or, better still, the new Inter
national Rule. Conventionality
may in many
respects he a thoroughly good thing, but there are
and
instances when
tacitly accepted
occasions
Yet
custom might with advantage be changed.
how difﬁcult
even in the simplest of matters
to persuade
the great mass of model yachtsrnen
There may be common—
to adopt something new.
sense and rcason~in fact, every justiﬁcation for the
trial of a novel or new idea; but the majority will
gravely shake their heads and advocate adherence
to old habits. Perhaps, like old shoes, they are the
Now, so far as his sport
con
most comfortable.
cerned,
the model yachtsman
the most stolid
Let anyone attempt
and immovable of creatures.
to dissuade him from the persistent hugging of the
old 1728 or io-ratcr, and the retrograde handicap
system and its concomitant evils, and the fact will
require no further illustration.
Sentiment and old associations tell in favour
of continuing the organisations and methods of the
Sentiment and old associations are deserv
past.
ing of every respect, but new times bring new needs,
and the pres'ent position evidently calls for careful
is

is

is

from one's own and immediate local surroundings.
A topsail suit is the only one that could be of any
service on some of the ponds that model yachtsmen
are blessed (P) with.
But this is largely. perhaps,
a question of taste or design, but there are un
doubtedly conditions under which I should prefer
a topsail suit to a gunter suit. I admit the loss
of sail area in the setting of the four sails as opposed
to the two sails of the gunter rig, but my experience
of various ponds (the open unsheltcrcd water ; the
water ; the pond surrounded
partially sheltered
with high trees with a thick undergrowth of shrubs
or foliage, a solid mass, preventing the ingress of
wind to the water, where the only sailing possible
is dependent upon the wind that comes tumbling
down over the tops of the trees to the water,
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consideration.

[SICY'IQIICAand member:of Mona! )ulilmg Club: on Invited In
wmmummteupon; 0/ Club doi'ngsand0M" not“ a! l'nlerrsl[or
this column. Such notesshouldbesun!in as early as passrblein
themom'h,bu! in any645‘” leasttwelvedays be/on date0/ new:
in whichtheyare to appear)

7.—" MERRYri-ioccH-r,“
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Progress

Jeff.

Mount.

is

is

is

is

is

a

;

it,
is

where model yachting would be a heartache were
it not for the enthusiasm at the back of it), prompts
me to query this ipsc dixit, which is as mercilessly
destructive as the laws of the ancient Medes and
Practical
Persians.
and
experience
observation
are the best guides as to the most suitable rig, under
varying conditions of wind and locality, notwith
standing what experts sometimes say (they must say
Theoretical
something to assert their individuality).
science or scientiﬁc theory, whichever we may put
not the Alpha and Omega of model yachting.
a very funny and nasty
Facts have sometimes
way of upsetting all our theories
this
exempliﬁed
in
very marked degree in much that pertains to
The harmonious relation and
model yachting.
Cooperation of theory and fact cannot be laid down
exactitude, science and ex
with mathematical
perience being at times so completely at variance
very prevalent and
The topsail rig, nevertheless,
popular in all parts of the country.
the most unsatisfactory
Handicapping—This
system of scoring in model yacht clubs, and yet
no excuse for per
adopted. There
extensively

at Maidstone.

_ \\'e learn that Sir Martin Conway has honoured
the Maidstone M.Y.C. by accepting the position as
Patron of the Club, and has shown his practical
interest in their doings by granting permission to
use the banks of the River Medway which come
within his grounds. This
a great improvement
over the previous sailing ground arrangements.
and as the landlord of the Malta Inn has provided
a shed for the accommodation of the Club boats.
of the members
the convenience
has been still
Mr. Wilfrid Heanly, the Hon,
further increased.
is

FIG.

\

Secretary, of 4|, Albion Place, Maidstone, invites
to communicate with him,
other club secretaries
desirous of obtaining as much model yacht
as he
ing news as possible, with a view to circulating a
little paper amongst the members.
is

'-

Racing at Portsmouth.

The Portsmouth M.Y.C. opened their season at
Lake with the presentation of prizes won
during last year, Paymaster-in-Chief John Hyne,
R.N., officiating. The following were the successful
members:—Mr.
C.
F. Coxen, grand aggregate
shield, with 204 out of a possible 300 points, gold
scarf pin and brilliant brooch;
Mr. R. Tallack,
silver cup; and Mr. Clive Wilson, silver cup.
To Mr. C. F. Coxen was awarded THE MODEL
the Canoe
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ENQINEER silver medal and ﬁrst certiﬁcate of
merit, and to Mr. R. Tallack second certiﬁcate of
ment. A vote of thanks to the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. Clive Wilson, for his valuable services to the
Club, was proposed by the vice-commodore, Capt.
Moon, and seconded by Mr. A. H. Burden.
Chas.
This terminated the interesting events of the day.
The election of ofﬁcers was part of the business
at the annual meeting, on April 7th.
T. A. Brams
don,
President,
Esq., M.P., was again elected
Marshall, A.I.Mech.E.
Vice
and. Mr. Percival
president ; Councillor Mark Gill, ].P., Commodore ;
Capt. Chas. Moon, Vice-commodore ; E. J. Hablut
zel, Ofﬁcial Measurer;
C. F. Coxen, Treasurer
and Chairman of Committee ; and Mr. Clive W ilson,
F.I.O., F.S.M.C., Hon. Secretary. A committee
of
seven members was also appointed.
“e
have to acknowledge some photographs kindly
sent us by the Secretary, which, although we regret
being unable to reproduce them, are most interest
ing. One shows Mr. Coxen's boat, with her an
tiﬁcate and silver medal by the mast; and another
Mr. Tallack’s boat with her certiﬁcate.
The racing
for the medal and certiﬁcates was most keen.
Eight
boats competed, and the contest occupied the whole
of two afternoons, the ﬁnishing scores being—
C. F. Coxen. 30; R. Tallack. 24 : E. ]. Hablutzel
24; Clive \Vilson, 22; \‘i'm. Constant, 22; C.
Payne, 20; -— Bignall, 16; Capt. Chas. Moon, 8.

the Secretaries
pal waters.
obtain some

The tie between

The Southampton 3-ft. Class.

Mr. Tallack and Mr.‘ Hablutzel
and resulted in a win for the former
re-sailed.
by a very close ﬁnish.
On May 19th racing on the Canoe Lake, with Col.
F. Burgess as ofﬁcer of the day, was enjoyed ;
and on july 7th an inter-club match. under io-rater
rule, with Ryde. will be sailed, the return match at
Southsea being ﬁxed for August iSth.
was

The Manchester Alexandra.
The boats of the Alexandra M.Y.C., of Manchester,
depicted in the accompanying photograph.
which was taken just prior to one of their recent
The Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. C. Farmer,
races.
asks us to state that he wishes to correspond with
are

of any other clubs sailing on munici
own club are endeavouring to
from the
satisfactory concessions
Manchester Corporation. and they would be pleased

His

gwr
-

1.17

STARTING

rm: 3-1-"1‘.W.L. Crass.

to have information on what has been done in other
is 22 5,
cities. Mr. Farmer’s address
Princess
Road, Moss Side, Manchester.

shows the
The
snapshot reproduced above
start of a race for the 3-ft. water-line class of the
Southampton M.Y.C. This class sail for the Mayor's
Cup on June 5th.

Bootle M.Y.C.

The Bootle M.Y.C. ‘Lﬁxture-list icr the current
season contains a number of interesting items which
will carry the club racing right into November next.
\\’e are pleased to note that-inter-club matches are
quite a feature, home and home meetings having
been arranged with the Wirral, Derby. and North
The purely club ﬁxtures include
LiVerpool clubs.
events for 10- and igvraters and for iametre boats,
as well as races for all ratings under a time allowance.

June
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The Hon. Secretary, Mr. Hy. Allen, writes us that
the local interest in model yachting is very brisk,
and that some good performances have been achieved
In the Northern M.Y.A. ﬁxtures
by the new boats.
Mr. H. Allen's 1111 has scored 13 points out of a
possible 18, Mr. G. Nobilet's May 10 points, and
Mr. J. Spence's Thistle l0 points. Other promising
Vesta, Mr. H. Dann's
boats are Mr. J. Drury's
Bertha, and Mr. J. Gerachty’s Molly Baum.

Motor Cycle Notes.
By “

PHOENIX."

All Encouraging Send-off.

l have every reason to be satisﬁed with the
reception accorded by readers of Tun MODEL
Ensuran to the ﬁrst instalment of these notes,
which appeared in the issue of last week.
Letters
have reached me from correspondents in several
parts of the country, and the predominant note in
every case is one of pleasure that in future the
motor cycle is to receive direct and regular attention
in these pages.
It is evident that I am to receive
many suggestions as to the lines on which the notes
indeed,
should be conducted;
I already have to
acknowledge the receipt of several, and I shall
endeavour to act upon those which appear to me
to be the most practicable and of the greatest
probable use to the majority of readers.
And now, before passing on to other matters,
I would like to repeat the invitation contained
in my opening note of last week. namely. that
everyone who has anything to communicate in the
nature of a repairing tip or a workshop notion
embodying points of general interest to motor
cyclists shall send them along for publication so that
others may beneﬁt by the results of their skill and
I shall not neglect to make suitable
forethought.
acknowledgment in these columns to those who are
good enough to oblige in this way.
Effective Silencing.
Probably no one will deny that many of

motor

the

bicycles in use at the present
day are
more noisy than they should be, and it is certain
that much of the antipathy shown by a certain
section of the public to motor cycles is attribut
able to this fact.
Practical motor cyclists. however,
l-mow that, within certain well-deﬁned limits, noise
of exhaust
and eﬁiciency of engine bear close
I do not for one moment suggest
relationship.
that a quiet engine may not be an eﬁicient one;
it depends almost entirely upon the general design
and the conditions of running, and is a matter
which cannot, in any case, be dismissed off-hand.
An air-cooled motor depends very largely for its
efﬁciency upon the measures taken to secure a free
exhaust of the burnt gases, and, although it is
easy enough to muﬁle the sound caused by the ex
plosions down to almost vanishing point. if that
were all that is needed, it is not by any means
so easy to avoid back pressure,
with its natural
of over-heating and loss of power.
consequences
Designers of motor cycle engines have, therefore,
to keep before them the two essentials,
quietness
combined with a free exhaust and power;
and
everything considered, I think they have succeeded
very well in producing a happy combination of the
twoflin the majority of modern types, although, as I
said before, there is still room for improvement in
many cases.
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A well-known motor cycle trials competitor
told me the other day that, for the purpose of con
forming to the A.C.U. rules, on the occasion of the
Quarterly trials held in April last, he replaced the
silencer ﬁtted to his two-speeded motor bicycle
by one of greater cubical capacity, obtaining thereby
of a certain
a quieter exhaust at the sacriﬁce
This did not interfere to any
percentage of power.
very appreciable extent with the working of the
engine whilev riding solus, but when, a few days later,
he essayed the ascent of Muswell Hill with sidecar
“
up," the task proved
attached and atotal of 21 stone
too much for the machine, and no amount of coaxing
could get it to the to until a number of additional
silencer,
thereby
holes had been dril ed in the
increasing the area of opening for exhaust, and at
the same time also increasing the noise made by the
made.
engine. After this. however, the machine
a. clean ascent of the hill with the full load, and'
subsequently, when the original silencer designed'
to go with the engine had again been attached.
it repeated the performance with even greater
facility.
The correspondent who asks me whether he
would be safe in fitting a larger silencer to his engine
in order to reduce the noise it makes might bear the
above points in mind, and in any case he should
not ﬁt another silencer haphazard, just because it
has, or of
is larger than the one he already
the same size, but with a smaller total area for
exhaust, without ﬁrst obtaining some sort of under
taking from the vendors thit if it be found that the
efﬁciency of the engine has been impaired they will
supply a silencer of more suitable proportions.
Usu'illy it is possible to gauge pretty nearly from
the general characteristics of an engine what type of
silencer is likely to suit it. but failing this, a little
experimenting will, as a rule, soon settle the point.
Another

Aspect of the Matter.

Continuing on the same subject, there is, I think
a good deal to be said in favour of the suggestion
that all motor cycle silencers should be provided
with a modiﬁed form of cut-out so contrived that
during normal—that is to say, maximum—periods,
as when the engine is working on the open road,
such cut-outs, left continuously open, will only occa
sion at most the same degree of noise as is now ex
perienced with the ordinary type of silencer at all
times, so that when passing through towns and
villages the cut-out can be closed and greater silence
secured for temporary purposes.
There is, I' know, one contention which has
been
advanced against the plan—namely, that
just where the element of danger sometimes arises,
110., while driving
through a crowded street.
the machine, owing to the reduction in the noise it
occasions,
is less likely to be observad
by pedes
trians and those in charge of other trafﬁc, but this
objection is surely not a very serious one, seeing
that the rider has other'means at hand for heralding
utilise
his approach. and may, in an emergency,
the modiﬁed cut~out as an additional method of
warning others that he is about.
To a " nervy" rider a. quiet engine counts for
a great deal in the course of a long run and re
felt
duces very considerably the fatigue sometimes
after a whole day in the saddle.

The “London-Edinburgh" of l909.
By the time these notes are in print
principal

events of the

year in

the

one of the
motor cycle
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to which I shall devote
opportunity.

world will have been decided, that is. the annual
reliability trial between London and Edinburgh, and
vice uersa, promoted by the Motor Cycling Club, and
With
arranged to take place on May 28th to 3ist.
a record entry and some new types of machines
engaged, some valuable information may be looked
for as a result of the trial this year—which, of
course,
has nothing to do with testing speed, as
a iew writers in the daily Press seem to imagine, but
is solely utilised, apart from the pleasure it affords

L j
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Something New in Twin-cylinder Machines.

It is interesting to note that the Premier Cycle
Company, Ltd., who, although exhibiting as such
at the Stanley Show of 1908, in reality only
make
their début as motor cycle manufacturers
this year, are not going to content themselves
by putting forward a single-cylinder machine only
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but are introducing one ﬁtted with a twin-cylinder
engine, which has some distinctive features in its
" is a
The “single
design.
well-proportioned and
neatly ﬁnished mount, ﬁtted with an engine of high
repute, and embodying all the most recent and
popular ideas in motor cycle construction, and
understand that there
already a good demand
for it, while the twin, which, as yet,
hardly
launched upon the market,
nevertheless being
made the subject of numerous enquiries.
myself, have received two letters from corre
spondents who say they are prospective purchasers
of motor cycles, and wish to have my opinion of
is

of gauging the merits
the
of
0 endurance.
both riders and machines in the mattercapabilities
There arises, of course, a ﬁne opportunity for the
ﬁrst-named to exhibit skill in the management
of their engines in the course of the long run, and on
previous occasions numerous instances have been
recorded where riders have triumphed over all
kinds of mechanical difﬁculties en route, bringing
their machines to the ﬁnishing point in spite of all,
either punctually to schedule or at most very little
behind it. It now remains to see what this year's
contest will have brought forth, and this
a matter
as a means

of motor-cycle construction and

Moron.

TWlN—CYLINDBR
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this machine,

and particularly
of the engine,
before coming to a decision, so I have made it my
business to closely examine one of the few examples
so far turned out, for which purpose I was court
eously afforded every facility by the manager of
the Premier Company's London depot. On the
majority of counts I regard both the engine and the
machine as excellent : the workmanship is splendid
and there is evidence
throughout,
everywhere
of the most careful planning in the design.
As
a matter of personal opinion entirely, I should
have liked the engine better if it had been ﬁtted
with automatic instead of mechanical inlet valves,
and especially so because the valves are placed
between instead of at the side of the cylinders,
and for that reason will, perhaps, be a little more
difﬁcult of access ; but this is a matter of individual
preference, and the designer has, I think, gained some
thing in another direction to make up for the slight
'mconvenience—if any there is—in getting at the
valves. The engine—illustrations of which are given
in the accompanying views—is of 3} h.-p., with cylin
ders 66 mm. by 80 mm., arranged to ﬁre at even

THE

PREMIER 31-411

I gather they are, I can cordially recommend them
to get in touch with the Premier Company on the
matter.

Practical

Letters from
Readers.

Our

[Reports of meetings should In sent to ﬂu aﬁcn 0/ TH! Moon.
ENGINRIR wuhoul delay, and will be inserted in any pu
mular issue {I raeiunl a clearnine days lac/onits usual date
0/ publication]

The Design of Model Power Boats, etc.
To THE EDITOR OF The illodel Engineer.
DEAR Sin—Your
correspondent, Mr. V. W.
“

Delves-Broughton,

falls

foul

of

my

badly

\‘Vhen he has had a little
hydroplane."
designed
of designing and running high
more experience
speed models, he will be better able to appreciate its
If he considers my design to be bad,
good points.
it is for him to show us a better and simpler one.
The fact that a boat lifts when at speed does not
If this were to define what
make it a hydroplane.

TWIN-CYLINDER

intervals, which conduces to smooth running at all
eds, the minimising of vibration, and prevention
The crankshaft is a solid steel forging,
of skidding.
and the engine has ball bearings throughout.
The carburetter is of a new design, with handle
bar control, and ignition is by means of Bosch
adjustable
totally
magneto, with
high-tension
The gear is 4% to 1, with
enclosed chain-drive.
i-in. rubber belt transmission. The frame, tank,
wheels, and other parts of the cycle itself are of
extra strong construction, and, indeed, the whole
machine is a. thoroughly sound and well-turned-out
I believe the Premier Company will experience
job.
a big demand for this machine, because I happen
to know that there are a very great many motor
cyclists who prefer twin to single cylinders, but
who want something between the light 2 or 24}h.-p.
models and the heavy and very powerful 5 or 7 h.-p.
" Premier " exactly
machines. For these the new
ﬁlls the bill, and if my two correspondents are of
this way of thinking, as, from the tone of their letters,
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is or what is not a hydroplane, such craft as Wolselay
, and many others, would be classed as
Siddeley
Your correspondent would not class
hydroplanes.
such a boat as Gyn'nus
as a hydroplane, and yet
she is avowedly designed to skim over the water.
Mr. Delves-Broughton's criticisms are largely based
on suppositions.
My previous remarks re this type
were the results of actual observation of the type
at speeds from 5 to 13 miles per hour. I! your
have
correspondent doubts my statement, I
I would point out to him
nothing further to say.
that the design before referred to was never designed
to accommodate 2 h.-p. plant.
If required to carry
this plant on the same displacement, considerable
alterations would be necessary.
With her designed
one-half, a similar
horsepower
approximately
boat has under favourable conditions reached a
When at full speed
speed of 13 miles per hour.
she runs without any perceptible list.
In stating
that she would be difficult to steer, Mr. Delves
She steers well,
Broughton is again off his course.

II

II
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considering that when at full speed only about
1 ft. 6 ins. of her length is in touch with the water
surface.
I know well the difﬁculties of steering any type
A little attention to the
-of bull at high speeds.
size, shape and situation of the rudder or rudders
will go a long way towards ﬁnding a solution of the
These steering difﬁculties form a portion
problem.
‘of the problem of designing a successful boat, and,
where a straight course is insisted on, have to be
studied by all, as failure to complete the course
Weeds and other obstruc
entails disqualiﬁcation.
tions. including spectators, form part of the sport;
they add a touch of uncertainty and occasionally a
large touch of original profanity to an already
uncertain science.
I do not nor shall I ever consider the roundabout
style of run fair, as only a certain type of hull can
take full advantage of the method. It is useless
to attempt to run a boat of ordinary model by this
method. The running conditions should be the
same for all types, with no premium put upon
any style. Let the sport be fair to all, no undue
advantage being given to any particular class or
type.—Y0urs truly,
WILLIAM ]. E. PIKE.
.[Another letter bearing on this subject has, owing
to lack of space, been dealt with on the Editor's
page in the present issue, and some further
correspondence from Mr. Delves-Broughton will
be published in next week's issue.—En., M.E.
and E.]

To

Wireless Telegraphy.
or The Model Engineer.

THE EDITOR

SrR,—I

much interest
29th number of
THE Mover. ENGINEER about wireless telegraphy,
and I should be very much obliged if you would
request him to furnish particulars of the wave
measurer he mentions in his letter, as I am sure it
would be of much interest to amateurs like myself,
who are thinking of syntonic wireless telegraphy.
And perhaps he would give a short description
of the apparatus he uses for sending and receiving.
At present I am constructing a Marconi magnetic
detector, and I would like to have his opinion on
this form of detector, if he has ever had any ex
The detector used by the Tele
rience of it.
unken Company, and known by them as the Ech
lomnleh detector, also appears to be very sensitive,
but the chief difﬁculty appears to be to obtain the
extremely ﬁne platinum wire used for the positive
I have enquired at a number of ﬁrms
electrode.
for this wire, and I have generally received the
reply that they do not know of such a wire. Per
haps “H. P. T. L." would also inform me where
he obtains the crystals of galina for use in the
as I am at present con
detector he describes,
structing several forms of detectors with a view
to testing their relative sensitiveness and suitability
for use under various conditions—Yours

"

DEAR

have read

with

H. P. T. L.’s" letter in April

“

._N.

H

,[Further correspondence, including an interesting
letter from Mr. H. H. Harrison, has {been un
avoidably held over till next week.—-ED.,
M .E. 6- E.]

and

Electrician.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports a] mmmgs should 1:: sent to the oﬁius a! Tn: Moon.
Enorsmm wuhout delay, and will bl muvkd in any {>41
ti'culnrissue i/ rccnvrd a dent nine days lie/on its usual date
of publwulionJ

Provincial Society.

Bradford—A

meeting of

this

Society

was

on Monday night, May 17th, at the Brad<
ford Café, Foster Square. Mr. ]. T. Moore occupied
the chair. After the minutes of the prevrous
and the treasurer’s report had been ap
meeting
proved of, the following exhibits were placed on
the tables—a very neat and useful steady-rest for a
3% in. centre lathe (made by Mr. C. Rhodes), a
held

60-watt Manchester type dynamo (made by Mr.
E. White), and a model water motor (by Mr. F.
Mr. Denby showed a model coach
Illingworth).
and a piece of railway track, and Mr. C. Bell
wood three small locomotiVes, ﬁve carriages, and
Later in the evening we had
two buffer stops.
two of the locomotives running on a large oval
track; a great amount of interest was shown in
the way these models ran, and the neatness of
The models shown were all very well made.
them.
It is hoped that all members will attend the next
meeting on Monday, June 7th, as there is special
business to settle.—All particulars may be obtained
from the Secretary, Mr. Amos BARBER, r5, Hart
ington Terrace, Lidget Green. Bradford.

Queries and Replies.
A.C.(Royron)
[11.642] Ingredients for Leclnnche Cells.
writes: in your publication on " Batteries: How Made and How
black
to_Use Them," you say there is an admixture of granular
oxide of manganeseand crushed carbon, but you do no! say what
quantity of each. Will you kindly say if the quantities are equal
proportions or what ?
Use equal quantities of crushed carbon and black oxide of
manganese.
[21,635] [Accumulator
for Model Steamer.
J. T. B.
steamerand wish
(\Valsall) Writes: 1 have madea model passenger
to propel it by electricity. l have a ro-watt “ Simplex " motor,
made accordingto instructions in your sixpenny handbook No.
IO, wound with No. 25 o.c.c. on both armature and ﬁeld-magnets.
Can you tell me the capacity of an accumulatorrequired to drive
it (or three hours ?
You will require a ro-volt accumulatorof at least 6 amp-hours
capacity.
"Dreadnought." 13- F- 0' (Limpsﬁeld)
[21.534] Model
writes: Please send me rough drawings of a battleship of the
Dreadnought type, with chief dimensions, as I intend making
a 5-ft. model and do not know the disposition of the barbetti:
etc. If you are not able to do this, please inform me where i
could ﬁnd the dimensions,etc. ?
In our issue of October 25th, rqoo, we published nearly a page
of matter dBCl'lpllVO of the Dnndnougbl, with a full-page
illustration of the vessel. This issue would robably su ply just
the information you are nerdin . An article Jescriptive oi’a model
of this battleship was publishe in our issueof August 22nd, r907.
This Would prohablv be of much interest to you.
[21,61'8]5911-]; .54 Are, 1. H. (anthorne) writes: Am I
correct in sanng that if a lpark coil gives a bin. spark it should
give a {-in. arc?
No; becausein a spark coil the high secondaryvoltage which
causes the spark is only momentary, occurring at " break " of
circuit; whereasto maintain a kin. are a constant fairlv'
primary
igh voltage is necessary.
[21,422] Painting Elecirlc Locomotives.
C- H. L. (Bishop
Auckland) writes: i am Just completing the construction of TH!
Monar. Errors“: electric locomotive, and i should be much
obliged if you would let me know what colours the locomotive
should be painted. I take it that this modelis a fair representa
tion of some electric locomotive that is now, or has been, in use
on one of our railways, and 1 should like my model to be painted
in the samecolours as its prototype. If you would kindly u! me
in the way of getting not on] the exact colourin , but .150 the
dimensionsof the lining~out, should be much ob 'ged. In Tn:

June
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MODEL ENGINEER for September 13th, r906, it states that the
best thing to paint a locomotive with is Maurice's Porceleine.as
this will withstand the heat. I am just completing THE Moor-:i.
Eric-risan electric locomotive and I am anxious to make an
exhioition model of it. I should be glad, therefore,if you would
kindly let me know what is the best paint to use for it, seeingthat
it is never likely to get hot. I may say that I havemadethe motor
covers of wood and the cab of brass.
The locomotivemay be painted any desiredcolour,as the design,
although fairly representative,follows no particular prototype,
The N.E.Rly. have one or two locomotives of this type and, as

Yellow line

Bad

Color
Red}
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sider that (a) would be too heavy, or that lb) would not drive
a 6-in. propellerat a high enoughrate of spred, what motor would
you recommend? (3) At what approximate speed ought a o—iii.
propeller for aeroplane to be driven?
(4) Do you consider alu
minium to be the best material for propeller?
The points you raisecan only be settled by actual trial. Every
body_Working on these machines has, at the present time, to
experiment for himself, and Wt: regret, therefore,we cannot gch
you any data togo upon beyondreferringyou to the articles which
are now appearing in Tm; MODEL ENGINEER on the subject of
model aeroplanes, etc. Regarding the choice of power, we
should say a clockwork motor Wouldcomeout as the lightest means
to adopt for driving the propeller. Either primary batteries or
accumulatorsare Very heavy for their power. Wooden propellers
appear‘to have given best results so far, and, of course, if metal
is requiredin the construction, aluminium is the best you can use.
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‘ Two New Electrlc Motors.
Messrs.
Lo, 14:. St. jonn Street, Clerkenwell,
Dartoa
are
London, E.(..,
introducing two new patterns amongst their
varied designsof small electricmotors. They are both serieswound
for battery use and have trioolar self-starting armatures.
good
feature is the brushes, which are not of the ﬂat spring pattern,
but act radially; they are carried in circular tubes and pressed
against the commutator by coil springs; they should, therefore,
stand considerableamount of Wear and give no trouble. The
motor ltl_i‘lg.
intended to be suitable for use in the boiler of
an electrically-driven model steam locomotive. but
obviously

N? 21422
Moron.

convenient form to use for other purposes. The ﬁeld-magnet
of two-pole pattern madetubular, the exciting coil at one end
and the armature situated betwi-en the tubular-shaped poles
Wthh also carry vulcanised ﬁbre bush into which the terminal;
and brush tubesare fixed. The small projection shown at the top
of the motor is lubricator for the pulley end bearing, polished
brass case enclosesthe armature and field-magnet. Dimensions:
1} ins. over case; lf'nglh- “Cludmg Shah and projccung pang
intended to meet the demand for
2} in;_ Type
powerful
variaij speed boat motor, and
shown belowin Fig. 2:
ﬁtted with regulating lever to give threespeeds. This
effected
is

a

a

a

it
is

is

a

B
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for Motor Driv
[21.634] Horizontal Accumulators
H. 0. (East Sheen) writes: l should be very much
obliged for information on the followinqz—(i) Small accumu
lators for model work are described as horizontal type. What
does this mean and what is the difference from any other type?
(1) I have read somewherethat this horizontal type is usually
unsatisfactory. Is this so? (3) You mention sometimes that
wer, even a large motor is no
there must be plenty of battery
good. Do I take it that one wil probably get more power from
a 6-volt motor with sufficient current than from an 8-volt motor
where the battery is barely enough?
(i) The so-called horizontal type of accumulator differs
from the ordinary type.only in shape, being long and low instead
of more or less square, as seen from the side. (2) If Well-made,
they are as satisfactory in working as the.other type. They are
specially adapted for use in model boats or on motor bicycles.
(3) No; the efficiencyof a motor does not, as a rule, fall off very
much with a decreasein energy supply. So long as you have
sufﬁcient electrical energy for the work to be done, it does not
matter very much whether you use a motor capable of a greater
output or one of just sufﬁcientpower.
[21,628] Model
C. \V. R. (Peterborough)
Aeroplgugg,
writes: I intend to build a model aeroplaneof the Farman type,
having the main planes 3 ft. by 6 ins., and the total length (ex
cluding elevating planes)of 3 ft., the height of the one main plane
above the other is 6 ins. I should be glad if you would answer
me the following questionswith regard to construction of above:
to build the frame with the metal
——(i)\Vould it be possible
"
perforated strips used in MechanicsMade Easy," or would these
make it too heavy to give satisfaction? If so, what wood can
you recommend for construction of frame? (2) Which of the
following would you recommendfor motive power for above—
(a) clockwork motor Weighing12015.,or (b) electro-motorWeighing
4 ozs. (by Economic Electric Co., of Twickenhani), and driven
by pocket accumulator or pocket 4-volt battery? If you con

FIG. I.—-MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE

a

far as we know, they are painted the standard colours. You might
obtain a photographof the original locomotivefromMr. E. Pouteau
or from the Locomotive Piiblisl-"ig Company, and also a coloured
from the Locomotive Publishing Loinpany or the Railway
plate
. again: of one of the N.E.R. steamengines,and paint theengine.
in accordance with both authorities. The Metropolitan Railway
(London) have several"double bogie electric engines which are
ainted the standard Midland" red, with black and Yellow
'ning, as indicated. We should recommend the use of artists'
colours which are ground Very finely. Enamel is not nice stuff
t; work with. Of course, the work must be ﬁlled and rubbed
down before the body colours are put on.
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Fro. 2.—THREE-SPBED

MODEL Boar Moron.
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by three windings upon the ﬁeld-magnetcore. According to the
maker they are arrangedfor the motor to take amp. at slowest
speed, 2} amps. at middle speed, and
amps. approximately at
full speed. This motor
of strong and substantial construction,
with long bearings; over-all dimensions: height, 3} ins.: width,
ins. length, excluding shaft, 3} ins. armature, ins. diameter.
ins. length. The motor well-madeand ﬁnished,and the regu
lating lever fitted with tubular spring contacts.
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The Editor’s Page.
ITH

regard to our Model Speed-boat Com
petition, Mr. James M. Wood, the Hon.
Secretary of the Stanley Model Steamer
Club, writes as follows :—“ It is curious to notice
the increase in speed between this and the previous
Competition, and that this should also coincide
with the admission of a new method of sailing,
viz., the circular course.
This, in our view—an
increase
of 50 per cent—shows
that something
is wrong. and that it may be attributed to this
new method of sailing, as both boats doing these
high speeds were sailed in this way. Without
questioning the accuracy of the timing arrange
ments, we must therefore
look for another cause,
which can be illustrated very simply.
Suppose
you have a weight at the end of a string and whirl
The
it round your heads.
What
happens?
faster it goes the higher it mounts, until it is level
with the point of suspension.
(1) Therefore, a
boat on the end of a string attached at the other
end to a, say, 5 it. mast, lessens her displacement
in direct ratio to the speed travelled.
(2) Again,
the other end of the string is fastened to a screw
eye in the gunwale of the boat, and the same force
overcomes
the lesser forces to be conten'ded
with
‘
in the boat itself, such as
torque.‘
(3) Again,
we all know the difﬁculty of getting a straight
She will perhaps
course out of a. boat at speed.
run well at a. certain pressure, but try to press her
a bit, and she may be all over the pond and need
an entirely new setting of the helm to get her straight
again, yet on a circular course the boat can go all
out and is held on her course by the string. Taking
these points into consideration, we can only come
to the conclusion that the man who sails a straight
—-and may I say a fair ?—cour5e, is being severely
handicapped, and that if these boats were put on
a 300 yards straight course, we should ﬁnd these
phenomenal speeds might be regarded as ﬁctitious
and misleading. No doubt great credit is due to
these gentlemen
for the speeds they have got out
of their craft, but let us have the contest on lines
that will put the boats fairly against each other."

i

§

U

We are informed that a new organisation has
been formed, under the title of The Model Speed
boat Club, having for its objects the encouragement
of designing, building, and racing of model speed
boats. The Captain of the Club is Mr. Thos
Dysart, the Mate is Mr. J. T. Spinks, and the Hon.
Secretary and Treasurer is Mr. W. ]. E. Pike,
188, Richmond Road, Dalston, London, N.E.
A
number of members have already joined, and the
Secretary will be pleased to hear from others
interested in this subject. The possession
of a
model speed boat is one of the qualiﬁcations for
membership.

June
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Several correspondents have written on the sub
fect oi amateur wireless
telegraphy, expressing
approval of the idea of putting wireless experi
menters
into communication with one another.
We shall be glad to publish the names and addresses
of those who would like to correspond by " wireless "
or otherwise with their fellow-readers, if thev will
'
write us.

Answers

to Correspondents.

A. L. S. (Rye).—Yes, made to the bottom scale on
page
Small
19. See our other Handbook,“
Dynamos and Motors “ (7d. post free).
G. N. P. (Bournemouth).—We
to
hope shortly
publish something on this subject that will be
of service to you.
A. R. (Kilwinning).~—\Ve advise you to study
Pickworth’s book, “ The Slide Rule," price 25. 3d.
post free from.our publishing office.
A. E. E. (Altrincham).-—-Yes, brass and steel could
be used, but we strongly recommend a single
sheet of steel.
Please note our correct address.

Notices.
The Editor invites corres ndenceand original contributions on
all amateur medianical an electrical subjects Matter iniended
[or publication should be clearly written on Oneside oi the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender'snameand address. it
lhould be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, wheiher
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be acton|~
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event oi
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post tree to any address(or 135. per
lnnum, payable in advance. Remittaan should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How To Aomuss errllis.
All correspondence
relating to the literary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists, Bic" 10!review,to be addr
to THE Enrrox. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedto Tn: Anvn-risluenr
Manon. " The Model Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin’s Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales oi the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 5: Co.,
26—20, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Sole Agents ior United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, “3, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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Scale Tank Locomotive.

By T. \\'. AVERILL.

HE following article, with drawings and
photographs of my latest effort in model
locomotive construction, is intended to show
some of the troubles that the model locomotive
builder has to contend with, and also to show the
reader who intends building a model to this design
how he can make a really powerful and efﬁcient
which will pull one or even two persons
engine
continuously.
This depends
chieﬂy on the
skill of the dn~
ver ; for, as in
real
one

practice.
driver

easily
steam

given

will

keep
with 4‘
engine.

another
driver has great
diihculty in do
ing so; and it
to very
comes
much the same
thing in model
practice —— this
the dri
better
more
ver
the
efﬁcient the en—
will be.
gine
model is
The
to
built
ii-in.
scale, and is a
large tank loco
of the
motive
4—6—4 class,
whereas

allow;
the second reason was that I could use
without alteration the standard castings for the
}--in. scale G.N.R. 251 for these ﬁttings, and as
I do not like pattern-making, this was a. con
sideration; these castings could also be used for the
shorter chimney, etc., by cutting pieces out of the
middle and rejoining them; this would be quite
simple with the chimney. as the two pieces could be
bored
a tight ﬁt
for the internal
tube and driven
on to this.
\Nith
the
short chim
the
ney
blast pipe
might be dropped
slightly to get a.
better blast, but
I do not think it
would be neces
sary. See Figs. l
for cross - section
of engine, show
ing difference
in
the
height of
chimneys.
The reason that
I decided to build
this model was
that, from expe
rience gained
by
building and run—

ning
scale

my i-in.
G.N.R. 251,

I thought that
it would be quite
to build
possible
THE i-IN. SCALE TANK LOCOMOTIVE,
WITH PASSENGERS.
a i--in. scale loco
which,
as the
motive
a
with
drawings show,
large enough boiler to keep at work continuously.
reaches the limit of the English loading gauge, and
Although my G.N. proved to be a very powerful
in the actual model these dimensions are exceeded
engine, it would not maintain a high enough pres
by the height of the chimney, dome, safety valve,
sure of steam to do this.
I had two reasons for doing this ; the
and whistle.
In regard to the construction of the model, after
ﬁrst was that, as there is no loading gauge on my
working drawings had been prepared (full size),
railway, I thought that the model would look
I started to make the frames.
These were made
better with a longer chimney than the drawings
_
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from two pieces of hard rolled brass strip, each 33 ins.
long, 3,} ins. wide, and } in. thick, this thickness
being chosen to save the trouble of ﬁtting horn
plates. After being hammered quite ﬁat, one frame
riveted
was marked out, and the two plates'
together and sawn out, and the holes common to
I much prefer sawing out
both frames drilled.
frames to drilling and chipping them, and this was
the chief reason of using brass for the frames, as
I
sawing two thicknesses of j-in. steel is no joke.
may here say that in designing this engine, I
determined to use as much standard material as
possible (to save pattem-making), and in the whole
of engine and boiler I only had two patterns to
make; these were for the combined throat and
back tubeplate and the backplate of the ﬁre-tube
boiler. All the other castings used in the con»
struction of the model are stock material, which
can be procured from either Messrs. Stuart Turner
or Bassett-Lowke.
I only fully mark out one frame.
but the centre line of motion and the footplatc
The
level must be marked out on both plates.
cylinders (i-in. bore and rig-in. stroke) are made up
from the standard G.N. castings, and the distance
from centre of cylinders to centre of driving
axle is the same as in this engine, but the connecting
rod centres are slightly longer. Each cover is
hexagon-headed
Secured
by eight
3-32nds—in.
screws, studded glands provided with locknuts are
used, and the pistons are made in the same manner
as those for my G.N., described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for July 30th, 1908, by Mr. Greenly.
The cylinders are lagged with asbestos and sheet
steel.
A lubricator and two drain cocks are
ﬁtted to each ; all four cocks are coupled together
A
and are worked by one lever on footplate.
large displacement lubricator" is also ﬁtted to
steam chest under the front footplate, as shown in
the side elevation, Fig. 8.
The steam ports are
in. ;
in. ; exhaust, 3-16ths in. by
3~3znds in. by
and the slide-valves had i-32nd-in. lap when ﬁrst
ﬁtted, but as the cut-off was rather too early with
the gear linked up, I have reduced this slightly,
with very good results. A very slight amount of
Piston and valve rods are of
lead is also given.
German silver, also regulator handle and spindle, and
all handrails and knobs, to avoid rusting. The
eccentrics, having a fin. throw, are turned from
hard rolled-brass rod, 1% ins. diameter; they are
ﬁrst turned to size and shape on the bar, then cut
I much prefer this way of
off and bored for axle.
making small eccentrics than using castings for
them, and I ﬁnd that the hard brass wears very
The eccentric rods
well with gun-metal straps.
are built up from bright mild steel bar, 3 in. X {- in.,
and the back-gear rods must be curved rather
much so that they will clear the front driving'axle
The expansion links
when engine is reversed.
mild steel with hard
are made from 3-i6ths-in.
gun-metal dies; the dimensions are the same as
for the G.N. 251.
As the engine was constructed for hard work,
all the bearing surfaces are made as large as possible;
in.
the driving and coupled axles are 31-32nds.
diameter, and the axle-boxes, which are milled
in.,
bar,
I in. by 5
to shape from hard rolled brass
long enough to make all the driving boxes (the

l

i

* This lubricator has since been discarded, as it
would not work properly with the highly super
heated

steam:used.

June

10, I909,

i

bogie axle-boxes are made from
in. by {r in. hard
_ rolled brass bar) ; then pieces are cut off the right
length for axle-boxes and bored
63-64ths in..
as I found that with a rough track like mine the
boxes must not be too good a ﬁt on the axles. or
they will bind on the uneven road. The coupling
and connecting- rods are made from bright mild
steel bar, i- in. by 3-ibths in., and as this is very
tough stqu to ﬁle, after being marked out, they were
bolted together in pairs and rough-turned to size (see
Fig. 2). They were then turned back to back and
again bolted together, and turned again, as shown
by dotted lines, Fig. 3. After being taken apart
they were ﬁnished off with a ﬁle, but if the tuming
is carefully done they should not want very much
The rods must, of course.
ﬁling to ﬁnish them off.
be cut longer than the ﬁnished size, to allow for the
centre in ends, and the two rods must be clamped

very tightly together, and proper centres drilled
in ends, or the turner will ﬁnd them ﬂying about
the shop instead of revolving in the lathe. and a
heavy cut should not be attempted.
The
coupling-rods are each made in two pieces, to
allow for the play of the springs.
The joints are
just behind the driving crank-pin.
These rods
must be most carefully set out and ﬁtted, or there
will be a great deal of friction; but my model
runs quite as freely with the coupling-rods in place as
it does with the rods taken off.
The big ends of connecting~rods
had a piece of
5} in. by i-i6th in. steel riveted on the outside
for thickening up the big end, and pieces of {>in. by
j in. steel riveted and bolted on the top and bottom
(Fig. 4). This gives the appearance of the big end
being built up, as in real practice.
Hard rolled
brass bushes are ﬁtted to all working parts, and
all bolts or nuts liable to work loose are ﬁtted with
locking-plates or locknuts.
Spring buffers, spring
draw-bars, and screw couplings are also ﬁtted.
The weight of the engine in working order with
the ﬁre-tube boiler was 85 lbs., and 86 lbs. with the
water-tube boiler; and nearly the whole of this is
available for adhesion, as there is only just enough
weight on the bogie wheels to make them keep
the rails; but even with all this weight on the
drivers, the engine is quite powerful enough to
make them slip on a rough iron track if given too
much steam at starting.
The driving and coupled
wheels are 4} ins. diameter, and the bogie wheels
diameter;
and although the engine is
2} ins.
such a large one, the ﬁxed wheelbase is only l0 ins.,
against 11} ins. in the G.N. “ Atlantic " 251.
A steam brake, acting on all the driving wheels, is
ﬁtted. The cylinder of same is E-in. bore, with a
%»in. stroke, and it is quite powerful enough to lock
the wheels with full steam on the engine.
A hand
brake is also ﬁtted, acting on the same brake-blocks,
as it is done in real practice on tank locomotives.
“’ith hand brake off, steam brake is free to move
on or off, but with hand brake on, the steam brake
piston is held in the "on" position and cannot
move.
The brake-valve is a standard 3—16ths—in.
three-way cock, ﬁtted under footplate, and con
nected to lever in cab, and gives every satisfaction.
With the ﬁre-tube boiler the steam supply pipe for
brake was taken down from top of boiler through the
ﬁrebox roof, and then down inside backplate of boiler,
and thus supplying the brake with very dry steam ;
but with the water<tubc boiler the supply is taken
off the under side of regulator-box.
The oil tank
and also the water supply, are carried in the bun kcr:
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could. be made

Rad/U5 0/
Ysecond

Brass

bt/SA

Washer
7:. 177/:It

but I have slightly enlarged the holes in nipples,
and now only require 25 lbs. per sq. in., and get a
ﬁercer ﬂame than I did before with 50 lbs. pressure.
Underneath the burners is ﬁtted a small tray of
this is soaked
sheet iron lined with asbestos;
with methylated spirit and used to warm up the
burners.
The ﬁre-tube boiler which was ﬁrst ﬁtted to the
engine will be seen to be quite a departure from the
ordinary way of making a locomotive boiler (see
Figs. I and 7), as there is no water space under
barrel at the throat-plate, neither round the ﬁre

I

FIG 4.—-—BIG END BUILT UP; ALSO snowmc
METHOD or FASTENING COLLARS 0N CRANK PIN.
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FIG. 2.
Rd dies of
f/rsr I

in. brass
in. by
to the boiler shell, a. piece of
forming the distance piece and bottom of water
space between the shell and ﬁrebox;
fin. copper
in. There were sixteen
rivets were used, spaced
3-I6ths-in. brass side stays ﬁtted, eight each side,
and six 3-I6ths-in. roof stays; also six yin. ﬁeld
tubes (for construction and ﬁtting of these see
fusible plug was also ﬁtted in ﬁrebox
Fig. 5).
roof. Two longitudinal stays were ﬁtted. the left
hand one of 3-16ths-in. solid-drawn copper tube,
supplying the ring blower, which had four jets.
I-32nd-in. bore, with steam from cock on back
brass rod;
plate. The other stay
3-I6ths—in.
the steam
pipe (i-in. solid-drawn copper tube)
and regulator-box also acted as another stay
in centre of boiler. The regulator was the same
type as the G.N. 251. and had four ports, I-I6th-in.
diameter. The superheater was of 5-I6ths-in.
ins. of
ft.
solid-drawn copper tube, and about
The
this was coiled round inside the smokebox.
boiler ends were secured withl-in. countersunk-head
brass screws at i-in. pitch, and eighteen
{-in.
diameter I8-gauge solid-drawn brass ﬂue tubes were
ﬁtted, screwed with a taper thread 26 to the inch
into back tubeplate, and expanded and sweated
At the back plate of ﬁrebox
at the front ends.
another plate was ﬁtted inside this, and the space
The boiler
between
the two ﬁlled with asbestos.
was lagged with cardboard. I-I6th-in. thick, and
thin sheet zinc, kept in place with brass .bands.
The boiler, when ﬁrst tested. was quite tight under
a cold water pressure of 240 lbs., and also under the
con
working steam pressure of 100 lbs., and as
sider that getting the boiler tight is the great
locomotive,
was
difﬁculty in building a model
had got this one
congratulating myself that
all right, when
started to leak at the back tube
plate. Off came the boiler and the leak was stopped.
Then, after being at work for a short time, another
will not
But
leak started in another place.

i

the side tanks are only dummies. but
to hold water if required. A force
pump, 9-16ths-in. bore, with detachable handle and
ball-valves, is also placed in the bunker, which 18
"
Primus"
Two No. I
made. from sheet copper.
burners, of the " roarer " pattern, are ﬁtted, and
of 50 lbs. per
were worked with an air pressure
burners;
sq. in., with the nipples as received with

In my model
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weary the reader with a description of all the leaks
detail the language that
had to stop, neither will
for a fortnight, and by
but
kept at
was used
was thoroughly disgusted with the
that time
cannot account for this boiler giving so
boiler.
had taken great care in making
much trouble, as
it, and every part was carefully tinned before ﬁtting
was made much
am sure that
together; and
better than the one on my G.N. locomotive, and

it

I

I

5

hole (which was ﬁtted with double sliding doors
worked by one handle). The boiler was con
structed from a piece of solid-drawn copper tube.
ins. diameter and 3-32nds in. thick, with cast
The ﬁrebox
gun-metal ends 7-32nds in. thick.
wrapper was also of 3-32nds-in. copper, and this
was riveted round the ﬂange cast on back plate
and round the ﬂange of the combined back-tube
and throat-plate;
then the wrapper was riveted

VALVE WIIIsTLE.
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that boiler has never given much trouble from
\Vhen the boiler was tight it was quite
leaking.
efﬁcient, and, with the burners up to “concert
pitch," would easily maintain 100 lbs. of steam.
I am rather prejudiced in favour of the water—
tube boiler for model locomotives, so I decided to
scrap the ﬁre-tube boiler and build a waterstube
boiler, using the shell of the old boiler for the outer
casing of the water-tube, and I had a very tough job
it at last. I
to get it to pieces. but managed
decided to use a 4-in. diameter inner tube, as I
could get standard castings for the downcomer and
The barrel isapiece of solid
upcomers for this size.
drawn copper tube, 1-16th in. full thick (not 18
the ends are gun—
and 4 ins. diameter;
gauge),
metal castings secured to tube by 5-32nds-in.
The upcomers
brass pins at é-in. pitch.
screwed
with ﬁ-in. brass
and downcomer are secured

(Fig. IA) shows, the downcomer casting was much too
large to go between the frames, and as it was also
too deep for‘ my purpose, I cut a piece ii in. wide
off the bottom of casting and made a new bottom
to it, from a piece of {r-in. square brass rod. This
was dovetailed into the casting and secured with
brass screws, and thoroughly sweated.
5-32nds-in.
The frame had to be cut away about yin. below foot
plate level at the downcomer. as it would have been
a lot of trouble to alter this to fit between them,
and as the side tanks hide this part, it does not
make any difference
to the looks, neither does it
make much difference
to the strength of frames
at this point. The downcomer was marked out
and the tube holes carefully drilled at the right
angles, but the upcomers were only marked out and
not drilled until ﬁxed to boiler. I made a special
long drill and also a long taper tap from lengths
of 5-16ths-in. silver steel, and these
were used through the proper holes
in downcomer, thus ensuring the
holes and threads to be truly in line.
of 5-16ths
The tubes,
in. outside
diameter solid-drawn
copper, were
chased
with a taper thread at the
front ends, 32 threads to the inch
(I may here say that this was the ﬁrst
job that I had ever done with a chaser,
but got on much better than I ex
pected to, and did not spoil a single
thread). The bottom ends were tin
ned, and the front ends smeared with
thin red lead, the tubes then being
screwed
into upcomers by
tightly
means
of a taper reamer
slightly
driven into bore of tube and turned
round with a brace.
This is a much
better method
than
the
slotting
tube ends and using a screwdriver to
The bottom ends
tighten them up.
were then
expanded into the holes
in downcomer which had been ream
from the
back
and
ered
taper
The feed water, instead
sweated
up.
of

the

tive
GETTING UP STEA M.
screws
at §-in. pitch, but I
countersunk-head
think j-in. pitch would have been quite sufficient.
I came to this conclusion when I was drilling and
The downcomer door is held in
ﬁtting the screws.
screws‘,
by fourteen brass cheese-headed
place
5-32nds-in. diameter, and the joint is made with a
piece of stout canvas soaked in boiled linseed oil
and then red lead paste well rubbed in ; this makes
I mention this as I have had
a good tight joint.
trouble from leaking downcomer doors before.
All the parts were thoroughly tinned before sweating
boiler was tested with cold
up, and when the
water at 250 lbs. per sq. in., much to my relief. all
As I mentioned
the joints were absolutely tight.
I obtained standard castings for the up
before.
downcomers,
and as the drawing,
comers and

' The two outside screws of the bottom row were
subsequently changed to countersunk-heads to
save cutting so much of the frames away, as they
did not quite clear these.
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going

directly

“clack box "
driver’s

name

into

boiler from
real locomo
for the check

(the

along a 3-16ths~in.
the
solid-drawn copper pipe inside
outer casing, and enters the boiler
Of course,
on the side right at the front end.
soft-soldered joints
there
must not be any
This pipe, and also the super
this pipe.
on
heater pipe, are clearly shown on the
photo
graphs of the generator of water-tube boiler.
Thev superheater is a piece of 5-16ths-in. solid
drawn copper pipe about 3 ft. long ; it is connected
to boiler by a 5-16ths—in. union, then bent back
along boiler and passes underneath same and over
the bottom row of water tubes, just in front of the
back upcomer; it is then taken back along boiler
I may here say
to steam connection on engine.
that I always make my blast pipes and steam con
nections from fairly large diameter braSs rod which
is a tight fit in holes drilled in bottom of smoke
box ; this does away with the troublesome packing
round pipes to keep the smokebox airtight, and
with the steam connection the diameter of rod must
be slightly larger than the outside diameter of the
threads on the male part of union, which part I
If any reader feels
always use at the bottom.
valve.)

passes
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inclined to build a model to this design, I should
strongly advise him to ﬁt the water-tube boiler, as it
is much cheaper and more easily made than the
ﬁre-tube boiler, has a much larger water range.
and also the advantage that if a leak does start, it
can easily be got at by taking the generator out
of the casing.
It is also much quicker getting
up steam, and although the ﬁre-tube boiler would
make ample
steam with the burners in a good
humour, the water-tube boiler will keep steam
In fact, it makes
with only one burner going.
Steam rather too well;
with both burners going
well it will pick up steam against the pump. and
the safety-valve is kept very busy indeed.
But as
making too much steam is not a fault that many
model
locomotives suffer from. I
, .._
will only advise the driver to see
that the safety~valve
is properly
this
adjusted, as the ﬁrst time
engine was tried under steam with
the water-tube boiler (engine was
at work on the testing stand at

and the very heavy train-load which is
photograph of the engine under
steam, the total weight of which was 1,001 lbs.,
including the weight of engine (86 lbs.).
The
passenger part of the load are Messrs. G. \Vhittlker
(front) and C. Stairmaud (back). These gentle
men are both G.\\'.R. drivers. and the latter is seated
on a load of nine 56-lb. weights ; this load was just
too much for the engine to start, but with the help
of a push from one ﬁnger, it was easily started, and
pulled the length of the track, and safety-valve
started blowing as soon as steam was shut off.
In conclusion, I must say what a great help Mr.
“
The Model Locomotive,"
has
Greenly's book.
been to me, and I think that any model engineer
the engine,

shown

l

in

the

the

time),
the
rose to
pressure
130 lbs. per sq. in., and was still
it was noticed.
going up when
The safety-valve had been screwed
down for the cold water test, and
I had omitted to set it again at the
The
proper working
pressure.

boiler

ﬁttings

(except cocks and

are
pressure
gauges)
my own
make, and as the whistle (which
is really a whistle. and not asqueak)
is rather a novelty, being ﬁtted
with a spring ball-valve, which was quite tight
under the cold water test and also keeps very
tight under steam, I give two full-size drawings of
it. Figs (6 and 6A).
The safety-valve is ﬁtted with a fin. ball-valve,
the same as my (;.N. 251. and is quite reliable,
always blowing off at the pressure it has been set for,
and always closing down quite tight when the pressure
drops. The roof of cab can be taken right off by
removing two screws, as it would be nearly im
possible to drive the engine with cab roof in position.
The outer casing is lagged with asbestos sheeting
l-itSth in. thick, and the cleading is stout sheet tin
kept in position with the same bands that were
used for the ﬁre-tube boiler.
The smokebox is
made from sheet brass 3-32nds in. thick.
I could
not get a piece of tube the right size, so had to make
a bit, which is a tight fit on the 5-in. tube used for
the outer casing and held in place by countersunk
headed brass screws Q- in. diameter.
The smoke
box door is a standard iron casting, and is held in
position by the usual dart and cross-bar.
I am so satisﬁed with this water-tube boiler that I
have resolved never to make another model loco
motive with a ﬁre-tube boiler, and although Mr.
Greenly in his book, " The Model Locomotive "
(see page 194), says that the ﬁre-tube type is the
more powerful, I must respectfully beg to differ
from him. This type may appear more powerful
on paper, and I admit that you can get more heating
in it; but in practice, the water-tube
surface
boiler (with a good deal less heating surface). if
properly made, will beat the ﬁre-tube type hollow
for making steam, in all models using oil fuel
burners. \Vhen tested on the track the engine
proved to be very powerful, and has pulled from
a dead start on the level a load of 845 lbs. behind

THE GENERATOR

l

OF WATER TUBE

BOILER.

who has the average quantity of brains, with the
help of this book can easily design an efﬁcient
working model of any given prototype, or, as in my
own case, a model designed for a particular purpose.
I should also like to add how much I enjoy showing
my model locomotives to professional locomo ive
drivers (who are for the most part splendid fellows,
and I am very proud to think that I can number
of them amongst my friends), as they,
several
on ﬁrst seeing the model, appear to be quite taken
aback that a locomotive can be condensed into
so small a space, and it is very amusing to watch
the face of a i5-stone driver (who has never seen
a ir-in, scale model under steam before) when I
tell him the engine will pull him along with the
lever one notch out of gear.
He does not say
much, he only smiles, and when the engine has
pulled him. he still does not say anything, but
looks as though he was thinking a great deal.
And if any model locomotive builder wants a critic.
I advise him to get a real locomotive driver (Mr.
C. Stairmand, of Alcester, if possible),
and if the
con
beat of the exhaust will satisfy him, he can
gratulate himself (as I have done), and say “ Well !
there can't be much the matter with her."

Tar. Italian Government have started a motor
postal service from Rome, and have awarded the
contract for the supply of chassis to the Societa
“
Torinese Automobili
Ra id " car
Rapid, the
having proved itself, in a competition he d by the
Govcmment during a. period of three months, to
be the most satisfactory car that was entered.
The
order comprises thirty 14 h.~p. and thirty 20 h.-p.
“
"
chassis.—.-llechaniml World.
Rapid

June
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A Design for

The four thickening plates d can now be cut out
and sweated on to the side plates. the slots being
made to exactly coincide with those in the latter.
It
will enhance the appearance of the bogie if a few
small holes are drilled through the plates and the
top parts of ordinary pins sweated in so that the
heads form imitation rivets. as depicted in Fig. 62.
The end pieces e can be of hard sheet brass, the
ends being bent at right angles for riveting to the
side plates.
Before this is done, however,
the
bearing lugs I can be bent and ﬁled to shape. the
{our corner ones being attached to the side plates by
means of the bottom rivets, which ﬁx the end pieces
in position.
The tour inside lugs can be riveted in
position ﬁrst, then the two corner ones together
with the end pieces.
.\lild stcel plate i-iOth in. thick can be used for

2§-in. Gauge
Steam Rail Motor

Model
Coach.

a'

By A. J. BUDD.
(Contimwd from

page 457.)

Coacu Bonn; AND STEPS.
completed the underirame. the bogie
This part of the model,
can be taken in hand.
although appearing somewhat complicated.
should not prove a difficult piece of work it care and
patience are used in its construction.
Hard sheet brass i-lﬁth in. thick can be used
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Fro. 62.—PART SEc'riouAL

ELEVATION AND HALF Pras' or Coscn B0012.

The outline of these, which is
for the side plates.
clearly shown in Fig. ()2. should be marked out on a
piece of the sheet brass. which can then be riveted to
another piece so that the two plates can be cut out
Care should be taken
and ﬁled to shape together.
to see that the sides of the slots which take the axle
Drill two i-ioth-in. holes
boxes are quite parallel.
through at either end, as at a, and two more, in the
position indicated at b, for rivets. Through the
bottom part of the axle-box guides 3-64ths-in.
holes should be drilled to take small rivets for
ﬁxing the homstays or keeps, as at r. \\'hen this
has been done the plates can be taken apart.

transverse
stretcher piece
the centre of this a recessed
metal can be sweated to form a
a thin iron washer
underside

g (see also Fig. 03).
disc of brass or gun
bearing, and on the
can be soldered
as
indicated. The curved bearing pieces h must be
soldered in position so that they coincide with the
similar pieces on the bearing stretcher of the under
The level of the top surfaces of these pieces
frame.
should be made the same as the centre bearing
When ready, the stretcher can either be
disc.
riveted in position or attached to the side plates
by two small bolts in either end.
The wheels and axles had better be tackled next.
the

In
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As there are four plates to each spring, sixteen
will have to be procured, when all that will be
required to be done is to soften them in the middle
and bend them to a slightly smaller curve than that
shown in Fig. 62. Then cut four pieces to each
of the lengths shown, and after being
re-tempered they are ready for assem
bling. Thread the plates on to the pins
with thin sheet brass, packing pieces
between
as indicated
at m, Fig. 62.
.
and clamp together by means of the
91
small nut as shown.
7'
L»
The axle-boxes can now be put on the
wa
She/1
/"0/'I,
75 Five/3
ends of the axles, and the former slipped
/‘/;,}_-/r
in place in the guides, after which the
Mud s/eg/ pla/“g ﬁs'V/w/r
hem-stays can be riveted in position.
FIG. 63.—PART Sac-noun ELEVATION or TRANSVERSE
The spring pins, Fig. 65, should be of steel
Boon: STRETCHER
BEARING PLATE.
CARRYING

The former, it will be noticed, are intended to be. solid
A pattern can be made or, if
rnd may be of brass.
they could be turned up out of plain
preferable,
discs as very little metal would be wasted in recessin g
The bosses should be drilled and tapped
the faces.

1

r—*———,—

K

.3¢2

/

A length of mild—steel
7-32nds in. \Vbit.
rod 5-16ths in. diameter should be pro
cured, out of which the axles (Fig. 64)
can be turned.
The threaded parts must be made a
tight fit for the wheels, which must be
"
“
home
screwed
against the shoulder.
This brings us to the axle-boxes, which
are drawn to full size in Fig. 65 . Brass
holes
the
can also be used for these.
for the ends of the axles being drilled
right through and the cap pieces sol
Care must be taken in ﬁling
dered on.
out the slots for the guides to see that
the former are quite opposite each other
and at the same time square with the
holes for the axles. The raised portion 7'on
which the spring rests can be formed in
In Fig. 66 this is
two diﬁerent ways.
shown integral with the axle-box, the
which keeps the spring in
side plate

2%

3'2"

/

~> —~——-——

’;'—--#

70

64.—Bor.m

\\'ur.1-:L

e

i-iﬁth

in. diameter, being screwed and provided
with
nut at the bottom. Pieces of iron rod
5-32nds in. diameter, can be used for the heads
into which the top part of the pins are screwed.
After drilling and tapping the holes a part of the
underside
of the heads should be filed at an angle
as shown, after which the pins can be screwed in and
sweated.
A number of rubber washers should be
procured, two of which are slipped on the end of
each pin, as shown, with thin brass washers in
between.
The tension of the springs can be ad
justed by means of the nuts provided on the ends of
the pins.

wire

a

4

—*

'1

Whi/ //7/~ead
Flo.

du

END ELEVATION or Boom.

FIG. 66.—HALF-SECTIONAL

12,

lllll
(<7 ~

u

AXLE.

two
on.
These
soldered
being
be tiled to shape
preferred,
pieces can,
in Fig.
out of angle brass, as represented
()5, and screwed down by means oi the small
and afterwards swe ited in place.
steel pin
“'ith regard to the springs, the writer
has soarranged these that the parts composing them can be bought practically ready
already'
holes
with the necessary
made.
drilled, so saving a good deal of time and
trouble. Some readers may have seen the
ball governors used on phonographs which
are controlled
by three small ﬂat steel
of which two or
These
springs.
springs.
three can be purchased for a penny, can
be made to answer the purpose of the bogie

(To be ronrluded.)

if

position,

springs very well.
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Venice Miniature

Railway.

Venice, California.
(Continued from Page 515.)
Fremont CARS.
Flat Cars.—-The two ﬂat cars (Fig. 17) are of
strong construction, the longitudinal sills being
heavy wood, trussecl, and the ﬂooring of 1-in.
The side boards are 18 ft. long and 14 ins.
planks.
deep. being bolted to stakes which ﬁt into suitable
The car bodies were
stake pockets on the side sills.
built in the Company's shops and are painted

l
‘
1

lbs.

Tank—diameter,
length, 316 ft. ;
3 ft.;
capacity, 846 gals; material, 3-32nds.-in.
galvanised sheet steel.
Truck centres, 15 it. ; wheelbase. 17 it.
Cost complete, $225.

1'
‘

i,w___.i__ae-‘
vcmca RAILWAY.

+4
III

-~=._
~'1

V

F10.

".

‘, k..
i,
H

'1' .

.

with white lettering. The equipments
include automatic couplers and air brakes, the latter
being applied after the photograph was made.
The'trucks are of the same pattern as those of the
The chief dimensions are :—
passenger cars.
Length of body, 18 it. 6 ins. ; length over-all,

it.

8 ins.
48 ins. ; height, 32 ins.
Truck centres, 15 ft.; total wheelbase, 17 it.
\Veight, 2,500 lbs. ; capacity, 8,000 lbs.
Tank Can—The tank car has an- under framing
similar to that 0t.,the flat cars, but modiﬁed some~
what to accommodate the tank, which is cylindrical

Width,

__

l4—SiDE VIEW or Locouorwa

red~brown

19

and slightly rounded at the ends.
An end view of
car may be seen in Fig. 8.
The tank is
painted black and the framing red-brown, with white
air brakes,
and
lettering. Automatic
couplers,
trucks are identical with those of the passenger
and ﬂat cars.
Length of body, 18 it. 6 ins.; length over-all,
19 it. 8 ins.
“'idth, 48 ins.; height, 50 ins.
Weight (empty), 3,500 lbs; capacity, 7.000
the

l
1
‘
l

By ARTHUR \V. LINE.

-

l
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AND

TENDER.

The body was built in the shops of the Company.
tank by J. M. McFarland Company. L05

l
l
'

and the
AngcleS.

TICKETING.
There are ﬁve kinds of tickets used—adults’ and
children‘s round-trip tickets, residents’ commuta.
'
tion tickets, season tickets and annual passes,
i l The round-trip {are {or adults is 10 cents., and for
children 5 cents., the tickets being green and red,
‘
respectively.
They are printed in rolls, consecu
tively numbered, and are good until used.
‘
Commutation tickets are in books of ﬁfty, two to
‘
the page, and sell for $1.
The cover and all coupons
l
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OPERATION.
As a ﬁtting conclusion to the foregoing description
some
information about the operation of this
railway will doubtless prove interesting.
On ordinary days train service is maintained
from 2 p.m. until sunset, one short train of two,
three, or four cars being run.
On Sundays one train
the
of four, ﬁve, or six cars can usually handle

10, 1909.

lbs. distributed over a length of 200 it
behind the engines,
the total length of entire
train being 240 it.
There is a third locomotive somewhat smaller than
the other two.
This is the property of the Eastlake
Park Scenic Railway, Los Angeles, and was also de
signed by Mr. Coit. An illustrated description of this
locomotive appeared
in THE M00121. ENGINEER of
April 23rd, 1908. \Vhen the Venice Railway was ﬁrst
built and before engine No. 2 was delivered, it became
to have another engine for relief and
necessary

in the book bear the same number. Season tickets
vary in price according to the time limit.
Annual passes are complimentary. The writer is
fortunate in possessing an annual pass for himself
and lady. Theodore Roosevelt is also an annual
During busy days two ticket sellers are
pass holder.
kept busy at Windward Avenue ticket ofﬁce, on other
days one seller is sufﬁcient, while on dull days the
oﬂice is closed and fares are collected on the trains.
The arrangement works well and conduces to
economical working.

F10.

June

1
l
1

PASSENGER

CAR.

helper work, and the Eastlake 2—6—0 engine was
leased for a short time during a dull period in Los
It was used to operate a second train
Angeles.
and also in double-header work; but with the advent
of No. 2 it was relegated to construction work, and
later overhauled and returned to Los Angeles.
The busiest day the railway has ever had was
on _Iuly 4th, 1907.
This was Independence Day,

FLAT CAR wn'n SIDE BOARDS.

traﬂ‘ic.
On public holidays it is usual to run two
trains of three, four or ﬁve cars each, and occasionally
a double-header train of eight, nine, or ten cars has
been run, service
maintained for twelve
being
to eighteen
hours.
Six cars is the maximum
load for one locomotive at high speed, and ten
loaded cars have been easily, quickly, and safely
handled by two engines.
The latter performance
involves the handling of an approximate load of

great American national holiday, and no less
than 4,046 adults and 1, 349 children paid fares—a
total of 5,395 passengers.
The cash receipts were,
from adults 8404'60 and from children $67-45,
a grand total of 8472'05, or about £97 2s. 7d.
Under ordinary conditions trains may be ﬂagged
down at any point on the line. and will stop any
where to set down passengers.
"Stepovers" are
granted to those wishing to visit Lake Avenue sheps.
the

june
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It will be noticed that there are no buﬁers used
on this -railway.
The bufﬁng stops are absorbed
by the draft gear, and there is practically no slack.
Owing to the sharp vertical curves and heavy trains
the drait gear is subjected to very severe shocks,
yet works perfectly. The action of the automatic
couplers and draft gear on vertical and horizontal
curves can be easily studied by riding at the end ,
of a car.
When the cars ﬁrst went into service it was

FIG. i8.—INSIDE

At ﬁrst sight it might be thought that Lake
Avenue Yard contains more trackage than necessary
for the switching operations attendent to assembling
trains (Fig. 12). It
and dissembling passenger
however, that. the cars are
must be remembered,
equivalent in length to full-size (So-ft. cars, and that

VIEW OF CAB.
Fro. 20.-—-CYL1NDER

found that the draft springs were not heavy enough
Those in the front of train would be compressed to
the limit when going up grade, while on a down
grade the rear of train vmuld run forward into the
again compressing the springs,
front
portion
This was remedied
and causing jerking of the cars.

Fm. I9.—CONNECTIONS BETWEEN

PASSENGER

CARS.

heavier springs, capable of absorbing the
compression without
maximum
being
entirely
The coupler heads are of cast iron and the
closed.
knuckles of bronze, the Operation being
very
satisiactory.
The M.C.B. type of vertical plane coupler, as
demonstrated in every-day use on this railway, is so
simple and perfect in its operation that the most
enthusiastic advocate of link and hook and other
coupling devices would surely be convinced, after
assembling, switching and dissembling
Personally
a long train.
by using
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In order to con
long cars require much trackage.
vey a correct idea of yard movements necessary
on this railway diagrams have been prepared
showing in plan the trackage involved in ordinary
From these diagrams it will
switching operations.

FIG. 2L—CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ENGINE AND
TENDER.
be seen that the yard is, if anything, too small for
the necessary train movements.
Fig. 12, on page 514
of last issue, shows the disposition of rolling-stock
when not in service. Four plans are given, showing
respectively the assembling of a ten-car double
header train; the same train ready to leave the
yards; a ﬁve-car train in service and a similar
train being assembled.
The assembling of a three-, four-, or ﬁve-car train
is a simple matter; but the making up of an eight—
or ten-car train is more complicated, and is
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described by Mr. Coit in American railway parlance
as follows :—
"
Engine 2 heads out of roundhouse on table,
turns, backs off.
Engine 1 does the same and
couples on to engine 2. Together they back up to
west end of loop, head in on one of the car-house
tracks. couple to ﬁve cars, and back out to clear
switch to other cars.
Engines then head in on other

FIG. 22.—END or PAssENGER
COUPrER, AIR HosE, AND

CAR,

BELL

The great need of a power unit capable of being
started up at short notice has been felt for a long
time.
The time consumed in raising steam oiten
prevents the taking advantage of short periods
of ﬁne weather.
Mr. Coit has, therefore, recom
mended
the building oi an eight-wheel gasoline
motor-ear to carry six passengers, and capable of
hauling one extra car at a speed of 25 miles an hour.
The use of such a car would be unique in miniature
railway affairs, and its probable appearance will be
looked for with interest.

snowmc
SIGNAL

CONNECTION.

track, pushing the ﬁve cars, couple to remainder of
cars, and back out with the train until last car
clears loop line.
Engines then head east on main
line, pushing cars until they clear west loop switch.
Dropping the train, engines back out, head around

j

FIG. 23.—REAR VIEW or TENDER, SHOWING
UNCOUPLlNG LEVER.
AUTOMATIC COUPLER
CLOSED.

through the loop, back down through east
After testing
loop switch, and couple to train.
brakes the train is ready to pull out.
In dissem
bling, the movements are reversed."
cars

June 10, 1909.

l-‘iG. 24.—PUMPING FUEL 01!. BY PRESSURE
FROM TRAIN PIPE.
AUTOMATIC COUPLER
OPEN.

In addition to being provided with an annual
pass on this railway, the “Titer received the utmost
courtesy and assistance from the manager and staﬁ,
and as a representative of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
he was allowed privileges enjoyed by no other
in his search for information about this
person
greatest of miniature railways.

Apparatus for Undamped Elec=
tric Oscillations—after the
Poulsen System.

By F. E. BORNHARDT.
electrician readers oi THE Monet. ENG!
NEER will have read with great interest the
articles appearing now and then in this and
many other papers concerning the great success
attained in wireless telegraphy by means of the
The Poulsen system differs greatly
Poulsen arc.
from the other methods of radio-telegraphy.
In the Poulsen system no coil with sparking gap
is used; instead of the sparking gap—as in spark
telegraphy, fed by high-tension current from the
induction coil—we have the are, which under certain
conditions produces oscillating currents. These
and
self-induction
conditions are—a condenser
coil parallel to the arc and the are burning in some
other gas than air, namely, hydrogen or coal gas;
also, to increase energy, we place the arc in a strong
This not only increases the energy.
magnetic ﬁeld.
but tends to keep the oscillations much more
constant, which is essential for wireless telegraphy
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be ﬁlled in with red lead, as otherwise the smell
The manner
of the gas would become very tiresome.
in which the gas-tight joints can be made may be
seen in sketch (Figs. 3 and 4).
The box should
bottom:
also be provided with an asbestos-covered
the lid should be thin glass (better mica). SO 85 to
be able to adjust the arc.
The two cocks are for
the current oi coal gas which is to pass through the
chamber; the upper gas cock is provided with a

intend using the are over longer periods,
For
have to water-cool the copper anode.
further particulars the reader must refer to the
different articles in THE MODEL ENGINEER, or to
Mr. Howgrave-Graham's excellent little book about
" Wireless Telegraphy." chapter II. We need for
our generator a gas-tight and ﬁreproof box, two
electrodes, the copper anode and the cathode carbon;
also, at right angles to the two electrodes, a strong
electro-magnet.
(See Figs. i and 2.)
“’e begin by making the copper anode (Fig. 3),
Procure
which is to be provided with cooling water.
a piece of copper tubing, to dimensions about as
in sketch, and ﬁx the two copper end-pieces with
we

we

small burner.

The magnetic ﬁvld is for making the potential
between the electrodes higher, and must be as strong
as pOSsible.
The bobbins can be made of ﬁbre or
wood. and wound with No. 18 or 20 cotton-covered

Gas

col/cf

cl: :3 lid}

!

@l

Fig. 2.

I

I

must.
The condenser
very care
made
as
fully,
everything

D
>_.

be

depends upon

F.

E
|

,(lo/B

needed.
used with

I

a
~23

.>\‘

s

l
l

the amOunt

The

con

denser I have made and
good result-5
As di-elec
was made in the following manner.
tric, ﬁltering paper of the best quality was
ﬁrst dried and then immersed
in a mixture of
molten parafﬁn (highest melting-point) and resin
eighty sheets 7 ins. by 10 ins. were
(5 to 1 parts);
boiled in a saucepan and hung up to cool.
The
tinfoil sheets must leave a. margin oi about i in.
of paper.
When the tinfoil and paper have been
laid together in the usual manner, take a hot iron
and iron all the superﬂuous wax out; when still
hot, press the condenser between two stiff boards
The condenser can now be
and allow to cool.

\\\ “mama‘s-in“

the arc is to burn must, of course, be absolutely gas
tight and fairly ﬁreproof. The two walls C and D
(Fig. 2) can be made oi l-in. oak wood covered on
the inner side—to protect it against heat—with fin.
The walls into which the two
sheet
asbestos.
electrodes are to be fastened should be good red
ﬁbre. about } in. thick. which will not be so very
expensive. The electrodes should be an absolute
gas-tight ﬁt into the box, also all cracks, etc., must

.
m"

pensiveth

m/ef

soft-solder, also the inlet and outlet tubes, which
can be brass.
The cooling water inlet pipe must
lead as close as possible to the heated headpiece.
The end of the anode at which the arc is formed
is ﬁtted with a copper ring (Fig. 3), which can be
renewed if necessary ; it must also be hollowed out
towards the centre, so as to force the arc to kee
on the sharp outer edge. The copper ring wiii
hardly ever need renewing. The carbon should be
good searchlight carbon, with the end screwed as
shown in sketch, of about 35 mm. diameter. The
box in which the arc is to be enclosed may be made
in the following manner. The chamber in which

its
The b e s t
be
would
condenser
one built up with mica.
but this is very ex
quality.

l
Gas

copper wire. The two
iron cores are length
so as to pass
ened
through sides of cham
ber close up to the arc.
(See sketch, Fig. 2.)

I

mounted on a baseboard and good terminals ﬁtted
to the lugs, as these are very liable to burn away
when heavy currents are passing.
The sell-induction coil can be pretty nearly any
A useiul one—with which a lot of experiments
size.
It
can be made—is shown in the photograph.
consists of two cardboard cylinders of about 5 ins.
diameter and 4} ins., the outer one wound with
eighty turns of No. 16 and the inner with No. 18
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(about 120 turns). The two cylinders ﬁt fairly
tight together, so that the inner one, when drawn
out, does not slip back again; varnish well with
For working this,
shellac.
generator current
from the mains—from i 50 to 440 volts or more—is
needed ; the results with less voltage than 150 volts
are unsatisfactory.
The generator must be con
nected to the mains in series with a strong variable
resistance,
so as to bring down the amperes; not
more than 6 amps. can be transformed into oscilla
tions with one are.
Having ﬁnished all the apparatus, We can begin
Connect the apparatus as in sketch
experimenting.
(Fig. 5). M, and M, are the coils for the magnetic
ﬁeld; they also work as choking coils to prevent
Care
the oscillations passing along to the mains.
Should be taken to connect the copper anode with
the positive pole from the mains.
The water for
cooling the anode should not be taken from water
mains,
but form a small reservoir in the room,
as the water from mains would earth the positive
Only a little water is needed, so this will
pole.
It is the best plan to
not cause any difﬁculties.
use gas from the street mains, and the connections
must be made with rubber tubing; if no gas from
the mains is available, a small hydrogen generator
must be used, but care must be taken to use only
pure gas (not mixed with air), as this would lead
to bad explosions, and, of course, blow the whole
apparatus to pieces immediately the arc is struck.
Before striking the arc wait till the coal gas ﬂame
of about l-in. length at the upper tap—which
white; also
had been previously ignited—bums
turn on water supply and strike the are by screwing
carbon towards the copper anode till it touches,
and draw apart again till arc is about 3 to 4 mm.
To see that the magnetic ﬁeld is connected
long.
rightly, disconnect the oscillatory circuit; if the
arc gets blown upwards, it is all right; if not.
let the current ﬂow through in the other direction.
It everything is in order, we should, on striking the
are, have oscillations in oscillatory circuit, which
can be ascertained
by short-circuiting one of the
self-induction coils in oscillatory circuit ; this should
give fat sparks.

Magnetism and Magnets.
By ALFRED W. MARSHALL, M.I.Mech.E..
(Continued from page 257.)

A.M.I.E.E
-

II.—PERMANENT
MAGNETS.
are two kinds of permanent magnets,
natural and artiﬁcial.
The term permanent
is used to distinguish them from electro
magnets,
because they hold their magnetism for
a considerable length of time without external aid.
Natural magnets are pieces of a kind of iron ore
which are already in a. magnetic state when found ;
they are not used commercially, but are considered
as a scientiﬁc curiosity.
A natural magnet is
sometimes called a lodestone.
Artiﬁcial permanent
magnets are pieces or bars of hardened steel which
have been magnetised
and rendered
magnetic by
being subjected to the inﬂuence of another magnet
or an electric current. Two patterns in general
use are called the bar magnet and horseshoe magnet
(see Fig. 14).
Every magnet appears to concen~
trate its magnetism at its ends, which are called

THERE
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oles ; it is at these poles that the magnetic force
is in evidence,
seeming to be a kind of invisible,
sticky substance which causes pieces of iron or
steel
to adhere.
The generally accepted theory
is that every magnet is composed
of an immense
number of very small magnets, each of these being
one of the particles of matter of which the steel is
The magnetism or magnetic force is
composed.
to exist in invisible lines or strmnis.
supposed
which traverse the length of the magnet, emerging
at one end, passing through the air, and entering at
It is necessary to imagine these
the other end.

Fro. 14.
lines of force, as they are called, to understand the
modern
theory and explanation of magnets and
The dotted lines in Fig. 14 indi
magnetic effects.
cate these lines of force and approximately their
If a bar or horseshoe magnet is placed
direction.
underneath a sheet of paper, and iron ﬁlings are
sprinkled on the latter, they will form a pattern
similar to the dotted lines of Fig. 14. Gently knock
the paper to induce the ﬁlings to move into position.
The pattern will be of somewhat more complicated
form than shown in Fig. 14, which has been inten
Each of the two poles of a
tionally simpliﬁed.
magnet will attract pieces of iron or steel, but will
produce different effects upon the poles of other
The pole from which the lines of force
magnets.
are supposed to emerge is called the north-seeking
The
pole, and usually indicated by the letter N.
to
pole into which the lines of force are supposed
enter is called the south-seeking pole, and usually
indicated by the letter S. ,The names are used,
because if a bar magnet is suspended
horizontally
and free to rotate, one particular end always seeks
or points north and the other south. A compass
needle is merely a bar magnet suspended
in this
When only one pole of a magnet is marked
manner.
mark is usually
in any way, the distinguishing
The N. pole of a
placed at its north-seeking pole.
magnet will attract the S. pole of another magnet.
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but will repel its N. pole ; hence the rule that unlike
Artiﬁcial permanent
poles attract, like poles repel.
magnets are used to a considerable extent in
scientiﬁc instruments. such as telephone receivers,
apparatus,
telegraph
galvanometers, magneto
electric machines for producing electric current, and
other apparatus where a constant magnetic con
needles used
dition is required. The magnetised
for ships' compasses and galvanometers are really
It a magnet_be
bar magnets, and behave as such.
built up of a number of thin magnets placed Side
by side, it will be of greater magnetic power than
one of the same size made solid.
You can magnetise a thin magnet to a_ greater
magnetic density than a comparatively_thick one ;
thereiOre. by combining a number of thin magnets,
into a
which have been thoroughly magnetised
bundle, you obtain a more powerful ﬂow of magnet
It
ism than from an equal bulk of solid magnet.
will not, however, necessarily be equal to the
sum of the lines of force of each bar, owing to leakage.
A proportion of one to one and one-third has been
An old term for such
given as the probable power.
another and
an arrangement is magnetic battery;
It the mag
more usual term is compound magnet.
" power,
“
holding-on
net is to give a maximum of
the component parts should not be of quite the same
length, so that somewhat pointed poles are pro
duced (see Fig. 15).
Unless a magnet is made of suitable steel, and
exceedingly hard, it will gradually become weaker
with lapse of time.
The best magnets made by
modern methods may be regarded as practically
of permanent strength, if not subjected to rough
treatment, and if kept on closed or nearly closed
magnet circuit; that is, having their poles con
nected by a piece of soft iron so that the magnetic
Even such
lines are in a concentrated condition.
magnets as these decrease in strength at ﬁrst, and

Fig

I:

then settle down to a condition of stability.
On
this account magnets intended for use in apparatus
where constancy of strength is necessary are artiﬁ
cially aged by mechanical vibration, and by placing
them in hot water for an hour or so. Both heat and
vibration tend to destroy the magnetic power of a
If a permanent magnet be made red hot
magnet.
and then allowed to cool, it will lose all or nearly
all its magnetism. If a permanent magnet be sub—
blows, its magnetism will
jected to repeated
On this account, the armature of a
diminish.
magnet ought not to be placed violently upon the
It may be pulled off suddenly, as this
poles.
particles in the
rather strains the magnetised
magnet to their proper position than otherwise, and,
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if anything,

improves the magnetic strength. but
always place the armature easily in position.
A
which
is to retain its magnetism should
magnet
be as long as possible in comparison with its thick
ness.
A magnet which is to be demagnetised easily
should be short.
Permanent magnets are always made of steel.
of a kind which is capable of being hardened so that
it is glass hard, as the term is—that is, the steel

red hot and plunged into cold water in a
similar manner to that in which tools are hardened.
Thin magnets, such as used for compass needles,
are not made so hard, as they would then be too
brittle.
The steel known as tungsten steel (con
taining tungsten) is considered to be the best, but
Almost any steel
high-grade tool steels can be used.
and even iron will retain some amount of magnetism.
but only the suitable kinds, hardened, would be of
any service.
The method of making a permanent magnet is
to ﬁrst forge the bar of steel to the required shape,
then harden it, and ﬁnally bring it to a magnetic
condition by subjecting it to the magnetising action
of other magnets or an electric current.
There
are three recognised
methods of magnetising the
hardened
bar by stroking or rubbing it with a
touch, divided
are called
magnet—they
single
touch, and double touch, and are operated
as
follows. The single touch method is shown in
Fig. 16 ; M is the magnet, and B the hardened steel
bar which is to be magnetised.
Place the magnet so
that it is nearly vertical and resting with one pole
(either pole will do) on one end of the bar, the latter
Stroke the bar with the
lying ﬂat on a table.
magnet from one end to the other. Lift the magnet
several inches above the bar, replace its pole at the
end of the bar from which the stroke was started,
and repeat the operation. Continue stroking the
bar in this way until it becomes saturated with
magnetism. It is essential to lift the magnet well
bar at the termination of each
away from the
stroke ; if you simply rub backwards and forwards,
you will reverse the magnetism at each reversal of
motion. The essence of the method is repeated
stroking of the bar in one direction only. The
magnet will have a pole of opposite sign to that
with which the bar is being stroked. For example,
in Fig. 16 the magnet is made to rub the bar B from
end N to end 5.
At 5 it is lifted away and returned
to N’through
the air; from N it is rubbed to S
again, then lifted, and so on.
It will produce the
is made
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polarity indicated by the letters. The magnet has
been exertmg a magnetic pull upon the little mole
cules of which the bar is composed,
turning them
all so that their N poles point one way and their 5
poles the other way, in a line along the axis of the
bar. As the N pole of the magnet is being used. it
draws the S poles of the molecules after it during
its stroke along the bar, and therefore the resulting
pole of the bar is S where the magnet is lifted
away. The bar being hardened, the molecules
move
very suﬂly. so that repeated
rubbing is
necessary to get them moved to point all one way,
but this stiﬁness of movement prevents them getting
out of line or returning to their old position when the
magnet is removed ; therefore the bar is magnetiSed
and becomes a. permanent magnet.
The divided touch method is shown in Fig. 17.
The hardened bar, B, which is to be magnetised. is
placed ﬁat upon a table, or preferably supported upon
two bar magnets, M 3, M4.
Two other magnets, M1
M2, are then placed upon the bar at its middle,
and
with their ends together.
Each of these magnets.
MI and Mz, is then stroked along the bar as indi
cated
arrows,
the
until they reach its ends
by
respectively. They are then lifted clear of the
bar. and returned simultaneously to the middle
through the air. The stroking operation is then
repeated,
the magnets
being always lifted clear
at the end of each stroke when they reach the
of
the
bar. The polarity produced in B
ends
wrll occur as indicated by the letters.
The double touch method is arranged in the same
way as Fig. 17, but the magnets M1 and Mz, are
kept a short distance apart at their lower ends by a
small piece of non-magnetic material such as wood.
They do not make separate strokes, but are rubbed
simultaneously up and down the bar B, from one
of its ends to the other, commencing from the
centre and ﬁnally resting there at the conclusion
of the magnetising operation, being ﬁnally lifted
vertically
away. A single
horseshoe
pattern
magnet could be used for this method instead of the
two bar magnets,
M1 and Mz.
Electro-magnets
could be used instead of permanent magnets, and
could exert a greater magnetising power.
The
result of the magnetisation process may be irregular,
the bar not only acquiring magnetic poles at its ends
but some polarity at places along its length ; such
places are called consequent poles.
They will not
have so high a magnetic power as the proper poles
at the ends, but would be very detrimental in the
case of magnets
used for directive purposes,
such
as compass
needles
and
measuring instrument
needles.
Consequent poles are particularly liable
tooccur when the bar to be magnetised is long and
thin. The method of divided touch is considered
to be that most likely to produce regular magnetisa
tion, and the method of double touch to produce
the greatest magnetic power.
If a large electro
magnet is available, such as the ﬁeld-magnet of a
dynamo or electric motor, the method of single
touch can be applied by stroking the bar upon one
Of the poles, adhering to the order of the method.
Another way to magnetise the bar is to wind it
With some coils of insulated copper wire as if it was
to be an electro-magnet, then send a steady current
of electricity through the wire for some minutes;
if the bar is gently knocked with a hammer whilst
the current is on the molecules will be assisted in
their effort to turn in the direction of the magnetising
force of the current. The entire principle of
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magnetisation by all methods is to pass a strong
ﬂow of magnetic lines of force through the bar
from some source in a deﬁnite direction.
As the earth's magnetism pervades the entire
of its surface,
articles of magnetic
proximity
become
susceptibility
frequently
magnetised,
especially if subjected to vibration which will
assist their molecules to turn in the direction of the
A mechanic using a steel chisel for
lines of force.
cutting metal will ﬁnd that the chisel becomes
if he habitually uses it pointing in a
magnetised
direction North and South ; the blows of the
hammer upon the chisel will cause the molecules of
the steel to set themselves in one direction, and the
Even iron, which is being
chisel becomes a magnet.
hammered
will become magnetised.
The effect is
decidedly pronounced in the instance of iron ships
construction,
They become magnets during
owing
to the hammering of rivets, etc., and a ship differs
in magnetic condition according to whether she has
been built lying north and south, or east and west
This magnetisation effects the compasses
with
which she is ﬁtted, and it has to be compensated for
by placing special pieces of iron and magnets near
the compasses before the indications of the needles
can be relied upon for navigation.
(To be continued.)

Motor Cycle Notes.
By " Pammx."
Automatic and Mechanical Inlet Valves.
“
"
vexed questions
One of the so-called

arising
out of motor cycle engine design, and upon which
of opinion
there is perhaps as wide a difference
as any, centres in the relative advantages of auto
matic and mechanically operated
inlet valves.
Arguments of-an equally convincing nature may
be advanced in favour of either method—according
to the view one takes of it—but, all said and done,
it remains very much a matter of individual pre
ference.

Personally, if I were having two machines built
to my own ideas, one with single and the other
with twin cylinders, I should specify M.O.I.V. for
the single and A.O.I.V. for. the twin, and the way
I should reason it out would be this: Mechanically
operated inlet valves are more certain in action
and give a constant opening at all speeds.
They
also demand less attention, and, if anything, go
longer betwcen renewals than automatically operated
valves; but, on the other hand, they throw more
work on the timing gear, thereby increming wear.
and in view of the difficulty—not to say the pair.
and annoyance—generally experienced in removing
and replacing them on account of the strength of
their springs, I should prefer not to have more
than two M.0. valves on any machine that I ride.
Automatic inlet valves have to be kept carefully
adjusted all the time; a very little variation in
the strength of the spring makes a big differeno:
in the performance of the engine, and there is a
tendency for the spring cups to break—at least.
that is my own experience—when least ex cted
to do so, thus throwing the valve complete y out
of action until a. new cup has been ﬁtted.
At
slow speeds the valve opening is less than when
the engine is running fast, and for hill-climbing
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this naturally spells a disadvantage. Against all
this, however, we have the fact that A.O.I. valves
require no timing gear to work them (the suction
of the engine effects that), the valves themselves,
or any of their parts, can be changed with the
greatest ease, and (to me, at all events) they seem
better adapted for high-speed work than do me
chanical valves. The valve seats come away from
the engine together with the valves, so that grinding
in
a rarely needed
operation—is accomplished
with the utmost facility.
In tuning up my present 5 h.-p. twin engine it
takes me longer to change the spring of one mechan
ical exhaust valve than to do the same for both
inlet valves, although I use a special appliance for
lifting the spring of the former when taking out
and replacing the wedge; and beyond the fact
already
mentioned—that
the
spring-retaining
cups occasionally break—I have no fault to ﬁnd
with the general behaviour on the road of the
Nevertheless, as I said before, I should.
A.O.I.\'.
in the case of a single-cylinder engine, where the
valves are only two in number, prefer to have them
both mechanically operated,
but in a twin. with
its four valves, two of each kind would he more
to my liking.

“Better Late than Never."

I hope Mr. F. \\'. Hall, who has written me from
Barnet 0n the subject of motor cycles, will not take
oﬂence at my a plication of the above well-known
Mr. Hal says he is an enthusiastic model en
adage.
gineer and an equally enthusiastic reader of this jour
nal, to which he has subscribed since the ﬁrst number.
Now, at the age of 50, when, he asserts, “most
people would consider themselves
much too far
advanced in life to contemplate such a step." he
is intending to take up with the motor cycle.
am," he continues, ' fairly active, despite my
weight of 12 stones, and half a century of life
ﬁnds me looking for a new form of outdoor pastime
in which I can indulge my great liking for amateur
mechanics.
My difficulty lies in selecting a suit
able machine—one that I can start away on with
out having to pedal or push, and which I can rely
hills without
upon to take me up all reasonable
being too complicated or weighty."
I do not think my correspondent could do better
than
a single-cylinder
purchase
motor bicycle
of moderate horse-power and weight, ﬁtted with
a two-speed gear of the live axle type. In a private
communication to him I am pointing out one or
two possibilities in this direction, any of which
would be sure to give him satisfaction.
A 23} or
3 h.-p. engine is amply powerful enough, and reliance
be
can
placed upon the variable gear to make hill
climbing an easy matter.
The live axle arrange
will
enable him to start the engine by means
ment
handle,
of a
and then once in the saddle, with the
engine running free the while, he can engage the
low gear and “ glide away like a car."
Such a machine should meet all his requirements,
being at the same time moderate in price and weight.

“I

Free Engine Clutches.
A correspondent asks

me, in the coursc of a
long and interesting letter, what I think of free
“
"
Mabon
engine clutches in general and the
plate
clutch in particular. He is one of those motor
who,
without
wishing to go the length of a
cyclists
two-speed gear, partly on the ground of expense
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and partly because he fears the extra complication
yet requires something in the nature of an appliance
which will give him some assistance on hills and
He
when
starting away from a state of rest.
contradictory accounts
says that he has heard
of the behaviour of the “Mabon,” some saying
that it is a very satisfactory appliance, and others
that they cannot get it to do what is claimed for it
by the makers. \Vell, I can only say that I am
now using, on a $-h.-p. twin in my possession, the
“
"
second
Mahon
clutch which I have had ﬁtted
in the course of my experience,
and that I have
found both this and the previous one, which I used
on a 3} h.-p. "single," in every way satisfactory
I, like
for the purposes to which I put them.
my correspondent, am acquainted with riders who
do not seem to have been able to get on very
well with the clutch; but in those cases which I have
been able to investigate it has been the fault of the
user, and not of the clutch.
There are a few matters
render the
of adjustment which, if neglected,
device very largely inoperative, and of these the
most proliﬁc cause of disappointment is that of
having the Bowden wire which works the clutch
too tightly adjusted.
in and out of engagement
It is important that the lever on the handle-bar
should have a certain amount of slack play before
it begins to pull on the wire, otherwise there is a
risk of the clutch setting up a permanent—although
of slip;
perhaps only a very slight—amount
enough, however, to cause the engine to run at a
greater speed than the drive takes up, so that it
for the engine to get very hot
becomes possible
without giving the road speed required.
Quite recently, on the Oxford Road, I met
with an instance of this. A motor cyclist whom
.I overtook, and by whom my proffered assistance
was accepted, told me that his engine seemed to be
going at a tremendous rate all the time, and yet he
could only get a speed of about 15 miles out of the
machine. He had twice tightened the belt, and
was then running with it at a degree of tension
wholly uncalled for in any circumstances. The
“
Mabon" free engine
machine was ﬁtted with the
clutch, and on examining this I found that the
slightest possible pull on the handle-bar control
the engine to maximum speed,
lever accelerated
and that, while running with the lever untouched.
there was a gentle slip going on all the while. A
couple of minutes spent in slacking oﬁ the Bowden
wire by means of the lock-nut and tensioning
”
nipple always provided on " Mabon clutches, and
which will be foimd passing through the supporting
bar ﬁxed to the crank case, put matters right, and
after doing this the play I mentioned before as
being necessary in the preliminary movement of the
handle-bar control lever, appeared automatically,
as the result of the other adjustment, upon which
it, of course, depends.
To those who are opposed to any method of
starting which necessitates
mounting while the
machine is in motion, these free engine devices
provide a ready means of overcoming the diiﬁculty,
and, properly used. they are of great assistance
when speed has been reduced while climbing a hill.
They also come in very handy when rounding
sharp corners, as the engine speed can be main
tained while that of the machine as a whole is con
siderably reduced. and for other temporary purposes
they satisfy a real want.
Personally I am not
much impressed
by the ease of manipulation in
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really thick trafﬁc, and look upon this as the one
claim which is least capable of being sustained on
their behalf. At any rate, it cannot be regarded
the action of
as the strong point of the device,
which when clutching and de-clutching at very
low speeds is hardly sufﬁciently rapid to allow of
the necessary acceleration of the machine as awhole
as quickly as is sometimes desired to accommodate
For
one‘s movements to those of other trafﬁc.
work of this description, as well as that of absolute
certainty in hill climbing, there is, of course. nothing
to compare with a twovspeed gear and free engine
combined.

Replies in Brief.

One or two correspondents have written asking
would advise in the circumstances
me what
detailed by them respecting difﬁculties which have
arisen in connection with the control and main
tenance of their motor cycles, and in view of the

I

possibility of my receiving other queries of this
nature, I propose to deal with them in the manner
indicated by the above heading as occasion may
in which
arise.
Other matters of correspondence.
points of general interest are raised, will be discussed
in the Notes themselves. while questions to which
an immediate answer is required should be accom
panied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
M. E. P. (Manchester).—The crank case of your
ingine ought certainly not to get so hot as it does.
has fallen off, it
and as you say the compression
would appear that new piston rings are needed.
The present rings are probably allowing gas to
get past them—a sufﬁcient reason to account for
Before
both the symptoms you complain of.
deciding on new rings, however, make sure that
the crank case air relief valve is working properl
by injecting a little petrol, which will free the ball
Also grind in the exhaust valve
if it is stuck up.
carefully if this has not recently been done, and
H. F. A.
then see if the compression improves.
to retard the
is not necessary
(Highgate).—It
ignition when climbing hills with a magneto, unless,
of course, the engine begins to knock, when you
must retard at once, but even then not too suddenly.
Try gradually cutting off the extra air as the speed
falls before interfering with the magneto setting.
"
“
NOVICE
(Cheltenham).-—The symptoms you
mention are somewhat unusual. Try injecting
a rather liberal dose of parafﬁn through the com
pression taps, and then turn the engine by means
If everything seems to move freely,
of the pedals.
it may,
and no unusual sounds can be detected,
perhaps. be safe to leave things as they are. although,
personally, I should not think for a moment of
running the engine under power until it had been
taken down and examined.

SIR W. G. ARMSTRONG erwoa'rii 8: Co., Lrn..
recently submitted for trial by the Admiralty
a cast-steel armour-plate.
This plate was tested
by being ﬁred at under more severe conditions
than had formerly been the case. inasmuch that
the plate stood the usual number of rounds
at the test velocities, and was then in such good
that
further
rounds were ﬁred at
condition
increased velocities, still leaving the plate in a
further
to resist
attack—Alecham'cal
g‘ondition
'orld.

and
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

M

[The Editor (milks and": to make use 0/ IM: column for llu
Ldtar
discussionof molten 0/ practicaland mutual mlntsi.
may bl signed milk a nom-de-jilume I] desired, but ﬂu full
new and addms of the smdcr nusr invariany be wan-4a,
lhoughnot necessanlyfor puhflCllfoﬂ.l

Wireless Telegraphy.

To rm: Emron or The Model Engineer.
no doubt. many of your
DEAR SIR,—Like,
readers, I have been extremely interested in the
“
H. P. T. I..." in your issue of April 29th,
letter of
and in the suggestion of Capt. Lefroy. R.E., dealt \
with in the Editorial column.
Referring to the former's letter, it would. no
doubt, be of considerable service to many if he
some
particulars of the wave measurers
gave
I recently
he speaks of as being so easily made.
inspected a portable wave measurer of very simple
character. The principle of this instrument was
simply that an oscillation circuit was formed of
a ﬁxed inductance in series with an adjustable
A detector was placed in series with a
capacity.
the two being shunted across the con
telephone,
The wave length is measured by holding
denser.
the wave meter near the circuit to be tested and
until the sounds in the
adjusting the condenser
telephone are at a maximum, when the wave length
can be calculated from the constants of the instru»
ment or read off directly by means of a calibration
curve supplied with the instrument.
Will " H. P. T. L." tell us where galena can be
purchased, as the detector mentioned by him seems
to be just the thing for an amateur's station ?
crystals for
Has anyone tried carborundum
detectors?
One of these, gripped between two
brass
springs and inserted in the same circuit
in the same way as the galena-graphite detector
mentioned by “H. P. T. L.," makes a very sensi
tive arrangement, and no battery is required.
I do not quite see the necessity of the condenser
in series with the aerial, as shown by Messrs.
I have always been under the impression
Johnson.
that the capacity of an aerial is the predominating
factor, and that, therefore, to tune the circuit,
inductance is required. If the capacity be increased,
is there not the danger of increasing the damping ?
With regard to small power stations, I recently
saw an experimental plant at work in which excel
lent signals were obtained from a distance of 7 miles
with an expenditure of only 10 watts. The British
Post Ofﬁce have recently experimented with high
tension
ignition coils and plant of the simplest
description, and a slight account of their work in
this direction is given in a recent number of the
Electrical Review.
will
I trust that Captain Lefroy's suggestions
I myself am experimenting and will
bear fruit.
let you have results when there is anything worth
I can conﬁrm his remarks as to the
reporting.
fascination of the subject—l am, Sir, yours truly,
H. H. HARRISON.

To run EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
“
”
H. P. T. L.'s
DEAR Sin,—In regard to
in No. 418, p. 402, I beg to say I am anxious
up a small station and include a detector. as
"
"
tioned by him, of the
galena-g‘raphite

letter
to ﬁt
men

type.
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where V. G, r. and
radius, and
gauge,
My constant of "067
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Superelevation

if

is

g

is

g

are, respectively. the velocity,
acceleration due to, gravity.
brought in by the substitution
of its numerical value for
and the choice of suit
able units for V, G, and v.
If the superelevation is correct for the speed,
the water in the boiler will not shift its position
It need not, therefore, be
relative to the boiler.
considered, and ne ver
considered in actual practice.
The plane of the boiler surface will remain parallel
to the plane passing through the top of the rails.
the springs deﬂected
correctly, the
Similarly,
boiler and frame would merely come down a little
All lines which
lower while passing round curves.
were at right angles to the plane passing through
the top of the rails would remain so.———Yours truly.
H. A. GLASSCOTT.
Mission Road,

Rangoon.

Building Featherweight Steamers.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—I read with much interest the article

“
on his “featherweight”
by "Carpenter’s Mate
on
steamer.
am at the present time engaged
the same
a similar boat, and have experienced
"
trouble as he mentions over the “chopping out
It
inevitable that the gauges should
process.
am
and in consequence
go through at times,
forced to put a covering Of silk on the hull.
should be extremely obliged to “Carpenter’s
"
Mate
he would, through the medium of your
valuable paper, kindly inform me whether the
used
reparation of copal varnish and gold size
not, what prepara
or fastening the silk on, and,

I

I

is

if

tion

used—Yours

faithfully,

W. R. EATON.

I

Another Phase of Model Engineering: Model
Buildings.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Englnrt’r.
which
DEAR SIR,—If the pastime
roughly

describe below may be considered a branch of model
engineering. perhaps others would be glad of the
The work
suggestion.
cheap, interesting, and
instructive.
The "engineering" referred to
the construc
tion of model buildings (dwelling, engine houses.
etc.. ad lib.) from materials which can be made to
scale, 1'.c., bricks. moulded corner and key stones,
iron girders, rooﬁng materials, and interior wood
work. The “bricks” can readily be made and
burnt by anyone with the aid of a few simple
appliances.
During the building operations much may be
learned of the
methods employed—" bonds,"
damp-proof courses. air-spaced walls, arches, etc..
as also the construction of girder work, ventilation
hot~water
etc.
A model building Well
systems,
rubbed down and pointed, presents a very good
The very slowness
and detail of
appearance.
the work would have a charm for many.
If a model steam or electric engine can be adapted
is

,

Superelevation

TO THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,—\Vith reference
to Mr. Greenly's
letter on the subject of superelevation, in your
issue of April Ist, I should like to point out that
a formula may often be wide of the mark without
actually causing a mishap, though the tendency

way.

January

is

DEAR SIR,—In reply to Mr. Pike. I should like to
know what is the diﬁerence between a “glider”
and a “ hydroplane."
I always thought the
tzrms were synonymous.
Surely it cannot be called good design to build a
boat with a pointed bow which comes out of the
water as soon as she gets under weigh ?
I fail to see the point of the 5-ft. mast. There
is no difﬁculty in getting the Folly to rise on her
and as to the tow-line tending to lift
planes;
the boat, it rather has the other effect.
Even if
there were no sag on the line, its inclination is only
I : Io, and the
oil at right angles to the motion
of the boat, so Its effect would have no tendency
to lift her.
As a. matter of fact, when running
round the circle, the Folly lists cqnsiderably in
wards.
I am afraid I cannot supply a working deﬁnition
of a “ boat."
A hydroplane can be deﬁned easily;
as a matter of fact, Mr. Arkell's definition would
be hard to improve upon. except that it should
be pointed out that many destroyers have the
tendency to rise when driven at a high speed, and
models with high power would accentuate this to
such an extent that they would become unstable.
I believe that a few weeks ago an accident due to
this effect did actually happen at Victoria Park.
I quite agree with Mr. Arkell that greater power
can
be obtained from burning a given quantity
0/ petrol in the cylinders than by heating a boiler;
but when there is no tax (I don’t refer to the
Budget) on the fuel, more power can be obtained
with a given weight of plant when steam is used
than with an internal combustion engine.
The
Folly would burn up enough petrol in ﬁve minutes
to run the Jlloraima
for a week l—Yours very
V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTON.
truly,

be that
in your

I

Hydr'oplunes.
THE EDITOR OF The .llodzl Engiurer.

mentioned by
No. contains no arbi
trary constants whatever. It is derived from the
and may be
elementary principles Of mechanics,
written thus 2—
me

is

To

will
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Therefore will you please give me a full diagram
of parts, with size of HHHH pencil and galena
crystal, and where can I obtain same, suitable
for the purpose, for use in a receiving-station ?
With the galena-graphite I presume a timing
spiral will be required in series with the aerial. but
receiver work in shunt
how does the telephone
with it? “'ill not both a potentiometer and
“
battery be required ? This portion of H. P. T. L's'
letter is not quite clear.
Information giving the code signals of wireless
stations around our coast, with days and hours of
working of same, would be very helpful to students
who are attempting the improvement Of receiving
or, failing this, I suggest
all TIIE
apparatus;
who have standard
MODEL ENGINEER readers
transmitting
stations being "labelled" by our
Editor, so that any other student who might
receive any of their waves could locate them. and
“
thus prove the efﬁciency of his
receiver."—Yonrs
FREEMAN LEE.
faithfully,

is

June to, 1909.

as a crane to hoist the heavy(?) materials into
place, another source of interest is added.
This is all obviously work which can be done
with simple tools—a drill, ﬁle. hammer, and a few
trowels mounted on pen-handles being
mason‘s
The cement is very
almost the complete outﬁt.
“ Portland,"
mixed in small quantities in a
-liquid
saucer.—l am, Sir, yours faithfully,
“

Mason."

The Societ; of Model Engineers.
(Reports 0/ matings should br Still to the oﬁcrs of TH! linen.
Excisnnn without delay, and “'1” be insertzd in It») par
ticular tssu: l/ recrivrd a dear mne days Ill/01¢ its mu :1 date
of publication.)
v
_
.\ ordinary
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London.

of the Society was held on
Wednesday, May 26th, at the Cripplcgate
Institute, Golden Lane, E.C., Mr. A. M. H.
Solomon taking the chair and upwards of 120
members and visitors being present.
The minutes
of the last meeting having been read, and a new
member resident in California, U.S.A., having been
the Chairman called
upon Mr. E. \‘l'.
elected.
l‘wmlng for his lecture on “ Experiments with
The substance of the lecture
Model Aeroplanes."
in the
of this
pages
having already appeared
]ournal, reference need only be made to the splendid
collection of forty slides thrown on the screen and
which had been specially prepared for this lecture.
enabling Mr. 'lwining to explain very fully the
detailsof construction of his model aeroplanes and
launching apparatus and showing very graphically
the result of his experiments to discover the best
form of propeller for driving the machines, several
different patterns being subsequently handed round
for inspection. The lecture concluded with a most
and interesting demonstration of the
successful
flying powers of an aeroplane and glider made by
Mr. Twining.
A vote of thanks was proposed by
the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Percival Marshall,
Chairman,
and carried with great acclamation. The
in moving the vote, announced that the Committee
had before them for consideration rules to govern
an Aeroplane Competition to be held later on, and
that they intended doing everything possible to
encourage the practical study of aviation amongst
the members.
Mr. Twining, in replying, emphasised
the great value of research
work that could be
conducted with model aeroplanes which could be
cheaply and quickly constructed, mentioning among
other points that the lateral balancing of aeroplanes
for much
was still far from perfect and afforded scope
ingenuity and experiment.
Forum: Mani-mos. Bro—Saturday.
July 3rd:
Annual Social Excursion on the River Thames from
Reading to \\’indsor.
The Winter Session will open with a meeting to
be held at the Caxton Hall, \l'estminster. on T hurs
day, September 16th next.—Full particulars of the
Society and forms of application may be obtained
from the Secretary, HERBERT G. RIDDLE. 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green, S.E.

condition given
[Allenuon ls especiallydirertrd to the ﬁrsl not complying mull tn-c
and no notth will be taken 0/ Queries
containing
Queries must bl
directionsthrrrm stated. Letters
marked on the top lz/Hmnd corner 0/ the env'zlape"Query
the Quenu
relatingto
Department." No othermattersbut than
shouldbemloscd in thesum mrelopr.
this journal arr replied I to
Qltﬂlzs on subucls within lhe stop: 0/
dealing
by post under the following condthons:—(i) Qllflilislips,
in
lot/h distinct subleds should bl written on diﬂnenl
be gul
uvsr
llu
sender‘sname
and
one side 0! the papnonly,
anud,
scrlbrd on the back. (2) Queries should be imam
born
wherein paint)”, with fully dimensionedsketches,a
to lurr I copy of the" Queries for
rpnndmls are rzcommendzd
(not post-cum
(3) A stam rd addressedenvelop:
ram-nu.
"
Replin
Shouldmrarmhly be me Std, and also 1 Qumn and current
pugrs o/ tlu_
CouPon" cut out from the advertisement
issur. (4) Ourrwr m” In dnsn‘rtcdas early as Possiblealter
'tfttf‘l, but an intervalof a low days must usually elapsebelow
requlra
Illa Rrply can be forwarded. (5) CorrzspondentsIl‘llO
In answerinsertedm this columnshould understandthat root:
weeksmust dapu be/orl the Rrply can be published. Inc
lmzrlion o/ Rtplles in lhts column cannot in guarantuu.
Editor, Tint Mppsi.
(6) All Quartz: should be addressedto The
Escmnn, 26-29, Poppln's Court, Flea Strut, London, he]
liar-t beenreplied
which
the
Qunlu
The lollom‘ are selectedfrom
to no
7 :—
C. E.
[21,6:51 Increasing Power of Model Locomotive.
inform me how (ll
W. ((‘lrckht-aton) writes '. Could you pluasc
“ Atlantic " locomotive
ossiblc) i could alter the model G.N.R.
" The Model Locomotive," in
describedin
£10. 25! (i-iu.
scale) firing instead of Primus humor, or high r
the way of charcoa
cylinders and driving wheels,
sized
prtssure, superheater,diﬂcrent
etc., so as to ensureit when ﬁnished haulin me on a small u'uck ;
most
ent usiatsticabout making
when I Weighabout t5o lbs. 1 am
this specialmodel for various reasonsand i want it, if possible, to
much.
appearancetoo
haul me without altering the outward
It is quite within the range of possibility to obtain successwith
coal or charcoalﬁring, but it. must be rememberedthat the ﬁrebu‘
is very shallow and must be very carefully and constantly attendtu
to. The difﬁculty—which is one which is felt even 111a xl-in.
trailing
scale model—maybe mitigated by reducingthe size of the
wheel and making the ﬁrebox so much deeper. Another expedient
the long dee ﬁrebox of the No. 990 class G.N.k.
is to adopt
“ Atlantic " and to rcpr use the form of the Wide ﬁrebox in the
lagging. The heatingsurfaceof the tubes,however,will be reduced
considerably. More room for the fuel may be obtained by adopting
the basket form of grate, as suggestedin our reply to Query lflo.
17,684in the issueof june 13th, 1907. While the {-ln. scaleengine
in skilled hands may be made to do wonderful work, we think
that a larger scaln-is advisable if you require the model to haul
in passengercontinuously. You must also not forget that the
has many advantages,and for a i-m. scale modrl
water-tubeboiler
“ Atlantic " you will obtain surprismg
results from
of n G.N.R.
A paraffin or petrol burner lS,
a well designedboiler of this
however, almost imperative.tyw.e recommend you to read llu:
articlts in the back issues on the subject, more especially those
contained in the number for August 25th, September rst, Sep
tember 8th, and September15th, 1904.
0. H. B. (Dawlishl
[11.614] L.N.W.R. Tank Locomotives.
writes: Have the I... B: N.W.R. any tank goods locomotives?
so, can you refer me to any published drawings or supply me with
a dimensionedsketch (scale 7-16tlis in.), 0—6—0 type prrfI-rrn‘l ?
A largenumber of 0—6—0 type tank enginesare in use on 1hr
London and North-Westeni Railway. For the most part these
engian have no cab, sim ly a weather-board. They are of very
have a curved saddle tank over the
moderate dimensions a
ﬁrebox and barrel of the boiler. They are used at all the large
centn-s, for both passengercarriage shuntin , and for the map
shalling of goods trains. A later pattern 0 the some type of
engine has recently appeared from Crowe Works. Thue loco
motives are rebuilds of the older 6-couplcd tender goods engines,
and have a covered-incab and square saddle tanks. As soon as
we can we will obtain dimensionsas the prototype is a very suitable
one for model purposes.
T. T. R. (Ne-sum
[11.631](in Bnﬂne's (m Consumption.
writes: Would you please answer the following questions ;»_
consumptionof
gas in
the
ﬁnding
of
method
is
the
best
What
(i)
cubic feet per brake horse-powerfor a gas engine? 1,2)Also will
any) apply to any make of engine?
the rule
to make an actual test,
(i) The best method, of course
measuring the brake horse-powero the engine and at the same
time the amount of gas supplied. For rough estimate an ave-rage
26 cub. ft. of gas per brake hompower hour. (1) This
ﬁgure
'nes: large ones are rather more
ﬁgure applies to smallish
good modem
assumed at the engine
economical. It
nuke.
is
a

is

e

is

Our of thirty-seven existing blast furnaces in the
Longwy district of France only twenty-seven are at
the output of pig iron per
present in operation;
tons.—
hours amounts to 9,032
twenty-four
Mechanical ll'orlrl.

'5

(it

meeting

Queries and Replies.
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“ North Star"
Model
[11.080l Valve Clear for 0.W.R.
a
Locomotivg,
ii. is. P. (Uldbury) writes: i am
" constructing
loco
the
Great
Western
model
of
in.
scale
Atlantic
7-i6ths "
only
motive North Star," but ﬁtted with two outside cylinders
with slip motion. The position of the cylinders in this class of
enginemakesit rather difﬁcult to tit the straight link in the position
described in Tm: MODEL ENGINEER, September 19th, 1907, page
237. If it is placed behind the leading axle it will make the
eccentric-rod very short, and if placed in front it Will then make
the valve-rod too short. I propose,therefore,to arrangethe steam
chest on top of the cylinders and have the valve to work through
the back as on the actual engineand transmit the motion by means
of a rocker. Do you think that I can obtain good results by this
means? If so, could you oblige me with a sketch and sizes of
arts ? The eccentricsare for cylinders 7-16tlis in. by i in. which
shall Use.
_
_
The only objection to placing the link behind the leadingcoupled
wheel is that the valve-rod would have to be bent considerably to
allow it to clear the axle of the leading coupled whte when the
die is at the bottom of the slotted link. The eccentric-rodmay
be very short, say i} to i} ins. in a z-in. gauge model.
The
valve-rod should, of COllI'SP,be of intinite length where the link is
straight, but in actual practice anything over 2 ins. is suﬂicient
for a 7-i6ths in. scale locomotive. In the arrangement shown
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H. Y. (Blackburn)
[11.412] Compound Engine Design.
writes: I am thinking of building a model tandem engine with
Corlissvalves, 4-in. stroke and 2 -in. boreon li.-P., 100lbs. pressure
per sq. in. (i) Could you give mea suitableborefor low-pressure?
As both cylinders work on one crank both are one stroke. (2) Also
say if you think enclosed sketch (not reproduced)will work all
right, as 1 want to steamon two-thirds of stroke on both forward
and return strokes. Could you give me dimensionsof valves and
what travel to give them? (3) Also what proportionssmall crank
should be? (4) Do you think two eccentrics would work eight
valves or would four he required? (5) What proportions of
piston-rod and throw of eccentricsfor steaming and exhaust for
both cylinders?
Your enquiry would involve a considerable amount of work
(practically designing the engine) if it Were answered fully and,
therefore, we append short answers which may help you in pre
paring drawings for the model. (i) You do not state whether
on intend the engine to be condensingor non-condensing. The
ow-pressurecylinder should not be more than 3 ins. diameter
if you intend it to work without a condenser,and 3} ins. if a con
denser is ﬁtted. This will, of course, alter fthe dimensionsof the
valve gear in each case. (2) We do not think the proportions of
the valve gearare well chosen. You have many examplesof Corliss
enginesin the district in which you reside, and you should take
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just in front of the
by the accompanyingdiagram the link is ~ilaced
leading coupled axles and the valve-rr is 2 i5-ibths ins. long.
The latter is attached directly to a rocker at the top of which is
ﬁxed a pin projecting through the framesand engagingthe slotted
valve spindle crosshead. The best throw for the eccentricis i in. ;
however, by pinning it higher up the link (behind the slot), a
standard eccentric with t3-b4ths in. travel may be employed.
In place of the slotted crosshead for the valve spindle a short
link ma be used. The cylinder may be a standard Q
fin.
byerably
The bogic wheelsmay have to be reducedin diameterconsi
to clear the cylinder, but you will be able to estimate this better
when you make your working drawings. The wheelbaseon the
drawing is practically the scale equivalent, and may, of course,
1
be altered slightly should occasionrequire.
H. _H
[zi,626]
North-Eastern. Railway Locomotives.
iBishop Auckland) writes: Will you pleaseinform me if working
of North-Eastern
drawings have been published in any paper
"
four-coupled bogic engine, No. 1,237. Class Rt "; and, if so,
Also of North-Eastern Rail
when and which paper, also price?
"
"
type express? 1 do
way four-cylinder compound Atlantic
not know the number of this latter, but perhaps you will be able
to identify the class. If not, Would you he so kind as to publish
a drawing of the former engine, with tender, giving dimensions
If you could include a front view, so much
and particulars?
the better.
The Class R1 is an enlargement of the Class R which ﬁrst
appeared in 1899 (engine N0. z,0tt, August 26th, 1899; Works
No. i,299). You" will ﬁnd an outline drawing of the Class in
Greenly's book, The Model Locomotive," and working drawuigs
of the.later Class Rt (engineN0. r,238) in the current Locomotive
Magazine (April 15th issue). No working drawings of thcofour
cylinder 4—4—2 " Atlantic ” compounds have been published,
but we will endeavour to obtain sufﬁcient particulars for the
preparation of an outline sketch at an early date.

LOCOMOTIVF.

G.\V.R. "NORTH STAR" Cuiss.

every opportunity to study the action of the Corliss valve. We
would recommend a central wristplate for each cylinderlcon
nected by a suitable link so that they work in unison. Pin the
valve-rods to the wristplatc in such a manner that the speed of
valves during opening and closing is the maximum. You need
only employ one eccentric for the eight valves, but we would
recommendtwo eccentrics, one for each cylinder, as the. timing
of the valve.operationsof the two cylinders may, with advantage,
be diﬁerent. The point of cut-off in the i..-i>.cylinder should be
not less than 75 per cent., especiallyif the engineis to work non
condensing.
Dynamo‘s Output.
1- B- D- (Lea
l11.6OI] Increasing
mington) writes: I received your repl about the model airship
and am very grateful for same: the in ormation was exactly what
I wanted. But now I want to rewind a dynamo which gives
6 volts 3 amps. at 3,000r.p.m., so that I can get as many amperes
as possiblefrom it. The dynamo is of the Edison-Hopkinson type
and shunt wound. i do not want to rewind the armature, only the
field-magnets. At present the ﬁeld-magnets are Wound with
No. 26 (roughly) copper wire. What size wire would I have to
wind them with to get the maximum am res?
It is very improbable that you coul increase the dynamo's
output by rewinding the ﬁelds. It is possible that an expert, by
careful experiment, to ﬁnd exactl the best size of wire, and by
skilful winding to get into the available spacethe greatestnumber
of turns possible—mightbe able to slightly improve the output.
But the dynamo is probably already wound as well as you, with
any instructions from us, could rewind it. Mr. Avery’s book,
“ The A.B.C. of Dynamo Design,"
price as. d. post tree, would
help you to understand how designers deci 0 what is the best
winding for the armature and ﬁeld of any given machine.
21.620] Electric Power for Piano-Player. A. O. C.
( ealdstoncl writes: I should feel reatly obliged if you could
furnish me with information on the ollowing point, viz., is there
such a thing as a small slow speed dynamo that would take the
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turned round by prisms of pitch, ebonite, glass, etc., and can be
brought to focuswith lensesof the same materials. (5) Hertzian
waves can be made to radiate more vigorously in one direction
than in others by various methods,one of which to use an aerial
conductor with a portion projecting horizontally from the top as
sketch. (Nola—A similar aerial
used for receiving to discrimi
nate as to the direction of incoming waves.) The radiation is
stmngest in the opposite direction to that of the horizontal pro
jection. (6)
sensitive coherer certainly responds to such dis‘
turbances and cannot be easily tuned to independenceof them.
These influencesdo not generallygive serioustrouble. (7) Almost
all electric sparks give out the waves, even
the disturbanceis
only feeble. (8) The quality of the waves not inﬂuenced by the
spark length, but only the energy. That
to say, there is not an
intrinsic differenceof kind as there is betweenX -rays from a hard
and from soft tube. If conditions increasethe energy of radia
tion, more will get through a given semi-opaquebody just as
powerful light will shine more vigorously through dirty glass than
a weak one. (9) You will ﬁnd such an arrangementpractically
impossible, or, at any rate, very difficult in
house. (r0) One
does not tune the coherer, one tunes the receiving system as a
whole. The tuning is somewhat troublesomematter and is not
usually attempted by amateurs. (ii) Probably not much more
than source of light of the same size would, but remember that
balls and wings or rods and often connectingwires are the source
of the waves, not merely the spark.
[21,582] Arc Lamps, gtg, S. G. T. (Colwyn Bay) writes:
have just ﬁnished the arc lam describedin your issue of
(i)
january (i003). The carbons u
got from an electrician;
ﬁnd, on switching
they are for amps,
in. diameter, Cored.
on current, the clutch grips the magnetand strikes the are exactly
as stated, producin
brilliant light. Now, this is what
want
to know. Should
clutch let the carbon descendgently, or will
keep up till the arc breaks down?
ﬁnd, with mine, that it
holds up till the arc
about in. long, and by that time there is
not much light, but a very hot ﬂame.
am sure this not right.
although seeno otherway out of
in this typeoflamp. Does it
make any differencewhich terminal + and which ﬁnd that
my lamp burns betterwith the + connectedwith the bottomcarbon
this right
Is there any handbookon model are lamps
(2)
wish to make a small reliable resistancefor the above lamp, as
small and compact as possible. Would No. at S.W'.G. or smaller
“ Eureka " wire do? At present am using about i: yds. of the
thin wire which
used to tie up ﬂowers. etc.
ﬁnd
answers
very well, but, of course,gets very hot. The supply is 220 direct.
have
which
run
as
small
dynamo
motor.
At
present
(3)
am runni
through two 32 and four i6 c.-p. lamps (no-volt).
The two he! are wound with lb. of the enclosedwire (N0. 20)
the armature, as far as can judge, slight! thinner wire. The
ins., and length about
diameter of armature
ins. Would
be possible to wind
so that
could run direct off the mains
and not take 5:) much current? “'ould both ﬁelds and armature
have to be rewmind
(i) In the c'immercialtype of arc lamp acting on the same prin
ciple, as regards carbon feeding, as your lamp, the amount of tilt
given to the clutch very delicatelyadjusted. A horseshoeelectro
magnet used,the two limbs sliding in two bobbins. The bobbins
are wound with both seriesand shunt coils, magnetically opposing
each other. The amount to which the cores are pulled into the
bobbins dependsupon the.relative amounts of current ﬂowing in
shunt and series windings, and these amounts are regulated by
the resistanceof the arc, 1'.e.,by the length of the arc-gap. With
this arrangement, the carbon-feedingcan be made very steady.
In the model, however,to which you refer, there simply series
coil, and we do not see that
very steady feed can be assured,
but probably the action could be much improved by little careful
adjustment of the clutch mechanism. The positive carbon is
always put at the top, because
the one which assumesa crater
form, emitting very large proportion of the total light, while the
negativebecomessomewhatpointed,thelight thereforebeingthrown
downwards——where wanted. No handbookhas been published
upon model are lamps, but several descriptions of simple types
have appearedin THE MODEL lineman. See our issues of May
um and 28th (i903), Ian. and (i908), and April 16th trgoti).
The two articles on “ The Electric Arc Lamp," in our " How It
\Vorks" series. are an excellent introduction to the subject (see
our issues of Nov. i6tli and 23rd, 1905). (2) If your lamp is
“
taking current of about amps, we cannot advise Eureka "
wire of smaller size than No. i8 S.W.G. for the resistance. In con.
tinuous Working,wire of this size would reach high temperature-—
considerably ovc: iio° F. (3) Yes,
would be possible to wind
the motor to run direct on 220 volts, but the winding would be
matter for experiment, and to be successful would have to be
very skilfully done. Both armature and ﬁeld would need re
winding with extremelyﬁne wire.
A. M. (Crouch End) writes:
[21.607] Wiinshurst Machine.
am constructing a Wi.nshurst, and should be extremely obliged
you Would answer the following. The two plates are 15 ins.
diameter, twenty brass sectorson each, ins.
in. by 5-i6ths
in., Leyden 'ars
ins. by
ins. \Vhat lengt spark could be
expected un er fair conditions? (2) To what height should the
I.cyden jars be coated with tinfoil? (3) have found that shellac
varnish made with ordinary shellac and methylated spirit
not quite suitable for Leyden jars, etc., as there seems to be
?
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All materials are opa ue to Hertzian waves in pro
(r, 2,
rtion to their electrical conductivity. Thus,_5ilv_erand copper
are highly opaque, and glass and_ebonitc, being insulators, are
transparei'it. When the waves strike a_oonductmg surface, such
as metal plate, some of their energy is absorbed by the inetal
and converted into oscillatory currents within its mass. lhese
again give up their energyin the form of heat, causing riseof tem
perature usually too small to be easin detected. The energynot
so convertedis reflectedby the surfacejust as an ordinary mirror
reﬂects light. For all practical purposes,all metals,more than a
less so,
a millimetre thick are opaque, carbon
fraction
slightly
con
most non-metals—and certainly all those which are
fairly
transparent. Water when chemically pure
dUCIOl’S——ill'tf
or
in
salt
when
opaque
transparent, but
containing
.{lCldS solu
animal tissues,and thick vegetation
tion. Damp earth and rocks,
“ deﬂected" we suppose
you‘mean
are semi-opaque. (4) By
reflected? If SO, yes. All irretalsreﬂect the waves, and in less
degree the semi-opaquematerials. If you mean reiracted~-_-yes.
All transparent materials cause refraction just as do optically
transparent materials with light. Thus, Hertzmn waves can
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place of an ordinary Leelanché battery? I am contemplating
altering a mechanical piano-player that I.have, and instead of
making a pneumatic action (which I dont know much about),
I was thinking of planning a set of clectro-magncts,one for each
note. The armature of each to pull a small lever that actuates
the other mechanismof the player. The objection that I feel
there Would be to a Lcclancté battery is that there may be long
pausesin the music, and sometimesas many as eight or eventen
magnetsoperating at once in the case of chords. which would, of
course, soon exhaust the cells, so that after playing perhapsfor
half-an-hour, the magnets would not respond._ Now, in working
the treadle, as one has to do, while using the instrument, I have
wonderedwhether it would not be ‘ssible to run a small dynamo
or magnetofrom a spindle arrang inside, so_as to obtain current
enough to work the magnetseven while playing chords, etc., but
which
the only objection I know so far is that most Sli‘iall'dyllélIIlOS
give about 8 volts require 2,000 or more r.p.m. 1‘his, of course,
would be out of the question, to say nothing of the extra hard
work in pedalling, which is fairly easy at present. I am also
afraid accumulatorswould soon be exhaustedby long pauses,etc.,
in the music, besidesbeing so messy.
_
If you decreasethe speedof a dynamo, you must, to obtain the
same power,increaseits size. For the purposefor which you wish
to use it we are afraid you would find considerablymore exertion
would be necessaryto drive it than could conveniently be given
by the player. Exactly what
wer you would need to energise
the magnetsdependsupon the ctails of the chlgn and the action,
and can hardly be estimatedwithout a trial. Certainly Li-clancl‘é
cells would be useless,although accumulatorscould beemployed.
You might, however,try a small io-watt machineof ordinarytype.
It would make no differencein the work.to be done in dnvmg it
whether you had a large slow speedmachineor a small high-speed
one, bar a slight extra loss in the transmitting gear.
W- D- (Soulhgca) writes!
Waves.
WHSIO] Hertzian
"
Hertzian
(i) What of the commonermetals are transparent
waves? (2) Are iron, steel, glass and wood easily pierced
the
best
of
a
few
are
\Vhat
these waves? (3)
substanceswhici
cannot be pierced by these waves, or at least only pierced WIIII
diﬂicnlty? (4) Can Hertizan waves be deﬂected, and, if_so,
what substancesand how
(5) Can Hi-rtZian vaves be direct
and, so, the methodsimpleand what shortl is same? (6) Would
small cohererbe disturbed in the slightest egreein. house
street are lights or small sparks from electric ‘light switches; an
so, could same be easily, or practically, tuned to entirely
electric sparks give off
prevent such disturbance. (7) Do
these waves? (8) Has
{-in. and i-in. spark respectivelymuch
Hertzian
penetratingpower with its
of,"say, wood or iron?
waves
" tuning
small coherersso
Is there any simple method of
be worked quite
could
same.house
that two or more coherersin
independently and each coherer be affected only by the waves
others?
by
no
(in) \Vhat is
receptionand
intended for its“ own "
the wavesare directed
the methodof timing coherers (it)
afterwardsspread
they
channel,do
given
for someinchesthrough a
out much
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[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor rent“ under this heading
samplesand particulars 0/ new tools, apParatus, and materials
for amateuruse. It must be understoodthat thesereviewsare
free expressions0/ Editorial opinion, no payment0/ any kind
being required or acceptzd. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commendaccordingto the merits of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstain from insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegoodsare not 0/ suﬂicimt interestto his readers]
Reviews distinguishedby an astnisk have been based on actual
Editorial Inspection of the goodsnoticed.
“
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New Catalogues
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Photographic
Apparatus.
Mr. Fred. V. A. Lloyd, of i5. Lord Street, Liverpool, has
recently lSStled new list giving particularsof the latest Talbot and
Earner “ Mirals." These instruments have been still further im
proved, and possessmany featureswhich will be highly valued by
every seriouscamerauser, whether amateuror professional. With
the “ Miral" apparatus, guesswork entirely eliminated, and the
camerabecomesa really scientiﬁc instrument of precision.

Whittington Floral. Horticultural and Industrial
Societies' Exhibition.
Particulars of the forthcoming competitions at this exhibition
issued,and
model makersof that district should obtain
are now
copy of the Industrial Section Schedulefrom the Secretary.Mr.W.
Newton, “ Oakleigh," Old Whittiiigton, near Chesterﬁeld.
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Compound Slide-rests.
We have receivedfrom Messrs.Geo. Goodman Co., engineers,
sample
of
Bristol,
the compound slide-rest they are Sllpplyiug
for ainateurs' lathes. The size submitted for our inspection
thoroughly
the 3l-i'i. in the heavier or No. quality, and it
well-made and substantial article, representingexcellent value at
the price. These rests are made in two sizes suitable for lathes
ranging from zl-in. to 4Q-in. centres,each size being made in two
patterns, one stronger and heavier than the other. Amateurs
wanting slide-rest should send a stamp for price list.
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You should get about 300 watts from the dynamo—about
amps. at 50 volts. This would sufiicc for five i6_c.-p. carbon
hlament lamps, or fifteenmetallic filament lamps. Wind armature
lbs.), and held
with as much as possibleNo. 20 S.W.G. (about
with i0 lbs. of wire of samegauge,connectinglil shunt.
[21.5671 Small Lighting Plant. H- H- (Stockton Heath)
writes: Some time ago purchaseda set of ooo‘watt Kapp type
ins. diameter,
dynamo castings. The armature
ins. long,
and was wound by the makers and connectedto the commutator.
in. The makerssupplied three 16 c.-p. 4o-volt lamps
Air-gap is
you could answer.me
should be much obliged
with the set.
the following questions:——(i)Have made the air-gap too Wide;
and,
am to reduceit by winding wire over the armature, what
kind of wire must use: and how must connect the ends of this
The outer klgc of the.stainpings ls bare. Would these
wrre
(2) Would
have to be insulated from the wire that was wound on
dry battery or a 4~voltaccumulator rnagnetisethe ﬁelds? To
connect the wires that run to the brushesto the ter
do this do
minals of battery or accumulator? (3) Would it injure the
dynamo to run
With only one or two 4o-volt lamps in circuit
(4) In ﬁtting a fuse wire, should the current run through the fuse
the lamps (including the pilot lamp)? How
reaches
it
before
must ﬁnd the strength of fuse wire to use, and 'what is a fuse
possible to test the dynamo With lamps only,
Is
use-dfor
(5)
as do not wish to go to the expenseof volt- and ampere-meter
machinewill generatecurrent
the
bhoiild
satisﬁed
until am
be able to charge 4'volt accumulator for motor ignition pur
poses
not
more_than _i-3:n_din. We recom
(i) Air-gap should
mend winding armature With soft iron Wire, sire N0. ii S.\\_.G.
on the core, .WllhOtlt insulation.
down
Wire
the
solder
Sim
require 60 volts to mag.
so wound as
(2) 0, the ﬁelds will be
To
excite
the held from separate supply,
properly.
them
netise'

Soldering Paste has been in
“’0 are notiﬁrd that “Fluxite”
cluded in eachof the Field Equipin -nt Boxes of the Sappers and
Miners in the Indian Army SerViceCompanies.
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[11.506] Locomotive WaterPlck-up Apparatus.
enclosed cable? (2) Have
(Kilburn) writes: (i) What size
details ever been published in Tn: MODEL ENGINEER of water
pick-up apparatus for locomotives? If so, what number?
fully dealt with
(i) 7/20 S.W.G. (2) Yes, the subject was
by our contributor, Mr. C. S. Lake,\in Vol. XV
vei'fv
. See our issues
of January 3ist, February 7th, 14th, and zist, 1907.
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[21.636] Dynamo for Small Lighting Installation.
(Glasgow) writes: As
am about to build
Manchester type
dynamo,
should feel obliged
you will answer the following.
want the dynamo to light six to eight 16 c.-p. lamps. Would
you give me rough sketch of held-magnetsand siZes?
have
plenty of armature stainpings of the following sims:
ins. diam.
24 slots, ins. diam. 24 slots, 3‘ ins. diam. 18 slots, ins. diam.
12 slots. Will they be of any use? What horse-powerwill
require to drive same? Please state size and quantity of wire
for armature.and fields. Also number of segmentsof commutator
and lenyth.
You do not tell us the output you require,as this dependsupon
the efﬁciencyof the lamps you intend to use. If you use metallic
filament lampsan output of too to [30 watts would sufﬁce,whereas
you use carbon filament lamps from 380 to 500 watts would
be required. We advise you to refer to our handbook, ‘° Small
Dynamos and Motors," 7d. post free. This book gives designs
of magnet-framesand details of windings for many different types
and sires of machines. You could easily select one to suit your
purpose, using one of the kinds of core discs you have. Those.of
ins. diameter with 24 slots would do very well for Manchester
ynaino of about 500 watts output.
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disconnect the ﬁeld wires from brushis and connect to outside
supply. (3) N0. (4) It
not particular where the fuse comes,
so long as
directly in the circuit to be protected. Use wire
which fuses with
current about double the normal to lamps.
The fuse.burns up
too much current ﬂows, thus preventing
continuance of
dangerous amount of current. (5) Yes, you
can tell roughly whethera lamp getting its roper current supply
by its light. (6) Yes. Seeour handbook, “ mall Accumulators,"
price 7d. post free.
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considerablesurfaceleakage. What kind of spirit and shellacgives
the best results?
(i) Sparks about ins. (z) Tinfoil three-quarters of the way
the best solvent
up the jars—11L, ins. (3) Methylated spirits
known for the purpose. Your failure may be due to useof inferior
Nothing but the best quality should be used for this work.
slpirit.
same remark applies to the shellac.
R. (Liverpool)
[H.621] Electric Controller Rheostnts.
writes
am building a scale modelof the Electroiiiobile Company
motor-car, and would be obliged you could answi-rthe following
usid for the controller on
questions :—(r) \Vhat kind of wood
electric automobiles?
know is wood, but as is like ebonite
loss. (2) Could you give ine
sketch
in appearance am at
of any articular electric automobile rlieostat, with the exception
of the ectromobile Failing this, could you describethe rheostat
which
have sketched (sketch not reproduced) from a glimpse
of a delayed tramcar having B.T.H. motors and controllers?
“
(i) It
probably an ordinary good wood, say pine, ebonised,“
that is, stained to resembleebony. This, at any rate, would do
tor your purpose. (2) Various types of rheostats are in use for
electric automobiles. The one which you sketch appears to be
of the grid type. Rheostats of this type consist of grids of some
high resistancealloy held in an iron frame and arrangedas corn
pactly as will admit of adequateinsulation and ventilation. The
grids are insulated from the frame and connected together by
loops of copper wire. In another ty. of rheostat metal ribbon
takes the place of the grids. In anot er the ordinary coil of wire
employed, the wire beingsometimeswound upon porcelain tube,
to support the coil
sometimes not. The purpose of the tube
should
weaken through heating.
0- W. (Le-a
_[H.6561 Overtype Dynamo (300 watts).
snould be pleased you would kindly let me
mington) writes:
know the size and quantity of wire should require to wind the
armature and ﬁeld-magnetof my dynamo. The armaturev an
eight-cogged drum.
haVe enclosed sketch of field-magnet.
should also be leased to know how many it) c.-p. laiiips this
dynamo would light
woiuid for 50 volts?
I e

r-q
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The Editor’s Page.
we have
had
several
enquiries in regard
to the holding of another .MODELzENGlNEER
Regatta this summer, we may say that we
have
been negotiating with the Crystal Palace
authorities, with the result that they have placed
at our disposal the Intermediate Lake in the
Palace grounds for the purpose of holding a Regatta
in September next, probably on the afternoon
If any of our readers have
of Saturday, the 18th.
to make, we shall be glad it they will
suggestions
write us by an early post, as we wish to have the
conditions and entry forms ready in good time.
S

‘

8

i

i

\\'e have just heard from M. Branger, of Paris,
with reference to the forthcoming races for the
Branger Cup and other prizes for model motor
boats. He writes that although he has not yet
deﬁnitely settled the conditions under which the
races will this year be run. he will try and arrange
classes to suit the boats from England and other
countries. as he wishes to make this year's event
The ﬁxture will probably
one.
an International
be held also in September.

i

i

‘

A reader who has been building model aeroplanes
from the is. set of drawings 'by Mr. Twining,
published from this otlice, writes as follows:
thought you might possibly be interested to know
that with the help of a. friend I have constructed
your No. i aeroplane, and obtained a ﬂight of r8rzft.
The aerOplane was launched against the wind;
it immediately rose to between 20 and 30 ft., and,
turning with a wide sweep, went straight with the
At the end of the ﬂight it gradually dropped
wind.
The distance
and landed without any damage.
It would
was paced by three different people.”
been
be interesting to learn what results have
achieved by other readers with these designs.
t
i
i

"I

Several readers have lately been enquiring as
the ofﬁcial restrictions on the establishment
installations.
and
operating of private wireless
it is, of course, necessary to obtain a licence from
the Postmaster-General before a private installa
tion can be operated. but these permits are freely
granted for small stations for purely experimental
that our readers may
work. In order, however,
know exactly what restrictions are imposed, we
have obtained othcial information from the Post
master-General, which we propose
to
publish
in detail in an early issue.
to

Answers to Correspondents.
W. .\l. (Grantham).—-(i) Clean the plates and over
charge.
(3) Merely increasing battery
(2) No.
power will not make the difference unless your
apparatus is suited for the longer range.

_end

Electrician.
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A. \\'. P. (Kennington).—You
are not very clear
in your description, nor do you comply with the
rules of our Query Department.
Please reier
to the design in our issue of October 24th, 1007,
'
which may help you.
ARC LIGHT " (Birmingham).——Your query is
meaningless.
You are evidently entirely “ at
"
sea
as regards the simple electrical
units.
Try to get an understanding of “ Ohm's Law"
from the text-books.
C. B. S. (Newtown).—Use
a boiler capable of
evaporating about 6 cubic inches of water per
Yes, a Babcock & Wilcox type will
minute.v
suit.
E. \\'. S. (Chadwell Heath).—Thanks
for your
letter and specimen diagrams. \Ve are pleased
to see these, but lack of space prevents reproduc
tion.
J. T. H. (Belfast).—(i) Only scattered notes in
THE MODEL ENGINEER.
minutes
(2) A few
will
sufﬁce.
probably
in.
press
(3) Simply
No.
We
cannot
supply instructions.
( 5)
(4)
E. ]. D.—lt appears to _be a matter of adjustment.
Try altering the size of bore of nipple, and also
varying the air-supply.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contribnriom on
Ill amareur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Mailer intended
[or publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sendu’s nameand address. It
should be distinctly stared, when sending contributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor um, and all MSS. should be accorn~
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event oi
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post tree to any addrm ior 135. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by
Postal Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertises
ment Manager.
How To Annuss errns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists.&c., for review,to be address.
to In: EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer,“ :6—29, Poppin's Court.
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand deposits to be
addressedlo Tue Anvan'rrsninir MANAGIR. “ The Model Enzi~
ricer," 26—29,Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8: Co.,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Slrcet, London, EC.
g
Sole Agents (or United States, Canada, and Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom thesecountriesshould be addressed.
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An Adjustable lnterrupter.
By ]. NORMAN

HE

mercury interrupter has so thoroughly
established itself for spark coil work that
most readers
of THE MODEL
probably
ENGmBER are familiar with its various forms.
W'hile
the motor-driven
type is the most satis
factory as regards efﬁciency and ease of control,
there cannot be any doubt that for small coils and
amateur work the original or vibrating pattern
has great advan <
In this
tages.
article I will de
scribe the con
struction of an
adjustable break
which I
have
recently design
and made.
ed
which
is
and
satis
perfectly
factory in use.

The

JOCKEL.
ensure
even
The winding should
winding.
ﬁnish at the end at which it was begun, so that the
ends of the wire may be brought out through two
holes in the bottom of the bobbin.
The pieces of
iron wire are straightened and each should have
one end trimmed ﬂat, and should then be tightly
packed into the bobbin, being tapped down
till the core projects about
in.
The whole
should
magnet
be given a coat
v~or a bath, if
like — of
you
varnish,
spirit
and allowed to
dry.
The next part
to be made is
the pillar and
to

i

sliding plate

which carries the.
armature;
this
is shown in Fig.
A (Fig. 2)
3.
consists of
a
piece of No. 18
hard brass 3 ins.
long by 2 ins. in
width, having a
rim 3-16ths in.
wide bent up on

general

arrangement of
the apparatus
will be quite
clear from the

photograph,

while the draw
ings show a plan

(big.

2)

and

details of the
various parts.
The ﬁrst thing
is
to be made
the electromag

netM. Thecore

i

side.
being,

course,

FIG. L—AN ADJUSTABLE INTERRUPTER.

of
iin. in diameter and consists ofIt ispieces
as well
No. 18 soft iron wire 2 ins. long.
to anneal the wire by heating it red hot in a
ladle covered with cinders and cooling very, very
The bobbin is made by rolling brown
slowly.
paper coated with glue and paste round a mandrel
in. thick, and glueing on to the ends of the paper
tube sofforrned two wooden discs I§ ins. in diameter.
When thoroughly dry. the bobbin is wound with
about 3 ozs. of N0. 28 silk-covered wire, the ﬁnal
layers being each covered with a band of paper

is

each
ends

the

of

left

B is a
open.
piece of the same
brass,
ins. long, of such width as to slide rather
stifﬂy into A. A piece of
or 5-i6ths-in. brass
tube, 2% ins. long, is then ﬁtted into a hole bored
about § in. from one end of B. The tube should
be allowed to project for about i-i6th in. on the
under side of the plate, and is ﬂanged over and
then soldered on both surfaces of B ; any projecting
part underneath is ﬁled off practically ﬂush. A
"telegraph" pattern terminal b' has part of its
screw sunk in the top of the tube and soldered in,
and a brass disc h’, with a hole just large enough

if

i
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I

to take the screw of the terminal, is then soldered
being narrowed to' i- in., as shown in the
Tm
plan.
'
,
A washer b1 should
to the tube to form a seating.
1
contact-screw c,
m
1
the armature spring and the
between
be placed
screw of a gas glllobeyggllogriy'amzs fﬁ§t55tnntubte
termlnal(No doubt many amateurs have a. collection of old
‘
IS the armature and
screws and ﬁttings which comeinhandy
sometimes.)
Ihe next part to tackle
A hole should be drilled in the tip of the screw
Spl'lﬂgt and tlus. I think. is the only place where
,
any difﬁculty may be experienced. Figs.
4 and 5 are respectively an elevation and
The
plan of the complete armature.
Plarinvm
spring b is made from a strip of No. 20
e1
d
till it has the right 1,
I
soft brass, hammered
amount of springiness. It should thenb/
in. wide by 3} ins.
be cut and ﬁled to
in length. A slot 1- or 3-16ths in. wide
and 2} ins. long must now be cut with a
Fig‘ 5.
iretsaw, the spring being clamped in the
vice just below the point of cutting. The
armature bob may be cut from a piece of
iron rod, well softened ; it should be i- in.
thick and in. square, its under side being
1
slightly rounded or cushion-shaped. Be<
d I/
i
soldering on the bob, the spring
fore
\L
¢2
0'1
should be made quite flat and ﬁnished
4-- "1111-";
with coarse emery paper. A small ter‘
minal is ﬁled down all over to make it
on
as light as possible, and is soldered
for about i in., and a piece of No. 18 or 20 platinum
to a strip of brass projecting from the top surface
wire inserted, and, it necessary, soldered in. Some
of the armature, as shown at d (Fig. 4); c‘ is a
care is required in this operation, so that the point
strip of springy brass 3-16ths in. wide. which is now
of the wire is always in the centre of the contact
over the
soldered at the end of the binding screw,
spot. If the screw is 10059. a spiral spring should
bob. The platinum contact a2 is made by drilling
be placed round under the head to keep it tight,
a small hole in c‘. inserting a piece of No. to or
Fig. 7 is an enlarged View of the complete contact
i8 platinum wire about {- in. long, and riveting it
screw.
_
out ﬁat; this makes a better job than using a
An arrangement for holding the bottle of mercury
spiral of ﬁner wire. which should only be resorted
Will
be seen, there is _on
AS
made.
must now be
to if the thicker wire cannot be obtained.
my apparatus no devrce
for adjusting the height
A
|
of the mercury, as I ﬁnd
|
that fairly good adjust
I
ment can be made by al
I
i
tering the length of the
i
wire from the terminal d,
l
and by the use of the cou
tact-screw. The holder d ‘
is merely a clip of brass
about 1}in. wide, soldered
(at the side opposite to
the gap) to a plate D, as
If a
in Fig. 8.
shown
raising or lowering move
ment to the mercury is
wanted, it could be ar
for by attaching
ranged
the clip for the bottle to
the top of a terminal fixed
to the base; aspring coiled
round a piece of tube
under the screw would be
ach
needed to prevent
dental movement. I have
illustrated a suitable de—
vice in Fig. 9. The bottle
shown in the photograph
is an ordinary for. our.
Fro. 2.—Pum or Inrmuzurrea: ASSEMBLBD.
The arm of the switch S
(Fig. 2) is made irom a
“
it has a
in. wide;
strip of brass ii» ins. long by
The next part to claim attention is the
contact
handle made from a piece of brass rod. and is
pillar" C, _shown
detail by Fig. 6. It is made
screwed down on a brass disc to ra'me it to the
from a strip of
in. wide by 3}, ins.
fin. brass,
\
height of the contact-pieces, which should be
long, the part which carries the contact-screw

/

l

i
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Two small round
separated by abdut' i-i6th in.
lieaded screws are put into limit the movement of
the arm.
All the parts having now been completed, the
apparatus may be roughly set up on a piece of
wood, without, of c0iirse, the switch and terminals,
and a trial made;
two Leclanché cells
in series should
~~~i'--—¢_
It
work it well.
may be found that
,
the armature spring
is not of the right
springiness to en,
sure good action ;
i
this may necessitate
c»
or,
careful thinning,
'
if it is too weak,
the making of a new
one.
A spring
which shows no ap:
preciable drooping
of
the
armature

when

clamped

ziw

about two - thirds
_
I
along (from the bob) will be found right, provided
latter,
a
it is not too stiﬁ. This
is
con
however.
“
a
sideration which may be ignored if one has
"
regular young power‘station
with which to work
the interrupter, for then the spring may be made
as strong as is consistent with a reasonable
length
of vibration, with good results. I should mention
here that the magnet must be packed up till the
core is about 3-16ths in. from the bob.

and Electrician.
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the parts being, of course, properly countersunk.
The connections are shown in dotted lines in the
plan. A wire is taken from the terminal ll of
the break circuit to the contact pillar C. and bent
round both sides of the foot, which must be screwed
ﬁrmly down. One end of the wire from the magnet
is led to the nearest screw of A, and the other is
tiken to one contact of the switch, a wire from
the switch arm being connected
to the terminal t”.
For the interrupted circuit a wire from Tl leads
to the mercury by a coil of thick wire bent over
the neck of the bottle and dipping to the bottom.
Another wire is taken from A to the terminal T’.
As the wires are run on the under side of the basv,
the model should be supported on strips of thin wood
ﬁxed to the bottom, or deep grooves for the wires
may be made. and the bottom coated with m.lted
parafﬁn. The apparatus being
thus completed,
perhaps a few details as to its use may not be out
of place here.
The mercury should always be kept
covered for about
in. with oil—ordinary lubricants
seem to answer all right—and the adjustment of
the wire that makes
contact with the mercury
should be given careful attention.
No. 22 is the
m¢st suitable gauge to use.
The speed of vibration
is altered
by loosening the clamping screw 12‘
and sliding the pillar along—the shorter the spring
the greater the speed, and vice versa.
The faster
the make and break occurs. the longer will be the
spark obtained.
In conclusion, I may say that this break will be
found simple and cheap to make and very efﬁcient
in use ; in my hands it has yielded an increase of
about 50 per cent. in the length of spark obtained
over that got from a coil with an ordinary hammer
break, such as is usually found on bought coils,
and this is about as much as can be expected from
this type of mercury interrupter.

i

A Fine mJaei of the “Rocket.”
HE

And now for the ﬁnishing. The base may be
made from a piece of i-in. deal, 8 ins. long by5 ins.
wide; a chamfer of 3-16ths-in. on the edges will
greatly add to the appearance of the model. The
wood should be stained and given several coats of
spirit varnish, being scrubbed with ﬁne glass

PUMP

BrassTvbe

Soldnrsl Q. |“.
0] Terminal.

Spin]

f.» B-rrie

gm“

paper between each coat; it can then be made to
take on a ﬁne polish. The brasswork should be
ﬁnished with ﬁne emery paper, and given a coat
of lacquer or " Zapon " varnish.
The position for the
various parts Should be marked out on the base
and holes bored to take the screws, the holes in

treasures of the famous machinery section
of the Victoria and Albert Museum at South
Kensington have lately been enriched by
a splendid scale model of the famous old locomotive,
"
Rocket."
This model has been specially built to
the order of the Museum authorities by Messrs.
Stuart 'l‘umer, Ltd., of Henley-on-Thames, and
is a magnificent specimen
of high-class workman
ship. By the courtesy of the builders we are
enabled to present to our readers the accompanying
photographs. from which it will be seen that not
only have all the working details of the original
been faithfully
engine
carried out, but that the
model is built partly in section. a feature which,
while increasing the diﬂiculties of manufacture,
adds considerably to its educational value. “'0
had the pleasure
of seeing this model both in
course of construction and when complete,
and we
can cordially congratulate Messrs. Stuart Turner.
Ltd., on having turned out a piece of work which
for accuracy and ﬁnish will bear comparison with
any other model in the Museum. They have
kindly supplied us with the following notes on the
constructive details, which we think will be found
of interest.
Scale, one-eighth.
Frame sides, l-in. by i-in. steel.
Frame ends, forgings halved on sides and riveted.
Horn blocks, cast iron, riveted to frame.
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Axle‘boxes,
gun~metal,
secured by two bolts.

bottom half ﬁlled in and

SPrings, lamcllar.
Spﬁng hanging links. cut from steel.
halved, and held together
Eccentrics,
and nut between.
Catchplatcs,

sheet

steel,

made

The eccentrics and driving

in halves.

by

bolt

1

l
\

plates

june

17. 1909.

steel, with ends brass, are split
Connech'ng-rods,
and held by strap and wedge.
Regulator and all ﬁttings are exact working models.
The salelv valve case is of copper .005 in. thick.
All valves, water and steam pressure gauges.
cocks, and unions are. also exact working models.
The sham and exhaust pipes are i-64th in. thick.

are keyed on to a split collar which
> slides freely on main axle, so that they
Imay be made to engage with two

driving-pins ﬁxed in buckles which clip
on the axle in advance of the other:
the right-hand one is brought into use
by pressing on a foot-lever, which
throws the whole eccentric gear over
the
to the other clip and reverses
engine.

The rods are hinged to the eccentrics
and connect to short levers carried
by two brackets on the frame ; these,
in turn, transmit the motion through
the gab levers to another set of short
levers which ﬁt in a slot in the end of
V~rod, and so Operate the parts.
Wheels—The front driving wheels
are of oak, fashioned as an artillery
wheel,
with cast-iron hub and steel
tyre, held on by conical bolts and
nuts, and the felloes strengthened with
wheel.
rivets in each
twenty-four
Each driving wheel is made up of over
I 10 pieces. The back wheels have cast
iron tyres and hub-rings of steel,
shrunk on.
Boiler Stays—Front ones shaped
out of plate, riveted together with
horn and locks to frame.
Back stays, cast iron, bolted to frame
and boiler.
Ballet—Steel
plates, half-sectioned.
riveted together, rivets same form and
exactly same spacing as in prototype.
Stays—Steel forgings hinged and
bolted both ends, and right and left
connecting-nut for adjusting.
Tubes, i-64th-in. thick copper, :3 in.
diameter, ﬁxed to plates by expanding
ferrules.
Smokebox,

made
in two
copper,
pieces, with copper smoke-door.
sheet iron, part-sectioned
Chimney,

with smokebox.
Fireoox, sectioned
of copper sheet
made of four pieces beaten to shape.
and riveted and stayed with usual
screwed

stays.

Fircdnor, of steel, hinged, etc.
Firebars are of cast iron, and drop
VIEW
into holes made to receive them.
Cylinder Irames, steel ; each secured
to boiler by eight conical bolts and nuts, and
stiffened by a stay between the two, which is bolted
to boiler end.
Cylinders, cast iron, with ports cast in. which
were only completed at great expense (of castings
and labour), owing to the intricate shape of cylinder.
Pislun valve, gland screwed, (ﬁne threads).
gun-metal, made in halves held
Cross/wads.
together by four bolts and nuts—right-hand one
works pump.

OF

UNDERNEATH OF The

" ROCKET."

and the left-hand one sectioned.

Every nut and bolt
(which, almost without exception, are square) had
to be made separawa by hand, as no stock could
be bought the right size.
The tender is made of oak. The wheels are made
the same as the back wheels of engine.
Springs
ditto.
We believe the model will shortly be on view in
the Museum, and readers should make a point of
seeing it when next at South Kensington.

june
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slots'cast or cut- in, as shown, to take i—in. bolts.
Next make four bolts (b), :2); ins. long; also cut
off dead length four pieces of {-in. tubing;
face
each end true
these ﬁt over the fin. bolts, which.
forged rough, will require ﬁling to go through.
New mark out the plate B, in four holes (1, 2,
4).
Place this on the other plate A, and drill through
Nos.
and
i-in. tapping holes.
Next open the holes in B to
Tap
in. clear.
out the holes in A, slip over the pins the dis
tance-pieces, after ﬁrst putting pins through holes in
B, and screw pins dead home in A.
The plate
or,
can be drilled to suit faceplate
the mechanic
likes, he can make A in the same shape as face
plate and screw same to ﬁt mandrel nose, which
3
,

if

i

:

Workshop Notes and Notions.
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Description of a .Ilg for Re-boring Motor
Cylinders.
By J. \V. \\'.
Most motor cycle repairers. if not the amateur
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lathe drivers, know the difﬁculty of overcoming the
task of re-boring a motor cylinder.
Simple though
it may seem, it is always a tedious job setting and
glanding a cylinder to the boring carriage, only to

if

}

4
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54‘s p/a 0
on starting to cut, that it shifts.
I myself
bored out some dozens, and always found it
an uneasy job, until the following idea came
across my path ; and I think the time and material
used on it will be amply repaid, after boring the
ﬁrst two jobs, it it be only in the ease in setting the
work, and the knowledge that it is secure and true.
The jig is made. as follows '—First obtain a

W

u_

p

a much better job.
Now we must make several
setting plates, shape as shown, and turned back and
front: these must have a projection cast on and
turned to ﬁt the bore of B; then, when cylinder
comes in for boring, these can be bored to ﬁt 0Ver
the thin shell which projects past the ﬂanges of
most motor cylinders.
When a cylinder
being clamped in for boring,
is

is

ﬁnd,
have

\

I

EI'YJ 'a 1.,

Frg/gﬁlvh on
eqlqar"

9/.

a

Luv" um»,

’i"?

.p “liq/.qu

’i

.,_

3y)

pins are put through slots and through packed
or upset glands, and the cylinder
gripped by the
This sets
perfectly true,
ﬂange as shown above.
an
and holds
Using
quite rigid.
ordinary boring
bar of about_ii ins. diameter,;and a cutter not too
it is

shape as at A ; this must be of a fair size
(about 10 ins. diameter), and turned up true both
sides; thickness, about 1} in.; cast iron. Next
a casting same as B, 10 ins. over all, } in. thick,
turned true one side and bored out about
ins.;
casting,

“era

it

.'
r

1

Imus,"
72»
1411/
cl :v/ d!r
.i:

I
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ﬁne-pointed, combined with a ﬁne feed about 32
to the inch, it is possible to get a ﬁnish which is,
next thing to grinding, perfectly smooth. Of course,
this jig can be used ior lapping out as well. If any
difficulty is found in getting cylinder in position, one
of the pins can be taken out and replaced after.
The sizes given can be altered to suit requirements,
but the pieces of tubing used as distance pieces
must all be dead length, or the front plate will run out
and will require turning on the inside when in
position.
The motor repairer who makes this jig
will ﬁnd it worth its weight in gold to him, and 105.
would cover cost of same.
But what is this towards
comfort and ease in a job, and the knowledge
that it will be true when ﬁnished, and stand scru
tinising by the greatest of experts.

hole ; but this, of course,
of an unusual tool.

4

c

necessitates

the

us:

Work in Machine
Vice.
By \\'. H. Isue.
\\'hen planing or milling irregular-shaped work.
much time is often spent in setting the job up true.
The packing piece shown is simple and adaptable
to such work. It is simply a round piece of steel
Holding

Irregular-shaped

:l
\

w...i“
War/r

Extra Air-valves tor Motor Cycles.

An extra air-valve is undoubtedly a useful
ﬁtment on any motor cycle, and the one described
is efficient and simple to construct.
A represents
the induction pipe, B a cup shaped to ﬁt the induc
tion pipe. and shown in section (Fig. 4) i the
central hole in B is screwed 3-16ths in. to suit
pin D. The plate C ﬁts on top of B, and the holes
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faced up true both sides, then cut 05 rather less
than half; the edge bearing on the work should be
'
faced up true and smooth.
Various sizes should he made, say from 3 ins. by
in. thick, and will be
l-in. thick to 1} ins. by
The drawing shows the packing
found. useful.
'
piece in use.

l

A Simple Punch for Stamping Blanks.

F/qZ
H

6499
Fig?

sometimes

FIG. 1.

the

‘

FIG. 2.

is

light straw colour. Next make a brass plug. and
drive in the other end as shown in Fig. 2. The
now ready for use; holes in leather or
punch
similar material may easily be punched by the aid
of this useful tool.
NAVAL COALING Faun—A record naval coaling
said to have been established at Kirkwall,
feat
says The Engineer, by the King Edward l'II, the
Milne,
Sir Berkeley
ﬂagship of Vice-Admiral
The battle
second in command of the Home Fleet.
hours
ship took in 1,02: tons from a collier in
22 minutes. the average working out at 303-3 tons
per hour.
3

is

is
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To Remove

a Stud.
difﬁcult to unscrew a stud
without damaging
projecting thread. This is
generally done by screwing on a nut held by
a lock-nut.
By jamming the two together a good
grip will be got on the stud, which can then be
unscrewed and replaced the same way.
Should
the stud break off, the method of procedure varies,
according to whether the stud still projects above
the metal, or is broken off ﬂush. or even lower.
if there is a projecting portion, the best method is
to ﬁle ﬂats on the stud, being careful not to
A grip can
remove more metal than is necessary.
then be got with a hand vice and the stud un
ﬂush,
lf the stud breaks off
the best
screwed.
method is to drill a hole, and then insert a rect
tool,
such as the tang of a ﬁle.
This
angular
can be driven into the hole and a grip obtained.
Another method is to tap a left-hand thread in the

It

IIIIIIIIIII I IIIII II /I'I

are to correspond to similar holes in B. and also
the holes in the induction pipe, as shown in Fig. 3.
The bolt D, one end of which is screwed in B with
sufﬁcient projecting to allow of C being held in
position on B by a spring washer and nut; the
other part of D passes through the induction pipe,
and is clamped tight by the shaped washer and nut.
C may he worked by hand or by lever, as desired.

.\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

in C

\\\\\‘

(P

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

(b

By J. H. P. B.
“’hcn
requiring a large number of circular
blanks of tin or very thin sheet iron, a simple way is
to make a punch as follows :--Procure a. piece of
steel cycle tubing, about 2 ins. long, having its
internal diameter equal to the size of blank required.
Now ﬁle or turn one end to a cutting edge, as shown
in Fig. l, carefully harden this end, then temper to a
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A Two-Cylinder Marine Engine.

1
>

By W. MUNCASTER.
OME months ago an engine
was
brought
for the inspection of the writer, who could
not but admire the design and the workman
ship, and promptly accepted the offer of the patterns
for castings, from which the accompanying drawings

S

have been made.

June i7. 1909.

If the work
the column foot and the bedplate.
be not quite accurate when bolted up, a little
adjustment may be made by elongating the holes
in the bed by the use of a small rat-tail ﬁle, and
ﬁtting steady-pins, which can be driven into holes
drilled from the under side of the bed.
Figs. IO. 11, and 12 show the details of the
The writer LS
which are out of brass.
bearings,
generally successful in making these by ﬁrst_ﬁling
up the joint which occurs across the centre-line of

An orthographic view of an engine is often
disappointing, and in this case none of the
views seem to do justice to the design, which
looks very well indeed in the engine itself.
The cylinders are il-inS. bore by r-in.
stroke, 3} ins. apart centre to centre.
There
is a steam chest between
the cylinders, in
which are both the slide-valves.
Fig. I shows the side elevation of the
one of the standards having been
engine,
and
removed to show the connecting-rod
crank. The bearings for the shaft are four
in number, and are arranged to be close up
to the cranks, making a very ﬁrm arrange
ment.

+

it”

J

16'
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l

“is

Hie

¢3

Mi,

The valve motion is between, and as there
is ample room for four eccentrics, reversing
motion may be ﬁtted, if desired, on the lines
hereafter shown. The cylinders are lagged
with sheet steel, the black lines indicating
this.
The end elevation is shown in Fig. 2.
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—As shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5, the bod
is,
‘1
plate is very simple, being merely a shall0w
box with two ribs across.
The part whercon
___1,_. H+___
,._.a__i__ A_
the standards
and bearings
rest
may be
~°
laced by screwing the casting to the faceplate
'~'
a!
of the lathe, and using the cross-trasverse
of the slide-rest. If a lathe be not available,
a ﬁle. backed up bya good supply of "elbow
grease" and patience,
may be successfully
employed.
The patterns may be made out of an old
144'
i—PA'
ref—1
r—éé'
cigar-box. the thickness being about right.
i
A little taper will be required on the ribs.
which may be given' by the use of sand
paper ; the sides will be slightly inclined, as
Fig. 4.
shown. If it be desired to reduce the depth,
{>in. or i? in. may be taken off when making
/_°/'f
LiedJsL/e’
the pattern, without detriment.
The standards are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8,
and 9; the pattern ismade of 4}in. stuff, except
where the casting is to be faced ; at these parts
it is 5-32nds in. when ﬁnished, so that 3-16ths
in. will be about right for the faced parts of
pattern.
1
in ﬁling up the casting the slide should
271';
be done ﬁrst, to which the top and bottom
L~—— 2”; L
of the standard or column should be squared.
5.
Fly.
Some compromise may be made, if the casting
be not true. to accommodate the three sur
THREE VIEWS or ﬂu; BEDPLATE.
faces, so long as they are square
and true
A good plan is to after
when
ﬁnished.
done satisfactorily,
the
wards clamp the standards together in pairs, and
When this
the shaft.
then ﬁnish the to
and bottom faces true with
surfaces are coated with solder, using the ordinary
each other; this w'
The faces are then put together,
ensure the slides being parallel
soldering-iron.
when the columns are bolted to the bed.
and held together by a pair of smith's tongs over
,'
The holes in the base may be left until the cross
a Bunsen ﬂame or in the ﬁre for a few moments,
heads are got ready;
these can then be placed
and left to cool.
The hole for the shaft bearing is
both between
the same pair of slides,
l
the sides are then turned by mounting
next drilled
and the
columns set in position and the holes drilled through
on a mandrel. Care must be taken not to drive
;
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side, the Opposite
steam ports mav
'

side being plugged up.
be cut as shown, or as

The
indi

2.

joint will give way.
too hard, or the soldered
,
The remainder can afterwards be ﬁled to sha
Hoes
holes drilled for the bolts and cap studs.
for the latter are drilled tapping size, and go right
through the bottom block, so that a taper tap
When
may be used and a good thread ensured.
the whole of the four bearings are ready, a piece
of rod the size of the shaft is threaded through,
and all the bases filed up
true. This is a great help
towards ensuring the bear
ings being in line when
ﬁxed to the bedplate.
Figs. 13, 14.8.11Cl 15 give
details of the crosshead
as made of a brass cast
ing. A little modiﬁcation
might be made if it were
cut out of a piece of bar.
In ﬁnishing this, the most
convenient way seems to‘
be—ﬁrst drill the 3—16ths
in. hole for the pin, mount
it on a mandrel driven
Turn
through this hole.
the parts marked A and
B so that these will be
By
normal to the pin.
means of a pair of calipers
the laces marked C may
he trued. making the
ﬂanges between B and C
of even thickness.
The
ﬂat rubbing surfaces may
then be trued up, using
the calipers to see if the
opposite sides are parallel
to each other. If we now
make the end square to
faces, we have
a
these
means of setting it true
for drilling a 3-16ths-in.
tapping hole for the pis=
ton-rod.
Figs. 16 and 17 show
the piston.
This should
be turned to nearly the
on the
size and screwed
rod, and afterwards turned
true to the rod.
Figs. 18 and 19 show
the slide-valve, which is
of the ordinary type.
The cylinders (Figs. 20,
2x, 22. and 23) are of
very simple form, each
art of the steam castwith
t will be noticed
chest.
that this is open at each
end. This allows the valve
faces to be easily got at
and avoids the diﬁiculty
of getting at the face
when the ends are closed
in. It has. moreover, the
advantage of an easy ac
cess to the valves when
The ports are
required.
cut out of the solid. The exhaust port is cut
into a hole drilled right through the casting;
to either
this allows the pipe to be connected

56x
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by the dotted line.
In ﬁtting up the
cylinders the ﬁrst job was the boring of the
cylinders.
These were clamped to the faceplate

cated
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of the lathe and bored by a suitable tool held in the
Full instructions as to boring a cylinder
slide-rest.
of this description are given in THE MODEL ENGI

17, I909.

perfectly normal to the bore; the slide-valve face
and the steam chest can be squared to this. Care
must be taken to ﬁnish the cylinders to the exact
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9th, and May 7th, 1908.
one end of the cylinder

same length.
The ends that have been faced ﬁrst—
that is, without resetting—should be taken for the
!

for March 12th,
boring will leave

l

mum

The
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bottom

end of the
cylinder.
The cylinders,
where bolted together, should be quite level along
the whole of this surface,
otherwise the joint is
not square, and should be readjusted. The drawing

'
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in Fig. 25; the bottom cover (Fig.c_26)
being drilled and tapped to suit the bolts connect
ing the cylinders to the standards. It is, therefore,
necessary to countersink the screws to the cylinder

cover

1

Fig?
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40”
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not quite to scale, the space for bolts on the
being more than shown.
The top cover
shown in Fig.
and the chest
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way to ensure this is to ﬁrst drill the hole for the
stuﬂ‘ing-box, mount on a mandrel, and turn both
sides without removing from the lathe.
Both of the stufﬁng-boxes for the valve spindles
are cast on the cover for the lower end of the steam
chest (Fig. 27).
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Notes.

MORE CORRESPONDENCE n THBAUSTRIAN 2—6—4’5.
A Kentish Town correspondent “takes the writer"
hair-splitting
mildly to task for what he terms
in the matter of the coupled wheel diameter of the
type locomotive, which was
Austrian
2-—6—4
by another contributor
illustrated and described
on pages 352 and 353 of THE MODEL ENGINEER, of
"
is hardly worth
Surely
He says:
April 5th last.
ft. 10} ins. and
while to differentiate between
it. o} in., the margin being such a small one."
On this point, however, the writer and his correspon
dent take rather different views. When the diameter
of a locomotive driving wheel, forming one of six
it. and over constitutes,
coupled wheels, reaches
something of greater
as things stand at present,
a matter of
interest than usual; not because it
an odd inch or so larger than the previous largest,
marks another step forward in loco
but because
motive design, by raising the 4—6——0 type from the
it, and, going on from
"6-tt." level to that of
this point, no one can say what the next develop
ment may not be. Locomotive men look at these
perhaps to other
things somewhat diﬁerently
reached
people, and to them once the 7-tt. status
it means a lot more than “6 tt.‘anything" can,
and so we come back to the point that we are still
in the 6-ft. range so far as the 4—6—0 or other
Without wishing
six-coupled engines are concerned.
to quibble or in any way raise false issues, the writer
notice,
contends that the matter was worthy of
that it
and, after all, it must be remembered
was a previous correspondent who set the ball
rolling, by asking for information as to whether
the statement to the effect that the locomotives in
question have 7-it. drivers iszcorrect or otherwise.
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Limoges:

NEW LOCOMOTXVES FOR "rm; ARGENTINE G.N.R.
The American Locomotive Company has recently
completed twenty "Paciﬁc" and ten 4—6—0
type locomotives tor the Argentine Central Northern
Railway, and by their courtesy illustrations and
brief descriptions of the engines are given here
The “Paciﬁc” engines are for use on fast
with.
trains, and are the ﬁrst of this type
passenger

it

of

is

it

is

The crank
shown in Fig. 29. As
of consider
able length in proportion to the diameter, some
care
be rcquired not to take too heavy a cut
will
when it is being turned.
It will be made out of a
steel bar hammered down and twisted to bring
cranks
into
their proper relative positions: a
the
piece
1*‘ll‘l. by i-in. ﬂat bar would make
conveniently,

L———2'

-

ll

has?

is,
l

F

a

iii—t»

Cranks/10f!
is

The connecting-rod (Fig. 30)
of mild steel, and
The remain
ﬁtted with a bush for the crank-pin.
ing details are given on Figs. 31 to 38.
With reference to the valve spindle (Fig. 36),
the
put on separately, the usual way being
Jaw
to drill and tap a hole in a suitable piece of iron
or steel.
Screw the rod very tightly into it,
and then shape the jaw as required.
Reversing motion will be dealt with later.
is

0/7

/

l

an“

Hg.29v
built by the American Locomotive Companv for
the metre gauge.
The cylinders are placed outside
the frames, driving the middle coupled wheels,
steam distribution being eﬂected by means of piston
valves worked by Walschaerts' motion.
In some
the designs,
although worked out in
respects
America,_ follow European practice, notably, the
copper interior‘ ﬁrebox and staybolts and the
screw
The ten-wheeled engines
reversing gear.
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have brass tubes as well, which is another feature
"
“
contrary to American standards, but the Paciﬁcs
are provided with charcoal iron tubes.
The style of painting and general ﬁnish imparted
to the engines is, however,
perhaps the most
Both types
distinctive feature of any they possess.
are painted olive green, with the exception of the
engine and tender frames, wheels, chimney top,
All wheel
headlight, and front “cow-catcher."
centres
are painted Hessian red, and, with the
exception of the tender wheels, are striped with
The engine front “cow-catcher" and
gold leaf.
chimney top are painted vermilion, while the head
light is of the same colour as the wheel centres.
The boiler is striped with gold leaf, which gives the
same effect as brass bands, without introducing the
additional cost of that feature.
In view of the
multi-colour scheme adopted for the decoration
of the locomotives, and the pleasing outlines
of the design, the remark contained in the
communication made to the 'writer by the Vice
president of the American Locomotive Company,
"
i.e., that
running along the right-of-way at a
‘
Paciﬁc'
speed of 40 to 50 miles per hour, the
type must make a. very pleasing spectacle," seems
to have every probable justiﬁcation.
The leading dimensions in each case are as follows:
“
“
Paciﬁc
Type. 4—6—0 Type.
r 5 ins.
Cylinders, diam.
r7 ins.
Piston stroke . .
22 ins.
. . 26 ins.
Coupled wheels, diam.
3 ft. 7 ins.
4 ft. 6 ins.
Total wheelbase
. 25 ft. 10 ins.
19 ft. 8 ins.
Total heating surface. . 1,755 sq. ft.
r0587 sq. ft.
-Grate are:
. 243 sq. ft.
187 sq. ft.
Working pressure
170 lbs.
170 lbs.
\\’eight
working
(in
..
order)
50% tons
40} tons
The writer has a set of drawings of both types,
and would be pleased to send them on to any
reader who might care to inspect them with a view
‘to building a model.
1515qu OR OUTSIDE CYLINDERS.
of 4—4—0 type locomotives intended
Designers
"for passenger
service in this country employ the
inside position for the cylinders wherever it is
to do so, only resorting to the outside
possible
position when compelled by circumstances connected
with the basic principles of design.
Thus it comes
about that unless a locomotive has three, or four,
cylinders—in which case it is, of course, obligatory
more or less to carry two of them outside the frames
-—the majority of British locomotives of the four
coupled bogie type have inside cylinders. On the
Great Western there are some modern 4—4—-o's
which have outside cylinders, to wit, the “ County "
class engines,
and here there is an all-sufﬁcient
reason for the step.
The stroke of pistons is 30 ins.,
and a. crank axle designed for this stroke would be
an inconvenient ﬁtment below the boiler.
Abroad,
they look upon the crank axle as an abomination,
and only use it where there is no other way open.
Thus the standards of this country and that of
most others have been forced
along channels
springing from the same base, but ﬂowing in oppo
site directions.
We have had to adopt what—
to them—seemed preferable in any case, and they,
on their side, have had to overcome scruples about
a point which—to
us—had no objections of a
serious nature.
The placing of the cylinders between the frames
gives a. more compact looking engine, and, moreover,
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the cylinders closer between centres, the
and the
runs with greater smoothness,
but there
cylinder castings are merged into one;
such it be—of having to use
is the drawback—if
a crank axle, which is liable, at all events, to fracture,
and in any case is more expensive to produce and
of shorter life than a plain axle. Altogether,
perhaps there is not much in it, and the locomotives
of the future will probably all, or nearly all, have
a combination of the two principles, as many at
the present day already have.
keeps
engine

A Goon TANK ENGINE PERFORMANCE.
One day recently, at Bletchley, the engine of a
failed, and the
express
Birmingham-to-London
only thing possible in the circumstances of the
moment was to attach one of the large 4—4—2 type
tank engines, which shortly before had brought
\Vith 58 minutes'
in a stopping train from Euston.
allowance for the 46} miles, the "tank" made ﬁne
running, and at no time did it seem at all likely
that time would be dropped. The load was about
180 tons, and the start an uphill one for 15 miles.
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Made a Simple

Lathe.

By W.

S. FARRBN.
“ How 1
this article is headed
Made a Simple Lathe," I think a better title
“
How I Helped to Make, etc.,"
would be,
since most of the hardest work was done for me
by a friend, who has all through been very kind

LTHOUGH

In

3 'T

‘

"

GENERAL View or A SIMPLE LATHE.
Nevertheless,
helping me ovar difﬁculties.
following description may interest those who,
like myself, have been hampered in this model
making by the lack of a lathe.
whole lathe was built
General
Design.—The
up round the ﬂywheel, which, together with shaft
and bearings, was given to me by my ever-helpful
It is 20 ins. diameter and 21>ins. wide on
friend.
the face.
The shaft had to be lengthened. as
it was decided to have a 3-ft. bed, which was
in

the
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l

longer than it would allow. This was managed
a
Tailstock.—( 2) The tailstock was originally
by driving on a piece of gas tubing, and driving
dead-centre headstock for a. lathe once in the pos
in a piece of steel at the other end.
The shaft was
session of my friend.
The method of construction
also originally built for a double treadle, but as
can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, and from the detail
l
this could, of course, only have been used sitting
l
The sliding-rod for adjusting the
photograph.
down, only one was used, as can be seen in the
centre is locked by means of a nut and tapered
photograph.
screw, the barrel being cut to allow of its springing.
Bed and Fauna—The bed was
made of two 3-it. lengths of oak
nul'
Tith'en/"nq
l in. by 3 ins., with a i-in. dis
tance-piece to ﬁt tenon of the tail
stock (see below).
The frame is
of usual design, consisting of two
Tapg r
and
a tray
A-pieces, a treadle,
for holding various things, such as
cen/‘re
4
51012:
tools, etc.
The frame is braced
together with cross-pieces,
and is
§lidin9 rod
quite ﬁrm. The bed itself springs
for 41171445th
a little in the middle, but as this
cenf'r'c
lathe is not of the l-IOOOth-in.
variety, this does not matter much.
The springingi referred
to is, of
course,
horizontal, not vertical,
this being practically nothing.
The headstock
[haddock—(I)
was originally the bearing of an
F1]; 3
[9. 4.
“
"
old
high
bicycle. double—(zoned,
ELEVATION OF TAILSTOC K.
with adjusting- and lock-nuts and
also an oil hole with spring COVel'.
It is ﬁtted with properly tapered centres, and is
The back part was screwed i-in. bicycle thread.
20 per inch, the nose being
screwed
very well made.
i-in. Whit
Rests (3 and 4).—The hand-rest (marked 4 on
worth standard thread for ﬁxing on
chucks.
the general
The pulley is ﬁtted on to a screwed bush, but
hotograph, and shown taken to pieces
in the detailene) was made for me by my friend,
it might almost as well have been pushed on
as the one I made myself—No. 3—was not steady.
and
The groove is for
clamped with a nut.
To describe No. 3 ﬁrst. It is made of oak, all
3-16ths-in. leather belt, which, being cut out of

I. F

§crewed

P u”!
6041;

% 'dia m
20/718:

(Cw/e)

PART See-110mm.

ELEVATION

sheet leather, is almost ﬂat on one side, thus giving
a good bearing for the ﬂat ﬂywheel.
The dotted
lines A in Fig. 2 mark where the spoke-hub originally
extended, all except the part B having been cut
The part B is drilled for wood screws to ﬁx
03.
to the wood block. The method of mounting the
bearing can be seen in Figs. I and 2, and in the
detail photograph.

0F

HEADSTOCK.

except the top of the tee, which is of 1}-in. bysi-in.
iron, 3 ins. long.
This is mounted on a piece of
oak, the other end of which was turned I} in. diam.
(by means of a temporary rest), and ﬁts in a hole
in the upright part of the base. This is made of
i-in. oak with a slot to ﬁt a i-in. square-necked
bolt. The adjusting is done by means of a small
lretwork clamp, the upright rpﬂlt 01 l‘afe teing

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

split

to give

tee.

enough play to tighten on shaft of

The other rest—No. 4 (see Fig. 5)—is made of a
of i-in. by 3-16ths-in. iron, 6’,- ins. long.

made out of
a taper screw chuck (not shown)-—are
boxwood, except the disc of the faceplate, which
of lsycamore. The advantages of a wooden
In the ﬁrst place,
faceplate are worth considering.

7!

Sem/ circular

l
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groove

HANDREST FOR SIMPLE L-vrmz.
5/73 rpened
PHOTOGRAPH

or SIMPLE LATHE

is

if

is

easier to make and much cheaper;
it can
an inaccuracy
always be turned down a little
detected; and in turning work mounted on it
the chisel
not so likely to get chipped, when nearing
the edge of the work in contact with the faceplate,
as
would be with an iron 'one. Of course, for
metal turning an iron one
much better, but as
this lathe was made chieﬂy for wood, the wooden
have turned
faceplate was almost the better.
u ten wheels on
for a 3-in. gauge model (in wood)
0
G.N.R. "Atlantic" and found it very easy
to do by marking a groove with the chisel point on
the faceplate where the edge of the ﬁrst wheel came,

it

l'ill

Damn.

is

Can/1‘8

is

The construction is easier to explain by a diagram
than by a written description, and will be easily
understood from the drawings and photographs.
The tee ﬁts in part A, which
put through the hole
in B and drawn tight against the semi-circular
W/d/h here

I

is

FOR W000.

it

CHUCK

a

PRONG

it

Fig. 6.

4'

/'

W/d/h

d 'L‘

Holder's “for
54w II)!
Iron

A

2.

wide

55"

Smruz
511

I

6

Tab/e
FOR

UPI-1th

'

j

ATTACHMENT

.5

FRETSA\\'

ff.

Sirenq/‘hemnq
place

gaff

iLATHI-I.

15”

54.1.

bed
Sup/nor!

7:324.

JC/‘ewtd /'o lei/we bed

is

it

is

slot by the nut and washer C. The only fault of
this rest
rather liable to spring when
that
in use on account of the thinness of the iron (3-16ths).
Chucks—The
chucks for the lathe—faceplate
'
(in general photograph), driver chuck (in detail
photograph), prong chuck for wood (Fig. 6), and

2.

wldl
Fl'q

T

Lat/he

and then turning the others till they came exactly
to the groove; this ensured their being the same
size.
The prong chuck was made of a nail (for
the centre) and two pieces of old hacksaw, softened,
bent,
and screwed on.
The taper screw chuck
was made of part of an old skate screw ﬁxed in a

a
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By E. W. Twmmc.
(Conlinucd from page 484.)
COMMENCED to build a model of this aero
plane (shown in Fig. 1) and intended to fit
Here, although i
it with a steam engine.
understood very well the principles of steam engines
and boilers, my ideas were very crude.
I had no
idea of the lifting power of my plane or the required
thrust of the propeller, consequently I set about
getting castings for an ordinary vertical engine,
and intended making just an.ordinary boiler, with
spirit lamp underneath However, I proceeded ﬁrst
to make the machine.
The main plane was, as near
as I can remember,
about 3 ft. long, or perhaps
a little longer, shaped
in plan like a pear, or
very much like the old-fashioned kite—in fact,
I drew my inspiration from the kite ; for, I argued,
if a kite could
aloft stationary in, say, a Io-mile
breeze, it was keep
to ﬁt an engine and
on y necessary
propeller on the kite and drive it at ten miles an
hour in still air to sustain it in ﬂight, the pull of
the screw, in the ﬂying kite. being equivalent to
the pull of the string in the stationary kite.
The model was made minus the engine.
The
car was a ﬂat board (intended later to have the
engine screwed to it); the plane was of paper at
ﬁrst, and afterwards of glazed linen, stretched
over a frame of cane and wood, from which the car
hung by means of ﬁne wires. I tried this model
by pulling it with string up to the required speed
by running, and soon realised that it would never
lift the weight of the engine I proposed putting
on it.
Anyway, I supported the plane from the
car by the addition of two light wood struts. the
wires alone only being of use when they were in
tension. I put grooved wheels on the car and
tried the machine as a glider by running it down
two copper wires strained tight and used as rails.
I found that after it had attained some speed
it lifted from the wires, but tnmed a complete
somersault in the air. I noted that the front end
always lifted ﬁrst, that is, it turned nose upwards,
although the centre of gravity fell on the plane just

where the string would be attached in the case of
the kite.
I therefore concluded that there was
too much lift in front, and I therefore placed at
the front edge of the car a piece of sheet lead to
\Vith this additional
balance
the surplus lift.
weight the aeroplane glided many yards after leaving

-‘\§\\\

with Model Flying

Machines-ll.

I used was made according to instructions
given in Vol. XVI, page 219. For the beneﬁt of
those who do not remember this, I may say it
consists of a nut to ﬁt the spindle and a piece of
a bolt screwed in tight, drilled centrally, and a screw
ﬁtted radially,
This will, of course, hold one size
, only, and that not very truly or ﬁrmly.
This lathe has now been replaced by a better
one, the iron bed of which is mounted on the bed
of the old one.
This is, of course, much better,
especially when one's inclinations are all for metal
work,
My chief diﬁiculty is still that all forms
of grip chucks are too difﬁcult to make and too
expensive to buy, and I am at present trying to
devise a simple one, with no very great success.
My best thanks are due to THE MODEL ENGINEER
for the help I have received from it. and I am glad
to see that each number seems more interesting and
helpful than the last.
one
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disc of wood and tightened up by its nut, which
ﬁtted into a recess tnmed in the disc.
Attachment
Frctwovk
(5).—The fretwork attach
ment can be seen in the general photograph and
in Fig. 7. It was made chieﬂy from instructions in
“\Vorkshop Makeshifts," a book which I have
The design can be easily seen
found very useful.
from the drawing;
the only original part is the
tightening arrangement.
The other tools shown in the general photograph
are a 5-in. emery wheel (spindle made from a l-in.
bolt) and three metal turning tools, made from old
ﬁles.
This completes the description of the lathe,
which has prOVed very useful,
particularly for
woodturning and small metal, such as brass screws.
The latter were rather diﬁicnlt, as it is almost
impossible to turn them thVVCt‘il centres, and a
The
grip chuck of any kind is difﬁcult to make.

and

FIG. 2.—A Scanw PKOPELLER MADF. ABOUT 18:10.
well recollect that these experiments
the wire.
in
were conducted with much amusing secrecy
a disused stone quarry, in a quiet glen some miles

I
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assisted

by my chum

days.

aerial propeller which I made about that
time is shown in Fig. 2. This was not at all a
bad screw; it was made from two palm-leaf fans,
braced and trussed up with wire and bound to
a wooden shaft.
It was not intended for the pro
pulsion of the model aeroplane,
being much too
An

large.

I

recollcct that just after this experiment with

the glider a weekly number of the English lilac/mm};
appeared. with drawings of one of Lawrence l-Iar
greaves' machines and the engine and boiler with

which it was driven. The knowledge that others
were so very far in advance of me must have dis
me, I think: I was too young to follow
heartened
However,
the matter up, so I allowed it to drop.
from time to time I thought much about the subject
of aviation.‘ and my ideas somewhat developed.
I have thought that even at that early time
I had the germ of what might, with much alteration
to the form of the plane, have turned out a practic—
able machine, and I have since noticed that in
side elevation it somewhat resembles
Maxim’s
large

aeroplane.
again turned my attention to the subject some
ﬁve or six years ago, when dirigible balloons were
much talked about. I did not believe in balloons.
but felt that the true principle of ﬂight lay with
heavier~than-air
machines.
I intended to commence a series of experiments
with helicoptcre machines,
and particularly with
screws of various types,
to determine the best
form, size, and pitch for the purpose of lifting
was ﬁrmly convinced that no screw
vertically.
had been designed which gave the maximum possible
efﬁciency.
I believed—and there have been very many others
Who believed—that much power was lost by the
air being driven off the blades by centrifugal
action. At the time mentioned I designed a screw
which should not possess this fault. However,
I was prevented by pressure of other matters at
that time from making and testing my screw, and
I may say that
again the subject was dropped.
a model of this screw, slightly modiﬁed, was made
last year, the result of a test of which, thOugh not
by any means disappointing, was not the result
which I expected.
This screw will be referred to
again later on, when 1 come to deal with propellers.
I now come to my much more recent work,
which was commenced last year, just after the ﬂights
of Henry Farman began to startle the world.
These
achievements again revived my interest:
I made drawings for a model to be driven by clock
work, and commenced the construction.
These drawings are reproduced to scale in Fig. 3.
As shown they represent very closely the design
of the date inserted in the corner of the drawing.
The originals had become unﬁt for reproduction,
and. besides, they were in pencil only, so in copying
from the original drawings, 1 have embodied one
or two details which have since been modiﬁed to
render the design more practicable, and I think
the machine.
if built as shovm, should ﬂy.
Some
adjustment of the weight fore and aft may, how
ever, be necessary; this may be effected by moving
the clockwork further forward together with the
driving pulleys. It may even require to be placed
right at the front end of the main frame members.
(To be continued.)
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Motor Cycle Notes.
By

“

PHzENix."

Adjustable Pulleys.
T o the motor cyclist who ﬁnds himself

unable
for any reason to go in for a. two-speed gear, the
adjustable type of engine pulley provides a very
fair and withal inexpensive substitute. I am myself
a satisﬁed
user of one of these appliances, and
would not like to go back to the ﬁxed gear principle
under any circumstances. Indeed, after an ex
perience covering some 10,000 miles with the ad
justable device I have little, if anything, to say
against it on principle, although when it comes to
of design I might perhaps ﬁnd a good
differences
deal to say.
Motor cycles are manufactured by some ﬁrms to
standard designs and sent out by the hundred,
with a ﬁxed gear say of 4 or 4.1.to I. They are sold
to the heavy as Well as the light weight rider, and
for use in hilly or ﬂat country, as accident decides.
The owner may be content to ride the machine
about the district in which he lives for a time,
but sure enough he will, sooner or later, want to
go further aﬁeld and undertake a tour in which he.
He
will traverse many different kinds of roads.
may also desire to attach a side-car, thus adding
considerably to the work put upon the engine,
and so the conditions of running will be con
stantly changing, but the pulley and gear must
Now, if
remain a ﬁxed and certain quantity.
instead
of employing this unsatisfactory arrange
ment, a pulley, so devised as to be capable of adjust
ment, in respect of distance between ﬂanges, be used,
the rider has at his disposal a means of quickly
raising or lowering the gear as may be desired,
giving him a range of from, say, 3% to l for the
top and 5} to l for the lowest gear, with the option
Thus, if he is
of several intermediate selections.
setting out for a ride over normal country without
any serious hills. he may advantageously use the
top gear. but if the route to be taken involves a lot
of climbing he can adjust the pulley so as to give
It is also necessary, of
one of the lower gears.
course, to shorten or lengthen
the belt, according
to circumstances, and there are several simple and
convenient means of doing this without affecting
the permanent length of the belt.
The outer ﬂange of an adjustable pulley is
generally made to screw and unscrew along a left
handed thread so that it tightens in the direction
of rotation when the engine is working and the
pressure of the belt on the inside keeps it ﬁrmly up
against the locking ring on the outside, and slip
To raise
thereby becomes well—nigh impossible.
or lower the gear all that is necessary is to slacken
oh the locking device and to rotate the outer
ﬂange of the pulley in the direction required either
to bring it closer to, or further away from, the
The ﬁrst of these movements will
other ﬂange.
effect a raising of the gear by forcing the belt upwards
towards the top of the ﬂanges, thus making it
traverse
part of a larger circle, and so enlarging
the eﬂective diameter of the pulley in relation to
that of the belt drum on the back (driving) wheel
of the bicycle, and in this way raising the gear.
Inversely by screwing the outer ﬂange further
away from the inner one, the belt is caused to sink
further into the groove, when to all intents and
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purposes a smaller pulley is obtained, and there is
When this
consequently a reduction in the gear.
adjustment has been effected the locking device ls
made secure, and all is ready for use.

Arrangements
Locking
Pulleys.

for

Adjustable

When selecting an adjustable pulley to take the
" one, or
“
ﬁxed
when inspecting a new
place of a
the method em
machine with a view to purchase,
ployed for lacking the outer ﬂange in the desired
position should be carefully noted, for it is in this
direction, very largely, that the success or non—
success of the device will show itself.
The. ﬁrst
adjustable pulley I used had an internally threaded
cap, which traversed, in the right hand direction, a
ﬁnely threaded boss, slightly smaller in diameter
than the left-handed thread on which the outer
An opening about *in. diameter
ﬂange moved.
was formed in this cap near its outer edge, and a
special key-or spanner was supplied for tightening
and slackening purposes.
The idea was, of course,
that the belt pressure would tend to force the
left-handed outer ﬂange against the right-handed
retaining cap, and in practice this succeeded very
well.

The only trouble I had was with the key spanners,
which, being malleable castings, frequently broke
on being struck with a hammer, it being necessary
tofgive a sharp blow or two before the locking cap
would start. In time the circular aperture in the
cap assumed an oval shape, and the projection on
the key designed to fit in this aperture would no
I had
longer remain in position when being used.
consequently to renew the cap twice and, after
breaking about halfa-dozen of the spanners, I ind
one forged out of steel and this lasted the pulley
out. In this pulley the inner ﬂange was a ﬁxture
with the threaded body of the pulley, and conse
quently renewal of the appliance cost much more
than where both ﬂanges are loose, and may be re
placed without having to renew the body p0rtion.
'My present adjustable pulley forms part of a
free engine clutch, and the method of locking the
outer ﬂange is a very simple but not altogether
satisfactory one. The outer ﬂange has a lip formed
upon it in which there is a threaded hole for taking
a 5-16ths in. short setscrew.
A groove is cut in
the barrel of the clutch containing the discs, and
the setscrew has to be worked down so that it rests
at its lower end in this groove.
To alter the gear
the setscrew
is ﬁrst withdrawn
and the ﬂange
rotated, when the screw is again let down into the
groove, the ﬂange being then locked in position.
This is, of course, as simple an arrangement as it is
possible to imagine, but in practice, as I am fre
quently altering the gear, I found the setscrew
soon wore, and in working slack on the road it
allowed the pulley ﬂange to rotate of its own accord,
thus automatically letting the belt down to the
bottom groove and setting up such furious slipping
that the engine could not drive at all. After this had
happened twice in one day, both times while climb
mg a steep hill of course, I obtained a very accur
ately-ﬁtting hardened steel setscrew, and so far this
has never once played me the trick that the old
one did.
I also carry a supply of these setscrews,
as nothing could be more exasperating than to be
held up miles from anywhere for want of such a
'
small but nevertheless
indispensable article.
There are also on the market some adjustable

i
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pulleys with locking devices depending for their
action upon spring catches, and with these no tool of
any kind whatever is required for adjusting.
I
have not yet tried any of these, but those of my
acquaintance who have generally speak well of
them.

_Apart from the question of details, however. I
think every owner of a motor cycle will ﬁnd the
adjustable type of pulley a great advantage over the
ordinary type, giving a ﬁxed and often quite un
suitable gear ratio.

The London-Edinburgh

Run.

'

The increasingly popular ﬁxture promoted by
the Motor Cycling Club, Ltd., and known as the
London-Edinburgh
Twenty-four Trial, took
lace
'
on May 28th and'zgth, and proved an unqu
ed
success.
Once again the character of the modern
motor cycle for reliability has been fully vindicated.
for a large proportion of the riders completed the
journey, while of those who dropped out, and who
formed an almost insigniﬁcant minority,
most
gave the cause as something connected
with the
tyres.
Perhaps the feature of the run was the
large number of passenger
machines which got
through, thus demonstrating the ability of the
engines to perform what amounts to more
than
double the work for which they are primarily
The weather,
designed.
except during the early
portion of the journey, was favourable, and the
roads, generally speaking, were in excellent con~
dition.
The greatest interest was shown in the
proceedings
by the public, both at the starting»
point at Highgate, where some hundreds of people
assembled to see the men off on their long joumey.
and at every town and village throughout the
route.
Seventy-one motor bicyclists and ﬁfteen passenger
machine drivers completed the run, the engines used
ranging in power from I} h.-p. to 7 h.-p. in the
"
" class,
and 3 h.-p. to I0 h.-p. in the pas~
single
senger class.
Many of the machines were ﬁtted
with two-speed gears, while some had free engine
clutches only. Adjustable pulleys were largely
in evidence,
only a few instances of single-geared
ﬁxed pulley engines being observed.
I myself was unable to go right through this year.
but I accompanied a. small knot of competitors
as far as Doncaster, experiencing nothing worse
than a momentary delay when nearing Stamford.
about 2 a.m., owing to the Bowden cable used for
actuating the. free engine clutch getting foul of the
front cylinder sparking plug, and causing a short
circuit.
Directly the cable had been set clear of
the plug the trouble ceased.
The only competitor
I came across in trouble with his engine was one
with the magneto timing out of order, and he was
patiently setting about the task of re-timing at
The next time I saw this
1.30 in the morning.
rider was at Grantham, where he told me he had
succeeded in putting matters right and was now
Several men were
hopeful of getting through.
down between Biggleswade and Stamford, repairing
tyres, and in my opinion it is to the tyre manu
facturers, and not the engine builders, that we
should new address a plea for greater reliability.
The return competition from Edinburgh to London
was successfully undertaken by all but two of those
who entered for it, so that in every sense, both the
outward and homeward journeys may be written
down as most encouraging and enjoyable.
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arrangement of turbine and condens
ing plant which I intend to ﬁt to my boat—a model
cruiser 3 ft. 6 ins. long. 6-in. beam, drawing 4 ins.
water. I would be much obliged if you would
kindly criticise the arrangement and give me anv
I intend to make a water-tube
advice you can.
boiler (a modiﬁed Yarrow type), and to work same
at a pressure of 50—75 lbs.. burning solid fuel.

Readers.
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for Model Steamers.

EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SlR,—\Vlshlng to drive my boat by a steam
turbine, I lately made a trial machine, ii ins.
diameter rotor, of the de Laval type. I have
recently made one or two interesting experiments
in utilising the exhaust steam for feed-water heating
and venture to enclose you the results.
purposes,
They are interesting in several ways, as the only
available boiler was of the crudest type, being a
plain cylinder taken from a ifin. gauge locomotive,
and fired by a four-wick spirit lamp. A point of
interest to owners of such small locomotives is
the fact demonstrated that in a four-wick lamp
Q oz. of spirit will burn for thirteen minutes. and
will evaporate in that time i} to il 015. water. so
that by putting 2 025. of water in the boiler they
may be quite assured that the spirit will burn out
The second point
before the water is exhausted.
of interest is the extremely small amount of
cooling surface necessary to condense steam, and
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EXPERIMENT 11.

i would like

'
advice re air- um .
for a 3-in. tugbing (0255):;
The one des
il-in. deep)?
of issue of February i2th
maker of ss. Bolivar, seemsI
do not understand
simple, but
the construction of the valv
SketClL
Are theev
from
Inge dtlle
m any “'3
01' are
prevented from riging too fai-hlil'
a washer at the junction of the
pump rod with the bucket, as
the sketch seems to indicate?
If you can tell me of the sim
plest valve to 'adopt,
should
be much obliged.
would like also to know the
correct
of the circulating
pump anbare the feed- um .
propose to make all thgse pgimps
the same stroke and drive from
by means
of an
one. _shaft
auXiliary engine, as am afraid
were
driven from the
they
gearingbi the turbine
would
be putting on more load than
would be capable of. \Vould
do to drive the pumpin en in0
from the turbine exhaugt be ore
passing
same
to
feed-water
heater, or would this
throttle
the
My
too
much?
exhaust
experiments seem to show that
for turbines the freer the exhaust

some

this be
size_ should
ins. diameter by
cribed on page 136
1905 (Vol. VIII), by
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vice vnsa the small amount of heating surface
necessary to heat feed-water to a high temperature.
These rough experiments, of course, showed me
that, as
anticipated, an air-pump was necessary
to relieve the turbine of back-pressure caused by
enclose a sketch of
and
heating the feed-water,

-

the better,
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[21,b70] self-Lighter for Gas. G. B. (Coventry) writes:
the constructionof self gas lighter of which the prin
(i) What
ciple the specialproperty of spongy platinum in igniting oxygv'li
and hvrdogcn
(2) Will such an appliance ignite an incan
Can you
(ii-scentbumcr as well as an ordinary gas burucr?
give me the name of ﬁrm or ﬁrms who are makerso the show
and from whom might obtain one
found that
stream of coal-gas in air comes into
(i) It
contact with spongy palladium or with platinum black ignition
rcsults. This fact has been made use of for lighting gas lamps.
Om- of thesemetals placedclose to the burner, then all that is
requiredin order to light the lamp to turn on the gas. (2) \'t"5.
One.method is to apply the palladium or platinum to the mandi
itself. (3) We do not know of makersof such apparatus. \Ve are
not on the market, having been found
inclined to think that
insufﬁciently reliable to be commerciallysuccessful.
is

F.

Trusting that my numerous questions will not
weary you, and hoping to have the plt‘ﬂSlll'c of your
advice at your earliest convenience, yours truly,
BASIL H. RFYNOLDS.
[Vl'ith reference to the foregoing, we may say, tak
cub. ins. and pres
ing evaporation of boiler at
sure at 75 lbs. per sq. in., you can design turbine
nozzle to expand this down to 60 lbs. per sq. in.
Take exhaust from
Use a 4-in. turbine wheel.
cub. ins.
turbine to a well-lagged receiver of
From this take connection to reciprocat
capacity.
ing engine running at 400 r.p.m. and designed to
work between 60 lbs. per sq. in. and 20-in. vacuum.
This engine drives the circulating and air—pumps.
The air-pump should be one-half and the circulating
pump one-quarter the cubic capacity of the engine
“'e do not see the neccj‘ﬂty
cylinder or cylinders.
Back pressure on turbine caused by exhaust
choked with condensed steam was
being
pipe
sufﬁcient to stop the machine, which did not run
steadily until feed-water was hot enough to allow
steam to pass.
Back pressure not so noticeable as ﬁrst test.
Turbine did not stop, but after the ﬁrst burst of
speed ran slowly for 65 mins. until feed-water was
about 150°, when it at once picked up and continued
running at full speed until the end of the test.
The turbine would not run continuously owing
to back-pressure for ten minutes, by which time
the feed-water had reached 133°, when the machine
picked up speed and ﬁnished the test at full speed.
In this experiment twice as much feed-water was
heated as in Experiment

0- 53- (chdS) writes
[21.505] Shocking
Hand-Shake.
have small shocking coil connectedto a 4-volt pocket accumu
lator, the “ make-and-break" being effected
small push.
What would like to know is, how can arrange 1etwo secondary
wires to run down my right arm into my hand and connectedin
such mannerthat when shook hands with anybody they would
fpel the shock on the push beingpressedand then released,without
myself feeling it?
You are not likely to get very startling results with your
apparatus. Unless you could arrange, when shaking hands, to
make electrical contact at the same time with some other part of
the victim's body, your circuit must be completedby earth through
boots. This would mean the introduction into the circuit of a
very large resistance,even though you both “ere standing upon
a floor of goodelectricalconductingproperties. The way to arrange
things would be to earth one end of secondarycoil at the soles of
your boots and to carry the other end down your sleeveto piece
of metal foil on the palm of your hand, insulatedfrom the hand.
W.
l21.583] En no for Model Boat.
(l)<‘W§bllr.\'.I
writes:
shoud esteem
great favour
you Would kindly
enlighten me on the following.
am building small engine to
drive
4-ft. 6-in. model torpedo-boatdestroyer, built on similar
lines to that shown on page 33 of “ Model Steamers." The engine
is to be a double-cylindersingle-acting, i-iu. bore by {-in. stroke,
single slide-valve across the top of both cylinders. Boiler
with
pressureto be about 40 lbs. (r) Will this engine be sufficiently
powerful to propel the boat at fair pace
do not want her to
go at racing speed.) (2) have made the cylinder casting in alu
minium. is this suitable for the purpose
(3) Would the trunk
pistons and slide-valvework well madein aluminium, or should
they be madein another metal
(1) Yes, two single-actingcylinders of this size at 40 lbs. should
very satisfactory speed. (2
drive the boat at
Aluminium
altogetherunsuitable for the purpose. We recommendthe use
of brass.
a
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above 120°

a

a

I'ecd-u'alcr.

. . 58"
Temperature of boiler water at start
..
.
..
ozs.
..
Quantity of do.
,
,
01
at end of test
Do. do.
oz
. .
Quantity of spirit
..
.
..
Number of wicks ..
.
lllllls
Time taken to generate steam
[ﬂing
sufﬁcient to work turbine. .
Do. do.
.
ozs.
Quantity of feed-water at start . .
..
at cud of test
Do. do.
4) 01',
.
. . 60°
. .
Temperature at start
.
. .
. . 1400—1500
Do. at end of test
. .
Duration of test . .
13 mins.
NOTiL-HThv higher temperatures are approximate
only, as the thermometer and could not resistor
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[20,188] “Precursor "Locomotiyg,
I). \V. (i. (Birming
hain) writes:
am thinking of making a model L.
N.W.Ry.
" PrecurSor" tank locomotive,
and should be very much obliged
you Wouldl-u'ndlylet me have (or publish in your valuable paper)
scale drawing suitable for a 2-in. gaugelocomotive.
You will find
drawing of the 4—;--o type tender engines,
" Precursor "
type, No. 51;, in our issue of November 24th, 1904,
and a specialarticle on modellingthe L.N.\V.R. 4—4—2 type tank
engines in issue of September 26th, 1907. This article includes
drawings and photographs of the front and rear radial trucks,
general outline. You will ﬁnd
and also
photograph of the
completelocomotivein our book, “ Locomotivesof 1906,"by Chas.
S. Lake, price 15.2d. post free. The engine shown in this photo
graph
the ﬁrst typewith thelargerlngie and radial truck wheels.
The details of the front may be taken from the drawing of the
expresstenderenginein aboveﬁrst mentionedissueof this journal.
Pleasenote that there
ins. differencein the boiler height in the
two engines.

I

EXPERIMENT 11.:
Feed-water Heating by running fir/muff Steam

Queries and Replies.
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Time taken to generate
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steam
mins.
work turbine
Quantity of water placed
ozs.
in feed-water tank . .
Temperature of water
. . 00°
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at start
Temperature of watc
Abt. 15()°*160°
at end of test
mins.
Duration of test
Test

oz,

2{.

.

oz.

2

..

.

steam

5 drams

for the feed-water heater, as this only means'extra
connections and sources of air-leakage. The dis
charge. from the hot well plus make-up furnishes
a hot feed.
The amount of surface for the con
denser can readily be obtained from Experiment 2.
you have noted the weight of water in the tank
at the end of the experiment, as the difference be
tween this and that at start gives the weight of
If you refer to the drawings of
steam condensed.
$5. Boliuar’s air-pump, you will see that the disc
valves are held down by small collars.
This
more clearly shown in the foot-valve.—ED., ALE.)
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. . 5 drains

end of test

of
spirit
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. .
burned
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Number of wicks
Time taken to generate
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a wwk Ur two until thoroughly dry, when .my unavoidablewarping
will have occurred,and you can thenshave the outsidelayers don/n
until right thickness of wheel
obtamui. (2) The wheel bla'ik
should be held stationary at one place on the lathe bed, but be
preferableto turn the blank at
free to revolve on a stud. It
proper speed relatively to the. hob by means oi gearing, but
the hob can be madeto do the turning as well as the cutting. The
spaceson the blank should, of course,be roughedout by cutter
beforemaking use of the hob.
A. R. C. (Sidcup)
[21.673] Amateur Wireless Telegraphy.
writes: Will you kindly let me know wnat size of aerial would be
required for wireless telegraphy when the distance
one mile
(about), If-in. spark coil, iilings cohererreceiver used? Can you
give us an idea ior design of some different to those mentioned
in your paper before? We harm:a ﬂagstaﬁ now and would liki
to use that; height 33 it.
It is very dithcult to say what size oi aerial or of spark coil Will
given case as not only do conditions vary very
be suitable in
greatly but the sr-iisitiveriessoi the. receivers used by ditierent
amateur workers varies betweenvery wide linuts. You will need
Vt'l'_\'good relay oi high resistanceto get satisfactoryresults over
distanceoi one Ililll‘ with rQ-iii. spark coil. It
probablethat
single Vertical wire hung from an insulating yard at the.top oi
your mast would give quite snliicient capacity tor use with your
coil. In fact, you might have some difficulty in charging it to
quite uselessto make an aerial of
the required potential. It
greatercapacity than will storesufficientenergyto reducethe spark
length to much less than " centimetre. For designs oi filings
coherersseeour PUllllt"£ll.l()Il Wireless Tt-‘lt'llri'lphy
for Alllatcurs'"
in which you will tind other matters
by R. P. Howgrav~.--tiraham,
oi equal interest.
[21,671] Making Voltmeter.
C. E. H. (Plaistow) writes:
Would you kindly let me know the best way to make spring
control voltmeter?
The only published instructions for making
simple spring
controlledvoltmeter that we know of are to be found in an article
in our issueoi October, 1893,now out of print. We do not recom
mend this typeof control for amateur-madeinstruments. We have
published a good deal on voltmeters of other " types. See the
article “ How to Make Volt and Ampercmeter in our issue of
of the solenoid type
December ist, root. This instrument
See also a couple of
with llt‘llt‘iI'Oll plunger, gravity controlled.
on “ Volt and Ampere-meters"
articles by Mr. l)i.-lv~;-s-Broughton
in our issues of june 13th and 20th, {907.
useful article on
" How to Graduate Small Voltmeters and
"
Aninieters appeared
in our issue for May, tqth, ioo3.
is

[21,208] Lathe Change Wheels,
R. I). (Shepton Malletl
writes: I cannot arrange the combination of rear wheels recom
mended by Drumnionds ior tim- tuniing giving no pitch. Will
you please arrange them for me? I am beaten in this one com
blMlZlOli.

Mﬁ/YDFL'Z

wa/uo.
on s/ad

x

4

Jere”

,

'55'_8'_/l9_£’_1_

Fro. i.
To save a deal oi explanation we append a diagram (Fig. 1)
showing how the wheels may be arranged. The. idle. wheel is
necessaryto reproduce right-hand screws from a right'hand lead
screw, the rule being that the number of spindles (or studs) must
be odd ii the mandrel and lead screw are to turn in the same
direction as eachother. Either threeor five spindlesare necessary.
The idle wheel does not aﬂect the gear ratio. In setting up the
no pitch system on a Drummond, one thing is necessary,viz.,

@

Wheel

—

_ ’97-._. 1 __
a" wnq liar/Mr
-

_
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The News of the Trade.
The White City Miniature Railway.
Readers who are.visiting the White City at Shepherd’s Bush
should look out for the miniature railway near the Irish village.
Two locomotivesfor this railway have been ordered from Messrs
\VBassvtt-Lowke Co., andoneof them,named“ Red Dragon,"
beencompletedin the recordtime oi six weeksfrom receiptat
or er.
" Materials for
Making Model Aeroplanes.
In responseto the demand which has arisen tor materialsior
Model Aeroplane construction,Mr. E. W. Twining has put on the
market completesets of materials for building the three types of
machinesshown in his work, “Model ALTOPlJIlt’S: How to Build
and Fly Them.” These sets are put up in separate packets ior
each design,and are supplied at moderateprices. Particulars may
be had on application to thr- Twining Aeroplane.Co., 31, Milton
Road, Hauwell, London, W.
This concern
also prepared to
supply completemodelsor to build experimentalmachinesto order.
Drawings tor Amateurs.
The Eswyn Model and Mechanical Drawing Office,
Eswyn
Road, Upper Tooting, London, S.W., has beencstablishe to supply
amateurs and others with working drawings, tracin s, and blue
prints oi models,and enginesor machineryof any kind. We have
seen some very good sampli's of the work turned out, and can
recommend any of our readers requiring such assistanceto give
this firm a trial.

New Catalogues

and

6,

Lists.

Stuart Turner, Ltd" Henley-on-Thamcs.'~This well-known

a

a

is

firm have just issueda new catalogueof specialinterest to marine
devoted to hulls for various types oi model
modelmakers. It
boats, ship's ﬁttings, and steam,electric,and petrol machinery for
boat propiiLsion. The bulls are machine'carved, and include
T.B.D.'s and tug-boatsin several sizes. The T.B.D. deck fittings
and model propellers, are Very interesting and thoroughly well
designed. Readerswho are.looking for small petrol boat motor
will be.pleasedto seethe two-cycleengineon page :5, and to know
that either Castings,machineparts, or finished enginescan be had
as desired. Blow-lamps, boilers,and severaltypesof steamengines
and electricmotorscomplete very useful list.
The price of the.
book ad.
is

the 60 wheel must be attached to the mandrel as indicated in
Fig. 2. The 60 wheel should be plattedon mandrel ﬁrst, then the
distance-piece and outside the driving washer which has a set
screw engaging the keyway in the outer end of the lead screw.
Otherwise the setscrewwill foul the teeth of the 55 wheel. All
the larger wheelsare the driven and the smallerones the drivers.
[21,665] Wood Warping: Worm Wheel. J. A. (Argyll)
writes: (i) I am makin a model Howitzer, the wheels are wood.
To avoid warping I made them of three discs each oi {-in. maho—
gany, glued togetherwith the grain in each at :20 degs. with the
others, ann cut out the spokeswith iretsaw. They have, however,
warped and twisted into all sorts oi shapes. Can you suggestany
better method oi construction? (2) For the elevating gear oi a
model Howitzer I require a worm wheel, which I propose to cut
With a hob between lathe centres. I have several oi your back
numbers describing the process, but one thing I am not clear
about. Should the wheel blank be held stationary at one place
on the lathe bed, or should it be traversed along the hob? If
the latter, should it be traversed at the same rate as the thread
oi worm (in this case :2 per inch), or slowly, or how?
(i) It is pretty certain that your wood was not quite dry. We
recommend trying again, using three-ply Wood as bciorc, the
middle layer having its grain transverse to that of the outside
layers, but the outside layers being considerably thicker than
necessaryfor tinishedjsize. Then let the blocksliein a dry placefor
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The Editor’s Page.
HE

question of the reliability of model speed
boat records made over a circular course
seems to have exercised the mind of a num
ber of our readers, and it is evident that some doubt
exists as to whether it is fair to admit such records
in our annual competitions or not.
We have re
ceived. just as we are going to press, letters from
both Mr. Herbert Teague, the originator of this
method of racing, and Mr. Delves-Broughton, in
which we think all objections are successfully dis
We regret that the correspondence
of.
posed
arrived too late for insertion in this issue, but we
will publish it next week.

.

.

‘

In our “Practical Letters" columns

of this issue
will be found a most interEsting and instructive
Interesting, we
letter from Mr. Basil H. Reynolds.
think, because it emanates from a moving spirit
amongst model makers in Manchester, and is a sign
of the times in power boat circles of that district ;
and instructive. not on account of anything new
by the small experiments, but rather be
revealed
cause it shows what can be, and what have been,
done in the way of real investigation with very
small plant. Turbines for model steamers has been
mooted on previous occasions, and we believe there
To the
are great possibilities in this direction.
patient and painstaking worker the construction of
this type of plant should especially appeal, as in
accuracy, rough approximation in dimensions, and
clumsy workmanship are factors which of necessity
must be entirely eliminated in order to secure even
Perhaps Mr. Reynolds' communi
passable results.
cation will set the ball rolling; at any rate, it would
be most interesting to know what some of our best
mechanicians can make of the matter.

Answers to Correspondents
for your card, which
A. R. C. (Sidcup).——Thanks
shall have attention.
reply to Query in issue
'1'. J. D. (Durham).--See
of July 18th, 1907.
"
“
(Glasgow).-We have arranged
DOUBLE \VEDGE
for some articles, as you suggest.
"
“
have
AMATEUR Euzcrnrcun
(Yorkshire).-We
“
"
\\'ireless
coming
articles on
more
some
along.

T. R. (Leeds).—You will not get much speed with
Try winding both arma
so small a motor.
Run at
ture and ﬁeld with No. 22 S.VV.G.
4 volts.
“
Simple
A. W. (Famham).—See our Handbook,
Mechanical Working Models," for diagram, etc.,
No; it would not be cheaper
of hot-air engine.
for a given power.
are several
H. CULLUM (Utah, U.S.A.l.-—There
If you will
good electrical papers on this side.
send us 50 cents to cover cost. we will mail you
sample

copies

of the

best.

and

Electrician.

June r7. r909.

F. G. \\'. (St. Austell).—It will probably develop
4 volts as a dynamo without
adjustment of brushes.

alteration.

except

A. (Tottenham).—See article in our issue of
Air circulation as usual-—
May 7th,
1903.
suction at centre of wheel, exhaust at nozzle.
Would not the simpler propeller type of fan
suit you ?
A. A. B. (Balham).—Marine glue or melted shellac
can be used or a cement
made by dissolving
in
acetone
or camphorated spirit
pyroxylin
to a creamy consistency.
Fit joints well before
cementing.
J. F. (Clydebank).—Your best plan is to write to
one or two of the makers and ask them to refer
you to customers in your district who have
We cannot spare space for
running.
engines
on this subject in our columns.
correspondence
J. W. P. (Shepherd’s Bush).—Why not make your
own lead-wheel castings in a plaster-of-Paris
mould, in a similar way to that described for
" Small Accumu
accumulator plates in our book,
lators." I The process is quite simple, and you
“'e do not
can make exactly what you want.
know where separate lead wheels can be purchased.

'C.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondenceand original contributions on
all amateur mechanicaland electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and shouldinvariably bear the sender'snameand address. ll
lhould be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelopefor return in the event 0!
rejection. Readersdesiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any addru: for 135. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be mule by
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on applicationto the Advertise
ment Manager.
How r0 Anonrss LETTERS.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all newapparatusand pricelists End,for review,to be addressed.
to Tn! Enrron. " The Model Engineer," 26—19, Poppin's Court,
Fleet Street, London, EC.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand depositsto be
addressedto Tun ADVeriszm:Nr MANAGER,“ The Model Engi~
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 6: Co.,
26—29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London BC.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, an Mexico: Spon and
Chamberlain, 123, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscriptionsfrom theseeounuieeshould be addressed.
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A Well-made

80-watt
J.

By
MODEL ENGINEER, October 26th,
contains the following query, which
to vou, concerning a small dynamo
iended to' build Z—Field-magnets, wrought
6 ins. high, 1} ins. long, 1 in. thick at blse ;
ing space reduced to i—in. ; armature tunnel
to 2 5-i6ths ins;

HE

a piece 1} ins.
long, i in. thick,

bolted with four
bolts be»
the two
tween

f-in.

pole -pieces,

making the ma
3} ins.
wide. Armature

chine

il

b 11 1: u p o f
s t a m p in gs 2}
diameter,
ins.
long,
1* ins.

I

W.

l_in

bored

Undertype Dynamo.

BARTLETT.

1905,
sent

iron,
wind

PUBLISHID
WBIKLY.

24, 1909.

I

with ﬁle ; after bolting them together, the armature
tunnel was bored on the faceplate of my lathe. For
the feet of the magnets, I made a wood pattern, and
cast them with white metal in a shallow box.
The
wood pattern was blackleaded well, laid in the box,
and some plaster-of-Paris (made rather thin) poured
in till it reached
half-way up the
pattern; it was
then
placed in
the
oven and
baked quite dry;
the top of the
plaster was next
brushed
o v er
with blacklead.
and some fresh
plaster
poured
on

till

it

com
covered
the p a t t e r n ;
after again dry
ing in the oven,
the mould can
easily be parted,
the pattern re
moved,
and a

pletely

with eight slots
by it in.
Wire for arma—
ture,
22
N0.
D.C.C., wound in
sections
eight
(as described in
Tm; MODEL EN
hand
omEER
“
book.
Dyna
mos
and Mo
tors," page 34,
con
Fig. 43),
to
an
nected
eight-part com
mutator. Field~
magnet wire,
No. 24 n.c.c.;
speed of mach
{- in.

small
pouring
hole made;
the
plaster m o u l d
c an
n o w be
placed together
in the box and
is ready for the
metal.
The ar~
mature stamp
ings were next
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ine, 2,500 revs‘ ;
which turned
out rather a te
output, 20 volts
Thanks
dious job ; they
4amps.
were made from the best Swedish iron i-64th in.
to your kind reply and correction, l have been able
thick, 2} ins. diameter, with eight slots, % in.
to build a machine which has given me entire satis
in., about one hundred being required ', they
by
faction.
a coat of shellac varnish before
each
received
Starting with the ﬁeld-magnets, the surplus
assembling on the shaft, which is a piece of silver
metal was removed with hack-saw and ﬁnished
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Gauge

Motor

Burn).
from page 536.)
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steel 9% ins. long,
in. diameter. For the armature
winding,
used
ozs. No. 22 n.c.c. wire, wound in
eight sections, each slot receiving 81 turns, 648
in all.
The commutator, which is I in. long and
ins. diameter, was built from copper strips, bolted
together,
and insulated with ebonite, small screws
used to connect up armature coils.
being
The
bearings, brush rocker, and brush holders,
cast in
white metal, the method described
above being
used to cast them.
Sheet brass was used for the
ﬁeld-magnet bobbins, i-iﬁth in. thick.
They are
ins. long,
7-16ths ins. wide,
9-16ths ins. deep.
As advised by you, wound them with No. 23-gauge
wire, instead of No. 24, each bobbin received i,5|8
turns, requiring
lbs. of wire to ﬁll them.

A
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DETAILS or Coacn Bonv, arc.
RASS strips i-I6th in. thick can be

used for
the step supports. shown in Fig. 67.
They
can be riveted to the sides of the underframe.
in the positions indicated in Fig. 55 (May 27th
issue), by small wire rivets.
will be noticed that only single steps are pro»
vided at the rear end of the coach, the supports
being bent to shape and riveted in place in the same
The treads can
way as those at the front end.
also be of sheet brass, being soldered to the sup
porting brackets on the underside.
As previously mentioned, the body of the coach
intended to be constructed of sheet zinc of about
21 gauge.
Two pieces will be required for the sides.
which should be cut to the dimensions given
in
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ALUMINIUM paint
made by blowing air or gas
through molten aluminium while it
setting and
at the same time stirn'ng violently.
This forms a
ngy or granulated metal that
easily pulveriscd.
he powdered metal
sized and polished in polish
mg mills.
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Fig. 68.
Carefully mark out the position of the
windows on one piece and cut out close to the line
with a chisel or piercing saw, afterwards ﬁnishing
the edges with a ﬁle.
Having done this, treat the
other piece in the same way.
As
not intended to provide ﬁttings for the
interior of the coach the doors need not be made
to open, thereby saving a good deal of troublesome
work. To represent the cracks between the doors
and the coach sides, fairly deep markings should
"
be made with a
graver" as indicated by the
dotted lines round and between the doors in Fig.
68.
Faint lines should also be scribed in the position
indicated by the dotted lines above and below
the windows, to act as guides when ﬁxing the beading
in position.
formed of half round brass
The latter
wire, and should be arranged
round the window,
etc., as depicted in Fig. 57 (May 27th
apertures,
is
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connections and brushes ran it very well. Having
might have
wrought-iron ﬁeld-magnets, you said
a little difﬁculty in getting the machine to excite
itself, so
was not disap intcd, when
tried
as
did not build up directly.
a dynamo, to ﬁnd
with
continued to run the machine, assisting
the four batteries till it did excite itself, and now
am pleased to say it gives no trouble whatever,
c.-p. lamps without any
lighting three 20 volt
signs of overheating, either in armature or ﬁeld

AND END ELEVATION or DOUBLE
A'l‘ FRONT END or Coacn.

FIG. 67.—FRONT

issue).

The bottom of the side piece should now be care
fully bent to the curve indicated in Fig. 72.
The parts of the coach side over which the heading
comes should be lightly tinned together with the
fiat side of the latter, each piece being then held
in position while a hot soldering bit is rubbed
to the coach side.
along the top to sweat
The handrails by the side of the doors can be
bent to shape out of brass wire about 3-64ths in.
diameter, the ends being pressed into holes drilled
it
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piece of iron was used for the baseplate, 8% ins. long,
in. deep
the machine
bolted
5f ins. wide, and
a piece of birchwood, lO ins.
to this with }-in. bolts
ins. thick, with a small
long, 6} ins. wide,
moulding mitred round it, forming a neat ﬁnish
For the driving pulley a piece of
to the machine.
ins. diameter by 1* ins.
gun-metal was turned
wide. Total weight of machine, 28 lbs. Before
took your advice
trying the machine as a dynamo,
motor, using four quart bichromate
as
and tried
batteries in series, which after a little adjustment of
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to receive

them

and

then

soldered

on

the

inside.

The door handles can also be made of brass wire
as at d Fig. 69, which gives two different ways of
Holes should be drilled in the coach
making them.
sides to receive the ends, which are then pressed
in and ﬁxed by a touch of solder on the inside.
The ventilators over the doors and windows can
be shaped out of fairly hard wood and screwed in
place as shown at a, Fig. 69, the projecting ends
of the screws being afterwards ﬁled oﬂ ﬂush. Having
ﬁnished one side of the coach in the manner described,
It must be remembered
proceed with the other.
that the sides are right- and left-handed, for instance,
on the right-hand side of
the handles are placed
the doors so that when the sides of the coach are in
position the handles will not be opposite each other.
Bend the bottom of the second piece to shape before
sweating on the beading, otherwise it may prove
rather difﬁcult to bend to the right curve.
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Fro. 69.—DETAILS or VENTILATORS, LAMP—TOPS,
AND HANDLES.
The floor of the coach is intended to be of wood
such as mahogany or walnut. which should be well
planed till it is {- in. thick and exactly 20 5-I6ths ins.
The long edges should be planed off at angles
long.
as shown in Fig. 70 to conform to the bend of the
The ﬂoor can now be placed in position
coach sides.
and ﬁxed to the sole bars and girder piece by ordi
nary brass wood screws driven in from underneath.
It should be seen that the rear end of the ﬂoor
is a full l-3znd in. from the edge of the headstock
before screwing down.
Now take one of the coach sides and drill eight
or ten i-i6th in. holes along the bottom edge just
These are to take small screws
below the beading.
for ﬁxing the side pieces to the edge of the ﬂoor.
It will be as Well to countersink the holes and Me
countersunk screws so that the heads come ﬂush
with the side.
Having ﬁxed one side in this way,
take the other side and ﬁx in position in a similar
manner.
Two partition pieces will be required for strength
the sides to which they are attached by
ening
small countersunk screws.
These
pieces can be
cut out of 3-16ths in. fret-wood to the size given
in Fig. 7i, an angle piece bent out of sheet zinc
to the bottom as shown.
screwed
Now
being
screw down the partitions to the ﬂoor in the positions
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indicated at XY, Fig. 68, when they can be ﬁxed
to the sides by small screws as before mentioned.
The rear end oi the coach can now be taken in
hand, and can be cut out of the same gauge sheet
zinc as used for the sides, to the dimensions given
in Fig. 72. This piece should now be treated in
the same way as the sides, faintlines being scribed as
a guide when ﬁxing the beading, the arrangement
of which is given in Fig. 57 (May 27th issue.)
This having been done the end can be placed in
position between the sides and attached to the edge
counter
_ of the ﬂoor by means of three or four small
sunk screws.
The joint between the sides and end
after which all
piece can be carefully sweated,
superﬂuous solder can be removed.
The front end of coach Fig. 7 3, is a plain sheet
of zinc beaded as shown, and is intended to be ﬁxed
in position in the same way as the rear end.
For the roof a piece of sheet zinc or tin plate will
be required which should be squared up to measure
20% in. by 4% in. exactly. After marking out the posi
tion of the lamp tops and torpedo ventilators, bend
the roof to shape.
Two lengths of light brass angle
can
be soldered
on to the underside near the
The
edges of the roof as indicated in Fig. 74.
vertical edges of these angles should be arranged
By this
to ﬁt nicely between
the coach sides.
which may
means the roof is made detachable.
prove an advantage, as the indispensable oilcan.
screwdriver, etc., can then be stored inside the
coach,
thereby being always close at hand. If
however,
the sides of the coach can be
preferred,
ﬁxed to these angles by small screws, so making
the roof a ﬁxture.
The lamp tops, shown full size at b, Fig. 69, can
be turned up out of hardwood, such as box, and
ﬁxed to the roof by screws as indicated.
Brass rod 5-16ths in. diameter can be used, out of
which the body part of the torpedo ventilators can
The
be turned, to the dimensions given at c, Fig. 69.
stems / of brass wire can be sweated on to the top part.
a ﬂat e having previously been ﬁled to receive them.
The bottom part of the stems should be shouldered
down to ﬁt in holes provided for them in the roof,
being ﬁxed to the latter by a touch of solder on the
underside.

The only ﬁttings now remaining to complete the
particulars of
model are the dummy gas-holders,
which can be gathered from Figs. 55 and 57 (May
These are of a very simple character
27th issue).
and can be made up of light brass tube or tin plate.
Discs of the latter metal should be cut out to ﬁt the
tube and then pressed in about 3-32nds in. from the
The supporting
edge of the latter and soldered.
brackets for the holders can be of brass strip bent
round and sweated in place, the top ends being bent
at right angles and screwed to the underside of
the

ﬂoor.

Pieces of thin sheet celluloid will suﬂice for the
windows, and can be stuck in place on the inside
of the coach by means of Seccotine or other strong
adhesive.

'

painting of the model it is
proposed to leave this entirely to the builder, who
can then copy the particular railway company's
colours that he fancies.
In conclusion, the writer would mention that
he has endeavoured to make the instructions given as
simple and clear as possible, but should any difficulties
arise, queries will receive his best attention if ad
dressed to the Editor in the usual way.

With regard to

the
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My Experimental Work in Con
nection with Model Flying
Machines.

By E. \V. Twrxmc.
(Continued lmm page 570.)
back to the drawing, Fig. 3. it
will be seen that the type is that now known
as the tri-plane, though at the time it was
designed there were, so far as I am aware. no
machines with this arrangement of planes.
I
wished to avoid wide-spreading planes, and I wished
to place the centre of gravity well below the point of

EFERRING

Flo. 4.—-A PAIR or PROPELLERSZ

FRONT

VIEW.

suspension. This principle of hanging the weight
from the planes I have always believed in.
I made the propellers and framework of this
model. and then began to have doubts about the
proportions of my machine and the power required
to drive it. The propellers were 18 ins. in diameter
each, with a pitch of 3 ft., and are shown in Figs.
4 and 5. They are right- and left-handed screws,
and were, of course, intended to be driven in
opposite directions, one by a straight and the other
by a crossed belt. This was in order that there
should be no turning tendency on the body of the
machine, due to the large size and comparatively
low speed of the screws.

531

At this point I concluded I was doingbvrong in
spending time on the construction of such a large
model,
work,
considerable
involving
without
knowing more about the relations between weight,
plane surface, angle of planes with the horizontal,
power required, and propeller proportions, pitch,
diameter, and thrust, etc.; so I determined to
go back to the beginning of things and commence
experiments with gliders of various forms.
I had better lead up to these gliding experi
ments by first of all referring again to Fig. 3.
In
the drawing the left-hand end of the side elevation
is the frqnt end of the machine ; that is to say, the
machine advanced through the air—or was to have
done
so—with
the
main planes leading.
large
The only pictures of really successful
machines

Flo.

5.—-TnE SAME PROPELLERS:

BACK VIEW.

which had up to that time been published were
\\‘hen
Santos Dumont's and Henry Farman’s.
Dumont's machine was ﬁrst illustrated, I was much
puzzled as to which end advanced ﬁrst, but I con
cluded from the angle of the planes that the main
Yet the principle did not
planes were trailing.
One other machine had been
seem to be correct.
illustrated : whether a successful one or not I do not
know. This was M. Bellamy’s aeroplane, shown
in the Daily Illail, and in this case also I was unable
Farman's
to determine which was the front end.
came next—I believe the ﬁrst picture I saw was
for November ZlSt,
in THE MODEL ENGINEER
Then I felt I could swear by Farman's
1907.
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it. by 12 ins.,
ft.
ins. by 12 ins., for the top. middle, and
and
lower planes. respectively. This would have given
3

an area at the front end of 12 sq. it.
In addition.
there was to be a horizontal governor, having an
area of 1-22 sq.
placed between and in front of
the middle and lowest plane.
At the rear \\‘Cl'e
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that his main planes were
they ought to be. I therefore
the large model on this principle.
designed
but with triple instead of double main planes.

I

rinciple, for I saw
ﬁading, as I believed

‘
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_;

or Gumms.
two smaller planes.

lifting
a

area

vertical

of

3-32

rudder

superimposed. giving a total
Betvveen
these
was
sq. ft.
for steering in a horizontal
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direction.
been

out

been

I

The total area of planes would have
r6~5 sq. ft., and the weight was to have worked
at about 25 lbs. All these planes were to have
covered with tracing cloth.

that my clockwork should be placed
believed
at the centre of gravity of the machine, and that the
centre of gravity should fall on the same line, both
and,
of course, laterally, as the
longitudinally
centre of lifting effort. However, for the correct
longitudinal
adjustment of this the rear planes
were to be made to slide, as shown in the drawing.
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my glider experiment with this and other types,
still prefer to build models with main pl mes leading,
may very well work from the drawings in Fig. 3.
In the photograph, Fig. 6, I show a. group of my
small gliders, but separate
photographs will be
of the most important.
My ﬁrst glider
given
was of the cellular or box plane type, as used
by Santos Dumont, but the principle was Farman's
viz., with the large planes in front.
Box planes
of simplicity of con
were adopted for reasons
struction, being made of stout paper. The total
weight of this machine was 1-031 025. The area
of each front plane 25 sq. ins., making 50 sq. ins.
for the main planes;
the rear planes,
each of
equal area, totalled 13-5 sq. ins., so that there was
a total area of 63-5 sq. ins.
Fig. 7 is a photo
graph of this glider, and Fig. 8 is a drawing. On
trial the machine refused
altogether to glide,
although the centre of gravity tell where it should
I found
fall—just at the rear of the main planes.
that it behaved exactly as my old machine did in
x890; the front planes lifted immediately on
leaving the hand when launched. I attempted
to counteract this lift by slightly bending the
strut in such a way that the rear planes were
tilted upward, thereby giving the rear end greater
lift.
The model then dived front end down
wards to the ground. The very smallest amount
of bending back again only caused it again to
perform its former antic of travelling nose upward
As I did years before, so I did again. I bound
a weight to the strut beneath the main planes,
and after a lot of alteration and adjustment of this
weight, I got it to glide, but not nearly so well as
others which I shall show, which had no weight.
I was not satisﬁed with the idea of putting weights
I felt that the
on a glider in order to make it ﬂy.
machine should be as light as possible, and that the
placing of a weight on the machine to make it
glide was defeating the object aimed at.
(To be continued.)

A Spoon that Melts in Tea.
R.
By H.
N amusing and quite harmless practical ioke
may be played on a visitor by handing him
a cup of tea with a spoon in the saucer com
posed of a fusible alloy that will melt at a tempera
If
ture considerably below that of boiling water.
carefully made out of a thin sheet of metal and
neatly ﬁnished with a ﬁle and sandpaper there will
be nothing particularly suspicious in its appearance.
but after stirring for a moment the spoon will be
There is no danger,
found to have disappeared!
of such
as no one would drink tea possessed
apparently magic properties as that of dissolving
The tea should be quite hot, and the spoon
spoons.
laid in the cold saucer immediately before serving.
To prepare the alloy melt one part by weight
of granulated tin in a small clay crucible over a
“'hen fused, add successively 4
gas burner.
ated
of bismuth in small grains,
1 part of gran
cadmium, and 2 parts of lead.
Heat and stir well
with a steel knitting-needle after the addition of
The mixture may
each metal till quite melted.
be poured out on to a cold slab—the hearthstone
for instance—and allowed to solidify into a thin
sheet.
The melting point of this alloy is 150° F..
water boiling at 212°.

A

.

—_

_ 1Aa...“ spur in,” walk

FIG. 8.—DIAGRAM or Gunzn No. 1.
in aiming at a specially light
Unfortunately,
machine, I used a soft wood, altogether unsuitable
for such a purpose. I now know that the weight
carried by each sq. ft. of surface could have been
much greater. However, I stopped the building of
this model, but I wish to say that it must not be
inferred from this that the princi le was wrong.
I believe that had I built it o more suitable
material—say birch. or ash—allowing the weight
and ﬁtted screws of somewhat
to be increased.
smaller diameter with narrower blades, it would
The principle was
probably have been a success.
very similar to the Farman-Delagrange machines
(now lcnown as the Voisin type), and those who.
after reading what I have to say about the result of
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Locomotive
By CHAS. S. LAKE,

Notes.
A.M.l..\iech.E.

june

24, 1909.

ticulars and drawing required, the same will appear
in an early issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
"

DOUBLE-ENDER

"

TANK ENGINES on Tue G.E.R.

AUSTRIAN 2—6—4 LocoMOTIVEs.
A propos of the article which appeared in a recent
issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER, illustrating and
describing the new type of 2—6—4 Golsdori
compound express engines on the Austrian State
Railways, a correspondent writes :—“ I was much
interested
in this article, but would like to know
whether the statement contained therein to the
effect that the engines have. the largest coupled
wheels of any with six-coupled drivers is correct.
l fancy having read in these ‘ Notes’ of a loco
motive of the 4—6—0 type with drivers as large.
but cannot trace the issue in which it appeared."
This correspondent evidently has in mind the 4- —6—0
express compounds of the Eastern of FranceRailway,
with which the writer carried out some footplate
experiments towards the end of 1907, and to which

During recent years there has been built at the
Stratford \‘l'orks of the Great Eastern Railway
a large number of 2—4—2 or double-ender tank
which have proved very successful in
engines,
working suburban passenger
and
other trafﬁc,
and further editions of the same design are now
in course of construction in the \Vorks.
The ﬁrst
of these engines was introduced by the late Mr.
T. \V. “'orsdell, many years ago as a new type
on the G.E.R., and his successor, Mr. James Holden,
followed suit, ﬁrst with a series built to Mr. \Vors
dell's dimensions, with a few modiﬁcations, and,
later, with some larger engines having in most
respects the same general characteristics as their
He also, at a later period, turned
predecessors.
out of Stratford a further number of small double
enders following exactly the early design, ceasing

illustrated references were made shortly afterwards
"
in the
Notes."
The Eastern locomotives have driving wheels
2090 m. diameter, while the diameter in the case
of the new Austrian engine is 2100 m., a diﬂerence
of Io millimetres, or, in other words, about 7-I6ths
in. This, of course, does not alter the fact that
the Austrian wheels are the larger, but it is only
to a very slight extent—indeed, less than 1; in.,
as stated.
The equivalent of 2-100 m. is, for all
practical purposes, 6 ft. 10% ins., and not 7 ft. 0} in.,
as stated in the article.
So far as the writer is
aware, there is not a locomotive anywhere in the
world ﬁtted with six-coupled wheels 7 ft. in diameter.

to build any more of the larger type.
The engines
now building are of the smaller size.
The type
is admirably Suited to the requirements of suburban
passenger trafﬁc, being simple and straightforward
in design, less expensive to build and maintain than
the bogie double~ender
quite
types, and, perhaps,
as efﬁcient, even at the highest speeds at which a
tank engine is required to run. The leading and
trailing wheels are ﬁtted with radial axle-boxes,
and the coupled wheelbase
is comparatiwdy short.
On the L. & N.W.R. locomotives of this pattern
were largely used for many years, some being ﬁtted
with larger wheels and boilers than the others.
The type is still employed on that line. but not in
a modern form.
Other railways also largely employ
the 2—4—2 tank type, as, for instance, the Great
Central, Great Western, and North-Eastern,
but
the G.\V. and GE. are the only ones which continue
to build them, other lines having gone in for the

L.B. 8c S.C. EXPREss TANK Loconorivas,
When describing the above engines, the writer
oﬂered to try to obtain some additional particulars,
if such were required by any reader.
The oﬂer has
attracted enquiries from two correspondents, one
of whom is desirous of modelling the type. The
writer is now in correspondence
with Mr. D. Earl
“
Marsh, locomotive engineer
of the
Brighton,"
and if successful
in obtaining the additional par
THE

bogie

types.
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Fro. 77.—-THE

TESLA Con. m ACTION.

not part of the design,
the tube E.
This core
and its purpose will be mentioned later.
a view showing the top end of the coil,
Fig. 76
with the blocks carrying the terminals. Only one
of the two tubes N N appears, as the second was
found to be desirable afterwards.
The ﬁnished coil should stand on some satisfactory
can be
insulating support, and will be safer
securely attached to the same, so as to provide

if
it

Locomorrves FOR
RAILWAYS.
The Prussian State Railways Ad
ministration has recently introduced
a new series of compound express
locomotives having four
passenger
and
the
wheel
cylinders
4—4—2
arrangement. These engines, although
of the same general type as those
introduced in 1902, and exhibited at
the St. Louis Exhibition,
are much
more
powerful, and the design em
bodies more recent ideas.
The four
cylinders are ﬁtted in line below the
smokebox, driving the front pair of
the H.-P.
coupled wheels,
cylinders
being outside, and the L.-P. between
the frames.
A separate valve gear
of the Walschaerts type is employed
for working a piston valve above each
of the cylinders, whereas, in the earlier
design, two Sets of gear were made to
The
sufﬁce for the four cylinders.
boiler is ﬁtted with wide ﬁrebox and
extended smokebox. while the barrel
is of the coned
or taper pattern.
Westinghouse brake appliances are
ﬁtted to all wheels of both engine
and
tender.
The
weight of the
to the limit
engine has been raised
permissible under the permanent way
conditions of the Prussian State Rail
ways. The locomotives are intended
principally for hauling heavy through
express trains at speeds up to 120 kilo
metres
per hour on sections of the
State system, which are for the most
Some of them are
part easily graded.
hauling heavy through trains on the
Dortmund-Berlin route, and others
between Hanover and Berlin without
a stop.
Large tenders running on two
four-wheeled bogies are ﬁtted to allow
of this, the water tank having a capa
city of 31—4 cub. metres.
The principal dimensions are as
follows :—
H.-P.,
Cylinders (diameter):
[5*
ins. ; L.-P., 23} ins.
\Vheels (diameter) : Coupled, 6 ft.
6} ins. ; bogie, 3 ft. 3} ins.
Trailing radial wheels, 4 ft.
Rigid wheelbase, 7 ft. 6 ins.
Total engine wheelbase, 27 ft. 6 ins.
Heating surface (total):
2539-3
sq. ft.
Grate area, 43 sq. ft.
\Veight (in working order), 69} tons.
\Veight (on coupled wheels), 335 tons.
Steam pressure, 220 lbs.
The tender carries 31,400 litres of water and 800
kilos of fuel. Its total wheelbase is 17 ft. 8 ins.
were
built by the Hannover’sche
The engines
Maschinenbau A.G., of Hannover Linden.
THE

By R. P. HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM, Adi-1.1.013.
(Continued from page 440.)
]
IG. 75 shows a photograph of the ﬁnished
in the last article,
Tesla coil, as described
but with a taped iron core projecting from

is

New FOUR-CYLINDER Commune

Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves.

is

that a new type of " Atlantic " type express engine
was about to be " laid down " there.
The dimen<
sions were to be exceptionally large and one or
two novel features included in the design.
In the
absence of ofﬁcial conﬁrmation of the report, it is,
perhaps, safe to dismiss it as an unfounded rumour.
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it with a permanent stand. This would be. easier,
if the containing vessel had a bottom ﬂange.
For the purposes of insulation, however, it is
sufﬁcient to stand the coil on a strong glass
vessel inverted, or on an ebonite table mounted
on wooden supports.
The coil may be used as an ordinary Tesla. trans
former by sending the oscillatory discharge through
the
The discharge
should be
strip primary.
moderate at ﬁrst to allow the escape of air-bubbles,

and

Electrician.

June

24, 1909.

transformer is convenient and serviceable, but the
chief object for which it was constructed was to
transformer, for a purpose
serve as a step-down
which will follow in a later article.
Meanwhile, the reader may try an instructive
experiment which gives further illustration of the
fact that iron, however ﬁnely laminated, is posi
tively disadvantageous when used in the magnetic
'
circuit of a high-frequency transformer.
The tube E, Fig. 74, May i3 issue, was made partly
for this purpose. A core of the full length of the
coil and of such diameter as to slide easily into E
was made up of pieces of ﬁne iron wire of equal
length, varnished and bound together in a bundle
by means of tape, the whole being painted or
varnished afterwards. The result was a well
which, nevertheless,
laminated core,
distinctly
decreased
the output of the secondary when it
was inserted in the tube E.

F10. 76.—V1F.w

suowmc. Top END OF TESLA

Con.

A previous experiment

described june 4th,
29th, 1907.

in this connection was
1903, and illustrated on August

(To be continued.)

A GOOD method for cleaning castings that are
too light and fragile to tumble, is to place them
on an inclined wooden shelf and pour a solution of
hydroﬂuoric acid and water (acid 1 part, water 20)
over them, allowing it to trickle down from one
casting to another until ﬁnally it reaches a trough
at the bottom which conducts it to a barrel or other
vessel.

Fic.

75.-—-Tmz FINISHED TESLA (1011..

but it may be increased afterwards up to the point
run over the glass in
which brush discharges
vigorous streams.
Fig. 77 shows a photograph of the coil in action.
Sparks are passing to the primary terminals as
well as between the ends of the secondary.
Used
thus, as an ordinary small-power Tesla coil, the
at

Ti-n; death occurred recently, at New York, at
the age of 78, of Mr. Thomas Aldridge Weston, who
will always be best known in connection with the
differential pulley blocks and lifting tackle which
bore'his name.
He was born in Birmingham in
1832, and was, for a period of many years after
with
bringing out his chief invention, associated
the ﬁrm of Messrs. Tangye Brothers, of Birmingham.
who manufactured his ulley blocks under licence
in England.
In America the manufacture was
undertaken by the Yale and T owne Company, and
more recently by the Brown Hoisting Machinery.
of Cleveland, Ohio, with whom Mr. Weston was
associated
as mechanical engineer for many years.

—Mecham'cal World.
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Recent Improvements in Micro~
meters and similar Measuring

instruments.
HE

following particulars relate to an ingenious
recently patean by Mr. Arthur 5.
Lane in conjunction with Mr. Stanley Kenley,
for application to measuring instruments, more
especially those of the vemier or micrometer type.
The accompanying illustrations show the construc
tion.
Fig. 1 illustrates a side-view of a measuring
instrument with the improvements applied thereto ;
Fig. 2 is a similar view to Fig. i, but with the cover
plate on one side of the instrument removed ;
Fig. 3 is a similar view of the reverse side of one
end portion only of the instrument, with the cover
plate removed; and Fig. 4 is an elevation partly

l
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interior of the head h and surrounding the
spring I. It will be understood that this sliding
sleeve 0 limits the amount of movement of the
plunger g against the action of the helical spring I
when the said plunger is forced to the left hand in
Fig. 4, the movement of the plunger g to the right
hand in the same ﬁgure being limited by the screw—
cap k bearing at its inner end upon the external
surface of the internal flange n.
The space in which the sleeve 0 slides may be
increased or diminished by screwing the screw-cap k
k
on the tail end i of the plunger g, the screw-ca
ace
bearing at its inner end upon the exterior s
of the internal ﬂange n and drawing the plunger g
to the left hand in Fig. 4, or vice versa against the
resistance of the spring I when regulating the instru
ment.
p is a set- or locking-screw bearing at its
inner end upon the reduced end of the plunger g,
and by which the predetermined position of the
screwed cap k in relation to the plunger g, that is
in the

wig/[Lb

Measunmc

m

INSTRUMENTS.

h

3,

r

is

to say, the amount of movement of the 'sleeve 0, may
be accurately set.
a downwardly projecting lever pivoted at
to the frame a, as shown in full lines in Fig.
and
in dotted lines in Fig. 4, and having a spur or
talon
which passes through a hole in the head
and enters the annular recess
bearing against
the side of such recess as seen in Fig. 4, and retained
in that position by means of the spring
as shown
in Fig.
At the lower end of the lever
a pin u,
which passes through a hole
in the frame a, and
second lever x
engages with the short end in of
which
to the frame a and extends
pivoted at
in an upward direction, as shown in Figs.
and 4,
its short end in being caused to bear against the pin u
of the lever by means of the spring 2. The upper
end of the lever x forms an index finger
which
traverses the graduated segmental scale 2, as will
be explained later.
The levers
and x, with their
q I,
is

1'

5,

q

2

y

is

a

1)

3.

q

is
a.

o

1:.

in section of the end portion only of the instrument,
as in Fig. 2, but drawn to a larger scale than in that
ﬁgure.
a is the U-shaped frame of the instrument,‘
b the milled head of the revolving screwed portion.
with the ordinary circumferential scale 0 on the
The inner end d of this milled head b
edge thereof.
forms one of the measuring jaws.
Instead of the jaw / being a ﬁxed abutment, as
is usually the case, it forms part of a spring plunger g
mounted in the head h of the instrument, as shown
in Fig. 4. i is an annular reoess formed in the
plunger g, and I is the reduced tail end of the plunger
screw-threaded to receive the screw-cap k. I is
a helical compression
spring surrounding the reduced
portion m of the plunger g, and bearing at its inner
end upon the end of the plunger, as shown, and at
its outer end on the inner surface of the internal
loose sleeve sliding
ﬂange 11 of the head

ERRORS

q

on DEFICIENCY

s

DEVICE 'ro INDICATE Excess
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Simple Pyrometrlc
Furnace.
By

Electric

101m L. HAUGHTON.
ago the writer required

to know
melting-point of
sample of ﬁre-clay,
and, electric heaters
in use in the
being
house,
seemed to him that the simplest method
was to make
an electric furnace. ﬁtted with
pyrometer. After several
attempts he evolved
the one described
below, which was so satisfactory
that a description of it may be of interest to some
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
A cylinder.
ins. diameter and 2% ins. deep,
having a hole 1} ins. diameter and
ins. deep,
was cast in plaster-of Paris.
At about
in. from
the top a horizontal hole was bored at each end
to take i-in. arc lamp carbons. The central hole
was then lined with
in. of ﬁre-clay, and a lid was
also made of ﬁre-clay to ﬁt over the top of the
furnace.
Two are lamp carbons, with about
ins. of ﬂexible wire attached to them, were passed
through the holes made for them.
The wire was
enclosed in a series of ﬁre-clay balls having a hole
made through them, and the end of each wire was
attached to
terminal.
An electric heater which
passed
amps. was inserted between the furnace
and the mains.
This completed the heat-producing
part of the apparatus.
The pyrometric part was not quite so simple.
Of course, the orthodox thing would have been
to use a platinum and platinum-iridium
thermo
but, for ﬁnancial reasons, this was im
couple;
possible, and a copper-iron couple was used instead.
[If he were repeating the experiments, the writer
would try to use a copper-Constantin or copper
Eureka couple.
This would be much better,
could be got to stand the temperature, which
doubtful.]
As the ﬁre-clay melted at a higher temperature
than copper (l,lOO° C.
was necessary to protect
the couple from the full heat of the furnace.
This
was done by enclosing
in a little ﬁre-clay column
which rose from the ﬂoor of the furnace to such a
height that the top of the column was just below
the arc.
The substance to be melted was made
into
little cone or pyramid, which was the same
height as the column containing the couple, and
stood as near to
as possible.
The tops of the
cone and the column were obServed through a small
hole in the front of the furnace, and the wires from
the thermo-couple were connected
to a moving
coil galvanometer (also “ home-made").
To calibrate the instrument, cones were made
of various substances having known melting-points,
a

i

i ii

6

a

it

the
SOME

time

a

8

it

it

),

it

a

The apparatus may be employed in a variety of
In Fig. 1, for
ways, according to requirements.
the milled head b has been turned into
example,
such a position that the reading of the rotating
scale 0 in relation to the ﬁxed
circumferential-1
longitudinal scale 6 indicates 350-thousandths of
an inch, but the actual space a between the end
surfaces of the jaws d and I will be 348-thousandths
of an inch. If the object to be measured (and which
to measure exactly 3 5o-thousandths of
is supposed
the jaws, the jaw I
an inch) be placed between
of the
being forced inwards against the resistance
“
helical spring I, the object will be held in mechanical
"
touch
by the jaws d and I. If the object is of
the index ﬁnger 5 at the end of
accurate
length,
. the lever x will now stand at the zero line of the
graduated segmental scale 2; but if it isshort of
the required length, the ﬁnger will indicate the
amount of such deﬁciency in one thousandths of
an inch to the right hand of the zero line of that
scale, or any excess of the required length to the
left of the said line.
It will be obvious that by applying suitably shaped
instru
ends to the jaws] and d, the above-described
ment may be employed for measuring the internal
dimensions of objects.
The chief features of the device are made clear
cannot be better
in the following, and, indeed,
than by quoting the claims set forth
described
in Mr. Lane's speciﬁcations.
In measuring instruments of the kind
First.
a device by which excess or deﬁciency
described
errors are visibly indicated, which device consists
of a regulatable sliding spring-urged plunger exten
sion of one jaw of the instrument, a recess therein,
a spring-urged lever with a spur or talon engag
ing in said recess, and a second lever engaging with
the ﬁrst-named lever and terminating in an index

24, 1903').

ﬁnger, passing over a scale in proximity
to the
said spring-urged plunger, substantially as described.
A measuring instrument of the kind
Second.
described
which consists of a frame a, a jaw d
with rotating head b and circumferential scale t,
a ﬁxed longitudinal scale 6, a jaw
with sliding
plunger g and recess
sleeve 0, a screwed
spring
tail end of plunger g, a screw-cap
a set- or locking
a spring-urged lever
screw
with spur or talon
a pin 14on lever q, a spring-urged
engaging in recess
lever A: in engaging with pin u and terminating in
an index ﬁnger
and a scale 2.

8

scale 2.

june

it

accompanying parts, are enclosed in hollows or
formed in the back surfaces of vulcanite
or other suitable cover-plates 3, which are secured
to each side of the frame a by screws, as shown
in Fig. I.
In order to set the index ﬁnger 5 at the end of
the lever x at the desired normal position in relation
to the graduated segmental
scale 2, the set- or
locking-screw p is slackened back and the screw
cap k is turned in the appropriate direction, by
which the levers q and x are moved, as desired,
through the spur or talon s, and when set at the
desired position the screw-cap k is locked by means
of the screw p, the screw-cap It being suitably held
stationary in the meantime by the ﬂat surfaces 4.
If the milled head b is turned until the end
of the jaws d and I make "mechanical
surfaces
touch," and the index ﬁnger 5 at the end of the
lever x is set so that it stands at the numeral 2 on
the right-hand side of the graduated segmental
scale 2, as in Figs. I and 2, the zero mark of the
circumferential scale 0 on the inner graduated edge
of the milled head b will stand at two divisions
below the longitudinal base or zero line of the ﬁxed
longitudinal scale 6: and in order to make these
two zero lines coincide, it will be necessary to further
turn the milled head b forward by the space of
two divisions of its scale 0, thereby forcing the jaw /
and plunger g to the left hand in Figs. 1 and 2,
against the resistance of the helical 5 ring I, and
moving the index ﬁnger 5at the end 0 the lever x
into the zero position on the graduated segmental
recesses

is if
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and these were placed in the furnace as close to
the thermo~couple
as possible.
The current was
then switched on.
the
When the core melted
deﬂection of the galvanometer was noted, and,
from a series of such observations, a temperature
deﬂection curve was plotted.
(Above temperatures
of 700° C., this was nearly a straight line.) Having
once got this curve, it was only necessary to melt
any given sample in the same way, and to note
the deﬂection of the galvanometer when it melted
in order to obtain its m.p.
It will be observed that although the thermo
couple does not reach the same temperature as

+~ii‘__
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Motor Cycle

By “P110;me
Sparking Plug Trouble.
A Bedford correspondent writes to

on

the

“’1

@721 q‘ lvonome/ér

l
ll
1
i

me

subject of the constant trouble he is having with
the front cylinder sparking plug of his 5 h.-p. twin
“
Vindec Special"
motor bicycle. He
cylinder
says :—" I suffer much inconvenience and annoy
ance through oil getting on to the points of the
sparking plug of the front cylinder, and have to

#4”

l
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT AND DETAILS or PYRonErmc ELECTRIC FURNACE.
the

cone,

yet,

its melting-point

by the above method it indicates
with very fair accuracy, provided

the can be allowed to pome to the same temperature
as the rest 0/ the lurmzce before the current is switched
If the cone is left in the furnace for a minute
on.
or two before switching on, this condition is ful
ﬁlled. (This, of course, only applies in the case
where the furnace is quite hot from the last experi

ment.)
The following list of melting-points may
to anyone who wishes to construct a similar
Borax ....
Al . . . . . . . . .. 657°C.
Copper . . .
NaCl . . . . . . ..
770° C.
K250;
818°C
Natha
Iron
BaCi .. .
930°C

be useful

furnace :
1,000“
1,100”
1,142°
1,550°

C.
C.
C.

C.

make frequent stops for the purpose
of cleaning
the points.
It never happens in the back cylinder,
and this I take to mean that the latter does not get
so much oil as the front one.
Only recently I had to
dismount half-a-dozcn times or more in a run of
100 miles for no other reason than that the front
plug repeatedly ceased sparking, owing to oil
getting on it. Directly it had been cleaned 1t ﬁred
away all right for a few miles and then it knocked
off again and the explosions in that cylinder conse
quently stopped. I lubricate the engine in accord
ance with the makers' instructions, and in any case
I must, of course, make certain that the back
cylinder gets its proper supply of oil. Can you
advise me as to a remedy for this very annoying and

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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If so, I shall indeed be
persistent occurrence?
very glad."
My correspondent d0es not exaggerate when he
his experience as a very annoying one.
describes
I suffered from the same thing
myself for a time when
“
At
a
Vindec Special."
twin-cylinder
riding
ﬁrst I thought that the piston rings in the front
cylinder must be badly ﬁtting ones, and letting the
oil get past them on to the sparking plug points,
and although this must in any case have been
going on in some degree, to account for the trouble
at all, when I took the cylinder off I found the

June

24. i909.

although there may be three other points free from
obstruction, they cannot, of course, produce the
necessary spark while the remaining point is clogged
in the manner described.
The I909 “

I

Moto-Reve."

had occasion to refer, in an earlier issue, to this
model
of the Moto-Réve
motor bicycle,
year's
and I said then that I should return to the subject
when I had had an opportunity of testing one of the
machines
on the road under conditions such as
would demonstrate the capabilities of this small

and smart-looking light-weight machine. This oppor
tunity having recently presented itself, I am now
able to give my impressions after a run of some
no miles over a hilly course.
I chose the London
to Oxford road, as providing a good example of
give-and-take going, knowing that I should have
to tackle Dashwood Hill on the outward
trip.
and the longer, though rather less stee . climb up
to Stokenchurch on the way back, wh' e there are
several
other hilly bits which I thought might
give the little 2 h.-p. engine some trouble.
As far as Uxbridge no opportunity of seeing what
the machine
could do arose, and it was not until
I had cleared the tramway terminus at the North—
or. should I say, the West—end of the High Street
there, that it became possible to do anything in the
"
"
and testing
way of really
letting the engine out

~.F.f
Moro-Risz Enema:

GEAR SIDE.

free from
rings to be a very good fit and entirely
when
those discolourations which denote the fact
I therefore
appreciable leakage is taking place.
tnmed my attention to the type of sparking plug,
ones, some
experimenting with several different
having single and others more pomts, but the result
It was, there
was nearly the same in every case.
matter,
fore, necessary to look further into the
and
ultimately I cured the trouble, not by changing
a
different
but
by
to
adiust‘
plug,
about from plug
ment of the points and a more careful system
I
of lubricating the engine.
_
If my friend at Bedford Will, when next he is
he
carefully
manner
the
in
describes,
stopped
examine the points of the sparking plug. he will,
mistaken,
ﬁnd that a particle
much
unless I am very
With the Oil
of carbonised matter carried through
one or more of the
has become lodged between
and,
points, and the central stern of the plug,
as
directly he has removed this particle or particles,
the case may be, the plug will resume sparking,
often without wiping the oil itself off the electrodes.
The carbonised particle ﬁlls in the gap between the
central stem and, say, one of the pomts, and this,
by providing an easy return path for the electric
current causes a short circuit to occur, and even

Moro-Revs ENGINE:

PULLEY

SIDE.

Then I had a great surprise, for in only
its speed.
a matter of a few lengths I had attained a speed well
up to legal limit, and apparently had as much more
However, the presence of a number of
in reserve.
farmers' carts and other traffic on the road a short
a considerable reduc
distance ahead necessitated

June :4,
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tion in the rate of progress.

and the ease with which
was slowed down and kept going for
machine
about 100 yds. at little more than walking pace
was very noticeable and much appreciated.
I had
been doing some hard running just before reaching
Hill,
and determined to put the machine
Dashwood
at the hill while the engine was thoroughly heated
up, this being, of course, a much greater test of the
climbing abilities of an engine than when a start
I suppose I had lost
is made with everything cold.
something like 50 per cent. in speed by the time
hill;
i reached the top of the
but this I considered
a very good performance,
as I still had something
left in throttle opening had it been necessary to
use it.
From the summit to the centre of Oxford
I kept going at a good even rate well up to and
perhaps a little above the limit, the run from Ux~
bridge to the University city being a non-stop one
of about 40 miles.
The return journey i also in
tended should be a non-stop one—at any rate, as
far as Uxbridge. but I was compelled to dismount
near Tetsworth to remove a sparking plug. the
the

Tm:

Moro-Rave

2,400 revs.
A very small and light high-tension
magneto is used for ignition purposes, the drive for
this being by large eccentric pinions known as the
Gianoli drive. The control is entirely from the
handle-bar by throttle, and an exhaust valve
lifter is also provided on the handle-bar.
The frame is very low and the saddle and its posi
tion comfortable.
Everything is within easy reach
and conveniently arranged.
The engine gear is 65
l,
to
with a pedal gear of 57 ins.
The tyres are
26 ins. by 2 ins.. genuine motor cycle type, and
the machine. complete, weighs about 90 lbs. all on.

Replies In Brief.
M.O.I.V. (Stafford).—As

you are wholly inex
it would be better to take the machine
perienced,
to a competent motor engineer to have the engine
re-timed. Maybe he will consider it unnecessary
to do this, and will locate the trouble in another
direction.
If re-timing is required, ask him to
let you see how he does it.——O. V. (“’embley).—
3 h.-p. is insufficient, unless you have a. two-speed

2-H.i>. LIGHTWEIGHT Moron

porcelain of which had cracked right in half. causing
This, however
misfiring in the front cylinder.
was soon remedied
by the insertion of another
plug, and shortly afterwards I was soaring up the
Stokenchurch incline, over 2 miles in length, at
a speed which many a more powerful machine need
not have been ashamed of.
Ultimately. I handed
the docile little lightweight back to its rightful
owners at Ealing a few minutes over two hours
after leaving Oxford, a matter of 48 miles distant.
having had one of the most enjoyable motor cycle
rides it has ever been my lot to experience.
By the courtesy of the Moto-Réve firm. I am
enabled to illustrate a machine similar in all respects
to that used for the above test, and also to present
two separate views of the engine which, as I stated
in my previous notice, has twin cylinders 50 mm.
bore by 70 mm. stroke, and develops
2 h.-p. at
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BICYCLE.

You need haVe no fear as to the manage
ment of a 5 or 6 h.~p. engine, having regard to
The higher
your experience of motor cycle driving.
tractable than
engines
are much more
powered
many people seem to imagine, and there is a good
deal of comfort in knowing you have a nice reserve
of power at your command.
Of course. they are
H. L. K.
more expensive
to maintain and run.
"
is caused
in the silencer
(Saltley).—" Popping
largely by running on too weak a mixture and
the knocking and overheating may be due to the
cylinder and piston wanting cleaning. If you take
the cylinder off and remove all carbon deposit from
it and the piston, there should be an im rovement.
Clean the silencer out also.
The use 0 too high a
gear also induces knocking when picking up after a
" (Kensing
"
reduction of speed.
LIGHTWEIGHT
Will
ton). —'l‘ hanks for appreciative remarks.
gear.

The Model
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endeavourto act on your suggestion. Yes, there is no
reason why you should not have a V-belt. and pulley
to suit, instead of your present round belt.
The
makers would do this for you, although they recom
mend the round belt, and, of course, ﬁt it as standard.
as you know.————H.
M. \V. (Hendon).—l_i) The
ﬁrst of the three tyres you mention is undoubtrdly
the best.
(2) The Bowden wire method would be
lighter and more sightly, but the rods and levers.
of course. do away with all possibility of uncertain
action owing to wires stretching.
M. E.
(Cambridge).—You require a larger pulley, giving a
higher gear.
You might read the notes on adjust
able
pulleys appearing above and then decide
what you will do.——-C. M. G. (Morpeth).—The most
satisfactory method of securing
pins
gudgeon
is that which relies on a tapered driving ﬁt alone,
without the aid of setscrews or other separate fasten
ings, which sometimes
work loose, and in falling
down into the crankcase may do some damage on
the way.
STUDENT (Brixton).-—If the automatic
inlet valves have an opening of from r-16th in.
to 3-32nds in. to begin with, they will be about
right. The mechanical valves should have g—in.
effective opening.
F. M. (Stamford).-—\\'hat you
require is a new ﬁbre ring for the magneto.
The
template you send shows that the present one is
very much worn, and until it is renewed you cannot
expect a satisfactory make and break. The renewal
will only cost a triﬂe, and will make all the difference
in the running of your engine.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

(The [5er hwst readersla make me 0! this column for Mr full
discusswnof molten of prarhml and mutual mlerzsl. Lelia!
may be Signedil'LUl a nom-de-plulue I! dtsircd, bid the full
mm: and adduss o! the under uusr invariably be checked,
thoughno. mussuﬂy for publication.)

and

Electrician.

June

a distinct check

on her speed, as the engine‘had tr
work againstthis pull.
No lifting action takes place, however, as although
the line. has an inclination of 10 to i, and would thus
tend to lift the boat (if it had no weight in itself)
to the extent of T5, x 3% lbs. =55 ozs., but this force
disappears as the weight of the cord causes it to
sag to such an extent that it barely clears the
water. The pull is adjusted till this condition
obtains, as otherwise the pull on the cord would be
so great that it would materially check the speed.
There is no getting away from the fact that
a boat running free should be able to beat a boat
running on a circular course, but the convenience
of being able to concentrate your whole energies
in getting out speed in my opinion more than
for the check.
Any way, as I read
compensates
the conditions for this year's contest
it appears
that the circular course will again be available.
and I for one shall continue to use it as long as it
is not proved to be unfair, which has not been
done up to the present, and I fail to see how it
can.
No force. can act to help a boat forward
from the outside when the pull all originates from
the boat itself, more particularly when it is con
that that pull is at right angles to the
sidered
motion of the boat.
This discussion has passed the limits of ordinary
courtesy, so I must decline to answer any further
letters on the subject.-—Yours very truly.
V. W. DELVES—BROUGHTON.
[North—“e regret that owing to pressure on our
space we are unable to publish the other corre
spondence received on this subject, but we think
the above letter effectually clears up the point
at issue.—ED. ill. E. 6* E.]

Wireless Telegraphy.

The diagram given below illustrates the remarks
of our correspondent, " H. P. 'l‘. L.," in his letter on

Hydroplanes and Circular Courses.
To THE EDITOR OF The Alodel Engineer.
DEAR SiR,-The laws of gyration are somewhat

72>ed r/‘h

complex, but for all practical purposes the formula
given in all mechanical text-books under governor
balls may be accepted without entering into the
rather abstruse considerations necessary to solve
the forces acting on a revolving body. The formula
for governor balls is

B

_,I§7'_52

L-(R)

of
above
plane
“'here L=Height of suspension
revolution in inches.
R=The number of revolutions per minute.
Now the height of suspension in the case of the
Folly was something under 60 inches, so that the
number of revolutions before she would begin to
rise would be 24 per minute.
Now the radius of the circle around which the
body revolves has nothing to do with the question.
so it will be seen that to attain any lifting action
over eighty
the Folly would have had to make
miles an hour. as she was run on a circle a little
over one hundred yards in circumference. The
pull on the cord, which amounted to 3% lbs., when
the Folly was running on her course, was not due
to centrifugal force, but to the helm she carried
tending to keep her in a straight line, and acted as

24, 1909.
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Wireless Telegraph Apparatus.
To THE EDITOR or The Model Engineer.
“
R. N."
DEAR SlR,—I think your correspondent
“

ILL." this week,
may not receive a reply from
I venture-t0 reply to part of his query.
l have got a platinum wire -002 and 001 from
Siemens,
Electrical Engineers, “'oolwich.
Messrs.
An excellent electrolytic detector, together with
receiver, can be obtained
a suitable 4,000-ohm
from Messrs. Ducretet 5: Roger, 75, Rue Claude

so

June

24, i909.
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Bernard, Paris, for £2 i7s. Galena and anything
of that kind can be obtained from Mr. Isenthal,
The minimum .quantity
85, Mortimer Street, W.C.
supplied, enough for many detectors, costs 75. 6d.
It should be the ﬂaky crystal, not granular.
9H graphite makes a good contact with it. I
think this detector is far more sensitive than the
“
one
R.N." is making. They are practically
certain in action, and do not require adjustment
for months.
If “ R.N." likes I will send him a rough sketch.—
Yours truly,
“RULE—O'-THU.\IB."

The Society of Model Engineers,
[Reports of mating; should b: sen! to th: ofﬁcesof Tn! MODEL
Exui'vcsn willwu! delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue i/ rrrl'u'zil a than nine days br/ou lIS usual date
0/ ﬁllblt(uli0n,j

Provincial Societies.

Birmingham—The

ordinary monthly meeting
was held on Wednesday, June 2nd, at the White
Street,
Horse Hotel, Congreve
At
Birmingham.
the ofﬁcial business of the evening three new mem
bers were elected, including Henry Lea, Esq. The
chief feature of the evening was a model of a mag‘
nificent 5 ft. 6 in. steamer, complete in every detail,
made by the Chairman, Mr. H. S. Phillips.
At the
time of showing it had not been tried on a good
stretch of water; butjudging from experiments in a
special tank, it will prove itself a great success when
given a fair trial.
There was also a smaller boat,
brought by Mr. A. J. Perks, which was much ad
mired, this being driven by electricity.
One of the
members,
Mr. P. Powell, has kindly presented to
the Society a dozen of THE MODEL ENGINEER hand
books, which will, no doubt, prove of great beneﬁt
to the other members.
These books may be ob
tained by members on application to the Secretary.
A small charge of rd. per monthwill be made for
their use.
VISIT.—A visit is shortly to take place to Mr.
Henry Lea's house, at his kind invitation, to view
his well-known model railway and also his work
shop. Members will be advised in due course of
the date of this visit.
Forum! MEETINGS: Owing to the visit of His
Majesty the King to Birmingham on July 7th, the
next meeting has been postponed until July i4th.
This will be at the White Horse Hotel, Congreve
Street, commencing at 7.30 p.m.—All information
concerning the Society may be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary, C. H. HAWKESFORD, 3, Boscombe
Road, Greet Hill, Birmingham.
v Bradford. -— A meeting
of this Society was
held on Monday night, June 7th, at the Brad
ford Cafe, Foster Square, about twenty-four mem
bers being present.
After the minutes of the pre
vious meeting
had been passed,
the Chairman,
Mr. J. T. Moore, asked for suggestions for the summer
months, and after a long discussion it was decided
to hold an indoor meeting each ﬁrst Monday in the
month, and arrange for visits to places of interest
in the district for the third Monday, leaving Satur
day afternoons for visits out of town. The ﬁrst visit
has been arranged for Monday night, June 2ist, to
Messrs. S. Holmes, Albion \Vorks.
After a pleasant
evening the meeting
closed
about 10.3o.—-Par
ticnlars of membership, etc., may be obtained from

Amos BARBER, Secretary.
Lidget Green, Bradford.

S93
15, Hartington

Terrace,

Coventry. At our special meeting held on May
26th, Mr. Henry Greenly gave us a very interesting
lantern lecture.
The meeting was very well at
tended indeed, closc on seventy being present. and
including eight members of the Birmingham Model
Engineer Society, who came over at the invitation
of the Secretary.
The lecture was illustrated by
over one hundred original lantern slides depicting
the various models
and building of same with
Some of
which Mr. Greenly had been connected.
the notable models
illustrated were a L. (9 N.W.
" Precursor,"
a G.N.R. engine made by Mr. Hoy
" Little
land, Mr. Averill's engines,
the latest
" locomotives,
Giant
and several new model torpedo
The most interesting example of the latter
boats.
was a. 5‘ft. (>-in. torpedo boat, making a complete
model of H..\l.S. Thorn. built for Capt. J. Bar

grave'Deane.
Several castings were exhibited of Mr. Coats’s
4—6—0 G. C. R. engine, and the special points
in design of patterns were explained by blackboard
sketches.

Greenly concluded his lecture with some
on French and German locomotives, railway
stations, etc., as well as some of his experiences
during his recent tour to Eastern France and
Mr.

notes

Southern Germany.
The Committee and Secretary desire to place
on record their thanks to the lanternist, Mr. R. B.
Verney, of Coventry, whose home-made apparatus
proved quite successful, and to Messrs. \V. J. Bassett
Lowke & C0. of Northampton and London, Messrs.
Stuart Tumer, Ltd., and Messrs. C. Butcher & Co.,
for the exhibits and slides which they so kindly
Particulars of the Society
sent to the meeting.
and cards of membership. etc., can be obtained
from the Secretary.—-R. S. SruncEss, 21, Friars
Road, Coventry.

Queries and Replies.
H. P. (London Colney) writes .'
[11.561] DIOD Ill Volts.
If you would kindly answerthrvlillowing questions,l shouldesteem

it a greatfavour. (i) What gauge,and how many yards of German
silver Wires.s.c. should I require to reduce4 volts to } volt, current
you tell me what
passing through being 3 amps.?
(2) Could
“
"
voltage and amperagea single Empire cell gives? (3) _What
Without
ordinary
bell
wire
carry,
:0
gauge,p.c.c.,
amperagewill an
heating or injuring insulation ?
and
ohms
the.product
of resistancein
(i) Drop in volts equals
current in ampercs. 50 using the ﬁgures you give, 3) — 3x.
3}-o- 3— 1} ohms.
That is to sav, that if you have a current of 3 amps.ﬂowing through
a pieceof wire having a resistanceof 1} Ohms,therewill be a drop
of 3} volls on that pieceoi wire. To carry 3 amps, No. :4 S.W.G.
German silver wire should be used ; a little more than 1 yard 4 ins.
will suﬁice. (2) Voltage about 1'6 ; amperage varies with size
and condition. (3) About 2 amps.

3.:-

(3- RC. (anrs P-irk)
[21,619] Flanglng Copper Plates.
writes: Could you kindly tell me it clectm-depositcd copper is
strong enoughfor flangedboiler plates? 1 find great difﬁculty in
Hanging I-l6ih in. copper, even when thoroughly annealed,with
out the use of iron blocks and a great deal of hanging, so that
it was inv idea to cast blocks of (he requiredshapein lead or other
fusible alloy, copper-plate(hem, and then melt the blocks away.
Anv information 1; suitable currvnt, number of accumulatorcells,
i-iétli in. thick will
and the probable time taken to deposit, say,
‘
oblige.
No; electro-deposin-dcopper is very weak, unless special means
are used to burnish the copper as it is deposited. This Wedo not
advise you to try. We recommendthat you peisevcni with your
present method of hammering on blocks, being careful to well
annual the copper, and when the metal gets hard through liani
niering, heat again and plungeinto cold miter.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Engine and Boiler.
[21.679] Compound
S. W. (Hoekley) writes: Enclosed you will find
sketch (not reproduced) of an engine I propose
to make to driVe a small workshop containing a
3l-in. lathe, an emerywheel,and a small drilling
machine. lwant the boiler to use solid fuel if
possible. Could you tell me if the ports are of
the right size?
If not, will you pleaseindicate
right size in sketch,allowing for a pistonwith two
rings? Please say also the lap and lead of valve,

Em

\1

194

By getting more than the specified amount of
wire on the armature you increasethe output of
the machinefor a given speed. You will be able
to get the rated output at about 2,000reVolutions,
or you can run the machineat a higher speedand
get a higher voltage, but be careful not to over
run the field coils. You can prevent the field
winding taking too much current by putting
resistancein serieswith it.

" 0,5
.

(D
yq
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[21.70t] Winding Small Dynamo. ]- W
S. (Trawden) writes: Last winter I constructeda
dynamo for a friend according to your handbook,
Fig. 12, page 20, rjo-watt scale,and wound it as
per page 50 for 50 volts 3 amps, but I got about
19 ozs. of No. 23 o.c.c. wire on armature instead
of 15}01s.as specified. This dynamo gives about
80 volts at 2,600 revolutions. On showing it to
another friend and telling him that We thoughtit
took too much power to drive it, he said, “ Yes,
you have got more wire on armature than the
bobbins can take," but could not tell us the
remedy. Is the abovestatementcorrect? If so,
can it be altered by taking some wire off arma
ture or winding bobbinsdifferently? The bobbins
could not be made larger as the wire practically
ﬁlls the spaceup to the polesof magnet.

t

>_

‘

0 C- C- (South
[H.720] Frosting Brass.
port) writes: Can you tell me what small brass
articles are dipped in to give them that clean
frosted appearance as seen on the works of
watches,gas fittings, etc. ? Of course,I am not
referring to artir Ieswhich have been brightened
up and then lacquered.
The frosted appearanceis often obtained by
sand-blasting,sometimesby scratch-brushing,but
can be done by dipping. Dip the articles in 3
Weak solution of sulphuric acid to which a little
common salt has been added. Experimenting
may be necessaryto find the right proportions
to suit your purpose. Immediately after dipping,
the articles should be well rinsed in clean water
and thoroughly dried.

o

l:
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[21.707] Starting Electrical Engineering.
L. T. (Briston) writes: I am anxious to go to sea
in the MercantileService. The post I should like
would be to act as generalassistanton the electric
plant. I am 17 years old and have
generating
ad no technical training. At present I am em
ployed as an improver in a telephoneshop. I
have obtained a generalknowledgeof telephones,
bells, etc. Of course, my aim is practical all
roundexperience. Could you givemeapproximate
pay or would it be necessaryto go as apprentice
(non-premium)?
We would strongly advise you to obtain prac
tical experiencein the shops of some electrical
engineeringmanufacturing ﬁrm. It would be a
mistake to attempt beginning your training as
an assistant on a power plant, either on board
ship or anywhereelse. We cannot supply infor
mation as to what openings of this type there
may be in the Mercantile Marine; there are no
fixed examinationsfor qualiﬁcation,nor fixedrates
of pay, nor regulations regarding apprenticeship:
these matters rest simply betweenemployer and
employee. But our advice to you is to apply to
manufacturing firms and try to obtain employ
ment at a small wage. You shouldattend even
ing classesduring the wintersession,studying elec
trical theory, mathematics, etc. Thus in a few
years you could lay a sound foundation of your
training as an electricalengineer,and you could
then enter upon the management of electrical
plant With good prospectsof advancement. In
our
Vol. VII we published a seriesof articleson
“ How
to Becomean Electrical Engineer." You
would find these interestin and useful. They
appeared in the following issues of THE Mover.
ENGINEER:-—]uly rst and 15th, and August ist,
which can still be had price 3d. each post
{1902,
ree.

,1;
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being little demand for it. The property that makes selenium
valuable that when in crystalline condition its electrical resist
ance varies within very wide limits according to the amount of
light allowed to fall upon it. it has not this sensitivenessto light
it, selenium must go through the
in its bar form. To acquire
“ annealing," being heated to about
rather delicate process of
me“ C. and very gradually“cooled, which processbrings into a
little instrument
crystalline condition. The sclenuim cell"
constructed to make use of this peculiar property of seleniumin
There
are
various types of
circuit.
connectionwith an electrical
cell, but the commonestand one very easy to understandis that
wires,
generally
of platinum,
which consists of twn conductive
wound in parallel equi-distantly upon drum of some insulating
the
spacesbetween
the wires
material such as mica or porcelain,
being ﬁlled in with crystalline selenium. Thus the seleniumforms
It,
windings.
now,
end
of each
one
the insulation betweenthe two
winding connectedto circuit containing battery or secondary
a
galvanorncter,
matters
winding of an induction coil in serieswith
can be so arranged that the galvanometershall read from zero
in the dark up to the maximum reading when
when the cell
exposed to full sunlight. Thus a clear indication of
the cell
the intensity of light at the cell can be receivedeven though the
cell be far away out of sight. The seleniumcell has been made
use of for many purposes. The most striking of these, perhaps,
to telephotography. For some
is Prof. Korn's application of
see the article entitled,
of the Professor's methods,
"explanation
Wire " in our issue of Decemberizth,
Sending Photographs
of
the selc.|ium cell to
1907. Herr E. Ruhmers application
astronomical observation is also of great interest. He has used
etc.,
during
heavy fog which
the cell to obtain recordsof eclipses,
rendereddiffith or impossiblethe adoptionof theordinary methods
of observation. Herr Ruhmer hasconstructedautomaticregistering
instruments which, by meansot the seleniumcell, are capable ot
registeringextremelyrapid variations in the intensity of light, even
up to several hundreds per second.

The News of the Trade.
0]

[The Editor will be pleasedto receivefor review under this heading
samplesand particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateuruse. It must be widen-fondthat thesercvmm are '
free exPressions Editorial opinion, no payment 0! any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reservesthe right to
criticise or commandaccordingto the writs of the goodssub
mitted,or to abstainIm'n insertinga reviewin any casewhen
thegrindsare not (it suﬂiri'mt interestto his readers]
Reviews distinguishld by an asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial nspertion0/ the goodsnaticed.
A Flux for Brazing.‘
now
Mr. T. L. S. Sander, zo, Mahbey Grove, Stratford, E.,
supplying particularly good ﬂux for bl'JL-lllgcast iron. Readers
who have experiencedthe.difﬁculty of obtaining suitable flux for
this purposewill, we think, ﬁnd what they want in Mr. Sande-["5
small samplebra-ledjoint whichwe have examined
pmpamnnm
appearsto leavenothing to be desired.
A

a

a

is

I
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New Catalogues

The Universal Motor Company. Sl- Jami-n Road. D‘rliv.
have recently lSSllt‘dsomenew lists descriptch of their latest pro
ductions in the.motor line: gas, oil, and petrol motors for various
purposes,ranging from to 40 b.h.-p. Their gasand oil engines
have.beenimprovedin many respects,and are listed and priced up
to b.h.-p. Particulars of larger sizescan be had on applicatiou.
for thesecan also be had. A smaller
Sets of castings,forgings.etc.,
to
b.h.-p. is also
line of gas and oil engines,ranging from
for all small power users. 'Launch
stocked. Thl-sc arc S‘lllt»tbit2
car, and cycle motors (ﬁnished),and setsof castings,etc. for same
claim—much
attention
(with much of the difﬁcult machiningdone)
”
while the.“ Universal Component Sets for motor Cycles tri-cars.
etc., Will no doubt interest many readers. The latter, sets arci
madeboth watt-rand aircooled as required. A new patent non
corrosive reversible propeller for craft using up to 12 b.h.- .is
wide scope ahead and astern, and the ma ers
listed. It has
claim it to be most simple.and“ positive in" its construction and
Lastly, there
the Universal
light-weight ﬂvuw
action.
vii-i;
machine_oraeroplanemotor, designedand constructedwith
obtaining mammum power with minimum Wt'i‘lhi. An illustra
one two-cylinder motor rated at b.h.-p. and weighing
USOIlibShOWS
s.
0, Shanks & 60,, complete repair specialists,17, Little King
Street, Camden Town, London, N.W., have sent us their new pn'cc
tyre covers. Not only in
list for re-trcadiug all makes of motor
this direction are Messrs.Shanks and Coiexpert, they specialin in
the motor industry, and emplov highly qualiﬁed
every branch
men (ex erts in their respective work) to deal' with all repairs
i i
entruste to them.
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It would be safer, and possibly cheaper,to use a return wire,
though on could probably get satislactory results by using earth
return i you make good earth CUIIIIBCllJllS. Trv a couple of large
Ledanches for battery. The above diagram shows the correct
connections between bell and battery in the dwelling-houseand
contacts at the four fowl-housedoors. All the wiring should, of
course,be out of sight as far as possible.
[21,672] Selenium and its Uses. I. H. A. (Coventry) and
me any information about selenium?
others write: Lan you give
"
"
How is a seleniumcell made, and how is it used?
Selenium is not a metallic element,as its name might lead one
to suppose,though it is generally found as a selenidcin combina
tion with a metal. It is sold commercially in the form of small
bars, price about 65. per 02., but it is not easy in obtain, there
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angle of advance of eccentric, throw of eccentric,also design of
boiler, sizes, working pressures,etc.
It is, we regret, beyond the scope of our Query Department
to supply all the details you ask, as this would ain'iunt practically
to a complete design of engine and boiler. We recommendthat
nstead of trying to design a plant for yourself you work to an
approved blisheddesign. We would referyou to Mr. H. Greenly’s
" Design or a Model Undertype Engine and Boiler." The engine
described in the articles under this title is of very similar size to
yours, the n.-|>.cylinder being i} ins. diameter,and the L.-P. 1} ins.,
with a common stroke of 2 ins. The articles descrilw very fully
the construction of both engine.and boiler with ﬁttings. Articles
appearedin the following issuesz—j anuary ist and 8th, February
5th, March 19th, April 9th, September i7th, October 22nd, and
December 10th, 1903; also September20th and Decembf'r 22nd,
a
1904. The January ist, 1903,instalment was accompaniedby
coloured plate.
Type Tank Engines. 15.C- 5
[11.238] L. & S.W.R. 0-—4—~4
oblige
(Plymouth) writes: I shall esteemit a favour if you could
by giving an outline drawing of a London & South Western
Class,
either
the
coupled)
of
242
o-—4-—4tank locomotive (front
in your valuable journal, of which I have been a regular subscriber
I
have
me
direct.
II,
to
or
Vol.
from the commencementof
carefully searchedmy volumesand do not find that this type has
been dealt with.
We appendherewitha scalediagram of Mr. Dugald Drummond's
well-known 0—4—4 type passengertank engines. The dimensions
of these locomotivesare more or less standard with other Com
panies' enginesof the same type, and may be consideredas quite
representative. The leading dimensions, not included on the
diagram, are :
Cylinders . .
..
18}ins. diameter by 26-in. stroke.
.
5 ft. 7 ins. diameter on tread.
Driving wheels . .
9-in. throw.
Coupling-rod crank-pin . .
4 ft. x} ins.
Width betweenframesat cylinders
bogic ..
3 ft. 10 ins.
,,
,,
,,
8
ft.
..
Width over footplates
7 ft. 6 ins.
sides
.,
cab
and
tank
..
..
5 ft. 9 ins.
., between buffers ..
2 it. 3 ins.
- ,,
cylinder centres
..
2 ft. 3 ins.
,,
.,
bogie frames
.i it. 5} ins.
,,
,.
tyros
i,067
sq. ft.
.
.
..
Heating surface:——Tubcs
..
..
..
124 sq. ft.
Firebox
.
i,ir)i
sq. ft.
.
.
'I'otal..
20'} sq. ft.
..
(irate area
.
.
..
..
L300 galls.
Capacity of tanks
16 tons.
Weight on leadingwheels (in working order)
i3 tons.
,,
,,
driving whimls
,,
tons i3 cwt.
,,
20
,,
bogiewheels
..
,,
.,
54 tons i3 cwt.
Total
..
..
150lbs. per sq. in.
Working pressureof boiler
M- T- (Dwghedil)
[21.ﬁ98l Electric Burglar Alarms.
writes: I am putting up an electric alarm from four fowl-house
is,
can I do with single
principally
to
know
require
I
doors. \Vhat
wire ?
wire by earthing the returns, or shall I have to run another
at present,
the
neighbourhood
in
hen-stealers
with
We are troubled
dwelling
and the idea is to connect all doors to one hell in the
housc. How man Leclanché cells shall I require, and how should
they be connect ? The furthest fowl-house is about 150 yds.
from the dwelling-house.

.‘-.--___.
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The Editor’s Page.

A

CORRESPONDENT, writing under the nom
" Ixion,"
sends us an interesting
(is plumr ot

note on the subject of the ﬂight of birds,
“
Practical
which we hope to insert shortly in our
"
he adds :
oi
his
letter
At the end
Letters
column.
"
In conclusion I must say i am glad, I fancy along
with many others, that ‘Ours' is taking up with
We
the new science and sport combined—ﬂying.
somewhat of a change from the perpetual
i hope soon to see
locomotive and launch engine.
announced a competition for amateur aviators
'l‘here must be a few thousand of your readers who
and a fair,
are interested in the problem of ﬂight;
need

of these may possibly haVe
percentage
succeeded
Such a competition
in making a small model to ﬂy.
as I suggest will encourage these, and also incident

ally help us on to the ﬁnal solution of the problem.
Moreover, compared to the speed-boat
competi
tion, the encouragement
of study and experiment
in this. direction will result in some -real progress
towards the'next means of locomotion. The speed
For it must be evident
boat cannot serve a like end.
that when ﬁnality is reached in design of hull.
engines,
and boiler, and speed and displacement
have inverted their ratios until a featherweight
craft can be driven 'like greased lightning,‘ all
the data obtained will not be applicable to the large
times,
because
they could not
craft of modern
be built strong enough to stand the strains developed
In reply to our corre
at proportionate speed."
spondent's suggestion, we may say that we have
already intimated in our issue of March 11th our
willingness to promote a competition for model
aeroplanes; but so far we have heard little to show
how many readers would be prepared to enter
We invite these readers who Would be
the lists.
inclined to enter to send us a letter or a post-card
to that effect. and if there is sufﬁcient response
we shall be pleased to put up some medals and
The rules would pro
certiﬁcates {or competition.
bably be similar to those governing our speed-boat
competitions, i.c., deﬁnite ﬂights would have to be
of reliable witnesses who
made in the presence
would certify the performance, and this certiﬁcate.
together with a description and photograph of the
model, would have to be sent in to us .by a certain
There might pessibly be some difﬁculty
date.
in separating the models if more than one class
for, and on this point we should
is to be arranged
'
be glad to have suggestions.

i

i

i

We publish in this issue drawings and a descrip
tion of a very ingenious micrometer invented
by one of our readers, Mr. Arthur S. Lane, in con
junction with Mr. Stanley Kenley.
Apart from
the value of this device as a useful workshop tool,

June 2;.

1909.

‘

it is interesting as being the lea of a model engineer.
Other examples of Mr. Lane's originality in the
form of novel types of horizontal engines have
already been described in our pages.

_.—_—__——“

r‘.

Answers to Correspondents
\\‘. X. (Edgmond).—Celluloid
can be joined in
making cases, by the use of amyl acetate.
A. J. D. (King's Cross).—(a) Reply will be published
shortly;
(b) Geo. Adams of High Holbom
is
the best ﬁrm to try; (c) Mr. Twining‘s series 0!
articles began in our issue of May 27th iast,‘and
are still running.
A. H. C. (Forest Gate).—Baiiast her until she has
correct water line and sails well.
H. N. (Basingstoke).—~Thank
you for your post
card, which we appreciate.
R. W. (Maidenhead).—See article in our
' issue oi
November 3rd, 1904.

N otTces.
The Editor invites
and original contributions on
correspondence
all amateur mechanicalan
electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side 0! the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender’sname and address.it
should be distinctly stated, when Sendingcontributions, whether
remunerationis expectedor not, and all MSS. Should be accom
panied by a stampedaddressedenvelope[or return in the event 0)
rejection. Readersdesiring [0 see the Editor personally can nulv
do so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will be sent post tree to any addresstor
r35. per
annum, payable in advance. Remittances should be made
he
Postal Order.
Advertisementrates may be had on applicationto the Advertise
ment Manager.
How To Annlass Ln-rzns.
All correspondencerelating to the literary portion 0! the paper
and all newapparatusand pricelists, dict,(or review,to be addr
to 1'NE Barron. “ The Model Engineer," 26—29, Poppin‘s Court.
Fleet Street, London, BC.
All correspondence
relating to advertisementsand de 'ts to ho
addressedto Tu: Anvnrisaiuru-r M/uvmn, “ The odel Engi
neer," 26-29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London, RC.
All subscriptions and correspondencerelating [0 sales oi the
paper and books to be addressedto Percival Marshall 8; Co
26~29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London 8.0.
g
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, an Mexico: Spcn and
Chamberlain, :23, Liberty Street, New York, U.S.A., to whom
all subscription: from the" oountriu should be addressed.
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tor Lathe,
Cal-'
culations on the Arrangement 0!, 350';
63' ; Copper Oxide,
CopperinéoCarbons,
nstruction of Secondary,470';
310' ;
Daniel], 320'; Improving Leelanrhe, 6B,
91, :37, 330,379; Performanceof Gal
vanic, 320' ; Reviving Dry, 355; Usesoi
Small and Simple, 470'.
Battleships—Brazilian, $40 Paulo, 409° ;
H.M.S. 51. Vincent, 25' ; Launch of
Italian Cruiser Amalﬁ, 140‘.
Battleships, Model—Auxiliary Cruiser, 49';
H.M.S. N171,433‘.
Bazaar, Electrical Demonstrations tor, 163,
236.
Bazaar, ElcCtrical Exhibition, 494‘.
Beginners, The Steam Engine tor, 26', 100',
338'. 371‘. 5067
Bell Set, Electric, with Indicator, 206'.
Belts, Li ht Driving, 55, 140, 167.
Bendingql‘ubes,Mandrel for, 127.
Blue Bright Steel Work, How to, 440.
368'.
BACKSTAY
Batteries—Bichroniate, 320‘ :

Circular Courseof SpeedBoom, 42 .
Yacht
Club House oi the Eastern M
Association, 426', 457'.
Clubs, Model, Steamer—Belfast,44, 212, 305
Clapham, 115, 306, 428; Glasgow, 19,
212, 06.
Clutches, ree Engine of Motor Cyrlcs, 545.
Coach, Design for Model Steam Rail Motor,
1‘. 56’. 104'. 149'. 105‘. 143'. 291‘.
341’. 353'. 386‘. 403. 434‘. 451'. 475'.
485'. 535'. 578'
Coal Elevator, Construction of Model, 5’.
Colouring of Metals, 219.
CommercialPur oses,Model Making ior, 74.
Compasses,Nee in Points tor, 284.
.Competition, Moon. Encmrza
“lanai.
19.64'. 133
Competition, 1908Speed Boat, 72, 361'.
Competition, 1909Speed Boat, 192,264,408,
416, 528.
Compound Locomotives, 110°, 2'.
CompressedAir for Working Models, 140.
Construction of Model Power Boats in Metal,
345‘._369‘
Construction oi Model S.Y. Daphne, 179'.
Constructionof 25o-watt Mnltipolar Dynamo,
O
39 Conversazioneoi the Manchester Society 01
Model Engineers, 303‘.
Conversazioneof the Society of Model Engi
neers, 234.
Converting a Methylated Widt Lamp into a
Vapour Lamp, 139'.
Copper,Cutting Threads on, 174.
on the Arrangement of Copper, Hardening with Aluminium, 397.
CALCULATIONS
Cells, 350'.
Coppcring Carbons, 63'.
Copper Plating, 297.
Canadian Model Traction Engine, 121'.
Carbons, Cop ring, 63'.
Cover for Oil Hole, 294'.
Carburettor, rouble with, 498.
Crankshaft Pins, Turning, 260.
Cranks, Small, Easily-made, 568'.
Cardboard Model Lighthouse, 288.
Theatrel, 72,
Cardboard Model Locomotives,96, 258'.
Curtain,.Sclf-raising for Model
Cast Iron, Brazing, 127.
330 Cut-out and Switchboard, 10'.
Cast Iron, To Keep tro'n Rusting, 511.
Cataloguesand Lists, 23, 143, 215, 230, 479, Cutting Small Discs, Adjmtment for, 200'.
55!, $751
Cutting Threads on Copper, 174.
Cells, Leclanch Improving, 68, 91, 237. 33°, Cutting Tonls tor Lathe Work, 294'.
Cycle Lamp, Dynamo Electric Machine (or,
379
OementChucks for Slendm'Work, 54'.
47
Cementsfor Model Work, 170.
Cyclc Lamp Generator,Face (01, 294'.
Centrein Small Steel Rod, 368’.
Cycloplane at Aeronautical Exhibition, 410.
Centres or Lathe, 35'.
Cylinders for the Steam Rail Motor Coach,
Centre Tester for Lathe, Adjustable, 11'.
353‘. 475'~
Chain, Flat Link, Joints oi, 141'.
Channel Ferry, Model of, 258.
Machine for Tickets, 282.
DATING
Chaser Making, 259.
D-bits tor Boring Small Long Holes,
ChineseStudents Model Making, 146'.
340'.
Choosing D namo, 81‘, 122'.
Deﬂector Fitted to Chimney oi Locomotive
Chucks and Chuck Making, 394'.
172'.

Boats, Speed Notes on Model, 128', 152',
260.
Boats, Successful,in 1908 Speed-Boat Com
petition 361'.
Boilers, Maid—Experimental, 1'; Fireprooi
Black (or, 511; Loco Type, 313'.
Bookshelf, For the—
Arti/icia! and Natural Flight, 125.
(‘arburrtlorsand Carbumlion, 331.
Hints to Invenlors, 191.
Modern Elartn'r Practice, 486.
Practical Engineer
and Diary
for 1909.$54
Pradrral lilm’trt'rian's Pocket-bookand
Dinry [or 1909,55.
Rndway Working and Appliamrs, 309.
Spanish and English Tahmml Term,
331
Workshop Receipts for Manufacturersi
and Scientiﬁc Amateurs, 476.
Boring Bar Adjuster, 511‘.
Boring Holes in Copper, 346'.
Boring Lathe Headstocks, 495'.
Brazing Cast Iron, 127.
Brazing Keys, 40.
Bridges for M el Railways, 272’, 380.
Bright Steel, To Keep trom Rusting, 511.
Britannia Metals, 518.
British Model Yacht Racing Association,212.
Broken Mst Drills the Use of, 484.
Buildings, Models 0 , 547.
Burning Lead, 43.

a

(or Cutting Small Discs,
ADJUSTMENT
200'.
Advertising in THE MODEL Encmren, 312.
Advertising Purposes, Model Making (or, 74.
Aerial Flight, 482, 504.
Aeronautical Models at Olympia Exhibition,
3450.389'. 410'
Au'oplane, A Model Experimental, 135'.
Aeroplane Model Making in Schools, 240.
Auoplanes, Model, Design and Construction,
436'. 461'
Aaoplana, Model, Experienceswith, 474. Acroplanes, Model, Materials for Making, 575.
Ailments oi Petrol Motors, 220.
v\ir Valves for Motor Cycles, 559'.
Alouter Model Making Enthusiast, 198'.
‘
Aluminium, Hardening with Copper, 397.
Laying Out, without a Protractnr,
Angle,s
4 4
Answers to Correspondents,14, 48, 72, 96,
120, 144, 168, 192, 216, 240, 264, 288,
:36.
384. 431. 456. :04. 518. 552.
3‘20.
57 $9
And-Skidding Device for Motor Vehicla, 139,
:36,
401, 476.
"
258,cio8,
Coa
on Model Electric Railway,
Auto."
32 .
Automaticall Operated Inlet Valves, 77.
ashing Apparatus for aSign,
Automatic
499 '
Automatic Inlet Valves, 544.
Automatic Steering Gear, 16'.
Auxiliary Cruiser, Model 0 , 49’.
e
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ior,

ior Cycle Lamp Generator, 294'.
Demonstrations, Electrical, for Country
ET'I LE, New Water-tube, 191'.
, FACE
Failures at Model Making, 515'.
Bazaar, 163, 236.
Keys, Method of Drawing, 415'.
Design and Constructionoi Model Acroplanes, Fancy Colouring 0i Metals, 219v
Kite Flying Association Exhibition, 354.
Fan Shutter Flying Machine, 415'.
Kites, Notes on the Uses of, 3'.
436'. 461'
Dr-signitor a 250-watt Slow-SpeedMultipolar ' Fault Localisation, 50'.
Files, the Uses of, 88.
Dynamo, 39'
Filing Thin Sheet Metal, 174'.
Models, 60'.
Dt-sii:i for Model~FowlerType Traction En
LACQUERING
l-‘iiisliing oﬂ Models, 59'.
gine, 80'.
Lamps, " Osram." Small Voltay,
Design ior Model Steam Rail Motor Coach, Fire Engine, London's First Petrol Motor, 226. ‘
Improving, 276.
Lamps, Spirit, Improved ior Model Loco;
2'. 56'. 104'. 149'. 195‘. 143'. 291‘.‘ Fin-print Black tor Funnels, 511.
'
motive, 375', 4 o.
341' 353' 186'. 403, 434'. 451’, 475'. Fittings for ModelSteamships,52', 106', 161',
Lathes—Badr-stay
368'; Boring Head
248'.
455 , 535 .5711!
Fowler Type Model Traction Engine, 80'.
Design ior Speed Boat,vT.B.D. Type, 345'.
stocks, 495'; Cement Chucks ior, 4'.
Flashing Apparatus for a Sign, Automatic,
Design ior 1} b.h.-p. Quick Revolution En
Centres ior, 35'; Centre Tester, Ad ult
.
gine, 267', 296', 500'.
able, 11'; Chucks ior,
4'; Dividing
499 Design ior 5-it. Speed Boat, 152'.
Flying Machines,Model, 414'.
Attachment for, 398';
reLsawAttach
Design oi Automatically Operated Inlet Flying Machines, Model, Experimental Work
ment ior, 566'; Grinding Tools, 89. 209';
with, 483', 569', 581'.
\‘alvts, 77.
Home-made, 298', 566'; Lubricator, A
" Mersey"
Design ior Model Power Boats, 89, 138, 235, Flywheels, Gas Engine, 308.
Simple Travelling, 36'
Free Engine Clutchesoi Motor Cycles, 545.
Universal, 190'; Model Maker's Small,
282. 379.515
Design oi Small Gas Engine, Data on, 111',' Frt'tsaw Attachment for Simple Lathe, 556'.
Raised
ior,
Headstock
100' Simple
41'
156', 207', 210, 251'.
Constructed,298', 566' Tapping Device
tor,
Design ior Two-cylinder Marine Engine, 560'.
Wooden
Chucks
ior,
Batteries, Performance 01,-,
ALVANIC
247'
394'.
Launch, A 27-it. Steam, 198'.
Direct Current Motors 011Alternating Current
320'.
Circuit, 116.
Gas Engine Flywheels, 308.
| Launch Engine, Model High-speed, 194'.
Direct Geared Steering Engine, 316'.
. Gas Engine, M0021. Encinnl, Otto Cycle,j Launch,"Model, Steam, 49, 266'.
. Launch Pioneer,"
Discs, Small Adjustment for Cutting, 200'.
Producer Gas, 400.
2 '
Dividing Attachment tor a Lathe, 398'.
Gas Engines, Small, Data on Design 0!, 111', Launch, Speed, Model, Steam, 145'.
Draughtsrncn,Practical Hint ior, 174'.
SC.
Railway
Srhenie,
L.
B.
Electriﬁcation
1
156', 207', 210, 251'.
Drawing Keys, 415'.
Gas Engines, Small Power, 383'.
404.
Drawings ior Amateurs, 575.
. Gas Lighter, Simple Electric Pocket, 399'.
L.C.C. Model Steamer, 441', 465'.
Drifter, Model Steam Prince, 211'.
Lead Burning, 43.
Gauges,Notes on, 420', 446'.
Drill Depth Gauge, 340'.
Gearing. Toothod ior Twin-screw Boats, 259'. ' LeclanchéCells, Improving, 68, 91, 237, 330.
Drilling Machine, New Radial, 263'.
Glider, Hale-Shaw, 390'.
79
Drilling Ont Tubing, 36.
Liit,3Model, Electrically Operated, 278'.
Gliders, A Group of Experimental, 581'.
Drills, Broken. How to Use, 55'.
Light Driving Belts, 55, 140,167.
Glueing Patterns, to Stop, 127.
Lighthouse, Cardboard Model, 288.
Dynamo Electric Machine ior a Cycle Lamp,I Glues, the Usesoi, 170.
‘ Gobron Eight-cylinder Engine ior
47
Aeroplanes, Lightweight Motor Bicycle, An EEK-ian 499.
U
Dynamos—Avery-Lahmeyer, 98' ; Design for'
Liverpool and District Electrical Association,
412 .
250~watt,39' : How to Choosq 81', 122', , Gold Plating, 297.
116.
;
Slow-speed,
;
Simplex.
L.N.W.R. Model Rolling-stock, 119'.
39'
230:
Gong, Construction oi Tubular, 76'.
417'
577'; rpvle. 39‘; 80-118". Gravity Feed Spirit Lamp, 511'.
Localising
Faults. 50'.
Undfrtypc.
Locking
for Adjustable Pullr'ys
Grinding Lathe Tools, 89, 209'.
577 Arrangements
of Motor
ycles, 572.
Gyroscope,Schlick on the Lochiel, 187.
Locking Rudder, Device ior, 164'.
ASTERN Model Yacht Association, 307, ‘
Locomotive Notes, 61', 109', 131', 171'.
HACKSAWS, The Use of, 36.
419' 457'-_
127'. 293'. 327‘. 391‘. 421'. 564'. 584'
I
Hand ScrewingTackle, Notes on, 133',l
Edgecumbc Railway, The Locomotives 0i,
and Railway
l Locomotives—AlexandraDocks
183', 205'.
.
‘
Co., 424' ' American, 110; American
9 .
Hardening
Aluminium
with
Copper,
397.
Editor's Page, 24, 48, 72. 96, 120, 144, 168, Hannonographs, Simple Mechanical, 68, 116,
Built ior Continent, 111, 132'; Argen
102, 216, 240, 264, 288, 312, 336, 360,]
tine C.N.R., 564';
Articulated. " 132',
282', 452'.
"
"
Aus
173' " Atlantic Type, 328'
432. 456. 480. 504, 518. 552. Headstocks, Lathe, Bot-in , 495'.
384.
40:.
>
tralian
Type,
57h.so
352'. 564 Austrian Rail
High-speedModel SteamEngines, 23', 194',
ways 352’. $64. 584: "Barclay Tank."
Electric Bell Set, with Indicator, 206'.
267'. 296'. 385'. 500'
424'; Boilers oi G.W.R., 401; Borsig
Electric Furnace, Simple Pyrometric, 588'.
Hints on Soldering, 391.
Tank, 329'; Central Argentine Railway,
Electric Locomotive Motor, 527'.
Historic Model Locomotive, 90'.
Boat,
Model
Motor
Electric
481'.
422' Combined Rack and "Adhesion,
History oi the Induction Coil, 282.450.
22' Compound,110', 132'
Consoli
Electric Motor Boat, 231'.
Holding Work in Vice, 559'.
Crane, 4:1'
ation" Type, 227'
Electric Oscillations, Undarnped, Apparatus
Model Steam Engines, 23', 193',
lot, 540'.
Denver,
North-Wistern
and
Paciﬁc
Rail
‘
Horizontal
313 .
road, 173'
“Double-Ender" Tank En~
Electric Pocket Gas Lighter, 399'.
Horizontal Type Steam Steering Gear, 314'..'
G.N.R.,
584;
Eastern
Rail
glue:
on
the
Electric Sparks, Photographs 0!, 472'.
How It Works—XVII, The Steam Heating oi
East India
Electrical Demonstrationstor Country Bazaar
way oi France, 111, 132'
Railway Carriages, 86'; XVIII, Steam‘
First
Type
in
163,236.
Railwa
227'
4—6—0
Steering Gear, 314'.
Hollan 62' Geared,132,227; G.N.R.,
Electrical Exhibition, Articles ior arranging How to Choosea Dynamo,
81', 122', 417'.
'
‘
oi, 62
Good
Performance
an, 518.
"
131'
Hydrnplane v. Sharpie," 500.
" Great
131', 227', 393"
Elcctrical Exhibition, A Bazaar, 494'.
,
Hydroplane, Model Sailing, 130'.
Boiler, 401 Great ntral Railway. 218.
Electrical History. 282, 450.
Hydroplane, Model Steam. Folly, 363'.
China,
Highland
Instruction
in
Railway,
Electrical
27'
146'.
327' Imperial
Philippines and Speed Boats. 403, 547, 592.!
iapanese Railways, 422' Lancashireand
Electrically Driven Model Railway, 14', 31'.
172, 228, 294',
Railwa',
61,
Liit,
Yorkshire
Model
Electrically Operated
278'.
423; L3. &S.C.
293', 584; Naming
Electricity ironi Sunshine, 461.
Spirit Lamp for Model Boat,
" Oil
IMPROVED
oi,
63;
New
the
LB.
81
S.C.
Railway,
l
urner. 110; North
Electrification oi
377‘. 430''
Brabant Railway, 62';
North-Eastern
0 .
Improving LeclanchéCells, 68. 91, 237, 330.
Old,
Model,
Railway,
GoodPerformanceoi,
on
Constructionoi
EIt‘VZ‘llI‘If,
Notes
392'
5'.
379
62 “ Paciﬁc "Type, 564'; Pamphlet, At
Engineer, Locomotive, The Training oi, 328. India, Some Interesting Models from, 49'.
tractive of Foreign, 63 Powerful. 393';
Enlarging Tubing, 36.
indicator, with Electric Bell Set, 206'.
Power OperatedDeﬂector. 172'; Prince
Exhibition, A Bazaar. Electrical, 494'.
Induction Coil, History oi, 282, 450.
Exhibition, Aeronautical Models at Olympian Induction Motors and How They Work, 68,
Henry (Lnxcrnburg) Railway,
Prussian State Railways, 585'
360. 380'. 410'210.
l
Tank, 294';
Running to
Exhibits at the ManchesterSociety Of Model Inlet Valves, Automatic and Mechanical,544;l
‘ Inlet Valves, Automatically Operated,
Russian-Poland, 329';
228:
Enizinccrs' Conversazionc,303 .
77.
“
110'; Southern Paciﬁc
ENGINEER,
Moan
State
Railways,
Exhibition.
360.
Instanto" Water-tube Kettle, 191'.
Exhibition, Nancy, Miniature Railway at, Inter-Club Model Yacht Racing, 115.
Railroad,110: Swedish State Railways,
'
393’; Tank. 29
294'. 319'. 421'; Ten
505.
Interrupter, An Adjustable, 553'.
oouplod,110'; en-eoupled,Simple, 3'
Experienceswith Model Acroplanes,474.
Iron, Cast, Brazin , 127.
Yachts,
le, 228,327'; 12110
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Sim
Experimental Boiler ior Model
1'.
Irregular-shaped 'ork, Holding in Vice,
110'
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Experimental Model Aeroplanes, 135', 436','
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559‘
Work on
5';
ritish
Compound,
461'.
393; B-ooupled, 593';
Railwa
Experimental Work with Model Flying Man
l
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chines, 483', 569', 581'.
ior Milling Machine, 276'.
coupl Tank, 294'.
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junior Institution oi Engineers,44, 165,260,,
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SA\\'ING
Saws without Teeth, 17;.
Schlick Gyroscopeon the Lochid, 187.
Scoring in Model Yacht Races,424, 519'.
ScrewingTackle, Hand, Notes on, 133', 185',
205 .
Scribing Block, Simple, 126'.
Secnndary Cells, Uses and Construction of,
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for Model Theatres, 72,
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Model, ‘73'
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Steamers,573'.
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Magnetism and Magnets,222', 255', 542'.
PassengerCars on Venice Miunt 0e Railway, Skidding, Prevention of, 139, 236, 258, 308,
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537'
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Patterns, How to Glue, r27.
Slcnder Work, CementChucks for, 54'.
Marine Engines, Model, Steam, 241'.
Slide-rest Tool, A Triple, 344'.
Pedal Water Tap tor Low PTBSSHH, 125'.
Aeroplanes,575.
Making
Model
for
Materials
Societv of Model Engineers, 21, 24, 44, no,
Puformance 0t Galvanic Battenes, 320'.
Measurementsat Model Yachts, 115.
02, 96, 116, 141, 146', 164, 187, 213,
Fire Engine, Lorn‘. n’s First,
Instruments, Improvements in, Petrol Motor
226.
234. 238. 260. 18s. 310. 331. 355‘. 380.
Measuaring
S 7'
220.
t'.nes,
Petrol Motors: Their Ailments and
404. 430. 452, 476. 501, 548
MeasuringUp Work, Practical Hint for, 174'. Photographs of Electric Sparks,
Soeiety 0t Model Engineers—Cape Town,
472‘.
Mechanical Harrnonographs, 68, MG, 282'. Picket Boat, Steam Model, 401'.
192, 197.
452'.
Society of Model Engineers, Provincial—
Piston Rings, Simpl Made, 247'.
Mechanical Inlet Valves, 544.
Birmingham, 92, 164, r87, 284, 405,
Planimeter, A Simp e, 290'.
Mercury Interruptcr, An Ad' stable, 553'.
Polishing Board for Metal, 174'.
501. 593; Bradford. 310. 80. 430- 476.
Metal, Sheet, Filing, 174'.
Potentiometer,A Simple, 366'.
526,593; Brighton and Igove. 96. 240;
Metals,
Colouring of, 219.
in .\|. n,
Coventry. 216. =60.310. 331. 454. 593:
Boat,
Model,
Construction
Power
Panzaick Lamp, Convertingto Vapour
Methylated
Crystal Palace. 456. 504; Ipswich, 141.
345'. 369'_
Lamp, 139'.
238, 380;
Kingston-onv'l‘hames, 92;
Power Boats, Model, Design of, 89, 138, 24;,
Micrometers,ImproVementsin, 587'.
Leeds, 192; Manchester,216, 284, 288,
419, 515
182.
Midland Railway Model Rolling-stock, 110'. Practical 379Oxford, 240; Shefﬁeld,50:; “'rlkk_
our Readers, 41', (1h,
irom
303';
Letters
Milling Cutters, Broken Twist Drills as, 484.
field, 142, 238.
89, 115, 138', 163', 186', 200'. 235‘.
Milling Machine Jack, 276'.
258'. 281'. 307'. 330‘. 353'. 378. 401'. Soldering, Hints on, 391.
Miniature Railway at Nancy Exhibition,
Soldering Made Easy, 383.
449'. 473'. 499'. 525. 540.
420..
505'.
573‘.‘ South Attica, Model Engineeringin, r97.
2 .
Miniature Railway at White City, 575.
Twin-cylinder Motor Bicycle, 525'.
Sparkin Plug Trouble, 589.
Premier
488',
(California),
Mir‘iatnre Railway, Venice
Sparks om Wimshurst Machine, 218'.
Producer-Gas Launch, 400.
512'. 537'
Pulleys, Ad'ustable for Motor Cycles, 570.
SpeedBoat Design, 474.
Steamers,235,
Miniature
308.
Punch for tamping Blanks, 550'.
Speed Boat, Design for 5-ft., 152'.
Mixing Glues, 170'.
Speed Boat Design, T.B.D. Type, 345'.
Pyrometric Electric Furnace, 588'.
Exhibition,
Moor-:1.Encrnr-‘rtn
360.
Speed Boat 1908 Model Competition, 7?,
Monet. Enornrzn Otto Cycle Gas Engine
and Replies, 21', 44', 69', 92',
36r'.
236'.
OUERIES
117', 142' 165' 188',213', 238' 261' Speed Boat, 1909 Model Competition, 192,
~
MODEL ENGINEER Regatta,
552.
264, 408, 416 528
“ Wants"
.
405
.430
285’.
.331
.356'.331'.
310
Competition,
Mount. ENGINEER
454'. 476'. 501'. 526'. 546%574‘. 593' Speed Boats and Hydroplanes, 403.
10. 64‘. 233
Readers' Replies to, 47,
Speed Boats, Model, Notes on, 128', 152',
Queries,
of,
Phase
Model Engineering, Another
547.
Revnlution Engine, Designfor r! b.h.-p., |
:60.
"
Model Making for Advertising Purposes, 74. Quick
267', 296', 500'.
l Speed Counters,The Veeder," 407.
Model Making in China, 146'.
Speed Launch, Model Steam, 145'.
Model Making, Failures at, 515'.
Model Yacht, Scoring in, 424, 519'. Spirit Lamp, Gravity Feed, 511'.
RACES,
Model Making, Originality in, 24, 42', 258.
Spirit Lamps, Improved, 375', 430.
Radial Drilling Machine. 263'.
Model Railways, Signalling on, 201', 245', Railway Carriages,Steam Heating
of, 86'.
Splicing Woodwork, 341.
276'.
Miniature, Venice lCalitornia), 488', Spoon that Melts in Tea, 583.
Railway,
Models Made Without a Lathe, 449'.
Springs and Seatings of Automatically
537'.
511’.
of,
48,
Models, Municipal Collections
24,
Operated Inlet Valves, 77.
Railway, Model, at Cricklewood, 265'.
Modern Electric Light Plants, 43.
Bridges, 272', 380.
Spring Toolholdcr, 70'.
Model
Railway
Moss for Model Railways, 336.
XXI, The Littleton, Starters for Model Aeroplanes,391', 410'.
Railways
Model—No.
Motor Bicycle, An Efﬁcient Lightweight, 499,
and Edge Hill Railway, Steam Drifter Model, 211'.
Wellingliorough,
Motor Boat, Electric, 231'.
Steam Engine for Beginners,26', 100', 338',
1 ', 31 .
Motor Boat, Model Electric. 81'.
Model, Signalling on, 201', 245',
371', 506'.
Railways,
Rail,
Motor Coach, Design for Model Steam
Steam Engines, Direct-geared Steering, 3r6.
276'. 354. 378. 401
1'. 50’. 104'. 140'. 105'. 143‘. 101'. Railway Track,
Model, Super-elevationof, 43, Steam Engines, Model—Castings for Launch,
342’. 353'. 386'. 403. 434'. 451’. 475'.
239; Compound, 267', 296' ; Design,
300. :41
485'. 535'. 578’.
267', 296, 500', 560'; Exhibition, 193';
Wagon, Model go-ton, 225'.
Notes, 480, 498, 523', 544, 570, Railway Replies to Queries,
Experimental.
241'; High-speed, 23',
Readers'
47.
MotorBCycle
Steamers,235, 308, 378.
104', 267', 290', 385', 500'; Horizontal,
Model
Realistic
Motor Cycles, Extra Air Valves for, 559'.
Bridge,
ConcreteRailway
Reinforced
23'. 103'. 313': Launch. 104'. 230;
491'.
Motor Cylinders, ]ig for Re-boring, 558'.
Made without a Lathe, 450'; Marine,
Rehabilin Trial for Motor Cycles, 523, 572.
Moto-Réve Lightweight Motor Bicycle, 590',
Boats,
for
Model
Power
Reliability
Trials
241' ; Running Small. 41 ; Single-acting,
Motors, I).C. on A.C. Circuit, 116.
267', 296': Traction, 121'. 287';
378
307.
Multipolar Dynamo Desizn, 30'.
Turned
on Simple Lathe, 301'; Twin
Studs,
Broken
Renroving
55:).
Museum Royal Scottish, Edinburgh, New Repairs for Petrol Motors,
screwMarine, 241' ; Two-cylinder Marine,
220.
Models at, 75.
560'; Vertical, 98', 301', 85', 450'.
Replies to Querieson Motor Cycles, 546, 591.
Steamers, Model—Building Featherweight,
Rings, Piston, Sim ly Made, 247'.
Exhibition, Miniature Railway at, “ Rocket." Model liocomotive at South Ken
441', 465'; Realistic, 235,
L.8C.C.,
NANCY
54g;
sington Museum, 555'.
30 . 37
50 .
Model,
New
Steam
of
Compasses,
Rolling-stock,
Heating
Railway Carriages,86'.
Points
for
Needle
284.
1r9'.
Steam Launch, A 27-fl., 198'.
New Models at the Royal Scottish Museum, Rudder Locking Device, 164'.
Edinburgh, 75.
Steam Model Speed Launch, 145'.

Locomotives, Model—continued.
Railway, 97'; "Experiment,"
165' ;
G.N.R. Cardboard, 258' j G.“".R., 119';
International
N.E.R.,
90';
Historic
Exhibition of 1862, 90'; L.S.W.R.,
176'; Made Without a Lathe, 449';
Midland, 50', 97'; N.E.R., 337'; New
Burner for, 215; Outside Cylinder
4—4—0 Type, 218': Powerful i-in.
Scale, 529'; Scale (4-in. Gauge), 169';
Sectional of the " Rocket," 555'; Small
Scale Tank, 138'; Tank, 138', 529';
Testing Performancesof, 37, 103' ; Venice
(California) Railway, 488', 512', 537'.
Locomotives, Model Electric—L.N.W.R.
“Precursor,” 119'; Motors for, 527';
On the L.W. 8r E.H. Railway, 14', 31' ;
Photo of, 475'.
London and Edinburgh Motor Cycle Relia
bility Trial, 523, 572.
Longhedge Works, SE. 81 C.R., Society of
Model Engineers at, 355'.
Lubricator, A Simple, ior Lathe, 36'.
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Steam Picket Boat, Model. 01'.
Steam Rail Motor Coach,
sign tor Model,
1‘. 56'. 104'. 149'. 195'. 243'. 191'.
341’. 353'. 386'. 403- 431'. 451'. 475‘.
485'. 535'. 578'
Steam Tiller and Telemotor, 318‘.
Steel Work, How to Blue, 440_
Steering Gear, Steam, How It Works, 314'.
Stud Driver and Extractor. 200'.
Studs, Removing Broken, 559.
Super-elevationof Model Railway Track, 43,
309-547
Switchboard and Cut-out, 10'.
Switch, Series-Parallel, tor Cells, 220'.

Torpedo-boat Destroyer Design for Model'| White City Miniature Railway at, 575.
Electric, 12'.
Wimshurst Machine, A gl-in. Spark, 1117'.
Torpedo-boat Destroyer, Model, Ocean-going, Wimshurst Machines, Special Plates for, 281,
186‘.
Winding-up Gear for Model Aeroplanes, 391'.
Winning Model Racing Yachts, 519'.
Torpedo-boat Destroyers, Model, 259'.
Wire Cutter, A Simple, 391‘.
Torpedo-boat, Ocean-gain , Nut, 433'.
Wireless Telegraphy Apparatus, 228'. 401,
Traction Engine, Model, anadian, 121°.
Traction Engine, Model Fowler Type, 80'.
m. 526.$46.591'4
Woodwork, Splicing and Mending. 341.
Traction Engine, Model Steam, 287'.
Training ot the Locomotive Engineer, 328.
Working Models, CompressedAir tor, 1‘0.
Workshop Conversations,88, “o, 460.
Tramcar Seat, Model, 42'.
Travelling Lubricath tor Lathe, 36'.
Worksth Notes and Notions, 11', 35', 54',
79', 120'. 174‘. 200'. 247’. 176', 194'
Trials, Reliability, for Model Power Boats,
340', 368'. 391'. 415'. 510'. 558'
307' 378
Tricar, The Future of, 499.
Wright, Aeroplane, Model, 413',.
Triple Slide-rest Tool, 344'.
Ummotives, 293‘, 329', 422'.
TANK Tapping in the Lathe, 247'.
Tubing, Drilling Out or Enlarging, 36.
Clubs, Model—Alexandra (Manches
YACHT
ter), 19, 522' ; Barry, 115; Belfast,305;
Taps, Broken, Use 0t, 55'.
Tubular Scale Gong, 76'.
Bootle, 114', 522; Carditt, 115; Clap
Telegraphy, Wireless, Apparatus, 228' 403’ Turbine Machinery tor Model Steamers, 573'
harn, 115,306, 428 ; Darwen, 115 ; Derby,
Turbine, Parsons Model Steam, 273'.
471. 516 546 591"
l
306; Eastern Association, 307, 429',
Telemotcr, ow it Works, 318'.
Turning Crankshaft Pins, 260'.
l
Twin-cylinder Motor Cycle, The Premier,
457'; Forest Gate, 428; Glasgow, 1 ;
Telephone,Experiments with, 396'.
and Cleethorpes, 114 ;
Testing Model Locomotive Performances,36,
Grimshy
514‘
I
427; London Corinthians (1006), H4;
16".
Theatrtfs, Model, Sell-raising Curtain for, 72,
423, 521; Newport, 115;
Maitistone.212,
Oscillations,
Electric
Appa
UNDAMPBD
o .
Norfolk and Norwich, :10; Portsmouth,
1
ratus tor, 540'.
Model Boat Motor, 527'.
521; Queen's Park, 18; Rye, 115, 306;
Southampton, 114, 211, 420', 512‘;
Ticket Dating Machine, 281,
(Calilornia) Miniature Railway,
Tooting, 114, 427; Wirral, 428.
To
tor Holdin Lac tieredWork, 00'.
VENICE
488', 512', 537‘
Yacht, Model, Daphne,Construction of, 179'.
T s—Broken wist ?)rills as End Milling
Cutters, 484; Chaser Makin , :59; Va'tical Model Steam Engines, 98', 301', Yachting, Model, in Belgium, 305'.
135"
Chuck Making, 394'; Comhin Holder
Yachting, Model, Lake tot Hackney Marshes,
and Steady Rest, 79' ; Cutting tor Lathe
305.
Work, 294'; ll-hits tor Boring Small WAGON, Railway, Model, 3o-ton, 225'.
Yachting, Model, Notes on, 18', 114', 210'.
" Wants," MODEL ENGINEER,
Long Holes, 34o" Drill Depth Gauge,
Com
305‘. 427'. 511"
340'; Files, the se oi, 88; Gauges,
petition. 19. 64‘, 233
Yachts, Model, Experimental Boila' tor, 1'.
Yachts, Model Sailing—Eastern Model Yacht
Notes on, 420', 442'; Grinding Lathe, Water Motor, Model, Built-up, 239.
80, 209'; Hacksaws, the Use 0t, 36; Water Motor Parts, 19:.
Association, 457'; First Attrunpt, 18';
Hand ScrewingTackle, 133', 183', 205' ; Water Motor Q b.h.-p., 73'.
Fleet of the Alexandra M.Y,C., 522':
Pad for, 54, 79' ; Parting, 79' ; Punch tor Waterproot
ver tor Model Tramcar Seat,
M.Y.C. Anvers, 305' ; Priwwinners,
05', 519'; Racing 12-metrc, 5:2',‘
Slam 'ng Blocks, 559'; Spanners,Model
.
4
. tarting Racing, 522';
Doub e—ended,
“XPDNC'
4 1; Spring Holder tor, Water Tank World's Largest, 1031
io-rating. 428'.
79'; Triple Sli e-rest, 344°; Turning, Water Tap, edal, tor Low Pressures,325'.
54, 79° ; Use of Broken Taps and Drills, Water-tube Boiler tor Model SpeedBoat, :60. Yacht Races, List of Fixtures of Eastern
Water-tube Kettle, 191'.
Model Yacht Association, 307.
$5'~
Yacht Races, Model, Scoring in, 424,, 519'
Toothed Gearing tor Twin-screw Boats, 259'. Welsh Steam Coal for Model Boilers, 168.

bit,
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INDEX TO QUERIES
of,
dty
ACCUMULATORS}—-Ca
Charm. 1! 46. 91 . 357. 476;
otor
Driving,
527;
zontal tor
Electrolyte, 479.
Acetylene Gas Apparatus, 47.
Acetylene Gas Lamps,
ht 407.
or Yacht, 335'.
Acetylene .
Aeroplane, Model arman Type, 527.
Alternating Current Ammeter, 455.
Alternating Current Circuit, 333.
Amateur WirelessTelegra by, 575.
American Model Looomot ves, 165.
Anti~Frictlon Metal, 95.
Are Lamp Resistance,44.
Armatures——Directionol Rotation,
Tripolar, 118.
Automatic Cut-outs, 286.
Automatic Feed for Planer, 359.
Automatic Flasher for Lamps, 333.

286;
Hon
Jelly

407:

503 ; Construction
Grove, 503; Ingre
dits (or, 526; Leclanché, 478, 526;
Primary, 142.
Battleship, Model, Dreadnought526.
Battleship, Model, Machinery, 117.
Bell Wirinx. “3‘. 139‘. 381’. 383'. 405'
Blowiamps, Petrol, 167.
Boat, Fitting Tailshait to, 45'.
Boilers, Model—Construction, :13, 285’ ;
Failure, 117'; Field Tubes Iul‘, 70' ;
Firing, 406; Fitting Sta , 381; Flangng
Steel Plates, 239; Me ods 0t Inducing
Draught, 117' - Multitubular, 45 ;Return
Tube, 143'; taytng Locomotive Type,
" Stirling"
Water-tube, 118;
332;
' Toward " Water-tube,
214' ; Traction
Engine, 166; Vertical, 45, 46 286; Water
tube, 118, 214', 285';
arrow Type,
285'.
Brazing Iron or Steel, 334.
Burglar Alarms, Electric, 595'.

BATTERIES—an,
oi Biohromate, 46;

AND

REPLIES.

L.B.S.C.R. “ Atlantic" Tender, 12'.
Burglar Alarms,
Lighting, Electric, Installatiomi, 117, :66,
Rheostats,
Controller
Electric
551.
1.19.286. 333. 40$.455'. 479. $01. $51
L.N.W.R. Bogie Coach, :61.
Electric Drive tor Talking Machine, 35-).
Electric Flat-iron, 23.
L.N.W.R. Dining Cars, 46'.
Load Gauge Limits, 142.
Electric Horn ior Cycle, :86.
“ Claud
Electric Lighting Handbooks, 142.
Locomotive Drawings — G.E.R.
Hamilton," 261; G.N.R. 0—6—2 'lype
Electric Oscillations and Waves, 215.
‘
Electric Power for Boat, 159.
Tank No. r, 560, 94'; G.N.R. 4—4—2
Tank, 311 ; G.N.R. 7-it. 7-in. Bogie
Electric Power for Piano Player, 549.
1
Electric Tram, Supply for, 358.
Singles, 334'; Great Central 4—4—0,
189'; G.W.R. Saddle Tank,
L. B.
Electrical Connectionsfor Motor Cyclr‘, 167‘.
and S.C.R. “ Atlantic," 93 ; L.
Electrical History, 94.
.W. R.
Eight-coupledGoods, 358' ; L.
.
Electrical Indicator, 455'.
.W.
R.
“ Precursor,"
.W. R.
Electrical Musical Bells, 478.
i
574;
L.
0—6—0 Tanks, 548;
Electrical Resistance,40$.
.
.W. R.
"
Electro-magnets,Construction of, 357.
4—4-z Type, Charles Dickens,‘ 7
1.. & S.W.R. o~4—4 Type Tank 5 4':
Engineering,Electrical, 594.
!
Engineering, Marine, 188, 479.
L. St Y. Express, 23, 382; L T. d.
357; N.E.R. " Atlantic," 381, 549;
Engineering, Mechanical, 165.
Electro-motors—Altering to D name, 356;
North London Railway, 335.
Connectionsfor Running 5 unt Wound, Locomotives—Equalisers
on, 188: G.W.R.
" Saints," 358;
188'; Cuttris Alternating Current, :14;
LB. 6: S.C.R., ()3;
L. 6: N.W.R., No. 173,“ Cornwall," 335;
Field Coil Connections,44'; For Lathe,
310; Four-pole, 356; Reversing, 406.
L. 64N.W.R. Tank, 70; Water Pick-up
l
Apparatus,
;
Engineering Profession, 430.
I Locomotives, 551 Wheels on a Curve, 69'.
1
Engraving Machine, Electric, 94.
Model—American, 165; “Built
‘
Equalisers on Locomotives, 188.
up" Cylinder ior, 477; Construction,
Experiments on Static Electricity, 45.
"8. ‘88, 113. .159. 06'; Design. 93'.
06; “Dnnalastair III," 335; Fitting
ingle Cylinder to, 477; Geared Drive,
Coil Connections, 44'.
; G.E.R. Type, 93' ; G.N.R. “ Atlan
FIELD
93'
Field Tubes for Model Boilers, 70‘.
tic," 95 ; G.N.R. 8~it.Single, 93 ; G.W.R.,
Fitting Motor tn Bicycle, :87.
“
North Star " Class, 549'; Increasing
Flanging Cop
Plates, 593.
Power oi, 54B; LB. 6: S.C.R., 167; Link
Hanging Stee Boiler Plates, :39.
Motion, 262‘; L. 6: N.W.R., "Expen
Flasher, Automatic, for Lamps, 333.
ment," 333'; L. 8: N.W.R. Ten-wheel
Flying Machines,Model, Engines ior, 143.
Tank, 406'; Modiﬁed Joy's Valve Gear
Foghorn tor Yacht, 335.
lor, 333'; N.B.R., 167, 286; No. 0
Frosting Brass, 594.
Gauge L. G: N.W.R.,
7; Oscillating
'
Furred Water-jacket, Cleaning, 334.
Cylinder, 332; Simple
3B ;
Single Cylinder, 286; Single
yiln er
Governor,
95; Gas
Geared, 03'
AS Engines—Driving
Single Eccentric Valve
Consumption, 548; Moon. ENGINEER,
Gear, 262'; Tank, 93' ‘ Testing Stand,
“
ih.-p-., 93 ; Old Type, 22' ; Patterns tor,
167; Valve Gear for
North
“
188; Silencing Exhaust, 190; Slide-valve
Star Class, 549'.
'
46,
138';
T
Locomotives,Model Electric—City and South
. 22' Water-cooling ior,
heels, 381.
eight of PI
London Railway, 359 ; Colours tor, 526' ;
GasolineEn
e, Silencing, 479.
Construction, 356,
, 407; L. and
' aviodelEn ineer,"
G.N.R. Kitc en Cars, 46'.
N.W.R. Tank, 407; 35
G.N.R. Wa on Stock, Colour oi, 359.
332, 526‘; Outline Design tor G.W.R.,
357'; Painting, 526'.
G.W.R. Ordinary Bogie Carriage, 160'.
595‘.
ELECTRIC
Electric Cable Making, 23.

G

Electric, How Made, 2 .
CABLES,
Calculating Steam Consump on, 359.
Carriage,G.W.R., Ordinary Bogie, 166'.
Change Wheels ior Drummond Lathe, 575'.
tor, :1 ;
Char 'ng Accumulatois—Ozmnections
amps (or Resistance, 455 ; Resistanct
fur. 6. 92‘. 357
s for Castclli Cohu'er, 238.
Choking
Circulating Tubes tor Model Boiler, 70'.
Colour (or G.N.R. Wagon Stock, 359.
Commutator, Detachable, 45'.
Force Pum , 118.
Cutting lntemal Teeth, :39.
HANDHeating
by team, 406.
Cutting Spur Wheel in Lathe, 94.
Hertzian
Waves,
455, 550'.
Cuttris Alternating Current Motor, 214.
Electrical,
History,
94.
Cylinders, Reversing, Block for, 21'.
History of inventions, 215.
Horizontal 1:.Vertical Engines, 188.
Black, Recipe for 189.
DEADDesign ior Model awn Tank Loco House, Lamp, Wiring, 47.
motive, 93'.
Electrical Connections, 455'.
Design of Mechanism,286'.
INDICATOR,
Induction Coil Windings, 407.
Direction of Armature's Rotation, o7.
Drau ht, Methods of Inducing, or Model Induction Motors Constructionoi, 455.
ers, 117'.
Instruments Model Telegraph, 431.
Invention,
ling an, 33:.
Drop in Volts, 593.
Dynamos—Construction, 262; Detachable Inventions, History of, :15.
Commutator tor, 45'; Failure, :61;
Increasing Output, 549; Manchester‘ OY'S Valve Gear, Modiﬁed,
333‘.
Type, 551
551' - Petrol
Jay"! Valve Gear, Setting Out. 477‘.
Overgrpe,
esistance or, :87:
Engine tor, 358;
Semi-enclosedType, 311; Six- le, 95',
Oil Recipe,
287; Theory oi Action, 142' ;
clings,\
LAMPLamps—Arc 407.
Resistance, 44, 550;
334. 501. $50. 551'. 594:
71'. 93. 1136-watt, 215- 40-“ att, 71', :63; 1oo-watt,
Osrarn" lor GoverncssCar, 332.
333; "54'3" 932 150""!!- 334; 300‘ Lathe Change\Vheels, 575'.
watt, 551'.
Lathe Guide Screws, 165.

Calculations, 182.
MAGNETIC
Magnetising Plant, 230.
Magneto Shocking Machine, 383.
Magnet to Support 40 lbs., 38:.
, Marine Engineering, 188,479.
Mechanical Englneerin , 165.
Medical Coil Construc on, 334.
Metal Polish Makin , 382.
Meth lated Spirit \faporising, 46.
M
oy’s Valve Gear, 333'.
Mortise eeth 238'.
Motor Cycle, Electrical Connectionslor, 167'.
Moun
Grindstone, 431'.
Musical ells, Electrical, 478.

NICKEL-PLATING

by Electricity, 53,.

Engines—Trouble with Carburation,
435
Oil Engine ior Dynamo Driving, 358.
Oiling Patterns tor Plaster Moulds, 95.
Old Type Slide-valve Gas Engines, 22'.
Optical Illusion, 311.

OIL
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l
Shocking Hand-shake,Connectionsfor, 574. l
Shocking Coil, Constructionoi, 38!, 455, 477.
Patents, Secret, 478.
Shunt tor Ammeter, 38x.
Permanent Magnets,Construction oi, 476.
Slldevalve Gas Engines, 22'.
" Small D
Permanent Ma ets, Re-m
tising, 357.
0s and Motors," Failures. 261.
Petrol Engine or Dynamo
ving, 358.
Solenoid tor a Stated Pull, 502'.
Piano-Player, Electric Power for, 549.
Sparking in Gases, 287'.
Polarity oi Wires, Finding, 92.
Sparking Voltage, r17.
Pole-ﬁnding Paper, 455.
Sparks oi Wimshuzst Machine, 43!.
Potash Hardening, 407.
Speed Boat Hull, :66.
Primary and SecondaryWindings, 407.
Spring Balance Satety Valves, Testing, 45.
Voltmeter, Making, 575. _
Pulleys lot Lathe, 406.
Springviontrol
Pump Motor, Failure to Start, 47.
Spur
eel Cutting in Lathe, 94.
Pumps, Variation oi Stroke in, 382'.
Stzyidard Railway Coaches,261'.
Static Electricity Experiments, 45.
Steamboat,Design for Model, 95.
Model Yacht, 503.
Steam Consumption,Calculating, 35g.
RACING,
Railway Carria 1:Compartment, t88. Steam Electric Installation, :66.
‘
Steam Engine Design, 33}.
Railway Carriage Draw an, 94.
Railway Gau e Limits, I41.
Steam Engines, Model—Compound,285, 549,
594; Design, 549; Link Motion lor, g4;
Railway, M el, Coach, 38:.
Railway, Model, Plans, 261’.
Torpedo Boat Destroyer, 574.
Steamer,Model, Machinery, 7:, I67, 454.
Railway Wheel on a Curve, 69'.
Rectiﬁer, Resistance(or, 311.
Steam Heating, 406.
Steam Model Plants, 23, 70, 215, 286, 359.
Re-magnetisingPermanent Magnets, 357.
SubmarineModel Boat, 407'.
Resistancetor Arc Lamp, 44.
\
Switch Puzzle, 311'.
Resistanceior Charging from Mains, 92'.
Resistancetor Electric Tram, :85.
ResistanceFrame, Wire tor, :38.
to Model Boat, Fitting, 45'.
ResonanceLight Vibrations, 503.
TAILSHAFT
ReversingBlock (or Two Cylinders, 21‘.
Talking Machine, Electric Drive for,
Riﬂe Ranges,Telephonesfor, 333.
359
Rheostat, Electric Controller, 55:.
Teehnical Training, 476.
Telegraph, Model, Instruments, 43!.
Telegraphy. Wireless, 381, 455. 503.57»
Valve, Testing Spring Balance, TelephoneConnections,9 .
SAFETY
TelephoneSet, Three-station, 45'.
45.
Riﬂe Ranges, 333.
Telephonesiur
455.
‘
Screwinlghnies,
reads, :38.
Screw
Tom
g Steel 5 rings, :15.
Searchlight, Acetylene, lor Yacht, 335'.
Ten er, LB. 6: S. .R., :38.
Secret Patents, 47B.
Tender oi LB. 8: S.C.R. " Atlantic," 22'.
Seleniumand its Uses. 595.
Terminus for Model Railway, 26:.
Self-Lighter for Gas, 574.
Testing Spring Balance Safety Valves, 45.
Setting-out joy's Valve Gear, 477'.
Theory 0! Dynamo's Action, 141'.
Electric Locomotives,

526.
PAINTING
Patenting an Invention, 239.

Torpedo-boat Destroyer, Model, Construction
of, 38:, 405, 502.
Torpedo-boat Destroyer, Model Design, 354.
Tramway, Electric, Resistancefor, :8 5.
Transformer Desi , 70, 382‘.
gs, 165', 333', 334.
TranstormerWin
Turbine, Model, Boat, 47‘.
ALVB Gear, Joy's Modiﬁed, 333'.
Valve Gear, Setting-out Joy's, 477'.
Valve Gear, Single Eccentric for Model Loco
motive, 262'.
Gear, Suitable for Model G.\V.R.,
Valve
" North Star " Class,
549'.
Variation of Stroke in Pumps, 381'.
Vertical, Model, Boilers, 45, 46, :86.
Voltage Reduction, 383.
Voltmeter, Making Spring Control, 575.
tor Gas Engines, 46,
WATER-COOLING
a38' .
Water Motor for Churning, 190.
Water Pick-up Apparatus oi Locomotives,
55L
Waves, Electric, Wireless
:62.
It orks, '405.
WestinghouseBrake: HowTelegaphy,
Wheels of Locomotiveson a Curve, 69..
Wick Carburettor, :88.
Wlmshurst Machine, Construction oi. $50.
Wimshurst Machine, Rormnla tor Voltage, 9:.
Wimshurst with Leyden jars, 479.
windings, Dynamo, 71°, 93- “a. :34. 503
_ 55°. 55! , 594
erele-ss Telegraphy. 381. 455. $03. 575
Wiring Diagram, Corrected trom ALE. Hand—
book, 47‘.
Wooan Wheels,Construction of, 575.
Woodworkin Vice, 47.
Work Shed, onstruction oi, 407.
Worm Wheels, Making, 575.

YACHT, Model Racing, 503.
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